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WHAT VISITED PESEAPCH AND LITERATURE

TELL US ABOUT RURAL PEOPLE

Va*yL K. *Nutty
Moat Sociology Extemion SpeciotiAt
COopesative Extemion Smite
Pcomoytvania Stott Uniowity

Selected findings from research studies and other literature
Occurately reflect today's rural scene. In this paper, the author,
an associate professor of rural sociology at the Pennsylvania State
University, outlines his perception of these findings in terms of a
library collection: the rare book section, a documents section, and
a reference section.

R&RE BOOKS SECTION

Ruch has been said about the conditions in rural America,

some accurate statements, and some inaccurate. President Nixon

summarised conditions of Rural America in 1971 thusly:

. . . in rural America itself, the loss of human
resources has compounded the problems of diversifying
the economy and fostering vigorous and progressive
community life. Those who have chosen to stay have
found it harder and harder to pay for and provide
services such as good schools, health facilities,
transportation systems, and other infrastructure
attractive enough to keep people in rural America,
or to lure jobs and opportunities to rural America.
Many of the small towns which dot the countryside
have to struggle for existence; they often have
difficulty attracting good teachers or physicians;
many fight stagnation while most of the economy is
expanding; they cannot give the older, the dis-
advantaged, and the less educated people needed
assistance and care. (14.28)

In the same publication. Marion Clawson states his feelings in

another way: "It is not an exaggeration to say that rural towns

re Fick." (1,p.28) Peraons often get the feeling that this is the



picture of rural America, and indeed it may be Dut let me ask the

qaestion, do the data support the statements? Let's turn to our

documents for the answer.

DOCUMENTS

Many types of documents are useful to us in our search for the

answer to this question. One framework that rural sociologists and

others have found useful for organizing or cataloging our thoughts is

the POET framework. This framework permits one to analyze research

and literature within the context of first examining population; second,

organization; third, environment; and fourth, technology.

Population

The rural population in Pennsylvania is greater Alan in any

other state, with over 3.4 million persona residing in rural Penn-

sylvania as defined at 50,000 or less. In fact, 29.5 percent of the

total Pennsylvania population is classified as rural by our definition.

North Carolina has the second largest rural population, with 2.8

million persons residing in rural areas. Although our definition

includes cities with up to 50,000, Pennsylvania has more persons

residing in places of 1,000 to 2,500 people than in the other rural

population categories. Another aspect of the organization of Penn-

sylvania is by region. If one were to take a map of Pennsylvania

and draw a line from North to South roughly through the center of

Pennsylvania, one would find that since 1940 or 1950, the western

half of the state, with few exceptions, all the way across the state,

has lost population. The growth in Pennsylvania has been mostly in

the southeast region. Although the rural farm population represents

only 4 percent of onr total population, that percentage includes

53,000 farmers in Pennsylvania engaged in the production of food and

fiber.

While rural areas have historically declined in population,

recent research by Calvin Seale of the U.S. Department of Agriculture

suggests that since 1970 there has been a population turnaround; rural

areas are gaining rather than losing population. Two age groups which
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Deem to be predominant in this turatound are retired people moving

to scenic areas or to places where they grew up, and young people

disenchanted with the "succeed-or-die, lightning-pace" syndrome they

may hews found is the urban areas.

This nix of newcomers with those who have lived there all

their lives causes some unique situations.

Different segments of the rural population view things fiery

differently. In fact, priorities given to public issues by small

town rural persons probably differ from those of rural farmers, and

even farmers are diverse in their values and beliefs. For example,

part-time farmers may differ significantly in their viewpoints from

the highly capitalized commercial farmers.

Recent research has suggested that residents in smelt cum-

unities do have different attitudes from urban residentsion certal::

topics. For example, a recent study by Cagood showed that residents

in small communities had more negative attitudes toward welfare pro-

grams than Aid urban residents 12.1).41-48]. Differences appear to

exist between those raised it small communities and those raised in

Verse communities. In fact, size of community of a person at age 16

seems to be a better predictor, or better indicator, of what attitudes

and values a person would have than size of present community.

So what do these differences man? Glenn and Hill state that

those who would understand and develop rural areas "must be concerned

with and knowledgeable of attitudinal and behavioral variation iu

the United States. Too, they need to tantinue to study, but not to

exaggerate the rural/urban differences if indeed we are to bring

resolution of problems to fruition." 13,p.503

Rural persona have some of the same concerns as their urban

counterparts. Their concerns center around inflation, unemployment,

public transportation, resource depletion, energy conservation,

welfare nanagement, pollution of environment and financing of gov-

erneental services. However, more than their urban counterparts,

rural areas often have many forces outside the community that affect

their resolution to these concerns.
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ataillE122.

Let's turn to the second element in our POET framework, In-

sanitation. Under the heading organization we'll look at comm-

unity organization, the family, and finally, the organization of

rural women?

Courfty boundaries established two centuries ago iu Pennsyl-

vania may have less utility for today's society than at the time

they were established. To illustrate, county seat towns were cell-

trally located so that a resident could journey to the county seat,

transact business, and return home the some day. The network VON

established to enhance the position of: (1) the county seat, and

(2) the possibility of what vas referred to as a "team haul"

distance. This network, rlus the normal migration of ethnic and

other groups, led to settlement patterns in Pennsylvania (if you

exclude the Philadelphia area) that can be easily traced to

national origin, predominant religion of the originators, and the

topography of the region simply by the names of the communities.

For example, in central Pennsylvania we have Lewistown, Mifflintown,

and Thompsoutown. That's hill country, geographically, Scotch-Irish

were the predominant ethnic. group who settled there, and they were

Presbytzrian or United Methodists. Continuing on in central Penn-

sylvania, we have Lewisburg, Mifflinburg, and Millhelm. These

towns are in the broad river valleys, predominantly settled by

Germans, who brought with them basically the Lutheran religion.

you go on into Schuylkill County, you have narrow river valleys

that were settled by the Dutch, bringing along the Dutch Reformed

religion. And so on we could continue through Pennsylvania.

Another way to look at county organization is through looking

at the industrial base of various regions of Pennsylvania. Those

regions that have a high extractive induntry base, that Is lumbering,

mining, fire-clay manufacturing, tended to lose population over the

last 30 years, while throw with permanent industrial base and good

agricultural area and those with major tr,Insportatioo networks tended

to gain in population.

-4-
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Let's move. then, to community organization. How does one

interested in providing services to a rural area begin to get a

handle on organization? Wilkinson provides one way when be talks

about structural differentiation. In his article, Professor

Wilkinson indicates that small town functions and facilities are

being provided, but not on the specialized or differentiated base

that may be found in a metropolitan area. For example, in the

agricultural trade centers of 100 years ago, mostly under 1,000

population, all of the services and interactive opportunity outside

of the family were provided. When population declines, it tends to

yield functional losses that can be cataloged in the following way.

The first and most significant loss can be found in the specialized

professions: dentiate, doctors, and lawyers, in that order. Secondly,

the loss of large dry goods establishments, plus the specialized

services such as beauty parlors, laundries, paint stores, and TV

shops begin to have the community. And finally, duplicate businesses

are driven out such as multiple service etatione, multiple garden

&applies, hardwares, and so on 14, p.45-461. Simon and Gagnon in an

article in the Coemunitiea Left Behind point out:

The land and the economy of the United States will
not support as many small towns an they did before. It
is very difficult not to see the future as a long, drawn-
out struggle for community survival, lasting for half a
century, in which some battles may be won, but the war
will be lost. A future in which most towns viii become
isolated or decayed, in which the local amenities must
deteriorate, and in which there will finally be left only
the aged, the inept, and the very young and the local
power league. 15,p.511

However, Simon and Gagnon forget to mention several significant

factors in their rather pessimistic statement. Number one, Professor

Wilkinson points out that the survival or the decline of small towns

is selective and not universal. In a study in the early 1950's and

1960's, Brunner found that two out of five small towns were still

viable. And, number two, in much of Pennsylvania, smaller places

are growing more rapidly than larger places. Decentralization is

occurring around non-metropolitan areas. And finally three, there

-5-
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to decentralication of government. This liner :.rend seems to be
intensifying as revenue *Marine promotes this notion. Wilkiason
concludes with a rather optimistic note when he states "local

leadership can be viable and influence stability and growth."

Tupelo, Mississippi, is a prime example of overcoming shortcomings
In location, natural resources, And population base by citiceni
professional participation in establishing community priorities and
deciding haw to implement programs to achieve desired results. In
Pennsylvania, we have had over the past six years a rather intensive
leadership development program aimed primarily at rural leaders. All
of the results from this program's continuing program efforts are not
in, but those that are would indicate that Indeed Ptolessrot Wilkinson's
statement is sound.

We can further look at Professor Wilkinson's notion of struc:ural
differentiation of cnmmunides by looking at primary services deliveted
by a community. According to Doeksen, Keuhn, and Schmidt, many types
of communities may be identified when they are labeled by functions.
These authors provide us with the following classification scheme.
First is recreation communities. We have plenty of these in Pennsylvania,
eormally found around water and within driving distance of a large,
metropolitan area. Second is a remoutee extraction

community; ninina,
lumbering, fireclay, oil. Those teed to be either in growth or decline,
rather than in status quo. The third identifiable enmmunity is that of
a satellite community; that is, one in which a large part of the labor
force walks in a neatby larger town. Laud values tend to be low,g than
in a metropolitan area. Various open space areas ate available, and
these communities have grown in conjunction with the technological

changes that have taken place in transportation and vommunicatine. The
fourth community is the viable trade center. And finally, the remaining
communities are those under 2,500 population that have experienced little
growth. They're b,.ghly interdependent;

one tends to find a b.rik that. is
the major business. a lHLautinit that nervs ceffvv and doughnuts to the
work crews, and little elm, in noch communities, 11,11.15WI
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Vith the growth and decentralization of industry and govern-

ment, ono finds industrial location in rural and partially rural

counties gaining momentum. In this regard, Claude Naren states:

Rural and partly rural counties gained in manu-
facturing Jobe at a rate of 4.6 percent annually between
1959 and 1969, or more than double the ratio in metro-
politan units. Nearly 900,000 manufacturing workers
were added, together with almost another 500,000 in the
remaining nonmetro areas. This brought the non-metro
share of the total U.S. manufacturing employment up
from 21 percent in 1959 to 23 percent 10 years later. (6)

Professor Childs did a study analyzing industrial locations

in Oklahoma from 1963 through 1971 and found support fo the decen-

tralisation of industry. In this time period, Professor Childs

found 66.1 percent of all manufacturing jobs created by new uanu-

facturing plants were is cosmunities of lees than 10,000 population.

The Childs study did not talk about the impacts of such change, but

Obviously, delivery of facilities and services were major consider-

ations in such selection. 173

To summarize the community organization then, let me say that: (I)

declining crununitics mean a trencfer of functions and services

to a regional or larger area. That is occurring in such of Pennsylvania.

(2) Transfer is adaptive to economies of scale, but individual

communities with knowledge of resources can inrervene and remain viable.

In other words, they can provide the guidauce to change. And finally.

human well-being needs to be foremost in mind in any program or delivery

of services and indeed must be maximized rather than minimized.

Let's look at persons residing in rural areas, for a moment. We'll

look at these within the context of family. A definition of family is

in order before we begin. Family can be defined very simply and has been

by Rickert as a unit of interacting and interdependent persons who

share common goals, have a ctinmitnent to one another over time, share

resources, and usually a common living space. In a generic sense,

family encompasses all the social relationships that provide nurture-

mats, protection, and renewal for individuals. Moreover, we have

diverse Cosily ptttetns in the United States. These include commuaal

living, unmarried females with children, unmarried couples living

-7-



together, homosexuals living together, and divorced, separatza, or

Single parents with childr - There have been huge adjuetneuts in

the family. Women with c.reers now equal SO percent of the labor

force. Husbanas are helping with housework; they are more directly

involved in chlidrearing. As one might suspect with the diverse

family patterns and some of these adjustments to the family, tie

population projections with regard to birth rates sre rather sig-

nificant. Ten years ago the average United State; family had 3.1

children. LI 1976, it was 2.1, with the result being that In 1976

there mere 12 million fewer persons than had been forecast in 1965.

Currently the proportion of the population over age 65 in

somewhere slightly in excess of 10 percent. By the year 2030, this

percentage is projected to be 17 to 20 percent. What all of this

means is that we're moving from a C;ild-oriented to an age-oriented

society. Outside family support services are, increasing. Things

like senior centers, and yes, even librari-s for rural residents

are on the increase nationally and within Pennsylvania.

Of all those persons living in rural areas, we found that

in terms of belonging, one-half of them belong to formal organizations.

A minority of those belonging were extremely active. Of the remaining

half, many have no organizations at. all. The actives are not repre-

sentative of the total community. They tend to be advantaged socially

and *canonically, while the nonactives tend to be lover in income.

Often. they are in the young adult stage between high school and

becoming more establisati in the community. Senior citizens, cultural

and ethnic groups (for example, farm laborers) and newcomers to fringe

area settlements also are included among the nonactives. he edu-

cationally active are the minority in everything. (8,p.200)

nosily, let us consider rural women. An article in our

Centre Daily Times entitled, "Rural Women Turning to New Role,"

indicates that the women's movement is not a movement exclusive to

urban areas. It may have first surfaced in the cities of America,

but now it has spread to all levels of society in all gengr.sphic

areas, including the isolated, rural village and farm. The article

-8-
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goes on to states "Rural women are banding to carve a more central

plate for themselves on the national scene. Despite the many absteclea

of isolation, lack at communication, poor educational opportunities,

employment changes and other social limitations, the rural woman is

emereiag as a strong-willed, strong-voiced rational citizen --

the separate, but equal, entity from her more eminent husband."

Environment

Let 'is now turn to the third category in our POET fraemotk,

-environment. Hershey, reportice on his thesis study, indicates that

in laud use, the problem stems around the fact that we want food,

shelter and clothing all produced on the sane acre. Specifically,

he was studying attitudes toward government regulation of land use.

Such regulations rest on a number of powers. Government has the

ability to tax, to take land for public use, to regulate or control

land, to acquire land when an owner with so heirs dies without a

will, and to awn and manage land for specific purposes (for example,

parks). In Hershey's erne)! in Armstrong, Butler and Indiana

Counties, be found that. 54 percent of the respondents wanted to have

the government regulate land. Those who favored government regulation

tended to have a higher level of individual income and a higher level

of formal education than those who preferred individual regulation.

Further, those who wanted the control to rest with local officials

tended to be selective in what they wanted those officials to regulate.

191

In the rural environment, we find there is widespread poverty.

A high proportion of rural housing is substandard. The rural poor

are often unorganized.

The teeing structure, which helps to create our environment,

has traditionally been the property tax as the malot source of revenue

for the smaller political subdivisions. Lately, there are arguments

being championed by econoniats, sociologists, political scientists,

and others that we need to have rather widespread reform in this area.

-9-
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Services also help create an environment. We find no particular

service across all communities that stands out either as not being

provided or being needed, but we can isolate some specific rural

problems: financial burden caused by the clean stream legislation;

sewage systems that would cost more than the tocal property valnation

of a community; poor quality of stater; bridges; travel or transportation;

fire protection; health; and unregulated growth. For example. let us

look specificraly at beelth. We can find that improved access tn

health care is urgently needed in most areas in rural America.

Medical doctors and top-notch medical facilities tend to he con-

centrated in metropolitan centees, but in rural America we have a

higher percentage of persons working in the three most dangerous

occupatiens: mining, agriculture, and heavy construction. Rural

areas have isolated roads and less adequate emergency equipment.

Therefore, accidents are apt more often to be fatal in such areas.

And finally, we have a higher percentage of elderly persons who need

medical services.

Row can rural areas attract medical personnel and establish

medical facilities? Several have done it through primary health care

centers. In Pennsylvania, Northern Indiana County now has a primary

health rare facility located at Marian Center. Upper Columbia County,

the community of Benton, also has such a facility. In Centre County,

Penns Valley, and Snow Shoe arc two locations for primary health care

units.

Technology

Let's turn to our fourth and final item in the POET fr amework,

technology. As we mentioned earlier, technology has provided the rural

resident with the opportunity to face and to begin to resolve the same

problems that are eonfrouting urban areas: land use, water control,

air pollution, the disposal of sewage and solid waste, transportation

congestion. and the provision of health care facilities. The pre

has begun. The lenses are new electrified. They have tlephoees. The

road systems have moved the rural residents from the mud to the hard-

topped roads. Educational systems are becoming more equalized

-10--
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rural and urban areas. The communications systems, although not

comparable to those found in urban areas, tend to be listed as

adequate by most rural residents. In rural areas we find that

wages are more equally distributed among all sectors of the

community than they are in the urban sectors. Finally, all of

this technology has permitted the decentralization of industry,

which continues to put a competitive edge to the bidding for

location in one community versus another.

All of these changes permit us at least three alternative

apprnaches to what's going on in rural areas. First of all we can

ignore tease changes. This. I would argue, could bring disastrous

results. Let me illustrate the consequences of ignoring change.

The following is extracted from a talk delivered in 1908 at the annual

meeting of the National Association of Carriage guilders:

Eighty-five percent of the horse -dray vehicle industry
of the country is untouched by the automobile. In 1906 and
1907, the demand for buggies reached the highest tide of its
history. The man who predicts the general annihilation of
the horse and his vehicle is a fool.

The second alternative to change is fight. The following

letter addressed to President Andrew Jackson from Albany, New York,

dated January 1, 1829, illustrates this alternative:

The canal system of this country is being threatened
by the spread of a new form of transportation known as
"railroads." The federal government must preserve the
canals for the following reasons: One, if canal boats
are supplanted by "railroads," serious unemployment will
result, Captains, cooks, drivers, hoatlers, reaairnen,
and lock tenders will be left without means of livelihood,
not to mention the numerous farmers now employed in growing
hay for the horses. Two, boat builders would suffer, and
tow nine, whip, and harness makers would be left destitute.
Three, canal boats are absolutely essential to the defense
of the United States. In the event of the expected trouble
with England, the Erie Canal would be the only means by
which we could ever move the supplies so vital to waging a
modern war. For the above mentioned reasons, the govern-
ment should create an interstate commerce commission to
protect the American from the evils of "railroads" and to
preserve the canals for posterity. As you may know, Mr.
President, "railroad" carriages are pulled at an enormous
speed of 15 miles per hour by "engines," which in addition
to endangering life and limb of passengers, roar and snort
their way through the countryside, netting fire to the ground,
scaring the livestock, and frightening women and children.

16



The Almighty certainly never intended that people should
travel at sull breakneck speed. Respectfully yours,
Martin Van Buten, Govecnor of Nev York.

This brings no then to the third, and in my opinion, the most

tenable of the alternatives to change. That is to guide, modify, to

direct, to be part of that whole process. In this regard, former Sec-

retary of Agriculture Freeman commented: "We're at a moment of decision

a mosent of crisis. I btlieve that we can choose what kind of America

our children will inherit. We are not in a blind pawn of fate, but

rather the shapers of our own destiny."

How do we as educators, you as rural librarians, choose to help

rural areas remain viable, remain vital, remain a place where people

can choose to live while achieving a high quality of lifr2? As edu-

cators, as rural librarians, I think we muat cease being passive

facilitators, i.e., waiting till people come to our neatly organized,

categorized, and often hard-to-reach environment. 1 think we must

take our expertise to them. In other words, we must become active

facilitators, and we now have a vehicle that can help us do Just that.

REFERENCE

The National Rural Information Clearing House of the National

Rural Center was established to help persons interested in working with

rural residents to help them achieve their goals, to become active

facilitators rather than passive facilitators, or to become a server

of the unnerved. In a draft report just released, leadership initiative

was shown to be necessary and crucial, and that trust in the provider, a

balance of focus between rural and nortrural, and timing of suggested

helps were crucial to the success of whether persons were helped or

hindered. Moreover, in trying to activate this leadership initiative,

the biggest problem was the serious information gap. This gap existed

because appropriate information was not reaching rural people and infor-

mation from rural people concerning their needs, their hopes, and frus-

trations, and their failures and successes was not reaching appropriate

contact points.

What does the National Rural Information Clearing House of the

National Rural Center offer? First, a special library that has an

-12-
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extensive basic collection of materials relevant to rural affairs;

references, tools, books, monographs, emonstrations, periodicals,

demographic data, congressional and execuL4ve branch documents.

Secondly, it has a computer information retrieval system that contains

20 data bases, among them ERIC and FAPRS. Third, it has established

and operates a systemm for identifying and helping to secure sources

end funding for technical aesietance. Fourth, it has helped calam-

ities to get financial aid. Fifth, it provides reference for special

research on rural matters. Sixth, is has developed and put into a

computerized listing system some 14,000 names of key rural officials

and community leaders and has gained cooperation for access to additional

names through agreements to rent existing lists. Seventh, it has evolved,

published, and distributed a directory of rural organization. Eighth, it

initiated a program of issues meetings, bringing together tepreseetatives

of rural organizations and federal departments to share information and

discuss key issues as they develop, for example, credit, health, rural

development, and communications. Ninth, they have a continuing program

of meetings with federal policy makiag officials to exchange information.

Lest, they're establishing a continuous system of evaluation. Another

place to look is for opportunities established by existing agencies and

Institutions. For example, the Middleburg Community Library just received

an award for second place in the local government innovations conference,

sponsored by the state rural development committee. They used raffles,

gifts, car washi..., bake sales, etc.. in order to facilitate the reso-

lution of a problem; i.e., lack of community access to existing library

facilities. [101

Finally, in our reference section, for your conside ation, I

mould refer you to our own organization of Cooperative Extension Service.

The national organization is located and officed in each of the 3,100 or

so counties in the United States. Personnel from the Cooperative Ixten-

sien Service. which has a Federal haw. a State base, and as I have

just 'mentioned, a county base, have been involved in the delivery of

educational programs since 1914. These gram over the years have

evolved into the current program of e under agriculture and

natural resources, family living, ct resource devel.peent, and

4-N youth. Further, our organization h.. ...detained since 1914 a primary

-13-
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focus on rural audiences. Our track record is secure. We are reeognized

in all three governmental levels as an organization that offers

educational programs to help enhance the quality of life, espetially

the quality of life rc, those persons residing in rural areas.

I would suggest that if you are unfamiliar with the Cooperative

Extension Service, you pursue it with your local county-based staff.

If you are familiar with it, I would urge yen to explore it further

in terns of gathering st'ggestions as to how we might work together

to help achieve the goals of the Center for the Study of Rural

Librarianship, which are. "To identify needs and to extend current

knowledge relative to the nature and role of rural librarians."

Tour goals are quite compatible with ours, so let's get on with the

task.
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COM I TY DEVELOPIVIT

THE ROLE OF THE RURAL LIBRARIAN

Pate R. Heuhey
Community Vtvetopment Speciati6t
Cooperative Exteneion Savitt
The Ponnievania State Univeraity

As you are well aware, our conference theme is "Public Aware-

ness of Rural Library Services." In a conventional sense this usually

translates, "Now can we effectively communicate to the public our

presence, activities and services." I want to push that concept a

little further and suggest that public awareness is really a two-way

process. Public awareness is not only you or your organization

communic4ting out to the community; it is also the community communi-

cating in to you and your organization. In other words, you as

librarian must be aware of, and sensitive to, the needs and desires

of the community.

I an not a librarian (so forgive me if I an wrong), but 1 sense

that librarians tend to view themselves as agents, advocates or pro-

moters of educational and cultural processes. These functions are

important, but I think librarians can and should play a broader role

in the community. As librarians you are information specialisto. You

hold or have access to a critical resource for agencies, government

officials and community groups involved in community decision making

processes. Unfortunately this linkage between librarians and persons

working in community development is not always clearly understood or

utilized. Although this address focuses on helping librarians order-

stand community development and the librarian's role in this process,

it is equally important that community development practitioners become

more aware of the resources that are available through the library.

I would like to address three general areas: first, change in

rural communities and the effect of that change on library services;

second, a definition of community development; and finally, a brief

discussion of how librarians fit into the community development process.

-16-
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RURAL CHANGE

A significant demographic change has been occurring in this country

since the 1970 census. For the first time in the nation's history, more

Americans are moving from metropolitan areas than are moving to them.*

Between 1970 and 1975, for every 100 persons moving to metropolitan

counties, 131 moved out. This was a reversal of previous trends. During
the laze 1960s for every 100 persons moving to metropolitan areas, 94

moved aut.

Although many of the nonmetropolitan growth areas are adjacent

to metropolitan counties, there are also unmistakable signs of popu-

lation growth in much more remote rural areas.

This revival of rural population growth is also taking place in

Pennsylvania. The rural population of Pennsylvania to-als over three

million people. That is larger than the rural population of any other

state in the nation. Between 1970 and 1975 nonmeeropolitan counties

in the state adjacent to urban counties grew by 3.3 percent. Those

counties not adjacent to urban counties grew by only a little less --

2.b percent. As was the case with the national figures, this followed

several decades of decline.

Now, what does this mean to those of you providing services in

rural areas? Most analysts seem to a,.ree that this trend of the 70s

represents a major change in Americans' expectations -- what they want

from their careers and what they are willing to give up to get it. At

one time, the genera view of rural life was reflected by Sinclair

Lewis in Main Street when he called the small town existence: "dullness

made God . . . the contentment of the quiet dead." This is no longer

the case (although 1 must add that some people think Lewis's observation

still holds). Rural life has been modernized and with increased ease of

mobility these areas are no longer isolated from more urban areas.

*As defined by the Bureau of Census, metropolitan refers to
counties having one 9r more city with a population of 50,000 or more.
Nonnetropolitan would be any county without a city of 50,000.
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Another important consiaeration is the composition of thaze

persona moving into rural areas. Although some of these new migrants

are seeking a life out of Thoreau, part of what has been called the

"back to the laud movement," more typically these persons are looking

for a life equal distance between the brutalities of the country and

the brutalities of the city.

A survey conducted in 1974 found that 71 percent of Pennsylvanta

residents would prefer to live in small cities, villages or open country-

side if they could live any lace they choose. This compares to 40 per-

cent who actually live there. Farther questioning, however, showed that

moat of these people wanted to be within commuting distance of a city

with a population of at least 50,000. This reflects the view of Robert

Frost when he wrote:

Well, if I have to choose one or the other, I choose
to be a plain New Hampshire farmer with un income in cash
of say a thousand.

The people moving into these rural areas tend to be more highly

educated than their native neighbors and they taring with them expect-

ations that many of the services and conveniences to which they have

become accustomed will be available in their new rural commugaties.

Thus the service user, the consumer, and in your case the person using

rural libraries, is going to be more knowledgeable and have higher

expectations about what would be provided than service users did in

the past.

As librarians you should become aware of the changes within

your service area and be prepared to provide the services people desire.

Consider conducting a needs assessment to determine what services

library users (and current non-users) desire. 7,1 any community service

program we run the risk of determining need based on past use figures.

This information is valuable but limits us to evaluating services

currently provided, excluding a whole range of possibilities.

-IS-
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WHAT IS COMMUNTIY DEVELOPMENT?

Defining community development necessitates first defining the
term community. I suspect that most people think of a community as a
group of people living within a limited geographic area. In community
development this definition becomes too limiting; we think not only in

terms of community as a limited geographic area but also in terms of
community of interest. This places the focus of attention on the
reasons for community; i.e., the specific fact th2t generates cohesion
rather than on the general fact of its mere existence. Defining
community in this manner permits working with either small or large
groups with the longer range perspective that these activities will

interconnect with the activities of other groups working for a community
improvement.

We now come to the original question, "What is community develop-
ment?" The terms community development, community resource development,

community organization, community planning, and others are used to

describe a variety of processes and situations that deal with the action
of people in groups to bring about change. Au equally long list could
be made of the roles that are performed by individuals who attempt to
influence these processes, whether as educators, planners, developers,
activists or persuaders.

To reiterate, in its sins lest definitional form, community

development is the organized action of groups of people to bring about
social or economic change. Basic to this process is participation by
the people of the community, however that community has been defined.
The emphasis is on publf: issues (common or shared interests) that
grow out of individual interests and concerns.

THE LIBRARIAN'S 1101E IN CoMMINITY DEVELOPMENT

With this very brief introduction to the field of community

development I want to look at the librarian's role in this process.
First, as librarians you are information spcialists. You may

not have realized it, but that particular role makes you an important
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resource in the community development process. One of the major tasks

of the community development professional is to guide community groups

and organizations through a systematic problem solving process.

This process Involves a number of steps: (1) defining the problem.

(2) determining the cause or causes of the problem, (3) examining

alternative approaches, (4) assessing the consequences of each alterna-

tive approach, (5) selecting a solution, (6) implementing the chosen

solution, and finally (7) evaluating the implemented solution.

In each one of these steps of the community problem solving

process, information ts required to make intelligent decisions. Some

types of information or resources that will usually be needed include;

census data, research publications, audio/video materials, newspapers,

and listings of funding sources.

As librarians, try to stay informed of community development

projects in your area. In the small rural communities that most of

you represent, you will often be acquainted with the :maple involved.

If you are aware of resources that might be helpful, contact them if

they don't come to the library for assistance. Don't assume that

community members necessarily know what resources are available. It

also means that you as the librarian will have to be familiar with the

information you have -vailable in your library, through university

or college libraries, inter-library loan, industrial libraries, and

so cm.

A second area of involvement in community development that I

see for librarians is becoming supporters or advocates for community

improvement. Whether you like it or not, your role is a public one,

and in that public role you can influence community members to become

involved in community projects. This might be through displays on

historic pieservation; community history; local industry, employment,

or vocational a..eas; or a specific community issue. Another way to

become involved would be sponsoring workshops on such community issues.

A final method might be serving on local government or agency advisory

-20-
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boards. This type of invnlvement would be an excellent way to become

better acquainted with local needs and provide tire resource expertise

that you have.

A final area of community development in which I see librarians

involved is the conducting of needs assessments. In any service

profession it is often tempting to assume that we know what people

need. There are several shortcomings to stch an assumption, however.

First, our perceptions may be inaccurate. There stay be needs or wishes

of which we are not aware. In determining needs internally wr also

tend to base our judgments on reaction to presently oftered programs;

i.e., a retrospective assessment. There may be services that could be

provided that are not being considered. This becomes even more critical

in program goal setting because it is based on what already exists

rather than on what could exist.

As a very basic attempt at conducting a needs assessment, I

would suggest surveying community groups, organizations and agencies

to determine what their needs are. If you have more energy, time and

resources, survey the entire community.

Let me stress agaiu the importance of involving people. You

probably have a board of directors or advisory board, but Attempt to

get more people involved. the small projects establish a planning

board. For example, if you are having a workshop for narents to help

them choose children's literature, have some local par:nts participate

in planning the program. This ant only involves parents in setting up

the type of program that would interest them; theme parents will also

become recruiters for the workshop because it is their program. As

more programs are planned, don't fall back on this same committer. The

more community people you get involved, the broader your base nt support.

In closing I would like to quote Josiah Royce. Royce beautifully

summarises the underlying philosophy of community development And

poetically captures what community develonment is About:

I believe In the beloved community ..ud thc !,pit it. which
makes it beloved, and in the communion of All who to will
and in deed, its members. I see On surh comunity vvt, but
nonetheless my rule of life is: Art so as to ha-.rt, its coming.
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SOCIAL THEORY AND ITS APPLIMIN

THE STUDY OF communITy MAMAS

AND THE PROBLEMS OF THE RWAAL UNARY

Benjamin P. hOltAi4

The purpose of the paper which I am presenting is to examine

the contribution which social theory can make to an undemanding of

the problems and dynamics of community development and rural litrarian-

Ohip. As a preliminary to this examination I wish to address several

anticipated criticisms and questions which will, no doubt, arise

concerning the topic of this presentation.

I shall begin by presenting a definition of social theory.

The purpose of social theory is t.. present either .n explanation or

description of why a particular set of social happenings or phenomenon

occurred. It should be emphasized that social theory, as I use it in

Clio paper, is essentially explanatory or descriptive in nature, as

opposed to being normative. This does not mean that descriptive and

explanatory theory does not possess normative implications or conn-

otations. However, the principal thrust of the theoretical constructs

that I shall examine are descriptive rather than prescriptive in nature,

and I shill deal with their heuristic or practical utility as opposed

to their normative content.

There are those who might argue that such a paper has no place

in a consideration of rural librarianship, that such consideration

should be devoted to practical solutions to immediate problems, and

that this is not the place for the type of speculation in which I

shall Indulge in this paper. On this matter I take a more long range

view, seeing my contribution as one of making a positive first step

toward the construction of a general theory of community development

which would emphasize the role potential of various approaches or

orientations in social theory.

The importance of building a theoretical structure which the
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student of rural librarianship can utilize may be questioned by the hard

pressed practitioner in the field who is beset with the myriad of

problems confronting the practicing rural librarian. In response to

such inquiry I can only argue that efforts toward building a library

science subsliscipline should proceed in the same manner as building a

discipline in any of the social sciences. To enhance one's under-

standing and to aid in the development of the discipline one must

proceed in two directions; immediate problem solving and the eevel-

opment of a theoretical foundation for further inquiry?.

To understand the importance of the latter, let us examine the

structure and conditions of "knowledge" in the area of rural librari-

anship and macrolevel social analysis. "Knowledge" as used in this

context refers to what the practitioner in a specific field of inquiry

ascertains to he true or real about the subject matter of his particular

discipline.

In examining the two fields of inquiry of rural librarianship

and macrolevel social analysis, one finds two polar extremes or con-

ditions of the state of knowledge. in the case of mecrolevel social

analysis. or social theory, practically all knowledge is theoretical,

as opposed to being empirical. in nature. In this area of inquiry

knowledge consists of the formulation and understanding of relatively

elaborate theoretical structures whose philosophic origins are, for

the most part, derivative from other areas of inquiry. The relation-

ship between these elaborate theoretical constructs which make up the

body of social theory and the discrete "facts" of social life are

tenuous and partial at best.

At the other extreme is the body of knowledge which constitutes

the present state of rural librarianship. Knowledge is almost totally

empirical in : re with little or no theoretical connectors. In other

words, knowledge of rural librarian hip is comprised of pockets or

islands of information, for the most part in the hanc6 of practitioners

in the field. In addition to being nontheoretical of alheoretical in

nature, the knowledge of the practices and behaviors el rar41 librarian-

ship has, frequently, not even been explicated by thrsv :Iold it.

-23-
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By this I mean that the "knowledge" which comprises the subject of

rural librarianship is anecdotal and even intuitive in nature.

Between these two extremes lies a broad. middle ground for

innovative and experimental thought. At the one extreme is a wealth

of information or knowledge concerning the behavior and practice of

rural librarianship without any theoretical framework describing or

explaining the occurrence of phenomenon. At the other extreme there

is an abundance of theory with little application to unique social

problems or issues and with a limited effort to relate the over-

arching theoretical structures to discreet social phenomenon.

This paper will explore the possibility of the fusion of the

theoretical insights derived from this large corpus of social

behaviors with the heuristic insights of the practitioner or student

of rural librarianship. It is hoped that this fusion will be the

first step toward an eventual synthesis in which insights from the

theoretical literature of macroIevel social analysis can be applied

to specific issues of rural librarianship.

At this point I wish to insert a caveat that the list of theories

and theoretical approaches which I discuss in this paper is selective

and not exhaustive. To make an exhaustive listing of all potential

social science theorists and their potential contributions would be

beyond the scope of this paper. Nor would it be particularly useful,

in that the approaches of many theorists either overlap or possess

marginal relevance to the issues at hand. An examination of a large

number would produce diminishing returns to respect to their utility

for studying the issues of community development and rural librarian-

ship. In place of an exhaustive listing I will attempt to ceamine a

select few of the theorists who are regarded as the most relevant.

The several approaches which l shall examine are recognized as

standard theoretical works representing classical approaches to social

theory. Their status as important contributions in the area of socio-

logical theory are universally recognized by sociologists and political

theorists. What has never been done is to utilize these theoretical

approaches to look at phenomnon associated with rural librarianship.
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Consequently, although what I shall be doing here may seem novsl, or

even radical to many, I believe that it is an interesting and necessary

exercise in the development of the study of rurs! librarians; il,.

The first theorist whom I shall consider is David Easc-n. Is

his tripartite seminal work, consisting of The Political System

(1953), A Framework for Political Analysis (1965), and A Systems

Analysis of Political Life (1965), Easton elucidates an elabsiate

model of the "political system" that is broad enough in scope to be

used to describe any type of political structure from the present

global system to the political structure of a small tribal village.

Easton describes his work:

. . I have been exploring the utility of the system as
the major unit, focusing on political life as a system of
behavior operating within and responding to its social
environment as it makes a binding allocation of values. (1,p.211

As this quotation illustrates, Easton views the political system as

a structured means for processing the "wants" of its constituent members

into "outputs." In another quote Easton states that the political

system is "that system of interactions in any society through which

binding or authoritative allocations are mode and implemented."fl,p.50)

Easton posits a complex model of systemic behavior wherein "wants" are

"converted" into "demands" by the proper agencies or "gatekeepers."

These demands are then processed as outputs of the political system.

These outputs or results of the system ore classed as "feedLack" mech-

anisms which reinforce the support of those who made the original

demands for the ongoing system. This element of the political system

is characterized by Easton as "persistence."

Persistence of a system, its capacity to continue the
production of authoritative outputs, will depend. therefore,
upon keeping a conversion process operating. fl,p.137]

As a further elucidation of this very simple input-output model Easton

constructs a rather complicated model of the political system in Systems

Analysim of Political Life. In terns of the study of ruial libraries

what should concern us is the contribution that Easton's theories make

to a better understandiag of the role that rural libraries do and can

play in the social and political system of .rich they are o part. In

n
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this respect I think that the concept of "gatekeeper" introduced by

Easton is a particularly useful one to explore. "Gatekeepers," as

Liston defines the term, are the regulators of demand stress in the

political system. Easton discusses this particular structural

mechanism:

Because of their general social status, some individuals
or groups are more incliner' to feel efficacious enough to
articulate a political position. If this is so, persona
occupying these roles in the social end political structure
will have an important measure of control over the number
of demands put into the system. For this reason we may call
them structural regulators of the volume of demands; they
are gatekeepers who stand athwart the admission channels to
a system. In modern societies we may identify them as interest
groups, parties, opinion leaders, or the mass media. In

traditional societies they may take the form of notables,
an aristocracy, or a military cadre. Whatever the particular
form that these structural regulators take, it is clear that
the volume or variety of demands that initially get into the
system and begin to move along toward the point of output . . .

will depend upon the characteristics of the gatekeepers. [1,p.122)

I believe that Easton's concept of gatekeeper is a particularly useful

one when examining the position of rural libraries in their respective

community structures. Many rural communities when examined in terms

of Easton's model show either a relatively undifferentiated or poorly

developed structure for processing the wants of the residents into

demands. For those individuals in rural communities who have been

excluded from the system the library could be looked at as an alterna-

tive to existing underdeveloped and underutilized "wart conversion"

mechanisms. In place of the informal channels of conversion, for

example, local influentials, which dominate the process in a lees

complex social or political system, the library can present itself and

develop its potential as an integral element In the development of

political and social community in rural areas by serving the information

needs of the respective communities. In so doing the library will

assist in the formulation and articulation of community needs.

Before the information needs of the individual rural community

can be processed they must first be determined. Here again, social

science theory can be of assistance to the rural librarian for ident-
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ifying community analysis studies which delineate the political and

social structure characterizing individual communities. Using Easton's

methodology a community study could delineate who the important gate-

keepers are in a given community and determine the methods which the

library can develop to supplement this need.

Another fruitful analytical approach to the study of community

development is that utilized by Karl Deutsch in The Nerves of Govern-

ment (1966). In this work Deutsch posits a model of the political and

social system drawn from a lengthy examination of other theoretical

and philosophical systems and a recognition of their historical limit-

ations.

Mechanic, organismic, and historical models were based,
substantially, an experiences and operations known before
1850, even though many of their implications were worked
out more fully only later. A major change in this situa-
tion began in the 1940's. Its basis was in the new devel-
opment in communications engineering with its extensive
use of self-monitoring, self-controlling, and self-
steering, automatic processes. [2,p.75

The model which Deutsch develops is described by the author as a

"self-modifying communications network" or "learning net." (2,p.80i

It is also described as a cybernetic model. Deutsch states that the

most imoortant concept for understanding the cybernetic model is

"information:"

. . . communications engineering transfers information.
It does not transfer events. 12,p.821

The author presents an interesting discussion of the metaphysical and

theoretical assumptions underlying his conception of information tran-

sfer which, beca-se of its essentially philosophical nature, need not

concern us here. What need concern us, however, are the concepts of

"feedback" and "equilibrium," an understanding of which ate vital to

an appreciation of Deutsch's theoretical constructs. Feedback is the

process by which the input of new information into a system can cause

that system to "correct" or modify its behavior.

A simple feedback network contains arrangements to react
to an outside event . . . in a specific manner . . . until
a specified state of affairs has been brought about. !7,p.88,
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If the system's feedback mechanism is veil designed it will result is

a diminished degree of error. If it is inadequate or improperly

functioning the degree of error will increase. According to seutsch

"these failures of feedback networks have specific parallels in the

pathology of the human nervous system. . . and perhaps even . . in

the behavior of animals, men, and whsle communities." (2,p.891

The concepts of "information" and "feedback" are the most

important elements of Deutsch's theoretical model. Deutsch argues,

very persuasively, concerning the implications for future research of

his model. The first major point to be considered in applying this

model to the study of political structure, and, for our purposes, the

problems of community development and community analysis, is the

processing of information. Community structures, in order to survive,

must possess the capability of adjusting to and assimilating forces

and factors from the environment with which it interacts. [2,p.1631

Mare creativity and the learning capacity of an organization are

called into question. Deutsch discriminates between infant learning

and adult learning. Infant learning involves the recombination of

large amounts of unrelated material structured, in part, from forces

outside the learning environment. Adult learning involves a much

lesser amount of recombination of new material. Infant learning is

slower, but richer, in possibilities for recombination. Adult learning

is more restricted by the limitations of the combinations of material

as it is given.

Three problems suggested by this view are finding some
optimum range between infant-type and adult-type learning;
or alternating between infant-type and adult-type learning
at various stages within the same organization; and finally,
of establishing a strategic criteria of interest for the
selection of promising configurations from the large ensem-
ble of infant-type learning for the purpose of developing
the selected configurations more nearly adult type learning

methods. i2,p.1661

The possibilities presented by the implications of Deutsch's statements

are fascinating for the study of community development and rural sociol-

ogy. From Deutsch's theoretical framework one can construct a model

of community development that would utilize "learning capacity" of the
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community for assembling new information in the form of external

pressures as a prescribed goal, i.e., t'y setting the objective of

improving the community'a learning capability. In achieving this

end, I foresee a more active role for the rural library. It can pro-

vide reference material which will assist community leaders and

community activists in making decisions concerning problems related

to the comity. On the face of it this may seem like a rather

mundane exercise and something wtich all libraries perform as a part

of their normal lending or reterence service. This is true. H wever,

the importance of the role that the rural library may play as a de

facto agent of community development and community change can not be

underestimatta: and should be considered from a theoretical perspec-

tive. Deutach's theoretical insight on the nature of information flow

helps in clarifying this important role.

Deutsch postulates that it is possible to measure the ability

of a particular organization or social and political structure to

learn. Referred to as "deutero learning," this is a measure of the

rate of improvement in an organisation's performance when confronted

with a succession A learning situations.

Has the learning of the organization been creative, that
is to say, has it increased its range of possible intake
of information from the outside world and its ranges of
possible inner recombinations? Or has the learning of the
organization been merely viable, that is, neitner adding
nor detracting from the subsequent capacities of the
organization for learning and self-steering? Or. finally,
has the learning performance of the organization been
pathological, that is, has the organization learned some-
thing that has reduced its subsequent capacity to learn, ur
its subsequent capacity to control its own behavior? (2.t t69]

Again, the ramifications of Deutsch's theoretical insights for the

process of enstmenity development and analysis, as well as the implica-

tions for rural libraries are interesting. The impact of events on

rural communities and social structures in the form of information, for

example, technological or economic transformation. can be examined in

terms of the community's or social structure's ability to respond success-

fully to or assimilate this information. A role can be foreseen for

the rural library as a mediating and educating agent in the lessening of
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the shack potential of radical social, political, and economic trans-

formations in rural communities through the development of information

resources that can be utilized by the communities in evaluating the

problems and opportunities emanating from such transformations.

Another potentially fruitful theoretical approach for the study

of comity development and analysis is the functionalist approach.

An example of this approach is the work of Ta4cott Parsons. Parsons'

work spans a period of close to thirty years. DIA central theme of

Parsons' work has been his analysis of the forces and factors which

affect social integration. Principally these are seen as deriving

from the institutionalization of the society's normative values of

the social system. The principal asaamptions and tenets of functionalism

are relatively simple to grasp, namely, those elements of a social or

communal structure which survive are those which make a positive contri-

bution to the well-being of the community. [4]

For our purposes functional analysis can provide an interesting

and potentially fruitful enterprise. The analysis of rural communities

can go forward through an examination of their component substructures

in terns of their contribution to the community's ability to cope with

the problems confronting it. However, as Merton warns in his provoca-

tive and interesting exposition on functional theory, there are a

number of intellectual or theoretical pitfalls which must be avoided

when using the functional approach to community analysis. Specifically,

a practice which might be functionally beneficial to a subunit of the

community might be actually detrimental to the whole of the system.

Such would be the case where the phenomenon of "increased family pride"

would be seen as bringing about "increased solidarity of the community."

As Merton indicates, however, this is not always the case. An increase

in pride among individuals may often bring about disruptions in a small

community. 14,p.77 ] One thinks of the classic Hatfield -McCoy feud or

the Montague-Capulet feud in Romeo and Juliet.

The point of this example is to demonstrate that functional

analysis, while it is a useful means for performing community analysis,

is also a tricky business. It is difficult, sometimes, to be able to
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determine the functional role of any subunit of a given community with

any real certainty.

In respect to the prescriptive aspects of functional analysis

as it pertains to the role of libraries in rural communities, much can

be learned from a functional study of a community which would examine

its information needs. A study of this sort would attempt to describe

the manner in which the information needs of the community were pro-

cessed, what agencies or channels performed this function, and the

manner in which the library could function as an alternative or supp-

lemental information source.

This paper has, by its nature, been selective rather than

exhaustive. I have chosen three approaches in social theory repre-

sented by the works of several individual authors and examined them

in light of their relative contribution to community analysis and

development and the role that the rural library can play in this

process. This examination has by no means been exhaustive. Rather,

it is suggestive of possible directions for future research. Future

studies should examine in a greater degree of depth each of these

approaches, using case studies of individual rural library situations

to examine the potential contributions discussed here. In this way

one can begin to develop a theoretical and scientific approach to the

study of the rural library and community development,
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USER STUDIES: THE HUMAN CONNECTION

AND THE RURAL SCENE
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Univekaity of South Catotioa

By now, we in librarianship have a pretty good grasp on the

measurement of physical things related to libraries and the frequency

with which many of these things are taken from or used in our libraries.

We also have been able to report on many of the characteristics of

those e.rsons who come to our libraries and to some extent describe

what they are doing in the library, why they chose to come, and some

of the problems they have faced in using materials, services, and

facilities. In fact, we have available uone very sophisticated tech-

niques developed from user and library resource studies, such as the

ones completed by DeProspo, which provide library decision eskers with

tremendously valuable data for more effective planning. ill

These studies and research projects have been and continue to

be essential ingredients in developing an intellectual foundation for

librarianship and for helping librarians in making practical decisions

concerning resource allocation. Many of the studies and developed

techniques, however, are undertaken within the confines of the library

itself andfor are dependent upon a person actually presenting himself

and his needs to the system.

When we consider that public. school, and academic libraries

attract only a fraction of the total population served by these

libraries (2,p.490) it is apparent that we must be concerned equally

with non-users in our attempts to plan library programs. Optimism

forces the writers to refer to those who may be considered non-users

as potential users.

The most studied of all library users and potential users are
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persons who are served by specialized libraries in medical, business,

industrial, and scientific institutions and agencies. Such specialized

libraries exist not because of tradition or supposition, but because

there is clearly demonstrated evidence that the materials and services

provided result in some positive contribution to the mission of the

agency or institution. Scholars and academicians appear to be the

next most popular subjects with the general populace and students in

elementary and secondary schools following.

If we give credence to the notion that libraries serve best

those persons whose needs and wants are known, we can see the emerging

correlation reflected in the statistics of users and non-users.

One of the most outstanding contributions to the defining,

describing, and cataloging of information needs of people regardless

of user and non-user status is contained within the proceedings of a

conference sponsored by the National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science (NCLIS). Practically every group in our society

is represented by tLis document which provides libraries of all types

with the most recent thinking and analysis by informed persona in the

profession concerning survival and quality-of-life needs of the aged,

the young, the institutionalized, and rural population, to name only

a few. (31

All of the techniques, research findings and cataloging of needs

described and alluded to are useless, however, unless they are system-

atically applied to library programs by practitioners rather than by

doctoral students, library educators and other researchers alone.

There must be some local application and local determination as to

which general characteristics exist in the local library's community.

There is some evidence scattered throughout the literature of

librarianship which suggests there are many public, school, and academic

libraries which have systematically developed programs of service based

on careful analysis of user and non-user studio', in communities served.

However, both an examination of the literature and ret.tlt rein/creations

with colleagues in the profession lead these writer' to believe that

this approach is indeed as scattered in practice as tlw teview of the
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literature indicates.

it is obvious that many people believe that if the librarian

either is indigenous to a community or takes an active part In the

activities of that community, then he or she will be able to assess

and interpret user and non-user needs within the community without the

bother of paper and number analysis. There is no doubt that the

warmth and personableness of a librarian who cares for the people who

live within a community will make a difference in that person's ser-

vice to the community and, in turn, the response of the community to

the library. We recognize, on the other hand, that in contemporary

community management, whether it be in a small town or in a large city,

empirical findings supported by frequent re-analysis do now and will

continue to be the base on which resources are allocated to institutions

in those communities.

User and non-user studies can play an extremely important role

in this process. First, such studies provide a means by which the

individual can communicate to the library a description of lansonally

perceived needs. Second, the library can, through the same process,

communicate to the individual what services might be available, thereby

helping that person develop some new awareness of the library which

would make him a more informed and expectant user of the library.

User ann non-user studies also may provide the bale on which

to develop specific objectives fo: the "library within the context of

local social and economic needs." i4,p.2531 This, in turn, could be

used in rogram development, evaluation, and the eventual communication

of outputs to governing bodies for the purposes of accountability and

requests for continued or increased funding.

There ate a considerable number of institutions and agencies

vying for the same tax dollars, and some research which has been com-

pleted concerning public library users contains indications that the

libraries may be expensive icing en many community cakes. For example,

in the studies analyzed by Zweizig and Derwin, between 10 and 24 percent

of the adult population use the library once each month; between 51 and

64 percent use the libr-ry once a year. Let.% thnu 5 percent ceflsider
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the library as an important source for coping information -- survival

and daily decision making information. [5,p,235-237)

It is possible that this lack of aria and infrequent use may be

a result of inaccessibility or unavailability. The Nacional Iavretory

of Library Needs, 1975, covtains evidence to support, such a suppcsition.iii

It may be argued that a lack of resources is reason encueh for

not completing user studies which require personnel time that is

desperately needed in more direct user service. The corresponding

argument must also be considered; In times of uncertain funding and

resource scarcity, it is Imperative that the rational allocation of

previcua commodities take place. If all areas and/or groups cannot be

served fully, some priority must be established; thus we return to the

need for local assessment and Inca) control.

If the institutions we call libraries are to survive and flourish,

we must reach more people, and those who operate them must be able to

show governing bodies and fiscal officers what, is being done. why,

and how effectively. This is not the statement of a myrle:lazy librar-

ian looking over his shoulder it the disapproving stares of PPHS or

TOO enthusiasts. If the library, nr any other publicly supported

institution, no longer has a valid purpose in society, it should no

longer be kept as a part r cooperatively funded investments.

However, the writers Is hat, libraries have not yet attained

their fullest service po.ertial. or only could libraries offer

daily roping I.:formation, but they could also provide services whih

might be the basis for helping people realize their fullest potential.

Pusan potential has almost become a meaningless expression throngn

overuse during the ras, decade; but that is, in fact, what librarians

must keep in mind: people and what they are capable of becoming as a

result of contact with libraries and information services. This par-

ticular mind set. If 4eveloped in coniunetloe with user and potenti.1

user study and awareness actions, can beln libraries become keystre

of community stracture.

We must ask, at this vint, "So what else new?" As lsse

Shera said during ALA :lid-Winter 1976, "What. we are t.tlkttlg about today
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we have been talking about since I was a young man." What we are

saying and what the literature reflects is what we do continue to talk

about, especially to each other within the profession. The point, bow-

ever, is that today as in no other time, we have more of the tools

mmeued to do more than talk. We must now encourage their use.

Implementing user and non-user studies is like kicking the

seeking habit and taking up jogging. We have convincing evidence that

tht latter benefits the body and spirit of a person, and the former

eta benefit the body and spirit of an institution, not just the place,

but the abstract concept of service. The problem with both is that

we seem to have an unbelievable propensity to put things like this

off until tomorrow; tomorrow when I am less tense or tomorrow when

the library can afford the personnel.

Conferences such as the one for which this paper is intended;

organizations, such as Rural America and the National Rural Center;

the reality of the White eouse Conference and the local focus of its

usage and assessment; and the continuirq education efforts of library

educators all provide many opportunities for those in the profession.

Through these activities librarians may be bettor able to learn about

the seeds of their communities, learn how to apply the various tech-

niques and models for program development, and be encouraged to take

action relating to the needs determined from research and their own

data gathering.

THE RURAL SCENE

When considering information needs of lure' Americans, librarians

are going to here to de-mythologize some characteristics of ruralness

and they are going to have to rely less upon pious legends of library

services test.

All rural Plericans ate not farmers or rail splitters who, after

the chores arm done each day, gather around a friendly fire's glow and

read from some inspiring volume. in fact, the vast majority of rural

Americans are not farmers, but even those who are, are more likely to

stare at the TV each eveilIng than read by the fire's glow.
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Mythological notions of rural conditions and dated concepts of

library service programs give way to more realistic understanding when

the penalties of rural isolation are examined in the content of an

appropriate role for information services in contemporary rural America.

Fortunately, this has been laid out rather convincingly by rural

geographers and sociologists who have studied rural conditions end by

librarians who have studied information needs. Unfortunately, a number

of serious problems intrude when concerned people and agencies begin

to plan programs aimed at improving the quality of rural existence.

The problem of addressing the information needs of rural Americans

has so many dimensions: social, political, financial, educational and

informational to name a few. In other words, the problem is difficult

to define. It has such complicated systems properties. And under-

standing the problem is just the first step in dealing with it.

In order to determine what information needs exist, librarians

have to know what it's like out there. Librarians must understand

the rural conditions, understand the penalties of isolation, observe

the information seeking behavior of rural people, and be observed in

the process of gaining this understanding. This last point should be

emphasized because those who study the information seeking behavior

of rural people report that it is usually a much more person-oriented

than institution-oriented process. Librarians are going to have to

become identified as persons who have something to offer rural people.

Through personal intervention, the librarians may identify their

institutions as places which fit into the fabric of rural existence,

provided this visibility is accompanied by demonstrations that

libraries have something to offer.

The purpose here is not to conjure up dated pictures of rural

folk as moonshiners who mistrust strangers and are more inclined to blow

the heads off all professors, librarians and revenuers, rather than

accept "book larnin'." The point is that somewhere between the two

stereotypes, one with the still and the shotgun, the other with the

evening fire glowing in anticipation of the next hook-by-mail delivery,

there exists a person whose rural condition produces a number of very
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basic information needs which librarians might address through delivery

*ad referral services, provided they are willing to re-examine sone goals.

An examination of the facts is step one in this process. The

rural condition has to be appreciated. What are some penalties of rural

isolation? "In an organized society, the unorganized don't have a

chance. Most small town and rural people are not organized. they have

no one to dig out and publish the facts on their special needs and

rural discrimination."

A Report on the Community Development Block Grant Program in

Monmetropolitan Areas advises that "after fall of 1979 all nonmetro

funding will be discretionary." 17,p.71 The chief implication of this

is that local governments will s.,on find themselves in competition for

limited supplies of funds. How will rural libraries fare in the brave

new world of zero base budgeting where programs are ranked in order of

importance before funding is considered? How able is the rural grants-

men to compete with his wealthier neighbor who hires consultants to

assist him in his quest foz aid?

What geographers and rural sociologists observe are rural

conditions which have a direct bearing on the urban crisis. Indeed,

they claim that the urban crifela will not be solved until the de-pop-

ulation of rural areas ceases. Out-migration is a function of declining

opportunity, and job-seeking persons in their most economically pro-

ductive years are the most likely out-migrants. When this produces

situations which discourage indeetries from locating in those areas,

the systems and cyclic features of the problem become visible. Charles

F. Kovacik describes these kinds of Problems to detail. ml

Drennan and Shelby describe other pemalties: "Remoteness

isolates rural peoples from each other as well as from the 'main-

stream.'" 13,p.1711 In their report these researchers offer the beet

and most succinct statement of rural information needs yet produced.

Moreover, reports of the Appalachian Adult Education Center clearly

constitute the most exhaustive structuring of a theoret: al framework

for providing information services for disadvantaged adults. 191 It is

not neceste.ty fot a new team of researchers to pretend that the wheel
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awaits invention; what is necessary is for someone to produce a document

which can communicate: (1) the need for support to funding agencies;

(2) a reasonable action strategy to State Library Agencies, without whose

support such efforts are doomed; and (3) a set of rational and under-

standable instructions to librarians who will implement a needs assess -

sent survey at the local level and relate such findings to available

local information sources, their own, or those of another agency.

Pinny librarians in rural service are not card carrying, born

again holders of A.L.A. approved graduate degrees who converse in the

codes which librarians and information scientists are fond of using.

Any instrument placed in the hands of local librarians must communicate

clear, do-able instructions, not in the jargon of librarianship, but

in understandable, everyday language.

Again, the need is not for more studies. What is needed is

the development of an action strategy that is sound enough to attract

the support of federal and state authorities and that communicates a

set of logical procedures to implementors. That may be the biggest

obstacle to such an endeavor is our tendency as librarians to think

almost exclusively of print media and traditional services.

For example, where books-by-mail programs are seen as ways to

extend the library's services to the geographically remote, these

programs may infrequently be evaluated to determine whether books are

what he isolated people really want or need. Since we know so little

about the effectiveness of book circulation to patrons who visit the

libraries, it is difficult to describe how well books-by-mail help

rural citizens deal with rural conditions.

The point is not to mock the fine intentions of books-by-mail

advocates who clearly do engineer the extension of library service to

the isolated who may not beable to travel to an existing library

station, But the danger in investing most of one's outreach energies

and resoures in such efforts is that the presupposition about books as

the business of libraries nay be re-enforced and that feedback Is gen-

erated only about the books-by-mail and not about other potential library

services. Even though there is no scarcity of comment lpalding the
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Volume of books-by-mail business, [101 evaluations- success statements

based upon numbers of transactions or even upon use by those who

would not otherwise come to the library are suspect.

We also ignore Maslow's Theory which convincingly suggests

that man's behavior is determined by stimuli which activate his need

system, described as a hierarchy, which extends from physiological

needs at the base to self-actualization needs at its top. [110.300-301]

When will we learn that a man striving against formidable odds to

feed and clothe himself, to be secure, to belong, to be liked and to

be loved, and to be satisfying each of these needs before the next

determines his behavior, must view the library as having something to

offer him before he will address his needs to the library system?

When librarians can free themselves from a fix on the book and can

see their way clear to develop programs of information services that

truly synchronize with and respond to the information seeking behavior

and needs of rural people, then the library will have earned its place

in rural society. Nov more than ever, the designers of rural library

services must weave those services into the fabric of rural existence.

A project currently under way (Project No. 475AH70172 , "Infor-

mation Needs Assessment of Rural Groups for Library Programs," funded

by the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of

Education) involves constructing a needs assessment instrument which

local librarians can use in rural areas to:

1. Identify information needs;
2. Scan the array of agencies, groups or individuals with

responsibilities to address those needs;
3. Consider a delivery and/or referral role for the library.

Mort of the spadework for this effort has alrea4y been done.

The intention here is to build upon the solid foundations constructed

by George Eyster, Ann Hayes Drennan and their associates at the

Appalachian Adult Education Center, Morehead State University. For-

tunately, the U.S. Department of Health, EdUcation and Welfare, Office

of Education, which supported the Appalachian studies, sees the need

to continue working on information delivery for rural people. After

adequate field-testing and refinement, results of the project will be

released by the authors.
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WHO CONTROLS THE LIBRARY SYSTEM.?

Watt Cabe,
Lanciatet County Libamy System

"Controls" is a strong word - and subject to many interpreta-

tions; on any given day the control of a library system may be passed

from the chairman of the county commissioners to my secretary or to

the custodial staff or to the Pennsylvania Bell telephone repairmon

or to the President of the Board of Directors or to the Human Relations

Commission or to the OCLC computer terminal or to the boiler inspector

or to the /DS driver or to the computer programmer who failed to

negotiate the payroll or to the state auditor who held up state aid

checkz; or even to my dear wife who forgot to set the alarm.

What we need to talk about and discuss is a way to organize

and support a library service program. Most of what I will have to

say is based upon my own experiences in Lancaster County and what I

have gleaned from others. Whether these concepts will work for you

is a decision that will be made in cooperative study and investi-

gation with other administrators and policy makers in your area. Hope-

fully, you will profit from mistakes and successful applications of

others. I know the Bureau of Library Development will be most helpful

in providing guidance and direction to you in your deliberations and

plans to improve library service to meal residents.

And speaking of rural residents, I guess it's time to knock down

some other straw houses. The definition in the Random House Unabridged

Dictionary says "rum.: is cha'-"ctetAstic of the country, country life

or people, rustic tranquility. Synonyms include unsophisticated and

rough. Rustic in a derogatory sense mans crude, boorish. In a favor-

able sense, rustic means a homelike ruggedness. Many people, of course,

live in rural areas because they need to be near their particular nature

of work. There are also many who live in rural areas because they

choose to do so. All people who live in rural areas are not poor, dis-
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advantaged or uneducated. In fact many may be super rich, highly

advantaged and extremely well educated. This becomes a concern for

those of us who administer library services to rural populations.

And it be,oues a great concern to County Commissioners who observe

annually more and more people leaving urban areas to have the

advantage of open spaces, trees, green fields and a piece of the

environment they can control. But having lived in the city, they

also want, expect and demand the same kinds of services -- city water,

storm sewers, police and fire protection, good roads, snow plows,

toning and even quality library service.

Lancaster County is an interesting place to study some of

these contrasts. Nationally and statewide most people see us as

quaint, plain, Outeby and Amish. We are that. We are also rural.

The county is the highest producing agricultural county, not under

glass or irrigation, in the United States. Forty percent of the

farming is done by the plain Mennonites. Another forty percent of

the farming is done by the Old Order Amish. Both groups make up c

large portion of the rural residents the library serves. Yes, of

course, the Amish read! They just don't drive cars! Their education

up through the 8th grade probably gives them a reading level comparable

to the national average. Amish rend a great deal and they arc very

selective and conservative in what they read. Rural residents in

Lancaster County are served by a bookmobile, reading enter':. and seven

independent libraries. Our county rural extension circulatlof 'or

1977 was 223,800 items -- nearly 1/3 the total circula:.on fot

system.

But Lancaster County is more than lush farms producing agri-

cultural products. The headquarters of Armstrong Cork has brought to

the conmunity some of the world's leading engineers, physicists,

chemists, artists, industrial and interior designers, graphics personnel

and planners. RCA Color Tube Division, Hamilton Watch. rnisat, Schick,

and Black and Decker have added additional complements ai highly skilled

engineers, technicians and designers. Three cellegu.i. 'vo seminaries,

an opera house, symphony orchestra. theater groups, 3 1,alioaai tourist
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center, a major publishing and food packaging industry and a county

seat full of lawyers, businessmen and industrialists have all added

to the equation. The Spanish American population growth made the

Black community the minority group until three years ago when 3,000

Vietnamese settled in the county.

Where do all these people live? Of the county's 320,000

inhabitants, only 60,000 live in the city of Lancaster. One hundred

thousand live in suburban townships. The remaining number live in

small horns or rural areas.

Disadvantaged? Hardly. Today a farm in Lancaster County sells

for $5,000 to $7,000 an acre. Most 80 to 150 acre farms have a land

value of one half to three quarters of a million dollars. Those

quaint stone farm houses in the county complete with a brook sell

for between $80,000 and $150,000. Would that I could be classed rural

disadvantaged! But, of course, we do have rural poor and shanty towns

back in the hollows and along the river. They, too, add to the mu-

lattos requiring library service.

Libraries don't just happen; rather, they emerge and evolve

through a variety of good times and bad times. Founded ou high

ideals, many bloom and flower in spite of bitter winters of political

governance and summer draughts of arid financial dehydration. Some

die out completely; others spread a seed or revive their roots in a

neighboring garden. Properly nurtured through a library system, many

continue to grow.

Lancaster County is known as the Garden Spot of America. Unfor-

tunately, its library growth had a weed patch beginning, similar I

should imagine to most libraries in the commonwealth.

Libraries in Lancaster County began in 1759. The Library Company

of Lancaster was the 4th oldest subscription library in the Commonwealth.

Among its charter members were national patriots and signers of the

Declaration of Independence, Edward ShiFpen, George Ross and Robert

Fulton. Later Thaddeus Stevens,Janes Buchanan and Thomas Paine played

a role. The first library was a noble venture with a collection of

700 books. WitSin three years it was fared with money problems. That



problem continues today. But at that time the board had an inno-

vative idea. Why not rename the library after someone in the Penn

family and encourage their support? And so in 1763 the Library was

chartered as the Juliana Library Company in Lancaster, named after

William Penn's daughter-in-law who was married to Thomas Penn. Juliana

was flattered and from her hone in London she sent some books. The

Board of Directors was encouraged and commissioned Benjamin West, the

famous portrait painter who was studying in London at the time, to

paint Juliana's portrait to hang in the library. Julian* was flattered

and sent some more books. But the looney never came. The timing was

bad too. For in 1776 the Declaration of Independence was signed and

all relations with the Penns and Juliana were severed. No portrait.

No money -- just a few books. If you're taking notes, be sure to

write down the first rule in library success. Never name a library

after someane and then expect to get the money. Get the money first.

During the Revolutionary War the library was closed and the books

and philosophical instruments were packed away. It was reopened in

1784. But by Viet. many of its founders and subscribing members had

died or moved elsewhere and eventually most of the books, instruments

and furnishings were sold to pay back rent.

In the early 1800's Lancaster became the center for the new buil-

ders, journeymen, traders and mechanics. Many young men came to

Lancaster to study or learn a trade. By 1831 the Mechanics Society

had been foamed to provide a place for young men to meet. Included in

the Mechanics Society Hall was a lecture room, lounge, and a recital

hall. Also included was the Mechanics Society Library. The littary

flourished with relative success until 1898 when A. Herr Smith, A

local congressman, left his home, library and portrait collection to

the city for a library. The Mechanics Society Library was merged with

the Smith collection. At long last the library in Lancaster had a

permanent location. Me:t of the money for support came from donations,

a small city allocation and contributions from the city schlols.

In the 1920's county wide service was established as a separate

entity of the library. Primarily the county service was supported by
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contributions from county schools. An old truck delivered boxes of books

to the schools. City residents were not pere4tted to use the books in

the county collection. In 1931 a Miss Effie Detwilder gave money for

the first bookmobile. The panel truck with drop down sides lasted for

14 years. In 1947 the County Commissioners agreed to provide $5,500

annually to provide free library service to county residents in areas

where no local library existed.

By the 1950's the A. Herr Smith mansion no longer was large

enough to house the collection. Orange crates stacked 4 high were used

as book shelves in sharp contrast to the marble floors and pillars and

walnut paneling. During the next three years much community activity

focused on the need for a new library. The plans were drawn for a

beautiful Georgian building. The Board went to the voters for money

and the issue was turned down 2 to 1. In spite of the defeat there

was a rallying point. Three estates had endowments earmarked for the

building ani a 'massive campaign far funds was initiated. The present

building was begun in 1953 and was opened in 1955. The .brary is now

chartered as the Lancaster Free Public Library and as an association

Board. County wide service to rural residents was still maintained

from a separate collection funded by a small county allocation and

contributions from rural schools. Support for the mein library came

from the city, urban school districts and private contributions. It

was barely enough to operate on, and during one especially lean

period, the library had to reduce drastically in hours of operation.

To make matters worse, the old bookmobile that Effie Detwilder gave

14 years back finally made it through one of the remaining covered

bridges and collapsed in one of Fennsylw.nia's better pot holes.

While the bookmobile is gone, the pot hole still remains and is

skirted daily by the present bookmobile. Funds for the new book-

mobile -- now neer 20 years old -- came from service club contributions

and through the sale of coat hangers collected at street corners: How

this worked or how much money it brought in still remains a mystery to

one, but some staff members still recall their experiences at the

collection boxes. Today the bookmobile makes 54 stops throughout the
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county on a once a month basis.

Meanwhile, out in the rural areas there existed 7 small commun-

ities attempting to maintain locally independent libraries. Governed

by local boards of directors, most operated with spartan :ending and

many were staffed by volunteers. Only one of the libraries would be

able to meet local library standards. Six of them were about to lose

state aid.

In 1968 Lancaster library was named as a District Center Library.

district center boundaries are the same as the county boundaries.

The decision of the state to name Lancaster as a District Center was

instrumental in bringing about developments within the next few years

that would have great sigaificance. For the first time the Board of

the Lancaster Free Public Library had a legal responsibility to lead,

coordinate and provide guidance to the local independent libraries.

Additional state aid as a District Center provided funding to strengthen

library services county wide. Among some of the activities and services

provided for the local libraries werz: surveys of collections, vending,

regular corsultant visits, in-service training of all kinds, develop-

ment of a county wide circulation system, establishment of a daily

delivery service, direct telephone reference and book selection guidance

to name but a few.

After a long process a resolution was finally adopted by the

County Commissioners in February 1969 which made the librar tie

Lancaster County Library. The resolution gave the authority and

designated the library to act as an agent of the county to provide

library service to all residents and taxpayers in Lancaster County.

A ten year plan was approved by the Board which would require increased

contributions yearly from the county to assure that state aid would be

continued due to local effort. The plan called for $50,000 increases

yearly. Unfortunately there were several years where the expected

increments were below the agreed amount. At the present time the library

receives $350,000 from the County Commissioners.

When the library became a county library the County Commissioners

agreed by law to assist in the maintenance of only one local library in
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the municipality. This law passed in 1917 as F1.1143 and amended in

1931 as PL127 embodies two basic principles of a public service agency:

a. Library service should be planned and provided in a
systematic way primarily for the purpose of fulfilling
the needs of the people.

b. Systematic planning and delivery of library service
is feasible only when coordinated and administered
by a single agency. Thereby the residents of various
parts of a municipality will have reasonable assurance
of equal treatment. Thereby the taxpayer may have
assurance that his tax dollars will be used to develop
the range of services wanted and needed.

In addition to the county library there are 7 smaller indepen-

dent libraries in the county. A plan was developed to bring these

libraries into the county library system. Participation in the sys-

tem would enhance the small local library's ability to serve its

residents. Smaller libraries which were in danger of losing state

uld could continue to receive state aid If they were under contractual

agreement with a system library. As a further enticement to bring the

mallet libraries into the system the county libtaxy and approved

a plan that would give the local libraries book credits equal to their

state aid. Originally the plan was to give book credits that would

double state aid, but local appropriations from the county did not

permit this luxury. Finally, the county library would agree to order

and process books at no charge for member libraries under contract to

the system.

Five of the loyal libraries were quick to realize the advantage

of joining the system. They rontineel to receive state aid, they

receive book credits equal to state aid to allow them to add more new

titlrs through book credits and all books were processed free of charge.

As a member of the system, they did not have to meet pressures of local

library standards.

A year ago a sixth library agreed to contract membership with

the system. At the present time the 7th library remains locally in-

dependent. It does not meet, standards nor does tt receive state aid,

and it is doubtful that it will ever join the system.

Local library boards object to participation in a system because
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they believe they will lose their local autonomy. While I believe this

not to be so -- and it certainly Is rat the case in Lancaster County --

the problem state-wide and nationally is very real. Local pride is a

very important element in a small community. Once this autonomy is

taken from the community through forced school consolidation, local

groups become suspicious of all other agencies and attempts to gobble

up local expressions of community efforts. The attitude toward merger,

systems development. or consolidation may be real or imagined. But it

must be understood and dealt with patiently.

Before some of the local libraries joined the system, they

wanted direct representation on the county library board, though two

members of the library board are appointed by the County Commissioners.

In order to overcome this barrier, it was agreed that each system

member library would appoint one member to serve a rotating term on

the county board so that at any one time at least one of the libraries

would be represented. The representative term was decided on the

basis of when the library loined the system.

In 1976 a District Center Advisory Council was established by

the county library board. A representative from each library in the

district serves on the council whether the library is a member of the

system or not. Council members dreg lots to determine lengths of terms

and elected a council chairperson. The chairperson serves as liaison

from the council to the county library beard, but has no vote.

The purpose of the Advisory Council is to plan cooperative

system and district activities among libraries and to recommend to the

county library board priorities for notion. The council meets four times

a year. Among some of its more recent studies and recommendations are:

book selection policy, a staff manual, affirmative action plan, copy-

right policy statement, Governor's Conference program reports, plans

for local Es.eakouts, discussions on physical barriers to handicapped,

and a review of contracted services for independent libraries. In many

instances policies are developed by the county library board and re-

affirmed by the council. The fact that the council meets only four

times a year limits its advisory leadership role due to urgency of same
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Matters that need to be dealt with with expediency.

Now then, let's go back t3 the title of this paper, "Who Controls

the System?" I said I wouldn't be able to answer that question, but

at least together we can explore some aspects and make some observations.

First of all let's look at the responsibilities t.f the local

library board. Each board, whether in a system or not, should realise

that it has assumed the responsibility to provide or arrange for public

library service for a group of people. I think we would have to believe

that the board has the people's best interests at heart and would wont

to provide the best service and access to the greatest amount of mater-

ials possible. The board, through its policies, can limit that service

or take steps to broaden it at every opportunity possible. One library

board in the Lancaster District has exercised its control by denying

its population access to a greater collection and withrr array of

services in the system. Likewise through its .....ion it has exercised

some control or restraint over the system itself even though it is not

a member. Individuals in the coauty can not borrow books from that

library directly. Further, this local library does not meet standards

and does not receive state aid. The state aid it loses, or its local

citizens lose. goes back to the state. The only way the system can

get this state aid is to continue to encourage the local board to joie

the system or to develop and submit a special plan on how those funds

could be used to henefi' directly the people in that local area.

Frankly. I'd be concerned if I lived in that community and knew

that through direct actions of the local board I was cut off from a

greater access To materials from a larrer system, that my tax dollars

were not being spent wisely, and in fat my tax do,lars weren't even

wanted by the local library.

Perhaps if my anger were strong enough I could rally local

citizens to a cause. But let's face reality. 'lost local library boards

are association boards. Few are elected by popular vote and nest are

self-perpetuating boards. The old adage about fighting city hall may

have little meaning here, for in many cases city hall isn't even rep-

resented on the library board. So much then for the control and influence
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the non-mesbe has over a library system. Let's look now at the system.

The 11 racy system as it is understood in Pennsylvania is prim-

arily the county library system. These systems have been developed over

the years in many ways and reflect the policy of the commonwealth to

encourage the development of county library systems. There are three

or four types of library systems:

1. A city li'-rary which has been named, or serves by agree-
ment with the Board of County Comissioners, to provide
library service to county residents. The board of directors
or trustees of the city library serve as the county library
board. While the law intends for appointees from the
county commissioners to serve on the board, this may not
always be so.

2. Counties in which the Board of County Commissioners has
appointed a county library board to establish and imple-
ment a county library. This type was usually created over
20 years ago.

3. Counties in which there is a merged city-county library
board. The County Commissioners appoint a county library
board, but it usually functions is unison with a city or
borough library board.

4. Counties in which a county library board has been appointed
by the County Commissioners, but which does not actually
run a library. The board serves as a coordinator of
local libraries in the county, although generally doing
.ery little coordinating. It receives county and state
funds and distributes them to local libraries.

A report from the Bureau of Library Development in January 1977

reviews these types of system structures by saying:

"The systems have one characteristic in common: The director
of the county library strives to exercise little or no infl'ience
over the members. Re/She does not feel the responsibility for
the quality, quantity and scope of library service which the
people in the various parts of the county receive. Those
factors are left to each local library board to control. Con-
sequently, the basic purpose of a system is almost never ful-
filled in Pennsylvania Counties."

What this review is saying includes several things. First, the

control of a system is still within the decisions of local library

boards. Second, county library administrators and boards may be ineffec-

tive in fulfilling their responsibilities. Third, the state itself has

not provided the leadership through standards, state aid, incentive

programs and enforcement procedures to ensure more effective library
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',Items. Let's look at each of these briefly.

In the beginning local library boards may have had these char-

acteristics. They were too large--or too small. They were self-

perpetuating and they did not reflect a cross section of the coemuaity

the library served. They were highly intelligent, but in library

concerns were extremely uninformed. While some board members may have

represented the highest business and industrial elements of the come-

malty, they rarely saw any transfer of management concepts to the

library. They became nervous in making policy, rarely saw the need to

explore new avenues of efficiency and did not recognize the dollar

value of those they employed. Most waved banners of local pride and

looked upon county, state and federal legislation as negative control

elements. Highly conservative, they sought to avoid controversy and

mere satisfied with the status quo. It seemed that it was only when

there was a danger in losing state aid or having to clo3e their doors

that they sought outside help. For many it was the realization af

having the best of all possible worlds. The system these boards joined

still provided local boards with the autonomy they so desired, but at

the sane time provided them with new programs, materials, services

and funding. Most local boards have had to give little in return. In

fact, a lot of pressure has been taken eff their corporate shoulders.

If management procedures. policies and decisions from the system are

not to their liking they can still exercise local options not to approve

then and if pressure from the system gets too heavy they can always

exercise a decision not to renew the system contract.

Now let's look at the administrator and board of the county library

system. I would have to disagree in parr with the statement that the

county system director strives to exercise little nr no influence over

system members. I believe they strive. But I would have to agree that

in many ways they are unsuccessful. Perhaps they are guilty of moving

too fast, though a ten year plan is hardly a leap for change. Most county

system administrators have the highest professional ideals. They keep

up with trends, get out of town to see what's going on elsewhere, they

have learned an anderctanding of the political process, and hopefully
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they strive to provide a leadership role for all library members in

the system. In their continued defence I would say they may likewise

have a low frustration level caused by a limited financial ability

to allow a system to function, by apathy of a community or by restraints

in the laws that limit tte system's ability to perform. The char-

acteristics of a system board may be similar to that of a local

library with its same attitudes toward outside control. Increasingly

the county library system board and admin strators will have to

reassess system goals and review the objectives to reach state goals.

It may mean a reorganization of the system board, the developmenc of

more system advisory councils, or continued review of system contracts.

The reassessment should include a variety of education ptosrams to

effect positive attitudes toward systems development on the part of

local and system boards, county commissioners and local municipal

authorities and the community at large. Furtl'ormore, the members of

the system should play a more active role in the decision- making

process leading to system wide policies. Unfortunately for many

systems. the system is viewed by its members as a way to save the

little libraries. Instead of looking for new ways for the system to

bail them out, they should explore ways where each library's contri-

bution will strengthen a system to benefit everyone. Perhaps this is

where the basic system philosophy has its most serious communications

problems. Systems may not be too effective in enforcing their own

standards for membership when pressure from the state pt. county

political forces hold a firm grip on the purse strings.

Finally we come to the role of the state. Its efforts to

encourage county library systems development recognizes the advan-

tages of the county financial structure. Furthermore, the population

of Pennylvania cov..ties is sufficient in most cases to justify main-

tenance of an efficient and effective library program. For the most

parr, legislation to encourage systems has been too flexible and per-

missive and provided not so much for reorganization as it did for

recognition of prevailing and existing patterns. The many variables

in types of county library system structure has made enforcement of
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some standards difficult. The state, like so many in our nation, has

never put its money where its mouth is. State funding for the bureau

and no down to local libraries has never been consistent with reality.

Action in recent months may prove beneficial in the years to come as

a result of the goals and recommendations of the recent Governor's

Conference on Libraries and Information Services and with new legis-

lation that is either in a holding pattern or intended for the future.

But in the interim, local libraries that cannot meet standards or

even afford to exist as a library at all can joie a system and continue

their course. The state having created the mechanism for a system

believes that the system itself will raise the level of the sub-

standard library. The question is, will the state exercise its con-

trol, over the system if it fails to comply? Mow will it choose to do

thin? Using what criteria? Will it act?

Controlling the litrary system might also be interpreted as

managing the library system. Management infers in Hart some measure

of accountability. It also must include such key components as struc-

ture, planning, policy making, communication and evaluation. I would

also say that rec manages something for growth with a future goal. We

manage to build, not destroy.

County Commissioners should be concerned with these management

concepts, for after all they should or do provide a large portion of

the funding. Some commissioners will say the library board is too

large, too self-perpetuating, and not representative of the total

county. If this is so, and it may be in many areas, then the Commiss-

ioners should call for a reorganization. instead of twenty or twenty-

five board members, they may wish to have the board made up of one

representative from each system member. They may wish also to appoint

some members-at-large to ensure the board represents all levels and

elements of the community.

However a board is organised, it should function an a system

board. Its decisions Ovoid advance and strengthen the system, its

member libraries, and result ultimately in better library service.

To achieve this the system members most develop goals, communicate
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these goals to members and then initiate procedures and implement action

to bring system goals to realization.

Now we all know that when we start developing goals, we can

really get fancy. At the outset they may be way beyond the under-

standing and financial grasp of the system or its members. Objectives

that may lead to these goals should be many and varied which will allow

system members to see immediate progress and benefits. Realization that

a system has achieved five or six abort term objectives gives encourage-

sent to tackle some long range programs. Such objectives should be

measurable and related to meeting or surpassing state standards. Some

objectives may be obtained with little or no expenditures. Other

objectives may be based on percentage growth over a period of years.

It may be that contracts from a system will have to call for local

member libraries to submit a plan to the system detailing how they

will endeavor to meet save aspects in their operations that are

deficient. Furthermore, if a member of a system cannot contribute

its fair share, what role will the system board play in resolving

these issues?

I suspect the key to all this lies in the hand of the chief

administrator of the system. It would be an endless task for me to

identify all the "Bartholomew Hats" the system director wears. But

the most important of all would be the communication hat. To be in-

formed and keep others informed is essential in the decision making

process. And that is why the system or a library has hired a pro-

fessional administrator in the first place. To plan, to assess, to

recommend, to advise, to implement, to modify, these are among the

management functions of the administrator. And if this is so, then,

yes, perhaps the system director controls the system.

Probably most system administrators will throw up their hands

and say, not me. It's the law. )y hands are tied. Standards say do

this, be that, have this, prove that. But systems work with more than

state library standards. A fair portion of the system's budget, its

time in developing policies and meeting deadlines for compliance of the

law is related not to information needs of the users but rather rev-
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lations such as: Labor and Industry, ERISA, Civil Rights Acts Building

Cedes, EEOC, tax measures, L.S.C.A. guidelines, to name but a few.

One thing a system should not

Bureau of Library Development in the

ship it exhibits as well as the wide

programs it conducts has continually

The standards it promotes and by law

vacuum. Rather, they were developed

do is cast the State Library or

role of the "heavy." The leader -

variety of inservice and education

added to our professional growth.

enforces were not dreamed up in a

in cooperation with all levels

of librarianship. Subjected to hearings, added input from the field

and refinement by the professionals, they are adopted by the state

to be enforced. Without these documents, most system administrators

would not have the clout to move librarianship forward. Without them,

few systems would be developed. Without them or other state and

federal regulations, few library boards or local funding agencies

would take any action at all!

I said at the beginning that I didn't like the word controls.

Rather than to say, "Who Controls the System?" we might have asked

"Who Has the Responsibility to Ensure the Success of a System -- and

at What Levels?" There are 16 separate definitions of the word

"system" in Random House Unabridged Dictionary. Each definition

includes key words such as unity, comprehensive plan, methods of

procedure, orderly arrangement, assembly of facts, principles aue

doctrines, a structure of members. We all play a part in the library

system. We can encour.lge it and promote it. We can discourage it or

control it. We can also work to improve it for a better quality of

library service. That's our responsibility.
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MAKING THE RURAL LIBRARY

PART OF THE COMMUNITY

Nancy C. Ruccio. Dikectort
Westmonetand County Ubwt BoaAd

INTRODUCTION

"Making the rural library pars of the community" would seem to

be a logical, almost simplistic, topic. All we must do is bring the

library and the community together. But what do we know about the

community? Do we know bow many people live in it; what their occu-

pations are; what their interests arc; where the community is located;

what is its level of ruralism; what social organizations exist; what

Is its form of local government; and what are the ages of its residents?

A great deal of information is required before the entire picture of

the community can be seen.

What do we know about the library aspect of the statement?

What kind of library; where is it to be placed; will it be permanent

or mobile; will it function individually or as part of a system; and

how will it be funded? Without a definition of the type of service

to be offered, it is difficult to decide how to incorporate the library

and the community.

The purpose of this discussion is to provide a practical metho-

dology to analyze various types of situations and to invoke decision-

making procedures that will result in a positive correlation between

the rural library and the rural olsmunity.

WHERE TO BEGIN

Any decision - making process must have a strong rational basis.

Adequate information must be gathered before any decision can be made.

The following areas of concentration, when fully investigated, will

provide substantial material upon which to base a decision concerning

the nature of the community and thereby laying the foundation for a
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strong structure between the rural library and its community:

1. A total geographic picture of the community.
2. The governmental structure of the community.
3. Population and age distribution of the community.
4. Socio-economic conditions of the community.
5. Future developmental potentials of the community.
6. Social association_ and organizations of the community.

Regardless of the level from which the decision is to be made,

local, county or region. an awareness of the overall geographic pic-

ture is essential. You must know whe.,. *he area is located, what areas

border it, where it is in relation to urban areas, what portion of the

state it occupies, and whether its land mass is mountainous or flat.

If it is an agricultural area, what are its major products? Is it a

mining community? If so, is the industry flourishing nr declining?

What are its major waterways and all other natural factors that affect

the quality et life or its residents? The main objective is to create

an overview of the community in light of its natural location and to

assess the possible assets and/or liabilities of that location.

The local government structure is of prime importance. Govern-

veinal structures control the collection and distribution of public

funds. They not only have control over local tax expenditure, but also

over the spending of federal ponies. Many federal programs may include

spending for library service; however, without knowledge of the prior-

ities set by the local *penny, inclusion of libraries may become an

impossibility. Know the workings of your local municipality. In

dealing with rural areas in Pennsylvania, four forms of local govern-

ment are most prevalent: (1) Borough, (2) Township, (3) County, and

(4) School District.

Depending on the area, you will have at least two overlaps of

authority. More than likely, you will have three forms of local govern-

ment levying taxes on the residents of the area you intend to serve.

Cooperation wil_ most readily come from the level of local government

which initiatem or responds to interest in library service. A group

from a local township will probably have a greater impact on their town-

ship officials than on county government and will gain their greatest

support at the township level.
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The strongest form of government should also be noted. With the

multiple authority situation, it is important to know what governmental

taming body has the greatest impact on the life style of the community.

Discern which governmental agency has the greatest potential to support

amd promote the elements of good library service and approach that mu-

nicipality for support.

Currently in Pennsylvania's .ural areas, the ache -i district is

vary strong. Areas with a township government may he paytng as little

as 5.5 mills of tax to the township and as much as 106 mills to the

school district. Although substantial amounts are spent on public edu-

cation yearly, in comparison. relatively small amounts are spent on

public library service. Many school boards are reluctant to finance

public libraries because they feel it is not a proper function of their

municipality. Local governments want the school district or county to

support the service. Siallarly, the county often feels it is the func-

tion of local government. Consequently, the taxpayer's desires are

volleyed from governmental form to governmental form. No one munici-

pality wants to be the one to levy the tax.

After taking an honest, but optimistic, look at local government

involvement in rural library service, the next logical step would be to

locate the population to be served. The potential service population

may be g.ouped in one area, in several related or unrelated areas, or

widely scattered areas. if the residents are clustered, seems to

be the main reason for the relationship? is it strictly housing? If

there are businesses, are they the center of the community, as in the

Main Street connotation of a small village? Are the stores an after

thought, such as, a small shopping center added to a housing development?

If the area is a series of related housing groups, what binds them

together -- similar age groups, occupations, or perhaps nationality?

Ti the same respect, if they are unrelated, what causes their aliena-

[Lai from one another? If the population is widely scattered, what is

the distance between each unit and what type of terrain is prevalent in

the area? Often a positive correlation exists between population dis-

tribution and the natural geography of the area.



Population distribution is also related to the socio-economic

conditions of the area. Will the potential patron feel that the lib-

rary is a luxury or a necessity? It is Important to understand the

factors that contribute to the creation of the various socio-economic

areas of the community. Why is the area currently in an economic
slump? Does it have potential to come back or the ability to change?

Will that change be positive or negative? Analysis of nil economic

groups will be most helpful in deciding the format of service within

the community, uot only for the present but also the future. Where

is the area going and is your organ cation able to keep pace?

in order to keep abrenat at sentential future development in the

area, it is important to be aware of the programs proposed by the

local, county and/or regional planning agencies. Is there a shopping

center in the works for your now uncluscered agricultural population?

When will it be completed? What additional industrial plans are in

the future? What about new housing development? How about another

Pennsylvania Volkswagen plant? What about general population mig-

rations? Where will we be in the year 2000? Do we care what the

area will be like in twenty or thirty years? Or better yet, should

we care what it will be like in decades to come? Sound long range

planning certainly goes beyond a two or three year projection. Many

programs take a year or two to plan and equally as much time to imple-

ment. If the library is going to be a viable, active part of the

community, it must be involved in the projection and movements that are

forthcoming and change with the needs of the tommunity.

Social associations in the area will be very helpful in under-

standing the community. Perhaps serial organizations are the only

community-oriented relationships that exist in the area. Strong agri-

cultural areas have Granges, County Fairs and 4H Clubs. Shopping areas

hold a lesser importance to those who reside in a houoing development.

Social organizations will be their means for establishing community

relationships.

Similarly, mining 111-24S will have Miners Associations, M:aers

Unions, or a branch of the Manse. Other small rural communities may
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have a Lions Club. a branch of the Elks, a Woman's Club, a Garden Club,

or an American Legion Post. Often the type of social organizations in

an area is directly related to the area's local industry or to the

emenunity's level of ruralise.

Education and religion occupy a large part of many residents'

lives. Do not neglect the potential of using the local PTO or church

related organizations to find out about the community. Parents may

not envision library service for themselves, but they may well view it

as a necessity for their children.

Knowledge of what is needed can be made available through commae

unication with the various social groups of the community. Finding

out bow the community functions is vital to the successful publicizing

of library programming and social groups can give you at least a

good part of the story. Of equal importance is their potential for

disseminating information back into the community. They can also

provide an excellent network of verbal and financial support.

e information acquired from researching these topics will

provide a substantial base upon which current and developing library

service can be built. In addition, they will clearly define the rural

situation of the area, giving you insight into the current level of

ruralism in the cemmunity and future development potentials. This

will enable the library to bend and mold with whatever new demands may

occur.

Remember that no substitute exists for good planning. Do not

cheat yourself and your organization by inadequately surveying the area

you now serve or the area you intend to serve. In addition. keep a

clear mind in establishing the relationship between the organization

offering, the service and those to be served by that organization. Even

the best plans can be ineffectual if they do not fulfill the wants and

needs of those to be served. Listen to what people want, and perhaps

in time, they may accept what you think they should have, Communication

is essential in defining the population's needs and in disseminating the

information to satisfy those needs.
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LIBRARY SERVICE

After exploring each of the previous points, a reasonable idea

of the composition of the community to be served should now exist. All

that must be done is to satisfy the needs of the community 1,7 providing

a unit of library service. That may not seem too difficult. Or does

it? Before the library and the community can be united, there are a

few questions that must be asked, and answered, concerniug the method

used to provide library service for the community:

1. What type of library service will be offered?
2. How will the service be financed?
3. Does the service have the flexibility to sustain change?

Once these questions are answered, steps can be taken to incor-

porate the library into the community. Both sides must understand

the reasons for the relationship, as well as the intended results. They

must be working toward the same end with cooperation and complete

comprehension.

Now that the needs of the community have been ascertained, what

type of library service shall be employed? Shall we try a small local

library, a mobile unit. or perhaps a reading station? The decision as

to format of service will depend on a number of factors. First, the

permanency of the unit can be decided. An extremely sparsely populated

area, with intermittent clustering, could bent it from mobile service.

However, that decision may be based on the assumption that another

already established unit is going to extend its services to the rural

residents of the area.

This brings up the second factor. Is the service to be initiated

one which must function alone, or one which will be a part of a larger

system? The answer to this, of course, depends upon each individual

instance. Whatever is the most feasible approach for your situation

must prevail. It is important for IP/retries to be aware of an impossible

situation and try to leave room for flexibility and development when

designing the service.

Another factor to consider is whether or not the population to

be served has had previous access to library service, and what was the
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quality of that service. With strict enforcement of service and boun-

daries, in accordance with Minimum Standard for Local Libraries, many

areas that once had access to adequate free library service now find

that they must pay. Their expectations of what library service should

be might be higher than the user who has never used a public library

and has little idea what a library may have to offer him/her. The

service they will seek for themselves, whether it is from an install-

ation they establish or through one established for them, will be

greater than the previous non-user. The design must be ready to reflect

their expectations or run tie risk of failure.

Even in theoretical planning, it is impractical, and somewhat

irresponsible, to neglect financing. Getting the dollars to provide

the service often levels Buckingham Palace to a basic thatched hut.

Although a project must begin with a modest budget, it does not

have to be comeirted to continual poverty. Quite to the contrary, if

the facility truly becomes a part of the community, whether that comm-

unity is urban or rural, poverty need not be the library's future fate.

The good fairy is not goiug to zap instant financing. The library is

poing to work for it, but with community support the boundaries are

limitless.

It is most important from the beginning of the design to be

realistic about library funding. Libraries are a public function and

should be treated like any other public agency and should be required

to offer service with the same zeal as any other public agency. This

means equal payment for equal service. Has the plan endeavored to

serve all facets of the population? Libraries are unique. They have

the potential to serve people from pre-natal to golden age. What other

public agency has the same potential? Let's make sure we use that po-

tential to its maximum. Libraries have something for everybc4v; now

all we have to do is coordinate the materials with the people. '-e

libraries ready to face the responsibility of true public funding

Are governments ready to acknowledge their responsibility to libraries?

?ether's, with better community library communication it will become a

reality.
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Any project mast have a built-in capacity for change, as must

those who administer the project. As the service community changes,

the library must be ready and willing to 'move with its patrons. After

all, the purpose of a public agency is to serve the wants and needs of

its users. If those desires are not satisfied, t'e users may turn to

other sources, and the agency ceases to justify its existence. What

happens to the library that is no longer useful to its community? If

it were a business. the competition would probably bankrupt it; but as

a library, it might continue ineffectually, penalizing the library and

the people it is to serve. The cloistered existence has no place in

twentieth century public library service. As a public agent, libraries

are vying for scarce tax dollars; the service results must be adequate

to warrant their expenditure.

Having amassed the information concerning the basic make-up

of the service area, and having discussed realistic service possibi-

lities with local officials and residents, it is now time to develop

the actual service. Once the 'method of service is decided, invelvine

the total community cones into play. The already existing rural

library can also benefit from investigating its comunity and discuss-

ing with its officials and residents many of the saute ideas as the

developing library. Just because an institution exists does not mean

that it is set for the rest of its lifetime. Constant reassessment

fa essential to being a viable part of your com munity.

It is now time to explore techniques to make the library a

.'. but changing part of the community. Many of the following

a , .s may seem extremely logical; however, overlooking them could

be di'astrous to the advancement of the library. Such results could

not only penalize the library. but more seriously, it could penalize

the public served by the library.

BRINCINC THE LIBRARY AND THE COMMUNITY TOGETHER

Having decided that the prime goal of the library is to serve

the total community, all that remains is to unite the two in a joint

effort. What results are to be expected from the jointure? In each
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instance the object is to gain:

1. A weans for giving and acquiring knowledge.

2. A means for acquiring funding.

3. both.

If the main thrust of the association is to give and teke Infor-

mation, a logical, check list for acquisition and dissemination can be

developed. First to be decided is who is to be informed. Those to be

informed are:

1. Municipal officers.
2. Social groups.

3. General populace.
4. Staff of library.

Informing the above groups should cover al_ facets of the commu-

nity. Each veep shouli have a complete understanding o: what services

are to be offered and what input they can offer to the expansion or

modification of those services. the library should function as the

interpreter of the desires of its service community. The worth of

that library will be judged by its ability to satisfy the needs of the

community.

The method of transmitting the information would be the next

logical consideration. Information should be disseminated through:

1. Written communications and visits to the various groups.

2. Posters placed in shopping centers and other high traffic
areas.

3. Leaflets distributed by a general mailing or through such
organizations as the Welcome Wagon.

4. Appearances on the local radio and television programs.

5. Newspaper articles and related activities.
6. Questionnaires to survey area needs.
7. Programming for the residents of the area.

The idea is to communicate. Let people know what you are doing.

Include not just the currently interested patrons, but also the non-

users. The organization must be pu/sating enough to catch the interest

of an increased portion of the population. Stagnation is an unhealthy

situation.

Programming is a particularly ef=ective technique to enhance

library use. Even in the most rural communities, a hail or church

basement is available for programming. Pick films that apply to the
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group you are trying to reach. "The plight of the urban community" is

hardly a topic for the local grange. In the same respect, "the problems

of small eggs in the Rhode Island Reds" is not going to appeal to a

suburbanite woman's club. Keep the topic pertinent. The second consid-

eration is community involvement as a maims of funding. This means

seeking funds through various individuals and groups as a method of

support to increase governmental funding.

Social, civic and religious groups can be beneficial in providing

funds for the library. An effective method of fund raising is to develop

a program and launch it yearly. The object is to make it a function

of the community. The program should be dynamic enough and appealing

enough to withstand time. It should be a function that the community

enjoys and is willing to participate in on a yearly basis.

An example of a well structured community oriented program is

the one conducted annually by the Norvin Public Library. The program

is termed a "Bead-a-Thou" and was conceived by past Board President,

Bernard Roth. It functions similarly to the bike and walk-a-thons.

A child enlists sponsors to pledge a certain amount for each book he

or she reads. Prizes are provided for the top readers. The program

is geared toward the younger readers, and introduction has been done

through a puppet show performed in the various schools within the

library service area. The library service population is 34,000+, and

the project usually nets between S1,000 and $2,000 per year. The local

PTA's have taken a particular interest in the project because it

encourages children to improve their reading habits.

The "Read --a -Thor" is certainly a very worthwhile program, but

is the net amount elequate to finance a library? Organization fund

raisers should be supplemental to sound, consistent governmental

funding. The faros. 1st point to the program is that it encourages

use of the library. The children who participate have parents who can

see the benefits that come from improved ree..ng habits. The program

procedures involve citizens: at all levels. Fund raisers by organizations

are excellent for supplemental funding. The real asset of the coneunity

is its support. That support can be invaluable in acquiring govern-
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mental funding.

A public agency should receive public funds. Public libraries are

public agencies and not charitable institutions. Why are libraries not

receiving adequate public funds? Does the library understand the fund-

ing priorities of its local municipality? Does the library committee

communicate with its local government?

In order for the library to become truly a part of the community,

it must not only attempt to inform the community, but the library must

be equally informed coueerning the activities of the coomunity. This

information includes developing a rapport with its local government.

Know where your officials are spending Community Development Act funds,

anti-recession funds, Revenue Sharing funds and all other income revenue.

Find out what the municipality's long range goals are and where your

organization fits into the design. Do not be afraid to be heard. You

are a public agent. You (la deserve public funds.

CASE STUDIES

Since a formula does not exist for organizing the library and

the community, it would be helpful to study actual applications of the

aforementioned theories. Therefore, two different instances of rural

library development will be presented. Through these examples it will

become evident that each situation is different, and it will be up to

the library administration to choose those principles that fit their

situation. Even though the theories are in relation to rural areas,

many find appropriate applicability to any form of library. It is not

just the rural library that should be part of its community. All

libraries should endeavor to be a part of the community they serve.

Communicating is the only way to successfully become a part of that

community.

Case

Case I deals with a township that is essentially a suburb of

several different -lunicipalities. it has no one central district,

although it does have rather large shopping malls. By population it

is the largest municipality in the county. Until a few years ago the
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residents were permitted to use three state-aid libraries freely. With
the strict enforcement of the service area requirement, the libraries
were no longer permitted to serve freely the township residents.

The citizens were accustomed to adequate library service, and
they enjoyed it freely. They began to pressure the local municipalitiea,
township and the school district, into again providing the community with
good library service. Simultaneously, the county government provided
funds for the purpose of developing public library service in the un-
served areas of the county.

Local government officials inevitably ask, "Why can't ue use the
school libraries?" Rather than spend numerous hours &abating the pros
and cons, a demonstration exert.' conducted. The senior high
school library, which is most c located, was open to the public
three nights a week from 6 to 9 j. i Saturday from 9 to 5.

Professional librarians were to ape. 'brary, and the school

district and township would split the c, the salaries.

The project was operated from September to December. Use
patterns were slow in September but began to increase in later months.
The overriding factor vas that the collection could not satisfy the
needs of the public users. After all, the high school collection was
designed to satisfy a community of students involved in a curriculum
of learning. Obviously, the collection and service offered are designed
to support the educational system and not the needs of the general
public. Therefore, the use of the school library resulted in a failure.
However, it did adequately answer the question of using the school

libraries in lieu of a public library.

Perhaps the logical solution would have been :D contract from

the already existing state-aid libraries, but the municipal officers

and the local residents were not interested in this solution. They
preferred to have an institution that was theirs and not someone else's.

After several months of planning, a group of interested citizens

developed a concept of a quadrant system of library installation. The
initial step would be placement of one unit in the western quadrant of
the township. Application was made to the county for funds under its
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special development project, and matching amounts were provided by the

school district and township in meeting the application requirements.

It is important to note the communication level that exists between the

library supporters and the local municipalities. Each is communicating

wants, needs, and possible solutions.

After the installation was operable, communications continued.

In response to a desire on the township's part that the library make

use of other sources of external funding, the library formulated a

project to submit to the Office of Manpower. The main thrust of the

project was to employ people whose function would be to survey the

other quadrants and ascertain their wants and needs and to develop

programs that would satisfy their desires and enhance the development

of library service in the other areas of the township,

The project served a number of purposes. First, it has became

an excellent mechanism to correlate the community and library by demon-

strating to all residents of the township that the library truly desires

to provide them with service. Secondly, the library board has indicated

to the municipal officers that the library is willing to work within

the realm of public funding. This impression was so great that the

township added 14% beyond the library's request for funding. Finally.

it has enabled the library to participate in the state-aid program,

thus opening the door for possible LSCA grant applications. Communi-

cation is exceedingly beneficial!

Wet
Case II involved a varied cross section of rural areas that

range from totally unrelated rural groups to small close knit boroughs.

The total number of municipalities to be involved in the project was

twenty-four. Planning for each municipality seemed ominous, so the

county agency took the responsibility of introducing library services

into these areas.

A demonstration model was operated by the county for a year and

a half to explore the needs and interests of each community. The unit

was semi-mobile and spent three week periods in each community. After
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experiencing this unit, many of the initially negative communities were

extremely favorable and supportive when informed of the impending bi-

weekly mobile service.

Dan to the vast area to be served and limited financing, a

mobile unit system using strictly paperback materials was designed.

Althoueh the county was sponsoring the service, it was felt that in

order to be equitable with other county libraries. local monies would

be sought. The design was ultimately to be a joint venture between

the county and the local area.

Verbal and written contact was made with each municipality.

A list of all social organizations was compiled, followed by written

and verbal communication. Surveys were made of the population to

indicate interest.

Posters were designed alerting the population to the forth-

coming service and placed in the centers of traffic flow in the various

areas. In addition, Leaflets were produced announcing the coming of

the unit and generally distributed.

Scheduling was done in coordination with local officials and

various commnity rep-esentatives. Each area had one or two contact

persons to assist in the discussions and dissemination of information.

Articles were placed in newspapers that serve the communities to

be informed. General articles concerning the county organization also

included publicity for the new mobile project. Limited use of radio

time was employed. Further usage of the radio and television mediums

is definitely planned. Communicating with the population is an ongoing

process. Do not fall into such traps as: it was done once, that is

enough; or, our study ten years ago indicated these needs. Be contem-

porary in your thinking.

Eveu though many of the areas do not have commun:.ty centers, they

do have fire halls, grange buildings, and church roor.;. Various chil-

dren's programs have been conducted on the unit. nature adult and

children's programs are planned utilizing the aforementioned locations.

Currently the county library and the county coemunity college are

working on a project to teach various continuing education courses in
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the rural areas of the county, questionneiree are being circulated to

ascertain the desires of che people in these areas.

Also, because of the rural aspects of these communities. theta

is a literacy problem. The bookmobile, in cooperation with the local

literacy council, is being stocked with high interest, -low vocabulary

materials for use by the population.

The bookmobile staff is considering offering craft classes to

children and adults which can also be held in the various fireballs

and church rooms of the rural areas. Programming does not have to

suffer because the mode of service happens to be mobile.

Detailed in-house orientation for the staff is also performed,

Each staff member is taught to provide the maximum service possible.

Knowledge of inter-library loan and film loan is keen and strongly

stressed. By virtue of the laws of Pennsylvania, patrons are not

limited to the extent of the county's collection. Dissatisfied pat-

rons are unacceptable. What they reed must exist soeewhere. The

patron is entitled to quality service.

CONCLUSION

The rational method of correlating the library and the comm-

unity is through a series of decisions based on logically assembled

knowledge concerning the community and the desires of its residents.

'Regardless of similarities, no two situations are alike. It is best

to approach each new encounter with a fresh approach. Unfortunately,

no precise formula exists that can guarantee a positive result. The

number of variables is too great. What succeeded once, when tried

again, might fail. If a sound base exists for each decision, any

revision can more easily be made.

Be ready to make revisions at all times. A revision does not

mean that the decision which was made vas incorrect. Each decision is

a series of new decisions, and it is essential to be ready to make

those decisions. Logically, the community is not going to remain

stagnant. Even if the population in the community remains the same,

the mere passage of time will influence current attitudes and life styles.
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Nothing ever remains totally the same. If the lib.ary is to occupy

the important part of community life that it should, it must be ready

to respond to the ever-changing desires of that community.

Libraries want the community to understand tLeir problems and

needs. In the same respect, the libraries should also be aware of the

problems and needs of the community. Libraries are not celestial

objects. They are part of the real world and must react accordingly.

Being a true part of the community is a give and take situation.

This discussion does not give a blueprint for aligning the

community and the library. What it does provide is a series of

logical procedures, some of which may apply to your situation and

some which may not. You, as the administrator, must pick and choose

those items that u 11 facilitate your individual circumstances. Admin-

istration is not a pure science.
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cope with a rapidly changing world. They may be individuals with an
avid interest in how to do it projects, such as car repair or simple

building projects; or crafts, such as quilting or needlework; or

people who are armchair travelers and enjoy film presentations on

other countries and cultures.

Schools are exploring and developing ways for their students

to be better equipped to be lifelong learners thr-ugh programs such

as Project 81. This is a process involving the conmurity and the

school which hopefully will ensure that 111 public t.chool students

who receive diplomas will be competent to begin handling :he demands

of adult life in their communities. The real test of Project 81 will

be in its conclusion, if the students have acquired the competencies

and become lifelong learners. Project 81 is one aspect of an edu-

cational program that nation-wide is placing more emphasis on pre.

school and early childhood education and on community education to

develop and increase interaction between school and community, and

attempt to coordinate interaction of community resources as just

part of its total thrust.

According to a recent study, four out of every five American

adults plan and carry out one or more independent learning projecs

each year. Ill Most of these projects are self-initiated and very

individualistic.

WhY DO THEY STUDY?

The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education surveyed sixty-

six adults and found that their independent learning prciects fell

into six timid categories: preparation for an occupation and then

keeping up; learning specific tasks and problems on the job; learning

for home and personal responsibilities; improving some broad areas of

competence; learning for interest or leisure; and exploring a :subject

out of curiosity. [21 No one spent less than 13 hours on a learning

project. Print, non-print and human resources were identified as those

used most by the independent learners, and librarians were recognised

as one often-used human resource in planning a program of study. Prom
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this we can conclude that independent learners are pursuing many

varieties of subjects and that their study often takes place outside

of the formal school and academic community, utilising resources

usually available from public libraries.

Eleanor Smith, a former HEW regional program officer for

libraries, presented an overview of the topic to Pennsylvania

District Library Center administrators and consultant librarians

in March 1978. She cited a pamphlet issued by HEW entitled "Life-

long Learning in the Nation's Third Century" that compares lifelong

learning to walking which hegins in infancy, develops to a high

degree throughout youth and just when it has been thoroughly mastered

the individual begins to grow old and has to slow down.(3) In both

walking and in learning, clear routes have to be marked, and if

barriers exist, they must be removed so that speed and skill will no

longer be hampered.

WHAT ARE THESE OBSTACLES TO LEAF noz?

They may be institutional, personal and social. Whether adults

are enrolled in formal programs or pursuing independent programs, dreg

are usually short changed in regard to counseling and are apt to en-

counter institutional indifference to their requirements for parking,

transportation, food services, health care and access to bookstores

and to libraries. (How many school libraries are open er even provide

materials to their school's adult education program? How many public

librarians know what is being offered in the way of adult education

in their communities?) Personal barriers to adult learning may include

lack of money, lack of education, lack of access to resources other

than a school. particularly in rural areas, and lack of motivation. 1:11

Social barriers to adult learning are usually the informal kind repre-

sented by society's attitude to adult participation in learning pro-

grams. A greater barrier is the lack of legislative support for pro-

grams that provide for adult learning, again a consequence of societal

indifference or a lack of leadership on the part of the profession.
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WHO ARE THE PROVIDERS OF ADULT LEARNING?

Again the HEW publication lists them in the order of greatest

users. 131 1. Mass Media; 2. Employers and Wnrk Settings; 3. Proprie-

tary Schools; 4. Higher Education; 5. Cooperative and Extension Ser-

vices; 6. Public Schools; and 7. Other Agencies. (Mentioned among

these "other" agencies are libraries.)

Libraries are only given passing mention, perhaps Justifiably,

or perhaps becaus,: the formal adult educators want to keep us from
invading their turf. Given the proper methods of operation and

accessibility however, the library has the potential to use its

resources to be one of the major providers of adult learning, whether
formal or independent and whether alone or in cooperation with other
agencies. It is the library that has the capacity "to expand communi-

cation skills, develop flexibility to change, improve human relation-

ships, facilitate participation in society and assist personal growth."
[3) This should be the aim of all providers of adult learning.

HOW THEN CAN RURAL LIBRARIES MEET THEIR
RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE LIFELONG LEARNER?

They might continue to view their mission as the conservative

and traditional one of providing basic services through having avail-

able selective materials that meet the individual's request for infor-
mation. Access to more in-depth materials would then be provided

through resource centers such as schools and comuunity colleges in

close proximity, county library headquarters and district library
centers.

Hopefully nome rural libraries will view their mission as

more liberal and provide a collaborative approach to independent

learning programs. Such collaboration (1) would require a conscious

preparation of staff with information and skills to carry out the

library's collaborative work, (2) would make the public library a

source of information on independent -study opportunities throughout
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the coMMunity and a first point of contact for its users, (3) would

refer interested adults to a school or academic institution for coun-

seling, (4) would involve stocking the library with materials recom-

mended for use in the independent-study programs (books, programed

texts, tapes, learning packages), and (5) would require the use of

the library's information network and inter-library loan system for

special explorations developed by students in the course of their

study. In short, the collaborative approach represents the public

library's commitment to a specific program of service to independent

study as an equal partner with the school or academic institution

but with a distinctive role. 12)

An even more liberal approach would be for the rural library

to establish an independent community learning renter, providing

staff and materials to stock the center and guide the independent

learner in a one to one or group situation. It may well be that

the above approaches can be phases or steps in the library's devel-

oping program in support of independent learnfg. They all require

commitment on the part of libraries to the provision of and access

to materials and staff beyond that presently offered by most rural

libraries. This means tnat the responsibility for planning, imple-

menting and securing funds for support rests with the personnel and

trustees of the library and to the community at large.

WHAT PROGRAMS OF THIS TYPE ARE PRESENTLY
BEING PROVIDED BY LIBRARIES?

Many of you may have read Michael Kelly's recent. atticle in

the PLA Bulltin of March 1977 in which he describes -/tograms in

Pennsy/vania. 1441

Lifelong learning renters or educational brokerages as they

are referred to by the Pennsylvania Department of education have

been established at the Rest4ing Publi4 Lil.Ary and the Free Library

of Philadelphia. Their prim.iry functions are career counseling and

education referral to programs ranging from adult basic education to

post secondaty degree programs, including such nonri.ditional offerings
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as the external degree. The Reader Development program of the Free

Library provides high Interest, low vocabulary materials to complement

this program. The Schiow Library in State College and the Adult Educa-

tion Division of Pennsylvania State University are planning in collab-

oration for the establishment of a learning center in the public library.

The Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh has established an educational

elation center at the main library in Oakland and in cooperation with

Allegheny County officials has established information centers on

county government staffed by volunteer senior citizens at some of

their branches. More of the educational information centers are

planned for areas in Pennsylvania. Joseph Bard of the Pennsylvania

Depa' went of Education has the responsibility for the development of

these centers.

Librarians, trained as learner's advisors under a prog-am devel-

oped at the College Entrance Examination Board, help individuals

sharpen tLir educational goals, plan study projects, find resources,

and evaluate their own learning. Outgrowths of this program can now

be found in at least IS library systems across the country.

Kenneth Fischer in an article entitled "National Resources for

Learning" describes some of the resources which are presently avail-

able. 151 He cites legislation and individuals that would be helpful

to contact to learn more about on-going programs and funding sources.

There are many more programs that are being planned and tried

throughout the country. Much remains to be done in rural areas however.

WHAT ARE SOME POSSIBLE WAYS THAT THE
RURAL LIBRARY CAN BEGIN TO PROVIDE

PROGRAMS OF SERVICE FOR LIFELONG LEARNMS?

They can begin by talking and planning together with other

public libraries in their county and with school an.' academic libraries

in their communities to provide some basic materials t ri referral ser-

vices to their patrons. The rural library, unless liberally endowed

(and there are few of these around any more). must of necessity develop

its program in cooperation with other libraries and other community
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agencies. Those located in community centers are particularly well

situated to begin a modest pl.4ram.

A community resourer_ already mentioned along with an

information file on educational opporttnities available through school

sad vocational adult education programs, academic institutions and

through community agencies such as the extension service can be a

modest but valuable beginning. Providing a minimum level program is

not necessarily in confli with good service. Reading guidance

can be provided by prepackaged reading study guides and the school

system might provide seine of these. A "clod referral service from

the library to a school or aeademec ictitution for counseling may

provide the adult learner with some needed guidance Informal assis-

tance in the use of library resources and effective promotion and use

of inter-library loan are on-going services in most libraries and can

always be Aaproved and prorated to serve better the adult learner.

Knowledge of and referral to other agencies for assistance, such as

the district library center and the schoal intermediate unit, are

again services that are usually provided by ...1st libraries.

Most rural libraries can provide some kind of programming for

adults. Again this might be in cooperation with another agency. Pro-

grams on topics such as coping with metric might be in a series spon-

sored by the lihrazy, given by a faculty member from a local school

or community c:,Ilege and backed up with resources rum both agencies.

Film programs and discussions are tried and true but are a

`arm of lifelong learning. District library centers can provide a

host of suggested topics and help with setting up such programs.

A more elaborate program in cooperation with another institu-

tion might involve the provision of trained staff to provide reading

guidance and academic counseling, group seminots of workshops on

library and study skills as well as topics of mutual learner interest.

Even the smallest public library ran do some if not all of

the above. But what is critical to accomplishing this or any program

of service it knowledgeable personnel.
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This leads into another aspect, i.e., the need for continuing

education opportunities for rural library personnel and their policy

makers, for without training programs, lifelong learning would be

difficull to Implement in any format.

WHAT IS CONTINUING EDUCATION?

There are many definitions but for our purposes it is the

process of learning beyond the entry level position in libraries

whether as a library clerk, a reference librarian, the bookkeeper

or the trustee who comes new to the board.

WHAT DOES CONTINUING EDUCATION INCLUDE?

Organized activities such as formal courses. extension

classes, inservice seminars and training sessions, workshops. con-

ferences. lectures, institutes, colloquia, group discussions. meetings,

and symposia are part of continuing education activities. Special

formats such as video tapes, cassettes and training packages are

also included in continuing education.

WHOSE RESPONSIBILITY IS IT TO SEE THAT
CONTINUING EDUCATION IS PROVIDED?

The administrator and board of trustees of the public library

share the responsibility for providing opportunities for staff devel-

opment and training as do the administrator and board for the school

and academic library, and they need to include budget items for this

purpose. Individuals also have responsibility in planning their own

continuing education and convincing their employers that their plan

will ultimately provide improved library services to their clientele.

Others such as system headquarters, district library centers, the

Intermediate Units, and other state agencies are also charged with

this responsibility.

HOW ARE CONTINUING EDUCATION NEEDS IDENTIFIED?

Surveys conducted by the vendors of continuing education

programs, by individuals initiating an expression of their desires
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and needs for training programs, by head librarians and their staff

looking at their mission of service and identifying weaknesses and

offering continuing education programs to strengthen the library

service provided all contribute to the identification of continuing

education needs.

WHO ARE THESE VENDORS?

The State Library of Pennsylvania provides a number of workshops

in one or more regions of the commonwealth on various topics each year,

such as, copyright, affirmative actAci, trustee roles and responsi-

bilities, and library services to special groups. The Division of

School Libraries provides training sessions at their examination

centers located around the state on the selection and evaluation of

materials as well as workshop sessions on developing grant proposals

for federal funds. The district library centers, system and county

headquarters units and the intermediate units all srovide workshops

and training sessions for the local libraries and school districts

in their respective areas. State professional associations such as

Pennsylvania Library Association, Pennsylvania School Library

Association, Pennsylvania Learning Resources Association, and Penn-

sylvania Assoriation for Adult Education through regional meetings

and conferences also provide opportunities for continuing education

by attendance at and participation in the many special interest

sessions. On the national scene, the Merle Library Association

and other library and media related groups provide such opportunities.

Library education institutions and other institutions also

provide opportunities for eonrinutng education through institutes,

seminars, workshops and symposia. Commercial vendors also promote

instructional packages and workshops on topics of special interest.

Many of the sbove-meotioned groups also send out information

of a continuing education nature through their periodicals and news-

letters (Iowa is doing a home study course via their newsletter).

The trustee handbarl recently developed by the Pennsylvania Library

Association Trustee Ttivision and the State Library provides a form
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of continuing education for trustees, as did a video cassette on trus-
tee guidelines that was taped by the Altoona Public Library Media

Center as part of a trustees workshop held there. This workshop was
sponsored by the State Library and the Pennsylvania Library Association.
Copies of the cassettes were then provided to the District Library

Centers.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE BARRIERS FOR RURAL
LIBRARIES PARTICIPATING IN

CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS?

Lack of information about what is available and limited coor-
dination of continuing education activities are the major barriers.

Lack of knowledge of need for programs by administrators and policy
makers seem t.1 be increasingly true, especially for school. librarians.

Lack of staff to provide coverage for library activities while other

staff engage in continuing education opportunities is another problem.

Still other barriers are the limited number of programs avail-

able or the variety of needs of all levels of personnel, lack of

money to pay for individual registration. transportation and other

expenses or for substitutes in their absence.

Distance for travel is too great for more staff participation

in programs offered and in northern Pennsylvania particularly travel
is very difficult in the winter. Lack of motivation or reward (sala-
ries in public libraries are extremely low and are usually not increased
because of attendance or participation in a program unless foi formal
credit and sometimes not even then) can also negate interest in con-
tinuing education.

HOW CAN THESE BARRIERS BE LOWERED OR REMO,,ED?

Energetic and imagirative librarians at the local level can

provide the leadership to the trustees and to their colleagues to

turn this around to a more positive picture, through cooperative

programs at system. district and multi-district level. In some
rural areas the school librarian is often the only person with

library education. and they must . rcise this leadership. Finding
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a different way to deliver the information or program, such as

the newsletter mini courses mentioned above, telephone conference

calls for meetings, cable television for progrues (cable TV was

developed for rural areas in Pennsylvania and we need to use and

expand its capabilities; satellites are being used in some rural

areas for continuing education), can be an asset to continuing

education efforts.

At the state level, one of the current developments is a one

year project to develop a plan for coordination of continuing educa-

tion progranm to meet the needs of Pennsylvania's library/information/

media personnel.

On the national scene, the Continuing Library Education Net-

work Exchange, or CLENE as it is called, is trying to provide coordi-

nation and promote development of continuing education.

In attempting to meet my objectives, I have raised some ques-

tions and posed some answers regarding the implications of lifelong

learning for rural libraries and the kinds of continuing education

opportunities needed by their personnel and policy makers. You may

have other questions and some better answers.
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RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP:

A NEW CONSCIOUSNESS

WNW Vcomeh
Covadinatot
CenteA Olt the Study 06 Rata LibAultiamskip
&hoot cy4 Litmaty Science
Cfanion State Cottege
etaAion, Pennbytvunia

When Preston Levi (of the Shawnee Library System) and I

began discussing a theme for today, one suggestion that we considered

Was for me to talk about the state-of-the-art of rural librarianship.

Preston thought this a good Idea and an we concluded our telephone

conversation, this then I saw as my task. It became clear to me,

however, in attempting to put this goal into written form, that it

was more than just immodest to think that this could be done par-

ticularly when rural librarianship, as au identifiable concept, is

only now emerging. Further, this speaker's specializations in Rural

Sociology, Community Development, and Agriculture Extension Service,

are less than introductory. So with your permission, this morning

one would like to do two things: provide some personal impressions

about rural librarianship; and to talk a little about the Center

for the Study of Rural Librarianship.

Sevela: weeks ago this speaker was reviewing the cartoons in

a newly arrived issue of the New Yorker; there was one cartoon that

seemed fitting to share with you. It showed a group of people involved

in what could be construed as a cocktail party with two women in the

group lookive ft= the window of the room our into the driveway, and

the caption read, "You can take the boy out of the country but pot the

country out of the boy. So Herb decided we needed a pickup truck."

This speech was presented June 14, 1979, at the Summer Library
Institute, Maendree College, Lehanno, Illinois.
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Well, Clarion, that garden-spot of Pennsylvania, has a lot of

pickup trucks, and recreational vehicles and Jeep Wagoneers. And it

also has its share of privately owned helicopters that are used by the

local coal strippers to survey their enterprises. In fact there is

considerable concern that when all of the coal has been surface mined

in Clarion County, of which Clarion is the county seat, that little

industry will be left. Clarion also has a small but admirable public

library, a large share of civic minded individuals who volunteer

their time to the League of Women Voters, the J.C.s, the United Way,

the volunteer fire company, and the American Legion Auxiliary. And
with this last group, incidentally, as I read our twice weekly news-

paper, I keep confusing its initials with that of the American Library

Association, i.e., ALA.

But, unfortunately, Clarion is also a place where it is impossi-

ble to purchase a daily copy of the New York Times or the Wall Street

Journal. Further, in fact, the waiting list for purchasing a copy

from the local newsstand of the Sunday Times is so discretionary, I'm

told, that the optiop is now being willed from generation to genera-

tion. Also, while we have what are known euphemistically as theaters,

the selections take so long to get to Clarion that they are shown

only slightly ahead of the television performance. While the rumor

is not true that the original version of Gone with tile Wind is being

shown for the first time, it sometimes seems like it. Also my town

is not a place where the public library is perceived as a community

information center. But after all what should be expected with $2.73

as operating per capita support?

Happily, Pennsylvania is not typical of every state's attitude

and wil'ngness to support public library service. In comparison, e.g.,

the great state of Illinois provides per capita support amounting to

$7.63, Iowa's is $6.12, and Ohio provides $7.04 per capita, while Penn-

sylvania only spends $4.37. Further, although Pennsylvania does

have both a county as well as a decentralized/hierarchical system of

libraries, with four of our largest libraries as resource centers, it

is also is state where it is estimated by our acting state librarian
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that approximately a million and a half individuals are disenfran-

chised from library service. And because of the rurality of Penn-

sylvania, the vast majority of these "unserved" reside in rural areas.

Before leaving this point one would like to add that based only an

an elementary view of the system approach tc library service shown

in Illinois, that this student of libraries stands in awe. Penn-

sylvania has nothing to compare.

As the audience undoubtedly recognizes, defining the word

"rural" is in itself no easy task. To same it is a word that con-

jures up the images of smallness, pastoral settings, clean air, and

a less hurried existence than that encountered in the city. To others,

indeed, it may represent the pickup truck mentioned earlier. And

while rural jokes are not uncommon, there is nevertheless a fair

amuuut of envy associated with living rural America even by the

jokesters. Demographically, the U.S. Sure.... of the Census defines

a rural area to comprise 2,500 or below populations, although in

other instances and uses by other governmental agencies, rural is

definel to suit the situation and so it is not uncommon that 50,000

or 100,000 population characteristics are used. In other cases the

whole thing is fudged by simply referring to "metro" and "non -metro"

areas.

After some consideration the Center for the Study of Rural

Librarianship adopted the population base of 25,000 or less to define

its rural dimension. A second corollary of the definition is that a

library be out of the sphere of influence of a metropolitan library

unit. For example, this criterion would eliminate the suburban branch

of a large, urban-based public library from investigation ever. though

it was located in a city of under 25,000. But insofar as type of

library, the Center is concerned with all varieties and systems that

fall within the definitions. it might be of some interest to note

here that by using the 25,000 population definition, 480 out of Fenn-

sylvania's 650 public libraries can be classified as rural. And from

only a cursory examination of the publication entitled Illinois Public

Library Statistics, it appears that s vast majority of public libraries

in this stare would also tall under 25,000.
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It might also be of some interest to note that based on the

1970 census, Pennsylvania led the country with a rural population of

3,363,000, followed by populations in the states of North Carolina,

New York, Ohio, Michigan, and Illinois, which is recorded as having

a rural population at 10884,000.

The title of this presentation suggests that rural librarian-

ship is awakening to a new consciousness. Perhaps at this point we

might explore or suggest some reasons for this hapoening. First, it

seems to me that as a phenomenon of library service, even though rural

libraries have always existed, its time has simply come. As an illus-

tration of this, it was not long after the Center was established

that we received lettt" of good wishes and suggestions of help from

throughout the United States including American Samoa and the Mariana

Islands. In fact a colleague from American Samoa added that he (in

this instance) hoped that at some point a Samoan might come to Clarion

to study. If one examines the distance between Clarion, Pennsylvania,

and American Samoa, however, one must conclude that there was already

same favorable mental set toward rural library services rather than

singly the beauty of Pennsylvania's forests and mountains attracting

a Samoan librarian. As other examples of this "time is right" concept,

one should add the fact that we are speaking today an this subject and

that next year for the first time an issue of Library Trends will be

published dealing with rural librarianship. Certainly these are

modest examples to prove a point, but it is my belief that they are

indicative.

A second reason for rural librarianship emerging is the complex-

ity of our society and the likewise complexity of providing library

service today. Librarianship does not and in fact never did mean a

single thing and librarians are becoming more facile at articulating

the uniqueness of their constituencies. It would seem this articu-

lation springs from several causes, not the least of which is an

altruistic view of what library service means at a practical level.

But it also emerges because library services in rural America have

existed quietly and have at the same time been overshadowed by
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American librarianship's preoccupation with the large, metropolitan

library model. Rural librarianship has been forgotten for the last

twenty years. Also it is unfortunately clear that a national con-

sciousness of librarianship has excluded the rural and small library

from active consideration. Further, it is clear that the realities

of providing library service at a local or regional level must exclude

a dependency upon any national agency or organization to provide

leadership.

Third, and most important, is the fact that there is appre-

ciation of an emerging, distinct rural librarianship which has as its

service characteristics small population units, relatively modest

financial support, a dearth of professional staff with which to pro-

vide serviceall of which operate in an environment of geographical

remoteness.

And, finally, the chaLges in the stereotype of rural life as

a:lgly a farm economy and the new pressures created by the arrival of

individuals who previously lived in the city and now expect the same

services as those to which they were formerly accustomed, are addi-

tional factors which have caused rural librarianship to come out of

the closet. Whether or not, however, the metropolitan egress will

continue in the light of the ever increasing gasoline costs and the

constant inflationary spiral roust be Judged later. But in any event

we cannot escape the changes that have ,Iccurred and that will occur

in rural libraries.

It seems somewhat obvious, however, that rural librarianship

will mean different things in different states. While there are

similarities of circumstances, it is somewhat apparent that rural

libraries in American Samoa or New Mexico or North Carolina or Illinois

or Pennsylvania are affected differently by attitudes, imagination,

and financial support within each state. As this speaker indicated

earlier, Pennsylvania has no analogs to the imaginative, effective

systems of library service which exist here in Illinois. But, also,

it never has really been an issue of debate, i.e.. in Pennsylvania

of whether or not the very rurality of Pennsylvania libraries has
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been a major obstacle to 'ibrary financial support and development.

It is interesting to s .late, nevertheless, and it is also of inter-

est to note that per capita support for public libraries in Phila-

delphia and Pittsburgh is approximately $3.00 or more above the state's

per capita average of $4.37.

As an example of state differences, and with the aadience's

tolerance, I should like to review some of the data that has resulted

from the Center's first research effort. This study while ostensibly

aimed at the information services of rural libraries in Pennsylvania,

also generated data about the general conditions under which library

service is provided. Your patience is sought since this research

dealt only with Pennsylvania. Perhaps, however, we may be able to

compare and contrast circumstances in Illinois and Pennsylvania.

In October of 1978 eighty questionnaires were mailed to the

widest geographic sampling of rural public libraries possible. i.e..

to at least one library in each of Pennsylvani, 's 67 counties. After

a reminder by telephone and then a written follow -up to those who

had not responded, thirt)-five questionnaires were returned. Paren-

thetically, since at the start no directory of rural libraries

existed, per se, it was first necessary to determine the population

for all of the towns and cities in Pennsylvania supporting a public

library and to identify those that met the definition of 25,000 or

less. Also it seems from the disheartening 44 percent return, that

the use of the mailed questionnaire as a central technique of data

gathering is subject to considerable scrutiny.

But based on the 35 libraries responding, tae fallowing data

were compiled. First. the average population of the towns surveyed

was 4,418 but the average population served was actually 10,500. Per

capita support was only $3.15--a dollar under the state average. One

library incidentally ',ad a pea capita expenditure of only $1.08. And

while the libraries surveyed were open an average of 39.5 hours/week,

there were only 9.3 professional librarians (MLS) available myna the

35 libraries to provide service. As additional staff there were 11.1

provisional librarians (In tae Pennsylvania scheme this is someone
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who has four years of college and has completed 12 credits of library

science) and 10.1 library assistants (someone who lias completed two

years of college and nine credits of library science) among the 35

libraries. An average of the professional, provisional, and library

assistants was .87 person/library. Were it not for the 5.2 volun-

teers sad clerks available in each library, there is no doubt that

these libraries would remain closkri.

The average book collection was 19,405 items, but each library

heavily relied on the interlibrary loan channel by borrowing nine

times as many books as were lent. Interestingly, the state average

shove only an 18 percent difference between borrows and loans.

Since the survey was ultimately aimed at a library's reference

service, the remaining data reflect that. For example, as e starter,

60 percent of the libraries said that they did not keep a record of

questions asked. So based on estimates or on records kept, the

responding libraries Indicated that on an average they answered

approximately 6 questions per hour during a work week. These six

represent'd all types of questions asked. While this is a small

number of questions, perhaps it is not too surprising in the light

of the staff available. On tEe question of the degree to which the

libraries provided either individual or group instruction, however,

the data indicated that less than .5 contact is made per hour, a

rather depressing figure.

Regarding the subject nature of the questions asked, the data

show that a majority reflect school assigaments, history, genealogy,

and how-to questions. Those questions which the librariaus had

the greatest difficulty answering, as one might guess, were in the

scientific, technical, and business areas. And finally, as reasons

to explain difficulties in providing reference service, the survey

illustrated that a lack of specialized reference sources and the tech-

nical nature of the question asked, as being the two major areas of

concern.

The preceding discussion, of course, was only a summary view

of the research but was meant at least to suggest something about
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rural librarianship in Pennsylvania. Not just by coincidence I

brought copies of the questionnaire used in the survey along this

morning with the hope that enough of you in the audience, after

examining it, might be willing to have the Center mail out copies no

that a comparison might be done between Illinois and Pennsylvania.

It seems to me that this is the kind of practical cooperation that

would benefit all of us.

What are some additional areas in which we can cooperate?

It seems to me that there are three.

First, we can build on the momentum of interest in rural

librarianship through workshops. conferences, and institutes similar

to the Summer Library Institute at Maendree. Second, we can per-

form the research necessary to illustrate the similarities and the

differences of rural librarianship with other aspects of library ser-

vice. Third, we can signal our library organizations and associa-

tions and time who are given a responsibility to represent American

librarianship that the needs of those served by the small and medium

sized libraries have been neglected and must be made a part of a new

creative consciousness to benefit a:1 Americans.
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SCHOOL AND PUBLIC LIBRARIES CCOPMICATE

Alice E. Fite, Executive Secretary
American Associatior of School Librarianr

I have been asked to address the possibilities for coopera-

tion between school and public libraries io general and then to speak

sore specifically concerning the influence that the American Associa-

tion of School Librarians has had in the development of ruch coopera-

tion.

Any review of such development requires a brief understanding

of certain significant dates and activities peculiar to the involve-

ent of the Associat4on in the history of librarianship. The American

Association of School Librarians, the association which I represent,

became a division of the American Library Association in 1951. It is

interesting to note that the date of 1951 corresponds closely to the

early years of a time period which saw unusual growth in school

libraries. Prior to 1951, moat secondary schools had made some

commitment to a school library program; however, elementary school

libraries consisted largely of small book collections, classroom

libraries and some professionally-trained personnel.

Current efforts toward cooperation are based upon an under-

standing of the fact that the school library bas made progress to the

extent that the collections and the services of library media programs

ran be of benefit to other types of libraries. This became possible

when local and state educational agencies made a commitment to the

philosophy that the school library was an essential part of the

instructional program.

Notional associations influence the development of a concept

through task farces, resolutions and professional literature, usually

I
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An that order. In 1960, 1969, and 19/5, coirrehensive guidelines were

published by the American Association of School Labrarions. These

documents provided tLe means by which school libraries could be

involved in the area of cooperative efforts with other libraries and

determined the philosophy through which resource sharing could receive

n ational acceptance.

In 1977, task force was formed by the National Conmissien

on Libraries and Information Science is cooperation with the American

Association of School Librarians for the purpose of expanding the

definition and delineation of the role of the school library media

program in networking. This task force has prepared a document in

which intediate and ateraediate recommendations are supplied to

counteract the five factors which inhibit cooperation. Ihe Role of

the School Library Media Program in Netemrkins (1978) clarifies the

importance of the school Library's involvement in cooperative efforts

with other types of libraries and challenges equal opportunity of

access to total information resources for all individuals without the

participation of the school library An a network of cooperation. Mr.

Loamy, Conference Chairman, has asked us to discuss our views regard-

ing the concept of cooperation of public and school libraries in

rural setting. I like the word concept because I believe that the

principles of sharing are basic to the understanding of any acceptance

of what is or is sot possible in cooperation.

The message is not new. School librarians and public

librarians have come together to talk about cooperation or about the

combination of the school and public library for many years. The

first separate set of standards for school libraries jointly authored

by the American Library Association and the National Education

Association was titled School and Public Libraries Working Together on
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Libyan, Service and was published in 1941. Ilaiy year; ago public

libraries were founded in New York State through fends obtained from

kcal school taxes. These school district public libraries which came

into existence is the mid 1800's are receiving their budget allocations

in much the same maser today.

The message is not mew, but the mission is current. It is

not unusual that in a decade when inflation may very well be the

number one problem and when taxpayers in almost one.third of our

states are being asked to place ceilings on local and state budgets,

there appears to be a desire for greater dialogue for shared services

between the school and public library in whatever form is feasible for

given situation.

The school library media program has much to offer to the

total community. There are over 74,000 schools in the ',600 school

districts in the United States; the majority of these have library

media centers. There are approximately 52,000 full-time certified

library media specialists prepared to work with students of all ages.

Normally, the licensing of this individual acknowledges the ability to

u nderstand and cope with the individual library user as a learner.

The school library media specialist should have access to, and the

ability to use, a wide variety of bibliographic tools. The school

library media specialist may have access to data bases on the national

level and therefore help to provide that link between the school media

program and the totality of information necessary for the individual

community.

The key word is communicate. The challenge is to learn

about each other's functions and to accept the fact that there are

many areas for cooperation. We must begin to explore the possibili-

ties for structuring cooperative efforts and find nontraditional ways

3
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to cooperate. Those of us at the local, state sad national levels

most decide upon ways and areas of cooperation before others lacking

knowledge in our career field will mandate the future for us.

Some will question whether the autonomy of institutional

maintenance is too strong a barrier to overcome for the kind of co.

operatioa necessary to meet the needs of total access to information.

Are we still saddled with traditional methodology, and are the ?Areal

and financial structures too great a deterrent for change?

The national view does ntl focus upon one type of format.

The national view asks that the central focus be placed upou the

individual community. Identify all the resources, whether they be

educational, recreational, social or cultural. Then, engage these

resources to meet the information needs of the community. A brief

review of the field will reveal some interesting data and information.

In 1977, the State Library of Florida funded a study to

ermine the concept of cooperative ventures and combined libraries to

determine which institutional structure had the most potential for

improving school and public library services in the state. The study

concluded in June of 1978 with the development of a model procedure to

be used by a community in deciding whether a combined library or

another alternative would provide the best library services for

community residents. Seven on-site visits were made to school-public

library combinations in the United States and Canada.

There were two major conclusions after the data were analysed.

One, it is unlikely that communities offering separate types of

libraries will offer better school and public library service through

a combined program. Second, if a community is unable to provide

minimum library services through separate facilities, and there is no

option for services through a system membership, the combined program
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presents possible alternative to limited or existent services.

FUrther, there was no documented evidence that economy resulted from

the combined school and public library combination. The Florida study

gives several conditions which should be met if combined facility is

the omly answer to library service. Two of these conditions call for

planned program of service sod a systematic evaluation procedure./

The state of Wiscon sin, concerned with some of the same

issues as the state of Florida, prepared policy statement in 1976 to

help communities which were contemplating the consolidation of facil-

ities. Again, experience showed that combining facilities in Wisconsin

did not regularly save moaey.2

Host recently, the province of Alberta, Canada, has issued a

policy urging school and public libraries to review several alterna-

tives before attempting the esteblishmem of a school-public facility;

however, there are combined facilities already established in Canada

which have ant a specific commit+ neeil. 3

In Olney, Texas, a town of 4,000 people, a new concept has

been developed in the delivery of library services. It is one that

challenges tradition. Olney is a small town with a rural atmosphere.

The problems were numerous in the attempt to coordinate all library

service*. Since August, 1973, Olney has operated a program which has

united three school libraries and a public library. All materials are

available to a total citizenry. There is a continuous year round

program which makes use of school collections in the summer. There is

increased reference service. There is a centralized source for all

informational materials.

One of the originators of the Caney concept expressed his

feelings this way:
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"This new information and resource center was designed
to meet total community needs in a unique way. At-
tempting more than to allow the public to use school
materials or to physically relocate the public library
es school property, the project has actually created a
new institution--one which merges the book collection&
and functions of both libraries into a single unit."

There has bees recant emphasis upon investigating the possi-

bility of combined school and public library programs in a single

facility, and I shall not expand upon this as you shall be !marine

from Wilma Woolard tomorrow; however, this concern relates to a very

important principle in the concept of sharing. Taxpayers are asking

all types of coessunity services to provide more efficient use of

existing community and educational facilities. Schools and public

libraries are going to have to explore alternative ways of offering

adequate services with less money. The growing trend toward total

access to information for all library Veen will require that school

and public librarians rethink their roles and functions and more

clearly define the division of responsibilities.

For many years there has existed a joint committee of the

American Library Association and the national Education Association

whose charge is to explore problems of mutual interest in the fields

of education and library service. In Nay of 1972, through funding

from the J. Dorris Jones - World /took Encyclopedia - ALA Goals Award

Program, a small group of school, public and academic librarians met

in Washington, D.C., with school administrators and government

officials to attempt to define what is total community library service

and to suggest ways in which all the libraries in a community might

work together to achieve this goal. There was usamious agreement from

those in attendance that the coordination of activities, services and

resources was not only feasible but desirable. It was recommended
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that there was a weed for coordination of all library services aid

meources at the community level in order to provide maximum service

to the library user. The Conference did not propose a single format

for the coordination of community library services because the

COOSSINIUS of the group was that local needs should determine the forme

of coordioation. It was further recognised that reformation of

library service would not come easily; there would be apathy and

resietame. Dowever, those io attendance agreed that initiative for

change could best come from the professionals involved and that the

responsibility lodged with them.

Why has it taken us so long to come to a basic understanding

of what cooperation is all about? There have been the vested

interests of both the school librarians and the public librarians;

there are the poor experiences of inadequate types of libraries; and

there have been poorly developed combinations of iLc two. All these

berriere have prevented any widely accepted consideration of the total

imformation needs of a given community.

I am suggesting that school aid public, librarians review

both present and potential roles of their libraries, become active

members of a meaningful community education program, and then

implement that unique, essential contribution of both types of

libraries. This in networking in its truest form. And if this is

going to become more than talk, school and public library profeasioaale

are going to have to make Al commitment to continued exploration of the

concepts of multi-type library cooperation.

A change is taking place in the United States from self-

aufficiency and local ownership of library materials to a desire for

mutual dependency among libraries. We are in the age of networking,

sad resource sharing must take place among all types of libraries. We

1
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ace in an age where public, academic, school and special librarian
.

within a community, state or region will find it necessary to inter-

connect in order to facilitate a new kind of resource sharing. rte.

climate is ripe for change, and I believe that this sharing of isfor-

nation between school and public libraries will not only help to

maintain but also improve the quality of both the public and school

library services,
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF NETWORKING ON SCHOOL-PUBLIC
LIBRARY COOPERATION IN RUKAL AMERICA

Patricia Mentino, Director
Curriculum Resource Center
Oswego County Board of Cooperative

Educational Services
Mexico, New York

Let me begin by saying, I love New York! I also love

Pemnsylvanis. I was born here, and I spent through the sixth grade

bare. So, this is sort of a homecoming, a bridging of my two iavorite

states. And I hope that those of you who will be able to come to ALA

next summer in New York will go away saying what I just stated: "I

love New York."

I enjoyed this morning's presentation very much and would

like to comment briefly on one or two of the states ats made. Regard-

ing Alice Fite's comment about there being no national format yet, I'm

not sure that that's bad, as we review our experiences in New York. I

think we need models, but I don't think we can ever have a national or

state format that will serve everyone. I favor the flexibility for

local decision-making, as well.

I also like Shirley Hills' comment when she says "and we

don't know." We say a lot of "don't knows" in New York when we talk

about networking and cooperation. We don't know because we are really

on new turf and pioneering. There aren't answers to all the questions

that we are asking ourselves, or to those that others are asking of

us. So I think that hers is a very appropriate quote and one which

you'll probably say many times over as you get involved in the net-
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working or cooperative movement. I'd also like to quote my own super-

intendent, Dr. Barton Omer, who isn't here of course, but I think he

h as a philosophy which served us very well in everything we do in our

IOCE$ organization and mat certainly in terms of what we are trying

to do with networks and the cooperative movement. Nis comment,

whomever we are talking about a new development, whether it be a

library development, a development in special educatiom, gifted

education, school transportation, or some other area, is simply this:

"If it is good for kids, then we'll find a way to mate it happen." I

think that's a very basic alas to ask ourselves with networking. Is

it good for our client? Is it good for our calamity? Is it good for

our students? Then we'll find a way to make it happen. It has been a

very good guiding principle for us.

I would like to present my credentials for being here today.

I do represent rural America in the sense that I work in Oswego

County. I mentioned Maxim, New York. It always sounds so glamorous

uatil I tack on the New York! Consultants have a great time returning

my calls rapidly because they forget to read the New York after the

Mexico, and they think I'm inviting them for an assignment in Mexico.

Benito, New York, as a matter of fact, is in the snow land, not the

sun land, and we are located about forty miles north of Syracuse on

the shores of Lake Ontario. We have approximately 250 inches of snow

year in Mexico, New York, so you see it's not a sun belt by any

means.

The county has a population base of approximately 100,000

people. It is agricultural with a modest amount of industry. We have

two small cities in the county, Fulton and Oswego. Beyond that, the

rest of the county is all villages, townships, and rural America.

It's a poor county economically. The unemployment rate in Oswego

County has been in double digits over the last decide. The edn.ational

profile of our citizenry shows a modest level of achievement. We have

30% of the adult population lacking a high school diploma, which is a
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vary high statistic for New York State. I'm not sure bow that would

fare is your state, probably high also. We have almost no racial

distribution. Our racial makeup is 99% white, 12 other; the largest

"ether" is American Indian. We have few cultural benefits. One

College in the county does bring is certain amount of culture, but

beyond that there are primarily just little local arts and crafts

peeps. We have access to Syracuse, however. It is truly a rural,

poor county is many respects.

Now, Oswego County has great advantages, and I don't want

you to think I'm putting down Oswego County. I've been working there

eight years, and I love it. Some of the advantages as I see them are:

we have a very strong work ethic in Oswego County; we can get things

dose because people are willing to work hard and find a way; there is

a great deal of pride; there are a lot of traditional values which

enable us to move forward in pioneering efforts. We very much use a

people-to-people orientation; it is that kind of a place to work. You

know everyone you are working with on a first name basis, Le it the

mayor, the legislator, the superintendent, the teacher, or a person in

the community, and this truly facilitates any kind of cooperation. If

you know the people you are working with, you can often go a long way

on friendship. There exists a great deal of loyalty; if our schools

make up their minds to do something, such as they have in the area of

library networking, they stick with it through thick and thin, never

pulling the rug out from under you. I see persevereace, and, I guess,

Just plain old American gumption. It's a very nice place to be.

In order to understand what we are doing in Oswego County

with a ;school library network, which will eventually interface with

the public and academic networks that exist now for library service, I

think it's important for you to have a little background on New York

State educational and library systems. If you'll bear with me, I'd

like to share some of that within the next ten minutes or so.
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Basically, our structure of education in New fort looks like
this We have a Board of Regents, which is the policy-making body for

all education in New fork State, public, private, 1-12, post-secondary,

cradle to grave. Education is funded primarily through a combination

of local money from property taxes and state aid from the legislature.

The State Education Department is the administrative unit for all
education is New fork, and that is an advantage which we have that

mayb./ some states do not have. That is, all of our libraries, be they
school libraries, college libraries, or public libraries, report
through the same administrative agency and through the Commissioaer of

Education.

We have forty-four intermediate units working with the
schools called BOCES (Boards of Cooperative Educational Services).

These might be likened to your Intermediate Units in Pennsylvania. In
Colorado they have the same name, BOCES. Iowa has regional agencies.

There are approximately thirty states in the country that have some

form of intermediate level educational unit. Is addition to the
forty-four BOGUS, there are five big cities which operate independently

from any intermediate agency. The five big cities are: Buffalo,

Rochester, Syracuse, Yonkers, and New York City. Under the structure

of the intermediate units there are 737 school districts clustered to

feed through one of those forty-four intermediate unite.

Within New York's 737 school districts there are approxi-

mately 4300 school buildings and 4300 school libraries. Every school

in New York State is, by Commissioner's Regulation, required to have a

school library and school library program. Unfortunately, we don't

have the equal mandate for staffing. We only have certified staffing

(school library media specialists) mandated at the secondary level.

1-12 certified staffing is an area we are working hard to address.

The BOCES, which is the area of education where I work, has

two basic responsibilities. One is to serve as an extension of the

State Education Department. My superintendent represents "the
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Commissioner le the field" far his componeat school districts. in

that regard be as a state education department role. Implementation

of education law, education finance, certqicatico of teachers,

program, referenda and so on are parts of this role, the other charge

to the intermediate unit is that of providing cooperative services to

its emmber school districts. In that regard, we provide services ia

the area 0 education for special children, occupational education,

usta processing, transportation, media service and so forth. Our

3OCE$ offetn some forty cooperative services for the districts in our

area In Oswego County, we have nine public school districts and one

parochial school district. There are fifty-two school buildings in

the county. There are 1600 school ter-hers and nearly 28,000 students.

(DI the way, in terns of public libraries, we have two city public

libraries and seven village or town libraries; there is also one

academic library at the State University College in Oswego.) That

gives you enough of the background and maybe will help in our

discussions today.

Library Services In New York State

We are proud of library services in New York and have what

we think is good service for our several publics. But we still fall

short in areas, and we are working bard all the time to correct under -

served areas and deficiencies. In terms of statewide numbers, we have

715 public libraries and 245 academic libraries; special libraries

amount to wet 1200; public school libraries, over 4300; libraries in

state facilities, such as correctional institutions and so forth, 90;

two regional libraries for the blind and physically heidicepped; and

the one New York State Library.

We also have library systems in two situations. Twenty-two

public library systems combine those 715 local public libraries into

system configurations. And we have nine Reference and Research Library

Resources Councils (3 R's). Those Councils are systems primarily for
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neadamic sad special libraries and do include the public library

Miami,. For example, the one in my area brings together all the

college libraries in northern New York State as well as corporate

libraries, industrial libraries, hospital libraries and so on, plus

two public library systems is Watertown and Plattsburgh.

What we do not have yet, but we are working toward, are

school library systems. To sum up the situation, we have "in-place"

public library systems; we have "in-place" systems for academic and

special libraries; we are hoping and planning to develop school library

systems.

Background of limo We Regan and Where We Are Today

Our twenty-two public library systems over the years have

developed many cooperative services for their member libraries. They

have the thins: that you all know about; they have interlibrary loan,

delivery services, cooperative technical services, cooperative acqui-

sitions programs, consultant services, shared data bases, special

client programming, inservice training, central book collections, and

so font, The nne 3 R's have many similar tioperative services.

As the fiscal crsuch hit us, and as we continued to lobby

with our legislators for nor. money to enhance the local public library,

as well as for the system and for the 3 B's, and to do something

supporting the school libraries, we received back two pieces of

information which we took very seriously. One was that from the

legislator's point of view there was a great deal of confusion about

the needs for library funding. We, in the field, were all going

separate ways with special interest priorities. They said to us, "Why

don't you people work together; why don't you cooperate? Why should

we be putting money into the public library and be asked to du a

similar thing in the school library nest door? Can't you pool some of

the resources and wort together?" That was a lesson for us in our
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lobbying efforts more than anything else. We became careful and

cautious about having diversified lobbying efforts. We unified as a

profession through the New York Library Association and together went

forward with the mission being, "What's good for oar library in New

York Is Ssed for all libraries in New York. What hurts one library,

hurts all libraries". This premise has been of enormous psychological

value, both vitals the field and within the dollar-givers, the

legislators. We are seen as a unified force.

The second thing legislators said to us was, "If you, in

fact, say there are unmet needs of your clienteles, and there are, New

York State is not in a fiscal position to help you establish new

structures and levels of bureaucracy. That would cost a lot of money,

and we cannot do that. What you will have to find within your

profession is a way to utilize what's already in place and expand upon

that." So we were liven the charge to look at what was out there and

extend it.

Our State Education Department initiates a legislation

program for libraries each year, both at the state and federal levels.

The field usually supports or amends such of this program, as we have

opportunities to be involved in the initial and ongoing planning. In

1477 the Department put torth a bill concept for the Legislature which

expan4ed the structure for library systems. That bill fell short in

the area of the equality or partnership issue with respect to school

libraries. It was a bill which essentially said that the school

libraries could participate in networking by becomiog associate

members of the existing public library systems. The field resisted

that concept on all fronts. We felt that there was too much to be

contributed and to be gained by the school library not to have equity

in status among the types of libraries involved as we developed a

state network. So we worked on that idea and reworked it and reworked

it. The school community became much more involved than they had been

in the past, particularly some of the decision makers in the school
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community beyond the library media specialist, that is, the superis-

tendests and the school boards. Ey working together with all affected

parties, the Department, the Legislature sod the field were able to

come up with what ell thought was a better approach for a bill.

I most say that regarding some of the fears mod concerns

about systems and networks which existed in the field, we found that

in most cases we were our own worst enemies. We suspected problems

that never developed. Some of the concerns that were raised over and

over, such as, the school libraries will inundate the rublic libraries

with loan requests, never were documented and did not come to pass.

It was really a fear more than a reality.

In 1970. a new bill was developed under totally revised

thinking. We were in a year when there were great economic problems

being suffered by the public libraries and the pehlic library systems

in New York. If you follow the national media, you will probably

remembe oat New York City had mass closings of branch libraries and

greatly reolced hours of service. Part of the revised concept said:

We feel that in order for libraries to participate in networks, they

most be helped in meeting their first level service responsibilities.

So part of the bill had to be a basic aid bill; it had to provide use

new money, some new dollars, to help those libraries which were

closing and saying, "How can we start to cooperate if we are limiting

services for our primary clients?" Abe bill also bad to do something

for those nine 3 R's. Primarily it had to give them statutory authority.

They had operated since their beginnings on a year-to-year basis. So

we tried to strengthen what existed. In other words, we strengthened

those twenty-two systems and the local Fublic library, strengthened

those 3 R's, and at the same time brought in an imaginative new

concept which would get school library systems started. In order to

do that, we identified a pilot program approach. This idea stemmed

indirectly from our legislators who wisely said to us, "Now can we

fund something (school library systems) that doesn't exist? You're
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lashing us to provide dollars for school :ibrary systems, and we don't

know where they will be, what they will do, or anything else. How can

we devise a funding formula?" So, we transferred that thinking to the

idea that we should pilot a few models in the state. We ended up with

an annual, appropriation in the bill of $800,000 for pilot projects to

exist over a thirty-six month period in different parts of New York

State. Sy the way, I might point out it was eventually determined that

the pilot projects would be selected on a competitive grant basis; in

other words, let the cream come to the top. Let those who are ready

and have been most innovative about what they can do be the ones to

get them:mow.

I also want to point out that we had citizens support for

the steed for school library sharing and cooperation. You won't have

time to read all of this perhaps, but there is a Resolution which was

passed at tbb New York's Governors Conference on Libraries in June 1978

by the delegates. It very clearly says that they, as citizens and library

professionals, endorse the fact that the school libraries need to be

brought into the system movement in our state. This Resolution was

very persuasive with legislators and with Governor Carey, who ulti-

mately had to sign our bill.

We are Do* testing models for school libraries to engage in

formal cooperation and to get them into some manageable scheme, partly

so that their eventual interface with the public library systems and

with the 3 R's is manageable. One public library system does not lent

to have to deal with eighteen, twenty-five, or numerous fnde,endent

school districts. It would much prefer working wite'nne school library

system on behalf of the member schools; thus, we are working toward

models which have the actual cooperation interface being system -to-

system.

,

In order to get to whatever model your state would devise,

the first step is to have acceptance of the concept of library systems/

networks, and that first step is a big one! I know those who are here
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today accept it, or we probably wouldn't be here. Rut all those who

are not here may not necessarily accept it. Attitudinal barriers take

a great deal of time. Once they have been overcome, however, tarsal

planning and implementation can proceed with great force and speed.

In Oswego County we began working with our secondary school

libraries going back four to five years. The first full year wsa

spent visiting one another's libraries; talking about and seeing what

each other was doing. Finally, almost a full year later, at one of

the meetings, school library media specialist bad the courage to

say, *When are we going to start to do something together? We all

know everyone has something to share, so let's share" Once that

decisio.. was made, and there was that level of trust established, that

feeling that they could work together, it took us a matter of one or

two further meetings to design and endorse tress for planning and

cooperation. This step in developing attitudes and trust must be

achieved early on.

Going back to our legislative effort for a moment, I would

like to give you further background. Real networking for your state

will not come about without some kind of state authority or legislativp

enabling effort. You will have mot of good, informal, local coopers,-

Rion, but if you want to get to a position of a state effort with

intersystem cooperation, you must have an underlying basis ultimately.

*I'm going to read just a few paragraphs from an article that describes

New York's legislative effort in this regard. This was written from

the perspective of the New York Library Association, and because of my

position with the legislative chair for that Association over the last

three years, it gives Kudos to NYIA! There are many other Kudos

deserved by other people, however.

The New York Library Association's aim was to
assure passage of a library bill to provide fiscal
relief for libraries and the more effective
delivery of library and information services
through encouragement of the emerging networking
potential. Our campaign began in late 1977/early
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1978 with the bill drafting. Working closely with
the State Library agency, appropriate legislative
sponsors were secured. The process through
committees was eaeven and on five occasions the
Association was advised that there was no lie for
passage in 1974. Give up: The Nth forces
refused to accept defeat and returned each time to
the legislative leadership with sew evidence of
need and increased citizen support. When the
Legislature recessed after an extraordinary summer
session with no indication of interest is the
library bill, realistic prospects for success
diminished but our lobbying efforts did mot. We
seized the opportunity of a post election, third
extraordinary session called for December 7 and 8
to pull out all of the stops and found ourselves
number three on a seven item limited agenda. The
bill passed unanimously in both houses during
late night session with the MLA Legislative
Chairperson and Executive Director on band to
cheer the bill bone at 2:00 a.m. in the Assembly.
It was an astonishing legislative victory and made
national news. To us it is the classic study.
Yea, you can if you are persistent, believable,
flexible, fair, and fearless. American Libraries,
the official publication of the American Library
Association, headlined its report of /MA's accom-
plishment with a quote: "No way, but they did it
nevertheless." The NTLA lobbying effort is
legend. It was stunning legislative victory set
as it was against Proposition 13 in California and
the hzr:c tax reform moves across the country. It
reinforced our belief that if you represent a
valuable public service, tell your story clearly
and graphically, and study the art of polities
carefully, legislative victory is attainable. In a
statewide televised ceremony on December 15, 1970,
Governor Mush L. Carey signed the bill into a law.
The leadership of the Library Association was
invited to participate in the bill signing ceremony
and are acknowledged by Governor Carey to have
"accomplished the legislative victory with grace
and skill".

We are proud of our accomplishoents and our Governor Carey,

* consistent end long-time library supporter. Perhaps I boast a

little bit, but I also share all this with you in encouragement,

because if we can do it, you can do it.
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Now we have the law passed and signed. Let me talk a moment

about implementation of this law. The law was passed in late

December. Our fiscal year in New York eads !larch 31. There were three

months left, then, to do all the work that would be necessary to award

those pilot grant dollars. The month of January was spent by the

staff of the State Education Department developing Commissioner

Regulations which would allow for the implementation of the law. As

you know, a law is very general and should be. heplementatiou detail

comes in our state via Commissioner's Regulations; there is probably

something similar in your states. It was roasting that the Department

staff was able to put together those Regulations, have field input,

and get them passed by the Board of Regents, our policy-making body,

by late January. Announcement to the field and solicitation for

proposals occurred in February. The field had one month to plan and

write very detailed proposals. This was very difficult to do, because

we bad no precedent for models in the area of school library and

intersystem cooperation. Participants had one month to refine an idea

that was truly new and creative; it also required a proposal process

for involving a'. affected parties.

Those of you who work is schools can appreciate the problems

we bad: there were about two weeks in which to conduct meetings with

every librarian in our schools, every principal, all our Advisory

Council members, our Boards of Education, our local politicians and so

on. We needed at least to let them knew that we were going to be

applying for a project and to get their endorsement for what we hoped

to be able to do. Fortunately, we in Oswego County had been laying

ground work for several years. But it was still a very difficult

situation in view of the time constraints. I might also mention in

terms of proposals, which were due in early March, it was interesting

to note that as the bill was being put together and moved along over

the previous year or so, there were skeptics among us in the field.
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People vote saying, "This isn't going to help as, and we don't went

soy part of that." Is the end though, of the proposals submitted to

Albany, eighteen of the twenty-two public library systems were part of

proposal. All sine of the 3 R's engaged in a proposal. Nearly oalf

of the forty four MOCKS were on a proposal representing the schools.

Again, considering the time cresol, I think that's remarkable bit of

statistic. NOW, I don't fool myself into saying this happened because

the concept was so terrific. Certainly the dollars were there and

factor. People were willing to test possibilities it they were going

to have financial aid available.

The legislative effort and resultant modest funding were

helpful for another reason: one coo only go so far on good will and

volunteerism. Eventually some money has to be available, as net-

working is not free. Networking will not necessarily save any

dollars, and may cost money, but it will be cost-effective. It will

allow services which your clients do not now receive.

Ay the end of March, the grants were ready to be awarded.

The March 31st deadline was met, and Commissioner Ambach seat out

letters authorising the selected pilots, and we were off! In the blue

printed booklet I distributed you will see a map which shows the areas

of the state which received pilot projects. Or, it might be easier

for you to look on the pink sheet because that is a sheet just on the

pilot projects. We had two intersystem pilot projects. On this visual

you see a shaded area in Upstate New York, around Rochester, which was

one of the intersystem grants, and the New York City-lower Westchester

County area as the other intersystem grant. The intersystem grants, if

you go back to the model I shoved you in the circle, will seek to

establish the necessary school library systems in that area and put

them in cooperative ventures with the existing public library

systogs) and 3 N's system. So those two projects, Rochester area and

New York City area, are the most completely cooperative systems. They

are trying out what we hope to see someday across the state.
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_40 other pilot projects, which are designated by dots, are

those projects focusing on the development of a school library system

only. Theirs will be a system which brings together all the school

:ibraries from one juiAsdictiou and which provides cooperative services

mooing and for then. The grant which we have in Oswego County is a

school library system grant, although we have a few _fleas built in

which bring together sharing with the area public and academic

libraries. Basically, though, we are developing a model which will

being school libraries into cooperation with each other.

If you want to look for a moment inside the handout which is

entitled, "School Library Systems, A Background Paper," at a sheet

which reads, "School Librar Systems Pilot Project." That sheet is

something that I used with our own schools when we began our proposal

planning, and it defines what membership in such a system would require

and yield. Host importantly, on page 2 you see a heading, "Plan of

Service." The points cited under "Plan of Service" really are the

essence of the proposal. They detail what such a system has to do or

should be doing. You notice that there should be a standing Advisory

Council for each system which could be termed a loose form of Rover-

Genre. With the pilot project, we have only thirty-six months of

Bayport. So the standing Advisory Council and all other factors are

selected for the three years of the pilot. What happens in terms of

permanence in such a system is yet to be designed, follwing the study

of pilot project data.

You notice under point S and point C the two basic require-

ments far a school library system. First you had to find the means to

identify what exist. in the cooperating school library systems. You

can't share things until you know who has what. So one thing which

every pilot project in the state has to do is come up with a means for

a union catalog. We will be using OCLC for ours, but sot all others

will. That's the beauty of the pilots; we are testing all directions

and hopefully we will determine what best can serve New York. The
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second thiag, point C, which is required of every system is.s procedure

or mechanims for sharing what we find is there. Those are the only

two requirements you really have to meet in terms of prograemiog for

your project. To repeat, you had to come up with 1) a plan that would

say bow you will know who has what, and 2) a plan for sharing what is

then identified. Now, in that regard, I'd like to point out that one

of the fears people often begin with is: "To do a union catalog with

the hundreds of thousands of items in our libraries, print and non -

print, will require twenty years!" True. So our legislation allowed

us to be selective with our union catalog. You do not have iv go back

any further than 1978 acquisitions if you do not want to. You cosh;

begin with the recrvt present and go forward. Decisions to go

retrospective will be made once the need to do so is seen. You can or

cannot include audio visual materials and special collections. You

can exclude what you feel would be cumbersome to the effort initially.

In our case, we chose to devise the union catalog to begin with 1977

holdings, and our reason for that was that our school districts fared

very poorly budgetwise in 1978. Thus, we had few new acquisitions in

the county and would have bed a very small union catalog. Also, we are

including all resources, print and non-print, according to the decision

of our schools. other points on the handout can be read at your

leisure, as it basically in guideline information for those of us who

bad to develop proposals and for the schools in terms of their wanting

to participate in such a proposal.

A pilot project can do many ether things of its choosing in

terms of cooperative ventures. Discussions of such possibilities were

of particular interest with our school administrators, because they

would say, "Now I can see why we would share materials from library-to-

library, but what else would we dot" They had no background in what

system services would be viable and appropriate to the school

libraries.
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You could be as creative as you wanted to be beyond the inter-

loan of materials. In our proposals we identified thirteen objectives,

the required two plus eleven more which I'm going to discuss with you

in a moment.

I want to speak further about our pilot structure. As I

said, Oswego County has nine public school districts and one private

school district. We were fortunate in that all ten of our districts

asked to be part of our proposal from year one. We have a System

Advisory Council, which is our policy - making group. The Advisory

Council is representative of all the people we would serve, that is,

the school librarian, the school administrator, the classroom teacher,

the student. We have es- officio seats on the Council for the public

librarian, the college librarian, and other system staff. This

Advisory Council will be meeting about four or fire times a year and

will help guide us in terms of service and policy development. Some

of the most interesting input comes from students on the Council, so

don't ever forget to include them in any venture you are doing. They

know their needs and are probably as creative as anybody who will come

to such a group.

We also have a group of district contact people or coordi-

nators. These are the people who will implement the system services in

each district. They all are, by Commissioners Regulations, certified

library media specialists. We wanted to be certain that my state

effort recogni.e that professional training and competence is critical

to the implementation of a system or network. Each district has

identified one certified librarian who is our contact person for that

district. It is through that individual that we do the actual delivery

of services. That person then implements sharing with all the other

buildings of his/her district. These people have not been given any

extra time, support, or anything else for these assignments. They are

doing it because they believe is it. It is extra work, but it cam

save some time too. I'll give you an illustration of that a bit later.
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We received $50,000 a year for our project for the three

years. That sounds like a terrific amount of money, perhaps, but it

buys one project coordinator, a part time staff clerical person, and

the rest of the money goes into OCLC contracts, Communications

services, printing, publications, consultants, and so forth. It does

pot stretch very far. We are working hard tu be innovative and

creative with what we want to do and the means available. There are

not a lot of dollars. It may sound rich until you start to spend it,

and then it is not a lot of money.

I would like to show you our thirteen objectives now, and

you can follow them on the yellow Fact Sheet. I will enumerate

briefly wituin each one.

1. Initiation of OCLC support for: a) development of a Union Catalogs);

b) cataloging and processin* service; and c) interlibrary loan.

We are going to be using OCLC for the development of our

union catalog, and we may also use it to receive cataloging and

processing for our schools becruse that is a feat's..., of OCLC. They

have just announced an interlibrary loan subsystem through OCLC, so we

may eventually use that for interlibrary loan transactions even beyond

the county.

In regard to OCLC sad everything we are doing, I might

mention that we bad very little trouble coming up with what we wanted

to do. Int ,as you get fhto anmething and really start to negotiate

contracts, develop the profiled with all the work involved, it is much

more time consuming and slower than meets the eye. You have to be

prepared far same frustration when you are initiating a new idea. In

the role we have in coordinating our school districts, we also have to

be prepared to keep them enthusiarac, motivated, and excited as we

find delays. Our school librarians hoped to come back to school in

September with our OCLC terminal here, ready to go. It is going to be

at least December before this happens, so in the meantime we have to

show them what else is happening and keep their motivation at a peak
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while helping them understand delays. And there are unavoidable

delays in anything new like this.

2. Expansion of an existing Unice List of Serials to include elegant-

tory school and area public and academic libraries.

We have bad, in Oswego County, a union list of serials in

our blab school libraries for some four years. Now, here is where I

can give you an illustration of cost-effectiveness. The high schools

in our county subscribe to over 350 periomical titles. We have only

sine high schools, each district having one. Their only way to share

sad cooperate is across district lines. By the way, the first place

to start is with serials or periodicals as it is easy and can be dons

manually. You dnu't have great numbers of titles to deal with. By

creating our union list and just knowing what each other had, and by

using delivery service which already existed in my Center, every high

school in the county increased its access to periodical holdings by a

minimum of 70%. No new dollars were spent! Superintendents liked

that kind of information: We did not spend a new dollar, and yet our

teachers and students had access to many additional periodical titles.

That union list is going to be expanded through the system project to

include the holdings of the elementary school libraries and the public

libraries. So, we will have a county list of serials.

3. Improved availability for easy communication between participating

axencies via telephones( sail and delivery services, newsletter and

directories.

The next objective was the communications one. Those of you

who work in school libraries know the frustration of not always being

able to call someone on the telephone. It in still one of the major

problems which confronts us. So, through the system grant, we will

place a telephone in each of the district coordinator's offices.

Every district will at least have immediate telephone service to us

sad to each other at that level. We will also be funding a long dig..

tante allowance charge for them on a monthly basis, because we have

three telephone companies in Oswego County and to call almost anywhere
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costs money. Two of our schools already had telephone service in

place in their school libraries; in those cases they nay not ash us to

fund anything new except the long distance allowance. Again, this

goes back to the premise that I shared with you from the Regents and

the legislators which was to use what already exists.

We also have developed system newsletter, the first issue

of which went out about month ago, and this is very useful. And, we

are developing a directory of all the libraries in the county, with

.

such information as staff people, telephone numbers, hours of service,

special programs, special collections, etc. This will be useful for

the general public, as well as the school..

4. Photocopying support including xerography and microform printing.

The fourth point, or objective, for system service has to do

with photocopying support, that is, budget allowances to copy items

for loan, within the provisions of the Copyright Law, and for

Microform printing. This may differ in implementation from school to

school. For example, we have one school which has excellent microform

holdings, i.e., the New York Tines Data Rank and several other special

holdings. Their comment to the system was, if you help fund

duplication costs using our equipment, we will share those resources

with every school in the county. This means that no other school has

to buy that material. All we have to do is give them mosey to pay for

the cost of copying from their holdings for other schools. It is that

sort of support which a system can provide.

5. Consultant services in identified areas of need, for example,

library skills curriculum development. teaching methodology, story-

telling and booktalkri library public relations, copyright,

federal prsiect.1 technology, and staff training; and

6. Public relations -- improvement and support.

The next objective is consultant services. In rural areas

particularly, I think our staff members can become isolated from pro-
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tensional experiences. This is true of the clerical and support

staffs as well. It is very difficult, just geographically, to get to

the meetings, state conferences, and other professional development

activities. One of the things we want to do is make some of those

opportunities available right at base, within the confines of our

county. We want to take the consultant services into that school

library, if that's where they need to be. For this coning year, we

have two to three programs already planned. We will have very intense

training for support staffs in utilization of OCLC that will be an

inservice program for people in all the school libraries.

For the professionals, especially the elementary school

librarians, we will have Lucille Thomas (a former president of the New

fork Library Association) meet with us on a city-wide storytelling

contest in New York City for young children. Imagine the logistics of

doing that in New York City. Yet it has been highly successful, and

she bas the process documented. It begins with building level

competition of elementary school children learning to tell stories.

You can readily see the articulation with their other educational

experiences, e.g., reading. Usually it is the school librarian in

building and the reading consultant who start by working with the

children who are interested. There is then competition at the

building level which goes on to competition at the district level. A

run-off within the five boroughs is followed finally by the citywide

contest with ten children finalists who are unbelievably good. They

compete is front of large audiences, tell their folktales, and then

are judged with awards given. It has been marvelous thing for

libraries and reading and children in New York City. We hope to use

Lucille's model and begin a countywide storytelling contest for the

children in Oswego County. The elementary ochobl librarians will be

the primary people working with us in this regard.

The other area of staff development which we are emphasizing

this year is public relations. I think this is such a necessary
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focus. We will be capitalising on the Mate House Conference eveet,"Be

With a Book for a Day," and have ordered thousands of the stickers.

Further, the system will write columns in local papers, do talk-show

work on television, do public speaking, etc., just to let people know

stet the school library is doing and able to do and the excitement

that goes on there. Good PR is unfortunately usually left until

budget tine. We hope not to do that any more, instead doing it all

year long and making people aware of the services of school libraries.

A public relations "make and take" workshop is also planned for
December.

7. Duplicates exchange.

The next area of objectives is a duplicates exchange
program. By the way, most of our meetings are on school time, which

ie another reason why it works. We are not asking people to

volunteer, but rather this is a part of their work, a part of their

job. The superintendents have agreed to accept this. Since we
started meeting, there has been an informal exchange of materials
going on. Now we will be doing it formally; we will have lists for

gifts and exchange.

S. Expansion of existing "Book Look" project to be a full cooperative

materials review service.

For two years we have peen in contact with major publishers

and media producers in the country and have asked for examination

materials to be sent to our BOCES centers. In turn, we publicize what

is available to the local school librarians and teachers so they can

examine these first-hand before they make purchase decisions. They

find this service of enormous value for two reasons. One is that many

of them cannot frequently attend meetings with commercial exhibits,

and they are then dependent upon the book review or the media review,

which is good only to a certain extent because very few book reviews

give you the true potential or dimensions of an individual item.

Secondly, our school librarians are increasingly looking for books

with multicurricular application. Those potentials require being able
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to evaluate the book in-hand. As a result of "Book Look," they can

spend their precious dollars such more wisely. We intend to include

more hooka and audio visual material and in fact have already begun

doing that.

9. Identification and/or development of special collections for system-

wide ownership and/or sharing.

The next objective is to develop special collections and/or

share special collections. We have a high school librarian who has a

great interest in Africa. She visits there every several years. And

she has a social studies teacher on her faculty who is also informed

en Africa, having made several visitations there. Together they have

developed an excellent African studies collection for their high

school, superior to anything we would expect from a high school in our

area. She in delighted to make this a countywide special collection.

Where such special collections don't exist and we identify a

need for them, the system can see that they begin to exist, either

through central collections developed at the system-level or through

funding individual libraries to develop them at a local level with the

agreement to share.

10. Countywide "ready-reference" service.

Countywide ready reference service is a long-lived dream!

With the telephones it will be easier. We can just pick up the phone,

knowing who has what reference collection; this is where a time-savings

element comes into the system. We won't have to exhaust ourselves on

the mere chance that one of our reference books might have the answer

to that question, knowing it probably doesn't. Instead we can say "so

and so" has an excellent reference collection in the area of, for

example, nutrition or health education. So, I won't spend my time

looking but will call there and get the information needed.

The same factor is true with our interlibrary loans. The

school librarians in our area now do not spend their valuable time

looking and looking for that elusive material if they know it's
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readily available some place else. It takes two minutes to write out

an interlibrary loan transaction as opposed to maybe two hours of

futile searching just because you want to be sure that you don't have

it.

11. Expanded access to and use of available area, state and national

data base services.

We are fortunate in being close to the State University

College in Oswego because they have some eighteen data bases on-line,

e.g., agricultural, medical and psychology data bases. In the schools

many teachers, gifted students or students doing independent study

projects need access to such data bases. So, the system will be

contracting with the College library for use of their data bases to

meet tbOSO people's special needs.

12. Feasibility of countywide "library card"; and

13. Feasibility study of expanding access to school library resources

and /or services during tines of non-school operation.

The last two objectives are simply feasibility objectives at

this point. One is the feasibility of expanding access to our school

library collections beyond the school day. This is a situation which

should concern all of us. The school libraries in this nation have

more materials than any other kind of library, i.e., 650,000,000

items. It is a "crime" that those 650,000,000 items are accessible at

best is hours a day, five days a week, nine to ten months a year,

particularly in rural areas where school libraries are often the

closest points of access for the citizenry. Sone of our rural areas

have no direct public library service. In other cases, they have only

bookmobile every two weeks. The school library, however, in most

places is within walking distance or at the very least a few miles

away. Every community has a school. We will be doing a feasibility

study to see how we might expand access to those resources in the

summer, in the evening, or on the weekend. If we have to find some

special funding we are going to try to find that special funding. We
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have instances of local village boards who have been willing to

eortract with their school library for summer service emphaaizinv

children's reading programs.

The other feasibility study is that of having a county -wide

library card so that any resident in Oswego County could go to any

library in Oswego County and have use and borrowing privileges.

Because taxes have paid for almost everything that's there, our belief

is that everyone has a right to use what's there. Local governmental

and jurisdictional boundaries are artificial in this case. We mitt

find a way to open access to everyone who needs a particular bit of

information.

Now these two areas, as you notice, are really couched in

the term of "feasibility," because we are not sure what all the

implications are. We went to look at the possibilities, and hopefully

within the three years of our project, we will come up with a way to

do them or a reason that is valid for not doing them.

I also mentioned earlier that we are looking toward some

formal cooperation, even though we are basically a school library

gates, with academic and public libraries through the two systems

that already exist in our area. We have identified four particular

directions for beginning the first year. One area is to participate

in the North County Library System Gifts and Exchange Program. We can

send our lists; we will get their,. Secondly, we will share our wipe

list of serial holdings for all the schools with their serial lista

for the region. They do not have any school library holdings in their

union list at this point, but only those of academic, public, and

special libraries. Third, we will be offering joint continuing

education programs for our respective staffs.

Fourth, we will have an inter-face of our delivery systems.

Our Center has a van which goes to every school district in our county

twice a week. Wt deliver items from our regional collections to all

those schools. The public library system also has a delivery service
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that soles to the local public libraries on a regular basis. It's a

very simple thing, really, to put our schedules together and find at

least one or two spots where we can meet on a regular basis and swap

materials from system to system.

And last, we operate a Job Information Center (3IC) within

our Caster. That Job Information Coster in something we have done

with CSTA funding for years. We are hoping the North Country Public

Library System will cooperate in its ongoing funding, because typically

in New York State it is the public libraries systems which offer Job

Information Crater service to residents. The Worth Country Library

System has not provided one in the past, and they seem delighted that

we have one in-place for which they can cross - contract.

In conclusion, I would like to share with you what I call

some quotable quotes, re: school library systemo.

..." I was going to retire this year, but this system
is just to exciting not to be a part of it."

...(Principal): "Hy librarian doesn't have time for
all she wants to do or has to do. How in the world can
I ask her to add responsibilities such as preparing
interlibrary loan trassactions."

...(Librarian): "She will have time saved" (and I
have explained to you bow that is defensible).

"Don't we all have basically the same collection?
What would there be to share?" (Our system research
show only about 4O is duplication!)

In conclusion, I can report enthusiasm and superb cooperation

to date. Tangible results would much better be reported year or two

from now, because in reality we have only been into programming for

two to three months. Already the New York Library Association is

working toward a study bill for introduction into the next legislative

*espial, to allow discussions on a mechanism for providing ongoing

State operational aid. This goes back to the point of the Legislature
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saying "Now can we fund Sometking that doesn't exist?" With a study

bill, you don't expect passage, but rather study.

We have bad good cooperation from all parts of New York

State, and I want to close by saying that we are blessed in having

superb leadership at the state level: in the Governor's office, the

Legislature, and the State Education Department. That is an extremely

important factor in our success to date.
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PUBLIC-SCHOOL LIBRARY COOPERATION IN RURAL AMERICA
A VIEW FROM THE STATE LEVEL

Elsie L. Brumback, Director
Division of Educational Media
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction

I'm delighted to participate in your conference on Partner-

ship for the Mrs: Public-Schoo' Library Cooperation in Rural America,

very tingly subject and one for which we, in North Carolina, share

Dear interest.

You have just heard stout the way New York State is organised

at the state level for administration and management of school and

public libraries. Unlike New York State, school and public libraries

are under separate agencies in North Carolina but the heads of both

agencies work closely together and are members of the Governor's

Cabinet.

The two governing agencies are td.: Department of Cultural

leMenreee and the Department of Public Instruction. Public libraries

are coordinated by the State Librarian and his staff who are part of

the Department of Cultural Resources. School libraries are called

school media centers in SOr"' realm and are directly responsible to

the State Board of Edui The State Superintendent for Public

Instruction is an elected official who represents the State Board of

IdnostiOn on the Governor's Cabinet. Although formal agreements for

cooperative ventures take place at the Governor's Cabinet level, the

actual implementation of these cooperative ventures takes place in a

sore relaxed informal setting as members of the State Library staff

and the Division of Educational Hedia staff sit down and plan together

to carry out the cooperative arrangements.
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I want to do two things here today: (1) describe briefly

000 of the cooperative events that have been planned and implemented

at the state level from 1958 to the present, and (2) describe North

Caroline's first ech..ol-housed public library that was opened in

September of 1978 and has proved to be a successful cooperative

vesture.

An far back as 1958 there were cooperative type events or

vesture* in North Carolina that were implemented at the state level.

I firmly believe that it is imperative that cooperation beein at the

state level. State staffs must set examples instead of "mandating"

cooperative activities and expecting them 40 take place at the local

level. I en pleased that in North Carolina we have state level staffs

who do work together very closely. As far back as 1958 there was a

"Policy for Interlibrary Loans," a sheet stating the way in which

school and public libraries would share resources. In 1961 a joint

position paper was developed and distributed on the coordination of

school and public libraries. In 1971 an extensive study was co-

sponsored by the State Library, North Carolina Library Association,

State Department uf Public Instruction and the several colleges and

universities in the state. An outside coesultant was hired to work

with a Task Force to take a good look at all types of librariea.and

resources and make recommendations as to what should be taking place

in North Carolina involving resources sharing and networki4g. The

report of the Task Force was entitled "The Next Step for North

Carolina Libraries: A Library Services Network." Most of the

recommendations which were outlined in the Task Force report have

taken place at the college and university level rather than in school

libraries. For example, a statewide interlibrary loan service is

commonplace among college and university libraries, special libraries,

and public libraries but not among school libraries. Some of the

seasons you have already beard today -- lack of telephones in school

libraries, data bases, access !.0 computers -- are the same problems

that we face in North Carolina.
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Ia 1972 a small vamp of people in Pamlico County was named

to study the feasibility of placates North Carolina's first school-,

housed public library. A member of the Division of Educational Media

staff and of the State Library staff participated in this Feasibility

Study Committee. In 1974 shortly after the new State Librarian. van

mimed, the two division beads met to discuss joint library needs in

North Carolina. One of the first things that we decided needed to be

dose was t joint study of whet were the 16mm film holdings, where were

they housed, who were their users, and what were the guidelines for

using them.

As a result of that statewide study, several cooperative

ventures were undertaken iuvolving 16mm film libraries in North

Carolina offering services to rural libraries that did not have access

to 16mm film collections of any kind previously. it was also ascer-

tained that the State Library bad an extensive film collection that

could be opened up to rural school libraries that did not have access

to other collections. In order to facilitate faster turn - around time,

oar Department utilized an existing computer service to develop a

computerised 16mm film data base available to anyone in the state

willing Lc add his unique film holdings to the system. We also found

that our Department's 16en staff development collection bad a lot of

films that both parents and public libraries were interested in

borrowing. As a result, we were able to open up both of those film

collections. In order to have some control over who was using them

and how they were being used, the school librarian goes through the

local public librarian, who uses the State Interlibrary Loan service

to obtain and return the film to the original owner. A sivilar system

is used for borrowing films that we have in our lemm staff development

library. We now have 16mm fi'm collections in the eight regional

centers geographically located throughout the state, and the public

can borrow these films also by going through the local public library.

This is another example of a cooperative venture that was started as a
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result of the 1972 feasibility study in an effort to share resources

already available.

Some other important cooperative events happened during 1977.

One of the most significant was librarians (school, public, academic)

Joining together to plan strategies for getting legislation passed

that would benefit everyone. We realized that we were not together as

librarians - -school librarians were blaming public librarians for not

cooperating and in return, public librarians were saying that school

librarians were not cooperative. Regional meetings were held through-

out the state where all types of librarians met to decide what type of

library legislation would benefit all of us. It was decided that on

many of the main issues we needed to go to the legislature as a

unified group of libraries with a consolidated library package. One

of these recommendations was legislation that would give the State

Librarian the responsibility to plal and coordinate cooperative

programs between various types of libraries within the state as well

as to coordinate state development with regional and national library

programs. There was money attached, to that "bill" to help implement

it; the funds were not passed, but the legislation was! So we got

half of what we wanted which opened a lot of doors because previously

there had been no legislation that gave the State Librarian that

authority even though some of it has been assumed in the past.

At the same time the legislation was passed, the Community

Schools Act was passed. It was a mandate to increase com. "ty involve-

ment in the use of all public schools including all types of library

resources, personnel and facilities. There was money included in that

Act to hire school community coordinators for the 145 school systems

(100 counties and 45 city school systems). Public librarians were a

little concerned about this Act. They were afraid that it would take

away from the use of the public library (including funds that would be

channeled into the public libraries) by opening schools in the evenings

and on weekends for use by the entire communit! We have found this
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mot to be true; in fact, we have found jest the opposite. Opening up

the schools and having school advisory committees plan what courses

weld be offered for parents and students is the evenings and on

Saturdays has brought school and public librarian, together to plan

bow to serve better the clientele using resources from both libraries.

For example, a new high school was being built in Wake

County at the time the Community Schools Act was enacted into law. So

in planning the library facilities, the architect made certain that

outside doors opened directly into the library, that additional

shelving was included to house special collections that would be

brought from the public library, and that an adjacent community room

was included that could be used for special presentations or exhibits.

As a result, Community School staff can include plans for library

activities as they plan courses that will be offered in the evenings,

e.g., special programs for wives in the library while the hultionds are

taking courses down in the auto mechanics wing or the vocational wing.

These classes or special programs would be sponsored jointly by the

school librarian and the public librarian. Special materials that

public libraries would have that school libraries would not could also

be brought over and put on a special display to publicize special

events. Even though both school librarians and public librarians

feared the Community School Act when it was first enacted, they have

found that it has helped to promote the cooperative efforts that

seeded to take place but that no one took the initiative to get to

work.

Tarheel Libraries is a publication which came about as a

direct result of the legialation that gave the State Librarian the

authority to make certain that cooperation did take place in all types

of libraries. An editor was employed in 1977 for Tarheel Libraries,

and this has become a newsletter serving all types of libraries in

North Carolina. It is a bimonthly publication and carries a job line,

legislative update, announcements of forthcoming meetings for
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all types of librarians, and publicizes cooperative events that are

taking place in all types of libraries across the state. It has been

instrumental in fostering better public relations and communications

among library professionals.

In telling you about our unique school-housed public library

located in Pamlico County, we want to emphasize the fact that it is

oat something that we think will work in all situations, but it is

working in this remote area of our state. It took almost five years

from the early planning stage to completion. Pamlico County, located

in the extreme eastern part of the state, is very remote from other

parts of the state. Nast of the people make their living in the

fishing industry, either taking out fishing parties, bringing in

various kinds of fish for sale, making various kinds of nets for sale,

or making and selling boats. The one town in the area that is large

enough to support a consolidated high school is Sayboro which happens

to be the county seat. Needless to say, it is a very isolated community.

People living in this area have to drive forty-five miles to the

nearest shopping center, theater, or any other kind of cultural

activity. Pamlico County has three elementary schools, one junior

high, and one senior high. Students are bused in from a radius of

forty-five miles to attend these schools. In 1972 a one-room public

library with a small collection was opened a few hours two afternoms

per week for interested users, with a volunteer staff.

It did not appear to the feasibility study committee in

early 1972 that there was any possibility of getting any other kind of

public library service except for a bookmobile that could make a stop

in Bsyboro once every two weeks. The committee worked long hard hours

in going over various aspects of the school-housed public library and

in reading and studying other combined facilities that bad not worked,

trying to ascertain why they had not worked. Superintendent George

Orison recommended to the committee that, since they were getting a

new addition to the high school anyway, it would not cost much more to
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make the new library the hied of facility that would give people in

the area access to school and public library services. After many

soothe of pleasing and discussion, a formal contract was agreed upon

and signed by the Board of Education, County Ommissioders, Regional

Public Library Board, and local Friends of the Library.

In 197$ the. doors were finally opened for the formal dedi-

cation oa a brisk fall Sunday afternoon. I have never seen such an

elaborate dedication of a structure as when that new facility was

opened to the public. The large auditorium which is part of the

'library was completely filled. People came from miles around to stand

is the back of the auditorium and even out into the street. The

school band played; the mayor cut the streamers that opened the door;

and when they introduced all the people who bad been involved in the

planning of this facility, it took quite a long time because the

entire Board of Commissioners was there, as well as the School Board

and the Public Library Board.

In a combined facility such as this, the careful selection

of staff is very important. The man hired to be director of the

library has both a school library background and a public library

background and was brought in from outside the state. Re also had

experience in a similar type situation prior to being named director

of the combined school /public library. The school librarian, who had

been employed at this school for many years, was retained as the

assistant director. A new outreach librarian was hired to work with

children, older adults and special programs. A reference librarian

mad clerical staff completed the personnel assigned to the venter.

The staff decided to stagger their work hours so that there would be

both professional and clerical staff on duty at all tines when the

library was open.

Daytime use of the library appears to be very much like a

regular school library. You will have library science classes (where

the librarian is teaching library study skills) on one side of the
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library, while in other parts of the library individual students are

doing reference and research activities, using study carrels with

audiovisual equipment, browsing, or just reading magazines and sews .

papers. In the Easy Room, which is a separate room with glass around

it and a little folks' bathroom behind it, you might find kindergarten

students from the school next door having a story hour or involved in

the process of choosing their first take-home books. These children

have a school library in their elementary school, but this is like a

visit to the loyal public library so that they will be able to use the

facilities and resources independently when they come back with their

parents in the evenings or on weekends. The large auditorium in is

use almost constantly for various types of community activities.

Prior to this new facility, there was no place for the community to

view cultural type programs. Afternoon and Saturday morning film

programs are popular with young and old alike.

From the outside, the only way that anyone would know this

is a joint library is by the sign on the streetside book return deposit

box designed for convenience to the adult patrons and handicapped. A

bookmobile parking spot at the back door with extra wide doors allows

for regular pickup and delivery services to and from the Negiosal

Public Library forty-five miles away. Yes, we've come a long way is

this small rural town from one small room with very limited hours and

very old outdated materials to a full fledged media center and public

library with informational services, cultural resources, and educa-

tional possibiiities. I must reiterate that we are not recommending

that school and public libraries merge their facilities and collec-

tions. In this particular situation it was the remote location, the

dedicated people who wanted good school and public library services,

and the many years of careful planning that 'made it work. I know of

no other place in North Carolina where it would work--but in Pamlico

County it is working!
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Another Joint venture that made a great impact on school and

public libraries in North Carolina was the Governor's Conference on

Libraries held in October 1978. The positive way in which it was

organised and carried out helped to bridge feelings and bring about a

more positive and open attitude between school librarians and public

librarians. Prior to the planning of that Conference in 1978 there

was feeling that I cal "the blameful you." You've probably heard

high school librarians say, "If they only taught library skills the

way they should at the elementary level, when the students got to me I

wouldn't have to spend all my time doing remedial work." And the

elementary librarians say, "You know those high school librarians

don't have anything to do but just sit over there and check out books

all day; we have to do all the skills teaching at this level." So

there's always that little bit of "blameful you" feeling back and

forth. A similar type of "blameful you" feeling has existed for years

among public librarians, school librarians, and academic librarians.

It reminds ml of when I was a child and you got really mad at someone

your age you'd say the worst thing you could think of to them. And

they, in return, would say the worst thing ',hey could think of back to

you. Wben it got so that you couldn't think of anything any worse

than what they had said about you, you would say, "You're the same

mily doublet" This was what we tried to overcome during the regional

meetings for all types of librarians. We agreed to be very positive--

to talk about librarianship as a career, libraries of all types in

North Carolina, where we wanted to go, how we wanted to get there, and

how we could use the Governor's Conference tc accomplish these goals.

It was not an easy task but with everyone committed to the idea, it

became a reality and the resolutions that came from the Conference

attest to the fact.

Another cooperative venture that has been very successful at

the state level is the annual jointly sponsored storytelling festival

on the Capitol lawn. During National Library Week every year for the
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past four years, the State Library sad our Department have jointly

sponsored storytelling ea the lawn of the State Capitol. Librarians

from both public libraries and school libraries travel to Raleigh to

tell stories using all different kinds of props. We also have high

school students who are involved in the library science student

assistant's program who like to tell stories to children. When one of

the consultants on our staff in scheduled to conduct a storytelling

session for school librarians in some part of the state, all of the

children's services librarians in that area are also invited to come

to hear the storytelling techniques and see the program. Likewise,

Diana Young, a State Library Consultant, invites both school librarians

and public librarians to be a part of her workshops, also.

Another service that we have recently made available to all

librarians of the state is our Division's Materials Review and Evalua-

tion Service. Our HRE Center has a staff of ten people handling

materials from over 900 publishers and producers representing forty

different types of media. Annotated bibliographies of recommended

print and non-print materials are developed and distributed to

libraries across the state. The recommended material, are kept is the

examimatioa center for eighteen months after the publication of the

bibliographies for librarians to examine firsthand before preparing

their orders.

In conclusion, I want to share an incident with you that

happened not long after I moved to North Carolina and was traveling to

a remote area of the state trying to find the small town of Bayboro.

I came to a crossroads with a sign pointing in three different

directions with the word "Bayboro" on it. Being confused, I asked an

elderly man sitting beside the road whittling on a stick, "Does it

matter which road I take to Bayboto7" Very solemnly he replied, "Not

to me,"

I think this sums up the general public's feelings toward

resource sharing, cooperative ventures and networking. They are not
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concerned. how we reach our goal but they are concerned that we become

*ore accountable, that we continue to move forward even with reduced

budgets and escalating prices. Now we do it is up to nal Is view of

this, I feel that it is imperative that we design state and local

plasm that fit our particular situations and meet our respective

needs. Plans that will work well in North Carolina may be very

different free those that will work well in New York, Pennsylvania,

end other parts of the country. Therefore, I do not feel that we can

mandate nationally one system that will work for all types of libraries.

I know of no better way to start our individual plans for

better school and public library cooperation in rural America than

doing what we are damn: right now--spending these two days sharing

ideas with each other of successful and some not so successful

ventures that we have experienced in our "unique corners of the

library world." I challenge each of you to develop and implement a

cooperative plan that meets the library and information needs of your

respective Ifarary users. Thank you for allowing me to be a part of

this great orverative venture!
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LIBRARY COOPERATION AND
THE LIFELONG LEARNING PROCESS

Paul Little, Chief
Extension Services
Metropolitan Library System
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

I propose that lifelong learning is a major responsibility

of public libraries, public snd private schools, colleges and univer-

sities, and that it is currently a need that is recognized by the cit-

izens of most communitie..

Such a coemor major responsibility is a natural beginning

point of cooperation among public libraries, schools educating in

grades one through twelve, colleges and universities. Such a begin-

ning point may ultimately be more productive than attempts at starting

cooperation between types of libraries in library-type activities and

responsibilities. Lifelong learning is a common touch-point for many

other community organizations as well.

I will endeavor quickly to overview lifelong learning and

its relevance to libraries and schools, as well as several projects

that relate to Oklahoma City and Oklahoma County. It is my intent to

afford you ideas, suggestions and possibilities concerning cooperation

that may at least partially relate to your organization and your

community.

For our purposes let us define lifelong learning as the

"totality of learning that takes place during the life of an individ-

ual." It includes "incidental" learning as well as learning that an

individual purposely pursues. While libraries certainly are a factor

in the "incidental" learning process of many persons, we will neces-
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+gorily deal with the directed, purposeful learning efforts of indi-

viduals as our primary interest.

Lifelong learning, in our definition, encompasses other

tomes such as continuing education, independent learning, community

education, adult education, and others. Our lifelong learning in of

interest primarily to those persons who are age sixteen years or

older, although those who are younger are included in some activities.

It also emphasizes serving those persons who are not currently engaged

in a formal learning program.

It includes all foram of formal as well as informal learning.

It 'also includes learning for any purpose, whether the purpose is

associated with advancement in an employment situation, career

selection or career change, health, cultural understanding or enrich-

ment, planning for retirement or any of the many reasons that indivi-

duals consciously seek to engage in learning.

A lifelong learning program will attempt to deliver the

learning desired by the individuals, to be served at times and

locations that are most convenient and comfortable for the learners.

It will also attempt to deliver the desired learning at the least

passible cost. The learning experiences will be structured to e'ovide

the specific learning desired by the learners and will mai.smixe

meeting the purposes of the learners above needs or constraints of the

organizations or institutions providing the learning experiences.

Obstacles to participating in learning by potential learners

will be recognized and efforts made to neutralize such obstacles by

thorn organizations or institutions providing the learning experiences.

Examples of such obstacles are: lack of transportation, fear of an

institutional setting, lack of educational background, cultural

inhibitions, need for counseling, need for child care while particip-

ating, need for financial aid. There are many others that could be

listed.
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When we 'peak of libraries being involved in the lifelong

learning process, let's emhasise public, school sad academic libraries

as those libraries who have primary potentials and responsibilities

for engaging in such programs. We should further recognize that we

are seldom speaking of academic and school libraries as entities unto

themselves as are public libraries. %Ile public libraries are organ-

imatioas that are established and funded solely for providing "library

services" to an identified community or audience, school and academic

libraries are a subpart of a larger organization whose major mission

is developing and delivering educational programs. The school and

academic libraries must first serve their .:signed roles is accom-

plishing the missions of the organizations of which they are a part,

whereas public libraries are organizational entities unto themselves

and are charged solely with meeting the mission of providing "library

services" to their legally or otherwise assigned communities.

This differentiation is iaportant to our considering the

possibilities of forming and conducting lifelong learning programs, in

that quite often such programs will involve the totality of the organ -

isations attempting the programs, rather than jv t libraries as such.

It is highly probable and desirable that academic and school libraries

act as catalysts to involve their institutions in a lifelong learning

program. It is true that public, college or school libraries can and

should be a significant cornerstone of such a program.

There are many masons we can state for libraries, schools,

colleges and other community service organizations combining into co-

operative lifelong learning programs, such as avoiding duplication of

services, gaining wider community recognition and support, reducing

the cost per person served by 1111 cooperating institutions, meeting

current and developing community needs for service, and enriching the

lives of the individuals in the community. Some of the reasons that

have been stated in recent years by other sources relative to the
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roles of calleges and universities are as follows:

In the publication titled Diversit by Design, written
by the Commission on 1ton- raditional Study, Samuel R.
Gould, Chateau, and published by Jossey-Bass
Publishers in 1974, the following observations and
recommendations were lade:

Recommendation 012: There should be continued
experimentation with forms of non-traditional
study which minimize the traditional rigidities of
campus life: time (prescribed years of study);
space (residence on campus); and systems of
academic accounting (credits or honor points
earned).

Recommendation 013: The distinctive patterns of
non-traditional study in each of the major institu-
tions of higher education -- such as the community
college, the *mail private college, the land-grant
college, or the single or multi-campus university --
should be further explored and defined.

To be truly non-traditional, the institution
evolving out of the old junior college must become
a fifty-year college, not a two-year college. It
must in time have programs and sequences of programs
of almost any length, with students attending as
they are motivated.

Recommendation 020: Colleges and universities
should put more emphasis on the avenues they open
to learning for its own sake and less on the
earning of degrees; adult education which is free
of credit should be encouraged; and employers
should be made to show clear and justifiable
reasons for requiring diplomas or degrees as
prerequisites to employment.

A better balance than exists presently must be
found between the function of degree-granting and
straight-forward, uncomplicated service to the
learner. The degree, in and of itself, should
continue to be a hallmark of accomplishment.
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Institution, however, could do much to shift the
attention of students of all ages from degree-
earning per se to learning as a lifelong process,
with degrees awarded when appropriate but
otherwise deemphasized.

To state some approaches to lifelong learning, I selected

November 1975 issue of the NASSP Bulletin of the National

Association of Secondary Principals and the article in that issue by
Larry E. Decker. The following is quoted from that source:

"Community Education is built upon the interrelated
processes through which people help themselves and
their communitiesIt should be a process based
on citizen participation which produces essential
modifications as times and problems eLange."

Lifelonz Learning and Enrichment

During the past decade, learning as a lifetime activity has

become a fundamental theme. As society has increased in complexity,

the need for continuous educational opportunities has also become

apparent.

The responsibilities for the design and development of

continuous learning reside in all major institutions of society and at

all levels of the formal and informal education systems. Every

institution shares responsibility for fostering lifelong learning and

developing a commitment to self-education.

Empanded Use of School Facilities

Utilization of school 'acilities is the concern of many

community and educational lead s. Sylvia Porter, nationally

syndicated columnist, wrote of the waste and disuse of idle public

school facilities:
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"Our public schools are to an appalling degree
unused for long periods, representing an abuse of
schools and an extravagance that America simply
cannot rfford...Nost of the schools financed and
maintained by taxes are closed for a startling 501,
of the time."

Interagency Collaboration

The function of the community school is to serve as a base

for coordination and cooperation between agencies which will aid in

eliminating gaps in, and overlap and duplication of, community services.

Piny communities, both urban and rural, have multiple service agencies

that deal specifically with one service or seed area. For most of

these communities, there is a critical need for greater coordination

among agencies.

The process of developing interagency collaborations and

cooperative planning in the delivery of human services is a challenge

that must be met. Community educators can facilitate neighborhood as

well as intro- agency communication, so that there is increased

awareness of what is available in the way of services, equipment,

personnel and financial resources.

In A Strategy for Public Library Change, a study conducted

and written by Allie Beth Martin, published by the American Library

Association in 1972, four of the six goals for public libraries recom-

mended in a survey of librarians supported public libraries being

active in lifelong learning. These goals were:

1. To provide adult and continuing education

2. To collect and disseminate all kinds of informational,

educational and cultural materials, including 0 -

print resources

3. To support education -- formal and informal

4. To serve as a cultural center
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In the previously mentioned study, Diversity le Design, the

following major recommendations and observations strongly encouraged

that libraries have a role in lifelong learning for the community:

Recomneadation 031: The public library should be
strengthened to become a far more powerful instrument
for nom-traditional education than is now the case.
This recommendation is directed not only to public
officials and public librarians themselves but also to
college and university faculty members and
admisistrators...It is a free institution where the
individual has open access to great quantities of
information. It exists in great numbers, possesses the
materials of knowledge, has a public service staff and
is a referral point to other resources within the
educational network.

The public library can be particularly supportive for
people who are working for external degrees or other
non-traditionsl credentials, as well as for those who
are planning such programs.

Recommendation #38: Since public agencies have a
special responsibility for coordination, educational
agencies at all levels of government should coordinate
their efforts more efficiently than at present.

At the local level the problem of coordination is very
complex and most be solved, if it is to be solved, in
many different ways. As suggested previously, the
public library, which already provides some coordina-
tion by trying, to meet the resource needs of other
agencies could take on other coordinating functions.
Another possible community institution for this work is
the local extension office of the land-grant
university, although retraining its workers to fulfill
this function would be a major task. Still another
institution, which would have the same need for staff
training, is the community college.

Lifelong Learning in Oklahoma City

I would like to review briefly three different lifelong

learning cooperative endeavors in Oklahoma City and Oklahoma County.
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We should start with the Open Access Satellite Education

Services (OASES) project, as this was the beginning point aid catalyst

for the other efforts coming into being. For a number of years the

Metropolitan Library System has recognized lifelong learning as a

major responsibility of the library to the community and has informally

cooperated with other organizations in attempting to fulfill this

responsibility. About 1972 the library system began exploring the

possibilities of a formal cooperative alliance with the local South

Oklahoma City Junior College in providing a targeted, comprehensive

lifelong lemming program for the citizens of the metropolitan area.

After three years of designing and seeking funds for conducting a

pilot project, OASES began in July 1976, through partial Cording from

the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.

The two-year pilot was established in a branch public

library and its primary target audience was those persons who resided

within a three -mile radius of that library. During its two years as a

pilot project, OASES was measured and evaluated exhaustively. At the

end of the two years, OASES had met or exceeded most of its objectives

and was highly successful. The project continues to this date in the

same mode, but on a scale that is reduced since the ending of federal

fending. Current funding is entirely local and the project is self-

sustaining.

There were some problems in the OASES project, and they were

mostly related to governance and communications between the library

system and the junior college. Most of these problems have since been

resolved. Were we able to start over, I suspect that both institutions

would insist on explicit, written understandings concerning such

things as the meaning of cost-effectiveness, how policies of both

organisations would be applied to the joint project, administrative

responsibilities and others.
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During the first two years of OASES the library system and

, :Ake junior college involved many citizens and other community ornaniza.

tions in the project. The project was also highly publicized. Late

;in 197$ the Oklahoma City Public School System approached the college

and the library concerning the possibility of building a comprehensive

-118feleas learning consortium of many organizations that would serve

the mrhan/suburban/tural areas of the metroplen. These discussions

led to a first meeting of approximately forty different community

Organizations who were interested and/or involved in lifelong learning.

Representatives from state agencies were also involved.

As the process began and continued, it was decided that the

development of the consortium should consist of three phases. The

.three phases were as follows:

PRASE I:

1,

2.

Identify and attempt to involve all organizations with

an interest or involvement in lifelong learning for the

community.

In the first few meetings dense the mining and

purpose of lifelong learning, proposed purposes of the

consortium, vested interests and problems of the

various organizations in considering participation in

possibilities ofthe consortium, and the positive

cooperation.

3. By an agreed date complete a written formal agreement.

It was assumed that those organizations that could not

agree to the specifics set forth in the written document

would drop out of the consortium.

ran II:

Executive officers of those organizations who were still

interested in participating in the consortium, based on the results of

the drafted formal agreement from Phase I, would meet. In these

meet.ngs any additions, changes or deletions found necessary to the
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existing written formal agreement will be made by the executive

officers.

PHASE III:

The resulting final written agreement will be taken to the

governing bodies of tee respective organizations and formally adopted.

Soon after such adoption the formally organized consortium will plea

and begin its first pilot project(s).
L.

At this point in time (early October 1979) the consortium

process has just completed Phase I, and Phase II is scheduled to begin

by the first week of November. About twelve-fourteen organizations

were interested enough in the consortium to participate in Phase II;

these include the public library system, the junior college, Oklahoma

City Public School System, City of Oklahoma City, Areawide Aging

Agency, Community Council, Community Action Program and others. Phase

II is anticipated to end by December 31, 1979.

Another lifelong learning project in the Oklahoma City area,

in which the Metropolitan Library System is involved, came as a direct.

result of the activities of OASES. Late in 1978 the University for

Man project personnel, from Kansas State University, contacted the

library system concerning a possible joint project that would include

the library system and institutions in three other states. The

proposed project would replicate the proven lifelong learning program

of the University for Min in the four state areas. The University for

Man concept essentially involves a parent body institution establishing

lifelong learning projects in rural communities. Once established,

these projects are financed by local community funds and operated by

residents of the community. The basis of the concept is that learning

experiences produced in a given community are in response to identified

community needs and interests, are usually not connected with formal

education credits unless desired or necessary, and are taught by comp,

nunity residents most of the time.



The Metropolitan Library System agreed to join the University
fEr ft. and the organizations from three states other than Malone

and Somas in seeking funding for this pilot project. The library

system proposed that the two-year project would establish lifelong

learning, communitrbased projects in the fifteen or as rural

communities within Oklahoma County. The funding proposal was made to

the Fund for the Iaprovement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE).

The library system was notified is August 1979, that the

project had been fended through FUSE. As of October 1, 1979, the

project has already begun in Oklahoms. We were fortunate in securing

the services of a former employee of the OASES project to direct the

project.

Cooperation between organizations can be a difficult political

and financial problem that may take longer to solve than we might
prefer. The organizations who would cooperate have vested interests

and constraints that must be dealt with in the beginning if a cooperative

endeavor is to be successful. In attempting a cooperative endeavor

between two or more organizations we should operate from the premise

that cooperating entities will expect that any proposed cooperation

will allow them to protect their "turf" in the community and that

their benefits from participating will at least equal the value of

various resources that they share.

Perhaps the question of cost of cooperation would be better

nzamteed as to whether or not it is cost-effective. The question of

cost or coot savings of cooperation usually arises. In our efforts to

date, we have found that formulating and beginning a joint venture does

cost additional resources. Once ventures are established, however, we

attempt to examine them as to their cost-effectiveness. This is

achieved by projecting and measuring such things as actual net cost

per person served by the cooperative effort as compared to what the

same cost would be if only a single institution were providing the

services, and predicting a break-even paint of activities at which

there are sera additional costs for the cooperating institutions.
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A number of factors can be identified that may predictably

have a bearing on the cost-effectiveness of a cooperative venture.

Among these are:

I. Whether or not the activities of the cooperative

generate new income;

2. Whether or not the mission is a new, expanding role for

any of the institutions involved;

3. The extent to which the institutions can accomplish the

cooperation by reallocating existing resources that

previously were under-utslized or were involved in

other functions; and

4. The extent to which participating organizations are

able to adapt their policies and procedures to

accommodate the cooperative structure as an integral

part of their organization and activities.

Lifelong learning is a major mission that is common to

colleges and universities, public schools and public libraries, and

many other organizations that may exist in your community. It is a

current mod growing need that presents possibilities for immediate

cooperative efforts among learning - oriented institutions.
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COMBINED SaVOLMAILIC LIBRARIES
IN THE UNITED STATES

Vilma Lee Broughton linolard, Library/fledia Specialist
MOtemora Township High School
Mntamora, Illinois

The author's investigation of the combined school/public

library concept was initiated in 1976. The information secured was

subsequently included in a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of

the requirements for a Master's Degree awarded by Illinois State

University, Normal, Illinois.

Objectives of the study were; 1) to ascertain the number and

locations of combined school/public libraries in the United States; 2)

to determine whether or not combined libraries could function success-

fully, and if so, to identify the conditions and circumstances which

appear to be most conducive to combining school and public libraries;

and 3) to ,identify strengths, benefits, weaknesses and limitations of

combined libraries.

Letters were sent to the chief education officers in each

state and to the education officer of the District of Columbia

requesting a list of known combined libraries within their areas of

jurisdiction. Replies were received from forty-three education

officers identifying a possible 128 combined libraries. A four -page

survey questionnaire was then sent to all identified combined

libraries in each state, except those in Massachusetts and Michigan.

In these instances, tea libraries frrA the thirty-six identified in

Massachusetts and ten from the twenty in Michigan were chosen for

sampling purposes. (The largest number of combined libraries

identified from any other state was nine.) Seventy questionnaires, or



seventy-four percent, were returned confirming fifty-five libraries as

combined school/public facilities.

Because of the positive response to the survey, sixty-one

abbreviated questiianaires were later mailed to: 1) the libraries in

Massachusetts and Michigan which were not contacted through the first

surrey; 2) the libraries identified by respondents to the original

quemtiosnaires; and 3) the libraries which had not originally

responded by the November 15, 1976 deadline. Twenty-nine additional

facilities were identified in this manner, thus confirming a total of

eighty-four combined school/public libraries known to be functioning

in the United States in the spring of 1977.

A re-survey of these libraries was initiated in the spring

of 1979. Of the fifty-five libraries identified through the responses

to the first questionnaire, fifty-two were found to be continuing to

function as combined facilities. Twenty-five of the second group also

continue their status as co bind libraries. In addition, fifty-four

more libraries were identified, making a total of 131 known combined

libraries operating in the United States, as of October 1979.

The term "combined library," as used in this report, applies

to the libraries which were confirmed as being combined b the respon-

dents to the surveys. The conclusions and recomm-ndations made as a

result of the study have been based largely on the information

collected from the fifty-two libraries referred to earlier. (These

are the libraries which responded to the original four-page question

ssire in 1976 and which were continuing to function as combined facil-

itie. at the time of the 1979 re-survey.)

Combined libraries are found in all geographical areas of

the United States and in thirty-six different states. including Alaska

and Hawaii. They are located in all types and sizes of communities,

but are most often found in rural areas of the country.

The following charts summarize some of the significant data

collected.
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Population

Under 1,000

1,000 to 5,000

5,000 to 10,000 11

10,000 to 20,000 6

Over 20,000 2

Number of Libraries

6

27

DATES OF MERGERS

Date Number of Libraries

1970s 23

1960s 12

1950s 4

1940s 2

1930a 1

1920s 5

1910a 4

Before 1900 1

(Kansas City, Missouri Library, the oldest combined library

in continuous operation, was organized in 1873.)
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SCHOOL SIZE AND TYPE

!In sad Member of Students Number of Libraries

Elemeatary & high school - Under 500

Elementary & high school 500 to 1,000

Elementary & high school - 1,000 to 2,000

Elementary & high school - 2,000 to 3,000

Elementary & high school - 3,000 to 4,000

Elementary & high school - 6,000 to 7,000

Elementary & high school - Over 50,000

Elementary, only -

Elementary, only -

Elementary, only -

Elementary, only -

Nigh school, only

dish school, only

Nigh school, only

Nigh school, only

Not given

Under 300

300 to SOO

500 to 1,000

1,000 to 2,000

- Under 300

- 300 to 500

- 500 to 1,000

- Over 1,000

LOCATION OF LIBRARIES

Location

Elementary schools

Nigh schools

X through 12 schools

'Avenel attendance centers

13

7

a
2

1

1

3

3

1

2

1

4

2

2

NuMber of Librarien

10

14

13

5

Community culture centers (at a school attendance center)

In buildings other than schools
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As might be expected, most combined libraries are located is

schools. Only a few are found in public library buildings. Others

are located in community culture centers which are usually a part of

or adjacent to school buildings. From evidence collected in this

study and from studies made by other researchers, more important than

the type of school is the location in relationship to its accessibility

to the public. Authors of some studies have remoter led that combined ,

facilities be placed in elementary schools because they are often

located near the centers of cummumities.

Not only is the geographic location important, but the

library's placement in the building is of equal concern. Of great

importance to public patrons is that there be no steps to climb, that

there be a direct entrance to the facility from the outside, and that

adequate parking facilities be provided.

A possible solution to the problem of placing the facility

in a school which is located is the country or otherwise removed from

the center of the community would be to employ the branch library

concept. Brendle, of public libraries are often placed is shopping

centers in order to make them more visible and accessible. The

Cincinnati Public Library is currently employing the use of small

island -type branches in shopping centers in that city. The installa-

tions utilize computerized cataloging as well as the registration of

patrons by computer. Many school districts operate, in effect, the

branch concept by hiring a library coordinator or supervisor and by

utilizing a union catalog of materials available on the district

level. It would seem to be possible, therefore, for the comb.ln...4

library to be located in a School, or schools, regardless of placement

in the community, if small branches could also be located in convenient

places, i.e., store fronts, community buildings, shopping centers,

churches, etc.
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Conditions Contritmtinq

to Librarl beam_

Number of

Libraries

Need for school library facility, only 2

Need for public library facility, only 13

Need for both school 1 public facilities 26

Need for school librarian, only 6

Need for public librarian, only 2

Need for both a school and a public librarian 11

Need for both a facility and professional staff 17

Small sine of community 1

New school with adequate facility to accommodate facility. 2

Not given 4

CHIEF AGENTS RESPONSIBLE Ft* INITIATING NERGERS

Agent Responsible Frequency

School personnel and/or board 23

Public library staff and/or board 11

Financial grant from government 9

Cooperative effort of both school and public personnel

and/or boards ..... Si

Citizen groups . 30

State level library departments or library systems . 3

Private donor

More than one agency 16
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It should be emphasized that planning should involve as

a representation of every segment of the community as possible.

`,Mime should also be a major effort to inform citizens about the

Aproposed merger well beforehand with opportunity given for citizen

involvemeat in all stages of the development.

All but eleven libraries function under some type of coop-

cematine board relationship or under a specialll, organized board made

,lap of representatives of tha school and public library boards. (The

,Amitter of resolving the issues of governance sod management is the

at important concern and it is the major determinant to the success

or failure of the combined library. Further discussion of some of

these issues will follow below.)

Here librarians responded to the opportunity to list benefits

of combining school and public libraries than those who listed

weaknesses and problems. Fifty of the fifty-two librarians offered at

least one advantage of the combined facility, as it pertained to their

communities. Advantages included:

I) Better selection of materials, print and non-print
2) Better reference and periodical collections for

students and/or public patrons
3) Library service for public pe-roan for the first time

Elimination of some duplicat4on of materials
:P Better use of financial resources
%, 'cider range of media sources including production and

k'deo facilities
7' Amended use of facilities
8) Better physical facilities including cractunity culture

centers, in some instances (The community culture
center concept is commonly employed in Hawaii and is
also utilized in a few libraries in Colorado.)

Librarians from eleven cozmunities volunteered unreserved

enthusiasm for the concept as seen from their perspective. The

following quotations illustrate their enthusir.al: "The success is

unreal, it is so great:"; "I honestly don't think our system has any

weakness"; "I could help sell our system to any community"; "The
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public has cooperated beyond our expectations and the cozmuoity,

proud of the facility." (A weber of librarians emphasized that

citizens were proud of their library.)

Fortytwo librarians listed weaknesses and problems which;-.

were of concern to them. Fourteen were concerned with problems

bad developed because the roles, responsibilities and administrative:,

procedures had not been defined sufficiently. (The matter of defining
the roles of boards, administration, and mployees has also been cited

as a major concern is almost every piece of literature dealing with',;%

combined libraries.) The matter of the often differing salary

schedules for school and public library employees is a related prObleek

that must be resolved.

The second most frequently mentioned problem had to do with

inadequate facilities. This was usually seen as being the result of

inadequate financial resources and the inability of the library

planners to foresee the demands that would be placed on the merged

facility. Too often, old library quarters designed with traditional

public or school programs in mind, have been expected to accommodate

new programs and services, with little or no change in the facility or

staffing. f.

Other problems cited included:

1) The poor location of the library in the building
2) Legal deterrents
3) The noise and confusion of the school setting
4) Lack of adequate parking
5) Inability to serve both groups adequately
b) Inability to communicate to the public patrons that the

library was, in fact, a public library
7) The geographic location of the library in respect to

public patrons (mentioned only one time)
8) Minor discipline problems because students did not view

the library as a school library
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9) Censorship of materials (mentioned one time)

A substantial majority--thirty-three of the fifty-two--
,

indicated their unreserved support for the combined library for their

particular communities. Programs were considered to be successful and

mere meeting local needs to greater extent than would be possible

ander any other plan at the present time. Most who expressed dis-

satisfaction did so because of inadequaGe quarters, staff and/or

bmdgets.

In some comunities, the concept has been employed as a tem-

porary solution to providing community and school library services.

The state of Wisconsin (Department of Public Instruction and the

Bureau of Pqblic and Cooperative Library Services) discourages

'implementiag combined libraries, except on an interim basis. A policy

statement, issued by the above agencies, suggests that such arrange-

. manta are feasible in suburban areas or housing developments which

lack any kind of public library service. Any such plan should

prescribe, however, ti.e ways and means to form two separate facilities

at a later date.

Specific prograom end State Sponsored Plans or Studies

Colorado

Eight combined cbaol /public libraries have been organised

La the state of Colorado. One library is located at Fort Lupton. The

library and school boards have provided cooperative programs of one

.kind or another to that com munity since 1929. In 1975 a contract vas

approved by the school board and the city council to form a combined

library. This facility, housed in a new school building, serves a

coammmity of 4,200 residents and 500 students. It provides limited

production facilities including a dry mount press, fluid duplicators,

a pbotacopy service- -all available to all patrons. The library is
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part of a complex which includes a theater, planetarium, multi- purpose

room, aid a television recording studio.

The Sheridan Library, located io Denver, serves a suburban

community of 5,000 residents and 600 high school students. It, too,:

operates from a new school building. Representacives from the school

district, PTA, city council and the Lion's Club, with assistance from

the state library and the regional library, were responsible for

planning and initiating the project. A full tine librarian and a,

media specialist are provided by the school during the school hours.

The public library provides a full-time professional and a full-time

assistant who begin work in the afternoon, thereby providing double

staffing during the busy time of the day. The public library personnel

staff the library during after-school hours.

Hawaii

The library system in Hawaii, which was organized in 1965,

was designed to provide equal access to all library media services for

all citizens. It is a state wide plan, headed by a librarian who

administers the program through six regional libraries. The librarians

divide their resources equally between the school oriented services

and those that ,re directed toward the public constituency. Several

professional and paraprofessional staff members, each with expertise

in a particular area of the school, public, graphic, or media produc-

tion services, are employed in each of the centers. Emphasis h:a not

been on saving money, per se, but rather on spending it more

effectively.

The library at Ewa Beach has been designed to meet every

information need. In addition to the traditional services offered in

most media /library centers, this facility also includes a theater for

live performances and for movies, filmstrips, and slide shows. It has

as auditorium and humanities room equipped with closed circuit tele-

vision monitors, conference areas and media production facilities.

All of these facilities and services are available to individuals and

groups from both the educational and public sectors of the community.
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The program is supported by thirteen staff members. It

serves approximately 10,000 people and is located on a school campus

complex accommodating over 2,700 elementary and 3,700 high school

students.

Illinois

The Wendell Smith Library in Chicago is a relatively new

program. It was planned cooperatively by the Chicago Board of

Education and Chicago Public Library. It serves approximately 1,000

children and all the residents of -^ighborbood community. It is

bossed is an elementary school whi sated within walking distance

of a high school, junior college versity. The library is

staffed by two full time teacher-ls nd a library assistant

provided by the school system. Three *anal librarians plus

pages and clerical staff are provided by tL_ .hicago Public Library.

The school-employed staff work regular school hours and the public

library staff works the same hours as other employees of the Chicago

Public Library.

New Mexico

The Woolworth Community Library, located in Jel, New Mexico,

began operation in August 1978. Jai, population 3,000, is located in

oil and gas production vantry. The school has an enrollment of 725

students. The $1,200,000 facility was built with funds given by the

Woolworth family, prominent citizens of the area for many years. The

major operation is also funded by the trust fund, but some additional

monies are provided by the city and the school. a library will

house 35,000 volumes and will accommodate a variety of activities and

programs. It contains a film and lecture theater, a children's area,

an art gallery, an historical display area, a kitchen, and a bobby

and meeting room.

North Dakota

The governor's advisory council in North Dakota recently

commissioned a research team to study the concept of combining school
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and public libraries for that state. They have been particularly con-

cerned with sparsely populated areas of the state which have diffi-

culty in providing citisens with any kind of library service. The

team studied seven school/public libraries which were already

functioning in tLat state. The results were not too optimistic. The

libraries did not provide strong programs; they were school oriented;

and services were limited to the school day. Most of these

deficiencies, however, could be traced to insufficient tax bases. The

committee did develop a documeni. which includes guidelines to assist

communities in building stronger programs. It is also available to

conmunities who may wish to argentite combined programs.

The community library in Oakes, North Dakota, serves a rural

community with approximately 3,000 residents. The librarian,

responding to the questionnaire, was quite enthusiastic about the

program despite the fact it is weak or inadequate, as viewed by the

state guidelines. The library was organized in 1925 as a combined

facilty. It is located in the high school, but also serves 360

elementary school students along with the 440 high school pupils. The

grade school students are brought to the library once a week for

browsing and selecting of books. The high school students utilise the

facility as needed, often checking out materials for their parents.

The public is encouraged to use the facility when it is open. (They

may enter directly from the street.) Some adult patrons stop in while

on shopping errands. Some sit down at study tables with the students

while others browse, make their selections and leave.

The Olney Community Library and Arts Center was created

through a federally funded program in connection with Title III ESEA

(Elementary and Secondary Education Act). The project was initiate:

by the citizens of Olney in 1971 as part of an overall community

planning project. Olney, with approximately 3,625 residents, is

located in the northern part of the state. Assistance in planning was

Texas
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provided by a 8ealtb, Education, and Welfare research grant awarded to

the north Texas State University. Funds for the operation have been

ceded by citizens and friends of the community, by a $50,000

*itching gift from a private foundation and from community development

fonds from IUD. The library is administered by a library coordinator

seder the direction of a nine member 0 soy Community Library Posed.

Salleries of one librarian, two paraprofessionals, and % of the salary

4$ the children's librarian are paid with school monies. The

kamoinder of the salary costs are provided with public library fluids.

Stab organisation shares other operating costs. All purchasing is coor-

Masted to eliminate unnecessary duplication. A strong reference

'Oollaction has been purchased and is available to all citizens for use

ilt the library and for the tele.i..anse reference service.

One of the purposes of the project was to identify problems

tad potential solutions in the merging process and in the operation of

eimbined libraries. The project further sought to develop a model

Mutt comld be used by other communities desiring to develop combined

facilities. It would appear that this project has contributed some

Inlay important information and data concerning combined school and

public libraries. A number of benefits, advantages and iroblem areas

love bees identified by those working with the program.

'Inertia

In response to inquiries about combining school and public

:libraries in Florida, the state library in cooperation with members of

the University of Tall.bassee library faculty conducted a study to

,-examine the concepts of cooperating and combined libraries. The study

*tweght to determine which concept can best lend itself to a particular

zonumnity in improving school and public library services. Findings of

the study indicate that communities able to support separate school

.Sad public libraries would not be able to offer any better programs

:ihroagb combining. The combined library does, however, provide a

";:yessibis solution for communities unable to support separate facilities
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offering minimum services. But such programs are difficult to imple-

ment successfully and must be subject to special considerations,

according to the authors of the report.

As additional result of this projecz was the development of

a checklist that can be used by community leaders interested in

developing improved library services at the local level. The documemt,

included in Phase Three of the study, is in the form of a

questioaaaire designed to aid in assessing a community's ability to

support library services.

Conference on Total Community Library Service

The report of the Conference on Total Community Library

Service, held jointly by the American Library Association and the

National Education Association in 1972, examines many aspects of the

problems related to providing school and public library services. The

report contains papers, critiques, and summaries of the discussions

and recommendations which originated during the conference.

Combined Libraries Outside the United States

Australia, Canada and England also combine school and public

libraries on occasion. A report issued by the Australian Schools

Commission in 1978 identified a number of facilities, called joint

school/community libraries. Many similarities exist between obser-

vations made in this report and with those made in studies originating

in the United States.

A recent study entitled The Canadian School-loused Public

Library describes merged facilities located throughout the provinces

and territories of Canada. Merging school and public libraries has

become an acceptable means, and often the only feasible way, to

provide any kind of adequate library service, particularly for small

communities in Canada. Of the 127 libraries responding to a survey

conducted prior to this report, 79% have been organized in 1970 or

later. As in other studies, the results of this comprehensive survey

and report confirm the importance and necessity of conducting a

thorough needs assessment as a part of the planning process.
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An extensive bibliography and copies of several agreements

between participating agencies are included in this volume.

England and Wales have also conducted recent studies.

Library advisors in the Department of Education sad Science issued a

report in 1973 which provided information helpful to those interested

is implementing combined or "dual" libraries.

Conclusions and Recommendations

It is my opinion that school and public libraries can be

combined and can offer good programs in some communities under certain

circumstances and conditions. The following matters are herewith

Offered as being of great importance and should be given serious

consideration by those contemplating or planning merged school and

public libraries.

1) Communities which already have adequate public and

school programs are not apt to provide better service

by combining already existing libraries.

2) Community sine may have a bearing on the chances of

achieving success. Evidence gathered in the course of

my investigation would indicate that the optimum

environment would be communities with 5,000 residents

or less. Important to success in such a venture is the

matter of communication. It would appear that it is

easier to communicate in small towns and rural areas

where the process is simpler and more direct. Usually

a greater percentage of the residents of small

communities are more involved in community life than

are their counterparts in more urban or suburban

communities. Community leaders in small towns are

usually highly respected with the capabilities of

pulling all resources together in order to achieve a

goal that will benefit the entire community.
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:i 3) Financial resources can be extended by eliminatiog dup-

licate purchases for such it as reference tools,

periodicals, and microform, while at the same time

providing greater variety of these same materials.

T1.4 only major savings that can be realised is in the

areas of land acquisition and capital development.

4) Of prime importance, and perhaps the most critical

issue, is the matter of governance and management of

the combined library. The areas of respoesiblities,

the roles of all who have any relationship to the

operation of the facility, including budgetary and

financial considerations, must be well established and

such responsibilities well defined. Boards, committees,

and individuals may find it necessary to compromise or

relinquish same authority in order to achieve a more

orderly and efficiently organised administrative

structure.

5) There should be an opportunity for representatives of

all segments of the community affected by the merger,

public library board and personnel, town or city offi-

cials, civic leaders, students, and just inter -sled

citizens, to be involved in the planning during the

very early stages of the endeavor. The planning time

should be sufficient to allow an assessment of community

needs and for planning programs to meet these needs.

To fail to include input from members of the community

is inviting unnecessary friction and misunderstanding

while at the same time neglecting a potentially

effective public relations resource.

6) Planning a combined facility should not be based on the

requirement or desire to effect great financial savings

in the area of personnel, materials and space needs.
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Too many cone:unities have attempted to operate combined

libraries with resources which may have '.'een adequate

for either a school or public library but not for both.

If programs operate effectively and continue to grow

and to serve a broader base of the community, more

budgetary allocations may be required, not less.

7) The physical facility should be easily accessible to

the public, but must also be adequate and satisfactory

for students. It should have direct access from the

outside, with no steps to climb. There should be

adequate parking. It should be functional and large

enough to accommodate quiet reading and research act-

ivities simultaneously with classroom and large

activities. provisoes must be mad fo: the security of

the school plant during after -{ hcol hours, if the

library is located in a school.

8) Sufficient staffing - -professional and paraprofessional --

to meet the minimum requirements as recommended by ALA

and other crediting agencies is of great iroortance.

The library administrator should have some orientation,

including academic training, in both school and public

librarianship. This person should have expertise in

budgeting and in the law as it relates to finance and

other legal requirements of public institutions. All

personnel should be committed to the philosophy of com-

bined school/public library programs.

9) A full range of programs and services should be

provided and he offered to all patrons at all times

while the facility is open. The separate functions of

the public library and of the school media program must

be included in the program. Tt-e hours should not be

confined to the school day, but should also provide
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opportunities for patrons to use the facility after

school, in the evenings, on weekends, and during school

holidays.

In conclusion, despite the opposition which is oftes

expressed and demonstrated toward the development of combined sebooli

public libraries, today's languishing economy will require school

districts and communities to examine the concept with more ("eases'

than in the past. The fact that there are now a number cf successful

combined libraries in operation and that there is a body of literature

and practical experience from which to draw should insure that the

future will see the extension of library service to the people of all

Ales in the United States. Those who are willing to accept the

challenge to innovate or try new or different approaches may find the

results to be highly beneficial to all who are concerned with school

and library facilities at the local level.
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VIEWS OF SCHOOL-PUBLIC LIBRARY
COOPERATION FROM THE NATIONAL LEVEL

Shirley C. Mills, Executive Secretary
Public Library Association/American Library Association

There are some things going an at the national level that

are relevant to school and public library cooperation in urban and

suburban areas as well as in the rural community: 1) an increased

awareness of grass root activities in school and public library co -

operatioa; 2) an awareness of needed research to address the subject

sad as effort to promote the development of a proposal to provide the

funding; 3) au ever increasing number of statements supporting the

concept; 4) and the production of a manual entitled A Planning Process

for Public Libraries with an awareness of its implications for planning

community library and information services.

Ny personal professional experience for six years was in

rural public library service in Vest Virginia. I personally recognized

inmedistely that there was no need to compete with others attempting

to provide smiler services, but rather there was a need to cooperate

wherever and whenever it was adeinistratively and legally possible.

It is that perspective that I brought to my position at ALA as Execu-

tive Secretary of the Public Library Association.

Within a few months of working with Alice Fite, Executive

Secretary of AASL, I became aware of the broader questions and needs

in this area of cooperation from a national perspective. Alice and I

talked about it oftenand within ALA that can be a beginning. During

the past few years the ALA has organized opportunities for the issue

of school and public library cooperation to be addressed by groups

within the Association. When two divisions- -the Association of State
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Library Agencies and the Health and Rehabilitative Library Services

Rivision--were combined into what is new known as the Association of

Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA), one of its charges

was identified as representing multi -type library cooperatives. Wben

a new section was organized within PLA--the Public Library Systems

Section --one of its charges was to encourage improved library service

through the participadon of public libraries in multi-type library

system's.

In 1979 the Public Library Association issued The Public

Library Mission Statement and Its Imperatives for Service. The

Bissios Statement mandates Co, following changes:

The Hinimme Standards for Public Library Systems, 1956,

recommended the creation of regional public library

systems; Imperatives for Service proposes multi-type

library structures to coordinate public libraries and

public library systems with all school, academic, and

special libraries it a region. These regional multi-

type systems must be affiliated with state, multi-state,

and national networks. (p.I1)

In an effort to initiate public library - school library

cooperation, I spoke first with Hrs. Fite; then I had follow-up

discussions with the PLA President, Ronald Dubberly. An effort was

made to identify someone who could accept the concept of cooperation

between the two types of libraries, organize a functioning committee,

and develop proposal for implementing a program. Two such persons

were identified; during conversations with each, both gave their

endorsement and full support that this was a legitimate and important

question to be addressed on the national level by PLA and AASL.

However, both individuals declined to chair such an effort owing to

important personal commitments. Both individuals gave additional

time to supply the PLA Office with names and to cite studies that

would be important in developing such a proposal.

1 S1
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The subject continues to be a legitimate and valid area for

`11,1k activity. fever, it must always be remembered that ALA and its

111Svisions ere made up of volunteer membership. In a year I have

lammed whet I did not appreciate as a memberthe division offices

laze limited by staff to implement the many tasks for which they are

respemeible. Sack new activity mast be viewed in terms of its time

'/Illairemosup *skin it even more important to have committee or task

force theirs that organize and carry out their charges. A research

Araposal is no small task.

The Public Library Association has developed a managerial

.:80421 that has broad implications for cooperation between all types of

"'libraries in a community-- A Planning Process for Public Libraries. I

provide a brief history of the Planing Process.

In 1974, the PLR, Goals, Guideiinea, and Standards Cummittee

develsped a proposal for preparation of an instrument for public

libraries "which will enable thee to 1) understand the particular

reemmaity they are serving; 2) choose objectives in the light of that

moderstaiding; and 3) measure the degree to which these objectives are

being set." "The Process of Standards Development for Community

Library Services" wee funded in 1977 by MOE under the SEA Title II-13

-ftseartb and Demonstration Program.

That two year effort is now complete and the resultin,

Onmnal will be published by ALA in the spring of 1980. Anyone can

purchase it from the ALA Order Department. The manual will make it

possible for a public library to plan effectively without spending

large amounts of time deciding how to proceed.

The manual will show public library planning committees

bode up of library staff and citizens from the community) how to

iiiplement the planning process through seven steps:

1. Assessing the commusity and library environment

2. Determining the mission of tbe library in the community
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3. Evaluating current library services and resource,

4. Setting goals, objectives, and priorities

5. Developing and evaluating strategies for change

6. Implementing the strategies

7. Monitoring and evaluating progress toward goals

I spoke with Eugene ?amour, Principal Investigator for the

Project, about my visit to Clarion and about the implications of the

Pisani** Process for school and public library cooperation. Hr.

Valmont agreed that as public libraries became involved is the

Planning Process it would mean more than planning for public library

service; it would mein planning for community library service. And

because the planning process is cyclical, it provides one avenue to

ever- increasing cooperation between all types of libraries.

This past week, I was in Minneapolis, Minnesota, with the

PLA President, Ronald Dubberly, the PIA Vice-President, Robert Rohlf,

the Chair of the Goals, Guidelines and Standards Committee, Charles

Robinson, and Mary Jo Lynch, the Director of the ALA Office of

Research. A program at that time was developed to disseminate the

information about the planning Process through the ALA Conference in

New Tort in 1980. We will also provide three regional programs between

July 1980 and December 1980. A priority in registration for the

one -day programs will be allotted to people from the state libraries.

A second priority will be to teams of two or more persons from ome

community. I would hope to see school librarians in those teams. In

addition, we will be putting on three training workshops, i.e., two to

three day sessions presented by King Research, Inc. in different sites

throughout the country.

The reaction that I get and that I have myself is, "Mow will

the Planning Process help small and rural public libraries ?" We don't

know. Vs have tested the program in three sites in small libraries,

but those small libraries were in regional systems that had access to
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a data coordinator who is a very important person in the process. If

a library were not part of a regional system, it would have the state

library to rely upon. That is 'why we are planning to give state

library personnel a priority; state library consultants can learn the

Planning Process.

use are also in the process of writing a proposal for a

public library planning officer within the PLA Office who would offer

short teem consulting services free. Services on the phone would be

completely tree. If you wanted this individual to come into your

community, you would have to provide his expenses. I would appreciate

very much any comment you night have about the proposal while I an

here. What would you expect as a small public library if you did not

have access to state consulting services? What would you like for

this person to be able to do? This type of infoceatioa would be very

helpful as we put the proposal together.

Another aspect of the proposed consultative services has

been implemented within the last week. There is need to collect data

from those libraries ubo decide to participate in the pladning process.

Nary Jo Lynch of the Office of Research at ALA developed a preliminary,

simple method to collect data from those libraries who participate in

the beginning stages. It's particularly important to us that small

public libraries and rural public libraries participate so that we can

begin to understand more about this process that we have developed.

It's a cyclical process, and if there is any validity to it, it will

have to be revised. The only way it can be revised is to have under-

steadies of its effectiveness in the field, i.e., what it really means

to a librarian using it. It's very easy for researchers, who don't

work on a day to day basis with you, to have one concept of your

problems and for you to have another.

It's very easy, the longer you stay at ALA, to forget what

it was like to work in a library and to actually deo! with the

problems in your community. Therefore, we are going tc need your

assistance as we move along on this.
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Again, whom it comes to cooperation, I believe that it is

built into the 'loaning process. I persoeally thinl that any public

library that began this program would be very foolish not to bring

sews* from the school system into the planning process.
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In the past ten years or so, new rivulets of research inter-

ests and professional pursuits have bees branching off from the

msinstresm of American history. Nany individuals who misht in

1970 have expected to be teaching history or conducting documen-

tary research have found themselves engrossed in projects which

focus primarily on materials, details, trends, and events far

removed from what they or their own teachers had been used to

considering. The fields of local and public history -- history

outside the academic arena, associated with archives, museums,

and government aria private agencies - -are often the vehicles for

these new undertakings, and rural areas art. providing the setting

for much of the investigative activity accompanying this kind of

u-rk.

Be it of a public or strictly academic nature, part of the

explanation for these new trends in the study of history has been

the increasing awareness of what sliifacts, or "material culture,"

can tell the historical researzher. Artifacts are the unwritten
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documents of culture, the results of ideas manifested in things

made by human beings. Buildings, decorative objects, clothing,

and tools all represent elements of cultural behavior and are

coming more and more into use in aiding historians to understand

how people lived, worked, dressed, and amused themselves, bow

they solved their perceived material needs, and what solutions

they developed to the problems and puzzles of their everyday

existence.

Equally important has been the popularity of historic

preservation and the way it has directed research interests to

older architecture. Using some of the methodology of material

culture, preservationists and scholars are examining the design

elements of older buildings and the technology which produced

them. They are raising questions concerning the practical

matters of older architecture's relative soundness and energy-

efficiency over that of new buildings, as well as pursuing the

more humanistic themes of the historical trends in design and the

social statements which perhaps the owner or builder of the

house, store, office, church, or school intended the structure to

make.

In addition, a new understanding is upon us, in piecing

together the social fabric of our past, of the importance of the

day-to -day lives of ordinary people. Often we can best learn

from the past and understand the intricacies of our present

society if we can examine the social, economic, and cultural

phenomena associated with people such as ourselves who happened

2



to have lived in previous centuries. Historians are beginning to

ferret out documentary and artifactual evidence of the way our

ancestors lived and to interpret these clues as part of a broader

framework is reconstructing America's backgrounds.

Finally, historians are also realizing what a wealth of

information exists in the countryside and in small towns about

those elements which are necessary to consider in assembling that

picture of the past. Urban history, rural sociology, and folk-

lore are disciplines which are well-recognized, yet the social

history of the small town is a new theatre for the scholar of

material culture and local history and requires, perhaps, some

more subtle methods of examination and interpretation, as well as

a new assemblage of source material.

Research projects involving and influenced by the above

factors may brine a new challenge to the rural librarian. The

purpose of this essay is to give some examples of the kinds of

research these "new" historians do and the varieties of sources

they r y need, so that librarians in rural areas may be forewarned

about these curious kinds of undertakings.

Currently, an extremely popular type of study taking place

in rural areas is "The Survey," that is, a systematic study of

the older architecture in a county or other municipality. Most

states have organized survey programs which are federally funded

and operate at the local level. The goals of the survey are to

collect information on the age, style, building materials, and
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local significance of older structures in order to define those

buildings which should be considered in any comprehensive plan

for renewal, redevelopment, or reclamation, and to widen public

amsremeas of the "bni3t resources" in the landscape- -their

aesthetic coutributios to our surroundings as well as their

importance as part of the local heritage. This is a most general

definition of an historic buildings survey. Often the surveys

are very specific in their themes; for example, the surveyor may

be pinpointing the one -room school houses in a particular area or

the farm buildings of a certain type and function. The surveyor

say be looking at demographic patterns in a county as reflected

in the earliest houses built by, for instance, the first German

or Welsh settlers. He or she may be specifically interested in

industrial sites--factories, warehouses, mines. Also, the survey

may have as its subject the development of commercial areas

stores and offices--in the area of study.

Another kind of research project has to do with what is

known as "historic site interpretation." This ir the activity

which takes place at history museums and places of historical

significance and involves the projection of historical accuracy

to the visiting public. Research associated with such museum

operations may focus on various aspects of life in the past,

usually within the "interpretive period" of the museum, that is,

the dates between which the site supposedly functioned most im-

portantly in ...story (the interpretive period of Colonial



Williamsburg, for example, is the mid-eighteenth century). Re-

searchers may be investigating the roles of men, women, children,

servants; crafts and trades, dress, eating habits, religious and

other social customs; medicine, farming, or education. They will

probably be making use of rural repositories if rural life is at

all pertinent to the museum's interpretive thrust.

Students and scholars of material culture, or those inter-

ested in a specific aspect of local history, may also consult

rural library sources when they write papers, articles, and books.

Their proposed topics may mirror those mentioned above; they may

also be more theoretical or even more thorough, depending on the

nature of the expected fionl product of their work. These re-

searchers will probably require the same sources and services that

museum personnel or surveyors will be interested in using. They

will want to know what the library holdings are, perhaps to be

reminded of which other local repositories they might visit, and

to be steered to the proper reference tools. Because of the new-

ness of the historical methods associated with these kinds of

topics, many researchers will be rather uncertain as to the cost

suitable sources for their studies; on the other hand, they may

know exactly what they are looking for but will probably require

the librarians' assistance in locating appropriate materials,

many of which may seem quite obscure. Depending on the research

questions involved, such sources may be very wide-ranging indeed.
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Suppoae a researcher were conducting a survey of one-room

school houses in a particular county. He or she has seen a few

of the dotting the landscape, knows that some have been con-

verted to houses at Hives, and is interested in the trends in

rural education of the area as reflected in the school buildings.

Where can the study begin?

A helpful start to determine where the various schools were

located might be to examine an historical atlas of the county, if

one exists, supplemented by the county history, if there is one.

The researcher will then need to refer to books on the history of

education and of rural school architecture. Right away this may

necessitate an interlibrary loan request, because many of the

most useful sources on such subjects are the design books of the

nineteenth century, often not among the holdings of the average

library, rural or not. Any information on prevalent local

building materials and the distribution of wealth and population

in the county over time will be of use to the researcher in

testing such hypotheses as, for instance, whether wood plank

schools existed in communities less well-to-do than those where

the schools were made of brick with fancy stone decoration, or

when the school houses were abandoned in favor of modern consoli-

dated complexes. The librarian might assist the researcher by

direr-ins him or her to the local school board office to track

down information of this kind.



Perhaps the library has a photographic collection, or maybe

the librarian knows a local resident who might allow the re-

searcher to ref his or her old photographs and who would be

willing to share some reminiscences of school days "way back

when." Oral sources are important in this kind of work, and the

researcher will always appreciate being referred to an individual

who can relate some information from personal experience. The

photos may help document changes made to the structure; if they

are dated, they can assist the researcher in determining when the

building was used, or ceased to be used, as a school.

Both researchers and librarians need to be aware of the

kinds of documents to be consulted at the county court house.

Deeds, wills, and inventories may all be useful in documenting

some aspect of the past which occurred at the local level.

Costume research associated with a mel..eum operation whose inter-

pretive period is before the invention of photography provides an

intriguing example.

Let us say that the staff of a "living history" museum re-

flecting the daily life of the late eighteenth century wishes to

costume those who are acting out the roles of the people who might

have lived and worked in the period and region the museum re-

presents. Without being able to examine photographs, what other

sources would be useful? Estate inventories taken of the

possessions of persons who died during the interpretive period

often reveal useful entries describing clothing and toilet arti-
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cles. Sopplementiag these court records with paintings, diaries,

and general works on the history of costume will bring about a

such core accurate depiction tf the dress of the people whose

lives and habits the museum l.q..T.ts to portray. Such records

bring us one step closer to viewing real people in commonplace

situations, illuminating the actual behavior and dress of our

ancestorv.

Court uftae re..-.urds are also invaluable to indivi'nals whose

projects have to do with the history of a certain community,

particularly as reflected is its architecture. In tracing the

history of a house, performing a deed search is often a necessary

exercise; the wise librarian will refer the researcher to the

Register and Recorder's office without delay if this is the kind

of project he or she is developing. Perhaps the library has soae

holdings having to do with the town's history--even a publication

prepared for a centennial or sesquicentennial celebration of its

fomnding. Town directories, listing the names, addresses, and

occupations of local residents, are useful sources and help the

researcher to identify the uses of certain builo.ngs and the

location of businesses and residences. Newspapers are a well-

spring of information on community history. Newspapers may yield

important material and commentary about a building or neighbor-

hood when it was new, if it incurred disaster, or if same notable

individual lived in or visited it. Advertiaenents for goods and

services rendered at a particular business establishment afford a



better ides of the kieda of items available in the town at a

certain time, how much they cost, and whether their availability

represented "progress" in the community. Muck of the flavor of

American history in intertwined in the columns of the local

press.

Clearly some of the sources the "sew" historians will re-

quire will be outside the immediate realm of library holdings.

Others, however, may be gathering dust in the stacks waiting for

the researcher and the librarian to recognize their usefulness.

Reference and circulation services in the rural library, however,

are bound to take on a slightly different coloration as librarians

are approached with the kinds of topics discussed here. Li-

brarians and historians alike are on the verge of making sone

very enjoyable discoveries about the local history of rural areas

and of furthering the development of a new approach to the study

of American history.

9
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INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION --
A PERSPECTIVE FROM THE STATE LIBRARY

OF PENNSYLVANIA

David R. Hoffman, Coordinator
Interlibrary Cooperation
Bureau of Library Development
State Library of Pennsylvania

I've used a variety of definitions of "cooperation" in the

course of fulfilling my tasks, some half in jest like the one in

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary of 1974: "a dynamic social

process in ecological aggregations in which mutual benefits out-

weigh the disadvantages of crowding." The same source defined

"consortium" as "the legal right of one spouse to the company,

affection, and service of the other," and "cooperative" as "an

enterprise of organization owned by and operated for the benefit

of those using its services." Perhaps tie most down-to-earth

definition is that for the verb "to cooperate": "to associate

with another or others for mutual benefits."

The first definition is not altogether inappropriate, because

cooperation is likely to mean that from time to time you may have

more persons in your library. You'll want to know that the

benefits of cooperation offset the crowding. The second defini-

tion indicates to me that you'd best be serious in your endeavor,

remembering that cooperation is by its nature a voluntary art but

the rights and privileges of the partners need to be understood

11



by all. The third and fourth definitions ought to need no intro-

deletion or explanation.

Mete that nothing is these definitions limits their applic-

ability to size or location of the participating institutions.

Libraries participating in cooperative programs may be large or

moll, rural or urban. What is important is the need or desire

to provide service and the willingLess to cork with others toward

that goal.

Ontual benefit, it seems to me, is what working together is

all abort. Like everything else we do in our libraries, coopera-

tion requires effort, and effort is measured generally by the

staff time it takes, the money it costs, and the results it

delivers. If it does not pay off in benefits for all parties,

someone, some library (sometimes, even all libraries partic-

ipating) gets stuck with non-productive effort.

What should be the result of cooperation between libraries?

Hy hands-down, no-competition answer is better service to library

users. That service may be access to a broader range of

materials, more comprehensive reference assistance, less time

elapsed between patron request and satisfaction, but it is the

user for whom library cooperation should be designed, just as it

in the user who provides most of our libraries with their major

reason for existence.

Very few of us are in the business of preserving, museum-

style, the records of history for future generations to use.

]2
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7lie benefits to the user should be evident in more resources,

a broader range of service, perhaps more hours of service, maybe

more sites for service. Cooperation should enable us to achieve

these benefits at a cost less than that necessary to do it alone,

in isolation from other libraries.

Cooperation is not free. It costs, but it should help us to

slow the rate of rise in costs.

The State Library of Pennsylvania has published two editions

of an Inventory of Pennsylvania Library Cooperative Organizations.

The most recent, issued early in 2979, contains data current in

November 1978 for twenty-seven district library center programs

and forty-four other library cooperative programs. We attempted

to include all organizations which had three or more libraries

participating, and if the organization were interstate in scope,

a majority of members were Pennsylvania libraries. Some copies

of the Inventory are still available, upon request, from the

Bureau of Library Development at the State Library.

We found that these organizations provided such services as

atcess to the OCLC network; access to other machine-readable data

bases; bihliographic verigication; continuing education programs,

workshops, seminars; cooperative acquisition; cooperative cata-

loging; cooperative processing; cooperative purchasing; inter-

library loan of films, monographs, periodicals, sound recordings,

and materials in other formats; interlibrary loan location

service; joint ownership of a film collection; literature

13
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searches; photocopy service; professional assistance to staffs of

member libraries; reference service for number libraries; recip-

rocal borrowing privileges; undergraduate borrowing privileges;

union catalogs of member libraries' holdings; union lists of

serials and of materials in other formats; shared use of audio-

visual hardware; group fringe benefit programs; delivery services;

graphic arts services; rotating deposit collections; and more.

These services have all been developed because librarians

have recognized the need to improve services and have found a way

to do so through cooperation in programs which have mutual benefit

for all the participants. They have studied choices, made plans,

sometimes changed course if what seemed appropriate turned out

not to be appropriate in practice, and evaluated progress.

Many of these activities are strongly represented in the

programa of urban libraries, but they are applicable to libraries

is all sorts of communities, in all sorts of circumstances.

Public libraries in smaller communities, school libraries, college

libraries, hospital libraries, wherever they are, exist to provide

reference service, information, facts, good reading, listening,

viewing. Their materials may be used in the library or outside

the library, and they may be used by individuals or by groups.

Their materials may satisfy educational needs, or recreational

needs, or personal seeds of any sort.

14



It is precisely because in rural areas there are likely to

be fewer libraries in a given area than is urban areas that the

challenge for cooperation is both greater and more attractive.

As librarians, we can--we should--make it a point to know

the resources, the strengths of other libraries is the area as

well as our own. A community library council, which has repre-

sentatives from all of the libraries, is a good way to begin. A

community library council need not be a highly-structured group,

but it should bring together the public librarians and school

librarians (these two are in almost every community), college

librarians, hospital librarians, law librarians, church librar-

tans, and others. The council could provide a means for all the

librarians to get to know what resources are available, what

services are provided, what unmet needs the librarians perceive.

It is a safe bet that in some communities, at least, having the

council hold its meetings in different libraries in turn would

give some librarians their first visit to some of the other

libraries.

Can you direct a layman to a hospital library if he wants to

borrow a medical book which 701 at the public library do not have

Have you talked about this with the librarian at the hospital?

What about law libraries' Do you know what a patron of the

public library can get from the County Lew Library?

What resources does the high school library have which can

be made accessible to persons not connecteu with the school?

15
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Participation in meetings of a comauoity library council can

help each librarian know better bow to refer patrons as well as

bow to locate materiels or special services for patrons. A council

can help in promotion of library services because it represents

all libraries in the commuaity and not just a segment. Through a

council, librarians might also explore ways to establish group

purchase contracts for supplies or books or other it to stretch

library budget dollars.

A public library participating in a system is involved in a

cooperative program, since systems do allow residents to use any

participating library. Among libraries not in the same system,

"reciprocal borrowing" programs can be established when libraries

and their boards agree to honor the cards of borrowers validly

registered at another library.

Nany systems have delivery services linking their members;

libraries not in systems may want to explore a variety of options

for delivery of materials between libraries, among them delivery

iwrvice offered by the district library center, the intermediate

unit, or the school district. District centers, intermediate

units, and school districts all have the legal authority to enter

into contracts with other organisations to provide or receive

service.

Frequently, programs which cost relatively little can pay

off in a big way with improved service. Most libraries have

typed lists of periodicals currently received or held in back

16
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file; depositing copies of those lists in other libraries in the

area can help all libraries to expand their services. Some

library systems are making plans to produce microfiche copies of

their catalogs so that any system user can check the entire

holdings of the system at any system library; making duplicate

copies of the microfiche catalogs at little expense for deposit

in school or college or special libraries can help both to

increase appreciation for the services of the public library

system and to expand services through any library in the area.

Bost Pennsylvania libraries are familiar with the Pennsyl-

Vella Interlibrary Loan Code, published in 1979 and by mid-1980

endorsed by formal action of nearly 000 libraries of all sorts

throughout the state. This Code includes suggested patterns for

placing and routing requests and sets forth procedures for all

types of libraries to make use of interlibrary loan services.

Grant fuads from the State Library supported the preparation of

the Code; copies are available on request from the Bureau of

Library Development. Workshops to assist librarians in the

practice of interlibrary loan were held in April 1900 in six

locations; nearly 400 persons from all types of libraries par-

ticipated.

State Library grant funds have assisted in the establishment

and continuing support of the statewide delivery system provided

by the Interlibrary Delivery Service of Pennsylvania (IDS). IDS

cervices reach twenty-three of the district library centers, some

special libraries, and nearly eighty college and uniaersity lib-

17
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metes across the state. Libraries of all type are eligible to

join. For the ,smeller public library whose interlibrary loan

requests are forwarded outside its area by the district library

center, IDS can bring materials promptly from any part of the

state.

State Library grant Lunds have been used to support partici-

pation by the District Library Centers in the OCLC, Inc., network

services, through two Pennsylvania-based networks, PALINET and

the Pittsburgh Regional Library Center (PRLC). District Centers

have the capability, with OCLC, of providing cataloging for local

libraries in their districts and are able to use the networkle

computer capability to 1.:ate materials for interlibrary loan and

to transmit requests for such loans and maintain relevant records

of the transactions.

The State Library is committed to helping improve library

service throughout Pennsylvania. A major means of accomplishing

that intent is support of public library improvement through con-

sultant services of the Bureau of Library Development and through

administration of a program of state aid to public libraries.

The aid program, now in excess of $9,000,000, is based on legisla-

tion enacted in 1961. Legislation is being sought this year

(1980) to improve the aid formula and permit the distriSution of

additional money for the support of public libraries, public

library systems, and district library centers.

18



The State Library is also seeking the passese of legislation

(S.1204, P./1.14811) which would place in the State Library a re-

sponsiblity to encourage, promote, and support interlibrary coop-

erative activity and which would authorize the appropriations of

state funds to support cooperative programa.

In addition, the State Library administers funds under

Titles I (public end institutional library service) and III

(interlibrary cooperation) of the federal Library Services and

Construction Act. LSCA funds have been used in every county of

the Commonwealth to strengthen library programs, iuprove library

collections, and make possible improved library services to the

people of Pennsylvania. Announcements of the priorities for

application for grants under LSCA Title I are mailed to public

and institutional libraries in late winter each year; announce-

ments about the availability and use of LSCA Title III funds are

moiled to all public, academic, and special libraries, and to

school district administrators in late winter.

I said that the challenge for cooperation among libraries in

rural areas is greater and more attractive. The challenge is

great because rural areas tend to have fewer and smaller libraries

than urban areas, while the range of interest and .Alformation

needs of the people are as broad as in more populous areas. At

the sane time, it is attractive because taere is s greater oppor-

tunity to involve the total library resources of the area. A

commeaity library council, working to stare personnel and services

19



and resources to meet total comenntity needs for information, re-

creational reading, self-education, and support for formal

education, can make itself an asset to the rural community which

is seeking stability and a good life for its residents.

20
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RURAL LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION NEEDS

John W. Mead, Associate Professor
School of Library Science
Clarion State College

During the fall of 1978, staff members of the Center for the

Study of Rural Librarianship, School of Library Science, Clarion

State College, conducted no exploratory survey of selected rural

libraries to determine perceived information needs. Eighty lib-

raries were chosen as a random sample of Pennsylvania libraries

with urban populations of 25,000 and under. A total of forty-

eight responses was received by February 1979.

The following table gives the average characteristics of the

forty -eight libraries for which usable data were obtained.

CATEGORY MEAN

Actual population 4,785
Population served 10,520
Volumes (books only) 20,506
Operating budget 29,929
Per capita expenditure $3.11

"Actual population" refers to the population of the com-

munity in which the library is located. "Population served"

includes the population of other nearby communities (usually

townships) that are provided free service. Under Pennsylvania's

plan for library systems, there is an attempt t,.; provide service

to all areas possible and to aid cooperating libraries with state
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funds. Townships thus linked to a public library may contribute

little or no local support, and their residents probably make less

use of these libraries than the residents of the immediate cam-

umnity.

The survey contained questions on a wide range of topics

designed by my colleague, Bernard Vavrek, aq. me. The analysis

of survey results has been divided into two parts, with each of

us discussing answers to a particular group of questions.*

The questions discussed in this report deal with two areas:

1. Rural librarians' beliefs about the information
needs in the areas their libraries serve.

2. Rural librarians' reports of other information
services in their communities.

questions on Information Needs

Three questions dealt with the area of information needs.

The first of these was: "This is perhaps the most difficult

question, but please try to answer it as best you can. Do you

think that people in your area have information needs that they

do not brine to the library? Comment, giving examples." The

responses may be tabulated as follows.

YES MAYBE NO DON'T KNOW

40 1 2 5

* Bernard Vavrek's paper, "Information Services and the Rural
Library," appeared in the Spring 1980 issue of Library Trends.
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Rural Pemmsylvasia librarians seem to feel that their lib-

raries are sot fully utilised as information sources. This, of

course, is hardly a surprising result. We felt that question was

earth asking, however, since so many rural librarians do not have

formal education as librarians. Thirty-six of the forty respon-

dents who lowered "yes" offered comments about these information

needs.

These responses were of two types: (1) people do not think

first of the library and (2) lists of the kinds of information

the librarians felt were needed.

Of the first type, the following responses are typical.

"Of course they have information needs they do net bring to
the library, but there are people who just do not think to
use the library. We started out with a strike against us
since many people did not feel the library was needed."

"Yes. Many people are unaware of the scope or type of
services offered and consider the library only as a pleasure
reading source."

"Probably. Our population is a mix -- rural culturally
deprived; middle class; wealthy suburbanites...first group,
particularly young, extremely dependent on library
facilities... second group enjoys use of the library...last
group supports financially but seldom uses...most informa-
tion needs in first group."

"Yes, for a number of years library staff did not truly
serve the public. Therefore, they have been turned off, and
we are desperately trying to win them back."
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The second type of answer provided examples of the kinds of

information the librarians believed were needed:

"Self help, bobbies, leisure reading, gardening, travel."

"Information on social agencies, political information,
government services."

"I just had a man looking for a recipe for the old-fashioned
buckwheat pancakes that is 'used from' and 'added to' each
day. We found it easily, but as he left he said he had
about twenty other people looking for the exile thing."

"Recent patron was looking for addresses of companies. She
bad never heard of the Thomas Register and was able to locate
the information she needed."

"business information needs, e.g., Moody's, Dun & Brad-
street."

"Health care, merchandising, advertising, addresses
everything!"

Many of the responding librarians feel that despite the small

size of their libraries they have many resources that are under-

lined but are potentially of great value. Again and again,

however, they stated that the information-seeking public was very

bard to reach because the library was still viewed essentially as

a lending library for leisure reading.

Our nest question on information needs required librarians

to plunge even deeper into the unknown. We asked, "Could your

library at present handle these unspoken information needs?" The

tabulated responses are:

YES PARTLY NO NO RESPONSE
(or mostly) (or don't know)

25 14 3 6
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One respondent would simply have none of this and told us:

"How can we know this if we do not know what question' they would

be &skip- in the first place?" Far more of the librarians were

willing to estimate h,w well they could succeed in doing this.

Obviously, they felt that the kinds of questions that don't get

to the librlry are not exotic, but usually would fall into the

classes of questions that they could answer.

Some sample responses follow.

"Very often we could...we have a file for community infor-
mation... on all sorts of subjects...where to get help from
any community agencies."

"Sure."

"Since our library is an inio.mation center, we hope that we
would be able to handle at least most of these unspoken
needs."

"Given tine and money, we can handle anything."

The last of this group of three questions dealing with infor-

mation needs asked: "If your library could not presently provide

the information needs discussed (in the first question) what

additional resources (e.g., staff, reference tools, etc.) would

be required to handle these problems?"

The responses may be tabulated as follows:

RESOURCES NEEDED NUMBER RESPOND] G

More Staff 6
More Reference Tools 10
More Reference Toula and Mvrr Staff 9
Adequate Now
No Response 21

Refer to Another Source 1

Total 48

25
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Twenty-one librarians did not respond to this question.

Perhaps the step from estimating information needs to estimating

if they could be met and what additional assistance would be

needed was simply too long. Not surprisingly, twenty -Live re-

sponses called for more staff or more reference tools or both.

Questions on Community Information Services

A final section of the questionnaire dealt with other com-

munity resources by asking, "Are there any other information

services is your community aside from your library (e.g., an

information referral center, neighborhood information center,

telephone hotlines, etc.)? If there are, please identify them

with names and addresses." The responses are tabulated below.

011ER INFORMATION SERVICES NUMBER RESPONDING

Tea (more than one) 8
Yes (one) 7

No 23
No Response and Don't Know 10

Total 48

Nothing more clearly demonstrates the isolation of the

rural library. Fewer than one third of the librarians

identify any other organized information resource in their

small

could

local

communities. The contrast with the urban library is certainly

striking. The problem for the urban library usually is to iden-

tify the large number of information resources. It may be, of

course, that some of our rural librarians simply failed to idea-
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tip, the other information resources, perhaps even resources they

knew of themselves.

This survey, as mentioned above, is only exploratory. We

did, however, have some tentative hypotheses in mind. These

included: rural librarians would feel their library resources

were underused; rural librarians would have some ideas of infor-

mation needs their libraries could fill; rural libraries are

relatively isolated from other information sources. While the

information collected tends to support these tentative hypotheses,

this study is considered to be merely a starting point for

further rural library research.
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AUTOMATION FOR THE SMALL LIBRARY

Charles R. &Morrow, Library Director
Boone - Madison Public Library
Madison, West Virgins

In today's modern world there is no reason for even the

smallest of libraries not to take advantage of electronic wizardry

to make day-to-day tasks much more simple and effective. I

realize, of course, that budgets are "tight" and that it is highly

impractical for small to medium size public libraries to buy a

mini -mart system or to join the ranks of OCLC users; but, one

thing that is within our grasp is the IBM Electronic 60 type-

writer.

A basic typewriter is an essential piece of equipment in any

library. Sooner or later the old Royal that some civic-minded

business man threw away in your direction is going to break down,

and you will be faced with the seed to purchase a new one. I

suggest that if you are going to spend eight or nine hundred

dollars on a typewriter anyway, why not invest an extra three to

four hundred dollars and get a typewriter with a memory that will

greatly expand the ability of your staff to perform better

quality and quantity of work. I suggest that even if you do not

meet d new typewriter the ISIS Electronic 60 is worth your invest-

ment. If you are on a tight budget the machine can be financed

for as little as one hundred dollars a month.
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The typewriter'in itself is a real marvel in the business

world. It has the capability of storing frequently-used words,

phrases, paragraphs, or sentences. In adMtion, it has automatic

carrier return and automatic formating, such as, centering words

and continuous underscore, indent, column layout, and four dif-

ferent margin settings that can be remembered. When you add to

this a special library keyboard, a library typing element, and a

card carrying platen you have a real wonder machine that is an

answer to your prayers.

711e most obvious use of this typewriter, and the major

reason that I bought one for our library, is for producing

catalog cards on books processed in-house. In this aspect it

has worked beautifully. Just imagine having the ability to type

a catalog card only once and then at the press of a button having

MP many copies of the card required in a neatly typed format,

unlike messy printed cards that were popularly used in the past.

All one needs to do to complete the set of cards for a title is

to type the subject or ;Jae at the top of the appropriate card;

this can be done when the typewriter is finished printing out the

memory to avoid the need to reinsert the card into the machine.

If your typist is crzative, he can also generate the spine label,

circulation card, and book pocket by storing the various elements

of the card in different parts of the memory where they may be

recalled separately.
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Soon after we received the machine, I discovered that it

comld also be as invaluable aid to us at the circulation desk in

sending out overdue notices. Using regular prestamped postal

cards, we would type across the top FIRST NOTICE. Then leaving

suitable space for name and address, a message such as, "Our

records indicate that the following listed materials have been

drawn on your library card and not been returned. Please return

these items so that others may use them," would appear. This

would be followed by open space for the listing of materials; the

card was completed with the name of the library. With all of

this stored in the memory, it is then a very simple operation to

insert a new post card and type in the name and address of the

borrower and the list of materials borrowed in the appropriate

spaces. These items are also placed in a separate section of the

memory so that they may be typed on the back of a catalog card

that was previously destined for the wastebasket to create a file

of patrons with overdue books at the same time we send out the

first notice. The memory of the typewriter does have its limits,

so that once the card for the file is created you erase the name,

the address, and books borrowed and go on to the nest patron

having overdue materials.

Using the file created we are then able to send second

notices and invoices to the patron, using the typewriter in a

similar format. An importart step is to be sure to pull names

out of the file of delinquent borrowers when the items are re-

turned.
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Another area where the Electronic 60 has proved itself to be

of value is in better written communications. Nov when I want to

semi letter to each of my board webers, I Deed to type the

letter only once leaving adequate space for the ad sari. Then

when I go back to type the address, I add that to a section of

the memory; by having a second margin set in the memory, I an

ready to type the envelopes with ease and efficiency. This

feature can be used anytime you want to send letter to a select

grow. We also used the machine for generating mailing labels

prier to our acquisition of a copier that would handle sheets of

labels.

As you can well imagine the letter-generating aspect of the

typewriter was used effectively in lobbying efforts to our state

and county governing bodies. No matter how good your copy

machine may be, there in no substitute for a freshly-typed letter

that appears to be prepared especially for the recipient.

The sage application of the typewriter also was made in

writing letters to prominent businesses in the area to solicit

demotions. In a limited time of several days, we were able to

seed out nearly fifty letters. Prior to owning the machine, this

would have been a monumental task, taking from three to four

weeks, since clerks in small libraries are usually hired on

skills other than the speed of their typing. This one time pro-

motion brought income into the library beyond the original cost

of the typewriter. Increases in :ands from our governing bodies
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also give evidence of successful lobbying, but I would not be no

narrow to say that it was because of our typewriter.

In a brief statement I have outlined some of the uses I have

found for the IBM Electronic 60 typewriter. Please understand

that I an nvt. trying to sell the IBM model. It is quite possible

that other companies have machines with similar functions. It is

simply that this is the machine with which I as familiar.

I an sure there are many additional uses for the machine;

the reader will discover these as he works with the machine. The

major limiting factors are the number of characters that the

machine can hold (IBM's limit is 736 characters) and the willing-

ness and imagination of the people who operate the machine I

mention this because even the smallest efforts at automation need

some ground work if people are to use it to full at vantage. Even

before the new machine arrives, staff members will need in-

service training to learn about the capability of the machine and

its potential to service the needs of the library.
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MANAGING THE DISTRICT LIBRARY:
AN INTERVIEW WITH JEAN FERGUSON

Elisabeth S. Fulmer, Librarian
Clarion Historical Society

Hrs. Jean Ferguson, formerly the Director of Libraries,

Lower Herion Township, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, is now

the Consultant Librarian, Clarion District Library Association.

The following interview took place on June 11, 19$0.

ESF: Mrs. Ferguson, since you recently returned to

this part of the state after working in the

suburban Philadelphia area, what adjustments did

you find you had to make in your philosophy of

library service from that suburban area to a rural

area?

Mrs. Ferguson: I would say no change in basic philosophy is

required because when you go into the field of

library science, you go into it with the idea that

you are going to give the best quality of library

service to all the people in the community you

serve. So as far as philosophy is concerned, it

is the very same philosophy here that it was in

the suburban area. I would say the basic change,

though, has been in the approach to giving this
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service or making available this service tothe

people.

There are the geographic barriers that exist

because of the nature of an area where the popu-

lation is scattered or in small clusters, i.e.,

small towns. The geographic situation is dif-

ferent, so the approach is different. You don't

have at your fingertips the transportation avail-

able to share the services as easily as you did in

the suburban area. For example, there's no

delivery service between Clarion and Brookville

except through the District Office when the con-

sultant librarian is traveling that direction.

I find that financial support, funding, is

far different here. Looking at t - overall

funding, I find that the per capita cost in the

rural situation is greater than it would be in an

urban area for the reason that you've got to take

into consideration a scattered population rather

than a concentrated population.

I find that the life-style of this area is

different. The demands for library service are

similar but the life-style is different. This is

one of the re&sons we moved back here. The values

are different. This points up the fact that the
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Mrs. Ferguson:

approach to supplying library service, or making

library service available, is different- -not a

great adjustment, but an adjustment never-the-

less.

While the quantity of service in this area is

limited to some extent by mall budgets, bow do

you think the quality of service compares to that

in the other parts of the state?

Comparing it with the Lower Merlon area, I

would say that the resources here are inadequate

as far as research and reference are concerned,

and certainly strength needs to be built in that

area. This will be a major concern of my program.

I think as far as the dedication of the people

involved in libraries--the staff working within

libraries and library trustees - -the dedication to

doing the best they can with the resources they

have in the Clarion District is concerned, this

is the greatest resource: the people and the

dedication they have. I toil* the overall atti-

tude of the people in this particular rural area

is somewhat different from an isolated area where

people have had less exposure to education. Maybe

I should rephrase that and say that the educational

level is higher here than in some of the very, very
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isolated areas, so that expectations about library

service and what it can do for an individual are

here.

EBY: The expectations?

Mrs. Fergur,: The expectations are that the libraries are

there to be used, and they have something positive

to offer to each individual. Budgets are small,

as I said previously; appropriations from the

funding sources have not kept pace with the rate

of inflation which has been chipping away at the

materials budget. While resources are inadequate

for research and reference purposes, recreational

reading materials are as high in quality as in

other areas of the state.

ESP: Other than research materials, do you see any

other gaps in service, for instance, to specific

age groups or to those with special needs?

Mrs. Ferguson: Perhaps in the young adult area service may

be termed inadequate, but this is prevalent

throughout the profession. This is one area that

needs to be worked upon; something needs to be

done to reach this young adult area. We provide

good programming for children; we're doing more

and more for senior citizens and for the group

that falls in between, the adults from age 21 up
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to the senior citizens. But the young adults are

one group that needs to have some concentrated

effort made so that we don't lose them completely

as library users. Children's nervices need to be

strengthened throughout the district, and Clarion

County has applied for an LSCA grant with which we

can begin to strengthen that area; plans are being

developed in Jefferson County also to see what can

be done there within the neat several years to up-

grade children's services.

ESF: Have you had any specific training in dealing

with problems faced by isolated rural communities?

If not, what kind of special training do you think

would be valuable to librarians in such communi-

ties?

Bra. Ferguson: No, X haven't had any special training. I

think basic training to be a librarian is the same

for urban and suburban as well as rural areas. I

think perhaps if we are going to do anything more

positive toward helping rural libraries, we librar-

ians are going to have to look to the computer and

to what the computer can do to bring services to

the people in rural areas. I think library educa-

tion ocriools should begin offering such courses.

Any person going into library work who wants to go
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ESF :

Mrs. Ferguson:

into rural librarianship should learn all be can

about computers. For instance, suppose someone

needed census data, i.e., a small business man;

at the present time there is no central point

where he can go to raiser that information. If

we had one central location with a computer base,

OCLC or PALMY, to be a contact for this person,

he could call that central point and through

computers the information could then be relayed

to this person. I think that's one way to reach

out into these more isolated areas.

Then you see this as one solution to the

shortage of research material?

Yes. I think library education should empha-

size sharing among all types of libraries. The

idea that this is "Fin library, and I don't want

"Fam books taken out by you who are in another

library is no longer viable. I think academic,

school, special, and public libraries have gat to

band together in a stronger sense of sharing than

they are now doing. We've come a long way, but

we've got a long way to go to get the idea across

that there needs to be a greater concentrated

effort towIrd sharing. We've got to develop a

more positive attitude fox sharing.
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When I was in library school I 'did not

receive training involving techniques for doing

coomunity analysis. I think this needs to be

emphasized because change is coming faster in this

period of time than it did twenty-five or thirty

years ago. Librarians have to be trained to be

cognizant of more and faster changes in community

structure and attitude.

One of the ideas that came out of the Library

Services Act of 1956, which was set up to help

rural libraries, was bookmobile service. Such

service did a great deal of good in those early

years, but today bookmobile service is not the

full answer to reaching out into the more isolated

areas. The bookmobile is parked in the garage

more than it is out on the road. With the idea

:cloy of conserving energy, the costs involved in

even . bookmobile have proved to be pro-

hibitive. think the library scheols are

going to ha', to encourage other ideas--I men-

tioned computers. Perhaps outpost libraries might

be another answer. Baltimore County is accom-

plishing needed service thrcugh temporary

buildings, kiosks, with small rotating collections.

People get accustomed to using st.li fixed centers

rather than the bookmobile.
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ESF: in view of the problem of adapting to dif-

ferent economic situations, what changes, if any,

do you think should be made in &tate and federal

support for libraries?

Hrs. Ferguson: I think there should be change. The state

aid we get now is based on a per capita allotment.

There had been for many years quite a shift in

population from the rural ioto the urban arras,

and as that population change came about, greater

amounts were spent in the urban areas. So what

happened to the rural areas? They got less. Now

we see a gradual shift back to the rural; I think

all the statistics point to that. But it's not to

the extent that it's going to mean any great

increase in aid if we still continue to base it on

per capita. Perhaps per capita could still be

used but also have a differential based on "need"

put in, since the per capita cost of rural library

service is greater by the very nature of the

situation. The tax base is not available in the

rural areas as in urban-suburban areas, and that

fact needs to he taken into consideration. I'm

talking basically 4bout state support. If the

National Library ALx comes into reality, I hope

that there will be something written into the act
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ESP:

Hrs. Ferguson:

ESF:

Mrs. Ferguson:

that will take into consideration greater finan-

cial help for the rural areas.

In Ohio there is a special tax on securities

for state aid to libraries. Do you think there's

any place in the scheme of things in Pennsylvania

for special funds to be used only for libraries

like the lottery which was established for senior

citizens' programs?

If we had a special fund only for library

services, it would alleviate the need for lobbying

the legislators for appropriations from the general

fund. But where the tax would come from at this

point I don't know. Certainly gasoline is taxed

to the utmost. And I can't see the state setting

up a lottery for libraries.

Do you think there is a place for in-kind

contributions to libraries by either private or

governmental agencies to cope with these in-

creasing costs? For instance, the New Bethlehem

Library receives long distance telephone calling

as a gift from the telephone company.

Yes, I think there can be. Perhaps trustees,

Who represent the ccmmonity, could ferret out

these areas and see if something couldn't be done.

Volunteers contribute effectively but you can't
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Hrs. Ferguson:

EST:

depend on volunteer staff to provide the total

staffing that you need. If an industry could

underwrite one staff person, that would be a

tremendous contribution. Or if the businessmen's

association could underwrite a part-time person,

that would be helpful. If we had some businesses

to cone in and help with the design of public

relations materials, that would assist our search

for in-kind support.

If the local government body, borough council

or city council, were to provide whatever

services--water, garbage pick-up, electricity- -

that the city controls, would that be considered a

contribution by the local government in applying

for state aid?

Yes, it would. The CETA or Manpower or Green

Thumb staff members that we have working in li-

braries are called "in-kind," and are counted

toward local effort. The telephone costs that are

received in flew Bethlehem are counted as part of

the local effort toward state aid.

I should think there would be an advantage on

both sides because of the library's being a non-

profit agency. It just requires a little creative

thinking about who bn what services that could be

provided.
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Hrs. Fergnaon: Consider Gulf Oil which has just contrib-

uted two million dollars to the Cancer Society for

the study of interferon. If Gulf Oil could see

fit to contribute to a non-profit organisation, to

this cultural agency that sits in the communities,

the library, just think what it would do for rural

library service!

ESF: Even in a small community, if there is a

local paper, there might be printing se. ail-

able.

Sri. Ferguson: That's one resource that has yet

explored.

ESF: Costs are such an overriding concern we often

think in terms of dollars instead of in trade. We

may get back to a barter society with this kind of

approach.

Hrs. Ferguson: Yes. In many situations you'll find the

dollar isn't the answer to everything. We think

more money, more money, more money. Well, some-

times there are other clings that may mean as

much, maybe more, particularly with the dollar

being inflated so that we get less and less for

those dollars we have.

ESF: I agree you get less for the dollars, and the

services would mean so much more.
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Ferguson: One thing that counts significantly in our

library materials budgets are the memorials, cos-

tributioss that come in for memorials, or for

those haao-ing someone. These amounts raise the

materials budget tremendously and are considered

as 'oral effort.

1117: What do you see as special contributions to

community culture made by the public library in a

small community?

firs. Ferguson: I think the library is the focal point for

the community, and it is no different here from

suburban Bryn Maur or Wynnewood or Ardmore. It

offers continuing education, lifelong learning,

through its resources. It is an information

center, a referral center for different groups and

organizations that operate in the community; it

can be a central gathering place for this kind of

information. As for programming, I think the

library can play a unique position for different

kinds of programming: for children, for home-

makers, for senior citizens, and for other types

of continuing education.

ZSF: Do you have any specific goals that you would

like to accomplish as District Library Consultant?
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Nils. Ferguson: Yes, I would first like to sae better

funding. As consultant I'm in a different kind

of position from that of head of a specific

library in a specific coaraunity. But I think

there are things that I can help to do toward

better funding; part of what I mean by better

funding is better salaries for the people who

work is libraries. That is the area needing

greatest attention. The loyalty that our staff

people have, the concern for providing excellent

library service is a real dedication that should

be rewarded. I think that presents the major

challenge of this position.

A second challenge JP to do as such as

possible for public relations programs, something

I feel is greatly needed. We must get the word

out to the townships which lie outside the general

cluster of population that here is a public library

which has something for you. We need citizen

support, but we return that support many times

over in service to thy: residents. To change atti-

tudes toward the true role of the library is a

challenge. I call it a public relations program

because we have to convince people not only that

we need financial support, but also that we need

support through usage.
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Eff: You were talking earlier about sharing among

different types of libraries. Would you like to

see a more formal networking system here?

Btu. Ferguson: In the Clarion District? Most definitely.

he are beginning to do that by compiling a "union

catalog" of all the materials available in the

fourteen libraries in our district. Thea, by

telephone or by mail, we can locate the materials

needed and get them out to the patron. In this

way the district can begin to share mere and to

depend less on the Warren Library which at present

serves as a regional resource center. I feel very

strongly that networking is a viable activity be-

cause in the fourteen libraries we now have more

than 350,000 books. That's a fairly large base

upon which to draw, although some of those books,

perhaps tweuti-five percent, will be duplication

of titles.

We've also completed a district directory

ith lists each library, the address, the tele-

phone, the staft, the interloan contact, and the

special collections. We find that the libraries

have specialized to some extent, and we can build

on that specialization. For instance, Brockway

has an invaluable collection on Japanese literature,
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history, and art. Rieersburg has begun to build a

good collection on solar emery; they also have a

strong collection in religion as does Punxsutawney.

Oil City and Franklin plan to build a small

business resource/reference collection with an

LSCA grant. If we know where depth and breadth

occur in our district's specialized collections,

we won't duplicate that effort; but rather we'll

shore them. That's one way to stretch the dollars

that are allocated for reference and information

services.

Another service that we plan is a listing of

all periodicals and newspapers in the district with

the resources to go with them. For example,

Punxsutawney has the Reader."' Guide back to 1920;

that's a primary source to search specific sub-

jects, and even though we may not have the maga-

zines or serials at Punxsutawney, we can locate

them in other district libraries.

ESP: There is a marvelous collection of old bound

periodicals at Bev Bethlehem.

Mrs. Ferguson: Aren't they fascinating? While we know these

things are available, we need some kind of direc-

tory to locate specific items. Wow I know you

can print all the directories you want, but
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unless the people who are working with those

directories will use them, they won't be doing the

job they are desiesea to do. We will do some

Jemmies training with heads of the local li-

braries in how they can be used. I think we have

th_ resources in our area; all we need to do is

pull the data together so that we know what is

available. I think that there is more out there

in our libraries than we realise.

Another area we are beginning to work on is

more cooperation between public libraries and

public school libraries; hopefully we can bring

together the special schools and/or collections

that exist in DUX area, e.g., the Clarion Inter-

mediate School District bas the same boundary

lines as the Clarion District Public Library

System, so we may be able to develop an arrange-

ment and/or schedule whereby we can send public

library materials through the public schools'

delivery system. There are all kinds of oppor-

tunities out there; we've begun some planning

toward sharing of resources, but we need to delve

deeper.

Are you glad you made the move from Lower

Med= to the Clarion District?
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Ors. Ferguson: Oh, definitely! Yes, very definitely, not

only for sty personal life but for my professional

life as well. I find the job quite challenging

and interesting, and I enjoy the people with whom

I an working.



PLANNING FOR RURAL LIBRARY SERVICE

Nancy C. Ilea°, Director
Wistmorelaad County Library Hoard

Planning sounds like an animus term. To people outside the

smnagement profession, it has the sane impact as the tern, Library

of Congress Classification System, to g..,-librarans. But when

you think about it, each has a very simple explanation. L.C. is

a letter/number designation that places materials on the same

topic together on the library shelf. In the same way, planning

is really deciding where you are, where you want to be, and how

you intend to get there. Neither concept is too difficult, given

proper explanation.

Development of a common sense attitude toward planning is

critical to the understanding of the concept and for the use of

the several techniques in planning strategy. We all plan in our

everyday lives. For example, we make the decision that we aeed

new shoes. We know "where we are" - in need of new shoes; we

know "where we want to be" - in possession of a new pair of

shoes. The only thing remaining is "how do we get there" - how

will we acquire the new shoes?

In acquiring the new shoes we must decide what style we would

like, the color, height of the heel, what they will be made from,

and how such we are willing to pay for then. Then we must decide
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PLANNING CYCLE

Fcr Purchase of Shoes

Assess Your
Shoe Situation

Wear Shoes

Purchase
Shoes

Determine
Financing
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how we will pay for the shoes - cash or charge - and the pros

and cons of each approach. Once the decision is made and the

shoes purchased, we realize the decision procedure must be made

again in six to eight months! The process results in a circle.

This is essentially the same procedure you would apply to a

library situation - where are you, where do you want to be, and

how will you get there? You begin by looking at your individual

situation. What do you have, how well is your program working,

how long have you been doing it this way, who made the original

decision and when, am I going anywhere, or is there anywhere to

go? You now know "where you are."

Dearing these questions in mind, you must now choose "where

you are going." In order to get somewhere, you must have goals

and objectives. These are the things you want to accomplish and

an estimate of bow you will accomplish them. Goals indicate what

you want to accomplish and objectives give you a measure upon

which to evaluate how close you came to meeting or exceeding the

goal(s).

To illustrate, if you have a goal to develop adult programs

in rural areas of your service area, how do you determine if the

programs you offer are successful? Will you be satisfied if

program attracts twenty to thirty people? Your satisfaction is

influenced by the number you had previously attracted. Perhaps

if you attracted ten people at the last program, your new objec-

tive is to increase the attendance by 50% or by five people. In
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both instances you have a tangible means of measuring your

success.

Now that you know where you want to be, bow do you get

there? First, you begin by collecting information to help

determine tae best route to a successful end. This might include

examining demographics, sampling residents, assessing in-house

procedures, or querying patrons. You rest have a good idea of

what you are trying to learn and collect data accordingly. Don't

make the work too complex or you may ind yourself with reams of

irrelevant information. When using the sampling method, make

sure your sample size is large enough to be valid and randomly

.elected to prevent bias. Don't panic if the results y'u pro-

jected are different from those collected. Use those results to

revise. Look upon the results as new information and use that

information for better planning.

Now you have a direction and information to mold your

movement. It's like baking a cake. You know you vent to bake a

cake, but you don't know wkiber that cake will be spice or

chocolate until you assemble the ingredients. What remains is to

design the programs and/or services that fit your goals and obj-

ectives based on the information you have gathered.

After developing your programs and/or services, serious con-

sideration vial have to be given to the finances required for

impleaentation: do you have adequate time to develop significant

funiing, how much money will be required, have you been realistic
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in your financial plan, and where will you get the funds? This

by no mesas suggests that all projects will require additional

fumZing. Perhaps it might be a matter of redistribution of

current funds. Nevertheless, dollars will enter into your

design. Don't overlook staff time as a cost factor. Those

persons already employed amp be able to function in other

capacities, but what is it costing for them to work on this new

project? Being realistic about costs is an important element is

planning. Also be ready to explain why you have assigned the

various amounts to the various tasks.

Now you're ready to present your program. Of importance to

the step that follows is a means by which to assess the success

of your project. You can't wait until after the program is

totally completed to acquire information about it. Data collec-

tion most be an ongoing process and may be done by using formal

questionnaires or informal discussion techniques. It is also

important to look at the project as it progresses. There may be

things you viii want to change before the pronram concludes.

Don't hesitate to make changes as you go along. No plan is cast

is atone, nor can you anticipate all factors. Be ready to act

upon unexpected factors; be ready to act upon unexpected events.

It is essential to modify the project to satisfy new occurrences

so that the end result is a successful program. Always learn

from past experiences. The greatest hazard is not in making

Listakes, but in failing to learn from them.
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The program is completed, and it is time to assess the re-

volts. De honest about the results. You're always going to do

some things right and some things wrong. You moat analyse the

degree of success of your va.zram. What factors led to the end

result? Now could it have been more successful? What would you

do differently the neat time around? Would you do it again?

Does it need to be repeated? Again, remember that one of the

most important factors is to learn from the experience. Each

experience has an impact on how you approach future planning

procedures. Don't be afraid to learn. It feels good to grow.

The final step, one that completes the planning cycle, is to

analyse the situation in terms of the just-completed program/

service to determine if it should be repeated, modified, or dis-

continued. The librarian/planner is again at the stage of "Where

are we; where do we want to be?"
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PLANNING CYCLE

Analyze Your
Situation

Assess the Programs
and/ pr Services Developed

Present Programs
and/or Services

Develop Financing
Where Relevant

Develop Programs and/or
Services Pertinent to Information

Gathered and Goals/Objectives

Set Your Goals
and Objectives

Collect Information
Pertinent to Goals/Objectives
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RESOURCE - SNARING VIA COMPUTER
CATALOG: A PILOT PROJECT

Allan Gray, Director
Northwestern Library District
Mewling Green, Ohio

and

Nanette Vail Jewell
COM Project Officer

The following report describes a pilot project iu resource-

sharing through the establishment of a Computer-Output-Microform

(COM) Catalog begun in late 1979 by the Northwestern Library

District (NORWLLD), Bowling Green, Ohio. The objectives of this

project were to improve the quality and quantit7 of resource-

sharing among the libraries participating in NOMELD and to re-

duce the number of interlibrary loan demands made on one central

resource center.

The potential represented by such an undertaking was indi-

cated in a recent holdings survey, based upon a random sampling

of 500 entries contained in the last five years of Book

Publishing Record, taken among thirty-four NORWELD libraries and

branches. While no one library owned more than 8.4% of the

sample entries, as a cooperative system the libraries showed a

33% ownership rate. With the publication of a COM Catalog, these

entries and ethers could be made accessible thro., pout NORWELD.
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A broader context of the meaning of "resource-sharing" would be

instituted by the participating libraries. They would be able to

share their resources forming a reciprocal arrangement not pre-

viously available to the smaller libraries who had only been on

the receiving end. In addition, requests for materials not

available for loan by the central resource center would be

accessible. This resource center was not in a position to loan

recently-published titles nor would it request fiction materials

from other libraries if those materials were not available in its

ova collection. A unique opportunity for studying resource-

sharing was at band.

The possibility of undertaking the project came in the

summer of 1979 when it was determined that there would be a

surplus in the 1979 budget. Owing to the difference in the

salaries of the two project directors that NORWELL! had employed

that year, and the fact that an assistant had not been hired,

approximately $18,000 remained. To capitalize on these unspent

funds, a proposal was submitted to the State Library of Ohio in

September requesting that these funds be used to establish a COM

Catalog in microfiche form within WIRWELD.

In November, a COIF Catalog project officer was hired, and a

letter was seat to the NORWE1D libraries explaining the proposed

project and requesting that those interested in formally partic-

ipating in the project return an enclosed questionnaire. Note -

Liao as to the need of a microfiche reader was also requested.
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After a follow-up letter, responses were receivki tram thirty-two

libraries incorporating public, academic, and special iustitu

time which wished to participate in the COB Catalog project.

An initial investigation into the cost of this project was

broached with Auto-Graphics, Inc., Brodart, Inc., and Science

Press, all producers of CON Catalogs. Brodart, Inc. submitted

the lowest bid and was chosen. Inquiry into microfiche readers

brought about the purchase of thirty Bell & Howell ABR -VIII

readers in December. One Portafiche microfiche reader was pur-

chased from Fordhaa Equipment Company, Inc. of New York for Oak

Harbor Public Library which needed a smaller reader due to space

problems. The remaining library already owned a microfiche

reader. The purchased readers were delivered to the participa-

ting libraries in January.

This investigation resulted in the projected costs as listed

below:

Salary $ 2,050
Equipment 5,554
Contractual Services,

Brooart, Inc. 7,656

$15,260

After the cost of the project was ascertained and approved,

the compilation of the COM Catalog was begun. It was a long,

tedious but educational process. All of the libraries were re-

quested to submit listings of their current (1979 to the present)

adult non-fiction and fiction holdings. Eleven libraries were

requested to send in their retrospective adult fiction by authors

whose last name began with the letters A through E.
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Most of the current holdings arrived in a 3 "z5" card format.

The retrospective holdings arrived in card fore, on photocopied

sheets of various sizes, and even in typed lists. Each entry was

to include the author, title, publisher, publication date, and

the Library of Congress Card Number or International Standard

Book NUmber (ISBN), if known. When more than one library held a

title, the entry having the most complete information was used.

All entries were filed alphabetically by author when known.

Exceptions were filed oy title.

When the entry was available in card form, the card was

stamped with the two letter codes of all of the libraries. Those

codes representing the libraries having the entry were circled.

A numbered label was placed on each card which would become the

computer retrieval, mintier for changes or withdrawals when needed

at a later time. Photocopied entries or typed entries were cut

apart or retyped to fit a 3"4" format in paper or card form.

At a predetermined date, no more entries were included in a

catalog. Raving completed the processes listed above, statistics

were taken on the number of entries contributed by each library,

the number of non-fiction and fiction entries, and the number of

unique (held by only one library) or duplicate entries. The

cards were then sent to Brodert, Inc. In approximately four to

six weeks, NORWELD would receive the catalog in microfiche form,

accessible by author and title.
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In January 1980, a packet was sent to each NONMILD library

participating in the project. Included were the guidelines for

the use of the COI Catalog, CON statistical report foams, inter-

lase request forms, and a listing of the volumes contributed by

participating libraries in the first catalog. As stated in the

guidelines, the listing of the volumes contributed was to be used

in determining which library should be contacted when requesting

materials. The purpose of this listing was to equalize the work

load so that the larger libraries, i.e., in term of the number of

volumes contributed to the COM Catalog, were not always bens

asked first. The Alet was updated with each new catalog.

The first copies of the COM Catalog fiche were sent to the

participating libraries is late February. This catalog contained

3,052 titles, with a total of 6,298 volumes contributed by twenty

libraries. The second fiche including 2,310 titles was seat in

BArch; a third, cumulative catalog incorporating 11,714 titles

was available in late April. The fourth and last catalog in this

pilot project was completed in late June. Statistics taken from

all of these catalogs are listed below:

lot lad 3rd
(CowlotIvo)

4th Total

3,032 2,310 11,714 9,410 22,22410211, EWER= ('73722S)
ACTION 1,979 (65%) 1,645 (7311 1.245 (70%) 5,571 (39%) 13,026
16011-17C77ON 1,073 (33%) 665 (29w 3,469 (32(2) 3,139 (417.) 7,303
MCC% 1,693 (35%) 1.192 (52%) 7.036 (60%) 7,327 (SOW) 24,563

MEM= 1.339 (45%) 1,118 (451) 4,67s (40%) 1,883 (202) 6,562

L114 24121E5 PARTICIPATING 20 23 27 32 32

MAL VOLUM CONTRIBUTED 6,290 6,157 24,431 21,501 33,929
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After the random survey based upon entries in Book Publish-

ing Record, it was estimated that, at most, 50% of the titles

would be unique to only one library. As the statistics show, 69%

of the titles are unique and available at only one of the thirty-

two libraries participating. Admittedly, the diversity of

holdings among public, academic, and special libraries would

account for a large proportion of unique titles, but 69% seems

extremely high and of great significance to those interested in

the future of automated circulation systems.

The usage statistics, on the other hand, seen quite low.

They are listed below for the months of March, ApriA, and Nay:

March
(inc. last week
of February)

April May

BEMIS 27 25 17

25 28 15
TUBA VOWS 1 5 0
NOT ANSWERED

(end of month requests,
LIBRARIES USING SERVICE

etc.)
1

11

2

14

2

11

It should be noted, however, that the data base for these

month- never exceeded 11,714 titles, and consisted of auk, 5,362

titles or less for March and April.

All of these statistics can only be seen as inconclusive.

Access to the entire data base of 21,124 titles was not available

until late June and even then the data base must be judged small.

In addition, a time period of three months is insufficient to

determine the potential usage of the COM Catalog.
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Unfortunately, the project cannot be coatis led at this tine.

The costs of this project have been as follow,

Salary $ 2,623.50
Iquipment 5,324.50
Contractual Services-

Rrodart, Inc. 9,87400

$17,022.00

The monies allotted for the pilot project have all been

spent, and lack of further funding will prevent this project from

continuing. Letters to approximately thirty area foundations

seeking additional monies have proven fruitless.

In order to satisfy the requirements for a constructive

evaluation, a much larger data base is needed. Also, a usage

study incorporating such an increased data base should be con-

tinued for at least one year as the data base grows and the

participating libraries become more familiar with this interloan

procedure.

It is too early to determine the impact this project could

have on NORM) or the interlibrary loan demands on the central

resource center in this region, but the potential is there if a

constructive and objective evaluation could be made. The support

and participation of those libraries involved has been excep-

tional. Their resources are many. Resource sharing at local

levels can work if given the opportunity to develop and grow.

One conclusion that may be derived from the pilot project is not

to expect immediate use of union catalogs linking small li-

braries. We have laid the groundwork; we would like to see the

project continue.
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Readers who are intereated in additional details rrgardins

the project should coa.tact Allan Gray, PORiela Director, 251

North Rain Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.
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ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST A GUIDE TO STRENGTHEN
COMMUNITY LIBRARIES IN LIBRARY COOPERATION

Robert N. Case, Director
Lancaster Public Library

PREFACE

This publication is written as a guide to strengthen

the roles and links of a community library in providing infor-

mation. The premise of the author is that since no locSl

library can meet this responsibility alone, its administrators

and policy makers must look to using other existing agencies and

channels for support. While portion', of this manual may be

useful to many libraries, the final section is written partic-

ularly for local libraries in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

The terms local lit.rary and community library are

synonomous and ricer to the library which independent;y serves a

local community. This library has its own governing hoard and

sources 01 funding. Such Ja independent library may however,

he all inteljal part of a system 01 have direct or indirect

relationhips uith a regional or district library organization

establi:hed by law or membership requirements.

Thu trim information centers refers to the' wide

variety of agencies, bureaus, organizations and units outside

the community library structure. The practice of librarianship

Is not art] essential purpose; however, the gathering and
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dissemination of special types of information is an essential

objective in their mission statements.

The author assumes full responsibility for the

ambiguity and redundancy of some checklist items. There is no

magic to the number 100, nor is it important that all assessment

items be completed. What is important in ho, a library adminis-

trator approaches and responds to the special items.

Finally, the author expresses appreciation to the

staff at the. Lancaster County Library for the completion of this

manuscript and for the high level of library cooperation they

practice and exhibit daily in the performance of their particular

assignments.



INTRODUCTION

Effective library service in a local community does

not just happen because the library exists or laws and regula-

tions make the library adhere to certain standards. Libraries

at the local level vary from community to community. host have

evolved through the years with varying degrees of financial

stability, community support and administrative leadership.

How a local library administrator views the job, the

community, and the library that serves that community is part of

the message of this manual. How the library administrator can

take steps to increase the potential o these views and percep-

tions may be the value of using the as:es,;ment checklist which

follows each section of the publication. The purpose of the

manual is to o;:n doors to broader horizons, for more effective

library service at the local level.

Many local library administrators believe they work in

isolation. Often the community is physically far removed from

contact with other population centers, and the opportunities for

administrators to meet with other library personnel is in-

frequent. Limited budgets and staffing considerations may not

provide the luxury of travel and attendance at area or state and

national workshops and conferences. Further frustrations emerge

when the community looks to the Iola] library and its

administration to p,-wide the information that is tillrellt and

readily available.
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It is difficult to imagine anyone living in isolation

today. Through technology and electronic communication systems,

one is never more than a few moments away from history and

progress in the making. The emphasis on science and high speed

transmission of infcrmation and the concerns of the global

village have directed attention away from the rich human re-

sources, organizations and structures available locally.

Community library administrators are not the only ones

in the local area concerned with information. Outside the

library walls in every locale are agencies, bureaus, organiza-

tions, associations, and governmental and social service units

that dally gather, compile, and 4.:sseminate information as one

of their major missions. In the public sector these would

include: county extension agents; local government agencies and

boards; planning commissions and regional authorities; state and

federal offices and bureaus; programs and projects; local

schools, intermediate units, academic institutions, historical

sites, arc,:rives and county law libraries; commissions that focus

on parks, recreation, housing, land use and community develop-

ment, to name but a few. In the private sector there are banks

and brokers; business and industry; land title authorities and

professional offices of all

distributors and retailers;

variety. Further sources of

clubs, societies and leagues;

kinds; suppliers and wholesalers;

and trades and crafts of a wide

information cluster around service

cultural groups devoted to history,

arts, theater, music and education; and a wide range of social,
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health and welfare organizations. All of these and many more

share in the dissemination of information. Some may have highly

sophisticated ways to get their messages to the local community.

Some may have sources of funding and organizational backing that

far exceed local library expectations. With few exceptions,

most who administer these entities and Automation programs also

feel a sense of isolation and a frustration in information

sharing.

Aggressive action on the part of local l.brary adminis-

trators will foster an effective program of cooperation at the

local level with others who are involved in the information

business. Libraries have available locally, or have access to,

information from other sources that will he of great value to

these local information brokers and distributors. Working with

these individuals or entities will bring great benefits to the

local library and will in turn strengthen the community lib-

rary'L link in the chain and network of library coopera:ion.

The assessment checklist and action items in this

manual are designed to start the process of self-evaluat in and

continue to the assessment of the local library and community.

The process concludes with the local libraiy's relationship with

other library-related groups and structures outside the local

Area. Now this manual is nsed is up to each tommunity library

administrator and local policy boards. Some questions and task

statements in the manual may already be coma eted. The assess-

ment items will include some tasks that too be fulfilled with

-5-
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7.

relative ease and initiated at little or no cost. There are

many tasks that will take a long time to complete with possible

time and dollar investments not immediately available. These

items should be thoroughly explored, but not necessarily aban-

doned if they produce final results that will strengthen the

community library. It is recognized that each query and task

statement may lead to other action items in order to complete

the task. The task statement,. may also be altered and modified

to more closely identify with a local concern or situation.

This manual should be viewed as a guideline. The

assessment checklist is not mandated by law and should only be

viewed as a guideline. The assessment checklist is not mandated

by law and should only be viewed as one tool of many that are

available and in use. Completion of 'he 100 checklist items

does not in itself ensure an effective community library and its

role in the community or its strength in a network of library

cooperation. How a library administrator and the policy makers

of a community library use this manual may, however, say a great

deal about the effectiveness of leadership. The ability of that

leadership to assume and practice its responsibility to ensure

that it fulfills its mission statement is vital. But what is

most vital is that information to the local constituency is

readily, freely, and equitably ases1Rable.

4,0
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ASSESSING MISSION STATEMENTS

The role of the community library in the United States

has evolved from a loug heritage dating back to colonial times.

Then early settlers came with their few, but precious, books.

More often than not these books were shared with trusted

neighbors. As the hardships of the settlers eased somewhat and

villages became towns, there arose a need to provide places for

sell*. Is and learning. The early libraries were somewhat elite

as most were formed as subscription libraries in which members

paid a yearly fee to belong. The fees provided small sums to

purchase hooks and also provided for rent of far IttiCS to house

the collection. Then only members could use the hooks. Slowly

the concept of tree public libraries began to evolve as national

or local community benefactors provided private funds to erect

fac'lities. Some early communities were blessed with public

support from the very beginning. Today, %bile many libraries

still have financial support from private trusts and endowments,

their primary sources of support come from a combination of

local, state and federal foods.

The public library plays au essential role in a demo-

cratic sot iety. Free and equal ac crsa to iformityo of all

kinds is guarmitd by the Fitst Amendment to the Constitution

of the Lnited States and is essential at we .ere to govern our-

selves. make responsible decisions, and become contributing

citizens. There are toddy as many kinds tA libraries As there
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are special needs for information. Long past are the days when

life was simple and conducted within the context of a small

social and geographic area. Today our life in the global

village is immediately affected by events and decisions from

places far around the world. As a result we have now moved into

the Information Age, an age that through electronics and tech-

nolor: has brought new awareness of social, economic and

political issues worldwide to our local communities and door

steps.

Libraries will 1.1ay an increasingly important role in

helping citizens at the community level meet their information

needs. At the outset, one may view a small local library as

incapable of responding to such a variety of demands. This, of

course, may be true, but at the same time it is also true that

no library in the world, no matter how large its resources, has

ever been able to meet these needs. Early realization of this

brought about a variety of systems, networks, cooperatives and

exchanges of resources and services Ihe small community library

is as important a link in the chain of information gathering and

dissemination as the large urban, academic, and special li-

braries. The importance of these various links is to foster and

ensure equal access. Those are the key words- -equal access.

because one must or even chooses to live in an isolated environ-

rent far removed physically from great urban and academic

information centers dors not mean that with time and guidance

and the use of established channels, he or she cannot have

-8-
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access to information. As an administrator of a small community

library, you play a key role in the ongoing process of coopera-

tive library service. You have a responsibility not only to the

citizens of your community to meet their information needs, but

also to understand and participate in the existing and evolving

systems of cooperative library development at the local, state

and national level.

This manual will hopefully p livid*. guidance to local

library administrators in not only understanding their roles and

attitudes in cooperatives, but also their performance as admin-

istrators in the ongoing operations of a library. Following

each section is an assessment checklist designed as a guide to

respond to individual questions or tasks. The assessment check-

list is not all-inclusive and is viewed only as a first step in

raising one's consciousness to the broad spectrum of queries and

tasks one might consider individually in the process of further

developing the library's roles and importance in the local com-

munity.
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ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

1. Do you have a knowledge
or understanding of the
history of library develop-
ment in the United States?

2. Do you know the history
and development of your
community library':

3. Do you have the

history and documents
pertaining to the de,,,!lop-

merit of your community
library?

4. Ras the heritage of your
community library been
shared with and recog-
nized by the local citizens?

5. Do you understand the
importance of the First
Admendment to the Con-
stitution of the United
States as it relates to
the community library?

6. Are you able to articulate
the importance of the First
Amendment to the library
board and citizens of your
communi_y?

7. Does your library board
understand the First
Amendment as it relates
to the community library?

B. Do you have on public
display the Library Bill
of Rights as adopted by
the American Library
Association?

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Cocpleted Date
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9. Does the library board
have a written and adopted
policy on the role and
mission of the library
in your community?

10. Have you analyzed the
library budget to determine
what percentages come
from private, local,
state or federal funds?

11. What are the trends
emerging over the past
several years that are
changing the percentage
figures in financial sup-
port of the local library?

12. Have you and the library
board discussed these
trends and shared them
with citizens and appropriate
authorities?

13. Do you maintain a list of
queries or information needs
that cannot he met by your
community library?

14. Identify at least ten broad
subject areas that your
library cannot meet on a
continuing basis.

15. Identify at least five
ways in which you view your
library as an important
resource in a net-work
system of cooperative
library service.

16. ho you maintain an active
list of other libraries,
aRencies or information
centers which you have
used to provide infor-
mation for patrons?

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date
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Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date

17. Identify and utilize at
least five ways to inform
local citizens of their
right to equal access
to information.

18. As the library administrator,
develop, write and have
on file your philosophy on
interlibrary cooperation.

19. As a citizen, develop,
write and have on file your
perception of what a
community library should be.

20. Develop, produce and
disseminate a questionnaire
to citizens on what they
perceive their public
library to be. Analyze
and publicize the results
of the study to the local
community.



ASSESSING ADMINISTRATIVE ATTITUDE

Library cooperation works. The fact that it does is

due in a large measure to a large cadre of library administra-

tors and leaders and policy makers in the information field. As

the administrator of a community library, you are both on the

receiving and sharing end of many networks, systems and coopera-

tives already established. Just as you and your community

library depend upon these existing mechanisms, so do the larger

units depend upon you to keep the machinery of the library

cooperation moving.

It was not too long ago that many responsible for

library services at the community level were overly possessive

and protective of the lihrary's resources. Cumbersome circula-

tion systems and restrictive registration policies did more to

preserve the library and its collection than it did to provide

for easy and equal access to information for the library user.

Library adsunistrators cannot be entirely blamed for this.

rarly libraries were seen as elitist temples of learning for the

great scholars. A lack of funds made the books purchased even

more precious. Funding also affected the number of hours a week

a library was open. In many communities the typical patron's

response to the library about a needed hook was that it was

either "not in the collection, always out, or kept on closed

resrve." In !,ohie instances little Was done to correct the

-1i-
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situation, but fortunately in some areas creat-ve leadership

began to devise systems to share resources and procedures to

help other library units meet user demands. Library cooperation

is not limited to just sharing ut resources. Today it is

generally believed that no library car exist independently.

Increasingly library systems are designed t.i provide a wide

array of service and administrative functions either through

cooperatives or contractual agreements. Today most libraries

belong to a number of cooperative organizations which again

attest to the need and value of these structures in meeting the

increasing demands for information.

As necessity has often been claimed as the mother of

invention, it may also have bad much to do with the change of

attitudes for survival. This is certainly true within the

context of library services. Library administrators, frustrated

with the increasing difficulty of meeting infu'-mation needs of

library users, soon found it advisable to initiate new philoso-

phies and attitudes about collection development, library pro-

grams and services. While big is not always better, it can

often be more efficient and cost effective. Larger administra-

tive service units can also support auxiliary services funded

upon a broader financial base. Often the success of library

cooperation means members must give up some priorities in order

to receive benefits from a larger unit. Isere was a time when

library administrators and staffs were reluctant to relinquish

their special skills deemed s" essential to the practice of

-14-
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librarianship. Today through cooperatives, administrative

service units, and the use of technology, library personnel have

been able to apply their time saved on some skil:s to provide

more meaningful servirr for library users. Also changing is the

image of the library as only a place for hooks and print infor-

mation. While early library cooperatives were formed to share

books and print material, today cooperative networks include a

wide array of film and electronic data bases. Increasingly,

libraries are linked to other human resource renters and com-

munity agencies who share in and support the information needs

of a local area.

As an administrator of a community ;.ibrary it is

important that you can identify the trends in library services

as well as ways to make resources outside your community avail-

able to library users. Equally important is the philosophy you

exhibit with your staff and the community to encourage and

provide for the deve:opment of a more effective meaos of infor-

mation sharing. The assessment checklist which follows will

provide first steps in a self-analysis of tn attitudes and

responses of the library administrator who . is, among other

responsibilities, that of creating a positive climate toward

library cooperation among the library staff, policy makers, and

funding agencies of a community library.

-15-
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ASSESSMENT ClECKLIST

21. Identify in a listing
at least ten trends you
see in the future of the
library you administer.

22. Shave a listing of trends
with your library hoard
identifying ways these
trends will affect the
quality of service.

23. Identify policies or
procedures that may tend
to make your library
appear as an elitist
institution.

24. Identify policies or
procedures Oat may tend
to make your library
restrictive to users.

25. Identify at least five
ways your library may
reflect biases to age,
sex, or special groups in
the community.

26. Review policies or
procedures That_ tend to
promote biases in library
service in your community.

27. Identify at least live
ways your local library
functions as an isolated
unit in the community.

28. Survey library responses
to patron requests and
identity to ghat degree
the library is unable to
meet these information
needs.

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date
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Nerds Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date

29. Name at least ten local
agencies your library
calls upon on a tairly
regular basis to obtain
information.

30. Consult with your staff
and identify the ten
functions your library
does best.

31. Consult with your staff
and identify the ten
functions your library
does not do well.

32. Correlate items identified
in the two tasks immediately
preceding this statement
with the results of item 020.

33. Prepare a brief report on
the outcome of item 032
and present it to the
library hoard for review.

34. Identify the characteristics
a library administrAor
should have to exhibit
positive attitu' toward
service.

35. Use the characteristics
identified in preceding
task statement as basis
for agenda for stall
meetings.

36. Consult with d strict
consultants or county
agency personnel Lu review
data and Jmervations gathered
in local rtudis of service
and attitudes.
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37. Using district or extension
consultants implement plans
for inservice meetings
with staff on attitudinal
changes.

38. Visit at least three other
libraries to discuss services
and how these libraries
approach their service
problems.

39. Create a variety of posters
and memos for self and staff
to foster positive attitudes
toward service.

40. Review on a regular basis
progress made in library's
service attitude, then
modify, add or delete items
for continued progress and
review.

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date

.
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ASSESSING THE comitirry LIBRARY

The responsibility in administering a community

library entails continuous assessment of the collection,

services, programs, staff and facilities. Equally important is

the role of the library administrator in bringing the results of

these assessments to the attention of the library hoard, to the

community, and to policy and decision makers at all levels.

Because we live in a changing society, there will

never be the ideal. From time to time libraries are planned and

built that seem to be the model and answer to all library nerds.

But all too quickly these, too, become outdated and need to be

modifed in many areas. Libraries built ten to twenty years ago

are often inaccessible to handicapped users nor are they able to

incorporate electronic systems and new technologies. Informa-

tion changes so rapidly that whole new subject areas and classi-

fication schemes need to be developed. This new ii. ornation

also comes in a variety of new formats requiring new methods of

housing and distribution. While once libraries were deposi-

tories for information, they are now community renters for

learning and include a variety of environments and settings for

small and large group instruction :.nd classes. Spaces for

galleries and the local production of a variety of community

programs are increasingly inv,:,rporated in new designs. Many

large and not-so-large 111,taries ins Jude staff specialists whose

expertise IN not related to traditional library skills, but tali
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for competencies in computer technology, video and electronics,

consumerism, literacy, career planning, counselling, public

relations, graphic arts, preservation and community resources,

to name a few.

Continuous assessment of the community library is

important as a management tool to study ongoing operations of

the library. It is equall' important to focus on assesssment as

it relates to library cloperation. Library administrators have

fortunately realized the charging nature of library service. No

library facility will ever remain large enough, no collection

varied enough in size and content, no staff maintain the special

expertise, and no funding ever be totally secure enough to meet

growing community needs. While once libraries were specific

places confined to one location, today that same library has or

is enlarging its base to accommodate satellite centers with

related collections and programs throughout its service arra.

Increasingly, library administrators realize that providing a

facility and a collection for a central service area is no

Innger acceptable. The library must go outside its walls to

1,;.rve and to find resources beyond its own collection to meet

user needs and program demands.

A library administrator will easily recognize the

limitations of facilities, collections, staff and services that

a particular library' has in providing community services. A

wise administrator will take immediate steps to share these

limitations with others and initiate planning steps for assessing

-20-
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these limitations through a variety of options and alternatives.

The early results of taking these planning steps may foster a

variety of avenues that lead to library and interagency coopera-

tion. The end result might possibly enhance the library's

ability to become a more effective and accountable entity within

the community.

Initial steps for assessment might begin by meeting

with staff members in an informal manner to explore areas of the

library that need special attention. Following a listing of

concerns a more structured process could easily develop to study

areas that rank high on a priority listing of concerns. At this

time, it would be useful to identify individuals outside the

community library who could contribute special expertise to

problems and solutions. Included in this level of involvement

would be professionals from other library units and administra-

tive ageicies including county, district, regioril or state

library consultants. Administrators might also wish to include

individuals from the local community whose expertise in a special

field might provide an additional dimenrion and contribution to

a particular study.

Assessment is a long but essential process In library

management. Taking the first steps In identify arras of concern

will help to establish the breadth and scope of a local library

Assessment and will lead to delineating some broad action items.

The assessment checklist which folliAss provides a gilltiline to

ialtiat snore early study questions in the analysis of the con-



unity library. It is expected that the process of following

the assessment statements or queries will encourage the library

administrato., staff and community advisory groups to continue

explorations. The results of these studies should identity for

the local library its ability to become more effectively

involved in library cooperation and its ability to serve library

users at the local level.
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ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date

41. Work with a citizen tram
reflecting the point of
view of the user to identify
the positive and negative
features of your library.

42. Work with a special task
force to prioritize a
listing of desired changes
in facilities and indicate
short and long range plans
for modification.

43. Identify and contact community
groups and agencies that
could provide support
to bring about immediate
and low cost changes in
the facilities.

44. Explore the use of volunteers
and local groups to
contribute labor and teams
to bring about changes in
facilities.

45. Contact and propose to
local funding agencies
interest in providing
financial support to
implement long range

modification plans in the

46. Identify areas in your
library that are barriers
to handicapped persons.

47. Observe the furnishings,
signs, directlonals,
displays and interior
decor to identify what is
USNI for effective library
service and what contributes
to clutter and patron
confusion.



Needs Under Task
Attention Stuly Completed Date

48. Eliminate from the facility
the accumulation of
furniture, holiday and
seasonal decorations and
donations that serve
DO purpose.

49. Assess the collection to
eliminate materials that
are outdated, no longer
circulating, or whose
condition is beyond
effective use.

50. Review and modify policies
that encourage storing of
bark issues of periodicrls
no longer useful or in
demand.

51. Invite library :onsultants
and specialists in the
community to analyze the
workspaces, traffic patterns,
and storage facilities in
your library.

52. Consult with specialists
to develop a plan for more
effective lighting and ways
to make the interior environ-
ment more attractive.

53. Analyze staff functions
to identify practices
and procedures that could
be performed outside the
library on a service
contract basis.

54. Analyze and update insurance
policies and maintenance
contracts to protect
thr fa. lity's future use.
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55. Understand trends in
library service to
assess your library's
facilities, collection

and program areas to deter-
mine bow they meet needs
of special groups.

S6. Revise and modify policies
on the use of facilities
by outside groups and
agencies.

57. Explore with community
leaders possible extension
services such as placing
special deposit collections
in agencies and facilities
outside the library's
facility.

58. Plan and implement a
series of informational
meetings with community
agencies and special
interest groups an the
services of the library.

59. Prepare special interest
packets for display or
distribution to outside
groups promoting literary
resources and services.

60. Schedule and implement
on a gular basis review
Seas. with community
leaderb and special groups
on the progress of library
services and new concerns
that have emerged.

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date
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ASSESSING THE COMMUNITY

A library must be studied in the context of the

community it serves. There is no typical community to use as a

model for library services at the local level. A library

admit:Agitator will find it helpful to explore the community at

the same time library assessment

community itself will have the

brary's programs and goals.

The local library will have many resources

plans are in progress, for the

overall influence on the li-

to aid in a

community assessment. Gathering local sources and data will

also lead to other institutions and agencies whose studies and

publications will have valuable information for the library

administrator and study teams. Identifying these sources and

agencies in itself is a vital first step in library cooperation

and information sharing. Many of these agencies maintain

records, produce studies and publish reports for a limited use

and clientele. Knowledge of these sources is essential for a

library administrator in the planning .ad management process.

As local libraries serve a broader segment of the total com-

munity, access to this special knowledge ::lso important in

linking the information needs of the community.

Community libraries are often compared with the size

of the community served. Size in itself has much bearing on the

kind of library service provided, but the word needs to be

defined accurately in terms of population, geographic area or
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amount of financial support. The size n! the population is

important because state aid allocations are based upon most

recent census figures. Equally important to know is the trend

in population by age groups and the mobility factor of the

population. Questions that have direct bearing and influence on

the library's collection include what age group is increasing or

decreasing. Is the population growing or art individuals and

family units leaving the area? If the population center is

shifting, it may suggest new avenues of service and library

extension programs. Likewise the size of the geographic area

should identify physical barriers and boundaries that may affect

delivery of library service.

The political and economic factors of the community

play a vital role in influencing the quality of library service.

Library community assessment teams will need to know the history

of these forces to study trends and identify areas of 7oncern

for the future. What effect have the political and economic

leaders had upon the community and the stability and way of life

of the population? It is often difficult to view community

studies objectively. The use of consultants from other library

administrative units and areas may be helpful. Comparison

studies with similar communities may also produce benefits. The

review of long range plans of other library organizations may

provide suggestions and valuable guidance to local assessment

teams on how to achieve goals and tap other it

these goals.
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Finally, library administrators will want to have a

firm understanding of the social, educational, and cultural

elements of the community. Communities are esseitially groups

of people who live together for a variety of reasons and circumr

stances. The heritage of these people nerds to be analyzed.

What brought them to the community and what holds them there may

have such to say about their ethnic background, the influence of

the family unit on the leadership of the citizens themselves.

How the members of a community cluster into social groups is

important to understand. Even more important is knowing if such

clusters serve a positive influence in the community. A com-

munity that is standing still or progressing can have a direct

impact upon a local library's efforts. Community assessment

should also include the identification of the educational and

cultural entities of the local area. Understanding their

philosophies, programs and long range plans may lead to coopera-

tive programs that will benefit the library as well as the local

community.

An effective library administrator should know first

hand and be able to communicat. freely with those local entities

and agencies which provide special information. A knowledge of

records, resources, and services from borough, township, city

and county governments is essential. Equally important is the

wide array of services and information sources from county

extension agents, the state and federal agencies and health and

human service agencies located nearby or within the library
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service area. Local accessibility to information sources is

extremely important. A knowledge of the collections in local

schools, academic institutions, churches, special businesses and

historical and cultural sources will foster much library

cooperation at the local level if procedures and mechanisms are

cooperatively developed and implemented.

The initial leadership to study the community and its

information needs will often be the responsibility of the local

library administrator. The study will eventually involve

contact and meeting with a wide variety of administrators and

those designated as resource personnel for particular units or

agencies. Continued exploration of the community with others

will ultimately have great benefits and pay rich dividends for

all concerned with information in the community. The following

assessment checklist will serve only as a guide to initiate

plans for a community study and should help to identify the vest

potential of types of resources that can be shared at the local

level. The important outcome of the assessment is knowledge of

a community that is more clearly understood by those responsible

for the dissemination of information.
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ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

61. Prepare a listing of all
sources in the local
library useful for a com-
munity study.

62. Work with library hoard
and special study groups
to identify the scope
and plans for a community
study.

63. Inform public of community
study and create mechanism
for their input.

64. Identify and contact all
community leaders, government
units, extension agencies,
and social and business
organizations that can
provide resources for a
community study.

65. Assemble listings or
packets of resources
available from community
groups that would be
appropriate for a community
study.

66. Consult with District
Library Center or library
system personnel for guidance
in beginning methods of a
community study.

67. Finalize plans for
community study that
include data gathering
and interview assignments,
schedules of special study
teams and target dates
for completion.

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date
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68. Schedule and conduct
intervi,ws with community
leaders and agency admini-
stration to identify
cooperative ways materials
and services can be shared.

69. Acquire and study goals
and long range plans of
local government units, plan-
ning agencies, social
service groups including
goals and plans of local
education agencies and
cultural groups.

70. Identify ways the local
library can provide resources
and services to support
goals of other community
groups.

71. Develop plans to maintain
a clearinghouse service
of local resources available
through the library or
other community agencies.

72. Develop plans to create
and fuuo a community human
resource directory that
identifies special skills and
expertise of local residents.

73. Complete analysis of reports
and findings of study groups
to prepare final report of
community study.

74. Refine report of community
study to include identified
trends in the community,
special concerns as these
trends relate to library
service and study
recommendations that sill
lead to action items.

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date
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Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date

15. Promote and inform
citizens, community
leaders and organizations
of the results of the
study, encouraging their
responses to findings.

76. Initiate and implement
plans at the local
level to organize a
consortium of local
information agencies.

77. Maintain contact and
representation with local
planning and policy groups
to ensure continued update
of community plans.

78. Implement steps to ensure
library is recipient and
depository of studies,

reports, brochures and
information resources from
all community, education,
social and cultural units.

79. Plan at least four meetings
a year with information

specialists and/or adminis-
trators from other community
agencies to share deas.

80. Analyze and apply results
of community survey updates
and revisions as new
trends or changes affect
the growth and development
of the library.
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ASSESSING AVAILABLE SUPPORT STRUCTURES

Tice process of assessing a community library and other

information sources and centers in a local area contributes

greatly to interlibrary cooperation and resource sharing.

However, even access to a broader information base at the local

level will not readily supply all the information needs. The

next step is to understand and explore ways to use systems,

networks and organizations that function outside the community.

Utilizing these structures will lead to access to information

beyond local, municipal or county lines into state and national

information networks. Whether the structure is approached from

the top down or the bottom up, the local library and its users

receive the ultimate benefits in gaining access to resources and

services far beyond their individual ability to acquire or

maintain. The concept of equal access to information had much

influence or the development of these structures and network

systems. Promoting the utilization of these established

mechanisms will do much to benefit local citizens in their quest

for information.

Each state in the nation has devised a network system

of esouite dialing and suppoi1 services. These structures

differ depending upon geographical consideration or economic,

political or population influences. While some states administer

their own single system, other states destgnute county library

units to he the links for interlibrary cooperation. Regional



library systems have been created in several states while still

others rely upon the strengths of large urban libraries to

administer interlibrary cooperation prugrams. In Pennsylvania a

combination of all of the above was created and deemed the most

effective way to share resources from all types and levels of

libraries. The keys to the success of this resource sharing

rest with the Regional Resource Centers and District Center

Libraries.

There are four Regional Resource Centers in Pennsyl-

vania: The State Library, the Free Library of Philadelphia, the

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, and the Pennsylvania State

University Libraries. Through supplemental support from the

state, these vast resources and collections are continually

expanded in special subject areas and serve as an important

backup support of resources to other major library collections

within the state. Access to these collections for the general

public is through interlibrary loan requests initiated from the

District Library Centers in Pennsylvania. The success of the

network system and use of resources from the Regional Resource

Centers and District Library Centers has made it possible for

millions of residents in the state to have these resources or

facsimiles delivered to the local communities for use.

The major link in interlibrary cooperation and support

for community libraries has come through the organization of the

District Library Centers. There are twenty-seven District

Library Centers in Pennsylvania. The libraries designated as
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District Library Centers were selected on the basis of the size

of the collection of resources, the leadership and expertise of

professional and support staff, geographical locations, and the

capability or potential of the library t initiate and provide a

wide array of services to the local l*braries within its

district. State funds provide support to ensure that each

District Library Center maintains a minimum level of service to

its member units. The relationship of the District Library

Center and its performance with community libraries suggest that

this organizational concept has done much to raise the level of

library services statewide and has brought about more equal

access to information for all citizens.

The size and complexities of District Library Centers

vary across the state While some are organized on 4 county

basis, other District Library Centers cut across several county

lines. District Library Centers in large metropolitan areas not

only cross county lines but provide services to a wide variety

of local libraries in many separate townships and boroughs.

Some districts encompass hundreds of square miles and a few

thousand people. Other distiitts serve millions of people in a

relatively small geographic area.

The lo:totial ability to provide. acre:.:. to resources

statewide was one of the deciding !actors in organizing the

District Library C'entr and Regional Resource Center concept.

Community libraixes uuable to Mei information needs at the

local level cbanoel requests to the': District Library !.enter.



There with larger collections, special staff can meet the

iripiests or implement steps to move the requests further through

the network. All District Library Centers are equipped with

computer terminals to data bases that link the major libraries

within the state and have further potential and capability of

locating resources among thousands of libraries nationally.

Once an item is located within the state network and the loan is

negotiated, the material is delivered to the District Library

Center via the Interlibrary Delivery Service within a few days.

Resources requested outside of Pennsylvania are sent to the

Distract Library Center by nail or other means. Host District

Library Centers provide local delivery service to community

libraries within its jurisdiction, thus lessening the time it

takes between the initiation of a request and the delivery of

the resource to the local community library.

Community libraries may also share in other district

center programs and services. Access to the District Library

Center's film collection and linkage to the State Library Films

Center is another example of resource sharing. Each District

Library Center has a consultant librarian who makes periodic

visits to local libraries to nie in collection development or

problem solving. Regularly scheduled meetings os all library

administrators in the district do much to foster library c,7!-

operation or sharing of problems and program ideas as well as

keeping local library personnel informed on new trends, legisla-

, on or special artiv,ties. The Ihstrv-1 Library Centers also
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have a key responsibility to trusters and local library directors

and advisory groups in keeping them informed. While district-

wide information sessions are planned for these policy boards,

other workshops and programs are planned for citizens of the

community. The District Library Centers also give assistance in

data gathering, special studies and in the preparation of annual

reports or development of proposals for special funding.

Increasingly, the District Center Libraries have been respon-

sible for meaningful public awareness and library promotion

programs to benefit local libraries.

In addition to the District Library Center structure

within the state, a growing number of library systems are be-

ginning to emerge. Many system libraries are built upon a

county library unit which serves as system headquarters for

local library members. Thee may be other federations and

system organizations formed within larger geographical service

areas beyond city unit. Membership in a system usually

provides services and support offered beyond what is expected of

a District Library Center. Most systems provide services

through a central headquarters staff that can he administered

more efficiently and/or economically than A the same functions

were performed by a local library. The kinds of services

offered must often are rentralized purchasing. cataloging and

processing of resources for all libraries in the system. Larger

units with greater purchasing power can usually obtain high

discount rates from hook jobbors and wholbdlors. Many library

37-
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systems provide central accounting services as well as a system

classification, payroll and benefits program. Local libraries

in systems also bei.efit from system-wide policies in selection,

personnel, resource sharing, and those policies that ease

management decisions. Library users also receive benefits from

system libraries in having access to another community's library

through use of a system-wide library card. Many systems also

receive and distribute public funds to ensure a more equitable

support of local libraries.

The success of a library system organization is only

limited by the creative leadership of the system administrator

and the willingness for system members to realize its potential.

Many system boards are in the process of implementing locally

developed system standards which go beyond standards required by

the state. Membership in these highly developed systems has

come to mean a great deal to members who also must make contri-

butions in a variety of ways to ensure that system goals are

maintained.

Beyond the District Library Center and system libraries

is the State Library and its Bureau of Library Development.

This highest state level of library leadership and development

provides a staff of highly qualified professionals to give

guidance and direction for library services statewide. ThrJugh

its Governor's Advisory Council and a wide spectrum of special

committees, task forces and study groups it establishes and

enforces standards for local, district and system libraries It
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also provides in-service and continuing education programs,

implements federal proposals and distributes funds to meet a

variety of state and local library needs. Though most local

library administrators and staff work directly with district

consultants, there are often times when direct consultation with

State Library and bureau personnel is desirable. Many community

library personnel take advantage of well planned and timely

regional workshops funded by the Bureau of Library Development.

These programs provide an excellent opportunity to meet experts

in special fields, learn new techniques, explore new program

ideas, and share in discussions with other library personnel

from throughout the state.

Throughout Pennsylvania, there are a number of library -

related organizations, associations, networks and consortiums

that will have value to community libraries. Three professional

organizations, the Pennsylvania Library Association, the Penn-

sylvania School Librarians Association, and the Pennsylvania

Learning Resources Association, all provide excellent oppor-

tunities through statewide conferences, regional meetings,

newsletters and membership involvement to learn new ideas and

approaches in cooperative practices. The Pennsylvania Citizens

for Better Libraries, a statewide citizen action group, will

provide guidanic in building heal citizen support groups. Two

major regional networks, the Pennsylvania Library Network on the

eastern side of the state and the Pittsburgh Regional Library

Center cm the state's western boundary link public, academic and
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special library resources and contribute greatly to library co-

operation activities. There are also many regional film con-

sortiums as well as county and regional library associations.

Their sessions foster an open exchange of ideas for library

cooperation. Finally through county extension agencies and

state and national networks, there are published journals,

newsletters and special brochures and information packets of

governmental units, professional associationa, foundation

supported organizations and private enterprises. These pub-

lications identify resources and ideas, as well as target on

issues and trends to help local libraries meet information

needs.

The assessment checklist which conclude. this section

of the manual is not intended to provide instant solutions to

interlibrary cooperation concerns, nor will it provide immediate

methods to increase the library cooperation that presently

exists. Your responses to the questions and action items will

help open doors to subsequent plans--still to be imagined--by

you and others to work more effectively in future library

cooperation efforts.
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ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

81. Fleet with District
Library Center consultants
or system administrators
to review interlibrary
loan policies and
procedures.

82. Maintain and update a
list of all library and
information centers in
your library district or
system.

83. Request District Library
Center to conduct an
in-service meeting with
area information personnel
to discuss interlibrary
loan procedures and special
sources and network channels
of information.

84. Schedule and visit other
libraries and information
agencies in the area
to assess special
collections and share
ideas.

b5. Request from district or
system administration a
report or listing of
periodical holdings available
in their service area.

86. Observe on a scheduled
visitation the operations
of a district or system
interlibrary loan or film
center operation.

87: Request the district
or system administrative
unit to develop an area
resource guide for library
Users.

Nerds Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date



Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date

88. Implement book and film
discussion meetings and
explore updating sessions
on the availability and
use of other media formats.

89. Identify the types of
services you receive from
the district or system
administrative unit.

90. Make a list of support or
cooperative services not
presently available, but
if provided would be of
benefit to your community
library.

91. Explore with community
agencies and area
information centers the
potential of providing
supplemental services for
a variety of library-
related needs.

92. Explore with district
councils and system boards
the equitable distribu-
tion of local and state
funds.

93. Identify five services you
believe could provide a
cost savings if administered
under a central unit or
agency.

94. Maintain procedures that
would ensure your library
will be on updated mailing
and distribution lists of
state and national bureaus
and information agencies that
would have benefit to
your library users.
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95. Explore with other area
community library
administrators, district
councils or system boards
the use of new technologies
to support production
and dissemination of
services and resources.

96. Identify with larger
coordinating units the
expected advantages achieved
from ventral administration
of personnel recruitment,
job classifcation plans,
employee benefit programs
as well as central purchasing
of materials, equipment,
supplies, and insurance
and maintenance contracts
and services.

97. Initiate efforts for central
coordinating agencies to
gather data and report
on an annual basis a
comparative study on support
and services of libraries
in the area.

98. Request from district or
system centers the development
and maintenance of a
clearinghouse of program
ideas and resources to be
utilized by information
agencies in the local area.

99. Maintain an active and
involved membership status
in library-related profes-
sional and education
associations as well as
state and local societies
and organizations.

Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date
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Needs Under Task
Attention Study Completed Date

100. Develop a week-in-review
log that identifies and/or
highlights problems, areas
of concern, creative ideas,
or observations that could
affect your work or library
service and use this material
for discussions with consul-
tants nr for library board
information.
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THE PLANNING PROCESS - IS IT FOR ME?

Nancy C. Ruccio, Director
Westmoreland Couety Library Board

Summary

The American Library Association's A Planning Process

For Public Libraries has generated concern among small and

medium size public libraries. The foremost concern centered

around the document's applicability to all types of libraries.

Depth and magnitude may vary with size of library, but the

ihLent of planning is universal. No matter what size, the

library must plan to meet the needs of the community it has been

established to serve. The Planning Process provides an effec-

tive method of approaching library development in light of the

individual characteristics and needs of the community. To meet

that end, the document recommends that members of the community

be actively involved in the planning process. Those for whom

services are designed arc to be given an important role in

deciding those services.

Although the Planning Process aptly structures a

workable methodology, it is not to be viewed as a universal

panacea. The document contains examples of charts for data

collection, survey questionnaires, strategy charts, goal and

objective statemruts, and evaluation charts. Me examples are

not designed to he literally applied. They are provided to
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assist your thought processes and are to be molded to fit your

situation.

In using any planning methodology, it is up to you to

choose those elements that will be most effective in your

situation. No format can replace the need for a strong commit-

ment to planning. Steps in a methodology are meaningless if the

executor has little concern for the results. To develop a

strong commitment, a knowledge and understanding of the poten-

tials of planning are important.

It is the intent of this paper to develop an under-

standing of why it is important to plan and to develop a

confident planning attitude. Learn to as questions and have

supportive data for decisions being made. Know why the decided

route was taken and what the projected end results are to be.

Learn to establish goals and objectives and to realize their

interrelationships. It is not the iment to create yet another

planning process, but to encourage the self-confidence necessary

to digest what has been written and to choose that which best

facilitates your individual situation.

Introduction

The impetus for this position paper was Om cuntern voiced

by leaders of small rural libraries at the American Library

Association's Discussion Group on Rural Library Service meeting

in New York. Those concerns centered around the utilization of
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American Library Association's A Planning Process for Public

Libraries in their public libraries and in libraries of similar

size across the nation. Perhaps owing to the newness of the

approach, confusion over potential use seemed to prevail. Those

present were not sure the document would be the appropriate

ultimate methodology in nlanning. Having studied the Planning

Process, it would appear that the strength of the document is

not in the proposed planning format but in the intent of

planning. The most imperative element would have to be the

reason a library would choose to do planning. To be effective,

the library must have a strong commitment to planning and the

resulting changes. Going through the planning exercise is not

sufficient. No matter how perfect the model design, total

success depends on this strong commitment.

If a library accepts the basic premise that it gains

its legal establishment not from municipal resolution but from

its ability to satisfy the nerds of the population it has been

established to serve, then it must follow that the intent of its

library development must follow the movement of the needs of its

local servace population. As a public agency receiving or

seeking public funds, the public library must justify the receipt

and expenditure of such dollars. Justification must come through

the demonstration of the value of the provided services to en-

hance the quality of life to the residents of the library's

defined service area.
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To evaluate and develop those services for maximum

impact, interaction between the deliverers (the library) and the

recipients (the library users) must occur. Interaction must be

conducted in a cooperative mode. Ineffective reactions may

occur if the institution takes a maternal attitude in deciding

the needs of its community. The antithesis would be potential

apathy if the institution waited for droves of requests from the

user community. Mutual respect and interaction can result in

services that satisfy both the institution and the service

community. Leadership from both is imperative, but it must be

nurtured within the confines of reality and ability to satisfy

the resulting prioritized needs at the present and in the future.

If' a public library accepts the responsibility for

public satisfaction that comes with the status of a public

agency, then the resulting planning that must occur to satisfy

that community should be integral to the structuring of the

library's service development. Certainly the greatest reward in

being a public service agency is in the satisfying of the public

need. And what other public agency has the potential to serve

as large a percentage of the total population as the public

library? However, has that potential been completely explored?

Planning by each local community enhances the library's ability

to expand those potentials in light of its k-ommnnity's individ-

ual needs.
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Uhere Begin

Once you realize why planning is important, the first

step in planning has been accomplished. The strong conviction

to satisfy the needs of Chose you have been established to serve

is the main building block to your planning structure.

Still the planning process seems like an ominous task.

Is it perhaps the unfamiliar terminology? Every profession has

its own language. Just think of the impart the Library of Con-

gress classification system has on non-librarians. To a librar-

ian it has a very simple explanation, i.e., Libi-ary of Congress

is a numbering method that groups materials on the sam, topic

together. A lay person could certainly comprehend this explana-

tion. The same simplistic explanation can be attached to time-

tabling, simulation, PERT charting, and other management terms.

You're a librarian, and information is your business. Don', be

intimidated by teiminolugy. You can conquer any taw.

You might not realize it, but planhing is a part of

your every day fr. Take for example your need for shoes. In

our society shoys are an important item. Many establishments

forbid 1-laxative without them. It we want to he an acceptable

portion of society, it is important to own shoes. Aany element:.

may enter into the number end variety of your shoe collection.

But one element is alt-ays prevalentthe limited life span of a

114" pt $b"'N. At tiumt p"Into j drilS1(111 in puriliase new shuts

must he 1L4k11 , 1,11, might say vur 4411m-it nerd or want then
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becomes the purchase of new shoes. How do you go about the se-

lection process?

First you decide why you want new shoes. It could be

for a number of reasons. It could be out of a basic need, i.e.,

the old ones wore out and you need a replacement; it could be

for a special occasion, i.e., gray shoes to match your attire

for the President's dinner; it could be due to fashion change,

i.e., the old shoes have plenty of sole but styles have changed.

For whatever reason, that reason will be yours alone and based

upon your needs and your ability to respond to those needs.

In responding to your decision a set of factors will

influence what pair of shoes you purchase. Again, those factors

will be in response to your individual situation, and the set of

factors may change with each pur0,ase. Style, color, height of

heel, material composition, and price certainly must be consid-

ered. The priority of factors will be set by you in light of

your current need and the realities of your situation. After

wishing the pros and cons of each solution to your decision, a

final purchase will be made within your defined parameters.

Once your purchase is made, factors again cone into

play that will influence future decisions. Fashions will

change, shoes will wear out, and special occasions will again

occur. As these occur you again find yourself in the position

of deciding your shoe needs. The whole procedure is cyclical

but the factors may change from cycle to cycle. Each time you
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must define the limiters of your decision for your situation,

given your individual constraints.

Essentially what you have done is to move in a circle.

Although the design is a circle, the time it takes to complete

the cycle will vary. Depending on the type and use of the shoes

you purchase, the cycle could repeat itself in eight or eighteen

months. You and the quality of the product determine the life

span and repetition of the cycle. Visually the cycle is as

follows:

WORE SHOES
ANALYZED WORTH OF PURCHASE

PURCHASED SHOES

SHOE CYCLE

ASSESSED YOUR
SHOE SITUATION

ANALYZED AVAILABLE
SHOES WITHIN CONSTRAINTS

DECIDED YOUR
NEEDS FOR SHOES

ESTABLISHED CONSTRAINTS

Should you thoose to purchase several pairs of shoes

at one time, the abuvr cycle would apply to each selection with

the length of the cycle bring dependent an the purpose and ure
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of each pair. Again your constraints and utilization determine

the time frame of the cycle.

Planning the development of library service is not

unlike your individual shoe purchasing cycle. In both co es you

must decide your present situation, your desired future situa-

tion, and how you intend to get from one point to the other.

The decision process of setting goal priorities and the method

of implemention are based upon appropriate information gathered

to make the final decision, the best possible decision, at this

point in time. This is not to say that in the future the current

decision will prevail. Nor does it indicate that given similar

data in a similar situation that your decision can e ctively

be transferred. Each case is slightly different; however, ele-

ments may be similar. It is the decision maker's responsibility

to analyze and choose those applicable techniques for each

individual instance.

The most glaring difference between quantitative

standards and the planning process is that the decision for

quality service is based upon the library's ability to trans-

late, through its service policies, the needs of the community.

Theoretically, he number system of quantitative standards was

designed to est ulish quality library service. And admittedly

they were much simpler to apply. Through a basic mathematical

calculation you iuuld determine the number of appropriate

volumes, staff, periodicals, and hours required for minimum
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service to a defined area. It does not appear as though the

planning process dismissed the previous standards. What does

happen is that those standards are analyzed and evaluated in

light of the people to be serveu. In collecting X number of

volumes per capita, are those volumes serving the needs of the

community? Is the current collection development in line with

community needs? If my community needs more popular fiction,

what impact will movement of purchasing procedures have in over-

all service? What are the alternatives to accessing less

frequently requested information which is not owned by the

library? Where does the library fit into the total community

picture?

Planning takes the things you have been doing, makes

you take a look at them, incites you to decide their effective-

ness and whether they warrant change, cancellation, or continua-

tion to resposd to the needs of your community. Just because

you begin planning, this does not mean that your entire opera-

tion will immediately change overnight. Give yourself son.

'-relit. You have not operated it a total void for the past

twenty years. But in the same respect, be willing to give

planning a chance. Don't cling to "but we've always done it

this way," for at some point 1,1 time SOW person made a decision

to establish the procedure. Perhaps it is time that you exercise

the same prerogative.
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Actual Planning Structure

Library planning works in a cycle similar to the

previous shoe example. The analogy is appropriate because

certain pairs of shoes, as decisions, will have a longer life

than others. Nevertheless, at some time a replacement will be

necessary. As is human nature, you may want to ignore the need

for a change, be it shoes or library procedures, but the inevi-

table is always present. The decision for change must be made;

the alternative for shoes is to go barefoot and for libraries is

decreased funding and use.

In order to avert the option of decreased funding and

use, the library must be realistic am engage itself in an

activity that will demonstrate the importance of the library to

its service community. What impact does the library have on the

community's quality of life? What services could be provided

that currently are not? How does the library decide what

services to offer? What are the goals and objectives of the

library? What are the needs of the community? The planning

process is designed to answer these and many other questions,

thus putting the library in touch with its service community and

the needs of its residents.

Basically, a simplistic planning cycle is as follows:

-54-
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PLANNING CYCLE

ANALYZE YOUR SITUATION AND
DEFINE LIBRARY'S ROLE IN COMMUNITY

ANALYZE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SET AND PRIORITIZE
NEW PROGRAMS AND/OR SERVICES GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

INPLEMENT PROGRAMS
AND/OR SERVICES

DEVELOP STRATEGIES
FOR IMPLEMENTATION

COLLECT 'INFORMATION
PERTINENT TO GOALS/OBJECTIVES

DEVELOP PROGRAMS AND/OR
SERVICE PERTINENT TO INFORMATION

GATHERED AND GOALS/OBJECTIVES
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Essentially what is happening is:

Step 1 You analyze your situation by looking at

community data whirh includes:

- Statistical information about:

Population increases or decreases or

property values

Economics as average income-education levels

Industrial nature and development-age groups

Transportation

Communication system--newspapers, television

stations, and radio stations

Informational data

Don't recreate the wheel

Community studies may already exist

In Pennsylvania each county agency has a

planning department that is supported

by a state regional planning agency.

The overview of the community is going

to be the same whether you're planning

for education, roads or services. You

are all dealing with the same community.

You should look at library information which includes:

Statistical data about:

Circulation

Collection development
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Patron registration

Reference questions answered

All other data that describe the resources

and services of the library

Informational data

Promote communication among the various community

agencies. Knowing the activities of other

agencies can help place the library is the

total community perspective.

You should define the library's role in the community:

- The intent of diliguitly collected data about the

community and library is to utilize that informs-

. Lion in the formulation of the library's develop-

mental plan. Just where does the library fit

into the community? How do we go about deciding?

What would be the most effective way to make

decisions for the community? Involvement of

residents for whom the services are designed

would certainly add to the probability of suc-

cessful implementation and development. What

better way exists to satisfy the community than

to involve a cross section of the residents to be

srgved in the pldisnAng procrbs. The putpose of a

public agency is to serve the general public; if

you intend to provide useful services, the input

of those to be served is imperative.
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is

For example, Memphis and Detroit Public Libraries

were in serious financial difficulties. However,

by redefining their roles within their respective

communities to include a strong information and

referral system, both have gained substantial

community importance and consequently increased

financial support. Each developed a service that

was integral to the life of its community, a

service that is recognized by the community as

being important, and one which has community-wide

support, both verbally and financially.

The Planning Process and other planning documents

recommend the establishment of a planning

committee composed of a cross section of

community residents. For workabili'l, the

meol.,rship should be limited to no more than

fifteen me14:::%. Again, it should be represen-

tative of the total community. Remember that the

community is composed of more than the people who

reside within geographic boundaries. You also

have businesses, organizations, churches, educa-

tional institutions, governmental agencies, and

cultural institutions. The intent of the

committee is to represent a cross-section of the

community. Select your group so as to create a

mini-cosmos of your total community.

f"
A
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in addition, the committee should be com-

posed of high interest community members. Token

membership will not result in active participa-

tion. Take care to select those who will accent

the process at.d assist in creating an alive

product.

Now that your community-based planning

committee is selected, you must provide them with

appropriate data upon which to begin the formal-

ization of the library's developmental plan.

Care must be taken to provide just enough

information without over or under loading the

participants. They must have enough information,

both community and library, to understand the

current and past situations. That information

should be in a pertinent format to accent the

process and avoid periphe.al statistics. In

working with the committee, be responsive to

informational gaps.

In looking at community statistics, it may

N. more important to know that 62% of the

population will be 60 years and above by the year

1990 than to know that 62,000 people will be in

that age category by 1990. Structure your infor-

mation for correct representation and in the most

usable format. The same applies for library
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statistics. The Planning Process suggests organ-

izing your statistics to demonstrate trends. To

a planning committee, it would probably be more

helpful to know that your children's circulation

increased 10% each year for the past three years

than to know that the circulation was 3,000 in

1977, 3,300 in 1978, and 3,630 in 1979. Certain-

ly committee members could calculate the same

trends, but is that the best utilization of their

time aii4 whet impact will such utilization of

time have on their interest?

As the person in charge of library

operations, you must be willing to take an active

coordinating part in the planning process. Who

better knows the facility and how to acquire

information than library personnel? Wr do it

daily for patrons; now we must do it effectively

for our own institution. Your position ii, the

process is perhaps the most delicate and the mu:0

important. You will probably know the most sout

the library, but objectivity must prevail. The

decisions must come from the committee. You must

resist leading that committee in the direction

you feel the library should go. That is riot to

say that you are encouraged to take NISS VC

101e. Keep in mind that the proie!o. is. An
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Step 2

analytical one, and is not intended to evaluate

or criticize what has passed. The intent is to

view what has passed and transitiunalize the

library into future needs. Don't dwell on what

should have been done but on what needs to be

done now to make the library an even more viable

part of the community.

Once information has been collected, the commit-

tee formed, information distributed to the

committee, and the librarian's role defined, you

begin as a group to assess the position of the

library in the community. You know where you

have been aid where you are now; next you want to

decide where you are going and how you intend to

get there.

The setting and prioritizing of goals and objec-

tives follows the committee assessment of the

provided information. The task becomes one of

setting goals and objectives that will be

responsive to the library needs of the community.

Goals are broad statements of intent, whereas

objectives are measurable statements that evaluate

the implementation of goals. A single goal may

have several objectives fur effective implementa-

tion.

-61-
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For example, the committee may conclude that lack

of awareness on the part of the population is a

large contributor to limited use. They may set a

goal of "increasing public awareness of the

potentials of the local library in satisfying

information nerds." What must be done to make

this goal a reality, and once a reality, bow

successr0 have the efforts been in accomplishing

the goal? How can this goal be satisfied? What

metnod shall we try? First we may decide that a

big potential user-community is the local busi-

uess. How do we let the businesses know what we

have to offer them? You have investigated and

found out that 90% of the community's businessmen

belong to the local Rotary Club. The decision is

made that a presentation at one of their meetings

would be a good method to disseminate information

about the potential.; of the library. How will

you know if this has been an effective approach"

And if it has should you try othex organiza-

tions? You must develop a measurable statement

to evaluate the worth of the activity. What will

you accept as succesful? Do you have any

comparative experiefus7 Perhaps your objective

would he to develop an awareness amout, comullity

businessmen through the presentatiou of program

".7 elk
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with In of those present requesting information

utilizing the library within six months of the

program presentation.

You have presented your program to twenty com-

munity businessmen by

the terms of your objective within six months.

You would feel successful if two businessmen

requested information or used the library. If

this occurs, your approach is successful; the

decision then becomes one of deciding if the goal

has continued merit or if it has served its

complete purpose. The alternate is if no one

accesses the library you must analyze whether the

goal was inappropriate or the method of implemen-

tation ineffective. If the implementation was

ineffective, are there alternatives, and is the

goal still worth pursuing?

Actually, the example brings you through the

cycle. However, the planning process is not that

simplistic. Many .lements must be dealt with

simultaneously. And many may ye interrelated.

As previously stated, you may have several

objectives to satisfy a single goal.

Let us go back to the goal of "public awareness."

What other methods of making the community aware

of the potentials of the library are available?



Perhaps a massive campaign, the establishment of

a public awareness divisiou, the development of

contacts with other organizations, the dissemina-

tion of information through the school system, or

the enlightenment of the population through

religious affiliation are potential alternatives.

Again these would he translated into measurable

statements to facilitate future analysis.

In considering the alternatives to satisfy a

goal, the committer will want to decide which

approach will have the greatest total impact in

reaching the stated goal. Each alternative may,

with lime, accomplish the rod result, but IN the

library willing to risk what time it might take?

Logically, the alternative should be prioritized

in order to accomplish the maximum in the minimum

amount of time. At this point you must ask how

do you decide which alternative will have the

greatest impct? Can you make this decision on

tbe ihlormAtion currently available? You may

find that further information is necessary.

In addition, the ordering of goals according to

their importance and impact 6111 rcquire equal

inAeptii consiletation. g4b,

information may rqAre torthcr data tAdletton

at this poilit. It is apprent h.,i imortant the

C.,
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Step 3

interrelationship between sufficient information

and sound design-making really is. The basic

data initially collected give the committee a

general direction; to refine its projections

further, supportive data are required. Once

collected, data will either reaffirm, reorganize,

or redefine the proposed goals and objectives.

P..e collection of information pertinent to goals

and objectives should be controlled. Be cautious

not to overload yourself with unimportant data.

It is generally accepted, as indicated in the

Planning Process, that surveys are the most

effective technique for collecting attitude and

interest data. However, it must be kept in mind

that in order for the information to be valid,

precaution!. must be taken. You want your sample

to have as little bias as possible. And the

number sampled must be substantial enough to be

representative cf the community from which you're

seeking the infomation. In a general community

survey, random selecti:t insures limited bias.

Nevertheless, bias will exist. If you select

your sample from phone directories, you have

eliminated those without phones. f you use voter

registration, you eliminate non-registered

residents; if you use library registration files,



you eliminate non-users. Be aware of the limita-

tions of your information; decide what bias you

will tolerate and what effect it will have on

your decisions.

Method of survey distribution will also affect

your sample size. If you decide to mail your

survey, expect a return of between one to two

percent. Therefore, the sample size must be

projected to be sound if only that percent is

returned. Telephone surveys are more effective.

However, the length of time that a person is

willing to concentrate and provide valid informa-

tion is limited. Brevity in telephone surveys is

imperative.

It must be realized that surveying is time-

consuming and expensive.

Tallying and interpreting the gathered informa-

tion dues take a great deal of time, as does the

preparation and execution of the survey. However,

in bringing the' library and the community toget-

her, could the time be better spent?

The Planning Process does IndiCat a variety of

surveys that the tibia y might aot to conduct.

Among those mentioned ars. community surveys,

stall surveys, school surveys, or user surveys

with sample questionnaires. Again, the structure
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and variety of surveys utilized

your individual situation.

The purpPrx of a survey is to acquire needed

information. You must decide the information you

need to make your decisions and structure your

survey accordingly. Take care in the wording of

the questions. And always randomly test it to

see if you are in fact getting the information

you need. Testing enables you to restructure or

rephrase questions to bring out the information

you are seeking.

Perhaps the most influential of the surveys in

designing library s "rvice to satisfy the

community would be the community or "citizens"

survey. Depending on available data, you may

want to consider the execution of this survey

prior to the establishment of goals and objec-

t;ves. Community surveys are very time consuming

and you will not be able to do an in-depth survey

on a yearly basis. Therefore, make it as compre-

hensive as possible, attempting to anticipate the

broad spectrum of information that may be needed

for a number of years. Be prepared to make

mistakes the first time you structure a survey.

It is impossible to anticipate everything.

Learning from the process is equally important.

will depend on
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You can't expect to know everything the first

time out, but be confident and give it a try.

The planning process for the total institution

will produce numerous goals and objectives and

will necessitate dealing with a number of tasks

at one time. These goals and objectives may ad-

dress the internal structure of the library as

well as the programs and services provided to

satisfy the needs of your community. They too

are interrelated. Now efficiently you operate

the technical processing procedures may have a

direct affect on your ability to develop service.

Suppose you are typing all catalogue cards in-

house, and it requires three employees. If you

introduced the purchasing of cards or utilization

of a photocopier to produce cards, you may be

able to produce the same work in fewer hours.

Those hours saved could he redirected to the

expansion of library programs and services. Of

course, such a decision would rely upon the

constraints of your institution.

The interrelationship that exists between goals

and ohieitivs and data collection is an impor-

tant one. The data are the basis for sound

derision making. It is apparent that once

toither data are kollettd l consideeation of

41)



Step 4

goals and objectives may occur. Steps two and

three are strongly related. Don't become too

rigid in your planning; be ready to respond to

the unexpected. You have now decided where you

intend to go.

The development of programs and services to

facilitate the set goals and objectives is

perhaps the most interesting part of the process.

It taps the depths of the committee's creativity

and is the substance that will make or break

library development. You have a knowledge of

what the community needs; now you must structure

programs and services to satisfy those needs.

In the early chapters of the Planning Process, it

is suggested that it might be advantageous to

compare your library statistics with other

libraries of a similar size. It would be of

equal value to research how various inst.tutions

developed programs and services to satisfy their

respective communities. This is not to suggest

that you adopt their approach totally. What it

does suggest is that you be aware of the

techniques employed, analyze their structure, and

pick and choose those elements that could be

beneficial to your individual situation.
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At this point, you're establishing how you intend

to get where you have decided to go. What steps

must be taken to accomplish your end goal are

being developed. Let's go back to the example of

"public awareness." You will recall that the

derision to satisfy that goal, in light of the

business community, was to present a program at

t' -nthly Rotary meeting. The intent of the

was to provide the business community

wi, tion, or sources of information, that

could . sed through the library to enhance

the success of their business.

The elements of the program design would include:

Who would be the most effective person to

present the program?

What information should be included; can we

satisfy business needs in-house or must we

go elsewhere?

Dues the program have flexibility to be

revised fur other groups?

Does it have methods of evaluation built

into the objectives; is that sufficient to

evaluate and anal"zr the program's impact;

what other methods of evaluation hould be

helpful'



What do we expect to get from the program in

light of awareness and support?

Does it have a cost factor; can the institu-

tion afford the expenditure; what are the

alternatives for funding?

What factors are interrelated ti the pro-

gram; are we just trying to gain awareness

or are we trying to enhance financial,

political, or community support of the

library; if so, are we effective?

What are we trying to learn from the com-

munity about current and future needs; do we

view this as a further means of data collec-

tion that could assist in future planning or

current revision of the approach?

Again it becomes apparent that the planning

process is not a series of steps to be checked

off when completed. Each movement is inter-

related and has an impact on each otner. You can

see how the setting of strategies, implementa-

tions, and evaluation are part of the total

program design. You really can't design a

program without considering how and where you

will present it. In addition you will want to

know what benefits you will receive from the

presentation and whether the effort required is
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adequate compensation for the end result. The

decision is yours.

It is important to stress that evaluation tech-

niques must be part of the program design. You

cannot evaluate the impact after the implements-

ion without predesigned evaluation techniques.

I: you have decided requests from the business

community are a means of evaluating your effec-

tiveness, you must alert your staff to record

those requests. Your end result could occur

without your knowledge if this is neglected.

Should this happen, how then could you evaluate

he success of the program?

important to the evaluation of the program design

would also be an assessment of the information

presented in the program. Does it meet the

community's information need? What needs do they

have that were not addressed in the presentation?

Evaluation is a mechanism to analyze levels of

success. Even if a program is less than suc-

cessful, the important thing is to analyze the

program and learn from the process.

In fact, constant ongoing program evaluation

should be employed. Planning is also an ongoing

process, and evaluations assist in maintaining a

sound direction. You must constantly review your
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Step 5

progress. You don't establish a five year plan

and wail five years to see if it all works out.

During that period you may choose new directions

in response to new developments. The plan must

have a certain amount of fluidity. The intent of

planning is not to create a series of tasks to be

blindly performed. You want to know why you're

doing those tasks and bow they can be most

effectively executed for the greatest impact.

The development of strategies to implement your

programs and services is closely related to their

design. You are further deciding how you intend

to get where you have decided to go. Now you are

establishing the most effective route. Think

again, for a moment, why you have decided to

initiate this program of service. You have an

idea of what you intend to accomplish; now you

want to establish a means to reach the desired

end employing the minimum effort and expense for

the maximum impact. A proper balance must be

struck to insure the ultimate efficiency. How

must the plan be laid out to accomplish the

desired ends? What is your game plan? How does

this program fit into the overall plan? What are

its potential merits? What way must it be ap-

proached to gain the maximum impact? Continually
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b.

you will be questioning the intent and potential

of what you are doing to make your end product a

success. The task will be successful if it

responds to the needs of the community; the level

of success will depend on the amount of impact it

has had on that community.

In designing your strategies, you need to access

the available options. Again, in presenting a

program to local businessmen you could choose to:

Generally publicize your wares

Deal directly with each business

Deal with small clusters of contiguous

businesses at their regular meetings

Deal through a general organized regular

meeting, such as, the Rotary or Chamber of

Commerce

Conduct a meeting at your facility to show

business people your available resources and

alternative services.

Depending on yoUr chosen option, you may

deliver your information through:

Newsletter, library, or business organiza-

tions

Personally present lectures or slide shows

Pamphlets or brochures outlining the

available services
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Step()

Newspaper articles or ads outlining the

available services

Radio or television ads, again, outlining

the available services

The above suggestions are by no means the only

optiowN or methods. They are presented to

tantalize your imagination. Selection of the

most effective approach for your individual

community is up to you. The intent is to create

an interest in using the service, thus enhancing

your community position. Pick the method with

maximum impact.

Remember that records of effectiveness and use

are important in analyzing the progress of the

activity. Decide your evaluative techniques

early and make sure all concerned understand the

format and Importance of the documents. Communi-

cate with those involved in the activity. It is

crucial that all understand the need for record

keeping and are supportive of the task. Ulti-

mately, those records become the information upon

which future revisions and plans are based.

Evaluative records are invaluable.

The implementation of the program of service is

the result of all presious efforts. You have

surveyed your community, projected a solution to



its needs, and developed a program/service plan

to satisfy those needs; what remains is the Fre-

sentation of that program/service. Before

presentation you have considered;

Your target audience

Method of presentation

Place of presentation

Disseminated information concerning the

presentation

Appropriate costs

You're all ready to go.

Planning is au ongoing learn.ng process. Learn

from your p. sentatioo. If it Is to be given

again, what were its strength and weaknesses?

Should it be revised to he more effective? Did

It satisfy the needs of thr audience? Were the

needs addressed? Should a second iii -depth pro-

gram be developed? Question a new service in the

same way. hors it meet the community needs? Is

it organized in the most effective way foi easy

access? Is it causing problems? What must be

done to make it inure effective?

It is impossible to antiripat ali factors in the

deVPIOpMent stages. Be ready to react to those

uoexpected events. be flexible in the implemen-

tatioo of the protect. You main )(Arta is I0

r.a.
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effectively satisfy community nerds, not to

execute a plan point by point. Revise when it

becomes necessary. Learn to question and to be

responsive as the program/service becomes a

tangible entity.

You have built into your design methods of

evaluation. Don't wait until the project has

ended to evaluate. Look at each evaluation as it

is collected. And again, respond immediately to

those things that could help to make a more

successful end product.

Communication is an important factor. You want

to have a well informed staff so they can effec-

tively inform the population about new develop-

ments. An uninformed staff can definitely work

against you and result in poor public relations.

It is important to have a total positive institu-

tional attitude toward your plan. Perhaps you

may want to question the value of those staff

members who are unsupportive. Only you can

decide, but be careful not to ignor' the obvious.

What impact wall those attitudes have on the

library's development? Can you risk it? The

decision is yours, but he aware of its potential

affects,
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Step 7 The last step in the cycle is to analyze the

effectiveness of the new plowam/servi-e. It is

now time to decide whether the program has

accomplished the full range of its intent. From

the evaluative data collected, has it met the

terms as stated in your objectives? If it has,

or has not, what were its strongest and weakest

elements? Was the effort worthwhile? Does the

end result warrant continuation, revision for

continuation, or cancellation? What impact did

it have on reaching the stated goal; what impact

has it had on the total goals and objectives of

the libzary? Does its results indicate recon-

sideration and reorganization of other goals and

objectives?

Analyze, more than evaluate, yorr progress.

Don't look at it as just a success or failure.

Tear it apart and ask "what happened?" Analyze

all parts of your design. What could have been

done to produce a hrtter result" liven If the

revisions were incorporated, vonld the program/

service accompllsh the desired end! Is there a

wore effective way to satisfy the need? Wdli the

need correitly interpreted? Does the need still

exist?
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The last question brings you back to the o:iginal

step of asking "what are the needs of the com-

munity?" and "where dors the library fit into the

satisfaction of those needs?" The decisions are

yours and will be made for your individual

situation.

Each of the steps are logical and should be tailored

to fit your individual library development design. The com-

plexity of the exercise comes with the realization that each

goal will move in a circle and each objective with item strat-

egies will also move in individual circles within the total goal

cycle.

Earlier the example of "public awareness" as 4 goal

and "informing community businessmen" as an objective was used.

Let's further expand on these, using the format from the

Planning Process.

Goal: To increase _public awareness of the_putentials of

the local library in satisfying_informational needs.

Objective: To develop an awareness among community

businessmen through the presentation of programs

with In of those present requesting information

utilizing the library within six months of the

program presentation.
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Objective: To establish a public awareness division within

the library structure by 1983.

Ob'ective: To offer film programs at the high rise for the

elderly on a monthly basis with a 5% increase at

each successive program.

Objective: To develop annual library visits by the thirty

area kindergarten classes by 1981.

You may have numerous objectives to one goal. The

committee is now faced with prioritizing the objectives in order

to achieve the maximum impact on the stated goal. You will

notice that the objectives address a variety of situations, both

institutional and common ty oriented. lt is important to realize

the interrelationship that exists. Your institutional operation

will affect, and he affected by, the community you serve. Be

sensitive to the interpl. that is necessary for effective

operation.

establish

Perhaps the committee chooses the objective to

a public awareness division within the library

structure by 1983 as a high priority item in satisfying the

stated goal. The next step would be to decide the method of

implementation, relevant ..nits, and projeutpd benefits, What is

needed to make this a reality! !lake a )1St Oi virments to

consider, lor example:
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What will the division do?

- News releases on a weekly basis

- Guest on talk shows

- Radio and television shows

- Newsletters

- Presentations to various community groups

- Book sales

- Represent the library at county-wide functions, e.g.,

county fair, nationality days

- Create library displays at local shopping malls and

in-house

- Develop pamphlets and brochures

- Create effective graphics for the library

- Develop short informational video spots for local ,:able

stations

- Develop fund raisers

What is needed to operate?

Staff - Now many, what qualifications, and for what

hours?

Space - What square footage and do we have it

Equipment - What variety will be needed?

Suilies - What available outlets exist?

What will it cost?

What is available free?

For what will we have to pay?
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Where will we get the money?

Budget reallocations

Increased funding

External seed grants

What are the projected benefits?

Population aware of library and its services

Increased use

Requests for additional programs and services by the

community

Information concerning the community to enhance our

understanding

of their needs

Increased public support

Increased financial support

In the original time frame, if the project begins in

1981, we gave ourselves two years to complete the task. Each of

the other objectives may vary in the amount of time to execute

their plan of implementation and evaluation. The result is

several objectives within a single goal completing their cycles

in varying lengths of time. What you have is:

ti



2 years

Objective 2

l year

Objective 3

years

Objective 4

6 months

Each of those objectives would is within a goal cycle as follows:
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And each goal, with objectives, within each cycle of

the total plan as follows:

Cycle 1 of Total Plan

Objective 4
6 months

Objective
1 year
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In addition the total plan will consist of a series of

cycles as follows:

Cycle Cycle

That will exist along your continual planning line, with continual

input data, as indicated in the Planning Process as follows:

Cycle Cycle

Planning line

Data Data
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Acknowledging ane understanding the interrelationships

between your objectives, goals, and the total planning cycles is

perhaps the most complex task. Initially, it will seem dif-

ficult. However, as you begin dealing in this environment and

learn to be comfortable with the procedures, you will find

library service and developant far more exciting. You may

begin to wonder how you ever lived without it

Conclusion

Planning is a departure from quantitative standards

and dues not include their neat check list. However, they do

have an important commonality. Built into the Pavlovian re-

sponses of quantitative standards should be the intent to meet

those numbers to satisfy the needs of the community and to

insure a certain level of excellence in library service.

Planning takes the same intent profile, steps back, and asks:

do those numbers adequately address the problems; do they insure

quality libra y service; do we have the same wants and needs as

the citizens of Nashville and Butte; what are our unique charac-

teristics; what makes our community tick; do they enhance

library support, or is there a more effective way; is the

library a true part of the community?

Perhaps the questioning technique is the planning

process's finest quality. Don't just sit hack, relax, and live

P*1
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on what has beta. Don't be passive; take an active rule in the

development of one of society's most potentially important

public agencies. Make the public library an active participant

in the community in which it lives. Do it with interest and the

intent of making the library the community's most valued, active

resident. The library and the community will flourish.
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A SURVEY OF RURAL LIBRARIANS
ON CONTINUING EDUCATION

Steven Herb, Research Assistant
Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship
Clarion State College

During the fall of 1980, a telephone survey of rural

librarians was conducted by the Center for the study of Rural

Librarianship to sample opinions of continuing education. The

Center sponsored the survey for two purposes: 1) to augwnt its

growing data base on rural libraries and rural library employees

and 2) to provide continuing educators with more detailed

information on rural public librarians and their needs.

The study attempted to avoid some of the problems

encountered in previous continuing education surveys through

several means. The first was an initial trial survey using two

different forms to check respondents' accuracy when giving

information about their own behavior vs the behavior of others.

It was found that the specificity of the questions negated the

need for alternate forms. The second was the use of follow-up

questions to confirm a respondent's answer. They usually

followed the original question closely but were of a different

form to avoid repetition and the possibility of annoying the

respondent. Two examples are:

1) As d follow-up to Question 1, "Have you partici-

pated in any continuing education?", respondents
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were asked to provide detailed information on the

last course or activity they took, and

2) At the conclusion of the request for ratings of

different course formats and locations (Question

3), the question, "What is your favorite method?"

(Question 4), was asked to check the accuracy of

the ratings.

The survey format is reproduced in Appendix I on page

10V to allow the reader a clearer interpretation of results.

Methodology

Libraries to br surveyed were randomly selected from

the 448 libraries listed in Rural Public Libraries in

Pennsylvania: A Dirertory.
1

A library could be rejected for

the survey for four possible reasons:

1. It was a district library
2. It was a county library
3. It bad no telephone, or
4. It had been phoned during the trial survey.

All other libraries selected were phoned during

standard business hours, 9:30-5:30. A library was called on

three different days at three different times before being

dropped from Car study as unavailable. This occurred only three

times, and on those occasions the next randomly selected library

on the list was called and surveyed. Only two librarians refused

to he surveyed, both for personal reasons, and one librarian

could not be reached at a time convenient for bet schedule. All



three of these libraries were also replaced with the next three

randomly selected libraries on the list.

Fort} one librarians were surveyed by telephone over a

three week NI in September and October, 1980. In each case,

the person requested for the survey was the name listed in the

directory or his replacement if he was no longer employed at the

library. In all forty-one cases the person interviewed was the

person in charge of the library though the titles ranged from

library assistant to director of administration. The telephone

interviews were typically ten to twenty minutes long and were

usually conducted in the afternoon. Anyone requesting a more

convenient time was called at a time of his choosing.

Results

Twenty -eight (b8%) of the forty-one respondents had

previously taken a continuing education course or participated

in a continuing education activity compared to tnirteen (32%)

who had not. Appendix II on page 113 lists the last continuing

education course or activity completed by each librarian. It

can be seen from the list that rural librarians are sampling

broadly from the library science field and occasionally from

related fields. The reasons given for taking the courses are

listed in Appendix 111 on page 115. The courses met in three

basic locations: a college or university (12), a library (7),

or a miscellaneous location (10), e.g., a town hall or hotel.
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The course sponsors are listed in Table 1; sponsorship is

divided among colleges/universities, libraries, and library

associations.

Table

Colleges:

Libraries:

Sponsorship of Continuing Education Courses

Shippensburg (1)
West Chester (1)
Clarion (5)
Villa !!aria College (1)
Drexel (1)
University of Pittsburgh (1)
Pennsylvania State University (I)
Miami University of Ohio (I)

public library (3)
county library (1)
district library (3)
state library (6)

Associations: Eastern Pc.msylvania Librarian Association (1)
Pennsylvania Library Association (8)

Twenty-six of the twenty-eight respondents who had

taken continuing education courses thought their last course to

be valuable. The most frequently given reason for the course

being valuable was that it taught the respondent useful informa-

tion. Four other reasons named more than once were: 1) helprJ

me get ideas to make the library interesting for patrons; 2)

gave we new ideas; it Irdillt0 Anteresting things; and 40 art and

interacted with other librarians.
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The reasons for not taking _continuing education

courses given by the other thirteen respondents are listed

below:

ready to retire/retired (2)
busy raising family (2)
working on a degree
no money to spend on education
too busy/no time (5)
does not need for job
never thought about it
not interested in library science

Survey question 3 required a rating of A (4.0 -

excellent), B (3.0 - good), C (2.0 - average), D (1.0 - poor),

or F (0.0 - awful) for nine different methods or techniques of

continuing education or in SGP,t1 cases locations combined with

methods. The mean rating on each technique was computed for the

following groups:

A. All respondents
B. Those who have taken continuing education courses

or activities
C. Those who have not taken continuing education

courses or activities
D. Librarians 20 - 29 years old
E. Librarians 30 - 39
F. Librarians 40 49

G. Librarians 50 - 59
H. Librarians over 60
I. Librarians with no college degrees
J. Librarians with a B.S. or B.A. in any subject

field
X. Librarians with an H.L.S.
L. Librarians in particular job less than 5 years

M. Librarians in particular job 5 - 10 years

N. Librarians in particular job 10 - 15 years
0. Librarians in particular job over 15 years

Table II reports rating data for the fifteen groups.
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Courses Weekend
for Acts- Conirrences Courses Programs Programsdemic Television Summer Correspondence h for Acad. at osn at DistrictWorkshops Credit Courses Programs Courses Conventions Credit Liblary Library

A. All
respondents

(41)

h. Those
Ow have
taken cont.
education

(28)

C. Those who
have not
Laken cont.
education

(13)

D. Librarians

20-29 (6)

E. Librarians
30-39 (8)

F. Librarians
40-49 (9)

G. Librarians
50 -59 (12)

ct.

3.46 (34%) 3.05 (11%) 2.71i (7%) 2.74 (7%) 2.45 (7%) 2.61 (0%) 2.80 (1.%) 4.00 (1%) 4.24 (12%1

3.5 (36%) 3.0 (14%) 2.2 (7%) 2.8 (11%) 2.3 (4%) 2.7 (0%) 3.0 (1%) (PO 3.4 (14%)

3.4 (31%) 3.1 (8%) 2.5 (8%) 2.5 (0%) 2.7 (15%) 2.5 (0,) 2.4 (24%) 2.5 (h%) 2.8 (8%)

3.6 3.0 2,4 2.4 1.8 3.2 2.8 3.2 3.8

3.3 3.2 2.6 2.2 4.4 2.2 3.2 3.1 3.4

3.4 3.1 2.9 2.9 2.5 2.b 3.1 2.4 2.8

3.6 2.8 1.8 2.5 2.2 2.5 1.9 3.0 3.5
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H. Librarians

Workshops

Courses
for Ara-
demic
Credit

Television
Courses

Summer
Programs

Correspondence
Courses

Conferences
fr

Conventions

Weekend
Courses
for Acad.

Credit

Programs
at Own
Library

Programs
at District
Library

604 (6) 3.2 3.2 2.2 3.7 3.3 2.8 3.3 3.7 3.0

I. Non-degree
librarians

(17) 3.4 (6%) 3.0 (24%) 2.5 (18%) 2.6 (6%) 2.7 (12%) 2.4 (0%) 2.8 (12%) 2.6 (6%) 3.4 (12%)

J. Librarians
with B.S.

(12) 3.6 (58%) 3.0 (0%) 2.0 (0%) 3.1 (0%) 2.8 (8%) 2.6 (0%) 2.7 (17%) 3.2 (8%) 3.2 (8%)

K. Librarians
with M.L.S.

(12) 3.5 (50%) 3.0 (8%) 2.4 (0%) 2.6 (17%) 1.8 (0%) 2.9 (0%) 2.8 (0%) 3.4 (8%) 3.2 (17%)

L. Librarians
in job for

less than 5
years (20) 3.4 3.2 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.6 2.9 2.6 3.2

M. 5-10 years
(10) 3.8 3.0 2.0 2.8 2.0 2.6 3.0 3.3 3.6

N. 10-15
years (6) 3.3 2.9 1.8 w.a 3.0 2.7 2.2 3.2 3.0

O. Over 15
years (5) 3.2 2.8 2.0 3.4 3.0 2.7 2.8 3.6 3.2



The number of times a category was selected as the respondents' favorite is represented by percentages in parentheses,
e.g., 34% of all respondents selected workshops as their favorite method, TX chose television courses, eu. Our
respondent did not select a favorite method which alters the A. All respondents and I. Non-dogree Librarians data

by a few percentage points. The "rounding oft" of percentages accounts for the range of 99-I01% tot.ds found in the

remaining respondent groups.
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A statistical analysis yields some clearly popular and

unpopular selections. "Workshops" received the highest rating

with a mean score of 3.46 across all respondents. Another

significantly high rating was the 3.24 average rating received

by "Programs at district library." "Correspondence courses"

were unpopular with a 2.45 rating, and "Television courses in

your own home" received the lowest rating of 2.33. The remaining

five continuing education techniques received average ratings

ranging from 2.61 to 3.05. In question 4, respondents were also

asked to select their favorite method of the nine they had just

rated in question 3. First choice selection was equally divided

among seven of the continuing education techniques, but there

were two significant exceptions. "Workshops" was selected as

the favorite technique by one out of three respondents (34%) and

"Conferences and Conventions" was never selected (0%).

There were no significan: differences between the

ratings of those who had taken continuing education courses and

those who had not taken continuing education courses, but there

were some interesting tendencies. Weekend courses, summer

courses, programs at own library, and programs at district

library were more favorably rated by those who had had previous

continuing education experience while correspondence courses and

television courses were more favorably rated by those without

previous experience in continuing education.

"Workshops" received the highest rating across all age

groups with the lowest rating being a 3.2. "Courses for academic
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credit" was above 3.0 for all groups except for the 50-59 year

old librarians. All television ratings were below 3.0 with a

low of 1.8 for the 50-59 year olds. The rawest rating given by

the 20-29 year old group was a 1.8 to "Correspondence Courses"

which received the highest rating of 3.3 from the 60+ group.

Perhaps that's a sign of the waning popularity of the correspon-

dence course in the face of the ubiquitous workshop. The

younger librarians newly out of college probably associate

correspondence courses with truck driving and bartending ads on

late night television, while the over-60 librarian reuemhers

correspondence courses fondly as the only way to obtain certain

information and still raise a family. The 20-29 year old group

gave conferences and conventions its highest rating of 3.2,

while everyone else averaged less than 2.8. This might be

accounted for by mobility and family ties. Younger librarians

are likely to be single and excited by the prospect of travel,

while older librarians may have more responsibilities to a

family. "Programs at own library," "Workshops," "Programs at

district library," and "Summer programs" were all relatively

evenly distributed. One interesting point that should be men-

tioned is that the 60+ librarians do not behave the way national

continuing education studies predict they will behave. Instead

of having an "I'm too old for continuing education" attitude,

the ratings show that age Is ant as important a factor as might

have been predicted.

i
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The differences in ratings given by mop- degree vs

bachelor degree vs H.L.S. librarians are similar to the dif-

ferences found between librarians who have taken continuing

education ( >urges and those

courses are mn.:h more popular

and librarians with a B.S. in

than with M.L.S. librarians

conferences and conventions

who have not. Correspondence

with non-degree librarians (2.7)

a variety of

where

subject fields (2.8)

The opposite occurs on

the more advanced the

training, the higher the rating: non-degree - 2.4, B.S. - 2.6,

and H.L.S. - 2.9. Although most of the other categories are

rated similarly by librarians regardless of training, the

selection of favorite methods does differ significantly among

the librarians. Workshops have very similar ratings of 3.4 for

non-degree, 3.6 for B.S. and 3.5 for M.L.S librarians.

However, only 6% of the non-degree librarians selected workshops

as their favorite method compared to 58% of the librarians with

a B.S. and 59% of the librarians with an M.L.S. Twenty-four

percent of the non-degree librarians selected courses for

academic credit compared to 8% for librarians with either a

bachelor's degree or masters degree. One other major difference

was in the television course category where only non-degree

librarians selected television courses as a favorite method

(18%).

There were few significant differences in the ratings

obtained by categorizing length of employment, but there was an

interesting trend in the data. The longer one worked in a
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position the greater the tendency to rate courses closer to home

higher than courses requiring a great deal of travel. Ratings

for programs at the respondent's own Library and correspondence

courses went up over time employed, whereas ratings for courses

for academic credit and weekend courses were higher for

librarians in a position less than ten years compared to a

librarian working more than ten years.

Question S requires respondents to state whether they

have a need to participate in any continuing education in the:

future, and the follow up questions request specific course or

activity needs. Twenty six or 63% of all respondents indicated

a personal need for continuing education while fifteen or 377.

did not see such a need. Of those who had previously completed

a continuing education course or activity, twenty-one (75%) felt

they needed more anti seven (35%) did not. Ot.the group who had

never taken a contiwing education course or activity, five

(38%) indicated a need to do so and eight. (62%) did not see such

a need. Appendix IV on page 117 lists particular ourses

respondents named as needed aed their reasons for naming them.

The suggested sponsoring agencies (5d) and locations (Sc / were

very similar to the actual spnu.nrc and locations named in

questions lc and ld. Collges or ouvet,,tivs were named

fifteen times. and libraries or library associations were named

sixteen times. 11 a apecific luCAAUli has given, it has either

a library (e.g.. district) or a vollexv (v.v. Clarion or

Drexel) but most pvie gave a tistaoce from Lhir p1ate of work

as the Ioratiou (e.g., wIthIn 50 males).
-300-
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When asked if the course the respondents named would

advance their job status or give them a higher salary, fifteen

replied "no" from the group which bad taken continuing education

previously compared to six "yes" answers. Those who had never

taken continuing education replied with two "yes" answers, two

"an" answers, and one "no response."

Question 6 requires respondents to rate some possible

course offerings with letter grades as in Question 3. Letter A

again is interpreted 4.0, but the language associated with the

letter rating is slightly different. "A" stands for "I'J really

like to take the course--exellent "b" (3.0) --"good

idea", "C" (2.0) -- "maybe I'd take the course", "D" (1.0) --

"probably not", and "F" (0.0) -- "never".

Table III lists the ten courses and the mean rating

each course received by the same groups listed in question 3 on

Table 11: total respondents, those who have taken continuing

education, those who have not, etc.
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table 1.11

Cat"
loping 6: Pol it- Cianpar-
Classi- Book Advinis- Basic Local ital alive
lication Selection tration Reference History Philosophy Science Religions Litrratnie Genealogy

A. All

respondents
(41) 2.63 2.98 2.83 3.21 :1.06 1.82 2.17 1.89 3.09 2.99

H. Those who
have taken
cont. dorsi.

(28) 2.5 2.1 3.1 1.2 3.3 1.8 2.1 1.8 3.1 3.2

C. Those who
have not
taken Loot.
education

(13) 3.0 3.1 2.2 3.3 2.5 1.8 2.2 2.1 ,$.O 2.6

D. Librarians
20-29 (6) 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.6 .4 7 1.4 2.1 1.5 .3.0 3.0

E. Librarians
30-39 (8) 2.1 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.7 1.3 1.6 1.3 2.1 2.5

F. Librarians
40-49 (9) 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.7 3.1 2.6 2.9 2.6 3.7 3.3

G. Librarians
50-59 (12) 2.3 2.8 2.5 3.0 3.2 1.8 2.2 1.8 3.3 3.1



Cata-
loging &
Classi-
((cation

H. Librarians

Rook
Selection

Adminis- Basic
tration Reference

Local
History Philosophy

Pnlit-
ical

Silence

Compar-
ativr
Religions Literature Genealogy

60+ (6) 4.0 3.7 3.2 3.7 3.5 2.0 2.3 2.' :4.7 3.3

1. Hon-degrer
librarians
(17) 3.2 2.9 2.2 3.4 3.2 2.0 7.0 1.8 3.0 2.7

J. Librarians
with B.S.

(12) 3.3 3.8 3.0 3.4 2.9 1.9 2.4 2.3 3.4 2.9

K. Librarians
with M.L.S.

(12) 1.2 2.3 3.5 2.7 3.3 1.5 2 1 1.6 2.8 3.2

L. Librarians
in job for less
than S years

(20) 2.4 2.8 2.8 3.2 2.9 1.6 2.2 1.8 2.9 2.9

M. 5-10 yrs.
(10) 2.8 3.3 3.3 3.8 3.1 2.4 2.8 2.4 3.5 3.4

N. 10-15 yrs.
(6) 2.8 2.5 2.2 2.3 .3.7 1.2 1.5 1.3 2.5 2.7

0. Over 15 yrs.
(5) 3.4 2.4 2.6 3.2 3.6 2.2 1.8 2.0 3.6 2.4
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Across all respondents Basic Reference (3.21) and

reference courses in Local History (3.06) and Literature (3,09)

received the highest ratings followed closely by Book Selection

(2.98), reference course in Genealogy (2.99), and Administration

(2.83). Cataloging and Classification received a middle ground

rating of 2.63, and the lowest ratings were received by refer-

ence courses in Comparative Religions (1.89), Political Science

(2.17), and Philosophy (1.82).

The ratings examined by age and years on the job do

vary but not in any consistent manner. Data indicate that Basic

Reference and reference courses in Literature, Genealogy, and

Local History are far more popular than reference courses in

Philosophy, Political Science, and Comparative Religions.

Administration and Book Selection courses received similar

ratings generally better than those received by Cataloging and

Classification. The differences between those who have taken

continuing education and those who have not and among non-

degree, bachelor degree, and M.L.S. librarians show some

interesting pats.erns. Those who have taken continuing education

courses rate Cataloging and Classification at 2.S; those who

have not had continuing education courses rate it 3.0. The con-

tinuing education group rate administration 3.1, while those

never having continuing education give administration a 2.2.

The difference between these too ratings in particular suggests

a difference in the Jog: and interests of the two groups. The

other significant rating difference that exists is Au the
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reference course in Local History (3.3 for those with continuing

education; 2.5 for those without continuing education) and in

the reference course in Genealogy (3.2 for continuing education;

2.6 for those withuut). One might conclude that the group which

has never taken continuing education is interested in the basics

of librarianship, e.g., cataloging and classification, while the

group with previous continuing education experience is inter-

ested in expanding library services, e.g., specific reference

courses.

These differences are even more no.:^eable when the

librarians' responses are examined by degree breakdown. Non-

degree librarians rated Cataloging and Classification 3.2,

bachelor degree librarians gave it 3.3, and Hd..S. librarians

rated it 1.2. In Administration, non-degree librarians show a

rating of 2.2, whale bachelor degree librarians rated it 3.0,

and H.L.S. librarians rated it 3.5. Other categories also yield

differences between these groups, e.g., Book Selection and Bisic

Reference are rated much higher by non-degree and bachelor

degree librarians than by M.L.S. librarians.

The Biographical Details page of the survey provided

the data needed for the groupings used in questions 3 and 6 but

also provided some interesting information. Of the twenty-four

respondents holding degrees, state teachers' colleges in Penn-

sylvania were nu.,t often the location of their training.

Included at least once were Clarion, Shippenshurg, Lock Haven,

and Millersville. Also named from Pennsylvani a were The Penn-
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Sylvania State University, Ursinus, and Cedar Crest (complete

list is provided in Appendix V on page 118). The list includes

Heidelberg University in Germany and the Fashion Institute of

Technology.

The degree list is more diverse tha.f: the colleges

where they were earned; it was not until the thirty-sixth

interview was completed that any two respondents had earned

similar undergraduate degrees. The degrees inifude what one

might guess many librarians hold: education, Englis!. litera-

ture, history, philosophy, and religion, but there were also

some unusual degrees, e.g., biology, retailing, and inter-

national affairs. Rural librarianship is anything but stagnant.

The job descriptions varied with the job titles.

Those people who were officially called librarians performed

duties that involved more varit.d tasks, supervised more employ-

ees, and generally had more responsibility than those with

titles of 14brary assistant. They often mentioned circulation,

and overdue duties and less supervisowy responsibility. Those

with titles of director or library administrator more often

mentioned supervision and administrative duties.

Length of employment varied from two weeks to over

twenty years in the respondent's current position and from nine

months to over forty years in library science or library work

generally. The average number of p rttime employees supervised

was 1.60 per library, and fulltime averaged to 1.41.1 per library

with a4 average of .53 fulltime people with 1.L.S. degrees per
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library. 't should be mentioned that one library administraioe

supervised a staff 4f I : 50 which inflates the averages

somewhat. Thou who have taken continuing education supervised

4.6 parttime employees, 2.5 fulltime employees, and .8 M.L.S.

librarians on the average. Those who have not taken continuing

education supervised 2.1 parttime employees, .6 fulltime

employees, and 0.0 M.L.S. librarians_

The age range of the rural librarians was from 22 to

72; there were four male respondents and thirty -seven female

respondents.

Conclusion

As with most survey information, it is the use the

researcher makes of data that justifies the study. Data from

forty-one respondents are not enough to alter a library science

degree program, but the data do give an indication of some of

the likes and dislikes of rural librarians and what they

perceive their needs to be in continuing education. Some of the

conclusions to be drawn from this study are:

Workshops and programs at district libraries are

well-liked means of teaching continuing education courses and

activities.
I

Television courses and correspondence courses are

generally unpopular continuing education techniques.

Level of education has en effect on many aspects of

continuing education, e.g., likes and dislikes for particular

courses and preferences for certain methodologies.
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Age is not a critics/ variable in deciding whet

course, to offer librarians.

Most librarians think that personal concern for their

particular situation is the single most important consideration

for the continuing educator. A library science .epartment that

can offer courses within easy driving distance during non-

working hours will probably succeed with a segment of its

intended audience: the rural librarian.

kefereure

(I) Vavrek, Bernard. Rural Public- Libraries in Pennsylvania: A Directory.

Clarion. Pennsylvania; Center for the Study os Rural Librarianship,

1919.
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APPENDIX 1

Introduction

Hello, My name is Steven Herb and I am calling from the Center
for the Study of Rural Librarianship at Clarion State College.

How are you?

We are conducting a telephone interview to get some information
on continuing education from librarians. It shouldn't take
longer than 10-1S minutes. Can you do it?

If not, is there a more convenient time I could call you back?

Date Time

Before we start the questions I want to make certain I have your
name and address spelled correctly.

Name

Address

Title - wlh..t is you official title at the library?

Survey

1. Have you participated in any continuing education courses or
activities?

a. What was the last course or activity you took?

b. for what reason did you take it?

c. Where did it meet?

d. Who sponsored it?

e. Was it valuable for you?

f. Why?

Would you have taken it if it had not resulted in joo
advancement or higher salary?
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2. (OR) Why not?

3. I'm going to read a list of continuing education techniques.
Tell me how you feel about the different strategies. Give me
an A (like school grades) if you think it is an excellent idea,
B if it is good, C average, D - poor, and F - awful.

Type Grade

I. Workshops
II. Courses for academic credit
III. Television courses (in your own home)
IV. Summer programs (one or two weeks at a

specific location)
V. Correspondence courses
VI. Library conferences or conventions
VII. Weekend courses for academic credit

(Friday night and all day Saturday)
VIII. Programs at your library
IX. Programs at your district library

4. Which is your favorite method?

5. Do you feel you have a need to participate in any other
continuing education activities?

a. What, in particular?

b. Why?

c. Where?

d. Given by whom?

e. Would this advance your job status or give you a highvr
salary?

6. ' am going to run through a quick list.of possible continuing
education offerings. I'd like you to give grades again IA for
I'd really like to take that course - excellent idea, II -

good idea, C - maybe, D pt.ibably not, and I - never).

Oftl:011

1. Cataloging and Classification
II. Selection
III. Administration
IV. Reference
V. Reference course in

a. local history
b. philosophy

4C0
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c. political science
d. comparative religions
e. literature
f. genealogy

7. Is there anything we could do at Clarion that would increase
the chances that you would take continuing education courses
or activities?

8. Do you have any general comments or specific suggestions
concerning continuing education?

Biographical Details

Thanks so much for your taking the time to answer these questions.
I just need a few biographical details if you don't mind.

Education Background

Do you have an undergraduate degree? In what?

From which college?

Graduate training? In what?

From which college? Degree?

Job Description

Would you give me a quick description of your job responsibilities?

Length of Employment

How long have you been in your present position?

In library work?

Supervisory Responsibility

How many people do yoli supervise? Fulltime Parttime

Do any of them have degrees iu library science?
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What degrees?

Age Do you mind giving me your age?

Sex
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APPENDIX II

All those who have taken a continuing education course or activity

28 respondents. The last course or activity taken.

Selection*

Community Analisis

Young Adults/To ng Adult Services -- 2 times

Science Fictir. for Children

History of Rooks and Printing

Tine Management 3 tines

Reference

Children's Literature 2 times

Audiovisual

Libraries and Public Relations

Genealogy

Small Libraries

Future in Printed Material

Combined School and Public Library Operations

Presentation of Library Materials

Automating the Small Library

Public Relations

*Whenever a course was given in combination with another, each

is listed separately. Responses in other appendices are also

divided for the convenience of the reader.
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Technical Services 2 times

Introduction to Library Science

Medical and Law Libraries

Volunteers

Adventures in Attitudes

Media Services

Rural Libraries: School and Public Library 3 times

Executive Development for Library Administrators
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AUTENDIX III

All those who have taken a continuing education course or---

activity -- 28 respondents. The reasons for taking

the courses.

Preparing for advanced degrees

To overview topic

Help attract new patrons

Had to for job

Patrons seemed interested in topic 2 times

It was near

Toward certification

Thought it would be interesting

Urged by county library

Personal interest 6 times

Takes every local offering - 2 times

It was necessary 2 times

Special knowledge required because library is acquiring

special materials

Necessitated by library 2 times

Grant covered expenses

To learn

Updating awareness

How to better handle employees

"I sponsored it and needed an additional person"

To help in book selection
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Recommended by board

To increase communication between school and public

libraries

Enticed by brochure
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APPENDIX IV

Those who have taken
continuini education and
feel a need for more

Course/activity and reason
for choosing

automation- -keep up to date (3)
computers and technology -- that

is where we are heading
children's literature--rtlated to job
public relations- -with tight finances,

important for library
general library sciencecertification
general library science--help with job
history--a good field for study
managementnee,.ed for job (2)
new AACR rules--new rules take effect

January
administration--improve in job
programming--needs to know more
reference--new things always occurring
adult programs for public libraries - -local
public administration keep current
audiovisualinterested
cataloging--keeping up
selected reference tools--they are expensive,

good to know about
children's books -- update
book selection--new things always occurring

Those who have not taken
continuing education El.,
feel a need for some

Course/activity and reason
for choosing

general library science- -
interest
music -- interest
acquisition--needs to know

wore
basic library collection- -

needs to know more
reference--sharpen skills

need
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Colleges and Degrees

APPENDIX V

UNDERGRADUATE

Clarion
Shippensburg
Lock Haven
Millersville
Pennsylvania State University
Ursinus
Cedar Crest
Westminister
Juniata
George Washington
Dickinson
Youngstown
New York University
Wheaton, Mass.
University of Missouri
Heidelberg University (Germany)
Fashion Institute of Technology

ecucation
e.ementary education
social studies education
Jistory
philosophy
English
English literature
sociology
social sciences
library sciences
psychology
modern languages
people and races
business administration
creative writing
biology
retailing
international affairs

PILS

Clarion 1

Villanova 1

University of Pittsburgh 3

Case Western Reserve 1

Drexel 3

Shippensburg 1

Kent State University
Simmons CO]leXr 1
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CULTURE NW VALUES OF RURAL DONMUNITIES1

Donald M. Crider, Associate Professor
of Rural Sociology

The Pennsylvania State University

Juxtaposition of the words "culture" and "values" in the title of

this paper ought to imply to the reader far more than is suggested by their

Simple grammatical proximity and association by means of the conjuction.

Nereever, to place these concepts in the context of the "rural commuaity"

immediately gives an ecological locus which conveys a sense of distinctiveness

from and perhaps, contrast to the counterpart, urban locs.ities. It would

appear to be useful, therefore, to begin with some definitions of the term to

be employed berm.

Definitions

The modifier, "rural," is used to designate characteristics of

physical areas as well as attributes of people. In using the word we refer to

some combinations of three different substantive aspects: ecological, occu?s-

Lions', and sociocultural. In the first instance, the reference is to areas

with low population density, settlements of small absolute size, and communi-

ties of persons who are relatively isolated from other segments of society.

Occupationally, rural refers to involvement in extractive type industries.

1Adapted from an address given at a workshop entitled, "Changes in the
Rural Community: Its Impact on Libraries and the Humanities,* Clarion,

Pennsylvania, November 20, 19$1.
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Agriculture is, of course, the most widespread such industry in rural America,

although mining, forestry, and fishing may also be included. Socioculturally,

rural connotes a predominance of personal, face-to-face social relationships

with similar, known others, and a comparative slowness to chant: the cultural

heritage.

"Culture" is an inclusive concept. For social scientists, it is the

complex net of learned and shared beliefs, custom, skills, habits, traditiomet

and knowledge common to the members of a society, i.e., the "social heritage"

of a society.

"Palmas" are s composite of the infrastructural beliefs and attitudes of

that heritage which guide a society. Professor Robin Williams, in his fames

book, American Society, elaborated values an "conceptions of desirable states

of affairs that are utilised in selective conduct as criteria for preference

or choice or as justifications for proposed or actual behavior." (1970, p.

439)

It oust be obvious, therefore, that the choices of terms for the

title or topic in this article are by no means casual and accidental. Valves

are a part of culture, evolved out of the events and experiences in the life

of specific societies. fleece, it ought not to seem strange that rural

cultures and values should differ somewhat from those characteristic of

urbanites. In short, we accept the premise of those who assert that, where

you live, and what you do for a living, affects how you think about life.

Developments

From where do our cultures and values, as Americans, come? What are

our root..? Bow did rr get to be the kinds of people that we are? We noted

-2-
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above that culture and values evolve out of living. To what can we attribute

the lifestyles and world views that characterize us? Let us consider,

briefly, some aspects of the history of this nation.

The People Who Came to America

One does not need to be such of a historian to know that our fore-

beers were /emigrants. At various times over the past several hundred years,

shiploads of people from virtually every corner of the earth have made their

way to these shores. In Pennsylvania, we trace our family trees largely

through Europeans who left their homelands there. The migration streams are

not infrequently cited wherein the English came early on into Wiliam Penn's

"Quaker City" and settled the southeastern original counties of the Common-

wealth. Scotch -Irish cane into the Wyoming Valley, the Northwest, and up

through the river systems into what is now Pittsburgh and environs. Germanic

peoples disembarked in Philadelphia, but quickly moved through the city to

establish themselves in the hinterland valleys on scattered farmsteads

surrounding villages which served their economic and social needs. Other

Europeans came in the heyday of the mines, the railroads, and the factories.

All of these immigrants have left their marks upon us in the names of our

municipalities, the architecture of our churches, or even more subtly, on the

customs end traditions we continue to observe.

Our forebears were an intrepid lot. They braved the rigors of ocean

travel to get here, often by steerage, with little more understanding of what

Ley in store for them than that it offered a fresh start, a new beginning.

They were undaunted by the unknown as they fearlessly faced the future and

courageously put their few belongings together to settle the frontier!
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It was primarily impatience that drove them: the desire to own

something, to carve out a place all of their own doing, and to eat the fruits

of their own labors.

But all of that masks another characteristic that is all too often

lost to our thinking in our deep desire to exhibit the awe and esteem with

which we hold these ancestors of ours. We most add to the list of attributes

just cited that, for the most part, these forefathers and mothers oars were

from the disfranchised masses of European societies; few of '.hem were of the

elites of nobility. As common people, not many of those who settled Penn's

Woods had had to make decisions regarding the opening of new lauds, the organ-

ixatiou and operation of markets, the capitalization of business ventures, or

any of the thousand and one other tasks essential to building on solid

foundations for a successful future. In their impatience and ignorance, they

cut down forests of hardwoods that had taken centuries/millenia to grow;

fields were laid bare for the rains and winds to wreak their destructive

forces by erosion; the mineral resources were removed as rapidly as techniques

would allow; and the moustisins of tailings lay exposed to the elements to

penetrate and leach out their residual minerals sod chemicals to pollute our

waters. If it were possible to roll back the clock of time, would we not want

to alter the "development" of frontier Penn's Woods? Consider what this

Commonwealth and other areas in the New World were like when these forebears

of ours first settled.

The Lands They Found

Coming out of the continent of Europe with its rather fragmented

national territories, the Americas had to have impressed these settlers with
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their vastness. Stretching from ocean to ocean, there must have been a sense

of *mass' expanse waiting to be claimed and cultivated. Moreover, the varia-

tions offered mmst have been almost unbelievable: in terrain, climate, flora,

and fauna. There was virtually something far everyone, regardless of the type

of person or taste for life. And there lay the land, in all of its verdancy:

lush, green, live, growing! For the most part, it was virgin land:

Declaimed, =exploited, and unpolluted.

To complete the picture of roots, at least one further detail moat

be added.

The Times Through Which lbel Lived

Caught up in the excitement of who they were and what they had

found, these early Americans adapted readily. Through trial and error, amidst

satisfaction and disappointment, they forged ahead to many failures and much

success.

It is impossible to trace the history of this country without

gaining deep appreciation for the discovery and exploration of new lands

attributable to the characteristics of the people we have just described.

Territorial expansion of this nation in the 18th and 19th centuries kept pace

with the growing population. Moreover, thereby were kept alive the attributes

of persons similar to the pioneers: migrants - people on the move; individu-

alists - confident of their own abilities, unafraid of what was Dew and

different; achievers - intent upon owning a piece of the land on which they

could live and work; and learners - not inhibited by their own lack of exper-

tise, but rather willing to learn by doing!
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It was that set of circumstances and kind of mind that added another

dimension to our history worth noting: the developmeat of new techniques.

Inventions, innovatioss, sod improvements of all kinds have attended the

efforts of those who have gone before us. Such developments have been the

rule, rather than the exception, for every institution of our lives: economic,

educational, recreational, religious, political, and social. Nothing is our

lives is taken as permanent and unchangeable! Everything is subject to a new

ides, a fresh insight, a bold approach, a labor-Raving device, a better

technique, a scientific breakthrough, etc. ad infinitum, it seems. Quite

naturally, these changes have brought about different ways of thinking about

the world and behaving in our lives. Cul'ure, our lifestyles or social

heritage and values, our concepts of right or wrong, good or bad, beautiful or

ugly, satisfying or disappointing, useful or worthless, are inextricably

associated with our history; who we are, and what we believe, and how we live,

evolves out of the past, in the present, and toward the future.

Derivatives

What are sane of the specifics of culture and values that we have

derived from the past? What has survived, in whatever form, from those traits

of character and lifestyle cited above? Are there patterns of behavior and/or

frames of reference which are more predominant in some sectors of society more

than in others, i.e., in rural communities by comparison with urban centers?

Whit do we know that may help us?

fie noted earlier that it is the conditions under which people live

and work which shape their beliefe and behaviors. To put it otherwise, the

ways in which human beings cope with the environment and adapt their life-
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S tyles, or order their thoughts about it, contribute to the kinds of individ-

u als, societies, or communities they turn out to be. Let us apply that logic

to mantes.

The Sine of Rural Communities

Regardless of the definition used, rural communities come out on the

smell end of the scale. Historically, our government tended to use a single

criterion for rural: that which was derived from Bureau of Census distinc-

tions, in which a rural place was one with population concentration of less

than 2,500 people in the unit of analysis. More recently, various agencies of

the government have modified that Census rule-of-thumb for their owe moves-

lance, so that the nmetropolitan-monmetropolitan" distinction is hosed upon

population sizes of 50,000 more or less. Whatever the measure, however, rural

is always on the side of fewer people in the area designated.

It is that low density of population which gives the culture a

particular character that engages our interest. Under such conditions,

residences teed to be spread out with plenty of open space between and swag

then. Easy access is afforded to the world in its natural state: streams,

lakes, fields and forests. Congregations of persons are generally small,

reflecting the few people there are to rally around whatever the cause. It in

fairly easy, therefcre, to get to know those who share the locale and/or the

associations in which neighbors are gathered. Families are frequently engaged

in a common business, each member of the family being involved according to

se:, age, size, and capability for the appropriate and assigned task.

Relatives abound close-by as a product of an apparent sense of security and

satisfaction with the shared local lifestyle. The effect of all this is that
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nosy rural people are interrelated as extended families. The few who are met

rlated tend to stand out as latecomers to the community, hardly less known to

the oldtimers, however, because the natural effect of everyday intercourse of

peoples is oa the basis of personal face-to-face interactions.

Another consideration is no less important in understanding the

culture and values im rural communities.

The Nature of Rural Industries

As was indicated earlier, extractive industries, rather than

processing factories, characterise rural communities. Jobs provided in this

sector of labor deal with raw materials in an atmosphere close to nature.

Whether it be agriculture, forestry, fishing, or 'doing, there is a keen semis

of weather conditions as they impinge upon pursuit of the work. A sense of

competition with the natural forces 0fi wind, rain, sunshine, darkness, beat,

cold, etc., overrides comparison with what workmates, colleagues, or neighbors

are doing. Scheduling is a function of the vagaries of the biosphere; work-

loads and labor demands are highly seasonal and cyclical. When the time is

ripe for planting, harvesting, fishing, or whatever, little concern can be

shown for regulated workdays and holidays, i.e., eight-hour days, multiple

shifts and forty-hour weeks are not always possible in rural community labor

patterns. These peaks, however, soon pass, and with them the occasion for

numerous hands to help - intensively, for short periods - in many of the

industrial operations typically found in rural areas. Other characteristics

any also be cited: much of the work is dirty; it is often dangerous; it is

demanding of skills frequently gained only by experience; and there are not a

few evidences of demeaning activity, especially if you consider crawling an
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your hands and knees, bending over or squatting, for extended periods, and

association with foul - smelling animals, fermented feeds, manure, agrichemicals,

or even well- sweated workmates distasteful.

Each of the conditions of life and work detailed above might he

applied to and illustrated in a wide variety of rural extractive industries.

As a near constant atmosphere in which people are associated daily, it is

little wonder that scholars suggest a cause-and-effect relationship between

such circemstaaces and the sorts of world views and frames of reference which

emerge among rural people. Herein are the roots of the values which become

ingrained in rural societies and transmitted through the generations.

The Valises of Rural Sociocultures

If the definitions presented is the opening part of this presenta-

tion are taken seriously, it must be immediately evident that this section of

our discussion is the most difficult to establish. Whereas is each of the

previous points of emphasis, it is possible with the definitions to designate

areas for observation, examination, testing, and aualysis, those tasks become

extremely difficult when dealing with the rather abstract concept of "values."

The presence or absence and strength of the values can be tested only y

inference. It ought not to surprise us, therefore, that considerable contro-

versy surrounds the very suggestion that research on rural-urban value differ -

ences is possible! Nonetheless, sufficient replication of research with

similar findings has been done to recognise some consensus.

The work of Professor Robin Williams of Cornell University on

American society in general and values in particu1ar has gained wide acclaim.

An array of some fifteen items has been identified as historically in evidence
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among us. More critical work has focused upon about half of these iscludiag

such values as useful activity or work, achievement or success, group superi-

ority, moral orientation, humanitarianism, individual personality, equality,

and freedom. Virtually no one claims that these are equal in strength no

matter what sectors of society are tested. It does seem possible, however, to

group these around three generally accepted values characteristic of rural

commuaities: conservatism, pragmatism, and independence.

Conservatiam: It has lose been recognized that rural people are

relatively slow to change. In spite of all the opportunities for the emphases

upon masaification of society so that rural and urban differences would

ultimately vanish, continued research indicates that differences remain quite

sorted. In studies which have identified some measure of traditionalism,

rural people invariably score much higher than do their counterparts in urban

centers. Such findings are generally supported in our own experience, espe-

cially if we allow for the elaboration of conservatism in the more precise

values of Williams' schema. Thus, for example, the moral orientation most

characteristic of ruralitea seems at times to be archaic, old-fashioned, sad

passe. A second of Williams' values is also in evidence in much the same

contexts: group superiority. There is a strung sense of coomon standards

characterising rural people with a great reluctance to be the first to break

the code, go out on a limb, or to try something new. While that sort of

squeamishness or old fogeyism may be deplored, its expression in a third value

identified by Williams is wholesome: humanitarianism. The generosity of

rural peoples is legendary. There is abundant evidence of their :caching out,

in time of need, tt ae of assistance, often even at great sacrifice of them-
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selves. That kind of action, admittedly, is quite often locally oriented;

=ratites are not especially caught up in the support of foreign aid, whether

under the auspices of government or the church,

Pragmatists: In a most interesting overview of American rural

societal values written for the United States Department of Agriculture's

Yearbook of 1963, Professor Roy Kuck elaborated the position that a "pragmatic

perspective" seems tcf.t.. ma fit the value stance of American rural people. Its

view was that throughout history, ruralitea have largely been motivated by

standards of utility, i.e., if it works, get it/do it /one it/sake it /etc.

Moreover, he asserted, success has been measured in tarns of accomplisbeest,

as illustrated in a familiar country greeting at the end of the day, "Wha'

d'y'u git done today/this week?" Professors suck and Williams seem to agree,

although Williams suggests the dual values of work activity and achievement or

success. In either case, what is common knowledge to may of us is evident:

few and far between are the r people you'll meet who don't have a keen

sense of value of a bard 6. ,ck as a privilege, not a chore. Moreover,

there is little patience with the person who wants only to eat and sleep,

shirking any responsibility for contributing to the common cause of labor.

Independence: Finally, there is reasonable consensus on the third

value cited: independence. Once again, Williams talks about three values,

each of which is an elaboration of independence. "Individual personality"

emphasizes the right of everyone to be his/her ownself, not beholden to anyone,

not necessarily a carbon of anyone. There is, or ought to be, "freedom" to

be, to choose, and to become what one desires, without pressure to conform to
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a common mold through which all are shaped. Moreover, in Williams' terms,

that independence of the individual validates the claim to "equality" whereby

all are taken at face value, on the same grounds, with undifferentiated

opportunity for whatever is offered. And once again, these values, whether

three or one, seem to fit our images of American ruralites. There just

appears to be a better chance for a "fair shake" in the countryside, as

against the city.

Mere is ample research evidence to support the assertions made in

this section regarding the value of sociocultures. Some of these data have

been gathered as part of national Gallup Poll information. Other data re-

present more limited samples of persons in specific geographical areas or

within particular age categories. Nonetheless, they speak to a common con-

clusion: there continue to be differences in value orientations between rural

and urban communities, the rural still tending toward the conservative and

traditional, pragmatic, and independent characterizations.

What, therefore, can be said about the application of these ideas to

the tasks of rural libraries and librarians? I have no hesitancy in urging

upon each of you a sensitivity to the generalizations about culture and valves

in rural commiluities that have been made. I would hasten to add, however,

that given the tremendous diversity that has gone into this "melting pot" of

America, including the many ethnic enclaves scattered throughout rural America,

it is essential that each community be studied! The very multiplicity of

values cited in the literature suggest that further sorting out and sifting

down is needed. Noreover, the controversy that continues to surround the

study of 'values is evidence of disquiet with the research process in this

area, up to now. There is something there, we know. We need to know a lot
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more about it. In the meantime, let none of us be unappreciative of the

distinctive culture in rural communities that has evolved its own particular

values to fit its overall lifestyle and world view.
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INRINATION EXCHANOE AND RURAL LIBRARIES

Samuel $. Leadley, Associate Professor of
Rural Sociology

The Pennsylvania State University

Libraries in rural areas are affected by their envirosnemt. This

fact is especially significant today because there are both enduring constants

and rapid changes in smell towns and open country. This discussion minims

first the definition of the rural library's place in the contemporary American

information exchange system. Then, impacts of rurality and information are

described.

An Information Syatepm

The techniques of systems analysis are helpful in describing the place of

rural library in its envireament. In its simplist form, an information

system has to include only source and user (Figure 1).

SOURCES Messages >USER

Figure 1. Simple Information System

,Adapted from an address given at a workshop entitled, "Changes in the

Rural Community: Its 'evict on Libraries and the Rnaanitieb," Clarion,
Pennaylvania, November 20, 1981.
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The competent** between these two parts is represented by a solid, double-

heeded arrow. The user initiates a request, the source responds, the user

seeks additional information and so on. Thus, the word "messages" above the

line reminds the reader that information moves back and forth between the

source and user.

The degree of simplicity is possible only by making many unstated

assumptions about each of the three parts. The three-part model does,

nevertheless, naiad us that an effective and vital rysten must have

messages sowing in both directions.

A more complex and recognizable system still accounts for the

user and source. In addition, intermediate subsystems appear between the

user and source.

Large
Central Other
Libraries Rural

Libraries

Source 40: Rural aC :11. User

Library

Figure 2. Complex Information System

In this case, requests for information initiated by the user are directed to

the rural library - the women of information represented as in Figure 1 by

the double-beaded arrow. The information may cone directly to the rural

library from the source, e.g., UFO, private publishers, A-V producers.

Alternatively, this system recognizes the role played by other libraries of
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similar size and those serving as central depositories. Thus, messages can be

mediated and may move through one or more providers before reaching the user.

Finally, the rural library is embedded in a community-based informa-

tion system .

School
I

I

I

I

Volunteer..
f..

Fire ...
...

....
I

Department ._
...

....
....

I

I

..-"

-'..
, ..

. .
I

-
. .

..-
Rural'

Day Care'
Center

Library,

...Church

"" Senior Citizen
Center

Municipal
Offices

Figure 3. Community Information System.

In Figure 3 the message routes among subsystems are shown as dashed lines.

The dashed line symbolizes a potential for information exchange. Whether or

not these are realized depends on many factors both hindering and facilitating

collaborative efforts (see Appendix A). Where these ties from a rural library

do extend to other community subsystems, the potential for meeting user

demands are increased. Undocumented at this time are the exact improvements

to be attained through each kind of intracommunity linkage.



In summary, the rural library is located between the user and source

in an inforostion system. The library's potential for facilitating informs -

tion exchange may depend not only on its internal organization and resources

but also its ability to reach out to other subsystems in its environment.

Farther, as the number of subsystems, i.e., libraries, in the complex system

increases, the need for ways to coordinate activities increases. In an cirri.-

regiment that places a high value on being a part of the system, a noncooperator

or isolate is likely to fall farther and farther behind in its ability to meet

user needs.

Impacts of Rurality on the System

Earlier reference was made to enduring constants. Certain charac-

teristics of small towns and open country are constants; these are space and

population density. By definition these places are occupied by low absolute

numbers of people separated from the library by considerable physical space.

And, as Bachrach points out, these rural areas are not restricted to non-

metropolitan counties but occur frequently in Pennsylvania's metropolitan

counties as well (1981:3-5). The physical barrier of space is relevant not

only in the user/library relationship but in library-to-library relations as

well. The coats of physical access to facilities in a community center,

already high in rural areas, have increased abruptly in the last decade with

rising energy costs. These costs tend to separate the system's parts,

fostering independent rather than interdependent behavior.

Further, with a relatively low number of users, each library is

likely to be able to mount only a limited claim to community resources in

absolute dollars. Thus, as part of a small town or community system, the
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rural library is more likely to have to turn to other parts of the information

exchange system to meet user demands than would larger, more centrally

located library.

Impacts of Information Technology an the System

Although space does not permit a comprehensive review of changes in

information technology, attention say be given to three distinct areas: 1)

telephones, 2) microforns, and 3) computers.

Telephoones

In contrast to thirty years ego, the number of residential sub-

scribers of telephone service has doubled. While they do not separate urban

and rural areas, statistical sources indicate that a pcoportion is excess of

ninety-five percent of homes have access to telephone service (1950, 1972,

1977).

U.S. Statistical Abstract, Table 545

1950 "Telephones in Use, By States,"
USGPO.

U.S. Statistic,' Abstract, Table 797

p. 461. Washington, D.C.:

1972 "Telephones in Use, By States," p. 494. Washiagton, D.C.:
USGPO.

Pennsylvania Abstract, Table 260

1977 "Summary Statistics for Electric, Gas, Telephone, and Water
Utilities in Pennsylvania, 1961-1975," p. 364. Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania Department of Commerce.
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Research activities in rural sociology at Penn State indicate that

access to telephone service is nearly universal in rural arras, with the

exception of selected ethnic enclaves.

Further, any of us either living or working in rural arti,s know how

each telephone reliability has changed, especially with the replacement of

individual wires with cables for rural service in the last thirty years.

Dependable telephone service is now the rule rather than the exception.

Why talk about telephones? They allow a user to reach quickly and

inexpensively across the system to a nearby information source: the library.

Perhaps special recognition needs to be given to the role of telephone refer-

mem service in these vitnations. It may be through this service we are able

to reach across the space barriers in small towns and open country. In addi-

tion, telephone linkages are an indispensible means of quickly c4sulttng with

other subsystems as shown in Figure 2. Reliable and inexpenslv,t means of

communication are essential to establishing and maintaioing ,nt r vstemic

ties in a complex information system.

Microform

Stimulated by developments in private industry, sicroforms in

general, and especially microfiche, emerged in the 1970's as inexpensive means

of information exchange. With the capability of reducing ninety pages of

print to a single fiche, this technology has not only reduced cost of repro -

duction but also of transportation and storage. Going back to the complex

information exchange system (Figure 2), it is easy to see the relative advan-

tage of this microform over hard-copy text. The space between subsystems can
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be overcome inexpensively by mailing fiche (eves first class) when the time

and expense of transferring hard copy could be prohibitive.

In addition, with the storage problems that are especially acute in

small libraries, nicroforms represent a welcome relief from the paper blizzard

of new hard-copy materials. The advent of the portable fiche readers encour-

ages users to make broader use of fiche, also. Thus, this technolopp, has

helped to overcome barriers of space and low user numbers.

Microfiche is moth less expensive to reproduce than hard copy. When

one compares the cost of duplicating one fiche (ten cents) with ninety pages of

hard copy (five rents per page = $4.50), it is easy to see why reference

arterials or those volumes having low circulation might be prime candidates for

a small library to obtain in microform.

Computers

What have computers to offer to a rural-oriented information exchange

system, and, especially to a small town library? For these libraries the

single most important feature of computers in the 1980's is miniaturization.

The emergence of the silicon chip and subsequent development associated with

it have fostered a movement to microcomputers with most exciting capabilities.

Currently being tested in Minnesota is an information system that

depends on personal computers, e.g., Apple, Radio Shack, Xerox, 18M, and

lessons recorded on computer disks (technically, single-sided, single-density

floppy disks). The users borrow the disks from the lending library, load them

in their own microcomputers, and proceed with computer-assisted instruction.

These lessons are currently limited to agricultural topics, such Ab, animal

nutrition, soils, and plant propagation. The durability and low expense of
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these disks is a key to this system. Further, all of the users have the same

type of microcomputer so that the programs recorded in the disks are compat-

ible with their machines.

Mother application of microcomputers and lessons is below made in

northern Mew England counties. Users in this instance are obliged to go to a

central location to use one or more microcomputers housed in churches, fire

balls, libraries, or say other available place. Users select the lesson

appropriate to their need; the current limitation is the number of lessons

available. This example is, however, illustrative of how micrec- oters used

in a stand-alone mode could be used is small libraries to assist users in

acquiring desired information.

My computer capable of supporting instruction is also capable of

performing a variety of other tasks as well. The machines in this class

usually have 45,040 bytes of random access memory (4810 with a unit to read/

write a single disk and cost in the range of $3,000 to $4,000. Current

estimates of improvements expected by 191!5 are that memory will double (96K),

increases in operation speeds will cut to one-half the time to process infor-

mation, and costs will decrease by twenty to thirty percent.

Such machines when linked with acoustical couplers can he used as

remote terminals for large central computers. The terminal-type activities

for which a small library might want to use a microcomputer inc!gde:

1) Searching large bibliographic files prior to initiating an inter-

library loan or referral;

2) Searching a data base directly to answer a user inquiry, e.g.,

census figures on population, housing, manufacturing, climatological

data;
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3) Copying information from the central computer's files on disk

locally for recurring access, e.g., directory of state govermment

offices, paperback books in print.

Looking into the future when a substantial proportion of Mimes will

have microcomputers, we might ask about the library's role. Will ua'rs bypass

the local, rural library and directly access by telephone the central library?

While this will be technically possible, it probably will not be economically

attractive because of long-distance telephone charges. The locally accessible

facility will continue to be an important point of initial access to the

information system even in a computer-based society.

Challenges for a Better System

The existing rural-oriented information exchange system must seek to

overcome the two constant barriers of rurality, space and smallness", in

rapidly changing technological environment. Libraries that ignore the impli-

cations of telephone, microform', and microcomputers for their programs will

become incizasingly isolated from their users and the community as a whole.

Those local libraries that innovatively adapt their programming to this new

environment will be most likely to forge new and stronger user relationships.

Reference

Bachrach, L.L. Rumen Services in Rural Areas: An Analytical Review. Project
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Appendix A

Inter-Agency Collaboration Within
Communities

Frequently, single organizations working alone cannot solve today'.

complex problems, even if they have sufficient resources. For example, what

single organization can solve our health problems, bring needed employment to

communities, solve the problems of the elderly, or provide for the needs of

young people?

Obviously, no single organization can help us do all the things that

we need to do to make our communities better. No local organization is likely

to obtain enough money and people to do all the necessary planning and be able

to handle all community programs.

More sad more, community organizations need to join together to

carry out coomonity projects. Many local organizations are cooperating, and

coordinating councils are coming into use. In addition, zany county and area

planning organizations have been developed. Councils of government are

becoming more numerous.

Getting local organizations with limited budgets an4 resources to

work together dots have advantages. In addition, many people think con-

Inanities are healthier when more people and organizations are involved. But

the question is: Do we know how to work with each other and how to coordinate?

Table 1, "Administrative linkages to promote coordination," describes

the possible ways in which a library may reach out to other community organi-

zations to share resources. Additional information about this process is

available in Mulford and Blonglan.
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Table 1. Administrative linkages to promote cimdination.

linkages

1. Fiscal
a. Joint budgeting

b. Joint funding

c. Fund transfer

d. Purchase of services

2. Personnel Practices
a. Consolidated personnel

administration

b. Joint use of staff

c. Staff transfers

d. Staff out - stationing

e. Co-location

3. PL'oning and Programming
a. Joint development of

policies

b. Joint planning

c. Joint programing

Examples

Organizations decide jointly how their
funds, or funds to be made available by
others, will be used.

Several organizations agree to jointly
fund a project.

One organization transfers its funds to
another which uses them in a jointly
approved program.

One organization contracts to provide
services that are paid for by another
organization.

The same administrators supervise the activi-
ties and personnel two or more units
formerly supervised by others.

One staff provides services for more than one
organization.

Staff from one organization moves to another
to allow them to work on a project.

Organizations place some of their staff
closer to the client or where the coordinated
work is to be done.

Staffs from two or more organizations are
located in the same facilities.

Administrators from several organizations
jointly agree on policies for clients.

Administrators from several organizations
jointly select programs and services.

Administsators jointly develop program content
and delivery of program content to clients.
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CLARION COUNTY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL:
A RURAL INFORMATION CENTER

Patricia A. Head, I & R Specialist
Clarion County, Pennsylvania

"Good oaring, Clarion County Information and Referral Office. May I

help you?"

Since August 18, 1980, residents of Clarion County, Pennsylvania,

CASA call either a local or a toll-free number from 8:30 AM to S:00 PM for

assistance in accessing the social service system in the county, for infor-

mation concerning governmental matters, or for help with a variety of other

problem areas. This small I&R center uses a manual retrieval system with a

financial and personnel capability that could be duplicated in county library

systems.

Structure

The Clarion County Information and Referral Office was established

within the Clarion County Department of Community Development and is funded by

county government and four county human service agencies: Clarion County Area

Agency on Aging, Clarion County Mental Health/Mental Retardation Administra-

tion, Clarion County Children and Youth Services, and Clarion County Drug and

Alcohol Abuse Office. It was established to provide a central access point to

the human service agencies and to county government.
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Staffing

The office is staffed with one full-time profess:-0 (zmation

specialist and a secretary who works for both the I&R Seeci41
.. the

.
Clarion County Transporation Coordinator. The I&R Specialist d six

weeks prior to the opening of the I&R Center. These six werh. sdrut .s

gathering information, organizing the research files, establishing procedures,

sad designing information-gathering, statistical- reporting, and follow-up

forms. The present specialist has a masters degree in librorff ,vice; other

IAN centers may find different expertise and tranihg app. !.; the

position.

Building the Resource File

The basis for thz resource file of Cliirion County's ISA Office is

carefully organized information about the verions human servi7-. ivories that

nerve county residents. Agency throughJut this paper is used as a tern to

encompass any organizationpublic, primate nonprofit, private 0L profit, or

volunteerthat is a human service provider, e.g., Clarion .c my Housing

Authority, Clarion Osteopathic Hospital, Lursing homes, Soils.... . etc.

A single agency intake form was designed to be u;, Cilecting

necessary information from the agenc'es and organizations ti..: human

services to county residents. It we' important to design a f.ilm which would

provide all the necessary .nformation about a service agebcy that the I&R

Office would need to make an appropriate referral. This ..nformation went

beyond a listing of agency name, location, phone number, hours of service, and

director's name; a major component was the identification of all services

offered by the agency. To standardize this information, a 1.. of terminology
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for social services designed by the Human Services Information System Project

of Lancaster County, 1973(1) , was used. Another major component was the

inclusion of the factors that determined eligibility of service, e.g., income,

age, residency, etc. A third important section of the form dealt with raajuirs-

amnia of accessing the service, e.g., what documents must be presented to

acquire services, how to make contact, handicap provisions, fees charged, etc.

After the form was printed in sets of three carbon-backed pages, the

ISA Specialist began to interview the agency directors. A basic list of

agencies and their services was available in computer printout form. This list

had been gathered several years previously so it was out of date, but it was a

beginning. The interviews were conducted either personally or by telephone.

In retrospect, the time spent to do a personal interview at each agency site

is worthwhile both for the clarity of information and the personal contacts

with agency personnel. I would advise this personal approach as much as

possible in establishing an I&R Office. The information on each agency was

then typed, and a copy was sent to each director for verification.

After verification was completed, each agency form was filed in

alphabetical order by agency name in a spiral binder; this format provides

ready access by agency for the I&R Specialist.

The second component of the resource file was organized by a subject-

problem approach. We used a visible desk file for this. A basic thesaurus of

subject headings is Detroit Public Library's TIP Subject Heading Liat.(2)

Under each subject heading we listed the agencies, their phone numbers, and

other basic information needed by the I&R Specialist.

This is a simple format for a basic resource file of local agencies

and, when done carefully, manual accessing can be effective. This basic
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resource file is routinely updated yearly with approximately 1/4 of the listed

agencies checked for accuracy of information every three months; however, any

time the staff learns of a change in information the change is immediately

noted on the agency form and in the visible file.

To supplement this basic file, specialized service directories are

purchased whenever available. We have found that these directories are

necessary to give residents of rural areas access to state and national

service programs. Directories of 800 numbers are very useful, and 1&R staff

should note additional 800 numbers whenever available.

Telephone directories of surrounding communities and nearby large

cities were also acquired. These were especially important in our rural

county which is served by several different telephone companies and which also

utilizes the services of agencies and organizations headquartered in ueigh-

boring counties.

Additional community information which was compiled includes civic

organizations with a listing of officers and telephone numbers, local govern-

ment officials, ambulance services, fire departments, and clergy. Pamphlet

materials supplied by human service agencies were filed in vertical files

according to subject area. Very often specific requests for information lead

to new sources of services outside the county. We always ask these agencies to

supply publications explaining their services so that information resource

files continue to expand.

It has proved useful to have the telephone numbers and the contact

persons for other I&R's in the state. This informal linking pays off in extra

service for clients.
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Interviewing and Follow-up

A substantial number of questions to our office are requests for

information; however there are many clients who have serious problems, some -

tines multiple in nature, which require more than giving information. In our

office these people are designated as "Rumen Service Referrals or Clients."

With human service clients the I&R Specialist collects basic intake

information. This interview usually will be done in the office, and the

purpose is to work with the clients to develop a referral plea so that all

agencies which provide the needed services are accessed in a systematic

manner. A primary agency is designated to do case management for the client.

The intent is to eliminate service gaps and to avoid frustration for the

client. The client should not have to repeat the same basic information for

each agency. A standard intake form in sets of five carbon-backed pages is

weed. With a client's permission a copy of the intake information is sent to

each agency involved providing service. Confidentiality of information is

a basic right. No information is made available from the 10 Office without

the client's permission.

Yollow-up of the referral is important to evaluate the referral and

t determine if the client is receiving help. With each human service

referral the primary agency is sent an "Agency Satisfaction Form" to return to

IM indicating the appropriateness of the referral and its service plan for

the client. The client is provided with a "Client Satisfaction Form" that

allows the client to evaluate both I&R service and agency service. An assigned

code number, not the client's name, appears on the follow-up forms to preserve

amonymity. When evaluation forma are not returned, the 16R Specialist makes

follow-up telephone calls to determine the success of the referral.
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Lo ing Basic I&R Calls

Basic inforLation and referral calla are logged on a 'pro which

prov4des for the source of the call, telephone number and address, date, time,

problem, and remedy or referral. This is an easy form to use, ano ;t aiiows

for an evaluation of the types of requests coming in and the types of refer-

rals that were made.

Letting the Community Know

One of the problem areas in rural IM service is alerto; the public

to the service. In Clarion County there is no single newspaper that covers

the entire county; there are five different papers which are subscribed to by

residents in different parts of the county. There is one local radio station

that covers a portion of the county; other area residents may listen to radio

stations 'fleeted in two other counties depending on where they reside. There

is Pft local television station; television programing comes from cities BO

miles or more distant. Those contemplating the establishment of r.sral l&8's

will encounter similar problems in designing publicity programs. We decided

to utilize the commercial media we have available, but we also recognized that

a strong effort in other modes of publicity must be made. We contacted clergy

and supplied them with inserts for their church bulletins. Clergy were usually

very cooperative because they encounter people daily who need assistance in

finding social/human services. Posters were printed and distributed throughout

the county. Volunteers took posters to laundromats, bowling alleys, medical

centers, libraries, bars, post offices, and other places where people would be

likely to see them.
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Telephone stickers were printed and distributed throughout senior

Citizen centers, retirement housing, low income housing offices, Bead Start

Centers, and day care centers. Brochures and letters explaining our services

were sent to school guidance counselors, school librarians, doctors' offices,

medical clinics, ambulance services, local government officials, funeral

directors, and human service agencies and organizations. Brochures were also

distributed through Welcome Wagon to new residents moving into the county.

Letters were sent to presidents of civic organizations asking them to inform

their members and offering programs on the TSB service.

This effort to let the coomuoity know must be maintained; it can not

be a one-shot publicity blitz. Many of the people who need information the

most do not copy/retain the telephone number. In rural areas isolation is a

big problem; the ISM staff must use ingenuity in breaking through this service

barrier; good public relations in a continuing process.

Who Calls and Why

During the early months of operation, requests have covered a broad

spectrum of needs. The l&R Office has had calls from people seeking very

basic information, such as where to register to vote, where to buy a dog

license, how to obtain a permit to sell fire areas, where to apply for low

income energy assistance, how to apply for a copyright, how to get a passport,

etc.

We have also had requests that require sophisticated interviewing

skills. The client either isn't aware of his specific problem or is reluctant

to face it. These requests are usually stated in an oblique fashion so that

staff must use interviewing techniques that don't irritate or frighten the
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client, yet do clarify the request. Recently a county resident called to ask

for help with her aging mother. The question then became what kind of help?

Actually she needed advice and support to place her mother in a nursing home.

She also needed information about what homes were available, their costs and

their services. A referral to an Area Agency on Agin; outreach worker was

made.

Sometimes callers are extremely distressed. We Live ha.1 wives

seeking abuse centers; we have had people threatening suicide; we have bad

anonymous reports of child abuse. In the first week of operation, I received

a call from a gentleman seeking marriage counseling; while I was explaining

the different services available, his wife came on the extension and threatened

to sue me for breaking up her marriage. For the next few minutes my patience

and sense of humor were tested but the referral was made, and the couple did

enter counseling.

Reny of our requests deal with needs for financial assistance. These

are referred to the appropriate service agencies. For some of these requests,

there is no help available because of ineligibility or exhaustion of benefits.

Such requests can sometimes be helped at least temporarily by pri.rate agencies.

Perhaps the hardest part of ISR is dealing with situations of real distress

when there is no help. The "safety net" of social services has rents and

tears.

It is interesting to we as a librarian that many requests for infor-

mation are typical reference questions that could have been directed to the

public library. It leads me to wonder why my office received the call. Was

it because man.. people do not think of p' is libraries in rural areas as

information centers?
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TAR -- Who Does it Benefit?

Primarily, Information and Referral Offices benefit the clients who

make requests by saving them time and frustration in satisfying their needs.

MR Offices also benefit the service agencies in a threefold manner: (a)

Clients are not seat to a service age..icy unless their problem matches the

programs provided by the agency; (b) tithout IAA, people is trouble often call

service agencies at random; this is time consuming, and service agency

personnel are obligated to make referrals to other more appropriate agencies;

(c) Service agency personnel often ask IAA for information concerning other

human service agency programs.

Information and Referral Offices can also serve the community at

large by identifying social service gaps. feedback indicates the ability

of the community to meet the needs of its people. This information becomes

very important in times of tight tax dollars when local government officials

most establish priorities.

Conclusion

We are a nation that is both information rich and information poor.

In any community a wealth of information exists, often scattered among many

agencies and organizations, sometimes only in the minds and memories of

individuals in various agencies and organizations. This fragmented information

is usually difficult for the average resident to access. The information-

seeking resident can reach high levels of frustration and still remain infor-

mation poor. A central access point for information-seeking clients, staffed

by trained personnel whose major respinaibility is to satisfy these information

needs, can enrich the quality of life for all rural residents.
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RURAL LIBRARIES AND THE THREE T'S -
TECHNICAL SERVICES, TECHNOLOGY, AND TIME

Ahead F. M. Gaealuddin, Professor
School of Library Science
Clarion State College

The key ingredient in the development and continuing survival of the

rural library is a persistent determination to thrive despite adversity - the

quality of "true grit". The rural library, although small, addresses many of

the sane objectives as sister libraries serving more populous areas. The

dilemma of the rural library is that it reflects in microcobm the needs and

concerns of larger libraries, but lacks the commensurate range of problem -

solving options.

fhe local tax base in rural areas cannot begin to support the

elaborate media collections, array of programs, or depth of personnel avail-

able in larger libraries.

Although frequently short on funding, the public library is almost

always long on determination. A resolve to provide the local community with

good library service has enabled dedicated staff to turn limited resources

into public library service that meets community needs and of which the coat-

muoity can be proud. As a matter of fact, rural librarians have become so

adept at "making do" that a "Catch 22" service situation has developed. As

conscientious librarians make every effort to make the library the best it can

be, the public expects more, and the library is faced with the need to put

forth more services with relatively fewer staff members and budget dollars.

On this type of daily treadmill, the library administrator is likely to focus
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attention and effort on the public service aspects of library operation and

give little consideration to technical processes.

While rural libraries are moving ahead in areas of public service,

technical processes such as cataloging and classification are stagnating. The

rationale behind the classification (technical services ignored) system used

or the possibility for improvement is little considered. While rural li-

braries are moving ahead in areas of public service, it is very likely that

cataloging and classification is handled in the sare way as a decade ago.

Feasibly a new edition of Dew el has been used, Cutter numbers added or

deleted, but the process remains the same. Tie rural librarian, pressured by

the volume of materials to be processeu and other library demands, has little

time to consider new developments, much le4s implement them.

Numerous changes have taken place in the library field in technical

processes. Many librarians recognize and readily acknowledge the relative lag

in keeping up with advances in technical procesws. They protest that the

work load, the library budget, and attitudes 'f board members or library

administrators make changes impossible. Other librarians are so engulfed in

the problems of their individual libraries that they have little opportunity

to become aware of what is happening in other libraries on the periphery of

their immediate environment.

All of this is understandable. Each of as gets wrapped up in his

own particular job and niche in the world. Yet, it is important to make an

effort not only to keep up with the current developments in librarianship, but

to envision the future and prepare ourselves to meet it. If we accept the

general premise that libraries encourage ongoing educational and personal
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development, it should follow that librarians themselves are progressive and

well informed within their own field. But, when limited financial and human

resources combine to force a choice between public services and technical

services, the latter is likely to get pushed to a back burner. The status quo

is rationalized by saying that technical services affect only the library

staff, so are not really important. Yet technical services are inter-related

with other library operations and are important to library users in terms of

availability of materials, ease of use of catalogs and locating materials,

coot effectiveness of staff time, cuts in processing time - getting the

materials to the public more rapidly, relation of class numbers used to those

in other types of libraries facilitating transfer of skills from one situation

to smother, and increased staff time available for providing public service

when that required for technical services is reduced.

It is always necessary to keep in mind that pot all changes are

improvements. Alternatives need to be reviewed and considered with an eye

toward advancement rather than tradition. Perhaps one of the stoat radical

changes to be considered is whether to retain the DOC (Dewey Decimal Classi-

fication). Even considerieg a change to LCC (Library of Congress Classifica-

tion) by a small library would have been considered revolutionary less than a

decade ago. Is Dewey adequate? Anyone who has ever had difficulty finding a

number for a new subject or spent time changing numbers, labels, and cards to

satisfy Dewey revisions knows that Dewey is not perfect. Although revised

editions of Dewey have incorporated some new subjects through expansion of

decimals and reassignment of numbers, Dewey classification is still based in

the 19th century and does not always meet the needs of the 20th.
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The LCC system is the classification of the 20th century and may

well be the basis for cataloging development in the 21st century. LCC is not

panacea for the small library but does offer advantages. With a broader

range of divisions and room for expansion, LCC can more easily accommodate new

subjects without causing havoc with previously established classification

embers and without increasing the length of the call numbers to an unwieldy

size. A major disadvantage of LCC in that it does not provide for separate

fiction and biography sections as does the CPC system, and LCC class schedules

are spread throughout several volumes as opposed to the three volumes of

Dewey. The familiarity of users with Dewey is a point in favor of the DOC.

The system seems such easier to use to many practicing catalogers since they

have often had years of experience with the Dewey classification. LCC remains

a nebulous area for many librarians and administrators since library schools

did not commonly emphasize the system prior to the mid 60's. For the very

small collection. the revisions in Dewey may not pose serious problems.

Perhaps the most frequent argument in support of continued use of Dewey is the

potential cost of converting previously cataloged titles to LCC. Librarian's

tine and the cost of additional supplies are both considerations.

Yet despite the initial expenditure of time and money, a change from

MCC to LCC should not be completely discounted. Immediate conversion of the

total collection may not be necessary but in some instances, it might be

worthwhile investment, There may come a time in the not-too-distant future

when the virtues of simplicity of use and adequacy of Dewey will be severely

tested. As library technology continues to expand, Dewey is likely to become

more outmoded and to seem even more patchwork in nature.
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Although the writer does not advocate the use of LCC in all rural

libraries now, it is proposed that rural librarians take a closer look at what

is happening to cataloging and classification in the world around them. It is

easy to accept the routine without questioning why. It is well to remember

that DOC is over one hundred years old. Henry Ford did not stop with the

model T, Bell Telephone has fouud "a better way," and Vell the U.S. Constitu-

tion has been amended. . . maybe a change in library cataloging is needed too.

Rural librarians are practical individuals and are inclined to make

the most of the resources available. Dewey, until now, has seemed the most

efficient method of organization. If a better way is demonstrated, the writer

feels that the rural librarian will select that route for future use. A

"better way" for many libraries is already in operation in large libraries. A

combination of LCC ad on-line computer access has facilitated processing of

library material, and also has made possible more effective interlibrary loan,

serials control, and acquisitions of materials.

In this era of networking and library cooperation, more libraries

are plugging into LCC and cataloging networks like OCLC On-line Computer

Library Center via on-line terminals. The literature shows that a few small

libraries have not only looked at the system but also tried it out and found

that it can work.

Acronyms like OCLC and RLIN (Research Libraries Information Network)

are rapidly becoming a part of every librarian's daily vi.. 'Lary just as

nicroforms, cassettes, and lbmm films have in the past.

Library literature and on-line directories show greatest cost

benefits occur at present to larger public libraries or to library coopera-

tives with centralized processing operations. With rapid advances in both
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computer hardware and software, prices should become more affordable to

smaller libraries.

On-line is the word for libraries of the future - all types of

libraries. For smaller libraries, the major networking responsibility may

rest with district or regional centers with local access terminals. It has

already been proven that on-line access is sot only an effective tool for

cataloging and classification, but for other cooperative ventures including

interlibrary loan and cooperative acquisitions. In some libraries, the

on-line concept is so well accepted that on-line catalogs are replacing the

traditional card catalog. The Library of Congress has already "closed" its

card catalog. No more cards will be added to the traditional catalog. All

information will be computerized and ac.-:essed by computer terminals.

Library literature within the last two years has discussed Computer

Output hicroform (CON) Catalogs - computer generated and produced on microfilm

or microfiche rather than paper stock - as oppored to the card catalog. CON is

considered as an alternative and a stepping stone between the traditional

ca .1, and the on-line catalog where the computer, in a sense, holds all of

the -1,A% The traditional card catalog is being condemned as outmoded,

wipe. . .d inconvenient to the user. As more libraries computer-input

catalog4t, data and access data in that way, rather than purchase catalog

cards in bulk, it may no longer be profitable for jobbers to supply book pro-

cessing or cards. Rural libraries may ultimately be forced to move with the

times - ready or not.

The initial reaction to the idea of computers, networking, and

change will quite likely be "all very nice, but what about the cost?" Cost is

obviously a consideration but not an insurmountable obstacle. One local
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badeet may not be able to handle the financial outlay, but perhaps a group of

libraries vorkieg together could. Cooperation has worked for the small

library before and will continue to be a key element in the metamorphosis of

the rural library.

One of the best, most familiar, and most widespread forms of co-

operation is interlibrary loan. Cooperation in this area has been successful

because: 1) the se. .ce is needed to supplement available collections; 2)

there is no significant strain on the library's normal operating budget with

postal costs sometire defrayed by the district or the library user; 3) usually,

the staff time needed is incorporated with the other responsibilities of an

individual already employed by the library; 4) there is no threat to the

autonomy of member libraries and for most small libraries, no strain on their

own collections. Many of these principles would also apply to cooperative

network access.

In Pennsylvania, cooperation on varying scales ties together small

public libraries and enables all to benefit directly from the resources each

has to offer as well as from the expertise and resources of the District

Center. This linkage may involve continuing education, rotating collections

of books, cooperative acquisitions agreements, union lists, shared public

relations, programming ideas, recordings, art prints, etc. Perhaps it is time

to concentrate more on shared access to on-line cataloging networks and

cooperative cataloging processing in general. Cooperation is a viable

possibility for improved and cost-effective cataloging and technical processes

for the rural library.

Kiel: the weather bureau issues a tornado warning, it is a good ides

to take cover. When the library literature and library operations indicate a
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move toward automation, vizputers, and revision of cataloging methods, it

might be a good idea to take notice, re-evaluate present practices, and made

plans for gradually coming to terms with the future.

The time has come in rural librarianship for serious consideration

of changes in traditional cataloging and classification methods and plans for

adoption of the "revolutionary" ideas that have now become the routine in

larger libraries. Time, cost, and "smallness," or even "ruralness," will not

long remain valid excuses for ignoring advances in the library field and

improvements in ways to serve the rural library public. Cooperation has

worked before. With the determination to move forward, and the willingness to

face the challenge, it can work again. Whet is needed is a little more of

that old-fashioned commodity for which rural libraries and librarians are

famous - true grit.
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BOOKMOBILE SERVICE REEXAMINED

John J. Philip. Supervisor of Field
Operations

The State Library of Ohio

Library literature in the past few years has reflected a negative

attitude towards bookmobile service on a national level. It appears that the

gasoline issue has generated wide-ranging soul-searching as to the viability

of such service. However, it is my observation that the gasoline crisis,

first its nonavailability and then its rising cost, incited "doubters" to

become full-blown critics of a specialized library service which was never

billy acceptable to the profession. One is almost tempted to say that the

gasoline crisis was a welcome tool to justify long-term reservations about the

value of the service. Some of the concerns were, and continue to be, justifi-

able; a significant number of persons involved in bookmobile service underrated

the potential of the service, compromised its quality, and unwittingly assisted

the prophetic statements of its demise to come true.

The Rural Scene

It is useful to study the phenomenon of "rurality" as a way to

understand the structure of bookmobile service in Ohio because this is the

setting in which the service has had its greatest use and success. The

publication of the journal, RURAL LIBRARIES, has provided much useful infor-

mation for this study; several articles in the first issue, Volume I, Number
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1, Winter 1980, provided social, political, and educational insights into the

rural community. For example, the suggestions for serious community analysis

and user statistics in the Curran and Barron article are pertinent for most

rural areas; these authors observed that rural residents respond to personal-

teed service and

intuition of most

public libraries

are wary of institutions. This finding corroborates the

bookmobile staffs. Other authors cited the important role

should play in fulfilling informaticl needs of rural

citizens; I believe well-designed -c.mnbile service can enhance this role.

Hershey, Heasley and Norris dire(

the social context. Lois Albrecht's

some of the observations boolownbile sta..

ibrarians toward professionalism in

on adult learning correlate with

:en making for years regarding

the educational potential of bookmobile service.

These references to articles in the first issue of RURAL LIBRARIES

are relevant to this discussion because the bookmobile is the library for many

of the rural clients served by the State Library of Ohio. Either the book-

mobile will provide these services or the needs will not be met.

The Ohio State Library Bookmobile Service

As part of the soul-searching activity in Ohio, the State Library

examined its extensive bookmobile program during 1980-81. The State Library

was the major provider of bookmobile service in the state, second in circula-

tion to only one metropolitan school system. The analysis included total

bookmobile service throughout Ohio.

Fur twenty years the State Library has provided bookmobile service

to portions of twenty counties by means of contract agreements, a program
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which continues to be popular. In 1980, 597,559 books were circulated from

four headquarter offices located strategically in four rural areas of the

state where no other source of library service is available. To deliver this

product, 113,000 miles were driven to 309 communities and 49 schools; 150,000

people used the service during 1980; 73,485 information questions were aske4

of staff; full interlibrary loan and reserve services were provided through

OCLC and local systems. 'This service was provided in 1980 at a cost of $.84

per circulation. We do not have figures for other bookmobile programs, but

the cost per circulation for all materials in Ohio was $1.59 in 1980, calcu-

lated broadly on total budgets of public libraries divided into total circula-

tion. This admittedly is a flawed method of comparison but has at least

odnimal relevance.

Other Ohio Bookmobile Service

Bookmobile service in other library systems in Ohio also shows

continued strength. Based on comments/discussions among librarians in Ohio

and notionally, analysis was expected to show significant decrease but rela-

tively little change was

bookmobile service since

found. Only eleven

1973. Metropolitan

schools experienced a significant reduction in

rural libraries have dropped

libraries changed focus, and

bookmobile service. Books-by-

mail was introduced into a number of service areas. The Ohio Valley Area

Libraries (OVAL), the state's newest regional system, adopted both bookmobile

service and mail-a-book service as a two-pronged outreach effort. Forty-eight

public libraries in forty-four counties in addition to the State Library and

OVAL operate bookmobiles. These vary greatly in size. Twenty-one programs
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circulate 90,000 to 600,000 volumes per year; twenty operate at a 30,000 to

80,000 rate; five circulate 17,000 to 20,000. School service as noted above

is still at a significant if sometimes reduced level in thirty-six libraries.

The degree of commitment to school service varies from lows of 25% to highs of

90% of the total program. Ten libraries serve only local communities. The

number of vehicles has gone from El to 73, and the number of stop locations

from 2,901 to 2,701. In 1980, 4,854,000 books were circulated from Ohio

bookmobiles as compared with over 6,000,000 in 1973.

The eleven libraries which ceased bookmobile service cite various

replacement service programs. Three chose to replace bookmobiles by mril -a-

book. One, a metropolitan county, opened mini-branches and an outreach

service. Two others facing ;iscal crises had no alternative but to eliminate

successful bookmobile programs. :n two cases costly repairs combined with

tight finances and rediwed usage led to cancellation of service. Iu four

cases no system for cheaper or reduced service was available. In three other

cases overtures have been made to the State Library so the decision to end

bookmobile service might be reversed in the future.

In metropolitan counties, the nature of bookmobile service changed:

reduction in general bookmobile service to concentrate on special service to

targeted communities, elimination of schools, and more strict criteria for

stops were typical. In 1975, OVAL took over administration of a four-county

State Library Program; today it serves five counties. Some serious considera-

tion was given to eliminating bookmobile service in favor of mail-a-book, but

a comprehensive survey and analysis by staff indicated that such a plan not be
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implemented. Although still facing financial problems, OVAL remains committed

to bookmobile service.

School Service

Today two hundred fifteen fewer schools receive bookmobile service

than in 1973, mostly in metropolitan arm-- The issue of school bookmobile

service in Ohio is volatile. An Ohio Supreme Court ruling requires that

public schools pay for public library bookmobile service on a colt bests.

This ruling has not been unive'- sally followed as some schools could not afford

the cost of bookmobile visits and others opted for no service.

Books By Ii. ii

Books-by-mail library service has grown in Ohio as it has nation-

ally. OVAL is the nation's largest such program. As noted above, two rural

libraries which are members of OVAL have replaced bookmobile service with mail

service. Only one library chose it in place of the bookmobile as a management

decision, contrary to the expectations of some. The two ser. :es have proved

compatible and serve different people for different purposes within the same

system.

Summary

It should be clear from the above comments that the status of book-

mobile service in Ohio is healthy. Commitments persist even while service

statistics in some cases are down, and some libraries have discontinued the

service. Comments from authors in RURAL LIBRARIES and LIBRARY TEEM (Spring

1980) uend not only to reinforce convictions and intuitions of bookmobile
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staff about the nature and needs of rural people, but also to suggest that

even more work needs to be done in meeting the recreational and infocnstioosl

needs of rural residents through bookmobile programming.

To address the latter need, one State Library of Ohio bookmobile

unit will seek to reach non-users by expanding the concept of bookmobile

routing. Some "roving" between currently active stops will be designed to

ferret out reluctant residents. When located, these residents will be offered

the same full services available at local libraries. In this way, we expect

to lower the percentage of persons who choose not to test bookmobile service.

The logic As ,Ample: up to 90% of the residents of some communities are

rejecting institutional libraries; only a small percent choose bookmobiles; we

will teat whether a mix of the two types of service eight have some positive

effect. This test points to one of the unanswered questions above, i.e., why

library service is rejected by people without physical barriers to that

service .d why some choose the bookmobile despite barriers.

4 t;
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PUBLIC AWARENESS IN RURAL LIBRARIES

Charles E. $cMorran, Director
donne- Madison Public Library
Madison, West Virginia

Making the public aware of a library's existence and services is

vital if there is to be increase in circulation and/or funding. In the

rural community, the librarian may face limitations in opportunities to

'chew public awareness, but if he looks at the situation in a creative

manner and with a "rural" approach, he quickly identifies the large variety

of communication media at his disposal.

The first that comes to mind is the local newspaper. Most small

papers are anxious to receive local news that goes beyond the facts of

who's visiting whom and who's in the hospital. In writing for the paper a

single press release from time to time is not enough. A regular weekly or

biweekly column with an appropriate title or heading is vastly superior

because readers will see the title and be reminded of the library's exis-

tence. The library should continue to prepare press releases of important

events in addition to the column news.
1

Many of the larger "small towns" have radio stations that are

required to commit time to public service messages as are national tele-

vision and radio stations. Here again one will likely find that the

station is eager to deliver public service messages an the air. The li-

brary can provide these messages in three ways. tie is through regularly

scheduled public awareness programs during which the librarian is inter-

viewed by radio staff. A second approach can be short announcements of
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upcoming special events. Third, the American Library Association pre-

records special messages which lend a definite air of professionalism to

the local radio and provide ear - catching ideas that vat the local library

in the forefront of listeners' minds.

In a rural community the library is linked with the persons who

work in it; these people become predominant advertisements for the library.

The more people who work in the library are involved in a wide variety of

community activities the more advertisement the library receives. At times

rural librarians find they are approached with reference questions at the

local supermarket more often than they are asked on a "slow day" at the

reference desk.

Another setting for informal, perscal communication is a local

center, e.g., a coffee shop or restaurant, w et the librarian might meet

community leaders and exchange information.

Rural libraries have a very powerful source for local communica-

tion that is not always used to its fullest extent, i.e., the Board of

Education. Most school systems have an efficient means of delivering infor-

mation to each school each day and are usually pleased to include library

letters and news. Principals regularly contact students and teachers by

public address systems; if requested by phone or letter, the principal might

include special library events in his announcements. Every school also has

bulletin boards that can be used for library promotion ideas. Attendance at

the Boone-Madison Public Library's Summer Reading Program was more than

doubled last year as a result of the distribution of a simple half-page

flyer handed out to each student in the county at the end of the school

year Local banks and utilities may be willing to include well-designed
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announcements about the library with their monthly statements and bills.

In the rural community a very powerful source for public aware-

ness and support lies in service clubs. Librarians need to look beyond the

traditional practices of providing programs for these groups and asking for

money donations. Genuine commitment to, and involvement in, the activities

of these organizations by the librarian brings him into contact with, the

local leaders - newspaper editor, manager of the radio station, businessmen,

politicians, educators, clergy, bankers - who can help to promote and

implement public awareness of library programs and needs. These programs

anon Reeds can be conveyed to service club members through traditional

presentations to the assembled group or through informal discussion with

friends/colleagues.

These are but a few of the wide range of possible commonication

facilities available in a rural community. As is readily acknowledged, in

a small, close-knit group, the major element of communication is talk among

friends. People tend to talk about thins shared in coffin which may be

why we talk to so many people about the weather. If a community can become

aware of the fact that the library is something they share in common and

something in which they can take pride, perhaps the best means of com-

munication, i.e., discussions among friends, will result in a better-used

and better-supported local library.

1
For an article on how to write a column see!

Matthew C. Kubiak, "Column on Columns," The Library Imagination
Paper, Summer, 1980, p 1.
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THE FUTURE Of RURAL LIBRARIES

Bernard Vavrek, Coordinator

Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship
School of Library Science
Clarion State College

In this paper, I shall comment on the outlook for growth and

development within rural libraries in the United States. Although

questions have been raised in several sectors regarding the ability of

the rural library to survive in the present society and economy, I think

there is some evidence to suggest not only continuation of rural library

service but also expansion of program capabilities.

Four themes will be developed to extend the paper's title and

Objective: the meaning of "rural"; population changes that are occurring

in rural areas; special problems facing rural librarians; and an educated

prediction regarding the future status of the rural library.

The word "rural" can be defined through the use of a 'dictionary,

but it is better interpreted in a context. The U.S. Bureau of the Census'

'efinition considers a population base of 2,500 or fewer individuals to be

rural, although the term "rural" is also categorized conveniently as "non-

metropolitan."metropolitan." Other elaborations or nuances of definition-seeking permit

individual semantic structuring, e.g., the Center for the Study of Rural

Librarianship identifies 25,000 people as rural; a rural library must be an

independent unit as opposed to being part of a branch system in order to

qualify for study by the Center.2 While definitions may need changing and

firming in the future, colleagues in the Cooperative Extension Service at
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Pennsylvania State University indicate that the manner of defining "rural"

at present has been approached as a literal free-for-all. Rural socio-

logists, also from the Pennsylvania State University, have indicated that

it is not uncommon to find a population of 100,000 being used as a way of

describing rural.

In addition to the census definition of rural, there are some

additional aspects of rurality that provide meaningful interpretation.

First, although not everyone in a small town is friendly to the smme

degree, usually it's simpler to get to know your neighbors; personal

greetings, such as, "Good Morning," take on individual significance and

satisfaction. Second, it's easier (after a break-in/waiting period reserved

for outsiders) to become known in a community because of one's participa-

tion in social and/or civic activities; this, of course, can work to one's

disadvantage because rumors and impressions spread faster than the prover-

bial wildfire. Third, while n7 judgements are obviously biased, it does

seem that rural areas have a higher proportion than the city of individuals

who are willing to volunteer their time for the good of the community; this

may be witnessed in activities ranging from the Little League to the United

Way. Fourth, as another aspect of rural living, it's natural (no pun

intended) to have a vegetable garden in the summer; in fact, it may be

almost so expected behavior; but, it's just as common 'c have the local

farmers bring trucks filled with core to sell to to'n residents (70,000

ears of corn were sold in this manner in Clarion by one fa see during the

past summer). Fifth, for television-watchers, cable TV is a condition of

rural living because stations are usually too far away to produce usable

signals. Sixth, although this author admits to never making a scientific
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study, on a per capita basis there are more pick-up trucks and recreational

vehicles in rural towns than in cities; further, prominently visible in

these vehicles are racks holding rifles or shotguns (or fishing rods) with

a Rational Rifle Association decal on the window or bumper. Seventh, rural

is also a place where the daily New York Times can't be purchased, and the

absence of bookstores is a usual crailition. Eighth, rural towns were

"created" for mail-order stores around the United States; otherwise it's

very difficult to otsain a size and :Dior that fits. Ninth, another con-

temporary aspect of rural is the shopping mall, a characteristic of suburban

living that is now creeping into small towns. While it's possible to

continue to define rural in other ways, an interesting example happened

recently following dinner at the Fryburg Hotel', when the waitress not only

signed her name on the back of the check but also added, "Smile, God Loves

You." Msybe she thought my outlook needed boosting; nevertheless, I re-

cognized the experience as the quintessence of rural living.

Realistically there are many rurals, all of which are altered by

geography and socio-economic conditions. Problems which affect the mid-

western states, such as the MX missile syst s and large scale agro-

economics, are not the same issues confronting the sun-belt states, which

are experiencing unprecedented population growth in rural towns. While it

is convenient to consider only two types of rural, i.e., the town or area

that is expanding because of population growth and the rural town that is

dying because of a lack of people and a non-existent economic base, clearly

one must consider the rural phenomenon on a linear scale with these two

examples at either ends of the measure.
4

It's more pleasant to consider

the developmental aspects of rural areas particularly because these are the
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ones which immediately confront the rural librarian. Symptomatic of "boom

town" rural is the fact that for the first time in the history of the

United States people are leaving metropolitan areas to settle (live) in

non-metropolitan regions. Demographers indicate that unless some totally

disruptive event were to occur, e.g., the total absence of gasoline for

autombile driving, this out-migration from American cities is going to

continue.5 It is beyond my interest to speculate on all of the reasons for

this population shift; presumably it has something to do with seeking a

better life. It's my belief that living in a small town has become the

chic thing to do; but whether it is fashionable or not to live in rural

areas, increasing numbers of people are doing it, and not always to the

delight of the current inhabitants of these towns which are doubling in

size because of this current demographic trend.

Serious challenges are developing for librarians who now must

face the demands of citizens who have previously lived in metropolitan

areas and have come to expect a greater variety of alternative informa-

tional packages from which to choose. Somehow it has been convenient to

think of the rural library as being insulated (with a pun intended) from

such things as on-line data bases, etc., but the new wave of rural people

may indeed be those who have already experienced some of the latest tech-

nological achievements in disseminating information and will simply expect

the same services to be available in their new community. This situation

must not be perceived pessimistically, however, but seen rather to be one

way of promoting new dimensions or incentives for library service. First,

of course, some effort must be made to ensure that all libraries have
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telephones before systems of telecommunications are contemplated. But this

is somewhat ahead of the current discussion.

The third element that I set out to discuss relates to the

special problems confronting rural librarians. An appropriate question to

ask is, "What is different about rural librarianship, i.e., how is it

distinctive from any other type?" Clearly there are similarities, but for

ode who lives in a rural cnmmunity and attempts to provide total library

services, the previous question is easily answered.

First, "rural", notwithstanding population shifts, is charac-

terized by geographical remoteness which provides the librarian with few

other cultural andjo informational centers from whir* to draw support.

This situation is considerably different in a metropolitan area where one

has frequent access to a multiple of resources which may be pursued until a

satisfactory answer is found. In many rural communities, there is no

additional source of information to augment the public and school library's

roles. Further, as a consequence of thi geographical remoteness, tre-

mendous strain is placed upon both tlu: spirit and reality of library

cooperation. For example, in research conducted by the Center among rural

public libraries in Pennsylvania, it was found that on an average nine

times as many books were requested through interlibrary Loan than were

actually loaned.
6

Peeler; this is not a surprising revelation when it was

learned that the average book collection was approximately 19,500 volumes.

While the disparity between requests and loans may seem a casual matter,

consider the time interval that is inevitably a corollary of even the most

efficient interlibrary cooperation.



Another aspect of collection inadequacy can be interpreted from

the Center's national investigation of reference services in small public

libraries. Librarians were asked to identify the reasons that they were

unable to answer some reference questions. The answer given most

frequently to this question was "lack of specialized reference materials."7

In case there should be some uncertainty over the meaning of "specialized"

(since the reader knows perfectly well that all collections have limita-

tions), it is characterized by the absence of such basic things as the

Biography Index or the Statistical Abstract of the United States, not just

the highly specialized Chemical Abstracts. Back-up reference service,

whether it's provided by a district library or a consortium, is vital to

the ability of the rural librarian to maintain a viable role in the

community, but only if answers to reference questions are provided

immediately. A librarian ran not develop confidence among his constituents

by telling them to wait several days for the answer to a question such as,

"What is Minnesota Fats' real name?" This way not strike the reader as a

crucial question, but students who are enrolled in L.S. 500, Basic

Reference, at Clarion State College, continue to be taught that every

reference question is of equal value to the questioner.

Another characteristic of rural librarianship may be il.ustrated

by the differences in per capita support among rural pubic libraries in

Pennsylvania, which was found to average $3.15, Willa the per capita

average in Pittsburgh was $6.75 and Philadelphia's average was $7.38.

Especially crucial among rural libraries, using Pennsylvania

again as the model,8 is the fact that the academically trained librarian is

a rarity. It was discovered that Pea^lylvanis rural libraries, on average,
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have less than one full-time trained person available. "Trained" in this

context means a background including at least two years of college and nine

credits of library science. While the situation in Pennsylvania is con-

spicuously bad, it is even worse in some other states. Clearly, without

the assistance provided by volunteers, many libraries would not be open at

all. Farther, there is little doubt in my mind that the most significant

factor for improving library service in rural areas is to upgrade the

knowledge, attitudes, and skills of the librarian who more frequently than

not nest struggle daily to provide service without the assistance of any

other agency.

Originally, it was my intention to conclude my discussion here.

Ent a reading assignment for my students reminded me that, indeed, another

"definition" of rural librarianship needs to be made. It generally relates

to the mentality that considers rural libraries as either non-entities or

undesirable or outcasts. The particular reading to which I am referring

may not be typical but it nevertheless provides an attitude with which

one must deal. In exploring the role of an administrator in a small

library, the author (of this reading) explained that a fresh -from- library-

school - graduate aced not feel disappointed or deprived b working in a

small library.
9

Even if it wasn't intended to be condescending, it

presents the position that any self-respecting person would really choose

to .ork in a large library. Certainly, the issue is a lack of under-

standing and sensitivity of the dimensions of the small library.

Symptomatic of the problem, also, . a question that was asked by "highly

placed ALA person" who inquired of me whether reference service exists in

the small (rural) public library. This is incredible, particularly when
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one is reminded that 82 percent of all the public libraries in the United

States can be found in population bases of 25,000 or fewer people.10

While it's possible to continue citing the characteristics of

retro: librarianship, the previous discussion should be adequate to convey

the fact that there are sufficient nuances to distinguish nonmetropolitan

library services from those of metropolitan areas.

The remainder of this paper relates to the future of rural li-

braries. And it is here where 7 an forced to deal largely with impressions

of the way things are developing and the ways in which events wi,1 possibly

occur.

1. The growth of smell towns will continue and probably

accelerate. As a consequence greater attention than

ever Wore will be focused on rural libraries.

2. Here effort will be invested in improving cooperative

library services, especially as they relate to infor-

mation services. This will happen unevenly, of course,

because some states are more advanced in their coopera-

tive ways than others. To be effective, however, li-

brary response time will have to be on-line and

immediate. Readers' confidences will not be enhanced

by waiting for days to have their questions answered

regardless of where the library is located.

3. At the same time rural libraries will augment their in-

library sources of information by beginning to employ

on-line data bases and to develop unique files of local
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community information. This will be possible because

of the availability of microcomputers, such as the Radio

Shack TRS-80, that undoubte.;,y will continue to be

offered at an attractive price and will probably

be 4110 cheaper in the near future." In fact the imme-

diate scene will probably yield tremendous developments

in microcomputer technology that will affect us all.

One recent journal article states:

It is difficult to predict just where the
microcomputer will take library automation
or what the next question of information
technology will bring, but it is clear that
if the current direction is any indication,
it will substantially enhance the local
option ang2lessen dependence on consortia and
networks.

Not many years ago I was among those individuals who

scoffed at the idea of computers being utilized in

small libraries. If there were to be changes, so my

logic concluded, the institution least susceptible to

computerization was the small rural library. That was

before I heard of or attempted to use a microcomputer.

The above confession is not easy to make. But after

some practical experimentation with a TRS -80 and com-

mercielly available software, I find J.!. relatively easy

to build a file of reference books, community infor-

mation resources, a library directory, circulation

file, etc. Truthfully, my expertise is limited to

reading the technical manuals, but it's a revealing
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experience seeing what an amateur can accomplish

without a technical background and with virtually no

knowledge of computer programming. A computer is not

the library any more than is a card catalog, charging

system, or latest edition of an encyclopedia. Because

of the personal nature of the rural library, it would

be hoped that the frenzied attraction to technology

that is overcoming many librarians would be viewed in

the proper perspective.

4. The future of rural libraries is inextricably caught up

in the sane technology that confronts virtually all (,f

American society -- video-cassette recorders, Voyager

spacecrafts, cable television, high resolution tele-

vision, CON catalogs, microprocessors, printing by

laser, CRTS, etc. Marshall NcLuban was correct, of

course, when he reminded us that we are immersed in

electronic information and can't really understand what

this technology is doing to us. Pow that information

seems to be everyone's business it is difficult some-

times to perceive the library's true role.

5. My sincere belief is that the consciousness level among

rural librarians across the United States will continue

to increase and become a basis for the consideration of

mutually inclusive problems. It is not unthinkable

that a Rural Library Association will emerge, without

the trappings and bureaucracy witnessed in other as-
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tional organizations, however. If a national organ-

ization doesn't develop, it will be likely that state

groups of rural libraries will organize, perhaps sep-

arately or as parts of existing organizations. But the

emphasis will be the same, i.e., to demand equal atten-

tion to the problem. Rural librarianship has been con-

fined as a closeted existence for the last fifty years,

but America has now :hanged and so must recognition for

rural libraries.

6. I indicated earlier that the key to improving rural

library services is the need to augment the training of

rural librarians. This semester students attending the

School of Library Science at Clariqu from Ohio, Wooing,

Maryland, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Delaware and Vermont

have indicated their particular penchant for the issues

and problems relating to rural library services. This

is a positive signal that training needs for rural

library service are being recognized. One may not be

able totally to perceive oh even recognize the future,

but there is considerable reason fur optimism.
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1. This can be observed in the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
publication entitled, Rural Development Perspectives. Also, the
U. S. Statistical Abstract provides for the population categories
of °metropolitan° sod "nonmetropolitan" in counting noses.

2. Readers interested further in activities of the Center are
encouraged to contact the Coordinator, Center for the Study of
Rural Librarianship, School of Library Science, Clarion State
College, Clarion, PA 16214.

3. For those who are consulting their Baedecker, be advised that
tads is a watering bole in the vicinity of Clarion.

4. See: Tom Stites, "Rural Areas Grow Again But the lay of Mitchell,
Kansas Will Never Return." Ncw York Times, 12 /14 1981, p. Al2.

5. An interesting discussion relating to this can be found in:
George Sternlieb and James W. Hughes, "The Changing Demography of
the Central City." Scientific American 243, No. 2 (August,
1980): 48-53.

6. This research was reported in: "Information Service and the
Rural Library," Library Trends 28, No. 3 (Spring, 1980): 563-
578.

7. Through a grant made available from the S.W. Wilson Foundation,
the Center has been surveying public libraries serving popula-
tions under 25,000 people. Some initial survey results will be
appearing soon in the libre7y literature.

8. As of the 1970 Census, Pennsylvania's rural population was the
largest in the United States at 3,363,499 out of a state papule-

. tion of 11,793,909.

9. Dorothy Sinclair, Administration of the Small Publfc Library.
(Chicago: American Library Association, 197i )7p747--

ID. W. Vance Grant and Leo J. Eiden, !Digest, of Education Statistics,
1980. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education, National
Center for Education Statistics, 1980), p. 219.

11. My obvious bias toward the Tandy Corporation is the result of the
loan of equipment to the Center which has enabled us to develop
Microcomputer Lab for small libraries.

12. John Berry, "The Local Option," Library Journal 106, No. 15
(September 1, 1981): 1583.
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RURAL LIBRARIES: A SELECTIVE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Edited by Irene P. Norell, Associate
Professor

Division of Library Science
San Jose State University
San Jose, California

Prefatory Note

This selective annotated bibliography was compiled by students

is the Public Library Service class in the Division of Library Science, San

Jose State University, during the 1980-81 school years; citations are in-

cluded througi ieptember 1, 1981, and encompass a limited computer search

of ERIC. All items except the ERIC titles were examined by class members.

The bibliography, devoted to libraries in rural areas and in

towns of under 10,000 population, covers history, assessing information

needs, delivery systems, programs, technical services, and the impact of

technology and networks.
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Alvey, Donna, et al. A Manuel for Regional Librarians and Snell Public

Libraries. Lexington: University of Kentucky, School of Library

Science, 1970. ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 045 159.

The twenty-three pages of this manual cover briefly the history

and organization of regional libraries in Kentucky. 'lost helpful are

detailed descriptions of the tasks of studying a community and de-

signing and implementing programs for the discovered needs. The

appendices include samples of forms, records, and reports. Very

useful for small libraries.

American Library Association. Interim Standards for Small Public Libraries:

Guidelines Toward Achieving the Goals of Public Library Service.

Chicago: American Library Association, 1967.

Emphasizes the importance of written standards, procedures and

policies for the small library. Cooperation with larger systems and

libraries is stressed. Guides for accsas to the materials and the

quality of the collection are given. There are good specifics on non-

book materials, personnel, and the physical facilities in which the

library is housed.

Barron, Daniel, and Charles Curran. "Assessing the Information Needs of

Rural People: The Development of an Action Strategy for Rural

Librarians." Library Trends 28 (Spring 1980): 619-30.

The major goal of this article is a workable set of instructions

to overcome the problems in the delivery of information to rural

citizens. Gives a step by step procedure on this through a Community
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Information Needs/Library Services Guide. The article caplets' what

the Guide covers, as well as how to match needs with services, agency

cooperation, bow to combat rural beliefs about the library (and vice

versa), and geographical isolation.

Benson, Nancy Dollahite. A Study c' Acquisitions and processing Costs in a

Small Public Library. Washington (State) Library Network: 19711.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 165 723.

A study was conducted to compare rests of in -house acquisition

and processing operations at Neill Public Library in Pullman with

those of joining the Washington Library Network. Results indicated

lower cost and higher quality through in-house system and recommended

improving in-house procedures rather than joining network.

Bernhard, Genore H. How to Organize and Operate a Small Library. Fort

Atkinson, Wisconsin: Highsmith Co., Inc., 1976.

A comprehensive, step-by-step bow -to manual for forming library

"for your school, church, law firm, business, hospital, community,

court, historical museum or association." Simplified for the non-

professional, this book deals with general library practices which can

be followed in forming any library. Covers everything from fur-

nishings and equipment, classifying and cataloging, processing books,

setting up a lending system, and book repair, to publicity and

promotion. Appendix lists addresses of jobbers, library suppliers,

subscription agencies, and pore.
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Berry, John. "Town Meeting." Library Journal 105 (1 April 19110): 759.

At a town meeting in Newport, New Hampshire, the citizens voted

down the library budget cut decision. Although there had been a high

property tax already, they voted to tax themselves for library

service.

Bone, Lorry Earl, ed. "Community Analysis and Libraries." Librar.Trenda

24 (January 1976). Entire issue.

Ten articles devoted to topic of community analysis. Due to

smaller populations, rural areas tend to bt more efficiently analysed.

Contains articles on %.:::rory of community analysis, use of data,

gathering instruments, academic use, case studies.

Brooks, Richard. "Bookmobile Service: How Much Does It Cost?" Minnesota

Libraries 24 (Winter 1973-74): 107-11.

A cost study of the bookmobile service (mostly rural) of the

Dakota County Library System, and concerns the relationship of book-

mobx4e services to total budget and total circulation. The author

explains how to conduct such a study, which would be of great value to

other libraries serving rural populations.

Brown, Eleanor F. Bookmobiles and Bookmobile Service. Metuchen, New

Jersey: Scarecrow Press, 1967.

This excellent book points out that bookmobiles began as an

extension of library service to rural residents. Included is a

chapter on the difference between urban and rural bookmobile service,
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with tips on rural services, such as stop locations, scheduling,

staffing, publicity, book collection, and community awareness.

"CLA/PIPLA in Denver: Networks, Cataloging, Bookmobiles." Library Journal

100 (1 December 1975): 2189-90.

Article reporting on the joint annual conference of the Colorado

Library Association and the Mountain Plains Library Association,

October 19-22, 1975, includes a brief summary of a discussion which

took place there concerning bookmobiles and, considering the high cost

of this form of service, possible alternatives to them.

Casey, Daniel W. "How Trustees Can Secure Public Funds for Public

Libraries." Library Scene 5 (September 1976); 24-27.

Article was originally an address at the Institute on the

Library Trustee's Role in Library Finance, held on October 16, 1975,

at the School of Library and Information Science, State University of

New York, Albany. The author emphasizes the deleterious effects of

intlialon on ailing rural libraries and the need for trustees to

strengthen ties vita all possible tax sources and to enter into

political campaigns in order .0 gain political credit. The author

offers fifteen suggestions for action by trustees to achieve effective

results in cooperation with the head librarian.
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Clarenbach, Kathryn F. Educational Needs of Rural Women and Girls; Report

of the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs.

Washington, D.C.: National Advisory Council an Women's Educational

Programs, 1977. Distributed by the Government Printing Office.

Points out that one-third of the population in the United States

is rural. Attention to educational needs of the often isolated

population is critically needed. Study recommends that the government

t "ablish a policy for improving rural education, an area where

lib zy out-reach could play a vital part. Mobile libraries were

mentioned as one way to help. It includes a helpful annotated biblio-

graphy.

"Current Trends in Rural Public Library Service." Library Trends 26

(Spring 1980). Entire issue.

Contents are noted under the following authors in this biblio-

graphy: Barron and Curran, De Gruyter, DeJoha, Drennan and Drennan,

Fry, Lange, McCallan, Vavrek, Weech.

Dance, James C. Public Relations for the Smaller Library. Small Libraries

Publications, No. 4. Chicago: Library Administration and Management

Association, American Library Association, 1919.

Bow to do newspaper, radk. television publicity, exhibits and

displays, and publications. Bibliography.
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Darby, Jim, and Libby !Wider. "The Tri-County Regional Library'l Program

on Video and Cable T.V." Previews 4 (November 1975): 6-$.

Discusses cable T.V. as an inexpensive alternative for library-

produced programming for small libraries with no formally trained

staff, limited budgets, shortage of space, and no knowledge of cable

T.V. organization. Gives examples of equipment to use, the different

kinds of programming and otaer ways to use video equipment to reach a

part of the public not being served by other public library programs.

De Gruyter, Lisa. "The History and Development of Rural Public Libraries."

Library Trends 28 (Spring 1980): 513-23.

A brief overview of rural public libraries, cover:ng five

successive priods of development: (1) the library extension movement

of the 1890'a; (2) county libraries; (3) regional libraries; (4) post

World War 11; and (5) the 1960's. The author concludes that the next

challenge of rural libraries may be 'to adapt to larger populations

with more urban values.

DeJohn, William T. "The Impact of Technology and Networks on the Future of

Rural Public Library Service." Library Trends 28 (Spring 1980):

633-48.

Cited studies describe rural libraries as being stereotyped as

minor, weak community resources inadequate in staff and collection.

Increased involvement in library networks and technology would enhance

the image of rural libraries as community information sources, the

author argues. Examples of the use of networks in Alaska and Illinois
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are given. Future technology's impact on rural libraries is

discussed.

Detrick, Virginia C. "What Can I and R Do f "r a Rural Area?" The

U*N*A*8*A*S141*E*D Librarian 24 (1977): 3.

Briefly describes some of the kinds of services offered to rural

areas by a mobile I and R vehicle. Called the "Answer Van", it serves

the Pemberton Borough and Township of New Jersey. It given takes

representatives of the government such as a mayor, an IRS employee, or

a welfare board member to answer questions at its stops.

Drennan, Ann, and Henry Drennan. "Rural Populations in the 1970's."

Library Trends 2$ (Spring 19S)): 493-512.

Discusses the almost imperceptible shift of American population

to rural ares, and the resulting cultural, societal, and governmental

problems encountered by rural library services. The authors conclude

that rural libraries need to stress the advantages of rural living

while compensating for the disadvantages when designing services.

Statistical tables are included.

Drennan, Ann Hays, and Anne Shelby. "Library and Information Service Needs

of the Geographically Remote." In Library and Information Service

Needs of Occupational, Ethnic, and Other Groups in the United States.

Edited by Carlos A. Cuadra and Marcia J. Bates. Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974: 171-90.
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Lists twenty-three characteristics of the geographically remote

with emphasis on those with direct implications for library service,

such as lack of social services and education, and type of lifestyle.

Rationale for serving the geographically remote. Needs for library

and information services. Adequacies and deficiencies of existing

services. Strategies for filling unmet needs.

Eberhart, W.L. "Closer Look: Gallup Survey of American Adults Assesses

the Role of Libraries in America." American Libraries 7 (April

1976): 206-209.

Essay concerns a Gallup poll of the role of libraries in America,

and reveals who uses the library and bow often. The survey finds that

the distance to libraries is less a factor in determining use or non-

use as compared to similar surveys in years past. Since many rural

libraries are located a good distance away from their patrons, these

results are of vital interest to rural libraries.

Educational Research and Services Corparation. !There the people Speak:

The Rote and Function of Rural Public Libraries in Northern New

England, Bedford, New Hampshire: Educational Research and Services

Corp,;.ation, 1.69.

This study's objective was to discover the attitudes of a sample

of rural New England citizens concerning their town libraries in order

to determine ways in which they could be motivated to support and use
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the libraries. Also included is a review of both the literature on

rural librnies and treads in rural library service.

Eidrlman, Mary Landre. Information and Referral Service for the Residents

of Maryland's Eastern Shore. Interim Report. Baltimore: Maryland

State Department of Education, Division of Library Development and

Services, 1977. ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 145 840.

A practical, thorough report of an I and R service established in

three rural Maryland counties. It discusses the need for the program,

recruitment, training, marketing, maintenance, and problems encoun-

tered. This would be a good manual for other rural (or urban)

libraries to use.

Ellis, William N. "Tne Nev 8uralism: The Post-Industrial Age is Upon Us."

Futurist 9 (August 1975): 202-204.

Depicts the growing trend towards ruralism in the United States,

urban out-migration, rural in-migration; the twenty oast rapidly

growing states with the exception of Florida and Delaware are rural.

Article includes chart showing all fifty states and urban/rural

population changes/relationships.

"Farming Materials." Booklist 78 (1 September 1981): 24-5.

A collection of seven reviews, done by Thomas J. Mennen, of books

concerned with farms and farming. Libraries which serve agricultural

areas may find useful additions to their collections in this list.
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Frank, Boris, mud Mark McElrea "RFD - A Living Room Library."

Wisconsin Library Bulletin 67 (September/October 1971): 315-16.

The Rural Family Development (RFD) project of the University of

began in 1971, federally funded fer three years. Its approach is

to provide adults with practical information they want, when and where they

want it. By using a TV format many new concepts embraced by library

service are being tested by this project.

Frire, Diane. Evaluation of Public Library Bookmobile Service in Rural

Areas in Zomparison to a Books-By-Mail Service. 1976. ERIC Document

Reproduction Service, ED 125 633.

A study was undertaken in rural areas of Nova Scotia, Prince

Edward's Island, and Newfoundland, Canada, to investigate public

library bookmobile services in comparison to books-by-mail service.

Results showed that bookmobile services have the potential for a far

greater variety and quality of service.

fry, 4. '1.:3A .nd LSCA, 1956-1972: A Legislative History." Library

lrec.s 24 (July 1975): 7-26.

Traces the legislative development of the Library Services Act of

1956 and the Library Services and Construction Act of 1964 with 1966

and 1970 extensions, including details of specific bills and resolu-

tions. The impact of federal funding for states with rural libraries

is analyzed, and a background of ALA studies concerning support of

library services and education is presented.
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rr ?It James V. "Technical Services and Centralized Processing for the Rural

Public Library: An Overview." Library Trends 28 (Spring 1980):

579-87.

Discusses the past history and future need for centralized

processing of materials. There is evidence that central processing

centers have been successful in filling technical service needs of

rural public libraries, and in the author's opinion rural libraries

will need to utilize the elvances of technology to the fullest in

order to survive.

Geddes, Andrew. Pi -cal Responsibility and the Small Public Library. Small

Libraries Publications, No. 3 Chicago: Library Administration and

Management Association, American Library Association, 1978.

Aims to help administrators in small public libraries in towns of

10,000-15,000; it could be used by libraries smaller than that. Gies

a general overview of financial management, including budget prepara-

tion, adoption, and execution, auditing and evaluation. Includes an

appendix and bibliography.

Glickman, Eve. "Keeping the Wheels of Mountain Culture Turning." Rural -

america 4 (July/August 1979): 12.

This article is not about libraries, but concerns a mobile

aon-profit bookstore-on-wheels that specializes in material on

Appalachian culture and history, based in Berea, Kentucky, sad

sponsored by the National Eteowuent for the Humanities. After seeing

it, many rural area libraries and other organizations have decided to

start their own Appalachian collections.
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Goldnark, Peter. "Communications far a New Rural Society." AV Guide S1

(November 1972): 21-26.

Reviews the project, "The New Rural Society," funded by the U.S.

Department of Noosing and Urban Development, conducted at Fairfield

University in Connecticut. The Windt,au Planning Region, located in

the northeastern portion of the state, was designated as the center

for the project. The study illustrates how telecommunications can be

used to extend services to rural areas by providing employment oppor-

tunities; health services, e.g., mobile teleclinics which serve as

communication links for visual, audio and diagnostic use; access to

higher or continuing education; and social, cultural, and recreational

events. Indicates the value of imaginative planning and application

of telecommunications in supplying specific irforuation needs in rural

uummunittes.

Greer, Norman E. al. "Present Costs of Several Nodes of Delivery of

Library Services," PNLA quarterly 41 (Fall 1976): 10-13.

Ptsrts the results of a project to define alternatives and their

.0str for extnding library services to uraerved parts of rural Wash-

state. The authors compare the eras of providing bookmobiles,

mail-order delivery of paperbacks, and construction of new libraries

,n appropriate locations. Data collection methods and sources re

fully discussed. Nine statistical tables.
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Greer, Roger. The Anatomy of a Small Public Library: A Study of Current

and Projected Needs of a Suburban Community and New Town With a

Proposed Plan for Library Development. Syracuse: Syracuse University

School of Information Science, 1974. ERIC Document Reproduction

Service, ED 115 286.

A study conducted to discover current and future library service

needs and to make recommendations for meeting those needs.

Gregory, Rutb V., and Lester L. Stoffel. Public Libraries in Cooperative

Spites,: Administrative Patterns for Service. Chicago: American

Library Association, 1971.

Authors describe and review the organization and functions of

cooperative systems and introduce administrative relationships between

small and medium-sized public libraries and the cooperative library

system. By sharing of resources and services, cooperative purchasing,

collection building and storage, rural libraries will benefit as

member libraries in obtaining access to needed information and

services not available within their own community.

Hamilton, Beth A. "Multi type Library Cooperation. New York: R. R. Sowker

Company, 1977.

Library cooperation can be extended to an expansive system

composed of public, school, academic, and special libraries. Cast'

studies are presented to illustrate the advantages of this multitype

network over the small, isotated library. Planning and funding,

including federal financial aid, are discussed, along with governance
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criteria. A table summarizes successful cooperative state and

interstate systems and their supporting funds and legislation.

..ouu W. "Note on the Rural Public Library." ALA Yearbook. Chicago:

nociican Library Association, 1979: 216-217.

This annual tote-of-the-art report on the rural library

addresses soar problems, weaknesses and needs which seem universal to

the public library system as a whole, and coils on librarians,

trustees, and supportive citizens to take o strong leadership role in

small community and to build the library as a strong community

iehource.

4$ J, John W., and Bernard Vavrek. "The Public Library: A Community

ht44urfr. Rural Develnprent (Cooperative Extension Service, U.S.

Department of Agriculture, the Pennsylvania State University) 4

The Pennsylvania State University Cooperative Library System has

'.biirhyd to provide local users with materials obtainable

..- .0 distract and regional resource centers. In connection with

servitr.s, the system has increasingly provided rural

*It:.skArs with specialized book and nonbook items, centralized

ratsiog:48 aervites, and computer retrieval of bibliographic

the services of these trutvrs the tailored to the

nec,i. .4 individual community libraries.
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Belwig, R.E. "Alternative Methods of Organizing and Financing Local Public

Libraries in South Dakota." South Dakota Library Bulletin (Janua..v/

June 1970).

Evaluates alternative methods of organizing and financing local

public libraries in South Dakota, most of which are rural. Provides a

comparative analysis of local public libraries in South Dakota with

those in other states. The evaluations and recommendations could be

applied to most local public libraries.

Nu, Teh-wei, Bernard H. Booms, and Lynne Warfield Kaltreider. A Benefit-

Cost Analysis of Alternative Librar-. Delivery Systems. Contributions

in Librarianship and Information Science, No. 13. Westport, Connect-

icut: Greenwood Press, 1975.

A study to evaluate two alternative library delivery systems,

bookmobiles and books-by-mail. The benefit-cost analysis was adopted

for evaluation. The monetary benefits included the time saved, money

saved from buying, and renting from commercial libraries. Although

the benefit/total cost ratios for these two systems were low, the

authors did not conclude that they should be eliminated because of

their value. They are especially valuable for sparsely populated

areas and small towns.

and R Service in Rural Areas." In Neighborhood Information Service

Centers: The Changing Role of Public Library Service. New York: New

York Public Library, 1979: 34-9.
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A study in rural )_anessee fount that residents were unaware of

sccial service agencies in urban areas, since thore was not enough out-

read., transportation, or follow-up. :teed to link rural residents

witt. needed services, which are highly personal, and have public

1...kareneas of services. Mentions programs in some arena.

Irvine, Elizabeth. "Without the Realms of Gold: Sooks and the Pre-school

Country Child." An Leabbarlann 6 (Autuan/Winttr 1977): $4-91.

For many pre-schoolorn in rural Northern Ireland, bookmobiles are

the only accessible source of library materials. Parents most be

educated about the value of books so they will them for their

children. Reading habits and abilities are affected by patterns

established in early years. Level of bookmobile service is incon-

&intent throughout province.

Jarvella, Shirley M. Who Serves the Migrant? An Inquiry into Migrant

Library Services in Selected States Including Studies of Connecticut,

New Jersey, and New York. 1971. ERIC Document Reproduction Service,

ED 103 167.

A study was done to: determine bow libraries car. become more

responsive to needs of migrant families; explore problems which

inhibit extension of these services; and discover what programs

libraries now have. Some results: libraries must provide non-print

media, easy-to-read adult books and Spanish language materiaLs.
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Jordan, Robert T. Tomorrow's Library: Direct Access and Delivery. New

York: R. R. Bowker Company, 1970.

This very interesting book suggests the adoption of Universal

Computerized Library Cards, library drive-up windows which circulate

paperbacks, and storage and mailing books in individual Jordan Plastic

Book Boxes. The author cites a few examples of books-by-mail programs

and sees the future of the library as being in home delivery.

Killacky, Jim. "Schooling Neighbors in Rural Kansas." Ruralamerica 4

(April 1979): 10.

Although this article does not specifically mention libraries, it

does discuss outreach classes and local community education projects in

aver thirty rural Kansas commuoic!s. It could 5e useful to li-

brarians serving rural communities who want to know what kinds of

programs and ideas are of most interest to sparsely populated areas.

Kim, Choong H. Books by /tail: A Handbook for Libraries. Westport,

Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1977.

Excellent and readable text on a valuable program for rural

communities. The first part is a descriptive manual; the second

offers individual essays on books-by-mail programs; and the third

section is a state-by-state dire.tory of programs in operation.

Kim, Choong H. "The Mini-Library Movement in Rural Korea: A Successful

Experiment With a Rural Public Library Alternative." International

Libra Review 11 (October 1979): 421-40.
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In 1961 a Hini-library Association was started in Korea of Mr.

Doi Sup Ohm, in an effort to extend library service to the thirty-

seven million members of the rural population, eighty percent of

whom are literate. This article covers the findings, conclusions,

and recommendations found in a study of the mini-libraries, conducted

in 1977 by the author.

Kolb, Audrey. "Village Library Project." The Sourdough 17 (September/

October 1980): 4, 19.

Explores the problems end success of establishing village

libraries in rural Alaska. The need to eliminate educational disparity,

which exists between rural and urban students, was a motivating factor

for the prriect. Solutions to problems are both varied and unique,

e.g., the library located in a grocery store is the most popular,

while shortage of operating funds in one library is countered by

labeling overdue funds such as 'kerosene for the lantern'.

Lange, Clifford, E. 'The Rural Public Library Trustee: A Preliminary

Assessment." Library Trends 28 (Spring 1980): 589 -98.

The author emphasizes the importance of examining the environment

in which the rural library trustee functions. Five basic character-

istics of most rural libraries are: 1) remoteness from current library

activity; 2) poor financial support; 3) lack of professional staff: 4)

lack of resources; and 5) poor status in the community. Under these

conditions the roles of networks and the librarian-trustee relation-

ship are especially important. A survey of northwestern Iowa public
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libraries and interviews in many states indicates that though boards

do meet regularly, new members are seldom given a broad orientation to

their jobs as trustees and members seldom engage in continuing

education in library matters. Challenges facing rural library

trustees require that they be better informed, and seeing to this is

part of the librarian's duty.

Lewis, Charlotte. "Outreach and Itinerant Librarian Programs." Nebraska

Library Association Quarterly 8 (Fall 1977): 24.

How Nebraska is making use of LSCA funds to bring library

services to previously unserved areas and improved services to

libraries across the state is briefly described by a member of the

Nebraska Library Commission which administers the projects.

"Library Cooperation: School/Library Cooperation in Rural America Eyed."

Library Journal 104 (15 December 1979): 2611-12.

Highlights of the conference on "Partnership for the 80's:

Public School Library Cooperation in Rural America" are described. The

conference emphasized the need for library cooperation and reciprocal

borrowing agreements, and stressed the economic advantage' and

effective use of resources resulting from cooperative programs.

Primary concerns included funding, management, and governance.

"Local Librarian/Trustee Meetings Offer Impressive Fare in Indiana."

Hotline (8 March 1980): 5.
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A newsletter announcement of subjects to be discussed at an

upcoming meeting of trustees of a email Indiana library.

"Makine a Case for Bookmobiles During the Energy Crunch." Library Journal

104 (15 November 1979): 2394-96.

Briefly reported are highlights of a net in of bookmobile li-

brarians in New Jersey. In addition to discussing ways to justify the

continuing use of bookmobiles, topics covered included stocking,

maintaining, purchasing, and designing bookmobiles.

flcCallan, Norma J. "Delivery Systems and Programs." Library Trends 28

(Spring 1980): 525-61.

Considers various delivery systems and programs useful to, or

used by, rural libraries. The author includes questionnairs on book-

mobiles, books-by-mail, and programming which she sent out as a mini-

survey. The libraries surveyed sad the data collected are included.

Felith. "Julian Library." American Libraries 12 (Nay 1981):

285.

A short history of the library in Julian. California, a rural

towv northeast of San Diego. The ninety-eight-year-old structure

gftrypg as one of San Diego County Library Svstem'a thirty-five branch

libraries and has a user populatioi of about 3.450 from the sur-

rounding hamlets.
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McGovern, Gail. Public Library Service for San Benito County. Sacramento,

California State Library, 1976. ERIC Document Reproduction Service,

ED 124 154.

San Benito County is a sparsely settled agricultural county in

California, one hundred miles earth of San Francisco and three hundred

miles north of Los Angeles. ;is library system is floundering; there

is no wri!.en book selection policy, and the collection is old. It

could contract with another county for administration services; it

could join a cooperative system and develop a Friends group and

library advisory group. The county board of supervisors made the

important first step by getting help from the State Library.

Martin, Irene. "Special Report, Skamokawa Story: Rural Library Services

in Washington State " Wilson Library Bulletin 55 (February 1981):

440-42.

Story of a rural village in Washington State, which established

as all-volunteer library in 1973. The author discusses some of the

successes and problems which such a system entails.

Mehaffey, Kathleen. The Librarian as Administrator If the Small Public

Library. Small Libraries Publications, No. 2. Chicago: Library

Administration and Management Association, American Library Associa-

tion, 1978.

Demonstrates bow the lit 'Ilan of a small library must rely on

his/herself for the abilit .nd skills necessary to provide the

community with effective service. It covers the librarian's
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responsibility to the board of directors, how to handle personnel

development, fiscal accountability and record keeping, supervision of

buildings and grounds, establishing objectives, collection develop-

ment, and community involvement. Extensive bibliography.

Minch, Patricia S. "The Practicing Librarian: The Answer VAn in Rural

New Jersey." Library Journal 103 (15 Nay 1978): 1030-31.

Bringing to the public a variety of information on issues both

public and personal has been a unique and highly successful library

rrvice here since 1975. The "Answer Van" regularly tours the area

with books, pamphlets, and a driver who is also au Information

Specialist.

Wier, Rolf. The Design of the Small Public Library. New York: R. R.

Bowker Company, 1966.

A veil ractical guide. It does not overwclm the librarian,

but leads him or her painlessly through the planning, design and

eeestruction of a amid, library. There are humorous sketches which

effectively convey the author's message. The book is written by a

professional architect and is highly recommended. A bibliography is

included.

NUR Grant for Study of Rural Librarianship." Wilson Library Bulletin 55

(November 1980): 173.
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The National Endowment for the Humanities has given a $15,000

planning grant to the Center fur the Study of Rural Librarianship at

Clarion (Pennsylvania) State College, for the development of a model

program for improving services in rural public libraries.

New Mexico State University, ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and

Small Schools. The Best of ERIC on Library Services to Migrant and

Farm Worker Communities. Stanford, California: Stanford Universit;

1975. ED 105 905.

The collection has a wealth of information for a librarian

dealing with n.igrants and farm workers. Material on library surveys,

cultural backgrounds, outreach progress, research at colleges and

universities is included. It is a good place for the novice to get

ideas for projects or programs. Complete information on understanding

and ordering ERIC documents is included.

Nichols, Margaret Irby. Handbook of Reference Sources. 2nd ed. Austin:

Texas State Library, Department of Library Development, 1979.

Designed as a selection tool for small public libraries. It

lists important sources in the major resource centers of the Texas

Library System. Eight hundred and four annotated reference sources

are covered, with 126 other works mentioned in the annotations. The

entries are divided into eighteen major areas, each of which is broken

down into subsets. Three hundred ten are noted as most suitable for a

small library. Prices and ISBN are given for most entries. Index.
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Forman, Ronald V. "A Method of Rook Selection for a Small Public Library."

Eig 17 (Winter 1977): 143-45.

Resources for materials selection and collection development in a

small public library are specified. The system includes a weekly re-

view of standard selection tools, publishers' notices, and catalogs by

a committee consisting of the director and department heads. Methods

of preparing a written book selection policy and use of reviewing aids

are especially appropriate to the rural library.

Oklahoma State Department of Libraries. A Library Report for the COEDD

District. Shawnee, Oklahoma: Author, 1975. ERIC Document Reprod-

uction Service, ED 118 099.

Surveys the seven counties comprising the Central Oklahoma

Economic Development District. There are tables and graphs illustra-

ting occupational shifts and changes in income patterns. Problems are

discussed and suggestions for improvements are recommended. Mt

money from the federal and state government is suggested plus height-

ened citizen awareness at the local level.

Osbourn, Sandra. Library Services in Rural Areas. Washington, D.C.:

Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, 1973. Distributed

by Government Printing Office.

The author discusses standards for rural library service and

looks at actual levels of service found in the United States in 1973.

She concludes that although there is little hard data available,
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evidence suggests that standards are not being met and service is

inadequate.

Owens, Virginia. "Bockmo5ile." ALA Yearbook. ChIcago: American Library

Association, 1976.

Bookmobiles ar' very popular and are used for a variety of out-

reach programs. Inflation and budget restrictions have been a cause

of concern for bookmobiles and have resulted in reducing the number of

bookmobile stops and hours of service and searching for smaller

vehicles with lighter bodies, but circulation appears unhurt.

Pahl, E. Patricia, and Thomas L. Pahl. Vie County Public Library Media-

mobile: Evaluation of a Library Services Act Project. Terre Haute,

Indiana: Vigo County Public Library, 1973. ERIC Document Reproduc-

tion Service, ED 090 941.

Describes the two-year project which provided a Mediamobile for

the Vigo County (Indiana) Public Library. The vehicle served outlying

areas of Terre Haute as well as the low income populatiais there. An

evaluation team agreed it had attained some of itv objectives and was

on the right path toward others.

Piercy, Esther J., and Sanner, Marian, eds. Commonsense Cataloging: A

Manual for the Organization of Books and Other Materials in School and

Small Public Libraries. 2nd ed. New York: H.W. Wilson Company,

1974.
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A practical guide presents detailed instructions for cataloging

and processing of book and nonbook materials, record-keeping systems,

and inventory methods for the school or small public library. Prin-

ciples of Anglo-American Cataloging Rules are used, with specific

main-entry and added-entry practices outlined. Appendices include

procedures for typing and filing of catalog and shelf list cards,

definitions of terms, and a checklist of practices that would be

appropriate to the rural library.

Plotnik, Arthur. "Library Life in Middle America: The Cornhuskera."

Wilson Library Bulletin 46 (January 1972): 412-25.

After a visit to rural and urban libraries in Nebraska the author

summarized his impressions of the drastic differences in library life

between small rural and large urban libraries. He provides personal

vignettes of librarians and community members, their different in-

terests, problems, concerns and perspectives on library and broader

social issues. The author was impressed by interlibrary loan services,

good morale among librarians and trust in the importance of library

service. The major problem facing rural libraries in Nebraska is

geographic remoteness.

Rstcliff, Linda. "Intimate Details in the Life of a Library on Wheels."

California Librarian 39 (July 1978): 41-44.

A description of the daily routine of a bookmobile. The author

feels it is a worthwhile and interesting service for the sparsely
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populated areas of Butte County, California. A bookmobile has been in

action there since 1957.

A Report on Libraries. Wilburtoa, Oklahoma; Kiamichi Economic Devalopent

District of Oklahoma, 1975. 'ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ES

118 09B.

Seven counties in area, with special attention paid to one,

because other libraries were in Choctaw Nation library system.

Suggested that Pushmataha County join Choctaw system or merge with

city library. Specific recommendations that Antlers public library

trustees review policies and procedures and develop written policy.

Appendixes include state and national library standards.

"Research Project Examines Rural Reference Service." CSRL Newsletter,

(Clarion State College Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship) 2

(Mardi li40): 5.

This brief article recapitulates the data produced by a survey of

rural Pennsylvania public libraries. A rural library is defined as

one serving populations of 25,000 or less, but the average was found

to be 10,500. Spzading per capita was found to be a dollar less than

the state average and there were 9.3 professional librarians among the

thirty-five libraries.

Bobbies, June. Citizen Participatiim and Public Library Policy. Metuchen,

New Jersey: Scarecrow Press, 1975.
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Devoted to theory of citizen participation, survey data,

analyzing data, rte. Sectiors on citizen participation in urban and

rural libraries. Sample questionnaires and recommendations for

research.

Arta, Don. Mediamobiles: Views from the Road. Public Library

Reporter, No. 19. Chicago: American Library Association, 1979.

A series of interviews or conversations by the editor with

librarians who have used vehicles of some kind to take various media

to the public.

Small Libraries: A Forum for Rural Library Service.

This journal is published by the Center for the Study of Rural

Librarianship, School of Library Science, Clarice State College,

Clarion, PA 1621'. Margaret A. Setter, editor. Each issue is coo-

posed of several articles dealing with rural libraries. The contents

of the first four issues follow.

Vol. 1, No. 1, Winter 1980. Heasley, Daryl K. "What Selected

Research and Literature Tell Us about Rural People"; Hershey, Dale R.

"Community Development: The Role of the Rural Librarian"; Norris,

Benjamin P. "Social Theory and Its Application to the Study of

Community Analysis and the Problems of the Rural Library"; Curran,

Charles and Daniel Marron. "User Studies: The Rumen Connection and

the Rural Scene"; Case, Robert N. "Who :.:ontrols the Library System? ";

Ruccio, Nancy C. "Halung the Rural Library Part of the Community";
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Albrecht, Lois I. "A Lifetime of Learning"; Vavrek, Bernard. "Rural

Librarianship: A New Consciousness".

Vol. 1, No. 2, Spring 1980. Fite, Alice E. "Scbool and Public

Libraries Communicate"; nautili°, Patricia. "The Implications of

Networking on School-Public Library Cooperation in Rural America";

Brumback, Elsie L. "Public-School Library Cooperation in Rural

America. . . A View from the State Level"; Little, Paul. "Library

Cooperation and the Lifelong Learning Process"; Woolard, Wilma Lee

Broughton. "Combined School/Public Libraries in tLe United States";

Mills, Shirley C. "Views of School-Public Library Cooperation from

the National Level"; "School-Public Library Cooperation . . . A Bib-

liography".

VOL 1, No. 3, Summer 1980. Sims, Sally R. "'New History' io the

Countryside: Material Culture, Local History, and the Role of the

Rural Library"; Hoffman, David R. "Interlibrary Cooperation--A Per-

spective from the State Library of Pennsylvania"; Head, John W.

"Rural Libraries and Information Needs"; dcMorran, Charles E.

"Automation for the Small Library"; Fulmer, Elisabeth S. "Managing

the District Library: An Interview with Jean Ferguson"; Ruccio, Nancy

C. "Planning for Rural Library Service"; Gray, Allan. "Resource-

Sharing Via Computer Catalog: A Pilot Project".

Vol. 1, No. 4, Fall 1980. Case, Robert N. "Assessment Checklist - A

Guide to Strengthen Community Libraries in Library Cooperation";
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Ruccio, Nancy C. "The Planning Process - Is It for 7107"; Herb,

Steven. Survey of Rural Librarians on Continuing Education".

"Rural Reference Service Study." Library Journal 106 (1 March 1981):

496.

Clarion (Pennsylvania) State College Center for the Study of

Rural Librarianship will receive a $10,000 grant from the S.W. Wilson

Foundation to study trends and problems of rural libraries in pro-

viding reference service. The results will be published.

San Mateo County Office of Education. Education Resources Center. Focus

on Migrant Education. Zan Mateo, California: San Mateo County Board

of Education, 2971.

A bibliograe ,f research findings and developments in the

education of migrant children and various program* devoted to migrant

education and training. It was compiled from documents appearing in

the ERIC system and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and

Small Schools (CRESS).

"Selma Bookmobile Aida ABE." Alabama Public Library Service Cottonboll 4

(May 1979): 1, S.

The SelmsDalls County (Alabama) Public Library bookmobile has

supported a program ior improvement of rural adult basic reading and

writing skills through Project ABLE (Adult Basic Learning Experience).

The bookmobile delivers Level I reading materials and a teaching

specialist to individuals in the county. The program began in

October, 1978, under federal funding.
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Sharp, Barbara. "Wyoming--A Wired State." The Outrider 4 (October

1972): 1-2.

The state is utilizing cable TV as a new library application

which could be an unprecedented chaice to reach more people in their

vast sparsely populated state. The article ex/Aides methods of

library participation in the cable TV system.

Shirr, F.A. "Functions and Organization of a Rural Library System."

UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries 26 (January/February 1972)1 2-7.

Discusses some broad principles and goals of rural library

service and mentions certain deficiencies inherent in most rural

libraries. Author advocates the development of networks pith strong

headquarter organizations as the bee way for rural libraries to

function successfully. The article is geared toward rural libraries

in foreign and/or developing countries, although many of the

arguments could be applied to libraries in the United States.

Shaughnessy, Thomas W. AA Overview of the Development of Larger Units of

Service and the Central Library Concept. Tempe, Arizona: Navajo

Linguistic Society, 1975.

This monograph is a general overview of the development of rural

library rvice. Initially, cities, through outreach programs,

attempted to serve rural areas. These outreach attempts were followed

by state support, and then, what for many rural areas is still the

final step, county libraries became the base for rural service. As

early as the 1930's regional systems were formed. They flourished in
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the second generation following World War II, achieving the broadest

service yet to rural areas.

Sheldon, Brooke. Personnel Administration in the Small Public Library.

Small Libraries Publications, No. 5. Chicago: Library Administration

and Management Association, American Library Association, 19$0.

Includes hints for writing a personnel policy, recruitment,

interviewing and job orientation, problem-solving.

Sinclair, Dorothy. Administration of the Small Public Lihrary. 2nd ed.

Chicago: American Library Association, 1979.

Offered to the beginning librarian, this is a general overview of

the small community library, its goals, objectives. Sinclair offers

coamon sense information on virtually every aspect of running a

library, especially ways to deal with the citizens of the smaller

community.

Smith, Patricia L. Beyond the City: Library Service to Children in the

Northwest Territories, Canada. Hay River, Canada: NorthwLot Terri-

tories Public Libraries Services, 1974. ERIC Document Reprodu:tion

Service, ED 105 829.

The Northwest Territories of Canada cover about 11.3 million

square miles and are served by a staff of eight full time employees

and fifty part -time local librarians. The service to children is

caxeied out largely by librarians' visits to schools. They are intro-
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dicing books to some people whose native language does not have a word

for "book," as it has been a written language for less than one hun-

dred years.

"A Spate of Videotext News Both Here and Abroad." Advanced Technology/

Libraries i (August 1979): 4-5.

A description of a new service in the Canadian province of

Manitoba, where residents of a rural area will have home access to

computerized data banks via their television sets. Called "Videotex,"

the service is part of a larger project in which computer technology

will provide such things as library service, shopping by computer, and

electronic mail in Nanitoban homes. The article mentions two

videotext systems in Miami and Great Britain.

A Study of Library Service in the Lake Agassix Region of North Dakota.

Bismarck: Korth Dakota State Library Commission, 1976. ERIC Docmmeni

Reproduction Service, El) 131 041.

Stresses the need for library assessaent in rural towns in terms

of regional setting, existing library resources, mail surveys, reasons

for non-use, financing, organization of library services, and library

user surveys. Relates ALA library standards to rural libraries.

Sumter, Claudia Burnett, arl Lorraine Fry. Kent County Public Library: A

Survey of a Small Public Library and Its Community With Recommenda-

tions for Future Goals. Chestertown, Maryland: Kent County Public

Library, 1976. ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 134 179.
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Attention in this study is focused on organization, resources,

services and user access is rural libraries and their adequacy

according to standards set in the Maryland Master Plan. Discusses the

need to revise goals, recommends outreach into other rural areas, and

school and public library cooperation.

"That's Service!" American Libraries 6 (June 1975): 363.

Washington County (Mississippi) Library system applies advanced

library technology in bookmobiles to render service. The bookmobile's

carry microfiche zard catalogs and microfiche card readers to make

titles easily accessible. Also solid-state radio/telephones are used

for answering difficult reference questions and other information

needed from the main library or other branches.

Thompson, Daphne. "Curious George in the Tomato Field: Regional Library

Service to Migrant Children." /21 of the News 30 (June 1974):

420-24.

Discusses the involvement of the Eastern Shore Area Library of

Maryland in the migrant workers' children's summer school program with

the use of a fully equipped Children's Caravan mediamobile. The

Caravan proved to be an exciting and effective way to introduce the

library to this group of children.

adala, Julia, ed. Wisps= Library Services for Arizona, Colorado and New

Mexico; A Workshop Meld In Santa Fe, New Mexico, April 30, Nim 1-2,

1970. Boulder, Colorado: Western Interstate Commission for Nigher

Education, 1970.
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Workshop for librarians and library administrators to help

improve library services for Rispano community in sparsely populated

states. Includes suggestions that patrons should serve on boards of

trustees, serve as volunteers sad library aides, and representatives

on boards should help choose materials.

Vavrek, Bernard. "Information Services and the Rural Library." Library

Trends 28 (Spring 1980): 563-78.

Report of a study of rural information services. The purpose of

the study, conducted in rural public libraries in Pennsylvania, was to

begin to highlight the environment in which reference service is

provided in the rural public library and to suggest some of the

problems which are endemic to information service in these libraries.

Vavrek, Bernard. "Rural Librarianship: A New Consciousness." Illinois

Libraries 61 (October 1979): 720-23.

The state-of-the-art of rural librarianship and the Center for

the Study of Rural Librarianship. The title suggests that rural

librarianship is awakening to a new consciousness; four reasons are

given, the most important being the fart that there is appreciation of

an emerging rural librarianship which has all its service characteristics

small population units, relatively modest financial support, a want of

professional staff with which to provide service, all of which operate

in an environment of geographical remoteness.
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Wads, Jame. "A View of Small Public Libraries." Illinois Libraries 55

(December 1976): 70-96.

Discusses advantages and disadvantages of small rural library

service. Reports lack of training and professionalism among rural

librarians. Emphasizes the setting of goals and objectives. Points

out the benefits of a small rural community.

Webb, Sara S. "The Rural Public Library: lot a Cul de Sac." Alabama

Librarian 25 (flay /June 1977): 12-13.

Author states that being small and serving a rural community does

not change the basic service goals of a library. Indicates additional

responsibilities of the rural library, such as providing personal

service to both adults and youth, expanding the world beyond the

community, anticipating the needs of a growing community, and pre-

serving local history. The rural library can be an access point for

new ideas and development not only within the community; it reaches

beyond the city limits, and can point to where specialized information

is stored if it is not available within the library's own collection.

Winch, Terry L. "Public Library Standards and Rural Library Service."

Library Trends 28 (Spring 1980): 599-617.

Examines national and state public library standards to discover

the extent to which rural library services have been considered and

to identify aspects of the standards that eight be especially applica-

ble to rural libraries; it discusses possible direction of future

standards for rural libraries.
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"me Western Region Bookmobile: A Li*L in Developing the Services of

Rural Libraries." Currents (Boston: Massachusetts Board of Library

Commissioners) 1 (Fall 1979): 6-7.

Discusses the history of rural bookmobiles and their development

in Western Massachusetts. The focus is on improvement techniques

that were implemented after re-evaluation of services.

Williams, Martha. "Misiants: Library Project for Migrant Workers." New

Jersey Libraries 7 (February 1974): 1-4.

A very brief article explaining the migrant library project

started in rural New Jersey. Describes the physical set-up, types of

materials circulated, both print and non-print, activities for

children, and funding. Illustrated.

Young, Diana. Serving Children in Small Public Libraries. Small Libraries

Publications, No. 6. Chicago: Library Administration and Management

Associst.on, American Library Association, 1981.

A practical approach to services and administration of a

children's department.

Young, Virginia G. The Trustee of a Small Public Library. Small Libraries

Publications, No. 1. Chicago! Library Administration ,.nd Management

Association, American Library Association, 1978.

Excellent resource. In twelve pages, it covers qualifications,

appointment, orientation, duties and responsibilities, staff relation-

ships, policies, public relations, finance, and regional systems. The

first in a series of revised guides originally published in 1962.
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Zonligt, Santa 3. Library Services to Fansworkers: The Need for a

Survival Information Center, 1974. Chicago: American Library Assn-

-iatioa, Office for Library Service to the Disadvantaged, 1974.

On the information needs of the migratory farm worker. It

recommends the establishment of Survival Information Centers (SIC) in

all rural towns with large migratory worker communities to supply

seeded basic information on law, welfare requirements, housing,

unemployment, social security, and assistance with English. Sow to

set up such a center and haw to make it available to the community.

Includes background readings.
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THE POLITICAL PROCESS IN RURAL AMERICA

Richard Speer, Director
Oil City, Pennsylvania Library

Mk. Speer discusses political participation in this country as it historically
developed and as it exists today. This paper was presented to librarians
during a Rural Libraries and the Humanities workshop on May 7, 19B2. Hr
offered up suggestions on bow libraries can meet the needs of those involved
in the political process.

Rural public libraries have been serving the nerds of citizens involved

in the political process at varying levels of quality for many years. This

service has often been provided unconsciously as at adjunct to the library's

general information and materials lending services.

This paper will explore political participation in rural America,

identify the needs of citizens and groups vhu are participating, illustrate

how libraries, both rural and non-rural, have been responding to those needs,

and, finally, propose realistic service patterns to meet the participation

needs of the 1980's.

Very little research exists to distinguish differences in political

participation activities between rural and urban communities in America. fly

definition, differences exist in each environment. Rural living is character-

ized by gr graphic remoteness, more personalizes' interactions in daily living,

and by deprivation to ntom, organized iutormation sources, commercial

facilities, health-tare latilities, and educational opportunities)

Politics totally are pore personalized in rural areas, because life is

more peisonalleed. This perstmaliZation tends to hold communities and lives



together. Rural residents are traditionally conservative (yet recent evidence

shoos this area changing).2 Continued interaction among the same groups of

people provides a comfortable cohesion to daily life. Traditional social

institutions in rural America are more highly valued than in urban areas.
3

Despite some basic environmental differences, there are very few identi-

fiable differences in the way people participate in political activities. The

only one which was identified in a recent literature search by this author was

a slight variation in voter turnout. A higher percentage of rural registered

voters turn out to vote than their urban counterparts. 4

There does not appear to be any great difference in their politics. A

major factor behind this similarity may be that through mass communication sad

urban -rural migration we are becoming a homogeneous population.

David ]Cooke and Constance Henry, in an observation of the political

structure of rural America, predicted that a key trend for the future will be

a move toward greater homogenization with the urban political culture. They

see rural areas continuing to be exposed through mass media and interpersonal

contacts to the dominant political styles from urban areas. They also see

continued urban to rural migration. They predict that the end result will be

a rural population which is as heterogeneous and politically diverse as the

urban centers, with all meaningful distinctions disappearing. 5

Whenever possible, the author will focus on the rural environment, but

due to the aforementioned similarities between rural and urban participation,

and because of the lack of research differentiating the two, this paper will

not be strictly limited to the rural community. In the final sections, the

author will focus on responses which rural libraries might make to serve needs

surrounding the political process.

-2-
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The demographics of political participation are very similar to those of

Library use Income, education and occupational status all correlate

positively with individual participation.6'7 These are all groups which have

been traditionally reached by libraries.

Political alienation has been prevalent across the United States for

almost twenty years. Through the 1960's and 1970's there was a distinct drop

of confidence in and respect for government.
8

This dissatisfaction is not

United to any particular group in our society. Young and old, educated and

uneducated, blue-collar and white-collar, and rich and poor, almost everyone,

to some degree, lacks confidence in government at all levels. Complaining

about government is often safer than comelaining about the weather.

Doe predominant response to this dissatisfaction has been withdrawal.

Traditional measures of citizen participation are on the decline: voter

turnout, political party affiliation, and public confidence.9 Citizens are

pulling out of the traditional political proress.

A second, seemingly contradictory, response has been increased partici-

pation in citizen organizations and public interest groups. People are

involved in a multitude of efforts to make govern,* ,At more accessible,

accountable, and responsive.
10

This public interest, or citizen action

movement, emerged in the 1960's following Congressional enactment of a large

body of legislation . take rare of unfinished business going back to the

1930's.11

President Johnson pushed through several new and significant pieces of

legislation, flooding the administrative channels of the executive branch.

The new laws promised services in such areas as housing, education, health,

and jobs, but the government was not equipped for immediate delivery. Public
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expectations were high, but the performance in administering these new laws

was low. This resulted in widespread distrust and cynicism about Americas

ideals and government. Organised constituencies began to form around ilene

polities, at a distance from the established political parties.12

During the same period when the citizen action movement was getting its

start, our society was having to deal with other changes. Since before the

turn of the century we have been living with the alienating conditions of

modern governmental bureaucracy and the alienating consequences of mass

industrialized society. While these forces have been present in America,

mediating institutions, such as the church, political parties, and fraternal

organizations, have helprd to reconcile individuals to them. These

institutions atv.isted in sustaining pluralism, developing consesus, aad

providing social mobility)

They provided a cohesion and a sense of belonging. People interacted

through these groups, making decisions for their own lives and reaching

consensuses on issues present in the wider political arena. They were a major

vehicle through which people participated in the political process. They also

were a source of personal and group identity, successfully counteracting

modern society's alienating forces.

In the recent past, the influence of these mediating institutions has

declined significantly, leading to au erosion in the traditional sources of

consensus making. As a result, it is now difficult to build a political

consensus during a period in which many critical choices must be node. Active

citizen participation in groups is an alternative means to build consensus.

At this, point it is an experimental alternative to compensate for the decline

in traditional consensus making.
14
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CATEGORIES OF PARTICIPATION

In an essay prepared as background information for the National Con-

ference on Citizen Participation (held in September 197R), Stuart Langton

identified four categories of citizen participation.
19

A quick look at these

categories is essential for understanding the entire scope cf political

participation in America. It will also provide a helpful foundation upon

which to discuss local library services to meet information needs in this

area.

The four categories identified by Langton are: obligatory participation,

electoral participation, citizen involvement, and citizen action." Table A

outlines the major characteristics of each category.

Obligatory participation refers to activities which are compulsory.

There are ways in which everyone must participate. Paying taxes, signing Wp

for the draft, and Nerving on jury duty are three classic examples.

Activities connected with the election process are defined as electoral

participation. Some examples include voting and working for a political party

or candidate.

Langton's third category, citizen involvement, refers to activities

initiated and controlled by government. In most instances, citizen involve-

ment is a group activity, such as advisory councils and long-range planning

committees, but it can also include individual participation as in testifying

at a public hearing. Each instance of citizen involvement also serves one of

two purposes. It can provide a monitoring function, watching over the

activities of government agencies. It can also serve as a vehicle for input,

providing government with information and ideas to assist with and improve

decision-making.
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Citizen
Action

Citizen
Involvement

Bator Refers to activi-
distinguishing ties initiated and
feature controlled by

citizens fur some
purpose

1. for

pUfpuh

Examples
of

activities

nominant
concerns

Typically
interested

To influence
decisions of
government
officials or
vntrs

Lobbying; public
rdniation; protest;
public advocacy;

1.1114014411CW

class-action sn.,s

Organizing effective-
ly; obtaining appro-
priat information;
developing support;
raising funds; making
maximum political and
public impact

Refers to activi-
ties initiated and
controlled by
government fur
administrative
purpose

To improve decision
making and services
and develop con-
sensus and support
fox decisions

Advisory committees;
public hearings; goals
programs; surveys;
but lines; volunteer
programs

Electoral
Participation

Refers to activi-
ties to nominate
and elect repre-
sentatives or to
vote on pertinent
issue's on a regularly
scheduled basis
established by law

To provide
stability, con-
tinuity of leader-
ship, and a work-
able consensus for
government

Voting; running for
office; working for
a candidate; volun-

teering to help a
political party

Involving more citizens Increasing voter
Informing citizens turnout; raising
better; broadening the funds fur a party
range of citizen rep- or candidate
resentationi main-
taining citizen interest;
effective utilizatiun
of citizen involvement in
derision making; obtaining
necessary funds

Obligatory
Participation

Refers to activities
tics in which participa-
tion in compulsory
according to law

To provide sufficient
support for govern-
ment to perform its legal
functions

Paying taxes; doing
military service; jury
duty

Increasing public under-
standing of the oblIga-
tions of citizenship;
attracting and retaining
capable jurors and
military personnel

Neighborhood and tom- Legislative cow- Elected officials; Judges; court officers;
munity action groups; mittees; administra- political parties; military leaders; tax
public-interest and Live agencies; political candidates officals
consumer groups; corer regulatory avarice*
munity agencies; indi-
vidual citizens

In: Langton, Stuart, ed. Citizen Participation in America. Lexington, Mass.: Lexington looks, 1978, p. 22.



The final category, citizen action, also is primarily a group participa-

tion method. It is characterized by activities which are initiated and

controlled by citizens. Examples include lobbying, public education programs,

and class-action suits.21

RURAL. RESPONSE

The 1970's saw a vast increase in the overall amount of political

participation and there are no apparent trends in the future that would

suggest any reversals. Although forecasting trends is often speculative, in

the interest of planning library services for the rural rommunity of the

1980's and beyond, a few general observations can be made.

In the next several years we are likely to see a further increase in

participation in action groups in rural areas. We will witness a delayed

rural response to the changes which have sparred the growth of these groups in

the urban environment.

One theory presented earlier suggests that increased involvement in

citizen action groups is an experimental attempt to regain some of the social

benefits which in the past were provided through more traditional mediating

institutions, r.g., the church, political parties, and fraternal organiza-

trans.
22

Many have observed that these traditional instrtations have suffered

less of a decline an rural than in urban areas.
21

This implies that one of

the motivatang aorres behind patticIpation in mason groups as nut as

prevalent an rural arras as in urban areas.

The relative strength of these medrating Institutions has held due to the

inherent ion:;ervata;:m of the rural te:.adrnt and ari, due to the grgraphar
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isolation of rural communities, but it is very likely that these institutions

and their influence will continue to decline. The migration of urban and

suburban residents with their values and political ideas, combined with the

increased communication with urban areas, cannot help but to erode away at the

strength of these traditional inatitutionn.

Citizen action groups will increase in rural arras due to the migration of

people and ideas. This will happen directly through the adoption of urban

political action patterns to correct specific social ills and it will be

spurred indirectly as people search for institutions to help develop the

concensus and to provide the social nobility which was obtained in the past

through other institutions.

Another trend which will increase the amount of local political activity

was identified by Kirkpatrick Sale in his recent book, human ScplE. Me is one

Of many observers who sees a trend towards increased local control over

government financing, activities, and services. Sale predicts that as

worldwide resources diminish, we will be forced to curtail the role of the

federal government, compelling local communities to assume new 24

Each 4 our communities will have to rely on its own capacities and resources.

This increase in local reliance will result in a direct increase in local

political activity to make decisions on handling these new challenges. The

increased local activity will have concomitant needs for a wide variety of

information.

Sale's pre4iLLions die* nut far off from the current situation in the

United States. President Reagan, the Libertarian Party, and many citizens

would like to disentangle the federal government from several areas of current

involvement.
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A final general trend which will further contribute to the growth of

citizen participation is the rise in influence of the mass media. More

information is available to the public today than ever before in our history.

Any abuse of power, error, or poor peiformance by government agenices is

quickly communicated to the puhlic.25

This has stimulated citizen participation by making more people aware of

more problems. Given the dominance of media in our society and the growing

number of problems that government must address, it is unlikely that the

impulse for involvement among citizens will abate.26

THE PLANNING PROCESS

Citizen participation in the political process is a fact of life in rural

and urban arras and the level of that participation is very likely to grow in

the next decade. So just haw does the rural publi library make no effective

response to citizen needs in this area? There is no one correct answer to

this question. Appropriate effective responses will vary from community to

community. Libraries must be willing to take an objective look at their

community needs and plan their responses around those needs.

For many of us, the best response we could make in this area would be

little or no response at all. Most rural public libraries are functioning

with very limited resources. There may be several other higher-priority

community needs which the library could addresss. The number of people in our

COMMNAitiell who are actively involved in the political process is probably

very small. Therefore, it is essential that a library go through a total

systematic planning process before developing services in this or any other

area.
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Planning is a valuable activity for any organization. It offers a chance

to step back and look at the entire
picture, analyze eisting needs and avail-

able resources, rad plot the most effective course of action. Lack of planning

is irresponsiblr for any agency dealing with public funds.

ALA's recent planning document, A Planning Process for Public Libraries,

provides librarians with the tools to engage in effective planning. One of the

beauties of this dorument is its adaptability and flexibility. It is a blue-

print for designing and tailoring a planning process to fit individual local

libraries and library systems. Total planning, whether done in a very limited

or in a comprehensive fashion, is
necessary before developing any new services.

While involved in overall planning there are a few factors concerning the

political process which need to be considered in the fight of individual local

circumstances. Depending on the local situation, these factors may either

enbancr or detract from the ease fur designing services specifically for

individuals and groups involved n thi ;,red.

The first of those fa,.tors IN th. total number of people who actively

engage in the political proiess and also the ihai4itrristics of these in-

dividuals. There is a gvntral agreement omong sociologists that active

participants in lbr pulltital proce6s are iru in number 41U4 unrepresentative

of the population (Nerall..!7

Wr dIV t4lking about a group that represents 5-71, of our population.28

They Aft' the soclol elitehigher *moot l.ralketN, better educated, and

working in 1bN with a ti;ytic; ,,stupat).mal status. They are also probably

alteady library usei .



In one study of community groups involved in the political process, it

was found that amain the most active members, 82% were library users. This

compares with a Gallup Poll survey done in the same time period which

identified 51% of the general population as library users. (In this same

study it was found that although 82% were library users, they generally did

not one the library as an information sources for their citizen group

activities.)
29

How do these factors affect the planning of services in this area? Xs

planning, one must look at the people participating in their community. How

many are participating? To what degree do they participate? What is t:

practice of local government; do they involve riticens in dccision-making

octivities? How many citizen action groups exist locally; what are their

sixes?

If participation is abnormally high, you should definitely develop

services in this area, but even if the level of participation is typically

low, there may be other factors present which will justify the application of

library resources to this area.

"Even through politically involved individuals do not use the library for

information concerning political activities, they are already library users."

Is this true of your community? Jho are the politically active people? Are

they library users? If so, what 1 *Triry services do they use?

If this group is a ready usi.* your library fur political information

there iS U0 *seed to iuntEntialr any fulthvi irsuulies III this aria. if thr,

ate not, they should be a group whtill ere easily re.ithed. Most likely, they

are either already users of the library or are pcorle with a baikground such



that they would not feel uncomfortable using the library. A limited effort an

the library's part could reach a large number of potential users of informa-

tion services.

A second factor to be considered is the social responsibility which the

public library has to provide access to information to every individual in the

community.

Only those at the lower end of the social hierarchy need to actively

participate in order to generate power. Large corporate interests, for

example, have ample power without any "participation." They can usually

promote their self-interest successfully through the use of corporate

retources and without the sacrifice of much personal time or energy. On the

other hand, individual citizens often have to participate at considerable

personal sacrifice. 30

This also applies to access to information. Honey and other resources

can buy this access. Public libraries have a responsibility to actively

create a more equitable access fur all individuals and groups who are to

participate.

A third factor to consider is the two-fold way in which citizen par-

ticipation groups deal with information. They not only are consumers of

information, but they also disseminate information to a wide spectrum of the

community on 4 broad range of public policy issues.3I

Despite the fart that most citizen groups are only interested in promoting

their awn wirwwint, they are all in the business of informing the public.

Govetmownt-Initiateil iitirrn involvement groups have this same goal, a goal

whtch is also slaved by public Ilblasirs.
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Although only 5-7% of the population is actively involved in political

participation, there is another subgroup of approximately 60% that play

spectator roles.
32

These spectators want to keep informed, making the citizen

action and citizen involvement groups, because of their information-generating

activities, valuable allies of the library.

The final two factors which should be considered when planning services

in this area are political in nature. The first of these involves the

attitude of local governments toward participation and the other concerns the

development of long-term comomaity support for the library program.

The growth of citizen participation to meet the two needs of a growing

bureaucracy is characterized by a significant polarity it, the meaning of

participation. In one sense, participation is a control mechanism when

citizens perform a monitoring function. On the other hand, it is an

assistance funrtion regarding agency decisions. Ironically, participation may

represent either a threat to or a way of reducing threats to an agency. any

government officials are ambivalent about it."

This factor should never determine uhat services are or are not provided,

but it may alter the manner in which the services are delivered. If local

governmental attitudes are decidedly anti-participation, ptimuition of any

library services in this area might he kept rather low-key.

The final consideration when determining to what extent the library

should provide support for activitcys of people vnyagrd in the pulitfral

process involves looking at the VAIe of fivvvioptag support crlationships uith

all organizations in the community. Eduard Howard. in tb publication, Leial

Power and the Community Library, suggests that it ,Alould be the ,0 every

5 .3 pi
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public library administrator to develop positive sauctional relationships with

all organizations in the community. He feels that this should be accomplished

34by making personal contacts with community organizations. This is a very

desirable goal and, because of the fact that they all are consumers of

information, it should he easily obtainable with citizen action, citizen

involvement and traditional political party groups.

SERVICES AND PROGRAMS

After looking at political participation in America and considering

systematic planning for total library services, let us now look at the various

services and programs public libraries are currently providing to meet the

needs in this area and also look at services and programs we might provide to

meet the needs through the 1980's. For the purpose of looking at the various

needs in this area, we will refer back to Langton's categories of citizen

participation.

Obligatory participation is the one type of political involement that no

one avoids--the participation which is compulsory by law.

The major support which libraries can provide in this area is to make

available information to increase public understanding of these obligations of

citizenship. Basic legal information is rssential: information to aid

citizens in understanding and interpreting the laws to facilitate informed

compliance. Access to sources of in-depth information should be provided:

interlibrary cantacts with law libraries should be developed and nurtured,

lists of the nearest law libraries which are open to the public should be

kept, and access to associations providing speciali.,,ed information should be

made available,

-15-
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Public programs .re one way of disseminating information in this area.

The most popular topic presented is on preparing the individual tax return.

Firma which prepare taxes for a fee will usually provide a qualified speaker

at no charge, just far the exposure which they receive.

The Internal Revenue Service (1ES) has been distributing a set of

reproduceable federal tax forms to most public libraries over the last couple

years. The availability of these forms should be promoted widely through the

local media.

Depending on local nerds, libraries may 'dish to become a sponsoring

agency for the IRS's Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program. The IRS

will train volunteers to assist individuals with the completion of tax return

forms.

Another nerd connected with obligatory participation is one of

prospecrre jurors. They are often asked to sit for long hours awaiting jury

selection. Escape from extreme boredom is a dire need of these people. Many

would love to have access to a variety of magazines, paperbacks, and other

materials, which could be provided by the library along with promotional

flyers. This would be a perfect opportunity for a county library system to

reach a wide geographic and socioeconomic cross-section of people.

Langton's second category of political participation is electoral

participation. This refers to our entire process of electing eespresentatives

and leaders. Although the percentage of the voting age population which is

actually voting has been declining since 1962, more people participate in this

manner than in the final two categories.

-16-
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The information needs of those involved in electoral participation fall

into three categories: those of the political parties, those concerning voter

registration and those connected with understanding specific issues and/or

candidates. Political parties provide the substance around which our

electoral system revolves, but because they are comprised of complex local

groups, with a wide variety of information needs, we will look at their needs

when we discuss citizen involvement and citizen action groups.

Voter registration information is basically legal information, not unlike

that concerning obligatory participation. Thanks to the movement towards

universal sufferage and the elimination of most barriers to registration, in

many states it simply involves completing a form and mailing it in. These

forms are often provided by the library.

Once registered to vote, people nerd to understand issues and candidates

is order to make informed decisions. This need has been a focus of pro-

gramming in many public libraries. Issues have been presented, analyzed and

debated. Candidates have been exposed to voters in a variety of settings,

ranging from a structured debate to an informal tea.

Decisions have to be made locally on whether election-type programmdng is

worth the effort. It involves a great deal of staff time in planning,

publicizing, and staging the event. A couple questions which may help one

reach a decision include: What is the level of public interest in the issue/

election? and What other alternatives do citizens have for obtaining the

information?

Besides providing a forum for voters to become informed, an election

program may have the added benefit of making new friends of the library. One

-17-
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of those candidates will win the election and she is likely to remember the

valuable program presented by the library.

The entire electoral process is kept viable by the political parties.

They nominate the candidates, decide on the issues, raise money for the

campaign, and conduct the election. Political parties, old and new, work

within the established electoral framework, yet they are groups with charac-

teristics and information needs very similar to the citizen action and citizen

involvement groups which make up Langton's final two categories of parti^ips-,

tion. All of these groups have the final goal of influencing the actions of

government. They all organize people and seek, process, and disaeminate

information.

The major differences between the three are found in the roots of their

organizing. Political parties exist to sustain and work within the electoral

process. Citizen involvement groups are initiated and controlled by govern-

ment for specific administrative functions. As stated earlier, these func-

tions fall into one of two categories: to provide increased citizen involve-

ment to improve derision-making or to monitor the actions of an administrative

agency. Citizen involvement groups of rural local government will almost

always fall into the former, positive input category.

In contrast to citizen involvement groups, citizen action groups are

initiated and controlled by the citizens themselves usually to achieve some

specific purpose. These groups use lobbying, public education, pr.,test,

public advocacy, etc., to achieve their ends.

All three types of groups deal with a wide variety of public policy

issues, includ.ng: education, recreation, land use and zoning, the environ-

ment, energy use, development and redevelopment, transportation, employment,

-18-
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the aging, housing, and the delivery of health and other public services.

Citizen action groups usually exist to promote a specific aspect of these

issues, while citizen involvement groups and political parties must concern

themselves with the entire issue. (Although, in reality, citizen involvement

groups and political parties are often dealing with or reacting to a specific

aspect, while citizen action gropes must remain aware of the overall issue.)

All citizen groups share some basic organization information needs,

completely divorced from the issue-related information with which they must

deal. These nerds include effective
organizing, administrative management,

internal communication, public relations, fund-raising, and research and

information-gathering techniques.35'36'37'38 These information nerds are

often not even recognized by the group or their leaders, who are primarily

concerned with the issues.

All of these groups are organised for the purpose of processing informa-

tion. The group members begin by seeking information, both locally and

beyond. They then manipulate this information en various ways, depending on

the group's organieatiunal patterns and obJectives. They finally disseminate

this information to members of their own group, members of related groups, the

general public, the media, and/or decision-makers. it is disseminated through

a variety of channels, including le.rswnal and telephone contacts, meetings,

letters, newsletters. flyers, and press 19
releases. The final goal is to

influence the attions of government.

LIHRARY SfliVla. lie 0111 l's
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of all organizations which provides a community with one distinctiv charay.

teristic. This pattern of orga- .ations is a major facet of any given

community, yet the public library literature on service to organizations is

extremely sparse.

Edward Howard's theory of organisational sanction was referred to earlier.

He feels that community organizations give sanction, either approval or disapproval,

to library programs. He suggests that a major goal for public

library administrators should be to develop positive sanctional relationships

with all organizations in the community. Although admitting that this goal

can never be reached, be feels that it is possible through planned, purposeful

action to decrease the number of organizations that are in oppositii and to

40
increase the number that are neutral or supportive.

Howard states that uiganizatious are a convenience for the public

library, because they offer multiple receivers for each instance of library

service.
00

Another person who typifies this attitude is Jerry Kidd. In an

essay published in ALA's Information fur the community, he suggests that in

order to provide better community information services, public libraries nerd

to become more orientated towards serving organizations.
tel

Roger Greer and

Martha Hale, in their Community Ani:lysis Institutes (held across the country in

the late 1970's), advocated that it was the role of the public library to

serve as a special library foi community organizatiow..

There are many local instances of serving organizations, which have,

unfortunately, never been shared in thr psufrhssvnall lite-I.:tin,. It it4 an

area of service which should be provided !ri i.oaw degree by public libraries of

all sires, rural as well as urban.
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Citizen action groups are easy to serve because of their naturelama-

tine around a specific aspect of an issue. Group mothers and leaders are

making as active statement of their interest just by becoming involved. The

leaders, especially of a newly-formed group, have ineediate information needle

which should be capitalized on and filled quickly by the public library. They

will find a source for their information needs, and, if left to their OM
instincts and practices, that source will probably not be the library.

Service to citizen involvement groups may not be as easy. Members

usually have been asked to serve, therefore their information needs might not

seem as pressing. Yet, they still need information to accomplish their task.

The public library that can provide information to meet the actual needs of

this group hoe the added benefit of increasing the value of the library in the

eyes of the local government officials whi, are working with the citizen group.

Inforuation services to agencies 14 local government, although not

directly connected with the theme of this topic, can be extremely valuable,

especially for rural couuty system service to local municipal officials and

staff. Not only can practical and needed information be delivered, but bow

could the library better communicate its value as an information provider than

by proving it through action. Communicating this value to the people who

control the purse strings can be extremely beneficial.

A search of the literature does not identify any formal rural public

library services aimed at serving the needs of groups involved in the

political process. Formal services are in existence at the Dallas Public

Library, the Seattle Public Library, and the Tulsa City-County Library

System. Each of these programs have individual differences, but they share
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many similarities. All three nerve both citizen involvement and citizen

action groups, providing needed information on issues of public policy. In

Seattle and Tulsa the services were developed through the cooperation of other

community organizations and the provision of service relies on the continued

Assistance of these organizations. A volunteer or graduate student is

assigned to the citizen group in a consulting relationship. The service at

Tulsa also involves the prenentAtion k,f' organizational skills workshops for

citizen groups.
43

The limited literature on service to citizen groups does agree on steps

which public libraries should take to inAtiate this service. The first of

these steps involves having available current information on citizen groups.

This information can be obtained by reading newspapers, attending group

meetings, reading citizen group publications (newsletters, flyerd, brochures,

and reports), and by maintaining community information files.44 However, the

maintenance of complete information files on community organizations may

involve cost or staff time demands which outweigh the benefits. Other local

needs may prohibit the keeping of comprehensive, current files.
45

Step number two is promotion. In developing this service, continual,

indirect communication must be maintained with citizen groups. This involves

the whole spectrum of public relations similar to that which would by used for

promoting other services. Brochures, feature stories in local newspapes,

direct mailings, and public service announcements are all valuable.
46

'

47

The nest step concerns direct contact with rstizeu groups. This should

involve attending open meetings and conducting in-depth interviews with group

leaders.4B' 49
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This direct contact is very time-consuming and probably will have to be

limited to a couple demonstration projects at first. 50 Only one liaison

person should be developed in each group, eliminating unnecessary duplication

of effort. The interview with the liaison should be conducted in-depth to

identify specific goals, objectives, activities, and information needs of the

group.

Attending group meetings can also be valuable. Not only can one learn

about the group, but library support can be offered for the group's efforts.

It will enable group members to expand their concept of the library and think

of the library's services in terms of their political group activities.

The final step, obviously, is to deliver to the liaison, practical

information and materials to meet his identified nerds. No expense should be

spared in locating and obtaining valuable information as quickly as possible.

The liaison will satisfy his information need in some manner and if the

library cannot meet his time demands, he will go elsewhere.

Just how should the average rural public library attempt to serve the

needs of individuals and groups in the political process? Obviously, there is

no simple answer to this question, but there are several conclusions which can

be drawn sod effective service responses whica can be itiestified.

As stated earlie., planning for total library service is essential. Each

library should know exactly in what direction they are going to serve their

overall community before they consider providing any new services.

Assuming that yuui library's plan includes providing reference and

information services, establish an image as an information center. Use the

media, distribute flyers, talk up your information service, and, most impor-

tant, provide every person who walks in or telephones with the information

they need or a referral to another source which can provide it.
-23-



All elements of participation have very definate information needs.

Firmly establishing the image of the public library as a quality information

source is the single moat effective step one can take toward meeting the

information needs connected with the political process.

It has been pointed out that most areas of participation involve public

policy issues. To participate. citizens need information in this field. All

public library collections should provide basic public policy information in

all areas, but especially reflecting local concerns. Librarians must read

local newspapers, identify emerging issues, and acquire information and

materials on those issues before the requests come over the desk.

The need of general organizational information by citizen groups has been

discussed. Library collections should include practical information in this

area. covering effective organizing, public. relations, fund-raising, and other

related topics. The success of a citizen action group may depend more on

their organizational skills than on the Issues.

When developing a total plan for the library, serious consideration

should be given to serving the nerds of the community through direct service

to groups and organizations. Contacts should be made with community organiza-

tions on a regular basis. The purpose of these contacts would he to learn

about the goals and activities of the organization, to inform the organization

of the goals and services of the library, .end to identify needs of the

organization which can be met by the library. Citizen partivipatinn groups

should be included JU the contacts.

Finally, remain sensitive to loca$ needs. If there is widespre44 mis-

understanding concerning some future tax law, plan d pftWde to provide the
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meedee information. If a major issue arises around a local election campaign,

design a display with materials to enable citirens to make an informed decision.

And if a parents group forms to fight a proposed school closing, contact the

leader and provide her with information to support their effort.

As tong as rural libraries in America are suffering under the strain of

imidequate fusding, serving the needs of the political process will never be a

primary goal. Other, more immediate library and information needs will be

given higher priorities. As rural libraries continue to improve their

services in all areas, many will find that through limited effort they can

meet most of the information needs c' individuals and groups participating in

the political process.
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ORGANIZING TECHNICAL SERVICES - A GUIDE

Elisabeth Fulmer, Librarian
Clarion County Historical Society
Clarioa, Pennsylvania

Just taking care of the routine tasks of physically annexing a library

collection seems tr consume a large portion of any librarian's time. For the

librarian who runs a one-person show, or who boa only a very few staff members

and volunteers to help, acquisition, processing, and keeping track of

materials can occupy nearly all ones time. For those in this situation, the

organization of a practical routine is essential. And practical is the key

word.

If your technical services department ronsists of a table in the corner

of the library with a typewriter and a recipe file boa of order cards, or an

actual workroom with a paid staff member to do typing, filing and book cow-

acing, a practical routine still must be established so that as little time

as possible is wasted on the mechanics of processing. This, of course, mews

that more valuable staff time will be available for direct patron service.

WHAT ARE TECHNICAL SERVICLO

These are the general steps in technical manaa..-,-nt of the collection:

acquisition, including selection and ordering; processing, including cata-

loging, classification, and filing of cards as well as physical preparation of

the book; circulation, including keeping records of circulation and overdoes;

and periodic inventory and weeding of the collection. Now involved each of
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these steps becomes in the library depends on the size of the staff and

collection.

If your library belongs to a cooperative system, some of these tasks may

be done on a system-wide basis which will educe the amount of time spent on

them. If processing of new books is done in one location for the system, more

space within your library will also be freed for public service. however, for

the purposes of this paper the assumption is that you are on your own for the

entire sequence. Following are suggested routines that will enable the staff

in a rural or small library to organise both its time and its collection most

efficiently.

ACQUISITION

The first step an acquisition of materials in selection. Selection

policies and tools will not be discussed here, since that is a topic in

itself. The following steps suggest any easy routine for the acquisition of

materials:

1. Selection. Once you have selected a book, for instance, on the

basis of reviews or recommendations, prepare a 3 a S file card

with all pertinent bibliographic information--author, title,

publisher, date or projected date of publ .stion, and price.

It is also helpful to note the source of the review or re-

commendation in case it is needed for future reference. Place

these cards in a "Consideration" file in alphabetical order so

that you can refer to them quickly when necesssry.
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2. Ordering. When it is time to send an order to the jobber, go

through the consideration file and select the books yen wish to

order. This, of course, will depend on your budget, publica-

tion dates of books, and personal judgement or priorities for

the collection. Once the order to the jobber in typed, place

the cards, which have been marked with the date of tae order,

in another file of items r r. Thus, patron questions

about certain titles can he by noting if the card is

still in the consideration st. irtually been ordered,

and if so, when. An order file h o contain cards for

all books ordered through book clubs.

3. SeceivEng. When the book is received from the jobber, the card

for that book is pulled from the tile. The invoice should also

be compared with the criginal order to determine if all books

ordered have been received. Since publiration dates do rhange,

sometimes a book will not hr available at the original time

indicated, so books from more than our order may arrive at the

same time, depending on the frequency of your orders.

PXOCESSING

Proressing it: the step that moves a newly arrived hook to the shelves for

public use. one thing to ringsider it there air several staff members, or a

number of volunteers, is the division of labor in processing. Since much of

this step involves routine work, the tAsIts could be performed by someone with

4 minimum of training or our who do es not relate well to the patrons. Vol-
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unteers, who are not familiar with the collection, can just as easily be

employed in stamping the library name in books or in covering them, or in

typing additional catalog cards from one prepared by the cataloger as they can

in meeting the public and trying to answer questions with insufficient back-

ground in reference service. These are the basic steps in processing:

1. Accessioning. Rost libraries no longer keep accession records.

However, if you choose to accession materials, this is the

first step in processing. The accession number is assigned and

noted in the books and

and source (purchase or

accession record.

2. Classifyisg. The collection

the author, title, price, 4ate received

sift, for instance) are recorded in the

is probably divided into three to

half a dozen sections, such as fiction, nonfiction (which is

subdivided into categories by subject), reference, children's

or juvenile, with some libraries adding additional sections for

young adults, mysteries, westerns, or large print materials.

Paperbacks are frequently stored on revolving paperback racks

like those found in bookstores. The first decision will he to

determine in which section of the library to place the book.

Most libraries use some kind of symbol to indicate the various

sections of the collection, such as "F" for fiction, "j" for

juvenile followed by other appropriate symbols OF), "B" for

biographies, "R" or "Ref" for reference, and generally the

numbers of the Dewey Decimal Classification system for non-

firtion.
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After deriding to classify a book as nonfiction, the

correct Dewey number must be arsigued. Host books published in

the past few years contain what is known as CIP or Cataloging

in Publication (CIP) information on the reverse of the title

page. This is cataloging inf relation that has been assigned by

the Library of Congress and is a great aid in classifying books

for the librarian with little or no formal training. If there

is no CIP information, some selection tools such as "Bootlist"

or "Library Journal," provide help with classification. An-

other useful aid is Sears List of Subject Headings;" in addi-

tion to supplying trA,Irorm subject headings for your catalog

cards, the latest edition also includes corresponding Dewey

numbers. But, there are a certain nurdier of hooks that must be

classified by the individual librarian. Na matter how the

eventual classification number is arrived at, check to be sure

that in the collection the book will be shelved with others on

the same subject. Classification need not be a rigid matter;

the thing to keep in mind is that the purpose of any classifi-

cation scheme is to enable the patron to find the book that he

or she wants.

3. Cataloging. The next stet' is preparing the catalog cards.

While printed catalog cards are available from many sources,

most small libraries still find them too expensive to purchase

for all their banks. Therefore, catalog cards most be typed

for each book. Handwritten cards should be avoided at all
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times. The number of cards per book will depend on the number

of subject headings assigned to a nonfiction book, whether or

not the book has an individual author, if the book belongs to a

series, etc. (If the cataloger has had no experience at all in

preparing catalog cards, it mihat be wise to contact a state

library agency or library consultant for more detailed help.)

Most books will require an author card, a title card, the ap-

propriate number of subject cards, and a shelf list card. The

author card, or if there is no designated author, the title

card, is called the main entry card. This provides the pattern

for all the rest of the cards for a given book. If a volunteer

or other staff member does most of the typing, the cataloger

need only type the main entry card, and the typist can then

prepare the reminder of the cards from this sample.

The format of the catalog cards should be standardized

within the library. The librarian should establish a format

based on International Standard Bibliographic Description

(ISM) and Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR). Again, your

library consultant or state library can help with this. A set

of sample cards will be included in the appendix; a standard-

ized format used by all libraries is a help to patrons, but it

can be modified slightly for your own purposes.

4. Physical Processing. Physical processing of the book is the

next step. The name of the library ran be stamped on each item

or a book plate placed in the trout. The spine of the book
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should be labeled with the classifiration number or letter (for

example, F for fiction, j for juvenile, Ref. for reference) and

whatever symbols used to indicate the author. If your library

uses the Dewey Decimal System, letter symbols for various sec-

tions of the collection, and the first three letters of the

author's last name, spine labels might look like this:

Reference Book Nonfiction Adult Fiction Juvenile Fiction
REF 616.1 F JF
978.4 Ful Dol Vs*,
Sib

The purpose of spine labels is to enable the parton to locate a book on

the shelf easily, since it is often difficult to read the title and

author printed on the spine by the publisher. Finally, the card pocket is

glued in; a cellophane wrap is used to cover the dust jacket and this in

turn protects the book.

5. Filing. Duce the catalog cards have been typed and the book prepared for

circulation, the rards must he placed in the catalog for public use.

There are generally two catalogs in the library, the main one for patron

use and the shelf list for library use. In the public catalog, the cards

are filed alphabethically, and in the shelf list they are filed as the

books appear on the shelves. This means that in the shelf list every

section of the collection will be filed separately, and that nonfiction

will be filed in numerical eider rather than alphabetically by main

entry.
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The card catalog is one of the most important tools in the library,

for it leads the patron to the books he or she wants by title, author, or

subject. There are two types of card catalog, the combined dictionary

catalog and the divided c-talog. In the combined catalog, all cards are

filed in one alphabetical arrangement. In the divided catalog, one set

of cards, usually the subject cards, are filed separately, with the

author and title cards being interfiled in the second catalog. Perhaps

all three types will be filed separately. There are logical reasons for

the use of both of these types of catalogs; the type you decide to use

should be based on your knowledge of your patron needs.

Whatever type of catalog you decide to use, filing must be con-

sistent throughout_ ALA Filing Rules provide guidelines for alphabetic

filing of catalog raids. While filing ran be done by volunteers, it is

important that they receive some training in ALA filing techniques so

that cards are not "lost" in the catalog. A rommon practice when volun-

teers or untrained stall members are filing is to have them file above

the rod in the drawer and then to have a trained person check the place-

ment before the rol is inserted through the bole an the bottom of the

Lard. Another thing to bear in mind when deriding who is to file cards

in the catalog is that this person will be in an areas where patrons 011

ask for assistance. If the volunteer is not familiar with the library,

or is not comfortable working with patrons, at is better for him to be

assigned to another task, even if it means that the librarian will have

to do the filing. Public relations should not be jeopardized even it the

volunteer is a whir at filing.
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CIRCULATION

The main purpose of a circulation system is to know where a book is if

not on the shelf, when it will be available again if cL,vard out, and who has

it if it is overdue. This is the very heart of the "keeping track" part of

technical services. Circulation statistics are an important part of recording

an increase in use of the library, so accurate records are essential. Most

atates require circulatio- statistics as part of the mandatory annual report

from public libraries, so setting up a practical routine for collecting and

Maintaining circulation statistics is very important.

1. pail' circulation. The number of library materials loaned out

should be counted each day the library is open. Circulation

figures for whatever categories one der) *a to record, or that

are required by the system or state ere your library is

located should be tabulated. For instance, you might want to

count fiction, nonfiction, children's materials, and nonbook

mat-ridls such as records and magazines. These categores

should be added together for the total daily iount, then

cumulated for longer periods, weeks or months, for instance.

Forms are available from most library supply houses for the

recording of circulation statistics.

1. Overdoes. Overdue books are a fact of life in any library, and

distressing as the situation 1s, A certain amount of time,

effort and money must he expended in trying to retrieve

materials from patrons who have IOLA or forgotten then. The

library board and the librarian should decide on 4 policy and
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procedure for notifying patrons with overdue books. Once the

procedure is established, it should be carefully adhered to and

a regular time set aside each week to attend to the problem.

After a specified length of tine, whether or not the

patron has been induced to pay for replacing a book that has

disappeared, the librarian should decide if that item is

impc,rtant enough to be replaced. If the book is in high demand

or is essential to the balance of the collection, it should be

replaced. If replacement is not deemed necessary, or if the

book is nut of print and unavailable otherwise, the catalog

cards should be removed tram the catalog so that patrons will

not think it is still available. A file of overdue books

should not be maintained indefinitely. It is better to reenter

a book in the catalog and records if it should surface after an

absence of several years than to hang on to the cards in the

often vain hope that it will eventually be returned. It is a

fact that the longer a book has been overdue, the mve

difficult it becomes to retrieve it, meanwhile the catalog and

other records do not accurately reflect the collection. If you

have 200 books in an overdue tile reaching hack uvr the past

five years, and your cullect3on supposedly numbers 20,000 items,

your records are inaccurate by 200 hooks.



MENDING AND CLEANING

Every book that is used eventually begins to show signs of wear with torn

pages, broken spines, or dirty covers. There are two ideal times to check

books for needed repairs--when a circulating book is returned and during

inventory. As each book is returned and the card replaced in the pocket, the

person working at the circulation desk should examine the book for damage and

set aside those that need attention. The same can be done during inventory;

when each book is checked on the shelf, those needing repairs should be pulled

sed taken to the work area. Damaged or dirty books should not be allowed to

accumulate over long periods of time but should be returned to circulation as

soon as possible.

The first step is to separate the books by nature of damage. Those which

are falling apart should be net aside for rebinding; binding, of course,

depends on the budget and these books will perforce be out of circulation a

longer time. The actual process of repairing the others depends on the type

of products used; library supply houses offer a tremendous variety o

materials for book mending at an equally wide variety of costs. Many mending

tapes are expensive, and it is a temptation to use the cheapest product

available, but this is not always economical in the long run. A cheap tape

that dries out and discolor* the pages or leaves a sticky residue is not a

saving of money if it causes further damage to the book and has to be replaced

from time to Lim if the book is in high demand mid will be of permanent

value to your collection, the best mending itrrials available should be used.

There are also products available for cleaning books, both pages and

covers; manufacturer's directions should be followed carefully with these.
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REEFING 1111 TOUCH WITH REALITY

Inventory and weeding are often dreaded library tasks that are nonethe-

less essential in collection management. The prospect of taking inventory in

library that cannot be shut down for the duration of the count does present

sons problema, but they are not ilAsurmountable. Inventories and weeding are

important steps in maintaining an up-to-date collection and records.

J. Inventory. First, select a time when library use tends to be

slow, perhaps during summer vacation or around Christmas. This

depends on the individual library. Schedule no program or

public projects Inc the tine of the inventory so that staff

members will have no more than basic routines to distract then.

If possible, corral volunteers to take over desk duty during

the inventory period. In an inventory has never been done,

staff preparation is essential no that everyone involved knows

exactly what the purpose of the inventory is and bow it viii be

done.

Here is a suggested procedure: have staff members work in

pairs, or if the staff numbers two, draft two of the best

volunteers, one to work with each staff member. Take one

sectien--fiction, nonfiction, reference, juvro31r, etc.-- at

time, after the shelves are put in order , hove one person read

the title of the book in the order they appear , A the shelf.

The other person will check each card in the shelf list,
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marking each with a prearranged notation, such as the year, or

a checkmark in a different color for each inventory, if the

book is on the shelf. If the book is not on the shelf, either

turn the card on its side or flag it with a paper clip or

plastic flag t' indicate that it is missing. If the book in

located later out of place a the shelf, the card is returned

to its non 1 position or tze flag removed and the proper

notation made.

When each section is finished, or at the end of each day

in the inventory period, before any returned books are shelved,

check for missing items among those waiting to be shelved. No

books should be shelved during the inventory period until they

have been checked against the shelf lists already inventoried.

When all the shelves in each section have been covered, items

still not accounted for should he searched for among the cir-

culation and overdue files.

Ince this has been done, three will probably be a certain

number of books that cannot be located anydbere on the shelves

or rimong the records. Hark shelf list cards for these items to

indicate that they were raising at the tine of inventory. If a

hook is missing two inventories in a row, consider that it is

gone for rood and evaltr.te it for replacement. Book cards for

those items circulating at the time of the inventory should

also hr flagged en some way to Indicate that when returned they

must be checked oft en the shelf list.
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When the inventory is completed, count the number of books

determined as missing and subtract them from the running total

of the collection.

2. Weeding. It is a fact of 4ibrary life that periodically out-

dated and unused books mast be removed from the collection to

make roam for mire current mrterials, ar to maintain accurate

information. A good time to weed is following the inventory

since at that point one knows what is missing in the collection

and what is still available. if no one has used a book for

several year, as indicated by a layer of dust, quite possibly

the library can do without it, even if it was highly recom-

mended. In a field such as science where new developments are

constantly being written about, it is important that material

with disproved theories be removed from the shelves. Rooks

dealing with legal questions should also be evaluated carefully

so that patrons can rely on the information as being repre-

sentative of current thinking and legal interpretation. While

historical events do not change, perspective on them does.

Social attitudes are also reflective of this kind of change.

9. Counting the Collection. Records should be kept of the number

of books in the collection. If accurate records have been kept

in the library since its founding, the librarian should know

how many books have been added to and subtracted from the col-

lection each year, giving some idea of the total number on the
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shelves. If such a count has never been kept, begin by

estimating the amber of items after the inventory. Actually

counting the number of shelf list cards is one method, but this

is time consuming and very boring. A better method is to

measure the card file. A good role of thumb is that one inch

of closely compressed catalog cards equals one hundred books.

You should also be aware, when using this method, of any

multi-volume sets of boots for which there is only one shelf

list card. For a total number of volumes, estimate the

additional number represented by these individual cards. This

gives you a fairly good estimate of the actual number of books

in the collection. As new books are prepared for circulation,

add these to the basic total. Likewise, subtract those that

are lost or discarded. An up-to-date running total will be

available for state reports as well as for local funding bodies

that want to know what tangible results they are getting for

their financial support. For the library's own information,

records can be kept of the number of books added in the various

categories present in the collection, such as adult fiction,

nonfiction, reference, children's books, etc.

DISCARDING BOOKS

What does one do with discarded books? This is a problem for many

librarians. Some government agencies have laws concerning the disposal of

items bought with public money, and in some communities, library books fall
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into this category. Regardless of the laws, there are books for which the

library has no use. Many libraries who have a free hand in book disposal have

a shelf of books for sale either as an ongoing project or a periodic attrac-

tion. Many library patrons thoroughly enjoy the opportunity to purchase books

is this way, and have the pleasure of occasionally Undies a real treasure.

Sometimes there are hospitals, nursing homes, day care centers, or other

public institutions which do not have libraries but do like to have a few

books available for visitors and clients: they will often happily take books

that no one wants to purchase. Inevitably there are some left that absolutely

no one wants, they must be disposed of. It is best to do this on a dark

moonless night, since some civic-mindod patron is bound to fin, a 1930 physics

textbook in the trash and spread the rumor that the library is throwing away

perfectly good books, and is that any way to treat the public property? Ask

the local sanitation department to pick up the books right away, or haul them

to the sanitary landfill yourself. The best idea is to have a written polity

adopted by the board of trustees that deals not only with books removed from

the library shelves but also with books that are donated to the 'ibrary with

the best of intentions. Such gifts are often unsuitable for library purposes;

donors should be informed that the librarian reserves the right to evaluate

every donation for suitability and to dispose of any or all donations as she

sees fit. If such a policy is a matter of record, patrons whi make donations

will then know what procedure is followed.
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THE RURAL FAMILY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR LIBRARIANS

Robert S. Cleves, Associate. Professor
of Sociology

Clarion State College
Clarion, Pennsylvania

The dynamics of family, particularly rural and sea -rural families, arediscussed by Dr. Girvan. As a sociologist, a rural resident and the father ofseven children, Girvan authoritatively spoke to librarians on this topic
during a Rural Libraries and the Humanities workshop on April 2, 1982.

This article will examine the family structure in rural America as part

of a society that is experiencing rapid social change. Definitions of the

term rural and of that basis social institution, the family, provide the

foundation. On this basic contemporary rural family tendencies and general

American family trends are discussed; implications fin service and leadership

will also he made. The date and perspectives on the rural American family are

presented in order to enhance the library staffs' understanding of anl

effective relations with this aspect of non-urban society.

What rural means in an increasingly urban society (73 percent of the

population lives in metropolitan areas) has become aura dif4i alt to define

over the last several decades. The census distinguished two rural.. Rural-

farm is defined as oweership of ten or more acres of land, or Ipso than ten

acres but the owner makes more than S250.00 from that land. Less than five

percent of the populations consists of rural -farm families according to the

1980 census.

Our rural non -fain population A saiJ to live in villages and hamlets

below 2,500 prisons and in the open country. like Paint Township in Clarion
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County. In 1980 rural so defined finds approximately sixty million people

nationwide and about three million in Pennsylvania in this category.

NEO*R0RAL FAMILIES

Demographers have begun to notice outmisration from cities to suburbs,

smaller towns, villages and hamlets since 1970. For example, Pittsburgh lost

nearly 100,000 persons while surrounding Allegheny County gained about 200,000

persons. metropolitan Clarion County grew by approximately 5,000 people

and Clarion Township grew from 2,257 in 1970 to 3,321 in 1980. (Cen.us, 19$0)

However, no family in Clarion Township now considers themselves to be urban

dwellers.

Residents of smaller towns over 2,500 residents, like Brookville and

Clarion Borough, consider themselves neither rural nor urban. Perhaps a range

of rurality, from most rural to families residing in areas up to Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area of fifty thousand person, would better serve

this analynis. Nonmetropolitan is one descriptor encompassing nearly half the

U.S. population that fit into the range of rurality. For purposes this sig-

nificant number of people can be defined as nee-rural because of the mixture

of roots and confusion of geographical identity implied by such a tem.

Libraries most related to this ueo-ruralness or neo-localness as a renewed

challenge.

According to recent research assessing the quality of rural life, "...a

strong case could be made that being rural means being inherently deprived."

(0111mand and Tremladsy, 1977) The authors point to objective indicators such

as less formal education by about a year, nearly ten .,,ercent more rural res-
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ideate below poverty level, and only three-fourths o! earning power dr 'ite

cost of living differential compared Lc. metropol:tan dwellers. The lack of

social justice endemic in rural arras and lack of support for cultural arts

were also noted in support of the contention. These data can be confirmed

locally in 1982.

Nowever, such a negative evaluation may be countered by subjective

indicators. Campbell (1976) found that "...people's sense of well-being

increases consistently as one moves from larger cities to rural places even

when controlled for income (more affluent people tend to be happier regardless

of place of residence)." This positive perception of seo -rural life seems to

come from a focus on social ills of urban life. Crime, noise, pollution and

racial tensions are significantly less in Knox, PA than in Pittsburgh, PA even

though citizens may complain about the paucity of holdings in the Knox Public

Library.

In this geographic area of deprivations and advantages exists the social

arrangement ninety-six percent of all Americans use--the family. This group

of people, related to one another by marriage, ancestry, or adoption, func-

tions as an economic unit that always consumes goods and services. Familites

produce things at a subsistence or affluent level increasingly less often than

in the past. Haever, rural USA families have remained a social system that is

monogamous, endogamous, nuclear, neoloral, and bilateral.

An important factor for the present analysis is that families are

dynamic. Families undergo life cycles. There are differences in the con-

sumption patterns of families during various stages of their life cycles. An

individual experiences his/her first social system in a family of orientation.
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btas that person marries and/or has children he or she has begun a family of

procreation. Each person generally experiences several stages both as a child

and as a parent; (1) marriage; (2) time from birth of first child to birth of

last child; (3) time from leaving home of first child to departure of last

child; (4) 0.th of spouse; (5) death of remaining spouse. It seems crucial

for library staffs to know what percentage of their patrons are in which

stage of the family cycle.

Neo-rural families vary in basis of residence, race, and social class.

For example, these families include over six million non-white persons whose

unit income is one half that of similar white families while having one third

more members. Commercial farm families form the smallest neo-rura' group.

Subsistence farm families where a spouse works to supplement the income and

village or town professsional families constitute the next largest ponarben

family categories. Commuter families where residence and work ar widely

separated has become the predominant type. (Copp, 1963)

In general rural families have been characterized by tendencies rather

than distinct qualities when compared with their urban counterparts. Foux

areas of family living have been identified as non-metropolitan predis-

positions. First, neo-rural families are more patriarchical, husband-wife

structured with status and role relatively fixed by age and sex. Therefore,

the norms inculcated by the family are ends in and of themselves; the old ways

are the right ways more than in urban families. (Glen & Hill, 1977) Second,

a higher birth rate has left rural families somewhat larger than urban

families. Use-third of the USA's youth reside outside urban areas with

approximately one-fourth of the nation's families. Yet there is a lower
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number of young adults causing fewer families in the earlier stages of the

family cycle. (Loomis and Beegle, 1975) Third, median income has declined

nearly ten percent more than the urban median income. (Townsend, 1981)

Because of somewhat larger family wine, the smaller income must stretch even

farther. Fourth, work and rural family residence are more likely then urban

families to be the same Face or very close; the home is not so much of a

haves from the heartless world.

URBAN/RURAL SINILARITIES

Neither rural nor urban families can be studied in a cultural vacuum.

Despite the above neo-rural tendencies, all contemporary families have been

subjected to pressures caused by the change from an industrial to a pist-

industrial, service-oriented and technology-based society. Surrendering tn

other institutions the functions once very much within family responsibilities

has accelerated in the past decades.

ALTERNATIVES AND TRENDS

Children no longer are part of a producing family unit so they have

become economic liabilities; costing parents well over $60,000 per youngster to

raise. Family members increasingly value their emotional ties; home is not

just a house. Partly because almost 50 perr.nt of all adult women work out-

side the home now, contemporary families are more egalitarian. Young working

adults are inrreesingly postponing marriage.; newlyweds are 1.5 years older

than in 1960. Couples who remain married can expect to spend an average of

fourteen years longer 111 a childless home than their great grandparents.

(Robertson, 1981).
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The family has not been destroyed by increasing divorce rates because

serial.monogamy reconatitutes families, blending children of the new marriage

partners. Serial monogamy is the most common alternative to the traditional

nuclear family.

Remaining single is another alternative to beginning one's family of

procreation; there has been a forty percent increase in the number of people

living alone since 1970. At present one in five households consists of one

person, which is a far cry from the extended family of the past and the

nuclear family more recently. Mere has also been an increase in one-parent

families, particularly those beaded by women. Nearly half of all children

born now will spend a significant portion of time in a single-parent family

before turning eighteen.

The final trend is the cohabitation alternative to the traditional

family. Over two million adults, three-fourths under 45 years of age,

presently share a bone in the USA. (Robertson, 1981).

Implications of the shame tendencies and trends for library service cam

be summarised by stating that nro-rural families vary greatly among themselves

and, therefore, each one does not respond equally due to varying needs.

Service needs are related to the interactive combination of neo-rural tenden-

cies, general trends, and stages of the family cycle. Formal and informal

needs assessment strategies must be employed to explore the complexity of

family structures in rural Amezika. Rpeults mast then be creatively matched

to library resources in order to effectively relate with the basic institution

in non-urban society.
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FOLKLORE AM) ORAL HISTORY: AN HISTORIAN'S PERSPECTIVE

James D. Siar, Assistant Professor
(Emeritus) of History

Kiliabaro State College
Rdiohoro, Pennsylvania

Sr. Siar addressed librarians on the topics of folklore alio oral history
daring a Rural Librarians and the &inanities Workshop on April 2, 1982. He
discusses the Shenango Project in Ethnic Studies and defines and explains what
folklore ie from the historians view point.

Recently a college dean asked what I considered to be the moat important

achievement after thirty-five years of teaching in the public schools and

state colleges of Pennsylvania. My conclusion was that perhaps the mart

obvious contributions were associated with projects which demanded extensive

reflective thought on the part of the students as well as the instructor.

Two projects which demanded reflective or critical thought included an

oral history venture called du. Shenango Project in Ethnic Studies, which was

developed at Edinboro State Coilege, Shenango Valley Campus in Farrell,

Pennsylvania, (1975-1976); and a course in American folklore which was part of

the curricula at Edinboro's main campus, (1976-1982).

The method of studying history which was used in these prosrans as not

unlike that of science. It introduces a problem the solution of which demands

that the students experience the higher adventure of conceptual learning

through active participation. Thus, this exercise relies on the belief that

the imagination can aud should be cultivated through the interpretation of men

and events which are associated with a specific problem in history.
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The Shenango Project in Ethnic Studies is hest described by Caroline

Almeria, one of the advisors of the publication Shenango:

Shenane, a college publication, represents the dream of one

creative history professor come true. About a year and a half ago

Jim Siar read the book Foofire and became so impressed and in-

throned with it that he asked several of his fellow faculty members

to read it. be did.

Our school, the Ehrnango Valley Campus of Edinboro State College, is

located in the industrial steel. area of Pennsylvania and populated by citizens

from various ethnic backgrounds. Slat saw in this situation opportunity rich

in "naafis's," project poastbilicies. Faculty members Eugen Antley, Assistant

Professor of Sociology & Anthropology, Edward Lindway, Assistant Professor in

Science, and Caroline Daverio and Caymen J. Leone, Associate Professora in

English soon became enthusiastic supporters of Jim Siar's ideas about the

Yosfire courrpt for the school. Thus was born the project for ethnic studies

at Edinboro - Shenango Valley Campus.

The Shenango Project in Ethnic Studies is carried out by means of oral

history, one of the approaches to the preservation of the past. Oral history

does not in any way supplant the traditional, documented recur -,ng of history.

Rather, it is an enriching addition to the traditional method and eau, con-

ccivably, provide primary source material for documentation.

The studeots Participating in the oral history project interview people

with interesting ethnic backgrounds, and record, photograph and transcribe the

interviews. They roll from the transcrintions one or more illustrated stories

of individuals, rich in the culture of many lands and natlo: ilitteN.
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The Shenango Project has become much more than a college course to take

or to teach, much more than searching for stories for the magazines, in fact,

such more than the publication of the magazine, important as that is; it has

becon7. the means of a new awareness, a new appreciation of the contributions

of all peoples to the culture of our American community - contributions of

foods, customs, the arts in every conceivable form, ideas and philosophies.

Working in the the Shenango Project has revealed a new and escitiog view

of American cultures. The United States of America wr have decided is not

really a "melting pot" but a "bouquet of flowers." It is understandable that

immigrants have not simply discarded the old for the new or forgotten the

familiar for the unknown or the novel. Rather the immigrant has striven to

save and protect the old and familiar, and at the same time, has added the

nen. Alex Rasich, interviewed by Kerry Seneralovich, said it well in these

words: 'American should be a bouquet of different flowers. Each group should

contribute everything best they have to this country instead of unifying to

one to erase everything.'

Those of us who were born in the United States to immigrant parents know

that they came to America in search of a better, richer life for themselves

and their families. We aloft know that though our parents still honor the

culture of their fathers, they have readily espoused and cherished just as

intensely the American ideals of 'life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness.'

Beyond all this, the Shenango Project has not only brought new knowledge

and increased appreciation of ethnic contributions to our American society,

but it has provided an increased vision toward better understanding between
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the generations and among the nationalities and races. And what is most

significant of all, it has given us a greater respect for all human beings.

It fp difficult to overemphasize the importance of the school and comr

=laity libraries which were associated with the two projects. During the oral

history project students soon realized that interviewing is not possible

without researching aspects of the various cultures in which they were in-

terested. In addition it was soon apparent that certain basic techniques for

oral interviewing had to be adopted for the Shenango Project. Participants

used five essential considerations for the oral interview as outlined by

Professor Martha Ross of the University of Maryland.

1. RESEARCH - Thorough preparation not only enables the inter-

viewer to know what questions to ask but also is essential in

establishing rapport with the interviewee, by demonstrating the

interviewer is seriously interested in the topic. Research

pays oft during the interview, when the interviewer's knowledge

of names, dates, and places may jog the interviewee's memory.

Knowledge of existing information also permits the interviewer

to avoid the time and expense of duplicating such information

in the interview.

2. RAPPORT - Good rapport in established with the interviewee by

approaching him properly, informing him of the purpose and pro-

cedures of the project, and advising his of his role in the

undertaking and his rights in regard to it. A pry-interview

visit to get acquainted and discuss procedures is advisable

whenever possible.
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3. RESTRAINT - The experienced interviewer maintains rapport by

fallowing good interviewing techniques: being efficient but

unobtrusive with equipment, starting at the beginning and

proceeding chronologically, asking open-ended questions,

listening closely without interrupting, following up on details

or unexpected avenues of information, challenging questionable

information in a non-threatening way, and generally maintaining

an atmosphere in which '-e interviewer feels able to respond

fully and truthfully, reg. 'less of what his response is.

4. RETREAT - Each interview session deserves a graceful closing,

even when additional sessions are planned with the same inter-

viewee. Asking a "dellatio ury" question, such as an assess-

ment of the experience just discussed, is a good way to

conclude a session. All sessions should be planned and

scheduled so that they conclude before the interviewee becomes

fatigued.

5. REVIEW - interviewers should listen to their interviews soon

afterwsrds, not only to pick up details to follow up in

:subsequent sessions but also to analyze their interviewing

techniques and their impact on the success of the interview.
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FDLKLORE AND AMERICAN MASS CULTURE

Following is an explanation of the principle aspects of folklore as

Oefined for a c4ass, History of American Folklore, offered at Edinboro State

College:

Not long ago Allen Nevins, one of America's greatest hi:Ant-fans, stated

that the moat fascinating part of history, although the most difficult to

obtain, is the record of how common men and women lived and reacted to the

cultural changes of their times. It now seem certain that a better look at

the plain people in American life will be achieved through the use of folklore

sources, as well as through traditional local history,

Recently, the thesis has been established by such folklorists as Richard

Mara.= and Jan Brunvand that vital folklore, and legends in particular,

reflect the major values, anxieties and goals of the period in which they are

orally transmitted. This viewpoint contradicts the long accepted position

established by the Grimm brothers of Germany, that folklore reflected the mind

of primitive man. However, the Grimm' research did not relate to the

central culture but to a margional action within that culture.

Folklorists in America are now exploring the living culture of urban as

well as rural areas, and the lore of industry as well as the usual hand

crafts. Subject, matter has changed. Modern folklorists record and analyse

anecdotes, urban legends, graffiti, college songs, cartoons, and gag letters.

This, along with the "non folksy" sex lore, drug lore, racial intolerance, and

social protest, will help reflect the trials, action of Amer: n vulture.

Tests must be applied to mike certain that items gathered by the folk-

lariat are indeed folklere: there must be evidence of oral circulation;
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identification in the indexes of folklore motifs and types; and finally,

similar examples in existing folklore collections.

Demon, who coined the word "fakelore", has provided evidence to

demonstrate that some writers have misled the public into believing that

certain regional folk heroes existed when in fact no oral legends about these

heroes have ever been reported. "Fakelore' includes material relating to such

characters as Paul Bunyan, Joe Nagarac, Bowleg Bill and Johnny Appleseed.

Armed with devices for determinig the reliability of his findings the

American folklorist must ask the question, "What is my own folklore?" In

order to answer be must turn to the great movements of history which disclose

the traditions of the Indian, the Yankee, the Negro and the immigrant. There

are four periods of American history that folklorists study.

The Colonial Period, (1607-1776) is the time in history when one

recognizes the English and Indian supernaturalism which is part of a great

religious impulse. The era is loaded with motifs which are common to all

levels of society as colonization is taking place.

The Democratic Period, (1776-1860) bares new folk heroes, with the west-

ward movement providing favorable conditions for tall tales as well as

fascinating humor. Davy Crockett, Mike Fink, Sam Patch and Yankee Jonathan

all became national character types during that perioa.

The Economic Period, (1860-1960) is alive with lore associated with Man's

search fcr wealth. Motifs such as loyalty to ones' boss, hard work, great

skill and tragedy are recognized in two waves of American expansion. The

first wave involves those people traveling west and the flood of immigrants

confronting a new culture; the second is iodustralism with its urban response.



Cowboys, lumberjacks, coal miners, oil dril'ers and railroaders all provide

sources for legends during this period.

Finally, lore of the Contemporary Period, (1960-Present) has a new

look. The motifs seem to center around a concern for humanity. Drug lore and

anti-war folklore is prevalent among the baby boom generation. Much of this

seems ugly to many Americans, but folklore does not have to be folksy to meet

the folklorists' requirements.

Enlightened American historians may discover a greater use for folklore

as another means of achieving a better understanding of common men. In order

to do this they need to recognize that lore which meets the required testa

reflects more about the central culture of America than it doer of the

fringes of nociety. Certainly all scholars will recognize the need to

associate the abundant folklore of this country with the dramat movements of

American civilization.
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DATA SASE FUTURES: A COLLAGE OF RISPONSFS

Jim Kirks, Coordinator

North State Cooperative Library System
Willows, California

Data base futures was the subject of a panel dibrussion of a series of

questions developed by Karl Pesson, Associate t reitur of CLASS (California

Library Authority for Systems and Services). This program. jointly sponsored

by CLASS and the California Library Association's Library Development and

Standards Committee, drew a standing-room only crowd. Despite the uncer-

tainities of library funding in California and arruss the nation, we need to

look to the "brighter day."

Having written a letter to CLASS expressing concern about the escalating

coots for the microfiche edition of the Californ a Finding List for Hono-

graphs, CATALIST, and serving as a member of the Library Development and

Standards Committee, I was asked to serve on the panel to represent users of

data bases. To were adrouately represent the views of users, interviews were

scheduled with public librarians at Butte County Library in 0 oville,

California. and academic librarians at. California State University in Chico,

California. In addition. several library system directors in California

responded to a letter containing the questions on data base futures.

The resulting collage of conversations represents tu- thoughts of the

following persons and credit is due each for the wide ranging responses to the

questions posed by Karl Pearson:
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Mrs. Brenda Crotts, Technical Services Librarian, Butte County Library,
Oroville, California,

Mr. George Elmer, Director, Inland Library Systems and SIRCULS, Redlands,
California,

Mr. John Wallenberg, Fresno County Librarian and Fiscal Agent for the. San
Joaquin Valley Library System, Fresno, California,

Mr. Ross Cawmted, Adult Services Librarian, Butte County Library,
Oroville, California,

Mr. Lillian Poet, Systems Analyst, California State University, Chico,
California,

Mr. Frederick Ryan, Dicector of Systems and Technical Services,
California State University, Chico, California, and

Mrs. Josephine Terry, Butte County Librarian, Oroville, California.

The responses to the questions will not be identified with specific

persons at the request of the majority of the persons interviewed. In some

ways, this helps to blend the responses into a more interesting pattern of

questions and answers.

MOAT MIGHT BE THE ENVIRONMENT FOR LIBRARY COOPERATION IN 19867

The environment is very good. We need data bases tu facilitate coopera-

tion, manage scarce resources, better serve rural areas, and better allocate

resources. Politically, the environment will be positive because people will

be screaming for resources.

Technically, there will be a lot more local systems and less reliance on

OCLC and RITN (nationwide online bibliographic data base utilities). There

will be microprocessor based systems. Large university libraries will con-

tinue to use OCLC and RLIN because these data bases have much to offer. CLSZ,
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or an equivalent computerized citcolatioa system will be a Rood system for

medium sized university and college. libraries. Smaller public libraries will

find that microprocessor systems are more econc,mtcaily promising.

Local systems will need tie-in. In regard to a omitted national

network, most libraries will not need to partieipa.e in one hryoud their own

utility such as OCLC. Academic research Itbrarirs with esoteric materials

will need a national network. In 19811, there will be a greater definition of

what is a good focal data base, what is A good centralized data bate, and

there will be regional intersecting of data banes.

In the Worth State Cooperative Library Systems area (the inter-type

library syatem artvius Caliiimilea 13 aarthrra trautira) the eavArmiarat for

cooperation is ,,rre nuw and will contAnue to be herr becauhr libraries in the

northern quarter of the State have fronted rrhour es.

If we do not give the impression that libraries should he well tundrd, up

one else will. W must have faith in 041 product.. Automatron and equipment

will become tern. instly. Lrbrarians have to be aggressive and get a piece of

the pre. LtbrmanN nerd to avoid free as we will hr in direct tompetitton

with private enterprise.

There rs a tendency for librarians to tall hark into a rut, a tendemy

toward einiservatimr. The money problem can be taken td#4- 01. Librarians nerd

to adapt to technology or diNapprar. kr nerd to recline Nalary costs. Another

example of the iii cooperation that might. ',icor in the future IC a cable

tel unoilduy putting thy 1,1,:ary cataillt vu ism. 4s part of the package

for a irdflthtryr,



WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE ST WHOM BETWEEN *3W AND THEM/

Mare is a need to develop a vision and then sell it. We need to develop

as action plan to bring it about. Librarians have lacked vision in the past.

There is a need to create vision again. There needs to be a great deal of

talking and gaining commitment to cooperation.

Organisations such as the state library and CLASS should be involved in

making people aware that an interconne.tion situation exists. The state

library and CLASS need to bring people together such as interfacing OCLC nil

CLSI. The interfacing should not be done separately, CLASS could be involved.

If it is mostly a transmission and access need, everyone will be hooked

into networks and like to be online rather than using computer outpriut micro-

form (CBS). COM will be used for otorage, The telephone companies may be

putting terminals in private homes.

Libraries need to hook into state or national networks. California needs

to decide if we went to build ..p a network like the State of Washington or go

with CCU or RLIN. The Southeastern Library Information Network (SOLINET),

for example, bought Washington Library Network (WIN) software and is using

OCLC data.

We have to see if electronic transmission will help abolish the penalty

in cultural and information development for living in rural rather than metro-

politan areas. Growth of individual or small regional access to news and

current affair& data, as well as scholarly date, may come with the help of

satellites. Earth station costs are decreasing.

OCLC is an example of what needs to be done--aggressivr library people

willing to experiment. Local library time as mostly spent on maintenance of
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winos. There is a need for organizations such as CLASS, the Califon) a

Library' Services Board, and the taste library to look toward the future.

Technological developments must traosceed society and not be available only to

the educationally elite.

WHAT CM WE EXPECT TO HAPPEN BETWEEN NOW MD THEN?

There will not be a great deal of change by 1986. A few places will have

pilot programs of L lefascimile transmission of docunenta. Delivery systems

using couriers and vehicles will continue. Bibliographic and reference

pzirvices will be automated. Libraries way start to send images rather than

physical book or document. Video disc could be a good foundation for image

transmission. The video disc is likely to replace microfilm. By 1986 one

should be able to have a television screen at a remote site, request a copy of

something and receive the copy. 'opyrigbt may be a barrier to this develop-

ment. rutting information about collections out to the general public is whet

we are doing sow. We need to get the collection itself out to the general

public.

WHERE WILL THE DATA BASES BE PHYSICALLY LOCATED?

Data bases are coming closer to home and away from centralised systems.

Communication costs are not coming down, but other costs are. There is a

question as to whether satellites will help rural libraries as costs are

likely to be fairly high. There is a need for an interface or linkages for

local libraries.



The location will depend on the data base. Bibliographic records of

monographs will probably remain at OCLC or RLIN. Records of nonprint ma-

terials aid media may be in minicomputers within library systems or individual

libraries.

Many data bases will remain in large central stores such as Dialog which

has grown from 1 to un data bases. Dialog added 21 new data bases in 19110.

These are apecialired data bases. A more generalized data base is "The

Source," and there are attempts to link "The Source" to teletext displays.

Handbooks and directories are likely to be online. Librarians and users

will access online data bases to quickly look up factual information.

Librarians will help those who need assistance and train people to use search

services. People already are dealing with home microcomputers. By l'190, one

quarter of the homes in the United States will have ic-rocompulers -coating

approximately $250 each. Online access through telephones is likely and the

user will obtain the information directly.

WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE?

Maintenance problems will depend on the data base; sswe will be local,

some regional, some national. Who is responsible depends on the location of

the data base. If it is local, then responsibility rests with the local

jurisdiction.

The private sector has won and will write their own ticket. Government

decisions will 're based on what is good for private enterprise. The National

Telecommunications Agency and the Federal Communications Commission are in the

Department of Commerce, not the Department of Education. The iederal govern-
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pent will not be responsible for data bases. People will pay modest fees.

Libraries will be in a client relationship. The National Library of

Medicine's Redline is the first example of a reliable data base service.

WHAT WILL THE DATA BASES CONTAIN?

Data bases will contain everything eventually. They will start with

bibliographic data in libraries. Data bases will contain a;' kinds of local

system information, and some high interest indexes such as Readers' Guide and

Magazine Indea, for example.

It would be desirable for Magazine Index to provide unlimited access for

a subscription fee, such as $2,000, rather than on a transaction fee basis.

Bibliographic information is in data bases now and directory information will

be eventually. Patron access is invited by the cost structure. If the ser-

vice were a monthly or annual subscription fee rather than a transaction

charge this wou1.1 be more workable for libraries since they are budgeting for

subscriptions to periodicals and reference services now on an annual basis.

Data bases should contain everything one ran get into then. There should

be search programs Y.o help the user identity snd obtain materials at the

user's reading and intern -. level and within the current time period. As the

cost of computer storage capacity decreases, libraries will be able to include

more information in the entries for their holdings.

HOW WILL LIBRARY FIND OUT WHAT'S IN THE DATA BASES?

Some data bases will hr interrogated directly by the patron without staff

assistance. Some data bases will be searched by patrons smug with staff, and
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some will require the joint efforts of staff helping the patron to search for

the information. Some will be searched solely by library staff.

The user will search the data base instead of a card catalog or printed

index. There will be direct user access different from DIALOG and BRS where

librarians search the file. People will search data bases from their home

terminal rather than come to tn.-. library.

HOW WILL LIBRARY USERS FIND OCT WHAT'S IN THE DATA BASES?

The users will find out what's in the data bases by turning on their home

television sets, by using the telephone, or by visiting the library.

They will find out about data bases through publicity and through manuals.

Terminals will guide users in how to use data bases. We need smart, terminals

and smart machines. The data base should include instructions telling the

user how to conduct a search.

The users will find out what's in the Jets bases through cable television

access. There will be a need to have library staff available to assist the

user in finding and understanding how materials are physically oriented in the

library.

ROW WILL LIBRARIANS FIND OUT WHAT'S IN DATA BASES?

Librarians will use CRTs (Cathode Ray Tubca), microform copir!, etc. Li-

brarians will use manuals. The barriers for librarians are the prier struc-

ture for use of data bases. Technology is not the problem.
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Librarians will use data bases themselves to find out what's in them.

Librarians will read journals to learn about data bases, and attend workshops

to learn how to use data bases sore effectively.

WHAT WILL BE THE MIX OF WAYS TO ACCESS THE INFORMATION IN TEE DATA BASES?

The real question is not the mix of ways to access data bases as all will

be online. There will be some kind of data base terminal even in small

libraries. There may no longer he a shelf of books in a rural store or post

office, but rather a terminal. A patron will search for what he wants and

forward a request to the central library. The library will mail the item to

the patron. Access may be through dial up or other means. it is an imple-

mentation question. Librarians should nut accept anything less than online

access. This may not be immediate; it may not occur by 1986. Small libraries

may use electronic mail to access larger centers. A small library would have

local bibliographic data in a data base.

There will be online access, but it will br too expensive for smaller

libraries. COM or printout of data base information will be the smaller

libraries' mode of access, most likely COM, dui to costs. It depends on where

the tile is located. There wilt he a mix of ways to access data bases because

many will not be able to afford online access.

California State University, Chico, access should be through one mode.

There is no reason why everything should not be online. The more different

types of access, the greater the cost for maintjning the data base, and this

will cut down user access. Mirroforms will be used where communication costs

are out of hand.
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The ultimate objective may be a paperless society, Environmentally and

economically this may be a sound idea. There will be microforns in branch li-

braries. Microform* are an intermediate data base format. The pocket cal-

culator is an example of public acceptance of paperless microcomputer units.

NOW--AND BY WHOM--WILL INTERLIBRARY LOAN AND REFERENCE REQUESTS BE HANDLED?

The idea of the patron doing interlibrary loan him/herself is appealing

and librarians Should move more in that direction. There is a question as to

whether the user has the authority to request items on interlibrary loan since

the user would take over the screening process for requests. There is the

problem of the non-resident or nun - registered user. If library service is

based more on a data base terminal, then librarians may nerd to perform more

lower level tasks. It may be faster for librarians to search the terminals

than to ask a clerical employee to do the search.

Requests will be processed by whoever will handle them. In France, the

national postal, telephone, and telegraph service is offering five minutes for

1% ceots for users to send electronic mail. The terminal will replace the

phone directory. Interlibrary loan All be online by 1986. The question is

whether the patron will send the interlibrary loan request. There will still

be the problem of delivering the material to the patron.

Patrons will handle much interlibrary loan and interlibrary reference

themselves. Users will have an identifying code much like the code that is

used to access automated teller units at banks. We should strive to make

searches as free as possible. People may still come to the public library.

We don't require people to come to the library now to plat requests, and

telephone reference is an example of this.
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WRAT STRUCTURES AND PROIOCOLS WILL BE NEEDED TO REGULATE AND COORDINATE
RESOURCE SHARING?

The structure should be as simple as possible, and there should be as few

protocols as possible. There should be a free flow of information and mate-

rials. Al the same time individual and agency privacy should be protected.

Structures and protocols will be necessary to tie systems together. It

is too broad an issue. It depends on who has the data base and where the data

base is located. There is a need for structures to coordinate data base

access and a definition of who can borrow from whom and what. OCLC displays

information by network and by state, for example.

We will continue to have state laws on the returning of library materials

and California Library Services hoard regulations concerning sharing of re-

sources. We nerd to facilitate rather than question the user's need to know

And access information. At the same time librarians must protect the privacy

of the Karr.

WILL ACCESS TO DATA RASES HAVE. ANY SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON COOPERATIVE COLLEC-
TION DEVELOPMENT?

Access will have a signii.cant impact on cooperative collection develop-

ment. For example, libraries may end up with data bases rather than period-

icals. Intersegnentai marketplace mechanisms will hr operative in cooperative

development of collections with some planning. Some. public libraries will not

buy certain titles or services because university libraries have the title or

service. Universities may rhonse not to purchase items because the data base

shows that a medical or special library holds the title. Lack of access is
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the barrier that produces duplication where it is unnecessary. However,

duplication based on user demand for titles is justifiable.

Data bases should have an impact for libraries that are not research

oriented in terms of cooperative collection development. Resource sharing is

not the most important, as compared with interlibrary loan and circulation.

In most libraries, materials are neelled now and therefore purchased. However,

If Stanford University knows another research library has a title, this may

influence Stanford, but it is really an issue budget and funds available

for collection development.

Access to data bases should have an impact on cooperative collection

development, but it is douttful that such access will have an impact since

librarians have shown little proclivity to engage in such activities up to

now.

Collection development will be more cooperative in public libraries In

the universities, cooperative collection development is a political problem

because of the professors.

If the State of California will continue financial support of systems,

then data bases may have a significant impact on cooperative collection

development. Cooperative collection development in systems is on area not

resolved today, but. librarians may develop new levels of cooperation.

Machines won't do it. Selection is influenced by reviewing media. There may

be a display of reviews on terminals. This might lead to conformity rather

than diversity in selection of materials for collection development.
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WHAT IS TOUR ORGANIZATION DOING TO GET F011 HERE TO 1986?

San Joaquin Valley Information Service is conducting a feasibility study

of circulation/interlibrary loan message switching. The system is looking

forward to adding this capability and they would like to see it as interseg-

mental.

California State University, Chico, finds that acquisitions, cataloging

and circulation are the core of the operation and are being developed as a

core ;system. We will hook in modules such as a serials system that would

interface with the main file and be searched through the same terminal. CLSI

touch terminals are important for public access. A keyboard terminal is more

sophisticated and offers more search possibilities.

Inland Library System hopes to have all members' retrospective records in

machine readable form by June 1983. North State Cooperative Library System is

testing OCLC. California State University, Chico, is reaching out to regional

centers. What we are doing is planning; there is a good library system struc-

ture. We are trying to estimate the cost of getting from here to 1986.

WHAT ELSE NEEDS TO BE DONE, BY WHAT ORGANIZATION(S) IN CALIFORNIA?

Coordination begins to occur with regional library system development of

data bases and communication linkages. CLASS should look at interface and

interconnection rather than the development of the California Data Base. The

state library should be a leader in coordination efforts.

There is a need to determine whether CLASS will be an online regional

center or an online switching center. North State Cooperative Library System
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probably will builo our own regional center. The next developmen, will be to

access CATAL1ST online.

The California Library Association, other professional associations, and

the state library need to get their act together. Theft is a need to look at

layers of administration and to work toinird simplification. This is taxpayer

mandated. The profession is waiting for leadership to rise to the challenges

of the future. CLASS is perceived as not providing direction, but caught up

in its own rrorarch and technology.

The first priority is keeping the store open. Librarians need to be on

local data processing advisory rommittees to nelp plan with local government

for data base development. Each organization needs someone who is visionary.

MAT--IT ANYTHINGNEEDS TO RE DONE AT A LEVEL ABOVE THE STATE?

fie will need a development touch point. Libraries have the most public

service units of any governmental agency. Librarians are in a unique position

to broker information from a multitude of data bases in all areas.

It is most logical to have these developments at the state level since

the state library has paid professional staff' to plan for the future of

library development. Librarians do not prefer development or control on a

higher level as there is a need to protect local autonomy.

CLASS should be comparable to SOLINET and similar regional networks.

Networks should be staffed by salaried technical employees. The library

associations should act as a bolter between the state library, networks, and

local library jurisdictions. CLASS is not a broker for OCLE, end therefore it

may not be feasible for CLASS to develop similarly to SOL1NET and NEL1NET.
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CONCLUSION

After concluding the interviews and participating in the conference

program, a reading of the Techno/Peasant Survival Normal. a Print Project

Book, published by Bantam in September 1980, this writer found that the ideas

expressed concerning data bases may appear wild to librarians, but may be

conservative projections of the future.

Librarians are in danger of remaining technotpeasants, because in the

words of the manual, "You are overwhelmed by what's going on in the various

new fields of technology. and overwhelmed. you remain ignorant - to unin-

formed to have any say in your own future. You err, therefore, a peasant.

The nature and quality of your life is iw.raaingly determined for you by

others - those in the know: the technocrats."

It is hoped that this article can help libra7ians de-mystify technology

and stimulate the dialogue ant' analysis necessary to survive in a world

increasingly dominated by technology.

Local wimps of libraries are tending to build local systems and data

bases. Organizations such as CLASS at the state or regional level are working

sward developing the linkages which will make it possible for the local

systems to communication with each other. This conclusion matches the

California Data Base Network concept.

A Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) project has been approved

by the California State Librarian, Gary E. Strong, to demonstrate the feasi-

bility of da I-up access to link circulation system data bases. This project

includes libraries with automated circulation systems in the North Bay Co-

operative Library System based at the Sonoma County Library in Santa Rose.
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Possibly linkages of iircslation systems have been demonstraied elsewhere. but

this type of linkage appears most likely in California.



GEOGRAPHY AND RURAL LAND USE: AN OVERVIEW

George Shim, Professor of Geography
Worth Science Cpertment
Clarion State College
Clarion, Pennsylvania

During a Rural Librarian and the Humanitiee workshop on June. IN 19E2, Dr.
Shirry talked to librarians about the different aspects of geography and rural
land meow. He offers insight into attitudes about land development by
relating the history of land use and the land use ethic.

INTRODUCTION

There are three key words in the title of this presentation that need

definition and amplification in order to put the overview

The first key word is geography. Some d 'advantaged persons might say it

is a topic which they were last exposed to in elementary school. Some quasi-

educated college students at Clarion State might say it conats of some

academic course they were exposed to and are now being "recycled" in during

summer school. The more erudite person of an intellectual persuasion might

define geography as the study of the nature and characteristics of physical

and cultural features distributed over the landscape. Topics in geography run

the gamit from physical components such as geology, meteorology, oceanography,

and cartography, to cultural cc.mponents such as urban geography, historical

geography and demography, to economic and political compumeots such as

industrialization and manufacturing, trade and transportation, and political

geography.

However, to the professionally trained geographer the heart of geography

is more than the development of an expertise in the various components which
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smite up his field. He is primarily interested in gip interactions and

interrelationships of the various components in their natural setting. Hence,

conceptual ideas such as areal distribution and spatial relationships hecome

part of his basic vocabulary and modus operands. In the first case area

distributions of physical and cultural features or components basically

describes their geographic location within a given area, be it a county, a

state or a region.

One of the major roles of the geographer, and consequently of geography

itself as a social science, is to map and then analyse and interpret the

significance of the resultant patterns of the physical or cultural features on

the landscape.

.ond major role of geographers is to explain the level of signifi-

cance of the spatial relationships which exist between and among the physical

and cultural features after their l_cations have been established and mapped.

A third major role of geographers is to determine the tispact the areal

distribution and spatial relationship of physical and cultural features nave

on the type and extint of land use development within a particular unit of

land. In other words what sets of factors or variables are most accountable

for the existing land use at a particular time at a particulas plate the

essence of geography then is man-land relationships or man's anapt4tiim to or

modification of his environment.

The second key word in the title is rural. this word has eirVirral tort"

notations and ran be perceived in a variety of ways. Rural ,i,uld suggest a

farm landscape. Or it might haply a country ,-.efting. or perhaps the ;ass

densely settled areas beyond the suburbs which in grographs p. /lame is
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called exurbia. But if one approaches it in geographical sense using

demographic categories of population - urban, rural, and rural non-farm, as

devised by the United States census of population, then its usage in this

paper will be leas confusing. According to the Census Bureau those areas

having population concentrations of less than 2,500 persons are considered

rural. Thus in this context, if urban or urbanisation can be used to describe

those land areas with population concentrations, then conversely, rural or

ruralization can be used to describe those land areas with a paucity of impulse-

tion. Is a broad general sense, rural describes those land areas with the

least population pressure in terns of permanent settlement, usually expressed

in persons per square mile.

The 1980 census figures indicate the United States population is distri-

buted as follows: about 75 percent urban; 20 percent rural non-farm; and 5

percent rural. This is somewhat misleading because in terms of land use over

SO percent of all Americans live on less than two percent of the land. In

other words, very few people are categorized as rural, but most of the land is

classified as rural.

The third key word in the title is land use. By definition it sumests

that man alters, changes or regulates his environment. The term "use" refutes

the thesis of environmental determinism. Land use concepts hence stress

primarily man's use of the land via both economic and non-economic activities.

Geographers have historically charted man". permanent settlement and

subsequent use of the land on isochronic maps. These maps actually plot the

advance of permanent settlement over a designated t:se interval.
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Once permanent settlement becomes established in given arra, then

different types of land use begin to occur over time. This type of change in

one place is termed sequent occupancy or sequent land use Recording such

changes over time helps the geographer measure and analyse the amount and rate

of land use change and provides a valuable historical record.

LAND USE HISTORY

In order to gain a better insight into present attitudes and practices,

an understanding of the history of the land use and the land use ethic is

necessary.

The Indians were first to make their mark on the American landscape.

Private ownership was not a concept in their society: "The idea that land

could be bought and sold was an alien concept to the Indians of America. They

clung possessively to certain chattels, but lands were nearly always held in

common. An .ndividual might have the use of a farm plot, but at this death it

reverted back to the nity."1 The environment changed little under Indian

stewardship.

The colonists from Europe bad quite a different view. They had seen

their society in Europe grow and traneform with technological, political and

social changes. Their experience had included land ownership by some and

servitude by others. Though the feudal system was reaching its end, it was

still very much in the minds of the sett . Owning land was measure of

wealth and, to them, was an end in itself.

The new world had a two-fold effect on the settlers. The forest and the

wilderness represented a threatening force that bad to be conquered it they



were to feel secure; it also represented the great vastness and abundances of

resources that the new land possessed.

As the colonies developed they claimed western land that was yet

unsettled. The first controls imposed by state government began in the

colonial period, including state government taxation of land, taking of private

land for public purposes and regulating laws on inheritance of land.

The Revolution had a great effect on evolving settlement patterns in the

United States. The new government was faced with heavy debts from the war and

depreciated currency. When the Union was formed, the colonies claiming vast

quantities of land to the west gave up their claims to the Federal government.

It is important to note that at the very basis of the new government was the

firm belief in private property. TL. question at the time wasn't whether, but

how, the government should dispose of its land to private citizens. Land

Diappnak

The first method of di..position of public lands was through land sales,

Which became a main source of revenue for the government. In the 1820s the

scale of lead led to a high level of economic speculation. Land ereculatorm at

this time wanted to accumulate large tracts of land along the Atlantic coast

where values would be highest. The settlers were more interested in the

government opening sad selling land in the western areas.

Settlers began moving west faster than the government could survey and

put the laud up fur sale, and they were given pria4i1:.-s in the Pre-emption

Act of 1841. This act allowed the settlers to buy land on which they had

already settled for $1.25 per acre.
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The record method of land disposition consisted of land grants. Grants

were given to the state to support public education; ttey were also made for

various modes of transportation. Grants for roads at this time were small,

but lands granted to the railroads were substantial. The government was more

than generous with the railroads at this time simply because it was felt this

was the best way to settle the country.

The following acts were passed in response to increasing pressure on the

government for free laud:

Homestead Act of 1862 - provided 160 acres of land free of charge to
settlers; they had to reside on the land for five years before the
title passed to them. Many settlers claimed pre-emption rights
after six months. bought the land for $1.25 per acre, and then sold
to land speculators.

Timber Culture Art of 1873 - gave 360 acres to an individual if he
would plant trees on one-quarter of the land.

Desert Land Act of 1877 - provided 640 acres to a settler if he
would irrigate one-eighth of it.

A series of government land acquisitions accounts for the size of the

continental United States as it is today: Louisiana Purchase, 1803; Florida

Purchase, 1819; Texas, 1845; Pacific Northwest, 1846; Pacific Southwest. 1846.

These purchases gave the United States the land area it has today, with the

exception of the extracontinental possessions.
2

The Land Ethic

It is important to understand the land ethic that was established in the

U.S. As was mentioned earlier. there was never any question that land should

not be privately owned. How the land was used was up to the individual,

despite the early controls by Ante governments, Since land was plentiful and

cheap a "use it up, throw it away" attitude was established. Mery was always
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more land, more trees, more water and more minerala. Land speculation became

a common (and basically accepted) practice in our early history. Much of this

attitude still prevails.

Growth was an early goal of the United States. It was important to

settle the west quickly, and, thus, a plan for growth and settlement was not

devised. Even after the western lauds bad been settled, the concept of

"planned growth" was held in disdain.3

Opinions on bow rural land should be used generally falls into three

categories: (1) the ecoammic ethic - "use it" ethic, whereby every parcel of

land should be used or developed so as to bring its owner maximum proft; (2)

the conservationist ethic - "preserve it" ethic, whereby large portions of

underdeveloped land should stay undeveloped with the emphases is on trustee-

ship to preserve the beauty and ecological health of the land; and (3) the

ecological ethic - "sustain it" ethic, whereby the land is treated with

respect and a balance is struck between human needs and the needs of other

living creatures in order to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of

the world'.'. ecosystem.4

RURAL LAND USE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

In 1965 the Urban Renewal Administration and the &wean of Public Roads

published the Standard Lend Use Coding Manus1.5 It was a detailed system for

identifying and coding lead use activities. Under what could be called nom-

urban or rural land uses, the following categories were delimited - recrea-

tAonal, resource production and extraction, mad undeveloped land and water

areas.
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Subcategories under recreational included such things as parks and

recreational activities. Subcategories under resource production and

extraction included agriculture, forestry, fishing, and mining. Subcategories

under undeveloped land and water areas included noneowoercial forests, unused

and undeveloped land areas, and water areas.

WHO ONWS THE RURAL LANDS

There are an estimated 1.3 billion acres of privately owned land in the

United States. This dors not include land actually owned by federal, 'state,

and local governorate. Farmers are the biggest owners of rural land, pos-

sessing more than a billion acres or 38 percent of all privately held acreage.

Although technically 44 percent of farm and ranchland is owned by nonfarmers.

Nest in importanre are retirees. who hold 190 million acres, or 14

percent of all private land. Then come corporations whirl* own 142 million

acres, or 11 percent of the total. At least 68 million of these acres are

commercial forestland owned by wood-processing companies. Also in this

category are the rather extensive holdings of mining and petroleum companies,

railroad, and agricultural rorporations. The only other group to control over

10 million acres are real estate dealers themselves. Parks, wilderness, and

recreation areas comprise only 4.6 million acres or 3.6 percent of the total.

THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MAN AND RURAL LAND USES

As was noted earlier, geography deals primarily with man-land relation-

ships. These relationships are usually expressed in terms ul activities and

can be illustrated in a hierarchical arrangement from the very closest to the
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most remote relationship between man and the land he uses. The hierarchy

would be as follows: hunters and gatherers, nomadic herders, migratory

agriculture, subsistence agriculture, extractive industries, commercial

agriculture and recreation.

As man has engaged in these rural land use activities he has largely

neglected to realize that laud is a finite and vulnerable resource and many of

its resources are renewable only if the land is not abused.

TRENDS IN RURAL LAND USE

If the rural lands of the Uniteu States were divided among the 226

million people each would get less than ten acres. Some of the land would be

desert, some tundra, some wetlands, and some barren mountain slopes. Other

land would be beautiful forests or fertile cropland. Ry world standards, what

each person would get would be far better than the rest of the world because

their productivity is so such less than ours.

So what does the future for rural land use? There are some prophets of

doom -- citing figures like there will be one third fever farms in twenty

years or we will see a reduction of farmland from 465 million acres in 1980 to

386 million acres in less than twenty years. Yet other scholars say net

changes from one use to another by the year 2000 will be too small to change

the general picture. Net losses that do occur will likely be in areas of

grazing and forestry because these cannot compete effectively fcr land that is

in demand for urban, recreation and cropland use.

In the final analysis we must realize there is a fixed and limited amount

of rural land. Yet there are unlimited demands upon it for a variety of uses.
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It emirs that we are now at the point where we must begin to start to

prioritise our wants and needs in terms of bow we use our rural land. And we

must begin to ask some additional questions. What will be the impact on the

nateral environment? Are we willing to pay the cost? Are the results

beneficial enough to justify the cost? If the only thing permanent is change,

then we must be prepared to adjus' to it.
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A LIFETIME Of CHANGE IN RURAL AMERICA

Leslie N. Firth, Director
Penn State Cooperative Extension

Service
Hervey County, Pennsylvania

For a Rural Libraries and the Humanities workshop on June 18, 1982, Mr. Firth
talked to librarians but the rhs ges in farming and ru, 1 society. Firth
was appointed to a' 18 member committee by U.S. Secretary of Agriculture John
R. Block to loc..s at the future of Cooperative Extension Service nationally.

Initially, a common understanding of the terms "changing rural scene"

needs to be established. 'Rural,' in this presentation. will basically be the

census definition: fare.-, open country and places of less than 2,500 popula-

tion located outside of urbanized arras. Pennsylvania has the nation's

largest rural population with 3,643,044, out of a state population of

11,863,895, or about 30 percent. 'Rural' and 'farm' are no longer synonymous,

if indeed they ever were. As 'changing' is discussed, in some cases it will

mean specific dates and in other cases the reference will be generally within

our lifetimes.

Melly changes have taken place in rural America in our lifetimes, but

starting with the 1970's there have been some lather dramatic turnarounds and

developments in rural communities. This paper will address changes that are

occuring in several broad categories which are not mutually exclusive. The

categories are: industrialization of agriculture, urbanization of rural

areas, transportation. ,,chools, housing, rural crime and mining and gas/oil

exploration.
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INDUSTRIALIZATION OF AGRICULTURE

There are roughly 2.8 million farms in the U.S. at the present time-less

than one-half of the .oer 30 years ago. However, the rate of decline in

farm numbers has slowed substantially in recent years because of higher net

incomes for farmers ramified with the fart that many people with favorable

non-farm opportunities have already left farming. In fact, the latest census

of agriculture showed an increase in the number of farms in some counties.

Farms are more specialized, the result being fewer general farm opera-

tions. It is a much bigger business today, with larger acreages, herds and

flocks. Today in this country 155,000 farms with annual gross sales of

$100,000 or more account for 60 percent of all fern sales, in contrast to

1960 when 23,000 farms accouotrd for 17 percent of the sales.

There is at the same time an increasing number of part-time farm opera-

tions. Off-farm employment along with farming is now a permanent pattern,

with the exception being dairy farming. Today at least two out of three farm

families receive more than hall of their income from non-farm sources,

compared to only 16 percent of the farmers working off the farm in 1944.2

Today many family farms require a large capital investment, have greater

risks, and often employ labor outside the family. This large capital require-

ment is at the root of the struggle a family faces to stay in farming. It

continues to he a family operated business, with perhaps 901 to 99 percent of

the farms family-owned and operated in Northwest Pennsylvania.

Farming is not only a way of life but it is increasingly operated as a

business using sophisticated management tools. The modern farmer is well

educated, a scientist and a businessman.
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it no longer provides the easy way of raising a family, working with and

training a son because of the higher volume of businesa and use of larger,

more sophisticated equipment. However, farming still provides a greater

freedom of choice and independence than most other occupations.

Changes are orcuring in the types of crops grown in and around Clarion

and Mercer counties. be see greatly increased corn and soybean acreages and

few fewer fruit farms. These changes err the results of economics - the

profit potential. Current high interest rates are taking their toll in

agriculture as in other businesses. We also see changes in agricultueal

productivity, such as increased crop yields, improved milk production per cow

and gains in feed efficiency in meat animals end poultry.

More than ever farming is affected by events arising from outside its

border, such as exports, marketing programs, equipment costs and repair avail-

ability.
3

"Together with the loss of agriculture's uniqueness, and springing

from the same causes, has come loss of agriculture's power to control the farm

policy agenda,"4

Some 'ag' policy A$ZUPO that continually aline at the national level and

have an impact on Northwest Pennsylvania include:

1. Food prices - secifically how to hold them down, an issue put on

the agenda by the consumers.

2. Fond Programs - especially food stamps, a concern of the hunger

lobby,

3. Adulterated Foods - of concern to the natural foods people.

4. Junk Food - of concern by nutritionists.
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S. Ecological Questions - a concern of the environmentalists.

b. Rural Development - of interest to the 85 percent of the rural

people who are not farmers.

7. Limitations on government payments to farmers.

8. Grain embatgos.

9. Civil Rights, Occupational Safety & Health Laws.

10. Preservation of 'eg' land.

URBANIZATION OF RURAL WAS

Rural and urban are merging. By 1950 farmers were a minority in rural

arras. Non-farmers now out- number farmers at least 7 to 1 in rural America.

by is off-farm employment increasing? There has been a growth and increase

to variety of non-farm jobs. Traditional occupations such a_ farming,

lumbering, mining and small services businesses remain important; however,

government positions, personal services of many kinds and factories have

provided the basis for these employment shifts.5

Thus today rural society is more heterogenous. We see rural poverty and

affluence farming side by side. Farm people are no longer readily distin-

guishable from non-farm people in speech, dress or manner. Today the rural

family is as exposed to tAevisicn, magazines and the national news as people

in other areas.

The 1980 census indicates that for the first time in more than 160 years

the population growth rate was higher in rural areas and small towns then in

metropolitan areas. In absolute terms the number of people n nonmetropolitan

counties increased from 54.4 million in 1970 to b2.8 willion by 1980. This
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includes a net of at least 4 million people who moved in from metropolitan

areas and abroad. By contrast In the 1960's some 2.8 million more people

moved out of the rural areas and small towns than into them. 6

A relatively recent change, which has somewhat increased farm numbers, is

that many people have moved bark to the land. They purchase a small faro or

portion thereof. They now live in the country and are interested in horses,

gardening, rippers, rabbits and backyard poultry productions. In reality,

they are involved in small scale agriculture. This is a vivid contrast to

the larger commercial farm operation.

The influx of urban newcomers into rum areas is being viewed as a

turnabout in more than numbers alone. Cultural implications are bring pre-

dicted and expected. It is anticipated that some will be beneficial, while

others will be potential problems for rural areas. An assortment of recent

cave studies conducted in rapidly growing rural areas suggests, far example

that newcomers have different conceptions of what is appropriate and desir-

able far the communities in which they locate than d- fisting residents.
7

Consequently, the traditional leadership may be cha: 0.4 and new controversy

may occur over public. issues. On the other hand, benefits brought on by

newcomers arc evidenced in the enrichment of local cultural resources as

young, educated individuals and families bring new ideas and energy to rural

growth areas.

A general point made in the studies is that urban-origin newcomers bring

A particular type of hocial organisation and set of attitudes to the community.

They bring certain needs competencies, resources, and of course, their own

ideas about the good life.



What Is overlooked in any discussions about the rural renaissance is

that fast growing rural areas are also experieocing an influx of newcomers

from another source, other rural areas. These newcomers too have views and

values not often identical with the traditional values of the area.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NE( OMERS

Urban newcomers are, on the avenue, younger, better educated; they have

Wisher income and occupational levels age a higher incidence of households with

younger children than do the residents. These people have moved from large

urban renters for reasons which can be des.-rilied as being noneconomic, non-

employment in nature.

The newcomers from other rural areas, however, are even younger and of a

higher socioeconomic status than the urban newcomers. In addition, they have

Moved to the fast-growing rural areas for rot-related reasons.
a

Other writers suggest another grouping or description of these newcomers

to areas:
9

Back -to -the -lend Social Isolates They want to live in at least a

semi-isolated area, grow most if not all of their food, and he as

independent as possible from community and society. Must 1 the

adults arm relatively young, under 35 years of age.

Rural Fragalatists - Generally they blend pragmatic econumit and

social/political points of view with a desire to share an the

presumed amenities of rural or small town life. They ,nclude the

new store owner who restores n rural aura to d bil%)RE.:0. and the

professional who cunoacts business according to hisfhei definition
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of traditional rural norms. They are often environmentally

oriented.

Rural Romanticist - They are middle-aged, urbanites, many are

relatively young retirees who are, by local standards, well off.

They tend to see glories in rural life that natives, particularly

those who live at low economic levels, cannot see. Mauy rural

returnees are included in this group.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

Interstate roads opened new frontiers to development. State and local

i.ada were often impassable in winter and spring not many years ago; but now

generally daily travel from remote areas is possible. This mobility made it

possible to shop in nearby metropolitan areas and to attend cultural and

sporting events. Improved roads have eliminated the isolation aspect of rural

living. Daily delivery services are also available in many rural areas.

Farmers, businesses and industry now purchase and sell products over a wider

geographic areas.

SCHOOLS

Tke consolidated schools provided opportunity for interchange and

acquaintence mei a larger geographic area. They do provide broader selection

of courses and teachers. Improved school library facilities have been

developed. With these larger schools, however, (parents) do not have the
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close acquaintance and personal ties to teachers and school systems. They are

not fully aware of problems, needs, concerns and opportunities in elementary

and secondary education.

HOUSING

Rural housing is now little different than urban housing. Central

heating and cooling systems have improved. The mobile home has changed the

rural countryside and is the only affordable home for many. Contamination of

individual water supplies is a problem in some areas and poor water (high

iron - sulfur -acid) is prevalent too.

RURAL. CRIME

Crime is no longer just an urban problem. The interstate roads make

quick access to remote areas possible. Rural buildings have been built to

keep out the weather, not people. A spokesman for the American Farm Bureau

Federation estimated that rural crime costs the American farmer one billion

dollars annually.
10

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY

Certainly strip mining activities have changed the rural countryside in

many ways. Environmental issues and roads are two of the concerns. A renewed

development is gas and oil exploration. The economic and environmental impact

is of interest to rural citizens, including farmers.

These and other external influences discussed above have drastically

altered the traditional life-style and community interaction patterns of rural

people.
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The rural turnabout in development has created several problems for

agriculture. Farmers now need to deal daily with their rural non-farm

..eighbors on odor, noise and environmental issues that may be associated with

the farm business. We see land debates on issues such as solid waste and

sewage disposal.

In recent years we have seen the development recreational areas,

camping areas and generally a greater influx of vacationers, tourists and

hunters. Thus, we witness a diversion of land to non-agricultural uses.

Local governments were traditionally considerd caretakers of limited

number of needs, such as roads, schools, law enforcement and fire protection.

The idea that local, state and federal governments should take a major band in

managing a broader ranee of human and environmental resources is difficult for

many r.lral people to accept."
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PUBLIC RELATIONS AND THE RURAL LIBRARY: A BIBLIOGRAPHY

Roney Quadri, Adult Services Librarian
Piscataway Township Library
Piscataway, New Jersey

Angoff, Allan., ed. Public Relations for Libraries; Essays in Communications
Techniques. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1973.

Contains twelve articles on public relations in a variety of libraries.
Most of the contributors are library directors who have no training in
public relations, but who have found public relations to be an important
part of administration.

Anthony, B. "The Unimagined City (Project of the Cumberland County Public
Library in Fayetteville, North Carolina)." Public Libraries 17 (Fall
1978): 7-8.

Reports on a project in which the Cumberland Couuty Public Library, with
funds provided by a grant from the North Carolina Humanities Committee,
sponsored a humanist to interact with the community for four days each
week for thirteen weeks.

Ayers, L. "Public Support Programs at Sandpoint." Idaho Librarian 29
(October 1977): 160-2.

Describes ideas and activities implemented to develop the role and
services of the Sandpoint-Bonner County Library.

Aaron, S.L. and Fleming, L.A., rds. "Community Education: New Directions for
School Media and Public Library Programs." School Media Quarterly 7

(Fall 1978): 9-32+.

Articles include "Role of the School Media and Specialist in Community
Education: What is the Ruler; "Public and School Libraries: Partners
in the 'big' Picture," and "Combined School-Public Library Programs: An
Abstract of a National Study."

"Bank Promotion Helps Libraries." American Libraries S (November 1974):
539-40.
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Describes how the Atlantic National Banks in five North and Central
Florida counties campaigned for more library usage in newspapers, bill-
boards, radio, and television; and raised $9,160.00 in cash for library
books.

Barber, D.E. "Public Relations." In ALA Yearbook, pp. 260-3. Chicago:
American Library Ansociation, 1977.

Reports on the public relations activities of various divisions of ALA
and an independent committee; describes examples of state public rela-
tions programs; relates the successful passage of a bond i sue; and
discusses public relal.ions workshops.

Bishop, C.A.C. "I Only Work Here: A Matter of Public Relations." New Zealand
Libraries 34 (April 1971): 63-7.

Discusses interaction between librarian and partron with emphasis on
quality of library service.

Boats, M.T. "Library Public Relations and Publicity for Survival." California
Librarian 38 (October 1977): 35-9.

Defines and examines public relations as well as describes the steps in a
public relations program. The author believes a strong public relations
program is a vital force in attaining and maintaining library support.

Sobinski, G.S. "Case Studies in Library Public Relations." Kentucky Library
Association Bulletin 34 (April 1970): 13-76.

Gives examples of public relations techniques used by various libraries
and cites two developments attracting publicity and increased library
use, that of extending library hours for the convenience of the patron
and elimination of overdue fines.

"Book Hotlines (Public Service Spots on Libraries and Reading)." New Jersey
Libraries 11 (March 1978): 25.

Describes Back Hotlines that are available for purchase bv libraries on a
reel-to-reel tape. The Book Hotlines were written and produced by the
Public Information Office of ALA in cooperation with "Booklist."

"Changing Face of Your Community (Panel)." Florida Libraries 22 (Spring-
Summer 1972): 242-9.
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Panelists at the Florida Library Convention addressed the following
issues: why study the community, how to study your community, evaluating
the community study, how to coordinate and cooperate with other groups,
and the need for library public relations.

Chase, P. "What's in it for You at the Library?" Top of the News 32 (June
1976): 365-7.

Describes the production of a slide show by the Young Adult Librarians of
the Enoch Pratt Library for high school students. A questionnaire was
prepared in conjunction with the slide show to receive "feedback." The
results of the first viewing by a high school class are included.

Cherry, S.S. "Library Opts fur Paid Ads to Lure New Patrons." American
Libraries 10 (March 1979): 105.

Commenta that Minneapolis - St. Paul ores radio listeners hear radio
spots sponsored by the Letropolitan Library Service Agency (MELSA)
advertising the library. Favorable comments to the spots are reported.

Childers, T.A. "Community and Library: Some Possible Futures." Library
Journal 96 (September 15, 1971): 2727-30.

"An exploration of the roles which an old institution may find itself
playing in a drastically changing world."

Crouch, J.A. "Promoting the Sequoyab Award." Oklahoma Librarian 27 (October
1977): 24-6.

4ista promotional ideas included in a brochure for schools in public
libraries prepared by the Promotion Subcommittee of the Sequoyah Chil-
dren's Book Award Committee.

DeVos, L. "PR Politics: It's Not Who You Know, But Who Knows You." Focus on
lniliana Libraries 24 (September 1970): 144-6.

Discusses how to get to know the people, i.e., from City Hall, who should
know you and who are in a position to increase the library budget.

Delaney, H.E. "Your Library's Image: Practical Public Relations."
Library Review 57 (September 1973): 190-1.

Describes public relations activities, of the .Midland Public,: beery.

PPtorio
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Deller, A.M. "Row to Reach Out, Even If Your Staff Is Small!" Michigan
Librarian 36 (Summer 1970): 13-14.

Lists ways in which a librarian can get out into the community to promote
library services especially to non-users.

Dempsey, F.J. "Public Relations." In ALA Yearbook, pp. 218-221. Chicago:
American Library Association, 1979.

Cites examples of cr ative library public relations; reports on the
activities of ALA's ublic Information Office (PIO) and the Public
Relations Section of he Library Administration and Management As.ocia-
tion; and states the significance of the White House Conference.

Dockins, G. "Wanted: For the Small Public Library, an Improved Image."
Illinois Libraries 55 (April 1973): 250-1.

Focuses on five areas where improvements of libraries are needed.

"Don't Treat Your Public Like Relations." Mississippi Library News 33
(December 1969): 192-4.

Reports on workshop, "Don't Treat Your Public Like Relations" for
Administration Librarians sponsored by the Mississippi Library Commis-
sion. Points cov.red include proper telephone etiquette, willingness of
librarians to give total service, standards of dress, putting everyone
work in promoting the library, and how to relate to the public.

Dragon, A.C. "Marketing the Library." Wilson Library Bulletin 53 (March
1979): 498-502.

Advocates libraries adopting a marketing orientation. Discusses four
marketing strategies.

Edsall, M.S. "Guidelines for PR Programs; Addenda to Wisconsin Public Library
System Standar!s. Wilson Library Bulletin 72 (May 1976): 98.

Reports on the addenda, which sets up guidelines for library public
information programs, to the Wisconsin Public Library System Standsrds,

Edsall, M.S. Library Promotion Handbook. Phoenix, Arizona: Oryx Press,
1980. 244p.
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Intended as a ready reference source to aid library directors, public
information officers and library staff members in using the tools of
public relations which include publicity, promotion, and communication.
Includes a chapter-by-chapter bibliography at the end of the book.

Ehli, G. "Special Report: PR and the Newsletter." Wilson Library Bulletin
53 (November 1978): 213-14.

Describes from personal experience bow to produce a newsletter.

Estes, E.G. "All Things to All People." Iowa Library Quarterly 21

(January 1973): 333-7.

Describes programs presented by one library to attract more people to the
library. Brief mention is also made on how to go about implementing such
programs.

Evans, E.W. "How to Get Publicity for Your Library." Library News Bulletin
36 (October 1969): 258-64.

Explains how to do better publicity f,..)r your library, includes informa-
tion on using the proper tools, what to include in a news release, and
how to approach different media.

"Fanfare for the Media." Texas Library Journal 54 (Fall 1978): 168-9.

Describes an open house hosted by the Friends of the Waco Public Library
in honor of their friends the media and discusses the value of Friends'
organizations to the library.

Fish, J. "Community Analysis: A Planning Tool." Bay State Librarian 67

(June 1978): 17-19.

Although the author believes justice cannot be done ni the topic of
community analysis in an short an article he describes the process and
advocates learning more about it and using it.

tontainr, h. "Public Relations, Library." In ALA YrIrtmok, pp. 26S-7.

Chicago: American Library Association, 1976.

Reports on the grant awarded to the Illinois State Library for a two-year
public relations. pilot project, the ALA national public relations cam-
paign and nenefits to !oral libraries, the programs sponsored by the
Puhlii Relations Section (MS) of LAD {Library Administration Division)
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of ALA, the fellowship awarded to Sue Fontaine of Tulsa "to explore this
state of the art of public relations in selected public libraries," and a
listing of state and local programs on public relations.

"For Bids and YA's: Balloons, Halloween, Hickey Nouse." Library Journal 103
(December 15, 1978): 2474.

Lists examples of library programs that are of interest to youngsters.

"Forum: Cititeo Involvement in Public Libraries." Tennessee Librarian 30
(Summer 2978): 35 -6.

Discusses ways in which libraries have increased the involvement of the
community in the work and in the interests of the library.

Fullerton, A. "Same Old Image." Bay State Librarian 67 (June 1978): 20-1.

Presents an overview on what the public relations function is. The
author contends that only if you understand and apply the precess behind
public relations will it work.

Gallagher, A. "Publicity in Depth." New Library World 73 (November 1972):
433-4.

Discusses the under-utiliration of the library and suggests ways in which
to reach people and make them feel at ease in the library.

Garrett, H. "Local Advertising." New Library World 74 (Nay 1973):
100-1.

The author is concerned with the less common forme of advertsing the
library and its services. Hr believes the library, like any other
business, should be prepared to spew, money on advertising its services.
He advocates a relatively inexpensive form of advertising, that of the
postmark slogan.

Gerhardt, L.N. "Only Almost Everything! Now the Library Will Be Publicized."
School Library Journal 25 (December 1978): 7.

This editorial agrees with the statement that "Librarians are fully
justified in doing almost anything to publicize their libraries'
services" but emphasizes the "almost anything."
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"Green Gold System Sponsors Public Relations Workshop." Louisiana Library
Association Bulletin 38 (Summer 1975): 50.

Reports on workshop sponsored by the Greco Gold Library Spites and the
Public Relations Association of Louisiana. "The aim of the workshop was
to facilitate better communications between the library staffs and the
public and between Green Gold member library staffs and the staff at the
Library Center."

Drover P. "Planning, Participation, and Public Relations: Essentials for
Trustees." Tennessee Librarian 30 (Fall 1978): 16-18.

Discusses the role of the trustee which requires three types of action,
that of planning, participation, and public relations.

Hall, V.S. "Public Relations and the Librarian." Southeastern Librarian 28
(Fall 1978): 177-82.

"The thesis of this paper ir that in order to be successful in the pro-
fession of librarianship, we as librarians should place good public
relations at the top of our list of priorities." Includes a brief
discussion of public relations in academic, elementary and secondary
school, and public libraries.

Harris, W.B. "Public. Relations for Public Libraries." Assistant Librarian
64 (February 1971)7 18-19.

Few his experience as City Librarian of Plymouth, Harris' intent is to
convey how public relations can aid in furthering the purposes and prac-
tices al the library profession.

Harrison, Kenneth rril. public Relations for Librarians (by) K.C. Harrison.
London: Deutsch, 191.i.

The author provides "a wealth of overseas experience with romment on the
PR work of libraries in the United States, Scandinavia and elsewhere.
All types of library publicity are critically assessed for their worth or
otherwise, and he takes an objective look at the successes and failures
of the idea of a National Library Week." Includes a select bibliography.

Hartnett, T. 'lirirt and Beautiful." Connecticut Libraries 19 No. 3 (1977):
44-SO.

Reports on 4 speech &Ain* with public relations given by Virginia
Daeckler at the rtghty-sixth meeting of the Connecticut. Library Associa-
tion.
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N embill, h. "Communication: Establishing Good Public Relations." Illinois
Libraries 55 (January 1973): 13-15.

Describe. the activities of the Narissa Public Library which has limited
resources. The author concludes, "we feel that keeping the library a
warm and welcoming place has more effect on public relations than any
amount of formal public relations efforts in small communities."

N ary, P.O'N. "Pub'ic Relations: The Soft Sell." Aslib proceedings 25
(October 1973): 375.40.

The article is from a paper presented at the Aslib one-day conference on
Promoting Industrial Library and Information Services, July 4, 1973.
key examines what public relations is by comparing it to marketing, the
abject of public relation., the establishment of good public relation.,
and the reason for an atmosphere comfortable to the patron, one which is
conducive to asking for guidance. A brief list of further reading is
included.

"Now Does Your Library Grow? (public relations film on library cooperation.)"
New Jersey Libraries 10 (April 1977): 21-.

Reports the completion of the film "How Does Your Library Grow?" narrate
by Julie Harris, "The him tells the story of library cooperation, the
savings in tax dollars and other benefits while retaining thr autonomy of
each library."

Howard, E.N. "Public Relations: Molt it is, With a Sit of 1.0113t It Is Not."
Kentucky Library Association Bulletin 34 (April 1910): '1 -12.

Examples are given of what is and is not public relations, and four steps
of what a public relations program must include is described.

Ireland, J.C. "Poblii Relations and the Public Library, An Intrview with Ass
Gallmayer." 1,0404/.0114 Library Association bulletin U. (Summer
1971) : 34-9.

Interviews Ann Galmayer, head of thy Community Relations 0111t ot the
New Orleans Public Library, in regard to poblii relations.

"Isn't it Good to Know? Library PR lbat Works." Amrritan ElhlailVs 6 1May
1975): 285-b.

Reports on two example:: of puhlii ielations that sir Ifi, it,. radii.,

spots produced by thr Mideastern Mulligan Libtaiv ""q"24tsvv, 4n4
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activities of the Coordinated Library Information Program (CLIP) directed
by Maria Edsall in Madison, Wisconsin.

Kies, Colette. prablems in Library Relations. New York: R.R. Ranker
Company, 1974.

Contains twenty-two case studies on public relations set in different
libraries with comments following each case.

Kliehauer, S. "The Central Arkansas Library System PR Program." Arkansas
Libraries 34 (June 1977): 31-3.

Reports that the Central Arkansas Library System (CALS) received en LSCA
grant for a public relations outreach program and the Community Affairs
Coordinator, Susan Kleihauer, shares what has been learned in their
efforts to promote the library.

Latshaw, P.N. "Evaluating Your Public Relations Program." Ohio Library
Association Bulletin 48 (April 1978): 32-5.

Discusses how to evaluate a public relations program, in particular, by
decking with the library staff and reporting to management. The author
concludes, "The best we can hope for is getting an occasional is on what
seems to be working well in the PR program or what should be scrapped
without further notire."

Laughlin, H. "Action Activities; A Program of PR." Learning Today 9

(Summer-Fall 1976): 90-2.

Distinguishes between public relations and public information and dis-
cusses public information programs.

Lewis, F. "Practicing Public Relations: A Jigsaw Puzzle (with discussion)."
Catholic Library WOrid 49 (December 1977): 221-4.

Stresses the importance of public relations and suggests ways in which
librarians can communicate with their publics.

Moore, L.A. "Trends, Innovations and Strategies in Library PublicRelations."
Catholic Library Warld 46 (May-June 1975): 430-433.

"The author states that despite the increasing difficulties facing
libraries today because of financial problems, there is a re-emphasis on
professional goals and a rekindling of enthusiasm in the development of
new library programs."
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"Library Life (Programs)." American Libraries 9 (December 19781; b4b-7.

Cites examples of creative ideas instituted by libraries in California,
New York, Kentucky, Thailand, Arizona, and Florida.

"Library Po"lic Relations." Catholic Library World 4b (February 1975):

282-95.

Library public relations is the theme of this month's issue which
emphasizes that all types of libraries need a good public relations
program. Articles include "Librarian, Teacher, Administrator Relation-
ship;" "College Library Public Relations;" "Library Public Relations: A
Comment;" "If the Truth Be Told . . . Some Reflections on the Function of
Library Public Relations;" and "Bulletin Boards and Displays."

"Library Public Relations Council. Cited eight libraries for excellence in
publicity." American Libraries 2 (September 1971): 857.

Reports that eight libraries were cited for excellence in publicity by
the Library Public Relations Council of New York. Categories included
best coordinated publicity campaign for a single project; beat poster,
produced from original art work and distributed th-oughout the community;
and an award of recognition.

"Library Public Relations Cuuncil Announces Award Winners." Library Journal
99 (October 1, 1974): 2429.

Names the library winners cited for excellence in library promotion and
publicity by the Library Public Relations Council.

"Library Public Relations Council Announces Winners of Library PR Contest."
Library Journal 100 (October 1, 1975): 1757.

Cites six libraries and one company for excellence in library promotion
by the Library Public Relations Council.

"Library Roundup in Pictures: Better Relationships Between Lib 'ry and

Patrons." Wilson Library Bulletin 44 (Febraary 1970): 54o-7.

"These photos, gathered from around the nation, show some of the local
innovations and ideas that have made fvr slightly better relationships
between library and patrons and for a mini-revolutinn in the general
library image."
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Liebenow, E.L. "Library Public Relations: Needed Service or Expensive
Frill?" Pacific Northwest Librisry Assoriation quarterly 39 (July
1975): 14-18.

Relates "a ,reef history and theory of the public relations effort in
American tisiness with an attempt to suggest its applicability to a

non-profit organisation such as the public library."

Loireaux, Marie Duvernoy. Publicity Primer; An ABC of "Telling All" About the
13014 Library. 4th ed. Nrw York: R.W. Wilson Company, 1959.

Includes planning the public relations program and a number of publicity
examples. Contains a bibliography.

McBride, R. "Community Support and the Library." Illinois Libraries 52
(November 1970): 902-4.

Stresses that community support is to the existence of li-
braries and discusses bow to involve people in the community in library
affairs.

McGalliard, W.A. "Reaching Your Public." 0uATF11 Librarian 22 (January
1972): 24-51.

Is the text of a speech giver at a workshop entitled, "Sharpening Your
Public Image." Covers the need for interaction between libraries and the
news media and hot:, the media can aid in improving the public image of the
library.

McGovern, G. "Damn the Torpedos, Full Speed Ahead! Designing a Public Rela-
tions Campaign." FIA Newsletter 16 (Summer 1977): 11-13.

Discusses how to go about designing a public relations campaign in terms
of the mission, strategic manuevers, tactical considerations, and the
battle plan.

McNeely, K. "Public Relations in the Library." Idaho Librarian 27 (January
1975): 10-14.

Gives guidcli.es for librarians who need to work with people at news-
papers, radio, and/or television stations. Includes how to write a news
story and/or script for the various mediums.

Mangeim, David. "Hustling for the Action Library." American Libraries 10

(February 1979): 65.
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Describes the active Spotswood Public Library in New Jersey which David
Mangeim directs.

Maageim, D.S. "Defining Public Relations." New Jersey Librarirs II (April
1978): 24-7.

Defines public relations using a motorcycle engine as an analogy.
Stresses public relations as a process, not a conclusion in itself.

Merchant, N.P. "Public Relations and Library Power." Idaho Librarian 25
(July 1973): 100-6, (October 1973): 139-45.

Includes a discussion on occurrencrs affecting libraries, public rela-
tions regarding libraries, types of power, and power bases outside the
library. An emphasib is placed an cultisating local influence networks.

Merrill, F.R. "Public Service Broadcasting and Libraries; Prime Time Public
Relations." Wilson Library Bulletin 53 (February 1979): 448-51.

Reports on the Cleveland Public Library's experience in the public ser-
vice broadcasting field.

Meyers, J.K. "Practical Public Relations.' Ohio Library Association Bulletin
43 (April 1978): 19-20+.

Describes public relations ideas for small and medium-sized public
libraries which can also be adopted for other types of libraries.

Middleton, D. "About Library Public Relations." tiyomirig Library Roundup 28
(December 1973): 11.

Lists publicity ideas from a variety of sources used by the author, a
school librarian, in an attempt to bolster circulation.

"Mini-Marathon Raises S$ for Alabama Book Budget." Library Journal 104
(May 15, 1979): 1098-9.

Describes a five-mile mini-marathon held by Alabama's Huntsville Madison
County Public Library to raise extra money to buy books.

Murphy, L. and Maffini, N.J. "Outline for Organizing Library Programs and
for Library Publicity." Atlantic Provinces Library Association Bulletin
41 No. 4 (1978): 77-81.
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Part one discusses five stages in putting together library programs.
Part two deals with methods to publicise the library.

"Natrona County Public Library, Natrona, Wyoming. Patron-Oriented Handout."
Wyoming Library Roundup 32 (June 1977): 6.

Provide. a sample handout for patrons on interlibrary loan service.

"VELA (New England Library Association) Public Relations Workshop." North
County !libraries 12 (September-October 1969): 1-12.

Reports on the information conveyed at a public relations workshop held
in Boston.

Nelms, W. "Practicing Librarian: Personalizing Service in a Growing
Library." Library Journal 103 (BArch 15, 1978): 623.

Explains how the Bristol Public Library in Virginia-Tennessee is dealing
with the problem of less personal contact in growing libraries by innie-
nesting a new books advisory service.

Newman, L.N. "Essential Preliminaries to Public Relations Action." Unabashed
Librarian No. 25 (1977): 4 -5.

Describes four planning steps that precede effective public relations.
Also offers additional preliminary actions.

Norton, A. "Why Does a Public Library Nerd Public Relations?" Catholic
Library World 48 (February 1977); 289-91.

"This article presents a picture of what staff is needed for effective
Public Relations Frogtnas and what are their duties; the role of trustees
and directors; the benefits to communities."

Oboler, E.M. "Public Relations and Intellectual freedom." Pacific Ncrthwest
Library Association Quarterly 38 (April 1974): 17-21.

From a talk fur the Oregon Library Association Intellectual Freedom
.,r1t1.;hop. Ilisinsss saps to promote intellectual freedom. Oboler

professes, "If public relations is really 'the planned effort to in-
fluence opinion through acieptabl performance and two-way communica-
tcon;' then the public relations of intellectual freedom must include all
of the eivninl:. to he successful. Plan and make an effort to influence
op iii OH yuui say...."
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O'Donnell, P. "Ways in Which Librarians Can 'alum the Public About Services
and Resources." 12/yoTtsi Library Roundup 28 (June 1973): 31-8.

The text of a speech addressed to a general session of the Myosins Li-
brary Association Convention. Discusses what public relations is and how
it can be implemented.

O'Rourke, E. "Libraries to Advertise." Assistant Librarian 67 (February
1974): 27-9.

Based on the experience of Lambreth Libraries, O'Rourke discusses what
libraries should advertise as well as where. An example of advertisins
the library is in take the message "out"; as Lambreth dors, by taking
library displays to events.

Osborne, L. and Meyers, J.X. "Public Relations Problem Solving Model." Obis
Library AssaciatAun Bulletin fas (April 1978): 28-11.

Describes a public relations model containing thirteen elements from
defining the problem and specifying the objectives to evaluating the
results.

Owens, N. "Changing Public Relations." Oklahoma Librariau 20 (July 1970):
14-17.

The text of a speech delivered to a meeting of public librarians and
trustees. Discusses the steps involved In creating a new 114,41e for your
library.

"Pawtucket PR Campaign Brings in Library $ Vete." Library Journal 104
(April 1, 1979): 787.

Describes how a publit relations campaign organized by the direttor of
Rhode Island's Pawtucket Public Library aided in obtaining vides nec-
essary to pass J $2.5 million bond 1:.sne to expand and rcnavato the
library.

Pennsylvania Library Association. "MA Public Relit ions !"reject Interim
Report, September 1975." Pennsylvania Library Asseciatios Bulletin
30 (November 1975): 121-2

Reports on "the PLA Public Relations Prnirst !Which' is a 1-yeas pregram
financed by a $75,000 grant of Title 111 Ltif.44 funds made In tilt. Pennsyl-
vania Library Association by the Bureau at Lsbralv lba.o.1,1mftla id the
State Library of Pennsylvania."



Phelps, T.C. "PR Design and Community Response." Pacific Northwest Library
Association Quarterly 36 (April 1972): 4-13.

Discusses public relations programs and publicity and provides examples
used by the Salt Lake City Public Library.

Pierce, D. "Setting Priorities in the Public Library; A Selected Biblio-
graphy." Public Libraries 17 (Winter 1978): 3-4.

"The selective bibliography. . . is an attempt to provide a basis for
planning that involves citizens and staff in group processes and helps
place the library in the broader context of community development."

Posner, N. "P.P. (Program Planning) and P.R. (Public Relations): Two Keys to
Circulation Success." School Librar1 Joarnal 22 (February 1976):
15-19.

Describes the steps in program planning and public relations (PPPR).

"P.R.: Where it's at in Michigan Libraries." Michigan Librarian 39 (Summer
1973): 5-16.

Articles include "Public Relations in Academic Libraries," "Library
Public Relations and Serendipity," "Strong P.R. a Key Ingredient in
Surressful Library Events," and "Apprenticeships and Training Programs
Booklet Reaches a New Audience."

"PR Contest Winner." New Jersey Libraries 11 (June 1978): 23.

Announces the winning libraries in the 1977 Public Relations Content
sponsored by the New Jersey Library Association. Publicity categories
included newsletter logo and stationary, brochures, annual reports,
program announcements, promotional aids and audiovisual projects.

Prorschel, D.C. "Notes on Public Relations and Publications You May Have
Missed." Public Libraries 17 (Fall 1978): 6-7., (Winter 1978): 5-7.

Lists materials that are free or can be purchased.

"Program Watch: Nostalgia, Sci-Fi, Disasters." Library Journal 103
(December 15, 1978): 2473-4.

Clteh examples of how various public libraries around the country are
using cleat is et current interest to people to attract them into the
library.



"Publicity With a Purpose...for Libraries on a Shoestring." Library Journal
99 (March 15, 1974): 862-3.

"Thin information guide 'Publicity with a Purpose' has been prepared by
the American Library Association-Children's Book Council Joint Committee
to suggest to librarians ways in which they might publicize their
library's services to children. The suggestions made are practical
approaches to dramatizing services and encouraging library patrons to
support library appropriation legislation."

hutch, K. "How to Sell a Library." Ontario Library Review 55 (June 1971):
69-71.

Describes a campaign to sell the library as a useful service to the
people.

Quincy, Illinois. "PR Effnrt Logs G'ains to $$, Circulation." Library Journal
103 (June 1, 1978): 1120.

Reports how the publicity campaign of the Quincy Public Library in
Illinois has resulted in a larger circulation and budget allocation.

"Raising $$ for Books in Proposition 13 Country." Library Journal 104
(August 1979): 1512-13.

Describes how money was raised amidst the gloom of Proposition 13 to buy
books and materials for the children's department of the Chula Vista
Public Library in California.

Redfrrn, M. "Planning for Runcorn (public library)." Brio Library World 79
(November 1978): 209*.

Describes the market reseal-0i study on the community to hr served by the
library in Runcorn.

Rice, Betty. Public Relations for Public Libraries: Leative Prnblm
Solving. New York: Wilson, 1972.

Provides comple:e coverage on publii
Includes a bibliography.

relations lot ritaltr Iibrarfans.

"Richmond: Public Relations Workshop." VtIfpflid Librarian itritobei-
November 1975): 11-12.
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Reports on a public relations workshop which "stressed the 'ordinary'
things that librarians can do to create a favorable impression of their
goods and services."

Robbins, Jane lorsch. Policy Information in American Public Libraries:
Effects of Citizen Participation. College Park, Maryland: University
of Maryland, 1972.

"This study reports the results of a two-part project undertaken in order
to assess the extent and possible effects of citizen participation in the
policy making process of American public libraries."

Roberts, R.G. "Public Relations in Libraries. In British Librarianship and
Information Science, pp. 581-9. Edited by H.A. Whatley. London:
Library Association, 1972.

Focuses on the development of public relations in the areas of the use of
printed materials, local radio stations, the press, National Library
Week, library buildings, and modern management.

;turf, J.A. "Connecticut McDonald's Does it All for the Library." American
Libraries 8 (January 1977): 15.

Describes the support of McDonald's given to the Windsor Public Library
which includes a workshop conducted by McDonald's 'lindsor manager on
library staff attitudes tows r1 the public.

"'Scarlet Letter' TV Special: Viewers Guide at Libraries." Library Journal
104 (March 15, 1979): 668.

Citing "Scarlet Letter" as en example, the article reports that, "Li-
braries are increasingly seen by the promoters of TV shows as a goad way
to reach people and alert them to the benefits of TV programs of an
educational nature."

Schweibish, G.F. "Library finny Calendar Ad in Local 'Penn)-Saver.'" Unabash-
ed Librarian nu. 27 (1978): 30.

Contributes the idea of plating a calendar ad each month in the local
newspaper of what is happening in the library.

Scilken, M.H. "Realism in Public Library Relations." Library. Journal 97
(April 1, 1972): 1246-7.
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The author focuses on two factors he believes Ea, contributing to the
dismantling of the public library system, that of the growth of school
libraries in size and number sod th misdirection of public relations in
public libraries. lie also advocates a nationwide campaign whose appeal
should mainly be to nonusers and which should emphasise public library
services of which nonusers would approve.

"Selling the Library: Fund Raising and PR." Library Journal 99 (December
15, 1974): 3166.

Lists examples of public relations activities of various libraries around
the coon ry.

"Selling the Library: Public Relations Programs and Visibility." Library
Journal 99 (August 1914): 1895.

Cites how three public libraries are increasing their visibility.

Shields, G.R. "What Did You Do at the Ball, Cinderella? Public Relations
in Libraries." Xentucky Library Association Bulletin 34 (April
1970): 5-7.

Ideas offered by the author include: libraries and librarians should have
the advice and counsel of a public relations professional; a solution to
the public relations problem can and must be provided by state libraries;
and that if libraries choose to do so, there can be cooperative sharing
of a public relations professional or services of a professional rela-
tions firm.

Sieburtb, J.F. and Gleisner, D.S. 'Talk Back - A Tool for Public Relations."
!IN 17 (Fall 1977): 17-18.

Explains the Talk Back board used by tie University of Rhode Island
Library which provides dialogue in the form of posted questions and
answers between library staff and patrons. Motes from patrons can he in
the nature of complaints, questions, and suggestions.

Simmons, M.L. "Public Relations and the Library." in: lntell::ctual kreedom
Manual, pp. 15-20 Part 4. Chicago: American Library Association, 1974.

Focuses on the implementation of public relations.

"The Source: PR and Publicity." See issues of American Libraries, beginning
July-August 1975.
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Cites examples of public realtione and publicity activities of libraries.

South, J.A. "Public Relations for the Public Library." ALA Adult Services
Division Newsletter 8 (Winter 1971): 24-5.

Describes a five phase program dealing with public relations for the
public library.

Spiegler, G. "Advertise! It Can Work for You." West Virginia Libraries
30 (Fall-Winter 1977): 42-3.

Reports on the creation and installation of four road signs advertising
the local public library.

"Spotswood Promotion." New Jersey Librarier 11 (September 1978): 24.

Describes the Spotswood Public Library's public relations campaign in
regard to the movie Jaws 2.

Starry, N. "Effective Library Promotion Builds Better Financial Support."
Pacific Northwest LibrAry Association Quarterly 38 (July 1974):

Attempts to present a mainly theoretical view of library promotion.
"This article has argued the relationship between promotion and finance,
has suggested an approach to planning promotional even and has ex-
plored some possible ways that the library schools la, encourage the
promotion of libraries." A bibliography is included.

Stiles, F.M. "Action, How to Get It Started: Effective Public Relations
Techniques." Iowa Library quarterly 21 (July 1972): 292-3.

Describes a workshop presented on public relations.

St.ou, A. "New Visibility for tbr Small PL." Wilson Library Bulletin 51
(January 1977): 424-9.

Discusses public rel.:Arent, and offers suggestions on how small public
libraries can increase their visibility. Includes a brief annotated
bibliography of helpful SOUV4V!..
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"Technology, Libraries, and Public Relations." Audiovisual Instruct 22
(February 1977): 9-12.

Articles in this issue largely devoted to public relations inclade "Tech-
nology, Libraries, and Public Relations;" "The 'Selling' of Uur Pro-
fession;" "The Shape of Public Relations: Performance Plus Communi-
cation;" "Flow Educational Administrators View the PR Potential of
Multi-Imager and "A Systematic Approach to Your PR Program."

Tomlinson, N. "Public Relations." New Library World 73 (October 1972):
413-14.

Describes the cooperative public relations efforts and the results
received of a year long program commemorating three eveslt.»

'Isherwood, R.C. "Library Public Relations: An Intreduction." In Studies
lo Li.brary Managemrot, vol. 2, pp. 114-33. Edited by C. Ringley.
Hamden, Conn.: Shoestring, 1975.

Topic& covered in this introduction to public relations nclude the
press, library publications, non-prier media sources, liErary staff/
reader relations, the image of librarianship, resources, and the
importance of public relations.

"Virginia Library Tries PR in a Shopping Mall." Library Journal 100
(February 1, 1975): 258.

Reports on how the Portsmouth Puhlir library signed up new borrowers by
booking spate in a local shopping 0311.

Vaughn, Mrs. S. "Service With a Smile." Idaho Librarian 22 (October 1970):
131-4.

Summarizes the general ideas in the library image conveyed by Pf. Massey
in a three day conference in

Verrastro, C. "Publicity and Public Relations " New Jersey- Lihialle
(November 1974): 12.

Lists five magazines that will accept publiiity Ir r library VVelaS. The
magazines are "Cue" and Ion, Neu Jersey magazines

"Volunteer (Story flour) Festival." Nib: Jersey Ls bratser 11 iSTtembyr
1978): 25b.
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Describes the participation of Mercer County Library in the "Volunteer
Festival" at the Quaker Bridge Hall in which the library gave story
hours.

"Volunteers in Libraries: Guards, Public Relations, Outreach." Library
Journal 102 (October 1, 1977): 1996.

Reports on the increased dependence upon volunteers to assist with
library programs and service.

Weisenberg, C.H. "Library Public Relations: A Backward Glance." Wilson
Library Bulletin 45 (December 1970): 406-7.

Discusses the lack of good library public relations and comments on not
seeing any signs for a rommitment for public relations among library
leaders.

West, V. "What Do You Know? (Press Release Sent to Local Newspapers From
the Flint River Regional Library System to Promote Greater Understanding
of Library Services in the Region)." Georgia Librarian 15 (May 1978):
31

Describes the library in general, the regional library concept, and the
Flint River Regional Library System.

Whatley, B.A. "Untapped Market for the Public Library: A Survey." Library
Association Record 80 (September 1978): 447'.

Reports the result of a survey circulated to fifty British public library
systems to learn about what is or As- not-being done to attract non-users
to the library and its services.

Whipple, Helene D. Blmprint: A Librsry:s Public Relations Program. Albany,
N.Y.: University of the State of New York, State Eduction Department,
New York State Library, Division of Library Extension, 1965.

Contains suggestions on how to go about a library public relations
campaign.

W>odress, F. "Small-Town Librarians are Better Informed (Workshops in Library
Public Relations)." Kentucky Library Association Bulletin 35 (October
1971): 32-3.
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Lists observations and conclusions (mainly in regard to librarians'
awareness and use of the media) drawn from responses to questionnaires
and discussions held in relation to three workshops ronducted on public
relations by the State Department of Libraries and the University of
Kentucky College of Library Science.

Wright, A. "Thirst for Publicity." New Library World 79 (January 1978):
253-4.

Comments on the lack of publicity libraries generally rerr.ve until for
example, the Mansfield Library in great Britain, makes the headlines when
a license to sell alcohol in the library has been applied for. (The
library building contains a lecture theatre, a group of meeting rooms,
and cotter bar).

Young, J.F. "What the User Wants When tie Wants tt: Community Relations for
Library Systems." Wisconsin Library Bulletin (9 (Hatch 1971): 81-6.

Discusses how libraries can identify and osintain contact with community
groups.
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kNOWLEDGE Of RURAL CHARACTERISTICS: KEY TO RURAL LIBRARY SERVICE

Michael Jaugstetter
Center lot the Study of Rural Libtarianship
Clarion, PA

In character:zing rural populations At is important to keep in mind that

physical remoteness creates cultural and psychological differences as well.

It is imperative, therefore, to take throe factors into consideration when

attempting to create or make more viable library services in rural areas. It

shall be the intent of this paper- to explore the traits of rural people and

their libraries and to suggest some strategies to improve information dis-

semination in geographically remote areas.

Although one is more likely to see pickup trucks in downtown Clarion than

in New York City, most stereotypes of rural residents are unfounded or rapidly

disappearing. In 1975, 21i% of America's population lived in designated rural

areas, but only 2.5, were engaged in agriculture for a 1;ving. Most people

lived in or around small towns, 9B% with populations under 5,000 and 53.5%

under 500.
1

This geographic isolation within rural areas, as opposed to re-

muteness from urban centers, is a leading factor in understanding the problems

of linking people with existing services and the establishment of new problem

solving services.

Before coming to grip-: with the methods to overcome the effects of isola-

tion, it is necessary to discuss how this isolation effects the lives of rural

people. The National Commission on Libraries' Conference on Library and In-

formation Heeds of the Nation (Denver, 1973) identified the ramifications of
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Isolation. Following is an adaptation of their findings alml soppectIng data

from more recent scoures:

1. The primary sources of information in coral areas IN ihroogh oral

communication.

2. Rural residents are physical l) remote from health and soiial ser-

vices,

3. Rural residents are physically rimicorr, from adegoa... education and

continuing education institutions.

4. Rural residents are removed from economic opportunity.

5. Rural residents are remote from special services for women, chil-

dren, the elderly and handicapped.

6. And remoteness from choice of mass media.

These six findings are supported by more current data. Point one. "anY

information tends to bear more credibility if its mode is personalized and

individualized."
2

An estimated 1.17 million people have no health care facilities in their

home counties. Doctors are also scarce in rural areas where a ratio of 49.5

doctors per 30,000 inhabitants exist as opposed to 167.4 per 190,000 in urban

centers.
3

As recently as 1976 li2 counties with a combined population of One

half million had no resident doctor at al1,
4
which further substantiates point

2.

As to point 3 and remoteness from ed.cational opportunities: the inade-

gnat.. tax base of rural areas contrihut °s significantly to below average

school programs, facilities and teachers. In 1976 12.2% of all rural students

ages 14 to 17 were estimated to be below grade level as compared to 9% in

Metropolitan areas. Even though functional illiterate' (persons age 25 or

f
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above with less than 5 years of elementary education) have statistically de-

clined in rural areas between 1968 and 1975 (29.8% for males and 32.9% for

females), the presence of below grade level students indicates the paucity of

educational programs in rural arras.

The lack of rapid transportation of material ideas and current informa-

tion effects both the rural businessman and worker. Although there "as been a

trend in the past few years for industry to move into rural areas, several

factory reduce their impact, leaving rural residents remote from economic

opportunity. Rural workers are usually paid less than workers in comparable

positions in urban centers and upward mobility is hampered by the policy of

controlling corporations to send in outside managerial personnel. This urban

control of the new rural industries has reduced the benefits to both the local

businessman and the indigenous worker.b

Traditional views retained in most rural areas have kept women, children,

the elderly and handicapped groups closely confined in family situations.

Although these situations can be gratifyingly secure, opportunities for per-

sonal and educational development can be severely limited by the families'

resources and expertise io dealing with supfortive inatitutioos.

Most rural areas do not have a base of support for localized media pro-

duction. Reliance on media services from the nearest urban center precludes

the rapid dissemination of iniormation pertaining to local interest and needs.

New technologies, i.e., Cable TV, have pot taken full advantage of their po-

tential for service to limited audiences, further supporting point 6.

Lack of transportation and communication facilities to overcome the great

distances in remote areas are an obvious factor in the perpetuation of the

above conditions. The Absence of public transportation coupled with the
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longer travel times to work, reduces the time mud the opportunities rural

people have to use the scanty services that exist. The percentage of rural

households without telephones is surprisingly high. In 1970 they ranged from

32.7% to 6.1% in rural areas and from 67.3% to 5.4% in isolated rural cone-

ties.? Compounded by the low number of operating hours of rural libraries, it

can be surmised that regardless of rural peoples' desire to use libraries,

getting to one may be out of the question.8

But, as previously stated, cultural pecularities of rurality must also be

taken into consideration in understanding why libraries have failed to became

intergrated parts of rural life. Suspicion of outside influence and institu-

tions is a stereotype of rural people that may be more factual than a pickup

in every yard. The lack of large conc. ions of people and even the scar-

city of doctors, businessmen and other professionals ran be seen as an asset

for this allows most people to be personally familiar with a majority of

individuals in their community. Information and assistance from familiars is

not only possible but preferred. Outside persona, with no longtime contacts

in the community, are suspect. Institutions, with impersonal rules and pro-

cedures, are also suspect because they can be viewed as agents of outside

control. "Outside" is generally associated with all the ills of urban indus-

trial society.

Mow are libraries effected by this "anti-outside" feeling? Rural li-

braries are certainly small personal community places, but regardless of how

accessible to their public, they have not been successful in establishing

themselves as centers of information and culture. It is this author's opinion

that libraries are underused in rural areas not because they have been the
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vietems t .omamuity but that hcause they exhibit the same sus-

pli2ols *ha.ati-ri,ts4, a,- the rist of the toonunity, they have failed to

adept "ot,,.11- l000vattoos thus remit-ring themselves impotent to provide

,,,v1.4,

ihr traa ."flal thataiter of rural lehrariii. (fixed fokations and limited

huu.1.I is not retict'-vc of the people they purport to serve. Book orients -

(.ton or ao pred4sposed society is also nut tondusive to maximum maim,

In andsovisu41 heiatogs, rural pubis, lihrArts held an average of 320 titles

in library, iontiestiug with 1,000 titlei, for all public libraries fn the

United States... Books which are available tviul to ignore the educational

leer, materials dV ,table. The low percentage of trained professionals and

volunteer stall Also ignores :he person4I preferences and nerds of the rural

patron,
10

Given the preference of patrnns to sevk aid !tom the familiar and

to ovoid strangers. it seems that those on the staff most likely to be con-

sulted are those who are least likely to provide competent answers.

To intrease the use and effectiveness of rural libraries it is no longer

appre;.:ate to deal with only the isolation of remote people. Changes appro..

pri..te to the character of rural America must orcuz. to the past bookmobiles

and hooks-by-mail have been used extensively bi.& these have usually been a

mere physical movement of hooks with little consideration for the peculiar

information needs of their patrons. Quite a lot of research has been done

about the merits of bookmobile service vs. hooks-by-mail especially from a

coat analysis of view. In the writers opinion these people have missed an

important point by overlooking who they are trying to serve and concentrating

on how they are going to do it. Some have come very close yet emotionalism

has obscured their view. In the first year report far HAILIBRARY. a Missis-

sippi books-by-mail program, it is stated:
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(I suggest) these people who regret losing the boidsmobilv r sternly-
ly... are people who are using the booloinibile Ah a social se'm'i
rather than as a library; they want visits, they want attest loft.
they want some excitement in their lives. it this es a IUSAAI1V4
library leer-vice. then the bookmobile still has 4 plate; it ttie viv-
Vision of books and information to people is the purposu 40 the
library, thrill] believe the hookmobole has seen its day on many
rural areas.

I suggest that these people do want visits, attuntleo esittement.

There is a person Aboard the hooltmohtle with %hove they have dPVP4Peti 4 per-

sonal relationship and from whom they receive persotiatiIed anti orally trans-

mitted information about events and NPUVIUCK they 'annul get from the fat

removed and impersonal primary agency (i.e., R01141 services). Studies have

shown that these people who want attention are primarily women, itivensles and

the elderly. This group covers most oi thr spetial groups whose isolat.00 is

compounded by "protective" situations. This is not to suggest that book-

mobiles are the answer to rural iihrary service for two many problems are

assoriated with them. (In all fairness many of these problems could he at ed

acid more paperbacks, AV titles and high-interest low-reading level material*

would be a start). It does suggest, however, that the bookmobile has come the

closest to putting together those features most suitable fur rural service:

mobility and personalization. Mobility can overcome the lark of transporatton

and personalization can overcome the basic withdrawness of the people.

It may be beneficial at this time to examine two other mobile library

ervices that are not bookmobiles:

The State of Alaska, in order to serve isolated communities with poor or

no road connections to the outside, sends a librarian with a small collection

of books and tapes by boat This is not in itself so very remarkable until

one discovers that the library does not own the boat. The librarian hitches a
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ride with a traveling missionary who visits isolated settlements once each

month. The library uses him for transpiration and for an introduction into

the community. The cost to the library is only for salsty and materials.
12

Portable Itiossa :alt up fur a period of time in shopping centers and other

highly visible 1,,VOIS have proven to be another successful method of providing

library service in underserved places. An important aspect of this method is

that abort 10,000 volumes ran be accommodated by three kiosks as opposed to

2,000 u a bookmobile. Direct phone hook-op to a main library is also possible,

to facilitate full reference service. In one experiment in using this method

on a 2% month trial period, over 20,000 books were circulated and 2,000 new

patrons registered.
14

There are many more examples of innovative outreach programs. However,

it is the intent of this paper to propose that the human element is the most

important aspect in rural library service. I believe the reason the above

examples are successful, is that there are people present.

One of the first steps rural libraries can take to increase their effec-

tiveness is to take advantage of their local help's arreptance by the comr

munity.

The use of trained indigenous paraprofessionals has beta shown to be
more effective in dealing with rural people particolaiy the disad-
vantaged, than either professionals indigenous to the area or para-
professionals and non-professions:: from outside the areas. Given
the shortage or professionals, the need for employment and per-
sonalised service, and proven effectiveness of indigenous para-
professionals, the logical model is a number of paraprofessionals
working with one professional, the latter being responsible for
locating information am A organising service, the former for the
transfer of information.

This approach relies upon close cooperation between tb# professional

coordinator and the paraprofessional information disseminator. On the job
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training involving communication skills, rrterenre service and source, and

community asaeament most necessarily be conducted simultaneously.

Interagency cooperation with others pooessing information vital to rural

residents is needed on a more intimate level. Extension agents, social ser-

vice works, health care works and a myriad of other organisations from the

scouts to church groups must all become aware of each other's services. "One

crucial need that interagency coordination can meet is tr.maportation--the

transporting both of information to the user and of the user to the ser-

vice."" If libraries already have a relationship developed with their

communities, it would benefit all involved if representatives of other vital

service agencies could use library facilities. Health service workers pro-

viding beariug or blood pressure testing at bookmobile stops An an example of

what might result. Conversely, deposit collections of materials, publicity,

bibliographies and catalogs should be made available in cooperating agency

offices. A bibliography on child care may go over well if placed in a yell

baby clinic.

All of the above programs and suggestions may sound either very exciting

or very improbable according to one's optimism level, but what is the outlook

for real change in rural areas? Since the rise of the industrialized world

populations have been flowing from the countyside into cities, effecting all

aspect' of modern history. Recently, however, this flow has begun to reverse,

at leset in the United States. Change has already begun and with it the

potential for more change. Kenneth Bock, Professor of Sociology at the Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley, ha recently probed the process of societal

Change:
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Homan ',el...ties are the tonscious doingo of people that go beyond
and deptat Crean both biologrcal and traditional bonds. Human be-
h4VkC It. the routine doings of people that have become habitual and
nnexaminret at4 a result of becoming fixed by biological or tradi-
tional controls. .lt clear...that russums of peoples and the
saoctsons enforcing themare powerful shapers of habitual behavior.
When, for any reason, the hold of tradition on people is loosened,
human 'Elicit/ becomes possible.

tar knot. that societies in different tiffs and places have
tontine-4 parsons in routine patterns of behavior to different
degrees. To the extent that a social group is isolated from con-.
tails with other, different groups, persons will he shielded from
circumstances in which they can or must react in thought or deed to
the new...So.:it-ties whose integrity or existance have not been
threatened for 3 long time by other societies escape a major kind of
strmulus to action and can safely ow-- along customar) lines of
behavior. Hut when societies as such are shaken by intrusion or
invasion by other and different peoples, passive behavior is dif-
fieu:t and the possibility of alternate conduct might be presented
for the first time. Any new experiente or change of conditions
opens possibiltties for innovative activities, and the greater the
toutrast

7
to a previous setting t.:,e more compelling the call for

act ion

.al AMOriCA, therefore may he predisposed to dramatic change and an increase

in the need tor information scans inevitably a part of this change Libraries

must become aware of the nature af this change to their community. More ilk-

portantly, an understanding of where their users are coming from as necessary

for the development of services and delivery systems which will allow botri

rural library and ,P%ident to change toy-tiler.
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OIITHt1IISF DISPLAYS: A RURAL LIBRARY BONANZA

Maitho rourtillotte, Dire4tor
Shaw Puhlit Lthrary
r.leartield, PA

tan ai.mice you that the most likely image conjured up by the title of

this presentation is the wrong one. It has nothing to do with half somas of

oaken slob (twirl., oot outdated Sears. and Roebuck catalogs hung on rought hews

balls. Oat-boome displays is descriptive of displays that are in contrast to

ia-bona . displays. They are displays which introdure an element of mei-chow.

dising into library publit relations and which can he an effective answer to

suor mayor pubis, relations problems confronting the rural library as the

battle for public funds becomes more competitive.

Among the problems we tare are reaching more of our geographically iso-

lated population not now urved, building more substantial relationships with-

in the commercial community aud in general, establishing a more positive image

of ourselves an a viable community resource.

Perhaps some rural public libraries have not become too involved in the

area of public relations. This is understandable in view of the reality of

short staffing and the tact that so much of our energies must be spent in the

daily struggle to provide the haste necessities, of library service. It is,

nevertheless, one of the east important aspects of rural librarianship and, as

w 11 be aote41 later, within the reach of most small public libraries.

Although there are many definitions of the term public relations, Allen

Angoff seems to say it all when he states,



"If you can communicate the vhsiviste t your library the ap-
propriate audience, to the people for whom it has moils to otter, is

you can somehow fix the library in their minds As r resolute of
incalculable value, and if you can do it IR A Jangler !to efft,tiv
that it brings thee to the library or makes the library JR Important
personal interest , then Ivo have Achsevod the RIM( Rbil.ttlyr of
library public relations."

An analysts of Antral's statement reveals three omportont pint. It. he

considered. The first deals with the andtenr to vAlosn you wish to appeal, the

second lies in the phrase about fixing the library in thii minds o. A -re-

source of incalcualable velue- and the third in the phrase about ...IR Important

personal interest." These three ideas ar virtually inseparable in the Ap-

plication I assign them.

The rural taster an probably doesn't need the Planning PtofrtSF2 to tell

her who she needs to Attract to her tuary Al thnugh we have sgnwnted

publics like the urban library, Wessse Connel pots it torte suvtinrtly by

indicating that "out' advantage rests with constant, close observation" of

them.
3 Constant close observation of our communities and our people is the

advantage that, enables us to pin point a specific group toward which to mount

a public relations campaign.

fly own community, for example, in currently in dire economic shape. An

unemployment rate of over 14% coupled with recently doubled real estate taxes

brought on by the fiscal irresponsibility of our county officials have taken

their toll. Although we have already seen increased use of materials in the

areas of applied arts and sciences, we are aware that there are many more

people "out there" who could benefit from these resources but who are among

that large portion of the adult population who traditionally do not consider

the public library for any reason let alone as a vehicle to implement survival

in difficult economic times.
4
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If we, then, make the decision to try to appeal to the many area resi-

dents whose budgets are being strained by unemployment and/or increased tax

rates on their homes, this groups of economically distressed people becomee an

appropriate audience in when we wish to create an awareness of what we can

offer them. Having an appropriate audience, we must now consider how to

attract their attention.

Traditional public relations dissertations emphasise the use of a 'weber

of different methods of conveying the library story to the general populace.

They include the use of radio, television, newspapers, programming sod in-

house display. Although some of these methods can be pertinent in rural

library public relations, their value is peripheral in this particular sit-

uation.

Many sawn town radio stations, for example, do not do much in the way of

local public service announcements. Relying heavily on professionally pro-

duced FWD that deal with national causes, it is difficult for the rural

library to secure adequate air time for program promotion. There may be a

community bulletin board type of presentation but a group or organisation

using this meis is generally limited to a three or four days-in-a-row state-

ment concerning an upcoming eveut, usually at the same time or times in the

station's daily schedule. One cannot possibly convey the essence of a subtle

public relations endeavor through the spoken word, anyway. How can you tell a

group of people that you want to offer them something because you know that

they need you because you know that they are in the midst of a battle for

economic survival? They wouldn't hear it even if you could or had tiae audac-

ity to do so.
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Television is an even less effective medium for rural public relations,

no matter the nature of the project. In addition to all of the facts men-

timed in relations to the use of radio, another obvious one comes to mind.

The rural library doesn't usually have access to a television station.

Although small town television stations are beginning to spring up here and

there, it will be quite a while before most of us have access to totally local

programming through that medium. Unhappily, none of us can follow the lead of

libraries in the St. Paul-Minneapolis area that recently spent $10,000 for

spot ads in en effort to lure new patrons into the library. One suspects,

amywey, that the expense was out of proportion to the result as the report of

this activity was concluded by mild statement to the effect that new patrons

have appeared through the area.
6

Newspapers have been important to all of us in one way or another and

sarticularly in relation to news stories about our libraries and various pro-

grams ire may wish to promote. Unfortunately, the use of classifieds or vis-

ually arresting display ads are economically difficult for us to deal tr.th.

Reside that, in relation to the appropriate audience we have chosen (finan-

ci)ly distressed people), we gamble if we try to reach them through newsprint

as a daily newspaper might well he an unaffordable luxury for our audience.

Obviously, programming and in-house displays will not help us to reach

the group we have earmarked for our public relations thrust. Under the best

of circumstances, programming only reaches a select few who are already

acquainted with the library and of course, in-house displays only reach those

who are in the library to see them.

Realizing that it isn't likely that we are going to solve our program

through the use of traditional public relations techniques, we must come up
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with kl en.% rppioath in ar attempt to establish the library as a valuable re-

se us re in ills cindr ot our target group. In trying to create an alternative

maboa th kulieut "marktling of the liberty tad" comes to mind. Although

much of that kosic.t ih without praitiral meaning for the rural library, one

aspect of the star kiting kotirept strrkeh a %hard. It lies in recent efforts of

hoary libraries to Pstaldrsh branthvh or ruformattou kiosks in shopping malls.

Thth %tallies a kora because we bVtAhr that our problem ran only be solved

by touibing pvmplv where they are. W. know Chit w must go to them before we

tan get them to come to us. obvikataly unable to set up a branch or even 8

anall walk-in kiosk type facility we must adapt this idea to our purposes and

to our limited moans.

Recalling the recent MAtteN% as indicated by subsequent circulation, of

an attractive display 0: library books on quilting which our library set up at

a quilt show sponsored by the Hospital Auxiliary, the prospct of using neer-

chwildising techniques in other ways becooes a distinct possibility. If we

believe that merchandising is aimed at the direct stimulatiou and motivation

of "r usurers" (our projected publte) to "buy" 'use our resources) then we can

surely mount our attack on that premise.

A brief look at motivational behavior might be helpful herr. There are a

number of schools of thought about motivation in the field of psychology, but

we find Lewin's ideas on the subject to be particularly appropriate. Simply,

Lewin awsoc.ntra nerd with any motivated state, suggesting further that need

creates an emotional situation described as tension. In other words, a need

creates a tension which motivates -d individual to act in such a way that the

tension is relieved.
7
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Applying this tO our fittO4ttOU. It otionw to ON that tLi,oett the a el

Marketing techniques we can create t hr not at neA t,o Iltootc in

a prospective patron's mind which m.,(ht, in turn. he tag him tote the Ilt.rdl%

A perfect example nt what happens when a need is ricatvd through market-

ing techniques ran he shown when we IoosIer what happeow when wt g- W10 3

book store. Although we may have gone Into th !,hop lint io higy a 1.oul, of

poetry for greet Aunt Alive, we are tatddenly Aware that there Ar A lut of

otbet books that we nerd but had not ,onwidered pt tat to seeing them on dis-

play. The same thing happen% at the super market or the *Arc, and novelty rho!'

or the hardwacl store.

Although it seems that not too moth has been written by marhettng people

about the function cat retail display in the area of merchandising, some pur-

poses have been outlined. Two that apply to out goal arr. to remind customers

(potential patrons) of our produuts (our library resources) and to stimulate

impulse ;roping (to create a tension whtch rap be resolved by going to the li-

bra ry ). 8

Before going on to a description of the elements of our out-house dis-

plays, wo must decade how to rrath the prospective patron. Where will his

needs, those emanating from his unstable financial situe_ion, be likely to

take him out there in the marketplace? Hr will undoubtedly be found in the

places that will enable him to trim his budget. For example, the prospective

patron will br found in the hardware store as he gearb up to do his own home

repairs, or in the auto parts stole as he find it more economical to maintain

bis vehicle himself or at the fabric shop as a great savings cau be had in

creating one's own clothing. It is hoped that a meaningful display of library

materials in locations such as the will reach our appropriate audience, rou-
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veying the idea that the library has much to offer in response to their needs.

It is hoped that the library will become an important personal interest.

A little play of imagination will suggest other potential audiences. Our

library, for example, has recently made arrangements to display large print

materials in an optomitrist's office. Many people with failing eyesight

aren't even aware that such resources exist. tibat better place for them to

discover it than in the eyr doctor's office?t

Another display is planned for a local Health Fair being sponsored by our

hospital and centering on the theme "Wellnena.' .Health- oriented filmstrip-

cassettes will be played continuously, exercise and diet books as well as

those dealing with now to live with specific diseases such as diabetes and

stroke will be featured and information about the Tell-Med line to which our

community has access and which is sponsored by out District Center will be

handed out. Indeed, it would seem that there is no end to the appropriate

audiences in our midst or the number of places you can go to attract their

attention - to make the library a resource of vital personal interest.

A little more imagination will reveal that beside reachlag a particular

audience, out-house displays such as those mentioned above have auxiliary

benefits. They will provide an opportunity to estaWsh contact with business

and professional people within your community and to build a cooperation which

will benefit everyone. You will also be creating an image for your library

that relfecte an awareness of community needs as well as a concern for the

information needs of area residents. Even if peed for library resources

isn't created within all of the people who see a particular display, a subtle

psychological process will take place in which the image of your library is

mentally stored away for future reference and for now unfelt needs that may

appear later.
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The execution of out-house displays cone down to certain principles and

although the displays themselves can take many shapes, they must embody cer-

tain elements:9

1. Attractive and eye-catching are vital descriptive adjectives
for merchandising displays.

2. A stroag identification with the library must bc evident.

3. The items being displayed must be of such quality that they
build confidence in the prospective patron (e.g., if the only
book you have on restoring auto finishes is worn and battered,
don't display it. Although that condition reflects great pa-
tron usefullneas and its past value to other, shoddy "mer-
chandise" is a turn-off.)

4. Provide enough explicit but concise information so your meaning
can be recognized and understood at a glance.

5. The display must create an appropriate atmosphere (e.g., a pink
background might be suitable for your display at the fabric
center but quite inappropriate at the auto parts store!)

6. Try to include a give -sway with your display so that the pro-
specive patron will have a rem,r.der to carry away with him.

At this point a lot of rural librarians, unaccustomed to this kind of

public relations perspective, are probably shrugging their shoulders --feeling

themselves unable to meet such a challenge due to a lack of time, staff, money

and /or creativity. Take heart, for if you really feel that this kind of pro-

motion would have merit for your library any of these real or imagined draw-

backs rsn be surmounted.

After making the commitment, brainstorm with staff, friends, trustees --

any interested parties. The ideas will flow as will the names of people you

know within the community who have the necessary talents to help carry out the

project. Your high school wood-working classes, for example, might build

display boards to your specifications for no more than the cost of the ma-

terials. Art classes might be Interested in designing appropriate displays
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within your guideline. Thre err many porisib resources from students to

retiters. holodo them all as potential helpers.

It mom. S a problem (And when isn't it,) be a little heretical in your

next bodgt and divert foods ear-marked for programming and audiovisual

teesalt You will timely get more for your money through display project as

you will Tenth new people, hopefully rteating new interest in and support of

the library.

If publir relations time isn't already Act aside An your busy schedule,

make an effort to do so. It need not he ninth as one of the interesting 86-

pests of this type of endeavor cs that you can really think about it aro/

time -- while driving to work, doing laundry or whatever. In fact, before you

know it, whenever you go within your community you will find yourself auto-

matically thinking about who you might reach there and how you will go about

it.

The kind of out-house display ideas dealt with here are designed with

emphasis on our most important resource Books. It is a straight-forward

approach to reaching potential patrons and avoids the image so frequently

promoted today in which the library, as eo aptly described by Will Hanley,

becomes a "sort of schizxy, mixed bag of toys, tapes and Trollope."10 It is

an approach which holds promise for expanded service, expanded patronage,

expanded circulation and expanded awareness, both people and political-wise.

What more could you ask!
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DEVELOPING A COMMUNITY INFORMATION SERVICE IN A RURAL SETTING

Sheryl Dish
hrookville, PA

Intrculuftion

During the last ten years the concept of information and referral ser-

vices has become accepted as a legitimate function to be developed and carried

out by public libraries interested in improving and expanding services to

their communities. The ma3ority of these information and referral renters

have been established in urban areas as response to the tremendous growth in

social service programb in order to provide access In an overwhelming array of

public and private services designed to serve the employment, housing, health,

education, and recreation needs of urban residents. Many of those in need

could benefit from the expanded services if they only know of their existence,

knew eligibility rules, knew where and when to go io obtain help, knew how to

cope with the bureaucracy and Knew how to fill out the forms. Neighborhood

information centers aimed their services at particular community groups in

need of specialized assistance and gradually enlarge their scope to include

all citizens.

In kee, r1.1 with usual trends of development in rural areas, information

and referral ices are not widely provided in spite of the obvious need for

them. Access to human services may he even more difficult in rural areas

where low population density and distance between communities teed to isolate

people. While many types of service organizations may exist, they are usually
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scattered over a wide area involving several counties with little commitment

to outreach, transportation, or follow-up. Directories and other publications

serve a localized area, further limiting access to information.

The purpose of this paper will he to investigate the nature and objec-

tives of community information service and relate these ideas to the develop-

ment of a public library information renter in a specific rural setting, i.e.,

Brookville, Pennsylvania. As more services become available to residents of

small communities in outlying regions and the population shill continues in

the direction of rural areas, small public libraries may be motivated by their

desire to provide relevant. service, to include an informatim and referral

program as part of their concept of community service.

Harlimound and Definitions

The need for effective information and referral programa is a fairly

recent event in terms of history. This need has been created during the last

few decades by the proliferation of social services available to the average

citizen in areas such as he:mains, health, family planning, recreation, legal

aid, drug information, and welfare. These services have remained largely

inaccessible to a great number of people who need them because of the dif-

ficulty in overcoming barriers of poverty, ignorance, and prejudice. Infor-

mation and referral services have been established to alleviate the confusion

and frustration in the delivery of increasingly complex human services.

Initially, information and referral services were carried out under the

auspices of private and public social agencies, but these were usually nar-

rowly focused and rarely neutral. The first public attempts to provide com-

prebenaive information and referral were the creation of the B.:itish Citizens

Advisory Bureaus and the similar American Community Advisory Centers after

World War II. During the 1960s, the Public Health Service, the Administra-
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tion on Aging, the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Community Services Ad-

ministration, the General Accounting Office. and Rousing and Urban Development

all engaged in activities identified as information and referral but which

concerned themselves primarily with disabled, chronically ill, or aged clien-

tele and the facilities serving these people. 2 In the private sector, the

Prated Way, the Easter Seal Society, the Urban Coalition, and various special

interest groups and social agencies have established information centers on a

local basin. Information and referral activities have become more complex

along with the increasingly complex field of social services, involving the

use of claaalf. rim systems, coaputer technology. and the appearance of "I 6

R specialists." The growth of this art/ professional community is reflected in

a national professional association, the Alliance of Information and Referral

Systems (AIRS), various state organisations, annual national conferences, and

a developing body of literature including a specialised "UR" journal.

Finally, public libraries have become active participants and developers

of information and referral programs. Motivated at first by thee need to

engage in pursuits more relev-at to the nerds of inner city residents, library

community information services have expanded to meet the needs of all citizens

requiring access to information affecting their daily lives. The interest in

information and referral service allows by librarians has resulted in the for

motion of the Community Information Section of the Public Library Association

(division of ALA). This section has honied workshops to discuss information

and referral service within public libraries and the need to devtlop national

standards or guidelines. 16R services in libraries are typically an addition

to an already existing reference fu-ction and involve providing information

about social services along with the more traditional reference' questions. A
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survey of nix hundred public libraries by Thomas Childers showed that 68 per-

cent claimed to be engaged in ISA services. !However, Childers pointed out the

difficulty of measuring the "bandwagon effect" because public libraries tend

to confuse traditional library services with information end referral services,

and it is currently popular to list /SR as one of the services offered by li-

braries.
3

This confusion and accompanying controversy over the meaning and nature

Of information and referral has resulted in the adoption of a consistent de-

finition and national standards by AIRS. Thus information and referral de-

scribes the active process of linking a person with a need or problem with a

service which will meet the need or solve the problem.
4

The importance of the

terms "linking" and "process" must be emphasised in relation to this defini-

tion, since information and referral consists of creating a liaison or "link"

between problem and s-lution, need and resource, by means of effectively comp-

mmnicating information to help patrons solve their problems ..nd get the cer-

vices they nerd. Information is the link by which a "process" is carried out

enabling suce.essful communication involving specific individuals in specific

problem situations.

Community information centers vary in the kinds of functions performed,

reusing from limitation to information only, to provision of referrals to

other agencies, and finally to active involvement as an advocate,. In

establishing an information center it is esJential to predetermine the role

which the center will play since this role will affect the type and amount of

information collected, the population served, and the type of staff chosen to

perform the ditties. The full range of possible activities which may be under-

taken by am information and referral renter have been listed by Frank Kopecky

in his analysts
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I. IntoimAtion. In the narrow 14416e. information involves answering

questions 4hool NVIVIL, facilities, programs, and law which are not specific

to any partccolat Individual.

2. Advitc. Advice differs trots information in that an individual inter-

pretation AS Falied tor, usually an assessment of the situation.

3. Steering. Steering consists of directing a person to another place

where the information, advice or service can he found.

4. Kelerral. Unlike steering this generally involves contacting the

xgenry or group which can give the needed assistance. An appointment is made,

and sometimes the person is transported or escorted.

S. Personal assistance. This function could involve aid with filling

nut or making an inquiry by mail or telephone.

6. cemetieding. Also known as counseling, this function involves a

determination of the true nature of the problem through an in-depth interview

to diagnose the situation, to identify at the operational level those in-

quiries which require specialized services, and to develop referral strategies

to meet the person's needs. This differs from social casework in that the

diagnostic process is preliminury and aimed at finding an agency which can

meet the need as presented. it in the role of this agency then to develop the

appropriate treatmtent.
6

7. Follow-up. Also called case accountability, this function requires

that the information renter re-establish cnntact with the inquirer to determine

whether the information provided was satisfactory or whether the referral

agency was able to help. This is important in view of the number of uncon-

trolled variables which may have affected the communication as a result of

inirpretation or translation.
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S. Outreach. This is an eifert to at114%1 1)41t0M. t', the infetmatien

renter. Advertising and attending meetings Are exampl% of outroaih.

9. Feedback. As a .exult of analyzing the type of problems !nought In

the attention of the information renter, a pattern of tomamnsty need may he

detected. Statistic* can be kept and made puhlic to help planners.

10. Advocacy. This involves not only the giving fit JavIt and informa-

tion but taking of further steps to srr that result,: are achieved.

There has been a great deal of controversy <We: the iRt.1.10 of AMVOC44.1, as

it applies to a function of a commun ty information center. Advocacy by It-

livery information renters is recommended by Croneberger and Luck as a type of

interpretation/intervention.
7

in this context advocacy is not a political

activity, as viewed by those who disapprove of this type of role for Informa-

tion centers, but is a much needed and appropriate aspect of information and

referral. As the purpose of the information venter is to help patrons get

information and services which they are unable to get on their non, it may

sometimes be necessary for the center to intervene more directly between the

patron and the agency in order to accomplish that purpose. When intervention

is required the appropriate role of the center is that of an interpreter.

Some patrons may need an interpreter to deal with agencies, possibly because

of language difficulties or because they do no know how to communicate over

the telephone. A patron may seek help from an information ond referral center

after failing to receive the service he wanted from an agency, and as a neu-

tral third party the information center may be helpful in dealing with the

agency to interpret the patron's situation and the agency's response. This

involvement may be enough to give priority to the case in question and obtain

the desired service.
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In a related issue concerning the advocacy role of information centers,

lopecky
8

also stresses political neutrality; however, the complexity and iss-

portancr of local political issues must not be ignored by the library infor-

mation center. If citizens are to function properly in the political process,

they must have access to the information available for use in advocacy and

political actleitiea. A. a source of current community information available

to the general public, the library ran provide an essential role in the ad-

vocacy process without becoming directly involved in confrontation. This role

is to collect and make available the information with which an involved and

informed citireury can actively participate in the political process. Infor-

mation can be kept, for example, on police, education, public housing, public

health, zoning, and other areas of local public interest. Local newspaper

clippings organized and filed by subject can be kept. Rules and regulations

of various government programs can be maintained and copies of all planmimg

reports concerning the community can be obtal.,ed and made available. In this

way the library goes beyond the refe.ral function by supplying the information

which is needed for successful advocacy.

In seeking justification for public libraries establishing community in-

formation center., Joseph Donohue has described the features which make the

public library suited to the taak:9 1) its primary function is to provide

information; 2) it exists to serve the entire community; 3) it has broad

subject capability; 4) its staff specializes in collection, storage, and re-

trievel of information; 5) it is impartial, devoted to the general Werest,

rather than special interests; 6) it is a public, non-profit agency, but it

is also a collaboration between Cie public and private sectors - tin= it ham

*one independence from political control. It is noted that referral service
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is not a new concept to public libraries; librarians have always done referral

work, although not necessarily with "daily living" problems, but they have

maintained files of resource people to call upon when the library could not

provide the answers. Whet is new for the library in extaliliahing a community

Information center As the requirement for dealing with "elusive" aources.°

The library would be responsible for the identification and collection of mu...

published and informally published date in order to bring the information

seeker and information source together. Although the library's book collec-

tion or other published sources would not be ignored when appropriate, the

library would actively seek out the needs and specialized sources of informa-

tion existing in the entire coumunity.

Brookville Area Library Information Center

Brookville is a rural town (borough) in northwest central Pennsylvania

with a population of 4,800. It is the county seat of a totally rural county

heaving a population of under 50,000. All surrounding counties are also rural

in nature and population; the nearest urban :enters are approximately 100

miles in any direction (Pittsburgh, Erie, Altoona). The towns in this area

are located twenty miles from one another with farmed and forested countryside

and tiny communities inbetween. The major industries in the area are mining,

lumbering, and farming with a small amount of mmnufacturing. Brookville's

working population consists mainly of retail .stablishmenta, gorernmeet

(borough and county) employees, service occupations, professionals, and trades

people. There is a large elderly population and ar attempt on the part of

goVernment and social ergftoixatione to provide the services they need. Cul-

tater events. and educational opportunities beyond the one public high school
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can be obt.aineii only by driving at least twenty miles from Brookville. Public

transportation consists of infrequent and limited bus service between the

towns; everyone is totally dependent on the automobile for daily living.

This plan for a Library Information Ceir:er would meet the challenge of

linking the residents of the rural Brookville area with needed service. which

are widely scattered throughout the several surrounding counties. The infer -

Ration files, staff, and telephone would be located at the Rebecca Arthurm

Library is Brookville and would be available to patrons initially during the

hours the library is open (40 hours per week). The hiring of an additional

staff member would be necessary to administer the gathering of data, Art up

the files, and oversee the program. It should require approximately mix

months to implement the program.

Objectives of BAL1C

1. To create sn expanded information service within the public library

which will ass_st individuals and ore/mix/Aims with finding information and

information sources in answer to particular needs and will enable the general

public to use effectively the available community services, facilities, and

resources, boil public and private.

2. To identify on a continuing basis the current informational needs of

the entire community (to include the outlying areas around Brookville) and

include those who are not now library users. The center should seek to

identify sources of .reformation both within and

which relate to proflems of rural life.

3. In defining the role of the center, it would be concerned mainly with

the identification. acquisition, conservation, and disarmination of information

outside the library system
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through a process of communication between patrons and agencies. In order

that the center be reliable, unbiased source of information to all groups,

it is vital that it be impartial. It is recognized that the roles of counsel-

or, adviser, and advocate are important to the improvement of social con-

ditions; in this context the function of the center is to enable those indi-

viduals and groups competent to fulfill these roles to operate more effec-

tively by providing necessary information services.

4. As the basic tool of the information center services, to establish a

Resource rile of all identifiable sources of information, published and unpub-

lished, to be made accessible to all citizens of the community. These

resources may also include the names of persons with particular subject exper-

tise who are locally available to answer questions. The Resource File may be

used to compile a Directory of Community Services which would be circulated

amoug the public.

Guidelines
11

I. Library administrative commitment and support

A. The library administration must be committed to the concept of

the information and referral proi.am before it is initiated and this

commitment should be reflected in the administration's priorities

and goals.

B. The administration should be involved is planning, staff training,

and continuing support for the program.

II. Goals, objectives, and evaluation

A. Goals and objectives for the program should be based on assessment

of actual commooity needs and the intended impact on actual and po-

tential users.
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B. Goals should be compatible with the other goals of the library and

should be clearly understood and accepted by all who err involved in

providing service.

C. Measurement and evaluation are necessary to demonstrate the accom-

plishment of goals and objectives.

i. Output or services rendered should be used to measure per-

formance.

2. Methoda should be developed to check resource file accuracy and

completeness.

XII. Assessing the needs of the ceemunity for planning purposes.

A. The library moat investigate the nature and scope of any information

services already being provided to the community.

B. Possible cooperative relationships with other service agencies

should be explored.

C. The initial use of existing planning surveys and reports and

direct communication with area residents and organisations can be

useful in assessing the extent of services.

IV. Funding

A. A detailed proposal should be drawn up outlining all coat factors

involved in the development and provision of the services.

B. Funding may hr budgeted as a separate item or included in another

program of the library's budget.

C. Funds may be required from outside (federal or private) sources as

well as local, requiring a careful analysis of the library's ability

to sustain the service beyond the ordinal funding.
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V. Staff selection and training

A. Criteria for 'staff selection

1. Ability to relate to people of various ages. races, and cul-

tural backgrounds.

2. Knowledge and versatility in the use of library and community

resources.

3. Ability to be integrated into existing staffing patterns.

N. Training of staff

1. All library staff 'should have a clear understanding of the

goals of the service.

2. Information service staff should receive training to further

their understanding of human behavior, to augment their knowl-

edge of resources and the operation of agencies, to improve

their communication skills, to sharpen their ability to aliases

a patron's needs, and to learn to help a patron solve his pro -

blew.

3. Training must be received in procedures for data collection and

file maintenance.

C. Methodz of training

1. Individually or in groups

2. Lecture, discussion, reading, self-proitrammed course, AV mater-

ials, inure., rule playrug, on the job training.

VI. Data file

A. An accurate, current file of organtrationo and services available to

the community is the Nulls of the snformation and referral program.
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1. Existing files or dilritorirs may be uWul toward file develop-

vent.

J. The gnats of thr servite will dictate the scope of information

io hr &minded.

H. }Ile format

1. Ease of entering, maintaining, and retrieving information is of

utimoit importance.

Efficient file update and maintenance procedures should be

developed from the beginning.

C. Library staff should he involved to data collection process as much

as possihte for (water understanding of the service.

D. Methods of .olleiting data.

I. Personal visits

2. Telephone interviews

3. Mailed questionnaire::

E. Access should be by title and subject. A controlled subject beading

hat should developed.

P. Files should he updated either through continuous revision or at

intervals sufficiently frequent to sustain accuracy of information.

Yll. Delivery of service

A. Physical setting - important components are accessibility and visi-

bility of the service, proximty of resource and backup films, suf-

ficient telephone lines, and provision for private interviews in an

adjacent area.

B. Transaction with the patron
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1. Effective listening -4 skillful itervicwing to define pruh-

Irmo or questions.

2. Responding with the correct informatmn ot most Appropriate op-

.iona among viable refer alb.

3. Facilitating service provisio by asking contact with an agency

to arrange for services.

4. Following by contacting the patron or agency for assurance

that the patron has obtained the desired service.

5. If advocacy is to by a omsponynt, undertaking rearticulatitn of

the patron's problem to the agency if service was not provided

or expluring alternative referrals.

6. Confidentiality throughout tht process must be maintained and

information provided in a neutral, unbiased manner.

C. Keep a daily log of questions and actions taken for analysis

and evaluation of this service.

VII1.Publicity

A. A vigorous publicity campaign is recommended for effective public

utilization of the service.

B. Possible forms: public service armour). -meets in the mass media,

personal contact, speaking engagements, feature articles, neva

stories, interviews, telephone directories, displays, clrlsified

ads, booths at fairs, mail inserts, newsletters, and printed

terfals such as brochures, posters, and handouts.
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BALIC Resource File

The Resource File is the basis for the Library Information Center amd

consists a file of 5" X A" cards arranged alphabetically by name and served by

an index file arranged by subject or service. Access to the Resource File is

facilitated by the use of abundant cross references to similar subject head-

inn, and new entries. The data for each entry in the Resource File includes

the complete agency or association rime, address, telephone number, purpose,

di:vetor, name, mane of contact persona, hours opened, eligibility require-

ments, meeting times, application procedures, fees, geographic area nerved,

branch offices. This is followed by a description of services provided by the

Agency. Cards can easily be changed and updated as needed and this should be

carried out on a continual basis.

Reference sources should cover organizations and persona with specialised

services or skills; government sponsored agencies and services; difficlt

nations and where to go for help, and miscellaneous information regarding all

municipal government officials and committees, school officials and commit-

tees, nursery schools, churches, and meeting rooms. It would be also be a

good idea to keep a file on local and regional upcoming events of a cultural,

educational, or recreational nature any a compilation of tourist attractions

and what to do in the area (soli courses, picnic areas, tennis courts, etc.).

Difficult. situations include family problems, consumer complaints, financial

difficulties, medical problems, legal aid, accommodation problems and victims

of disasters. It is especially important in these situations to know the

agencies 'darn can offer assistance.
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Providing community information services through the public library

involves essentially the same principles in a rural setting as carried out in

metropolitan areas: accurate information; trustworthiness; coordination and

cooperation between individuals and agencies; and accessibility. The nature

of the service may be more personal in a rural setting, but a great challenge

would be public awareness - educating the public about the program. A few

rural community information centers have provided services to greater portions

of geographically remote residents by means of a traveling van which visits

different sites each day or week following a publicized achedule.12 Represen-

tatives from various agencies may be on hand occasionally to discuss issues of

concern with local citizens and the van can also bring forms for a variety of

purposes (income tax, consumer complaint, food stamp applications, voter

registration, rebates, etc.) which may be more convenient for those living in

remote area..

The American Library Association and the Report from the White Rouse

Conference on Libraries and information services have celled for libraries to

provide unrestricted access to all library resources and information services

for all citizens in all circumstances. Libraries, including rural public

libraries, must be aware Af their changing roles and responsibilities.

Developing a Library Community Information Center is an excellent means for a

concerned public library to provide responsive service to all members of its

community.
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Footnotes

1

Carol A. Recker, Community Information Service: A Director of Public
Library involvement (University of Maryland, 1914), p. 47.

2
Carol L. Fronuo and Linda Crowr, rds., Libraries and Neighborhood

Infornation Centers (Urbana: University of Illinois, 1977), pp. 3-4.

Thomas Childers, "Survey of Public- Library Information and Referral
Service." typescript (Philadelphia: Drexel Univ., 1977).

Stobert Cronrberger, Jr. and Carolyn Luck, "Defining Information and
Referral f-rvice," Library Journal 100 (Nnember 1, 1975): 1985.

s
Krunus and Crowe, Libraries and Beighborhood lnfornntion Centers,

pp. 63-64.

Croneberger and Luck, "Drtining I6R Service," p. 1986.

7
Ibid., pp. 1986-7.

8
Krunus and Crowe, Libraries and Neighborhood pifnrmation Centers,

pp. 70-71.

9
Joseph C. Donohue and Carole Peppi. The Public Information Center

Project (Baltimore: Enoch Pratt Free Library, 1971), p. 40.

10lbid.,
p. 41.

11
Based on "Draft Guidelines for Establishing UN Services in Public

Libraries," Public Libraries 18 (Fall 1979): 63-64.

I2Virginia C. Detrick, What Can 16R Do Fur a Rural Area?" Unabashed
Librarian 24 (1977): 3.
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BOOKMOBILES ARO BOOKS BY MAIL:
NOT AN EITHER OR PROPOSITION

Nancy Caupp, Librarian
George O. Blais.fell, Elementary School
Bradford, PA

"Confronted with a geographically dispersed clientele and the
high costs of developing new library sites, public libraries have
sought to develop and implemeet various mechanisms for reaching out
beyond the physical confines of their present facilities to deliver
materials and services. Current practice involves using, moat cow.
nonly, bookmobiles and books by mail, occasionally supplemented by
depository collections or portable structures such as kiosks.

Current means of delivering library service have been developed
primarily to extend library service to suburban and rural popula-
tion, and to urban populations where conventional branches are not
economically feasible. In some instances, libraries have also made
special efforts to reach the home-land, institution-bound or the non-
traditional user.

In extending services, such delivery systems are being emploied
in an effort to utilize resources more efficiently and effectively.
Today this effort is particularly important as public librettists are
beset by demands for accountability and cost-effectiveness."

Bookmobile service and the hooka by mail program are both essential

components of library service in rural America today. This is not, however,

the viewpoint taken by many in the library field. They believe uhese programs

are either detrimental to library service altogether, or only one of the pro-

grams is necessary in a county. This writer feels both services are necessary

to reach as many people as possible in the rural community.

This paper is not a comprehennive overview of bookmobile and books by

mail service. Of concern here are the types of service each of these programs

offer, and the value of each in rural America. Therefore, there is no dis-

cussion of bookmobile specifications or the operational details of either sex"-
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vice. The emphasis will be on the objectives of each program, their advan-

tages ea well as disadvantages and bow they are adjusting to our changing

society today. Some time will also be directed towards current trends in each

of these areas. A brief history is given to each service to provide some

general information.

"For well over four decades library service by bookmobile has

been ardently discussed in library conferences, affectionately and
colorfully described in professional and popular magazines. Human

interest stories connected with bookmobiles abound, for no other

form of boot distribution has lent itself so readily to romance and

adventure. Early pictures shoved the horse-drawn 'surrey with the

fringe en the top' bookwagoa, then bookmobiles in the snow with li-

brarians in flowing skirts serving patrons wearing high-topped
shoes, men on horseback with books in their saddlebags waiting for

the bookmobile, boys and their dogs, and readers standing ever-

tamtly in the rain ready to exchange their books. bookmobiles

became synonymoul with glamour heralded as the supersalesmen of

library service."

This is, of course, a romanticized picture of the bookmobile librarian.

However, it does indeed emphasize the vital role played by the bookmobile. It

services children, young adults, and adults, who, for some reason or another,

cannot reach a library.

The bookmobile him not always been an important service of the library

program. bookmobile service began in 1904, when Mary Titcomb, librarian of

the Washington County Free Library, Hagerstown, Maryland, saw to it that books

at rural deposit stations were changed regularly. This was carried out by the

library janitor who provided the service with a hired horse and Concord wagon.

A year later, Joshua Thomas, the janitor, drove out in the rural areas:

This

"The new book wagon resembled a cross between a grocer's delivery

wagon and the black hearse of the village undertaker. At first,

some farm folk were reluctant to use the syange new 'book con-

traption' which they called the 'dead wagon.'"

was soon overcome.
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Motor vehirles were then used for bookmobile service, although the term

"hook wagon," from the days of Joshua Thomas' horse-drawn wagon, stuck. This

phrase was used until the mid-1920's to describe the motorized bookmobiles.

Exactly when and where the term "bookmobile" was first used is not known.

Airording to M. L. Berger, by the mid-1920's,

The prescence of these early bnokmohiles, with the name of the local
library emblazoned on their sides, was probably a contributing
factor to the renewal of the reading habit in rural America during
these years. The new means of transportation, mined with its
unique literary function, kronght knowledge of the county library to
even the most remote farm"

The use of the bookmobile 'iris not only ontinrd to the farms. It was

recogoized that the bookmobile could be most beneficial means of assistance

for school libraries, which did not have much to offer at the time. Book-

mobiles could visit county schools every month or so, leaving children's books

as well as professional books for use in the classroom.

The Works Progress Administration, with its many demonstrations involving

bookmobiles, did a great deal to further the development of service in the

last 1930s and early 1940a.

By 1937, there were only about 60 bookmobiles in the United States,

mostly in the southern states. North Carolina was the leader in the develop-

Ment..

The. American Library *-sociation recognized the rising interest in book-

mobile service in November 144A. ALA issued a summary of a study conducted by

a specially-appointed committee of the Library Extension Division on thirteen

bookmobile topics. The results were inconsistent, but the information gave

encouragement to people interested in the ides of bookmobile service. Then in

1951, the ALA Extension Division's Bookmobile Committee issued a 20 -page
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booklet on "Bookmobile Standardization." It was mainly tomerna with the

physical aspects of booEmbilea.

Large numbers of specially desinned bookmobiles did not iome into one

until after World War II. Even theft. many libraries were still using con-

verted vehicles, rather than carefully designed functional vehicles rouippri

to handle the load over rough roads. Nevada's forst haokmohOle was a "con-

verted ambulance purchased for the Washor County Library from army surplus.°

The federal Library Services Alt which hogan in 1956. was to provide

money for service to rural residents. Between 1956 and 1968 some of this

money was spent for bookmobiles to demonstrate library service to rural res-

idents.

Bookmobile service began to expand rapidly at this point. In 1960,

Library' Trends devoted an moire issue to "Current Trends in Bookmobiles."

Then in 196", ALA :issued a 16-page document entitled "Standards of Quality fur

Bookmobile Service," which considered the uses and limitations, organization

and operation, scheduling, materials, staff, physical aspects. and head-

qoarters, in concise form. These standards are still used for modern booknio-

biles.

In 1979, the Public Library Section of the Kentucky Library Association

collected information to update the bookmobile program of the state. The

committee's final recommendation was as follows:

"Given the current emphasis on extension services and upon reaching
those patrons unable to use the library as it has traditionally
existed, operated, aced been organized, there to a great possibility
that the service can reach patrons who can be reached efficiently
and effectively in no other way. The aged, the young, the rural,
the handicapped, the economically and socially disadvantaged all
need a service which is often far from their neighborhoods and which
is not likely, for a number of reasons, to be permanently located in
these areas; for these patrons some form of portable extension
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service seems the most feasible answer; and bookmobile service seems
the moV_ suitable, most efficient and effective form of such 'ser-
vices."

There are several important qualifications necessary to have a successful

bookmobile program. The program developers must be knowledgeable and dedi-

cated, and the librarian must be concerned, involved and aware of patron

needs. The frequently rotating book collection should reflect the needs of

the patrons. The bookmobile should maintain a regular schedule, and provide

meximum service. Flexibility is also important in administering bookmobile

service and making necessary adjustments to improve service.

The value of positive community relations and publicity to the success of

the service should also be emphasized. Because bookmobile service is so

dramatic and has such high publicity value it is most important that it be

goad service. According to Eleanor Frances Brown,

. . .it should meet the standards of a well-chosen, appealing book
collection; a competent, carefully-selected staff with at least one
professional librarian for each bookmobile; a wisely- planned sched-
ule; and efficient operation. The bookmobile itself must be the
proper size and type to do the job for which it is intended. Poor
service is worse than no service at all, because it engenders dis-
satisfaction with the entire idea of bookmobile operltion and re-
flects upon the reputation of the library providing it.

Basically. libraries with a large service area and a low populat4on

density benefit most from bookmobiles. Bookmobiles have been an effective

means of distributing books in isolated districts and rural schools. They can

reach the portion of a community that would not be able to get to a regular

library because of distance or lack of transportation. The collection may

also supplement the resources in the area nchools.

Bookmobiles have been utilised for exhibits, demonstrations, projects,

services to schools or other agencies, and for visits to low-income neighbor-
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hoods. They also serve as a link to the central library and can promote its

services. Net only does the bookmobile promote the public library, but io

itself it is a promotional tool-in the eye of the public at all times.

Another service provided by bookmobilea is that they can oe used as

guides to determine the best locations for future permanent facilities.

Costly mistakes can be avoided by this service. A bookmobile can test many

different locations for future library, whereas once a library has been

built. it is not easily moved.

Patrons can directly examine library books in the bookmobile. Personal

contact with the patrons provides valuable information to the readies Uite.

and needs In order to help with the selection of materials. The informal

atmcasphere can also attract patrons. Close ties can be built between li-

brariane and patron, wb..n is also good public relations. it can also save

the patron time and money.

The confines of a bookmobile may attract patrons because of the site of

the bookmobile and the compact collection. As mentioned previously, there is

also the attraction of the term bookmobile.

The bookmobile is not as expensive to operate as a branch library. It

can also provide temporary service until a permanent facility CAA be erected.

Most bookmobiles will not be able to provide the above mentioned see^

vices. However, carefully planned program, tailed on the needs of the coo-

vanity, with well-trained staff and a good collect.an will provide the best

service.

There are limitations to bookmobile service, limitations inbereut to

bookmobiles, and other problems.
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A bassi short-loming 0 the bookmobile is that no matter bow well planned

it Is, it sans44 servc as a substitute for a good branch library. The collec-

tion th IleliV4 In %lila. Sthi wise becaus of the lack of spare. Reference

servic i., UNSIJIly limited ifs; this seaun .else.

. the m41411 pioblems assaulted with bookmobile service is the high

cost ot matoteoauce aid repair. The stall is often untrained in preventive

maintenance lir e'merge'ncy sepacrs and when a bookmobile is in a shop for re-

pairs, Ithr.ely Nervitt. ii. USUAily temporarily discontinued. This disruption

of scheduling can be detrimental to the development of an efficient program.

Casollue has also become more of an expenditure. The weather and road condi-

tions are also hard on the bookmobile.

Sire prevents research and studying from taking place in a bookmobile

because there is not usually room for toles and chairs. Browsing spare is

also limited. It is difficult to find adequate room to arrange displays,

promotional materials, listening materials and other library services.

Bookmobile stops are usually brief, as a wide area must be covered. The

arrival time may oat fit the schedule of most working people. The infrequency

of visits also limits the efficiency of the library service provided, and as

Mentioned previously, weather conditions and mechanical problems can further

deter this

With limited amount of space, it is difficult to provide library in-

struction to groups. It is also hard to provide any type of school instruc-

tion due to the lack of apace and the lack of useful material available for

school assignments.

Due to some of the limitations mentioned earlier, and other factors, many

qtestions are being raised as to the validity of bookmobile service today.

9_
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This problem has been thr foto& of a number of lihiary 1%Cl114110104.

grallY. at a merlin* held at the Pint-n(01.ov Pohl', Lihrnry Neu irrlwy, it

was advised that hookmohtle 1i.rarsan,, stake ut.r ot NtatatttvA to hoild 4 4ase

for keeping bookmobiles on the road. Stattatici. 0.0;114 Include the nuaiher of

people at rash stop, the manlier and type ot matecial% circulated and the

n umber of reference quest ions handled.

Another means of justifying the hoolumAiiie NervIce to limit of shrinking

funding and energy rOOOtarCrli, is to use the bookmohtle to provide non - library

services. An example of this can he found an Selma Dallas County, Alabama,

where the bookvan was node morr valuable try using it to serve the illiterate

as well as the reading patrons. Additional services found in various counties

include; Blood pressure and diabetes screening. plant ilinics, skin care

demonoiratisns, puppet shows, films, and clown prrformances.

A modern and up-to-dote type of bookmobile is found in the Washington

County Library System in Mississippi. The Bookmobile carries a microfiche

card catalog ni the entire library system. Located at the bookmobile desk is

the catalog and a microfiche reader which occupies less than Al square foot of

'pica.

An inexpensive and original vehicle used to provide bookmobile service is

found in the Coastal Plain Regional Library of Tifton, Georgia. When one of

their bookmobiles was totaled in so accident, a sportsvan compel was converted

to a mini-bookmobile. Because of its size, the van is easy for one person to

operate and the mini - bookmobile meets the nerds of the community it serves.

As a final example, a unique type of bookmobile service can be found in

Alaska. According to American Libraries,
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The goals of the book boat project are to stimulate use of the
Alaska State Library's mail order service and to provide direct
service to the 8,000 people living throughout southeast Alaska's
scattered coves and bays. Many people in the small logging and
finking communities had never experienced the pleasure of browsing
is a library . . .

Another unusual featorr of this program is that it is through the coordination

of church, state, ieders1 and local efforts that the floating library is an

effective alternative to traditional library service.

BOOKS BY MAIL

With the changes occuring in society today, it is necessary and important

for libraries to examine and revise their services if 'hey are to be most

effective. One of the most important implementations is the rapid growth rate

of the books by mail 1-ogram.

The primary objective of books by mail service lo to extend the
traditional book and media material lending services (a) to people
who, for various personal reasons, cannot visit the stationary
Public library facilities, whether they be a main, branch, or a
mobile unit, and (b) to people who have not been served by the trad-
itions) public library because they live in rural areas without 4
town or city large enough to have an established community library.

The books by mail program has not always been the significant service

that it is today, although it was prominent in the early stages of library

development. In fact, "the conception of an organised and publicised books by

mail or home delivery service available to all library p. arm was the vision

of a handful of individuals, until the 1960s." ID

Home delivery use an essential part of the service offered by many of the

circulation and subscription libraries in the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies. By the turn of the century, many counties did not believe in bookmo-

biles; they circulated more books by mail than over the counter.

0.9



The first text a county library service (1925) emphasized that mail
service shale be offered as a major alternative form of service
even when there was a well-developed system of branches and stations
and suggested that transportation costs, both ways, should be as-
sumed by the county library. An ALA publication on library exten-
sion standards (1926) fitated that a good county library provides
mail service to anyone.

The period of greatest development in home delivery by public libraries

extended from about 1900 to 1920, coinciding with the relative decline of the

private circulating and subscription libraries, and immediately preceding the

widespread ownership of automobiles. Since that time, these services have

gradually declined in some areas while entirely disappearing is others.

There were a number of reasons for the decline in books by mail service.

Bookmobiles were becoming nose popu/^:, and serving a large population of the

rural areas. There was also sume fear that delivery systems used by large

libraries would undermine the development of local branch libraries. The

increase in the number of automobiles, allowing for greater mobility, also

aided in the decline.

Another contributing factor to the decline of the home delivery service

yes the inactment of the Library Service Act. These funds provided bookmobile

service and helped establish branch libraries and new library systems. Today,

however, this is changing, as some funds are now being directed towards books

by mail service.

Interest in mail delivery of library books was revived in the early

1$60s. An important influence in this revival was due to the grant awarded to

Norman Lyon of Washington P. .1ic Library by the Council on Library Resources.

This grant allowed Lyon to conduct a twelve-month experiment with a home

delivery service which iicluded mail delivery. At this point, many people

were becoming aware that there was a definite need for books by mail as a
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major alternative ervice to complement the services offered by branch 1i^,

brarles.

The first national discussion for individuals interested in mail order

library service was held in Sa4 Francisco in June 1967. The meeting endorsed

the books by mail program which emphasized a free, widely publicised Aervice.

"By 1975, more than one hundred and twenty U.S. public libraries were

reported to have soar form of mail delivery service known variaoaly today as

Books by Hail, Mailbox Library, Hailibrary. Hail-A-Book, or Mail Order Library

Service."

Cost is one of the main advantages of a books by mail program as compared

to bookmobile service, which in many arras has caused a reduction or change in

bookmobile service in favor of books by mail service. Factors which necessi-

tated these changes were:

(1) the realization that present library services may no longer meet the
needs of all residents,

(2) the rising cost of furl,
(9) bookmobile mechanical problems, and,
(4) financial inability to replace the bookmohileu. 13

Books by mail provides access I , all people. It can reach people who do

not have a public library. It can reach people who have no transportation to

get to a pulic library, or who are disabled or home bound for other reasons,

temporarily or permanentsy. It can provide service to people who are biome

only certain hours of the day, which is something o bookmobile cannot do.

Another contributing factor whi h makes books by mail service popular is

that it is convenient . the patron. The patron does not need to leave the

home and never needs to worry about library hours or bookmobile schedules.

According to A. W. Kelley,
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. . .for the entire staff, especially the professional, involvement
in the books by mail program has a very important implication far
beyond the circulation of library books . . .1il isj, a professional
reader service whether or not recognized as such. . . Books by mail
is an excellent vehicle of communication between the staff and the
patrons. It in also a built-in feedback system that will keep the
staff in time with the shifting patron interests and demaris. Books
by mail works as an automatic selection guidance system for on
acquisitions and for continuous renewal of the library collection.

Although books by mail service offers many advantages for library

service, it does have its /imitations. Some of the major disadvantages are

reviewed below.

In 1979-00, discussions were field at the Graduate School of Library Ser-

vice of the University of Alabama. Some of these discussions focused on the

usefulness of books by mail service. A research study was fundc, and one of

the major findings was that:

Books my mail, as presently practiced, is En inadequate form of ser-
vice for young peole. The study strongly suggests that a books by
mail program discriminates against children and young adults because
of the nature of many books by mail catalogs. These catalogs are
often times characterized by language and reading levels that are
incomprehensible to children. In addition, some are unattractive
and poorly designed with few if any illustrations. Instructions for
use may be excessively complex. The collections described in them
often flil to reflect or excite the reading tastes of young
adults."

According to Norma &Callan in Librarl Trends, a survey was done con-

cerning bookmobiles and books by mail service. Although it was a very small

survey, some of the results do have relevance to books by mail service today.

When asked the question "What do you feel are the major problems associated

with the program?" the replies are listed below in order of frequency;

1. U.S. Postal Service
2. Not enough use, hard to reach all eligible patrons
3. Lack of personal contact with patron; lack of personalized infor-

mation service
4. Limited selection of books, heavy Jemand for certain titles; hard to

guess which items will become high in demand, requiring additional
copies
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S. Costs of postage, books and service
6. Provides only recreational reading; not for serious readers or

students
7. Inadequate circulatiosi6cootrols; hard to get books back on tine;

head to collect fines.

It is also impossible to provide reference materials through books by

mail. Magazines and non-print media are rarely circulated through books by

mail, although this practice has succeeded in some areas.

Rising postal, printing and distribution coats, and budget reat.tctions

which can reduce the size of the catalogs can limit the effectiveness of the

books by mail service.

Another problem that may arise stems from the suspicions of the public

librarians who see the books by mail program as direct competition to their

own local library. They do not view it as en essential part of a library

program, but as a detriment.

Cboong Kim states that ". . some librarians have been disappointed that

books by mail has not uacovere' great numbers of new readers. This service,

which simply makes books available in a different way, cannot be expected to

put a dent in the great numbers of non-readere."17

Books by mail programs are becoming increasingly popular in rural library

programa. Many libraries are now using commercial books by mail service.

As of 1976, there were about fifty-four books by mail programa
around the country serviced by the American Companies' (Topeka,
Kansas) Mail-A-Book Catalog and paperback service. Among the most
plausible reasons for this trend are the following:
(a) For an inexperienced books by mail program, the stake in the

success of the program is very high. An assurance of a reason-.
able degree of success is very *portant, especially when the
beginning program is financed by a short-term federal fund.
Such a program has little time to gain first -hand experience or
to have the plan tested iu the field before fully implementing
it.

(b) Crucial to beginning a rural-type books by mail program are a
dependable and adequate supply of paperbacks, and timely
catalog preparation and distribution on a regular schedule.
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The interruption of either will result in the loss of both ner-
vier and patrons. Inlihis area, the commercial service may
provide epee assurance.

Kiss also notes that a commercial service should never completely sub-

etitute for local preparative of special catalogs and collections designed to

meet the 'racial need. of the local camsumity.

A cumber of books by mail programs around the country are now eddies

neobook materials to their circulating collections, especially gum films and

audio cassette tapes. They are continually experimenting with different types

of materials to see whether or not it is feasible to mail then. Telemoseemi-

cation facilities will make telephone calls to library centers easier and less

expensive in relation to other traditional cemounication weans.

The role of publicity has been important in promoting books by pail

service, as many people have been unaware of the program. The following have

been used in publicizing books by nail and have been successful: flyers,

newsgsper articles, interviews on local television talk show*, programs and

slide presentations for various connuaity groups (senior citizens, garden

clubs, civic clubs, schools, etc.) and exhibits at local fairs.

A current trend in books by well service which accounts for some of its

popularity with librarians, is its continual emphasis en the use of the local

public library. In Vermont where there is found a very successful statewide

boobs by mail program it has been found that books by mail had not seriously

hurt traditional library service.

In Conclusion, it should be remembered that the books by mail program is

not a

. . .substitute far, nor a replacement of library's standard ser-
vices; it is a regular library service in its own right. . .Its
Satnral strength lies in its ability to reach almost anyone who has
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an address mid n mail box. This ability adds enormously to the
sphere of library service and its influence. It can overcome many
harriers to the library service-great distance, geographical bar-
riers, neighborhood, downtown traffiwind parking problems, time,
sorin-economic and cultural barriers."

Bookmobiles and books by mall programs should offer specific resources

and services to library users who are not obtaining these through other means.

Goals should be well developed and programs should he alert and reiponsivr to

the changing needs of their audiences. Any service instituted should have

evalt;ativr components that monitor and provide feedback to administrators so

that adjustments can be made to help ensure the attainment of program objec-

tives. Libraries should take care not to establish such priorities on the

basis of convenienee to the library. In addition, the community itself should

be involved as much as possible in the establishment of priorities.

Both bookmobile services and the hooks by mail progr.m are a necessary

part of library service in the rural areas. Both are needed because they

reach different people and sometimes even meet different needs in the same

people.

As long as the programs are up-to-date and meet the special needs of the

patrons, these services are a worthwile and necessary part of library service.

They can do much to promote the library in rural arras where this has not been

done in the past, and is much needed. The people need to become aware that

their needs can be met and their questions answered at their local public li-

brary.
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COOPERAIIVI ORPORTUNITIF!, FOR RURAL LIBRARIES

Linda Hriirlsnitr, Childrrn'h Litrarlan
Charleist.1 Pubis. lihsaiy
Charleston, Wria Vttgtiuia

This miry will prerient ways in which cooperative services may be of

benefit to rural public libraries. Cooperative programs described in it will

be between public libraries and a variety of other information sources. Throe

include other libraries, other agencies, and individuals.

There 41V several reasons for public libraries, especially in rural

areas, to seek cooperative aLivaties. One bring the population shift toward

rural areas, bringing with tt greats.' diversification In the needs of people

residing in rural communities) With the influx of people crimes a need for a

wider variety of materials, a demand rural libraries must strive to meet

Stanley A. Ransom showed this demand on rural libraries in New York.

Rural communiites are becoming increasingly dependent on each other
as well as on urban centers. Materials requested on interlibrary
loan in rural areas can be Ind often are as sophisticated or tech-
nical as in any urban areas.

Arthur Meyers, in an article about cooperation in public libraries,

stresses other difficulties with trying to find the right book for the right

person at the right time. This ideal situation is no easy task in the largest

of libraries, such less in one in a rural community with a limited collection.

Meyers lists four impedimenta to this task:

. . .1) the person may not need or be able to use an entire book
because of a reading problem or difficulty in accessing materials;
2) the information needed may not actually be in a book but rather
in some other format, such as a pamphlet from the Government, peri-
odical article, audio recording, film medium, mirroform, or in the
memory of a person; 3) the item needed may not be within our build-
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ins but at a distant location, and WWve et4W to recognize that hat-
Viers can be measured not only in the number of m'Irs the ti.oren is
from the holding library or in the arrangement of hour,. the ether
facility is open, but also because ot inaccessibility of the ma-
terials due to lack of indexing or location listing, 4) and,
fin vi, but increasingly important in getting matertal er infor-
mation needed to the patron, is the limitations of any ou
financial resourtes to purthas et store et othefwiNe make mote
accessible the particular item in the format needed.

Cooperation between libraries and other NolltlVN of inttirma ton shontd

result in the alleviation of some of these hindrances to virwiding the bust

possible service. Of course It may still by impossible iv find the right

material for the right person every time but the end goal of teepelatinn

should be to improve resources and services fir the p,,tious,

before entering tutu cooperative et torts the library must astrilain 1n

what areas resources or services could hr improved. It must. then deride which

tan be provided on an individual basis and which can he gained through some

type of cooperation.

But before moving into greater cooperation or embarking on the road
to participation, the individual library must have a clear under-
standing of the needs and interests of its present and potential
users, and how it is not meeting their needs.

Once the institution has defined its servie mission through a
Blear understanding of its patrons, it is then faced with the real-
ization that it cannot economically satisy all user demands made on
it. It can then explore the particula4 cooperative or network
arrangement that will best meet its needs.

An instrument designed for this purpose is Hobert W. Case's "Assessment

Checklist - A Guide to Strengthen Community Library in Library Cooperation."

In it Case hen acknowledged the existence of many community information

sources with obom cooperation can be of benefit to the library. He has de-

veloped a checklist of one hundred items to help the library find areas Co be

Strengthened. The checklist covers the needs of patrons both current and

future, community sources to be identified nod located holdings of the li-
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brat,' administrative attitudes, the role of the library and its implication

isa society as a whole.

Case'. "Assevament Checklist" provides a 'starting place for the library

interested in cooperative services. It gives the library a list of places in

the public, private, and civic sectors of the community to consider, as well

as the type of materials available, and questions for the library to determine

,which agencies or oganirations can be most helpfu.... 5

The rest of this paper will describe some cooperative efforts between

public libraries and sorb information sources and services. These also verve

only an a beginning in cooperative services. the ideas are presented it

basis for posaibilitiea in cooperation.

The sharing of bibliographic information through computer-based net-

working systems is an area of rapid growth. The emergence of OCLC was only

the beginning of on-line bibliographic networking which can provide libraries

with interlibrary loan and cataloging information.

In Rhode Island the Northern Interrelated Library System, headquartered

in Pawtucket, Rhode Island has tapped into Roston Public Library's holding*.

This provides its forty-three member libraries with around -the -clock acmes to

cataloging information which they hope will get books on the shelf faster and

leas expensively then with OCLC. 6

Southwestern Ohio Rural Libraries (SWORL) has also created a network by

contracting with the Public Library of Columbus sect Franklin County (PLCPC)

for interlibrary loan requests and for reference services. PLCFC will also

benefit as the cooperation enables it to make more effective use la its

materials and facilities and to add personnel. 7
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Access to materials In other libraries need not be limited to cooputer-

booed searches, nor to participation in a large system. Libraries can make

patrons aware of resources available in other locations by bring aware them-

selves. Forest Grove, Oregon has a cooperative referral system based on the

Close personal friendship of the public, school and university librarians.

Reciprocal borrowing privileges have been established between the three li-

braries. The university and high school librarians send lists of new acqui-

litmus to each other and to the public librarian. She informs them and the

community of her new materials through a weekly newspaper column. In this

instance all of the libraries are within walking distance of each other. A

Interlibrary loan cooperatives may also be limited to a specific topic.

The Southern Adirondack Library System in New York State has cooperated with

the Worth Country Library System and the Clinton-Essex-Franklin Library Sytem

in providing a multisyatem workshop on genealogy and local history. Their

emphasis is on interlibrary loan and on cooperative acquisitions in these

subjects.
9

liultitype cooperatives may exist for purposes other than sharing of

materials. East Bay Librarians Council (San Francisco) organized a regional

warehouse for storage of little-used materials.
10

Libra: tea in rural southeastern North Carolina formed an informal associ-

ation called The Loose Region in an effort to overcome staff apathy and to

eachengo programming ideas. They communicate with each other by bolding

quarterly meetings, by publishing a regular newsletter highlighting library

programs, and by distributing a series of papets with details of unusual li-

brary services.
11
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Aadmig 40P he "I value' to the public libraries in other

cooprativo veu'uts In plopom% tended 1.v the Higher Education Art Title

11-b the appalmhian Adult Fdui.ition greeter ifiltEC) et Morehead State Wok.,

Pec*.rtyi hentoiMo 4.i.ils with public ilbrael% to lotrease the availability of

matrsalw t- adults 'At lied in the Centel's program In tApalt illiteracy among

aduliw AAEC .inonivvd the progl4m ,ind developed hillographics of materials

for tho%r voivlld, Flit poblit libtatv provided thei materials to patrons in

rural arra% tt000gh foodueohilv .suet mitt srvitor,.

In Missi%%;ppi the Umvoisitr of Mississippi's eatrimion department aided

public libraries thr,aiRli three rogrAms. ib Drama Loan Library 'ended plays

for spading puipowes oo a t re-weh 14n 64511. In exchange for payment of

postal costs. A Program 1..kagr Servrt distributed materials on cultural or

educational subject% for the oho oi program planners. Public library patrour

participating in Home Reading Coursos of Mississippi Federation of Women's

Clubs were also supplied u.ith materials through the extension department,"

Schools and pub/At libraries have -xplored many arras of cooperation. In

a report from the National Commie Library and Information Science en-

titled "The Mole of the Scbo Media Program in Networking," the

importance of this cooperation is stressed an that school library resources

. . runstitur a major ronponent in this country's total infor-
mation resource. The unique nature of many of the resources to
school acquires and makes available to its students makes them
valuable as potential contribution in library networks.

Among the strengths identified are audio-visual collections, professional mol-

lectiona (such as selection tools for instructional materials and indexes of

community resources), specialised ethnic collections, career education oolitic

Lions, high interrstilow vocabulary collections, foreign language materials,

and children's and young adult literature collections. 14
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A basic cooperative effort between schools am, public iihrariea is the

use of forma to make the public librarian aware of assigned toptva so that the

library may have the materials cud perhaps bibliographies prepared for the

onslaught of students. Another is for the publit ai.d school librarians to

switch places for a week enabling each arc was' of the materials and ser-

vices available from the other.

Co a much grander scale is the Olney, Texas, community Library. The

resources of the former elementary, limner high and senior high school li-

braries and of the public library were combined and moved into a new building

in June 1979. The building is set on the hchool campus between the elementary

and high schools. School students use passes during the day as in other

school library media centers. The adults of the community may also patronize

the library while school is in session.25

Young adult services is the target of a project between the Shenendehowa

Free Library in Clifton Park New York and two local junior high schools. To-

gether they work to design and implement programs to attract poor or reluctant

readers. Activities include applying the Fry Readability Formula to the young

adult collection, surveying students for their interests, and conducting pro-

grams such as a science fiction film/discusaloa, a session on earning money

during summer vacations, and a play readiug workshop.
lb

Libraries may find it beneficial to cooperate with agencies other than

libraries.

Many rural systems work with cooperative extension offices in

supplying books, films, and other materials in such fields as wood
heat, energy, and food preparation. . , The rural systems should
become material resources for rural agencies where practicable. CEF

(Clinton-Essex-Franklin) library system, for instance, inspects and

repairs, and in some cases houses, books and films for Planned

Parentird, alcohol abuse offices, and fire and police depart-

ments.
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An article by Sally Sims for Surat Libraries specifies types of his-

torical studies being conducted in rural communities, and the need to rural

public librarians to be aware of the resources of local historical museums,

court houses, newspapers, and even school boards. IS

Another rossihility is working with employment offices in sharing job

training and opportunity information. The library and employment office could

'swap fliers, the library's dealing with materials on training, interviewing,

or writing resumes, and the employment office's dealing with opening. or

training programs in the job market.

Many businesses provide speakers who could help the library with informs-,

tica programs or with expert advice when selecting materials.

William T. beJohn feels cooperative services with the local cons unity

have great potential for improving rural libraries and states, "One possi-

bility is actually to employ a trained staff member to be the main contact for

the community rather than trying to develop a building with books."19

In searching far community resources, the library must remember that one

of the greatest resources may be individuals who are not contacted through an

agency. Shamokows, Washington has a population of approximately 850 who were

desirous of a library. The library tuns on a cooperative system of individ-

uals. It was established through the volunteer effort of a librarian and

people in the community. The building was donated from the federal govern-

ment, moved to church property by a local logging contractor, and cleaned and

painted by volunteers. Funds are made available from donations and sonmy-

raising benefits. Irene Martin, the librarian, feels the willingness of rural

dwellers is an important source in developing libraries in rural areas.20
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The end result of cooperation should be better service for and to the

comsumity and the library's patrons. Hopefully it will financially help the

rural library as well. Some cooperatives may have the objective to coordinate

efforts to gain financial support,

If metropolitan and rural libraries are eventually to create an
efficient state network. they must pool their resources and efforts
when seeking financial support, whether from private foundations,
the state legilatus1, or the state agency responsible for federal
funds distributions.

In no way should cooperation be considered simply to cat expenses; starting

new programs, training staff to wore with the community, and taking the time

to develop cooperative services away from other demands on the librarian's

time must be considered. As David R. Hoffman states in his look at inter-

library cooperation, "Cooperation is not free. It costs, but it should help

us to slow the rate of rise in coats."22

There may be legal barriers to cooperation. Some of these have been

identified by the National Commission on Libraries and Informative Science in

its report on school library involvement in networking.

. . the lack of conformity in state laws pertaining to inter-
library cooperation and networks; bureaucracy iu individual schools
as well as in school districts; state and federal aid programs that
put restrictions on who can use magrials purchased with such aid;
and the new copyright restrictions.

Arthur Meyers believes the financial, legal, and other barriers can be

overcome through the planning he stresses as vital to any cooperative service.

He includes the library's concern about losing materials or not having an item

readily available for one's own patrons among psychological barriers.

The barriers will fall as we intelligently examine our individ-
ual seals and see where we are strong and where we fall short, and
recognise howAr can each contribute and profit from cooperation and
coordination.
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As rota' libraries explore and develop vooperative services at all

levels. they should find the positive aspects outaumbering the negative. The

must positive response should ter lira the community as improved services

hopefully result in inireased harking. Access to a wider variety of materials

and expanded pingramming is good public relations. As the community deve/opa

an extended alWarrOeSs of the need and value of a good public library, patron-

age and hopefully funding will increase.
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A MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE - OR NECESSITY?
The Combined Schwl-Public Library

Ann Wilson, Librarian
Jersey Shore Library
Jersey Shore, PA

Cooperation between school libraries and public libraries has been a

concern among librarians for nearly as long as the two institutive, have

existed. The issue causing the most debate is the ultimate form of coopera-

tion between the two: combining the school library and the public library

into one institution, equally serving the traditional clientele of each from a

single facility.

The concept of a combined school /public library instantly raises emotions

ranging from abhorrence to enthusiasm in librarians. Thus it is tempting to

dismiss the concept as eithel "bad" or "good," based on little or no experi-

ence or merely on an article or two in the professional literature. Since

employed in a combined facility in Pennsylvania, this author has read widely

in the professional literature and modified her initial ideas based on this

research as well an on experience. An attempt bus been made on this writer's

part to examine this issue with both openmindedness and professionalism.

This paper will examine the combined school/public library in the United

States with the additional insight of one influential study done in Canada.

nuwever, the concept has been attempted and researched throughout ch. world.

7hia paper will begin with a survey of the literature which discusses the

benefits and weaknesses of combined libraries. After a subsequent examination

of actual research azd specific examples, the final section of this paper will

present general conclusions and considerations.
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As noted above, the concept of combined school/public libraries is nst

new, and while any profeaaionsla consider the concept totally unacceptable,

the idea simply will not die. Shirley L. Aaron has noted in her study of

Florida's combined libraries that five major factors contribute to the resur-

gence of interest today:

I. There it increasing pressure on public institutions to make
better use of tax monies.

2. The concept of a community school which serves as the central
educational agency for all community members has receive('
broader acceptance. Expanded school library programs end hours
are frequently viewed as a means of efficiently using existing
educational facilities.

3. School and public libraries have been forced to examine new
methods of offering adequate service with less money 'ue to the
cutbacks rf fiscal resources which had funded library programs
in the past.

4. Because the public increasingly sees the library as the
learning center fur lifelong education, the educational roles
of both school and public libraries are tending to parallel
each other more closely.

5. There in a growing trend among libraries of all types to pro-
vide access to information regardless of format. For example,
while school libraries have invested in audiovisual materials
and equipment for several years, many public libfaries are just
becoming aware of the importauce of these items.

Au additional reason for this resurgence of interest is pointed nut by William

O. Asp, Director of the Minnesota Department of Education's Office of Public

Libraries and Interlibrary Cooperation. He states that today's advanced

technology has become feasible for all types of libraries, and that the

possibility of shared cataloging and remote access to bibliographic Worms-

Lion will affect the services of public and school libraries.
2

could alter the public's conception of both.
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At 1 t,.. g,. .1 It 1014".t, I mat briefly at the largest body of the

VI, to ,,I.1141 11,,t0 4.M4,r1;11Jit 1.nbined libraries: the general "pro" and

",$1. 4:$11,11wai' It, 4,11t141 to the library protessi.o's views on this

subicit

"F9ti t5"

lh trenviit,. "t a t.MbATIrd lacility van be divided into three ratagortes:

finAncial Ne&onries, Colietlinn. and Set-vitt' and retsonnel-

Finantial genocides

Not only iS it more etnnmital to operate one good facility rather than

two unsatisfactory ones iv g.. twits of utilities and maintenance), it is also

possible to avoid duplicating expensive reference sources or periodicals.

Media services such as meeting rooms. exhibits, production and videotape

facilities, And special:zed programs are available to everyone an the coat -

vicinity. Depending upon state law, it may also be possible to share salary

expenses; increase the likelihood of grants: and use the collection and

fscility during holidays, summers, weekends, and evenings.

Collection

Not only do combined facilities have children's collections, they tend to

have stronger fiction collections and wider selections of reference materials

than school libraries wou.d provide. Conversely, public petona would have

available wider and more varied non-fiction collections and more non-print

materials than small public libraries could provide Alone. Serous, of a

community's educational resources are located in one place. ctilization of

these materials may increase.
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Service and peraonnel

In small communities which may he tumble ir i,uppoit tw

hived facility can emahle thrsr utdstrountt iv% tr havr lihialv !,.4 11 4 :. th..t

otherwise would nut he available, or would tfr N. meager 4N t. he silette,iive.1

Such communities could also hire more mid bettri-ttailie4 t,t4ti l,, 114'4(111X 4

combined facility. School groups might br ahlr to aid Ih coromuutv by pro-

viding special service's to senior (it:zeros, shut-lus, dud nthec, lu turn.

students and teachers could have direst attehfi It, the 1111,41)11,114y loan

systems available largely to public labs-sss

Some nchool administrators and city officials have ward brirre school/

community prIntions as well. Fur ostample. Dale U. Horniastle, of

the Alexander Gibson Memorial School Ili Marysville, New Prouswitk, notes

Marysville's combined library.

"Offers to school officials another vehsclo for personal vontart in
the development of a community minded school or a srhool minded cam-
Munity. The more naturalness that ie% by visiting a scbool the
eater the task in communit*tion is between teacher nod parent.

.

that

"CONS"

On the other hand, problem* and weaknesaro of combined school/publsc

libraries comprise the larger segment of the "pro" and "con" litera

Theme obJections may also be roughly grouprd into five categories: inance,

Management, Location. Collection/Cirulation and Staffing.

Finance

Because community leaders and school offirial* are seeking ways to

economize, frequently combined facilities are inadequately funded Not

content to economize merely on building.

governing bodies tend

maintenanre and utility costs,

to provide inadequate funding for a suitable physical
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facility or for sufficient staff, materials, and equipment. Consequently, the

combined library is unable to serve either school nr public clients adequate-

ly, creating a costly facility which fails to serve either group.

Hanaaement

According to Wilma Lee Oroughtou Woolard in her master's study completed

at Illinois State University, the moat common problem in a combined facility

i administration. Specific problems include:

failure of lizards concerned to define areas of responsibilities;
failure to include all parties concerned with the operation of the
library in the planning of the facility; failure of school author-
ities to recognize the authority of the public library staff; mis-
understanding by citizens and the public library board of the
professional librarian's role in the library; failure of governing
board to appoint a chief administrator; interference by the school
in public functions; and "dual administration" (classified ant
certified personnel having different salary and work schedules).

State laws can sometimes pose problems as well. In certain state',

school districts are forbidden to pay public rimployirew' .laries. In states

such as Pennsylvania, a combined facility is denied state aid and may not

apply for LSCA grants.

Location

Mille most, but not all, combined facilities are located in or very near

a school, this is usually not in the best interests of the public library

clientele. Kevin liegarty observes:

The site location criteria for schools and public libraries are
generally almost totally alien. Briefly, public libraries should be
located at or near the !ntrrnection of major thoroughfares. . .

Sichools are normally located in traffic-free residential areas, .

. with the library placed in the renter of the instructional area.

lien Haycock elaborates further on this problem:

Since the use of the public library is voluntary and informal,
it must have a prominent location in a densely populated area. . .

The building must be inviting and highly visible if the library is
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to roroete successfully with private and public recreational pur-
suits. Aa open view of books and people reading and enjoying
themselves enhances the public library situation; it is essential
that the public library be on the ground floor. . .

The school media renter also needs to be at the center of ita
population base. Current trends in education place the media renter
in the middle of the school . . . making a separate outside entrance
almost impossible . . The school itself does not have to attract
clients . . . Most of the students in elementary and secondary
schools are obligated to attend by legislation . There is n9
need for a conspicuous location or main street display windows.

WOolard's survey identifies several other problems related to location,

including the reluctance of adults to use the facility during the school day

for npsycholostcal" reasons or because of students' presence, cramped or

otherwise inadequate physical facilities; inadequate parking for public

patrons; limited hours for adult use; and the inability to communi,ate to the

public that the school library is also the public library.6

CollectioniCirculatinc

Aa obvious problem concerning a combined facility's collection is crosier-

*hip. If the facility were located in a school, the temptation to censor

public materials (at least onronscionoly) would be always present.

Hot only might students br restricted in their borrowing, adult patrons

may also be limited in the quantity or types of materials they may borrow from

combined library. Haycock also examines the circulation problem:

Teachers often find it necessary to put blocks of books on
short term loan such as three days or overnight or even on reserve
for use in the media center only. To interfere with this policy and
procedure would be detrimental to the education of students.
However, what are the rights of the public during those days, weeks
or even months, . . It is reasonable to demand returns from
adults before nine o'clock in the morning an wr du Bums studriab
because the materials are needed during the day? . .

The problems of circulating non-print materials are obvious at
even a cursory glance. Since we lend filmstrips, tapes, loops,
records, and other non-book materials to students in most schools,
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1,, the general pithlte'' In addition, we lend the
nissaic equipas.nt for home listening and viewing it this vs
nr.rr.ley , Is there enough equipment in the schouln to inAude
lions tr. the ,-,amommitv7 Again, tan we demand immediate early
morning retain s- that teachr,. ran use It during the day?

Staffing

Ida Reilov has loar.1 that:

the school iihratian, by vitto of her training and experience, is
familiar utth s.hool problems, teaching aids and materials. The
public librarian is convri.ant with plastic library administration
and stvicled duet: not have the hperiallid training of the school
librarians.

!treatise of the 4 rh.tomy wbith exists in the training of librarians, it may

indeed be dittivillt to fand m prson ..its expertise in working with both

students and publt:. patrons. It there are .evial librarians whose duties are

designated eithe "school" or "public," the governing board(s) must carefully

consider statu% and salary. Problems 4411 arise NWAWSP school personnel are

generally better paid than their onhlii counterparts, even though they may

work fewer week in the year (but not necessarily fewer hnurs)-

STUDIES AND RESEARCH

As muniripal bodies. school administrators, teachers, and librarians

grappled with the problems of libraries, it briame apparent that there was a

need for research, experiments, and discussions about combined libraries. A

number of individuals have attempted to fulfill this need. We will examine

some of the moat important research here,

In 1937, James E. Wert published a early study of public library

branches housed in schools serving both children and adults. Nis method of

evaluating the effectiveness of a combined library was to survey the adults in

the area to determine how many held library cards as well as the source of a
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book they had read to the fast two weeks. Wrrt ieort that tau' luanAh IA-

beery in the school tray novae economical and lust as ellettic, ,s (In isepatat.

branch library and the library patron,ge decreases in ltStAiik

therefore, he admotated "furtive' 1.7watt:ion! of lihrai oN

12 .ins more branches." (bough the survey war. limited I, fu litr,ri., in NI.

1 lo

,slabia.4-

Louis, Missouri and would nut be .41ked "sr ientlis." hv L,14S24. %tablA4111, at

Was an attempt to actually measure the phVIIIHM41M11 anal to vilhil!,h the re.nliN.

The next significant and still idey quoted study NAN leuu by Huth H.

White and published by the AmerAian Assoliation an 1461. ft1V results

were obtained from the questionnaire which she scot to 17,4 pohlra libraries

located in schools. Whit, stir concluded with no reccmmendations, White did

summarize the replies of librarians who worked in combined lacilittes She

found that:

1. Nearly three quarters of the people une5tioned opposed combined
farslities, while the remainder were either uncertain or
cautiously optimistic

2. Professional literature of the previous twenty years was almost
unanimously opposed to the combinations

3. Combined school/publir libraries had been tried more than one
hundred years before as outmoded. The trend was away
from such combinations.

In 1975 Carol Unger resurveyed the libraries identified by White to

determine if any had ceased to exist as combined facilites. She toond that

twenty-five had relocated and were no longer operating as combined librar ea,

thoLsh she found no particular trends to he responsible for the changes.

floweer, Unger did find that the inconvenience of a public library located

within a school accounted for lower adult usage, and that the primary library

patrons were the students who attended classes an that srbool.
14
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In 1977 Wilma Lee Broughton
Woolard attempted to identify as many con-

bined school/public libraries in the Uoited States as possible. Further, she

sought to determine the feasibility and effects on service of such mergers. A
final total of about ISO libraries vas obtained, though fifty-five were

actually used in the survey.

Woolard concluded that under certain conditions and circumstances, school

libraries and public libraries were able to combine to offer viable library

programs. The optimum environment seems to be in communities with tea

thousand residents or less, and which need either a school or public library

sad/or professional staff. 15

One noteworthy research team consists of Canadians L. J. Amoy and R. J.

Smith. Their 1976 study sought to "investigate whether substantial dif-

ferences exist in the attitudes of school libraries and public iihrariana

toward combining school and public libraries."16

One hundred and twelve librarians in the Toronto area who had worked in

either a school or public library (but not a combined facility) responded to

the questionnaire. Amey and Smith concluded that the two groups had sub-

stantial differences of opinion concerning circulation, sharing tasks, and

role perception. Areas of agreement included economy, provision of contro-

versial material and the basic purpose of their libraries. Contrary to

professional literature, geographic location of a combined library in the

community was not found to be a source of concern to either group.

In another interesting attitude study, Esther R. Dyer analyzed panelists'

predictions for tbr next fifteen years about possibilities relating to chil-

dren's services in school and public libraries. Dyer's most penetrating and

disturbing finding was that:
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The highest priorities for both institutions (school and public
libraries' are self- preservation and protection of territory, and
cooperation is an Implicit threat to autonomy. Long a sacred cow of
librarianship, cooperation will not be overtly resisted, but neither
will it be actively pursued unless external forces such as the com-
munity or other funding agenyien foist such a requirement upon these
traditionalist institutions.

Today, not only are individuals responding to the need for further re-

search on combined libraries, government agencies are also becoming involved.

Rather than discussing each state's activities, Wisconsin will serve as an

example.

In Wisconsin, a position paper designed to serve an a guideline wan devel-

oped Jointly by the Bureau of Public and Cooperative Library Services and the

Bureau of School Library Media Programs. The bureaus do not generally ad-

vocate combined libraries, but they acknowledge that these facilites may offer

temporary solutions in some cases, In addition to making recommendations

which address typical library problems (including finances, staff, collec-

tions, and others), these bureaus add the unusual admonition to provide means

for later dividing materials and equipment in the event that the combined

library can be separated.
lii

While acme states write proposals and conduct original research, other

states try to implement the ideas winch others have expressed on paper. Two

examples will illustrate this point.

Elsie Brumback, Director of the Division of Educational Media of North

Carolina, reports that in 1978 a combined school/public library was 'veiled in

very remote Bayboro, North Carolina. A one-room public library, staffed by

volunteers, had been in existence since 1972, and there did not seem to be any

way to improve library service except for a bookmobile which stopped in Bayboro

every two weeks. As the high school was getting a new addition, the school's
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suprtutetWrt huttgebtext that the new library be built to provide service to

troth sittnal and pulatc patv,nb. A hildren's room and community auditorium

4ere miming the phystc41 lacil.tes provided. A director with experience is

school, puhli , and combined iatilittes was hired, along with several other

prnlessional librarians. While combined libraries are not advocated in North

Carla inai hrusback admits that in this particular situation, dedicated local

people have vastly improved the educatienal, informational and cultural pas-

sibilitles in their common ty,24

The ',tate of Hawaii has a highly developed and sophisticated combined

arhomil/publio library system. Organized in 1965 and administered by the

Department of Education, the system's emphasis is on providing equal infor-

mation scrs to all residents of the state. Resources are divided equally

between school-oriented and public- urlented services and programs. Several

professional and paraprofessional staff members are employed at the libraries,

each with expertise in a particular area such as graphics, school, or public

services

Ramarhandran notes that unlike many combined facilities, this system was

designed not to save money, but to spend it wisely. Hawaii's facilities do

not try to do two jobs with insufficient money and personnel. Each facility

is essentially a new entity designed for two purposes, rather than simply a

merger of two standard institutions. 20

After an esaminatioa of the literature detailing actual or supposed

benefits and weaknesses of combined libraries, research studies, policy

statements, and editorials, some conclusions will be drawn about combined

school/public libraries in America today and suggestions made for the future.
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Like all others seriously concerned with ccsibined wait/el/public librarteh,

this author recognizes the intense need for more iesearch and less. theorising.

There is finally some cause for hope in this area, as the impertant studivo by

Wbolard, Amey/Smith and other have all been done since About l975. Additional

topics for further study might include the evaluation of exihting combleed

programs and the opinions of interested groups such as students, tees:hers and

the general public who are patrons of combined taciliters.

From the research which has been done, a body of literature IS beginning

to develop which could be described as peal-ticsl guidelines for rommunities

considering a combined facility. Woolard's study contains lengthy rerommenda-

Lions, and Shirley Aaron has developed a eherk/ist to be used by local plan-

ners. Although a wide range of problems must Always remain: would a combined

library provide services equal to or better than those provided by separate

libraries without sacrificing either the public or the school clientele?

Something which the library profession does not need is more "doom and

gloom" literature listing the many faults and insurmountable problems inherent

in combined facilites. While it may br true that there are few, if any, ideal

combined libraries in existence, It is this author's opinion that there are

also few ideal school or public libraries. This fart, however, does not dis-

courage librarians from striving for perfection in all libraries.

It must also be noted that critics all tan frequently evaluate combined

facilities using the national, state or professional guidelines fur both

school and public libraries which do not take into account the unique problems

and capabilities of these facilities. These guidel!.nes were often written by

urban professionals who do not understand the special rural problems combined

libraries seek to alleviate. Since combined libraries arc not necessarily
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intended to meet the same goals in the same ways as traditional libraries, com-

bined libraries are considered substandard.

It is unlikely that anyone would advocate merging all school and public

libraries, but as we seek to provide library service to areas, usually rural,

which are still totally lacking in library service, a combined facility is a

viable option. One state consultant challenged critics by asking,

"Are you, then, saying that iu our small towns which will never be
big enough to support two good libraries, or get two good
librarians, and which are too spread out for effective system
coordinatiqn, are to be doomed to having two poor libraries,
forever?"

This author predicts that creative people who are earnestly trying to

provide library service to rural populations are on the verge of creating an

entirely new type of library. A combir:d school/public library should not be

seen merely as two separate libraries sharing a building, resources, and

possibly staff members, but 'should be considered as one information center

seeking to meet the educational, recreational, and cultural need of all cone

munity members. This marriage between the various facets of both libraries

enables the two formerly tndavidual entities to function as one whole. Ian

Naelween bead librarian at the Centennial combined facility in Coviitlen,

British Columbia sums up this concept well when be states:

In some ways, the world cohabitation does fit the situation of some
school-housed public libraries. Just as people sometimes "shack up"
to avoid the commitments and responsibilities of legitimate mar-
riage, the school- housed public libsrary, in many cases, especially
our own, has been a sort of trial marriage. Like other trail
marriages, Centennial, and other situations have been entered into
lightly without any long range plans being made. In ...ar case, the
only real obligation is that neither partner ffy walk out without
first serving a one year notice of termination.

The emergence of this entirely new library makes demands upon agencies sot

directly involved in actually planning or operating the facility. Mationsl,
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state, and professional groups must develop new guidelines designed npeci-

licelly to apply to combined facilities. Individuals with expertise in com-

bined facilities should be identified for consulting purposes, and relevant

information should be disseminated in highly visible form to hose who need

it. The curriculum of library schools should be expanded to include training

for those who wish to work in combined libraries; courser must provide in-,

struetion in legal matters per,aining to public institutions as well as infor-

matics relevant to school environments. Certification requirements should

recognize the skills and training needed for managing these special facil-

ities. Architects must be sensitive to the needs of combined facilities in

order to design flexible, useful structures while benefitting from the iris-.

takes discovered in previous building attempts. States may need to change

legislation relating to grants and political boundaties iu cases where these

problems inhibit combined facilities."

Late in 1964, the Advisory Council on Library Development commissioned

Frederic Wei:amen, Associate Professor of the Library School at the. University

of Minnesota to conduct a survey of the state's combined libraries. Mr.

Wessman visited twenty of the twenty-two combined facilities be could ident-

ify, complains a few descriptive statistics based on his visit. All of his

data was used to make extremely negative comments about the combination li-

braties in general. 24 The "study" appears so totally negative and ao strongly

biased that this author believes the "study" was designed to euppurt the

Advisory Council's position, rather than to make any real contribution to the

body of knowledge concerning combined libraries.

It is high time that the library profession and related agencies accept

the existence of combined school/public libraries and acknowledge that under
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grrtAill ..P1M,IAII4Vs thfS provide a vii0i)m option for rural com-

munities i.hih 4/1 net suppit two libraries. Regardless of how determined

NOW ropir might late i" climusite all such libiaries, interest is still high,

rspresalle is small rurat tmmouttles. It would he far better to urge the

marriage of both faillitip% Ireating worthwile and entirely new entity

than to 1stratirr those lacilitirs which have bren simply nhabitating and

thin previding relatively 1 ,,,,, I service. Ennui tumhxnrl iithunl/puhlir library

programs ate not %.m.; to plan, imlmnt, *Andy or evaluate, but nut all

marriages Al's MA1 in liavvn,
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KIDS ARE THE ISSUE: RURAL LIBRARIES AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES

Becky Sheller, Youth Services Librarian
Lewis & Clark Library
Helens, Montana

Thanks to the recent census we know that more people moved out of the

cities and into rural areas the past decade. This was a reversal of a 160

year long trend of rural-to-urban migration.

These esmigrants of the 1970s took with them dreams of a slow pared life

style, less congestion, less pollution, less crime - a dream of more of the

good things in life. Many of these people also took their childret, hoping to

find a good place to raise kids.

Many rural cir .vanities are growing, others remain stable and still others

are dying out. But this sweeping genelalization could have been made about

any rural community in this country anytime during the past 30 years. It does

not mean much, except that as communities rhange one expects library service

to choose too, either for better or for worse.

TIO,*.e years ago television was a new frontier to be explored and li-

braries we nt yet in real competition with it. Today& grade school

children ,er nut known television. Not only is TV very present in

their lives, -s4. also sophisticated video gapes and computers and these kids

are more comfortable with computers than most of their parents.

One can hardly assume that isolated rural young are unaffected or unaware

of these technologies. Up you know of any 10 year old that has never played

wideogames? Are rural public libraries serving the young? Are they meeting

the needs, the wants of children in rural areas? Do librarians even know what

the needs and wants are?
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In this paper an examination of children's library service in rural areas

will be conducted. To do this one mast look at several related factors; the

role of the children's librarian, the role of the director, the role of a

state or regional consultant and the role of other community organizations

that deal with or serve children.

There are problems inhereut Lc rural areas that make library service

difficult, such as isolation, lack of resources, lack of professionally

trained librarians (although a lot of libraries have been operating without

degree bearing librarians and probably will continue to do so).

One of the criteria for defining rural is isolation. People in rural

areas are isolated from one another, from a community, from the services

provided by a community (such as fire and police protection, hospitals and

medical care facilites, and libraries). I do not mean to imply rural areas

lack these services, these services are just further away and not as sophis-

ticated as one finds in an urban environment.

Rural comeunities are also out of the mainstream of academic influences,

so they are probably less aware of some of the current trends of thought. For

example, marketing in libraries seems to be a hot topic now, particularly if

one is familiar with Baltimore County, Maryland. However, it will take

while for marketing idea' to reach small rural libraries through continuing

education or conference workshops.

Besides, people in rural areas tend to he more conservative, less subject

to changing. Things have to be practical, as pragmatism is another character-

istic of rural residents. A Library with a limited budget can hardly experi-

ment with new techniques, so that is best left to larger libraries, who have

the time, money and staff to iron out the kinks.
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In rural ora% people may be further from a public library, or any other

type of library, than 11. a city. For a child this problems is magnified,

becausu it be VT' she e.ttt not sclk or tide a bike to the library, then the

child ii. deiceishq upfm au adolt for a ride, public transportation being non-

raistaot in nos; rural ettlogh. In a study .tone in Seattle in 1972 it was

IOMMI that as distance from the library increased the number of users de-

creased. 1 Seattle is. hardly rural. but obviously distance is 4 factor in

lthary use; irmotness feast public %PrVitt5; is isolation.

This Ali a factor that people pi-oval-ling library service to children in

rural arras must with.

Children's librai ians are often characterized by their creativity, yet

creativity is often the product of bralu-storming. Any librarian in a small

library is less likely to have coulact with other professionals, less likely

to have the chance to exchange ideas and probably less likely to have the time

slotted in the work schedule. In the small library lucky enough to have a

person on the staff in charge of children's services, that person does selec-

tion, programming, outreach, school visitation and probably a multitude of

other things.

Who is responsible for children's services in the small library?

in a small library there are several ways in which children's
services are provided: 1) by a professionally trained children's
librarians with paraprofessional or clerical support staff; (2) by a
professional trained librarian who is the library director and works
in every service areas as needed, but who delegates certain tasks to
paraprofessional staff members on a daily basis; or most commonly
(3) by a libyrian who is not professionally trained and who works
in all areas.

Perhaps now is an appropriate time to define children's librarian as it

will be used for this paper. The "children's librarian" is the person pri-

marily responsible for ch Idren'r services, whether degree hearing or not.
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It is imoortant to have the right sort of person in charge of thrldreu's

services, someone that underi.tands and works well with kid.. Ideally the

designated children's librarian should have J knowledge oi 11114 develomw-rit

and bow to plan and implement programs suitable to the diflrnt ige wimps

bring served. Adults in a rural area, espettally it the area has not experi-

enced a recent growth In population. Are more fussmigneAons than in metropol-

itan areas. However, chi/dirt,. even in rural arras, have drtterent wants,

needs and capabilities. An age difference of a few months can make a big

difference in a child's reading interests or abilities. The children's li-

brarian must he sensitive to All this in order to provide reader's advisory

and rcfprenee services.

According to a LAMA puhlicat on Serving Children In Small Public Li-

braries this Individual should select and weed materials, develop outreach

services. help set goals and carry nut library policy cenverning children and

prepare and mainta:n a children's materials and program budget.3 Excellent

recommendations. but one can not help but wonder how many children's librarians

in small libraries actually do this or how many art' even aware of guidelines

such as this.

Goals of library service for children often include providing children

with a variety of experiences through various media, which will assist with

his or her emotional and intellectual growth.
4

in a small library situation

these may or may not be formally recognized as goals. If a director has time

to produce a policy manual (or the inclination to take time) it might include

goals for children's services and selection criteria; hopefully the prrron

responsible for children's services would have input into this
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Only four states have guidelines and standards for children's services;

they are California, Illinois, Vermont and Virginia. Two states mention

children's services in the general standards, Arizona and North Dakota and

three more states, Idaho, Ohio and Wisconsin, are working on standards. 5
That

leaves forty-one states with out standards for children's services. Perhaps

lack of a good example from the state library or library association and a

lack of guidelines to work from is part of the

have policies.

Shoots indicated that new goals, net

went can be disconcerting to other defter.

mealier library is the absence of burr/scree,

aware of what co-workers are doing and each staff .

helping with children's services during a special

forming duties throughout the library there can be

understanding for the importance of the different

term loosely).

Yet the perception of the importance

reason small libraries do not

in the children's depart-

ie of the beauties of

rsos is more readily

is more likely to be

program. With staff per-

a better appreciation and

departments (to use that

of children's services certainly

differs from library to library, whether large or small, urban or rural. When

budget's are cut, children's services are often the hardest hit. But why is

this?

Obviously there is a lack of commitment to children's services on the

part of the administration. A commonly held belief is that children's ser-

vices is play, therefore anyone can do it.
b

Any professionals, therefore in

children's services can be put to better use elsewhere.

But cutting children's services disporportionately is cutting the li-

brary's throat. A survey done recently indicates that adults, i.e., parents,
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use the library more often when they bring their children to library pro-

stems.
7

Curtailing children's services has an indirect effect on services to

adult, or to the number of adults served.

Something rather alarming came to light in research done for a Ph.D.

dissertation by Margaret lismnel in 1979. She proposed to determine if librar-

ians who exhibit more stri'ing for profeaaio-al recognition and status have

less regard for lower-class or lower-status clients. One of the conclusions

reached wee that, generally, the public librarians who want to succeed profes-

sionally have less concern for children's la other words, children are viewed

as lower-status patrons. It is no wonder then that in libraries with a pro-

fessionally trained director budgets for cildren's services get cut.

If tee children's librarian is not in on the planning and development of

library goals, is not there as an advocate the budget could be cut without a

word of protest. Perhaps the rural libraries are better off without ambitious

young professionals around.

If the children's librarians in rural areas do not play an advocate role,

who should?

Certainly a library director could, and undoubtly often do. But a

director has a multitude of responsibilities and it is only human nature that

energies might be expended elsewhere, i.e., budgeting, fund raising, adult

services.

The role of a state or regional consultant for children's services

becomes important. Not only can a consultant be an advocate, but can serve in

other capacities as well.

"In states with small rural communities, there will always be a need for

professional innovative consultants who will incorporate change and respond to
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trend/4."
9

The consultant can act as an advocate for children's services at

the state level, as well as help children's librarians to be advocates in

their own libraries.

State library agencies traditionally provide staff training, usually to

non-deerre holding librarians true small or rural libraries. Other services

provided by consultants ouclude sponsoring of state-wide summer reading pro-

grams. maintaining 4 juvenile book examinat on center, conducting book review

sesslens, launching publicity campaigns, conducting workshops on programming

flake storytelling, use of AV equipment, drama and crafts).

In stairs with regional library systems, a district consultant performs

the duties similar to a state consultant. Hopefully, these people are in

personal rontait with the librarians they serve more often than the state

consultants, who spend fewer than 11:r days a year with their consultees.1°

In New York State, regional library slatems organized by the cities were

viewed with suspicion and distr..st in rural areas. To combat this meetings

between local and regional staff and trustees were bold to outline some common

goals. The following three goals were cited: collections, facilities and

staff abilities needed improvement. Children's rooms, or corners, were given

a face lift; a team of professional librarians selected 3,500 titles which

arrived at the regional libraries classified and processed; weekly book

reviews were held and included discussion of criteria. From these review

seasions a monthly annotated buying guide was distributed to the libraries.11

Also made available to the rural libraries was Programs for Ch17.dren, an

urban library*. publication suggesting programs for story time by topic or

theme.
12
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It has been found that children nerd or want more readeei eroviaory and

Mal librarians are not always prepared to handle this. Toe regional con-

sonant to the libraries in the Northwest Teiritorities of Canada nitric-a a

three part solution: a list of fiction books by topic, a list of replacement

titles for series fiction and interlibrary loan service to children."

Volunteers are important, especially to a small library. In the chil-

dren's area they can supplement staff and help carry out programing. In

some libraries volunteers produce puppet shows or act out fables and fairy

tales periodically during the year, like at the culmination of r summer

reading program. Other volunteers work on a more regular basis; their duties

can include checking out materials, shelving, repairing materials and equip-

Ma or assisting with story time These volunteers can also help with

special programs, refreshments or help publicise events.

Wbrd-of-mouth is such an important source of conveying information in

small communities, volunteers should be encouraged to spread the word about

library programa. Tice library volunteer, who is only at the lihrry a few

hours a month, can likely have more contact with the public in g. ral than

thr librarian who works full-time.

Serving Children in Small public Libraries lists three recommendations

for effective volunteer programs:

1. They are adequately trained to perform the tasks assigned.
2. Everyone is aware of their working schedule and that the vol-

unteers feel committed to that schedule.
3. There is some type of compensation - praise, certificate,

recognition - for the work and time they are giving to the
library.

Volunteers, like other staff members, need to feel they are a vital, contri-

buting member of the organization.
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Volunteers could be encouraged in other ways, too. For example in New

York State, the assembly proposed to reward library volunteers with tan

credits. For 150 hours of volunteer work, a $150 tax credit would be given. 15

It would be nice if more states followed New York's lead.

An often over looked group of potential volunteers are teenagerz. One con-

sultant cautioned that they do not like routine things, like shelving books,

but many of them can run film projectors and might be willing to show movies

to children,. Young adults could also assist in story time, puppet shove or

other creative ventures.

In Tennessee the state government recognized volunteer work as experience

when applicants are evaluated for employment.
16

Thia could benefit both

younger and older vol" Ors, especially if other states adopted this option.

4nother role to be considered, in fact several roles, are other agencies

and organizations dealing with children. What is the role of the library and

the school?, the library and tie day care center?, the library sZ children's

organizations?

It depends, of course, on the size and number of staff, tae gels and

resources of O._ library, particularly in the children's department. it is

not the purpose of this paper to examine in detail cooperative services, but a

cursory look is in order.

The merits of cooperation between the public school and the public li-

brary is one of the oldest, and judging from the literature, viable areas of

cooperation. Suffice it to say that cooperation works in some cases and not

in others.*

*Nee Ann Wilson's article on public-school libraries in this issue of Rural

Libraries.
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for example, in Frankfort, Illinois the public library and one public

school share a librarian. 'Frankfort is a rural area experiencing rapid sub-

urban growth. Bey Weiss reported in Illinois Libraries that she is able to

better facilitate interlibrary loans from the public to the school library,

helped anticipate requests by teachers and provided a greater opportunity to

meet with young people in the area. Plus a familiar face at the public

library makes it leas forbiding, she contends."

Another type of cooperation between the school and the public library is

found in Basin, Wyoming. The school district does not have the funds, nor the

space, to provide a library for grade school students, so the classes visit

the public library onre or twice a month, hear a story and check out books.

On library visitation day a lot of kids show up at the library after school

to check out a reco-i or look at something they just did not have time to

examine earlier. Admittedly this is a poor substitute for a school library,

but it is better than having no library service at all.

Cooperation with day care renters is another task often assumed by

librarians, again depending on size of staff and objectives. Libraries work

with day care centers by providing picture books, doing flannel board stories

or by having the children visit +be library. Day care people (and teachers)

are also invited to storytelling workshops in the library.

Rural libraries also meet the needs at boys' and girls' organirationa,

such as the Girl Scouts, Campfire Boys or the 4-H Club. The cooperation can

be nothing more than a tour of the library - which even the smallest library

does, to having a Girl Scout volunteer in the library, or by providing fur a

4-R display.
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The slat ur 'A04.1141 t$msultant plays a vital role in the cooperative

process. A conaultant helps stimulate cooperation between libraries, works

with ether state agencies voncorned with all aspects of child welf-ir and work

with people on the state level who are responsible for school lih-ary service.

At the begiuning of this paper some nt the disadvantages of library

s,rwity in rural oreas were listed, but now some of the advantages should be

cited. Utile many rural libraries are inadequately funded, many more are well

lissome& tin suspects that rural libraries that have relied only upon loyal

resources arc probably more secure now than urban or suburban libraries that

have depended on ISCA funds or other federal grants to provide programming and

services. As the population continues to shift from urban to rural areas, an

erroding tax hose will further hamper the city library.

While the 'taxation in population dors cause probt is, it will also aid

the twat communities, and be library. For example i Wyoming six counties

have tad new libraries built within the past five years - Albany, Carbon,

Sweetwater, Fremont, Campbell and Lincoln. With the exception of Albany

County these counties underwent a rapid growth in population due to an in-

crease in mining. The tax base was expanded in these counties, allowing for

an expansion in county services, including the public library. During this

time period the University of Wyoming in Laramie also grew, accounting in

part for the new library in Albany County, and an addition to the UW library.

A majority of the people leaving urban areas are white and middle-class,

the traditional library users. So the cities are loosing the primary patrons

and the country side is gaining them. These newcomers, with sophiatacted

library expectations, make demands on the rural library; demands the locals,
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Including the librarians, never considered. While adult emmigrants ha..' other

expectations, their children do tne.

If the library in Metrupplis has toys. Kmots 41,4 tft..X.1 f .11141

microcomputers, the child will expert three t.4181 thing.. /8 the kivecsili Li-

brary. Obviously not all small lihratieN /.18 Affol4 noilolompot),, hot

children will expect more than hooks.

Another feature of the small town Ah the friendly, informal thannel or

communication which exists to the advantage of the Ithrary. It is easier lor

the children's librarian in know patrons and there parents; there are few to

know. Scull towns also have a homogeneous quality. These two lactnrs make it

easier for librarians to assess their rlients nerds, to h atdAre of community

issues and to become invulved in an organization or Nervy on a committer.

A children's librarian involved in an erganization for personal reasons

still represents the library and more importantly can rind out what parents in

the group are concerned with or interested in and ran use this information to

better serve parents and children.

The children'a librarian might be a parent. HAS or her chrld provide' a

source of contact with other children and other parents.

It is worthwile to reiterate the lack of a buresuezacy in the smaller

libraries. Channels of communication are informal, everyone knows what every-

one else is doing (another characteristic DI small towns), and tnoierariun

from everyone on the staff is necess.iry to keep the library running. In small

libraries everyone is an important member of the team and perhaps the only

member,

Anyone who has recently done a literature search realizes that there is

very little being written about libraries in rural areas. Extept for the
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Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship no other academic institution is

examining rural library service routinely.

As Marilyn Shonte pointed out in Top of the Newt recently, very little

research has been done on service to children in public libraries. Many doc-

toral disseratationa have been conducted on children's literature, but not

nearly enough research has been done on the various aspects of children's

library service.
10

Couple this with the lack of reseach done on rural libraries and it is

clear that library service to children in rural areas needs to be enamined.

Some information is available, but one must hunt for it, too drawing fur-

ther conclusions about service to children xn rural areas is difficult.

Rural libraries are not as alike as peas in a pod - they may or may not

be readily distinguishable from the other vegetables in the library garden,

to continue with the metaphore. Some libraries have new buildings and are

well staffed; other are small, one room operations run by dedicated volun-

teers. Library service to children varies widely in the different types of

libraries by the physical nature of the library itself.

Just as libraries are different, an are librarians. An demonstrated

previously some hold an MLS degree, others have some training or background

while other are the only ones working in the library. The amount of training

the children's librarian has, the resources avaiable, the individual's cre-

ativity and the support received from co- workers and associates all play a

part in determining the librarian's effectiveness.

As illustrated the attitude of the library director is a factor in

children's library service in a small library, or 1R a large r6e. If the

director recognizes the importance of children's services, the program will be
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fended sod the children's librarian rewarded. The director serves as the

library's representative to the community and in this capacity can "talk up"

children's services, as well as other services.

Patrick M. O'Brien, director of the Columbus and Franklin County library

system, offered a wonderful, insightful thought to children's librarians:

The public library is one of the few (it may even be the only)
institutions left in this country where a child can still get one -
to -one professional help free and without question. Every other
institution I can think of, from museums to schools to counseling
agencies, Orals only with children in organised groups or by ap-
pointment.

It is too bad O'Brien's attitude is not shared by more directors.

As a final note I will add that children's services in rural areas needs

More attention. I know there are children in rural areas being served by

public and school libraries, and children who are not. Yet there is not

enough material VI draw more concrete conclusions about who is being served,

by whom and whet the service is like.

Nor are we as librarians really aware of all problems of serving the

rural young; one can assume some of their information needs are similar to

adult patrons, yet they have their own unique needs and wants different than

those of kids living in metropolitan and suburban areas.

I suppose it is not good form to end a paper with an unanswered question

but after reading, thinking, writing and reviewing my own experiences on the

topic I can only conclude that we really do not know the statue of tlildren's

service in rural libraries An this country, or even in geographicel regions of

tls country. I think it is something that merits more attention.
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SELECTING AND 'SELLING' YOUR BOOKS

Jane Broeksait, Librarian
Dwight, Illinois Public Library

Walk one block to work, past the house with the Doberman pinscher in the

window, past the fire station, and up the sidewalk to the Dwight Public Library.

Unlock the front door, unlock and unload the outside backdrop, (morning papers,

the mail, fifteen slippery plastic-covered batiks and one gum wrapper). Put

books on the library counter, turn up the thermostat, and turn on the lights.

Could the discussion of how to define the small library be ended by stating

that a small library is one in which the librarian turns on the lights and

controls the thermostat?

A good library, large or small, improves the life of a community; bat a

good library is essential to the cultural life of a small town. Generally a

small town's cultural life revolves around the high school's calendar of school

playa, band concerts, and Bit shows. There are no bookstores. only the paper-

back racks at the drug store, the bus depot, and the grocery store. BETTY

CROCKER'S COOKBOOK is the only hardback book for sale in town.

Ott of the endless questionnaires that flood our desks asked: "What is

your philosophy of librarianship?" Although I did not answer it, the question

has haunted me ever since because I feared I did not have one. Does the con-

cept of enriching the cultural life of the small town by running the library

like a good bookstore qualify' Does the trick that you are trying to sell

rather than lend books count?
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A good bookstore is mainly books, attractively displayed, representing

wide range of interests and reading tastes. The atmosphere invites browsing

and the sales staff is informed and pleasant. The book buyer knows his cus-

tomers aid tries to bring them together while preserving some semblance of

his own standards and his own philosophy of bookmanship. This kind of bock-

store has not entirely disappeared in today's mass - marketing world.

A small library can be the equivalent of 4. good bookstore. The stratagem

is to use a wide range of book selection sources while keeping in mind readers'

interests, community issues, and national concerns.

Over a period of time one selects his own trusted sources. The following

are my stable of advisors.

I. KIR= REVIEW, because their reviews are critical and witty and,

though often devastating, fun to read. Sometimes the book which they

dismiss with "a trite predictable plot; bilgewater but bouncy; saccharine

prose; thin and tawdry, brainless, endless but harmless" becomes a fast-

moving title at the library. Their non-fiction reviews are thoughtful

and helpful. I do not sense that KIR= REVIEW is an arm of the pub-

lishing industry.

2. BOOKLIST, in contrast, is safe and sane and covers a wide range of

subjects. I do not remember reading a review of a book about auto body

painting in RIMS. A few years ago a graphic design firm vitalized

their format making it attractive to read. Their magazine covers are a

joy to behold.

3. THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW is essential: thoughtful reviews,

Best Sellers with one sentence summaries after the title, "And Bear in

Mind. . . other recent books, that in the opinion of the Book Review

-2-
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staff, are of particular literary, topical or scholarly interest." Full

page advertisements for what publishers hope will become blockbusters or

master- pieces abound.

4. The book sections of Chicago newspapers, though surely of a second

city caliber, are also required reading because library users read them

and because they cover books of local interest. Mike Royko's SEZ WHO?

SEX ME makes no ripple in -2.w York but is in the middle of the current

Chicago Best Sellers list.

5. TIME and NEWSWEEK usually devote two or three pages to books. TIME'S

EDITORS' CHOICE list helps sort out the wheat from the chaff. I am par-

tial to the NEWSWEEK reviews for their straightforward analysis and com-

passionate tone. Their yearly Christmas round-up of children's books is

always excellent and the Christmas review of the big and beautiful books

is a good source of memorial books for the library.

6. CHANGING TINES includes a BOOKSHELF column every other month, mainly

paperbacks covering many topics. Here you can find out about books such

as THE INFORMATION ACE SOURCEBOOK, "Information the authors have culled

from more than 550 pamphlets and brochures prepared by the federal gov-

ernment agencies and Cooperative Extension Services of the Northest."

7. PEOPLE'S Picks and Pans gives some space to books after the "Tube"

and "Screen" reviews. Often these short reviews reinforce a decision

already made or give one courage to take a plunge.

8. OTHER PERIODICALS: flip through as many as you can. New books on

the outdoors, hunting and fishing are covered in OUTDOORE LIFE and SPORTS

MELD. Do not forget the bunters and fishermen; maybe the remon they

don't use the library more often is because there are few books of inter-



est to them. Many of the women's magazines have book columns. Almost

all periodical can be used as book-ordering tools.

The amount of information available is almost endless. Select your fa-

vorite sources and browse through the others.

It is important to keep up with the job of book selection. Nothing is

more deadly than reeling through four KIM'S REVIEWS and two BOOXLISTS in an

afternoon. The frenzy of that kind of reading is reflected in the book order.

If you do your reading when you are tired nothing looks very interesting. It

is best to do some book ordering each week even if you have to do it in your

living room or on a Sunday morning at the kitchen table with a cup of coffee.

Then as you read a review or sq ad for a book you will say, "ahh, here's a

blockbuster for Sparrow, as espionage for Duncan, a book about native grasses

for Battle, an English mystery for Hare, and a straightforward detective story

for Foote, who detests English mysteries, and here's one tame enough for Miss

Snow, and here's one just because we want to be a good library."

Another great source of ideas is the bookstore itself. Here one can

actually look at the book as well as discover titles not mentioned in any

reviewing source. Is some cases, bookstores are the only source of certain

titles. That is where we found A TREASURY OF THE FAMILIAR edited by Ralph L.

Woods with everything f.im Socrates to Edgar Guest and THE FAMILY BODE OF BEST

LOVED POEMS which circulates more often than THE OXFORD BOOR OF AMERICAN VERSE.

When using bookstores as bunting grounds it's only fair to spend some of your

library dollars there.

And last, but not least, perhaps more than any other, the small library

appreciates the services of a good library system. With their help one can

complete a Ph.D. dissertation, teach himself advanced wiring techinques or read
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through the complete works of Rex Stout. The local library can offer three

months of an experimental novel and provide controversial fare without fear of

flying. When system boot is especially well received or helpful it can be

ordered for your own collection. The joy of living in a small town is dra-
_

motically increased by library system services.

Several other guidelines are necessary for creating a bookstore-library.

Keep an enticing assortment of books as visible as possible. Coupider the job

of straightening the shelves and arranging the magazines as important as

tidying up your living room before a party. Magazine displays in airport and

newsstand racks are as attractive and impeccable as the fruit an4 vegetable

displays at good markets. Display and order matters; display and order sells.

seep library rules and regulations to a minimum. After an especially

busy day at the library I told a friend I thought we ought to start handing

out numbers the way they do at a bakery.

"No," he wailed. "Don't ever do that! People don't mind milling around

the check -out counter. I used to spend two or three evenings a week in a big

city library. They had newspapers from everywhere, a whole roomful of period-

icals, and every kind of book you can imagine. It was my home away from home

until they started piling on a million rules. . . check the paper out here,

the book there, a pink slip for this, a green one for that. I never go there

anymore."

The moral of this story is: beware of running your library for the

convenience and efficiency of the staff!.

Closing tine at the library where I once lived was announced by the tip-

toed approach of a uniformed guard who dimmed the lights ten minutes before

the doors were locked. In our small library we announce "Were about to close
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mow." Then we straighten up the magasines, turn down the thermostat, turn out

the lights and lock our own front door. .and pray that the Doberman pinscher

is locked up.
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NICROCCAPUTERS AND MEDIA SPECIALISTS:
THE CHANGING ROLE

K. N. Fullerton, Media Specialist
Salford County Public Schools
Bel Air, MarylaLd

With the introduction of microcomputers in the classroom, the role of the

school library media specialist takes on another dimension. Today's school

media specialist is a teacher in the broadest sense of the term--in training,

in certification, in attitude, in function and in commitment. He or she hat a

responsibility to other teachers to effectively introduce the microcomputer a:

a learning tool, and to assist and advise educators in the many uses of comr-

puters and computer materials.

Training teachers to use the microcomputer can be as simple as showing an

individual teacher the correct way to load a disk into the disk drive, or as

complex as a forms/ program presented to an entire faculty. The Harford County

Public Schools in Harford County, Maryland, put their secondary school li-

brarians through a series of in-service meetings designed to make them pro-

ficient on the computer, thereby becoming the resident resource people, or

"experts" in each school. The school media specialists who is trained in

media production and is used to handling .-'W equipment and instructional

materials becomes the natural choke to handle the school's microcomputers, as

well.

As a resource person, the first thing you will have to deal with will be

the pervading attitudes of the teachers on your staff. Despite technological

rdvances, the most common attitude toward using computers in the classroom is

t'ar. "I don't know a thing about them. . .I'm scared to touch them" is

frequently heard. Your ability to display a calm proficiency, and your BUJ-
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tulle in treating microcomputers as simply another form of instructional media

will alleviate this somewhat.

Presentation of lesson ideas that utilize microcomputers during depart-

ment meetings, for example, is one way to capture interest in the computers

and reduce fears at the same time. Media specialists should be prepared to

spend tine takina one or two teachers through the ropes to familiarize them

with the basics of operating the computer. Direct hands-on experience, given

with, guidance, is the best method to dispel fear. A reading specialist, for

example, after receiving this "hands-on" int.oduction to the Apple II with his

librarian, went on to use the Apple II Tutorials, a series of eight lessons

designed to teach the fuelmentals of computer language and operations. He is

now successfully using Apple II software to enhance his remedial reading pro-

gram.

In addition to hesitation and fear, you might also have to convince

skeptical educators of the merits of the microcomputer as a teaching/learning

vehicle. Some teachers may view computer-based e.cation as simply an exten-

sion of the video-game craze, or worse, as bringing a "penny arcade" atmo-

sphere into their classroom.

The Minnesota Educational Consortium on Computers (MCC) recommends sin

basic instructional uses of the computer which can be applied to any subject

area:

I. Drill and practice: useful in reviewing previously learned ma-

terial; CAA tailor instruction to an individual student and provide a

detailed education of student progress.

2. Tutorial: can introduce a new concept and allow students to pro-

gress through new material at their own rate.
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3. Simulation: can approximate real or imaginary events; allows

students to have a simulated "hands-op" experience.

4. Materials Generation: helpful expecially for teachers to produce

worksheets, dittos, answer keys, puzzles, and other materials.

5. Educational games: can present facts in new ways; can review mater-

ial in imaginative methods.

6. Problem solving: can provide rapid and accurate calculations.

The school media specialist needs to become familiar with these six ways

utilize computers in the classroom. More importantly, though, you need.to

be able to relate specific software packages that demonstrate these methods of

instruction. for example, Three Mile island is a computer program that simu-

lates the activities of a nuclear reactor and it used in upper level science

classes. Vocahular Builder 1 and 11 are two software packages designed for

drill and practice for the verbal section of the SAT.

For many media personnel, learning about computers may require additioaal

education. But every media specialist can now begin to survey the literature

to become familiar with computer programs. Booklist, for example, has re-

cently added a column reviewing such programs. Knowing what is available- -and

how to use it--are the primary steps to assisting teachers to utilize this

valuable learning tool.

A third attitude a titdia specialist might encounter is a somewhat sur-

prising one: just because it is a computer program, it's better than any

other form of media. Many educators in their eager search for computer soft-

ware fail to carefully evaluate what is available on the market. Media

Specialists, trained in good selection principles can provide valuable leader-

ship and support in this area. Selection policies cover all forms of media,
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including computer programs. Evaluate each program carefully in terms of

format, content, price, and level of difficulty. Ask yourself these ques-

tions: Does the program package contain clear, concise documentation? Does

the program make good use of the computer's gra.dhics? Is the program an

appropriate instructional use of the computer? Could the information be

presented better in another form of media?

Many media specialists make the initial mistake of duplicating informa-

tion found in filmstrips and media kits already housed in their collection.

Remember, the content of computer software should reflect and enhance the

school's curriculum; format is secondary consideration.

In addition to attitudes, the school media specialist will be expected to

deal with the computer hardware itself. Many times the librarian is the only

per-on in your building with education and experience in the organization and

operation of audio-visual equipment. Therefore, teachers will expect--and

need--your guidance and assistance in setting up computers in their class-

rooms. This may involve in some situations moving the computers, setting -up

the terminals, adjusting the monitor and loading the actual program into the

computer's memory. In other situations, you mai have to organize a computer

"center"--often within the media center itself--where the computers stay

permanently. The media specialist in this instance may have to monitor the

groups tha.. utilize the center, the materials housed in it, and it's main-

tenance and care.

Whether one microcomputer or several arrive in a school building, the

role of the school library media spec;,lists will certainly change in many

ways. The library media specialist can expect become an instrumental force

in introducing the microcomputer- -its capabilities, operations, and programs to
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fellow teachers and students. Educating teachers on the merits and methods of

computer-based education, as well as organising and handling the hardware will

simply become another portion of the librarian's role as a resource person.

Selection of library materiais will include computer programs in addition to

other forma of media. Becoming an integral part of this computer-based educa-

tion is not easy, but soon will be an additional facet to the most important

responsibility any school media specialist already has, and that is to work

directly with other teachers to facilitate and expedite their teaching and to

work with students to effectua.,e and enhance their learning.
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REGIONAL REPORTS

With this issue of RURAL LIBRARIES we introduce a new feature, REGIONAL

REPORTS. Librarians from around the country have submitted reports of pro-

jects and services that have Lieeu successful. This forum for the exchange of

ideas will, hopefully, become a regular part of this publication and we look

forward to hearing from more of you in the future.

-Editor-

-Library Aids the Deaf -

The Watertown South Dakota Lions Club donated a device to the Watertown

Regional Library that helps many area residents reach out and touch someone,

according to flargkry A. Tauber, director of the regional library.

The device is known as a TDD--telecommunicatioos device for thL deaf - -and

allows the deaf to communicate by telephone. The person checking out the 1110

can use it with his own telephone. The messages are typed out and receiving

units are used to decode the sound signals at the other end of the line. The

local Lions Club provided the TOO to the Library for deaf patrons to check

eat. The TEO* are in limited supply, and :ostly--about $600 each.

Of all the audio -visas equipment the library has obtained through the

years, this is the most unity, and an item which is greatly appreciated,

Tauber said. Through newspaper articles, and word-of-mouth, the TOO is

getting good circulation and has been a great addition to services at the

Watertown Regional Library.
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The same library district offered patrons the chance to learn about the

computer age during the summer of 1983. The school district loaned the li-

brary two Commodore PET 4032 microcomputers for the summer. With the com-

puters were instruction books, workbooks and program cassettes to help anyone

learn the fundamentals of operating a computer. Patrons were also encouraged

to bring cassettes and write their own programs. Tauber's staff reported the

computers were in use about 90 percent of the time.

-Medical Library 'Reaches Out', Too-

Access to information for health professionals in rura] areas is a major

concern of the medical field, according to Debbie Retchell, Savitt Medical

Library, University of Nevada, Reno. As a result, the Outreach Services

program of Savitt Medical Library was created to provide rural practitioners

with the same information available to their urban counterparts. Rural health

professionals now five the same access to the latest developments in patient

care, research, continuing education and health services planning.

This program 1,egan in April 1982 and is sapported in part by contribu-

tions from state physicians to the American Medical Association's Education

and Research Foundaticu. The program offers direct access at little or no

cost to health care professionals who work in Nevada and on California's

eastern slope of the Sierra mountains. Those taking advantage of the program

include physicians, assistants, nurses, hospital staff, health department

personnel and fourth-year medical students on rural clerkships. Services

provided are document delivery, reference, and library development. In od-

dities to serving as a backup resource for materials, Savitt Library provides

personnel backup to hospital librarians by serving as the "buddy" for new on-
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line searchers by jointly presenting DEMME demonstrations and other workshops

to hospital staff.

A computer-generated health sciences audio-visuals list is also being

developed for the outreach territory with assistance from the systems office,

Ketchell said. Furthermore, Outreach Services acts as the liaison for the

library to the School of Medicine's community-based clinical departments.

-Ohalaboma: Rural Library Status-

According to Blanc Dessy, consultant, Oklahoe5 Department of Libraries,

over 914 of the public libraries in Oklahoma may be classified as rural, using

the definition of a service area population of 25,000 or less. Of these li-

braries, there are two types: those who have joined together into consoli-

dated multi-county library systems and those who have remained unaffiliated

with any larger unit of service.

Because Oklahoma's multi-county library systems (of which there are six)

are supported by a levy of 1-4 mils on assessed property values, the rural

libraries in these systems have progressed at faster rate than would have

happened otherwise. Newer and improved library collections, more staff,

longer hours or service, and programming are only a few of the many improve-

ments made by libraries in systems. In addition, there is generally a back-up

reference service whereby the smaller rural libraries can refer a query to the

system headquarters library for answering. Also each multi-county library

system provides an outreach service for rural residents, with either books -by-

mail or bookmobile service.

Those rural public libraries which are unaffiliated with multi-county

systems continue to experience the problems ,fhich are common to many li-

braries-tentative and/or inadequate funding, few staff, rapidly aging collec-
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tuns., limited services, and no larger library structure in which to seek

assistance, (except for the statewide interlibrary loan service and toll free

WATS line to the state library.) Another problem for many of Oklahoma's rural

libraries is t:ile geographic distances involved in travel which makes atten-

dance at worashopa, conferences, and other events difficult.

Due to some of the inherent problems of Oklahoma's rural libraries, both

those in systems and those unaffiliated, the albino's Department of Libraries

(the state library) provides many services and grant opportunities in addition

to its state aid grant program, interlibrary 'can 'ervice, and Loll free

telephone number. A staff of nine librarians plus support staff in the

Library Services Branch provide information and consultant service and grant

opportunities for rural as well as urban libraries.

For example, publications include a monthly adult programs newsletter, a

bimonthly annotated bibliography of quality children's books, available li-

brary education listings, an annual diaectory of public libraries and statis-

tics, and a film catalog detailing the state library's film collection

available for loan. Some recent grant opportunities for rural libraries have

included sbared acquisition and cooperation projects, construction grants

(LSCA Title II), library school scholarships and cootinuiug education .ranta,

a shared library director's project, reference collection development grants,

juvenile collection development grants and adult programming seed money

grants. Also available are traveling adult program exhibits and manuals, a

juvenile evaluation center comprised of both new and the best in children's

literature, so annual ststewide summer reading program, on -going workshops and

seminaas, and a comprehensive library and information sciences collection.

-
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Perhaps the one project which has created the greatest interest and which

may possess the greatest potential for rural libraries is the performance

measure project currently underway. Developed to create new state public

library standards by spans of performance (output) measures, th measures

project is also generating new and exciting local data for public libraries in

Oklahoma. Eventually, every public library in Oklahoma will have completed

the series of performance measures which will not only refresh state standards

data, but whirl! can also he used by public libraries to plan for increased

library responsiveness to their communities. This is particularly applicable

to rural libraries which have no consistent history of comprehensive planning

for library services, liessy said.

in summation, rural libraries in Oklahoma are much like rural libraries

elsewhere; the ;problems exist, of course, but the potential of Oklahoma's

rural libraries is limited only by the imagination, seal, and efforts of the

rural librarians themselves.

Adult Literacy Service: A Foreshadowing

of Sweeping Change for the Kentucky Library

The Field Service Division of the Kentucky Department for Libraries and

Archives used LSCA money t, initiate an Adult Literary Service Program through

public libraries.

Pilot projects started two yerrs ago in Kentucky River Regional Library

Development District and the N rthtrn Kentucky Regional Library DD, Don

Amburgey and Phil Carrico, Regional Librarians respectively.

The IL:nti.cky River Region being located in rural East Kentucky, the

Appalachian heartland, served as a zpotlight focusing upon the compelling need

for adults and high school drop-outs to learn to read.
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Our program was called ALERT: signifying warning, danger and commanding

one to stop and reflect upon just what it means to be unable to read, write or

do math even at a fifth grade level.

The need was aprarent. Many courthouses hold mineral deeds signed by an

x, bankers reported that many checks today require witnesses on endorsement

and numbers of high school graduates wanted to join ALERT to learn to read.

These facts were documented. Laubach Literacy Action, Syracuse, N.Y., re-

ported 20% of adults nationally were functionally illiterate while the ARC

(Appalachia Regional Commission) office in Washington, D.C., reported the

figure at over 30% for Appalachia. And locally at leant 30% remained unreg-

istered at the public library.

To start the programs all public library and bookmobile employees as well

en all Boards of Trusters in the eight-county region committed themsleves to

this experimental project. The regional Icararian and the regional literacy

co-ordinator, Lois Gross, held exploratory discussions with all newsiaper

editors, radio and T.Y. station mangers and those boards of education which

were receptive to the idea. Backing was granted. Later contacts secured

support from all social service agencies, governmental agencies, key indi-

viduals, volunteer tutors and even prospective adult students. The program

got underway at well publicized open meetings held every Friday night in

libraries.

One major goal was to bring to the adult non-reader the blessings of

literacy which is like giving sight to the blind. It is s shock to the non-

reader to suddenly open to them the world of the printed page. Learning the

English language beginning at zero level is for a non-reader what learning

Russian is to a literate person.
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Farther down the road the libraries would gain new readers.

Lois uses the Lauhach way of learning to read employing the principle of

each one Leach one. The ratio of tutors to students is one-to-one. Lessons

are scheduled between tutor and student where the student feels most comfort-

able. Sensitive adults elect to be taught at home for one hour per week plus

homework. Others elect convenient places of study like the library, church or

community center.

The grapevine is now coming to our aid in public relations. An adult

student learning to read is better ail: rn identify others of his or her kind.

This is a gnod way to spread the word regarding the program.

Lois Gross, co-ordinator, ever and always inspires her tutors at work-

shops in teaching the Laubach method reading. She does the same for students

in direct conversation. They both are made to feel that there is love and

compassion felt for them. Most always these emotions are reciprocal. Without

this kind of rapport, a program of this nature does not survive. Society has

already turned off the adult student once. Success requires a pervasive,

compassionate presence.

During the past two years, this has resulted in some 1,500 people totally

committed to volunteer teaching and learning. We have to date enrolled 700

tutors, 700 students and 100 recruiters from various walks of life. Re-

cruiters are bankers, library Tersonnel, staff of health and welfare agencies,

human resources, agencies having to do with hard-core unemployed, economic

development districts, hoards of education and others.

Adults give varied reasons for desiring to learn to read and write. The

following ones are representative: to get or regain a lost job as grocery

store clerk, to be a waitress or automobile mechanic, to get into vocational
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school or a GED class, read the Bible, newspaper, personal letter, endorse

checks, shop at supermarkets, fill out job applications, evire operators

license and finally to be able to reed books from the library.

We recently visited all large coal mining offices to personally sell the

idea to personnel and safety directors. Their attitude was highly positive

and they appeared to have been expeczing us. They have some miners in nerd of

learning to read and others in saint ;lance work who need to be able to read

their service manuals. In addition to the obvious personal benefits, this

helps protect the employer against insurance liability.

Some of our literacy students are now registered at the public libraries,

checking out their own books and enjoying having reached onr goal in their

personal life: learning to read and write including some basic arithmetic

through fifth grade level. Our program is designed to do Nay this basic job.

Then they are referred to other higher programs of learning if they so choose.

In our region, this process is tending to democratize library service by

registering for the first time those outside mainstream America.

The school, the library and mainstream society must all work to eradicate

functional illiteracy in the U.S. This figure currently stands at 25,000,000

people.

The issue has been enjoined and from the battle there can be no retreat!

750
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CALENDAR PROMOTES READING AND THE RURAL LIBRARY

Joanne M. Riley, Public Information Officer
Corn Bel' Abrary System
Normal, Illinois

As a major Public Relations effort this past fa.l, our library system

produced the Corn Belt Library System Family Calendar 1983. Its purpose is

not pay to promote family reading and to attract more patrons into the li-

brary on u regular basis, but also to provide member libraries, most of them

small and rural, with a twelve-month set of ideas and resources for progra's,

displays, story hours and the like.

To make our calendar different from the large number of others available,

we decided to include dates of community and cultural events as well as dates

of library activities. Each library in the System received a sheet early in

September asking for next year's dates for both library and conformity hap-

penings and celhrations. Although some had trouble getting firm dates a year

in advance (my absolute deadline for collecting materials was October 15),

most towns have annual fairs, sales and activities and at least a 'ball-park'

date like "the last weekend in September" could be provided. Music, art and

drama departments of our two universities were also contactee as were art

associations, drama groups and other non-profit organizations in the System's

service area. The response was generally good and almost every library coar

amity is represented.

I used Chases' Calendar of Annual Events (with the editor's permission)

to find dates for library or book related anniversaries or far other events
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that might lead to display and program ideas. I also consulted Gale's Literary

Calendar from several years ago (it is no longer printed annually) for famous

authors' birthdays. We used about six authors earn month, highlighting par-

ticularly Illinois authors and authors well knows generally.

To illustrate ...he calendar, we used pictures of children in library

situations. One 5" X 7" photograph was used for each month and eleven li-

braries were represented. The cover photograph is of a little girl holding up

a treasure chest that she had just discovered at a 'treasure hunt' story hour.

We used the slogan, "0.1- greatest treasure is ra:13 other," to go along with

the picture and the family theme.

To further encourage family reading, we selected a 'family read-together

theme' for each month and included a brief bibliography of fiction and non-

fiction books and their call numbers that families could enjoy together. We

tried to tie thr theme to the month somehow. For example January's theme was

'Fairytale and Fantasy' since a great many fairtale and fantasy authors are

born during that month.

Information from the Illinois Bureau of Tourism was used throughout the

calendar to suggest family trips and passible tours within and near the Corn

Belt Library System service area. Tours of the Maple Sugar Plant in Funks

Grove were scheduled by several libraries for spring. Zoos are included in

May coinciding with the 'Animals' theme. The Lincoln home in Springfield and

the David Davis mansion in Bloomington are suggested during August as examples

of how 'Famous Families' lived.

On the final double page of the calendar, we included information about

the System itself: interlibrary loan procedures, the variety of materials

available to patrons and a hot of member libraries where a patron's card is
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good. On the bottom of the page we printed a coupon that patrons could fill

in with ideas for themes, reading suggestions, other items they would like to

see included in a calendar of this type and general impressions. We printed

4,000 calendars in the first run and sent them to member libraries to distri-

bute free of charge to patrons.

The response so fa- has been favorable. Hopefully the calendar really

will encourage more parents to spend more time reading to their children and

taking them t., the library. Hopefully al.u, it will provide a continuous

resource for libraries themselves, "Our greatest treasure is each other" is

obviously true of the family unit, but it is also true of the larger inter-

change that takes place in and through the local public library.
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COMMUNICATIONS, THE FUTURE, AND THE RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARY

Sheryl Bish, Coordinator of Children's Services
jefferson County Library System
Brookville, Pennsyl:ania

There is no longer any doubt that society in the decade of the 1980s is

well on its way to establishing the basis for an "information age," a tech-

nical, economic, and social revolution as far reaching to society as the

previous industrial revolution.

E. B. Parker sees this transition from an industrial society to an infor-

mation society as featuring information processing dominating industrial

production AS a labor activity) He goes on to predict that future economic

gains will be made through the information sector rather than the production

sector, and that governments in the long run have more to gain from investment

in improved information processing than from further investment in industrial

productivity. Daniel Bell uses the term "post-industrial society" to refer to

a fanging social structure, one characteristic of which is the evolution from

a goods-producing economy to one that is service-oriented.
2

In his study,

employment in service activities increased sixty percent during the 1960s in

comparison to less than ten percent in the goods-producing industries. H. D.

Forst has found that between 1970 and 1980, the information occupations formed

the largest component of the work force.
3 Alvin Toffler sees this present

technological force as the "third wave" following the previous waves of

agricultural and industrial civilisations.
4

Thus, as the industrialized world

has entered the information age, the most dynamic business growth has taken
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place among enterprises that search out, organize, package, transmit, or

otherwise process information. Societies once dominated by agricultural and

then industrial activities are now information societies. Technological

advances are making more data available to more people, and more quickly, than

ever before and information is becoming a rich resource.

The communication and exchange of this information resource is increas-

ingly dependent upon electronic technology. Computer processing has already

had a substantial impact throughout society: in banking, air traffic control,

airline reservations, retail stores. The rapid advance of technology in the

area of computer and communications is making the storage and transmission of

written material in electronic form cheaper than current alternatives such as

books, magazines, newspapers, and letters.

It is estimated that a majority of the workforce today is engaged in the

handling of information and that this proportion will continue to increase.

As a growing number of digital networks al-e established to handle the flow of

information, society may be moving toward the point where most information

will initially be created in electronic form, resulting :n a paperless com-

munication system.

F. W. Lancaster describes the present transitional phase in this evolu-

tionary process, as having three major characteristics: 3) computers are used

to print on paper and the resulting publication is distributed in a conven-

tional manner through the mails; 2) printed data bases exist side by side with

their machine-readable equivalents, but the latter have not yet replaced the

former; 3) new data bases and data banks (non-bibliographic) emerge in machine-

readable form only.3 This transitional phase will give way to a completely

electronic publication system in which computers and telecommunications are
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used throughout the coanwnication process; in composition, editing, data ba.e

construction, and actual distribution of published informatio-.

Technological developments are bringing this paperless coamunication

rapidly nearer. Computer and information technology is becoming widely avail-

able and affordable to the general public. Edward S. Kornish, president of the

World Futurist Society and editor of Futurist magazine, predicts that half of

the U.S. households will have a computer terminal by 1987.6 With a greater

amount of use of computers at home as well as at work, a growing population of

individuals and organizations will be able to utilize a wide range of digi-

tally based information and communication services. At the same time that

tremendous improvements in power, cost, and size of computers have occurred,

there have been similar improvements in methods a cost of telecommunica-

tions, including cable, satellite, and fiber optics.

Technology and Libraries

The widespread utilization of technological advances for facilitating

bv'sn communicstions has important implications for public libraries, librar-

ians, and the services they provide society. The concept of today's library

is still concerned with the storage and retrtval of information in printed

form. Historically, libraries have existed to provide access to information

and to communicate knowledge and culture from one generation to another.

Designed to ensure that the information they contain is available to everyone,

regardless of means, libraries have been funded by the public at large through

government subsidies. Soda sae even more in the near future, there will be

pressures on libraries t ch.nge and adapt to new roles in a society based on

the proliferation and a ion of information.
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Technologicel capabilities are now being applied an imaginative and

innovative ways to the solution of communication and information handling

problems. Some of these applications are likely to have implications for

public libraries. For example, interactive television has been introduced in

Great Brasil], France, Japan, and the United States. These utilized home tele-

vision receivers as terminals which can receive and transmit various kinds of

information whet linked to a cable.

In Great Britian a Viewdata service known as Frestel,
7
supplied through

the Post Office, provides homes with computerized and telephone-transmitted

information on train schedules. theater and movie listings, weather, financial

data, and entries from reference works housed in libraries. Prestel is being

used experimentally in public libraries in London, both as an additional

reference source and as a medium for making available local information of

interest to the community.

The Qube
8

system in Columbus, Chic, is a two way cable system which

permits subscribers to communicate with the station and its compver by push

button. This has been used for voicing opinions in local political debates,

conducting garage sales, cooparision shopping, and making dinner reservations.

Another application of technological development which has implications

for public libraries is computer conferencing, whereby individuals communicate

with each other through online terminals. This system makes substantial

improvements possible in both formal and informal communication and could

replace many types of communications now handled through telephone conversa-

tions, correspondence, or face to face meetings.
9

This system, known as EIES

(Electronic Information Exchange System) is structured around the communica-

tion requirements of specific interest groups (e.g. scientists, legislative
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advisors) and provides capabilities for messages, conference, notebooks, direc-

tories, and word processing. Users need only a terminal and a telephone to

access the system from anywhere in the country. hurray Turoff believes that

computerized conferencieg represents a "combination of both information and

communication systems. It is the forerunner of a technology that will have

drastic impact on the way people deal with information an6 communir3Tfil.s."1°

Other paperless communications systems which are being developed or are

in experimental use are electronic publishing and electronic mail. In effect

now, the great masses of data communications are a type of publishing without

paper, ink, or press. Information which has previously been sought in ma-

terials stored ple,sically in libraries can now be transmitted easily, quickly,

and inexpensively by electronic means. There Sr! presently data bases and

data banks for which there are no paper equivalents and are accessible only

on-liur. Other electronic forms have r cently emerged, including a computer

oasazinv on a tape cassette for use with a home computer, and bilingual

dictionaries in the form of band-held microprocessors."

Eltfttonir journals are being planned and some now exist informally

within computer conferencing and other networks. Electronic journals would

resemble paper journals in bring issued by professional societies and com-

mercial parlishers, and baying editors, editorial boards, and acceptance

criteria. Acceptance of a contribution by an electronic journal would mean

that it would be added to particular data base rather than being collected

with other contributions and put out as a regular issue. Also, electronic

information can be published on a continuing basis as it is accepted by the

journal instead of or a interval basis as paper journals are released now.
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An electronic sail system called ATOM (Automatic Transmission of flail) is

currently being used by a company in Connecticut, and systems such as this are

becoming widely used in industry. The system retrieves data (mail or messages

sent by other members of the network), composes and edits with the use of a

word processor, distributes mail, disposes of unwanted items, and instructs if

needed.
14

Forecasts suggest that within the next decade mail of a non-boat-

mess nature will begin to be handled electronically in the United States.

As a result of new communications technology and changing concepts in the

dissemination of information in a knowledge-based society, the role and image

of public libraries will have to change markedly in order to maintain thei

relevance to society. As an institution whose mission has been to provide

access to diverse sources of information, the public library has the potential

for providing important services to a growing group of information seekers.

The view taken by Toroff and Spector" is of the public library as an

institution where the utilization of information implies not only storage and

retrieval, but creation, organization, and manipulation as well. The use of

technology to allow patrons to directly perform these latter operations

implies that development of many information services that have sot previously

been possible: provision of transient information (as opposed to factual and

permanent information) needs of the user community; provision of mechanisms

for patrons to exchange information; establishment of the library as a learn-

ing resource center for information systems.

In this environment individuals would be able to develop their own per -

sonal data and text files on electronic storage media and to manipulate, update,

and edit these msotebooks." They would be able to enter these into library

ho:dings for use by other patrons and for other patrons to add their material
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to the content. Also, as the ability of a citizen to function in society

becomes more dependent on his access to a variety of information systems and

services, the library should become a place where an indvidual of any age can

go to learn how to utilize these services.

With technology available today a public library could introduce services

for a wide variety of community communication which would allow discussions

and bulletin boards among its patrons as well as text processing services.

The increasing interest and recognition for the concept of community

information and referral could provide the impetus for experimenting with the

capabilities of the new technologies. Some topics and areas which might be

explored iv these information services are: electronic public hearings,

curr-nt news such as rezoning of property in the community, .:ialogues with

local government officials, hobby oriented discussions, comparison of services

on various products or equipment, recipe exchange, club news, counseling -

anything from the ordinary to the inte'lectual. Iocleied in the public li-

brary's media collection may be the floppy discs used bith microcoenuters, and

loaning terminals may be part of its circulation policy. Some patrons may be

strictly dial-up users, whose physical presence may never be known to the

library. Even the reference librarian herself may not be present at the li-

brary, but may be working through the terminal at home. As more people are

stir to access these services from home units and more information is ex-

chanoable electronically, it is foreseeable that many people will be working

cat of their own home* rather than commuting to offices. 14

Even the smaller and rural public libraries can introduce important com-

munity information services utilizing computers, including the compilation and

maintenance of community resource directories which can be accessed through
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domestic television receivers as well as other terminal devices, and the

organisation and handling of municipal or county records at all types. Public

libraries :an also provide information services to small businesses in the

community. Information and referral services would be expanded with the

proposed establishment of national library networks, where even the smallest

library, would have a computerized link to national data bases with access to

far greater resources than are financially feasible at the local level.

Or.e of the most important issues relating to the expandins information

res-:, ten in a knowledge-based society is that of accessibility. If informa-

tion has value as a commodity, then those who are in a position to access it

or purchase it will have the advantage over those who are not in that posi-

tion, thus further widening the gap between socio-economic groups. In this

regal.:, public libraries can build on their traditional role of ensuring that

access to information is available to all. No matter how rapidly computerized

information systems may spread, many people will not have them, and many will

not know how to use them. Public libraries can provide community access points

for such systems and assistance in using them. The atmosphere of political

neutrality associated with the public library can be helpful in ensuring the

delivery of these services.

It would seem that in order for public libraries to play a meaningful

role in the information society of this decade, it will no longer be suf-

ficient for them to provide only the information, but they must also become

the source for providing the technology and the systems which support infor-

mation as it will be handled and disseminated. As the images of libraries

changes along with societal changes, those libraries which are successful in

adapting to the new technologies will become viable information and rommunics-
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tides centers for the public. Libraries ideally should continue to serve the

seeds of the developing information society by embracing new technologies and

establishing the importance of their role in the utilization of information.
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NORTH DAKOTA REPORTS ON CONTINUING
EDUCATION PREFERENCES

Richard Holmes
Allen Memorial Library
Valley City State College, North Dakota

North Dakota, with its population of slightly more than 600,000 people

spread across a geogrr..44ic area of slightly less than 71,000 square miles,

often lays claim co being the most rural state in the union. While this

distinction is perhaps more likely to be conferred on one of the states to the

west of the Redlands, it is reasonable to assume that North Dakota's 76 public

libraries, two-thirds of which serve populatioa of under 3,000 and only one of

which has a service population of more than 50,000, do indeed provide a typical

sampling of rural library concerns.

The Library/Media Department of Valley City State College conducts a pro-

gram essentially designed to train school media personnel. A 1977 report

prepared for the North Dakota Advisory Council on Libraries has suggested,

however, that "state colleges offering library science programs develop

courses for the training of librarians to work in small public libraries." 1

In recent yeas. several VCSC workshop! and extension courses have attracted

public library staff, and in 1981 it was decided to conduct a statewide survey

of public librarians' continuing education (CE) interests and programming

preferences. ("Continuing education" is something of a misnomer in the

presert contest. Almost SO percent of the public library staffs, including

over 40 percent of the supervisory personnel, have less than a college educa-
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tion, and only about 13 percent of the staff members of smaller libraries have

any formal training at all in librarianship.2
) In addition to examining

programming preferences, the survey would seek to determine the library

staff's perception of barriers and incentives to continuing education.

At another level, the study would attempt to determine variance in pre-

ferences between geographic regions, between libraries categorized by size of

service population, and between supervisory and clerical personnel.

Finally, an exploretory model, made up of respondent characteristics,

would be regressed against interest in an effort to determine the kinds of

characteristics which might be used to identify the person with high interest

in continuing education.

In its aims, this survey resembles and builds on Steven Herb's survey of

public librarians in rural Pennsylvania3 and on Mary Wagner and Suzanue

Hahmoodi's more wide-ranging survey of the continuing education needs of a,

types of Minnesota librarians.
4

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire for the survey was largely developed from a segment of

a 1976 survey questionnaire created by Robert MACS to study the CE interests

of MiN.is community college library personnel.5 The questionnaire was re-

viewed uy several individuals concerned with CE for public librarians, in

order to adapt the response categories of the original questionnaire to the

conditions and experience of public librarians in Mardi Dakota. Certain sec-

tions o! the questionnaire, such as the listing of topical interests, were

influenced by the "proprietary nature of the VCSC study- - topics listed re-

flected VCSC course titles and the broad descriptions of the college's intra-

doctory curriculum.
-3S-
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In addition to fwctuul information of a demographic nature, the question-

naire asked for information concerning the resporient's interest in continuing

education, program preferences, satisfaction with current CE offerings in the

state, and perceptions of barriers and incentives to CE participation. Sub-

jective responses to these questions were made on a Likert scale of one to

five.

Variables yielded by the questionnaire covered categories in eleven areas

of concern. These are summarized in the appendix. The first area attempted

to define each respondent by certain demographic variables, plus the respon-

dent's level of satisfaction and general interest in participation in CE

programs. The second area included select topics for programs, rated by

respondents. The third area included ratings of modes of deliver.. and the

fourth through sixth areas concerned scheduling preference. The seventh and

eighth areas sought to establish the maximum distance respondents would be

willing to travel, and the price they would be willing to pay, for selected

programs. Ninth and tenth areas concerned perceptions of obstacles and bar-

riers kc participation, and the final area of concern dealt with the respon-

dent's general awareness of, and interest in, Valley City State College's

library technician program.

Sampling Procedure

The researchers telephoned the head librarians of 57 public libraries

throughout the state in an effort to identify the employees at each library

Who bad contact with the public in a service capacity, or who had :Mme respon-

sibility for ordering ant' processing library materials. These employees, as

wall as the head litlreriani, constituted the target population of the study.

-39-
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The bead librarians were recruited to distribute questionnaires to the staff

members they had identified, and packets of questionnaires and pre-addressed

stamped envelopes were seat to thee. In addition, packets with appropriate

cover letters were mailed to 19 libraries whose head librarians could not be

contacted by phone. These packets contained a questionnaire for each staff

member listed in the "Directory of North Dakota Libraries."6

One hundred forty-four questionnaires were returned, or 64% of the total

smeple of 222. Of these, 134, or um of total, were useable. Unanticipated

limitations of budget and staff tine prevented follow-up to be made of non-

respondents.

Statistical Analysis

Categories in each area of interest were broken down statistically by

location (quadrants composed of official state planning districts 1 and 2

(110, 3 and 4 (NE), 5 and 6 (SE), 7 and 8 (SW); library category (defined by

the State Library according to the sire of service population: under 3,000;

3,000 - 10,000; 10,000 - 20,000; over 20,000: and job level of respondent

("clerical" or "supervisory/professional"). Analysis of variance was made

between categories, and Bobcat's test of variance among categories (alpha

=.10) was applied, as well as the Student-Newman-Xenia procedure for deter-

mining homogeneous categories (alpha=.05).

Finally, an attewpt was aide to model respondent interest in continuing

education as a function of demographic and situational factors, employing

multiple regression.
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Selected Results and Discussion

Although all the areas of concern covered by the survey yielded interest-

ieg results, those dealing with scheduling, pricing and distance are perhaps

the most place-oriented of the results and will only be briefly summarized in

order to put greater emphasis on concerns related to overall interest in CE,

topics of interest, preferred delivery modes, and the perceived barriers and

incentives to CE participation.

Interest in continuing education. As can be seen in Table A, interest in

Continuing edacation is high in North %hots, with no significant variance in

interest between library categories, geographic locations, or job types. The

stability of the response to the question, "How inclined would y.0 be to

participate in some sort of formal 'continuing education in librarianship?'"

indicates that programa, in general, will have an audience aeons library

workers in all job levels and public library categories throughout the state.

Of course, programs with geographic limitations, or those which are aimed at

specific library cateogries or working groups, must set their anticipatory

levels of "success" to correspond with the market limitations imposed by their

situation. And, as is shown in the analyses reported below, there is variance

among sub-groups of library categories regarding types of continuing education

activities preferred.

It is important to emphasize, though, that no variance in preference was

found among geographic or job groups. That is, specific as well as general

preference for CE topics and modes of deliver? hold true throughout the state,

and between both supervisory and non-supervisuL, personnel. The lack of

variation in topical preferences is perhaps reflective .f the lack of task

specialisation in small library jobs.
-41-
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TABLE A INTEREST IN CONTINUING EDUCATION

MEAN

Total Population (N=131) 3.93

BY LIBRARY CATEGORIES

CATEGORY I Libraries

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.16

(service population 20,000+) (N=33) 4.03 1.16

CATEGORY II Libraries
(service population 10,000-20,000) (N=29) 4.14 1.16

CATEGORY III Libraries
(service population 3,000-10,000) (N=28) 4.14 0.76

CATEGORY IV Libraries
(service population under 3,000) (N-41) 3.56 1.32

Ammo by Categories I-through-IV: F=2.152 P=.0969

BY LOCATION

NORTNIEST AREA
(Planning regions 1 & 2) (N=27) 3.82 1.21

SOUTHEAST AREA
(Planning regions 3 6 4) (N=18) 3.67 2.37

SOUTHEAST AREA
(Planning regions S 6 6) (N=40) 4.18 1.01

SODTHMEN-TAREA
(Planning regions 7 & 8) (N=46) 3.89 2.16

*nova by Location: F-1.013 P=.3892

BY JOR TYPE

CLERICAL, MOE-SUPERVISORY CM=53) 3.85 1.13

PROFESSIONAL, SUPERVISORY (H=78) 3.99 1.18

/move by Job Type: F=0.447 P=.5050
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An attempt was made to determine level of general interest in CE as a

function of a series of demographic and situational variables. These vari-

ables included the staff member's level of enployueot, years of library em-

ployment, age levels of general education and library education, number of

professional organisations in which the subject held membership, and the este-

em of library at which the subject worked. The result of this attempt to

"model" interest in CE is shown in Table 1. Of all the variables tested, only

"number of college-level "library science courses taken" and "age" yielded a

significant level of predictive power in multiple regression with the other

variables. The degree of correlation with interest could be described as only

moderate, at best. The positive correlation of completed library science

coursework and interest, with a number of other factors held constant, does

indicate that undergraduate recruitment to library science courses, or initial

recruitment to a CE course, may serve to vet the staff member's appetite for

arther education. (Of course, more careful theoretical study and empirical

research would be necessary to determine whether taking earlier coursework is

really casual factor leading to interest in CE.) Age was negatively related

to interest.

Program topic preference. As noted above, program topics suggested for

ranking are based on broad descriptions of topics related to an undergraduate

curriculum, and the list wee reported in order of ratings scores might not be

representative of the full range of topics in which there may be interest.

Topics are presented in order of "overall preference" (rating scores) in

Table C. Preferences are broken down by library categories and the results of

analyses of variance and homogeneity are indicated.
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TABLES

MULTIPLL REGRESSION OF SIGNIFICANT DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES
WITH INTEREST IN CONTINUING EDUCATION (N=100)

2
RMulti. II R

2

No. of previous library ed. courses .28 .08 .08 .28

.34 .12 .04 .24

Note. !hilt. R is the coefficient of multiple correlation, an lode! of the
correlation of the regression model with the dependent variable; R is the
coefficient of multiple determination, an index of the proportionate reduction
of total variation in the dependent variable associated with the set of indepen-
dent variables in the model; R shows the change in R related to a particular
independent variable; r is the simple correlation between dependent and irdelen-
dent variable.
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TABLE C

TOPICS OF INTEREST BY LIBRARY CATEGORY

Topics are presented by overall rating of preference

Analysis of Variance

Topics All I II III IV F Plob. Dif1erenie Homogeneous
Groups

Materials for children and adolescents 3.83 3.18 3.71 4.07 4.27 3.62 .02 IV I

(1=132,33,28,30,41) (s.d.=1.52) (1.53) (1.74) (1.36) (1.32) 11-1II-IV

Waterials selection 3.68 3.48 3.57 3.53 4.00 .90 .44 none

(On133,33,28,30,42) (s.d.=1.55) (1.58) (1.62) (1.66) (1.41)

Inference materials and services 3.50 3.48 4.29 3.13 3.24 2.95 .04 II III, II IV I-I11-IV,

(112132,33,28,30,41) (s.d.=1.68) (1.66) (1.24) (1.81) (1.74) I-II

Classification and cataloging 3.39 3.00 3.21 3.20 3.98 2.40 .07 none

(01=132,33,28,30,41) (o.d.=1.74) (1.87) (1.83) (1.77) (1.42)

Innovative techniques for service delivery 3.38 3.38 4.00 3.34 3.00 2.04 .11 Mine

(10:130,32,28,29,41) (s.d.=1.67) (1.64) (1.59) (1.78) (1.61)

Public relations 3.38 3.79 4.43 2.93 2.65 7.62 .00 I IV, 1 III, 1 -II,

(11m131,33,211,30,40) (s.d.=1.79) (1.73) (1.32) (1.78) (1.75) II IV

Administration 3.29 3.48 3.29 3.33 3.10 .30 .82 none I-I1-11x.ry

(1114132,33,28,30,41) (e.d.=1.75) (1.87) (1.70) (1.67) (1.79)

Media production 2.74 2.94 3.36 2.50 2.34 4.01 .01 I-III, 11-111 1 -il, 111-IV

00132,33,28,30,41) (s.d.=1.30) (1.22) (1.37) (1.23) (1.35) I-IV, II-IV

Computer applications 2.54 3.67 3.30 1.80 1.68 13.55 .00 I III, I IV, I-11, III-IV

(1131,13,27,30,41) (o.d.=1.112) (1.85) (1.73) (1.45) (1.39) Il III, II IV
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Righest scores of general interest dealt with eelectioo of materials, par-

ticularly of children's materials. Service delivery, cataloging, and adsini-

stratively-osirated topics formed a middle group of interest, while media and

computer topics were found at the bottom of the list.

Although general preferences are important in the deterrination ui what

topics are most lik '1 to be auccessiully programmed, it is valuable to note

the amortises considerable variance in preference between library categories.

110 significant differences were found between Category I sod 11 libraries,

the libraries serving populations of over 20,000 and 10,000-20,000 reipective-

ly. Bet staff in Category II libraries often top the list in the level of

their interest. It is possible that Category II libraries are at the of

library demands and opportunities in North Dakota, engendering a desire among

their staffs for new information which is at least on a par with that needed

by Category I libraries. Particularly noteworthy are the interests expressed

by Category II librarians in the areas of public relations, reference, and

service delivery. Category II ratings in these areas far exceed the overall

average.

Topics which displayed a number of significant differences between the

libraries with larger service population and the smaller libraries included

public relations and politics, media production, and computer applications.

In the last two cases, lack of interest among the staff of smaller libraries

is possibly due to a perceived lack of opportunity to employ the knowledge

gained in such programs.

Somewhat more idiosyncratic differences are found on the topics of "ma-

terial for Children and adolescents," which interests Category IV staff (ser-

ving populations of under 3,000) considerably more than Category I taff, and
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"Reference materials and service," which interests Category IX librarians sig-

nificantly more highly than staff in smaller libraries.

Bode -o.- delivery preference. Preferred modes of program delivery are

listed in Table D in order of overall preference, and broken down by library

category. The high preference of all groups for the short workshop is very

evident, with correspondence courses making a goad showing among alternate

modes. The ratings of the less-popular modes were roughly linear across li-

brary categories- -the larger the library's service area, the more likely the

library's staff was willing to use these modes of delivery. This might be due

in part to the greater familiarity the staffs at larger libraries have had in

the past to such programs as the Educational Telephone Network, and to the

expectation that such programs would continue to be presented most conven-

iently to the larger libraries. In general, respondents reported workshops of

more than one week in length to be undesirable, no variance in preference was

found between job levels or geographical areas.

perception of barriers to erticietion. The questions regarding bar-

riers to participation in continuing education activities elicited the ratings

reported in Tale E. lack of time was the most highly cited harrier. Staff

at Category II libraries were highly inclined to indicate the lack of replace-

ment staff to cover their duties inhibited their participation--it ranks the

most highly among the barriers cited by members of that category. Staff at

Category I libraries were most likely to cite the inadequacy of current pro-

grams as a barrier; in that category "nothing fits my needs" ranks second to

lack of time.

significant difference on the "just not interested" barrier was found

between clerical and supervisory/professional job categories. Clerical staff

were more likely to cite lack of interest as a reason for non-participation.
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Bodes of delivery

Nembabop, oae day
am133,33,29,29,42)

lOsetahop, two-three days

( 418,33,28,28,42)

correspondence
(20113;,33,28,29,42)

TiloWiston course
(P130,33,27,28,42)

TOThehop, four -seven days
(1-123,33,29,29,42)

Crispier course
(110132,83,28,29,42)

Telephone MO course
(110131,33,28,28,42)

%Ash", user ow week
Ow132,33,28,29,42)

TABLE 0

PREFERRED HODES Of PROGRAM DELIVERY BY LIBRARY CATEGORY

Bodes of delivery are listed by overall rating of preference

/Analysis of Variance

All I 11 III IV V Prob. Difference Homogeneous
Groups

4.10 4.21 3.90 4.24 4.05 .33 .80 none 1-1I-III-IV
(s.d.c1.51) (1.41) (1.66) (1.46) (1.55)

3.64
(s.d.=1.70)

3 -85

(1.50)

4.31

(1.34)
3.29
(1.86)

3.24
(1.70)

2.99 .04 II IV I-11-111,
I-III-IV

3.21 3.24 2.71 3.34 3.43 .97 .41 none I-II-III-IV
(a.d. =1.80) (1.71) (1.86) (1.93) (1.74)

2.88 3.24 3.37 2.57 2.48 2.31 .06 none 1 -11- 111 -IV
(s.d.=1.74) (1.71) (1.76) (1.75) (1.66)

2.86
(s.d.=1.74)

3.36
(1.76)

2.62
(1.16)

2.24
(1.72)

2.38
(1.56)

5.55 .00 I III, I IV,
II 111,11 IV

I-II, III-IV

2.71
(s.d.=I.73)

3.36
(1.69)

3.00
(1.81)

2.38
(1.52)

2.24
(1.71)

3.40 .02 1 IV 1-11-1II,
II-111-1V

2.53
(s.d.=1.68)

3.12
(1.73)

2.93
(1.76)

2.21
(1.57)

2.00

(1.48)

3.85 .01 1 IV 1-1I-III,
11-1II-IV

2.45 3.00 3.14 2.17 1.76 5.73 .00 I IVO: IV
(s.d.=1.71) (1.73) (2.48) (1.56) (1.39)
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TABLE E

PRECEPTION OF BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION, BY LIBRARY CATEGORY

Barriers are presented by (were)), retina

Barriers All I

AnalyEis of Variance

f Prob. Difference Homogeneous
Groups

11 III IV

No time 3.30 3.36 3.64 3.64 2.74 2.27 .80 none I-11-III-IV
(N=128,33,28,28,99) (s.4.=1.69) (1.62) (1.54) (1.73) (1,73)

Distance 3.03 2.66 2.77 2.76 3.67 2.76 .05 none 1-11-III -IV
(1=121,31,26,25,39) (a.d.=1.71) (1.56) (1.71) (1.67) (1.74)

No replacements 3.03 2.40 3.86 3.37 2 74 4.51 .00 11 1,11 IV 1-11I-IV,
0127,33,28,27,39) (5.3.=1.76) (1.58) (1.76) (1.79) 11-111

Unaware of programs 3.02 2.75 2.93 2.78 3.45 1.21 .31 none
(1=127,32,28,27,40) (a.4.3c1.79) (1,61) (1.66) (1.78) (1.84)

Can't afford 2.98 2.39 3.00 3.43 3.15 2.29 .08 Done l'II-III.IV
(N=129,33,28,28,40) (e.d.=1,65) (1.62) (1.72) (1.48) (1.66)

Nothing fits needs 2.53 3.19 2.71 2.28 2.00 3.75 .01 I IV I-II-III,(1=123,32,28,25,38) (s,d.=1.60) (1.86) (1.61) (1.28) (1.38) t1-111-1V

Past experience discouraging 2.02 2.23 2.14 1.72 1.97 .65 .58 none I41-111 -111
0129,31,28,25,39) (s.4.=1.43) (1.61) (1.41) (1.28) (1.37)

Not interested 1.83 1.69 1.64 1.89 2.05 .63 .60 none 1-II-III-IV
(N=127,32,28,27,40) (11.4.=1.39) (1.31) (1.34) (1-50; (1.43)

Too old 1.51 1.18 1.29 1.57 1,90 2.65 .05 IV I
(N=129,33,28,28,40) (s.d.=1.21) ( .58) ( .90) (1.43) (1.50)

Polley discourages participation 1.39 1.13 1.57 1.68 1.26 1.82 .15 none I-II-111-IV
(2=127,39,28,27,30) (s.d.= .98) ( .58) (1.20) (1.36) ( .68)
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Perception of incentives to participation. Little variation was observed

between categories in the area of incentives to participation. (Table 1) Job

satisfaction ranked as the highest incentive, overall (significantly higher

among Category I staff compared to Category IV), followed by higher salary,

formal college credit, and fee rebates. The release time inceptive was most

highly rated of all in Category III.

Other Respondents preferred early fall (September-October) and

spring (Narch-April; Nay-June) for continuing education activities. Respon-

dents indicated that programa would be offered most convt."itly during the

day, at midweek.

Ope-time events would most conveniently be offered within SO miles of

participants. The maximum distance the average respondent would travel to a

regularly-scheduled class would be 20 miles. Those from larger libraries

showed greater willingness to travel to events of longer duration than two-

to-three e .timates of "reasonable price" to pay for selected program

roughly co_ expend to prices currently asked for such programs.

Summary

The survey indicated a high interest in continuing education in all re-

sifts of the state and among both clerical and supervisory staff, although

those who bad taken previous consists in librarianship were wort inclined to

participate in continuing education.

Course topics related to materials selection held the greatest overall

interest, though respondents in the two "large library" categories show strong

and sometimes strongest intermit in leas "traditional" topics, such as public

relations, qamavativc *en tre delivery", and computer applications.

-30-
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TABLE F

PERCEPTION Of INCENTIVES TO PARTICIPATION, BY LIBRARY CATEGORY

Incentives are prrsnted by overall rating

Incentives All I

Analysis of Variance

F Prob. Difference Homogeneous
Groups

11 II1 IV

Jab satisfaction 4.13 4.63 4.41 3.88 3.63 3.87 .01 I IV
(1119,32,27,25,35) (s.d.-41.37) (1.07) (1.22) (1.42) (1.52)

Nigher salary 3.87 4.00 4.19 4.15 3.29 2.06 .11 none I-II-III-IV
(11=120,32,27,26,35) (s.d.=1.69) (1.68) (1.59) (1.52) (1.82)

Formal college credit 3.85 3.94 3.31 3.92 3.74 .09 .96 none I-II-Ill-IV
(11120,32,27,26,35) (s.d.=1.71) (1.76) (1.78) (1.52) (1.82)

Fes rebate 3.72 3.90 3.44 4.15 1.46 1.33 27 none
(1119,31,27,26,35) (s.d.=1.62) (1.54) (1.69) (1.41) (1.75)

Encouragement from superiors 3.49 3.69 3.54 3.72 3.11 .84 .48 none
0=118,32,26,25,35) (s.d.=1.73) (1.65) (1.84) (1.62) (1.81)

Release time 3.42 3.88 3.15 4.38 2.49 9.01 .00 1 19,111 IV, 1-11,1-III,
(1120,32,27,26,35) (s.d.=1.68) (1.52) (1.73) (1.10) (1.63) III II II-IV

Greater power 3.00 3.32 3.37 2.85 2.54 1.58 .20 son'- 1-11-III-IV
0=119,31,27,26,35) (s.d.=1.79) (1.80) (1.84) (1.78) (1.69)

Release frms routine 2.51 2.63 2.48 3.08 2.03 2.00 .12 none
W119,32,27,25,35) (s.d.=1.69) (1.79) (1.89) (1.68) (1.32)

Special recognition 2.28 2.69 ;.63 2.00 1.86 2.11 .10 nose
(1120,32,27,26,35) (s.d.=1.66) (1.77) (1.67) (1.72) (1.40)
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Short worksbops were much preferred for programs, although somewhat less

resistance to alternate delivery modes was found in larger libraries.

All respondents highly rated lack of time as a barrier to CE participa-

tion, though staff at Category II libraries indicated that lack of back-up

staff to substitute for CE participants was an even greater barrier. Staff in

the category made up of smaller libraries were most likely to sense the dis-

tance to CE activities and were most likely to be unaware of these activities.

A number of incentives to CE participation were rated highly, job satis-

faction ranking most highly of all. Higher pay, college credit, and fee re-

bates were also highly ranked.

The collection interval data regarding preferences, while it provided

greater accuracy in the regression of demographic factors on prefccence, com-

plicated the interpretation of the results. Although the use of a "hedonic

scale" is widespread in preference research, its underlying assumptions are

ambiguous, i.e., it is assumed on faith that levels of preference are equally

spaced along the psychological continuum that holds true across the entire

population being sampled.7 Interpreting the analyses of interval preference

data is also difficult. The very practical question soon arises: at what

point along the scale of one to five is the respondent indicating a real

likelihood of participating in the activity being "rated?" This question may

have been best answered by a survey requesting, say, "yes/no" responses re-

garding the respondent's likelihood of taking courses on particular topics, or

on courses with particular methods of delivery. Barriers and incentives could

be ranked in order of appropriateness to the respondent's conditions. Nodal

or median responses could then be calculated and categorical comparisons could

be made using chi-square or rank correlation.



On the other hand, some researchers despair of the validity of hypothe-

tical "yes /no" responses and counsel the collection of interval preference

ratings. Such ratings as we have used, while seeming less concrete, are not

so likely to lead to the overestimation of the number of likely participants. 8

Despite the perhaps unavoidable use of slippery interval data, the pre-

sent study served to outline the characteristics of demaod for continuing

education in a particular rural setting, and showed bow such demand varied, or

failed to vary, across sets of geographic, job, and size categories. Similar

studies is rural settings would be likely to have considerable practical use,

while contributing to the theory of continuing education demand.

811
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APPENDIX

VARIABLES YIELDED BY THE QUESTIONNAIRE

i. Library/Librarian Characteristics

LI Library type (Not used in analysis)

L2 Library location (By Planning District)

L3 Library Category (By State Library designation. Inverted in analyses to
provide a progressive designation of size of service population)

L4 Library code (Not used in analysis)

L5 Librarian's job level (Nonsupervisory = 1, Supervisory, professional = 2)

Li Librarian's age

L7 Library employment in year

LS Education (Junior high = 1; High school = 2; Some college = 3;
College = 4; Some graduate school = 5; Master's degree = 6; Beyond
Master's degree = 7)

L9 College-level library science courses taken

LIO Professional memberships

LII Satisfaction with organized CE efforts

LI2 Satisfaction with personal CE efforts

Q general interest is CE

ii. Interest by Topic

SI Materials selection

S2 Classification and cataloging

S3 Materials for children and adolescents

S4 Reference materials and services

85 Administration

S6 Innovative techniques for delivery of services

87 Computer applications
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38

$9

iii.

Public relations; Library politics

Media production

Interest in Mode of Delivery

MI Correspondence MS Workshop, Week+

M2 Telephone course 116 Workshop, 4-7 days

M3 Television course M7 Workshop, 2-3 days

$4

iv.

Classroom course

Time-of-year Preference

M8 Workshop, one day

T1 January-February Y4 July-August

T2 March-April 75 September-October

T3

v.

Nay-June

Time-of-z Preference

Y6 November-December

71

vi.

Before 5:00 PM

Preference for pty of Week

T2 After 5:00 PM

WI Monday W5 Friday

W2 Tuesday W6 Saturday

W3 Wednesday W7 Sunday

W4 Thursday

vii. Distance Preferred (in Miles)

DI To weekly classes D4 To workshop, 4-7 days

02 To workshop, one D5 To workshop, week+

D3 7a workshop, 2-3 days

viii.Cost Preference

(Less than $5 = I; $6 -IS = 2; $16-25 = 3; $26-35 = 4; $36-45 =5; $46-55
More than $55 = 7)
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Cl For coursr C4 For workshop, one week

C2 For workshop, one day CS For workshop, two weeks

C3 For workshop, three days

ix. Barriers to Participation

81 No time after work

B2 No replacement staff for time off

83 Can't afford expenses

84 Library policy discourages participation

85 Too old

86 Nothing available fits needs

B7 Programs too far away

BS Past experience discouraging

89 Don't know what's available

BIO Just not interested

x. Incentives to Participation

Il Release from routine responsibilities

12 Nigher salary

13 Special recognition

14 Greater power in decision-making

15 Encouragement from superiors

16 Job satisfaction

17 Fee rebate

IS Release time

19 Formal college credit

xi. Re: VCSC AA program

Vi Awareness of program V2 Inclination to participate
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TABLE TOPICS: TAKING LIBRARY ISSUES TO THE PUBLIC

Denise A. Wenger
Wisconsin Library Association

In 1982, the need for a luncheon program for Friends and Trustees at the

Wisconsin Library Association (WLA) convention prompted development of a

series of programs called "Table Topics." Positive responses of users at that

convention and other works during 1982 suggested that this series of topics

could serve programming needs for trustees, librarians and friends groups

thoughout the nation.

'a use, "Table Topics" demonstrate a tremendous ability to stimulate

thoughtful communication between individuals of diverse knowledge and exper-

ience. The opportunities they offer for information and experience exchange

between urers make them particularly valuable for fostering communication

among and between trustees, librarians, and friends groups within the library.

But their portability also gives them the potential for performing outside the

library . . . as programs which take vital library issues to the membership of

other organizations.

"Table Topics" are easy-to-use packaged programs which stimulate and

manage discussion on issues of current concern to the library. Their design

is simple; they provide seven different information cards and a carefully

coordinated question card for each topic. Directions to users are printed on

the front of an envelope which stores the cards for each topic.
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To use "Table Topics," the program organizer simply distributes envelopes

containing sets of cards to discussion groups of eight to ten participants,

reviews the printed directions (which calls for a one hour discussion tier),

keeps track of the time, and at the end of the discussion period, calls on

groups in succession for capsule summaries of major points OF conclusious.

The three topics of this series: "Censorship, Taking a Stand"; "Living

with Reduced Budgets"; and "New Roles for Volunteers"; can be used indivi-

dually or together as programs for luncheon or dinner meetings, general

meetings or workshops. Each topic supplies questions/information cards for

eight participants. A set of three topics adequately serves 24-30 users.

Content of questions supplied to each discussion by the questions-card

holder are tied closely to content of the seven different information cards

supplied to discussion participants. For example, in "Censorship, Taking a

Stand," discussion focuses extensively on what constitutes censorship. In-

formation supplied to participants highlights the opinions of Justices of the

Supreme Court in the landmark Island Trees (1982) censorship case anti includes

the court's comments to local school boards on their liability in censorship

decisions.

Questions for "Living with Reduced Budgets," focus discussion on chal-

lenges brought to public libraries by alternative information centers and

changes in tax-payers attitudes toward funding of public services. In use,

questions for this topic stimulate examination of anti-intellectualism as a

factor influencing the financial support given to public libraries. Much of

the information supplied to users in this program centers on the debate over

alternative methods for funding library services and their implications for

the future of free libraries.
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"New Roles for Volunteers" questions how monetary contraints on govern-

ment have changed the use of volunteers in public libraries and examines the

erganigationsl structure behind volunteer efforts. Information cards focus on

future service needs and uses for library staff and library volunteers.

The potential outreach use of "Table Topics" makes them somewhat unique

is the marketplace. Their easy-to-use format and carefully coordinated

content give libraries, regardless of size or location, opportunities for

reaching out and taking vital library issues to local constituents.

"Table Topics" are carefully designed to stimulate thought, to increase

public knowledge and involvement with library issues, and to generate creative

anC problem-solving attitudes toward issues of vital concern to modern public

libraries in both urban and rural settings. Row they are used, will depend Co

a great degree on whether or not librarians and other members of the library

family see value is taking current library issues into the public forum within

and outside the library.

Topics of this "Table Topics" series focus attention on censorship,

library funding, and roles of volunteers. New topics, scheduled for release

in 1984 will include such titles as: "The Library's Role in Vanquishing

Illiteracy" and "Rules and Roles for Library Lobbyists."

Copies of the first aerie. of "Table Topics" are available from the

publisher: W-G Publishing, P.O. Box 225, Pewaukee, WI 53072, or from distri-

butors to the library market. Prepaid orders mailed directly to the publisher

(checks payable to W-G Publishing) are mailed without handling or postage

charges. Sets of three different or the same titles retail for $9.95, in-

dividual titles are available at $3.50 each.
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE SMALL PUBLIC LIBRARY:
A BIBLIOGRAPHY

Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship
Clarion, PA

This annotated bibliography deals with such management concerns as alter-
native funding, job motivation, budgeting, management theories, and profes-
sional development

Alsup, J. W., et al. "Financial Structure of Public Libraries: Report of the

Library Financing Subcommittee of the Rouse Revenue Committee (Illinois)."

Illinois Libraries. 56 (November 1974): 869-99.

"A Committee was set up to study the Unsocial structure of the

public library systems in order that the local library system may be re-

stored to financial stability. This study included a survey of alterna-

tive means to the property tax of financing local public libraries.

Every attempt has been made to present a report reflecting the reactions

and (-concerns given at the five public hearings."

Anderson, J. F. "Aspects of Main Library Administration and Management."

Library Trends. 20 (April 1972): 654-62.

"The main library will continue to have. . .a special set of admini-

strative problems, all entangled with the larger concepts of service

within the community and the network. Whether the urban main library

will grow apart from the traditional branch-main pattern will depend upon

the joint pressures of community use, the shortage of local funds, and

the relative value of the reference-research function."

**run, J. and Bartley, N. T. "Better Administrators." Librarl Journal. 98

March 1973): 986.
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"Practical advice is given on how to be a better administrator. The

following tips are given: Keep in touch with the rea? world, orient and

introduce new staff members, set up and define procedures and responsi-

bilities of staff members, have a definite schedule for breaks, make

necessary criticisms, and periodic evaluations."

Dailey, H. J., et al. "Influencing Change: the Role of the Professional."

Special Libraries. 66 (April 1975): 183-7.

"It is usually difficult for a professional in an organization to

effect organizational changes unless the professional also happens to be

an administrator. To a degree which is probably unprecendented, the

Management Review and Analysis Program Technique (an internal self-study

approach) gives the individual an opportunity to promote change within

the organization of which be is a part."

Balachandran, M. "Manager's Reference Book Shelf (bibliographical essay)."

Reference Services Review. 5 (April 1977): 33-6.

"This survey is mainly concerned with certain basic sources of in-

formation aimed at persons occupying administrative and managerial posi-

tions in business and industry as well acadraiaus and students is

business schools. It covers management theory and methods, industrial

and personal relations and legislation affecting such relationships, and

manpower planning and related data sources."

Ball, H. G. "Where Shall We Go From Mere?" Catholic Library Wed. 47

(September 1975): 69-73.

"The model for the Management by Objective Planning System is given.

By using objectives there will be a clearer understanding of users needs

and ways of evaluating these nerds.
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Derr, D. "Source of Library Power." Library Association Record. 76 (No-

vember 197..,: 224-5.

"To return again to the theme of library power: librarians are

supposed to be professional handlers of information. If there is no

demand for information, their work is relatively futile. If librarians

are not convinced of the need for information, is it surprising that they

have not had to recognize 'the serious defects in the image they present

to those who must accept them in partnership?' When they have the infor-

mation to convince themselves that libraries provide an efficient and

effective service, they may thru be able to convince others, and acquire

for thease'ves the prestige and 'tihtary power' which they so clearly

desire."

Blagden, J. F. "Communication: A Key Library Management Program (with

discussion)." Aslib Proceeding. 27 (August 1975): 319-26.

Libraries should be communication oriented. They should be estab-

lishing the information needs of their patrons. To do this the problem

is discussed in terms of five management techniques. They are advertis

ing effectiveness, observation, organizational experience, broadcasting

problems, and television.

"Battling the Budget Crunch: Libraries Try for Outside $$." Library Journal.

100 (December 1, 1975): 2194.

Community fund raising campaigns are suggested as an alternative

source to library budgeting.

Bergersen, M. "Scientific Management: Selected Literature no Techniques."

Canadian Library Journal. 30 (September 1973): 406-14.
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This is an annotated bibliography on management literature. "The

subjects covered include network construction, operations research, and

the systems approach with same titles specially related to the field of

library and information science."

nissonnas, C. N. "Employee Suggestions: Alternative Course of Action for

Libraries." gplim and Research Libraries. 35 (March 1974): 109-13.

In Wei-less, employee suggestion boxes are provided. If the sugges-

tion is used then the employee receives a monetary reward. Library

employees who give suggestions which lead to increased user satisfaction

can be rewarded by publicizing their name in a newsletter. Another

suggestion vas to enter the information in their personnel rerurd.

Brawlemas, J. "Future of Federal Library Support." Library Journal. 101

(January 1, 1976): 35-7.

A summary of the present state of libraries is seen as an institu-

tion with insufficient funding. Federal funding has been cut in the Ford

and Nixon administrations. The author suggests that a conference to

study the problem in this bicentennial year would provide, "a serious

appraisal of our past and future."

Casey, D. W. "How Trustees Can Secure Public Funds for Public Libraries."

Library Scene. 5 (September 1976): 24-7.

Eighteen suggestions are given to increase the library budget. In

most cases the library trustee is an important part of the process.

Cheda, S. "bneer and Management: A Selected Bibliography 1970-1973."

Canadian Library Journal. 31 (January 1974): 18-20.

"This bibliography describes some available publications dealing

with the role of women as administrators.''
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Christine, E. R. "Administrative Concerns of School Librarians: A Competency

Approach." International Library Review. 10 (October 1978): 371-84.

Coping with library administration problems is made easier by using

the BRAC publication. BRAC (Behavioral Requirements Analysis Checklist)

is designed to be a competency-based instrument to identify areas of

school library media programs that need admir1strative guidelines. A

clean of librarians took the seven job function areas listed in BRAC.

They then examined thirteen case studies to supply solutions to various

problems. The rest of the article is devoted to a discussion of pro-

blems and solutions supplied by the class.

Corfield, W. "Key to Public Library Budgeting." Canadian Library Journal.

35 (October 1978): 349-51.

"This article dealt with establishing public library standards,

suitable for incorporation in legislation and on which qualification for

grants would depend. There are several reasons why it would be bene-

ficial for libraries to adopt a budgeting and accounting system that

relates cost of defined services and functions. You know exactly what

each program costs, and you can place priorities on programs and allocate

money accordingly. If aandard procedures are used, direct comparisons

are possible among libraries."

Corre, E. "Budget Stretching." Catholic Library World. 47 (December 1975):

229-30.

School library media supervisors organize a reviewing program in

their scampi district. Often times materials reviewed can be kept by the

school district. This is seen as one method of stretching the library

budget.
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Dane, W. J. "Organisational Pasterns in Public Libraries." Library Trends.

23 (January 1975): 329-48.

"This article will comment mainly on the status of art and music

collections in libraries where they are administered as a department.

This is the organizational setup most effective for maximum potential for

any major subject and is apparently the closest to the ideal for public

library administration."

De Gennaro, R. "Library Administration and New Management Systems." Library

Journal. 103 (Decembe. 15, 1978): 2477-82.

"The real danger. . .with management systems is that they offer me-

chanistic formulas for dealing with complex realities and keep us from

thinking about and solving our management problems in practical, real-

istic, and comae sense ways."

De Gennaro, R. "Participative Management or Unionization?" College and

Research Libraries. 33 (May 1972): 173-4.

"While it is difficult to predict whether unionization or partici-

pative management will emerge as the dominant trend in libraries in the

next decade, it is quite clear that the two ideas are basically incompa-

tible. Whatever the choice, there is likely to be considerable disil

legion:neat, for the disadvantages of unionises are sometimes under-

estimated while the promises of participative management are frequently

exaggerated."

"DES Ropeful for Growth (Guidelines for Spending on Public Libraries)."

Library Association Record. 81 (February 1979): 52.

"As usual the Department of Education and Science has provided a

break-down of Government guidelines for speeding on public libraries in
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England, Scotland and Wales over the next five years. The Departmert

empects there to be modest growth, despite reports that libraries may be

cut in real terms over the next financial year."

Dickinson, D. W. "Some Reflections on Participative Management in Libraries."

College and Research Libraries. 39 (July 1978): 253-62.

"Participative management is highly touted as panacea for the

ills - real and imagined - afflicting libraries. Apologists for this

managerial strategy often fail to define it adequately, proceed from a

number of unwarranted assumptions and suppressed premises in their argu-

ments for it, and overlook some of the consequences that would follow

from its implications. This article examines these assumptions, draws

out the premises, and considers some of the possible ramifications of

participative management in its various forms iv order to arrive at a

clear and workable, albeit restrained, understanding of the concept."

Dobbins, R. "Cases in Financial Manauement." Aslib Proceedings. 27 (July

1975): 302-7.

"Readers are invited to study three cases in finance and accounting

and compare their own proposals with solutions suggested by the writer.

Case 1 is a capital budgeting problem, Case 2 an exercise in the applica-

tion of marginal costing, and Case 3 an exercise in the presentation of a

cash budget."

Dorff, F. "Librarian as a Planner." Catholic Library World. 46 (July

1974): 17-21.

The Eight Basic Steps in Planning are given. This planning pro-

cedure is for a long -term basis. The total library operations are

reviewed as a practical problem which can be solved by using the sug-

gested model.
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Drake, M. A. "Management of Libraries as Professional Organizations."

Special Libraries. 68 (flay-June 1977): 181-6.

"Professional service organizations such as libraries, hospitals,

tad welfare agencies, exist primarily to provide services to consumers

who cannot provide these services for themselves. Some of the major

issues associated with the management of libraries as organizations are

discussed, and the proposition is set forth that libraries are not pro-

viding effective information services because the goals and attitudes of

library professionals are in conflict with the goals of libraries as

organizations."

Drew, S. "Try These Sources of Funds: Federal Programs, Foundation! and

Others Help Libraries." Wisconsin Library Bulletin. 74 (July 1978):

191-4.

A listing of legislative acts which provide funds for libraries.

Drucker, P. F. "Managing the Public Service Institution." College and

Research Libraries. 37 (January 1976); 4-14.

"Important factors involved in the management of public service

institutions, of which the library is one example, are discussed. In-

cluded are the requirements to know the publics and their expectations

and service needs; the problems related to the introduction of new pro -

grass; the roles of the administrator and the professional; the mission

of the Institution; and the need to communicate effectively to society

the institution's unique contribution in order to merit and to receive

continuing support."

Dutton, R. G. "Staff Management and Staff Participation (with Discussion)."

Aalib Proceedings. 25 (March 1913): 111-25.

S26
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A discussion ensues on bow to motivate worhars to do their best. A

i description of what factors cause job satisfaction is dependent epos tom-

mwaication. Communication is seen as an integral part of staff partici-

patios.

Edwards, R. N. "Management of Libraries and the Professional Functions of

Librarians." Library Quarterly. 45 (April 1975): 230-60.

"The functions of library management are seen as different from

functions of librarians performing as professionals. A definition of

these two distinguishable roles shows large areas of differences as well

as some areas of overlap at the higher levels of library management.

Failure to clarify the difference, between these functions has hindered

the development of a genuine profession of librarianship and continues to

handicap effective library service. What is called for is a broader

vision of both the library profession ..nd library management."

Fields. V. C. "Library Management by Objectives: The &mane Way." College

and Research Libraries. 35 (September 1974): 344-9.

"As library management and administration become more complex in the

seventies, management by objectives offers the library director a pos-

sible avenue for coping with the ensuing challenges. Theories of mmaage-

meat and administration, including sync= analysis, planning, organiz-

ing, and controlling, all require objectives and full staff participation

for successful implementation. These approaches are discussed as they

apply to library management and administration as well as to specific

areas of library service and personnel problems."

"Finance (Recommendations of the Library Association of Australia to the

Committee of Inquiry into Public Libraries)." Australian Library

Journal. 24 (October-November 1975): 442-5.
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Recommendations on the distribution, continuity, and sources of

funding are given. The citizen has a right to free information. A

charge should not be required at the time of use instead it should be

part of the general revenue that supports the library.

Fischer, R. G. "Dolph.? Method: A Description, Review, and Criticism."

Journal of Academic Librarianship. 4 (Nay 1978): 64-70.

"The Delphi method uses the opinions of experts for forecasting

future events. The method, developed at the RAND Corporation, is de-

scribed, and a hypothetical example of its use in library planning is

given. Four Delphi studies are reviewed to indicate the different kinds

of problems that have been studied using the method. The weaknesses of

the Delphi are pointed out in the areas of statistical tents and sam-

plias, the nature of the future, the basic RAND studies, selecting

experts, and evaluating predictions. Delphi may be most useful in ga-

thering opinions from large numbers of people and as a heuristic device

rather than as a measure of predicting the future."

Fischer, R. G. "Workers' Self - Management and Libraries." Canadian Library

Journal. 34 (June 1977): 165.

Two differing styles of management are discussed. Top-down decision

making and participative management are compared in terms of innovation

and change. Participative management is considered the best style of

management.

Fish, J. "Community Analaysis: A Planning Tool." Rey State Librarian. 67

(June 1978): 17-19.

A brief commentary on community analysis as tool to improve Jae-

agement decisions.
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Elsner, J. G. "New Approaches to Personnel Management: Personalizing Manage-

ment." Journal of Academic Librarianship. 1 (March 1975): 17-20.

Personnel management is an essential factor in productivity. One

method of increasing job satisfaction is to offer an optional training

program to staff members. The program would provide necessary skills

perceived as essential for job advancement.

Fox, 3. "Library Planning and Evaluation Institute: Helping State Libraries

Write Effective Long -Term Programs." American Libraries. 3 (May 1972):

501-5.

The Library Services and Construction Amendment of 1970 i,t.ated that

a comprehensive program must be submitted in order to receive federal

funds. The College of Education of Ohio State University in Columbus,

Ohio, developed an evaluation model known as CIPP. To train Vbrarians

in the decision making process a three phase project was developed.

Phase I dealt with needs and assessment; Phase II dealt with techniques

used in planning; Phase. III dealt with problem solving related to plan-

ning. "The activities of the institute are recorded in a document enti-

tled Planning and Evaluation for State Library Agencies."

Francis, D. P. "Cost-Benefit Analysis and Public Library Budgets." Library

Review. 25 (Spring-Summer 1.`76): 189-92.

Cost-benefit analysis is a tool designed to reduce social benefits

in terms of cost. The exclusive use of this method will not solve all

the problems inherent to budgeting library expenditures. "The most con-

servative estimates of benefits provided by public libraries to their

local public indicate that these benefits, when expressed in financial

terms, are vastly in excess of expenditures on libraries."
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Calvin, T. J. "Beyond Survival: Library Management for the Future." L:brary

Journal. 101 (September 15, 1976): 1833-5.

"We desperately need, as managers, to find alternative vehicles of

institutional accountability. In justifying our institutional existence

we need to become less materials oriented and more client oriented, to

find ways to collect and quantify attitudes toward the library and client

estimates of its resources and services and to compare these data over

time. Finally, and most central to effective planning, accountability,

and budgeting, it will be essential that we devise and implement sound

methods for establishing realistic, achievable, appropriate service goals

and for reporting in a convincing and entirely candid manner the extent

to which these goals have, or have not been realireti."

Georgi, C. "Beating Inflation in Libraries." Special Libraries. bb (May-

June 1975): 241-4.

"In what she hopes is a light and lively manner, the author dis-

cusses the very serious matter of how to operate a library in an economic

period of less, and less, and cost probably less."

Gore, D. "Things Tour Boss Never Told You About Library Management." Library

Journal. 102 (April 1, 1977): 765-70.

"When staff are neither bored by their work, nor alienated from it,

nor made anxious by it, productivity is bound to soar. And when that

happens, a library director has the best possible case for making compen-

sation rise too. The best hope I can see to remedy the sad salary situa-

tion is to find agreeable ways to bring about quantum leaps in real

productivity, and then prove to your administrati,.n that you have done

it."
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Grover, P. "Planning, Participation, and Public Relations: Essentials for

Trustees." Tennessee Librarian. 30 (Fall 1978): 16-18.

The challenge and responsibility of a library trustee are examined.

Here the library trustee is someone who will, "plan, participate and work

at public relations, you can be sure that your library is the best one

that it can be." Three sources are cited to help the library trustee in

the planning stage.

Gwinup, T. "Participation in Decisions: Reference, the Library, and the

Larger Question." California Librarian. 36 (April 1975): 56-62.

A wide spectrum of issues are examined in terms of the bureaucratic

environment we call a library. The broader issue of working within a

bureaucratic framewnrk is narrowed in terms of the need for participa-

tion among librarians and management decisions.

Ralbrook, A. "Librarian as Manager." New Library World. 77 (May 1976):

95-7.

The managerial style of management by objectives is examined. This

systeh of using objectives to measure competencies allows the librarian

to base decisions upon the effects and coats of library service.

Nerve'', S. A. "How We Increased Our Budget and Collection Painlessly."

North Carolina Libraries. 36 (Summer 1978): 23-4.

Three plans were used to increase the budget, a film rental, book

fair and paper back exchange.

Henington, D. M. "Developing Patterns of Main Library Organization."

Library Trends. 20 (April 1972): 640-53.

Public 'Abrade. share one common organizational structure: they

all have departmentalization. The trend is being established toward
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fewer and larger departments. The biggest difference between libraries

is the grouping of departments.

Jones, R. N. "Creative Library Management: The Existential Perspective."

Assistant Librarian. 66 (November 1973): 178-82.

The term existential is used "because it emphasizes the autonomous

mad creative human element which is of the essence of librarianship."

The creative librarian is one who can orgaaiAe progress and gauge the

achievement. The librarian is a creative risk taker and utilizes library

synergy. Library synergy is making the library a positive stimulus for

creative use. Thz library is a structure which is used in part fur

specific information, and as a whole for a holistic use.

Jones, I. H. "Creative 'sbrary Management: The Limiting Factors." Assistant

Librarian. 66 (October 1973): 158-62.

The limitations of reducing library management to mathematical

models needs to be understood. Mathematical models are needed but the

importance of creative thinking must not be overlooked. Library synergy

deals with a model that emphasizes library stimulus and reader response.

This stimulus needs to be constantly expanded to provide a higher level

of response among the reader.

Jones, I. H. "Management Theory and the Public Library: Technique or Reva-

luation?" Library Association Record. 73 (January 1971): 10-12.

"Traditional library organization is relatively static, hierarchical

and routine-based, and notwithstanding appearances, the application of

conventional management theory may do no more than confirm this fundamen-

tal pattern. A contrary pattern of organization, derived from the General

Systems Theory of Management, accords with new concepts of library see-
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vice, and provides a basis for continuou. flexible development of library

systems. The elements of the Theory are noted and related to public

organisation and practice, and some wider implications for librarianship

are sag ested."

Rhn, C. M. "Library Managing for Results." Focus on Indiana Libraries. 27

(Summer 1973): 44-7.

'The expression of principles or directions with which the goals or

objectives are implemented is called policy. Establishment of goals or

objectives precedes that of policy. The established policy is further

translated into specific programs, each of which specifies the require-

ment and allocation of resources as well as tasks or procedures that are

necessary to carry out the program. The policies and programs are de-

duced from the goals and objectives; this deduction is valid so long as

the premise remains valid. 'Phis discussion is in a sense, about the

validity of the premise or about the variables that determine the library

goals ani objectives."

Kim, C. R. "Library Management: Nan, Material, Service; Institute for Li-

brary Administrators held at Indiana State University." Focus on Indiana

Libraries. 25 (December 1971): 164-9.

Man, materials, and services are the three spectrums of library

service. This is the foundation of the structure that is a library.

Library management can not be utilized "unless we know what service we

want to serve, we do not know what kind of man we need and we do not know

what type of collection to develop."

833
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Hemp, S. D. "Management Tools: Their Use in the Design, Development and

Operation of Information Services." Aslib Proceedings. 28 (November-

December 1976): 364-9.

Management techniques are used to classify and solve problems. The

process is derived from three stages. The "problem classification"

teckmique gives the steps for assessing the problem. The "problem

solving" stage lists the pertinent steps for arriving at a decision. The

"modes of thought" stage is a tool which allows us to function in three

different style. in the "problem solving" stage.

"Libraries for Profit?" American Libraries. 4 (Nay 1973): 267.

"A survey of Capitol Hill indicates that any move to put public

libraries on a user-pay financial basis would meet with a resounding no."

The Nixon administration wishes to include library funding in with other

local monies. This money would then be distributed by local officials.

Mr. Byam predicts, "Libraries won't get any money if that happens."

"Libraries: Motley." American Libraries. 3 (December 1972): 1263-4.

A description of bow library support was increased at libraries that

were faced with inadequate funding.

Little, P. L. and Saulmon, S. A. "Practicing Librarian: Realistic Allocation

of Branch Library Staff." Library Journal. 104 (February 1, 1979):

356-8.

A mathematical formula for allocating stiff to branch libraries was

the outcome of a study. The study analyzed an estimated task time needed

to perform a specific job. Allocation of staff was then made on the

basis of these results.
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Lynch, B. P. "Organizational Structure and the Academic Library." Illinois

Libraries. 56 (March 1974): 201-6.

The author doesn't believe that there is one "Best way to design the

library's organization structure." In order to decide on the best form

of library governance we must have certain ground rules. "We oust ex-

amine variation among library structures, identify factors that are

related to effective performance, rttempt to study libraries in an

objective and systematic fashion. Theo sad only then can we accept some

discussion on 'The one best way to design the library's organizational

structure.'"

McAeanana, J. "Zero Used Budgeting: One Public Library's Experience."

Ontario Library Review. 62 (June 1978): 105-12.

The biggest disadvantage to zero based budgeting is tine spent.

"Finally, was it worth the tint spent? Zero base budgeting is a protege

which as long range benefits. In the short run, it provides a rational

approach to budget management, but in the loos run it allows for the

integration of budget reality with the objectives of the library, so that

long range planning is facilitated."

McClure, C. R. "Planning Process: Strategies for Acticn." College and

Research Libraries. 39 (November 1978): 456-66.

"Planning is the process of identifying organizational goals and

objectives, developing programs or services to accomplish those objec-

tives, and evaluating the success of those programs vis-a-vis the stated

ob! ctive. The importance and purpose of planning as means to increase

organizational effectiveness are stressed. A model of the planning pro-

cess is presented, and the various components of the model are described
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in terms of implementation. This paper concludes with the author sus-

gestiag some pragmatic strategies and considerations that may facilitate

the implementation of organizational planning in academic library."

Merchant, M. P. "Participative Management as Related to Personnel Develop-

ment." Library Trends. 20 (July 1971): 48-59.

"The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between

the involvement of the professional librarians on the staff in the disci -

sien-msking process of the library and selected performance characteris-

tics. It would appear that the staff's job satisfaction is highly

affected by managerial style and the opportmity to participate in the

decision making process."

Bartell, C. "Administration: Which Way, Traditional Practice or Madera

Theory?" College and Research Libraries. 33 (March 1972): 104-12.

"Recent technological and social developments are forcing many

administrators to reassess the effectiveness of traditional managerial

practices. Attempts to increase effectiveness by utilizing modern

theories of management have frequently ended in failure. This article

maintains that features inhere:, in the traditional, 'mechanistic' organ-

isations hamper the creation of truly flexible and adaptive organizations.

If this is the ease, it is crucial that administrators learn to recognize

and cope with these hindrances."

Martin, J. A. "Staff Evaluation of Supervisors." Special Libraries. 70

(January 1979): 26-9.

"The results of a two-year experiment with subordinates evaluation

of supervisors in health sciences library are described. Results of a

questionnaire survey of 101 health 'cientes library directors on this

reverse evaluation process are also revealed."
-SO-
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Miller, E. P. "Cast -Effectiveness for Decision Making." Illinois Libraries.

55 (February 1973): 62-4.

Cost-effectiveness is discussed in terms of a decision making policy.

Cost-effectiveness involves two factors. The first is the cost to manage-

neat and the second is the effectiveness to the user. Bow do we evaluate

whether a chef will be effective or wanted by the miser? The author

suggests that one way may he to take a user opinion survey.

Miller, E. R. "Dollars are a Year -Round Job." Wisconsin Library Bulletin.

69 (March 1973): 89-91.

"It is important to establish year-round rapport with other govern-

ment units to have effective liaison at budget time."

&mann, V. K. "Managerial Style in the Small Public Library." California

Librarian. 39 (July 1978): 7-20.

A survey was conducted of five libraries in which the director, pro-

fessional staff, and clerical employees evaluated the style of management

of the director. Possible styles were: exploitive, authority; bene-

volent, authoritative; consultative; participative. The management areas

were: leadership, motivation, communication, decisions, goals, and

control.

Otterson, S. coop. "Bibliography on Standards for Evaluating Libraries."

College and Research Libraries. 32 (March 1971): 127-44.

This bibliography has guidelines for the evaluation of subject

collections in federal government libraries. References are chosen

because of their contribution to an understanding of the elements of

library standards and the required criteria. References are also given

to articles dealing with an application of the methodology needed for the

evaluation task.



Palmour, V. E. "Planning in Public Libraries: Role of Citizens and Library

Staff." Drexel Library Quarterly. 13 (July 1977): 33-43.

"?he purpose of this paper is to discuss the kinds of information

needed for planning in public libraries, some of the difficulties and

pitfalls in obtaining such information, and suggestions for *proved

methodology in public library planning. Emphasis will be placed on the

role of citizens - both library users and nonusers - and library staff

members in the planning activity."

Plate, R. N. and Stone, E. W. "Factor,. Affecting Librarians' Job Satisfaction:

A Report of Two Studies." Library Quartey. 44 (April 1974): 97-110.

Job satisfaction is discussed in terms of Fredrick Rerzberg's

theory. A study was conducted to see what led to job satisfaction and

dissatisfaction. Motivators which lead to satisfaction are: achieve-

ment, recognition, work itself, responsibility, advancement, and profes-

sional or personal growth. Causes for job dissatisfaction are: institar

tion policy and administration, supervision, interpersonal relationships,

working conditions, status, salary, and security.

Ramsay, W. C. "Mature of Librarianship: The Profession and its Role in the

Community." Australian Library Journal. 21 (September 1972): 925-31.

"The practice of librarianship involves not only carrying out the

core tasks of the profession - collecting, organizing, exploiting and

preserving books and information - but administering the libraries and

information services in which these tasks are carried ens. In this

respect librarianship differs from the classic professions."

Randall, G. E. "Budgeting for Libraries." Special Libraries. 67 (January

1976): 8-12.
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"In the past the major portion of the industrial library budget, as

high as 90-95% of the total, was consumed by personnel and literature

costs. Eaperically and rationally derived bases for determining the

costs for libraries are suggested. Recent accounting procedures and the

advent of new technologies have introduced costs into the library budget

so that literature and personnel costa may now account for only 75-80% of

the library budget."

Hayward, W. B. "Bureaucratic Organization of Libraries." Australian Library

Journal. 19 (August 1970): 245-53.

A review of the similarities of bureaucratic organizations in li-

braries. An illustration of a beginning library is given with the devel-

i:Iment of each department and its function. The best structured depart-

ment is were paper work if an understanding of the human element is

ignored.

Rizzo, J. R. "Accountability and the Library (With Discussion)." Wisconsin

Library Bulletin. 71 (January 1975): 14-17.

"A library administrator who approaches accountability in this

manner ran achieve benefits beyond those of achieving organizational

effectiveness and efficiency. A budget presented in achievement area or

program terms encourages decisions based on results."

Shaffer, K. R. "Library Administrator as Negotiator: Exit the Boss."

Library Journal. 100 (September 1, 1975): 1475-80.

The traditional image of the boss is being reexamined. This image

is being replaced by a manager who is in the role of a negotiator. "The

administrator must forego the spotlight of prestige to share achievements

readily end widely. Aad last, he or she must possess an elephantine

43-
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strength, energy, and patience, not only is, dealing with the crises and

problems of the library, but in providing the leadership day by day that

will bring it to greater achievement and excellence."

Shuman, B. A. "Model-Building Techniques for Public Libraries." Focus

Indiana Libraries. 28 (Summer-Fall 1974): 43-4.

A procedure for reducing library problems into

portrayed. Severs! diagrams of models are illustrated

various techniques.

Singh, M. "Library Improvement: Some Human

26 (March 1972): 164-81.

One important aspect of management is personnel.

Factors."

working models

on

is

to incorporate the

Indian Librarian.

How do we motivate

people to do their best? Where we see that various factors of the

workers relationship play an important role in job motivation. How we

deal with these relationships will effect personnel productivity.

Steeasland, R. P. "Management is Public Libraries." North Carolina Libraries.

32 (Winter 1974): 19-22.

Three managerial styles are compared. "Management by crisis" is

seen as a method where the library manager is constantly called to make

low level decisions. "Management by drives" is an administrator who is

continually supervising others who make low level decisions. The middle

ground approach is "management by objectives." "This approach to library

management seeks through planning to eliminate crisis within the organi-

zation."

Summers, F. W. "Libraries and Budgeting." Connecticut Libraries. 15 (April

1973): 2-10.
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The need to justify your budget to gain added support or programs is

perceived. Budgeting is the basic philosophy that governs the spending

of money and other resources in the library. A look at the different

types of budgeting procedures are examined in the light of providing

better library services.

Swanson, R. W. "Organize/ lr Related to Library Management." Canadian

Library Journal. 30 '): 356-64.

"Modern organizatis :s a composite of theory on structure

and function or organizatiu. theory on human behavior in them.

There is an evident nerd for managerial skills and analytic expertise

related to patron service, both demanding a high degree of interpersonal

interaction. Increasingly, time and experience are permitting an exami-

nation of objectives, performance effectiveness, work group arrangments,

and organization alliances for which knowledge of organization theory is

helpful. This paper presents elements of organization theory relevant to

projective assessments of libraries and information centers."

Tarr, S. A. "Effective Group Process for Libraries: A focus on Committees."

College and Research Libraries. 35 (November 1974): 444-52.

"One way of generating greater and more effective staff participa-

tion in library management is through the library committee. An invest-

igation and reevaluation of the traditional library committee composi-

tion, functions, and performance is made app_ying management principles

gad group interaction theory."

Waddington, C. C. "Some Principles of Administration in Libraries." Journal

of Education for Librarianship 10 (Fall 1969): 138 -43.

-85-
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The importance of administrative decisions is structured by three

principles. "The three principles of administration are: 1) the need to

focus on the quality and quantity of work done by staff members and the

exclusion of all 'routine tasks' from an administrator's schedule, 2) the

need for two-way communication up to the point of rural understanding of

the individual and problems involved, 3) the need to plan and implement

change. The other five functions of a library include: planning

(included here are organizing, coordinating, and budgeting); decision

making (directing); delegating; staffing; and reporting." Within this

framework the importance of administrative decisions are examined.

Waldhart, T. J. and Marcum, T. P. "Decision Making and the Analysis of Li-

brary Operations. and Services." Kentucky Library Association Bulletin.

35 (October 1971): 4 -11.

"A number of factors can contribute to the level of quality achieved

in decision making, some of the most obvious being: (1) the degree to

which the decision maker understands the problem, (2) the presence or

absence of information to support the decision making process, (3) the

quality of the supportive information, and (4) the decision maker's

interpretation of the supportive information. In light of the importance

of good decision making to the effective and efficient management of

libraries, this paper will consider two aspects of the problem: the

structure of the decision making process; and the relationship which

exists between decision making and the analysis of library operations and

services. Perhaps through a better understanding of the decision making

process we can contribute slightly to improve library management."

-86.
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Waller, S. B. "Libraries, Managers, and People." Special Libraries. 66

(September 1975): 411-15.

`The question of library management is receiving more and more

attention. Increasi 4 liberal attitudes on the part of workers is

straining current supervisory techniques. There is evidence to suggest

that current management thinking is not effective enough to deal with

these changes. It is evidenced in the pressures experienced by managers

and in the increasing discontent of employees. Library managers can

benefit a study of differing management theories and a greater

understanding of human interactions in the work environment. They must

recognize that where there is poor interaction their role is causative as

well as crucial."

Wedgeworth, R. F. "Prospects For and Effecting Change in the Public Library."

Library Quarterly. 48 (October 1978): 531-41.

A historical survey of what areas have been most effected by change

in the library. One way of encouraging change is through the continuing

education of librarians. This need was provided in CLEM (Continuing

Library Education Network and Exchange).

Willard. D. D. "Seven Realities of Library Administration: Fear, Blame, the

Productivity Obsession, Expediency, Management by Crisis, Bureaucracy,

Management by Platitude." Library Journal. 101 (Juanuary 15, 1976):

311-27.

Library administration deals with the following personnel problems:

"fear, blame, the productivity obsession, expediency, management by

crisis, bureaucracy, and management by platitude." These areas are a

natural deterrent to job satisfaction and productivity. Administrative
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theories are needed but individual behavior must be considered before the

theories are applicable.
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THE VILLAGE LIBRARY PROJECT
YUKON- KUSKOKWIM DELTA, ALASKA

Gordon N. Hills
Bethel, Alaska

"Library service of any quality in rural areas is a very new, indeed

revolutionary concept: as revolutionary in its own way as computers or sat-

ellite communication . . ."1 Couple this with the fact that both computers

and satellite comannicatioa (including television) are joining libraries in

Ynpik Eskimo villages across the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta, and we assuredly have,

in terms of access to new information, a revolutionary situation.

.

The Project area
2

is in west centfal Alaska, along the Bering Sea coast.

About the size of the State of Washington, it is almost entirely tundra, with

the Yukon River forming the northern edge against hills, and the Kuskokwim

River flowing southwesterly into the boy of the same name. A maze of tribu-

taries and sloughs characterize both river courses. Viewed from the air in

the summer months, the innumerable ponds, lakes and serpentine sloughs over

the vast tundra area in between give the impression of a waterscape, rather

than a landscape. Scrub spruce forests are found upriver and on hills bor-

dering the Yukon. The region is located just south of the arctic circle and

has a climate of long, rather harsh winters and relatively short summers.

Winters are characterized by short days and zero or below zeia temperatures

with wind, but the summers more than compensate with endless daylight and

bountiful subsistence resources across the land and waters.

-89-
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The Yukon-Xuskokwim delta is the largest and most heavily populated

contiguous of Native settlement and culture in Alaska. All but a small

fraction of the population is Tupik-speaking Eskimo, living in 57 villages

ranging from 100 to about 400 in population, with 3 or 4 having between 600

and 700. Bethel, the regional center on the lower Euskokwim, has 4,800 of a

total 7.9,500
3
population in the area.

Eurommerican or western values and development policies and priorities

have been supplanting or at least strongly influencing the traditional econ-

omies and beliefs at an increasing rate. This is especially true since the

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act was passed by the U.S. Congress in 1972.

This brought Native local and regional corporate organizations into gradual

control of large areas of Alaska, to culminate in total land and resource

control in 1991.

During the first half of the 19th century Russian explorers were followed

into the Yukon-Xuskokwim delta by missionaries of the Russian Orthodox, Nora-

vian and Roman Catholic faiths. After the sale of Alaska by Imperial Russia

to the United States in 1867, the U.S. Government slowly began to assume some

care and re-;onsioility for the Native population in the Territory of Alaska.

In this century, the U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs and moat recently the

Alaska State Government (statehood came in 1959) have developed local govern-

ment, health and educational systems. Telecommunication networks and modern

transportation services developed by government, the military and the private

sector are the equal of any in the world, for a region so sparsely populated

and remote. One main lack is interconnecting highways, prohibited by, among

other factors, the exhorbitant cost of building and maintaining a roadbed over

permafrost. In Alaska, however, air travel has become a system of 'intercon-
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meeting highways.' Any local roads are confined within a village or connect

with a nearby airstrip.

In a word, in terms of access to information and resources for modern

development, the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta is being catapulted straight into the

21st century, and many of the Yupik people are the ones most anxious to have

their hands on the contrals. The traditional subsistence economy is already

under pressure from a growing population, and easier transportation (snow

mobiles, called sno-eou or snow machines, in winter: outboard-powered, flat -

bottom river boats during the warm mouths; and a variety of aircraft by

scheduled and charter carriers al' ye,r round). There is regular barge

freight 'ervice from the mainland r and both jet and turbo-prop airliner

service between Bethel and Anchorage, 400 air miles due east. (There are also

two other regional sub-centers whose runways can handle jets, one on the Lower

Yukon, the other 150 miles upriver from Bethel on the Kuskokwim.) Presently

oil and gas exploration and dam proposals are posing dramatic changes for the

subsistence economy, which flourished relatively undisturbed for thousands of

years.

Public desire for library development in the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta vas

expressed during a series of meetings sponsored by the White House during the

winter of 1978-79 ("Speak-Out" for libraries, etc.) Possibly some of this

interest had beta stimulated by previous school library development, which was

strong in at least one of the three school districts in the region, the Lower

Kaskokorim School District. Financial and technical assistance was needed to

start a program of library development in the remote villages desiring

libraries.

-91-
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The Bead Librarian of Bethel's Kuskokwim Consortium Library (serving both

the residents of Bethel and Kuskokwim Community College, the later providing

about 80% of its funding) started a search for funds that eventually resulted

is a large state appropriation going directly to the college for a village

library development project. Preparations were begun and a Project Coordina-

tor was hired for the 1980-81 fiscal yeas. Wine villages participated the

first year, which perhaps was too many.

The criteria for accepting a village t3 participate in the Project have

altered somewhat since the beginning. At first the existence of community

college programs was a prime factory (Adult Basic Educatiun4 center, credit

courses taught by contracting with qualified school teachers in the village).

Later of recessity v..her factors became more important: the surety of a

heated, lighted place for the library; the interest and committment of local

officials; a conscientious and otherwise qualified and trained library aide;

population; remoteness; community-wide interest and support. Interestinely,

we found that it was often easier to establish a library in a smell, poor

village than in a large, affluent one, due to the fact that there is usually

one dominant power clique, figure or family in a small village, whereas the

large village may be wracked or disorganized by opposing power factious, or

having difficulty managing all kinds of grants for a variety of projects. The

city manager (village administrator) may be auppostive--vs diointereetel. The

traditional mayor may or may not be strong on the library. And with each

election, each change in village administrator, the local climate for the

library may well shift, for better or worse.

848
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In return for the village's
contribution of a heated, lighted place far

the library, the Project
provided transportation and per diem for the resident

library aides to attend two 3k-day training workshops in Bethel, a "core col-

lection" of library materials, adequate library furnishings, subscriptions to

about twenty periodicals, a cassette recorder/player, Yupik language and

cooperative estension materials, plus two visits during the first year by the

Coordinator to help set up the library and get it started. In the following

years the project funded one annual
on-side visit per village by the Coordin-

ator, an annual workshop /meeting of all library aides, plus ongoing consulting

support to resolve any problems.

Staining has been in the most basic procedures for (1) establishing the

library, and (2) operating the library. The aide is pivotal in every respect,

since he/she acts as the agent and liaison for the Project, once the Coordin-

ator leaves the village. We have found, over the three years' experience,

that one must be in as close touch with the village administrator as with the

library aide, in order to make realistic ',regress. Belatedly, as the funding

and support services for the Project are being phased out by Kuskokwiw Com-

munity College during Fiscal Year 84, we must also recognize that the tradi-

tional mayor of each village should have been uniformly included in our village

liaison. In several villages this happened naturally, but in others, where

the village administrator seemed in-charge to a "Kussaq" or Caucasian Co-

ordinator only just learning
the socio-cultural ways of the Yupik villages,

there was no contact at all with the traditional leaders--and in certain

villages it can be seen in retrospect that this omission significantly handi-

capped the progress of the library.

849
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It should be mentioned that brckground in cross-cultural relations for

college field staff, those who work in the remote villages, is important. And

learning the Yupik language, although mot required, has been encouraged for

these workers, whose clients are almost exclusively Yupik Eskimos. Admittedly

the trend is for more and more young Native; to be, if not bi-lingual, then

exclusively English-speaking, but the parental and grandparental generations --

certainly in some of the more traditional villages- -can be functionally

illiterate when it come to written English, at least, though they may have a

fragmentary acquaintance with spoken English.

The original Coordinator, who did a

libraries the first year (although two

follow-up support), appears to have bad

creditable job in helping set up nine

or three almost failed from lack of

enough difficulty with the remotfiness

of the delta and, as he had a wall family, with the innumerable flight; to

remote village alone (20-25 per year was the average the first three yearn)

that he resigned early. The current Coordinator, who will have worked from

the second year to the end of the Project, has picked up his cross-cultural

knowledge isdoisolly, and by close observation. He also worked previously for

an Indian tribe on the Washington coast, liv.ng outdoors much -if the time, and

thus was better prepared

also helped that he was

some

feet

would say is almost

The core collection

for bush and cross-cultural encounters generally. It

unmarried, thoug4 he bad a dog team in Bethel, which

like being matriedf

of each village

of fiction and non-fiction, meeting

beginning (very) small public library.

wide, or three 5' high shelving units.

lib cry consists of forty-five linear

standards of a basic collection for a

This would be about 15 shelves 3'

The non-fiction portion is strongly

reference in character, and the fiction shelves are predominantly juvenile,



westerns and romances. Added initiatives bring adult fiction ie donated

paperbacks and back files of magazines like Alaska Naeazioe and National

Geographic.

The villagers are solicited for recommendations at all times, and this

has result i in practical reoir manuals, local Alaskans, high interest sports

hooks ou specific sports, local naps, sectarian religious books, business and

trade skill texts, and materials on life-coping skills being added. Anything

pictorial on Alaska is of high interest. Illustrated adult fiction would be

popular, but there is very little available. one yearns for the old Classic

Comics of the '40s and '50s. Cassette tapes of music, bible readings and on

other subjects (e.g., basketball coaching) are also available. The first

village has purchased a microcomputer for use in its library/A.8.E. Center

building, and another possibility is to have a television monitor and video-

recorder/player, especially if the village has cable television, which is

sickly spreading among at least the Pry': villages. Telephone service, by

the way, has rapidly evolved fruit the one village phone of one or two years

ago to individual phone service for most villages. In the future undoubtedly

lies the prospect of computer networks, and teleconferencing is already com-

mon. All villages with television sets can receive at least two state chan-

nels now, one for entertainment which is a combination of network programming,

and the other is the Learn Alaska channel, for educational purposes, including

continuing education.

Five villages were accepted during the second year, 1981-82, then two

more in 1982-83. Progress for all libraries bas ranged from defii.ite to very

uncertain. In the fall of 1903, fifteen are either open or on the verge of

being so, because of -chool starting and the summer snbaistecce season coming
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to an end, and the one remaining village will be hiring an aide and opening

their library once a small building purchased from the school district has

been moved and reassembled on village land. Over these years of the Project

there has been almost constant change in the status of each village library,

chic to the fact that each one has been evolving toward improved housing,

budget management and library aide performance. Probably the main incentive

for the participating villages to raise standards is to meet requirements for

receiving Library Assistance Grants made available by the Alaska ;hate '..i-

brary.

After difficulties encountered durinX the first year, it was evident that

local political support should be emphasized and continually monitored.

Formation of a village library committee was strongly recommended, rather than

having the village council sit as the library committee. Host local liaison

work has to be done by the library aide, who is coached in workshops and

reinforced by other, more experienced aides in ways to bolster the standing of

the library, as well as the standard of library services offered. One main

goal has been to make the village libraries appropriate, community-orieated

libraries. The social status of a new library is somewhat problematical,

culturally speaking, until the collection, services and programs it offers

are accepted as relevant and helpful and can be recommended by elders, many of

whom do not read English or the new Fupik orthography.

The role of the Coordinator, as agent for the creation of new libraries

and as advisor for those ilready established and operating, is significant and,

for a time, seemingly indispensable. The main goal of this final, phasing-out

year (of Project assistance) is to make the village libraries as inuependent

as possible. A handbook is being prepared for the use of village admiaistra-
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tors and village library aides alike. The Coordinator has been facilitating

and expediting iwprovements for the individual village libraries and monitoring

their progress by phone calls, on-site visits to help directly (especially in

training new aides, which is now done in the home village), and by passing on

timely information and advice about changes need.d in order to meet require-

ments far the library assistance grants. Almost all the villages

grants to keep their libraries going. These are consumed mainly by

salary and heating fuel costs. But then these subsistence villages

dent on a variety of large state grants and governmental services,

need these

the aide's

are depen-

for every-

(Cur-thing from building and maintaining airstrips tr. operating schools.

rently the old R.I.A. elementary schools are being turned over to star school

districts, and in the future the distant boarding high schools are being

phased out as well, as almost all villages now have their own X -12 systems.)

even the salaries of village employees are provided through state sources.

Although jobs in the private sector exist they are few in number, though a

cash economy is gradually replacing the traditional subsistence economy.

The cross-cultural nature of the Project presents interesting problems.

As mentioned above, training of villagers to be library aides has evolved from

schooling sessions in Bethel (which brought villagers far from their home

village to the regional center, with its diversions, temptations, and relative

anonymity for the visitor) to on-site visits by the coordinator for one-on -one

instruction, coaching, and just plain visiting and getting acquainted in the

aide's home village. It is crucial to establish good relations in the vil-

lage, to know the community better and to be known oneself. A4 well as making

friends, this effort also gives the aide confidence and recognition and the

library a start toward acceptance and some status, by eliciting the interest,
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support and pride of local officials in a new community service. In going to

a home village, the Coordinator Chooses to 'go with' community pride and cul-

tural strengths in order to reinforce the training, rather than pulling a

villager into the mostly "Bussaq" (white) dominated regional center of Bethel,

far from family and friends. Speaking of Xusszaqs, there is a point of view or

mentality that says that establishing libraries in these villages is not

replacing anyone's cultural values, that Yupik people have been readitg En-

glish for a long time, and that there has never been any adverse reaction to

establishing these libraries-in-the-villages is premature, and that they will

fail if not constantly nurtured. I must disagre, with both these positions,

because the truth lies in between these extremes.

Another cross - cultural question involves the position of males and fe-

males vis-A-vis the public library in a Yupik Eskimo village. Does it make a

difference if the aide is a young woman or a young man? It appears that it

does in same villages. Some men may not go to the library simply because it

is operated by a woman and is thereby made a "wooer's place." la one village

the library was placed on the second floor of a c,ty building, where the vil-

lage administrator's office is located. Both the village administrator and

the library aide are young women, and there is also a apace for the women's

sewing circle to meet! (The first floor is reserved for men's activities.)

Recognising such conditions and the mores of the villagers, we have also

thought to suggest designating certain shelves in the village library as

"Bea'a Books," and others as "Women's Books," just a; have always been

Labelled "Children's Books This is not an over-reaction, no. is it sexist;

it is an attempt to make the libraries more acceptable to all the villagers,

not just to women and children and some of the young people. The reluctance
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of some men to use the library in a village becnuse of this gender identifica-

tion is also seen in the use of the Adult Basic Education Centers in cetain

villages, where young men are said to be unwilling to show a lack of prowess

in academic and related areas of knowledge by being seen entering the place,

although they might go in to get acquainted with the young woman personally!

Nuntins, fishing and trapping are the men's traditional, subsistence damsine;

the woes are at home with children, or gathering plant resources, making or

washing clothes, preparing and cooking food, processing game and hides brought

in by the men, etc.

In order to qualify for Library Assistance Grants and matching money

available from the Alaska State Library after the village library is estab-

lished, each participating village council must pass a library ordinance or

resolution and have the library open at least ten hours per week for 48 weeks

of the year, although "alternative library services" may be offered during the

summer months, when subsistence fishing takes precedence aver all other com-

munity activities. This usually involves placing an exchange paperback and

periodical collection in the village administrat4ve offices, which are open

throughout tht year. Passing a library ordinance or council resolution to

that effect makes the village public library an oricial arm of village gov-

ernment.

The Library Assistance Grants are for operations and improvements for as

existing community pu Lc library, but not for construction of a library

building. There are other state funding sources available for the purpose of

pew library construction, but as of this writing there are no longer funds

available for this use through the federal Library Services and Construction

Act. Orientations and advice are given at all workshops for the library aides,
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regarding the requirements and preparations needed to qualify for such state

grants and any other funding for libraries.

The type of housing utilized for a village public library takes many

forms: rooms in community or recreation halls, or in other village government

buildings, former clinics or vacated houses, old federal government trailers

or school classroom buildings, and lastly, combined school/public libraries

that are set up in the local high school's library area The latter arrange-

ment has to be negotiated between the village's school advisory board and the

village council. Wherever feasible and desired, for its apparent economy and

efficiency, the Project has supported such combined or multiple use of the

village library area. For example, some villages hold their Adult Basic Ed-

ucatioe classes in the library, or the village library aide doubles as the

A.B.H. monitor.

On the face of it, one would think that it would work out best in hese

mall, isolated villages --many of them quite poor--to have the school and

public library in one facility, to eliminate the duplication of services.

However, under the prevailing cross-cultural conditions this is not easily

done, and in fact is not wanted. Of the sixteen villages that joined the

Project, not one has retained combined school/public library housing, though

several started out that way. The villagers apparently prefer to have total

control of their own library. On the other hand it seems clear that the vil-

lage library joins most logically with the local A.B.E. program, for these

combinations are relatively easy to effect, end the A.B.E. program 1% admin-

istered by the regional community college.

As well as offering public library services, the village libraries are

also there to provide some preparation and support to high school graduates in
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the villages elm may he ronsadering higher educe Lion, and to do the same for

students in field extension courses of the community college. Support for

A.B.E. students has already been mentioned. Interlibrary laan is encouraged,

as well as any other mutual assistance and sharing. Last winter one library

was totally lost when the community hall in which it was housed burned to the

ground. In a few weeks a large quantity of new aad duplicative materials were

being donated ly the other village libraries, and shortly the village had more

than enough good library materials to open in a new location. The strongly

supportive response from the other libraries also boosted the spirits of the

"burned out" library aide and, instead of quitting his library job, he took on

a new enthusiasm which eventually resulted ie the library re-opening, furn-

ished with all new shelving and furniture purchased with remaining grant money

and some village funds.

The library aide position in most villages being only a quarter-time job,

the aide usually has other part-time jobs or subsistence activities to pursue.

As a resource person the library aide is sometimes able to obtain employment

in the local school as a teacher's aide to help take care of the school

library as well. We have also found that the aide really needs to be a high

school graduate. Then with library training and regular coaching he o' she is

mare likely to op'rate the library in an effective way, responsive to vil-

lagers' needs. Experience with high schooters has shown that they are too

immature and self-oriented, regardless of training, and use their library

bourn mostly as a trIsting time with their peers!

Funding foa the Project itself, after the first year's direct appropria-

tion from the legislature to the college for this purpose, developed a check-

ered character, but at all times originated, directly or indirectly, with the
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Alaska State Department of Education and the University of Alaska. Funding

for the second and third years came partly out of the continuing appropriation

to the college, plus two grants: our from the Alaska Commission on Postsecon-

dary Education, the other from Alaska State Library. The fourth and final

year's funding rows from the college and supplemental grant for a project

evaluation for the first half of the college year, then prondbly from grants

exclusively for Part of the second half. The Project fortunately began at a

time when ample state funds and a local state legislature with much seniority

were available. It will cad at a time of a reordering of the college's pri-

orities, which do not include any further village library development or

support of any kind, and a downturn in state revenues, brought on by a slump

in the world oil market.

The annual meeting of library aides (which may continue - -the next one is

scheduled for February, 1954 -- because expenses of each aide can be paid

through each village library's own library assistance grant) takes place in a

different host village each year, to take advantage of the strong cultural

reinforcement and sense of community so prevalent throughout the region. The

village setting also offers an opportunity for outside guest instructors co

experience the cultural and environmental conditions that predominate. For

the current Project Coordinator, working with village people and the aides has

been as much a learning experience as it has been one of instructing others.

Coe recommendation recently made is to create an Advisory Council for the

Project, to ensure that the villagers control policy formulation for future

library development in the Yukon-Xuskoswim delta.

It is certainly a difficult and delicate task to insert a foreign cul-

tural institution into any community, and then to ask them to operate it
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alone. In the long run, however, it is the only way it may be iv-repted and

integrated into community life and activities. in the past, the traditional

Yupik 'library' has been the oral tradition maintained by elders. In the

Village Library Project we have looked for ways to benefit and grow because of

this oral tradition, to eventually bring the village 'Paltry effort into

concert with it. Through the children, who know libraries through their

schools, this can be achieved in time. Library programs with high topical and

local interest have been encouraged, oral history techniques and archival

controls have been introduced, and local imprints and audio-visual productions

by and about the Yupik Eskimo people have been sought.

As the Project continued these four years, a growing concern has been to

have a thorough outside evaluation. This fall (1983) a major evaluation

effort will be undertaken, of all aspects of the Project. Records of

Lion (and visitors) in the individual libraries are being kept regularly now

by everyone, so these measurements of library use can be considered as well.

Of equal concern is how a village's governing leaders judge the library, and

efforts are constantly being made to solicit and learn from their appraisal.

The formal evaluation will include on-site visits over the course of a week to

most of the sixteen villages, especially those reflecting special difficulty

and special progress. The evaluation team will probably be comprised of two

pr4.fessional librarians, a man and a woman, knowledgeable and experienced in

the delivery of library services to Native/bush areas. This reason for spec-

ifying a man and a woman is to give a balance and authority to the team that

will make their work more effective, recognizing the acceptable roles of men

and women in the traditional culture, so strong in the delta villages. For

each village visited, the traditional mayor will be formally invited to escort
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the evaluation team. The village administrator will also be asked to partici-

pate. It is important when visiting a village in any formal or representative

capacity to identify oneself and the purpose of the visit, and to demonstrate

friendliness and mutual respect by meeting with local leaders.

There is much to know and respect of the Yupik Eskimo life and culture,

in this period of accelerating cultural and economic changes. All the funding

in the world cannot buy a rational and humane progress in cross-cultural

development if the ancient tradition and the integrity of local authority and

customs are ignored. Perhaps, long after the "Village Library Project" is

gone, the village libraries throughout the Yukon-Kuskokwim delta will not only

support orderly and responsible regional development, but will also help pre-

serve a healthy balance between modern and traditional ways.

MOTE: The author invites comment, which, along with results of the formal
evaluation and other review, may be included in a postscript next spring.
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FM:MOOTES

1From Unesco Bulletin for Libraries, 26:1, P. 2-7, "Functions and Organisa-
tion of a Aural Library System", by F. A. Starr, State Librarian of Western
Australia.

2Identical with the Calista Native Corporation area

3Figure provided by Association ul Village Council Presidents

4reinsiter referred to as A.B.E.
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This issue o. aural Libraries reports the proceedings of a

workshop, "Trenas in Humanities Programs: Present and Future,"

which was sponsored by the Center for the Study of Ruriti Librarianship

on November lb, 1983. The workshop offered program planning advice

for rural liorarians. The National hndowment lox the Humanities

funded tnis workshop as part of a two-year grant. Publishing

these proceedings has allowed tne Center to achieve one of its

Long-range goals: the dissemination of information designed to

assist rural librarians who aro engaged in planning and conducting

public programs that explore issues related to the humanities.
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THE CHANGES IN RURAL AMERICA

Daryl Heasley, PhD.
Associate Professor, Rural sociology Extension
Dept. of Agriculture, Economics, and Rural Sociology
me Pennsylvania State University

Deborah Bray Preston, R.N., M.S.
Doctoral Candidate
Dept. of Agriculture, Economics, and Rural Sociology

. The Pennsylvania State University

Libraries are special places and when they are in rural areas

they are even more special. Both of us, although raised in very

different rural areas--one about 35 miles directly west of Clarion,

Pennsylvania, and the other in Northern Ontar'o, Canada--have

a warm appreciation for rural library services. Despite the remoteness

of both of these geographic areas, there was always a library

and a librarian to enrich our lives. We like what you are doing

at conferences like this to make these services better. Furthermore,

we know that your interest, creativity, and dedication in providing

library services to rural residents go far beyond such conferences.

Dr. Vavrek enumerated three challenges at the first conference

sponsored by Clarion University of Pennsylvania. He stated:

First, we can build on the momentum of interest
in rural librarianship through workshops, confer-
ences, and institutes...Second, we can perform the
research necessary to illustrate the similarities and
the differences of rural librarianship with other
aspects of library service. Third, we can signal...
those...given a responsibility to represent Ameri-
can librarianship that the needs of those served by
the small and medium sized libraries have been neglected
and must be made a part of a new creative
consciousness to benefit all Americans (Vavrek, 91).
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We commend your ,-tfforts in all of these areas as we believe that

access to adequate library services is crucial if rural residents

are to achieve and maintain a high quality of life.

In an attempt to insure that you realize your objectives, we

intend to discuss selected changes in the rural countryside which

hemp to explain the current rural phenomenon. First, we must

define "rural" which is not an easy task. We use it in a general

sense to mean the countryside, the village, and the small American

town. These geographic areas are inhabited by people who have

different values and a stronger commitment to the institutions

and lifeways of the American past than do their urban counterparts.

The adjective "rural" also implies deficiencies in the availability

and quality of public services, increased costs and time involved

in accessing these services, and difficulties in attempting to

adapt urban prograns to rural needs (Copp; USDA Yearbook 1970,

147).

Schmidt (1982) made the following observations on rural life:

There are few (if any) generalizations concern-
ing life in rural America which can be made with
absolute certainty. This is rot because we know
so little about rural conditions...but rather,
because rural areas...differ so greatly one from
another...Diversity exists in geography, demog-
graphy, culture, and ethnicity. it exists in the
variety of political forms and At exists in the
diversity of the rural economy...It represents
(at the same time) a great resource in our work
with those wno inhabit our countryside (11).

In summation, rural areas are the backbone of America in that

they are the sources of all re. materials that are essential to

our high quality of life (Diliman and Hobos, 1982). It is the

2
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rural people, the growers and extractors of these raw materials,

who represent the focus of the remainder of our discussion.

Having considered several definitional and value items as a

prelude to the thesis of this address, we can now move to a discussion

of selected trends in rural America and their implications for

rural librarians. These trends include: the population turnaround,

economic changes, improvement in housing, decreased poverty levels,

increased formal educational attainment, changes in the structure

of rural families, increases in rural crime, changes in local

government finance and expenditures, and improvement in health

care and transportation.

Population Turnaround

A significant development occurred in the pattern of population

growth, beginning in the lai_e 19b0s and becoming measurable in

about 1972. For the first time in more than 160 years, the population

growth rate was higher in rural areas than in urban areas, despite

a decline in the national birth rate (Beale, 1981). In the 1954s,

rural and small town growth was 4.4 percent. Between 1970 and

1988, this growth rate had climbed to 15.4 percent (USDA, Office

Of Rural Development, 1983:1).

In the decade of the 1960s, the number of persons living in

nonmetropolitan counties declined by 2.8 millinn. By contrast,

in the decade of the 1978s, the number of people in nonmetropolitan

counties increased by 8.4 million. This growth in the 1978s,

however, was not uniform across the U.S.A. Four factors seem

to have influenced this unevenness. These factors include the

3
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growth of the e.:tractive industries, the expansion of resort indus-

tries, the relocation of persons of retirement age, and the growth

of four year plus colleges (USDA, Office of Rural Development,

1983:2).

In the Northeast Region of the U.S.A., the nonmetropolitan

population increased by 12.4 percent. Similarly, a 7.8 percent

increase was registered in the North Central Region. A 17.1 percent

increase was noted in the Southern Region, and a 31.8 percent

increase in nonmetropolitan growth was recorded in the Western

Region (USDA, Office of Rural Development, 1983:21.

Uneveness of growth is suet one factor which should be recognised

by persons who provide services to rural areas. Another significant

factor is the nature and structure of this population. Today,

one in every four Americans (or 57 million people) lives in nonmet-

ropolitan areas (USDA, Office of Rural Development, 19b3:5).

Twenty-eight percent of the American population 18 years of age

and under lives in rural areas (Stern, 1988), as does one-third

(11 million) of the nation's total elderly (Harbert and Wilkinson,

1979). Approximately 27 veinier, women aged 16 years and over

live in nonmetropolitan areas (Bescher-Donnelly and Smith, 1981).

Projections suggest these population trends will continue.

These population trends suggest some obvious conclusions. There

will be an increasing, but uneven demand for rural library services.

rano, services will need to be geared especially to those 18 years

of age and under and to those 65 years of age and over. In addition,

data need to be gatnered on the types of demand$ such age cohorts

4
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have placed on these services in the past in order to determine

What services will be needed in the future.

Economic Growth

Population growth in nonmetropolitan eounties resulted in part

from expanding job opportunities.

Rural employment growth the 197®s outpaced
urban job progress by one-third. While total
employment in the United States rose at an
annual rate of 2.1 percent in the 1970s, the
growth rate in rural America was 2.3 percent
...and 1.9 percent in metropolitan areas
(USDA, Office of Rural Development, 1983:5).

This difference was even more pronounced in those rural counties

with no town of more than 2,500 persons as they averaged 3.3 percent

employment growth (USDA, Office of Rural Development, 1983).

The American farmer now produces enough harvest for 75 persons- -

twice the output produced in the 1940s with one-third the workers. It

is generally acknowledged that this drastic increase is due to

the adoption of high technology. The term "agri-business" is

often used to describe the status of most American farms (USDA,

Office of Rural Development, 1903).

The farm work force seems to have stabilized at nearly six

million. In addition, the rural economy has diversified and is

no longer dominated by agriculture. Still, self-employment is

nearly twice as common in rural as in urban America. Several

reasons for this diversity become apparent. They include the follow-

ing: a tax system that encourages industrial growth, abundant

land at moderate prices, access to national transportation systems,

and a trainable labor force. Thus, the rural economy more closely

5
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resembles and is affected by national economic cycles (USDA, Office

of Rural Deeelopment, 1983:5). This trend is expected to continue.

Traditionally, the industries based in rural areas have been

those that offer lower pay. This situation may change now that

more high tech inaustry is becoming noometrodolitan based.

Women in America have been perceived as occupying positions

that are peripheral or supportive in relation to those occupied

by men, and they have not figured into the GNP (Brown, 1982).

These perceptions are no longer accurate. Between 1970 and 1989,

the number of nonmetropolitan women 16 years of age and over who

participated in the 'abor force increased by 4.5 million persons

or 53 percent. By 1980, 48 percent of all nonmetropolitan women

were in the labor force. This increase came about as a result

of the following factors: (1) more jobs were made availeale to

women in nonmetropolitan industries and assoeiated ancillary services,

(2) a more liberal sex role ideology developed, (3) variations

in family size and structure' occurred, (4) families experienced

increased need for another income, and (5) other changes in family

roles and responsibilities occurred. Certainly, by any measure,

women are contributing significan.ly to the economic growth in

nonmetropolitan areas (Bescher-Donnelly and Smith, 1921).

These changes in the economy have implications for rural library

service. Librarians will experience increased demand for information

on high tech occupations, career change, computers, time management,

dual wage earners, and ways to cope with family change.

6
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Social Progress Indicators

Although educational attainment has increased, rural students

(especially minority group members) ere likely to enroll in school

later, progress through school more slowly, complete fewer school

years, and score lower on national tests than students who attend

urban schools. The percentage of high school graduates among

the rural population grew from 45.9 in 1978 to 62.8 in 1900, but

rural education statistics are not encouraging. In fact, several

aspects of rural education present problems. These disturbing

aspects include the following; (1) about half the rural population

age 25 and older had completed high school in 1975 (compared to

about two-thirds of their urban counterparts), (2) about a quarter

of rural blacks and Hispanics in the same age group had completed

high school, (3) functional illi.eracy remained high among rural

miLorities as 38 percent of rural black males and 19 percent of

rural black females had completed less than five years of formal

education in 1975, and (4) regardless of race, the college enrollment

rates of rural students were lower than those of their urban counter-

parts (USDA, 1978:6). The need for supplements to rural education

is great. Rural libraries can help fill this need. Ironically,

perhaps tragically, federal funding for rural libraries was cut

from the budget in fiscal years '83 and '84. Lobbying for restoration

of these funds is crucial. These data should support your argument

for the restoration of these funds.

Housing conditions in rural areas have improved markedly.

HOMOV01. by almost any measure of adequacy, housing continues

7
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to be poorer in rural than in urban areas. A higher percentage

of rural than urban residents are likely to live in homes that

lack complete plumbing and/or are crowded, lack a complete kitchen,

and have a lower market value. These problems affect blacks,

Indians, migrant workers, the elderly, and single persona living

in rural areas more than they do the general rural population,

Several reasons for these problems can be given. These include:

(1) limited access to credit, (2) limited income, (3) job instability,

and (4) prejudice (USDA, 1978:6-7).

Rural poverty levels (as set by the U.S. Department of Welfare)

have fallen 19 percent over the past 210 years. Prom 1969 to 1979,

poverty levels dropped from 17.9 to 13.7 percent. This trend

is positi,rely reflected in increased median rural family incomes.

Still, income is lower in rural areas for every major racial /ethnic

group. Moreover, rural poverty is not evenly distributed across

the regions of the U.S. Areas of chronic and persistent poverty

are concentrated in the South where nearly two-thirds of the nation's

poor reside (USDA, Office of Rural Development, 1983).

Significant differences exist between rural and urban poor.

Urban poor families most often are headed by females, unemployed

workers, or by persons not in the labor force. Conversely, more

rural poor families are heavily involved in the labor force,

Forty percent of these families are headed by full-time workers

and almost half have two or more wage earners. Thus, poverty

levels in rural areas are not associated with labor force partici-

pation, but rather with the types of jobs that have traditionally

8
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bean available in rural labor markets. Recent diversification

in beginning to reverse this trend somewhat (USDA, 1978:5 -6).

What can rural libraries do to assist thi: rural poor? Rural

libraries can provide information to those who work with low-income

persons or families in the following areas: careers, money management,

Wise use of credit, and budgeting.

Family structure in rural society has undergone significant

changes. Shifts from family owned to corporate owned farms have

resulted in loss of family identity and cohesion, as well as unemploy-

ment, economic problems, and increasing industrialization. The

outward migration of the young has fragmented family ties and

inward migration of nonrural people has caused conflicts in values

and changes in social institutions (Coward and Smith, 1901, Dillman

and Hobbs, 1982).

The lifestyles of rural women are changing, as are the lifestyles

of women in other sectors of American society. Rural womn are

still more likely to be married, have more children, live in large

families and marry earlier than urban women. But they are beginning

to enter the workforce in higher numbers (Haney, 1982, Beecher-Donnelly

and Smith, 1981). Although they still value their traditional

maternal role, fertility control and an awareness of tne feminist

movement has helped rural women become more independent and willing

to exert influence in family and community affairs (Flora and

Johnson, 1978).

Rural families are more likely to be headed by married couples

than are urban families. Family stability is greater in that

9
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fewer divorces occur (although the rate is rising) (Smith and

Coward, 1981). Rural society is not tolerant of divorce ([.arson,

1978); therefore, when divorces do occur, divorcees and children

of divorced parents encounter more social disapproval.

The Americr ' family is experiencing a decline in kinship ties.

Family members are moving to ocher geographical areas (Lee, 1988)

and family life is evolving nontraditional forms with friendships

and stepfamilies replacing kin networks (Macklin, 1980). Lee

and Cassity (1981) have found that these factors (migration and

spatial separatio.i from kin) are also issues in rural areas.

Thus, we can conclude that familial support systems are diminishing

in rural as well as in urban areas. No data are available, however,

on bow rural people are handling this issueespecially the elderly

and widowed. We do know that there are fewer human ser4ices available

in rural areas to cope with this phenomenon.

Finally, a significant change has occurred in attitudes toward

premarital sex. Clayton and Bokemeier (1980) state that premarital

sex has increased the incidents of childbearing among teenage

girls. This is the age group least likely to tr-.e contraception

and most likely to have childbirth complications and beat unhealthy

babies. Rural parents are more intolerant of premarital sex and

are less likely than urban parents to make birth control or abortion

information available (Larson, 1978). This presents significant

problems for rural youth who may hold more liberal values than

their parents do.

The above issues demonstrate the need in rural areas for increased

10
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institutional support systems and inexpensive human services programs

such as family education, sex education, and contraceptive education.

There is also a need for mental health services, programs ts. re-educate

Women and the unemployed for better ; -, and day care centers

for children whose mothers ..re employed. Hopefully, the 1988s

will be a decade of change which will see an increase in these

Services. Rural libraries could help supply information in these

areas.

Rural crime is on the increase in categories such as larceny,

theft, misdemeanor and selected violent crimes (Rotfeld, 1983).

Several factors have contributed to this rise: (1) a changing

community structure that is less inhiliting; (2) the fact that

children and property are less closely supervised in families

where both parents work, (3) small widely spread housing developments;

(4) a growing number of part-time farmers who are absent much

of the day; (5) improved highways that permit a criminal to escape

before his crime is discovered; (6) the tendency of many rural

residents to leave doors, windows, and fiele equipment unlocked;

(7)understaffed local. police forces, and (8) a continued, but

unrealistic sense of safety in rural areas (Rotfeld, 1983).

One nationwide trend that needs more research is the significant

percentage increase in crimes such as shoplifting among those

rural residents 65 years of age and older (Rotfeld, 1983). Materials

such as those available from the National Center for Rural Crirse,

Columbus, Ohio, could be highlighted in rural library displays

to help "take a bite out of rural crime."
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Public Services

Local government expenditures (per capita) are usually a rough

indicator of the level of community services available in urban/rural

areas. In 1972, urban counties averaged one and one-half times

higher per capita local government expenditures than did rural

counties. This gap continues to widen (USDA, 1980:7).

The cautions set forte earlier about uneveness of growth in

rural areas translate into overburdened facilities, understaffed

services, and ill-defined growth plans in areas of rapid population

growth. The opposite is true for declining roral areas (Butler

and Howell, 198e). Furthermore, many local governmental units

are restricted by law, by political tradition, and by economic

reality (in botn rapid growth areas and declining areas) from

taxing adequately to furnish needed services. In 1977, 43 percent

of the rural governmental expenditures came from State and Federal

Aid 0299 per capita) (USDA, 1978:6). Block grants may help loosen

the local governmf,:nt revenue/expenditure crunch if local governments

avail themselves of these resources. Rural libraries could help

provide information to local governments to help them secure such

resources. Rural local governmental units that lack a professional

grant writer often lose potential resources to those governmental

units who have such a staff person.

Health care issues in rural America differ from those of urban

America. There is some indication that rural people are less

healthy than their urban counterparts (McCoy and Brown, 1978).

Few studies, however, have been done on the health status of rural
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people. It is known that rural areas have a higher infant mortality

rate (16.9 versus 15.0 per 1,000 live births) than urban areas

do. Some researchers have suggested that high infant mortality

rates are tied to poverty related conditions such as poor housing,

inadequate nutrition, insufficient prenatal care, and increased

teenage childbearing due to earlier marriages. High rates of

both of these phenomena are mote prevalent in rural areas (Chilman,

1980).

The fact that quality health care is often inaccessible in

rural America presents a problem. Current research shows that

rural health care is inferior to urban health care because it

is frequently inaccessible and because fewer physicians practice

in rural areas (Cordes, 1976).

Transportation in rural areas falls for short in nearly all

respects to urban transportation. Inadequate rural transportation- -

especially for the poor, elderly, handicapped, young, and one-car

families- -makes gaining accebs to jobs, health care, social services,

shopping, recreation, and cultural opportunities difficult.

Coupled with this lack of public transportaion is the high cost

of long-distance private transportation.

Among all rural households, 52 percent own only a single vehicle

and 15 percent do not own any vehicle. Less than 1 percent of

the rural population working outside the home uses or has access

to public transportation. Transportation is an even more serious

problem for the rural poor and the elderly. Fifty-seven percent

of rural poor residents and 45 percent of rural elderly have no
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car (USDA, 1980:10-11).

During the period between 1972 and 1980, 1,300 small towns

lost intercity bus lines. Regulated air service carriers dropped

200 service points (30 percent of the total) during the period

from 191e to 1980 (USDA, 1980:10-11).

Two-th:rds of the nation's major roads, particularly those

in rural Amrie-, need resurfacing and rebuilding. Many rural

bridges have been closed or their use has been severly restricted.

Rural roads can not support firetruck and bookmobile traffic (USDA,

Office of Rural Development, 1983:10-11).

Conclusion

Most objective measures of socioeconomic conditions show that

the quality of life in rural America has improved in recent years.

Data on population, income, employment and housing are more positive

than previously. However, data on health care and transportation

indicate even more rural versus urban lag than previously. Data

showing progress in income, employment and housing categories

point out the persistence of rural-urban disparity. Pockt;:s of

poverty inhabited by minority groups, tne elderly, and migrant

workers persist, especially in the South. In the past, programs

that were tailored for urban problems were applied to rural problems.

This situation still exists, and the issue needs attention (USDA,

1980:11).

In addition to the specific implications already stated for

those of us who work in rural areas, librarians should note several

more that result from the trends mentioned above. Whether one
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works ir a rural area that is experiencing decline or growth in

population, a need for increased inteLorganizational linkages

exists. We would like to suggest that a linkage should be estab-

lished between the rural library network and the Cooperative Extension

Service network. The latter organization has offices in each

of the approximately 3,100 counties of the United States. Further-

more, the goals of the two organizations are similar. Both seek

to provide educational opportunities for their rural clientele.

There is a need for appropriate and accessible educational

services in rural areas. Disadvantaged rural dwellers need these

services. Even the least disadvanatged rural dwellers, young

married couples with children, experience mobility probi#,:ms during

the workday because the employed spouse drives the car to work.

Obviously, the need for flexibility in providing appropriate times,

techniques, and places far these educational opportunities demands

major consideration.

Materials mt.; be geared to the educational level of our clientele.

The disparity in the levels of formal educational atta'nment between

rural and urban residents suggests that educati nal materials

Should be adapted. The diverse political, cultural, social,

and economic conditions that exist in rural areas indicate a need

for conducting case studies, studies that could be monitored to

see which programs work, which ones need to be changed, and what

generalities can be drawn from indi 4ual conditions. Case studies

could be set up in various °se e -ommunities" that would take

into account the diversities and hical differences mentioned

15
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above. Rural librarians and Cooperative Extension Service personnel

could work together in these endeavors and both apply the findings

to program development.

Services should be geared to families in transition, families

changing their place of residence or place of employment.

in stage of life cycle, place of residence, state and place of

employment. Educational displays and materials could spotlight

crime reductimi programs and health care programs aimed specifically

at the needs cf rural residents.

In summatiot, we believe that models for programs and services

must be based on rural needs, needs which can be discovered by

pursuing rural research. we can no longer apply urban models

to rural communities.
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THE FUTURE OF NEH PROGRAMMING

Moms Phelps
Program Officer for Libraries
National Endowment for the Humanities
Washington, D.C.

I found the proceedings of this conference interesting this

Morning. Now I can consider rural librarianship from the social

Scientist's perspective. Hopefully this conference will enable

us to determine what implications the humanities hold for the

rural environment and identify the factors that distinguish rural

areas from urban areas.

I think it is important that we become aware of these differences.

The Endowment is aware of differences between programs that are

Implemented in urban and rural settings. On the other hand, it

is important to understand that the humanities are the humanities

no matter where they are. And they should be used in the process

of discovering who we are.

I looked over the program a number of times before I was able

to decide what you wanted me to discuss. The basic issues seemed

to be the future of The Endowment and the future of tne humanities.

I Will address these issues, but I feel that it is important for

us to understand what the humanities are, what The EnLiwment is,

what we do, and what we look for in libraries.

Let me talk first about the business of humanities programming

because that is what most librarians are interested in. In order

to do that, I must first talk about the :..sciplines that comprise

the humanities. The humanities incorporate the following discipliness
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language (both modern and classical); linguistics; literature

in all of its aspects; history; juria prudence; philosophy; archae-

ology; comparative religion; ethics; and the history, criticism,

and theory of the arts. I often bear the phrase, It you compose

it, play it, or paint it, it's the arts. If you talk about deign

these things, it's the humanities." Aspects of the social sciences

which are humanistic in nature or use the canons of the humanities

are also included. These, then, are not necessarily the applied

social sciences. If you ieara how to use a scalpel or new a stitch,

that is applied science. if, on the other hand, you talk about

the history of medicine from Hippocrates on down, that can be

a concern of the humanities. We have a programs At John Hopkins'

Hospital that deals with both doctors and patients, in the area

of ethics and choice. This issue has received national attention

due to a court case now pending regarding the life or death of

a sick child. That choice is of the humanities; it is not of

medicine.

The second part then is the study and sharing of the humanities

that we call programming. I think this is what we are here to

discuss today. It is essential that programs offer an interpretation

of the humanitie. . If we merely display objects without making

an attempt to interpret them, we do not get an idea of how the

humanities influence man. Next I would like to discuss ways in

which The National Endowment for the Humanities fulfills its mission.

The Endowment has several divisions. I will speak about each

one of them because I think it is important for you to know about
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them.

The Division of Education is specifically concerned with the

Creation of curricula. It certainly answers the charges levelled

by the report "Nation at Risk," just put out by the Commission

on Education. This document tells us something--that we met

learn to read and write by first learning to speak. We must then

speak with a sense of history, philosophy, and ethics because

these are the choices that fall into our hands.

My first connection with The National Endowment for the Humanities

ease about through a grant made to the College Entrance Examination

Board. At the time we were setting up programs in libraries throughout

the country that dealt with curricula specifically designed for

independent study/guidance projects. We do not think that education

happens only in a classroom. The Endowment seeks to promote

learning through nontraditional educational methods. Most of

the funding from the Department of Education will go to educational

institutions because they have experience in Jesigning curricula

in the humanities. But much of the funding 'toes to support non-

traditional educational programs such as those presented in libraries.

We do not see many grant proposals like this coming to us, but

I think that rural libraries would be capable of sponsoring this

type of programming.

The next division, that of Fellowships, handles proposals

involving independent study /research and teaching. It funds grant

requests submitted by both individuals and groups. Libraries

have tapped these funding sources, but few of them have been rural
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libraries. Programs have been funded at large libraries that

have research collections like the Huntington, the Newberry Library,

and the Folger-Shakespeare Library. These libraries are

storehouses of knowledge, and their collections deserve to be

studied. I think we should start small in rural libraries. It

is important to note that libraries are probably the institution

of most note for The Endowment.

The next division that you should know about is that of Research

and Research Collections. This particular division should interest

librarians. Although we think of research as an "ivory tower"

activity, it is much more than this. In fact, the largest part

of research probably bibliographic in nature. Bibliographies

are compiled in libraries. A great deal of attention has been

given to networking and cataloging functions that stem from places

like The Lierary of Congress and The Inland Consortium of Research

Libraries (which has about 125 members). The NEH constaniay supports

these kinds of projects so that these bibliographic records will

be available to all in the very near future. Rural libraries

will have access to these records just as Harvard, Yale, and Columbia

do at present. This is an important thing to realize. We are

not just busy pumping money into libraries for programs, but also

for education, and for research.

The next division, the State Programs Division, fulfills an

important role on the national scene. It is the federation of

these kinds of monies that allows the states to act independently

upon what they discover to be their needs. l'he State Programa
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Division has probably as much money as any of the divisions a

the NEH, but they dole it out in smaller amounts because they

deal with specific states and want as much activity to go on with

that money as possible.

I am affiliated with the next division, the Division of General

Programs. I don't want you to forget the Office of Challenge

Grants at the NEB. This is a place where librarians can go for

operating money, money for bricks and mortar and acquisitions.

But these funds have to be specifically designed to fulfill the

need of the humanities within libraries. We w,nt these funds

to be focused on promoting the humanities, but we will give you

money for bricks and mortar so books can be housed.

The Office of Challenge Grants works only on a three-to-one

match basis. For every three dollars that you raise from non-federal

sources to implement a proposal approved through this ofice,

we give you one dollar. That is very important to some of the

larger urban libraries. I think it would be important to you

also, but we get very few applications from the smaller rural

libraries even though we know that they could raise the three-to-one

match. So, we are trying to encourage you to apply for these

funds.

The Division of General Programs consists of three entttiea.

The first is the media program. The media program funds discreet

projects for television and radio. But this is done with the

understanding that the programs will be aired through public broadcast

systems. This division does not fund projects designed to produce
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media for the classroom. It does not fund the production of slide/tape

presentations to be shown in library halls. It is designed specif-

ically for those things that will be produced to go on public

broadcast channels. These programs do not have to receive national

exposure. There are small public broadcast units whicL are regional

or statewide, as well as the national systems like PBS.

The second subdivision within the Division of General Programs

is that of museums. Museums not only house material culture and

art, they also interpret these artifacts. The artifacts aren°t

just displayed, they are interpreted through the use of catalogs,

tours, and signs. I might add that libraries formerly received

program funding through a separate subdivision of their own.

But this category is been merged with the museum subdivision.

The third subdivision within the Division of General Programs

is called Specir.l Projects. Special Projects has three officess

The Office of Program Development, The Office of Youth Projects

and Younger Scholars, and the Office of Libraries. Libraries

apply to us using the same guidelines as those used for Program

Development, but their office has a discreet amount of money to

be presented through the grant-making activities of the NCH.

Special Project funds are used to produce imaginative progtama

that present all areas of the humanities to the general public.

These projects introduce and interpret the humanities to the public

at large.

One objective of this conference is to encourage you to explore

the possibility of making the ideas stored between the covers
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of the books housed in your collections come alive for the general

public. The humanities involve the search for connections and

relationships in human history. They include the study of ideals,

values, and experiences which provide the context for understanding

both the past and the present. Both human and material resources

are used in studying the humanities. The materials used include

books and other texts as well as art and artifacts. The human

resources include those professionals whose lives are devoted

to the study of the humanities.

Programming in the humanities must deal with humans. The humanities

include those branches of learning that deal with the way human

beings feel, think, and behave and with what they consider to

be important and valuable. The humanities differ from the arts

which focus on the product as well as creative skills. The humanities

differ from the sciences which concentrate on describing man's

environment. The humanities have as their central concern the

meaning and the purpose of human life and freedom, the relation-

ship between man and the state and the moral consequences of human

action. Those are the themes we want programming to reflect.

I would like to make a point here. A humanities scholar is

someone who is involved in teaching or research in some area of

the humanities and is usually employed by an academic institution.

The terms "humanist" and "humanitarian" should not be confused.

We get proposal after proposal that has this as its central problem.

Human welfare and service does not represent the humanities.

When officials at NEH use the word "humanist" they are speaking
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of one who is trained in one area of the humanities, they do not

refer to someone who is motivated by the desire to promote the
good of mankind.

Now that I have discussed the mission of the various divisions

of the NEH, I would like to offer a few remarks about The Endow-

ment in general. The National Endowment for the Humanities

was created by Congress in l565.to support projects of research,

education, and public activity in the humanities in recognition

of the fact that the study of the humanities can make our country

a more civilized nation. The humanities ate not necessarily

concerned with improving the quality of life; they do not involve

changing the government to make conditions better. The humanities

do require us to study the past and to assess it thoughtfully
in order to form our own conclusions.

Public programs in rural and urban settings alike should work

toward accomplishing one or more of the following objectives:

fostering an appreciation of cultural works; illuminating historical

ideas, figures, and events; or promoting an understanding of the

disciplines of the humanities. Grant proposals should focus

on one of these three objectives.

When I mentioned that the humanities include the interpretation

of cultural works, I was not referring to artifacts. I referred

to cultural works such as music and paintings and the illumination

of historical ideas, figures, and events. Simply stated, we would

call that history. History includes biography. Biography by
nature is history. I think it is impotLant to point that out.
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The third programming objective seeks to promote an understanding

of the disciplines that comprise the humanities. This opens a

lot of doors but not, we hope, Pandora's boxes. Programs may

focus on any specific discipline.

Programs may involve any or all of the three areas mentioned

above. We are not active programmers at The National Endowment

far the Hu "a'iities. we support those people who are active pro-

grammers. I am excited when I receive imaginative proposals dealing

with ways to present the humanities to the general public. Libraries

hold "pride of place" as an institution of the humanities. They

house our books, records, and thoughts. Now can these materials

be accessed? As librarians, you should be concerned with facilitating

access to these materials. Our mission is to encourage reading,

discussion, and interpretation of humanistic themes.

I would like to discuss some proposals which have recently

been funded that demonstrate successful projects in rural areas.

In 1980 a project was funded for the rural libraries of Vermont.

This program encouraged citizens to read five books chosen specifically

to address a particular theme. This particular project was not

modeled on the Chicago Great Books idea. It did not encourage

people to read Plato or Dante or Shakespeare. The books chosen

were modern novels written by prominent authors, several of whom

Were from Vermont.

How did this program work? The librarians in these towns remarked

to their patrons, We are going to read these books. Would you

like to join us?" The grant bought paperback editions to give
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away. This program was losely based on the RIF (Reading Is Funda-

mental) program. Scholars from nearby academic institutions in

both New Hampshire and Vermont, met together and planned ways

of presenting this program in a curriculum mode. They went to

rural areas to hold discussion groups. These discussion groups

were not very successful to begin with. At first only four or

five people came to the discussions. After they discovered that

the discussions concentrated on literary theses, more people began

to attend. Attendance rose to forty or forty-five. In one instance.

an entire toys of 150 people attended the book discussions at

the local library. They asked the librarian to arrange for baby-

sitting. The librarian decided that this presented an ideal

opportunity for storytelling.

This program was very popular and we have been trying to find

nut why it was ever since. We have to come to grips with the

fact that people do want to read. They want someone to provide

direction in these discussion groups, and they want to talk shout

their own experiences as they relate to what they have read.

The discussions were planned. Specific questions were raised

but then the channelled discussions became wide-open. This program

was so popular that it was tried again many of the rural towns

in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. With that in mind, we have

eines given $962,000 to the American Library Association to discover

if they can do this on a nationwide scale.

So, our support of this program grew from the $22,560 granted

for the original proposal to $950,000 to see if this type of
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irrogrammming could be implemented on a nationwide scale. This

mangy was granted to support projects in small towns in rural

.America, not projects for Manhattan, Pittsburgh, or Philadelphia.

Another successful project sponsored in Vermont involved a

study of genre literature. Patrons read westerns and learned

to distinguish between good books and mediocre books. They learned

to judge books by evaluating the strength of the plot. They found

that good books did not just deal with tales of white horses and

black costumed cowboys, but that they communicated the values

of American life. Use your imagination to pull people together.

Offer them alternatives to mass market fiction, introduce them

to solid books dealing with the humanities, and get them excited

about new ideas.

Let me tell you a little about the review process used at The

National Endowment for the Humanities because it is different

in its approach from any other foundation. A preliminary proposal

generally arrives on my desk and that is the first step. We give

advice to those who submit these informal queries and to those

wbo submit formal preliminary proposals. The deadlines for these

kinds of proposals vary. The program that I represent has two

deadlines a year, usually in February and August. It takes a

proposal about six months to be processed atter that deadline.

These deadlines apply to full-blown proposals.

After the formal proposal comes to us, it is reviewed by a panel

of peers. These panels usually include humanities scholars but

the, may also include other resource people like librarians.
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Every panel that reviews proposals submitted by libraries includes

%hearten. If the proposal involves designing exhibits, a museum

representative is included on the panel, If a proposal calls

for the production of slide-tape shows or videodiscs, we bring

in media people to sit on the reviewing panel (even if the media

is not intended for public broadcast).

The scholars who sit on these reviewing panels are selected

for various reasons. Some are selected because they have expertise

in some aspect of public programming, others are selected because

of their expertise in subject areas. Panels generally include

literature and history scholars.

After the proposals have been reviewed by the panels, we send

them to specific outside reviewers. Again, these outside reviewers

include scholars, librarians, museum officials, or me( people.

We consider the panel's comments and the reviewer's recommendations.

Then our staff sifts all of the evidence and tries to draw some

conclusion as to whether a proposal should be recommended or not.

Our recommendations go before the National Council on the Human-

ities, a twenty-six member group appointed by the President.

Members serve overlapping terms of six-year duration. They sift

through all of our recommendations, read the proposals, meet to

discuss them if necessary, and make recommendations to the Charimen.

The Council meets four time a year (in November, February, May,

and August). After one of these meetings has been held, we let

you know whether or not you will receive a grant.

Proposals are submitted to the Chairman, Dr. William Bennett,
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who makes the final signature on the awards. That process takes

as about six months. This explains why awards are made six months

after the application deadline. The Guidelines state that you

nay submit proposal& "for projects beginning after s certain date."

We need that six months from the date of submission to complete

this strict review process. No proposal is approved until it

has gone through this review process.

I want to direct your attention to the Guidelines. There is

an inelligibility section which lists what we don't fund. We

do not fund acquisitions except as they relate to the programs

that you ate planning. This question comes up every days "Can

you give me some money to buy books?" No, I can't. TheWidaelires

elaborate on this a little. We do not fund special collections

or original catalogine. WO try to point that out in the Guidelines.

Nor do we fund networking, online services, microphotography,

computer access, or preservation. Some conservation is funded

by research when necessary, particularly in the larger libraries

that have manuscript collections in need of preservation.

Elligible projects are ones that are geared toward encouraging

the general public to read, understand and appreciate the best

books. Your ideas on how to accomplish this are as valid as mine.

It is no accident that some of the most popular projects supported

by the NEU, such as reading groups, lectures, exhibits and other

kinds of interpretive programs are very successful. Your patrons

want to participate in these programs, but often they just don't

know bow to become involved. Rural libraries should be one of
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the primary access points because they represent the only network

in America that is constant. They are the only facilities in

most small towns that offer this type of cultural activity. They

provide more than just everyday inforcution. They provide thought-

provoking information and that is important.

According to Chairman William Bennett, in many places books

are merely filling space. The ideas they contain are not filling

heads. If you can encourage patrons to read these books by engaging

in programming, the Endowment will have accomplished its objective.

QUESTION FROM THE AUDIENCE;

Q. I would like to know if support for these projects is limited

to American communities or does The National Endowment for the

Humanities provide support for projects in communities outside

of the United States?

A. The Division of General Programs funds projects only in

the continental United States and its territories. However, some

research projects may fund international travel. I have a proposal

before me now from Simmons Graduate School of Library Science

that will involve producing a videodisc on the "Emperor I" digs

in China. So, we do support some international travel. But the

proposals must originate from the United States or one of its

territories. We have done a number of projects in Puerto Rico.
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CURRENT TRENDS IN HUMANITIES PROGRAMMING

Richard Cheski, Librarian
State Library of Ohio
Columbus, Ohio

It Is a pleasure to be here to discuss current trends in humanities

programming in small, rural libraries. It is encouraging to see

What libraries are doing and to see how they have changed over

the years.

I have been involved in this process for over thirteen yearn

and I feel that I have had an opportunity to see the growth of

understanding between public libraries and the humanities program.

I was privileged to be one ci five people selected to go to Washington

for the purpose of establishing a state-based council in Ohio. The

group included the president of a private college, two deans of

Continuing education, the director of the State Historical Society,

and a representative from the State Library.

I would like to review A program with you pnd share with

you some thoughts on how ,.ibraries, especially rural libraries,

fit into the program. Both the divisions of education Programs

and Fellowships and Seminars exclude public libraries from the

posibility of easy participation. The Division of Research Programs

can provide libraries with some funding for programs. However,

this is the exception rather than the rule.

Two divisions which do provide program funding for smaller

public libraries include the Division of Public Programs and the

Division of State Programs. Since Tom Phelps has covered thd

public programs, I would like to concentrate on the state-based
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programs.

During the years that I have been involved in humanities program-

ming, 1 have seen library programs improve from poor to outstanding

as both librarians and humarties scholars learned more about

one another and how to work together.

In order to trace the development of humanities programs in

the library, I would like to examine the historical role of the

public library. Through the years, public lbraries have been

thought of ;is the peoples' university and they have been in the

forefront in helping to develop continuing education programs

for adults. Public libraries have provided the leadership for

the start of many community programs and discussion groups. Public

libraries represented the real strength of the Great Books discussion

groups.

Public libraries seemed to be a natural ally when the state

programs for the humanities were established to provide support

for humanities projects designed to reach the nation's diverse

public. The state programs intended to bring together humanities

scholars and members of the general public. In our first year

of operation, we realized that the two logical institutions to

start with (as far as programming was concerned) were the university

and the public library.

Humanities scholars were eager to become involved in the program.

However, during the first years that state-based programs were

funded, the programs had to deal with a public policy issue.

This created problems since many libraries were not equipped to
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bindle programming related to public policy issues. The program

planning was cautious and awkward in the beginning since it had

to involve both scholars and the general public.

In later years, as the NEH broadened the scope of the programs

they funded and sponsored humanities programs that were not based

on public policy issues, a larger variety of libraries became

involved in humanities programming.

I want to discuss several aspects of program planning including

the humanities fields which have been covered, formats which have

been employed, and the size of grant awards. In reviewing the

total number of grants awarded over a two year period by the State

Humanities Councils, I encountered examples that reflect the variety

of programs sponsored by small, rural libraries. I will not discuss

metropolitan programs at the present time since they are not relevant

to our discussion.

The variety of program topics demonstrates that small libraries

ar, in touch with their communities. It is necesary know, especially

in smaller communities, what will sell and what will not. At

the same time, librarians and humanities scholars need to insure

that the programs presented will provide opportunities for the

participants to be involved throughout the program.

The State Humanities Councils have formulated a prescribed

definition of what is included in the humanities. I would like

to describe some programs that have been implemented.

One Alabama library sponsored a project that dealt with the

areas of history, philosophy, and literature. A variety of programs
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Q were offered within a ten month period. Humanities scholars addressed'

such issues as the interdependence of scieece, technology, and

the humanities; and the impact of the humanities on planning for

the future. Multi-mediJ programs and radio programs were offered

in addition to lectures. The project also utilized taped interviews.

The total project cost was 6195,000. Of this total, $26,060

was a grant from the State Humanities Council. The local library

contributed $3,500 ano also cost-sharing of approximately $75,641

which included the value of the time contributed by all the people

involved. Although this appeared to be a large grant, the actual

cash portion represented only thirty percent of the cost.

Another library in Alabama presented a literature p.fogram OA

the works of William Faulkner. Numerous activities were scheduled

in order to examine Faulkner's life, ideas, humor, and fiction.

A play was designed to appeal to an audience with or without scholarly

knowledge of the writer. The project also sponsored film programs

and newspaper essays.

A third Aldhamo project covered the fields of archaeology,

linguistic ;, and literature. This project, which focused on language

and literature, sought to increase public awareness of the history

and heritage of Alabama's Lower Creek Indians. Local archaeology

digs were hiihliyhted. This project utilized a conference/seminar/

workshop format, along with a slide/tape presentation.

An Arkansas library developed a sociology project designed

to provide intormation on aging as a creatie process. The program

featured exhibits, lectures, and films. The total cost of this



project was $148. The cash grant to the library was $33 with

$115 as in-kind contribution for time and use of facilities.

The total impact on the community was greater than the $148 expend-

iture.

Mille the fields within the humanities can be individually

identified, projects can cover more than one discipline within

the field. A library in Idaho sponsored a project that covered

the fields of history and literature entitled The Library, the

:Humanities, and the Community: Boise Public Library Plans for

the Future." In line with the recently published public library

mission statement, this project allowed the Boise Public Library

to examine its role in the community and to assess the role of

the humanities in library programing. This was accomplished

by contacting a community survey, by holding a series of community

meetings with target groups, and by holding a meeting open to

Members of the general public. The meetings were planned and

conducted by an historian. This project used a research format

and a produced a printed document for follow-up workshops.

A library in Idaho presented a Great Books Foundation Training

,Program. This project extended the range of the Great Books Program

by training new discussion leaders from all over the state. The

instructor was an historian affiliated with the Great Books Founda-

tine. The training sessions enabled discussion leaders to inaugurate

Great Books Programs in their communities.

Another Idaho library sponsored an interdisciplinary project

that included the fields of history and archaeology. This project
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featured a humanist in residence. The humanist in residence worked

primarily with the schools and libraries within the county. He

idenitifed primary and secondary county history resource materials

and produced a directory which listed them. In addition, he held

workshops in libraries to demonstrate how these resources cou,d

be used to teach local history.

An Indiana library designed an interdisciplinary project that

combined the fields of literature and art. This project was sponsored

in conjunction with Children's Book Week. The fourth grade students

in Charlestown, Indiana, had the opportunity to talk with a local

author of children's books. He discussed literature and the creative

writing process. The children wrote short book reviews and printed

them on the front flaps of book jackets they designed.

Many of the projects that libraries have developed are interdis-

ciplinary in scope. I would like to emphasize that librarians

need to know their ommunfties, and know what would be of interest

to their patrons.

A small Kansas library implemented a project on history and

anthropology. Three films were shown that depicted and interpreted

historical aspects of the westering experience. The films were

based on anthropological, archaeological, folkloric, and historical

sources. After the films were shown, scholars led discussibms

and related the films to Kansas.

A project in Louisiana entitled *Folk Public Performances in

the Saint Tammany Parish Libraries* covered the fields of anthro-

pology, history, and literature. Funds were provided for saint
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Tammany Parish Libraries to stage three Louisiana folktales using

,puppetry accompanied by a folk craft exhibition.

The use of local resource people for projects will ensure that

a broad range of activities can be offered. A Minnesota library

project entitled *Then and Now, Linking the Generations Through

Reminiscence* combined archaeology, art, education, and library

science. Participants representing difference age groups compared

and contrasted their life experiences focusing on customs, and

cultural and environmental influences. Weekly meetings focused

on reminiscence writing. Music and historical artifacts were

used to stimulate recollection and discussion. Booklets containing

samples of these reminscences were circulated among libraries

and schools in the area.

A North Carolina project, "Maywood County: Its Land and Traditions,"

used elements from the following fields: comparative religion,

crafts and natural history, folklore, music and dance. These

'elements are recognized as components of the cultural heritage

of this mountain region, and they embody many of the communal

values which are of interest to humanists. The project sponsored

demonstrations of traditional crafts and music and solicited comments

from the audience concerning the significance of these cultural

forms in the state. The discussions were complemented by scholarly

dialogue and oral history interviewing.

A West Virginia library project entitled *Working Places of

the Past in the Eastern Panhandle* surveyed historic industrial

sites in the eastern panhandle section of the state. This project
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featured exhibits, pamphlets on representative sites, a series

of illustrated talks, discussions, and guided tours of key historic

industrial sites. Both industrial archaeology and history were

covered in this project.

What formats were used in programs that were sk.,nsored by small,

rural libraries? You have probably already identified some of

the formats that were used just from the project descriptions.

One format which is gaining popularity is that of oral history

interviewing. A library in Georgia sponsored a history projdct

which examined Grady County's Black community and documented it

by collecting, preserving, and organizing photographs. The older

citizens in the community were interviewed. The program featured

a lecture, a seminar, and a field trip to the Black Archives at

Florida A & M University. A variety of formats were employed

including a conference workshop, oral history interviews, site

interpretation, and a tour.

An Idaho library also sponsored an oral history project. The

"Post Falls Historical Project" secured the services of several

humanists worked closely with the library in cider to gather

oral histories of Post Falls with the aim of enhancing the library's

local history collection. The project also produced a self-guiding

tour of the town's historical sites, ouildings, and trails. The

project included exhibit site preparation and tours as well as

oral history interviewing.

A New Mexico library sponsored a project that dealt with art

history and criticism and archaeology. This project was entitled
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"!be Search for Alexander." A panel discussion provided the audience

' with an understanding of and appreciation for the history and

origins of hellenistic life and culture. The discussion also

provided insight on the art and archaeology of the period and

ta impact on our own culture. The archaeologist's slidetalk

helped the audience visualize problems encountered during the

search for Alexander's tomb. The archaeologist's lecture also

Compared and contrasted that archaeological dig with digs in New

Mexico.

Librarians can by very imaginative. A library director in

Ohio found her project format so successful that she used the

same program when she moved to a library in Pennsylvania. Her

project featured live call-ins and public dialogue. This project,

'Meet the Innovators," sponsored lunch hour phone discussions

between local citizens and outstanding experts such as Dr. Benjamin

Spock, Edwin Newman, Milton Friedman, and Abby Hoffman.

Librarians feel very strongly about the materials that are

housed in their libraries. The Vermont libruries provided a packaged

series project based upon audience discussion of different topics.

This packaged series covered the fields of history and literature.

One successful book discussion series, "Crime and Culture in

Detective Fiction," examined British and American samples of this

genre from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's novels to present day works.

emirs packaged project examined social attitudes about crime and

the characterization of the detective and his milieu.

There is no one perfect way of doing things. A lot depends
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upon the librarian's programming ideas, the resource people available,

and the librarian's knowledge of his community.

You may be wondering how much programming costs, how much time

is involved in planning, and whether your library cad afford to

sponsor a program. These programs range in cost from less than

$1011 to over $160,099. The grants from the State Humanities Councils

are not overwhelming amounts. A lot depends on the amount of

time you are willing to put into planning a program.

Some libraries are able to put more into programs than others.

The Great Books Foundation Training Program in Idaho had a total

cost of $2,566; $1,060 came from the Humanities Council, local

contributions totaled $1,206, and $300 represented in-kind con-

tributions.

Some libraries have Friends of the Library groups which assist

them in providing local funds and some are able to work with

other agencies. The humanist in residence program in Idaho which

assisted the achools and public libraries is an example of this.

The total cost for the project was $30,666. The grant from the

Idaho Council was $14,509 with the libraries and the schools sharing

a cost of $7,000 along with $8,000 worth of in-kind contributions.

The Charlestown, Indiana, Children's Soak Week Project was

implemented at a cost of $800; $400 of this came from a state

grant, the other $408 represented local in-kind contribution*

of time and facilities.

As you can see, it doesn't cost much to put on a good program.

Most of the examples I have discussed were sponsored by individual
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libraries, libraries that developed their projects locally with

esaistance from humanities scholars. Other libraries used prepackaged

programs. A number of Kansas libraries participated in an American

'Short Story film series. These projects utilized a packaged program

provided by the Kansas Council of the Humanities. The Council

provided the films, viewer's guides, publicity materials, evaluation

forma, books, and guides for the scholars who led discussions

after the films were shown.

In conclusion, librarians can consult offices which develop

programs on a rvtatewide basis and implement one of these preplanned

programs using 'octal resources and people. Librarians can become

active in planning community programs.

Are program planning and grant writing worthwhile activities?

Librarians should be concerned with broadening the scope o: their

library's appeal. They should try to act as catalysts and bring

together scholars and members of the public. This is the role

of the public library, particularly the sma;.1 rural library.

I urge you to learn more about your State Humanities Councils,

to meet with staff, and to find out how you can bring scholars

and the citizens in your community together.
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REACTIONS FROM PANEL MEMBERS

Elliot Shelkrot, State Librarian
, State Library of Pennsylvania

Harrisburg, PA

I think it will be useful to tell you a bit about the Pennsylvania

State Library's involvement in the National Endowment for the

Nonsnities projects and then I will relate some of my own thoughts

on this subject.

One of our divisions at the State Library, the Library Services

Division, has an enormous collection of publications including

large genealogy collection and a variety of political science

resources which are useful for state government. One of our greatest

strengths is in the area of newspapers. We recently received

a grant from the NEM Research/Resources Program to begin a planning

process for the preservation of newspapers throughout the Common-

wealth. We were one of fifteen states selected to receive this

planning grant. What it means (and it has interesting implications

for librarians) is that we are now involved in the process of

inventorying and cataloging on OCLC all newspapers published in

Pennsylvania since the first one appeared in 17:9.

Various attempts have been made to coll -et this information

in the past, but tnis project entails a comprehrAsive search for

all of the extant newspapers, whether they are housed in historical

society buildings, in libraries, or in the attics of private homes.

We are trying to locate all of these newspapers in order to microfilm

the ones that are deteriorating, and we are setting up priority
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lists for this type of preservation activity.

These plans will be submitted to NEM for a subsequent grant,

a grant that will rzriuire matching funds from the state to cover

the expense of the detailed work that is involved. Many of you

may have received two communications from us recently. One was

an announcement of the grant and an invitation to a conference

held on September 30. The second was a request for some brief

information about newspapers collections which you are aware of.

By identifying these newspapers and making them available to people

on microfilm, the history of rural areas (as well as that of urban

areas) will be preserved and brought to life as never before.

I think this project has implications for humanities programs

connected with libraries. Such a project could bring people together

in order to discuss the history of a community and the popular

culture which once existed and termed the basis of modern Pennsylvania

communities.

Our Library Development Division has also been xnvolved in

the NEH program in several ways. Approximately three years ago,

the State Library received a NEM grant which supported local pro-

gramming efforts. The objective was to help libraries throughout

the state develop new concepts in adult programming. Leandra

Pox was in charge of this program which produced some exciting

documents. This project focused on the "built environment."

Papers were commissioned on a variety of topics including the

following; architecture and its influence on everyday living,

the preservation of local history, rural and urban values, women
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and literature, ethnicity, and aging. These pai.ers, which were

distributed to the twenty-five libraries that participated in

the project, were used to stimulate thought and generate ideas

for local programming. Over fifty programs were held tiaoughout

tha state utilizing local humanists to investigate these concepts.

Over five thousand people participated in these programa.

A planning guide was developed in conjunction with this project.

It presents a simple blueprint for planning a humanities program

in the library. It suggests how you can get a sense of what is

needed in the community. It includes some checklists to follow

to insure that your program is successful. We still have some

of these planning guides available at the Stet Library. If you

are interested in seeing one, please let ma know and I will

mead you a copy.

The third division in the State Library is the School Library

Media area. I don't think that this division has sponsored any

humanities projects within the last few years. The recent reorgani-

zation of the Department of Education (the unit that the State

Library belongs to) has resulted in a very close relationship

with the Pennsylvania Public Television Network. I was interested

to learn that the production of public television programs is

an area that the NEH is interested in. 1 feel that this is something

we should look into now that we have the opportunity to cooperate

With the public television network.

You may be wondering why we do humanities programming in

libraries. It seems to me that there are three main reasons.
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Libraries sponsor humanities programa in order to increase circu-

lation of existing materials, to bring information to people,

and to bring people into the library who have never been there

before. I think it is important to realize that you need not

be concerned about all of these objectives, but you should be

concerned about one or more of them. If you don't have space

in your library to bring a group of people in for a meeting, don't

worry about it. You can use the church hall down the street.

Bringing people in to the library does not have to be your goal.

However, the number of people you involve in your programa

is extremely important. Tom Phelps mentioned that one of our

goals is to bring humanistic ideas to the general public. When

presenting humanities programs, we need to do everything we can

to reach as broad a cross-section of people as possible. Some

ideas will only appeal to a narrow audience. A friend of mine

once said that he hated it when libraries sponsored programs on

Lower Bessarabian art. How many people are going to be interested

in a program on Lower Bessarabian art?

We can use humanities programs to reach that large group of

people in our communities that we have been unable to reach by

offering traditional library service. Librarians should seek

to serve a larger group of people. They 'geed to realize the differ-

ence that exists between a specialized candy store and a supermarket.

Libraries should be the supermarkets, the Kroger's, the Giant

Eagles, and try to serve a large clientele. That is the key to

success. That is the way we can best -tilize humanities programing
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0 libraries.
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REACTIONS FROM PANEL MEMBERS

Robert Case, Librarian
Lancaster City and County Librarian
Lancaster, FA

I will offer my point of view as a library administrator.

As I listened to the presentations this morning, I thought of

the contrasts that exist between urban and rural lifestyles.

The Commissioners of Lancaster County hold the view that they

don't have to provide sewers, daily paper services, and other

amenities for people who chose to live in rural areas. Yet, it

is the rural areas with their isolation and poverty that make

Lancaster County elligible for federal programs.

I went through several areas coming here this morning. First

I passed through a whole county which is presently under quarantine,

as some five counties are, with avian flu. What impact does that

have on the people and the economy of that rural area? What can

librarians do in a situation like this? A humanities program

could explore this process of history in the making. When you

bring three-hundred experts from all over the country into a county

to handle a situation like this, there has to be some impact on

sociology, on economics, on the people who live there.

After leaving the avian flu area, I went by Three Mile Island.

This was once thought of as the Brigadoon of Lancaster County.

The incident at Three Mile Island has made an impact on all of

us no matter where we live. When I see bumper stickers that read

"Nuclear energy is the only way to go" I wonder whether a nuclear
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research scientist is driving the car or whether someone who lives

downwind of Three Mile Island is driving.

As I drove through Lancaster County, I thought of the three

thousand Vietnamese, Cambodians, and Laotians who have moved there

in the past five years. They are attempting to assimilate into

a plain community culture, but we are doing nothing to record

their influence on our lives. The Bong Laotians who have settled

in Lancaster County are some of the most talented seamstresses

in the world.

After leaving the Three Mile Island area, I drove through Harris-

burg. Harrisburg is experiencing problems right now. The downtown

area is having problems that hinder urban development. Coming

up the Susquehanna River, I was reminded that Maryland is cooperating

with the federal government on a project designed to clear up

the Chesapeake Bay watershed. How does this project affect the

people who live in the Chesapeake Bay area?

West I passed through some rural areas that had been strip

mined. I stopped at a truck stop. I don't often think about

truckers, but when I stopped at the truck stop I realized that

truckers live in a unique cultural environment. They drive back

and forth across this country doing their jobs. They have homes

and families, and are always in transit. This lifestyle resulted

from the development of freeways. How isolated the people who

live in this part of the state must have been before Interstate

SO wont through. The federal highway system has had a significant

impact on the economy of rural America and the lifestyle of rural
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Americans.

I want to speak about the humanities from the perspective of

a library administrator.. The Lancaster City and County Library'

employs a staff of 55, and we serve approximately 40S,BOV people.

Many demands are placed upon my time. I am responsible for keeping

the door open, for Keeping the staff there, for keeping the books,

and for meeting a budget and a payroll. In addition to this,

I am expected to provide programming. I feel frustrated because

I don't have enough time to do all that. is expected of me, so

I can appreciate the problems you may encounter in trying to write

grant proposals when you have a limited number of staff members.

You don't need to worry about $160,0O0 grants. In your case

it might be best to start with small proposals, gain confidence,

and then move on to larger projects. There are ten participants

here from Clarion University alone. I hope that these ten people

will get together and discuss the issues that have been raised

during this conference. Here is a core of people who have already

been indoctrinated with the idea that humanities programming has

great potential. In addition to that, you have good working

relationships with people from Curwensville, and Foxburg, and

Summerville (places I had never heard of), ar.d this group could

use this conference as a stepping-stone to develop some humanities

programming.

Ms. Preston indicated this morning that a rural library is

one of the central cultural elements in rural society. If the

library does not offer humanities programming, who will? I
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mast to offer the follovAng suggestions. First of all, you must

identify the people to work with. As Tom Phelps pointed out,

every other exit on the freeway advertised a college or an academic

institution. The colleges, universities, and seminaries that

are located in rural areas employ scholars who are experts in

their subject fields. You should talk with them, stretch your

mica, and get started on some programming ideas.

I noticed that the °Guidelines for the State Humanities Program°

mere missing from the program packet today. Since you are rural

librarians, you will probably not apply to Tom Phelps for help

because he handles proposals from larger libr4ries. I encourage

you to contact your State Humanities Council first.

During the period from l980-19132, the Pennsylvania Humanities

Council funded grants in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and in other

Major cities. Only eight of the grants that were issued went

to libraries. I urge you to get a copy of the Guidelines and

investigate the possibility of writing a grant proposal.

Assess your community's needs, but don't bite off more than

you can chew. You can start small and grow from there. Your

first idea may be a stepping-stone to something bigger. Don't

assume that you should try for the $10,0115 grants.

Don't get discouraged, and don't be nervous about the deadlines

that Tom Phelps talked about this morning. If you have submitted

any type of report to your county government or the State Library,

you have experienced the pressure of working to meet a deadline.

If you missed the deadline for this year, don't despair. Another
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deadline is coming up in the far., and you can use the extra time

to polish your proposal.

Take one step at a time. Get in touch with local resource

people, and then get in touch with your state committee people.

I can't emphasize enough how valuable the staff of the State Humanities

Councils can be in helping you to shape your ideas, and to refine

your objectives. They will give you the same kind of advice that

Tom Phelps and his staff give to larger proposals.

You don't always need to create original programs. Sometimes

plagiarism is quicker and cheaper. Some of the programs that

have already been implemented offer excellent ideas that you can

adapt and modify. The Vermont reading program that was discussed

this morning was successful in New Hampshire and Massachusetts,

and a variation of it might work fox you.

Remember that in-kind contributions of time and talent are

very, very important. They can add up to a big plus when you

are trying to receive matching funds. Many of you have never

had experience in writing grant proposals. But these proposals

don't need to be as grand as you might think. If you are working

with a local humanist, and he has the support of his academic

institution, I see no reason why the development office of his

college or university would not help you write your proposal.

These people are familiar with grant writing, and institutions

are looking for ways to use their staff to connect the academic

community and the environment in which that community exists.

Many rural areas have county extension agents, craftsmen, historical
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society members, and sociologists who are just waiting for someone

to come to them with an idea that will start the ball rolling.

ay working together, we can accomplish some very exciting things

is our communities.
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REACTIONS FROM PANEL MEMBERS

Jane Grey
Former Director of Library Development
State Library of lows
Des Moines, Iowa

I want to tell you what my reactions were to this morning's

program as a library user, and as the former Head of Library Devel-

opment at the State Library of Iowa. Iowa is a rural state.

It doe, not have as large a population as Pennsylvania does, but

it .ertainly has as many libraries. Iowa bas approximately 512

libraries, and 85 percent of these libraries are located in towns

with less than 5,880 people. Many Iowa librarians feel isolated,

but this problem also exists in urban areas.

I had the distinct pleasure of writing a grant that was funded

by the state Council in Iowa for the Des Moines Public Library.

The title of this project was "Confluence of People and Resources."

Des Moines is a river town. The grant produced an historical

walking our of the town. This was taped so that individuals

could carry a cassette recorder and take the tour independently.

Large groups have also taken the tour. This project was very

successful. It introduced newcomers to Des Moines to the city's

history and its historical buildings. It provided a sense of

place and explained how Des Moines grew.

I wan struck by what Tom Phelps said about the humanities and

how they involved the search for connections. I think we should

consider the connections that exist between people. We need to

celebrate the differences that exist in our country because they

are what makes America great. As we celebrate our differences,
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We can learn to appreciate our similarities. The two things result

in expanding our tolerance and that is very important, because

expanding our tolerance improves the quality of our lives. I

think that any be a basic need for all of us--that desire to help

in creating a caring community.

I think that the library represents a perfect marketing vehicle

for sharing some non-competitive aspects of our lives. Many of

as face a very strong competitive situation in our place of work.

need to have someplace where we can compare our differences

Sod similarities in a non-competitive way. Perhaps the library

should sponsor programs which would allow us to do this. Every

community is unique in some way and every library's collection

is unique.

I remember from my days at the State Library that in-kind

contributions are a difficult concept to understand. We should

think of it as bartering. we barter time and abilities. If we

think of in-kind contributions as a type of bartering, then it

is far easier to understand how this fits into a large grant.
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EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Imbert Case

Mr. Shalom Staub, Director of State Volklife Programs, spoke

at the Pennsylvania Library Association meeting a few weeks ago,

had some interesting things to relate regarding the activities

of the Pennsylvania Polklife group and he explained that the group

is surveying the state to identify the cultural discribution of

folklore and folklife material.

He recently compiled three directories which should be made

available to those who apply for humanities grants. One directory

lists resource people who have expertise in some area of folklife

.studies, or who can lecture on Pennsylvania folklore. He has

also compiled a directory of Pennsylvas 4 folk festivals. Librarians

Should be aware of folk festivals such as the annual one that

it held at Three Rivers Stadium in Pittsburgh. Many of the resource

people listed in these directories are willing to come to your

area and speak on folklife. They can help you generate ideas

for local folklife programs. Folklore scholars represent a valuable

resource for those who want to formulate programs dealing with

Pennsylvania's folklore.

Jane Grey

Now can rural libraries plan humanities programs when they

are understaffed? Sometimes we think that the staff itself has

to plan programs, but community members should do it. The librarian

may be the motivating factor, but a project won't be successful
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unless the librarian can get the community involved in the planning

process. You should start small with a group of two or three

people and hold a brainstorming session. Identifying resource

people in the community is a significant part of the planning

process. It takes detective work on the part of the librarian

to find out what talents people have to offer.

I want to say a few words about the grant writing itself.

There are many printed guide's available from both the state councils

and the NEH. Don't be afraid to write a grant. The reviewers

who read grants don't want you to sing the "Stare and Stripes

Forever." They are perfectly satisfied with one verse and a chorus.

The don't, want to read pages and pages, they want to see evidence

that you have developed a thoughtful proposal and plans that will

make the project work. They want to know how much your project

will cost, whether the money is being budgeted effectively, and

whether the grant will sponsor something tangible. They want

to know what you' objectives ate. This is the basic way in which

these grants are reviewed.

I also want to remind you that the public library is the institution

that has the greatest impact on most people once they get out

of school. Very often the small community's library offers the

only window to the larger outside world.

Elliot Shelkrot

As Bob Case was talking I was reminded of another project that

in being sponsored by the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. The
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Pennsylvania Writer's Council has begun a program that will involve

librarian in collecting special materials written by Pennsylvania

authors. It seems to me that this is a fascinating area, one

that might be explored through a minigrant funded by the Pennsylvania

Council on the Humanities.

This program will feature lectures on the works of Pennsylvania

authors. These lectures will be presented by speakers from local

colleges and universities. The Writer's Council is working on

some catchy publicity campaigns such as 'Take a writer to lunch,"

"Take a writer to the Reach," and "Take a Pennsylvania author

to bed."

We do not do enough to take advantage of the local talent that

exists in our communities. This sample program from the Council

on the Arts could be tied in with the minigrants that are available

from the Pennsylvania Council on the Humanities.

Thomas Phelps

I want to tell you that The National Endowment's Annual Report

shows that grant monies are going to Philadelphia and to Pittsburgh

for the most part. This is not necessarily the Humanities Council's

fault. As a grant-making officer myself, I realize that grants

can only be given to those who apply for them. It is my concern,

at the national level, that rural areas become served. But if

rural libraries don't apply, we can't show in our annual report

that we gave rural areas any money. Perhaps the best way to serve

rural areas is to hold workshops such as this one. i want to
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encoLrage you in small groups, and individually, to apply to theft

state councils. I think we can do more than just offer encouragement.

I want to emphasize the fact that staff members at both the national

and state levels will help you write a grant proposal if you come

forward with a basic idea.

If you are the slightest bit interested in writing a grant

proposal, do come forward. Let your imagination run wild. I

am sure you can come up with some ideas. The councils have reef:n=0e,

people who will come to your town in order to help you put a project

together.

We are currently working on some workshops that are being planned

with the cooperation of the American Library Association. This

project will serve both the FLA and ACRL. Nix regional workshops

will be held within the next year and a half. These workshops

will combine the resources of the st to humanities councils end

those of the National Endowment for the Humanities and will

take the form of two and three day sessions on the subject of

grant-making. These workshops will be advertised. In order to

participate in these workshops it will be neccesary to enlist

the support of a community college or other academic institution

so that they will send a representative humanist and an academic

librarian to accompany the public librarian.

You can adapt this idea on a regional basis. These three day

workshops will be intense, but I think they will help you learn

how to administer a grant, how to write a proposal, and will help

you formulate ideas for humanities programming.
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Richard Cheski

Let me tell you what we have done in Ohio to get more rural

areas involved in grant projects. Let's say that you have an

idea, but you are not sure if it relates to the humanities. We

encourage you to call your state humanities council and talk with

staff members. They can help you polish your proposal. The main

problem that most grant-writers face is trying to locate humanities

scholars to work with.

Many of the councils offer minigrants. These are great grants

because all of the paperwork can be done on just one page. Contact

your state humanities council; they can give you the address of

a humanities scholar in your area who has some experience in writing

grant proposals. These $209 grants 3...e very small. They are intended

to provide a little incentive for the humanities scholar who can

not afford to donate his time and energy to your project. The

humanities scholar meets with the librarian and members of the

community to assist in developing a grant proposal. I know

that the state humanities councils give these minigrants, and

I think they also give technical assistance grants. You don't

have to worry about writing the grant proposal, you can get help

every step of the way.

We helped a library design a program that examined the ..istorical

background of the local Mennonite community. The program investigated

how the Mennonites had affected the government and yrowth of the

community. We identified several humanities professors at Mutton

410
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College (a Mennonite college) who were familiar with the cultural,

background of the Mennonite people. This program was very effective

in spite of the fact that it was not funded by a large grant.

QUESTION FROM THE AUDIENCE

I am from Clearfield County. I drive a bookmobile and cover

an area that has a population of 74,000 people. A lot of the

children who come to the bookmobile come from families with

parents who do not read. My question is, 'How do you get these

parents involved in reading?' These are people who are poor readers,

but they need the information that reading can supply them with.'

In my area many people have GED diplomas. It does not necessarily

follow that they are in a position to derive enjoyment from reading.

Chat kind of program would appeal to these people and get them

involved in reading? I thought the Great Books Program that wan

cussed this morning sounded interesting, but how can we get

-eaders to become involved in these programs?

RE:%-)NSE FROM ROBERT CASE

Your concern is probably shared by others. I can understand

your frestration. You probably spend forty hours per week on

the road in the bookmobile and have little time to plan programs.

Unfortunately, many parents do not take the time to read with

their children in order to reinforce the readings skills they

learn in school. This situation is not merely a rural phenomenon.

Within your jurisdiction you have reading consultants, intermediate
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units, and other reading experts available who can be consulted.

I believe you may have a literacy volunteer program and you have

the GED program. I suggest that you get in touch with four or

five people and discuss the problem. A number of reading programs

are being tested and implemented right now. The Virginia Matthews

Community Reading Program that is currently being used at Stanford

could yield some interesting tips.

How can we relate these reading programs to the humanities?

How can we use the humanities to resolve this problem? Talk to

your state humanities council. See if anyone has developed a

program along these lines. Find other people who share your concern.

TogeOler you can develop some kind of strategy. Don't think that

you must write the proposal alone, implement the project alone,

and do the programming. There are others who can help you with

this.

RESPOSSE FROM ELLIOT SHELICROT

This may sound heretical coming from a librarian, but I think

the approach in that kind of situation should be to abandon reading

for the time being. One rural library in Pennsylvania that tried

to sponsor programs found that every time they planned something,

they ran into competition with a tractor-pull. They decided to

have a series of programs on tractor pulls! They examined what

makes people so interested in the idea of challenging tractors.

I thought this was an interesting idea far a small humanities

grant proposal. This program attracted people to the library
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who had never been there before. This represented a back-door

approach to library programming, but libraries exist to disseminate

information, and tractor pulls are pert of the culture of many

rural communities. If some people were encouraged to read about

tractors, then the program was successful. I am suggesting that

perhaps we should take the back-door approach to promoting the

humanities.

RESPONSE BY ROBERT CASE

I may be way off base, but I wonder if some local industries

could work together to encourage reading? The manager of a local

industry could indicate to his employees that reading can contribute

to their success on the job. He could stress the fact that we

must read if we want a business to grow and rake a profit. The

bonuses and salary increments could depend upon employees inproving

their reading skills over a period of time. People who wanted

to keep their jobs and earn more money would be motivated to read.

I m not certain how such 6 project could be related to the humanities,

but there are oth4rs who could help you in this respect.

QUESTION RAISED BY DR. VAVREK

I have a question I would like to asx the audience and !..he

speakers. This will change the direction of our discussion

a bit. How would you react to some people who claim that the

public library has emphasized adult services too much and that

this emphasis on adult services needs to be changed?
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RESPONSE ET ROBERT CASE

I do not believe that public libraries have emphasized adult

services too much. The adults who attend programs at the Lancaster

County Library represent less than two percent of the total population

of the area. I don't think the people who say that adult programs

receive too much emphasis are speaking for the 360,9011 people

in my area who haven't even come to the library.

There is strong support for children's programming, and we

can do exciting things for chilSren, but to drop programming for

anyone over the age of 12 or 14 would be a mistake.

Earlier this morning someone remarked that the library is the

peoples'university. It offers an alternative education program,

and provides current awareness services. If we don't provide

these things, we are not doing our job. We have to accept the

responsibility for providing programming for all ages. Even though

the Office of Aging has a lot of money and they sponsor activities

fox senior citizens, libraries should offer other kinds of programming

for older Americans. If we don't provide programming for adults,

we are saying that they don't count - -that the adults who pay taxes

and support the library just don't, count.

QUESTION FROM THE AUDIENCE

Some years ago I worked on a Senior Citizen Outreach Program

that was sponsored by a library. I talked to various agencies

in Clarion County that provided programs for senior citizens.

I went to a hot meal program that was held in a fire hall. The
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program that day included the hot meal, blood pressure testing,

and a craft program. Many of those who attended were concerned

about the high cost of drugs.

I realized that .here is a group of affluent retired senior

citizens in this rural area who never come to these programs.

Perhaps they would support A humanities program. However, people

who live in county homes, ole who are housebound are also

entitled to a humanities k. Transporting these people to

the library to attend a program a problem.

I think that some person who has , time should identify these

unserved groups and begin to design programs for them. Someone

should coordinate the activities of the various agencies, the

extension agents, the senior citizen groups, and the college community.

RESPONSE BY RICHARD CHESKI

Several issues have been raised. I think we need to identify

basic library services to housebound senior citizens. We need

to distinguish between basic library services and special humanities

programming. If a librarian receives moLe than two humanities

grants a year, he is fortunate. Humanities programming is not

a service that is offered day after day, week after week.

As a librarian works in a community, he becomes familiar with

the concerns expressed by community members. In order to sponsor

a successful humanities program the librarian must know his community

and be aware of the underlying influences. Librarians can not

implement humanities programs all by themselves. They need to
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involve other people in the planning process.
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OUTPOIIN

OUTPUTM is a microcomputer program designed to simplify output
measures record-keeping for public libraries. What are output
measures? They are indicators of library output such as anneal
circulation, program attendance, and reference transactions.

OUTPUTM performs the following computations for you: circulation
per capita, library visits per capita, and registration as % of
population. This simple to operate menu-driven program can handle
data for a single 1A1.:lry or a total of 250 libraries.

The OUTPUTM package includes a floppy disk and documentation.
It is compatible with the IBM PC, IBM PC-XT, and the Columbia
microcomputers.

Name

ORDER FORM

Address

Enclose $99.00 for each program ordered. Make checks payable
to: CUP Foundation.

Submit orders to: The Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship
College of Library Science
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Clarion, PA 16214
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BOOK BORROWING MRITS OF URBAN AND RURAL. CHILDREN: A SURVEY

axbara E. Jackie
University
FeitasOwlaill

INTRODUCTION

Borrowing library books is a daily occurrence in elementary schools

throughout the country. Such a common phenomenon is taken for granted an

simply a ritual performed by children of many ages and fat many reasons. With

etch a common activity, it is unsettling that no analysis nr investigation has

been done before this.

User studies have been done in numerous aspi.ts of library services.

Occasionally, user studies are even done in connection with school libraries.

'these studies seem to survey everything except the book borrowing habits of

tedents. Since book borrowing and use of library materials hits at the core

of library services, it is disturbing that more has not been written and

studied about it.

Unless parents take pre-schoolers to a library, a child's first

emperieaces with libraries come with their entrance into elementary school.

Ines a pattern emerge with students and their book borrowing habits the more

they are exposed to libraries? Ts the difference in those habits dependent on

%here students live? Does it matter whether students have access to

fell-time certified librarian? Who helps them choose books and maintain an

interest in reading? All of these questions deserve consideration when
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evaluating the book borrowing habits of elementary scbool students.

This study takes a look at the ritual known as borrowing books. It will

take a look at the book borrowing habits of two selected groups of elementary

school students in two culturally different settings--rural and urban. The

study attempts to determine differences in the book borrowing habits of rural

and urban sixth graders and third graders in two schools of similar size. It

also compares the habits of the same sixth and third graders in the same

school setting. It is not an attempt to generalise for all urban and rural

settings and students, but merely represents a study of the habits observed In

two surveyor-selected public schools.

LITERATURE SEARCH

User studies are numerous. Evidence of that abounds is Library

Literature and in ERIC. Standards established in library planning have been

based on user studies. Libraries have, for years, based requests for funds on

measurement, of usage and user satisfaction. Some studies compare different

libraries. Other deal with bow the library performs for the patrons. User

input can determine user patterns and bring the library staff into touch with

the reality of service to clients
1

.

The search of Library Literature, back to 1970, revealed an appalling

lack of research in the field of children's library services. Even less is

being written about children's library services in rural areas2. There is a

definite need to examine rural and urban children's library services. Since

this will be a comparison of rural and urban book borrowing habits of school

children, the library services surveyed will reflect a rural and an urban

school settings rather than a community public library setting.
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Although any literature search did not reveal a study of a comparison of

children's book borrowing habits, one study of twenty-one rural schools of

Northern California revealed an interesting pattern in student attitudes

tOwards reading and libraries. in the study the purpose was to establish

children's feelings towards themselves, school, reading, and math3. Students

were asked thirty-six questions titled the "Yreka Student Attitude Assessment"

in the Fall of 1973 and in the Spring of 1974. The study revealed that. pupils

in elementary and Junior high schools liked to read and go to the school and

public libraries. More students in lower grades bore more favorable attitudes

towards libraries and reading. As children advanced in grades, favorable

attitudes towards reading and libraries declined. One possible answer for

this could be the noticeable increase in academic demands upon children and an

increase in out of school activities. The re.ults of the study also .showed

that students generally like school libraries better than public libraries.

In another study, community size and levels of education appear to have

an effect on library usage
4

. The level of education that a person attains

indicates the likelihood that he or she will read and use libraries.

According to the respondents of the study, people in a medium sized community

are generally the mast educated and have the most reading interests. People

in the large communities reported the least number of reading interests and

people in small communities fell somewhere in between. People in small

communities read nwterials most closely related to their life interests.

The Lucas user study could be exmnined by librarians in various

communities when trying to forecast the demand for reading materials.

Libraries must provide materials of interest to the traditional clientle as

well as the younger, better educated people of the community.

^3^
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Possibly the Lucas study could shed some light indirectly on the

borrowing habits of children located in a small (rural) community and large:

(urban) community. Since it is difficult to measure exactly whether books are

read or not, the measuiement of reading interest in this study will be the

number of books borrowed by students.

SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE (IF THE STUDY

Much publicity has been given to the poor academic achievement of low to

moderate income urban children. Use of school libraries is hopefully related,

in part, to the academic areas of education. Are urban children any different

than other children who come from the same socio-economic strata? This study

wants to see if rural children and urban children are different in their book

borrowing habits. It will also accept or reject the earlier Huang study in

California which found a decrease of interest in libraries as students advance

through the grades. The study will not try to answer why but will only report

survey results.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

How frequently do students in selected third and sixth grades in a rural

and in an urban public school borrow library books?

HYPOTHESES

The hypotheses written in the null format are as foll)ws:

1. There is no difference in the library book borrowing habits of
sixth graders in a rural and urban school.

2. There is no difference in the library book borrowing Labits of
third and sixth graders in an urban school.

3. There in no difference in the library book borrowing habits of
third and sixth graders in a rural school.

-
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. There is no difference in the library book borrowing habits of
third and sixth graders they have access to a full-time librarian
or not.

'S. There is no difference in the library book borrowing habits of third
and sixth graders dep7ndent on whether they have a scheduled library
instruction period or not.

METHOD AND PROCEDURE

The case study design w used with a checklist/questionnaire distributed

to all participants. Since the questionnaire was disseminated and collected

daring regular school days to participating classes, the return rate was 1001.

A total of 178 students participated in the study, with the numerical

breakdown as follows;

Urban S.' of Rural School

40 .3rd graders (23%) 44 3rd graders (25%)
45 6th graders (25%) 49 6th graders (27X)
IK total (48%) 93 total (52%)

The children who served as subjects for the study were third graders and

sixth graders in one urban and one rural school. In both schools, students

'mate from low to moderate income level homes with parents mostly employed in

bane-collar clas.i'fication jobs. Both schools have enrollments of

approximately 600 students.

Both schools have librarians servicing the buildings. The urban school

has a full-time librarian with no paid aide. The rural school has a part-time

librarian with a full-time paid aide. Tice book collections range from

approximately 8500 volume in the rural school, mostly funded through local

sources, to approximately 11,000 volumes in the urban school, partially funded

locally with a large amount of federal sources supplement:us the local funding

in the past. According to the survey, all of the urban students receive
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library instruction while only one third grade class in the rural school

reported receiving library instruction. The other third grade class and both

sixth grade classes reported no library instruction with the librarian.

Student ethnic background in the urban school is predominantly white,

with Protestant and Roman Catholic religious beliefs. There are some black

and Oriental students. Student ethnic background in the rural school is

white, Anglo-Saxon and Protestant in religious beliefs.

Both schools used in the study wish to remain anonymous. To protect the

confidentiality, the scboolo will be referred to in this study as school 11

(urban) and school R (rural). School U is located in Southeastern

Pennsylvania. School R is located in Central Pennsylvania.

Limitations of the Design: Several factors limited the design of the

study. First, only two schools were used in this study. Second, both were

public elementary schools, one urban and one rural. Third, only third and

sixth graders were used instead of every student in each school.

Study delimitations: Certain delimitations may or may not have affected

the answers on the checklist /questionnaire. ne surveyor had little or no

control over the following variables. First, there is no control over the

personalities of the librarians. Second, the surveyor cannot test what the

librarians teach or whether they teach with enthusiasm. Third, there is no

control over the size of the library and book collections. Fourth, no test

was given to ascertain the librarians' professional experiences.

Selection of questionnaire/checklist: Several criteria formed the basis

for selecting questions on the questionnaire/checklist. The surveyor perused

various research textbooks to find a questionnaire type which could be used.

Since nothing was available, a set of questions was written and rewritten upon
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:advice from a library science professor at Villanova University. First, the

questionnaire had to be very short. Second, the questions had to be easy

amonsh for third graders and sixth graders to read and finish quickly. Third,

the questions had to be worded so as to create as little bias as possible.

fourth, the questions had to be geared to answer al' hypotheses of the study.

fifth, since the surveyor has taught in the same school district for a long

time, she wanted to survey reader interest for beta her interest and the

interest of the library science professor at Villanova University. A sample

copy of the questionnaire/checklist (see Appendix.)

Procedure: After obtaining permission from necessary administrators, the

questionnaire/checklist was given to teachers selected by the building

principals. The teachers then administered the questionnaires to their

students. Upon completion, the forum were then returned to the surveyor for

collation and analysis.

Data Analysis: The data analysis involved several procedures. The raw

scores were collected and compiled for each sixth grade and third grade.

Because the number of students differed in each of the four sections, the raw

scores were then converted into percentages to equalize the results in order

to make comparisons. The use of the Chi-Square was used in some instances to

test for significance with the level of probability preset at .05. In some

other instances, tables were used to check percentage comparisons in order to

reject or accept the hypotheses. The surveyor did not use every question on

the questionnaire/checklist, but instead, chose those questions which most

closely answered or tested the hypotheses. (See Appendix)
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LIBRARY BOOK BORROWING QUESTIONNAIRE

Put a check ( ) nest to the answers that
library books.

1. Are you a: boy girl

2. How often do you go to the library?
(school library)

3. Do you

show how you feel about borrowing

6th grader 3rd grader

Less than one time per week
1 time per week
2 to 3 times per week
4 or more times per week

go to the library for lessons with a librarian?

4. Now many books or magazines
0

2

do you check out each week?
3

4 or more

5. If you could take out as many books or
how many would it be? 0

2

yes no

magazines as you want each week,
3

4 or more

A. Do you use another library besides your school library? yes no

7. If you answered "yes" to number 6, xhat kind of library do you use?
Public Library Church Library
Home Library Other Library (

B. Do you check out books or magazines:
With your clam; By yourself
Both (with the class and by yourself)
I do not check out books

9. Who helps you choose your books? Nobody
Librarian
Teacher

nreltS
Libr.try Aide

10. If you didn't go to the library for lessons or class, would you go by
yourself? yes no don't knr.w

11. Do you like to borrow a bolk after the librarian
to you? yes no don' t

12. Check 3 kinds of books you
Biography

__Jokes/Riddles
Folk & Fairy Tales
Indians /Cowboys

Funny Stories
Spooky Stories
Science
Monsters/Ghosts
Cooking

95u

like to read best.
Animals __Sports
History Books about God
Cars/Plates Warr

or teacher reads it
know

Poem"
Animai Stories
Science Fiction

_Adventure
Math/Computers
Other (

-8-
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ooloottoo: How many books or magazines do you check out each week?

table A: R=rural t=urban

R-6(8=49)

11=nuMber of students

U-6(8=45)Ibm. taken out
0 6% 16%
1 41% 64%
2 41% 13%

8% 0%
4 or more 4% 5%

Table 8:

Oho. taken out U-3(8=40) U-6(8=45)
0 8% 18%
1 78% 64%
2 5% 13%
3 10% 0%
4 or more 0% 5%

Table C:

R-3(8=44) R-60=49)Elks. token out
0 5% 6%
1 77% 41%
2 16% 41%
3 2% 8%
4 or MOM 0% 4%

Qiestiom: How often do

Table D:

you go to the school library?

R-6 U-6
Less than 1 time 2% 10%
1 time/week 35% 75%
2.e3 times/week 59% 13%
4 or more times/wk. 4% 2%

Table E:
U-3 U-6

Less than 1 time 8% 10%
1 tire/week 72% 75%
2.3 tImedweek 20% 13%
4 or more times/wk. 0% 2%

Table F:
R-3 R-3

Less than 1 time 10% 2%
1 time/wk. 79% 35%
2-3 times/week 11% 59%
4 or more times/wk. 0% 4%

-9-
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Question: Do you like to borrow A book after the librarian or teacher
reads it to you?

Table G:
R-3 R-6 U-3 U-6

yes 55% 12% 70% 29%
no 18% 57% 22% 67%
don't know 27% 31% 8% 4%

Question: If you didn't go to the library for lessons or class,
would you go on your own?

Table K:
R-3 R-6 U-3 U-6

yes 36% 49% 50% 427.

no 18% 16% 8% 25%
don't know 46% 34% 42% 33%

Question: Who helps you choose your books?

Table 1:
R-3 R-6 U-3 U-6

nobody 36% 82% 50% 82%
librarian 44% 6% 25% 11%

teacher 0% 0% 0% 0%
friend 9% 12% 22.5% rx

parents a 0% 2.5% 0%

library side 9% 0% 0% 0%
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READER INTEREST SURVEY RESULTS*

R-3 R-6 U-3 U-6
Steamily 6 2 0 2

ANsbno,Riddies 24 13 25 12

lnik/Fairy Tales 6 0 4 4

judians/Comboys 5 2 3 0

'Fanny Stories 8 10 8 10

'par Stories 12 10 12 18

Science 3 4 0 5

Monsters /Ghosts 2 2 9 10

r',41118 3 0 6 4

Animals 10 13 6 11

illatorY 1 6 4 3

Cars /Planes 2 4 5 3

Poems 3 1 3 I

Animal Stories 7 4 1 4

Science Fiction 7 2 3 7

Adventure 3 18 7 7

SWth/Computers 1 2 2 1

Mysteries 0 2 2 2

Sports 7 15 5 7

God 7 4 7 3

Whirs 1 9 2 6

Dinosaurs 6 0 4 3

Kids w/problems 1 3 2 2

Languages 3 3 1 0

Fantasy i 6 5 5
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R-3 R-6 U-3 U-6

Sewing 1 0 0 0

Dolls 1 0 0 0

Romance 0 5 0 1

Crafts/Brewing 0 0 1 3

Greek Myths 0 0 1 0

Dancing 0 0 1 0

Inisteplots 0 1 0 0

Motorcycles /Cycles 0 2 0 0

*Students were asked to choose the three subjects that they
like to read about the moat. The figures reflect those choices.

954
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RESULTS

Hypothesis #1 is rejected based on the results of three questions. There

IA definitely a difference in the borrowing habits of sixth graders in the

rural and urban schools. According to the percentages in Table A, 18% of the

urban sixth graders borrow two or more hooks per week. Rural sixth graders

borrowed two or more books per week at a rate of 53%. According to Table D,

85% of all urban sixth graders surveyed use the library one time or less per

Week and 37% oz rural sixth graders surveyed use it one time or less per week.

There was a difference in percentages between what students actually take

out and what they would take out if they were given the freedom to take out

whatever they wanted. Although the actual book borrowing is very different,

the percentages here were much closer. Eight-two percent of the urban sixth

graders surveyed, and 86% of rural sixth graders said they would Lake out two

or more books per week if they could,

Hypothesis #2 is accepted. After use of Chi-Square calculations, the

results were confirmed. Of the third graders ..rd sixth graders surveyed,

Table B shows 82% and 86%, in that exact order, borrowed one book or less per

week. In Table E, 92% of the sixth graders and 90% of the third graders go to

the library at least once a week. The actual results accept the hypothesis,

bat, if they were given freedom to choose as many books per week as they

wished, 82% of the sixth graders and 65% of the third graders said that they

would borrow at least two or more books each week.

Hypothesis #3 is rejected. Table C clearly shows that rural sixth

graders borrow more hooks than rural third graders among the students

surveyed. According to the taele, 82% of the third graders and 47% of the

sixth graders borrow ow- honk or less per week. In Table F, 11% of the third

-13-
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graders and 63% of the sixth graders use library facilities in the school at

least twice per week.

Hypothesis 04 is rejected for several reasons. According to Chi-Square

calculations for Table I, there is no significant difference in the book

borrowing habits of the students whether a full -tine librarian is present or

not. However, because there is a part-time librarian and full-time library

aide in the rural school, it is possible that at least some of the students

were confused with the wording of the question about who helps them choose

books. It is very possible that students confuse the role of both people. It

is interesting to note that in both mral and urban sixth grades, 82% of

students do not rely on anyone to help them choose books as opposed to 36% of

rural third graders and 50% of urban third graders responding the same way.

Sixth graders asked the librarian or aide for help at a rate of 11% in the

urban and 6% in the rural school. Third graders requested help from the

librarian or aide at rates of 53% in the rural school and 25% in the urban

school.

Hypothesis 5 is accepted. By use of Chi-Square calculations of the

statistics in Table H, it shows that there is no significant difference

whether students go to the library for lessons and class in either school

setting. In school R, 36% of third graders and 49% of the sixth graders said

they would go to the library even if the class did not attend or lessons were

not given. In school U, 50% of the third graders and 42% of the sixth graders

said they would go regardless of lessons or class. In school R, 18% of the

third graders and 16% of the sixth graders said they would not go to the

library if the class did not have to go. In school U, 8% el the third graders

and 25% of sixth graders surveyed said they would not go if a ,lass or lesson
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WS not scheduled.

However, if this hypothesis were based on the results of the percentages

La Table G, the hypothesis would be rejected. In the urban, school where

students receive library instruction, 70% of third graders and 29% of sixth

waders surveyed said that they would take out books that are read to them by

the librarian or teacher. In the rural school where the library instruction

is not consistent, 36% of the third graders and 12% of the sixth graders

surveyed said they would take out a book if it were read to them.

CONCLUSIONS

There are differences in the book borrowing habits of rural and urban

third and sixth graders in the chosen schools. Rural students take out more

books than their urban counterparts. Rural sixth graders take out more books

and visit the library more times per week than rural third graders. Urban

third graders and sixth graders surveyed are more consistent is the borrowing

and library visitation habits.

The additional reader interest survey also showed definite differences in

reading subjects between urban and rural students. Favored subjects also

differ from third grade to sixth grade within the same social setting.

When comparing the results of this survey with the relevant part of the

Roans study, the results of the two al-, differ. Huang stated that as

students progress throush the grades, their interest in libraries decreases.

The Hums study also included several junior high school grade levels and

perhaps if this study had extended to junior high school, the results would be

altered. However, if this study trend would continue as is, the urban

students would maintain the same interest th1oughout elementary school while

the rural students would increase their book borrowing habits and library
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visits from primary to the intermediate grades. Perhaps this should be it

consideration for future study.

APPLICATIONS

Suggestions for Practice: Given the results of this study, librarians

administrators, and supervisors should examine the contents for use in the

following ways:

First, while it is true that the rural students boirowed more books than

the urban students, it is the urban students who remained most consistent in

the borrowing habits from third to sixth grade. One suggestion for this might

be the presence of the full-time librarian and consistent library instruction

from kindergarten to sixth grade.

Second, the study results show that 82% of all sixth graders in both

schools do not rely on anyone to help them select books. No students in the

sixth or third grades said that their teachers help them choose books.

Perhaps some thought should be given to providing more assistance when

choosing reading materials. An area of concern to teachers, librarians and

administrators should be what the students read or whether they read library

books at all.

Third, rural children take out more books than urban students. Urban

students have more outside distractions, both cultural and other, than their

rural counterparts. Knowing this, perhaps thought could be giver, to enhancing

a public relations program fcr a library to try to make reading and libraries

as interesting as the other activities.

Fourth, although a reader interest survey was not in the original plans

for the study, it is nevertheless as Valid as the rest of the questionnaire.
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Perhaps librarians in rural or urban areas could use the results when ordering

materials for their libraries.

Etggeations for further research: The results of this study have led the

surveyor to think of several possibilities for further research in the field

f user studies in school libraries. In some cases the study would take a

Considerable amount of time. Some of the suggestions are also related to the

educational media field as well as traditional print oriented facilities.

1. Public versus private school students borrowing habits.

2. Socio-economic levels versus borrowing habits.

3. Boys versus girls and borrowing habits.

4. Broken bones versus titact families and borrowing habits.

5. Reading levels versus borrowing habits.

6. Attendance versus borrowing habits.

7. Grade achievement versus borrowing habits.

B. 1.().'s and borrowing habits.

9. Effects of elemeatary library exposure on high school library usage.

10. What is taught and how it affects library usage.

11. In-depth reader interest study.

12. The effects of various types of media usage on learning.

13. Effects of the Reading is Fundamental (RIF) program on reading

and library usage.

14. The effektb of parent and student sides on the borrowing habits

and use of library facilities.

15. The effects of teacher borrowing habits on students.

16. Attitude study of students exposed to libraries before starting

school versus students who had no exposure until elementary school.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Lowell Martin. "User Studies and Library Planning,"
Library Trends.

2. Becky Sbeller. "Kids are the Issue: Rural Libraries and
Children's Services," Rural Libraries.

3. O.W. Huns. "Student Attributes Toward Learning and
Libraries,' California School Libraries.

4. Linda Lucas. "Reading Interests, Life Interests, and
Life Styles," Public Library Quarterly.
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STEPS TO TAKE: MARKETING THE RURAL LIBRARY

Joseph P. Grunenweld, DBA
Associate Professor of Marketing
Clarion University of Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION

Libraries, like many .:her non-pro.4t organizations, have generally not

been able to bring scientific manages t practices to bear upon the

library-specific problems that they face. The attempts to implement

managerial programs have been spotty and faltering. Traditionally, library

Management has been concerned with problems of organization, budget

management, personnel management, and architectural design. The concentration

of library managers upon these items has left techniques in areas like

marketing largely nuutilized.

MARKETING AND LIBRARIES

It has only been recently that marketing professionals have begun to

devote much effort to devising ways in which marketing techniques could be

applied to non-profit situations. In fact, this attention has only come in

tho last fifteen or so years'. There is litt;e wonder, then, that libraries

have not been able to develop and implement marketing programa that are

comprehensive, coordinated, and effective. While colleges and hospitals have
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had significant success in Clio area, libraries have only recently discovered

marketing as a tool
2

.

There is considerable agreement among marketing professionals that

marketing technic; 9s can be effectively employed in non-profit settings like

libraries
3

. The problem that arises when one starts to implement a marketing

program in a library, however, is that there is little understanding about

what marketing really is. Some librarians probably feel that marketing Is

little more than public relations. Others might suggest that it includes

advertising and the development of special programa. Still others might point

out that the selection of appropriate library materials is the central

component of marketing. The critical factor here is that all of these things

are components of marketing but none of them represents marketing as a whole.

They are bits and pieces of a much limper concept - the marketing program.

MARKETING REPRESENTS AN ATTEMPT TO MATCH NEEDS. In the case of

libraries, the needs of the public are matched with the needs of a local

library. In general, the needs of the public with regard to the library cam

be categorised as professional, educational, and recreational. On the other

hand, the needs of the libra,y are to be viable, responsive, sad

cost-effective. The attempt to develop and execute a plan by which the needs

of the individual library patron are net within the constraints of a

particular library is called a marketing program. Exhibit One show a model

for developing a marketing program.

Research Strategy Tactical

Inputs Development Execution

Program Program

Evaluation Control

EXHIBIT ONE
The Marketing Program
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The first step in the development of any action plan for marketing

iimelves a thorough analysis of the Atuation. At this level, the library

*Whiter must collect and analyze the research inputs that will be required

for the successful planning and implementation of the library marketing

swam. These inputs include information concerning the needs and

preferences of library patrons and the resources available to the library.

Beginning the development of a marketing program with research helps the

librarian to avoid a "guessing game" approach to his or her marketing

activity. Corporate marketers have come to realize the need for research es

evidenced by the fact that a majority of them do some type of product research

other than Research and Development as well as sales and market research4 .

Mere are several reasons for this but the primary one appears to be that

businesses have come to understand that there is a need to make factual

decisions about their marketing plans rather than using some type of intuitive

approach.

Librarians must d, this as well. There are too many distracting elements

in the community for any individual to have a clear understanding of more than

,just a part of it, Further, the library itself, even a relatively small one,

often maintains an amazingly diverse collection that is so complex that no one

Us a comprehensive knowledge of it. Research is as organized attempt to

identify what really exists in both the community as well as the library.

This of course will lead in the subsequent steps of the marketing program to

the establishment of realistic plans based upon accurate information about the

particular situation of the library.

Often the largest grade.) for the neophyte researcher is knowing where to

start the research
5

. Dependent upon whether the research is to be focused
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upon a particular problem or whether it is general market research, two types

of approaches may be used. These are shown in Exhibit Two.

Particular
Problem

Informal
Observation

Formulate
Research

Plan

Formal
Observation

Data
Analysis

General Research

EXHIBIT TWO

Types of Market Research
Approaches

In this diagram, it is evident that there are differences in the ways is

which market research is con4=cted. If s librarian has a specific typo of

research problem (e.g. why is the children's collection underutilized or why

don't people came to the library at night), the process begins with informal

observation of the general tendencies of the library patron or now-patron.

Following this, a mechanism for measuring the Behavior observed is developed

and a fcrmal observation is made in which a measurement instrument is used.

9
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le the general research project (e.g. what is the age profile of the community

he what is the impact of location on walk-in visitation), the informal

observation is not necessary. The librarian may simply establish the way in

which he or she will collect the data required and then proceed to its

Collection. Both of the research methods end with an analysis of the

itidormation obtained. The output of this activity will fuel the decision-

esties process when strategies are developed.

Information collection and analysis is the critical first step is the

development of an effective marketing program. Librarians can utilize

Scientific research methodologies to assure that this first step is a solid

One.

The second step in the development of a marketing program is to establish

a marketing strategy for the library. Essentially, a marketing strategy is a

stlatement of what it is that the library wants to do. This step is somewhat

Mere involved than simply stating a goal or objective, however, because a

strategy is predicated upon realistic evaluation of the situation and a

considered judgment about the resources that will be available to support the

attempt to carry out the strategy.

Strategy development includes three important creponents: picking a

target group or groups, establishing marketing goals relevant in the group or

groups, and selecting a theme or image that is appropriate for the particular

Marketing project. Some examples of strategies that incorporate all three of

these elements may be seen in the following listing:
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1. Increase visitation per capita among small business
professionals using the theme "The Public Library - A
Friend To Small Pusiness."

2. Increase awareness of library pre-school programs among
mothers of young children using a "bead-start" theme.

3. Increase library user rates among late teens looking
for career opportunities with the theme "You Can Get
There From The Library."

All of these examples contain a riser statement of the group of individuals to

whom the particular marketing campaign will be geared. Not only that, there

is a concise statement of the specific library goal that is to be accomplished

(increase visitation, increase awareness, and increase user rates). The theme

or image statement in each of the strategies, as we will see later when we

speak about tactical execution, provides a mechanism for continuity.

All marketing strategies are not alike. Some are aggressive, some

conservative. Some are comprehensive in nature and others are more limited im

scope. Marketing strategies can be dichotomized categorically on twee

different variables: first, whether the library will serve the same patromn

as it traditionally has or whether it will serve a new public, and second,

whether the library utilizes thr same resources or new material. Exhibit

Three shows four types of strategies Lased upon these factors.

9 e
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Library

Resources

Rene

Resources

New

Resources

Library Markets

Same Markets New Markets

Increased User Rates

Community Development

EXHIBIT THREE

TYPES OF LIBRARY
MARKETING STRATEGIES

Expanded Coverage

Library Diversification



If a librarian is faced with a situation that involves limited resource

availability which results in an extremely constrained acquisition program, he

or she may want to consider strategies focused upon increasing user rates or

timer which concentrate upon increased coverage. In the former strategies,

promotional methoda and special programs will become the tactical actions

employed while in the latter, direct mailings and personal visitations may be

the primary methods used.

If funds are available to expand library holdings, two types of

strategies are appropriate. Community development strategies concentrate the

efforts of library marketing activities upon those individuals who are already

served by the library but may not be aware of new materials. Library

diversification is a strategy within which the library tries to draw new

library patrons with the acquisition of new types of materials.

Developing a realistic plan that includes the specific actions that must

be taken is order to accomplish stated library objectives is part of tactical

execution, the third step in be marketing program. In this step the

librarian must choose the appropriate promotional methods as well as consider

those things which must be done within the walls of the library facility to

support the theme or image statement developed in the library strategy.

It is important during this phase of the marketing program that the

librarian keep in mind two critical factors. First, the librarian must recall

that a particular group was selected as a target group. This group not only

has a particular set of needs and wants with regard to library services and

materials, but also will be affected by various promotion methods in

particular way. This means that the librarian must be able to select the
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411141t effective marketing methods within a market segment as well as to

determine the things that the group expects from the library in terms of

materials and services.

The second thing that must be remembered during this step is that the

thaw of the marketing program must remain consistent throughout the campaign.

Wm consistency is required in order to generate in the minds of the

individuals in a given segment a clear and distinct image about the library.

A fussy perception in the mind of a potential patron will almost surely

inhibit action with regard to library usage. Repetitive reinforcement of the

theme should lead to successful image portrayal for the library.

Selection of appropriate promotional procedures and techniques is AO

important part of tactical execution. Libraries have left the potential of

active promotional efforts largely untapped. There are several understandable

reasons for this. First, many promotional methods are expensive. It is often

difficult to convince a governing board or civic group that limited financial

resources are better spent on advertising of library services than on

providing a new file catalog. Secood, librarians generally have not been

trained to use the techniques. Although promotion is not particularly

difficult as applied to libraries, most librarians have had neither the

opportunity nor the inclination to learn about it. Third, librarians feel

that promotion will not work. For those who have never used promotion, it is

easy to be skeptical about the effectiveness of its various techniques.

The first stp in learning how to apply promotional methods is to

understand what they are. Promotion means nothing more than to place one's

self or one's products in the best possible light in the eye of he public.



In marketing, this definition is refined somewhat so that the public becomes

the target market 'segment and the attempt to place oneself in the best

possible light is more aggressive and directed.

Promotion methods are wide- rouging in the way in which they reach the

target public. Some are immediate in their impact and others require more

time for full effectiveness to be achieved. Some of the methods are more

widely observed than others. Exhibit Four shows a number of promotion

techniques that a librarian might select.

All promotion methods do some things well and at the same time have

disadvantages that must be considered. Additionally, each type of probation

used varies with respect to the creativeness that can be expressed within it.

It is important, therefore, to use the promotional method that is appropriate

for the partJcwlar task for which it is chosen.

The fourth step in the marketing program, program control, is a

conscientious effort to keep the marketing program "rn- track." Once the

objectives of the campaign are established, an appropriate etrategy for

accomplishing them is selected, and a blend of tactical methods chases,

program control becomes all-important. It is very easy, during the dsy-to-day

operations of a library to forget all of the hard work and determined planate*

that went on prior to the implementation of the plod. Problems and pressing

duties tend to weaken the resolve of a librarian to be outward-looking.

97j
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Promotion Method

Newspaper Ads

Aovantages

Coverage,
Immediacy

Disadvantages

Waste Circulation,
Cost, Quality

Creative Features

Traditional Medium

Mao Ada Immediacy,
Personality

Must use often Intimacy,
Adaptability

Direct flail Controlled
Audience

Cost, Problems
in Production

Ability to explain,
Special Programs

Soles Controlled, Timing for Speeches, visitations,
Presentation Cooperative

Audience
Librarian demonstrations, civic

involvement

Contests Attracts
Segment

Coordination,
Publicity,
Costs

Particular audience,
Creates awareness

Preeiuma Attracts Publicity, Creates awareness
(Oita-Aways) Segment Costs Generates traffic

Newsletter Controlled
Audience

Costs,
Editorial skill
required

Public relations,
informative, creates
awareness, specific

Library Display Patron Requires librarian Highlight new
Attraction time material, support

special theme

EXHIBIT FOUR

Marketing Promotions
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Sometimes it is easier to solve a spur-of-the-s _nt problem in public

relations lr in patron service with a t6rown together solution rather than

relying on the marketing decisions previously made.

In order to provide an example of how easily this might happen, let us

consider the following example. The library has chosen to increase its

1-61uence in the business community by uti?ia:ng an in-house computer ayst.00

as a support device for a computer familiarization program. The librarian has

used newsletter contact along with a Chamber Commerce presentation to

promote seminar-like workshop for business people. Then a local radio

station offers "free air" to promote a "Libraries Are For Kids" theme in

conjunction with a community project centered upon young children. How should

the librarian handle the offer?

Obviously, the librarian must find some way to utilize the free publicity

that the radio station is offering. It is not often that this type of

windfall is available to the library. But, it is also important not to negate

the work that has already been done in trying to attract business people to

the library. The librarian must not now confuse the business people about the

attempt of the library to reach out to them by permitting undue emphasis on

Children about which the business segment might become aware. The way to

handle the problem is to schedule the air tine for children in such a way ism

to prevent the business segment from hearing it. This in not intended to

der live the business community but rather to minimize the negative effect that

children's specialization might have on the business program. The important

thing here is that neither segment should be unduly influenced by the

promotional effort intended for the other.
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There are a number of things that can be designed into a marketing

postern that enhance the continuity of the marketing effort:

I. Assign a marketing manager

2. Get everyone to think marketing

3. Share ideas and experiences

4. Keep written records

S. Determine why things happen

Keeping the library marketing program "on track" and evaluating the

effectiveness of activities during the progress of the program is the function

called program control. All too often programs slip away from the original

plan because library personnel find it easier or more convenient to perform

ether functions and assume other responsibilities. This usually spells out

the beginnings of failure to achieve library marketing program goals and

leaves library personnel with the belief that library marketing does not work.

Program evaluat' a, the fifth step of the marketing program, is very

easily overlooked in all marketing applications. It is a step that takes

precious time, requires ceLical thinking, and involves personal assessment.

Program evaluation is the attempt to assess the success or failure of

marketiug activity in a formal way. This evaluation becomes important

information for future campaigns.

Library managers often become so embroiled in day-to-day operating

problems in other areas the, taking the time to evaluate successes or failures

plays second fiddle to other more pressing responsibilities. This represents

a rather short-sighted view, however. The planning for the next marketing
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campaign starts with the assessment of the last marketing campaign. It is

only through on -going evaluation that librarians will become familiar with the

marketing techniques that are effective in their particular location. The

evaluation of whether or not goals of the marketing program are achieved and

the reasons for success or failure become important research inputs for future

marketing activities of the library.

Program evaluation is done at several levels of library marketing

activity. These levels may be identified as follows:

1. Overall Marketing Effort

2. Annual Evaluation

3. Program Evaluation

The goals and objectives in each of the levels of marketing activity

vary. Consequently, the way in which accomplishment of those goals is

evaluated must vary as well.

There are several authors who suggest ways in which the marketing program

can be evaluated
6

. These authors use measures like market share, market

penetration, market efficiency, and market response in their program

evaluation procedures. The important thing to remember in that the librarian

should design an evaluation technique that accurately reflects the

accomplishments of his or her specific situation. There should not be blind

reliance upon standardized marketing measurement.

S1EESARY

This paper has had as its goal the familiarization of librarians with

various marketing techniques and methods. To accomplish this, the author has

utilised a framework involving the development of a marketing program. It

most be recognized by everyone that all marketing programs are different
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01 are all marketing settings. The application of thes., methods in varying

Situations will provide varying results. In the long-run, however, these

Oregestions should provide the librarian with an initial vocabulary with which

be or she may continue to develop marketing skills. For some it may be the

initial contact with the marketing area. While it is not by any means

definitive in nature nor comprehensive in scope, it should provide some

indication of how marketing can be ust4 in the library setting.

NOTES

(1) Philip Kotler and Sidney J. Levy, "Broadening the Concept of Marketiin,"
Journal of Marketing, Volume 33, Number 1, January, 1969, pp. 10-15.

(2) Philip Kotler, "Strategies for Introducing Marketing into Nonprofit
Organizations," Journsl of MirketIng, Volume 43, Number 1, January,
1979, pp. 37-44.

(3) The following authors state that marketing techniques may be used in
non-profit situations: E. Jerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing: A
Managerial Approach, (Komewood, Illinois; Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1981),
7th ed., p. 7; Joel R. Evans and Barry Berman, Marketing, (New York, New
York; Macmillan Publishing Company, Inc., 1982), pp. 624-31; and Ben H.
Eris, Marketing Principals, (Santa Monica, California; Goodyear Publishing
Company, Inc., 1980), 3rd ed., p. 61.

(4) Louis E. Boone and David L. Kurtz, Foundations of Marketing, (Hinsdale,
Illinois; The Dryden Press, 1977) p. 55.

(5) Frederick A. Russ and Charles A. Kirkpatrick, Marketing, (Boston:;
Massachusetts; Little, Brown and Company, 1982), p. 84.

(6) David L. Lurtz and Louis E. Boone, Marketing, (Hinsdale, Illinois;
The Dryden Press, 1981), p. 596.
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GIVE ME A HOME WHERE THE BOOKMOBILE ROAMS

Nerden
Mealumbile Staff
Ilmboldt County Library
WImmemucca, Nevada

la 1982 all I knew about Bookmobiles was how to spell the word, and that

use "iffy". I knew it was a large bus-like vehicle that I occasionally passed

in aq, travels up and down the road. It was nothing more to me, nothing to

warrant anything but a passing thought. In late 1982 1 packed it in with the

State of Nevada after woraing for them for 14 years and found myself at loose

ands back hone in Winnemucca again. The Humboldt County Library advertised

for a Bookmobile driver. I figured I could drive the thing and 1 knew what a

library was, so I applied. Shortly thereafter I was hired and my education

began in earnest.

The Bookmobile, now in use, was bought with federal and state funds for

06,000 in March of 1969. When I came on the scene, its first 100,000 miles

were in the past and the second 100,000 were passing underneath its wheels.

It was old and tired but still able to get up and down the road.

was born in this part of Nevada so 1 was familiar with the country in

the county. The area served by the Bookmobile encompasses about 10,000 square

Wien in Humboldt County and Pershing County in Northern Nevada. The land

ranges from broad river valley bottom land to high desert to (rye oxpauses of

alkali plains where the rivers and streams sink into the Black Rock Desert.

The solemn beauty of the region is lost to the many tourists who travel along

Interstate 80 and guarded jealously by the few who are native to the area.
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The areas the Bookmobile serves area alive with the creatures from the

kingdom of the wild. Ou every run to Unionville we see at least 10 head of

deer grazing in the fields and orchards that are nestled beneath the steep

wells of Buena Vista Canyon. Leas than 200 yards from the Jackson Houatain

School stop, 1 have had to wait for a herd of 38 pronghorn antelope to cross

the road before 1 could pass. After opening up for business at the school, I

watched them slowly grazing, completely secure in their surroundings. The

most abundant members of the animal kingdom that we encounter are the rabbits;

jackrabbits and cottontails everywhere sod domestic rabbits of varying colors

up in Buena Vista Canyon. Eagles and hawks sit astride the power poles and

fence lines everywhere we go and contemplate the Bookmobile's noisy passing.

This last spring we checked out books less than 100 feet from a den of foxes

who would come out and play while we went about our routine. The abundance of

wildlife along the routes is a bonus few eOoyers can match, but comae

without mention with our Bookmobile routes.

The Bookmobile travels an average of 1,200 miles a month. The longest

ran in 185 miles round trip and the shortest route is 10 miles. From January

1983 to November 1983 we circulated .7,844 books to 4,785 patrons at 175

stops. During that period we averaged 1.1 books checked out per mile

traveled. The average circulation cost per book is $1.17. Forty one percent

of our circulation over this time period were adult titles and 59% were

juvenile titles. Circulation for calendar 1983 was up 160% over calendar

1982.

We have, at present, 6 runs with a total of 11 stops. All but 2 of our

runs have service every two weeks. Of the other two, one bar t lay service

and one has weekly service. We serve 6 rural schools number at

students ranging from S at Leonard Creek Ranch to 62 at Orova.. -act; school
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'atop also serves the surrounding .....4mmilities. The diversity of our patrons is

amt. In Rings liver Valley and Orovada the people are mainly farmers, in

Jackie. Mountain and Leonard Creek the patrons are ranchers, in Inlay there

rade quite a few miners and retired people, Buena Vista Valley and Unionville

are populated by ranchers and retired people. During this calendar year we

base added two runs: Star City, which is a bedroom community five miles south

of Winnemucca, and Leonard Creek, a large ranch and small school in the

northwestern part of Humboldt County.

da a cost-ciLting measure, the Bookmobile staff was reduced and the

driver runs the whole circus except on the two high circulation runs to

dawn& and Imlay. In most cases the driver opens up the Bookmobile, checks

the books in and out, shelves, and keeps up the overdoes, statistics, and

paperwork. On the runs where there is a librarian, the driver checks out the

Webs and helps with the shelving chores, as well an helping check in the

boobs. The librarian takes care of checking in the books, provides help to

the patrons and takes care of the majority of the paperwork. Because of the

lack of wide open spaces on the Bookmobile, all of the shelving is done

between the waves of patrons. All books are shelved between stops to give our

petiole the full advantage of the limited collection on the Bookmobile. The

operation runs very smoothly this way and keeps the patrons happy.

Our patrons are important to us and they have made us look good. Some

travel 10 to 15 miles to avail themselves of our services. Some come on only

to see if we have anything on one particular subject, and if they don't find

whet they are looking for we try to have it for them on our next run to their

area. Others come on and spend half an hour browsing, visiting, and looking

for whatever literary gems we have hiding on our shelves. Some people get two
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books to last them over the two weeks between runs while others check out 20

or 30 at a time to make sure they don't run out.

I have encouraged the younger patrons to be themselves on the Bookmobile.

Whoa I was young, the library here in Winnemucca was run by an old lady is

black who ruled with an iron hand. Children's visits without an accompanying

adult was discouraged, and because of this, it took me many :mars to discover

the wanders held within the walls of the library. Nappy children are

naturally boisterous but there are no BE QUIET signs to be found in oar

Bookmobile. Host of our young patrons we know by name and what their special

interests are so we try to keep them supplied with books on compatible

subjects. We also show them how one subject relates to another so they can

branch out - read, learn and not get caught in a rut. I tell them that

reading is like eating - you have to have the promise of dessert to make the

vegetables taste good. We feel that the relaxed atmosphere an the Bookmobile

has encouraged the kids to read. On the Bookmobile they are treated as short

people, not as children.

At moat of our stops we have made friends with the pets of the patrons.

In Unionville, a beautiful Newfoundland named Leroy greets us as we come up

the canyon, then comes on for a snack and a snooze. He curls up behind the

desk in the Bookmobile and stays with us until it's time to hit the road. On

the Coyote Creek Ranch in Buena Vista Valley, two black kittens, Skunk and

Telly, almost always rush down to be the first on the Bookmobile where they

supply the staff with the warmth and affection only a kitten can impart. In

Paradise Valley, the Justice of the Peace's dog hops on to wait for his

mistress to come and pick up the kids. All the animals are welcoee as long as

they stay out of the way and are friendly. There is no greater way to raise a
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penon's hackles in the West than kicking their dog or throwing their cat

around.

We have one patron whose family checks out so many books that when we

pull up she loads the books in a wheelbarrow to get than back onto the

mile. Another lady on one of our runs has been crippled somewhat by

arthritis and can't get around too well. She pulls up to the window on the

driver's side and passes her books through in baskets. We select the books

for her and load her baskets and pass than back out. We nay have the only

awhile drive-up lebrary service in the Kited States.

Earlier this year the Bookmobile staff was presented with two very unique

research problems. Hrs. Noble, of Imlay, comes from one of this area's

pioneer families dating back to the 1860's. She had obtained a picture of a

rural funeral taken in the early part of this century which she and her family

bad been in attendance. She wanted to know bow old she was in the picture.

Mho knew that the man being buried was a prospector and she Lame his nickncle.

We went to our microfilmed newspaper files of the Mu olds Star and with the

else, provided and 30 hours of research were able to came up with the small

article detailing the funeral. Staff had to look through 5 years of

newspapers to find it.

The Bookmobile took on another extensive research project for Mrs.

isterlue. She is Imlay's local historian and was doing a history of the

smell railroad town for its 75th anniversary. Hany hours were expended

getting much information fray the newspaper microfilms dating from the 1860's

to the 1930's.

Bookmobile service in Humboldt County and Pershing County continues at

present, in spite of money problems, which constantly plague the program. In
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the not goo distant future outside money sources for the program will run dry.

Instead of looking for ways to continue the Bookmobile service, the people who

come up with the ideas are looking for service ideas to replace it. Computers

are being treated as the panacea for extending library services to rural area

customers. This any be viable in some places, but out here in the West the

selling point is in the personal, personable service the Bookmobile provides.

The people we serve expect to deal with people, not computers with flashing

Mysore and green letters.

The cost per book is almost a dollar cheaper by Bookmobile than in a

library but unfortunately the outlay for new equipment is great. Library

building, last forever but Bookmobiles wear down and wear out.

9g
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MITI tRAA

Jimmy 1918

Memory 1980

Meek 1980

*Al 1189

Noy 1909

alie 1900

JOU 1910

Ammmet 1980

Olgiomber 1980,

Climber 1110

Mhoembse 1980

tea[ 1180

ISM
Jammasy 1931

Mowry 1981

113eo* 1111

Aral 1981

BAY 1111

Jams 1981

Ally 1912

Lit 1981

SepimmOver 1981

Climber 1981

lboimber 1981

Onosiber
lbOALX

1181

IBIBBOLDT COUNTY BOOMS= TOTALS 1980-1981

ADULT TNIL0111 TOTAL PATRONS 111121

II 0,

STOP!.
BOOKS 111

NILES

102 17 189 37 265.9 3 0.7

104 496 690 275 996.7 11 0.7

210 504 714 163 764.4 12 0.9

232 394 626 224 910.4 14 0.7

301 386 687 239 1,187.0 13 0.6

173 152 327 101 1,016.0 12 0.3

177 121 291 97 1,077.4 13 0.3

110 71 181 36 351.5 6 0.5

214 670 884 222 664.5 9 1.3

bookmobile net is opentios this morv,

210 598 808 235 80.0 11 1.0

212 717 227 759.6 9 0.9
115 67Y owf7B7 fill 1757 M Oiltio

291 521 712 226 930.6 10 0.8

309 528 837 245 1,016.0 12 0.8

329 550 1171 275 1,016.0 12 0.9

164 261 425 141 764.4 9 0.6

204 305 507 171 845.2 8 0.6

69 44 113 35 344.2 4 0.3

Boolmobiie met im operation this eolith

bookmobile not In operation this mouth

lookmobile not in spiritism Ibis mostb

bolobmobile not in operation this Booth

Bookmobile not in operation this mesa

10 14 _II 16 Imo 2 0.1

Tia PII 3,09 1,109 KTIFIC --g 0.7 iv
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MONOOLOT COUNT 80081108ILA TOTALS 1982-1983

MOWN MI ADULT MIMS TOTAL FAUNS MILES
Of

STOPS
110088 0101

NILES

January 1982 263 530 793 278 468.2 8 1.7

February 1982 255 743 1,000 314 952.8 8 1.0

9lori% 11102 314 162 886 278 904.0 10 1.0

April 1982 274 351 825 126 1,354.5 14 0.6

NAY 1982 140 325 465 190 637.2 7 0.7

Jame 1982 bookmobile mot is op/watt= this math

July 1982 96 33 129 40 410.1 5 0.3

August 1982 118 79 197 89 639.2 6 0.3

September 1982 169 843 1.212 367 1,360.7 14 0.9

October 1982 393 834 1,227 383 1,041.2 1S 1.2

December 1982 66 294 360 148 283.1 4 1.3

December 1982 144 299 443 151 409.5 5 0.9
TOTALS 2,442 Stillg 7,337 7:326 1,3157i WY 57; at

Jeutiary 1983 367 678 1,045 269 1,171.2 22 0.9

February 1983 506 900 1,406 409 1,269.0 17 1.1

March 1983 722 864 1,586 473 1,384.3 17 1.1

April 1983 823 1,026 1,849 464 1,387.: 18 1.3

Hey 1983 532 795 1,327 465 1,253.2 26 1.1

June 1983 836 1,062 1,898 361 998.0 15 1.9

Jely 1083 641 726 1,367 363 813.7 13 1.7

Aoseat 1983 517 714 1,2)1 352 707.7 13 1.7

September 1983 225 1,236 2,061 596 1,545.5 19 1.3

October 1983 742 1,262 2.004 544 1,433.2 17 1.4

November 1983 818 2,292 LIIR 462 1j086 9 18 1.9
TOTALS 7,329 10,555 17,844 4,785 13,050.6 175 1.1 et
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AND ELSEWHERE IN NEVADA

AmMre Newhouse
Amargosa Valley Community Library
Amargosa Valley, Nevada

Amargosa Valley, Nevada, is rural in about every sense of the word1 It is

located about )00 miles north of Las Vegas, 20 miles from the Nevada Teat Site

Aid close to an hours drive from Death Valley, California. Amargosa Valley

has a population of 1800.

7be Amargosa Valley Community Library was iustrumental in acquiring grant

fonds from the Fleisrhmann Foundation which helped build a community center.

A portion of those funds was earmarked for the construction of a new library.

With help from the school district, county and U.S. Government, a bond

election was held to raise funds not covered by grant money. The election

Messed overwhelmingly in favor of the construction

library, Olnic and multi-purpose building. The

of the tenter - a new

clxuic is now almost

completed and the library and multi-purpose buildings will be started after

the first of the year.

Since the I50-student school has no library, the Amargosa Valley

Community Library also functions as school library, funded in part by a

contractual agreement with _he school district. The first use of the

fledgling library by the school children was achieved by bussing the children

from the school once a week. Bookmobile service was an invaluable aid at this

time since book selection and quantity were very limited. Once the library

woe fully established in 1919, the service was discontinued.
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Though still a relatively small library, it has come a long way since its

formation in the fall of 1976 when a production of "Winnie the Pooh" performed

by the Rainbow Company of Las Vegas, Nevada, was held in order to raise fund.

to purchase necessary materials to open the library. A total of $40 was

realized and, though small, it was sufficient for a start. Housed in a

portion of a barracks building acquired from the Nevada Test Site, it

consisted of some shelving provided by a now - inactive group of citizens - the

Death Valley Lions Club. Books to ocrupy this shelving were entirely from

donations made by local interested patrons. Help for this ambitious

enterprise was entirely volunteer and remained so for the next five years.

In 1978, the county was approached with a rrqueSt for a more permanent

buildin' .ince its present location was a part of the Amargosa Valley

Improver Association, a local community group, and was used in conjunction

with other community functions. A used 8 foot by 40 foot office trailer was

made available to the library and this became theil first permanent "home".

All that was needed to get things rolling now was some funding. Again, the

county wan approached for aid and agreed to a $600 grant with a commitment of

$400 annually thereafter. Also, the contract with the school district allowed

a per-student fee to cover books and expenses.

By 1980, it became readily apparent that a new or larger library MarS

desperately needed and, again, with the support of the county, construction of

a 14 foot by 45 foot addition was started on a nearby county structure labia

housed the fire department. Included at this time was a small office for the

Sheriff':. Department. The new addition, which now houses the present library,

was dedicated on February, 1981, with Governor Robert List officiating.
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By mid-1934, the new home of the Amargosa Valley Community Library will

be a reality with a total area of 2,0u0 square feet. The total book

Collection in the present library now exceeds 6,S00 volumes. The school

children now have access to the library an a daily basis and circulation

averages ISO to 800 books per month.

Oaring its relatively short history, the Amargosa Library has made quite

on impact on the commusitr by providing many and varied programs for the

education and enjoyment of the residents. Especially notable was a fortepiaso

concert by Susan Quer, who is known throughout the United States. Also

sponsored was a magic show, various dramatic performances and art shows,

including two seminars by Lucile Spire Bruner, a noted las Vegas artist. The

anneal summer rending program and story hour for the school children is

provided during vacation

future.

On file are various

tine. Additional projects are planned for the

government documents to help keep the public aware

and informed. A set of the Nevada Revised Statutes in available to the

votress; a complete holding of information on the testing activities regarding

the proposed Yucca Mountain Nuclear Repository and various publications

relating to the proposed pup fish refuge issue are also available.

Amargosa Valley has a large proportion of Hispanic people and, though

there are Spanish books and publications available, there are plans in the

near future to expand services to these people. Input will be readily

forthcoming from the soon-to-be formed "Friends of the Library" which will

include members of the Spanish commuaiti.

The Senior Citizens play a large part in this community and the Talking

Nook Program is being offered to those who qualify and would benefit. They
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are being encouraged to use the library to increase their ideas for crafts and

other projects they may plan for the future.

The library plans to undertake an oral history project which may turn

involve the entire populace. This should be of benefit to everyone, both in

information acquired as well as in the wealth of good feelings and

COMMURiCati00, The recent acquisition of a portable video recorder/tuner and

camera will aid this project.

The Amargosa Valley is an area where access to news and information

amerces is limited to television and one radio station. Until just recently

there was no syndicated newspapers. Therefore, the Anargosa Valley Community

Library has been required to obtain or have available a more extensive range

of information on a variety of subjects than would usually be expected of a

small library. It also serves as a resonice center for the local mining and

agriculture industry, teachers, community organizations and the general

public.

The library, is a vital link with the development of the community. There

is a strong future for both.

988
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SI ItETTAING: DARING A LITTLE DORM GO

Irene Martin, Librarian
ALammaima Library
elimmokaws, Washington

Honey. Don't we all wish we had more, especially in a small town or

Mal library, where budgets have been strained so greatly in recent years. A

comment recently beard at a rural librarians' gathering indicates that as

libraries go broke, librarians become bitter and burst out. The three 'Ws"

which relate to yet another "b", the budget.

What can be done to turn this situation around? Rural libraries are

actually more flexible than tar larger urban library in that there is a

substitute available for rash, and that is tine. Not necessarily your time,

except in organising people to help. Rural areas have a history of citizen

activity and volunteerism, and with a rethinking of a library's direction, the

time people are willing to donate can be used to find ways to assist

financially.

Although there are a number of publications .available which give valuable

aid in saving dollars, (some are listed in the bibliography), it is not

possible for a rural library, historically understaffed, to carry out all of

the suggestions offered. A Friends group is, of course, one of the ways in

which libraries have marshalled the assistance of interested volunteers, but

there nay be others who will help. Thinking through the library's priorities,

and approaching individuals and groups with special interests, is a way of
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getting things done without necessitating a large cash outlay. A number mf

examples of this creative process of matching people with library needs is

gives below.

What local organisations meet regularly in your building? Why not ask

them to donate funds for purchase of materials in their area. For example, if

there is a local kite - flying club, why not suggest that they purchase books on

kite-flying for the library. Or suggest that money be donated to the library

for purpose. An added advantase is that groups such as this one will begin to

thick of the library as a place which relates to their own interests, and not

just a meeting room.

Similarly, the local Marine or Agricultural Extension agent should be

asked to keep an eye out for free or low cost materials. If they know what

your library is specifically in need of, in areas such as small business,

animal husbandry, pet care or consumer issues, they can frequently provide

excellent materials.

Sales of used materials, or tr. e-ins of paperbacks for new or used

materials, are two ways often cited in which money can be saved. Try going

one step further, and ask the bookstore owner to watch for materials for you.

Used book stores should not be shunned. The help of the bookstore staff

should be enlisted to ensure that you are notified when books in subjects you

are interested in come in.

Be on the lookout for used equipment and machinery. Sources include

federal and state surplus property warehouses, auctions for companies going

out of business, and secondhand stores. While you cannot hope to attend all

of these functions and peruse all of these places, the auction house may be

willing to keep you informed, as may the owner of the local second-hand store,
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when something you need comes in. Items which are particularly good buys are

used file cabinets, office furniture, and paperback shelving and display

reeks. Obviously, you need to make the final determination as to whether your

library is going to purchase an item, but it helps to know what is available.

Cooperate with local organizations when for special projects. For

example, the local museum or historical society might be willing to help in

preparing as index to a local history collection. Often, volunteers can be

femmd to type index cards, assist in inventorying a collection of newspapers,

or sorting and labeling photographs. A local garden club might be willing to

rejuvenate neglected library grounds as a civic benefit. Ask a coupooing club

to save labels for a project such as the Campbell's "Labels for Faucation"

progras. A local service organization might be interested in drive for

recyclable Enteritis, such as aluminum or newspapers, with proceeds to go for

Laren materials in the subject area of alternative energy.

Rural libraries are typically under-represented ii grants received from

beth private and public sources. No project in too small for funds, if it is

Worthwhile. Many granting agencies, in these times of small budgets, look

more favorably upon smaller requests, as it allows them to get more from their

own budget. Check upon

newspaper instead of a

grants

whole

Collection in one specific area,

to get enough money to index

for specific proposals, such as indexing a

collection, or creating a local history

such as logging or mining, rather than trying

the entire local history collection. Your

choices of completing the work are better if it is accomplished in small

increments, rather than attempting to get funding for one large project which

v411 strain resources already overtaxed.
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Sometimes, the act of writing a grant proposal, time- consuming though it

may be, will focus the library's request to the extent that different agencies

will fund different portions of an application. For example, a grant written

by a small public library for funds for constructing a meeting room,

purchasing audio-visual equipment and weatherizing the existing building wan

rejected. However, sufficient publicity was generated locally that the

amatherixation program was funded by another agency. The purchase of the

needed equipment was made possible by both private individuals and local

service organisations.

Finally, use the library. Use it to look up sources of grants, articles

on fund-raising, and to act as a repository for this kind of information so

that other local groups and individuals interested in finding ways to generate

funds will look to you for assistance. Let your state library know what your

needs are, and keep up your contacts there in order to keep informed as to

whist help is available. Although it may sometimes seem like it, you are not

alone. There is guidance available.

The premise of this article is that "time is money." navy people have

already used their time to describe ways to raise funds, to manage a tight

budget, and many others are willing to give of their time in order to help

libraries faced with financial problems, and will consider it a privilege. By

creatively thinking through what your needs and desires are, and combining

forces with groups sod individuals in your community and beyond, library

service can flourish despite cutbacks and tight funds.
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UPOtTE: RESEARCH & RURAL LIBRARIES

Dr. John Head
Professor of Library Science
Clarion University of Pennsylvania

Introduction

The presentation on rural library research in this article covers the

states of rural library research, summarizes some data from a few studies, and

Covers some ongoing studies, and plans for future studies. To some este:A it

Will concentrate oa the research done at The Center for the Study of Rural

Librarianship and for the Rural Library Services Committee of ALA.

There are two contrastink views of rural library research that need to be

meat oned. The first of these is that there has not been much research done

on rural libraries particularly at the national level. On the other band, one

N oy think of the great bulk of library literature that exists and of the many

reports done ay the various state libraries and by other agencies. Surely,

someplace out there, the data must have been collected, tabulated, and

analysed, even if it exists in many separate reports, to tell us everything we

need to know about rural libraries in the United States.

There is probably an element of truth in both of these views.

It is certainly true that the definitive study of rural libraries is yet

to be done, although a number of useful studies have been completed. It is

also true that a number of library studies that are not devoted solely to

rural libraries contain useful information, although it is not always possible
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to sort out the rural component. Some of the major problems in trying to use

the studies that have been done is that the studies have asked different

questions, collect-i data in different ways, and used different definitions of

rural if they separated rural and urban libraries at all.

Mere are some of the studies that have been done.

Summary of Research Projects

The National Rural Community Facilities Assessment Study: Pilot Phase by

Abt Associates for the Farmers Home Administration. This project defined

rural as communities of up to 50,000, and examined accessibility based on

distances travelled by patrons; capacity of the library (seating, staff sire,

number of books, etc.); condition of the building (measured by age of building

and plans for renovation). The Pilot study looked at 25 communities in nine

states.

Unfortunately libraries were dropped from the full study, so that all we

are left with are the data collected in the pilot study. Some of this is of

interest such as that fourteen of the 25 libraries were built before 1930.

One of the major conclusions of the Pilot study was that on a whole rural

library service is generally adequate.

Terry Beech of the School of Library and Information Science, University

of Illinois at Urbana, in reviewing the pilot study has suggested that since

Abt Associates used mainly generally accepted library standards, and found the

rural libraries studied generally adequate, that perhaps library standards are

in low that other professionals can't take the standards seriously. Wed'

discussed this study and other rural studies in a paper presented at the Rural

Library Services Committee Porgram in Philadelphia for the Annual ALA

Conference in 1982. He also reviewed the literature of rural sociology and



parr rural studies and found libraries almost always missing from recent

studies in these areas.

The Motional Center for Educational Statistics Survey of Public

'libraries, 1977-1978 was based on a sample of 1,505 drawn from a population of

8,456 public libraries in the 50 states and the District of Columbia. The

smNponume rate was 87.8 percent or 1,315 libraries. A fairly complex formula

wee used to provide adequate representation for libraries serving different

population nixes. The basic areas of investigation included.

1. library collections

2. staffing

3. expenditures

4. receipt*

S. loan transactions

6. physical facilities

Breakdowns are given by region, population served, and whether or not the

library was is a standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).

This study contains a wealth of data about public libraries in some

thirty detailed tables. I will only :nation a few of the findings;

1. Of 8,456 public libraries only 778 serve populations of 50,000

of more. 7,678 libraries serve populations of under 50,000.

2. 2,957 libraries are located within a Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area. 5,499 are located outside an SMSA.

3. All public libraries had a total of 38,702 professional staff

members. About 28,400 professional staff members worked in

libraries within a SEA, while only about 10,300 were in libraries

outside a NSA. The total public library professional staff is
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highly concentrated in urban areas. Snail libraries also had a

much higher proportion of professional staff without the

graduate degree. Of the approximately 10,300 professional

librarians * ibraries outside a PISA, only 3,134 had a

graduate degree in 1978.

4. Sixty percent of all public libraries spend less than $50,000

per year.

These brief highlights only give a hint of the contents of this important

report.

The National Rural Library Reference Survey was conducted by the Center

for the Study of Rural Librarianship in 1981 under a grant from the H.W.

Wilson Foundation. Our definition of rural wa. a city population of under

25,000. Using this population maximum, a systematic sample of 1,111 libraries

was drawn from the American Library Directory and detailed questionnaires were

mailed to the libraries. There were 666 usable responses returned by the fall

of 1981. Here are a few of the summary statistics:

1. The mean budget was slightly over $82,000.

2. Thirty-nine libraries had budgets of over $250,000; 135

libraries had budgets of under $5,000. Nearly half of the

libraries had budgets under $30,000. Eighty percent of

funding was local.

3. Multi- county systems were most common with 231 libraries. Only

71 libraries were not members of a system.

4. Approximately half of the libraries did not have a librarian

with a Heaters of Library Science degree.
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5. The mean number of reference/directional questions per week was

260. Somewhat less than half of the libraries reported under

50 questions handled per week. The two most common types of

questions were school related and ready reference.

6. The average maximum travel distance for patrons was fourteen

miles. The average travel distance to a city of over 25,000

was forty miles. Nearly half of the respondents reported no

other types of libraries in their service areas except for

school libraries.

7. Moist libraries bad typewriters and telephones sod over 10

percent had photocopiers. But only 19 used OCLC directly; only

18 bad microcomputers; only two used Lockheed's DIALOG system.

No libraries reported using Orbit, BRS, the Source, COMPUSERVE,

Research Libraries Network, or Washington Library Network.

If technology is a major tool for overcoming isolation and limited

resources in rural libraries, it was certainly not in place in 1981.

The Rural Librarian.. Survey was conducted by the Center for the Study of

Rural Librarianship in December 1982. A random sample of 119 libraries was

drawn from the American Library Directory. The survey was conducted by

telephone interviews of head librarians and produced 82 completed

gmentionnaries. Again the definition of rural was location in a community of

under 25,000. Some of the general information collected is summarised here:

1. Mean city population was just over seventy-five hundred, while

the mean service area population was just under 20,000.
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2. Ralf or the librarians had a masters degree although three of

these 41 librarians didn't have degrees in library science.

3. The mean annual salary was $14,790.

Mist of this study consisted of questions dealing with the librarians

attitudes toward various organizations that might serve to reduce the

isolation of rural libraries.

These organizations were: The American Library Assocation, state library

associations, library schools, and the local library system. The

organizations and agencies listed in order from must important to least

important to rural librarians were:

1. The Library System

2. The State Library

3. The State Library Association

4. The Library Schools

5. The American Library Association

Without going into details, the differences were very large with the

local library system and the state library close at the tap and the library

schools and ALA close at the bottom. The State Library Association fell in

the middle position.

Current and Future Research

The Center for tile Study of Rural Librarianship currently has two surveys

in progress:

1. a survey of combined school-public libraries, and

2. a survey of state libraries on eduiAtion for rural librarians

and applications of modern technology in rural libraries.
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The Rural Library Services Committee of ALA is working on a major

national survey of rural libraries. Dr. Lisa deGruyter of the Blue Grass

Regional Library, Columbia, Tennessee is the chief drafter of this research

proposal. The Rural Library Services Committee is requesting ALA approval to

seek outside funding for this project. Professor Weech is currently compiling

list of rural library researchers for the Rural Library Services Committee.

Conclusions

Mere are some brief conclusions. There sre a great many rural libraries

Is the United States, probably over 5000. As of the late 1970's, well over

half of all public libraries had total budgets of under $50,000 per year.

If we only look at libraries in cities of under 25,000, about half have

bedsets as of 1981 of under $30,000.

Rural libreries have been very slow in adopting modern technology to

tivarcome rural isolation ali limited local resources.

About half of the rural libraries do not have a single MLS degree-holding

staff member.

The major elements put in place to assist rural l' I are systems and

state and federal aid distributed through the stet. iiorary agencies. We

could certainly use more information about just how effective rural library

systems are in strengthening the services of rural libraries. It is obvious

that state and federal aid added to local resources have not been sufficient

to allow rural libraries to employ professionally educated staff or to begin

to use on-line information systems or other forma of modern technology.

Finally, it appears that a great many of our public libraries seem to be

trapped by inadequate resources in a state of genteel povert:.. The question

remains then whether resources can be brought together to strengthen rural
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libraries. If stronger resources are not to be had, then there is a danger of

technological obsolescence becoming social obsolescence.
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THREE TYPES OF LIBRARIES SERVE RURAL PATRONS

Jibs Roulehan

We are all sitting in a waiting room about to witness the birth of rural

library service as a viable and important member of the library family. The

Child, Rural Library Service, that is to be born will face a world with a

harsh and sometimes hostile environment. The realities that confront the

newly born are problems of definition, organization, needs assessment, social

'trees and the library establishment.

Abandoning the medical metaphors let us examine each of these rural

realities beginning with defining rural.

Rural can be defined in three major ways: by location, by vocation and

by culture.

As a location, rural is frequently defined in term of a rommuaity with a

population no greater than a specific limit. However, the size of this limit

differs significantly. The U.S. Census Bureau limits rural to communities of

2,500. The Library Services & Construction Act (LSCA) uses 10,000; The Center

fer the Study of Rural Librarianship uses 25,000; the National Rural Center,

50,000 and some agencies use the non-metro 100,000 population as a cut off

point.

In defining rural in terms of vocation Encyclopedia Britannica states

that field activities require relatively high ratio of land per person.) A

population that is engaged in such activities as the production of foots,

fibers and raw materials can be considered rural.
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The Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA)

Culturally, rural is best described as "you ca's take him out of the

country but you can't take the country out of him." This rural identity leads

to "rural library" problems in the Appalachian-settled neighborhoods of such

urban giants as Cincinnati and Chicago.

The library community, in order to identify and meet rural needs, most

come to a clearer and better understanding of the dimensions and scope of

rural library problems. The American Library Association, perceiving rural

issues to be simply a public library problem, has delegated rural library

concerns under the heading of Public Library Association's Small and Medium

Sized Library Section's Rural Library Service Committee (PLA/SHLS). However,

rural library service is not simply restricted to public libraries in small

American cities. It is also a concern of schools, colleges and universities,

end special libraries worldwide.

There are three types of rural libraries simply referred to here as RL 1,

AL 2, and RI. 3. RL I's are public libraries located in small rural

communities. This kind of town that was humorously described in the Des

"pines Register on .Tanuary 29, 1979. The Iowa newspaper ran a conceit in

which readers we to respond 1,0 the phrase, "you can tell you're in a small

',own when..." Winners responses included, "...when you don't need to use

your car's turn signals because everyone knows where you're going"; "...you're

born on June 13th and receive prizes from the merchants for being tne second

baby of the year"; "...3rd street is on the edge of town".

RL 2's are libraries other than public libraries set in rural areas.

These include schools, colleges, and special libraries.
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EL 3's are agencies that support the work of the local rural library and

also serve patrons primarily through bookmobile and mail a-book programs,

interlibrary loan and backup reference service and special collections.

:Dairies of IL 3's are county, regional and state librari^e.

The recent interest in rural libraries has centered on XL l's. The

e. Doter for the Study of Rural Librarianship in Clarion, PA has been one of the

!Wading forces in the rural library movenent. Through grants, such as those

rem the Wilson Foundation, the Center conducts workshops, publishes the

tx journal Rural Libraries, and conducts research particularly in the area of

information and reference services.

PLAISNLS Rural Library Service Committee, during its 3 years of

existence, has focused primarily on RL 1 libraries. At the 1982 ALA annual

Conference the committee approved a 5-year plan with heavy emphasis on

sussareh, edUcation and a mission to represent rural interests within the

library community.

NCLIS has sponsored studies on the information gathering patterns of

farmers, sponsored an exhibit of a "tomorrow" rural library at as

International Futurist Conference and have explored ways for rural libraries

and extension offices to work together. In its 3rd year the Rural Library

Service Newsletter published at the Northwest Regional Library, Sioux City,

Iowa covers rural news, information, and tips pertinent to library services

sad operations.

Little attention has been given by the library community to the problems

of NI. 2 libraries until recently. Two examples art: "Law Library Services to

Rural Lawyers: The Saskatchen Approach" Douglas T. MacEllven, Law Library

Jamrnef, Summer, 1980, pgs. 611-624; and "Delivery of Health-Related
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Information to Rural Practioners." Ann W. Kabler, Bulletin Medical Library

Association, Oct. 81, pgs. 382-386.

RL 3 or the support agencies may be the most vulnerable of the rural

libraries because of their frequent dependency on federal funds. A major

concern to them and the local library is: wLit contingency plans are being

developed and conceived at the national, state, and regional levels to

ceatinue services to rural communities in the event that federal or state

support is greatly reduced or even eliminated?

While the differences in rural libraries are clearly overlooked by the

library community, even less is known about the information needs of the rural

patron. Frequently when conversing with urban librarians about rural

libraries they inevitably will ask, "Isn't the extension office handling

that?"

While Extension does provide useful and helpful services in fast

onagemeat, soil testing, hose economics and other farm and home related

programs, the Extension Office is not the end all or be all in information

delivery to the rural community. The Extension Offire is known for its

agri -related services. However, the farmer which they serve represents only

one-sixth of the total rural population.

To provide effective library service, one must know the information needs

of its community. In "Library and Information Service Needs of the Geographic

Remote," authors Ann Hayes Dennan and Anne Shelby wrote: "Signiricant

differences exist between urban and rural areas in life styles, attitudes, and

values." They enumerate twenty-three distinct economical, political and

seem° *steal areas that shape the information needs of the rural patron.
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While the identificatiun of informational needs is essential to providing

imlatisfactory library service, another equally significant component to a

Successful service formula is competent 4nd properly trained personnel. In

rOevelopement of Adequate Library Resources in Rural Communities" (College and

Hesearch Libraries July 1947,) Ralph Dunbar
2

quotes a committee of the

ilwerican Country Life Conference: "...the librarian for a rural community

should have had fundamental training in rural sociology and economics and a

thorough acquaintance with the literature of rural life and problems." Dunbar

goes on to quote J. H. Kolb, "...a rural library can be a library only when a

person, carefully trained and highly sensitive, livrs and works in the midst

of rural life."

Hayes & Drennan elaborate on this further: "The use of trained

Indigenous paraprofessionals has been shown to be more effective in dealing

with rural people, particularly the disadvantaged, than either professionals

indigenous to the area or professional or nonprofessional 'outsiders'. Given

the shortage of professionals, the needs for employment and personalized

',soiree, and the proven effectiveness of indigenous paraprofessionals, the

logical model is a number of paraprofessionals working with one professional,

the latter responsible

former for the transfer

While the need

periodically over the

for locating information

of information."
3

and organizing services, the

for rural-trained librarians has been recognised

past forty years, professional efforts instead have

generally supported interlibrary loan projects, incentive grants, material

purchases, and training which emphasized basic library skills rather than

rural education. The interlibrary loan programs, while popular with the

library community, commonly contributed only about 1-27, of the total local
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circulation. Traininc, efforts have usually been 1 hour, 1 day or 1 week

seminars on basic library skills. Some seminars have the strange twist of..

having teachers, the facilities and even the meals graded while the students'

knowledge goes untested.

Fathermore once the federal and state support is withdrawn these programs

frequently die. In 1963 some seven years after the implementation of LSA, the

staff of the Library Services Branch, U.S.O.E., wrote ...when federal funds

have been tithdrawn, it has not been uncommon to find that the quality of

service as measured by materials added, personnel skills available, and

physical facilities has declined still further.
4

Recently a state with a large rural population completed a $500,000

three-year LSCA automation project. The pilot project allowed selective rural

libaries to experiment with OCLS's interlibrary loan and cataloging systems.

One wonders what the impact may have been on that state's rural libraries if

the monies instead had been used in providing $5,000 college scholarships to

100 rural librarians.

Jesse Shera in Foundations of the Public Library observed that libraries

are distinctly an urban phenomenon. Thus it should be no surprise when rural

libraries fail against the yard sticks of the urban library. Libraries may

fail in rural areas but there is a need c rural library service to flourish.

What that service in to he is dependent on competent personnel and knowledge

of the information needs of the rural patron. Turning to Shera again,

paraphrasing the concluding paragraph of his book: rally when the rural

library practicioner understands the goals of the rural community can rural

library service be precisely defined. Then the rural patron bull be properly

served.
5
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INDUSTRIALIZATION OF RURAL AMERICA

,Or. Anne L. Day
Professor of History
Clarion University of Pennsylvania

Revolutionary War soldier - farmer would recognize only a few of the

.tools and none of the machines on a modern farm today. A technological

revolution of great magnitude has taken place in rural America. Our

revolutionary period visitor could not help noticing that in today's world,

74%, or three out of four of the population live in urban areas and only 2b%

live in rural areas. In 1790, 5% were urban dwellers and 95%, nineteen of

twenty, were rural dwellers. How this "Industrialization of Agriculture" took

place and what it means for our cultural and technical existence in America in

the subject of this paper.

In the 19th century, one major thrust of agricultural change consisted of

innovations designed to increase the average yield that could be cultivated by

a single farmer. For example, in the area of labor - saving and land - using

mechanical devices, horses were substituted for oxen as more efficient sources

to move new machinery, and barbed wire in the West made practical the highly

land-intensive techniques of raising livestock. And, of course, in the South,

the cotton gin allowed the planting and harvesting of mote acreage.

The second major change areas was in trade and transportation. For

example, by making possible trade over a wide area, reductions in transport

costs made possible new patterns of regional specialization in agriculture,
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according to which each region can concentrate on those agricultural products

best suited to the unique conditions of soil topography, rainfall and other

factors. One of the great gains to the American

was this pattern of regional specialization

possible by a sequence of transporation

steamboats, and especially railroads.

The turn of the century and the end of World War I saw the United States,'

emerge as the greatest of the industrialized nations. Of all the

technological and economic wonders of the time, the automobile was in the

vanguard. And in rural America the introduction of the tractor is often

considered as a major turning point The introduction of the tractor freed

approximately 90 million acres of land, because a farmer does not have to grow

economy in the last century

in agriculture. It was made

improvements, i.e., canals,

hay and

advances

provided

oats for an internal combustion machine. Important transportation

came in 1921 when Congress passed the Federal Highway Act which

federal aid for state roads, and in 1923, when the Bureau of Public

Roads planned a national highway system.

The depression of the 1930's and the policies of the New Deal set rural

America on the path it would follow through World War II. Rural America was

hardest hit by the depression because of the drastic decline in the price of

goods fold; the mounting surplus of agricultural products; the amount of debt

incured during the twenties by the farmers (purchase of machinery to

modernise); and by the inability of rural banks to extend credit and prevent

mortgage foreclosures.

One of F D.R.'s first controversial New Deal measures dealt with the

farmer - the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933. The AAA provided that the

government would pay subsidies to farmers to reduce their acreage and farmers
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mould receive payments based on parity, a system of

Cotton, wheat, rice, hogs, and dairy products. The

eentimued parity payments which lasted until 1970.

regulated prices for corn,

second AAA passed in 1918,

In June of 1933, Congress

passed the Farm Credit Act, which provided short and medium term loans to

Careers needing to refinance a mortgage.

The establishment of the T.V.A. and the Rural Electrification

Admtmistration (REA) constituted political and technical revolution. The

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) established during the first one hundred days

had far-reaching implications for rural America. It established a broad

program of forty-seven dams for flood control and the generation of

hydroelectric power; began reclamation and reforestation programs; produced

mttrosen fertilizers and nitrate explosives; and began the improvement of

navigation by digging a 650 mile channel from Knoxville, Tennessee to Paducah

Kentucky. Nearly 57% of T.V.A. output of electricity goes to the rural

electric cooperatives - which brings us to the electrical revolution.

In the mid-thirties, nine out of tea rural homes were without electrical

services. Today 98% of the nation's farms have electric service. What

happened? In May, 1936, the Rural Electrification Act was passed which

Continued the R.E.A. originally established by F.D.R. in 1935. The Act

provided for federal assistance to locally owned rural electric cooperatives.

This included loans to non-profit farmer-owned associations. The loans were

guaranteed at 2% interest. The R.E.A. was a tremendous success; only two

co-ops have defaulted on their loans.

In 1944 Congress passed the Case Act, authorizing the R.E.A. to continue

indefinitely, reestablishing a fixed rate of interest at 2% and fixed

repayment schedule up to 35 years. The clear intent of the legislation was to
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electrify all of rural America and since 1950, all loan contracts have

contained an "area coverage" agreement, requiring the borrower to serve all

within its area, no matter how sparsely populated. The R.E.A. was kept busy.

In 1940, $100 million 486 advanced in loans, in 1946, $300 million and in

1949, telephone wiring loans were added, and in 1969, 54,985,363,485 approved

for loans to 1,100 rural systems, to build 1,660,527 miles of line and other

facilities to serve 6,737,301 consumers. In other words, about 25 million

people living and working in 2,600 of the nation's 3,072 counties depend oe

the rural systems for their electric services. There are today 985 R.I.A.

cooperatives. After 1973 the R.E.A. guaranteed loans to rural electric

systems but all funds come from private sources, now at 5% interest. The

significance of this electrification of rural America is that it has broadened

the tax base in rural counties and created an entirely new market for electric

appliances and equipment estimated at 211 billion dollars annually.

Because of electrification and World War II, the 1940's saw the most

dramatic improvement in agricultural productivity. This era is called the

"Second Agricultural Revolution" by Wayne Rasmussin, an authority om

agricultural development This revolution was not the result of adapting one

tool or technique, but rather it came through farmers adapting what has been

called a package of agricultural technology or "The Systems Approach" to the

improvement of productivity. For example, with electricity farmers could ran

useful devices of all kinds, including not only electric lights but also

milking machines, feed grinders and pumps. Plus, other changes included the

controlled application of lime and fertilizer, soil - conservation techniques

inch as the planting of cover crops, irrigation where necessary, the creation

of improved varieties of plants and breeds of animals, the adoption of hybrid
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totem, the formulation of more balanced feeds for livestock, the more effective

Control of insects and diseases, and defoliants. This mechanization was

extended to animal :mahandry, particularly in the greater production of eggs,

chickens, milk, hogs and cattle.

It took the war and accompanying shortages of farm labor, high prices for

tars products and an enormous demand for farm products to accelerate the

transition from the family - owned aad operated farm to the large scale,

mechallisted agribusiness d"minated by banks, insurance companies and farm

earvps. In economic terms: from 1940 - 1945, the value of American

'agricultural machinery rose from 3.1 billion to 6.5 billion and the average

acreage per farm jumped from 179 to 195. The rise of the new machines and

Mertilixera boasted farm output per min hour by 25%. At the same time the

farm population fell from 30.5 million to 24.4 million.

After the war, the trend toward economic consolidation continued.

De-twee 1945 and 1970, new machines such as mechanical cotton, tobacco and

grape pickers and crop dusting planes revolutionized farming methods and

increased use of ferilieers and pesticides. This raised the cash value of

farm oxput by 120%. Meanwhile labor productivity tripled, and the labor

force shrunk by 56%. This consequent improvement in profitability drew large

investors into agriculture. Average acreage per farm jumped from 195 in 1945

to 450 in 1980. The value of the farm also skyrocketed.

In many cases only banks, insurance companies, established family farm

and other large businesses could afford the necessary land, machinery and

fertilizer. The farm population took a dive from 23 million in 1950 to 6

million in 1980. Many went to the cities - often to impoverished or bleak

situations; others are now among the rural poor. Of the rural population
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25.10% are poor, whereas 15% of the urban population are poor.

A key economic concept to consider is that however small the proportion

of the total labor force remaining in agriculture is, it should not be taken

as an index of the total resource commitment of the economy to the production

of agricultural goods - meaning that the growing output of American

agriculture has been achieved by technological advances embodied in the inputs

that the farmer now purchases from the machinery, chemical, feed-processing

and related industrial sectors such as telephone and electric power.

In the early 1980's there are some who indicate that agricultural

productivity may have reached a plateau because approximately the same total

acreage is being farmed.

What is considered surprising is that the rural population has increased

faster than the urban population in the past ten years. However, many of

these people who have departed the cities are actually living a suburban life

in areas formally classified as rural. There is only a slight increase in the

numbers of people living on farms.

Some forecasters predict that all farming will be in the bands of three

or four corporations by the year 2,000, with soil preparation, seeding,

cultivating and harvesting being almost entirely mechanized. They see wider

development of hybrid varieties of wheat, barley and soybean; higher protein

content in grains, insect-resistant plant varieties, improved breeding

practices for beef cattle; greater feeding efficiency and double cropping.

Also the application of the computer farm management is seen as a powerful

factor, leading to more efficient management of machines and energy. It

Should help in other fans operations, such as cost accounting, mixing feed and

deploying fertilizers and other resources efficiently. Some regard increased
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:irrigation, soilless or hydroponic farming, the desalinization of seawater,

-1.140 use of plant-on as food, and the growing

:Aiecessary L.) maintain the world's population

Uncertain are the problems that

specialization of much agriculture.

of edible protein on petroleum as

of the future.

may arise from this extreme

Such specialization increases

;;Imilsocaliility to outbreaks of plant and animal diseases. The increased

4Productivity that benefits so many carries with it great dependence on and

responsibility of science to cope with so any inherent risks.

To summarize, we have seen that the Industrialization of kural America

hos:

1. Demanded better farm management. for the efficient utilization of

capital-intensive equipment with resultant huge leaps in

productivity.

2. Reduced drastically the opportunity for private ownership in farming

and thus we have agribusinesses.

3. Dispersed pesticides throughout our environment.

4. Saw many small towns and rural social institutions disappear.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Increased efficiency and lowered the overall price of food in the

United States.

Increased the disposable incomes of the surviving farmers

Saw subsistence farmers all but disappear.

Left many rural poor.

Increased our national rural-urban dependence on science and

technology.
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MEAL LNIRARES is looking for more direct input from people
kivolved with rural library development

We we solicitkkg Regional Reports on all aspects of library
service in wall or rural libraries. Appropriate reports will be
published in RURAL LIBRARIES.

Possible topics to report on include:

* Grant Programs
Outreach Strategies
Cooperative Ventures

" Community Analysis Projects
* Publicity Ideas

Concerns/Problems & Solutions

If you, or anyone in your system, is interested in cooperating In
this venture to share ideas, programs and problems, write to
us.

EDITOR - RURAL LIBRARIES
ro Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship
a A Clarion State College

Clarion, PA 16214
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THE CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF

RURAL
LIBRARIANSHIP

presents

A New Publication iti ",r
Pft

L .1
',Ha%

The Center far the Study of Rural Librarianship is committed to atiraulating the
development of rani library novices. Recognizing the impettance of the rise of the market.
ing 111018MOSIt in Anwriesn public libraries, the Center is pleased to make avaihible this
guide of market* procedures. Developed for librarians who have enthusiasm but, whops,
limited experience, the work reviews in a readable, step by step manner the eomPleto
Rowena of activities for effective program development. Dr. Grunenwald's work, with its
clem examples applicable to libraries, provides a solid base of information.

Meow send copyfr) of Developing a Marketing Program for Libraries :It $3.0 each

()NOW) to

Total enclosed:

(Make checks payable to the Clarion State College Foundation)

SC/ityl.. ' !BRARY SCIENCE pra
CLAitiON 'TATS COLLEGE

CLARION, PA 16214
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The
Center
for the

Study of Rural
Librarianship

REFERENCE SERVICE IN RURAL
PUBLIC LIBRARIES

At lad!: A 'subheads's) swisich details the state of the irt of relownre arsine in nid
America. This study provides a total profile of garb% worices and p4km endemic to
Binaries serving corm flies of under 25,000. Bawd an a n.u this taped
is ananged nationally, regionally and by sine of service area. REff..& NCE. =vim m
RURAL PUBLIC LIBBARW"_ is a solid Law of information in a rarely insphored Lad rapidly
exploding area of interest.

To pairrbase a ropy of this enlightening new pablicatien wad $4.30 (postpaid) to II*
Center for the Study of Ruud Librarianship, School of Library Science, Clarion State
Carp% Chaim. Pennsylvania 16214.

Name

Atidtrea

firare make f-htt 6 pkiyaMr le -Sperial
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THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY
OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP

SCHOOL 0' LIBRARY SCIENCE rV
=RIM STATE COLLEGE

CLARION, PA 18214 1.

The followintt BibrinVa9Ities are available trona the Costar at coat of $1.01/ each.

1 "Rooks and Mesa Relining to Public Liberian: A Selected Survay"
2 "Reference Libeariatiship and the BMA Library: A Seketed Stsroey"
3 "Rand Library Service
4 "Books and Articles Relating to Consionalty Doweloposeat and Commusity Analysis"

Tachoollublit Lbw, Cnoillssitinl"
"Public Relaters and the F'shile Library"

7 "Aikainistratioo of the Small and Medium Sired Library"
8 "Lilmary Networks and toterlibrary Cooperation"
9 "Books by MaR wed Boo.We Service"

10 "Technical Services"
U "Friends of the Library"
12 "IL ibrary Trustees"

Th, renter also publishes n semi-annual toured RURAL LIBRARIES which is available for
WO I issue or 98.00 / year.

Please send the following material to

Ribliovephres. No (s)

I would like to subscribe to RURAL LIBRARIES payment etielored sae

Meese send the following bark issues of RURAL LIBRARIES $3 00 cacti:

Please add my name to your mailing _

(Make checks payable to the Clarion State College Foundation)
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RURAL LIBRARIES/ a kniulication of tne Center for the Study of

Rural Librarianship, Clarion University of Pennsylvania, Clarion,

PA 1614, serves as a forum tor the reporting of investigation,

activities, and research related to rural library service. Manuscripts

should be addressed to Ms. Rebekah Sheller, Editor; correspondence

relating to subscriptions snould be directed to Subscription Manager*

We welcome letters in response to our articles.

Subscription rates are $3.0O per issue; please make checks payable

to Clarion University Foundation.

Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship

Coordinator Dr. Bernard Vavrek

Editor, RURAL LIBRARIES Ms. Rebekah Sneller

Dr. Ahmed Gamaluddin

Editorial Committee Mr. MicIael Jaugstetter

Mr. Thomas Hippie

Subscription Manayer Ms. Loralyn Whitney
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"READING RAILROAD" or THE SEARCH TO SERVE

CHILDREN WITH VORKING PARENTS

Rebekah Sheller
Youth Services Librarian
Lewis & Clark Library
Helena, Montana

In Lewis & Clark County. Montana there are 3,500 pre-

school aged children, Vet only 40 to 60 attend story time

a weekly basis.

In fiscal 1985 the nverare cost of children's bt )ics

was ten dollars. In 1983 there were 2,500 titles published

for children.

Three interesting but unrelated figures, you are

thinking. Not necessarily so. There are more books to

choose from, the bookstores (and grocery stores) promote

"Kool-Aid" books (my term for Strawberry Shortcake and Care

Bears type material), neonle have less time to choose books

and lack the expertise to make good choices. Combine these

figures with the rtiPt that many young mothers are working

outside the home and you begin to see why this library in

Western Montana was challenged to rethink its traditional

programing for young children.

-1-
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In an attemnt to reach children of working parents the

library offered an evening story time during the winter of

1983-84. It was not entirely successful. Cold weather has

adverse effects on our Thursday morning storytime and the

evenings were even more afflicted by the cold. After the

evening story times ended many of the parent's were able to

bring their sons and daughters to the morning storytime, so

obviously we were not reaching the audience intended.

The library circulates an average of 2,500 children's

picture books a month, so we know narents and children are

visiting the library and reading at home. We wanted to

assist these parents in their selection of books, attract new

patrons to the library, and fit this all into the patrons'

schedule, instead of forcing them to meet the library

schedule.

What we came up with (borrowing an idea used by the Kent

County Library System in Grand Rapid, Michigan) was "Reading

Railroad".

The purpose of the project called Reading Railroad is

to encourage parents to read aloud to their preschool children,

and to acouaint Parents and children with a wide variety of

Picture books, fairy tales, nursery rhymes, noetry and non-

fiction books.

To run this railroad the library needed capital.
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Expenses would be incurred for promotional materials, book

marks, reading lists and other hand outs. Because the theme

of the project was railroads, we assumed an interest would be

generated in trains, or rather books about trains.

Like most libraries this city/county library does not

have an abundance of money - not for setting un programs and

not for additional (superfluous) books.

The Youth Services Librarian decided to request grant

money from the Burlington Northern Foundation, assuming since

the project dealt with railroads, and the BN Railroad is a

major industry in Montana, its foundation would be interested

in children interested in reading about trains.

Her assumption was corrects The Burlington Northern

?inundation awarded an $900 grant to LCL; the library matched

that with a $550 committment of staff time and library

resources.

Reading Railroad "left the station" during Children's

Book Week, November 1984 and has been running steadily, but

slowly since then.

The library publicised the Reading Railroad with

announcements on the radio and a story in the newsnaper. Red

and white floaters were distributed around Helena to places

frequented by people with small children, such as day care

-3-
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facilities and doctors offices, plus grocery stores, the

shopping mall, and downtown.

Children's Book Week came and it was time to sign up.

The library showed a movie, "What's So Great About Books?"

(borrowed through Interlibrary Loan from the Boise, Idaho

library. The cost of renting the film was paved for by grant

money.) The movie was shown three times to accommodate

different schedules.

There were 14 neople who signed v the first week. One

important aspect of Reading Railroad is that it is seared for

the public, and not for the library staffs' convenience. Thus,

maple can sign up for the program anytime.

The staff at the Information Desk (we do not staff th,

children's area - not enough staff) signs someone up for

Reading Railroad explaining these details: the parents read

aloud to their child (we suggest 15 minutes daily) from a

list of suggestions we rive them, keeping track of the books

on a simple chart. When one chart is completed (10 books read)

the child ryceives a train car to color. Each visit they get

a different car - an engine, coal hopper, box car, etc.

The suggested reading lista change on a nonthly basis.

(At first we changed the list every two weeks, but monthly

seemed to be sufficient.) We made very general suggestions,

-4-
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such as share an alphabet book or share 4 book about

dinosaurs. Book marks listed many of the suggested fiction

titles, and Information Staff made suggestions, or helped

locate, non-fiction titles. Part of the idea of Reading

Railroad is to introduce the children and their narents to

different parts of the collection and different areas of the

library (Children's non-fiction is shelved with adult non-

fiction). After the children have "read" 60 books, and

received 6 railroad cars to color they are finished with

Reading Railroad. Hopefully, the reading aloud habit has

been established and will continue. Also, the staff hones

neonle are into the nabit of coming to the Information Desk

for assistance. (Not everyone realizes we help children as

well as adults at our one Information Desk.)

It may seem that 31,300 is an awful lot of money to run

a orogram for nreschool children. But there are other things

to consider. First, half of the money from Bit Foundation was

used to nurchase books about trains such as TRAIN TALI by

Roger Yeusen and FREI1HT TRAIN by Donald Crews for the

children to read. Next, the libraries matching funds were

for the Youth Serviette Librarian's time in setting up the

program, doing the publicity, and maintenance, the time of

the other staff involved, use of meeting rooms and photo-

-5-
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copying of railroad cars. This Reading Railroad time was

not in addition to my regular duties, but part of my lob as

Youth Services Librarian. A year earlier my time was-spent

preoaring and doing evenine story hour. The third point is

that t had lots and lots of material printed up with grant

money paving Printing costs. There are enough book marks and

supplies to promote the program In fiscal year 1966.

Particination A Evaluation

Participatien in Reading Railroad can be described as

moderate. In all 34 adults with 39 children signed up tur

Reading Railroad. The average age of the children was 3.5

years. vourteen adult -igned up for RRR during Children's

Book Week, the remal ,
various times during the 7 months

the program has been 14. e.,,,,eration.

Circulation of picture books from November 1984 through

May 19535 was 20,213 - a three percent inc:ease over the same

period a year earlier. Lewis & Clark Library has an auto-

mated circulation system, thus keening close track of the

books circulated. However, all non-fiction is shelved

together, so there is no accounting of the non-fiction

children's books (fairy tales, dinosauria, animals, etc.)
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circulated. I simply assume that Reading Railroad had a

nositive effect on the circulation of non-fiction materials,

too.

Reading Railroad, in my opinion, did not reach many non-

borrowers; it did not bring new people into the library. This

was not a major goal of the project, but it was a goal. The

staff did not keep track of the number of people completing

.he program - we don't know how many children got the

caboose.

Reading Railroad is a tool for library users and a way

for parents to introduce their children to a variety of books:

this was a goal I feel we reached, although there is no

tangible evidence of this to present.

Other positive aspects of the Protect are enhancement

of the collection of books and stories about trains; alight

increase in circulation; a service to working parents that

was flexible and fit their schedules; non-competitive rewards

for the children.

Reading Railroad was also a public relations bonus in

two ways. It helped show the community that the library has

an active south Services program - an important detail since

this library did not have a children's librarian on staff for

several years. Reading Railroad also looked good to the

-7-
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library board and the city and county commissions. It is

apparent we hustle - we are out looking for alternative

tending, not relying entirely upon the tax levy.

Lewis & Clark Library will offer Reading Railroad again

this fiscal year. We will try to do a few things differently.

First, we will begin the oroject as soon as school starts.

Next, it will be promoted during mid-winter and participants

will be given a "perk" or some type of incentive or re-

minder to keep participating. Instead of handing out train

cars to color, another type of reward will be offered, perhaps

stickers of trains, or something inexpensive but fun. Since

the library was able to purchase stories and books about trains,

displays to promote these books will enhance promotion of the

program and the books.

If you have ouestions about Reading Railroad or want more

details of the project contact:

Rebekah Sheller
Youth Services Librarian
Lewis & Clark Library
270 S. Last Chance Gulch
Helena, MT 59601

Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope and I will respond to

any oueations you have.
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HEALTH INFO: CONSUMER HEALTH INFORMATION CENTER

Carolyn S. Willberg, Director
Jane Belt
Ellensburg Public Library
Ellensburg, Washington

Today the American public's interest in fitness and health

goes far beyond requests for the latest running, exercise, or

diet books. Basic nuestions of living in a healthy manner, of

attitudes toward resPonsibillty for one's own health, of pre-

venting illness and of how to treat disease when it is present

are leading to more sophisticated reouests for consumer oriented

health information. Providing a library collection and back-up

services that would answer these and similar auestions for a

rural population has been the primary objective of a Library

Services and Construction Act grant in rural Washington State

called the Health Into project.

A search of library literature indicated that successful

projects have been undertaken in numerous urban areas.' Little

mention was made of rural areas, of projects undertaken there,

or of the problems one was likely to encounter. When planning

for this project, a quick survey of our own area soon revealed

a paucity of resources: a modest and heavily used collection of

-10-
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health materials at the public library, but insufficient

resources to answer the in -depth medical ouestion which sur-

faced on a weekly basis; R sparse, disorganized and dated

local hospital library collection of books and per'

for their staff and patient education; a good namph

collection at the county health department; an inadeo

collection of materials to supporL nursing and Lealth ed

Lion curricula at the regional university located in our

community.

On the plus side, there was a history of cooperation

between the public library and the hospital for co-sponsored

nonular and well attended public health Programs. Information

services and public programs fit the hospital administration's

newly established hospital goals which included promoting a

healthy lifestyle. Individual health care professionals smoke

of the great need for current, reliable consumer health in-

formation. Since rural organizations tend to have small staffs,

coordination of services seemed to be less complex than it

often is in urban areas. The library natron is also dealt

with more directly in a small library, thus mitigating his

fear that his recuest will become lost in a bureaucratic

maze. Because the matron often feels a nersonal attachment

to the library staff members, his apprehension over making

1031
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health Queries tends to lessen. Most important was the

encouragement of the hospital librarian at Heminger Health

Sciences Library, located seventy miles away, who is a leader

of rural library consortium activities and most enthusiastic

about helping a public library bring health information

resources to a rural area.

Our setting for this p:oject is Ellensburg, a community

of 11,000 people located in a high mountain valley in the

center of the state of Washington. The county seat and the

site of a regional university, Ellensburg is also the trade

center for an additional 12,000 people. Seattle is a hundred

miles to the west; the nearest larger towns are an hour away.

Local health care facilities include two medical clinics,

numerous dentists, a mental health center, the county health

department, a student health clinic at the university, and

Kittitas Valley Community Hospital, a fifty bed facility with

seventeen physicians on the staff.

Our planning committee, initiated by the public library

director, included the director, the local hospital administra-

tor, and the librarian of the health sciences library. The

group was committed to constructing a grant project that

would use local resources to the highest possible degree,

encourage close cooperation among local health agencies, and

-12-
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provide a highly professional back-up reference service for

our rural population. Since the project was conceived as a

model project that might be duplicated in other rural areas,

a variety of activities were planned to test the most effective

delivery of services. The project was named Health Info.

Delivery of authoritative, reliable health/medical

information was the major goal of this project. Development

of the collection at the public library was the first step

toward this goal. The library's reference collection was

augmented with basic medical/health textbooks, dictionaries

and directories, indexes to periodicals, and drug education

resources. The circulating collection included basic clinical

information, but was oriented toward authoritative information

written for lay audiences. Basic health related journals and

health education newsletters were added. A large pamphlet

collection was assembled and coordinated with other similar

collections in the community. Cassettes and slide/tape

presentations for possible non-readi_rs were included. Con-

sumer needs were projected through a pre-survey of health

professionals; their suggestions for collection development

and public Programs were included whenever feasible. A core

collection of reference books was developed for the public

library and also for the local 'Iosnital library. Health Info

-13-
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resources were entered into the Washington Library Network

(WLN) data base as a step toward sharing with other lib_dries

in the state.

A Part time staff person was hired to promote the use

of the Health Info collection and to provide liason between

the local hospital, the public library and other agencies.

She was responsible for handling all reference questions,

organizing public relations activities, planning and executing

the public programs, and working with the hospital staff, and

visiting patients. She provided reports and feedback to the

advisory committee which, in addition to the planners, in-

cluded a physician, a health educator, and a hospital quality

review professional.

Evaluation of these activities was a high priority; the

se-vices of a sociologist were retained for designing survey

instruments and evaluating the data collected. Pre- and post-

surveys of all health care professionals (including physicians,

nurses, dentists, pharmacists, optometrists, and physical

therapists, as well as counselors, psychologists, social workers

and ministers dealing with clients' health prob,ems) were made.

Evaluations of the reference service by patrons, of service

provided to hospital patients, of public programs by those in

attendance, and of collection usage would give an indication of
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the best delivery methods.

Change is always unsettling: for the people involved.

Although the health care professionals recognized the need

for consumer health education and were supportive of the

Health Info project, they also expressed a number of concerns.

The first was that the collection contain authoritative,

reliable information. The library star: gave them a oulek

lesson in library acquisition policies, especially use of

bibliographies and reviews by recognized authorities, and

also spoke of the traditional library policy of including

all sides of controversial issues in the collection. This

last point was especially hard for the health Professionals

to grasp. The issue was defused by assuring them that Health

Info funds would be used to purchase only those materials

based on the traditional medical model. Alternative views of

medicine were represented in the regular library collection.2

Another concern expressed was that librarians would be

"practicing medicine". Careful discussions of the difference

between medical information resources and medical advice, defined

as diagnosis and treatment, clarified the issue for all.3

Staff training on how to conduct a reference interview for

medical information emphasiz_d this difference; to remind

patrons of this difference, a ouestion on the patron evalua-

tion form asked whether the patron intended to talk over the
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information with a nealth professional.

Questions relating to these concerns were Included in

the surveys of health professionals; in this way the Ellensburg

Public Library acknowledged the validity of their concerns,

and they in turn expressed how they felt about the issues.

The Health Into staff person often attended hospital staff

meetings to be visible, to discuss plans for public programs

and invite participation, and to discuss concerns as they

arose.

The Health Info Project was set up for sixteen months.

The first three months were "start up time" when acquisitions

work was in full gear, staff was hired, public relations

activities were planned, evaluation instruments were created

and the first survey made. The regular library staff was

trained to conduct medical reference interviews and to

handle reference questions though the protocols established

in conjunction with the health sciences library. Initial

contacts were made with key health professionals in the

community.

Since acceptance of a new service by the public is

normally a slow process, major efforts were made to tailor

publicity to those specific groups most likely to be using

health services: hospital in- and out-patients and their

1036
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support groups, the elderly, patients of physicians and

dentists, attendees at health department clinics, and health

care professionals. A preview of the grant activities and

the enlarged library collection was pre..ented to health pro-

fessionals in an early morning open house at the hospital

and later that day at the library. This provided an oppor-

tunity to explain the services available and to familiarize

this group with the resources available for borrowing. Health

professionals were encouraged to make renuests for resource

that would help them in dealing with their patients or

clients.

Now began the year of Health Info services. The major

activity of the project was filling renuests for information.

Health/medical reference nuestions tripled over previous

levels; renuests were especially high at the beginning of

the project period, but tapered off somewhat as more patrons

became aware of the library collection and the ease of using

it on their own. Twenty percent of the renuests were for-

warded to the health sciences library where most of them

were filled with journal articles within three or four days.

On the whole, patrons found the service highly satisfactory,

indicating on evaluations that the materials were valuable,

useful and understandable to them.

-VT-
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The Health Info collection was displayed in a prominent

location in the library. It contained 300 new titles, twenty-

one Journal subscriptions, and twenty-five cassette and slide

nresentations. The audiovisual materials were seldom used;

by contrast, circulation of books was brisk. In-library

use of the collection was high. Booklists and topical lists

of periodical articles were especially helpful for eliminating

long searches through indexes.

Hospital staff and physicians used both the library

collection and their core reference collection that was

loaned to the local hospital library. At the end of the

grant Period, some physicians strongly exoressed their feel-

ing that all the clinically oriented materials should become

part of their hospital library's collection so that they

could have unlimited and immediate access to them. This

suggests the value of the collection, but the staff was

discouraged that they failed to comprehend the value of

these materials to library patrons. The return of the core

collection to the public library has awakened the hospital

staff to their library needs.

At the project's end, a month was all/wed for report

writing, evaluation, and planning for the continuation of

appropriate activities. The year's activities confirmed
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some theolles and designs, punched holes in others, and

gave us knowledge on which to base on-going activities.

The project period was charecterized by a strong

public relations effort. Newspaper coverage was extensive

for special activities; a weekly column highlighting books

from the collection proved popular. Ads and public ser-

vice announcements were also used on radio and TV. Since

word of mouth is still the most valuable publicity in

rural areas, anpearances by public library staff members

at meetings of local organizations to explain the project

were freouent.

Health professionals were kept abreast of grant activ-

ities through newsletters and encouraged to suggest use of

the service to their clients. The Health Info staff worked

closely with local cancer, Alzheimer's disease and hospice

sunport groups.

Public programs probably gave Health Info its best mass

publicity. Five major speakers and a film series were well

received. Topics treated were stress, child abuse, Alzheimer's

disease, anorexia, sports medicine, and health pr )motion.

These programs stimulated reference questions, and use of the

collection and reading lists. They also were welcomed by

health professionals as educational updates. Co-sponsorship
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of some programs by the county health department provided

publicity to a target clientele.

A user survey indicated that the majority of patrons

were typical library users of our community: female, between

the ages of 30 and 64, and college educated. Over half were

new patrons without current library cards. Most patrons

reauested information for their own use or on behalf of a

famill, member, and three ouarters asked a library staff

member for help in selecting the material. Sixty ner cent

of the reouests had a medical orientation (i.e. information

to understand or cope with a specific illness or health

problem); the rest were consumer related (i.e. prevention

or "wellness" orientation). Health professionals accounted

for one fifth of the reouests.

For ninety percent of the patrons, the information they

received was well suited to their needs. Less than ten

Percent of the users found the language too technical or too

elementary, or the material too detailed or superficial, too

easy or too difficult to understand. Only seven percent said

that reading the material increased their level of anxiety

about their medical condition. Those few who were dissatisfied

with the resources were more likely to be elderly or to have

submitted a written or phone reouest. Half the users planned
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to talk over their information with a health professional.

carom this data one might conclude that the library is

Providing a valuable independent source of information that

people can understand and refer back to when necessary.

Patients themselves are initiating the search far health

information, thus indicating a consumer awareness of the

eliness of becoming more informed users of health care.

.e might also conclude that Health Info is not a replacement

for professional health care, but tends to enhance it. Since

people who were referred by health professionals rated the

materials highest in usefulness, the Professionals can be

assured that patrons were satisfied by the referral.

Return rtes for pre- and post-surveys were ov.!r forty

percent for all health profesz.onals and twice that rate for

physicians, thus Indicating high interest in the project. At

first, high levels of concern were expressed by the pro-

fessionals over the materials to be made available to laymen.

These concerns seem to have lessened substantially during the

project, for those who actually reviewed the materials rated

them as excellent or good with respect to clarity, accuracy,

currency and balance. Pifty-nine percent of the sample

referred patients or clients to the library during the

project.



On the first survey, professionals expressed concerns

such as that their professional responses to patients would

be questioned, their patients would express more apprehension

after reading resources, their patients would "shop around"

or attempt to "do it themselves" for medical treatment. Yet

the second survey indicated few of these problems actually

occurred, and at a very low level of frequency.

When asked to what extent providing patients with

ap'^opriate health/medical information effectively increases

the likelihood that the patient will better understand and

be able to cope with a medical condition and be more satisfied

with the patient-health professional relationship, those

health professionals who referred patients to Health Info

indicated strongly their belief in these positive outcomes.

From these surveys we concluded that libraries undertaking

similar projects in rural areas should plan to work closely

with health care profz.ssionals. Health professionalc need

to feel confident that libraries are meeting their resource

needs as well as the resource needs of their patients; they

suggest the health topics for which resources are needed most

freouently. The back-up service for Interlibrary Loans should

be thorough and timely. Opportunities for a preview of the

collection are advisable so that the professionals can become
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familiar with the resources. Then they will not only send

their patients to the library but will refer them for specific

resources. Public programs, aside from being educational

updates for professionals, become a point of reference be-

tween professionals and their clients, enhancing communication

between them.

A leading health educator has stated, "To be effective,

health information must be transmitted at the grass-roots

level where people's attitude and values are cut:added,

where the sources and channels of information are more

trusted, and where two-way communications can allow for local

variation,clarification and adaptation."4 Our experiences

with the Health Into project clearly indicates the need for

these components of a successful project: a timely publi_

library collection emphasizing both clinical and consumer

related health/medical information; a 'Jason with a health

sciences library for in -depth reference requests for Inter-

library Loans; a staff trained to do health related reference

interviews, to relay this information to the back-up library,

and to select appropriate materials for the collection; a vital

p.blic relations plan; and close cooperation with local health

care professionals and agencies. Attention to these components

will assure that reliable consumer health information can
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become a vital and ongoing part of good library service

to the rural population.
5

FOOTNOTES

1
Alan M. Rees, ed. Developing Consumer Health Information

Services, H.R. Bowker Co., 1952.

2
Ibid., n.134,

3Ibid., p.42-48.

4Lawrence W. Green, "Health Information and Health
Education: There's a Big Difference Between Them." Bulletin
of the American Society for Information Science (4:4 1978)
0..167

5Total cost of the project was $21,000. Of this, $9,000
was spent for library materials.
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DRAGON SEEDS
PROGRAMMING OR CHILDREN IN RURAL LIBRARIES

Joanne M. Riley
Public Information Officer
Corn Belt Library System
Normal, Illinois

The weather was fine: intermittent clouds over miles

and miles of newly harvested camel-colored fields. Now and

then the sky was interrupted by the passage of sparrows or

crows or a single hawk. My car radio stuttered out a distant

talk show that I only half listened to. I was straining any

eyes to find a town down the road called Cornell that

boasted Amity Township Library. My traveling companions

were a dragon, two little boys made of cloth and a paper

mach# librarian. I also had a set of Dewey Decimal System

Finger Puppets. My friends and I were to be the main attrac-

tion at the Children's Book Week S,tcry Hours in Cornell,

Illtnois.

Our library ,ystem, located in Central Illinois, serves

25 public libraries scattered throughout a geographic area

of about 2,700 square miles. Twenty-three these libraries

could be considered rural as they serve populations ranging

from about 800-4,000. Most of these libraries have only one

or two staff members who are expected to accomplish all
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aspects of library service. These demands often leave

little time to do the extra things, like presenting story

times for Youngsters.

Most of these librarians feel that programming for

children i3 extremely important. Not only is it an effective

means for getting kids interested in books and reading, it

also gets their narents into the library and offers them a

half hour to an hour of browsing time. In addition, story

hours provide a great opportunity for publicity. Most small

town papers are eager for such features.

Because of limitations in the form of time, budget and

staff expertise, our member libraries have long looked to the

system for assistance in programming for children. The Corn

Belt Library System has a tradition of providing materials,

ideas and personnel willing to visit member libraries and

present puppet shown and story times. What the system offers

in the way of direct programming has now coalesced into a

number of specific options for members (public, school, special

and academic):

1. A monthly program.
2. A series of nrorrams lasting four to eight weeks.
3. Assistance with part of a series out on by the local

library.
4. Special programs for holidays and library observations

(Children's Book Week, National Library Week).
5. Special requests such as book sales and open houses.

-27-
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The staff trvs to make the system-eresentkl programs

something special. The most effective programs are puppet

shows. The shows are usually part of a longer program which

also includes books, stories, songs, sometimes games or flannel

board stories -- but the punnet shows remain the outstanding

feature. Corn Belt System has a substantial puppet collection.

This collection has been strongly supported by our member

libraries who could never afford to purchase such resources on

their own. Also, by adding to the collection gradually and

by innovative means we have not spent large sums of money. Any

member library is welcome to borrow any of our puppets at any

time.

Some of the puppets were handmade. Perhaps our most

interesting puppets were made by an inmate of the Dwight

Correctional Center, a womtm's orison whose library the Corn

Belt System administers. She used paper mache and cloth to

create a fascinating collection of witches, devils and many

cross-cultural puppets. For Halloween 1984 we did a puppet

show called "Miss Witch America" using the witches and other

fantastic looking females. Debbie Samuelson, one of our

previous children's librarians, also created a number.of

paper mache animal puopets, including a lion, raccoon, frog,

monster, pig, lamb and duck. Corn Belt System has purchased
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a couple cf plush puppets including a dog and a monkey, and

this past year we purchesed cloth puppets from Nancy Renfro

Studion. Among these are a creature from outer space, a super

hero, a c..own, a flower and three tiny mice that fit on

fingers.

The library system owns d portable, table-top stage that

is very simple and easy to use, vet large enough to provide

cover for two people, if necessary, and plenty of room for

laying out puppets.

One problem librarians have encountered is in finding

osopet show scripts. Several of our children's librarians

have written shows. Sometimes scripts are borrowed from

other 7upneteers. Often stories are adapted from familiar

fairy tales, folk tales and nursery rhymes or a children's

book. The collection of scripts also circulates.

I usually write my own scripts to suit the occasion or

theme. Actually, I don't very often work from scripts at

all, but rather from outlines. The story can be adapted for

various ages of children or programs reouiring different

lengths of time. It is easier to work from a basic plot line

supplemented here and there with catchy lines or notations for

movement and gestures. This is also more interesting for

me since I don't ever repeat myself exactly no matter how many
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times I do the show. Try to work with something you like,

get to "know" the punnets, and give them consistent per-

sonalities.

For Children's Book Week 1981 I did "Dragon for Bent"

in mum public and school libraries. The show involved two

little boys bho had to find some way of paying for a flower

Pot they broke while playing soccer. They decide to enter an

unusual pet contest, but need a pet. They see an ad in the

paper for 'Dragon for Rent'. One of the boys talks to the

dragon who agrees to be in the pet show if, afterwards, the

boy will help him find his way home. The dragon and boy win

the pet show and the dragon then tells the boy that he used

to live in a library book, but that one day he stepped out to

see the world and now can't get back in. The boy tries

several things that don't succeed and finally seeks the help

of his librarian who tells him to read the dragon a book about

dragons. If he gets interested enough, the librarian says,

he should slip right beck in. And so it is. The little boy

is sad about losing his friend, but the librarian assures him

that he can come in and vis't the dragon in the book any time

and that he can even check him out and take him home. Every-

one lives happily ever after.

Occasionally, I do an audience participation puppet show
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in which the children get to hold the puppets and say simple

lines. This obviously works best with small groups. The

book Giraffe Hat was adapted for a show. Giraffe finds a

hat in the Jungle but then loses it. He goes through the

jungle asking his friends if they have seen the hat. One

child works the searching giraffe and the others rise different

animals who reply, "No," when asked if they've seen the hat,

and then suggest another animal to try.

Besides doing the punpet shows, Corn Belt System

librarians also offer training in p'ippetry. We will either

travel to the member library to show the librarian the ins and

outs of puppetry or else the librarian may come to system

headouarters to view the collections and talk about ways to

perform. Last year the system sponsored a dar-long puppet

workshop together with three other library systems, but mostly

it is individual training. Usually the librarian is shown all

the materials available, some tricks about manipulating and

changing puppets, doing voices, characterization and adapting

books for scripts. The different things that puppets can be

used for, like explaining library services, good manners or a

lesson to students are demonstrated. We also suggest ways

in which Puppets, props and a performance area can be created.

Every member librarian who visits the system is invited to see
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the puppet collection or some puppets in action and tl learn

a little more about the art of puppetry in the library.

Puppets are not all the Corn Belt System offers by way

of orogramming aids. There is a collection of flannel board

sets for circulation and a monthly flannel board subscription

service in which the library sends out one or two seasonal

flannel board stories and figures per month to member

libraries. This has been a very popular program and more a.id

more libraries are using flannel boards.

Stories with special prop's, like pictures on a glove,

are yet another story hour aid that circulate. A collection

of story hour books that we have found especially useful also

circulates. The staff makes suggestions for give-aways for

children e`lich have included patterns for Christmas and Easter

coloring books, special bookmarks and finger puppets.

My most successful finger puppets are my Dewey Decimal

System ringer puppets. They consist of ten characters (a

dinosaur, pegasus, a space man, a marionette, and 6 others)

each with its call number printed on it and a wrap around band

to fit around a child's finger. With the puppets comes a sheet

outlining and explaining what types of books can be found in

the various number areas so that children learn 1, what the

Dewey System is and who invented it; 2) why it is necessary and
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3) how it is organized. We have an old man puppet (one of the

ones from Dwight) that we have christened Melvil Dewey and he

usually introduces the finger puppets.

Almost all of our member libraries now offer some kind

of story time presentation, at least once in a while. The

impact of story hours can be measured in increased attendance,

increased circulation and in the increase of interest expressed

by narents and teachers. What really can't be measured is the

incrase in imagination and the better understanding of life

that books °resented in this manner provide for children.

As I drove home from Cornell that November evening, I

felt satisfied. The forty or so kids that had come to the

library crogril had been attentive and many had stayed after

to talk to me, look at the puppets and check out books. Hope-

fully they will remember that dragons live in books and lots of

other wonderful, magical things besides. I watched as the

setting sun spread a bronze natina over the fallow fields. I

knew that the dragon seeds I had sown would yield a special

harvest, one as Intangible, perhaps, as the sunset, but no

less real.
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PUPPETS ANC PUPPETRY
A BIBLIOGRAPHY

Champlin, Connie. pmppetry II Creative Dramatics in
Storytelling. 86arecrow, 1980.

Engler, Larry and Carol FS an. Making Puppets Come
Alive. Taplinger, 1980.
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9.00

Faust, David and Candy 'Faust. "up et Plays with a
Point. Standard Publishing, 1919. 7.95
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Fraser, Peter. Puppets and Puppetry. Stein I Day, 1982. 8.95

Runt, Tamara and Nancy Renfro. Pocketful of Puppets:
Mother Goose Rhymes. Renfro Studios, 1982. 7.50
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Creative Storytimc, 102.
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Renfro Studios,
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This bibliography was supplied by the editor of Rural Libraries.
The following is a list of sources for supplies and inspiration:

Nancy Renfro Studios
1117 W. 9th St.
Austin, TX 78703

Puppeteers of America
(Newsletter)

14 Eaton Way
Rill Valley, CA 94941
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FOLKLORE; PROGRAMMINO IN THE RURAL CONMUNITV

Loralyn Whitney
Children's/YA Services Coordinator
Arkansas Valley Regional Library
Services System
Pueblo, Colorado

Ruch of the literature on the subject of rural

librarianship Indicates that many rural librarians are

faced with staff shortages, limited collections, insufficient

funding, and remoteness from the cultural resources located

in urban centers. In spite of these handicaps, rural

librarians can sponsor viable folklore programs for their

patrons.

In fact, the rural library is, in many ways, an ideal

forum fIr folklore rrogramming. The pa-aprofessional llbrarian

does not ed a degree in order to develv skill as a

folktale-eller, and is probably better able to identify

local resource people who can be persuaded to share their

skills in library programs than the professional librarian

who is not a lifelong resident of the community.

The handicap of limited collections can also be cir-

cumvented by borrowing folklore materials through interlibrary
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loan. If planning is done far enough in advance, a program

can be developed using books. records, and films reouested

from the district library center, regional library system,

or other interlibrary loan source. Limited program funding

need not present an obstacle since programming can be con-

ducted at little expense.

The most compelling argument in support of sponsoring

folklore programming it, rural libraries is the fact that such

activities can combat the isolation that rural dwellers

experience. The rural American lives, on the average, fifty-

two miles from a city of 25,000 or more.2 In addition, he/

she has little or no access to public transportation.

Through exposure to the folklore of other races and

regions, children who live in rural areas can gain familiarity

with foreign cultures. Folktale tellers introduce children

to aspects of life which lie outside their immediate experience.

Tale-telling sessions can recreate the wonders of ancient times

for contemporary children and function to connect the present

with the past. The study of folk literature builds bridges

between peoples -- tying rural dwellers to their neighbors

far and near by fostering respect and tolerance based on an

understanding of other cultures. Listening to traditional

tales that reflect the folklore of various countries develops
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and deenens children's appreciation of literature. The

library that offers programs for different age groups can

encourage children to become lifelong library users.

Punk and Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of Folklore,

,"ethology and Legend offers twenty-six definitions of the

wo "folklore." This confusion dates back to 1846, the

year William Thorns coined the term as an alternative to

the unwieldy phrase "popular antiouities."2

What all definitions of the term "folklore" share in

common is the idea that folklore is traditional -- it is

knowledge that has been handed down from generation to

generation, either by oral transmission or by customary

example. Although the discipline of folklore embraces a

wide variety of subjects, four main branches of inquiry can

be identified: oral literature, which includes the folktale,

myth, and legend; folk7.ife or material culture which includes

traditional crafts and :olk art; folk belief as expressed in

custom, ritual, and superstition; and the performing arts

which include folk dance and folk music.

This paper will offer rural librarian,, an alternative

to the traditional storyhour by suggesting folklore programming

options. It is possible to structure entire programs around

material representative of the various branches of folklore --
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crafts, holiday customs, myths, songs, and tales. Librarians

who are reluctant to Jump in at the deep end can get their

feet wet by incorporating one song or tale at a time into

existing storyhour programs until they have built up a

repertoire of folk materials they can present with confidence.

Why do folktales and other oral genres constitute

excellent storyhour resources? Folktales, myths and legends

are the Products of preliterate societies. Preschool and

elerentarv-age children are at a preliterate stage in their

development. They will pass through several stages of

language development before they achieve literacy. Civiliza-

tions also pass through these stages of language development

and this parallel development is what makes the content of

folk literature particularly suitable for children. Children

are members of an oral group and are natural bearers of oral

tradition iince they have not yet learned to rely on the written

word. They share a body of underground traditional lore that

includes jumprone rhymes, singing games and dance - songs. lie-

cause they have not yet developed a dependency on the written

word they are able to remember and repeat tales and songs they

have heard.

One of the objectives of the traditional storyhour has

been to promote the development of the childir, 11:Arning
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ability and attention span. But, when a storyteller reads

from books without maintaining eye-contact with the audience,

or memorizes the text of a story and attempts to deliver it

verbatim (betraying resentment each time a child interrupts

the flow) then storyhour falls short of its goal.

When practiced in the traditional manner, tale-telling

is an effective method of promoting listening skills. As

the product of an oral tradition, the folktale has no

preferred or frozen text. lestead, the oral tale is recreated

with every telling. As tales pass from one teller to another,

they undergo change. Each new narrator makes both conscious

and unconscious alterations in the narrative.

Since tfie tale-teller is not locked in to recounting

a written text, he/she can adapt the narration to the

audience. The process of oral transmission is characterized

by audience participation. The eistinguiphed folktale

scholar, Linda Degh, noted that the winter tales told in

Hungarian villages were interrupted by interjections and

cries of appreciation from the audience.3

Professional tale-teller Richard Chase takes children's

comments and auestions in stride and invites their Participa-

tion in the stories he tells.' The end result is a dialogue

which permits interaction between the narrator and each
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listener. The voice and personality of the narrator lifts

the story from the printed nage and breathes life into it.

Tale-telling reauires listeners to use their imaginations to

conjure up the word pictures evoked by the narrator.

Thus, folktales, myths and legends can bP used to

lengthen a child's attention span. The ability to listen

and absorb information is a prerequisite to the acquisition

of reading skills. By fostering interest in the books tales

are taken from, a librarian can stimulate a child's desire to

read.

Television is a nervnutve influence on rural dwellers

who have very limited access to live cultural events. Two

Young women who seek to counteract television's effect on

juvenile audiences have gone nn the road, traveling to

libraries, folk festivals and schools as freelance "folktellere."

These former librarians, Barbara Freeman and Connie Regan,

are "...trying to restore what television is destroying -- the

ability to visualize, to use one's imagination."5 Since watch-

ing television is a nassive activity, too much exposure to the

medium can literally turn children into "couch potatoes."

At the turn -of- the - center" librarians at the Boston

Public Librar who denirned stor"hour programs for first

generation immigrant children utilized nuality folk literature
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to combat the influence of shallow movies and dime novels.

Storyh ors have now been a traditional aspect of public

library service to children for three generations.

A recent Danish sociological study of nine to twelve

year-olds entitled The Smurfs, Tarzan, and Donald Duck

revealed that children from underprivileged homes, both

rural and urban, were generally exposed to the lowest kind

of culture, "...culture dominated by commercial output."

The Danish miristry of Culture concluded that the library

has a responsibility to pro.*Ide children with alternatives

to commercial culture. Librarians can offer children an

alternati.re to the shallow plots provided in superhero comic

books by introducing chem to traditional literature that

relates the exploits of authentic folk heroes whose popularity

has withstood the test of time.

In an editorial which seriously ouestioned television's

vall!e as an educational medium, S. Pillion Pitney, a former

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, wrote, "Look back-

ward lest vou fail to mark the oath ahead ...Surely the lessons

of history should help to clear the mists of the present..."7

The origins of fortales, legends and myths are shrouded in

the mists of prehistory. Passed on from generation to

generation by word of mouth, they record the history and mores
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of a culture. In nrimitive societies the:ie Fenres of oral

literature functioned on two levels -- as a form oV nter-

tainment and as the core of a culture's educational system,

a vehicle for transmitting tribal custems, history and

manners.

Why should librarians, particularly rural librarians,

endeavor to exnose children to folk literature? While

children need books that offer insight into their own culture,

they shou,0 also be introduced to books that can help them

see the world from another perspective. The child who gains

familiarity with folk literature from several countries will

be struck ty the universal character traits shared by people

who belong to different cultures. For example, the trickster

figure, an anti-hero, crops up in the tales of Africa, Oceania,

and of the American Indians. Northrup Frye, a well-known

literary critic, observed that the oral tales of widely-

disnersed cultures shared many common features, and further

maintained that written literature borrowed heavily from

oral sources: "All themes and characters and stories trm' you

encounter in literature belong to one big interlocking

family."8

By teaching children to annreciate traditional literature,

librarian can nave the way to lifelong Interes in the
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written word. Through listening to folktalea and legends,

children are exposed to imagery and are required to exercise

their imaginations. In doing so, they develop an appreciation

for figurative language.

Hopefully this has convinced you that folklore pre

gramming is both practical and desirable. Now it is time to

take a closer look at the oral genres that can function as

the building blocks for a folklore progam.

The term nfolktale" is a generic term used for a variety

of narrative forms including marchen or fairytales, animal

tales and cyclical tales. Myths are frequently etiological,

i.e. they reprisent man's attempt to explain the nature of

the world around him. Myths provide accounts of the Creation

or explain seasonal cycles and geological formations. Legends

relay the history of a culture in story form and are based

upon the exploits of national heroes. A kernel of fact can

be found at the heart of each legend, but it has been overlaid

with fictitious accretions. Folksongs are perpetuated through

oral tradition; they are learned by ear from members of the

performer's own community. Few of the compositions performed

by folksingers in coffeehoures today are genuine folkeongs.

Several other genres of oral literature which lend themselves

to folklore programs include fables, proverbs and riddles.
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The librarian who is responsible for selecting folklore

naterials for a nublic or school library must learn to

distinguish between worthwhile and inferior anthologies of

folktales, legends and myths just as he/she has learned to

distinguish between good and bad examples of juvenlle fiction.

Evaluating the worth of folk literature collections calls for

a new set of selection criteria.

Folk narratives cannot be judged by the standardt used

to evaluate ether fiction or nonfiction. As stated pre-

viously, oral tales from widely-separated cultures coatain

striking similarities. They embody archetypal images such

as the cruel stepmother end the omnivorous giant, stock

characters which Carl Gustav Jung Interpreted as expressions

of the collective unconscious. These tales frenuently

nortray aggressive, antisocial behavior or wish fulfillment.

Because they do not reflect a true-to-life cultural milieu,

they do not exhibit the reaps. that critics demand of literary

fiction.

Oral narratives are composed of a series of episodes

strung together like beads on a string. A brief introduction

sets the scene by presenting the setting, characters and

major conflict. This is followed in nuick succession by

other episodes that carry the story along, building susnense
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through the use of renetition, to a settsfyine conclusion

in which the folk hero t:riumohs over his more powerful

adversary. Written texts of oral narratives should exhibit

a similar economy of description and avoid didactic moraliz-

ing.

The best anthologies or oral literature are those

compiled by fieldworkers who have collected their texts

directly from native informants. To insure accuracy,

fieldworkers use sound-recording eouinment to capture tale-

telling sessions on tare. They later produce verbatim

transcripts of these narratives. A librarian should ascertain

whether or not fhe editor or compiler of an anthology or folk

literature actually engaged in fieldwork in the country

whose lore he has published.

The works of Harold Courlander, a well-known folklorist

and author of several books of African folklore, furnish

examples that other compilers of oral literature collections

would do well to emulate. Although he edited his texts, he

made minimal 61anges so that the tales remained faithful to

the spoken word. In Tales of Yoruba nods and Heroes (Crown,

1973) Courlander provided a vreliminary historical sketch of

the Yoruba people and their e.oss, provided background notes

for each narrative and included appendices which describe
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Yoruba narratives, religloua traditions Ind aong.s.

Once a librarian is certain that a colleotor did Indeed

have direct contact with the cral lore of the community in

ouestion, he/she mart evaluate how wll the zollector

documented )13 material. A cOlector should nrevtcb the

following details regarding the :source of his material so

we know that the tales presented are not mere :y the oroducts

or his imarination: (1) tne informant's naole and possibly

his occupation or status in the community, ( ?) tho date and

location of the tale-telling session or fieldwork Interview

and (3) the context In which the tale waa told, lottuding

some Indication if it was nerformed its plot of a holiday

celebration or a soasonal observance.

Collections of tales compiled from ;itoraro Ats

other secondary (nrinted) sources need not he ;lotorot,lea'ly

rejected. But the editor of such a oollectit, !,.houlo svide

thorough documentation of his sources and elearly whother

he discovered the narratives in a folklore archive or Inluded

tales which were published nrrviously. In either case, the

editor should cite the provenance of his naroativen and include

all the documentation provided in the rrimary source.

In addition to information regarAiray the provenance of

the tales, some commentary on the talcs themselves should be



Included. This may take the form of notes explaining the

beliefs, customs and values embedded in the tales or a list-

ing of cross-cultural versions and comparative analysis of

the texts. Annotations such ss these red not necessarily

accompany books of simple tales for very young readers, but

they should be featured in collections intended for older

readers.

A third issue to be considered when evaluating s

collection of oral literature is the collector's objectivity.

He should not impose his own values on the texts he has

collected. The collector should neither censor nor otherwise

edit the material he has gathered, or the oral character of

the texts will be destroyed and the resulting tales will be

literary creations.

The brothers Grimm, who collected tales extensively in

the Hesse-Cassel region of Germany during the first three

decades or the last century, adapted the texts they recorded.

They censored the texts published in the Household Tales and

their other collections in order to protect children from

vulgarities and to avoid offending middle-class morality.

ironically, years later Adolph Hitler used the Grimm's

folktnles as a vehicle for disseminating his ideology. During

the .930's, the Nazis published a massive body of folk



literature carefully edited to eeomote the concept of a

"herrenvolk" united by the mystical bonds of blood, culture,

language and tradition. Hitler instructed that folktales

which incortorated violence and cruel acts be used in the

schools and that each house should have its own copy of

the newly edited Household Tales so that children might be

indoctrinated with a sense of German militarism.

vor mane years Walt Disney engaged in a similar, if

less renrehensible, reshaning of folklore. He nluridered

fairy tales and rewrote them to reflect his own vision of

a world that was, in effect, a glotal village. Disney

"Americanized" his make - believe world, creating countries

like San Dananader and the rovince of Footsore. .This

homogenization of cultural diversity successfully allowed

Disney to roject the North American experience onto alien

cultures. Disney's cultural industry nroduced a bland,

mass-media culture that leveled its messages at the lowest

common denominator.

A few writers have gone a step further and created so-

called folk heroes out of whole cloth! Some of Amertca's

most well-known legendary figures -- Paul Runyan, the

Minnesota lumberjack; Old Stormalong, the Yankee sailor;

and Joe Magarac, hero of Pittsburgh's steelworkers -- were
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literary inventions contrived by clever pub14,! relations

men.

Academic folklorists have found no genuine oral legends

that relate the exploits of these characters. Dr. Richard

Dorson, Director of the Folklore Institute at Indiana Univer-

sity until his death in 1981, was justifiably critical of

anthologists such as Ben Botkin, Carl Carmer and Mortiz

Jagendorf who produced romantic, sentimental "literary

confections" -- tales that had been edited beyond recognition.

Dr. Dorson coined the term "fakeiore" to describe this type

of ersatz folklore.9 Obviously, librarians should select

materials that describe the exploits of genuine folk heroes.

A list of genuine American folk heroes can be found in Dorson's

book America in Legend (Pantheon Books, 1973).

Ariel Dorfman, author of The Empire's Old Clothes: What

the Lone Rangers Saber, and Other Innecent Heroes do to our

Minds (Pantheon Books. 1983) observed that newer cultural

heroes such as the Lone Ranger are not genuine creations of

the folk community. They have not withstood the test of time.

Generations have not shaped their development so that they

reflect the dreams and asnirations of their creators. Dorfman

regrets the fact that: The Popular masses that consume the

industrial myth In its newest form have not participated in its
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development, in the battle for its mcdification."°

Through the years, writers and critics have expressed

diverse opinions regarding the advisability of exposing

children to folk literature. The issue was debated as

recently as the 1970's.

Plato included this sentiment in The Republic: The

Proper education for ideal citizens is to be found in

traditional tales and myths.11 He believed that the first

stories a child heard should be carefully chosen in order

to produce the best possible effect on his character. Jean

Jacoues Rousseau criticized educators who introduced children

to folktales; he thought that flights of fancy belonging to

the distant oast had no place in the modern world and that folk

literature contributed nothing to the moral and intellectual

development of the child.12 Rousseau's opinion found favor

with Lucy Sprague Mitchell, leader of the modern realism

movement, who argued that children should be exposed to

stories such as The Red Gasoline Pump which reflect. the

everyday world.13

Charles Dickens believed that children were entitled to

read unexpurgated folktales and he wrote a famous essay

entitled "Frauds on the Fairies" which attacked teetotalers and

bowdlerizers who produced bland revisions of tales in
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deference to Victorian sensibilities. 14

The Italian educator Maria Montessori (who did not

believe in punisning or rewarding her students) exprosssed

the opinion that fairy tales, which often stressed the "law

of retribution," i.e. punishment of the wicked, were "...morbid,

pathological and deadly."15 However, child psychologist

Bruno Bettelheim, author of The Uses of Enchantment: The

Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales (Knopf, 1976) applauded

the sowed justice system reflected in folktales. Russian

poet and literary critic Eornel Chukovsky agreed with

Betteiheim that folktales provide an acceptable outlet which

allows children to project suppressed wishes and desires.

Chukovsky echoed Bettelheim's premise that folktales permit

children to act out in imagination behavior which would be

socially unacceptable in real life.16

In his introduction to Folk Literature and Children; An

Annotated Bibliography of S4,condary Materials (Greenwood Press,

1981) George Shannon stated, "Adults worry that children will

be frightened by tales, or moved to violent behavior as a

result of being influenced by them."17 Critics of folk

literature have argued that exrosing childre. to the violence

contained in the cales can be as harmful as exoosing them to

violence portrayed on television. But Chukovsky noted that
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life is often violent, and that when violence is met through

the filter of literature, it is given an aesthetic distance

and perspective. The poet N.H. Auden felt that the repetition

of frightening episodes in tales allowed children to master

their fears and that familiarity with a tale reduced the

fearful element.
18

The controversy regarding the advisability of exposing

children to folk literature has largely been out to rest,

thanks to Bettelheim. Contemnorary scholars agree that

rewriting or updating traditional tales amounts to a de-

struction of our cultural heritage. But Ar viole.t and

fearful episodes in folktales are not softened or minimi2,,d,

how can we insure that young children are not exposed to

stories that may frighten them? Linda Degh suggested a ccmmon

sense solution to this dilemma in an article entitled "Grimm's

Household Tales and Its Place in the Household: The Social

Relevance of a Controversial Classic."39 She urged parents

and teachers to use discretion when choosing tales to share

with children and advised them to choose tales suited to the

child's stage of development, and to reserve harsh,gory tales

for older audiences. Not all folktales are violent; many stress

the importance of living by one's wits rather than relying on

brute strength.

10'73
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An American cycle of tall tales known as "The Jack Tales,"

which was imported from the British Isles, features tte

exploits of a hero named Jack. Jack Is a ouick-witted

character, a trickster hero, who outwits giants, unicorns and

other foes by using cunning rather than physical force. The

Jack Tales were popular with the early settlers of North

Carolina, perhaps because they featured a hero who surmounted

all oostaclea and embodied the stamina and spirit of the

pioneers themselves. Richard Chase collected a number or

these tales and published them in a book entitled The Jack

Tales (Houghton Mifflen Co., 1971): "Jack in the Giant's

Newground," "Jack and the beantree" and "Jack and the Varmints"

whose English variants are probably more familiar to readers:

"Jack and the Giant Killer," "Jack and the Beanstale and

"The Valiant Tailor."

The Jack Tales were passed on from generation to

generation for two important reasons. Th most obvious,

practical reason for their survival was that tale-telling

furnished entertainment for children and adults while they

were engaged in communal tasks such as corn-husking. On a

deeper level, these tales portrayed a character who was able

to make light of hardship, necessary skill for frontier

dwellers.
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Native American tall tales, referred to as "whoppers"

or "fish stories" are excellent resources for storytelling

because they have a dynamic appeal -- they have been adapted

to suit North American conditions and tastes. The tall tale

is the most typical of all American folktales. In these

tales facts are exaggerated to the nth degree, which is not

surprising when one considers that America must have seemed

like a limitless wilderness to the first white settlers who

arrived from the comnaratively small nations of Europe.

The librarian who accepts the premise that folklore

pro ramming can function to acouaint children with the life-

styles of other cultures and can combat cultural isolation

must be prepared to use a variety of media if all the

children in the storyhour audience a...e to be educated and

entertained. Children's librarian Rebekah Sheller noted:

Goals of library service for children often
include providing children with a variety
of experiences through various media, which
will assist with emotional and intellectual
growth.20

Children rely on one of several methods of learning. They

may learn through seeing, through hearing, or through touch-

ing. Therefore, incorporating a broad spectrum of media in

folklore proveams is essential if each child is to be

reached.



Folktale programs can be enhanced by the addition of

other media such as fingerplays, folk art (costumes, crafts,

toys), folk music, and puppetry which will focus attention

and reinforce the impact of t.: tales that are told.

Several v'ars ago I presented an African folktale

program that was designed for an audience of third and

fourth graders. This program incorporated several types of

media including costumes, crafts, and recordings of African

drum music. A member of the public library's friends group

loaned her collection of cloth and straw handicrafts from

the island of Madagascar to the library for the program.

With the assistance of another staff member, I arranged the

artifacts in one of the library's basement meeting rooms and

created a colorful setting for the program. I consulted

several geography sets in the children's collection -- the

Unicef Hi Neighbor series (Hastings House, 1960's) and

Lexicon's Lands and People (Grolier Ed. Corp., 1978) that

provided information on the clothing, crafts, and history

of Madagascar.

While the children arrived, I played a Folkways recording

of African drum music borrowed from the District Center

through Interlibrary loan. Dressed in native costume, I

introduced the folktales by describing the context in which
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the tales were originally told -- how, at the end of the

day, as shadows lengthened, families gathered in the center

of the village to listen to stories about the wily rabbit

or about the trickster spider, Anansi. This helped to

establish a mood for the tales which followed -- tales from

collections by Harold Courlander and Joyce Cooper Arkhurst.

Although librarians won't have access to artifacts from

foreign countries for every folklore program they present,

they can use folk music to establish a mood for folktale

programs. It is relatively easy to locate recordings of

folk music from many countries. Anyone who can play a few

simple chords on the guitar or autoharp can accompany most

folksongs which are generally built on three basic c. rda.

The songs do not require any accompaniment if the story-

teller can carry a tune. Ruth Crawford Seeger's songbooks

American Folk Songs for Children (Doubleday, 1948) and

Animal Folk Songs for Children (Doubleday, 1950) are excellent

sources for songs; the author transcribed these songs from

field recordingr held by the Archive of Polk Culture in the

Library of Congress.

Programs based on American tales can be augmented with

show-and-tell demonstrations of native folk toys. Many

modern manufactured toys feature built-in obsolescence.

1 0 77
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But folk toys are handmade from inexpensive natural materials

such as kyles, nuts, corncobs, spools, string and wood. Two

books which provide instructions and patterns for making

traditional toys (applehead dolls, climbing bears, gee-haw

whimsy diddles, and limber lacks) include Eliot Wigginton's

Foxfire 6 (Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1980) and Dick Schnacke's

American Polk Toys (0.P. Putnam's, 1973). What differentiates

these toys from commercial products is the fact that their

prototypes were handmade by craftsmen who followed instructions

handed down from generation to generation.

Librarians who want their folklore programs to be both

entertaining and educational can acquaint children with the

social customs of the country whose tales are featured. For

example, a storyhour based on American tales could aug-

mented by a discussion of early settler customs suzh as

barn-raisings or Quilting and husking bees. Bobbie Kalman's

Early Settler Life series (Crabtree Publishing Co., 1982)

which includes the volumes Early Christmas, Early Village

Life and Early. Settler Children is an excellent source of

information regarding early American social customs and crafts.

Rural librarians are freouently delegated the task of

coordinating children's programs. What resources can they

call upon to assist them in implementing creative programs?
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Since the librarian is frequently a longtime resident of

the community, he/she can enlist the aid of other community

members who possess special skills (artists, craftsmen,

musicians, storytellers) to supplement their programs.

Volunteers and members of friends groups can be encouraged

to assist with special holiday programs and puppet shows.

Some high schools sponsor a speaker's bureau (a speech or

drama clv!) whose members give speeches or or.!sent story-

hour prcgrama.

A selected bibliography of folklore resources is

Provided at the conclusion of this article. It is not a

list of scholarly texts. The bibliography is designed to

furnish titles of collections which librarians can consult

when planning folklore programs for children. Finally,

rural librarians should not hesitate to ask their system's

children's services coordinator or state library children's

services consultant for assistance.
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THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS IN WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS!
BOOKMOBILE SERVICE

Carol Ooodger-Hill
Regional Librarian
Western Massachusetts Regional
Library System
Hatfield, Massachusetts

Bookmobile people are a race apart. They work outdoors,

but know what's on the best seller list. Through daily con-

tact with experts they learn a lot about such topics as wood

heat, home building, vegetable gardening, raising horses and

collecting antiaues. Bookmobile librarians carry information

from library to library, and not just in the form of books.

If they do not know the answer to Questions, snecialists back

in the regional office visit the small, rural library and try

to offer solutions. The bookmobile staff of the Western

Massachusetts Regional Library System try to solve problems,

awakf'. 41eas, always striving for better service.

The bookmobile originates from the library system in

Hatfield, which is situated in the Connecticut River Valley,

halfway between Vermont and Connecticut. The system serves

sixty-seven libraries in towns of less than 25,000 people.

Most of the libraries are rural, one room, single manager
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operations with limited hours (rarely more than 15 hours a

week).

The bookmobile visits each library five times per year.

The staff trys for an eight week schedule, but with vacations

and breakdowns often does not make better than an eleven week

rotation. Considering how badly the rural libraries need the

service, such a delay is inexcusable.

The bookmobile provides supplementary collections for

the libraries; Zhe general public does not borrow directly

from the bookmobile, but from the local library. The

librarian, assisted by a trustee or townspeople, choose material

from the 2,000 titles carried on the bookmobile. They return

the colluction borrowed during the last visit.

The bookmobile staff also makes some "homestops", which

were established years ago by the state at isolated farms or

at a hone where there is a shut-in. At the homestops family

and neighbors borrow books, with the homestop family taking

responsibility for the return of the books. Two of the home-

stops regularly circulate 150, or more, hooks each visit.

The Western Massachusetts Regional Library System has

two bookmobiles, but rune only one at a time. The other is

for back uu, but at this stage it would be difficult to say

which vehicle is the recular and which the backup as they both
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spend most of their time in the repair garage.

In 1971 the bookmobiles cost 25,000 each; by 1985 each

had traveled 75,000 miles.

Last winter the bookmobile survived a lot of mechanical

problems. A wheel blew off near Wendell. What with the noise

of travel no one heard it happen. When the bookmobile reached

the library, and it was realized that t%ere was only one wheel

on the rear passengers side, and we were twenty miles from a

garage, we knew we had trouble. The librarians walked back

along the road until the wheel was found, that was important

as the tire was fairly new. One does not Just pop a wheel off

a ,00kmobile and replace it like you do on a car - a repair

garage had to do it for you. The whole episode took about 8

hours, and service to two libraries that day (though we did

make it Up before the end of the month), was missed.

The bookmobile librarians have been stranded in snowy

desolation with a broken roter. The alternator has gone bad

on rough back roads where the inhabitants were afraid to let

strangers use their phone. The bookmobile operated for two

months In mid-winter without heat because the heaters could

not be fixed. All five people who work on the bookmobile have

become sensitive to the noise of the engine. The slightest

change in its voice awakens apprehension in every breast. If
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it starts without a hitch and rolls out of the garage our

day is made!

The grim picture can be balanced. We live in a beautiful

part of Massachusetts and at every time of the year as we go

on daily trips, we congratulate each other on our choice of a

Sob.

Last fall a teacher at Bement School in Deerfield asked

us to show the children what a bookmobile is. The class had

discussed books and libraries and incidentally, bookmobiles.

When the second graders were asked what a bookmobile is, one

little girl replied it was a group of wires, hanging from the

ceiling with books attached. We were only too glad to clear

up that misconceetion.

The children came on the bookmobile, class by class,

fascinated with the woman driver, the tilted shelves, the

noisy generator. They could not borrow books, as the system

does not have the funding to allow loans to schools. Afterwards

children sent the staff letters expressing their interest in

the big wheels, fold out steps and especially, the books.

The bookmobiles are a proved economical means of loaning

books. Each auarter the bookmobile circulates 25,000 to

30,000 books at a unit cost (for transport) of under five cents

per volume. A library can not match that using the mails Nor
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can one match the personal satisfaction that a librarian gets

from choosing her own books, trying out new types of material

at no extra expense to the community, and voicing gripes on

the spot to people who can do something about them. The

bookmobile staff are winners, too, because the personal

contact gives us a solid idea of what must be bought to make

the collection responsive to the needs of small libraries.

On a normal working day the bookmobile leaves about 9

a.m. with two people aboard, the driver and an assistant. One

day each week the regional librarian goes out instead of the

assistant. The collection on the bookmobile has beer primed

beforehand with books of interest for the library stops that

day and the collection is seeded with a few new titles. It

the stop is a heavy user of large print materials, the staff

checks each one of the 200 titles carried to make sure none of

them have been to the library before. At appropriate times

small collections of holiday books are included.

The tedious part of the job is the circulation cards

which have to be stamped, counted and put in order after every

stop. The Western Massachusetts Regional Library System is in

the process of installing an automated circulation system which

eventually will takes care of all of this.

There are better days ahead! Last year Massachusetts ran
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a state-wide campaign to increase regional funding from the

legislature. Aware that bookmobile service was in danger,

the patrons of small libraries deluged the legislature with

letters and phone calls. The libraries received state

funding and money for new books is coming in. By the fall of

1985 the system hopes to have a new bookmobile. It will cost

892,000 (which is more than the cost of my home!) and will be

funded by combined state and LSCA money.

Here in Western Massachusetts we have the beat of both

worlds - a chance to spend a day in the country, helping

people keep abreast of current events and provide talking

books. We look forward to fifteen more years of bookmobile

service, knowing we will enjoy every one of them!
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING RURAL

Bernard Vavrek, coordinator
Center for the Study of
Rural Librarianship

College of Library Science
Clarion University of
Pennsylvania

Clarion, Pennsylvania

Dr. Bernard Vavrek, director of the Center for the
Study of Rural Librarianship, nresented this paper at a
meeting of the North Dakota Library Association on September
20, 1984 in Williston.

The nresentation considered three things: trends in
rural library services; the benefits of being a rural librarian;
and, the Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship.

Iris a particularly appropriate time to be discussing

rural library services. With your permission, this speaker

would like to review some of the reasons why this is true and

why national attention is focusing on rural librarianship in

North Dakota, West Virginia, Texas, wherever...

Without Question, a major factor in the reexamination

of rural libraries is that for the first time in the history

of the United States more people are moving to rural areas

than urban places. Prom thy: last census, a 12% population

growth factor is reported in rural America but correspond

ingly there has been only a 9% expansion in urban places.
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The data would favor rural areas even more substantially

if it were not for the effect of the Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area (SMSA), which unfortunately aggregates an

entire county pouulation into the urban category if there

is one SMSA within the county's borders. This recently

happened not far from Clarion in Centre County where Penn

State University is located. A new SMSA was declared in

University Park, Pa., making all of Centre County, by legal

definition, urban. However, outside of University Park,

itself, the county continues to be decidely rural, as a

majority or towns have 2,500 or fewer people, which is the

legal interpretation of rural. Incidentally, the Census

Bureau's definition of SMSA is one city or 50,000 people or

two adjoining cities of 25,000 people each.

Another reason for the renewed interest in rural

services, stems from the fact that simply stated, "the time

is right." An illustration of this can be seen by the fact

that meetings similar to this one in which we are partici-

pating at Williston are occurring with some regularity

throughout the United States. If It is too generous to

consider the frequency of these meetings as "regular," it

Is fair to report that librarians throughout the country have

created opportunities for discussing rural matters that,
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heretofore, did not exist.

While its significance may be somewhat concealed, the

arrival of the Spring, 1980, issue of Library Trends also

helped to engender renewed interest in rural librarianship.

This publication marked the first major effort of the library

science literature to review issues pertaining to rural

library services. Library Trends has had a positive impact

on promoting the visibility of rural libraries and deserves

to be added to our list.

Although it was a long time in coming, the American

Library Association, through the Public Library Association,

has finally organized a committee dealing with rural library

services. Unfortunately, the membership or ALA is dominated

by individuals who work in large or medium-sized libraries,

and as a conseouence the huge majority of libraries -- at

least public ones -- has been hidden from view. In this

latter regurd, it must be remembered that over 80% of the

public libraries in the United States can be found in rural

areas. (This figure is based on the CSRL's definition of

25,000 or fewer people constituting rural.) If one uses the

Bureau of the Census' definition of 2,500 or fewer people, the

number of nubile libraries in rural America drops to a

miserly 62%. Very clearly, the growing knowledge of this
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numerical superiority has been another reason in the "re-

birth" of rural librarianship.

The National Commission on Libraries and Information

Science has also had a salubrious effect on creating national

attention for rural library services. As you know, one of

NCLIS's main responsibilities is the promotion of information

access in rural America. This agency has responded in a

positive manner with the organization of an entity called

MAIN, i.e., National Advisory Board on Rural Information

Needs. At the present time, plans are being formulated for

a more permanent rubric within NCLIS. This is a earticularly

healthy development for those of us interested in rural

services. Hopefully, NCLIS will be able to rise above any

political concerns as it maximizes its leadership role.

Finally, to the list of items already mentioned, with

some modesty, I should like to add the Center for the Study of

Rural Librarianship, which has preceded Library Trends, ALA, and

NCLIS, in providing an activity concerned with rural librarian-

ship. The Center's present activities will be briefly re-

viewed.

My instructions were to discuss all that is positive

about being a rural librarian. A more frequently followed

approach, instead of emphasizing the positive, has been to
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review the problems racing rural librarians, since there are

so many. To talk about geographical isolation, under-staffed

and under-supported libraries, all existing within a constant

struggle to provide the proper information services for library

clientele, only appears a natural path to follow.

In speaking to the contributions of rural librarians,

it seems to me that of paramount importance is the fact that

you really represent the spirit of America. The sense of

resourcefulness, imagination, and struggle, which made

America great, are all characteristics of the rural information

provider.

Second, the rural librarian continues to practice the

belief that people are still the central concern of librarian-

ship. While this should be a natural enough comment to make

in relation to any library, it seems that some librarians are

today confused on this very issue. It sometimes appears that

libraries are custodians of equipment and techniques rather

than places for people. In rural America, of course, people

centered services are derived from the fact that interpersonal

communications represent the main means by which rural

Americans communicate and gather information. It is part of

the sociology of rural life.

The third way in which rural librarians excel is in
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relation to their ability to provide the concept of the

community information center at a meaningful, tangible, and

personal level. While the realities of the community in-

formation center may be an illusion in some communities,

rural librarians have the ability to deal with the information

explosion in a direct sense. Knowledge of the community

Combined with bibliographic skills enable the rural librarian

to provide significant control over the thousands of things

which comprise most libraries. Even if it is not possible

to develop a truly balanced collection of resources in a

total sense, the rural librarian's insight on the "right book

for the right reader," is nurtured by his or her personal

knowledge of the community. No urban librarian has the same

opportunity to provide this professional role.

Fourth, as a continuation of the previous item, rural

librarians also help to provide insulation against a society

which is at its base becoming steadily dehumanizing. In-

creasingly today this is being accomplished throu:;h the

application of unnecessary technology. Because of the balance

of information organized in the rural library, perspectives are

Provided in a fashion allowing for the maximization of individ-

ualiwed choice.

Rural librarians must be careful, however, rict to follow



the lead of some in the library profession who are particu-

larly enamored with technology, particularly microcomputers,

to the point where it appears that computers have a more

central role to play than people. In the rush to apply

technology, in my view, it has been more helpful to the

companies and vendors who provide the eouipment than to our

constituencies. Since microcomputers are so popular, my

comments may seem particularly naive. They are offered,

however, over a concern for the way in which librarianship

is drifting, away from people and toward the manipulation

of technioues and technologies. If we convert our libraries

into wonders of technology, at the expense of our clients,

what has been gal- '' Further, it must also be realized,

that in a need .1d perhaps reckless charge toward

computers of all types, the essence of the library may be

transformed into a paradigm that is not recognizable from

any other agency or provider that has information as its

central goal. In all instances, technology -- whatever kind--

must'be considered only as a tool for problem solving.

I have repeated this theme, about unnecessary technology

In the library, before several audiences. Sometimes my

comments are interpreted as coming from someone who is not

only attemnting to stow progress, but who also is a classic
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Luddite. My intent is quite the contrarT. Librarianship

has already been greatly changed by technology and no one

hat asked our opinion about such matters. Librarian! have

no alternative possible other than to learn as much as they

can abouL the real and imagined use of technology in the

library. Specifically, we must be particularly concerned

about the use of microcomputers -- even in the smallest

rural library.

The fifth way in which the rural librarian provides a

uniaue contribution is by being a positive role model in the

community. For many people, librarianship is a profession

attempting to run away from a stereotyped historical view

of itself. Because the rural librarian is well-known to

the community, positive images of what it means to be a

librarian can directly overcome decades of role uncertainty.

Further, it can have the effect of encouraging young people

into the profession.

One of the most significant affects of being a rural

librarian was saved until last. It strikes at the role of

the librarian himself or herself in that one is capable of

remarkable success that is both visible and measurable. Most

rural librarians labor in independent library entities. This

ooportunity for individual action is one of our strengths.
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Programs, services, ideas, can all be formulated without

the necessity of consulting and pleasing multi-level

authorities. No one is an Island, of course. But the rural

librarian has a singular chance for action.

Our services and their effects are directly measurable.

These same things can not be said in relation to urban

areas because there are too many institutions vying for

attention.

Unfortunately, for rural librarians these aspects of

services and benefits are still very mach in need of im-

provement. The Center's research has shown that rural

librarians are not inclined toward community surveys, in

fact 6O have net completed such a survey within the last

five years. Further, we have not as yet gathered the

statistical data needed to explain the library's relevance

in the community on such matters as how it iontributes to

the town's economics cr how it has helped to create a better

place to lire. It is absolutely essential that such matters

be considered and that collateral data be collected.

It is difficult for me to imagine, after reviewing the

preceding aspects of rural librarianship with you, how anyone

would want to be anything else but a rural librarian. I

trust that you feel the same. But please keep in mind that
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what we have been discussing is the potential for success.

As with many other things, they must be put into action.

For the final part of my presentation for this evening,

I should like L..) discuss a little about the development and

services of the Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship,

which had its beginnings in 1978.

The Center not only grew out of a sensitivity to and

a conseouence of the rural landscape, but with the overall

goal of extending the knowledge about the nature and role

of rural libraries in the United States. It was an effort to

do something practical. Instead of only describing librarian-

ship in the classroom, the Center provided the opportunity of

bringing about some practical benefits and to create or be

a catalyst for change. Also, to be honest, it has been fun

being a kind of "champion" for the neglected.

The College of Library Science, with its new identity,

Clarion University of Pennsylvania, is the corporate base for

the CSRL. No separate funding is allocated to the Center and

it is important to understand that it is more an activity of

the faculty and students than a building or separate facility.

Further, at Clarion, we have to make it clear that rural

librarianship is only one of our library interests, not our

sole concern. While local administrative support has been
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crucial to our development, the assistance provided by the

H.W. Wilson Foundation has been essential to our ability to

grow. The confident support offered by the Wilson Foundation

has provided us with the flexibility needed to approach a

relatively new dimension In library research directed

towards rural institutions. Without the help provided by

graduate students in the College of Library Science, however,

the Center would have little chance of surviving much less of

success.

Over the last few years we :lave attempted to provide a

number of things in addition to the research mentioned a

moment ago. Probably, our publication extorts have been and

continue to be our most active enterprise. In addition to

Rural Libraries, our semi-annual journal, we also publish

occasional bibliographies dealing with various aspects of

library services, selected monographs, and we have ventured

into the software market with the recent publication of

OUTPUTM, which is a microcomputer version of Output, Measures

for Public Libraries, published by the American Library

Association. Parenthetically, OUTFUTM is configured eor the

IBM microcomputer. Other than Rural Libraries, our current

best-seller is a publication entitled, Marketing Manual for

Librarians, which is intended to be an introductory guide to

marketing techniques.
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In addition to publishing, the CSRL participates in

conferences, such as this one in Williston, and hosts its

own workshops and other continuing education activities. As

a matter of fact, we have just concluded a two-year NEB

grant with three public libraries in western Pennsylvania,

during which time we hosted 15 different workshops dealing

with various aspects of humanities programming in rural

areas. We also organize conferences for other groups. In

April of 1985, the Center conducted a two-day conference on

rural services sponsored by the Rural Libraries Caucus ani

others in Michigan.

Along with continuing education efforts, the College

of Library Science at Clarion offers graduate courses on

topics dealing with rural librexv services. Currently, we

have several such three-credit courses. Perhaps, I should

take the opportunity at this point, to mention that the

Center's interests in rural library services encompass all

types of libraries. Our courses for academic credit reflect

this perspective.

Beyond research, publishing, and continuing/formal

education, the Center makes itself available in a consulta-

tive role to the library field. By that, I mean we attempt

to respond to inquiries from librarians who are requesting
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information or from those who are seeking our view on things.

In this regard, one of the interesting things that recently

happened was a request from Congressman Panetta of California

for information relating to rural library statistics. These

were later cited in the Congressional Record by him as he

sought to positively affect the recent extension of LSCA.

The Center also maintains a service that we hope is

beneficial to both employer and prospective employee. We

call it "Joblinen. It is a free advertising service for

employers who are attempting to locate personnel for rural

areas. For job-seekers, we charge a handling fee of $1.00

for those who wish to receive this periodic list.

Finally, and most recently, the Center has attempted

to organize the beginnings of a national electronic data base

by establishing a mailbox entitled, Ruraline, through CLASS

and the Bibliographic Center for Research in Denver. We

hope that Ruraline will provide an incentive for OnTymeII

users in CLASS to correspond with us on a regular basis.

In conclusion, at the present time the topic of rural

librarianship is riding the crest of acceptance and interest.

It is up to us to continue this.
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THE BASICS: PAPERBACK REFERENCE BOOKS

Rural libraries need sound reference collections as
much as urban libraries, but often lack the resources of
their city counterparts. The Central Kansas Library System
developed a selected list of paperback reference books for
the 60 rural libraries it serves. The list is broken into
$100 segments, with five lists in all.

Rural Libraries received the following bibliography from
Janes-NWEE, Administrator of the Central Kansas Library System
In Great Bend.

FIRST $100 PURCHASE RECOMMENDATIONS

2.67ftt, Vanderbilt's Everyday Etiquette.
ISBN

0-553-23474-9
Vanderbilt. Rev. ed. bantam, 1.981.

illus. index.

Bell Cohn's Handbook of Grammar, 0-02-470640-X 10.00

RgreTharTgige781. es nil. 3rd ed.
OleneoW"Prese, 1978. index.

Buying and Islip/a United States 0-307-09052-3 1.97

Coins. raiBresdet.WWWEern
%blishing 1878. Annual. illus.
Index.

Comparative Guide to American 0- 06- 090896 -3 9.95
tolleges. Janes Cass. 10th ed.
harper, 1981. index.

Consumer Reports Buying guide. 0-385-18349-6 2.31
UREBBifs Union, 1983. NEFail.

IngDictionery of Biography. 0-8226-0281-4 1.51
Riff. ed. Litt1areld, 1975.
index.
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A Doctor's Guide to Nonprescription 0-451-07769-5 1.99
Drugs. Morton RuTnstein. New
American Library, 1977. index.

Familiar Quotations. John Bartle' 0-8065-0250-9 3.68
Citadel, 1971.

Guinness Book of World Pecords. 0-553-23111-1 2.67
RZWITI-WcgRIFter.--Si5itaa, 19U3.
Annual. illus.

How to Find What You Want in the 0-8120-0696-8 4.67
LTErarYT-UniFlat-W-GcWiln. BiFFonls,
1979. illus. index.

Law Dictionary. Steven Gifis. 0-8120-0543-0 2.61
ffiFron's, 1975.

National Zip Code and Post Office GPO 8.00
Directory. 41457-AnnuaTTPublication
65).

New American Roget's Calle e Thesaurus 0-451-11805-7 1.99
rirMUIITaary Form. Pa in Morehead.
§iv. ed. New American Library, 1978.

Occupational Outlook for College 029-001-02066-0 9.08
graduates:1%S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. GPO, 1980. Illus.

Old Farmer's Almanack. Robert 0-89909-006-0 1.26
TR6iiii-7-kee, 1953. Annual.

Penguin Medical Encyclopedia. 0-14-05i-048 -6 6.08
Peter Winga4e. 5nd ed. Penguin,
1976. illus.

Rand McNally Road Atlas: US, Canada, 0-528-89400-5 4.76
MiTerco. Rand McRaily. Annual-7--
uria: Cool). maps. index.

Random House Dictionary. 0-345-30566-3 2.25
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Robert's Rules of Order. Henry
Robert. 75FE-e37 grow, 1979.
.ndex.

Weather Almanac. Prank Bair.
401 ed. -INEW71879. index.

Webster's New World Dictionary of
American Ligivage. Warner, 19077

What Color is Your Parachute?
IfiWaRiEaris7Wev. ed. Ten
Speed, 1983. illus. index.

World Almanac and Book of Pacts.
Newspaper Hnterprisessoa aeon.

0-688-05306-8 3.77

0-380-43000-2 7.37

0-446-31051-4 2.17

0-89815-091-4 6.20

0-345-30746-1 3 43

Annual. Illus. index. Total $100.39

SECOND *100 PURCHASE RECOMMENDATIONS

Books and the Teenage Reader: Guide 0-553-13332-2 2.24
MiTeiaers, tibrariabert

ed. Bantam, 1980.

Cassell's New Compact German-1mM 0-440-31100-4 2.87
bictionary. H.C. Sassi7al ,

Cosp1ete Vegetable Gardener's 0-380-75318-9 6.57
Sourcebook. 'Duane Newcomb, Avon,
1900. Illus. index.

Concise Oxford Dictionary of 0-19-281324-2 4.98
guotatioi57Abridged ed. -Uxford
University Press, 1982.

Consumer's Dictionary of Rood 04.517-53161-5 4.67
Additives. Ruth Winter. WV. ed.
Crown, 1978.

Consumer Tactics Manual: How to Get 0-689-11115-0 2.87
Action
ATEIRimm, 1980.
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Dictionary of Word Origins. Joseph
thioley. Littlefield, 1982.

Don't Use a Resume. Richard Lathrop.
ern Spee3, -19 O illus.

Dr. Oreenfinger's Rx for Healthy,
Vigorous Houseplants. Andrew Bicknell.
Crown, 1980. illus. (col.) index.

Dru mA to E: A Dictionary.
ngeman. Ind ed. McGraw,

19'1.

Dun & Bradstreet's Guide to Your
Investments. Colburnaray, e3'
27th ed. Lippincott, 1982. illus.
bibliog. index.

Grosset Secretarial Handbook. John
ed. OrossefTYW: index.

Guide to American Literature and
Backgrounds Since 18)0. HowaiU
Jones. 4th ed. Harvard University
Press, 1972. index.

How to Trace Your Family Tree: Easy
Wide 1177Figiir-Wre. American
taiietiliirftcal. Research Institute Staff.
Doubleday, 1975. illus. bibliog.

Identify Your Sta s. Ervin Felix.
Tg78. us. index.

Manual for Writers of Term Pa ers.
i-T4FiEisn. versity

of Chicago Press, 1973. index.

Official Congressional Directory.
1,737-Mileittee on Printing. GPO,
19 -. Biennial.

0-8226-0121-4

0-89815-027-2

0-517-53822-9

0-07-037912-2

0-06-090928-5

0-448-12657-5

0-674-36754-5

0-385-09885-5

0-307-06723-8

0-226-81621-4

GPO

The Pill Book. Harold Silverman. 2nd 0-553-22527-8
eT dam; 3982. illus. (col.) bibliog.
index.
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1.82

4.04

5.57

8.07

5.60

6.38

2.50

4.51

2.91

10.05
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Statistical Abstract of the United
States. U.S7aiira tiasus. ZPO,
I177,. Annual.

World Almanac Book of Who. Bona
Mir; ed. 0a1TRWEine,-Tf80. index.

0081-4741

0-345-29177-8

9.08

5.51

Total

THIRD $100 PURCHASE RECOMMENDATIONS

$100.61

7.83

2.87

Audubon Society Field Guide to 0-394-50269-8

0-440-31128-4

Worth American liiiCTEaFrIrrne-Fais.
CEiRei-M7Wifirii37 NEBO, I978.
illus. (part col.) bibliog. index.

Cassell's New Compact French-English
Dietionarv7--be3i, 1911.

Cassell's New Cosoact §parlish= 0-440-31129-2 2.31

0-89471-073-7 5.57Cmmpletm Book of Questions and
ll----eaireCiirrntrners Ask TheiFTet.
Siaa6-1105NOUW-Runniiii-Fiess,
1980. illus. index.

Ccm1 uter Dictionary. Charles Sippl. 0-672-21652-3 9.97
. Sams, 1982.

Criminal Law for the La n: Guide 0-8019-6649-3 8.28
zen.for Citi Pled-Mau. iTEWR:

Dictionary of Philosophy. Peter 0-06-463461-2 3.92
Angeles. Harrel., 1981. index.

Emperts Crossword Puzzle Dictionary. 0-38504788-6 4.57
Defbert Beus. DoubTegiV7 1973.

A Field Guide to the Birds. Roger 0-395-26619-X 9.62
Pefii0117-11BUiRton, 1968. illus.
index.
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Glossary of Literar Terms. M.H. 0-03-054166-2 10.75
Abrams. th ed. Holt, 1911. index.

Hammond Citation World Atlas: New 0-8437-1255-4 13.11
ERia-B4ition. Hammond, 17912.--Illue.
Iiicii17)-7-saps. index.

History Atlas of Our Country. 0-8437-7435-5 2.90
Ramona, 1950. iffus. (col.)
maps. index.

Tracin Your Ancestry: Guide to 0-8487-0486-X 3.59
esearchriii7Pamily History. Wilbur
Relmbold. Oxmoor House, ]978.
illus. index.

TV Movies. Leonard Maltin, ed. 0-451-11847-2 3.27

Wallace-Homestead Price Guide to 0-87069-406-5 9.17
American Country Ant ones. 3rd ed.
WilTiZi:Iipmestead Books, 1982. Illus. Total $97.73

FOURTH $100 PURCHASE RECOMMENDATIONS

Book Bait: Adult Books Popular with 0-8389-0279-0 5.21
TERE=FRiplZT-T1Iiiiir-Walker, comp.
ALA, 1979. index.

Bulfinch's Mythology. Thomas Bu]finch. 0-440-30845-3 3.77
Abridged ed. Dell, 1959. index.

Chilton's More Miles Per Gallon 0-8019-6908-5 10.17
Guide. ChiTE-63,

0-14-051014-1 5.08Dictionary of Art and Artists.
Peter Murray. -Tfh-FN. Penguin,
1976.

Dictionary of Biology. Edwin Steen. 0-06-463321-7 5.57
Barnes, 19717
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Dictionary of Modern History 1789 - 0-14-051026-5 6.08

1945. A.W. 11757

Encyclopedia of Sociology. Gayle 0-87967-329-X 9.16

Johnson, ed. -New & updated. Dushkin,
1974. illus. bibliog.

Field nuide to Medicinal. Wild Plants. 0-8117-2076-4 8.55

DFOYORETEglir. Stackpo57-197-87.
illus. (col.) index.

Harvard Brief Dictionary of Music. 0-671-43475-E 2.61

Willi hel. Pocket, 1969. ITius.
plates, music.

Martha and 'Trends of all Nations. 0-8226-0319-5 5.87
Herbari-ffob nson.
1976. index.

Penguin Dictionary of leolow 0-14-051049-4 6.08

b.0.A. Whitten. l'engu n, 9 6.

Peter's Quotations: Ideas for Our 0-553-22643-6 2.58
Time. Laurence Peter. Bantam, 1979.

Pocket Dictionary of American Slanr. 0-671-43227-3 2.69

Pocket Hooks, 77.958.

Poisonous Plants of the United States. 0-02-080870-4 4.42

WilfiiMlenscher. Rev.
Macmillan, 1975. illus. index,

Rand !Regally Campground and Trailer 0-528-84274-9 10.07
rix Wilde. Wand 'McNally, 1983.
nnuai: illus. maps.

Road Atlas of Europe. Rand McNally, 0-528-89490-0 3.97

1983.--TrIus. maps. index.

Where Do I no From Here with My Life? 0-89815-084-i 7.42

Nigitrystair tiFFdT7476: -Illus.
appendix. Total $99.30
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FIFTH $100 PURCHASE RECOMMENDATIONS

Atlas o1 World Population Histor . 0-14-051076-1 5.08
Colin RiEvedy. Penguin, 1978. Illus.
maps. bibliog. index.

Handbook to Literature. C. Hugh 0-672-61441-3 9.61

Holman. 4th ed. Hobbs, 1981.

Harper's Topical Concordance. 0-06-064229-7 12.77

Eharles Joy. Harper, 1976.

New Cal le e Encyclopedia of Music. 0-393-00074-5 10.07

37K. estrun. Rev. ed. !I-Orton,

1960. illus.

Stagecraft for Nonprofessionals. 0-299-06234-1 7.25
P.A. Buerki. 3rd cd. University of
Wisconsin Press, 1972. illus.
index.

story Programs: Source Book of 0-8108-1317-3 13.65

Nitiiqals. Carolyn Peterson.
Scarecrow, 1980. illus. bibliog.
index.

Oxford Re lona: Economic Atlas: us 0-19-8943o8-3 12.17

and-Cana a. Mid ed. Oxford
URI-viz-7;1-W Press, 1982. illus.
bibliog.

Penguin Atlas of Ancient Histor . 0-14-070832-4 6.08

alin gCEFIFF. PWRit117,7

maps. index.

Periodicals for School Media 0-8389-0243-X 10.11

rnms.rogISFlina Richar3F517.7
ALA, 197R. index.

quotable Woman: Encyclopedia of 0-523-40874-9 2.58
Useful 4115FWEIOns, Indexed bv-Nubjeot

Total $89.37
iiirVithor, 1800 On. Elaine Partnow,
comp771.7nailibooks, 1980.
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Pacts and 'figures on Government GPO :".50
Finances. Tax Pougaition, 1981.
MERIT. index.

Yearbook of American and Canadian 0-687-46637-7 16.37
ch hes. Abingdon, TM. Annual.

us. index.

n
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The
Center
for the

Study of Rural
Librarianship

REFERENCE SERVICE IN RURAL
PUBLIC LIBRARIES

At bat!! A publication which &Ws the state of the art of reference raike in rural
Mucha. Tbb dody provides total profile of sloth% oraders wed pirr endkento to
libraries serving costroumities of under 25,000. Bawd co sample this report
is arranged nationally, regionally nod by eke of service arm. REFERENCE SERVICE IN
RURAL NAM LIBRARIES is a solid burial hkematio be a rarely explored but mislay
eamodlog one of intend.

To purchase copy of this aulighteniag new pubBcation send $4.50 (postpaid) to The
Center for the Study of Rural Libranambip, School of Library Science, Clarion State
College, CLuion, Pennsylvania 16214.

Name

Address

Amount enclosed:

Mass make checks payable to "Special ProjeciaZSC".
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THE CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF

RURAL
LIBRARIANSHIP

presents

A New Publication tit I 1.4 WIN( . 11 INC.
14{t II l%1 I Illti %HIE%

The Center for the Study of Rural Lthmrienship is committed to stimulate the
development of rural library services. Rewriting the importance of the rise of the market-

motanneat in American public Mamie% the Center is pleased to make available this
guide of marketing procedures. Developed for librarians who have enthusiasm but, perhaps,
batted caperience, the work reviews in a readable, step by step MUM: the complete
sequence of activities for effective program development. Dr. Grunesswald's work, with its
clear examples applicable to lilsomies, provides a solid base of information.

rime send eopy(s) of Developing a Marketing Program for Libraries at $$.60 each

(Posti mid) to

Total enclosed.

Make cheeks payable to the Clarion State College Foundation)

SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE ra
CLARION STATE COLLEGE

11 1 3 CLARION, PA 16214
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THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY
OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP

scitom or LMRARY SCIENCE ra
CLARB)N STATE COLLEGE

CLAIUON, PA 16214 ,

The following Bibliographies me available from the Center at a cost of $LOB each,

1 "Books mid Theses Relating to Public Librariec A Selected Survey"
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CLARION UNIVERSITY
aro,. lealayilw* flidllafrn

November 12, 1985

Dear Subscribers

Because of the seminal nature of ?NI NABRIN REPORT. the present

issue of Rural Libraries is devoted exclusively to staking this

publication available to all who are interested in the future

of information access in rural America. We, of the Center for

the Study of Rural Librarianship, hope that you will understand

the reason for the departure from the normal format of our publication.

It is hoped that, in the near future, the intent of the NUM!

document will become a reality.

Sincerely.

116",X\10.a.1

Bernard Navrok
Coordinator

-A Mu of me saw system of oitner &ignition"
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The SAMS planning committee was convened by NCL1S early in 1984
to "examine and evaluate the concept of a National Advisory Board
on Rural Information Needs. [and) determine if there is a need
for such a board and what its purpose would be, provided the U.S.
Department of Agriculture supports this effort." Agreement to
participate in the planning committee study was quickly obtained
from the Office of the Secretary, U.S.D.A. The fifteen-person
committee represented a balance of interests from concerned
U.S.D.A agencies, the Commission, and the library and information
communities was appointed by the Commission. The committee was
Chaired by the program officer for NCLIS'e National Rural Library
and Information services Development Program; the vice chairper-
son was the Special Assistant to U.S.D.A.'a Assistant Secretary
for Administration. The SAUDI planning committee met regularly
throughout 1984 and early 1985 at U.S.D.A.

At its second meeting, the planning committee considered three
basic questioner (3) is the issue of inadequate rural information
services important enough to take nationwide action to bring
about change and improvement; (2)is there a need for improved in-
formation services in rural areas, and would greater accessibili-
ty to such services have enough of a positive economic and social
impact on rural frees to warrant extraordinary effort to correct
the situation; and (3) would a high level National Advisory Board
on Rural Information Needs (NABRIN) be prestigious enough to
cause the private and public sector information provider), and
utilities to recognize and respond to the information needs of
rural citizens and communities. Committee consensus was that
the issues were important enough to pursue the idea of a high
level board which would focus national attention on the informa-
tion needs of rural America.

The committee determined that despite the vast informational
resources available and the many existing networks and delivery
systems now in place, most of rural America is not able to obtain
the kinds of information necessary for local community officials
in rural areas to govern these communities well. The lack of
strong libraries and other informational resources in rural areas
also inhibits or limits their ability to attract important new
revenue - producing resources, businesses and institutions. Ade-
quate health care, legal services, schools, family services and a
boat of other essential services depend on adequate information
resources. An increasing number of responsible observers, in-
cluding rural sociologists, political scientists, librarians,
economists. local government officials and others are writing and
testifying that despite the new information and telecommunica-
tions technologies, the information gap between rural and urban
communities Is widening rather than increasing. Although the
content costs of information and data 'asses are still declining:

112 ;



the higher costs that seem to be associated with large scale
telecommunicatione services more than offset the low cost of the
information and data that could be used by the rural consumer.

THE NABRIN REPORT AND THE NABRIN CHARTER

The report consists of four main parts: introduction, background,
cooperative planning, and the proposed NABRXN charter. Two items
in the List of Appendices are particularly important: Public Law
91-345, and U.S. Department of Agriculture," Chapter 55, Code of
Federal Regulations. For the convenience of the reader, oWTV----
those parts of both laws that apply directly to a proposed NABRIN
are shown.

1. Introduction: The introduction is a very brief
statement about the innovative process which led to
the proposal to establish a National Advisory Board
on Rural Information Needs in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

2. Background: The background statement gives an over-
view of the many problems of rural America and how
the information age is passing it by. It finishes
with a list of eleven important informational imper-
atives for rural America.

3. Cooperative National Planning to Meet Rural Infor-
mation Needs. This section discusses in some detail
the four years of effort by the Commission to focus
national attention the information needs of the na-
tion's rural areas, and how this effort has led to
the proposal to establish a National Advisory Board
on Rural Information Needs ,1 U.S.D.A.

4. Charter: The proposed charter for RASKIN is the
heart of the report. Xt would establish a twenty
member NABRIN in U.S.D.A. to advise and assist the
Secretary of Agriculture in focusing national atten-
tion on rural information needs, and in the develop-
ment of policies, strategies and action programs
that will be responsive to these needs.



INTRODUCTION

Numerous investigations of the innovative process have shown that
it takes from five to ten years for an innovation to become estab-
lished in our society. While it has taken little more than one
year to produce this report from the National Advisory Board on
Rural Information Needs (NABRIN) Planning Committee, six years of
effort consisting of persuasion, argumentation, coalition build-
ing. cooperation, and collaboration were consumed in laying the
groundwork. This is not to say that an advisory board on rural
information needs was foreseen in 1978, although the Chain of
events, program planning and activities, that have led to this re-
port, began in that year.

In 1978, the National Agricultural Library submitted to the White
House an "Innovative Initiative to Focus Useful Scientific. Tech-
nical, and Social Information to the Small Businessman, the Farm-
erg and Local Community Groups." This initiative was written in
support of two White House Conferences scheduled within a three
month period: The White House Conference on Library and Informa-
tion Services, November 15-".0, 1979. and the White House Confer-
ence on Small Business. January 13-17, 1980.

The major objectives of this initiative were twofold: (1) assure
the accessibility end use of beneficial information by all con-
stituencies of USDA, including the :mall businessman, and (2)
strengthen or revitalize the community library or local library
system as information center...

The innovative process is not the same as the creative process.
however. It can be an old idea that is new co the adopting insti-
tution(a). It frequently results from either reordering, restruc-
turing, or combining the goals and objectives of existing institu-
tions into new formal structures or cooperative ventures. Fre-
quently existing elements and procedures of the existing institu-
tions are adopted by two or more institutions witbout significant
loos of autonomy by any one of them.

Instrumental to the innovative process described in this report
were the contributions of a great number of people who represented
one or more of the following agencies or organizations-8 American
Library Association; American Society for Tnformation Science;
Center Cir the Study of Rural Librarianship, rim University of
Pennsylvania; Chief Officers of State Library 3encies; Congres-
sional Research Service; Information Industry Association; Inter-
mountain Community Learning and Information Service FroJeet;
National Assoc*ation of State Universities and Land-Grant Col-
leges; National Commission on Libraries and Information Science;
National Technical Information Service; Public Library Associa-
tion, Committee on Rural Library Services; Pioneer Public TV,
Appleton. Minnesota; United States Department of Agriculture--

.Li
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Office of the Secretary, Cooperative Extension Lervice, National
Agricultural Library, Office of Rural Development Policy; and,
Utdh State University.

Gerald J. Soph r
Chairperson
Planning Committee
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1. LA.MGROUND

We live in a remarkable society. Coexisting in the same ecosystem

are extreme differences. On one hand, we point with deserved

pride to the accomplishments of technology--the Space Shuttle,

microprocessing, telecommunications--are only a few of these distinct

achievements. Linerally, we must observe, however, the opposite

end of the spectrum. Poverty, social anomie, despair, etc., remind

us of enduring unmet challenges within our fragile human framework.

Ware also cognizant of the fact that our perceptions about ourselves

and our world are conditioned by unrelenting change. Causing

this change and likewise symptomatic of it is a phenomenon of

dynamic and unyielding proportions--information as an ever expanding

and nonconsumable product. "information is a resource of immense

economic and social value. It is vital to the proper functioning

Of a democratic society, a crucial tool in a productive economy

and an effective government, a central part of the growth and

well being Of individuals."'

Pi-Shang and Gutenberg changed our world because of providing

the facility of replicating information through the use of moveable

type. Computer technology, at its current level, provides an

ability to store, organize, and disseminate information at an

unbelievable and potentially incomprehensible rate. Added to

1U. S. National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.
Public Sector/Private Sector Interaction in Providing information
Services. (Washington, D. C.s Government Printing Office, l984).
p. vii.
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this is all of the information in graphic, tactile, and textual

forms which may be found in American libraries and museums. In

a real sense, we have become a society in which we are both consumer

of and consumed by information. At a practical level, therefore.

conceptualizing and being able to deal with information is a problem

Of the greatest proportions in the United States. While infor-

mation may be conceived of as amorphous and anonymous, it provides

the intellectual and economic power of survival.

Because of the cultural and economic differences which comprise

the United States, access to information is disproportionately

available to its citizenry. Unfortunately, the cliche of "the

rich get richer and the poor get poorer" has a validity in relation

to information access. Technology has the potential to mitigate

real or imagined economic boundaries. At the present, however,

information technology augments already established resource centers.

and these tend to be located in the metropolitan areas of the

United States. As a consequence of this natural tendency, rural

America shares unfavorably in the "information pie." The purpose

of this documtnt, therefore, is to posit a cooperative thrust

which combines the talents of government and of the private and

public sectors to respond to the critical needs of information

access and use in the rural countryside.

Ironically, the need to consider the infrastructure of information

in nonmetropolitan America has never been greater. For the first

time in the history of the United Stites, more people are moving

to rural areas than metropolitan places. During the period of

1r)
4,41 17_,
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1970-1980, the rural population of the United States grew by 16%,

while metropolitan growth was charted at ten percent.2 In reality,

the nonmetropolitan growth was even larger but hidden because

of the effect of the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (NM.)

which classifies the population of an entire county as urban regardless

of the characteristics of the individual towns or townships which

it comprises. In 1980, the SMSA was changed to a Metropolitan

Statistical Area (MSA,) which adds the tests of population growth,

density, travel to work, etc., for defining urban places. Because

of the 1980 definition, e.g., 49 previously named metropolitan

Counties have been reclassified as rural. But 38 new areas have

been listed as MSA's that contain large number of rural people.3

Presently, 85 million people live in 45,000 rural communities.

35 percent of which are incorporated cities.4 While there is

currently some suggestion that the rural migration has slowed,

there is no indication of permanent population decline.

A complex number of reasons account for the "rebirth" of rural

America. Interstate highway systems, population mobility, an

expanding service economy, the availability and growth of institutions

of higher education, the movement of job opportunities into the

21$. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Development Division,Economic Research Service. Chartbook of Nonmetro-Metro Trends.(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, Rural DevelopmentResearch Report, Number 43, 1984), p. 4.
kelvin Beale, "New Definitions for Metropolitan Areas,' RuralDevelopmer. Perspectives. Volume 1, Issue 1 (October, 111177e. 20.
J. Norman Reid and Patrick J. Sullivan, "Rural Infrastructure:Now Much? How Good?" Rural Development Perpspectives. Volume1. Issue 1 (October, 1984), p. 10.
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Countryside, etc., are causal considerations. There is also some

suggestion, while rural America has become decidely less agrarian

Since its founding, that renew.A intereari in farming is also a

mitigating factor in augmenting rural population growth. Over

the last several years, for instance, there has been a 17% increase

in the number of small farms in the United States.5

Another factor must be added to those above to further explain

why there has been a 1 of the traditional rural to urban

exodus. Simply put, but t to completely analyse, Americans

are looking for a "bettei life." The real and imagined

values of small town living .. created an appealing sociology

in which the new rural people hope to participate. Meaningful

interpersonal relationships, safe places, clean air and water,

the back yard garden, close proximity to recreational areas, etc.,

are all part of this new rural mentality. Small town America

has also encouraged the older American to remain in his or her

community rather than seeking health related services traditionally

characteristic of metropolitan areas. Consequently, the countryside

is presently "older" than urban places. In a real sense, we are

witnessing a new melting pot at work in rural America.

As our country had to adjust its institutions to the waves

Of immigrants in the 19th and 20th centuries, in microcosm, the

same challenges exist for the rural towns and townships which

are faced with new and accelerated demands for a wide variety

5"Census Shows Rise in Nulber of Small Farms," The New York Times,
September 4, 1984, sec. 1, p. 17.

e
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Of social and cultural services. Further, because the anew rural*"

have brought with them expectations nurtured by urban living,

unavoidable conflicts arise because of value systems Which cannot

presently be supported by exsting rural infrastructures. There

is deep concern, e.g., that a quick 'patching -up" of the support

systems in rural communities may simply hot be sufficient to meet

these new needs and that a complete reworking might be necessary.

Typical examples for consideration are existing bridges and roads

which can no longer support the weight of modern construction

vehicles, or the lack of puLlic water service in 60% of America's

unincorporated rural areas.6 While the dichotomy of rural and

urban is closing, politically and culturally, nonmetropolitan

America continues to endure the proverbial back seat in relation

to its economic base, health support, social services, educational

institutions, etc. In relation to health services, for instance,

while most rural Americans today have access to hospital facilities,

few enjoy the specialized medical resources that are located in

metropolitan areas.

No greater disparity exists between rural and urban America,

however, than when access to information is considered. In many

ways, the information needs of rural Americans are similar to

thosz of their urban counterparts. The differences, however,

are created by the distances separating both human and physical

resources in the rural countryside. Most urbanites have entree

to a literal cornucopia of information resourceslibraries, museums,

611eid and Sullivan, Rural Infrastructure..., p. 10.
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data centers, specialized agencies of various types, etc., all

within the mass transportation radius of a city. Rural Americana,

however, must travel an average of over 50 miles to reach a city

of 25,000 people, where some of these information services may

be available.?

It is difficult to ade,uately express what comprises the "infor-

mation spectrum' of our society. As benchmarks, however, consider

the fact that over 40,000 books in Englis: are being published

in the United States annually, millions of documents and other

resources are produced by governmental agencies, approximately

100,000 periodicals are published worldwide, and as many as 20,000

programs for micx..:.omputers have been marketed within the last

three years. Added to these products are all of the countless

items already res,ding in libraries and other repositories. Without

the need for hyperbole, our information economy consists of billions

of things and billions of dollars. "Information" is so pervasive

a concept that John Naiebitt (of Negatrends fame) has concluded

that information, along with people, constitute the necessary

elements for the survival of business in the United States.8

Rural America has always been faced with the problems of collecting,

organizing, and disseminating information. Institutionally, these

challenges have been assumed by a variety of agencies--Cooperative

Extension Service, public libraries, data processing professionals,

7Reference Service in Rural Public Libraries. (Clarion, Pennsylvania,
Clarion fate College, School of Library Science, Center for the
Study of Rural Librarianship, 1482), p. 25.
0John Naiebitt, "Reinventing the American Corporation," The New
York Times, December 23, 1984, sec. 3, p. 2.

1, 3
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local and state governments, public and private agencies, etc.

The difficulty has been, however, that these helping entities

have frequently provided their services in isolation of each other

even though their goals have been similar. For example, Extension's

job is education and the transmittal of practical information

produced by research entities to the public. In like manner,

the historical role of the public library has been to provide

for the educational, informational, and recreational needs of

its clientele. Parenthetically, it should be noted that the presence

of Cooperative Extension and the local community library provide

the first-line of informational support in rural America. The

entrepreneurial private sector also contributes to life-long learning

and informational support, e.g., thr ugh the stimulation of new

ideas and the delivery of services. The challenge now becomes

one of welding those organizations, presently supporting the "info-

structure" of rural America, into a cooperative thrust. Overwhelming

amounts of information, along with their relative costs, the inability

Of coping individually, local governmental autonomy, a sense of

the new federalism, etc., make this cooperative thrust an imperative

Of the largest magnitude. Literally, it is a matter of survival.

Lest it be misunderstood, while the cooperative paradigm suggested

above is necessary to deal with the phenomenon of information

on a philosophical level, it is the challenge of accessing, analysing,

and disseminating information for the solution of practical problems

that is the most immediate concern in rural America.

The following is a list, not in priority order, suggesting

1132
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rooms of these informational imperatives;

First, to meet the concerns of local part-time governmental

officials, who need increasing amounts of technical data to administer

rural areas - -at a time When greater reliance is placed on local

sources of revenues;

Second, for the needs of rural planners, who are faced with

alternative choices among the facilities and technologies needed

to support and/or rebuild community services;

'third, to assist the transformation of the rural economy from

its agrarian and extractive past to its current dependence on

manufacturing and service industries, and its integration into

national and international markets...."9

Fourth, for the private sector, that must respond to the population

growth in rural areas by helping to create new sources of employment;

Fifth, for llcal and state governments that are cognisant of

nf...led demands in developing new lob training partnerships;

Sixth, for the individuals and agencies responsible for the

future of the rural family, which is diminishing in size and getting

older;

Seventh, to provide information to those responsible for commun-

ications and telecommunications policy;

Eighth, to assist in the "development of efficient ways of

disseminating agriculture-related information to consumers and

government officials to enhance their understanding of agrizulture

9Ksnneth L. Heavers and David L. Brown, "A New Agenda for Rural
Policy in the 1980's." Rural Development Perspectives Volume
1, Issue 1 (October, 1984), p. 39.



and policy needs:

Ninth, to help an the development of agribusiness near the

place of farm production through the education of industrial and

business managers:11

Tenth, to help educate farmers on national and international

policies and issues effecting agricultural production and marketing,

and,

Eleventh, to enable those individuals living in rural America

to enjoy a better life because of access to timely information.

Bernard Vavrek
Clarion University of Pennsylvania

10U. S. Department of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service
and the National Association of State Universities and Land -Grant
Colleges. Extension in the SOss A Perspective for the Future
oftheCreoperativel:xtensionService. Oadison, Wisconsin: University
at Wisconsin, Cooperative Extension Service, 1983), 9
IlIbid., p. 9.

to
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II. COOPERATIVE NATIONAL PLANNING TO MEET RURAL INFORMATION

NEEDS

In 1981, Mr. Gerald J. Sophar, former Executive Officer of

the National Agriculture Library, was transferred through a loan

agreement to the National Commission on Libraries and Information

Science to help augment a continuation of NAL's rural information

services outreach program. NCLIS, by law, has a solar responsibility

in providing for the library and information needs of rural America.

As a consequence of its involvement, NCLIS, under the direction

of Dr. Toni Carty) Dearman, sponsoTed a Joint Congressional Hearing

at the meeting of the World Future Society on July 21, 1982, in

Washington. D. C.I2 Senator Mark Ane ewe (Rep.) of North Dakota,

and Representat' vs George S. Brown Jr . em.) of California, co-chaired

the Hearing, which attracted over 350 individuals. In addition,

more than 1500 people also visited a NCLIS sponsored exhibit of

a model rural learning/information center.

Through the published hearing, the Secretary of Agriculture

stated his siport with the following comment,

The Department of Agriculture will continue to cooperate
with the Commission [National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science] in furthering the common goal
of providing good information to our agricultural and
rural communities... The Commission can count on the
full cooperation of the Department of Agriculture.13

22U. S. Department of Agriculture and U. S. National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science, Joint Congressional Hearing
on the Changing Information Needs of Rural America, The Rai
of Libraries and Information Technology Jul1 21, 19E2. (Weehingtonib. C=s Government Printing Office, 1984.)

13Joint Congressional Hearing...., p.

1 E35
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Early in 1983, the rural information services outreach program

initiated at MAL and continued as a function of NCLIS evolved

into and was renamed the National Rural Library and Information

Services Development Program (NRLISDP.) Further, this entity

acquired support at the highest departmental level, i.e., at the

Office of the Secretary of Agriculture. This was 4 particularly

important development in that NCLIS is not an operating agency

ands therefore, could not continue NRLISDP on a permanent basis.

In October. 1983, during the 46th Annual meeting of the American

Society for Information Science, in Washington, D. C., Mr. Raymond

Lett, Executive Assistant to the Secretary of Agriculture, chaired

a program dealing with the use of information to encourage innovation

and increase productivity in rural areas of the United States.

The session was co-sponsored by NCLIS and USDA. Joining Mr. Lett

on the platform were Ms. Elinor Hashim, Chairman of the Commission:

Ms. Laura Chodos, Regent of the University of the State of New

York and Chairman of the White House Oonference on Libraries and

Information Services' Task Force; and. Dr. Glenn Wilde, Assistant

Dean, Extension, College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences,

Utah State University and leader of the Intermountain Community

Learning and Information Services Project ( ICLIS.)

Although the topic discussed at the above mentioned eassion

Was interesting, it was no more significant than those matters

considered at similer sessions during other meetings of the Informa-

tion Science, Library, and Cooperative Extension communities.

However, in another sense, this session had an historical significance
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associated with it. For the first time, the leaders of these

communities shared a platform to state that the need to improve

the delivery of information services to rural America was national

in scope and to pledge a response to this need.

Earlier in the same year, USDA and the National Association

of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASUL3C) issued

a joint report, "Extension in the SOs." This report described

a number of Extension's goals in furthering its classical mission

of disseminating and diffusing information and knowledge (particularly

that which is research generated) to comma- sties, universities,

and individuals. The report states that Extension will focus

On six major program goals in conducting its mission. One of

these is "To cooperate with other agencies and institutions of

local, state, and federal governments, and the private sector

in the development and conduct of informational programs for the

public." Clearly, Cooperative Extension has reinforced its commitment

to the future of rural America.

During the last month of 1983, meetings began between Elinor

M. Bashim, Chairman of NCLIS and Mary Nell Greenwood, Administrator

of USDA's Extension Service, to consider the development of a

permanent board which would focus national attention on the information

needs of the rural citizenry. Because of these meetings and earlier

ones that took place between Gerald J. Sophar and Ernie Matthias,

a Special Assistant in the Office of the Secretary of Agriculture,

a National Advisory Board, on Rural Information Needs (NABRIN)

Planning Committee was formed. As evidence of its commitment
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to this activity, the Department of Agriculture assigned five

individuals to the NABRIN Planning Committee representing; the

Office of the Secretary; the Rural Development Office; the National

Agriculture Library; the Extension Service; and the Extension

Committee on Organization and Policy.

The NABRIN Planning committee now ban fifteen members, one

of whom is the Director of the National Technical Information

Service. Others members of the Committee represent a cross section

Of the public and private sector who are involved in information

access and use. The Planning Committee met for tne first time

on January 21, 1984, and then throughout the remainder of the

year. Resulting fromitsdWliberatione is a modus operandi coneisting

of a set of goals and objectives.

r1
0.. 0 .:1
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III. CHARTER OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD ON RURAL

INFORMATION NEEDS

A. Establishment

In accordance with USDA Departmental Regulation, the Secretary

Of Agricultur has established the National Advisory Board on

Rural Information Needs, chartered under the Federal Advisory

Committee Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-463), to advise and counsel

the Secretary on subjects relating to rural information matters.

S. Objectives and Duties

1. The objectives of the Board are to advise and assist the

Secretary of Agriculture. and other Federal Agencies and officials

referred to in USDA Departmental Regulations with actions designed

to carry out the assignments set out herein and particularly those

pertaining to rural development set forth in Section 2204 and

2211 (b), Chapter 55, of the D. S. Cod of Federal Regulations.

2. The Board shall focus national attention on the essential

information needs for rural America, and will examine these needs

in order to develop policies, strategies, and action programs

that will enable rural citizens, governments, public and private

entities to access, offer. and utilize appropriate information

used services.

3. Specifically, the Board shall'

a. identify the needs for information services in rural

communities and determine the private an4 public benefits and

value of such services.

11 3,-;
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b. Evaluate existing information services and consider

appropriate revision, alternatives, and/or extensions necessary

to provide the information services required.

C. Develop a ?Amin for implementing cost effective information

based services that assure the needs of rural communities are

net, and seek its implementation.

d. Enlist the cooperation and support oft federal, state,

and local agencies; private firms; foundation; organizations and

institutions; other interested or affected entities.

4. The Board shall submit an annual report to the Secretary

which will include a summary of the Committee's efforts during

the year, plans for the next two years, and recommendations prepared

by the Board. it shall also submit the annual report to the Chair:win

of the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.

5. The Board shall serve on a continuing basis within the limit-

ations of the law.

S. The Board functions solely as an advisory body in compliance

with the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act.
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C. Members and Chairperson

1. The Board shall consist of not more than twenty members

appointed by the Secretary, assuring a valuable, balanced, and

effective representation from the public and private sectors as

follows,

a. From the private sector, persons recognized as experienced

and skilled in disciplines as follows, two each from agribusiness,

information services; communications/technology. One each from:

the media; financial servicee;marketing;and one other as appropriate.

b. From the public sector, persons recognized as experienced

and skilled as follows, one each from: Republican Congress; Democrat

Congress; Lane Grant University/1890 College; state/cou,ty lib.ary,

NCLIS; three persons from USDA, including Cooperative Extension

and the National Agricultural Library; sociology educator; and

one other as appropriate.

2. A non- member, who is an employee of the Department of Agriculture

serving at the pleasure of the Sretary, designated Board/Committee

Management Officer in accordance with Section S. (b) of the Federal

Advisory Committee Act.

3. The Chairperson shall be elected by the Board members; the

Vice - Chairperson shall be the NCLIS representative and they shall

fulfill the duties specified by the Federal Advisory Committee

Act and/or other appropriate law or regulation. These person

shall serve no more than a two-year term in their respective offices.

4. The terms of the initial Board members shall expire (designated

by the Secretary et the time of the appointment) as follows,
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five at the end of the first year; five at the end of the second

year, five at the end of the third year; and five and the end

of the fourth year. All persons appointed after the initial appoint-

ments shall serve a four-year term, except that any person appointed

to fill an unexpired term vacancy, shall be appointed only for

that term of the vacancy.

5. No person shall serve as a member of the Board for more

than two terms.

6. Selection and appointment to the committee shall be made

without regard to race, color, national origin religion, handicap

or sex.

T. Any Board member who is absent from four consecutive Board

meetings will automatically terminate his or her membership.

D. Board Meetings

The Board meets at least every three months at the call of

the Chairperson, unless the Chairperson determines: in consultation

with the other Board members, that such a meeting is not necessary

to achieve the purposes of the Charter. Meetings and the work

of the Board shall be subject to the provisions of the Federal

Advisory Committee Act and USDA Departmental Regulations.

E. Recommendations to the Secretary

From time to time, the Board shall make written findings and

recommendations to the Secretary. The Secreta- shall report

to the Board the dispositic -f the findings and recomm..-dations,

including the rationale for approval or disapproval of the Board's

recommendations. The Secretary shall make such reports no later

II 4
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than one hundred and twenty days after the written submission

of the recommendations.

F. Reports

Within ninety days after the close of each calendar year, the

Board shall submit an Annual Report to the Secretary, with copies

to other designated offices. This report shall outline the activities

undertaken by the Board since it inception, or last Annual Report,

and shall include any findings and recommendation made to the

Secretary during the reporting period. This Annual Report shall

also provide the Secretary with the Board's plans and projected

activities for the succeeding two years.

Q. Support Services

The Secretary shall provide such staff personnel, clerical

assistance, services, materials, and office space required to

assist the Board in carrying out its duties.

B. Compensation and Operating Costs

The members of the Board shall ser w! shout compensation,

if not otherwise of ficers or employees of the Waited States Government,

except that they shall, while away fzum tloir homes or regular

places of business in the performancu of services or duties to

the Board, be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lien

of subsistence, in the same manner as persons empioyed intermittently

in the Government service are allowed expenses under sections

5701 through 5707 of Title 5, United States Code.

r=,
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Annual operating costs are estimated at $120,000 and one staff

year.

Support for the Committee will be provided bys (support agency

to be determined by the Secretary of Agriculture).

1 I.4



IV. MEMBERS: NABRIN PLANNING BOARD

Gerald J. Sophar, Chairperson, Administrator For Federal/Local
Community Information Programs, National Commiasion on Libraries
and Information Science, Washington. D. C.

Joseph Caponio. Director, National Technical information Service,
Springfield, Virginia.

Barry Carr, Senior Analyst, Environment and National Resources
Policy Division, Congressional Research Service, The Library of
Congress, Washington. D. C.

Daniel H. Carter, Vice-President, Strategic Business Services,
Walter Ulrich Consulting, Houston, Texas.

Clarence L. Coffindafer, State Librarian, south .akota Library
and Archives, Pierre, South Dakota.

Howard Diesalin, Associate Director, Extension, Food and Agricul-
ture, National Association State universities and Land-Grant Colleges
(NASULGC), Washington, D. C.

Ansel W. Doll, General Manager, Pioneer Public TV, KWCM, Appleton,
Minnesota.

Robyn Frank, Chief, Food and Nutrition Information Center,
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland.

David Holder, Program Leader, Extension Service, U. S. Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Melvin Josephs, Associate Director, Office of Program and Product
Management, National Technical Information Service,Springfield,VA.

Ernie Matthias, Vice-Chairperson, Special Assistant to the
Assistant Secretary for Administration. U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D. C.

Gt rge A. Sands, Jr., Administrator, Caroline County Public
Library, Denton, Maryland.

Neil Storms, Rural Policy Coordination Officer, Office of Rural
Development Policy, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,D.C.

Bernard Vavrek, Coordinator. Center for the Study of Rural
Librarianship, College of Library Science, Clarion University
of Pennsylvania, Clarion, Pennsylvania.

Margaret Warden, Commiasioner, National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science; Member, Montana State Advisory Council
for Libraries, Great Falls, Montana.
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MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION

The Commission is composed of the Librarian of Congress and
fourteen Manners appointed by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate. Commissioners' terms expire onJuly 19 of the year indicated in parentheses.

Elinor N. Bashin (1986)

Messi Boehm Moore (1988)

Helmut Alpers (1984)

Bowdon Ambach (1985)

Patricia Barbour (1989)

Charles Benton (1985)

Daniel J. Boorstie

Denial H. Carter (1989)

Daniel W. Casey (1989)

Carlos A. Cuadra (1984)

Wanda L. Forbes (1988)

Paulette H. Holahan (1985)

JOhn E. Juergensmeyer (1987)

Byron Leeds (1986)

Jerald C. Newman (1987)

Margaret Phelan (1988)

Margaret S. Warden (1984)

William J. Welsh

Julia Li Wu (1987)

J. Welsh, Deputy Librarian, serves for Dr. Boorstin
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firSOLUTION

Nit At resolved

That a study and planning committee be convened by the Commission
to examine and evaluate the concept of a National Advisory Beard
Os RU,41 Information Needs fNABR1N). determine if there le a need
for Ouch a board and what its purpose would be, provided the
Department of Agriculture supports this effort, and

That the Planning Committee be charged to prepare a :lpert by
Jane 30, 1484, if at all possible, or as soon thereafter as it
can, on a NAllitlfirs purpose, functions. alternative institutional
locations. possible membership formats and organisational struc-
tures. and funding machantame.
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Authority and Responsibility
of the

National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science

APPENDIX

Public Law 91-345
91st Congress, S. 1519

July 20, 1970
As amended by Public Law 93-29, Section 802, May 3, 1973

An Act

To establish a National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science, ane for other purposes.

Se it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science Act".

STATEMENT OF POLICY

SEC. 2. The Congress hereby affirms that library and informa-
tion services adequate to meet the needs of the people of the
United States are essential to achieve national goals and to
utilize most effectively the Nation's educational resources and
that the Federal Government will cooperate with State and local
governments and public and private agencies in assuring optimum
provision of such services.

SEC. 3. (a) .

SEC. 4

COMMISSION ESTABLISHED

. . (b) . . . .

CONTRIBUTIONS

FUNCTIONS

SEC. S. (a) The Commission shall have the primary responsibili-
ty for developing or recommending overall plans for, and advising
the approprlate governments and agencies on, the policy set forth
in sectioa2. In carrying out that responsibility, the Commission

(1) advise the President and the Congress on the implementa-
tion of national policy by such statements, presentations, and
reports as it deems appropriate:

(2) conduct studies, surveys, and analyses of the library
and informational needs of the Nation, including the special li-
brary and informational needs of rural areas, of economically,

IV
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socially, or culturally deprived persons, and of elderly persons.
and the means by which these needs may be net through information
centers, through the libraries of elementary and secondary
schools and institutions of higher education, and through public,
research, special, and other types of libraries;

(3) appraise the adequacies and deficiencies of current li-
brary and information resources and services and evaluate the
effectiveness of current library and information science pro-
grams;

(4) develop overall plans for meeting national library and
informational needs and for the coordination of activities at the

-Federal, State, and local levels, taking into consideration all
of the library and informational resources of the Nation to meet
those needs:

(5) be euthoriaed-to advise Federal, State, local. and pri-
vate agencies regarding library and information sciences:

(6) promote research and development activities which will
extend and improve the Nation's library and information-handling
capability as essential links in the national communications net-
works;

(7) submit to the President and the Congress (not later than
January 31 of each year) a report on its activities during the
preceding fiscal year; and

(8) make ane publish such additional reports as it deems to
be necessary, incleding, but not limited to, reports of consul-
tants, transcripts of testimony, summary reports, and reports of
other Commission findings, studies, and recommendations.
(b) The Commission is authorized to contract with Federal agen-

cies and other public and private agencies to carry out any of
its functions under subsection (a) and to publish and disseminate
such reports, findings, studies, and records as it deems appro-
priate.

(c) The Commission is further authorized to conduct such hear-
ings at such times and places as it deems appropriate for carry-
ing out the purposes of this Act.
(d) The heads of all Federal agencies are, to the extent not

prohibited by law, directed to cooperate with the Commission in
carrying out the purposes of this Act.

SEC. 6. (a) .

SEC. 7

MEMBERSHIP

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

V



Sec.
2204b

AGRICULTURE

CRAFTER 55 --DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

7 4 2201

42201. Establishment of Department

There shall be at the seat of government 4 Department of Agri-
culture. the general design and duties of which shall be to ac-
quire and to diffuse among the people of the United States useful
information on subjects connected with aviculture. rural devel-
opment, aquaculture, and human nutrition, in the moat general and
Comprehensive sense of those terms, and to procure. propagate,
and distribute among the people new and valuable seeds and
plants.
As amended . .

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 2 OF 1953

. . .

4 2202. Executive Department; Secretary . .

4 2204. General duties of Secretary; advisory fun.7tions: re-
search and development

(a) The Secretary of Agriculture shall procure and preserve all
information concerning agriculture. rural development. aquacul-
ture, and human nutrition which he can obtain by meatus of hocikto
and correspondence, and by practical and scientific expqriments,
accurate records of which experiments shall be kept ..rt his of-
flee, by the collection of statistics, and by any other appropri-
ate Means within his power; . . . . and he shall advise the Pres-
ident, other members of his Cabinet, and the Congress un policies
and programs designed to improve the quality of life for peop;s
living is the rural and nonmetropolitan regions of the Nation.

(b) The Secretary is authorized to initiate or expand reheard',
and development efforts related to solution of problems of rural
water supply, rural sewage 4nd solid waste management, rural
housing, rural inftztrializAtion, and technology appropriate to
small- and moderate-sized family farming operations, and any oth-
er problem that the Secretary may determine has an effect 4pon
the economic development or the quality of life in rural areas.

As amended . . . .

4 2204a. Rural developmcc, utilization ct non-Federal of-
fices; Donation of field unita: t:17.erchanue of Tlert:,rnel and fa-
cilities

VI



The Secretary of Agriculture shall utilize to the maximum ex-
tent practicable state, regional, district, county, local, or
other Department of Agriculture offices to enhance rural develop-
sent and shall to the maximum extent practicable provide direct-

in the case of agencies outside of the Department of Ag-
riculture, through arrangements with the heads of such agenciestor

(I) the location of all field units of the Federal Govern-
ment concerned with rural development in the appropriate De-
partment of Agriculture offices covering the geographical areas
most similar to those covered by such field units. and

(2) the interchange of personnel and facilities in each such
office to the extent necessary or desirable to achieve the most
efficient utilization of such personnel and facilities and pro-
vide the most effective assistance in the development of rural
areas in accordance with State rural development plans.
As amended . . .

2204b. Rural development policy--Coordination of nation-
wide rural development program using services of executive branch
departments and agencies and State and local governments

(a) The Secretary of Agriculture shall provide leadership with-
in the executivr branch for, and shill assume responsibility for
coordinating, a nationwide rural dovelopment pr%)gram using the
services of executive branch departments and agencies, including,
but not limited to, the agencies. bureaus, offices, ana services
of the Department of Agriculture, in coordination with rural de-
velopment programs of S;.ate and local governments.

Policy development; systematic review u: Federal programs; access
to information; development of process to receive and assess
needs, goals, etc.; cooperative efforts with Federal depart-
ments and agencies; public hearings and comments

(b)(1) The Secretary shall conduct a systematic review of Fed-
eral programs affecting rural areas to (A) determine yhether such
areas are benefiting from such programs in an equitable propor-
tion to the benefits received by urban areas and (8) identify an[
factors that may restrict accessibility to such Programs in rural
areas or limit participation in such programs.

(t) Sebje..!t to tne lt i);.-1, the Secretary may se-
cure directly from any Federal depertment or agency information
necessary to carry out tne iecrutary's duties under this section.
Upon regeest of the Sc7c.r!tary on.ler this paragraph, the head of
any such Federal depart:.4,:nt or agency shall furnish such informa-
tion to the Secretary.

(3) The Secretary shall develop a er-)cess through which multi-
state, State, substate, and local rural development needs, goals,
objectives, plans, and ree.:snmendetilns can be received and as-
sessed on a ,.7,ntInu1:1 Such process may include the use
of those rural development experts, advisors, and consultants
that the Secretary deems appropriate, as well as the establish-
ment of tomplorary advisory committees caner the terms of the Fed-
eral Advisory Committee Act.

VII
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(4) The Secretary may undertake cooperative efforts with other
Federal departments and agencies to improve the coordination and
effectiveness of Federal programa, services, and actions affect-
ing rural areas. The Secretary may request the heads of other
Federal departments and agencies to participate in any working
groups that the Secretary deems necessary to carry out the pur-
poses of this section.

(S) The Secretary may hold public hearings and receive comments
on any matter that the Secretary determines may have a signifi-
cant impact on rural development or the economic development of
rural communities.

Rural development strategy and annual updates: preparation and
scope; purposes; time for updates; public hearings and sug-
gestions and recommendations; transmittal to Colhressional
committees; analysis of budgetary considerations and factors;
evaluation and recommendationa regarding implementation and
revisions

(c)(1) The Secretary shall prepare a comprehensive rural devel-
opment strategy based on the needs, goals, objectives, plans, and
recommendations of local communities. subatate areas. States, and
multistate regions, which is designed to--

(A) maximize the effectiveness, increase the responsiveness,
and ove the delive of Federal rams to rural areas;

B ncrease e coo nat on o F eral progsams wills the
development needs, objectives, and resources of local communi-
ties, substate areas, States and multistate regions; and

(C) achieve the most effective combinations of Federal,
State, and local resources to meet the needs of rural areas for
Orderly growth and development.

(2) The rural development strategy shall take into account the
need to-

t

(A) improve the economic well-being of all rural restlents
and alleviate the problems of low income, elderly, minority, and
otherwise disadvantaged rural residents:

(II) improve the business and employment opportunities, QCZU-
pational training and employment services, hoalth r.:artr setv:,,es,
educational opportunities, energy utilization and availrItility,
housing, transportation, community services, community facili-
ties, water supplies, sewage and solid waste management systems,
credit availability, and accessibility to and delivery of private
and public financial resources in the maintenance and creation of
jobs in rural areas;

(C) improve State and local government management capabili-
ties, institutions, and programs related to rural zievelopment and
expand educational and training opportunitien for state anti local
officials, particularly in small rural communities:

(0) strengthen the family farm system; aold
(E) maintain and protect the envircAlment an nal_'arai re-

sources o2 rural areas.



(3) The rural . .

(4) The Secretary . . .

(5) The rural . .

(6) The rural . .

Strategy implementation: goals

(d) The Secretary shall ensure the effective implementation of
the rural development strategy and maximize coordination of Fed-
eral programs affecting rural areas through a systematic effort
to---

(1) improve communication and encourage looperation among
Federal departments and agencies in the administration of rural
development programs;

(2) eliminate conflicts, duplication. and gape in program
coverage, and resolve contradictions and inconsistencies in the
objectives, administration, and affects of rural development pro-
grams;

(3) facilitate the sharing or common location of field of-
fices of Federal agencies administering similar or complementary
programs and unification of delivery systems, where feasible, to
Maxi Mize convenience and accessiLility of such agencies and pro-
grama to rural residents:

(4) facilitates and expedite joint funding of rural projects
through Federal programs;

(5) correct administrative problems in Federal programs that
delay or hinder the effective delivery of services. assistance,
Or benefits to rural areas; and

(6) simplify, standardize, and reduce the complexity of ap-
plications. reports, and other forms required under Federal rural
development programs.

Fund,. 92-419 . . .

4 2210. Deputy Secretary of Agrit.ulture; appointment
.

4 2211. Same; duties . .

fat2211a. Under Secretary of Agriculture for International Af-
s and Commodity Programs; appointment .

2211b. Under Secretary of Agriculture for Small Community
and Rural Development; appointment, etc

poi2212b. Additional Assistant Secretary of Agriculture; ap-
ntment, lutini and compk,,nsation . . . .
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REGIONAL REPORTERS

RURAL. IIIRARES is looking for more direct input from people
Involved with rural library development

We are soliciting Regional Reports on all aspects of library
service in snail or rural libraries. Appropriate reports will be
published in RURAL LIBRARIES.

Possible topics to report on include

Grant Program
Outreach Strategies
Cooperative Ventures
Community Analysis Projects
Publicity ideas
Concerns/Problems & Solutions

If you, or anyone in your system, is interested in cooperating in
this venture to share ideas, programs and problems, write to
us.

EDITOR - RURAL UBRARIES
raj Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship
L A Clarion State College

Clarion, PA 16214
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The
Center
for the

Study of Rural
Librarianship

REFERENCE SERVICE IN RURAL
PUBLIC LIBRARIES

At hell A priblkstien which details the Mate of the an of reference eesvice to rural
America. This study provides a total profile of staffing, services and pr endemic to
Ninnies omununities of wider 25,000. Rimed on a eird sample this m.t
is armaged , regionally and size of service area. REFERENCE SERVI DI
RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES is a solid ham of krformation in a rarely explored but rapidly
expanding area of interest.

To pwchise a copy of this esdightening new publication send $4.60 Ood-') to The
Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, School of Library Ste, State
College, Clarion, Pennsylvania 16214.

Name

Address

AmoimI enclosede

Plena make checks payable to "Special Projects.CSC".
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THE CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF

RURAL
LIBRARIANSHIP

presents

A New Publication DE% ELOPING A MARKETING
PROGRAM FOR LIBRARIES

The Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship is committed to stimulating the develop-
ment of rural library services. Recognizing the importance of the rise of the marking move-
ment in American public libraries, the Center is pleased to make available this guide of
marketing procedures. Developed for librarians who have enthusiasm but, perhaps, limited
experience, the work reviews in a readable, = ep by step manner the complete sequence of
activities for effective program development. Dr. Grunenwald's work, with its clear examples
applicable to libraries, provides a solid base of information.

Please send copy(s) of Developing a Marketing Program for Libraries at $5.00 each.

(postpaid) to

Total enclosesi:
(Make checks payable to the Clarion University of Pennsylvania Foundation (CUP)

COLLEGE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
CLARION UNIVERSE) Y OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLARION, PA 16214
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THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY
OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP

COLLEGE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
CLARION UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLARION, PA 18214

The follonsted fidtlantraphies an as adatolr fnt the center as a tom of $1 (la mach
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RURAL LIBRARIES, a publication of ele Center for the Study

Of Rural Librarianship, College of Library Science, Clarion

University of Pennsylvania, Clarion, PA 16214, serves as

a forum for the reporting of investigation, activities,

and rec-arch related to rural library service. Manuscripts

should be addressed to Ms. Rebekah Sheller, Editor; cor-

respondence relating to subscriptions should be directed

to Subscription Manager.

We welcome letters in response to our articles.

Subscription rates are $3.00 per issue; please make checks

payable to Clarion University Foundation.

Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship

Coordinator Dr. Bernard Vavrek

Editor, RURAL LIBRARIES Ms. Rebekan Sheller

Editorial Committee

Editorial Assistant

Subscription Manager

Dr. Ahmed Gamaluddin

Mr. Thomas Hippie

Mr. Michael Gz,tigstetter

Ms. Kathryn Wolf

Mr. Carlyle Edwards
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RURAL SOCIETY IN AMERICA: THE 1980'S AND BEYOND

Susan Raftery
Rural Sociologist
Ohio State University
Colombus, Ohio

Rural America today finds itself in a critical transition

period. It could be said that perhaps "rural" society is

coming of age. However, the rural communities in this

country are not playing catch up. instead, rural communities

and taase who live in them are setting the pace and leading

the way. This may not fit the old stereotypes of rural

America as we have known it in our lifetime; but neverthe-

less, the changes are occuring.

To this, you might respond with one word "How?" And my

response is, 'In so many fundamental ways that are exciting

and challenging, ,let it be said at the outset that despite

what the media would lead us to believe, Rural America is

alive in 1985." Rural America is not dead nor is it dying,

rather it is undergoing yet another critical "revolution.'

This is not the first revolution nor will it be the last.

Those who saw hand labor replaced by the McCormick reaper

or the John Deere plow of tne mid-nineteenth century,

witnessed the first rural revolution. Later in that same

century, further mechanization replaced still more tedious

tasks.

In our own century, we have witnessed the substitution of

tractors for horses, electricity for kerosene lamps, and

technology for human labor.

1
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And now we stand on the edge of another revolution -- high

technology and its application not only to farming but to

Other sectors of the rural community as well.

The first thing we must do is dispel the myth of the

country bumpkin. No longer will images such as the "Dukes of

Hazzard", "Green Acres", or the "Beverly Hillbillies" be

acceptable in portraying the rural lifestyle. In the past,

rural people have been brought into the arena of urban

America much more than urban people have been brought into

the arena of rural America. Ti... challenge before us is to

turn this around and to be proud of our rich rural heritage.

It is time that the national media be made aware of the

diversity and vitality of rural people and their communi-

ties. It is time to change the Grant Wood "American Gothic"

Image.

In the past, the term rural would bring to mind images of

big white farm houses, pristine surroundings and an idyllic

lifestyle. This is the myth we need to dispel. Our typical

rural communities of the past and realistically for the

future will remain quite constant. These include farming

communtites of the Wdwest, coastal fishing communitites of

the Northeast, logging camiib in the Northwest, eualmining

towns in Appalachia, and cow towns in the Southwest. Yet

within these long established communities we are beginning to

witness a diversification of the economic base beyond

farming or other natural resources extractive industries.

These communities in the future may also include a

center for a service industry such as an insurance company,

2
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a collective group of professionals linked to urban work-

places via computer terminals and modems, or even a high

technology center where component parts, silicon chips, or

computer software are produced.

Creativity and innovation on the part of rural entrepre-

neurs will transform the economic and social base of rural

America. Yet there is one catch to all of this--rural

communities will continue to be distinctive and organization-

ally different from urban America.

At first, these appear to be two mutually exclusive

events--how can change occur and yet remain constant? Quite

simply no matter how many non-farmers move into a community,

the rural community's largest industry has been and will

always remain agriculture. It is precisely the changes in

agriculture which have allowed for the change in rural

communities.

Agriculture, in its broadest sense, has always been and

will continue to be the base from which all oth'r economic

endeavors have evolved. The basic needs of all people--food,

fiber,and shelter--are extracted from the earth. As we

migrated to urban centers and concrete walkways many of us

lost the sense of rootedness in the land and what it pro-

duces. Those who live and work in rural communities have

not lost this rootedness. Daily they are surrounded with the

realities of food or energy production. The community tends

to revolve in the cycle of the seasons.

This in turn has had and will continue to have a profound

effect on those who live there. Whether or not you are

3
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engaged direct]; in ogricultural production, your life in a

rural community follows much the same cyclical nature.

Before 1970 the rural communities is this country experi-

enced a continual decline. There was no reason to believe

that the decline would not continue throughout the 1970'7.7-

Then, as the census data from 1970 became available :liong

with the mid-decade update, Calvin Seale, a demographer from

the United States Department of Agriculture, discovered an

unprecedented change. For the first time rural counties were

growing at a higher rate than were the urban centers. This

phenomenon came to be known by ....everal popularly used

terms--"Rural Renaissance" and "Rural Turnaround" being the

most widely used. Between 1970 and 1980 rural counties

gained nearly 4.8 million new residents. Many counties, in

fact the majority of those which increased population, were

for the first time beyond the urban fringe communities. This

turnaround came to be a significant factor for two reasons.

First, vast, depressed, sparsely settled rural areas experi-

enced not only population growth which has brought jobs,

additional commercial services, diversification but, in

general, an overall improvement in the quality of life.

Second, the myth that was once held sacred, that growth

could only occur through expansion of urbanization. was

dispelled. The major modern theories of social economic

development were to be reassessed. One no longer needed a

densely populated area in order to ensure economic growth.

The movement of the in-migrants impacted all sectors of the

rural community much more than natural increase through



births. Demand for jobs increased, new transportation

systems were needed, public services, health care facilities,

and entertainment demands multiplied. The only industry that

did not witness growth in actual numbers, however, was

agriculture. This in-migration did not signify a resurgence

in the number of people in the on-farm population. As a

matter of fact this sector continued to decline at an almost

steady rate.

Those who moved to rural America were mostly younger, with

higher occupational statuses and more years of formal

education. There was as well a great influx of younger

retirees looking for places in the country after long careers

in urban areas. Many of the new residents were affluent and

all were far more cosmopolitan than the native rural resi-

dent. Rural people were no longer synonymous with the farm

population. Yet today, ten years after this phenomenon

occured, the quaint and provincial image of the rural

population persists, when in fact diversity and complexity

may be better descriptors of rural communities.

While the number and variety of economic options have

increased, rural America remains persistent in differing from

urban America. Many policymakers believe that rural America

no longer needs special attention. After all, with the

coming of modern transportation systems, rapid communication,

mass media, anl internal migration, America has become one

homogeneous society, hasn't it? This in fact is false, and

it is time to speak up that watered down urban models will no

longer be acceptable for rural society. The differences
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between urban and rural me be explicitly recognized if we

are to truly serve rural America.

Rural America is made up of ecological, occupational and

sociocultural characteristics that differ from urban Ameri-

ca. Ecologically rural communities have been long settled

and have remained relatively geographically and socially

isolated from other segments of society.

Occupationally, rural is no longer synonumoua with

agricultcral, yet a MO percentage of the workforce is

involved in agricultural or natural resources related

occupations. Examples of such are businesses specializing

in supplying firewood, truck farms which supply fresh

vegetables to local supermarkets, artisans who rely on the

natural environment for their crafts, and those involved in

extractive industries such as lumbering and fisheries.

Tourism likewise constitutes a large segment of rural

communities and requires multiple occupations in the natural

environment. Even if professionals have moved to rural

areas, many are involved with producing something from the

land either out of necessity or for therapeutic reasons.

Finally, the predominance of personal, face-to-face

relationships among similar people marks the sociocultural

aspect of the community. While rural culture is impacted by

the larger American culture, there persists a comparitive

slowness in altering the rural he. tage.

Admittedly, even using the three criteria--ecological,

occupational, and sociocuitural--rural and urban do not form

entirely distinct or separate subpopulations. But there are
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still important differences. In rural Americas

*the ratio of males to females is higher

incomes are lower

proportionately more families are in poverty

women are less likely to be employed outside the home

full-time

native-born adult residents have less formal schooling

*elderly are disproportionately represented.

Likewise there continue to exist many disadvantages in

the quality and quantity of many public services in rural

communities. These disadvantages stem largely from the

small, scattered populations that contribute to a high

cost per person of providing services. These services

include, fire and police protection, education, religious

institutions, transportation facilities, welfare services,

health care, and available, safe water supply.

Beyond demographic and service delivery differences there

lso remain distinctions between rural and urban outlooks.

While the influx of new residents has been a fairly smooth

transiton, it is the differences in outlooks that have

caused the greatest clash between old and new residents. The

values, beliefs, attitudes, and goals of the rural resident

are markedly different from those of urban Americans. Rural

communities tend to be more traditional in moral orientation,

less accepting of minority rights, more ideologically

religious and consarvative, more likely to oppose the

intervention of federal or state governments, and are



genuinely more satisfied with their present lifestyle.

Just as there are differences among rural communities so

are there differences among rural residents. The rural

population does not present a single, united, or undifferen-

tiated position on any characteristic. Often the distinction

depends on the degree of ecological or occupational rurality.

Other factors such as age, income, education, sex, race, and

ethnicity have also been shown to relate to behavioral

differences. Still, geographic subcultures of rural can also

enter into the picture. For example in the agriculture

sector, tobacco farmers in the peep South differ from the

Midwest corn grower, who differs from the Northeastern

dairyman and the West Coast fruit farmer. At tte present

time there is a lack of reliable national survey data for

rural inhabitants, and therefore, it is difficult to state

with any certainty that there are persistent differences

between the value systems of long term rural residents

and new rural residents.

With all of this then as background let us now take a look

at the future and what it might hold for rural America. As

it was stated earlier, rural America is in the position to

lead the way in the areas of high and bio-technology develop-

ments of the future. Borrowing a term from the Is60's--rural

America stands on the threshold of a "new frontier" of change

and development in rural America.

Rural society's economic base is now linked to the most

progressive parts of the national and international economy.

The rural economy is in actuality an adjunct to metropolitan
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production rather than the distant supplier of materials,

workers. and life-styles.

Of the areas that are seen to have the greatest growth

rates, high technology and the service sector lead the way.

Telecommunications, satellite technology, and computers will

become as familiar in rural America as silos and windmills.

This expansion of high technology will also reinforce the

present trends in rural employment. First, the decline of

agriculture s the dominant employer in all regions of the

country. Second, the growth of small manufacturing compan-

ies in rural communities, many related directly to high

tech. And finally, the expansion of the service industry

which employs nearly 60% of the rural labor force. This

expansion of the service sector will prow.de in many

instances the new basis for the growing rural economy.

To get a clear picture of this growth let us look at some

facts and figures.

Professional service industry employment grew 43.1 percent

from 190-1977. This included: trucking, insurance,

wholesale trade, construction, and computer services.

According to a study conducted by Cal in Beale at the

USDA: 22.9 percent of recent in-migrants are employed in

professional services. Only 17.0 percent of old-time

residents are professionals; 21.3 percent of migrants are

employed in trade; 18.1 percent are employed in

manufacturing.

Overall, newcomers e or exceeded old-timers in

proportion of employment in . fields except manufacturing,
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agriculture, and transportation.

Most of the attractiveness of the rural communities in the

1970's, 80's and beyond is directly linked to the attractive-

ness of the interstate lughway system, expanded rural

electrification, improved rural schools, available public

services, higher education opportunities, and expanded

regional planning.

Haw then can agencies begin to develop a strategy to serve

this heterogeneous population called rural America? How can

parameters be set so that realistic goals can be met? How

can we categorize the different types of rural growth com-

munities in order to better serve the varying constituencies?

Throughout my remarks today, I have alluded to the fact

that rural communities are not all alike and are as clearly

differentiated as urban neighborhoods. Rural growth has

created a number of interdependent types of communities that

are linked in regional networks throughout the nation. As

planners of a service to rural communities you are probably

aware of each of these "types". Let us look at these and

then explore the linkages that affect not only the individual

communities but also those rural residents that live in the

open country surrounding these communities.

Government-Trade Communities

These communities are the prototypical service communi-

ties. Usually larger than county seats these communities

operate as centers of trade and government services. !.iis is

where you would find regional shopping centers as well as

central offices for social services.
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University-Professional Communities

Sometimes referred to as "town and gown" these communities

are usually the location of a state college or university.

Often this type of community serves as the center of techno-

logical development for the rural community and much of the

economy is eased on the expertise housed at the educational

institution. Of benefit to the entire community, healthcare

facilities are usually exemplary as compared to other rural

communities.

Industry Dominated Communities

In these communities one will find large manufacturing or

office complexes for the rural employees. The incentives to

build in rural communities include a reliable labor force,

the ability (through non-union shops) to pay lower wages,

and tax considerations. In the past these were more tradi-

tional industries but now one can find insurance companies

and high tech businesses located in rural towns.

Tourism Communities

These communities have three distinctive constituencies:

first, the native rural resident who supplements other

income by working in a position related to tourism, often at

a minimum wage; second, the tourist wo, for perhaps two

weeks out of the year, resides in the community/ and third,

the professional with portable skills and the resources to

afford the high cost of a tourist setting who moved to the

rural community permanently. Examples of such communities

include Stowe, Vermont; Mendocino, California; Bar Harbor,

Maine, and the list could go on and on. A remote-located
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computer programmer would be a typical professional one would

find in a tourist community as a year-round resident.

Rctitement Communities

The 1970's also marked a change in the retirement patterns

of American workers. For the first time large numbers of the

population were taking early retirement. This group could

usually afford to move to rural communities that had been

planned with their special needs in mind. Areas in northern

Wisconsin, Florida, California, the Missouri Ozarks, and

Arizona come to mind. In these communities the retired

usually constitute about half of the population while the

other half provide services to them.

Resource-Based Boom Towns

One will find these communities primarily on the eastern

slope of the Rockies, in Appalachia, in oil-rich parts of the

South, and in parts of the Big Sky country of Wyoming and

Montana. Wherever extractive industries such as oil, lining,

strip-mining, or lumbering can be found, you will also find

boom towns.

Just contemplating the great diversity of these different

types of communities it shoulo hecome clear that every

educational and occupational variation is represented--

minorities, poor as well as affluent, men and women, young

and elderly, old-timer and new resident. And this is

just for the growing communities. yet not all rural counties

saw growth during the 1970's and 80's.

According to census data, 485 rural counties lost

population tram 1970-1980. Primarily in the Midwest and

12
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South. these communities are still dependent on agriculture,

or have declined because of the closing of railroad lines or

(as in New England) the closing cf many small factories.

These communities are less attractive to new migrants, and

the decline creates a cyclical effect of more decline. All

of the same constituencies are present, yet the economic

slump tends to also create a sociocultural slump of helpless-

ness. These communities in turn become mort dependent upon

outside help.

This brings us to one more factor confronting rural

America today and that is the farm crisis. Earlier I stated

that I would be remiss if I eld not touch upon this. Having

laid the groundwork of the rural community, it is now that

would like to address this issue.

First, please do not tune-out as is often the case when

this topic is discussed. At the outset it must be remembered

that the farm crisis is not just the farmers' problem, it is

everyone's problem--for we all eat. What is at stake is a

sustainable food production system in this country And the

loss of family farina not only jeoi:irdizes that Oaod supply

system, but also it threatens the very fabric of our rural

communities. As stated before, agriculture, while employing

2.7 percent of the population, is still the largest industry

in the rural community. As farmers and their families are

displaced from the land, the economic structure of the entire

community is affected. For every six farmers that go out of

business, one business on Main Street will also be boarded

up. Families will move away. schools will be closed. Even
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churches will stand empty. And a community, once lost, will

be gone forever. While newcomers have brought new occupa-

tions, no one is quite sure just what will happen if the

efmnomic base of the community is undermined by the loss of

agriculture. The corporation who will eventually own the

land will have total vertical integration from planting to

marketing; they will come to raise the crop and will take the

profit far from the local community and its institutions.

The rural community will be gone. So as you can see, what is

the farmer's problem today will become yours and mine in the

near future.

Rural communities today are marked by increased divorces;

women err /Dorking full-time. Children are experiencing the

same levels of stress and anxiety as their parents; dru9 and

alcohol dependency is growing. Displaced farmers and

businessmen are seeking retraining for other jobs. School

enrollment is declining. And in general, the mood is bleak.

By 1990 we will have lost nearly 2/3 of the farmers that were

present in 1980. Just how this will affect rural America no

one really knows. But just a few facts from a recent study

completed in Missouri by Dr. William Heffernan. This study

is representative of only one situation in the country, but I

am sure the enormity of the problem will become apparent;

Ninety-seven percent of the men and 100 percent of

the women interviewed indicated they became depressed.

Over 50 percent of the men and 72 percent of the women

still experience depression.

Two-thirds reported "withdrawing from family and friends."

14
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Three-fourths of the men and 69 percent of the women

reported experiencing feelings of worthlessness. Children's

school grades went down.

Adolescent children became more withdrawn aid bitter over

diminished social statu, and being forced to move and change

schools. And the list could go on.

With the private sector deteriorating, it is not long

before the public sector is affected -- declining property

values and tax bases, and shrinking public revenues. As a

result, county services are being cut at a time when there is

increasing need for them.

Conclusion

In a short period of time I have given you a great deal of

information. Some of it you may have heard before, while

some information may be new. All will impact your jobs ac

people who work with rural communities.

With the plethora of information in the media about the

"rural renaissance" the general public is being informed, at

least by implication, that the welfare of many rural communi-

ties is greatly :Unproving. While, more recently, the media

has proclaimed the farm crisis as the end of rural America.

Both images are in their own way correct, but to the general

public confusing. Perhaps it can be said this way, "Rural

America is not dead, but everything in the countryside is not

0.K.1"

The media would have us believe that there is a mass

exodus occurinq from rural America, and that the last one out

will close the door and shut off the lights. This is hardly

15
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the situation. Yet if nothing is done to offset this image.

we may well find any and all funding for rural projects

being discontinued.

Whatever shape agricultural industry takes as it moves

through the current translation period, there will still

remain rural communities of some sort to serve. Just how we

can predict how this will be done may be an exercise in

crystal ball gazing until new data is collected. But we must

not stop the creative energies that have brought all of us to

work with rural people.

There are three things all of us can do through this

uncertain time period:

1. Continue to be optimistic. Doom, gloom, and woe-is-ma

will not solve anything. Look for the positive aspects that

rural living and serving rural communities can offer to

others in your professiont "Rural" has some very exciting

things happening.

2. Continue to be creative. You will have au opportunity

at this conference to share ideas with your colleagues from

all regions of this country. Take advantage of this opportu-

nity. Creative ideas will flow here that you as an individu-

al may never have thought to try.

3. Continue to be caring. I am convinced that those who

choose to work with a rural constituency really care about

people. Why else would we travel for miles and miles to

serve such small numbers? As professionals in the informa-

tion business you have an exciting future ahead of you in

rural communities. Bringing not only books but many of the

1 A
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new technologies to rural communities, you have the opfortun-

ity to profoundly affect the lives of many men, waen, and

children who would have no other means W° broadening their

horizons beyond the rural communities in which they live.

Heterogeneity is the new operative word as you look to the

future and the service you bring. I thank you for allowing

me to share my observations concerning r.ral America with you

today, and wish ycu success for your time together that it

will be botu rewarding and revitalizing as you return to your

individual states to implement new ideas. I hope you enjoy

your brief stay in Columbus and 1!.kewise that you might

consider returning to rural Ohio, the heart of it all.

1
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PRODUCING QUALITY BOOKMOBILE SERVICE WITHOUT GOING BROKE

Carol Hole
Outreach Coordinator
Santa Fe Regional Library
Gainesville, Florida

I've been asked to tell you what I know about producing

quality bookmobile service. Please bear in mind that I'm a

working librarian. What I have to say is what I found out

the hard way, by stumbling around and making mistakes. I am

not a world-class expert -- unless you accept the definition of

an expert as "a person who's fifty miles from home." In that

case, I'm definitely an expert.

My ideas are strictly practical, in the sense that they

work for me. Please remember that they may, or may not, work

in your circumstances.

On the other hand, don't assume they won't work, either.

I once worked for a man who responded to every new idea with,

"We tried that in 1950. It doesn't work." Things had

changed, but his mind hadn't.

I fall into that trap, too. Five years ago, I put my

staff on a schedule of four ten-hour days a week. It saved

lots of money. This year, my boss suggested we might do

better on f eight-hour days, but did I want to consider

that? Mehl The 4/10 week was my personal innovation. She

had to drag me kicking and screaming even to look at the

alternative that just because it saved money five years ago,

didn't mean it still did.

The moral of that iss no matter how "obvious" it seems
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that your way of doing things was handed down by God on Mount

Sinai, make sure you're right by testing it against other

ways. Because if there's ono ththg ttt is essential to good

outreach service, it's change.

If your service hasn't changed much in five years, the

odds are IOC to 1 that you're doing something that's out-

moded, inefficient, or no conger fits the needs of your

community.

WHAT IS QUALITY SFRVICE?

My library has had four directors in six years. I asked

each new director, "Should I go for maximum circulation,

serve those who nee,; us the most?"

Every one of them said, "Maximum circulation!" But then

they added, "Ah...but..be sure to serve those who need us,

too."

I thought they were copping out, but now I see they were

right. The most responsible way to use the taxpayer's dollar

is to go for bj.g circulation. Your friendly, local govern-

ment officials (who love you so dearly) are less likely to

see your bookmobile as a "frill" and cut it out of the

budget.

Then you can also serve the needy people. You just put

their stop on the same day you go to a popular stop nearby,

and say, "Really, it's costing us almost nothing to serve

them, since we had to go right past there anyway.' Sneaki-

ness pays off.

This worked so well fa_ me that after several years of

threatening to cut the bookmobiles, my County Commissioners

or
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gave up. They couldn't handle the letters and phone calls.

Being popular is your best guarantee that you'll still be

there to serve the needy.

I'm sorry to tell you that this means that your key to

good bookmobile service is cost per circulation. That

doesn't sound as inspiring as taking culture to the country,

but it's vital. Because, if your cost per circulation is

much higher than the Main Library's, you're going to have a

hard time justifying keeping that bookmobile on the road.

So how can you lower costs, and still give terrific

service?

LOWERING COSTS

1. Look at where you stop. Even a smell bookmobile eats

dollars, so it makes no sense to send your bookmobile to

nursing homes or the homebound; those people can't get up

the bookmobile steps. If you use a regular van with a

wheelchair ramp in the back, you can wheel a booktruck

right to their bedside if necessary, and it only takes one

person to do it.

Same goes at jails, unless all inmates can come

out to the bookmobile. And they hardly ever can.

For the same reason, I'm horrified at the number

of bookmobiles that go house-to-house, or stop for one

or two families. That's a shameful waste of taxpayers'

money.

When I did a workshop for the bookmobile librarians

in South Carolina, one guy came up afterward and said,

'It's okay for my bookmobile to go house-to-house, because
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we get our gas free."

"Mow the heck do you manage that?" I said.

"Oh, we get it from the County garage,"

Who did he think was paying for that gas--the tooth

fairy?

It's irresponsible to ignore costs that don't come

out of the library budget. Nothing's free if the taxpayer

is paying for it, and house-to-house service is very, very

expensive.

We've known for years that if you build a new

library, your circulation will always double, but only if

you build it on a main street. The same goes for book-

mobile stops: they won't attract circulation if they

aren't visible. Painting them white helps, but it's

amazing how people can fail to see a 30-foot bookmobile

parked in plain sight.

Put your bookmobile stop on a main road, someplace

where people have to go anyway: grocery stores and post

offices are good. Please! Not insa3e a trailer park or

housing project. Only the people who live there will use

it. Pick a central spot.

I can hear some of you thinking, "If we do that, the

kids won't be able to get there." Right. That's because

you're going out between 3 and 5 in the afternoon.

Naturally the kids can't get there. Mom isn't home from

work yet, and they're not allowed to ride their bikes on

the highway.

So, you go after 5 o'clock when Mom can drive the
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kids to the bookmobi:e. That way, Mom gets to check out

books, too.

Nobody likes working evenings. But, if you don't,

you might as well scratch your bookmobile, because (let's

face it) in modern America, parents work. You can find a

few places where people are home before 5, but not many.

When I took my bookmobiles off an 8 to 5 house-to-

house schedule and started going to many fewer, longer

stops, circulation went from 25,000 to over 120,000 a

year. The way we used to hop around like grasshoppers,

you could be in the bathroom and miss the bookmobile.

Now, we stay put long enough for people to find us.

2. Hookups. A great way to lower costs. You can put a

mobile home hookup on a pole for $150 to $200. At mobile

home parks, they cost nothing: you just borrow one of

theirs.

Most rural towns will gladly pay for a hookup to

ensure that bookmobile service keeps coming. Get your

Friends to pay for some, or budget a few each year, but

get them. They'll pay for themselves the first year,

because you won't have to run your generator. Fewer trips

to the gas pump, no cloud of stinking exhaust, and no

noise. You won't believe the difference in staff morale

until you've worked on a bookmobile where you can actually

hear youself think.

We figure hookups save us $5,000 to $10,000 a year in

gas, plus lower maintenance bills.



3. Scheduling. There are a million ways to schedule book-

mobilest experiment and see what works for you. Four

ten-hour days allow longer routes and evening stops, plus

maintenance days. Weekly stops are easier for patrons to

remember. If you stagger shifts, one group can take the

bookmobile out: later, group two drives out in a car and

takes over. This gets more mileage out of your bus. Some

libraries Leave the bookmobile out overnight, while the

staff goes home by car. Next day they return and drive a

couple of miles to the next stop. It saves a lot of gas.

You can even leave the bookmobile in one spot all day or

all week.

My bookmobiles are on a "fifth day" schedule. Stops

may be on first and third Mondays, second and fourth

Tuesdays, and so forth. So, if there's a fifth Monday (or

whatever) in the month, there is no run scheduled for that

day. We can catch up on in-house work, take vacations,

and schedule maintenance. When I told another librarian

this recently, she said, "Don't tell me you're still on

that old fifth day scheduiei" as if we were desperately

old-fashioned.

The fact is very little in libraries is really new.

Everything has been tried by somebody, someplace. She

thought fifth days were old hat, just because her library

had dropped them for something else. Fine. The question

is, what works for you?

4. Schedule for the convenience of the public, not the

staff. Yes, Virginia, that means evenings and weekends.
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5. Don't change your schedule very often, once you get one

that works. Give word of mouth a chance. It takes at

least one year, and maybe five years. to build a stop to

maximum potential.

6. Make routes economical. At some libraries, the bookmobiles

drive all the way back to the main library for lunch.

That's a no-no. Schedule so you hit A on the way to B,

and C on the way home.

7. Stop charging fines. They cost more to collect than you

make. And fines prevent more people from returning books

than they encourage. They're bad public relations, too.

8. Load efficiently. Build a loading dock or extension if

you must, but get some way to wheel a booktruck directly

onto your bookmobile so you can speed up loading and

rotating the collection.

9. Get an easy-to-clear circulation system like Recordak or

any system where you just take out the T-slip and the book

is ready to check out again. Don't waste hours recarding

books.

10. 221't e. When I go on a bookmobile

and the aisle is full of bags and boxes, I know what they

are; Mrs. Jones's romances, Mr. Smith's westerns, and so

on. You know how it is; you get in the habit of bringing

extra goodies for your best customers. Don't. You can't

afford the time. Specialized service rewards the staff,

because Mrs. Jones is so grateful. But, it's unfair to

Other patrons. Let Mrs. Jones get her books off the shelf

like everybody else. Tell her your mean old library
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director won't let you give some people special service.

Raving to take the heat is why library directors get paid

such fantastic salaries.

11. Get on the same circulation system as Main. It's amazing

how this improves communication with the main library

staff. Get them to do your overdoes; it's much cheaper to

centralize the process.

12. Use the fewest possible staff: usually two, except on

very small bookmobiles. Be careful, though. A single

person may not be safe in some places or in emergencies,

and it may create substitution problems.

13. Train all staff to think about cost cutting. They'll

have better ideas than you do, because they know their

jobs better.

14. Use the smallest possible vehicle. Don't send a 30-foot

bus to a five-patron stop. In fact, you shouldn't send a

30-foot bus anywhere unless you have a really busy stop.

We have one that circulates 1,000 books each time, so we

need a big bus. But, a step van with one staff member can

handle up to 50 books an hour.

IMPROVING SERVICE

Okay, so you've used these and any other ideas you could

locate to cut costs. Now, how do you keep service so good

people will beat on your doors?

1. Motivate staff. The main duty of a manager is to appreci-

ate the staff. Tiey're doing the work. You can't do it

for them. All you can do is make sure they know that

you, personally, appreciate it.

2
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If you go home and hand my list of so-called improve-

ments to your staff with instructions to implement them,

you'll create bad service. Why? Because you're implying

that they're doing a lousy job now; whereas, they, like

everybody else in the world, are already doing the best

they can. If they aren't, they don't have a problem; you

do. Because, unless people have been made to feel bad

about themselves, they will always do a good job.

Always. Ask any psyc',ologist.

Better yet, read In Search of Excellence. If you

apply the principles in that book, I guarantee your

service will improve.

I repeat, a boss's main duty is to appreciate the

staff. Encourage and reward innovation and experimenta-

tion. If an experiment fails, you've gained priceless

knowledge of what doesn't work. Tell your staff they're

great. Notice anything they do well and praise it; they

will surprise you.

2. Subscribe to Mobile Ideas and contribute to it. It's the

only outreach journal we've got. For heaven's sake,

encourage it' Do you want to spend the rest of your life

reading articles about computers?

3. Talk to other Outreachers. Take a phone survey around

your state and find out what others are trying. It might

work for you.

4. Do "Management By Walking Around". There's an old saying

that the best fertilizer for land is the owner's foot.

None of us wants to hear that. We're so behind in
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office work that we don't want to "waste time" visiting

bookmobile stops. 'Fess up--How many of you are library

directors? And how many have visited a bookmobile stop in

the last three months?

You've got to go outs And when you go, no matter

what idiotic thing they're doing, don't criticize. Let

them tell you what the problems are. They'll be so glad

you're interested you won't be able to shut them up. And

next time you make a suggestion they'll accept it, because

you'll understand the system and your suggestion will be

workable and will solve a problem they pointed out.

The best thing I've done for staff morale in a year

happened because two of my staff were up for job reclassi-

fication and pay raises. At four o'clock one day I got

word the raises were approved. My desk was piled high,

but I jumped in the car and drove to two bookmobile stops

to tell the staff involved.

So they got the word three hours before they'd have

gotten it anyway. Big deal. Why did I bother? Because

they also got the message that I eared. They've been

busting a gut to prove they deserve that raise ever since.

5. Get rid of your separate bookmobile collection. Give the

main library staff whatever bribes and guarantees you

must, but work out a system that allows you to pull books

from Main shelves and load them on the bookmobile without

having to check them out of Main. It can be done. With a

computer, it's easy. Without one, you have to work out a

system for catching reserves on the bookmobiles. At my
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library, the bookmobiles are searched for reserves daily.

Do it however you can. but do itl If you don't,

bookmobile patrons are second-class citizens who get the

same books over and over. They deserve the same service

as all other patrons.

6. Work your tail off to make sure people gpt the books they

want. That's the one area where any amount of time and

money is worth investing. My library has a really amazing

tradition of practically killing themselves to get what

the patron wants. Start a tradition like that at your

library.

7. Understand xour community. Consult city/county planning

departments, the regional planning council, the health

planning council, and (above all) the school system. If

you don't understand zoning and school bus schedules, you

can forget after-school stops. Schedule evening and

weekend stops for heavy use areas.

S. Carry what people really want. In every library there are

two groups: the elitists (or snobs) and the democrats (or

slobs). I am a slob. I have a staff member who is sure

that someday a person will come on his bookmobile panting

to read Paradise Lost. it ain't gonna happen.

On a small bookmobile, there's no excuse for carrying

anything that's not in real demand. Don't be a snob. No

matter how much you think people ought to want to read the

classics, they won't. And it's not our job to censor

patrons' reading. If they want Harlequin romances and

Michael Jackson books, that's what you should carry.
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9. Publicize. This is hard. You must have printed schedules

and distribute them all over the place--not just in the

library. If a local station will broadcast schedules,

great, but you need printed ones, too. Use the newspaper,

posters near stops, and permanent "Bookmobile Stop"

signs. (Get them made by your road department: they're

very cheap.)

When you've done all that, the best publicity is

still word of mouth.

Next best is direct mail. Get your Friends to mail a

flyer to routes near slow stops, using their bulk mailing

permit. For $50 you can cover two rural routes. Even

your Friends can afford that. And it gets unbelievable

results.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion I want to say that I think Outreach people

are weatl They are the most resourceful, creative, enthusi-

ast-c, ornery bunch of mavericks in libraries. They can keep

a mob of screaming kids under control, cope with a breakdown

in the pouring rain, and know the location of every public

bathroom in the county.

There are no people like Outreach people, and I'm honored

to have been asked to speak to you today. Keep on truckin'.
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BOOKMOBILE SERVICE
IN THE EAST ALBEMARLE REGIONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM

Anne Sanders
Director
East Albemarle Regional Library
Elizabeth City, Wirth Carolina

The East Albemarle Regional Library is a four-county

library system located in the northeastern corner of North

Carolina. The region stretches from pasquotank County to the

village of Hatteras. The land area is 1,104 square miles

with a population of 60,761. A large portion of the region

consists of water in the form of rivers and sounds, while the

Atlantic Ocean borders the region on the east. The largest

town in the region is Elizabeth City with a population of

13,000. Two of the counties in the region have no incorpo-

rated towns. Dare County's population multiplies during the

summer months with two to three million tourists who flock to

the beaches. The largest employer in the area is the

U. S. Coast Guar a facility in Elizabeth City. The

region is largel,. rural, which accounts for the fact that

hundreds of its residents commute daily to Virginia to work

at the Ford plant and the shipyards. There are four lib-

raries in the region: the pasquotank - Camden Library in

Elizabeth City which serves as the headquarters for the

region, the Currituck County Library, the Dare County

Library, and its branch, the Hatteras Library. Camden County

does not have a library, but the county helps to support the

library in Elizabeth City.

Three bookmobiles serve the region. The primary service



of the bookmobiles is the provision of books, although all of

the services of the library are available upon request. The

bookmobiles serve individuals who are homebound, communities,

schools, day care centers, a Coast Guard station, nursing

homes, retirement homes, and trailer parks. They also

provide a monthly program for several nutrition sites for

Senior Citizens which are located throughout the region.

hest of the stops are served twice a month. Because of the

geography' of the region, the bookmobile is the only access to

books for the geographically isolated. The people who live

on the Outer Banks of Currituck and Dare Counties have to

travel 123 to 130 miles respectively to get to the county

library. One bookmobile stop can only be reached by going

into Virginia and back down into North Carolina, and another

stop is located on Knotts Island which can only be reached by

ferry, unless one takes the land route requiring another trip

into Virginia. Book return units are situated throughout

Currituck and Dare Counties, and provide a valuable service

to those persons who miss the bookmobile or who cannot get to

the library when the books are due. If requested, materials

are mailed directly from the library to bookmobile. pa,ronb.

I would like now to tell you briefly about the history and

development of our bookmobile service as I have seer it

progress in the past fifteen years. When I firbt came to the

region in 1970, one bookmobile served all four counties. The

first thing I set about to do was to replace the drab rebound

Volumes tnat made up most of the collection with some

attractive popular books. PapetbacYs were purchased to
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provide current titles. The second move I made was to set up

a locater file, since the collection consisted of books from

each county which were checked out throughout the region. In

order to locate a book presumed to be on the bookmobile,

three different card files had to be searched--no easy matter

since the files were in separate counties. The locater file

was set up showing which books were on the bookmobile from

each library. At the time, I was the most unpopular person

in town for requiring this file to be set up, but today the

file is taken for granted and saves many steps.

My dream at that time was to have three separate

vehicles. Not only were the book collection and circulation

control problems, but the bookmobile was driven by three

different county employees and had to be delivered to the

next library after one library had completed its schedule.

In 1975, my dream came true. The library received a three-

year LSCA grant for Dare County which provided for a vehicle

among other things. I purchased two Dodge Nary-vans at

$7,000 each, had them customized locally, and we were in

business. (The second van was purchased with funds from the

vehicle replacement fund.) The bookmobilists were delighted

until the yelluw flies and inclement weather arrived. The

vans were not ideal, but they were all we could afford at the

time. Then the secession set in, along with the gas short-

age, and I had to cut the schedule down to one trip a month.

My total book budget for the region was $13,000 in 1981, and

my long-range plan for that year was difficult to write down

since we were in such dire straits. Then the librarians
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rallied and began to lobby for increased library support. To

make a long story short, the North Carolina General Assembly

voted to appropriate an additional three million dollars in

State Aid to Public Libraries for the biennium 1983/84. This

considerable increase enabled me to plan for the purchase of

three new bookmobiles guaranteed to be temperature-controlled

all year. I estimated that it would take six years to

complete this effort, but through two strokes of good luck,

it will be realized in a matter of months. The Dare County

Board of Commissioners appropriated $20,000 this PY toward

the purchase of a new vehicle, while an LSCA grant and a

local foundation grant will enable Pasquotank-Camden to buy a

bookmobile this year. It has taken us a long time to rebuild

the bookmobile program after the lean years, and we are still

in the process.

The three bookmobilists are not professional librarians,

although one is a college graduate with a degree in English.

They have been trained to serve the people, and they have

placed a high value on their service. It took a while to

dispel the feeling that they were second-rate citizens, and I

did this by working with them, going on their trips, provid-

ing them with materials and supplies, and promoting the

bookmobile services.

For three years, I had a professional extension librarian

who supervised the program closely. When State Aid was

frozen, I could not replace her, so I to devise some

alternative methods of supervision tarl communication. I

require monthly reports in addition to a log which is kept on
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the vehicle. My main reason for this is to always have

current statistics on hind, besides keeping abreast of

maintenance. I am responsible for three bookmobiles and a

station wagon, and I insist on accurate and daily recording

of supplies used and maintenance service rendered.

The regional office provides assistance in preparing

schedules, handbooks, and promotional items. Schedules are

sent to the local newspapers and radio stations regularly.

For a number of years, I provided posters to each book-

mobilist to be used for a display of books on a current

issue. gradually, they took on the responsibility them-

selves, and they do their own decorating and personalizing

now.

The books fcr the bookmobile are taken directly from the

library collection and are marked in pencil inside the back

cover with the dates they were put on and taken off. Special

requests for current titles are mailed as soon as possible so

that the books will not sit on the shelf until the next trip.

I bid regular meetings with the bookmobilists to hear

their concerns and gather information. All memos are routed

to them, and they are encouraged to attend meetings and

workshops.

They report to me monthly on a form of my own design, and

I have found these reports useful for a number of purposes.

We also use a number of volunteers to assist the bookmobilist

in Currituck County on her Knotts Island trip and the Corolla

trip on the Outer Banks. Either I, or another regional staff

member, go with her occasionally.
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The bookmobile program is funded primarily through State

Funds. With the exception of the salaries, the region pays

for all materials and maintenance. This year, I have

budgeted LSCA money to be used for three book rental plans

for the bookmobiles which will provide the much-needed

current titles. we also plan to increase the number of stops

and make more frequent visits.

However, the three new vehicles and the additional books

will not guarantee us that our program will be successful.

This brings me to the subject that I was originally asked to

address: what constitutes good bookmobile service? Good

bookmobile service meets the needs of those people who depend

upin it for their library materials and information. That

sounds bland and general. However, obtaining that goal is

not a simple process. First of all, you need to know who you

are serving, and one way you can do this is through a

community analysis. When State Librarian David McKay

required every library in the state to submit a community

analysis in 1977 or else forfeit all State Aid, I didn't

consider him humane. However, my entire staff pitched in,

and we had the completed document in seven months. Today I

am glad that I have this document to use, and glad that I

know more about the region and its library users. in

researching data for my community analysis, I learned that

66% of the people of Camden County who are employed work

outside the comity. I also learned that very few young

housewives use the bookmobiles now. These two facts tell me

that we need to find out if these people are being served,
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and if not, how we can serve them. We do not go out on

weekends and evenings, but we are considering these options.

In addition, Currituck County is the fastest growing county

in North Carolina. Once purely rural, the county is fast

becoming a retirement site for people from metropolitan areas

who are accustomed to well-stocked libraries. We find that

these people often use the bookmobile as well as the other

libraries in the region in order to satisfy their interests.

Secondly, you need a plan, at least a five-year one, to be

done annually. You never know when you will receive three

million dollars in additional funds. Believe me, it takes

careful planning to spend an unexpected windfall. A long-

range plan is also a useful vehicle for seeing where you've

been and measuring progress. Writing one requires a great

deal of foresight and planning, and I am glad that it is a

requirement of the North Carolina Department of Cultural

Resources.

Frequent surveys are necessary if you intend to meet the

needs of your patrons. Surveys also provide testimony to the

benefits of bookmobile service. In my region, there are

several areas where professional and highly-literate people

have retired. They would find no use for a bookmobile which

did not bring their requested materials. It is not wise to

assume the needs of library patrons, for if you do, you will

not obtain new ones.

If you can afford one, I highly recommend a professional

librarian to co-ordinate and supervise bookmobile service.

They can facilitate the promotional efforts, as well as help
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with sc;:eduling and problem areas.

Finally, it is important to learn about bookmobile service

in other areas. Bookmobile conferences are not frequent in

North Carolina, so if I think we need one, I arrange a

regional one. I find that providing an opportunity for

bookmobilists to talk to one another is practical and

rewarding.

And now, I have come to the perennial question: is

bookmobile service necessary? Like many of you, I have had

to justify bookmobile service to many trustees, lay people

legislators, and grantors. I answer them with facts gathered

from my surveys and statistics. One fact that quickly ends

the conversation is that Rules and Regulations for the

Allocation of State Aid to public Libraries in North Carolina

require that all systems provide bookmobile service or an

alternative such as books-by-mail. Everyone understands an

answer with the word "money" in it. However, I don't like to

use that as a justification. I point out that the percentage

of the total library budget expended for bookmobile service

is only 7%, that we do not have the space nor staff to set up

a post ,ffice, and that we cannot afford a branch library.

Then I go on to tell them about the survey which revealed

that the patrons in our region do not want a books-by-mail

program. Why? Primarily, because they would not have the

personal contact with the bookmobilists, nor have the

opportunity to browse. I also tell them about the homebound

patrons who rely on the bookmobilists to bring their large

print books. I have long since quit trying to answer the



question, "Haw much does it cost to circulate a book on the

bookmobile?", because in my estimation, you cannot accurately

determine this. decides, the patron has already contributed

tax money for library service. Furthermore, I respond with,

"How much does it cost to circulate a book in the library?"

To me, both questions are irrelevant, because the return on

the lending of one book which enriches someone's life.

instructs them, or makes a child a library user, is signifi-

cant. No other service offered in this country offers so

much for so little money.
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MANNUAL ON LITERACY PROGRAMS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Ann Scales
Project Coordinator
Adult Literacy Project
New Castle District Library Center
New Castle, Pennsylvania

Introduction

It is probably a little-known fact that the public library

preceded the public school by a considerable number of

years. Benjamin Franklin had collected many books on diverse

subjects since his interests ranged over such a wide field.

He started loaning books to people from his collection so

that they could learn even if they could not afford to buy

books for themselves.

Public libraries have been offering alternative education

to adults since the 1960's. An American Library Association

study conducted in 1965 by Bernice McDonald found that

fifteen public libraries were offering services to adult

illiterates. In 1977 the ALA Office for Library Service to

the Disadvantaged (OLSD) published a guidebook 'Literacy and

the Nation's Libraries," by Helen Hugenot Lyman, to encourage

libraries to start similar services. A directory of public

library literacy activities was published in 1978 by the

ALA. Included in this directory were eighty-eight local

library programs. Interest was growing and in 1979 the ALA

Office of Outreach Services conducted workshops to train

librarians in techniques of teaching basic literacy skills to

undereducated adults. By early 1981 participants in the
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original workshops had trained almost 900 other librarians.

Library involvement in literacy programs is based on the

premise that library service should be available to every-

boAy. When people cannot read they are deprived of that

service. However, the library can offer an alternative to

the public school system as a learning environment and

methodology. In fact, it represents a second chance to those

who failed to learn basic reading, writing and coping skills

in the public school system.

"Functional Literacy" was defined by the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare in 1975 as the skills to

fun.tion effectively in the basic day-to-day struggle to make

a living and maintain a home and family.

The definition was based on the Adult Performance Level

study conducted by the University of Texas at Austin in

1973. The study covered basic skills and knowledge areas.

This study determined that one adult in five lacks functional

competency.

Literacy is the first step in lifelong learning. A person

can enter a literacy program, progress from that to a pre-GED

program, take a OED test, and then go on to college for

further training,

The library is an excellent learning center because it can

provide the learning environment and special collections

needed by the new reader. It also gives the new readers

access to regular collections, as well as information and

reference materials. The library is identified as a perma-

nent resource center in the community. Also, it is used by
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many agencies as such a resource.

1. Establishing the Need

The first step is assessment of needs. The census figures

give the current population in your area. Taking into

account those who are of school age or below, you can say

that one in eight is a functionally illiterate adult. /t is

important to realize that this is only an estimate of those

who are educationally disadvantaged. State Adult Education

studies may also yield figures, since they do similar needs

assessment for continued fe-.eral and state funding. The

Department of Labor through Job Service is also a source of

statistics.

The Rand McNally Commercial Atlas gives population

figures, the number of households, and those employed for

many cities or towns, and ,lso county information. This is a

good way to cross check your estimate.

The nest step is to contact the local Adult Basic Educa-

tion director for your area to determine what programs are

currently being offered and where. Look under "Human

Services" in your telephone book to see what educational

services are offered or for other literacy programs in nearby

areas. This prevents duplication of effort. Directories are

available listing all literacy programs. The most compre-

hensive one is "Reducing Functional Illiteracy: A National

Guide to Facilities and Services" available from Contact

Literacy.

2. Outreach to the Community

In order to ensure public support for the program it is



necessary to do outreach in the community. A meeting should

be called of representatives of social service agencies.

educational agencies, human services, and church groups. A

written invitation should follow the initial contact by

telephone.

It is essential that the meeting place is centrally

located, has parking, and is accessible to the handicapped.

Before the meeting it is necessary to prepare a hand-out

which should include the statistics gathered in the needs

assessment. Details of literacy programs which are in nearby

areas and could give support to your proposed program should

be listed. The speaker should be the person who will be

identified with the project (at least in the initial stages)

and will be the contact person fur information. This person

can be a staff member or a volunteer who spends time in the

library daily.

It is important to have a definite identity for your

literacy group at this point. A telephone number is

essential so that prospective volunteers Lan contact you.

Since prospective students may be hesitant about making

contact, having only one person answering the telephone also

helps. They can then identify with this person when they

come to the library for tutoring. The hand-out should be

widely distributed through contacts made at the meeting and

should contain information on how to volunteer as a tutor and

how to refer a student for tutoring. Contact should also be

made with groups who traditionally provide volunteer com-

munity service. If your library has "Friends of the
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Library," they should be contacted early to participate in

the planning process. Many "Friends" groups have sponsored

literacy programs. A follow-up meeting date should be set

for the group to select committees to work on financial needs

(including in-kind contributions). training, and the forma-

tion of a tutor support group.

The Role of the Library

Essentially a literacy program is dependent on its

volunteer tutors who work with the volunteer students.

Therefore, it is basically an outreach service of the

library. The library support can be maintained through the

"Friends" group if this is appropriate or by assigning of a

staff person, say the adult services or extension librarian,

to oversee the operation of the nrogram on a part-time

basis. The 1,brary can also offer many resources such as

space for workshops and tutoring, telephone and copying

service, and space for the instructional materials to be

displayed. As previously mentioned, it is impurtant to have

a contact person for the program, both for community outreach

and referral for students and tutors. if a volunteer is used

as a contact person, there should be specific hours when the

volunteer is available and a definite location within the

library. All of the above nervices provided by the library

will count as "in-kind" when the financial support for

maintaining the program is planned.

The Advisory Committee

This will consist of those persons who attend the second

meeting. The library contact person should encourage the
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group to elect a chairman and a recorder for the minutes.

This meeting is to set up committees responsible for special

tasks in the program. These will be:

Training and recruitment

Finance

Publicity

1. The Training and Recruitment Committee will be responsible

for contacting trainers from nearby areas anti setting a

workshop date, also appointing a student-tutor coordinator.

They will accumulate a list of prospective workahop partici-

pants and make the room and materials arrangements for the

workshop. All members of the advisory committee should be

encouraged to take the workshop training together wit).

members of the library staff.

2. The Finance Committee will be responsible for soliciting

funds from local organizations to cover the cost of the

workshop materials. It should be ascertained what the guest

trainers will provide or loan for the workshop. Instruct-

ional materials for the tutors' use will need to be consid-

ered. It is usual for the tutors to pay for their

materials. A small registration fee for the workshop should

be considered if this would be appropriate. This can be a

deterrent in low-income neighborhoods and/or where there is

high unemployment. The finance committee will also be

responsible for the short and long term financing of the

program. This can r"nge from postage to proposal writings

3. The Publicity Committee will be responsible for radio and

TV public service announce .ents (PSA's) and newspaper
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articles to make the community aware of the program and to

recruit tutors and students. Some other ways of doing local

publicity are inserts in church bulletins and the free

newpapers which are distributed weekly, especially in urban

areas.

Considering the responsibilities of these committees, it

is desirable to have members of he community who have some

expertise in the various areas sit on the committees.

After the first group of tutors is trainee, the Advisory

Committee will help form the tutor support group.

Recruitment of Students

The recruitment of students may well be the most difficult

part of the whole program. Unfortunately, adults who are

functionally illiterate are still stigmatized in the com-

munity as being dumb or even retarded. They have had to

contend with ridicule and failure, not only in their school

lives, but also in their adult lives. Since these people are

unable to comprehend the written word, other methods of

reaching them have to be used. Radio and TV spots have been

used successfully in many areas.

Once the students have sde contact with the program, at

is important to have they come into the library for an

interview with the seudent-tutor coordinator.

Orientation for Training

The first session, lasting about 1-2 hours, should include

information about the goals and objectives of the program

including the formation of the tutor support group and the

role of the library. The definition of volunteer commitment
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and the joJ descliption for e volunteer tutor should also be

discussed. An overview of the tutoring method and materials

should be given, too. This helps potential tutors make a

decision to attend the workshop. It also lets them know what

their commitment involves.

It is desirable to continue to have these orientation

sessions from time to time so that people are prepared for

the actual training workshop.

Methods for Recruiting Students

Recruiting should be begun before the workshop. Once the

student-tutor coordinator has been appointed, a recruitment

campaign for students should be started. When recruiting

students for this kind of program it is necessary to ensure

the student's confidentiality. Often students do not want

members of their family or their friends to know that they

are receiving tutoring help. The first contact with the

student before the matching is very important. It is

essential that the student is assured that this time he can

succeed in learning to read and write.

Your local radio station or TV station should be aware of

your campaign. Working with the publicity committee, make

contact with them and find out the name of the talk-show host

and the program manager. Talk-shows give an excellent

opportunity to outline the program and appeal for students.

Rut, be sure you have statistics of estimated non-readers in

your area and a clear idea of what constitutes a "functional

illiterate," as well as what causes illiteracy. Se very

positive about the program.
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Posters are another way to recruit. This is an indirect

method. It depends on another caring person giving the

information to the non-reader. Then, it is up to that person

to call the number given.

Agencies will also be willing to refer people when they

know about the program. This is where the hand-out is

necessary. It should be distributed to all the human service

agencies in your area. Check the human services pages in the

telephone directory. If you have a Volunteer Action Center

in your area, please list your phone number with them. They

will refer both potential students and tutors.

Training Workshop and Follow-Up

Although the first workshop should include the Advisory

Committee and members of the library staff who will be

attending for informational purposes, volunteers who wish to

become tutors should be encouraged to attend this training

session as well. These newly trained tutors will want to be

matched with new students as soon as possible. The student-

tutor coordinator will be responsible for matching tutors and

students and keeping records of tutoring hours.

It is essential to protect the confidentiality of the

student. Records of prospective students should not be

passed to the tutor until a match is certain.

It is important to keep good records of which tutor and

student are working together. Students who remain unmatched

for more than two or three weeks become discouraged. Even if

they cannot be matched quickly, contact should be main-

tained. Many students, due to poor circumstances, move



around frequently, so it is necessary to keep their records

updated.

The volunteer hours donated by tutors and others in the

program are needed when further funding is being sought.

Tutor Support Group

After the first training workshop the Advisory Committee

should meet to plan the tutor support group. This will

consist of an executive committee, and other committees and

will be responsible for the financing and continuation of the

program. It will draw its members from trained tutors and

members of the Advisory Committee.

The first action should be to consider by-laws for the

tutor group which define the purpose and the function of the

various officers and committees. Members of the Advisory

Committee will make up the Board of the Tutor Support Group.

It is best to consider the long-term goals of the group at an

early stage. Affiliation with a national literacy group is

necessary to continue training And in-service for tutors.

Networking with other groups also needs to be maintained.

This avoids duplication of effort and gives free access to

information.

Successful administration of the program depends on the

library staff and the tutor support group understanding their

roles and responsibilities towards each other and towards the

students.

Training for Program Administrators

Using the proposed by-laws as a guideline, officers sho*.ld

be made aware of their responsibilities. Job descriptions



will be contained in the proposed by-laws. A budget,

fundraising activities, tutor training, and in-service for

tutors should be decided upon. Developing a training team

who will be able to give workshops is an important activity

during the fiz-L year. Each national organization has

written procedures for trainers to obtain certification which

are available to develop the training team.

Record-keeping activities need to be defined and specific-

ally assigned. Statistics for the program will be needed for

fund ra:.sing and informational purposes, so good records can

be of great benefit.

Orientation and development of a speaker's bureau should

be undertaken by the publicity committee at this time.

Evaluation of Program

In order to measure the success of the program, a system

of evaluation should be set up. This can either be formal or

informal. The formal evaluation can be developed from

formulae suggested for library evaluation programs and should

be done independently. The informal method could be the use

of volunteers to ask tutors and (through them) students,

certain questions.

The evaluation will help formulate goals for the second

year of the program as well as meet needs of the tutors and

students. It may be found that certain trends have been

established or that areas of need have not been addressed by

the program. It may t-r done after six months or one year, if

the program had a slow start.
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grants will only be for instructional materials, others

can pay for staff and support services. Here are some of

the more usual ways of program finance:

4SCA through the library commission in your state--they
will usually fund for one or two years.

ABE- -this is state and/or federal money available through
the Department of Education in your state.

Both of these may provide quite large amounts.

Two sources of small grants on a national basis are B. Dalton

Bookseller and the Gannett Foundation, publisher of USA

Today. Both have to be in your area for you to be consideree.

On a local basis, United Way, local foundations, Kiwanis,

Lions, Jaycees and other service groups may make substan-

tial donations.

The speaker's bureau can also ask for donations when

spearing to local groups.

Proposal writing should be done by somebody who has exper-

ience. This can be either a library staff member or a volun-

teer. It is ideal to have a person who can attend a seminar

in grantsmanship. These are offered by colleges and universities

as part of their community education programs.

Development of New Reader Collections

There are many excellent bibliographies of books for

low level readers. There is also a free book available

from New Readers Press called Opening Doors for. Adult New

Readers: How Libraries Can Select Materials. Many of the

educational publishers have books for adult new reader ,too.



STI PROJECT FINAL REPORT

James A. Mel, Director
Donna R. Leicht, Librarian
Shawnee Library System
Carterville, Illinois

In October 1983, the Illinois State Library approved

the LSCA Title I project proposal entitled, "Delivery of

Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Through Rural

Public Libraries." The core of the project was the provision

of a specialized reference service to a target group, 'specif-

ically farmers, business people, entrepreneurs, technicians,

and professional people. Its objectives were to effectively

fill requests from people in the target group, to raise

the awareness of business people and farmers, and to involve

local librarians in the process whenever possible.

Thi.s evaluation will take a hard look at each facet of

the STI Project. In which areas was the project a success

or failure? Were the stated objectives met? What activities

within the project should or should not be replicated?

What outreach strategies work best for encouraging farmers

and business people to use the public library? What role

can the public library play in providing information to

farmers and business people? This report will answer these

questions within the framework of the STI Project's three

main objectives.

Objective is To effectively fill requests from_patrorss

in the target group. As stated in the University of Illinois

Library Research Center STI Project report, of the 590 evaluation
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postcards received from STI patrons, 65% said that the infor-

mation or mat trial they received was excellent, 32% said

it was satisfactory, and 3% said it was unsatisfactory.

According to people who used the service, the information

they received was effective. An example of an unsolicited

patron comment supports the project's effectiveness: *We've

been raising cattle twenty years. We not only received

useful material on the subject requested, but also found

out things about beef cattle that we never knew!"

Whether it was a business person asking for information

on the market for anchovies in the United States, or a farmer

expanding into the growing of Christmas trees, questions

from people in the target group received special care during

the STI Project period. Local librarians attached notes

to STI requests explaining, in detail, what the patron was

doing and what he or she needed. In addition, where more

clarification of the request was needed, the projLet librarian

called the patron to ascertain what depth of information

was needed.

Librarians used the telephone and electronic mail to

reduce the turnaround time when their patrons needed informa-

tion quickly. It is interesting to note that, although

information requests took an average of 7 days and title

requests took an average of 12 days, 68% of all requests

were filled within 3 days. Responsiveness to patron need

was high on the part of all librarians involved. if a vitron

needed information the same day he or he placed the request,

that need was met. Same day or one day service was given
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in 1616 of all requests. This fast turnaround time was averaged

in with requests which took several weeks to fill. Some

technical/reference materials were difficult to get on inter-

library loan. The length of time it took for some associa-

tions and other people with information to respond to requests

also lengthened turnaround time. For example, one patron

wanted building plans for amusement park games and rides.

After an initial search, a person who designs such plans

was contacted, but it took about two weeks for the plans

to arrive at system headquarters.

High patron satisfaction indicates the first objective

was met. The special STI reference service given was appreciated

by patron and local librarian alike. This satisfaction

supports the idea of staffing system reference departments

with one librarian who would develop a close relationship

with all member librarians. Local librarians would call

the system librarian assigned to this position if they needed

a rush on a request, if a request required an extra telephone

call to the patron, or if the local librarian suspected

the information would be difficult to find. Having a system

librarian in this position would benefit the system and

local library staff as well as the patron. Having a librarian

assigned to handle the requests for technical information

would free the ret of the system reference staff to more

efficiently fill the majority of requests which do not require

special handling. The local librarian would benefit by

knowing instantly whom to call with a question requiring

special handling. The pis ron would benefit from the exper-
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title which the librarian assigned to this duty would develop.

Objective 21 To raise the awareness of people in the

target group. Both indirect and direct public relations

efforts were used to raise the awareness of people in the

target group. The target group was reached indirectly through

outreach to other agencies that serve the target group.

Direct outreach to the target group was accomplished

through speaking engagements at 80 meetings attended by

members of the target group and by meeting directly with

70 business people and farmers in the workplace. Twelve

percent of the total number of STI questions came directly

from those personal contacts. Such personal contacts exemplify

the project's emphasis on word-of-mouth advertising.

The project promoted word-of-mouth advertising at every

available opportunity. a the bottom of the evaluation

postcard was printed, If you are happy with this service,

tell your friends!" One STI patron drew an arrow to our

suggestion and wrote, "I have, and they art also using it.

I think it is wonderful we have this opportunity for

information."

Brochures. booklists, flyers in local bank month ly statements,

newsletters, taped radio and television public service an-

nouncements, and a dozen news releases sent to radio and

television stations and newspapers were used in addition

to personal communication with the target group. Subsequent

STI requests from local libraries indicated that brochures,

booklists, newsletters, and news releases were read and

used by people working in businesses and on farms.
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Reaching business people and farmers indirectly, through

other agencies set up to serve them, was often a more effective

way to reach interested potential STI patrons. Initial

visits were made to the follow!ng agencies: county Farm

Bureaus, county Univerist.y of Illinois Cooperative Extension

Service offices, Chambers of Commerce in each town, area

Planning and Des!lopment Commissions, three community college's

Business Service Centers, the regional Illinois Department

of Commerce and Community Affz!irs office, and Southern Illinois

Incorporated. At the first meeting between agency staff

and the STI project librarian, STI service was explained

and offered to each agency. Some agencies had requests

for information right away. Two agencies, which have agreed

to be identified, made extensive use of the STI service

and actively referred people to their local lihear,es for

service. Southern Illinois Incorporated used the service

32 times, while Southern Five Development Commission used

it 26 times.

An additional offer was made to provide a speaker, a

displajr, and resource lists to area agencies. Mary agencies,

especially in the second year, invited STI Project participa-

tion in agency-sponsored workshops, meetings, and shows,

e.g. Swine Seminars, Workshops for Entrepreneurs, and Oil

Production Seminars. The people in attendance at these

meetings were interested in gathering more information to

use on the job. Otherwise, they would not have made the

effort to attend the program.

In an attempt to cover the entire system area, the STI
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Project provided outreach through some more general service

organizations, such as the Lions Club, if it was the only

service organization in the community. These meetings were

somewhat ineffective, because the percentage of potential

patrons was lower in a general service organization than

in a meeting held by, for example, a Chamber of Commerce.

STI Project conta:t, with other agencies continued after

the initial visit ii many ways: through STI participation

in their programs and responses to their reference questions,

and also through mailings to keep them up-to-date on project

activities, through their participation on the STI Project

Advisory Committee, through their responses to our requests

for help, and by working with them to put together the directory

of groups who provide information to business people and

farmers. While some agencies requested information from

the STI Project at the nitial visit, others did not ask

for information from the STI Project until it was over.

Each attempt to promote intetagency cooperation added a

few more agencies to the number of those who actively used

and supported the STI Project.

In an indirect way, the STI Project raised the level

of awareness of business people and farmers outside of the

Shawnee Library System area. Other librarians showed a

great deal of interest in the STI Project. News reports

in Library Hotline and American Libraries brought mail asking

for more information from the deputy supervising librarian

for the Library Council of Victoria in Melbourne, Australia.

Other outreach to the library community included poster
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sessions at the Illinois and American Library Association

annual conferences; a display at the Midwestern Rural Libray

Conference in Mankato, Minnesota: a memo to Illinois library

system directors; a workshop at Cumberland Trails Library

System; and participation in a preconference on rural libraries

held by the International Federation of Library Associations

with 20 Latin American rural librarians. Th project a;s0

received monthly requests from librarians throughout the

United States who were interested in starting outreach programs

to their farm and business communities. Packages were put

together for interested parties, including project proposals,

sample publicity pieces, and news releases. The sharing

of experiences and information with other libraries proved

to be one of the areas of greatest satisifaction in the

PrO ja.

About 85% of the project's requests came from business

people, mostly people in small business, while only 15%

of the total number of requests came from farmers. Because

considerable effort was placed on outreach, it was difficult

initially to understand why requests from farmers were such

a small percentage of the whole. Before the project began

several local librarians voiced opinions like this comments

"Trying to get farmers into our librarythat's going to

be a tough one. Farmers get all the help they need from

the Farm Bureau." This librarian made two good points.

It is not easy to attract farmers into the library. Librarians

knew they had not been reaching farmers before the STI Project

and were skeptical that the STI Project would reach them.
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When farmer evaluation postcards were analyzed, 82% of all

farmers were using the library for the first time for their

work, compared to 72% of all people who used the project.

Librarians also realized that farmers have the Illinois

cooperative Extension Service, Farm Bureau, Southern Illinois

University agriculture faculty members, and several for-

profit farm services--all eager to provide information to

farmers.

An information service for farmers was developed over

the IP month STI project period largely through trial and

error. In the first few months of the project period, farmers

and farm agents were asked what kind of information they

would use if it were provided at the local library. Those

materials were promoted through talking with farmers, and

through the media; e.g. a news relea.l'e on agriculture software

available through local libraries. Farm materials on topics

in which farmers expressed interese, like books on the futures

market, were purchased on demand.

The 1511 figure is not a blemish on the project; it signifies

an effort to provide an information service to farmers not

provided by other agencies. Libyaries are unique among

agencies providing information to the agricultural community;

they provide farmers with books for lc n. Also, there is

no other agency focusing its efforts on the art-time farmer

or homesteader. This provides another gap in service which

libraries can fill. It has been the experience of the STI

Project that many farmers who make 100% of their income

from the farm may only use the library for information as
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a last resort, after they have exhausted ell other sources

of information. A small number of farmers, many of whom

have not been farming long or who have particular areas

of interest, such as agricultural computing, will read every-

thing available in their area of interest. r,..nce these farmers

were made aware of what the library could provide, they

used it.

Homesteaders and, in that same category, people starting

small businesses were eager to use the STI Project. Both

groups often have limited resources, are in an information-

seeking mode, and have an appreciation of the role additional

information can play in increasing the productivity of their

small farm or business. This made them print candidates

for using the STI Project. Efforts to raise the awareness

of these two groups were effective in la.-ge part because

they were already highly motivated to use it. Motivating

the full-time farmer to use the STI Project was a more challeng-

r. task, because it involved c..anging his or her attitude

libraries, an well as changing a long-established

bedvior pattern--not going to the library.

In summary, a thorough attempt was made to raise the

awareness of people in the target group. The effort which

proved most effective and which will most likely have the

greatest long-term results, was the fostering of interagency

cooperation through the project. A library wishing to provide

information to farmers should find effective ways tt

strong connections with the agricultural support network,

so that eventually the library can become part of the network,
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providing books, materials and information to farmers.

In addition, libraries will find that it takes little additional

effort to build on their long-standing tradition of providing

self-help materials to people with smnall businesses and

ferns.

Ob active 31 To involve local librarians in the process

whenever possible. In the STI patron's eyes, the local

libraries were integrally involved in the STI Project, as

displayed in this unsolicited comment from an 'TI evaluation

postcard, *Excellent service from Shawnee and Chester.

The field I needed information about is constantly changing,

so I found the reprints of recent magazine articles especially

helpful.* (Underline added by patron.)

Public librarians in the Shawnee Library System area

displayed their involvement in the STI Project in many ways.

The public librarians from Metropolis, Eldorado, and Marisea

provided leadership for the project by serving on the STI

Advisory Committee. In 29 instances, librarians attended

and/or spoke at meetings and visited potential ST/ patrons

with the project librarian, many times in the evening and

on their own time.

While some librarians' support for the project grew over

time, others showed commitment to it from its conception.

At the all-librarians meeting held to introduce member librar-

ians to the STI Project, plans were mentioned for future

meetings between potential STI patrons, the local librarian,

and the project librarian. Shortly after the all-librarians

meeting, an initial meeting was set up for one librarian
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in particular and the project librarian to discuss the STI

Project. When the project librarian arrived, the local

librarian had set up an entire afternoon of visits to potential

STI patrons. Her interest and participation in the project

continued by having an STI exhibit at a local festival.

She requested the use of several STI rotating book collections.

using them for attractive displays in the Main Street store-

front library. To an STI display on farming she added a

farmer's seed cap which proclaimed, "If Dolly Parton was

a farmer, she'd go flat-busted too."

Involvement in the project was encouraged and good commun-

ications fostered through three consultant visits to each

of the 45 public libraries in the system. Memoranda were

sent and items for the Shawnee Library System' s brief newsletter,

the Bulletin Board, were submitted to keep librarians up-

to-date on project activities and to provide them with en-

couragement. The close telephone contact maintained by

local librarians and project librarian throughout the project

...aped with the quality of reference work as well as the

quality of the working relationship between the librarians.

Local librarians' involvement in the STI Project, together

with efforts made by the STI Project to communicete with

local librarians, combined to create strong working relationsh4s

between most libraries and the STI Project.

Conclusions Major findings from the experience of the

STI Project follows

1. Library systems would benefit from assigning one librarian

to work closely with local librarians to provide reference
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service to patrons with technical or difficult-to-fill infor-

mation needs.

2. One of the most effective methods of raising the awareness

of a library's target group concerning a new information

service is to work with the agencies already providing infor-

mation to the group.

3. When deciding whom to target, it is important for

a librarian to decide who wants the library's help. People

starting small businesses and people with small farms made

best use of the STI Project, because they recognized their

need for information and were motivated enough to seek it.

Major successes of the STI Project include the extensive

efforts made to reach out to people who had not been reached

before, and providing effective reference service to the

target group. A major accomplishment of the project is

an increased awareness for both local librarians and the

Shawnee Library System staff of the information needs of

business people and farmers and the resources needed to

meet their needs. A failure of the project may be that

it was seen primarily as a system service; there may have

been less use of local library resources than was anticipated.

Without the involvement of local librarians, however, the

service could not have been provided. The people who used

the service needed a place near their homes where they could

comfortably request information; the STI Project provided

the information. For many rural libraries this is not a

Lad place to start in the provision of service to their

communities.
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FLAGLER HUMANITIES PROGRAMSI SUCCESS IN A TINY LIBRARY

Margaret A.Coval
Program Associate
Colorado Endowment for the Humanities
Boulder, Colorado

Paul G. McKenna
Center for Faculty Staff Development
University of Connecticut Library
Storrs, Connecticut

Flagler, Colorado, is a small, rural community with a

population of less than 600, located on the high plains 120

miles east of Denver. Flagler boasts one of the smallest

public libraries in the state of Colorado, the Flagler

Community Library, which houses 5,300 volumes and operates on

a yearly budget of less than $2,000. The library is open

only five hours a week. Yet when the Flagler community

library presented its first public program, a humanities

program, almost 300 people attended. Two months later when

it presented a second program, the local movie theater had to

be used to accommodate the attendance. Over 330 people came,

and the main street was transformed into an open air museum

of antique cars and farm machinery.

The library received funding to present the programs and

technical assistance in program development from the Rural

Libraries and the Humanities Project, a National Endowment

for the humanities (NE10 grantee based at Kansas State

University.1 The programs, "A Potpourri of Early Years" and

'Country School Legacy," were successful because Jean Strode,

the librarian, maximized community interest by involving the
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local people and organizations in the planning and

implementation of the programs.

The Rural Libraries project assisted ten communities each

in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Colorado in offering over sixty

humanities programs through their public libraries during

the past year. This project has ended, but a funding

resource for public humanities programs exists in every state

in the nation. Libraries and other non-profit organizations

that would like to develop or present humanities programs for

out-of-school adults can contact their state humanities

committee for information. Although the names of these

agencies vary slightly from state to state (Minnesota

Humanities Commission, Delaware Humanities Forum, Colorado

Endowment for the Humanities), all are supported by the

Division of State Programs of NTH, and as such, are mandated

to award grants to non-profit, non-political organizations

for humanities projects benefiting the out-of-school adult

public.

The primary criteria for funding is humanities content.

The involvement of humanities scholars (usually PhD's In the

disciplines listed by Congress)2 in the planning and execu-

tion of the project helps to ensure the humanities content.

Grant applications submitted to a state humanities council

are reviewed by a volunteer committee mace up of humanities

scholars and other community leaders and individuals commit-

ted to education in the humanities.

Of vital importance in consideration of a grant applica-

tion is a high level of cotrina.lity interest and involvement.

8
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There should be a keen desire in the community for the

program to take place, and enough community involvement

before the prztgam to guarantee a good audience turnout.

Time, facilitis, services, materials, and money donated by

participants and non-participants should, at a minimum, be

valued in equivalence to the requested grant amount.

In Flagler, librarian Strode had a local steering commit-

tee to assist her with the programs. From the onset the

committee wa a working, lecision-making body. "I selected

people that I knew would accept responsibility and were

dependable. These were the visible, influential and busy

pft..ple in the community," she said.

They were representative of the community: the chair-

person was a machinist; other ::.ambers were a gift shop owner,

county commissioner, insurance salesman, two teachers, and

the humanities scholar, who served as a consultant to the

project.

The lommittee represented such groups as the Women's Club,

Ladies Aid, Lions Club, Library Boa.d, The County Commission

and the school system. This breadth of representation was

valuable because it led directly to involvement of diverse

groups in the design and development of the programs, and

heightened community awareness of the upcoming events.

Additionally, the time spent by the steering committee on

this project represented a significant in-kind contribution

to the grant.

Because of Strode's enthusiasm for the project, the

steering committee became strongly committed to the project.

9
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The programs soon ceased being library programs and became

Flagler community programs.

The programs were designed so that the residents were

involved, supporting Peggy O'Donnell's contention that, 'When

you involve other people in the planning the more certain you

can be that the programs will appeal to and interest your

ardience...when people have an active role in planning a

program they are more likely to attend the program and bring

their friends and families."3

Residents of the area were asked to display heirlooms and

artifacts at the first program, and antique cars and farm

machinery at the second program.

'We just asked, we kept asking everybody. Many people

have items of historic value that they are pleased co

display," said Strode. This approach very effectively

involved the community in the programs.

The steering committee did not stop there. School

children created posters to promote the programs and women

from the local senior center were asked to judge the

posters. Awards were given for the three best posters from

each grade level, K-6. Music was provided before the

programs by a RSVP Mountaineer Band, and several local

residents were involved in the actual presentations. All

this lad to broad community interest and involvement in the

programs, and (coupled with the publicity campaign) served to

boost attendance.

The committee established dates for the programs (both

were conducted on Sunday afternoons), arranged for facilities

10



(another in-kind contribution towards the grant), developed

the publicity campaigns, helped the librarian in writing the

grant application (the humanities scholar was helpful in

ensuring the humanities content of the application), and in

general worked with the librarian to ensure program success.

Many state humanities councils offer mini-grants or

planning grants which are large enough to bring a humanities

scholar into the community to assist in the design of the

program and the actual writing of the grant application.

Librarians considering applying for state funds should

contact their state humanities council and request guide-

lines, deadline schedules and application forms. They should

be sure to ask about special programs for libraries and/or

rural audiences. Some states offer small planning grant-t,

speakers' grants, media resources, packaged programs, and

traveling exhibits. Often these are less complicated to

apply for and to arranga. The programs in Plagler cost ;500

and $300 in grant funds. The considerable local contribution

and donated time by the scholars made these programs inexpen-

sive. Costs of rural programs are often higher because of

travel costs for scholars and other participants, especially

if the project requires the scholar to do research in more

than one location before the program.

Packaged programs have an appeal to rural and small

libraries. These programs can take a variety of formats.

For example, an exhibit and scholar/speaker, a film and

scholar/discussion leader, or a panel reproducing a previous

program but drawing on local participants and issues. The

11



packaged program is usually less expensive to present than a

program created at the local level and may better utilize

the community's limited resources. The uniqueness of each

community comet through during discussion segments even when

a packaged program is used.

Discussion and dialogue is an important part of a human-

ities program. It gives the audience an opportunity to

participate in a humanities process--analysis, questioning,

critical thinking, hearing and responding to others' views.

In the best cases, the dialogue serves to augment the base of

existing information on a topic.

The project planner/grant writer has an important role in

conmunicating to the scholar the kind of program anticipated

by the planners, the role the scholar is being asked to play

(especially as discussion leader), the expectations of the

funding organization, and the effect of successful education-

al programs on the library and the community.

From the scholar's perspective, good local preparation,

feedback on his or her contribution to .he moject, and

beforehand knowledge of local controversial ;ssues are

appreciated.

What appeal does this kind of program have for the

scholar? Why would a scholar drive to Flagler, Colorauo or

any other rural community to participate in a humanities

program? Primarily these programs offer an rtunity to

meet and talk with a Lu,1;uely different audience. The

participants have unique experiences from their distinct

lifestyles to draw upon during discussions. Their views are

12
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often not represented on the typical college campus, or in

the audiences who attend programs in urban settings. A

scholar, while presenting new information and offering

perspectives, can enrich his or her work significantly.

Libraries benefit from the programs because the programs

offer an opportunity for the library tr, serve the adult

population in the community. Library usage may even

increase.

When considering applying for a state humanities grant,

project directors should contact their state humanities

commission. The commission can, at any stage in the plann-

ing, advise on the humanities content of the program, suggest

various kinds of applications, assist in locating the best

scholar, supply examples of applications of funded projects,

answer questions on the application process and review and

comment on drafts of the application. The final grant

application will be considered by the state committee, the

governing and grant awarding body of state humanities

programs.

Successful public humanities programs are vastly reward-

ing, but they are not easy to do. Flaglerla warmly-received

presentations were the result of substantial time and energy

well spent--and not all of it by the librarian. Strode's

careful groundwork brought wide-spread community interest

and involvement. Then 'hler role became two-fold. While she

was the catalyst who kept the pot boiling, sha was also

responsible for keeping the program within the parameters of

the grant criteria, all the while being careful not to douse

13
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the committee's enthusiasm.

The tiny Flagler Community Library, open just five hours a

week, serving a population under 600, nevertheless presented

two humanities programs that attracted nearly 1,000 people.

If a small rural library, with an inspired librarian, can

develop and present this kind of programming, think what is

possible in your community.

'4



NOTES

1. Grant number GL- 20176 -82, awarded to the Division of
Continuing Education, Kansas State University, Manhattan,
Kansas.

2. The humanities include, but are not limited to "histo-
ry, pbilosop4, languages, linguistics, archeolos juris-
prudence, art history and criticism, ethics, comparative
religion, and those aspects of the social sciences employing
historical or philosophical approaches."

3. Peggy O'Donnell and Patsy Reed, Planning Librau
Programs, American Library Association.
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THE TRAVELING LIBRARY IN ENGLAND; A HISTORY

Judith B. Gunter
Assistant Librarian
Jefferson County Library
Beaumont, Texas

Travelling libraries were the answer to the increasing

concern of many librarians over the lack of books accessible

to readers in the remote villages and hamlets of England.

There had been book deposits over the years and boxes of

books were sent out to be changed at intervals, but a greater

need was recognized to provide a varied collection to the

rural areas on a regular basis. This has developed over the

years into a modern mobile van service which serves the

population of rural England with not only light reading

but a substantial amount of reference material as well.

The first recorded instance of readers borrowing books

from a vehicle in England was from a horse drawn van in

Warrington in 1859. This was purchased by the working man of

Warrington through the offices of the Mechanics Institute.

This van was used mainly within Warrington for the benefit of

the working men who would not go to the Institute Library.1

The idea of free public libraries travelling around the

counties was first proposed by James Duff Brown in 1894.

Brown was an outstanding librarian who served the cities of

Clerkenwell and then Islington until his death in 1914. He

developed a classification system about 1896 and played an

important part in the development of the library profession.2

Brown's proposal for the travelling service stated in part,

17



that each county council support a rate of one penny in the

pound which would be enough to establish a series of travel-

ling libraries, giving every inhabitant of the county access

to thousands of well - selected books, instead of to a very few

hundreds."3 Annual cost of maintenance was estimated at:

Van Complete 100 Librarian 78
1500 Volumes 187 Driver 65
One Horse 70 Horse 45
Charging System 10 Repairs 10

Books 20
Light and Heat 7
Printing 5

Total Original
OutYay 367 Maintenance 230

He also IIIP.Je note of the recent improvements in "electric

traction"s "Might get vans carrying their own motive power,

thus dispensing with both horses and drivers and cut costs

dramatically."4

Brown's idea of using horseless carriages for travelling

libraries did not become reality until 1920. But travelling

libraries using horse drawn vans were brought into service in

connection with the Carnegie schemes for county libraries

which preceded the 1919 Library Act. They were open in the

evenings to serve outlying villages.'

In 1920, a book van, known as an exhibition van, with

shelf accommodation for 1000-2000 volumes, was first intro-

duced in Kent County and was followed by other pioneers.

These vans were arranged with book shelves on each side of

the van exterior to provide outside access to readers. The

librarian in those days often had to drive the van because of

shortage of staff. When it was decided to engage a chauffeur

18
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in Lindsey, the committee prudently provided a folding

table and a portable typewriter, so the librarian could

deal with correspondence en route. "There is something

heroic," comments the Carnegie report, 'in the picture of a

librarian typing letters and memoranda in a van doing thirty

to forty miles an hour, even on the relatively level roads o.'

Lincolnshire." It was most probable that the librarian on

the early mobile library was not highly trained. According

to Gray's recommendations for County Library staff in 1922,

only the County Librarian and the cataloger needed the

training provided in a two-year course at London University.

The librarian should be a trained public librarian and, if

possible, a Fellow of the Library Association.?

It has been recognized that the special work required of a

mobile librarian demands a professional person. "It also

demands one who is hardy, healthy, mentally and bodily

active, flexible, and adaptable. Can such a person exist?

Exist they do, with the Added qualities of an unruffled

temperament to deal not only with the volume of work but also

with the difficult and cramped working conditions."8 The

mobile library served a varied clientele from pre-school age

to the very elderly which added to the stress of a working

day

By 1931, the areas of service were expanded as outer

access vans gave way to inns,, *. access mobile units. "The

first true mobile library in England was the converted bus

which Manchester operated from 28th July, 1931.'18 Most

county librarians at this time did not accept the idea ',f the

19
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mobile library as the but way to serve remote areas. The

feeling seems to have been that the village library was the

center of the Amunity and should be maintained as the ideal

center of service. Mobiles were considered to spoon-feed the

general reader, and this was thought to be undesirable.

Partly this was due to the influence of the Carnegie Trust

which was firmly behind the establishment of the village

centre library."10 Even though the first mobile library,

with service as we know it today, was introduced in Kent in

1935.11 the Kent County Librarian was not wholly in favor of

the project. "The Kent County vehicle had been refitted to

enable books to be issued to the borrowers by an assistant

working from inside the van. It visited four districts on

the outskirts of the area, and remained on site for a few

hours on two or three days a week."12 Mobile Library service

was introduced to Warrington, Manchester, Lincolnshire, and

Burnley at about the same time. There was a dramatic

increase in total number of county library readers between

1932 and 1939.13

With the advent of World War II, there were no further

advances in mobile van service until the late 1940's. By

then, attitudes toward readers in small and isolated communi-

ties had ch'nged. In 1949, B. Oliph Smith, the County

Librarian of the West Riding of Yorkshire stated that the

countryman is entitled to just as good service as the urban

dweller, and he set out to satisfy that demand. An ex-

ambulance was outfitted as a travelling library van. It held

300 books, and travelled 22s miles of road on four routes.
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Each route was to be covered once a fortnight. Owing to the

lack of materials, the authorities had to convert almost

anything on wheels into a mobile library or had to argue very

convincingly for a custom-built vehicle.14

Expansion of services continued through the fifties. In

the sixties according to Murison, "service was now being

offered through more than five hundred mobile units touring

the rural areas of the counties and the new housing districts

of the towns visiting thousands of service points

regularly. "15 Vans were now made to order for library

service and some included such amenities as a small kitchen

or wash basin for the staff.

As has been noted, the staffing of a mobile service

required a person or persona of many talents. Those advocat-

ing standards for library service recognized that mobile

staff for rural areas must also have a detailed knowledge of

the library's stock and potentialities as there are only a

limited number of reference books available for consultation

on a mobile unit. For these reasons they should be staffed

by qualified librarians.16 The mobile librarian has the best

access to the reader and will get to know the reader and the

community in which the reader lives. The attitude of this

librarian towards the reader is as important as the profes-

sionalism displayed. All the modern equipment, the varied

collection of books and other materials, will not serve its

purpose without the presen^0 of a librarian who cares about

people as well as books.

In Oxfordshire today, for exanple, the-'e are seven mobile
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vans circulating books and other materials to 380 service

points throughout the county, either on a weekly or a

fortnightly basis. These are staffed with well-trained

librarians, professionals where possible, and accompanied by

a knowledgeable driver who aids the librarian and reader as

needed. The vans carry a large variety of adult books and

smaller collections of children's books and reference

materials. Requests are taken, are referred to the head-

quarters and, if possible, are brought to the reader on the

next trip. A micro-fiche reader is used by the mobile

librarian to locate a particular title in the collection

maintained by the county. Coverage of the rural areas is

extensive with some stops of only ten or fifteen minutes and

others as long as three hours. High circulation reports show

that the service is appreciated and used by those living in

the rural areas. A turnover of each collection is guaranteed

as each van librarian goes to headquarters once a month and

chooses about one hundred new books for the collection,

returning the same number from the mobile unit.

Profet ;.onal attitudes, including those of the county

librarians, have shown a complete reversal--from the earlier

rejection of the travelling library (which was not thought to

be the type of service needed in the villages), to enthusias-

tic support of the mobile service throughout .ngland. In

1976, the County Librarian of West Sussex said, "experience

shows that the mobile library gives a far better selection of

books to a community, attracts borrowers from a wider cross-

section of the population and issues more books than a static

22



village centre. `I7 Mobile libraries have come a long way

from Warrington and Manchester and are still moving with the

times. That they are capable of doing so is a measure of

their effectiveness.

-s ()
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TELEPHONE REFERENCE SERVICE IN RURAL PENNSYLVANIA LIBRARIES1
A SURVEY

Jail Partin
Medical Bookstore
Milton S. Hershey Medical Center
Hershey, Pennsylvania

Reference service, providing information on demand, is

generally acknowledged to be a primary library function.

Because it captures such a high profile within the library

community, reference service has been the subject of numerous

articles and studies attempting to identify and categorize

the process of providing satisfactory levels of information

in response to patron queries. At first glance, this would

seem to be a simple task of observations however, the problem

of assessing the quality of reference service becomes more

complex as the evaluation process unfolds. Such was the

experience of this author while conducting a recent survey

of the telephone reference services provided by a number

of rural libraries in Pennsylvania.

Evaluation of Reference Service

Many attempts at reference evaluation are limited to

quantitative descriptions or subjective observations which

disregard any measurement of success or failure. For example,

some libraries keep statistics on the number and type of

reference question ast:ed, while others keep lists of the

actual questions. This data in either case can then be

analyzed in various ways to yield an accurate picture of



library's particular reference activities. This statistical

data can also be utilized for comparisons with published

guidelines for reference service such as "A Commitment to

Information Services; Developmental Guidelines,* which is

the national standard adopted by the Reference and Adult

Services Division of the American Library Association. Of

necessity, these guidelines are designed as general standards

which can be applied to all types an.t sizes of libraries.

Thus they are most beneficial when employed as tools for

providing an assessment of a specific library'i strengths and

weaknesses. Evaluations of these types fulfill the profes-

sion's need for information about the reference process;

however, they are of little value in developing an effectie

model for the measurement of reference service.

Lancaster notes, "Real evaluation...entails the identifi-

cation of successes and failures and the analysis of reasons

for failure.°1 Various alternatives have been employed in

the attempt to attain this goal. One such alternative is the

determination of user satisfaction, where library users are

asked to give their opinions of the reference services they

have received. There is, however, a fundamental flaw in this

approach. For several reasons, users tend to overrate the

services. A number of studies conducted in this manner

concluded that an overwhelming majority of users felt that

their questions were answered satisfactorily, and in other

studies, reference services were judged to be good or

excellent by most respondents. So many favorable responses

can only lead researchers to surmise that some bias was
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present and that the results do not represent a realistic

portrayal of user satisfaction.2

Another approach to measuring reference quality is to

corsult the reference staff. Staff members maintain a log of

the questions asked, the answers given. and their own

assessment of the users' satisfaction. Like user surveys,

studies of this type have reported sliccess rates of over

ninety percent in most cases.3 Since it is not always clear

how the questions were recorded, comparisons or conclusions

cannot be reliably drawn. In addition, it may be unrealistic

to assume that the library staff members can accurately

assess the users' satisfaction levels. As Childers points

out, the fact that the recorders of the unanswered questions

are usually the very people responsible for assessing them

casts doubt on the objectivity of that measure."4

A less difficult approach to the analysis of reference

accuracy is the obtrusive test. Unlike the preceding

methods, it allows the assessment to be performed outside the

normal operating atmosphere of the reference department, thus

permitting a greater degree of control. Generally, this kind

of test takes the from of a list of typical reference

questions submitted to the reference staff. staff members

are usually requested to record their answers and the

reference source(s) they consulted for each question. This

method is especially beneficial a, a tool for evaluating the

performance of the reference staff or for evaluating the

adequacy of the reference collection. There are, however,

same very serious limitations to this type of test, "the most
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obvious being that the subject of the evaluation is complete-

ly aware of the test situation. When he knows he is being

observed and evaluated he may not behave as he would under

'normal' working conditions; an inevitable 'hawthorns effect'

is created."5

To avoid many of the problems encountered with the

approaches previously discussed, Terence Crowley devised

and implemented a technique for unobtrusive evaluation.6

"Ideally, it would be preferable to administer a controlled

test, with the subject unaware that he is being studied.

Such a test is likely to be more satisfactory in many ways

than an obtrusive test, because it could measure the perfor-

mance of the reference librarian under actual working

conditions rather than under the artificial conditions of an

obtrusive study."7

For the sake cf convenience, most unobtrusive tests are

admil.istered via the telephone, so the anonymity of the

inquirer can be preserved. Conducting the test over the

telephone also permits the inquirer to make an immediate, and

probably more accurate, record of the reference transaction.

?mother obvious advantage is that the test can be adminis-

tered to a wide geographic area within a fairly short time

span, enabling the researcher to sample a sizable number

of libraries. It is not essential that hidden reference

evaluation be performed only via telephone. Volunteers or

proxies can be sent to visit sample libraries to simulate

"real" patrons in the reference interface. One possible

advantage of personal visits is the opportunity for the

30
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inquirer to observe facial expressions, body language, and

actions of the respondent, as well as to monitor the overall

performance and attitude of the reference department.

Ever since Crowley first documented his technique of

unobtrusive evaluation, critics have assailed the method as

unfair and unethical. They contend that observing people

without their knowledge is essentially the same as spying,

and is an invasion of their privacy. They also fear that

data collected in this manner can and will be manipulated and

abused to the detriment of li`mary workers. Supporters of

this technique, .:hough, point out that workeiA in the public

sector are performing duties which do not fall into the

"privacy" sphere. They agree that using the data to single

Out individual workers is an abusive and improper application

of the evaluation process. It is interesting to note,

however, that where workshops have been held to demonstrate

this method and that when librarians have been afforded the

opportunity to put it into practice themselves, there have

been changes in attitude about it--from skepticism 'o

enthusiasm.

When unobtrusive methods are applied to reference perfor-

man-!e, the results are found to be substantially different

from other evaluative approaches. In previous studies,

users, when surveyed, indicated a high level of satisfaction

and librarians gave the,..1-,..; a ninety percent success rate

in answering patron questions. However, unobtrusive measures

have found that the average success rate is only a little

better than fifty percent.8
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Leech summarizess

The primary trend in reference service
evaluation seems to be in the area of
unobtrusive testing of reference perfor-
mance. Whether this trend will continue
will probably depend...on the library
profession's acceptance of the
technique....Its future, as Childers
has pointed out, lies in its use mot
only as a tool for quality control of
reference service, but also as a means
for gathering data on which nationwide
standards for reference service might
be based."9

Purpose of_this Study

A telephone reference study was implemented by this author

for the purpose of determining the current state of reference

services in rural libraries. At the outset, a keen interest

in reference evaluation and simple curiosity about the quality

of service provided the initial momentum. Complete lack

of documentation about reference evaluation in rural libraries

provided further motivation. A review of the literature

revealed many studies of reference service, yet none of

them were exclusively devoted to small or rural libraries.

In fact, many studies purposefully instituted minimum

requirements for budget, population, or collection size

to exclude those smaller libraries normally found in a random

sampling. The final spark, however, was provided in an

article written by Thomas Childers. in it he states, "There

is indication that stronger libraries perform better on

reference tests than smaller libraries."10 He goes on to

offer several possible reasons for this tendency, which

appear to be pAausible deductions. However, since there

have been no documented evaluations of rural reference services
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using the unobtrusive method, it would seem to be a somewhat

premature conclusion. Even if Childers' suspicions are

accurate, a study designed to measure rural libraries could

certainly shed some light on the disparity in reference

service quality between large and small libraries.

In this vein, an unobtrusive study was undertaken to

measure the quality of telephone reference service perfor-

mance in rural libraries. The study was intended to primari-

ly elicit quantitative data that would yield the percentage

of correctly answered questions, as well as other variable

which will be more fully discussed later in this report. It

was also hoped that some insights could be gained by the

researcher into qualitative aspects of the reference trans-

action, such as the helpfulness of the respondents, the

attitude of the library staff, telephone etiquette, and the

overall impression made upon the "would-be" patron. The test

WAS administered over a ten-day periol in March 1985, and all

of tha telephone calls were placed by this author. Because

the time span of the study was relatively short, only five

test questions were included and the sample size was limited

to twenty-three libraries within a four county area of

Pennsylvania. In view of these limitations, the results of

this study were not expected to be conclusive evidence. In

stead, they should be regarded as preliminary findings upon

which future research studies can be built.

yelephor- Reference Service and the Rural Library

For purposes of this report, telephone reference service
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is meant to include all telephone calls that a library

receives from its patrons. These calls may be simply

requests for directions or library hours, or perhaps they

will be requests for reader services which require checking

the card catalog or offering interlibrary loan services.

Other telephone calls may follow the line of more formalized

reference, such as fact-type or short answer questions.

Still others may necessitate a reference interview requiring

question negotiation skills.

Regardless of the level of reference service exacuted,

every telephone call plays an equally important role in the

library. In a world where fast service is expected and

demanded...the telephone has become another critical library

tool. Many people greet the library for the first time by

using the telephone. In many cases, the library's first

chance to 'win friends and influence people' comes when the

telephone rings. ell

In the rural setting the telephone's critical role is

intensified by the library's geographical isolation from

patrons and large libraries. According to a nationwide

survey performed in 1981 by the Center for the Study of Rural

Librarianship, the average "maximum traveling distance" for

rural patrons to reach a library was fourteen miles. The

average distance from a rural library to the closest city

with a population over 25,000 was forty miles. This study

also found, not surprisingly, that 19.2% of the reference

questions asked in the average rural library were received

via the telephone.12 These statistics serve to clearly



illustrate the significance of telephone communications in

the rural setting.

Related Research

The earliest documented unobtrusive test of reference was

performed by Terence Crowley in 1967-68 and is generally

regarded as the seminal study utilizing this methodology.13

Eight test questions were posed, either in- perr.on or via the

telephone, to twelve medium-sized public libraries in New

Jersey. The study was designed to test the hypothesis that

°libraries with high expenditures and high per capita support

will answer a larger proportion of information questions than

will libraries with low expenditures and low per capita

support."14 A total of 120 yuestiors were asked, resulting

in sixty-five correct responses (541). statistical analysis

of the results, however, failed to find any significant

difference in the proportions of correct and incorrect

answers between the two groups--high expenditure libraries

versus low expenditure libraries. Despite the lac of

conclusive evidence in support of his hypothesis, Crowley's

study did produce several salient contributions. The low

success rate of only fifty-four percent led him to conclude

that libraries were unknowingly dispensing outdated or

incorrect information and that they were especially deficient

in the area of current awareness. The greatest impact for

future research, though, was the establishment of a new

technique for the measurement of reference service. Crow-

ley's unobtrusive method proved to be an effective,
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inexpensive, and realistic way to obtain data on the perfor-

Nance of information service.

In a 1969 study of the Chicago Public Library, Lowell

Martin applied Crowley's techniques by using "anonymous

shoppers" to pose a variety of questions. The results were

similar to the Crowley study in that the primary area of

deficiency was current awareness questions. This led

Martin to call for a well-developed mechanism which would

fairly evaluate reference service.15

Another pioneer in the field of unobtrusive reference

evaluation, Thomas Childers, conducted a prominent study of

twenty-five New Jersey public libraries in 1970.16 Unlike

the Crowley study, which sought to correlate expenditures and

the quality of reference information, Childers' purpose was

to measure telephone reference service "and then to relate

it to some of the conventional measures of libraries

(i.e. descriptive statistics), in order to judge the value of

those conventional library measures in predicting the quality

of the service."17 To this end, Childers collected data for

forty-seven separate, conventional library measurements in an

effort to uncover a relationship between any of these

independent variables and the correctness of a library's

responses to a list of twenty-six test questions.

In contrast to the Crowley study, Childers developed his

set of twenty-six factual questions in an attempt to assure

variety rather than to emphasize a specific area of question-

ing, such as current awareness. To do this, he adopted a

classification scheme included in a 1948 study by Van Hoesen,
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which places fact-type quel.tions into one or more of the

following categories;

1. Mearin type.

2. Numerical or statistical type,

3. Historical type,

4. Exact wording type.

5. Proper names,

6. Addresses of individuals or societies,

7. Books and publishing,

8. Biography (facts abort specific individuals

whose names are known),

9. Geographical facts,

10. Book reviews.

11. Illustrations. 18

Perhaps the most innovative contribution ;lade by Childers

1.1. this study was his development of a scale of correctness

with which to judge the responses. Although he tried to

design questions that required short, factual answers,

Childers recognized that any judgement of correctness

automatically introduces some degree of subjectivity.

Therefore, a scale was devised that would diminish the amount

of subjectivity that unavoidably seeps into the judgement

process. All responses were judged according to the follow-

ing code;
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C The final answer is wholly correct.

P+m, (a) The correct answer is included in the response

but incorrect information directly related

follows or immediately precedes the answer...

(b) The correct answer is given, but is presented in

such a way that an inquire would likely be

uncertain that he had gotten the correct

answer...

13-mo The correct answer is not given, but the response

does indicate a substantive step toward the correct

answer; that is, part of the correct answer is

given...

N (a) The answer given is wholly incorrect, or

(b) No answer given, but there was some consultation

with printed sources or other persons on the

part of the respondent...

R There was no attempt to answer the question

correctly. That is, the respondent, without leaving

the phone to consult a printed source or another

person, indicated that he would not be able to answer

the question.19

By manipulating the various codes using weighted values,

Childers came up with five different scales. For each scale

different point values were assigned to the correctness

codes, so several combinations could be analyzed and compari-

sons drawn. (See Table 1)

As a result of his experimentation, Childers concluded

that a community's per capita wealth does not significantly
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Table 1

Childers. Five Scales for Measuring Correctness of Responses

Point Values

3 2 1 0

Scale A

Scale B (C) (124

Scale C (C)

Scale D

Scale E

(C) or (P+) (P-) or (N)
or (R)

(P-) (N) or (R)

(P +) or (P-) (N) or (R)

(c) or (F+) (P-) or (N)
(Remove all

"R" responses)

(C) or (PO or (R)
(P-) or (N)

The results in terms of correct responses given, are

summarized for Scales A and D. The fundamental difference

between these two measures is found in the elimination of

all "R" coded responses. Thus, Scale A measures the percent-

age correct for all responses whereas Scale A measures only

those questions that libraries attempted to answer. Surpris-

ingly, Childers' results were quite similar to Crowley's

earlier study.

Scale A--54.7% correct answers out of 632 responses.

However, wln "refusals to answer" are discarded;

Scale D--:343% correct answers out of 542 attempts.



influence the quality of reference service. However, there

was a statistically significant difference in the information

service provided when libraries were ranked according to

total expenditures. The quality of reference service was

also found to be related to a combination of the number of

professionals and the size of the collecticn."20

Childers also made some recommendations for future

applications of unobtrusive evaluation techniques. To avoid

detection, the sample should encompass a wide geographic

area, or different test questions should br posed in each

sample library. He also observed that posing a number of

questions in a concentrated time span could lead small or

medium -sized libraries to become suspicious. Therefore, he

advocated utilizing proxy inquirers who live in the communi-

ties serviced by each sample library to circumvent the

necessity of maintaining anonymity when placing long distance

calls or when responding to a library's request for a phone

number to return the proxy's call. Recognizing the limita-

tions of this approach, he suggested the alternative of

extending the time span of the experiment to allow for the

app:Acation of one question per month.

In a 1972 survey of public libraries in Summit County,

Ohio, --ference services were evaluated according to the

correctness of the responses and the general attitudes

displayed by library respondents. The findings indicated

that only thirty percent of the responses were correct, but

the respondents were rated positively by an overwhelming

margin. 21
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Another Ohio experiment condulted in 1972 posed two

factual questions to a number of academic and public

libraries. All questions were asked via the telephone and

used unobtrusive techhiques. The study found that academic

libraries correctly answered the questions one hundred

percent of the time, whereas the public libraries had an

eighty-six percent rate of correct responses. Based on a

limited amount of data, no conclusions could be drawn by the

researchers.22

An evaluation of the telephone reference services provided

by the University of Minnesota libraries was designed to

determine the accuracy of responses, the amount of question

negotiation performed, and the attitude of the reference

librarian. Sixty percent of the questions were answered

correctly, and twenty-five percent were answered

incorrectly -- leaving fifteen percent for which no answer

could be given. The attitude of the librarian was judged

`pleasant" in ninety-five percent of the responses.23

In 1974-75, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company conducted

a three-part survey of twenty California public libraries.

Libraries were evaluated on the basis of their responses to

both simple and complex questions. The results were disap-

pointing for several reasons. Staff attitudes and competency

levels were found to be poor, and only fifteen percent of the

libraries performed adequately in all three phases of the

teat. These poor performance levels were considered to

directly affect patron utilization of the service.24

The first major evaluation of academic reference/
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information services was conducted in 1977-79 by Marcia

Myers." Using the Crawley and Childers studies as models,

she employed proxies to ask fourteen fact-type questions via

telephone in sixty academic libraries located in the south-

eastern United States. She also developed a sixty question

survey which was mailed to each sample library. (94.9% were

completed and returned.) This questionnaire enabled her to

compile data for seventy independent variables. Those

independent variables were then analyzed and tested for their

relationships to the response variable (obtained from the

correct responses to the fourteen test questions). In terms

of the percentage of correct responses received, Myers'

findings were similar to most of the preceding unobtrusive

tests. Only 50.4% of the responses were considered correct

and call backs were required in fifty-five percent of all

observations.

During this same time period, Childers conducted a massive

analysis of reference performance in the Suffolk Cooperative

Libra System on Long Island, Suffolk County, New York. 26

over a period of six months, fifty-seven libraries were asked

twenty questions each. Proxies were h red to telephone or

visit the libraries, appearing to be bona fide clients with

real questions. Most of the queries were fact-type questions

requiring simple, short answers.

A new dimension was added when Childers included three

questions designed to ext t information about negotiation

skills. These questic 'led "escalators,` were composed

of sub-questions which ,_,ressed in steps from broad to
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specific. Childers giver this example:

Step Is Where can I find your books on poetry?

Step 2s I'm looking for something that describes

different kinds of poetry.

Step 31 Could you give me a definition of concrete

poetry?

Another innovation was the gathering of data about which non-

library agencies proxies were referred to.

The results, stated briefly, follow. An actual answer was

given only fifty-six percent of the time. When an answer was

given, it was judged "correct" or "mostly correct" eighty-

four percent of the time. When all queries were scored on a

scale of _orrect, mostly correct, and wrong, the picture

changed drastically. "About half the time the libraries

delivered the correct answer to the query, and about half the

time they did not."27 For the three escalator questions

posed, in sixty-seven percent of the cases the respondents

made no effort to probe for sub-queries. Conversely,

thirteen percent of the responses were partially negotiated,

and twenty percent were negotiated to the final query.

The most recent unobtrusive study of reference service

found by this author was conducted in 1980 by Jassim

Jirjees. Five four-year colleges located in the,northeastern

United States were chosen for an extensive, in depth case

study. From a group of several hundred actual reference

questions, thirty-five questions were selected. Care was

given to ensure a middle range of difficulty, and Van

Hoesen's eleven question categories were utilized to provide
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for maximum variety. Data were collected on thirteen

independent variables that were identified in previous

research studies as affecting the quality of reference

service. An analysis of this data was performed to prove or

disprove the hypothesis that °there is a positive correlation

between reference performance in academic libraries and each

of the identified independent variables.°28

Out of 175 observations, 160 responses were received. The

remaining fifteen observations were referrals to another

resource or outright refusals to answer. In keeping with t$

results of other unobtrusive research' correct responses were

receivod 56.68 of the time. Thirty-six percent of the

observations required the proxy to call back, and about five

percent required two call backs. The average response time

per observation was 7.2 minutes, and sources were given in

only forty-four percent of the observations. Respondents'

attitudes were rated positively 61.7% of the time and

negatively 38.3% of the time. Sixty-five percent of the

respondents were female, and thirty-five percent were male.

The results of statistical tests indicated that there was no

significant association between any of the thirteen variables

and the library's performance score.

Methodology

The basic approach for this experiment was to follow the

unobtrusive research methods established by Crowley and

Childers in an effort to determine a performance score

for rural telephone reference services. No attempt was made
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relate the library performance scores to any other

statistical variables, such as expenditures or educational

leveis of the staff. Several other studies experimented in

this vein, and as discussed earlier, none were able to

conclusively state that a significant correlation existed.

Semple Libraries.

Twenty-one eligible libraries were selected from the

Pennsylvania Public Libraries Director-1983, which was the

most recent edition available at tbe time. To satisfy the

profile requirements, each library had to be a rural library

geographically rituated within a four-county area of central

Pennsylvania. For reasons of confidentiality, the county

names and locations of the sample libraries will not be

revealed. This small geographic area was chosen with

complete awareness of Childers' admonitions regarding the

passibility of compromising the unobtrusive nature of the

research by studying a too densely populated sample.11 Extra

care was taken, however, to avoid detection, so that the most

expedient sample size could be studied.

There are several definitions of the word "rural," each

one having its own unique implications for researchers in

this area. Most dictionaries define 'rural" as "pertaining

to or relating to the country, country people, farming or

agriculture." Obviously, a more specific measure is needed

for research purposes. The U. S. Bureau of the Census

maintains that the legal definition of rural includes only

those communities with 2,500 or fewer residents. However, if
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there is a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)

within a county population, the entire county is considered

by the Census Bureau to be urban.30 Neither geographic

isolation nor the typical agricultural ambience serves to

adequately define the rural community. To strike a balance

between conflicting definitions, the Center for the Study of

Rural Librarianship (CSRL) in Clarion, Pennsylvania "uses a

definition of 25,000 people and the criterion that a library

must be an independent unit as opposed to a library in a

branch system as a means of targeting (rural] libraries for

study."31 With one exception, the CSRL definition of rural

was followed for this experiment. Branch libraries were not

excluded from the sample. (Data can easily be compiled for a

subset that dc_s exclude these branch libraries.)

In addition to the twenty-one rural libraries, two "test

libraries" with populations over 25,000 were chosen from the

same geographic area. These "test libraries" were used to

pretest the questions to eliminate overly difficult or tricky

questions. The reader is also cautioned to keep in mind that

the population statistics referred to hereiss are from the

1980 U. S. Census and bear no similarity to the populations

served by these sample libraries. On the average, the rural

library has a service area approximately three-and-one-half

times its census population.32 Two rural libraries were

omitted from the sample, because they did not have an

accessible telephone. This, of course, is an unfortunate

(but all-too-real) factor to consider when attempting to

observe rural reference services. The final number of
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libraries studied, then, included nineteen rural libraries

and two non-rural "test" libraries.

Test Questions.

particular attention was paid to the formulation of

questions that struck a fair balance between simplicity and.

difficulty. It was not the purpose of this evaluation to

"stump the libra-ian" but rather to pose queries that would

be accepted as real questions being asked by bona fide

patrons. According to a recent survey of telephone reference

questions, ninety-one percent of the questions could be

answered from the librarian's personal knowledge, from the

card catalog, or from the ready reference collection.33 Only

nine percent of the calls required the use of the general

reference or circulating collections. This corroborates the

findings of other studies that suggest that telephone

reference patrons are more likely to need answers to short

answer or fact-type questions than to other, more in depth

euestione. Therefore, the questions chosen for this research

a4.1 required short answers or factual information. Since

only five questions were developed, it was not necessary to

employ sophisticated techniques to ensure maximum variety.

The queries were worded in the following manner;
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1. When did China explode its
first nuclear device?

2. A friend recommended that I
read a book about South Africa,
but I can't remember the title.
I think the author's name
is Paton. Can you help me?

3. What is a nautical mile?

4. Is it against the law to burn
the United States flag?

S. Can you tell me the address
for the Wall Street Journal?

It was not necessary to hire proxies to make any of the

telephone calls, because all observations were made by this

author. A set of basic instructions were developed and

followed, however, so consistency could be maintained throughout

the experiment. The most important rule was to appear to

be a bona fide patron with a legitimate questiou. ration-

ale for asking each question was included to help make the

inquirer be more relaxed and natural when posing the queries.

All of the questions were asked exactly as worded, with

neutral comments and/o. the rationale interjected whenever

it felt natural to do so. When possible, the inquirer would

wait on the line while the respondent searched for the answer.

If the respondent offered to take the inquirer's name and

telephone number to call her back when the correct answer

was located, the inquirer indicated that it would be more

convenient for her to call the library back. Several excuses

were used, depending upon the time of day and other circus- -

stances. For example, for calls made during normal business

hours it was very natural to say, "I'm at work. Can I call
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you later during my lunch hour?" At other times excuses

such as, "I'm taking the children to for from) school,"

or "I'm running to a meeting" were offered. It was imperative

that these excuses be offered in a believable manner so

as not to arouse suspicion. Since many of the calls were

long distance, giving the librarian a phone number outside

the community would have immediately compromised the hidden

nature of the evaluation. When the respondent asked if

the call were long distance, the inquirer would say that

the problem was with a new type of wireless telephone she

was calling from. Because many libraries have a policy

against answering questions for quiz games, puzzle., or

homework, these types of rationale were avoided.

A "Query Response Record" was developed specifically

for this exEsriment and was completed for each observation.

(See Appendix A) The date of the initial telephone query

was indica' zd, along with the library code, the telephone

number and the question to be asked. At some point during

the first call to each library, the inquirer asked for the

library's weekly hours. With this information, it was possible

to vary the calling times, so no library was called at the

same time of day for all five queries. Search time, in

minutes, was recorded on the observation form. The beginning

time was recorded after the question had been asked and

the respondent had made a comment indicating that a search

was being started, such as, "Ok, hold on a minute." The

ending time was recorded as soon as the respondent returned

with an answer or another question. Int.'rmediate question
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negotiation was not included in the "time" category. If

the respondent requested a "call back," the date and search

time were recorded for each call.

Responses were recorded as exactly as possible. If the

library staff member made a referral to a non-library source,

the agency name was recorded on the form. If the library

refused to answer, an indication was made and the inquirer

recorded the reasons, if they were known. However, the

inquirer never asked "Why?" if a library refused to answer.

The sex of the respondent was recorded, if known. This

determination was made about the respondent who provided

the final answer or response. If the source of the answer

was volunteered, the title was recorded as it was given.

If the inquirer did no.: hear the full name, or if the respondent

gave only part of the title, that partial information was

recorded without further probing. Since most patrons would

not ordinarily request a source clarification, it was felt

that any probing by the inquirer would only have aroused

unwanted suspicions. Finally, any additional comments regarding

the respondent's attitude or any special circumstances were

indicated at the bottom of the "Query Response Record."

Results

Each of the five test questions will be discussed individ-

ually, followed by comments and tables illustrating the

responses as a group. In Appendices C and D are displayed

Childers' five "correctness scales" calculated for each

question and for each library. Unless otherwise indicated,
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the accuracy scores presented below were calculated using

Scale A. (See Appendix 8) Table 2 shows the number of

respor 46 and the percentages of correct answers according

to Scales A and D. The only difference between these two

meaure.:,ents is that for Scale D all of the refusals to

answer (R) are eliminated. This makes the number of 'attempts"

to answer less than the number of total responses. Since

the number of correct answers remains unchanged, Scale D

often reflects a better performance rating.

Table 2

Corrzt. Answers--By Question

Question
Number

Scale A
Correct.
Answers

Scale D
NumberCTPercent
Atterr.a Correct

Percent
Correct

Number of
Responses

1 64.7% 17 11 15......73.3%

2 75.0% 16 12 16 75.0%

3 100.0% 16 16 16 100.0%

4 92.9% " 13 13. 100.0%

5 75.0% 16 12 16 75.0%

Total 81.0% 79 64 76 84.2%

The results discussed 'in this report, either by question

or as a group do not include the two test libraries. The

reason for including a test group was to ascertain that

all the questions could be understood and answered correctly.

Where difficulties arose, modifications were made in the

question or in :ts wording. .his explains the very high

performance ratings for the test libraries es shown in Appendix
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C. If these extraordinarily high scores had been included

with the sample findings, a definite overestimate of rural

reference performance would have resulted.

It was mentioned earlier that branch libraries were included

in the sample set if they met the eligibility requirements

of :.ocation and population. Four branches, all within the

same library system, fell into this category. Since the

purpose of this study was to measure rural lib aries, it

was decided that the distinction of being branch libraries

within a larger system was outweighed by the common charac-

teristics of their rural status. The branch library status

did not present any forseeable difficulties until it was

discovered that three of the four rural branches were geo-

graphically located within a very small area. The chances

were very high that the library staff members in these three

closely knit communities would at some time discuss the

reference questions they were suddenly beginning to receive.

Also, it was entirely possible that some of the library

staff members were working at 110*.e than one of the rural

branches. This would have led to immediate detection; something

that could not be tolerated if the experiment was to reach

a successful conclusion. Therefore, steps were taken to

reduce r number of questions asked at these branches.

Two observations were made at two of the branches, and one

question was posed at each of the remaining two libraries-- -

a total of six observations.
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Question 11 When did China explode

its first nuclear device?

Answer: 1964.

Seventeen libraries were asked this question, and eleven

of them gave the correct answer (64.7%). There were four

incorrect answers and two refusals to answer. One library

was °too busy," and the other one told the inquirer to `come

into the library and maybe we could find it in Time

Newsweek." Of the four incorrect responses, three required

call backs. Only two of the eleven correct responses did

not require a call back. One library required two call

backs. So, of the fifteen libraries called for an answer,

twelve (80 %) requested that the inquirer call back.

This question seemed to be the most troublesome one in

the test. Although it was a very straightforward, fact-

type query, most respondents reacted negatively when the

query was initially posed. For seven of the eleveu correct

responses, the following comments illustrate thei. attitudes:

1. 1'11 need some time to check

on this.

2. This may take me a while.

3. Can you call back: Give me

at least an hour and a half.

4. I can't answer thatl I'll

have to look it up.

5. In working on something else

right now.

Two others were nearly hostile. Their question negotiations
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were more like interrogations. 'Roth asked if the information

was needed for an assignment. Wien the inquirer replied

that she was not a student, both respondents asked why she

needed it. They also tried to get the inquirer to provide

more information, such as what type of nuclear device or

approximate date, decade or year. Of these two libraries,

one responded correctly and the other did not. The library

that responded incorrectly was more interested in finding

out t..e inquirer's name and where she lived than in searching

for an answer. When it became evident that a name, address,

and phone number would not be forthcoming, the respondent

replied that *only the U. S. and Russia have the bomb.

China has not exploded one yeti" In contrast, when the

other library was called back, the same respondent who had

conducted the earlier interrogation was very pleasant and

helpful. In fact, this observation yielded the most com-

plete, informative response for Question 1. This responeent

also indicated that the question appeared at first to be

much harder than it really was. This comment lad the author

to conclude that the negative attitudes and the large number

of call backs were probably caused by the respondents' initial

fears of not knowing where to look for an answer. Unfortu-

nately, this panic displayed itself in a negative wanner

that would have been discouraging and unpleasant to a real

patron.

The correct answer to this questicn can be found in the

1985 World Almanac, or in older editions, in the entry for

"China.' The source was only volunteered in six of the
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fifteen attempts to find the answer. Two consulted an almanac,

two used an encyclopedia, and one went to the general reference

collection to find the answer in the 1985 Countries of the

World book. The fourth search was a multi-step process.

The respondent first Checked an almanac but could not find

anything; than she used the card catalog to find books about

China in the general collection. Her correct answer was

located in a book by Seymour Topping called Journey between

Two Chinas.

The minimum acceptable answer had to include the year

1964. Nine of the eleven correct answers (81.8%) provided

more than just the year. Five of these also included the

month (October 1964) or the exact date (October 15, 1964)

or the place (Lop Nor). The other four provided two answers:

a. 1964--detonated first atomic

bomb,

b. 1967 -- detonated first hydrogen

bomb.

This question was added to the test because it closely

paralleled a question included in Marcia Myers' study of

academic libraries. Question 8 in the Myers study reads,

"When did China orbit its first satellite?"34 The answer

to this question is also found in the World Almanac, in

the same paragraph as Question 1 of this report. Since

both questions are similar and since both answers are found

in the same paragraph, perhaps a comparison can be made

between the academic library responses and the rural library

responses. In the academic study, forty libraries were
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polled, and thirty-two (87.5%) responded correctly. Thirty

of the thirty-five correct responses required call backs

(85.7%). in comparison, rural libraries correctly answered

eleven out of seventeen observations (67.5%) and required

call backs in BO% of the cases. it should also be noted

that the rural libraries performed their worst on Question

1 in the five question test. (See Table 2) in any case,

one question cannot provide conclusive evidence for determining

the superiority of one or the other type of library. This

comparison was merely presented for informative purposes.

Question 2: A friend recommended

that I read a book about South

Africa, but I can't remember

the title. I think the author's

name is Paton. Can you help

me?

Answer: Cry the Beloved Country

by Alan Paton.

This question did not appear to be tricky until it was

asked in the two test libraries. At first, it was decided

not to offer the spelling of the author's last name, even

if it was requested. However, when thie was done in the

first test library, the respondent could not find the answer

using Books in Print or the card catalog. Of course, the

correct spelling was never checked. Only "Patton" was checked,

as in General George Patton. When Books in Print is checked,

using the correct spelling, one can readily find several
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entries for Alan Paton, including the one desired. As a

result of this pre-test, the inquirer provided the spelling

Of the author's last name, but only when 't was requesteu.

Not volunteering the spelling of the name was done in order

to Observe the respondent's basic question negotiation skills.

Of the sixteen queries, twelve libraries provided the

correct answer (75%) and four (25%) provided nothing. Of

the four negative responses, two requested the spelling

of the author's last name, and two did not. Three of the

negative responses checked only the card catalog, and none

of them offered to search elwhere. It appears that these

three respondents made the fatal assumption that the inquirer

wanted to borrow the book and that she was, therefore, asking

a holdings question. The fourth respondent understood the

intent of the question and started her search with Books

in Print. Unfortunately, she did not probe for the spelling

of the name, so she was unsuccessful. She also went to

the subject card catalog

which would have yielded

had been owned and if the

for fiction.

Of the twelve correct

and looked under "South Africa,"

the correct answer if the book

subject entries had been included

responses, six needed to check

on the spelling of the author's last name. Three of the

respondents answered immediately based on their personal

knowledge. In addition, six other respondents volunteered

their sources (75%). Four of them checked the card catalog,

and one successfully searched Books in Print. The remaining

correct response resulted from a "creative* search process,
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often practiced out of necessity in the rural library.

After requesting the spelling, the library staff member

checked the card catalog and found a title by Alan Paton

called Ah But Your Land Is Beautiful. She pulled the book

from the shelf and brought it back to the phone to ask if

it were the title in question. When the inquirer respond-

ed negatively, she took a further step in the search process

by consulting the book in hand for other works by the same

author. This step resulted in a correct answer.

There were no refusals to answer and no referrals to

other sources or agencies. Several libraries offered to

get the book on interlibrary loan if it were not owned.

All of the respondents were pleasant and helpful. Bone

of them seemed to be overwhelmed by the inquirer's lack

of information.

Question 3: What is a nautical

mile?

Answers Anyofthese--1.852kiLxneters

or 6076 or 6076.1 feet frr

the International nautical

mile. Also accepted--6080

or 6080.2 feet for the U. S.

nautical mile.

This question corresponds closely with a question asked

by Childers in his first study of public library reference

performance, "How much does an assay ton weigh ? "35 Both

are equivalency questions that require numerical answers.
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In Childers' study, twenty-five libraries were queried and

twenty-three responded correctly (92%). On the nautical

mile query, sixteen rural libraries were questioned and

all of them responded with a correct answer (100%). In

this instance, general public and rural libraries performed

equally well.

Of the sixteen observations eleven were answered correctly

on the first telephone call, and four required one call

back (25%). Nine respondents volunteered their sources

(56.2%). One respondent used the Information Please Almanac,

four people consulted dictionaries, three people used encyclope-

dias, and one respondent searched the general reference

collection to find the answer in a book entitled For Good

Measure, an international book of standards and measurements.

Very little interviewing was performed for this question.

Only five (31%) of the respondents asked whether a definition

or an equivalent was desired. Without asking one way or

the other, seven (43.8%) provided a definition plus the

numerical equivalent; the remaining four (25.2%) gave only

the numerical equivalent and did not offer additional infor-

mation.

Even though one hundred percent of the responses were

correct and only twenty-five percent required call backs,

the inquirer felt that this question was approached by the

respondents with some trepidation (although not to the same

degree as Question 1). One respondent asked to be called

back, because she would need at least an hour to find the

answer. Another respondent panicked when she couldn't find
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anything in the encyclopedia and asked the inquirer if she

had an encyclopedia of her own to look it up in. When the

inquirer called back thirty minutes later (long enough for

the respondent to calm down), the answer had been located

in the same encyclopedia under knots instead of nautical

mile. Despite the trepidation, all the respondents were

very pleasant and helpful.

Question 4: Is it against the

law to burn the United States

flag?

Answer: Quoted from the 1985 World

Almanac, pages 455-561 "A

1968 federal law provided

penalties of up to a year's

imprisonment or a $1,000 fine

or both for publicly burning

or otherwise desecrating any

flag of the U. S. ... The

flag when it is in (poor,

worn) condition that it is

no longer a fitting emblem

for display should be destroyed

in a dignified way, preferably

by burning in private."

This is an example of a short answer, ready-reference

question. Fourteen libraries were called, and thirteen

responded with a correct answer (92.9%). One library did

not attempt to answer but instead made a referral to the
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local "post office or a federal agency." To be scored as

correct, a response simply had to indicate that it is permissible

to burn the flag. Twelve of the thirteen respondents also

qualified their answers by adding one or more conditions,

such as "when the flag is worn or being disposed of," "burn

A.t privately," or "do not throw it in the trash." Only

one respondent answered, "No, it's not." This answer left

the inquirer in a confused state, but when it was sorted

out the response was coded P+(b) according to Childers'

scale (Appendix 8) and counted as a correct response. Six

libraries (42.9%) required one or more call backs; one of

these required two call backs.

Seven libraries (50%) consulted a printed source, but

only six volunteered the name of the source. Two respondents

read a passage directly from the World Almanac, but only

one of them included the part describing the 1968 federal

law. Two others consulted an encyclopedia. One respondent

quoted from a 1975 Veteran's Administration publication,

and yet another read passages from the Marines Hook and

the Boy Scout Handbook.

What is disturbing about the responses to this question

is the number of answers that were given without checking

any source. For most of the other questions, it was necessary

to consult some source to get any answer, correct or not.

Although the name of the source was not always volunteered,

most often one was searched. Therefore, for the other four

questions, the "source given" data served as a measurement

of how often the source was volunteered by the respondent.
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For this question, "source" data is a measure of how often

a source was consulted. Of the thirteen correct responses,

six respondents (46.14) provided information from their

personal knowledge without clarification from another source.

It is interesting to note that all six of these responses

were presented in such a way that the inquirer was uncertain

whether she had received a correct answer or not. (All

were coded P +(b) on Childers' scale in Appendix B.)

Some of the unsubstantiated answers were very entertain-

ing, however. One respondent clarified her response by

saying her husband was retired from the military and burning

was how he disposed of the flag. Another respondent called

a neighboring rural library (which was also part of this

experiment, but had not yet been contacted) to obtain an

answer. When the inquirer called back, the respondent indicated

that she had contacted another library "and there happened

to be a man there who had studied the problem and he said

burning is the only way to dispose of the flag. You can't

use it for a rag or throw it in the garbage, or....Ue sounded

very authoritative, but I don't know his credentials."

A respondent from one of the test libraries read a passage

from the World Book Encyclopedia and then added, "If you're

really, in doubt, call the VFW or American Legion and ask

them to take it and destroy it for you. That's what I did.

When in doubt, pass the buck1"
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Question 51 Can you tell me the

address for the Wall Street

Journal?

Answer: There are two acceptable

answers: the corporate headquarters

at 22 Cortlandt Street, New

York, NY 10007, or the subscription

address at 200 Burnett Road,

Chicoppee, MA 01021.

The rationale fur this question was that the inquirer

wanted to purchase a subscription to the Wall Street Journal;

therefore, the Chicoppee, Massachusetts address was preferred.

However, New York was also considered correct, because the

would-be patron could request a subscription at that address,

too.

From sixteen queries, twelve answers (75%) were scored

as correct. of the four incorrect responses, two libraries

could not supply an answer, one gave an incorrect address,

and one suggested a information number to call for toll-

free directory assistance. Two respondents (12.5%) volunteered

the source of their answers. Only three libraries (18.S%)

requested call backs; one of these required two call backs.

For all of the observations, the respondents were very helpful

and eager to please.

Table 3 shows the breakdown by group for several of the

performance measures discussed in the quesLtwi-by-question

analysis. When comparisons are made between the test libraries
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and the rural library sample, the rural libraries are found

to be evenly matched with the larger libraries. It is also

interesting to note that the overall correctness score of

81% (Table 4) was an exceptionally excellent performance

rating.

Table 3

Group Performance Measures

Rural Sample
Number Percent

Test Liblories
Number Fercent

Observations 79 100.0% 9 100.0%

Source Given 32 40.5% 4 44.4%

Answer--First Call
Response Time

0-2 Minutes 24 30.41 4 44.4%
3-4 Minutes 16 20.3% 2 22.1%
5-7 Minutes 8 10.1% 1 11.1%

Total 48 60.811 7 77.8%

Call Back 22 27.8% 2 22.2%
2nd Call Back 3 3.8% 0 0.0%
Referral 4 5.1% 0 0.0%
Refusal 2 2.5% 0 0.00

Sex of-Respondents
Female 75 94.9% 8 88.9%
Male 4 5.1% 1 11.1%

The top portion of Table 4 displays the responses and

percentages of correct answers broken down by population.

All three of the population ranges scored well above average,

with the middle range libraries (2,501-10,000) performing

slightly better than libraries in the smaller and larger
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rural communities. Interestingly, when branch libraries

were excluded from the rural sample, the overall percentage

of correct answers rose by 1.2 percent. Although the sample

size may not be statistically valid, it is tempting to conclude

that branch libraries, even with the benefits provided by

their larger system affiliations, do not perform better

than their independent counterparts.

Table 4

Correct Answers --By Population
(Using Childers' Scale A)

Population Number of
Range Libraries

Number of
Remises

Correct
Answers

Percent
Correct

0 - 2,500 7 27 19 70.4%
2,501 - 10,000 10 42 38 90.5%

10,001 - 25,000 2 10 7 70.0%

Total 19 79 64 81.0%

Excluding Branch Libraries

0 - 2,500 4 23 17 73.9%
2,501 - 10,000 9 40 36 90.0%

10,000 - 25,000 2 10 7 70.0%

Total 15 73 60 82.2%

Conclusion

Throughout the construction of this study and the subse-

quent reporting, several questions and inconsistencies of

philosophy have been plaguing this author. The first of

these is the question of test complexity and its relationship

to the percentage of correct answers given. It is not difficult

to perceive that as the test questions get harder, the number



of correct answers decreases. There is a direct relationship

between the two.

In his study of academic libraries, Jirjeee found his

results, 56.6% correct answers, to be consistent with the

findings of other unobtrusive research studies. In other

words, the libraries that had been evaluated to that date

were able to answer correctly slightly more that: half of

the creation* posed. The dilemma, as this author perceives

it, arises when Jirjeee goes on to conclude, "Additionally,

these results provide evidence for the validity of the findings

of the performance test in this study. "36 In effect, he

is stating that his results are valid because they are consis-

tent with the previous studies. This mode of thinking makes

the assumption that library performance is a static condition

that will never improve or worsen. What he ends up measur-

ing, then, is not library performance, but the level of

complexity of the test questions. Therefore, the results

become as much a reflection of the difficulty of the ques-

tions as they are a reflection of the quality of reference

performance.

This leads to another problem. As long as the test questions

themselves differ from one study to the next, changes in

reference performance cannot be reliably measured. To measure

any real changes, a uni%,ersally accepted set of test questions

must he adopted. But then, can we or should we expect a

small public library to be able to answer the same questions

as a medium-sized or large public library? Should academic

libraries be expected to compete with special and research
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libraries? What is a realistic expectation for each of

these libraries? In this study, rural libraries answered

eighty-one percent of the questions correctly. That result

is exceedingly better than the findings of other unobtrusive

studies. In light of the inquiries just ::osed, does this

apparently high performance score reflect a true impro-mment?

Or, were the test questions too easy? In either case, how

can we be sure?

If we acknowledge that not all libraries can be expected

to answer every question that is posed to them, then tLa

important variable for measuring reference service shifts

from the percentage of correct answers to other factors- -

the attitude of the respondent, telephone etiquette and

politeness, qu..lity of referrals, and reasons for refusal

to answer. This experiment, like its predecessors, barely

touched on these factors.

It is clear that librarians need to address the question,

"What business am I in?°37 Perhaps doing so would lend

a new direction and purpose to the field of reference evaluation.
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ftssponclix A
QUERY RESPONSE RRD

QUESTION NO.: LIBRARY:

QUESTION:

RESPONSE

SOURCE (IF GIVEN):

LIB. CODE:

PHONE NO.:

DATE:

TIME - BEGIN:
END:
TOTAL MIN.:

CALL BACK (IF REQUIRED)
DATE:
TIME - BEGIN:

END:
TOTAL MIN.:

REFERRAL MADE: Y / N
WHERE:

REFUSAL TO ANSWER: Y / N
WHY (IF KNOWN):

SEX OF RESPONDENT: MALE
FEMLE---
UEAWN

COMMENTS: (RECORD ANY OBSERVATIONS THAT ARE PERTINENT OR
UNUSUAL SUCH AS POOR PHONE CONNECTIONS, ATTITUDE OF
RESPONDENT, SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES, ETC.)
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Appendix B

Childers' Scales of Correctness

C The final answer is wholly correct.
11+16 (a) The correct answer is included in the response

but incorrect information directly related
follows or immediately precedes the answer...

(b) The correct answer is given, but is presented in
such a way that an inquirer would likely be
ncertain that he had gotten the correct
answer...

12-mi The correct answer is not given, but the response
does indicate a substantive step toward the correct
answer; that is, part of the correct answer is
given...

N (a) The answer given is wholly incorrect, or
(b) No answer given, but there was some consultation

with printed sources or other persons on the
part of the respondent...

R There was no attempt to answer the question
correctly. That is, the respondent, without leaving
the phone to consult a printed source or another
person, indicated that he would not be able to answer
the question.

Point Values

3 2 1 0

Scale A

Scale B

Scale C

Scale D

Scale E

(C) (P+)

(C)

(C) or (P+) (P-) or (N)
or (R)

(P-) (N) or (R)

(p+) or (P-) (N) or (R)

(C) or (P+) (P-) or (N)
(Remove all

"R" responses)

(C) or (P+) or (R)
(P-) or (N)
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Appendix C

PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT ANSWERSBY LIBRARY

(Using Childers; Five Correctness Scales)

Number of
Library Observations A B

Scales
C D E

A 5 808 80% 80% 800 100%

8 5 100% 87% 80% 100% 1001

C 5 QOM 80% 80% 80% 100%

0 5 80% 87% 901 80% 100%

E 5 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

F 5 60% 600 60% 100% 60%

G 5 80% 808 80% 80% 100%

8 5 80% 80$ 80% 80% 100%

X 5 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

J 5 80% 93% 90% 80% 100%

K 5 60% 53% 50% 75% 80%

L 4 75% 75% 75% 75% 100%

M 5 80% 80% 80% 80% 100%

1 4 75% 75% 75% 75% 100%

0 5 80% 73% 70% 801 1009

Teat Libraries

R 4 100% 92% 88% 100% 100%

S 5 10011 9311 90% 100% 100%

Branch Libraries (Combined)

W,X,Y,Z 6 67% 67* 67% 67% 1008

2,
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Appendix D

PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT ANSWERS - -BY QUESTION

(Using Childers'' Five Correctness Scales)

Question
Number

number of
Observations

Scales
A B C A E

1 17 64.7% 66.7% 67.6% 73.3% 88.2%

2 16 75.0% 75.0% 75.0% 75.0% 100.0%

3 16 100.0% 97.9% 96.9% 100.0% 100.0%

4 14 92.9% 78.6% 71.4% 100.0% 92.8%

5 16 75.0% 79.1% 81.2% 75.0% 100.0%

Total 79 81.0% 79.3% 78.5% 84.2% 96.2%

Total
With Test 88 83.0% 80.7% 79.5% 85.9% 96.6%
Libraries
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ISTRODUCTICO

The task of correctly defining the term "rural" has been

attempted by several authors. A resident living in an area with

a population of three or four thousand people might think of the

area as extremely rural. His opinion might change, however,

after reading in the local newspaper of the existence of a one

room school house in McLoed, North Dakota, which only has a

population of fifty people. (1) Thus, unless "rural" is defined,

each individual formulate* his own ice.a of rurality. Perhaps,

Donald M. Crider has best defined "rural' in his article,

"Culture and Values of Rural Cuseunities." He erplaines

The modifier. "rural," is used to designate characteristics
of physical areas as well as attributes of people. In using the
word we refer to combinations of different substantive
aapectss ecological, occupational, and sociocultural. In the
first instance, the reference is to areas with low population
density, settlements of small absolute size, and communities of
persons who are relatively isolated from other segments of
society. Occupationally, rural refers to involvement in
extractive type industries." (2)

With these considerations in mind, and for the purpose of this

paper, a population figure of 25,000 or less (as used by The

Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, Clarion, pa.) was

used as a guideline figure for determining rurality. (3)

The Encyclopedia of Librarianship lists several types of

medical libraries. They are as follows: 1) Medical corporation



and society libraries; 2) University and medical school li-

brarios; 3) Research libraries; 4) Hospital libraries; 5)

Government libraries (Ministry of Health); and 6) Industrial

medical libraries. (4)

This paper deals with hospital libraries, end it was written

in order to discuss the needs of rural medical libraries by

analyzing a library survey conducted in twenty rural hospitals in

Northwestern Pennsylvania.

Terry Meech in the article, 'Public Library Standards and

Rural Library Sarvice," writes that it is evident from the

examination of national standards that there is little attention

given to rural library services or the rural library." (5)

There is another type of rural library that has been long

forgotten--the rural medical library.

"Pennsylvania . . . is the state supporting the largest

rural population in the United States--3,363,499 people of the

total 1970 U.S. rural population of 11,793,090. (Of this total

population, it appears that) . . 1,359,730 rural residents are

*without' library service." (6)

After receiving answers to a questionnaire which was sent to

twenty rural hospitals in Northwestern Pennsylvania, it is also

apparent that rural medical libraries lack library service.

The Joint Commisaion on Accreditation of Hospitals has

recommended the followings

"Whenever feasible, all professional library resources
within the hospital shall be under the direction of a qualified
medical librarian. A qualified medical librarian is an in-
dividual who holds a graduate degree in library science from a

2
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school accredited by the American Library Association, and who
is certified by the Medical Library Association, or an individual
who has documented equivalent training and/or experience." (7)

The results of the previously mentioned survey of twenty

rural hospitals in Northwestern Pennsylvania indicate, however,

that regardless of these standards, only seven full-time librar-

ians are employed in hospitals in twelve counties in North and

Northwestern Pennsylvania.

"To help small hospital libraries in remote, rural areas

develop their libraries and services, the role of extension or

circuit-rider librarian was conceived." (8)

Coincidentally, the first rural library services were those

of traveling libraries much like the circuit rider library

program, which operates in a similar fashion. (9) The concert

of the circuit rider librarian was first introduced by the

Cleveland Health Sciences Library in 1973. The circuit rider

program essentially provides hospitals with a 'librarian on the

spot.' The librarian travels each week, making r,gular rounds in

each hospital visiting nursing stations, the laboratory, the

pharmacy, and other departments." (10)

In 1976, the Robert Packer Hospital Library, located in

Sayre, Pennsylvania, began the circuit librarian program.

"Robert Packer Hospital serves a forty-county rural and semi-rur-

al area in Pennsylvania and New York. The librarians travel

about 600 miles in Pennsylvania and 550 miles in New York each

week. Six hospitals in Pennsylvania use the circuit

services.' (11)

3
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As the history of rural library services indicates, the

first rural services were not free -- similarly, there is a fee

charged by the circuit librarian. 'Costs for services (at Robert

Packer) are based on a per bed fee which is calculated each year

from the budget . . . " (12) The budget for a circuit program is

based ons

---Librarian's salary and fringe benefits;
- --Clerical staff's salary and fringe benefits:
---Supervisor's time - -10% to 301 salary;
---Travel--miles per week multiplied by the

going rate per mile or leased cars
--Conferences and continuing education;
---Supplies such as paper, pencils, and pens;
---Photocopy costsnumber of sheets multiplied by

the cost per copy:
- -MOLISE costs;
--Telephoner
- -- Postage;
- --Proportion of books and journals; and
- -- Miscellaneous (approximately 10% or less of total). (13)

E. Jean Antes in the article, "The Rural Area Hospital Can

Afford a Librarian," explains that °nursing personnel have

utilized the circuit library service (at Robert Packer) more

frequently than medical or other requesters. This finding

supports the concept that libraries should be available to all

hospital and health-related personnel rather than medical staff

only. (14) She further mentions that the circuit rider program,

which began as a "reference service has developed into almost

complete library service. Books are cataloged, journals checked

in and acquisitions recommended.° (15) With the belief that the

hospital's resources should be extended to serve smaller,

surrounding communities and aid in the overall program of health

information distribution, the circuit librarian program continues

4
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to supply and keep personnel in touch with the best health-re-

lated information available. (16)

Most of the smeller hospitals feel they do not need library

services because they are not teaching hospitals. Yet, as Sylvia

Feuer explains in the article, "The Circuit Rider Librarian,' to

"give good patient care, the staff, irrespective of the size of

the institution or job teaching commitments, must keep abreast of

all new health care developments, including changes in legisla-

tion. She also points out the following:

"The physician working in a large urban hospital has many
more resources available to him than does a doctor practicing in
a rural coemunity. However, they both are treating patients who
may have the same illness and require similar care. If the
illnees is uncommon, the question then arises as to what would be
the best way to make available the necessary information for
correct diagnosis and treatment. One resource could be the
knowledgeable librarian, who, with proper indexes and interli-
brary loan capabilities, can furnish the necessary support even
though the library collection of the hospital involved may not be
adequate." (17)

Inability to hire a full-time professional librarian is only

one major deficiency facing rural medical hospitals today.

There are several others. Clifford Lange in "Rural Public

Library Trustee," has cited lack of staff, insufficient support

and equipment. as obstacles to a rural public library's ability

to offer adequate services. (18) Rural medical libraries also

face these same problems. Another dilemma facing medical

libraries "is the concern over accreditation and continuing

education for physicians and other health care personnel, which

has resulted in the development of certification programs for

each specialty." (19) Agnes Roach notes in "The Health Science
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Librarian," that 'Chia (development) requires continuing edu-

cation programs and puts a demand on health science libraries for

more materials as well as new formats such as audiovisuals. it

also increases the need for library services in rural

areas. (20) Hence, administrators should view the circuit rider

program as a possible solution to their problem. It appears,

however, that this program has not yet spread to North and

Northwestern Pennsylvania, as the results of the survey (included

in this paper) indicate only two medical libraries (without a

full-time or part-time librarian), out of twenty, use the circuit

rider program.

There are also two other services important to medical

libraries. They are the clinical librarian services, and the

LATCH service.

"In the mid-1960's, tv'e health care team emerged as a new

concept in the practice of medicine. By 1971, librarians had

joined the health care team. Clinical librarians as members of

this group attend educational conferences, grand rounds, patient

rounds, etc. They also spend time instructing team members in

the use of library facilities and tools." (21)

The LATCH program, which stands for "Literature Attached to

charts," is a beneficial service. "Physicians order Fearches

very much as they would any test or treatment for the patient.

The result is a few articles relevant to the patient's problem

attached to his or her chart." (22)

"In both the field of medicine and information science,

6
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technology is playing an increasingly larger role." (23) That is

why today, the major questions "How many volumes do you have in

your library?' has changed to--"Mow many microcomputers do you

have in your library?' (24)

Medical libraries have progressed readily since the estab-

lishment of the first medical library at the Pennsylvania

Hospital in 1762. (25) For example, in today's large medical

libraries, "microcomputers, databases, laser disks, computer

terminals, multimedia and, of course, information in the form of

books and journals . . . " are conatantly being used to acquire

information and knowledge. (26)

Computers have three main iunctions in hospital libraries

today. They are as follows,

1. Use for library administrative
and housekeeping functions.

2. Use for automated bibliographic
retrieval.

3. Use for the retrieval of informa-
tion, with retrieval of such forms
of full-text journals as the Annuals
of Internal Medicine, The British
Medical Journal, The Lancet, The
New England Journal of Medicine, or
babiston's Davis-Christopher Textbook
of Surgery, which are online full-text. (27)

Although it has been said that a medical book is out-dated

before it is published, books are still important sources of

information in medical libraries. It is not the purpose of a

medical book to transmit the landmark discovery in this morning's

newspaper, however, it is a tremendous time saver because it

correlates information from primary sources and presents the

7



subject with often both past and present advances. By reading

and comparing two or three books on the same topic, one finds

different outlooks, interpretations, and viewpoints.' (28)

Thus, books are still important tools in today's medical li-

braries , but medical librarians are also important; however. all

medical libraries today do not have librarians. Some small

hospitals in rural areas do not have libraries. In other

instances, however, the medical librarian functions as part of

the health care team. 'The health science librarian must deal

with people, both library staff and other institutional mem-

bers. Today's health science librarians must be adaptable--ready

and willing to accept innovations and to implement them." (29)

The work of various directers of the Medical Library

Association from 1971-1979 has resulted in new procedures to

certify medical librarians. "Over the four year period 1975-78,

the efforts of several committees were coordinated in develJping

a new certification examination. This exam was given twice in

1978 and from 1979 on will be administered once each year.

Although most health science librarians (are) already certified

under the previous MLA code, all are faced with recertifi-

cation.' (30)

"In addition to certification for librarians, hospital

libraries are also included in the accreditation program fcr each

hospital. The Joint commission for Accreditation of Hospitals

(JCAIJ) develops and publishes standards for use by the site visit

teams in evaluating each institution." (31)

S
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Standard II listed in the Accreditation Manual for Hospitals

reads:

"The provision of professional library services shall be
guided by written policies and procedures. Written policies and
procedures for professional library services shall be current,
and shall relate to at least the following:

---The mechanisms for selection and acquisi-
tion of library materials;

---Donations to the library;

---Cataloging and classification of
library resources;

---The level of reference and bibliographic
services to be provided;

---The regulation of access to, and circula-
tion of, library resources materials,
including the mechanisms through which
individuals authorized to use the library
Fan participate in all library services

ovided; the provision of essential
lCurary materials when the library is closed
or not staffed; and the period that a book,
journal, or audiovisual materiat/equipment
may be retained on loan;

---The mechanism for informing the medical
and hospital staffs of new acquisitions
and services, and their availability:

---The length of time that library materials
shall be retained, and the disposition or
storage of outdated or unusable books and
periodicals;

---The binding of journals, as required;

- - -Any required records or reports; and

---The functions of the professional library
committee, when one exists.

When a qualified medical librarian serves the hospital on a
full-time or part-time basis, this individual shall be a member
of the (library) committee, with a defined role in committee
functions. The committee shall meet as often as required, but

9
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not less then twice annually, to review the library policies and
procedures; to evaluate the effectiveness of the library in
meeting the informational and educational needs of its users: and
to establish priorities in the selection of new texts, the
selection or renewal of journals, and the acquisition of other
library materials.' (32)

To help librarians in the selection of new texts and

journals, Alfred Brandon and Dorothy Hill have written an ex-

cellent article called, "Selected List of Books and Journals for

the Small Medical Library," 'Mob offers an up-to-date biblio-

graphy of 583 books and 138 journals appropriate for small to

medium-sized medical libraries. (33) For librarians needing

assistance in collection development and collection management,

the authors suggest the following sources:

Bradley, J. Hoist R., Neseerle, J. ed.. Hospital
Library Management. Chicago: Medical Library
Association, 198T.

Darling. L. The Handbook of Medical Library Practice.
Vol. 2. Technical Services in Health science
Libraries. Chicago: Medical Library Association,
1983.

Wender, R.W. ed. Organizing and Administering the Small
Hoadrital Library. ind ed. Dallas: Talon Regional
Metrical LiErary Program, 1983.

The following were recommended for developing hospital
library collections;

Lewis, C.S. Jr. A Library for Internists Vi recommended
by the American College of Physicians. Ann Intern
Med 1985 March: 102; 423-37.

Wender, R.W. et. al. Primary Care Physicians Bock List
Postgrad Ned 19827 Feb: 71:74-83.

Medical Books 1985 can be obta4 i free from medical
book vendor..

A good reference source recommended wan the following book

10
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compiled by J. Resti and H. Graham::

Matti, J. and R. Graham. Reference Materials and
Services for a Small Hospital Library. stE rev.
ed. Los Angeles: pacific hwest Regional
Medical Library. Biomedical Library, University
of California, Los Angeles, 1984.

The authors also rev-amended Ind.: Medicua and Cumulated

Index Medicus instead of The Abridged Index Medicus. (34)

The main bibliographic on-line search system of the National

Library of Medicine is REDLINE. "Medline is a computerized

on-lAns system with more than 600,000 journal articles and

selected monographs." (35)

The National Library of Medicine is the true national

library of medical sciences. Agnes Roach antes its importance in

the article, "The Health Science Librarian," as she writes:

"The activities of the National Library of Medicine have had
great effects on medical libraries znd have shaped many services
offered to health care profesaia;..als. All health science
libraries in a given area are coordinated by a regioaal medical
library funded by the National Library of Medicine.

One area in which NLM has been a major force it that of
1.-hnology development. There are now fifteen separas data

m available on-line for information retrieval. These include
one, four toxicology databases, two cancer data bases,

:imp (Catalog on-line), Serline (Serials on-line), Avline
;7-e ,visual on-line), Histline (History of medicine on-line),
I:A.:ethics:line, and Epilepsyline." (36)

Most physicians belong to the American Medical Association.

"The American Medical Association is a national federation of 55

state and territorial medical groups. It was founded in 1847 and

is today the largest mdical organization in the world, with

224,000 members (1979)." (37)

"In addition to the American Medical Association . . . there
are a few societies which most physicians belong to, there are

11
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quite a few medical societies, membership in which is achieved on
the basis of merit. These included The American College of
Physicians, American College of Surgeons, etc., which are
nationwide. There are also regional societies such as Central
Surgical Association. Southern Surgical Association, etc.,
membership in which is on a basis of academic achievement and
publications. At the top of the surgical hierarchy is uhe
American Surgical Society whose membership is largely comprised
of full professors of surgery around the country." (3B)

RESPONSES To QUESTIONNAIRE

Cheryl Harris in, "Hospital-based Patient Education Program

and the Role of the Hospital Librarian," states that "the

hospital library exists to provide information in support of the

hospital's major functions, which are patient care, education,

and research." (39)

The purpose of the following survey was to determine how

many rural medical libraries exist in North and Northwestern

Pennsylvania: to ascertain how many full-time or part-time

librarians are employed by these hospitals/ and, to discover 1:

any libraries in this particular area are currently using the

circuit rider librarian, or other extension services in order to

support the major functions of the hospital (as mentioned above).

The questionnaire (see appendix) was sent to twenty rural

hospitals in North and Northwestern Pennsylvania. A directoAy of

those libraries involved in the survey can be found on page 14-16

of this paper.

In order to obtain immediate responses, the number of

questions asked was kept at a minimum of ten, and a self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope was included with each survey. Eighteen

12
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hospitals replied.

The first two questions were factual questions dealing

with name of hospital. population of area; question three dealt

with the number of doctors and nurses in each hospital; question

four dealt with hospital size.

The results of the other questions were as follows:

QUESTION 5: a. Does your hospital employ a full-
or part-time medical librarian?

QUESTION 6:

QUESTION 7:

yes, 9; no,9;

b. If you answered "yes" to the above question,
please answer: full-time, part-time.

full-time, 7; part-time, 2.

If there is not a full-or part-time librarian
available, how do you provide library service
for your staff?

Through the Medical Records Department, 2;
through administration, is Library Committee
provides services, I; library charge person
appointed to provide library services based
in library, but assumes other responsibilities
in addition to providing library service, I;
none.1; medical library is updated at the
request of the physicians on staff,l;
we have a consulting librarian under contract
for four visite (on site) per year,l; we
eve an MSLS working in Pastoral Care who helps,
and we use an aide (full-time) in the library, 1.

Is your hospital involved in any extension
services, such as *the circuit rider librarian
program"?

yes,3; no,I5 (figure includes those
with full or part-time
librarians)

QUESTION 8: What database system are you currently using?

none,9; MEDLINE,2; NLM,1:

13



MEDLARS,2s DIAL00,21 BRS,2,

Two libraries currently using MEDLARS
are changing to BRS.

QUESTION 9s Are there microcomputers in your library?
How many? What are they used for?

nons,15; one,3 (figure includes one
being ordered at the Clarion
Osteopathic Community Hospital)

QUESTION 101 Do you work with a limited budget? Approximate
budget figure

no response,7s yes,11;

The results of the survey indicate that rural hospitals in

North and Northwestern Pennsylvania are in need of medical

libraries and librarians. Fifty percent of the eighteen rural

hospitals responding to the questionnaire indicated having either

a full-timo or part-time librarian. Two libraries reported

access to materials through the circuit rider program.

It was interesting to note the various budgets of each of

the hospitals' medical libraries. Budgets ranged from $1,000 to

$25,000. The larger budgets were in the DuBois, Meadville, and

Oil City hospitals. Oddly enough, with a library budget of

$25,000, DuBois Hospital only has a part-time medical librarian.

Butler, with its 17,026 population, only reported a budget of

$9,500, which is considerably low in comparison with the other

hospitals in rural areas with populations over 5,000.

Being so far apart from one another, it seers the nine

librarians that work in the North and Northwestern Pennsylvania

area could benefit by establishing a Health Science Library

14
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substantially decreasing the importance of geographic location.
the Lister Hill Center is also working to develop a minicomputer
system that would integrate all library functions on file; a
computer terminal to integrate currently incompatible con-
puter-aosisted instruction systeest and a videodisk that could
extend large bibliographic data bases to include texts, color
images and audiovisual sequences." (44)

CONCLUSICH

The fact that the clientele of health science libraries are

heavily dependent upon information clearly defines the role of

the medical librarian as r oration manager. The presence of

the librarian in a rural 1.ibrary will help to clear the

blur which some feel will be about by rapid technological

Changes. It is the rlsponsibi. the librarian to see that

the library is included as an integral part of an automated

institutional information management system. To do this ef-

fectively the hospital librarian will have to be technologically

sophisticated enough to translate library needs to efficient

equipment, hardware and boftware . . . (45)

The rural medical library has the job of catching up with

the electronic library of 1985, but the medium of the knowledge

base in even large medical libraries is still--print. And as

Daniel J. Booratin, Librarian of Congress, points out--new

technologies and the book are not adversaries but allies in

informing the american people. (46) Thus, it is the hospital

librarian, ("who is in the unique position of combining pro-

fessional training in providing information with that of ac-

quiring it,") (47) who will be the key that will open the door

to the improvement of rural hospital library services.

17
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Appendix A

DIRECTORY OF HOSPITALS SURVEYED

IN NORTH AND NORTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA

1. Bradford Hospital
116 -156 Interstate Parkw.y
Bradford, Pennsylvania 16701
Phones (814) 368-4143

2. Brookville Hospital
S. Main Street
Brookville, Pennsylvania 15825
Phones (814) 849-2312

3. Butler Co. Memorial Hospital
111 E. Brady Street
Butler, Pennsylvania 16001
Phones (412) 283-6666
librarian-Rita V. Liebler

4. Clarion Osteopathic Community Hospital
1 Hospital Drive
Clarion, Pennsylvania 16214
Phones (814) 226-9500
librarian-Eleanor C. Barrett

S. Clearfield Hospital
809 Turnpike Avenue
Clearfield, Pennsylvania 16830
Phones (814) 765-5341

6. Corry Memorial Hospital
612 W. Smith Street
Corry, Pennsylvania 16407
Phones (814) 664-4641

7. Charles Cole Memorial Hospital
Rural Delivery 3
U.S. Rte 6
Coudersport, Pennsylvania 16915
Phones (814) 274-9300

8. DuBois Hospital
100 Hospital Avenue
DuBois, Pennsylvania 15801
Phones (814) 371-2200
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9. Franklin Regional Medical Center
1 Spruce Street
Franklin, Pennsylvania 16323
Phones (814) 437-7000
librarian-Lee P. Gilliland

10. Greenville Hospital
100 H. Main Street
Greenville, Pennsylvania 16125
Phones (412) 588-2100

11. United Coamunity Hospital
Cranberry Rd.
Rural Delivery
Grove City. Pennsylvania 16127
Phones (412) 458-5442

12. Kane Community Hospital
Wetmore Road
Kane, Pennsylvania 16735
Phones (814) 837-8585

13. Meadville City Hospital
751 Liberty Street
Meadville, Pennsylvania 16335
Phones (814) 336-3121
librarian-Barbara Ewing

14. Oil City Hospital
174 E. tissell Avenue
Oil Cicy, Pennsylvania 1'5301
Phones (412) 788-4900
librarian-Jean Lucas

15. Philipsburg State General Hospital
Philipsburg, Pennsylvania 16866
Phones (814) 342-3320

16. Punxsutawney Area Hospital
R.D. 114, Rte. 36 W.
Punxsutawny, Pennsylvania 15767
Phones (814) 938-4500

17. Elk Co. General Hospital
94 Hospital Street
Ridgway, Pennsylvania 15853
Phones (814) 776-6111
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IS. Andrew Saul Memorial Hospital
Johneonburg
St. Marys, Pennsylvania
Phones (814) 781-7500

19. Warren General Hospital
2-12 Crescent Park W.
Warren, Pennsylvania 16365
Phones (814) 723-3300
librarian-Pam Sgalio

20. Warren State Hospital
Dos 249
Warren, Pennsylvania 16365
Phoney (814) 723-5500
librarian-Daryl Ellsworth
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Appendix B

SURVEY OF AURAL MEDICAL LIBRARIES IN THE VICINITY Of
NORTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA

1. Name of Hospital

2. Population of

3. Number of doctors . Number of nurses

4. Size of hospital beds.

S. The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals has
recommended the followings

"When, feasible, all professional library resources
within the hospital shall be under the direction of a qualified
medical librarian.'

a. Does your hospital employ a full- or part-time librarian?
yes no

b. If you answered "yea' to the above question, please fill in
the followings

Name of Librarian

full-time Part-time

6. If there is not a full or part-time librarian available, how
do you providi-library services for your staff?

7. is your hospital involved in any extension services, such as
"the circuit rider librarian program'?

YES NO

a. If yes, please explain

S. What database system are you currently using?

9. Are there microcomputers in your library?
a. If yes, how many? b. How are they used?

10. Do you work with a limited budget? YES NO
Approxiiai-ligure
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citieen can spend a quiet afternoon, then a park or garden would

serve as an appropriate location. If, however, the town sub-

scribes to the concept of the library as a dynamic .nstitution

which should actively assist in the self-education of its

patrons, then the wording of the program would indicate that the

library must oct..py a central spot where it can be recognised by

the townspeople and not ignored.

The Professionals. If at all possible, a consultant should

be hired to assist the library plannxag committee with the task.

The difference between a successful library and a less successful

one can depend on the choice of a good site. Galvin defines a

consultant as a librarian who has studied library planning

problems and who has been a membc- of the planning team on one or

morn successful library building projects. (3)

An architect with experience in library planning may also

serve as a consultant. Architects, 4owever, do not always

understand the problem of site selection for a public library

building. A less-experienced archite, may favor a site which

will provide an attractive setting for the building he designs.

The committee must assure the architect t..at the true purpose of

the building is to attract and serve the greatest possible number

of patrons at the lowest cost. If the architect understands this

very basic tenet, the work of fulfilling the program can begin.

The experience and advice of the architect (and other public

planning officials) should be respected. With a background

knowledge of the trends of community development, the architect
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can point out aspects of a site which might escape a person less

knowledgeable in the subject. When the chosen site possesses

some less desirable aspects, the architect can appraise the

feasibility of creating a design which would not only reduce the

problems but would add to the aesthetic appeal of the building.

limiter noted that of the librarians in his survey who noted

dissatisfaction with their building sites, approximately 70

percent did not employ library consultants. (4)

SITE FACTORS

Access. The primary consideration in the selection of a

site is that the location be one that can be easily reached by

the greatest number of potential patrons. The entrance to the

building should have as few obstacles as possible. Depending on

the local area, patrons may arrive at the library in any of

various ways. Chitwood expresses this idea rather colorfully:

"(Patrons) walk; they bicycle; they come by car as indiv-
iduals and fa small groups; they come in large groups by bus; in
sone areas they use horses and mules or other beasts of burden,
including vehicles with the animals as the prime movers; they may
use skis ;,nd sleds, or even helicopters and other types of
airboine -ehicles." (5)

Under most circumstances, however, towns will be dealing

with patrons who walk or drive to the library. Not only adults

drive to the library; young people use cars to plan educa-

tional/social meetings at the library during the evening hours.

A public library, then, needs to be located in a central

area of the town where it can be easily reached by people working

in town, people toeing to town for shopping and other services,

and adults and their children who live in the surrounding
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residential areas. Moreover, the library should be located at a

main crossroads for people who drive into town to shop, pay

bills, seek out 'services. The Ote should be near stops or

transfers for any public transportation the area may support.

In many rural places an actual town large enough to support

a library does not exist. Beckerman notes that in these cases

the library should be located on the "most heavily travelled

vehicular routes (6) to attract the greatest number of potential

customers. For example, the Groton (Conn., pop. 10,086) Public

Library is centrally located on State Route 117 between

U.S. Route 1 and 1-95 on a former drive-in movie lot. Several

thousand residents are within walking distance of th

library. (7)

Centrality is key here, but safety of access is an adjunct

factor. A library located on a very busy highway will require a

separate street-type entrance or a driveway.

Setting. The site most accessible is generally in the heart

of the town's business district, .t the point where the two main

streets intersect. However, town officials may not see this as

the best setting for the library. A spacious tract of land

adjacent to the public school grounds may be available at no

additional cost to the town. Consideration may be given to this

location if the school is located in the heart of town, on a main

pedestrian street, where adults are constantly passing on their

daily errands.

The Rebecca M. Arthure Memorial Library in Brookville,
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Pa. (pop. 4,568) is located three-quarters of the way up a long,

steep bill in a pleasant residential area. The library is within

a few blocks of the town's schools, but is a great distance from

the business district and is difficult for patrons to reach

without a car. (8) Wheeler cautions that an attempt to locate

the public library on or near school grounds simply to better

serve the needs of the children should be avoided. (9) School

libraries tailor their collections to the needs of their own

students, a public library must serve the needs of all tae

citizens of the area and be accessible to them.

Towns may also have free land available in a downtown park.

Thompson notes the following very real aatantages to an open

setting. Quiet, gcod daylight, safety from !ire, and space for

future expansion. (10) However, noise can be overcome by

acoustics, the need for good reading light can be achieved with

light fixtures, firewalls and special tiles can reduce the

likelihood of damage from fires. Remoteness from the people,

however, cannot be overcome. Eisner states Lltat a town that

locates its library in a park risks vandalism, thievery and

danger to its patrons. He suggests that the cost of protection

could be put to better use in the library itaelf. (11)

Natural boundaries, such as oceans, lakes, or rivers, can

also require a change in setting. Growth will not be c2rcular

for a town located along d shore, but will spread in a limited

arc out from the central core. As a town age' the waterfront

area will generally def .'arate to a warehouse distr. t. If a
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Reeding rooms should face away from outside noises. But the

noise of traffic or industry need not disturb library patrons.

Bounds can be buffered by the placement of service areas and

book stacks, and the proper use of acoustical insulation. By

allowing windows to remain closed, air conditioning can further

cat outside noise. If windows must be open for ventilation,

however, the site should be studied to develop a plan for the

building which would permit some isolation of outside noises.

If strong winds and cold weather are a continuing problem,

the entrance to the library should face the sheltered side. In

northwestern Pennsylvania, for example, the stronger winds and

storms usually come from the north and west. By placing the

entrance on the south ur east. the building design may not

require a large entrance lobby.

Chitwood recommends that a library building be placed as

close to the street as possible for three very pracz.ical rea-

sons: ?o be closer to where the people pass by, to use more of

the site for the building itself, and to eliminate the problem of

garden maintenance. It is hard to argue against the beauty of a

landscaped library entrance. in reality, few landscaped public

areas are well - maintained. Limited library funds would be better

spent on library materials and conventional library

personnel. (17)

Another consideration for orientation is the provision of

access to the rear of ' le building for service and delivery

vehicles. If an alley is the only means of rear access, the
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alley rights should be studied. Moreover, if bookmobiles are

to be stored in or behind the building, access must be ensured

for these large vehicles. "Galvin notes that the large bookmobile

will be 30 feet or more in length, and will require a consider-

able turning radius. (18)

Occasionally, the only suitable location for the public

library is one which places constraints on the external design,

internal floor space. or proper orientation of the proposed

building. Strickland suggests that if these constraints are

serious, then another site may have to be found: if they are no

more than a challenge to an imaginative architect and librarian,

the resulting building may be entirely satisfactory. (19)

The theoretical differences of the placement of public

libraries on their grounds can be seen in two libraries located

only 30 miles apart in western Pennsylvania. The Clarion

(pop. 6,664) Free Library is set back from the street, with a

short staircase leading to a prominent entrance. The Brockway

(pop. 2,376) Public Library rests at street level with a wide

glass front facing pedestrians. Wheeler expresses this b3SiC

conflict between two rather opposite ideas, and adds an insight-

ful comments

"(a) that the library building should be a beautiful
building, located, designed and placed on its site to attract thu
entire intelligent community to use it, and therefore easily
approached and entered and not set back from the sidewalk, nor
raised up on an elevated base requiring any steps to enter it,
but on the contrary giving a view to passers-by of the interest-
ing and busy interior of the library in action, and (b) that the
library should be 'set off' in landscaped grounds, pet up an a
base or pedestal to ma.i.; it more impressive, and given an aura of
'dignity,' often false and inappropriate because a good library
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has an inherent dignity derived frce effective performance of its
essential function of serving its community. It seems obvious
that the latter concept must inevitably reduce the library's
visual attraction to that considerable segment of a cosa.....nity's
population; especially adults, which should but does not use
it. (20).

An ideal orientation is by no means as important as an

otherwise strategic site: the perfect orientation may place the

library on the northern side of the street, but if the people

walk mostly on the southern side of the same street, and the lot

is available, the better choice would be the side where the

potential patrons are.

Slope. Architects can design buildings to fit any space or

any surface, but the shape and contours of any potential sites

should be given due consideration. A clever structural design to

correct an excessive slope (that is, one over 15 %) can add

considerably to the total cost of the structure, particularly if

the design requires the use of special materials or

techniques. (21)

Depending on the location, a considerable slope may be an

advantage or a disadvantage. For any given site, usually one

side is the obvious choice for the entrance--a point at which

traffic to the library would naturally converge. If this

entrance is at the highest level, and requires no stairs, it will

be more inviting to potential patrons.

Metcalf asserts that, other things being equal, the sites to

avoid are ones where the ground slopes upward from the entrance,

or slopes from one side to another. A downward slope to the rear

of the building permits windows at the basement level on as many
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as three aides, and allows the design to include a loading

platform at the rear of the building. A flat site, however,

should be preferred to one that slopes objectionably. (22)

Underground Features. The library building committee need

not worry about basement problems on sites large enough for the

construction of single -level buildings.

the heart of towns are generally small.

require the design to include a basement,

floor.

Library book shelving creates heavy, dead weight. Regard-

less of the location of the book stacks, the building must be

strong structurally, built on a uniform foundation material.

Solid rock, of course, makes a fine foundation for a library.

New sites, strewn with boulders, would necessitate additional

expense to remove the rocks. Sites with loose fine sand, soft

clay, silt or peaty materials may require piles to be driven down

great distances in order to provide an adequate foundation.

Underground conditions Should be determined before the final

decision on the site is made. The conditions of the soil end

rock may be uniform or may vary from one site to another or the

sane street. Generally, the architects, engineers and builders

in the area understand the local terrain. To be certain no

surprises are encountered, though, test borings can be made to

obtain samples of the underground formations to determine the

stability of the site.

Basements can be most handy for storage. But the piesence

However, good sites in

Such sites would likely

ground floor, and first
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of underground springs or ground water can play havoc with

foundations. (23) Waterproofing a basement in expensive, and

difficulties arise sooner or later.

An otherwise good site should not be rejected because of

foundation factors. The library building committee should make a

sincere effort to learn about all potential problems in advance,

though, to anticipate any added coats of construction.

Coat of Site. With few exceptions, the best site ivr the

location of a dynamic library will be expensive property--prop-

erty very desirable to commercial interest. The right site for a

library does not have to be the choicest property, located at the

busiest intersection, but the site should be very close to it.

For a successful site, the cost say run as high as 1/3 or 1/2 the

cost of the construction of the building. (24)

It would be a serious mistake, a waste of taxpayers money,

to select a site on economy alone. A poor site greatly reduces a

library's potential use. In the Aong run, it costs nearly as

much to run an unused library as it does to run a well-used

library. (25)

In both cities and towns across America the front foot value

of downtown property continues to be far higher than that in any

outlying shopping center or residential location. The reason that

downtown property continues to be most valuable is that it 'still

attracts the greatest number of persons by location alone.

The annual operating costs of a library are usually from 1/4

to 1/2 the cost of the building. For matters of illustration,
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assume the annual operating coat of the Bedrock Public Library

to be $25,000, or 1/4 the original cost of the building

($100,000). Assuming zero inflation, within 20 years the

accumulated operating cost will be five times the original milt

of the building ($25,000 x 20 or $500,000)1 Thus, within a brAef

period of time, the initial investment in the building and its

site will be dwarfed by the operating expenses.

Maximum use is synonymous with lower service-unit costs. If

it shows good business sense for a successful merchant to

purchase an expensive sits for his retail store, then it is

equally important for the library to demonstrate the same good

business sense. To use a parallel example, the U.S. Postal

Service selects prime real estate for its downtown offices. The

Post Office employs a minimum number of clerks to perform the

daily services. If, because the location is so good, each clerk

is able to sell 10.000 stamps per day, as opposed to 100 stamps

per day, the per unit cost of services sinks to a miniscule

amount.

Indeed, the cost of a good location is worth the money

spent. However, if by purchasing the choicest site funds needed

for construction are severely depleted, Galvin recoTmeNds that

the site still be acquired, and the design of the building be

drawn to include future expansion. (26) If a usable building

already exists on the site, the building can be used or Tented

until additional funds can be raised.

Parking. Consideration should be given to parking, but this
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should not be an overriding factor if the site is otherwise

acceptable. Space is needed for library vehicles, staff parking,

and at least a few cars. Any fre space beyond the minimal

amount may be abused by people not using the library.

In rural areas, cars are used extensively for transporta-

tion. To totally ignore the automobile could prove disastrous.

A small community library, because of tl-e nature of its use,

could be greatly affected by a total lack of parking space.

Parking should be provided by the municipal authority, not the

library. On-site parking is not necessary if a public lot is

located nearby.

It should be remembered that in many small towns the com-

plaint is often heard that, "They roll up the streets at 5i00

p.m.,' referring to the fact that most in-town businesses are not

open during the evening hours. Logically, then, parking in the

town area during library evening hours should be quite easy.

If it is felt that additional space is definitely needed,

200 square feet per vehicle might be provided near the building.

In DuBois, Pa. (pop. 9,290) the public library is located on a

heavily-travelled highway, a short block from the town's busiest

intersection. The library planners placed parking space in front

of, behind, and under the library.

Parking space on the building site, whether it be next to

the building, under the building, or even on top of the building,

takes needed space away from the building itself. Indeed, the

consultants (Clarence Paine, Hoyt Galvin and Joseph Wheeler) for
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tnree rather new Clayton County, Ga. libraries stated that

library orking was not an essential factor. None of their

building programs specifically recommended on-site Iota. (27)

Local Restrictions and the Neighborhood. Building and

zoning restrictions, plus utility service specifications, should

be carefully investigated before any lend is purchased. Building

codes usually set minimvis standards affecting occupancy, fire

zone restrictions, type of construction, design, structural

details, and application of materials. Other provisions of local

building codes may include statements on the installation of

heating appliances and fire resistance ratings of structures.

Zoning ordinances regulate land use. These frequently provide

for the distance the building may be set from the street and

property lines, the height of buildings, on-site parking, etc.

Public buildings, including libraries, are usually exempt from

these restrictions. However, all possible difficulties should be

examined beforehand to eliminate any surprises when construction

begins.

Notice should be taken of the buildings surrounding the

proposed site. Retailers occupying nearby antiquated buildings

may be considering moving to more desirable structures. However,

if the buildings are sturdy, and if the planning committee senses

a renewing of pride in the history of the downtown area, these

same aging structures may prove to be the source of new life for

the town.

Consideration should also be given to surrounding land-use
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patterns, including the attitudes of the neighbors. Some basic

research and a bit of public relations may eliminate any poten-

tial problems.

Town Planniaml The final problem in regard to site sel-

ection is almost entirely a problem concerned with political

community pressures. For example, in one area the municipal

planning authority stated that a site was available--but couldn't

decide if the library or the jail should be placed there. (28)

In a case such as this, the library planning committee must

exercise its best judgement and resist pressures which may result

in the library be.ng located in a spot totally inappropriate for

the fulfillment of its goals. If the committee allows this to

happen, then the committee reneges the trust the people of the

town place in it.

Along a similar line, local officials are often impressed

with statements such as, The site of the public library should

be coordinated with general area planning." However, "coordina-

tion* frequently means placing the library in some group of civic

buildings where it does not belong. Again a post office

examples Post offices are not located in civic clusters or on

school grounds; that would be an inconvenience to their custom-

ers. Post offices are located in the heart of downtown where

most of the area's citizens can be reached.

THE RURAL DOWNTOWN SITE

Once the pulse of every community, main streets across the

country slippel in importance when shopping centers began
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sprouting up on the outskirts of towns in the years following

World War II. While cities may be able to afford the placement

of branch libraries in the plazas that surround the residential

areas. small communities certainly cannot afford that kind of

convenience. So the downtown location (which is, in many cases,

the crossroads of the plaza traffic) remains the best choice of

site for small town libraries.

Restoration of Rural Downtowns. In many communities, a

frequently raised question is. "Why locate doentown7 The

downtown is dead." But in the past eight years smal4 towns all

over America have experienced a renaissance. thanks to the

non-profit Main Street Center of the dational Trust for Historic

Preservation. With the aid of grant money, local governments,

merchants, propkrty owners, chambers of commerce, and other civic

groups have banded togitner to reverse the depressed economic

course and the dismal public image of numerous small downtowns.

Brookville, Pa. (pop. 4,500) is one of the many communities

of less than 50,000 people taking advantage of the National

Trust's assistance. Greene states that,

"An important part A a town's architectural heritage is
usually found cwwntown, and in addition, it makes good sense to
save a sturdy, attractive building that is already standing.
Buildings returned to use bring money back into the 1orn1
economy, both to the private investor and the tax collector.
Streets in frequent use discourage crime. And the downtown is
social center long established in American small-town myth and
reality, as well as a convenient place to find goods and
services." (29).

Historic preservationists follow a four-part approach to

downtown revitalization;
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1. Economic restructuring -- recruiting nee businesses,
rethinking building uses to include offices, housing, and
educational/recreational facilities (libraries) as well as
stores.

2. Promotion -- marketing the downtown as a place to go for
special events, such as parades, fairs, exhibits (which libraries
could easily participate in) as well as for shopping ald meeting
friends.

3. organization - - bringing private and public leaders
together to plan the ,revitalization and then to manage the
downtown effectively.

4. Design--enhancing the area's physical character by
beautifying (often just cleaning) the buildings, signs and public
spaces. (30)

In Brookville, local businesses will spend about 51.2

million dollars on refurbishing their buildings, some of it grant

money, much of it private investments. Already evidence of

renewed life is being seen in the town. "What I saw (upon

returning to Brookville) were stores where there had never been

stores before, and I didn't think there would ever be any

because of the condition of the buildings," said Keith Witt,

executive director of the Brookville Area Chamber of Commerce.

"Every day you see people walking up and down (Main Street).

Three years ago there wasn't any of that. (31)

In a clever parallel to this paper's discussion of a

downtown location for small town libraries, the owner of a

framing gallery on Brookville's Main Street, stated that "Loca-

tion is the key in our business and in any business. We attract

more browsers and impulse buyers now." (32)

Building Adaptations. Much of this paper has dealt with the

selection of a site for a new library in American small towns.
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However, many of those same factors which were previously dis-

cussed could also be applied to the selection of a pre-existing

building for library use in the downtown area of a small commun-

ity. A common practice is for a library committee to buy,

frequently at a bargain price, a well-located store or other

building and remodel it to suit the needs of the library and its

patrons.

The ease with which a building can be adapted for library

pur;.1ses depends, obviously, upon the alterations which are

requdi 1. Thus, such buildings as stores, churches, garages, and

banks (if structurally sound) adapt easily. The lack of, or

sparsity of, interfering walls in such structures makes them Pore

flexible for library purposes.

Clairton, Pa, (pop. 12,188) purchased a furniture store, two

stories and a basement, on its main street, in the same block

with the most strategic retail corner. The cost for the site and

its remodelling was about $1:.00 per square foot. The attractive

glass front and the open interior worked well for the

library. (33)

The Cameron County (Pa. pop. 6,674) Public Library is

located in a former bank building. The librarian cites as its

advantages that it is visible, convenient for people downtown,

and centrally located with front window displays on the main

street. (34)

Churches which have been converted into libraries offer

considerable window space for a feeling of openness. Choir lofts
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can be used as mezzanine stack areas.

Miller states that it is generally difficult to transform a

house into an efficient library. Rooms are usually small and,

even if all partitions are removed, the overall space on one

floor 4: limited. This generally forces a two-floor operation

which is neither satisfactory nor economical. Removing the

partitions also removes some of the support for the upper

floors. And, unlike a commercial property, a homesite is less

apt to be in a good library location. (35)

The Ridgway (Pa. pop. 5,604) Public Library is located in a

lovely white-columned mansion one block from the main street of

town. True to Miller's statement, the rooms inside are indeed

small and cramped with shelving tucked into every available

space. Despite the librarian's best efforts to make the rooms

attractive and comfortable, the overall impression remains one of

claustrophobic clutter.

For rural areas which lack an actual town, reconverted barns

have been used as l'.braries. Ordinarily it is not advisable to

spend the money to remodel such structures unless they are proven

to be substantially built. Many barns are little more than

enclosed frames. (38)

When a town choosey to share its libisry facility with

another agency or business, some of the cost of a desirable but

expensive site may be offset. This is the case with the Johnson-

burg (Pa. pop. 3,938) Public Library. Although sharing the

building with business and law offices, the librarian is delight-
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ed with the central location on ground level. She reports that

circulation has increased, the reference section is being

consulted more, and more men are discovering the libraryt (37)

The combination of community services within a single

bui/din.? has immense appeal to planners with no practical

experience of t'm problems of library service. The librarian at

the Sykesville (Pa. pop. 1,537) Public Library is quite satisfied

with the library's location on Main Street in the Borough

Building. (38) but the arrangement has not been eo happy for the

Punxsutawney (pa. pop. 7,479) Memorial Library which is part of a

new municipal complex. The building is indeed centrally located

in the town (although separated from downtown by u park), modern

and bright, (39) with the library serving as the home of the

world-famous weather-forecasting ground hog, Punxsutawney Phil

and his mate. But the complex also houses the town's police

station and fire hall. Such an arrangement is hardly one of

related services!

CONCLUSION

Libraries seldom belong in the geographic or population

center of town. Such locations rarely coincide with the pede-

strian and business centers of towns. Librarians recognize the

need to make their facilities inescapable by the masses; the

elite will come to the library anyway. And the success of the

American way of life depends on elevating more and more of our

citizens into the educated groups. For my money, the best site

for a public library in a small town is on the main street, near
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but not necessarily at the intersection of the greatest ped-

estrian and vehicular traffic, where it can be an ever-prevent

invitation to shoppers and downtown employees.

Usually misconceptions about the siting of a library An

remote places such as a quiet neighborhood or a park are held by

people who do not understand the significance of the library to

its patrons. Libraries are not meant to be mausoleums. Hawker

reminds us that libraries "are dynamic educational centers whose

services and resources must be easily accessible to the greatest

number of potential readers." (40)

In a 1913 publication, Matthew S. Dudgeon compared the

siting of a library to the siting of a book stores

"Would (the keen business man) locate (his store) one or two
or three blocks off the main street to get sightly surroundings?
Would he put his building twenty or fifty or one huniaed feet
back from the sidewalk, rendering it necessary for the passer-by
to make a considerable detour before even a casual inspection of
his books would be possible? Would he put the main floor from
four to ten feet above the sidewalk level, thus discouraging
readers by a stair ascent? Would he place his windows high in
the wall, far above the walk, so as to conceal the contents of
the building? (41)

Surely noti

The statements that I have made about the location of

libraries in small towns should be basic. But I must agree with

Hills that any set of proposed criteria are only generalizations

which may have proved themselves repeatedly in specific situa-

tions in the past but which must be modified to meet existing

needs in local communities today and the changing conditions of

tomorrow. (42) Ultimately the fundamental requirement must be

meta The site must be available at the time it is needed, in the
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right place, of the right size, and, for the sake of the town's

treasury, at a price it is prepared to pay. (43)

The success of the choice of site can be measured in many

ways, by using various complicated statistical analyses. But the

true success of the site is measured simply by the number of

people attracted to the library day after day, year after year.
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Appendix A
Date

1. Name of Library

2. Address

3. Phone number

4. Name of Librarian

S. 1984 Circulations Total Average per month

6. Area(s) serveds

7. Total population of service areas

8. Location of library: Downtown Residential area
Schoolgr011ar Other

9. Type of buildings Erected as a library Waiarly a
residence

Formerly a retail store Other
(Describe)

10. How long has your library been et it's present site?

11. Is the library building shared with any other agency?
Yes No

12. If yes, what group(s)?

13. Are all regular library collections (adult, juvenile, A-V,
etc.) housed within your building? Yes No

14. Is nearby parking available for your patrons?
Yes No

IS. If yes, what type? (Check all that apply.)
On site On street
Public rai-- Other

16. Is the parking metered? Yes No

17. State a few of the advantages of your library's current
locations

18. State some of the disadvantages of your library's current
locations

SI 1
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Surveys;
II mailed - 12

Appendix B

SITE SURVEY STATISTICS

returned - 11 % returned - 92%

Circulation;
annual average - 50,505

Population;
average - 11,318

monthly average - 4267

Location;
Downtown - 13211 Residential area - 18t
School grounds - 0% other - 0%

Type of buildings
Erected as a library - 46% Formerly a residence - 188
Formerly a retail store - 9% Other - 36%
Describes Bank, office building, municipal complex,

borough 'wilding

Years at present sites
average - 25

Shared buildings
yes - 45% no - 55%
Groups - law offices, public auditorium, commercial offices,

industrial offices, borough offices, police
station.

Regular collections hosed in building:
yes - 100% no - 0%

Parking available:
yes - 100% no - qt
Type (more than one may apply)
On site - 45% On street - 64%
Public lot - 18% Other - 9% (private)

Metered;
yes - 45% no - 55%
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Advantages stated:
Central location, close to businesses, close to schools.
ample parking, visible, front window displays on mrin
street, convenient for people downtown, have much walk-in
traffic, attracts people to bgeiness district and vice-ver-
sa, ground level, moderr building, lots of sunlight, close
to downtown but on a lens busy street, easy access, on main
street.

Disadvantages stated:
None, not convenient without a car, not near business
district, much too small, limited parking, little or no
space for expansion, metered parking, declining downtown
area, no meeting rooms, some impractical design features.



SURVEYS

Baker, Jacqueline. Librarian. Clarion Free Library. Clarion, Pa.
Written survey, October 4. 1985.

Barton, Margaret. Librarian, Joseph & Elizabeth Shaw Public
Library, Clearfield, Pa. Written survey, October 4, 1985.

Nipple, Tom. Librarian, St. Marys Public Library, St. Marys, Pa.
Written survey, October 3, 1985.

Hoff, Betty. Librarian, Ridgway Public Library, Ridgway, Pa.
Written survey, November 5, 1985.

Mathewson, Betty N. Librarian, Rebecca M. Arthurs Memorial
Library, Brookville, Pa. Written survey, October 4, 1985.

McPoland, Elizabeth G. Librarian, Punxsutawney, Pa. Written
survey. October 4, 1985.

Miller, Lois. Librarian, Brockway Public Library, Brockway, Pa.
Written survey. October 3, 1985.

Neste, Janette. Librarian, DuBois Public library, DuBois, Pa.
Written survey, October 4, 1985.

Rosman. Michele. Librarian, Sykesville Public Library, Sykes-
ville, Pa. Written survey, October 7, 1985.

Thorwart, Virginia, Librarian, Johnsonburg Public Library,
JOhnsonburg, Pa. Written survey, October 3, 1985

Vercellino, Ray. Librarian, Cameron County Public Library,
Emporium, Pa. Written survey, October 3,

1 I
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1. Hoyt R. Galvin and Martin Van Buren, The Small Public
Library Building (Parise UNESCO, 1959), p. 29.

2. Joseph Wheeler. "A Reconsideration of the Strategic
Location for Public Library Buildings," Reader on the Library
Building, ed. Hal B. Schell ;Englewood, Co1:7--Rnrocerd Editions

8, 1975), p. .26.

3. Galvin, p. 33.

4. John J. Miniter, "Public Library Sites; An Informal
Survey," Texas Libraries, XLIV, (April. 1983), p. 80.

5. Julius R. Chitwood, "Elemen,zry Notes on Site Selec-
tion," Library Buildings' Innovation for Changing Needs,
ed. Alphonse P. rents (Chicago" American Library Association.
1972), p. 153.

6. Edwin P. Beckerman, "Planning and Construction of
Buildings," Local Public Library Administration, ed. Ellen Altman
(Chicago; American Library Association, 19f0), p. 217.

7. "Library Construction in Connecticut," Connecticut
Libraries, XX, no. 1, p. 29.

8. Survey form completed by Betty M. Mathewson, Librarian,
Rebecca P. Arthurs Memorial Library, Brookville, Pa., October 4,
1985.

9. Wheeler, p. 130.

10. Anthony Thompson, Library Buildings of Britain and
Europe (London; Rutterworths. 1963), p. 9.

11. Joseph Eisner, "Library LocationTwo Points of View.*
The Bookmark, XXIII (January, 1964), p. 99.

12. Galvin, p. 49.

13. Keyes D. Metcalf, "Selection of Liorary Sites," Reader
on the Library Building, ed. Hal B. Schell (Englewood, Co1771RT:
crocard-Edltions Books, 1975), P. 136.

14. Chitwood, p. 154. A library requiring 10,000 square
feet or less will usually be more satisfactory if it is all on
one floor.
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15. Roberta Bowler led), Local Public Library Administration
(Chicago; The International er----7rrAreciTriti7n,tyManag2rr
p. 297.

16. Galvin, p. 49. In the southern hemisphere, the front of
the building should face south or east.

17. Jack Chitwood, "Library and Community," Libraries- -
Building for the Future, ed. R. J. Shaw (Chicago; American
Library Association, 1967), p. 27-23.

18. Galvin, 2. 49.

19. J. T. Strickland, "Library Building,' Studies in Library
Manavraent. ed. Brian Redfern, I (Hamden, Conn.; Linnet BOOke.

20. Wheeler, p. 132.

21. Beckerman, p. 218.

22. Metcalf, p. 141.

23. Metcalf, p. 142. In certain ground formations, the
entire side of the hill say slide in wet weather.

Z4. Galvin, p. 51.

25. Ibid.

26. Ibid.

27. Walter Murphy, "Three Consultants, One County," Library
Journal, XCV (June 1, 1970), p. 274.

28. Horace S. Moses. "Th.& Topeka Public Library," planning
a Library Buildings The Major Steps, ed. Hoyt R. Galvin
(Chicago; American Library -Association, 1955), p. 58.

29. Elaine Greene, "Revitalizing Main Street," House and
Garden, CLIV (March, 1962), p. 14.

30. Ibid.

31. Sharon O'Malley, "Main Street Makes a Comeback," Penn
Lines (United Electric Edition), XX (October, 1985), p. 12.

32. Ibid., p. 13. Unfortunately, Brookville's public
library is not located in the downtown area.
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33. Joseph L. isteler, "The Small Library Building," Final
Reports The SmA...1 Libraries Pro ect. 1961-1963, no. 13

cagos mar can racy ssoc ation, F.-

34. Survey form completed by Ray Vercellino, Librarian,
Cameron County Public Library, Emporium, P-.. October 3, 1985.

3F. Ernest Miller. Built.i -n for Small Public Libraries
(Chicago: American LibrariIiiWiation, 3950), p. 27.

36. Ibid., p. 36.

17. Survey form completed by Virginia Thorwart, Librarian,
JOhnsonburg Public Library, Johnsonburg. Pa., October 3, 1985.
The librarian also notes that the library moved a few yearn ago
from a second and third floor location in a community building
which also housed a gymnasium and pool. Residents of the town
report that the smell of chlorine and the sound of pounding feet
from indoor joggers could be rather distracting tc. library
patrons)

38. Survey form completed by Michele Rosman, Librarian,
Sykesville Public Library, Sykesville, Pa., October 7, 1985.

39. Survey form completed by Elizabeth G. McPoland, Librar-
ian, Punxsutawney memorial Library, Punxsutawney, Pa., October 4,
1985.

40. Bowler, p. 299.

41. Chitwood, "Library and Community," p. 27.

42. Theodore S. Hills, "On Location of Library Buildings,"
Library Buildings: Innovation for Changing Needs, ed. Alphonse
V. Trezza (Chicago: American Library Association, 1972), p. 159.

43. Strickland, p. 92.
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A PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF LIBRARY BOARD TRUSTEES
FROM FOUR LIBRARIES IN PENNSYLVANIA

Timothy P. Lynch
Library Consultant, Central Kansas Library System

INTRODUCTION

When Clifford Lange wrote his assessment of the rural public

library trustee, be brought up the questiont "Is it necessary to

differentiate rural public library trustees and urban public

library trustees?" (1) He states further that "attempts to

answer this question led to the conclusion that such differentia-

tion is not useful in relation to the duties and responsibilities

of trustees." (2)

The duties and responsibilities of the librarian and the

library trustee have Ions, been the subject of much discussion.

While much of the trustee literature, including Virginia Young's

guidebook for the library trustee, (3) defines those duties and

responsibilities, questions remain about the respective roles.

Is the size of the community or library a factor in the

interpretation of those duties and responsibilities? The subject

of this survey is the role of the library board in the day to day

operation of the library. Contrary to what Lange says, dis-

cussions w44.11 librarians indicated that there may be reason to

believe that the level of involvement decreases as the site of

the community increases. One librarian at a library located in a

small community suggested that too much time was taken at board
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meetings to determine what color of ink should be used for the

date due stamp. Another librarian suggested that not only does

the level of involvement decrease as the size of the community

increases, but that the board's liability increases.

The Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship at Clarion

University of Pennsylvania decided to conduct an exploratory

survey to see if there was any indication that there are differ-

ences between the boards in small communities and those in

larger communities with reaper to involvement. If, in fact,

differences were indicated, a further, larger and less regional

study should be conducted.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

A telephone survey of library board members was conducted

from Nov. 2 through Nov. 22, 1985. Library boards to be surveyed

were chosen according to the sire of. the community they repre-

sent. All of the libraries were in Pennsylvania.

To protect the anonymity and confidentiality of both the

library and the board members, the communities will be referred

to by numbers I-1V with community I being the smallest and IV

being the largest.

Library I is located in a community with a population of

around 1,500. It serves a population of about 10,000. Annual

circulation is around 25,000. Its 1985 budget was 523,000. The

library contains 19,000 volumes, with 35 books per subject.

Library II is located in a community with a population of

approximately 6,003. It is the county library and serves a
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the small:,r libraries, with two in agreement in library I and

three agreeing in library II. No one from library IV agreed with

the statement.

A master's degree in library science is not seen.to be a

necessary requirement (Old.) by any of the board members of

library I. While one might expect that all of the board members

from library IV would agree that the degree is necessary, that is

not so. Only two board members thought that a roaster's degree

was necessary, while three disagreed. The degree was considered

to be necessary by four respondents from library III. Responses

to this statement might suggest less difference because of size

than the particular characteristics of the communities.

There was also a difference betwien the library boards when

asked to respond to the statesent "If the librarian were ill and

if time would permit, I would feel comfortable to fill in for

her (010). Four board members each from libraries 2 and II

agreed with the statement, while two disagreed. Only one agreed

from library III, even though on question 11, four felt they knew

as much about their library as the librarian. No one from

library IV would feel comfortable to fill in for the librarian.

The size of the library does seem to make a ifference with this

question. It probably has much to do with the complexity of the

librarian's job.

As one might suspect the smaller the library, the more

likely there seemed to be a feeling of remoteness from the state

li.rary. Four of the board i ,Z8 from library I responded that

5
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they agreed or were neutral to the statement "I don't think the

people in the state library really care what is going on in our

library (Qif.). Disagreement with this statement grew with the

Ease of the community. Three disagreed from library II. Four

from library III and all six from library IV disagreed. Member-

*hip in library associations such as the Pennsylvania Library

Association and ALA (Q1B) followed much the same pattern. No one

from libraries I and II were members. Four trustees from library

III held membership, while three from library IV also were

members of such associations.

Board members from library I are much less hesitant to give

instructions to a library staff member if they see something that

needs to be done (Mg.). Five responded by agreeing or being

neutral to the statement. In each of the remaining libraries,

two agreed and four disagreed with the statement.

Mere was also a difference between 'he responses of board

members from library I and the other three libraries on the

question of the basic responsibility of the board. Asked whether

the basic responsibility of the library board is fund raising

(Clh), four board members from library I agreed or were neutral,

while all board members from the other three libraries saw the

responsibility of the board as something different and disagreed.

Question 16, a related question, asked the board member to

state three major responsibilities of a boar., member. Fund

raising was mentioned by all board members except those from

library IV. However, those board members did mention overseeing
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finances and budget as their responsibility. Setting the

policies was mentioned by members of each board. One board

member from library II mentioned keeping an eye on the type of

books selected as being part of the responsibility. Two board

members from library IV mentioned the responsibility of making

sure that there are materials to fill patron requests.

When asked if the library board is responsible for every-

thing that happens in the library (Mi.), only one trustee from

library IV agreed with that statement. Three disagreed and two;

were neutral. This was very different from the other libraries.

All six from library III felt the board responsible. In a

related question whether the library board should be the sole

group that determines the policies of the local library (Qle.),

almost all of the library board members surveyed agreed that

responsibility is theirs.

There was inch scattering of responses on whether the board

knows what the community wants in terms of library service

(Q1j.). Size of the community didn't seem to matter. The board

members from libraries I and III responded the same ways four

agreed; one disagreed; and one was neutral. Only two from

libraries II and IV agreed with the statement.

The trustees seemed to feel that the library board does not

know as much about libraries in general at; the librarian (Q1k).

Only one person from library I and one person from library III

were neutral on that statement. All other board members agreed.

Yet when asked to respond to the statement that the library
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board does not know as much about our library as the librarian"

(011.), the board members were less willing to agree. There was

a difference between the responses of the libraries. Three from

library I disagreed, with a similar number agreeing. From

library II. five agreed and one disagreed. The results from

library III were interesting. Pour felt the board knew as much

about their library as the librarian. In library IV on:; one

felt the same way.

Servfng on the library board is not perceived to be a

prestigious position (Oln.) by the board members surveyed except

perhaps in communities II ant III. None of the board members in

library IV agreed with the statement. However, there were four

neutral responses. Perhaps they are modest. In community III

four thought their position prestigious. That seems to contra-

dict the findil in question 20 which asked *what percent of the

community knows that you serve on the library board°. The

average response of the trustees in library III was

compared to 13.08% in library IV, 33.75% in library I, and 26.0%

in library II.

It may be interesting to note that even though only 4.51 re

the community knows that the person is a library board member in

community III, only one of the respondents from that board said

that a member of the community has never approached him with

library matters within the past year (021). Five board members

f-oe library II said that they had never been contacted. Only

two from library I had never been contacted. By contrast, all of
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other members of the board responded "never." Board members from

library IV responded similarly, with five responding 'never" and

one responding 5+. Four from library I responded "never." while

two responded 1-2. Four members from library II also said

'never," one said 1-2, and one 3-4.

Questions 7, 10, 12, 22, and 24 were designed to measure the

relationship between the board member and the other members of

the library staff. As one might suspect, all of the board

members of library I knew all of the staff members by name (Q7),

while the trustees of library IV could not say this. One person

from library I was related to a member of the library staff

(Q12), as was one person from library IV. There was really no

difference between boards' responses to question 24, which asked

if the trustee has ever entertained any other member of the

library staff in their home. Two from library I, two from

library III and one from library I answered yes. As was the

case in question 9, the chances that the board member belonged to

any social organizations that any other staff member belonged

to (Q10) increased as the site of the community increased.

Question 22 asked whether a member of the staff, other than

the library director has ever come to you with concerns about the

operations of the library? One from library 1, no one from

library II, two from library IV said yes. Similar to the number

of times the librarian consulted them outside of board meetings

(03), four of the trustees from library III answered yes to this

question.
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The trustees from library III have also offered unsolicited

advice to the librarian concerning the operation of the library

outside of the library (015) more than the trustees of the other

libraries. All six from library III indicated that they did.

Two board members each from the remaining boards indicated that

they have offerel such advice.

All the board members from library I have participated in

writing a grant proposal for the library (QU). No one from

library II has participated in that activity. Two from library

III and three from library IV indicated that they also have

participated in that activity. Five trustees from library I have

also spokf-4 at club meetings on behalf of tte library (osb)

while none from library II, four from library III and only two

from library II have done the same thing.

Board members from library I are consulted by the president

of the board concerning library matters outside of the regularly

scheduled board meeting (04) much more frequently than the other

librarius. Their average of 3.33 times may be inflated because

the president and one of the board members are related. The

averages of the other libraries are: library II, 0; library III,

1.7 times; library IV, 1.167 times.

The board members from library I are also more likely to

tave contact with other library board members between meetings

(Q27). All board members stated that they had some contact, with

three stating that they had 5 or more contacts between meetings.

There are three board members from library II that have no
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contact with other board members outside of the meetings. Only

one said that he had contact with his fellow board members 5 or

more times. No one from library III had contact with fellow

board members more than 5 times between meetings. Two had no

contact, and two each had 1-2 contacts, and 3-4 contacts. Almost

all (five) of the members from board IV stated that they had 1-2

contacts with other library board members. One responded that he

had 3 4 contacts.

Several questions were designed to give us an idea oC who

the trustees are. Library board members from library I have

lived in their community an average of 26.5 years (Q29), and have

served on the board an average of 4.75 years (030). Those from

library II have lived in their community an average of 39.5 yearn

and have served on the board /.36 years. Board members from

library III have lived in their community an average of 34.88

years and have served on the board longer than any of the other

board members surveyed, an average of 10.6 years. Trustees from

library IV have lived in that community an average of 22 years

and have served an average of 4.25 years on the board.

Board members from the smallest library, library I, spend

the most number of hours on library matters, excluding the

regularly scheduled hoard meeting. They spend an average of 4.92

hours per month. Those from library III spend 3.167, from

library IV, 2.5 hours per month. The least amount of hours spent

on library matters is 1.67, spent by the board members from

library II.
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Questions 13. 25 and 26 are concerned with library use.

libraries II and III have board members who have not used the

library within the last two months on library matters (Q13,.

Three members from library II gave that response, as did one

member of the board from library III. On the reverse side, there

were four members each from libraries III and IV who used the

library 5 or more tines within the past two months. Library I

board members have all used the library, with three responding 5

or more times. Questions 25 and 26 asked about participation and

attendance at library programs, such as book discussions. Size

of the community did not seem to make much of a difference.

Trustees from libraries I and 1V responded similarly to the

question on participation (Q25). with one who has participated

and five whn have not. None of the trustees at library II has

ever participated in any of the programs, while three from

library III have. There is not much difference when it comes to

attendance (026). The responses are similar to question 25. TWO

from library I, one from library II, three from library III and

one from library IV, has attended a library program.

Site of the community does seem to play some part in the

number of boards or committees, other than the library board,

within the community to which the board members belong (028).

All of the board members from library IV belong to other commit-

tees or boards. They belong to an average of 2.33 boards or

committees. Trustees from library III belong to an average of

1.83 boards. One board member serves only on the library board.
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Of the library board members from library II, three serve on an

average of .5 boards. Two board members from library I serve on

an average of .67 boards or committees other than the library

board.

The board members from library IV have completed the most

education (031). Four of the six members have at least a

master'', degree and two have finished college. It may be

surprising to some to find that three members from the =anent

community, library I, have master's degrees and one of those

three has two master's degrees. Only one of their meebsre has

only a high school diploma. Of the board members of library II,

one has a master's degree, three have bachelor's degrees and one

has a high school diploma. The education of the board members

from library III :s varied. One has a law degree; one a mas-

ter's; one a bachelor's degree: one has finished some college;

and two have high school diplomas.

Mune of the board member.. from Library I is now enrolled in

or ever taken a formal course in library education (Q33). Three

from library II have taken such courses. In fact, one board

member took several courses for certification in college. One

member from library III did likewise, while one board member from

library IV has a m.s.L.s.

The related question asking whether the board member has

ever participated in any type of training to prepare for serving

on the library board produced very different results. in this

case, no one from library II has ever participated in any type of
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training, while all three of the other boards had three members

reeve' that they had participated in such training. Most of the

training was defined as workshops sponecred by the state or the

Penns)gvania Library Asewiation.

Thou, is a difference of employment patterns between the

boards. Five board members of library I work full time while

only two of those board members surveyed from library IV do the

same. There are only three full time employees on the board of

library II. Five persons work full time and one part time from

library III.

Question 17 asked the board member to speculate on why he

was selected to serve on the board of trustees. Three board

members from library I mentioned interest in the library and

library use as being a factor. Three others were on the board

because they represented an organization in the community that

must have representation on the board. No one from library II

mentioned interest or library use although one mentioned that

she was related to the past librarian. Availability was men-

tioned by two members. One mentioned that she was chosen because

of her cultural/moral beliefs background. Serving on library

board III seems much more political. Four of the members

mentioned that it was a political appointment. Background on the

school board was given by the fifth member and the sixth had no

idea why he t, s appointed. Politics ales was mentioned as a

reason by four members of board IV. The other two mentioned

late-est in lihraries. One of those two was a librarian.
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All four library boards are scheduled to meet twelve times

per year, although one board member from library I reported that

his board was scheduled to meet only six times per year.

CONCLUSIONS

Results from this survey certainly indicate that there are

differences between the perceived role of the boards of trustees

of the libraries studied. Size of the community does seem to be

a factor in many of the responses.

There seems to be a big difference between responses of the

trustees from the boards of the largest library and the small-

est. Library board I appears to be much more involved in

selection of materials, less hesitant to give instructions to the

staff and more comfortable filling in for the librarian.

While there does seem to be some difference between the

boards of the smallest library and the largest library, there is

less difference between the responses of the other two. Perhaps

the populations of libraries II and III are too similar.

One might think that the smaller the ~ommunity, the more the

librarian and the trustee would meet informally. This would

offer the trustee more of an opportunity to be involved and have

an influence on the day to day operation of the library. The

results to those questions which might meesure that, are surpris-

ing. The A lives of the trustees and that of the librarian

don't seem to cross as much in the small community as they do in

the large community.

The responses from library board III suggest something
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completely unrelated to size of the community. The board members

have served on the board much longer than the board members of

the other boards. Perhaps that is why the responses from that

library board are so different from those of the other boards.

This board consists of six men and one woman. Realizing the

danger in making such a statement, I wonder if the gender of the

board members in this community didn't mate some sort of differ-

ence also.

Membership on the boards of libraries III and IV seems to be

much more political than the other two. This in itself might be

related to the size of the community and have an effect on the

responses.

If in fact it is true that there is a difference and that

the smaller the library, the more involved, then there seems to

be more need for continuing education for the board.

Further study seems to be indicated. This survey was meant

only to be preliminary. A study of the actual board meetings

might indicate further differences. The topics dis.ussed and

voted on could be weighted according to the day to day operations

of the library. Perhaps attendance at those board meetings would

be a factor which could be studied.

While this survey has not proven conclusively that the

smaller the community, the more involvement, it has provided

enough evidence to suggest that there are differences. Size of

the community may be a factor. Further study is recommended.
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Appendix A

1. Please indicate whether you agree, disagree or are neutral
about the following statements.

a.) The library board should maintain a low profile in the
day to day management of the library.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral
X 4 2
XI 4 2

III 5 1

IV 4 1 1

b.) The librarian should not purchase controversial mater-
ials without first consulting the library board.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral
I

II
III
IV

3 1 2
4 2
4 1 1

1 4 1

c.) The job of the ' ibrarian is firs'. and foremost to
suggest books for the patron to read.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral
I 2 4
II 3 3
III 1 4 1

IV 6

d.) A master's degree in library science is a necessary
requirement for one to be a librarian.
Library Agree Dinagree Neutral
I 6
II 2 4
III 4 1 1

IV 2 3 1

e.) The library board should be the sole group that deter-
mines the policies of the local library.
Library
I

II
III
IV

Agree Disagree Nautrai
5 1

4 2
6
5 1

f.) I don't think the people in the state library really
care what is going on in our library.
Library Agree Diaag-ee Neutral
I

II
III
IV

2 2 2
2 3 1

1 4 1

6
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g.) I would not hesitate to give instructions to a library
staff member if I saw something that needed to be done.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral
I 4 1 1

II 2 4
III 2 4
IV 2 4

h.) The basic responsibility of the library board is fund
raising.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral
I 2 2 2
II 6
III 6
IV 6

i.) The library board is responsible for everything that
happens in the library.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral
I 4 2

II 5
III 6
IV 1 3 2

J.) The library board knows what the community wants in
terms of library service.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral
I 4 1 1

II 2 4
III 4 1 1

IV 2 3 1

k.) The library board does not know as much about libraries
in general as the librarian.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral
I 5 1

II 6
III 5 1

IV 6

I.) The library board does not know as such about our
library as the librarian.
Library Agree Disagree Neutral

3 3
II 5
Ill 2 4
IV 5
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11. Are you related to the librarian?
Library Yes No

6
II 6
III 6
XV 6

12. Are you related to any other member of the library staff?
Library Yes No

5
6

III 6
IV S

13. Please indicate how oft:en you used the library within the
past two months on non-board matters.
Library Never 1-2 3-4 5+
I 2 1 3
II 3 1 1 I
III 1 1 4
IV 1 1 4

14. How often within the past year have you been consulted about
a library matter that you feel the librarian could or should have
handled by himself?
Library Never 1-2 3-4 5+
I 4 2
IX 4 1 1
III 4 1 1
IV 5 1

IS. Have you ever offered unsolicited advice to the librarian
concerning the operation of the library outside of the library?
Library Yes No
I 2 4
II 2 4
III 5
TV 2 4

16. Please state three major responsibilities of a board member.

Library I- First Response (Nw6)
policy
policy
to maintain relationship with the county system
be enthusiastic about the library
attend board meetings
raising money
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Library II- First Response (1106)
linancial responsibility
establishment of long-range plans and objectives for the library
budget
be interested
be present at all meetings
attend meetings

Library III- First Response (W16)
fund raising
be willing to give time for board meetings
finances
to oversee the operation of the library
accountable for money
make sure bills are paid

Library IV- First Response (1104)
policy
oversee the policies of the library
oversee the librarian
set policy
to participate on various committees
attune to the needs of the community - make sure the library has
the materials that are requested

Library I- Second Response (N14)
make sure materials are available
participate in fund raising
be interested in reading
oversee budget
approve budgeting
fund raising

LiI2aimili÷ondResect (Ws6)
e policies

be interested in problems
attend meetings
personnel - make sure the librarian hires the right kind of
people
act as public's representative
maintenance

Library III- Second Response (N6)
to secure bead librarian
be involved with public relations
personnel - hiring for entire library
to form policies
setting policies
make sure building is open
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Library IV- Second Response (114)
to maintaTh an atmosphere conducive to library usage
Nanning
oversee finances
establish policy
to represent county branches (independent county libraries)
oversight of director's responsibility

Library I- Third Response (Wm6)
make sure the librarian thinks of
library (story )ours)
help procure grant money
be interested in the community
participate in fund raising and o
library
make sure there is financing
congruency - continuation of past,

Library II- Third Response (II -4)
financial matters
keep an eye on the type of books selected
oversee the librarian
hire the librarian

ideas to bring people into the

Cher activities to improve the

present and future goals

Library III- Third Response (Ns=6)
make sure the library is adequately staffed
act as liaison between the city and library
to keep track of financial matters
liaison between the city and the library
be an avid user of the library
establish policy

Library IV- Third Response (N=6)
to DX major projects
be aware of the day to day problem - eg. budget, personnel
maintain the building
budget
material requests from citizens
overall responsibility fc. general working of the library

17. Why do you think you were selected to serve on the board of
trustees?
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Library I (N -6)
uRef of library.

-Was willing - originally on Junior Civic Club which must be
represented on the library board.
-They needed someone frnm my town. They knew me because I use
the library a great deal.
-because of interest in the community and the library.
-I am president of the borough council and it is automatic.
- I represent the Junior Civic Women's Club which must be re-
presented on the library board.

Library II (104)
-They needed someone. I had an in because I an an educator.

raised and educated four children am interested in the library
and live next door.
-41y mother had been the librarian for years.
-A friend asked me. Her term expired. She wanted someone with
the same cultural/moral (the term "religious' was mentioned with
some hesitation.) background to serve.
-I was available.
-I am a borough councilman. Newly elected councilpersons are
asked to serve on the library board.

Library III (W'.6)
applied for the lob through the mayor.

- Polities.
_political appointment.
-Background on school board - the type of job that I've had.
-Tried fox years to get on board - political.
-410 idea. One of the board members asked me to serve.

Library IV (1016)
-Political appointment. County councilman asked me what commit-
tees I would like to serve on.
-Minority rIpresentation. Political appointment.
-Interest _n libraries.
-I was a librarian.
-Because I live in the county and the commissioners needed me.
Interested in libraries. Political appointment.
-On -going interest in county government. I was the z".ght person
at the right time.

18. Are you a member of any library association including PLA or
ALA:
Library Yen No
I

ZI 6
IIZ 4 2
IV 3 3
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19. Mow satisfied are you with your participation on the board?
Library Very Soeewhet Neither S. Dissatisfied V. Din.
I 3 3
II 4 2
III 6

3 1 1 1

20. What percent of the community knows
library board?
Library Av. S of community

33.75 (N 6)
26.00 (N-6)
4.50 (N4)

13.0e (Nes6)

II
III
IV

that you serve on the

21. Now often within the peat year has a weber of the community
approached you with library matters?
Library Never 1-2 3-4 5+
I 2 1 1 2
II 5 1
III 1 2 1 2
IV 3 1 2

22. Has a member of the staff, other than the library director,
ever come to you with concerns about the operation of the
library?
Library Yes No
I 1 5
II 6
III 4 2
IV 2 4

23. Have you ever
Library Yes
I 2
II

2
IV

entertained the librarian in your
No
4
6
4
5
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24. Have you ever entertained any other member of the library
staff in your hone?
Library Yes No
I 2 4
II 6
III 2 4
IV 1 5

25. Have you ever participated in any of the programs, such as
book discussions, offered at the library?
Library Yes No
I 1 5
II 6
III 3 3
IV 1 5

26. Have you ever attended any of the programs, such as book
discussions, offered at the library?
Library Yes No
I 2 4
II 1 5

III 3 3
IV 1 5

27. Now often do you have contact with other library board
members between meetings?
Library Never 1-2 3-4 5+
I 2 1 3

XI 3 1 1 1

III 2 2 2

IV 5 1

28. Are you presently a member of any other board or committee
within your community?
Library Yes No
I 2 4
II 3 3

111 5 1
IV 6
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If yeas How many?
Library Av. 4 of boards/committees

.6?
XI .50
III 1.83
IV 2.33

29. How long have you lived in this community?
Library Av. 4 of years
I 26.5 (0=6)
II 39.5 (0*6)
III 34.8 (0 -6)
IV 22.0 (816)

30. How long have you served on the board?
Library Av. t of years

4.75 (Nm6)
II 2.36 (806)
III 10.60 (0m6)
IV 4.25 (0-6)

31. Please indicate the highest level of formal. schooling that
you completed.

Library I
.-Master's
-Master's
-Finishgcl college
-Two Mister's
-High school
N .A. Business college

Library Il
-Master's
-R.N.
- High school
-Finished college
-Finished college
- High school

EkPpa-111
-
-High school
-One year of college
-High school
-P.A.
-Law degree
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Library IV
-ester's
ofteteres
-Poet college

-LB.
-HMO

.4inished college

32. Are you currently employed?
Library Yes do PT PT

II 3 3 3

III 5 1 4 1

IV 2 4 2

33. Are you now enrolled in or have you ever taken a formal
course in library education?
Library Yes Ho
I 6
II 3 3
III 1 5
IV 1 5

Specifys
II -canoe in college

- courses for certification in college (2)
III-teacher certification in library science
IV -H.S.L.S.

34. Have you ever participated in any type of training to prepare
you for serving on the library board?
Library Yes No Type of training
I 3 3 district inservice

county workshops(2)
II 6
:II 3 3 State library trustee section

PLA trustee committee(2)
IV 3 3 workshop

state program
PLA workshops
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Appendix B

LIBRARY BOARD QUEBTIONAIRE

Board President Board Neeber

I. Please indicate whether you agree, disagree or are neutral
about the following statements.

A D N a.) The library board should maintain a low profile in
the day to day management of the library.

A D N b.) The librarian should not purchase controversial
materials without first consulting the library board.

A 0 N c.) The job of the librarian is first and foremost to
suggest bonke for the patron to read.

A D N d.) A masters degree in library science is a necessary
requirement for one to be a librarian.

A D N e.) The library board should be the sole group that
determines the policies of the local library.

A D N f.) I don't think the people in the state library really
care what is going on in our library.

A D N g.) I would not hesitate to give instructions to a
library staff member if I saw something that needed
to be done.

A D N h.) The basic ---nonsibility of the library board is fund
raising

A D N i.) The lib ,/ board is responsible for everything that
happens in the library.

A D N J.) The library board knows what the community wants in
terms of library service.

A D N k.) The library board does not know se much about
libraries in general as the librarian.

A D N I.) The library board does not know as much about our
library as the librarian.

A 0 N m.) The library is not the most important institution in
the community.

A V N n.) Serving on the library board is a prestigious
position.
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A D N o.) If the librarian were ill and if time would permit, I
would feel comfortable to fill in for her.

2. How many times per month do you do have informal contact
with the librarian outside of the library?

3. How often per month are you consulted by the librarian
concerning library matters outside of the regularly
scheduled board meeting.

4. How often per month are you consulted by the president
of the board concerning library matters outside of the
regularly scheduled board meeting?

5. Excluding the regularly scheduled board meeting, how
many hour- per month do you spend on library matters?

6. flow many times per year is your library board scheduled
to meet?

Yeo No 7. Do you know all of the library staff members by
name?

8. Have you ever participated in et ler of the following
activities?
Yes No a. Writing a grant proposal for the library
Yes No b. Speaking on behalf of the library at club

meetings, etc.

Yes No 9. Does the librarian uelong to any social
organizations to which you belong?

Yes No 10. Does any other library staff member belong to any
social organization to which you belong?

Yes No 11. Are you related to the librarian?

Yes No 12. Are you related to any other member of the library
staff?

13. Please indicate how often you used the library within the
past two months on non-board matters.

Never (0)
-----1-2
-----3-4
-----5 or mote times
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14. How often within the pest year have you been consulted about
a library matter that you feel the librarian could or should
have handled by himself?

Never (0)
1-2

-----3-4
5 or sore

Yea No 15. Have you ever offered unsolicited advice to the
librarian concerning the operation of the library
outside of a board meeting?

NUvber of times within the past year?

If yess What was the nature of that advice?
circulation policies
staffing
selection of books
matters concerning the library building or grounds
other. Please specify.

16. Please state three major responsibilities of a maki member.

17. Why do you think you were selected to serve on the board of
trustees?

Yes No IS. Are you a member of any library association
including PLA or ALA?

19. How satisfied are yoli with your participation on the library
board?

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied--
Very dirsatisfied

20. What percent of the community knows that you serve on
the library board?
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21. How often within the past year has a member of the community
approached you with library matters?

Never (0)
-----1-2

3-4
-----5 or more

Yes No 22. Has a member of the staff, other than the library
director, ever come to you with concerns about the
operation of the library?

Yes No 23. Have you ever entertained the librarian in your
home?

Yes No 24. Have you ever entertained any other member of the
library staff in your home?

Yes No 25. Have you ever participated in any of the programs,
such as book discussions, offered at the library?

Yes No 26. Have you ever attended any of the programs, such
as book discussions, offered at the library?

27. How often do you have contact with other library board
members between meetings?

Never
1-2
3-4

-----5 or more

Yes No 28. Are you presently a member of any other board or
com4ittee within your community?

If yes: How many?

29. How long have you lived in this community?

30. How long have you served on the board?

31. Please indicate the highest level of formal schou'ing that
you completei.

Yes No 32. Are you currently employed?
Full time?
Part-time?

Yea No 33. Are you now enrolled in or have you ever taken a
formal course in library education? If yes,
please specify.
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Yee No 34. Have you ever participated in any type of training
to prepare you for serving on the library board?
If yes, please specify.
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NOTES

1. Clifford E. Lange. "The Rural Public Library Trustee:
A Preliminary Assessment," Library Trends 28 (Spring
1980)s p. 589.

2. Ibid.

3. Virginia Young, "Duties and Responsibilities of Trust-
ees." in The Library Trustee : A Practical Guidebook, 3rd ed.,
Virginia Young, ed., (New York R. R. Bowker, 1978) x p. 10.
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PUBLIC LIBRARIES/AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION AGENCIESK
POTENTIAL FOR COOPERATION

Sue Wanchock Lithgo
Durham, North Carolina

Chapter I

The Problem and its Setting

Need for the Study

There is currently no known ongoing cooperation between

public libraries and agricultural extension agencies. Know-

ing how common these agencies are and that their goals in

important respects are similar, it wc"ld seem very likely

that the public would benefit if cooperation did exist.

The Background

Located in each of the 100 counties in North Carolina

is a branch of the agricultural extension service. Also

located in the counties are regional, county, independent

municipal, and branch public libraries. In each of these

branch organizations one will find either an agricultural

extension agent or a publi librarian. These people are

responsible for disseminating nformation to their respective,

often overlapping, au4iences.

On the state level, the North Carolina Agricultural Exten-

sion Service is one of the services within the Schools of

Agriculture at North Carolina State University and A&T State

University. Its mission is to extend the Land Grant Univer-
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sity to t:e farms, homes, and people who would not otherwise

benefit from the research and teaching on the university

campus. The services are broken down into four areas,

agriculture, community and rural development, youth and 4-H,

and home economics.

Within the state library is the Public Library Development

Section. The basic concern of this section is library serv-

ice on the local levels to improve and equalize library

service in all parts of the state. The Public Library Devel-

opment Section is broken down into four categories of consul-

tants. They area the children's consultant, the young

adult consultant, the adult/continuing education consultant,

and the community relations consultant.

It is significant how closely parallel the organizations

of these two agencies are, both in their locations and in

their priorities in helping people on the local level.

The Statement of the Problem

This research is an exploratory study into the potential

for cooperation between public libraries and agricultural

extension agencies.

There are several questions raised in this study. First-

ly, is there a need for them to cooperate? Secondly, what

aspects of the mission of each organization deal with deliv-

ering information to county citizens? Thirdly, who carries

out the mission and how? Lastly, what overlaps are there in

the work done to carry out the mission?

Thl Delimitations

This study is limited to public libraries although a role
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can be seen for school and community college libraries.

Chapter II

The Review of the Related Literature

The literature review for this exploratory study was based

on information retrieved from books, journal articles, on-

line literature searches, published reports, proceedings, and

state government documents.

Many of the journal articles were retrieved by searching

Library Literature (from 1932 to the present) and the Bibli-

ography of Agriculture. The state government documents

were retrieved by searching the card catalog in the documents

section of the North Carolina State Libra:. . The following

subject headings were searched: cooperation, library exten-

sion, rural libraries, college and university libraries- -

extension, library community relations, education, extension

and advisory work and economics, development and rural soci-

ology. The researcher examined the articles and documents

Which were available from local libraries and chose those

articles recognized to be of value. After examination,

only three documents and six journal articles were considered

usable.

Heasley and Preston in their article "The Changes in Rural

America" state that:



A need for increased interorganizational
linkage exists. We would like to suggest
that a linkage should be established
between the rural library network and the
Cooperative Extension Service network.
The latter organization has offices in
each of the approximately 3.100 counties
of the United States. Furthermore. the
goals of the two organizations are simi-
lar. Both seek to provide education#1
opportunities for their rural clientele.A

Libraries and extension agencies are similar in that both

seek to provide educational information for their respective

audiences. This mutual goal would seem to increase the

possibility of cooperation between these two agencies. But,

a review of the literature indicates lit.tie has been written

about cooperation among public libraries and agricultural

extension agencies.

Instead, there is an array of articles on extension de-

partments within agricultural colleges with the purpose of

"extending the use of a particular library beyond its imme-

diate clientele" as stated by Marjery Bedinger in 1927.2

The connection between the college library and the extension

service is not well organized. What the relationship between

these libraries and extension services should be is not

entirely clear.

Present in the literature are publications indicating

library cooperation with public agencies through information

and referral (I &R) services. Marta Wolf states in her arti-

cle, 'Cooperation Between Libraries and Other Agencies in

Information and Referral," that I&R services have expanded

rapidly in response to the needs fox linking service users to

an increasingly complex arena of social services. This
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service, as explained by Wolf, is "that process that begins

with the receipt of a request for services or information,

includes a brief tssessment of the situation, and concludes

with the link of the client or patron with the proper re-

source."3 For it truly to be a cooperative effort there

would need to be included follow-up telich in most cases does

not happen.

On the organizational level, the School of Library Science

at Clarion State College established the Center for the Study

of Rural Librarianship during the early part of 1978. One of

the focuses of the center's activities is the small public

library. One of the objectives of the Center is "to stimu-

late imaginative thinking relative to rural library

service."4 This "imaginative thinking" could present ways in

which public libraries could cooperate with agricultural

extensie:. agencies.

As indicated, there has been mention of cooperation be-

tween rural public libraries and agricultural extension

agencies. Stanley A. Ransom, in his article "The Rural

Imperative: New York's Public Library Systems Face the

Challenge," writes that, "many rural systems work with Coop-

erative Extension Offices in supplying books, films, and

other materials in such fields as wood heat, energy, and food

preparation."5

As mentioned above, the goals of the two organizations are

similar. The missions of public libraries be stated in North

Carolina's Libraries, Their Role, Statements of Missions and

Purposes is "to make available the recorded knowledge of
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civilization, in whatever format, to all citizens and thus

promote and foster the free flow of information and ideas."

In contrast, the mission of the Agricultural Extension

Service as stated in the opening remarks in the People's Plan

87: Delivering Technology to the Citizens of North Carolina,

the long-range program of the North Carolina Agricultural

Extension Service, let "Agricultural Extension is a dynamic

educational agency which strives constantly to relate its

resources to the needs of people."7

As indicated, the literature review did not show such

written about cooperation between public libraries and agri-

cultural extension agencies. The articles that do mention

this cooperation are current and encourage researchers to

look further into the possibilities. One such encouragement

is stated by Heasley and Preston, "Rural libra:ians and

Cooperative Extension Service personnel could work togeth-

er...to provide appropriate and accessible educational serv-

ices."8

Chapter III

The Research Methodology

The research methodology includes interviews with the

directors of public libraries and agricultural extension

agencies on the state and county levels. The researcher,

through these interviews, explores (A) what cooperation

exists among public libraries and agricultural extension

agencies now, (B) what cooperation they would like to exist
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in the future, and (C) how this future cooperation could be

brought about.

The Data

Two counties were chosen for the study* Wake County

because of the availability of the directors of the State

Library of North Carolina and the State Agricultural Research

Service located at North Carolina State University. and

Durham County because it was similar to Wake in many socio-

logical and demographic particulars. The directors of the

Wake County and Durham County Public Libraries and the chair-

men of the Agricultural Extension Agencies were interviewed.

The researcher arranged, by telephone, an appointment for

a personal interview with the state and county directors.

If a director could not submit to an interview, the research-

er asked the director to suggest an alternate. Approximately

one week before the appointment, a follow-up letter (see

Appendix A) was sent to confirm the interv4 ". time. This

letter included a list of questions to '.0e asked at the inter-

view (see Appendix B). It was the plan of the research-

er to tape record the interview with the prior knowledge of

the interviewee. This was communicated by telephone when

arranging the interview appointment.

The Treatment of the Data

Findings are prese ed in narrative form on the basis of

the research problem, rather than reporting on individual

answers. The researcher discusses what conclusions can be

drawn from t*,e collected data.

Chapter IV
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The Results

Five of the six people chosen to be included in this

exploratory study consented to interviews. The sixth person,

because of time constraints, referred me to a aember of his

staff. The state level personnel were the State Librarian

and the Continuing Education/Staff Development director in

the Agricultural Extension Service. The county level person-

nel were the two directors of public library systems and two

chairmen of the agricultural extension service.

A. Past and Present Cooperation

1. Coats and Benefits of Cooperation

Costa and benefits refer to the efforts or sacrifices mad

to achieve an end. In the interview process, all of th,

respondents made references in terms of dollars and cents.

The respondent's consents on the coats and benefits in-

volved in cooperation between public libraries and agri-

cultural extension agencies varied. The state librarian

reported that there is no authority for cooperation" between

public libraries and the agricultural extension service. He

stated that cooperation between and among the same types of

agencies (libraries, for instance) seems easier to get than

cooperation between other agencies (schools and public li-

braries, for instance). The response of the state person

within agricultural extension followed along the same thought

lines, that there is no formal letter of agreement" and

"that it is not surprising because it is not typical for
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agricultural extension to have such a kind of formal

understanding." However, she went on to say that the agri-

cultural extension agencies operate in each of he 100 coun-

ties and the Cherokee Reservation as relatively autonomous

entities, and that most cooperation would be at the local

level and would vary according to the degree of urban popula-

tion. This cooperation could exist by way of connections

which have been built up between extension personnel and

library personnel. The impression she receives from agricul-

tural extension agents is that they would probably consider

going to the public library for information.

Another factor she brought up is that public libraries and

agricultural extension agencies "are different in some ways:

of course...both are concerned about providing information to

people who need it. But extension's mode of providing infor-

mation and its reliance on the process of involving the

clientele in the decisions about what are the problems that

we need to find some sort of solutions for is very different

from the way in which the library works." She we-t on to say

that she thinks this is "a very significant difference and it

certainly would not:. permit - -or we would not encourage--coop -

eration unless the library was part of the advisory group

within the Agricultural Extension Service."

On the county level, the directors of the public libraries

both feel strongly that no costs would be involved in coop-

erative efforts. One public library director went on to

may that he does not "feel that it 0ould cost either agency

to cooperate, both agencies are already funded, cooperation
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therefore should not be an additional cost, nor necessarily

will it be less expensive if they cooperate." (Of course,

cooperation would involve resources that could be used in

other ways.) Furthermore, the missions of the two agencies

are different. The agricultural extension people are far

more specific in scope than public librarians. Each of the

agricultural extension agents has his own area of expertise.

The librarian is a generalist. The agricultural extension

agents are truly specialized, and that specialization is

going to differ from county to county. For instance, in Wake

County, because of the urban/rural mix, the agents special-

izations will be broader in scope than in a sparsely populat-

ed rural county.

The other public library director stated that the cost

involved would be staff time. The county personnel in the

agricultural extension Berms' view the costs of cooperation

somewhat differently. They feel the costs are incurred

by the citizens of the county indirectly through taxes.

About the benefits provided by cooperation, the state

librarian stated that in 1977 "the North Carolina General

Assembly added a new section to tle powers and duties of the

State Library giving it the responsibility to plan and coor-

dinate cooperative programs between the various types of

libraries within the State of North Carolina, and to coordi-

nate state development with regional and national cooper-

ative library programs." He stated that cooperation will

occur "between and among the same types of agencies instead

of with other agencies because it seems easier to get at than
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cooperation between other agencies.* The state agricultural

extension service person feels cooperation would be bene-

ficial only if it does not cost such and only if extension

initiated a specific project.

On the other hand, all four county level people saw defi-

nite benefits to cooperation. Both public library directors

saw benefits to the users of byth agencies. The Besse person

could be a user of both the public library and the agricul-

tural extension agency. This would allow more access to

information. The two agricultural extension service people

saw benefits in terms of mere users of all services.

2. Factors limiting or prohibiting cooperation

Each of the six people interviewed had a different view

concerning factors that would limit or prohibit cooperation.

As previously stated, the state librarian is concerned with

regional and national multi-type coo .ration between and

among the libraries. It is his responsibility as state

librarian to initiate and administer any legislative change.

The cooperation he spoke of between and among libraries was

directly related to G. S. 125-2-10.9

The state agricultural extension person stated that "ex-

tension's mode of providing information and the reliance

on the process of involving the clientele in the decisions

about what are the problems that we need to find some sorts

of solutions for and the way one goes about designing educa-

tional programs is very different from the way the library

works."
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One of the county public library directors feels that a

limiting factor would be staff time. Also, she sees "turf

problems and Jealousy occurring." Her experience of working

on a cooperative venture in the past taught her that, "many

people believe or fear that by cooperating with other agen-

cies that you will lose users instead of increase usage."

Out, she notes this has not been the case; in fact, there has

been an increased usage of agencies through the Interagency

Council this particular county has. The Interagency Council

was started by the County School System. It is now an inde-

pendent group coordinating all groups in the county which are

educational or recreational in scope.

The other county library director bad several views con-

cerning limiting or prohibitive factors in cooperation.

He has seen "failure of agencies to cooperate in the past,

and the fact that perception by agencies themselves are

separate and different, they don't have common goals. The

internal structure that usually occurs in county departments

makes them isolationists." They look out for themselves.

Also, the agency itself is threatened by having to set up a

new structure and a new leader.

One of the county chairmen for the agricultural extension

service feels that a limiting factor in cooperation would be

a loss of identity for agencies. The other agricultural

chairman perceives two limiting factors. Firstly, there is

different funding, because the county agricultural extension

service receives money from the state and county govern-

ments. Secondly, the mission statement of the agricultural
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research service is different from the public library's, the

mission statement of the agricultural research service be-

ing: "To diffuse [information) among the people.' The

agricultural extension service carries out this mission

by providing materials on agriculture and home economins.

The information is Laken from the shelves of university and

research libraries and organized into a packtie that can be

used locally.

3. History of Cooperation

Five of the six agencies have cooperated in the past. The

state librarian related that through the years (he was not

sure when) materials on parenting were given to new mothers

through the agricultural extension agents and may have been a

county b" county activity. All the other cooperation de-

scribed by the respondents, between public libraries and

agricultural extension agencies, has been recent and is still

ongoinq.

One of the public librarians mentioned that in past the

state library worked with the agriculture extension agency to

develop reading flats. The public library had the material

on hand and made these materials available through the li-

brary and through bookmobile service. Also, the agricultural

extension agents have brought and still do bring, 4-8 groups

to the public library for programs.

The other public library director told of a cooperative

effort between the agricultural extension service and one of

the branch public libraries. This cooperation consists of a
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Children's librarian giving a story hour simultaneously with

an agricultural extension agent giving a program to the

mothers. In this same county the public library system and

the agricultural extension service are acquiring property

together to establish a County Office Park. The public

library and the agricultural extension interviewees both

requested separate buildings because of the different opera-

tions that will be going on. The library facility will

house the administrative quarters and technical services.

The agricultural facility will house the county agricultural

extension services. The property they purchased is adjacent

to a major road system. The library facility, being the

distribution center for a multi-branch system, has to be near

good transportation. The agricultural extension agency also

needs good transportation access, because it will have many

visitors. The public library and the agricultural extension

service are sharing the same site, because one needs quick

access going out and the other needs quick access for coming

in. Other ways these agencies have cooperated are through

sharing of facilities and through distribution of

literature. The public libraries often -rovide space for the

agricultural extension agencies tc set up a case containing

agricultural literature for the use of the neople visiting

the libraries. Also, the information and refe. 1 center in

Wake County distributes and disseminates agricultural litera-

ture.

4. Funding
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None of +ht agencies hive any existing money earmarked for

cooperative ventures. Officials do, though, suggest possi-

bilities for receiving money for cooperation. The state

librarian said, "the only money 'says' cooperation

is the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA), Title

III." He proposed that LSCA could underwrite a cooperative

effort with the agricultural extension service. The state

agricultural extension service person suggested that it could

be conceivable that the county would get a grant for some

particular community development work, in which case she

feels one should involve as many agencies as possible.

On the county level, the public library that acquired

property along with the agricultural extension service to

build the County Office Park could not have done so without

the agricultural extension administration and the public

library administration cooperating in this decision. And,

because of this consensus between the +wo agencies, money was

set aside for construction. This joint effort between the

!c library and the agricultural extension service gave

them the opportunity to do what neither of them could

.e alone.

r.Arthermore, this same county library director does not

"think money should be the basis for cooperation." In fact,

the library director feels strongly about agencies' coopera-

tion in the use of grant monies. He considers how frequently

grants are approached on the basis of "there is grant money

out there, let's get some money." Next, the grant proposal

is written on the basis of money available and not because
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there is a program created. The library director suggested

that there should be a program or an activity which one wants

to present but can not due to funding problems. One should

then find out if there are any grant funds available which

will assist in making the programs available. If there are

funds available, then apply for them. The director recom-

mended that one always question one's motives in receiving

funding from grants to see if it fits into one's programs

goals and objectives.

The other public library director discussed the possibili-

ty of applying for extra money from LSCA if there was a

particular program desired. All of the respondents felt

there could be joint funding to serve a particular program.

S. Joint Planning

To explore the potential for joint planning the researcher

asked if there were now any joint planning efforts, if there

were any possibilities of joint planning and if there were

any potential for joint planning. All of the respondents

answered that they did not know of any existing joint plan-

ning between public libraries and agricultural extension

agencies on the state or county level.

On the possibilities of joint planning, the state librar-

ian did not forsee any joint planning because the agricultur-

al extension service has a different mission. They have a

mission of efiecating and informing people on specific top-

ics. Plus, the agricultural extension agents should know

about information sources in their community, one of which is
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the public library. The state agricultural extension service

person saw no problem in cooperating in joint planning but

only !f there was a felt need or focus and only if extension

initiated it.

One of the county public library directors stated "that

there is not enough individual planning going on." He states

that we should cooperate with other agencies in programs and

not duplicate another's work. The librarian, who is a gener-

alist, should call in the agricultural extension agent,

who is an expert. This library director goes on to say that

the mission of the public library is different from that of

the agricultural extension service. The mission of the

public library is to be the center that fosters and promotes

the life of mind among the residents of the county. There

many ways to do that, but "the primary way we are doing this

is through books. The people of the county are telling us

they want books." In meeting the mission all money and

effort is going towards the acquisition, organization and

dissemination of books. (The director points out that this

concentration on the major functions is from In Search of

Excellence.) Thg. other county public library director-

thought that the best route for cooperative planning was

through the Interagency Council unique to her county.

Both agricultural extension service agents see possibil-

ities for joint planning. One of them stated that it could

be possible "for special efforts but not for total

programs." This same chairman said it depended on the direc-

tors and department heads how joint planning would be done.
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The other agricultural extension service chairman sees pos-

sibilities through the Community Education Network of his

county. It is a group of cooperating agencies educating

the community in life-long learning. Both the county agri-

cultural extension service and the county public librar-

ies are members.

As for the potential for joint planning, one county li-

brarian stated that there ie always potential. The other

county librarian says that "planning should be separate but

we should also be aware of and look at other agencies and

that there should be joint planning in how we can cooperate."

6. Service

Another element investigated was services. The researcher

felt that, to a limited degree, public libraries and agri-

cultural extension agencies provide the same type of

services. The state librarian does not think there is much

overlap in services. All the research and basic knowledge

that is disseminated by agricultural extension is known and

held in other places. The agricultural extension service

takes a wide range of information and tailors it and packages

it to meet a need.

The state agricultural person said that the two agencies,

to some degree, provide the same type of service. "Both have

a purpose, at 'east in part, of disseminating information,"

but the agricultural extension agents "rely very heavily on

the process of involving people early in the planning stage

and where we go is contingent upon persons involved.' She
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also notes that libraries do such in developing resources and

programming that deal with individual public library

clientele.

Both of the county library directors agreed, to some

extent, that the two agencies provide the same type of serv-

ices. They commented that both agencies give out informa-

tion, and that is the extent to which these two agencies

provide the same type of services. One public lib-ary direc-

tor pointed out that the publl^ library provides more of the

resources for information t she does not think the

services of the two agencies She stated, "I don't

think we _re doing the same thi. on't think there is

any duplication in services. I don't ink what we're doing

takes away from what they're doing."

The other public library director said the public librar-

ians are generalists and the agricultural extension agents

are specialists. He stressed that both agencies provide

important county services, but "you can't replace the librar-

ian with an agricultural extension agent and you can't re-

place the agricultural extension agent with a librarian."

The public "librarian gives you the books and the agricultur-

al extension agent tells you how to do whateve- it is to do."

One of the chairmen of the agricultural extension service

said it was true that services are of the same types to a

very limited degree, in that both give out information. He

wont on to say that the agricultural extension agent on the

county level goes into more depth, but still not as much as

the researcher on the North Carolina State University cam-
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pus. In comparison, he thinks that the librarian is a gener-

alist.

The other county chairman of agricultural extension be-

lieves both agencies provide the same type of services. He

said both are making information available and educating the

mind. The agricultural extension service is helpful to the

public by 'giving information, developing a skill and chang-

ing your attitude.' He feels reading will do the same three

things. This chairman is the only one who addressed the

issue of the possibility of public libraries and agricultural

extension agencies cooperating in carrying out services. He

believes all agencies are going to have to cooperate in

providing services because of money constraints. This chair-

man thinks there should be a Director of Community Education

whose function is to oversee the cooperation of educational

agencies, including the public library and the agricultural

extension service.

7. Dissemination of Information

In exploring the possibility of public libraries and

agricultural agencies cooperating in providing information

services and products, the two state level people did not see

any purpose in doing this. One reason is that the agri-

cultural extension service 'can't afford to produce and

disseminate to a non-targeted audience all the bulletins and

newsletters that they do produce." The state librarian feels

that 'in cooperation the professional librarians' knowledge

of what they do and the agricultural peoples' knowledge of
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what in available in public libraries may be as far as you

need to go."

The public library directors were not sure haw the two

agencies could cooperate in providing information services

and products. Both made mention of their respective informa-

tion and referral publications that list agencies in the

community. They suggested :hat the agricultural extension

people could identify other agencies that could be included

in the publications. One librarian noted that in smaller

communities the two agencies would probably be better suited

to cooperate, because they would be the strong powers in such

communities.

One of the agricultural chairmen noted that the problem

with sharing the responsibility of providing information

products is that the updating of materials would be more

difficult for the library. The agricultural extension ser-

vice information packages are technical in nature and are

constantly updated by the researchers on the university

campus. The other agricultural extension chairman also saw

difficulty for the reason that the "library stores their

information in the library and the agricultural extension

agent carries their information with then wherever they go."

B. Future Cooperation

The second major part of the inquiry is future cooperation

between public libraries and agricultural extension agencies

and what the interviewees would like to see exist. The state

librarian again restated that his agency is tied up in multi-
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type cooperation. The state agricultural extension service

person thinks that if someone wanted to develop a relation-

ship with another organization that there is nothing standing

in the way." But, again, if there are no obstacles there

still has to be an incentive. If there is an incentive, one

may think of libraries.

One of the public library directors mentioned that she has

monthly meetings with the county commissioner as do the other

department beads, including the chairman of the agricultural

extension service. She said each county agency could find

out exactly what the others are doing, and there could be

some basis for cooperation on that level. Also, her library

is trying to continuously utilize community resources to

bring ..,formation to the people and even more so do they

branch libraries. In fact, a couple of the branch libraries

are calling on the agricultural extension agents to do pro-

grams in order to reach more clientele. 'Phi, other public

library director does not see the two agencies cooperating

because of the difference in goals, internal organizational

structure and leadership.

One of the agricultural extension chairmen thinks that if

the county officials would make it known that they expect

these two agencies to work together there would be more

cooperation. The other county chairman for agricultural

extension believes they need to continue to keep the public

library updated on information that is available from them

and that this is a frrm of future cooperation.
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1. Future Funding

The next area of investigation into future cooperation is

funding. The state librarian said, It is no easy to pontif-

icate, especially from my seat, so I try to resist it.

What I think about funding has no value at all any more than

yours or anybody else's.' The state agricultural person sees

"no reason for funding.' She does not "know why we would

need funding unless there was a clear reason for funding."

One public library director stated. 'Honey should not be

the basis for cooperation." The other public library direct-

or said if there were any funds for future cooperation she

"wouldn't be asking for specific funding."

The agricultural extension chairmen both discussed what

funding they would like to see exist for future cooperative

ventures. One stated that as we make greater use of new

educational tools, namely computers, perhaps there could be

resource sharing to form a network, so the two agencies could

pass "Iformation back and forth. The other county agri-

cultural chairman thinks funds should be made available for

cooperative effortss "It would take planning and it would

take studying before money could be shared by the public

library and the agricultural research service."

2. Joint Planning

The next issue discussed is joint planning in futnre

cooperation. The state librarian said he knew there was

"cross-pollination and that planning in state government is

not dome in a vacuum.' There is in the department of admin-
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istretion a planning section that coordinates various kinds

of planning, and t?'ere is a great deal of interagency coop-

eration in planning. He wont on to say that he does not

believe the agricultural people have a central place to store

materials, except for pamphlets. He thinks the public li-

brary would be a logical place, as the public library has a

rack for materials supplied by the North Carolina Bar Assoc-

iation. The extension agents could use their public librar-

ies to house a lot of materials and make them available. The

public library is receptive to allowing public and private

organizations to provide information packages for dissemina-

t ion.

Only one agricultural extension chairman saw any need for

joint planning. He saw a definite need for the two agencies

to plan a way to match the two systems up online to increase

the accessibility of information for the people. He also

suggeskad that he would like to see more joint planning in

establish.ng small places for people to use for programs and

meetings.

3. Future Services

Another area examined for future cooperation was

services. This was one area which all but one respondent

thought should be shared. The state librarian made the

observation that the agricultural extension service does not

have a central place to store information. He proposed that

the agricultural extension agents make their publications

available through the public libraries. The state agri-
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cultural person advise.% that the public libraries help by

having supplementary texts available to support the agri-

cultural extension programs.

One public library director asserted that he would not

like to see services shared but rather contact points with

the public shared. We should assist each other in letting

our clients know about the other.* He maintains that there

are 'some real turf problems when you start getting involved

with different agencies. Who is going to oe in charge? Who

will administer it? 'If you are going t.) administer then we

are not going to have anything to do with it.' Our coopera-

tion should be through referring the customer to the other

agency. This is non-threatening to the internal organisa-

tions of the two agencies.' He went 41 to say that there

should be sharing c facilities but no sharing of personnel.

Both agricultural extension chairmen believe there should

be future cooperation in services. One simply stated that

the public will eventually demand cooperation in services on

the county level. The other asserted that the services that

should be shared are access to buildings and computers, and

this cooperation will make services broader. Also, he main-

tained that, as society gets more interested in life-long

learning, the public library and agricultural extension

could cooperate in providing this service. He also main-

tained that, as the population grows and becomes more di-

verse. more agencies will have to cooperate in providing

services to all. In his view of future events, he discussed

how the county manager will become administrator of coopers-
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Live services among all agencies.

The library director who thought services should not be

shared stated: "I don't think we are doing the same thing and

don't think there is any duplication in services."

4. Dissemination of Information in the Future

The last area of future cooperation explored is dissemina-

tion of information. The state librarian does not see any

future cooperation with the agricultural extension service in

disseminating information. He explained that "We have a

rather traditional view of what the public library's business

is. It is to be an educational institution, an information

agency, provider of cultural enrichment and serve a recrea-

tional function." Each public library should have all infor-

mation it can get that is pertinent to its community. The

library services are planned by the seventy public library

systems in Worth Carolina after analyzing their communities.

There is hardly a community without a rural agricultural

element, and information relevant to this part of the commu-

nity should be available in the public library.

The two public library directors suggested that the agri-

cultural extension agents be aware of the resources available

from the public libraries. One library director also dis-

cussed how the librarians could ask the extension agents

whether there is anything the public library could purchase

of a general nature that could be made available to the

agricultural extension service customers. One of the agri-

cultural extension chairmen suggested that public officials
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should be more knowledgeable of what the two agencies could

do through cooperation. Through this effort there could be

more sharing of facilities and equipment and information.

Chapter V

Conclusions

Keeping in mind that this study is exploratory and based

on only six interviews the following observations are of-

fered.

In the potential for cooperation between public libraries

and agricultural extension agencies, size and composition of

the county may ba a factor. In the large, mostly urban

counties, cooperation will be less likely because the county

departments tend to become isolatcd due to the variety of

resources in that area. For example, in Raleigh, county seat

of Wake County and capital of North Carolina, there are an

assortment of government and private organizations, and

several institutions of higher education, as wel' as state

and county libraries and agricultural extension services.

These agencies are not oriented towards cooperation, as they

have an established clientele whose needs they are designed

to meet. However, the public librarian and agricultural

extension agents should still be aware of all information

agencies in their community. In the smaller, mostly rural

counties, cooperation will be more likely to exist, because

the public library and the agricultural extension agency will

probably be the two strongest agencies in the county. This
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cooperation will occur because of the relationship built up

over the years between the public librarians and agricultural

extension agents due to the limited resources in a sparsely

populated area.

The difference in missions is factor tending to limit

or prohibit cooperation. The public library serves the

function of making availe,le information, in whatever format,

to all people of the community, and thus promotes and fosters

the life and minds of the citizens. In contrast. the agri-

cultural extension agency deals with the process of involving

the individual in the solution of the specific problem. The

librarian is concerned with matching the customer with the

information he wants or needs. The agricultural extension

agent is concerned with finding the proper action to elimi-

nate the problem and teaching the customer how to do it.

In speculating on the potential for joint planning, two

different organizations were mentioned that would do the

planning for agencies that wanted to participate. The first

is the Interagency Council. It is an independent group

Which coordinates all groups in the county which are edu-

cational or recreational in scope. The public library is a

member. The second organization is the Community Education

Network. It is a group of cooperating agencies educating the

community in lifelong learning. Membership ie open to any

agency or group offering educational, recreational or life-

supporting services to the community. The public library and

the agricultural extension agency are both members.

If these two organizations, the Interagency Council and
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the Community Education Network, were available in some form

in all 100 counOw. in North Carolina this would offer a

potential for jo:nt planning for all. This would allow for

coordination of orograss,thereby increasing awareness and

attendance.

The types of services provided by the public library and

the agricultural .atension agency differ. The librarian is a

generalist and prooidea information in whatever format it is

available. Th., agricultural extension agent is specialist.

The agent tells the client how to perform whatever task he

has set out to accomplish.

The way the two agencies carry out their missions is a

factor in cooperation in providing services. The public

library has a central storage area where material is kept.

The agricultural extension agency lacks a central location

for housing all materials exr:ept pamphlets, so it relies on

other agencies to distribute its literatere. An outcome of

this is that agricultural extension agencies depend more on

the publ.: library for sharing resourcer and facilities. The

reliance of the agricultural extension people on the library

could result in overlapping audiences. Putaic libraries and

agricultural extension agencies are both important organiza-

tions within a community. The more these two organizations

share reaources and facilities the more an overlap in users

will occur.

This exploratory study is only the starting point for

further research into cooperation between public libraries

and agricultural extension agencies. Research needs to be
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conducted in the fc.11owing areas, formal cooperative efforts

between these agencies in sparsely populated rural counties,

identitication of all the information resources in h urban

county, grant money available for funding of a specific

program, joint planning through one organization which would

coo.dinate all educational and recreational agencies in a

county, possibilities of having an employe* in county admini-

stration department responsible for cooperation between

all educational agencies.
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Appendix A--Example of Follow-Up Letter

39 Oakwood Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
February 22, 1985

Dear Library Director:

I am the graduate student attending the School of Library
and Information Science at North Carolina Central University
in Durham, who spoke with you on February 22, 1985. I an
looking forward to our interview on March 11, 1985 at 9130
a.m. as we arranged by phone. Enclosed you will find a copy
of the questions I plan to use during the personal interview.

As part of the master's degree requirement, I an conduct-
ing an exploratory study on the potential for cooperation
among public libraries and agricultural extension agencies.
It is my intention to interview personnel on the state and
county levels.

The information received will be used only for this re-
search project. If you wish to be "off the record" at any
point, I shall honor that request. I would like to tape
record our interview since it will permit accurate reporting.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Enclosure
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Appendix B -- Personal Interview Questions

PLEASE REVIEW THE FOLLMING QUESTIONS PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW

I. Current Cooperation - -What cooperation exists among public
libraries and agricultural extension agencies?

A. Cooperation

1. Please discuss the costs and benefits of coopera-
tion between public libraries and agricultural
extension agencies.

2. Are there any factors you feel limit or prohibit
cooperation?

B. History of Cooperation

1. Have you in the past cooperated with any public
libraries or agricultural extension agencies?

2. Explain any past cooperation between public librar-
ies and agricultural extension agencies.

C. Funding

1. Do you know of any existing money for cooperative
efforts?

2. Discuss the possibilities of receiving money for
cooperation.

D. Joint Planning

1. Is there now any joint planning between state/
county administration in public libxzrias and
agricultural extension agencies?

2. Discuss the possibilities of joint planting by
public libraries and agricultural e.:tensior agen-
cies.

3. What is the potential for joint planning by public
libraries and agricultural extension agencies?
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E. Services

1. It seems to no that, to a limited degree, of-
course, public libraries and agricultural exten-
sion provide the same type of services. Do you
think this is at all true?

2. If you agree with the above, discuss the possibil-
ity of public libraries and agricultural extension
agencies cooperating in carrying out these servic-
es.

P. Dissemination of Information

1. Discuss the possibility of public libraries and
agricultural extension agencies cooperating in
providing information services and products: for
example, HELP for the Citizens of Wake County
published by Wake County Information & Referral
Center, and Extension Telettp published by North
Carolina Agricultural Extension Service.

II. Future Cooperation--What cooperation you would like to
exist between public libraries and agricultural extension
agencies?

A. Cooperation

1. Discuss your views on what cooperation you would
like to see exist, if any, between public librar-
ies and agricultural extension agendas.

B. Funding

1. Discuss what funding you would like to exist for
cooperation between public libraries and agri-
cultural extension agencies.

C. Joint Planning

1. Discuss what joint planning you would like to
exist between libraries and agricultural extension
agencies.

D. Services

1. Discuss the services you would like to see shared
between public libraries and agricultural exten-
sion agencies.

2. How should the, be administered and delivered?
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E. Dissemination of Information

1. Describe what you would like to see exist between
public libraries and agricultural extension agen-
cies in your handling of information.

2. Discuss what cooperation you would like to exist
between public libraries and agricultural exten-
sion agencies in providing information services
and products.
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PLANNING FOR JAIL SERVICE IN FREDERICK COUNTY, VIRGINIA:
A STUDY

Thomas Repenning
St. Mary's College Library
St. Mary's City, Maryland

Background

Early in August 1983, the Handley Library in Winchester.

Virginia was asked to provide library services to the jails

within its service area. There are two jails within the

service area - -a women's facility in Clarke County, and a

men's facility in Frederick County. Both of the jails are

maximum security facilities. Moat of the inmates stay for

lees than six months.

In answer to this request, a meeting was held with the

Board of the Library at which they consented to the service.

A meeting was then called with the wardens of the two jails.

Plane were made to begin service with Jook van visits every

other week. This service could only be provided to the

Frederick County jail due to problems of security at the

women's jail. It was decided to plan service for the men's

jail and postpone service to the women's jail.

Proposal for service

The roposed plan is to place . pre collection in the

Frederick County jail. This core collection will consist

of about two hundred books which will include a basic reference

collection. (See Appendix) The rest of this core collection
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will consist of fiction and non-fiction materials in

paperback. A list of this core collection will be made and

distributed to the inmates. The existing collection in the

jail will be weeded by the library staff and proper shelving

placed in the jail.

The library will also supply reference service by phone

and through the mail. Reference questions will be answered

in writing (except phone questions) and sent with the book

van librarian.

The dates of the library service, as well as the library's

phone number will be given to each inmate as he enters the

facility. A survey of the inmate's reading interests was

conducted, so meaningful items will be selected. The

resources of the Handley Library (i.e. the circulating

collection) will be available to the inmates. All materials

will be checked out to the jail and not to the inmates

themselves, but the inmates will be held responsible for the

materials given to them and may forfeit use of materials at

the discretion of the book van librarian.

Review r.:f the Literature

Th. need for a survey of the reading interests and

information needs of the inmates is well documented in the

literature. The populations of jails do not have the same

characteristics as the population in general. These people

can generally be described as poor, ethnic minorities. Their

education level is lower than the general population, and

many are mentally disturbed. Due to the circumstans of the
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penal system in this e-intry, this population is housed in

single-sex institutions with adverse living conditions.'

Overall, people in prisons are the most information poor

people in our society.2 Vogel found that inmates have

important information needs due to their isolation." But,

some of these needs can be met if good library service is

provided. One of the major stumbling blocks to providing

good library service is that service has been based on the

educated guesses of librarians and the persola3 experiences

of administrators at these institutions.4 This trend has

been changing during the last decade. More research is now

being done to assess the needs of inmates.

The recent literature points to inmate involvement in the

selection of library materials. Souza found that the

successful prison library has a basic collection that is in

tune with the abilities and needs of the inmate population.5

Rhea Rubin, who overcame many difficulties in establishing

service to the Cooke County Illinois Jail System, believes

that book selection must be based on the needs and wishes of

the inmates.6 Richard Barclay, head of Bristol Virginia Jail

Services, has found that the best selection policy is to

"give them what they want. "1

There is wide agreement on the fact that inmate needs must

be considered in the selection of materials. But, there are

several methods of finding out what the inmates want and

need. Several librarians have used inmate advisory

committees.8 This is not a good approach if the population

is in constant change as it is in local jail populations.
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The American Library Association's, Association of Special-

ised and Cooperative Library Agencies offers suggestions.

They list three methods of determining inmate needs, 1)

informal personal contact with the inmates, 2) use of

existing institutional data. 3) a written survey of inmate

needs.9

The survey method seems to be the moat widely reported in

the literature. One of the more comprehensive and 0Ven

cited surveys was conducted by the Maryland Department of

Public Safety and Correctional Services. The Library

Coordinator, Brenda Vogel, suggests an information needs

survey and not a reading interest survey, because a large

number of inmates are illiterate and will not be served by a

reading interest survey.10 Her staff developed an open ended

response survey that was administered personally. This

method allowed them to discover the true needs as the inmates

expressed them. Coding schemes were developed to quantify

responses. Overall, the group concluded that the survey did

provide guidance in upgrading library serl,ices.11

The RSA Library at the Virginia State Penitentiary

conducted a library users survey. This written questionnaire

was sent to inmates. The response rate was only 16.4%. The

low response rate was attributed to a number of factors.

These were: l) the survey was too tong; 2) many inmates are

borderline illiterates and possibly were not able to read the

survey; 3) there were only a few days to complete the survey;

4) the inmates were apathetic about the project. It was also

noted that some responses were not in line with daily library
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use obrervationa.12

In Texan, Connie House conducted a survey of discussion

groups at two correctional facilities. This was a printed

questionnaire which measured the respondent's reading habits

and general characteristics. House warned that no subjective

speculations or interpretations of the data were made. There

wes only a very small sample selected.13

Sat.4ra Scott conducted en information needs and reading

interest survey of the adult prisoners in New Mexico. Doting

the importance of information needs analysis, Scott took a

mixed approach. Some questions were geared to,a.:ds the

information needs of the inmates, while others alike' about

the reading interests and library use habits of the insatea.

In this study, the interview was the preferred setting, but

due to cost, it was not feasible. A written questionnaire

was developed with only a few open-ended questions. The

survey was administered to 314 inmates by correctional

administrators and staff. There was a 100% response rate.14

The literature dealing with library service to correction-

al facilities is quite extensive. There are many examples of

surveys used in state or regional prisons. These institu-

tions do have fairly static populations. Stays are long. and

therefore, the population has members who will be there for

some time. Often these institutions have established in-

house libraries.

The local jails, on the other hand, have constantly

changing populations. This makes the survey method for

determining inmate needs more difficult. There is little
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literature dealing with surveys in local jaila. It seems the

needs of this group are determined in a more casual manner,

if at all.

The Survey

There were forty-two inmates included in the population.

Due to a problem with arranging individual meetings with

each inmate, the questionnaire was handed to each inmate who

wished to participate. All inmates were askei to

participate. Twenty-two inmates responded for a 52% response

rate.
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HANDLEY LIBRARY SURVEY

1. What kinds of things do you think it important to know
about?

2. What kinds of information were important to you on the
outside that are not available to you now?

3. Which of the following is the most important for you to
know about? (What is the most important one?)

A. Legal information, information about your case, or
about your rights.

B. Information about getting yourself together, or
educated.

C. Information to help people on the outside, like help
for your family.

D. Medical information.

E. Information about jobs, working, money, benefits.

Give letter.

4. When you have free time what do you prefer to do?

Study _Watch TV or 14qten to radio
Read a book or magazine Sleep
Talk to friends Other
Write letters
Play cards or other games

5. Do you read? Yes No
If so, which oTEhe following is a reason you read?

For information To learn to do something
For employment To get your mind off problems
For enjoysmnt Other
To help with school

S. There are different types of things to read. Which type
of things do you like to read?

Paperback books___ Newspapers
Hardback books Magazines
'Comic books Others---
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7. Do you read a newspaper? _Yes No

If yes, how often? Every day _Sundays only
Few times a week Less than any

--About once a week of the above

H. What magazines do you like to read?

9. What kinds of information are important to you in papers
and magazines?

10. Here is a list of books. Please check those
like to read.

__Rest Sellers
Classics

__Mysteries__Mysteries or detective stories

Science fiction
=Romances
Adventure stories

Poetry
Be3iefs: Religicn, philosophy, the

=Understanding yourself and ethers
People and places: History, travel,

_Books about America: Politics, :loci
Science and Technology: How things

__Outdoors: Plants, animals, the envi
Arts and crafts
Hobbies and do-it-yourself
Sports, games, sports players
Rooks about: minorities, women,

Humor
Other

occult

that you

biography
ety, culture
work
remnant

other groups

11. What was the last grade you completed in school?

12. What age were you when you left school?

13. How old are you now?
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Results

Question One

The inmates were asked to list those kinds of things they

thought it important to know about. Seventy-seven percent

responded to the questionnaire. The responses included:

drug and alcohol rehabilitation, environment, family, God,

law/rights, living a normal life, the occult, philosophy,

sports. staying out of trouble, war, work, and world events.

Question Two

There were 15 responses (68%) to the question dealing

with the kinds of information important to know about on the

outside that are not available on the inside. The responses

includmi: astronomy, family problems, future goals, geo-

graphy, girls, government, jobs, law, outdoor life, sports,

and weather reports.

Question Three

Those answering the servey were asked to indicate which

of five different areas of information it was important for

them to know about. Table 1 shows the resvIts.

Question Four

Participants were asked to indicate what they preferred

to do during their free time. The responses are shown in

Table 2.
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Table 1

Most Important Type of Information

Response Frequency Percent

Legal information, information about
your case, or about your rights 12 54.0

Information about getting yourself
together, or educated 11 50.0

Information to help people on the
outside, like help for your family 1 4.5

Medical information

Information about jobs, working,
money, benefits

Table 2

0 0.0

6 27.2

Use of Free 'rime

Response Frequency Percent

Study 5 22.7

Read a book or magazine 14 63.6

Talk to friends 8 36.3

Write letters 13 59.0

Play cards or other games 10 45.4

Watch TV or listen to radio 8 36.3

Sleep 4 18.0

Other (painting) 1 4.5

Question Five

When asked if they read, twenty respondents (91%)

indicated that they do, while only 2 (9%) answerers no. Those

surveyed were also asked to indicate the reasons that they

read. The results can be seen in Table 3.
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Table 3

Reasons for Reading

Response Frequency Percent

For information 11 50.0

For employment 3 13.6

For enjoyment 13 59.0

To help with school 1 4.5

To learn to do something 7 31.0

To get your mind off problems 12 54.5

Other (Pane the time, exercise the mind,
like to read) 3 13.6

Question Bid

The population was asked to mark a list of reading

material types to indicate their preferences. These are

shown in Table 4.

Response

Table 4

Types of Materials

Frequency Percent

Paperback Books 14 63.6

Hardback Books 9 40.9

Comic Books 6 27.2

Newspapers 15 68.1

Magazines 15 68.1

Other 0 0.0
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Question seven

When asked if they read a newspaper, 21 (95%) said yes,

while only 1 (4.5%) said no. Respondents were also asked to

indicate how often they read the paper. This is shown in

Table 5.

Table 5

Newspaper Reading

Response Frequency Percent

Every day 18 81.8

A few times a week 1 4.5

About once a week 0 0.0

Sundays only 0 0.0

Less than any of the above 1 4.5

Question Eight

All thou,. responding to the questionnaire listed maga-

zines they like to read. Those periodicals were Easy Rider

(four responses), Penthouse (four responses), Playboy (four

responses), American Law Review. Arts an'! Crafts, Cycle

Guide, FiLld and Stream, Guns and Ammo, Heavy Metal, Hot Rod,

Life, Mechanics Illustrated, Omni, Outdoor Life, Popular

Mechanics, Science Digest, Smithsonian, Sports Illustrated,

Time, and nine other publications.

Question Nine

When asked about important information in the papers and

magazines, twenty respondents (910 listed the followings

comics, hunting issues, information about people in trouble,
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jobs, law, local events, medicine, news and sports, science,

styles of dress, want ads, and world events.

Question Ten

Table 6 shows the responses to the question dealing with

the types of books the respondents like to read.

Question Eleven

The meilian response for highest grade completed was the

Weventh grade. The range ran from grade six to college.

Question Twelve

The respondents reported ages ranging from thirteen to

twenty-three at the time they left school. This corresponds

to a median age of seventeen.

Question Thirteen

The median age of the respondents was twenty-ore with a

range of eighteen to fifty.

4 P
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Table 6

Subject Preference

Response Frequency Percent

Rest Sellers 9 40.9

Classics 5 22.7

Westerns 6 27.2

Mysteries or detective stories 7 31.0

Thrillers 9 40.9

Science fiction 6 27.2

Romances 4 18.1

Adventure stories 11 50.0

Poetry 7 31.8

Reliefs: Religion, philosophy,
the occult 8 36.3

Understanding yourself and others 6 27.2

People and places; History, travel,
biography 9 40.9

Books about Americas Politics, society,
culture 5 22.7

Science rid technolngyg How things work 5 22.7

Outdoors: Plants, animals, environment 15 68.1

Arts and crafts 6 27.2

Hobbies and do-it-yourself 9 40.9

Sports, games, sports players 13 c9.0

Books about; Minorities, women, other
group& 6 27.2

Humor 7 31.8

Other (Historical fileion, classics,
magazines, law, yoga) 4 18 1
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Conclusions

Though the survey method had to be changed due to the

problems with interviewing the inmates, it is believed that

the results will be valuable in providing service to the

jail. At this stage of the service, the library can only

provide reading materials and reference services. The non-

readers who could not complete the survey can still be served

by the reference services. The librarian will have to make a

point of telling the inmates at each visit of the availabili-

ty of reference service.

The results of the survey indicate that the core collec-

tion placed in the jail should contain materials that

include legal reference and psychological self-blip books.

There should also be light reading materials covering a broad

range of subjects, including materials about sports and the

outdoors. Adventure stories, thrillers, and best sellers

Should also be represenred.

The respondents indicated a great demand for newspapers

and magazines. Any magazines, but especially those dealing

with sports, motorcycles and women should be obtained by

donation. The problem of equal access for all inmates

precludes the library from pure.asing magazines Newspapers

are purchased by the inmates, and for the same reason as

r'gatines, will not be purchased by the library.

The materials supplied should, above all, provide

entertainment, but there should also be informative

materials. Paperbacks are preferred and are the least costly

type of material. As much material in paperback as possible
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should be obtained.

There is some question as to the correctness of the grade

completed response. The personnel feel the grade level is

somewhst lower. Therefore, it seems the materials obtained

for the inmates use should mostly be written for a second-

year high school student, but there should be some range of

reading levels among the materials.

Evaluation

In an effort to evaluate the service provided to the

Frederick County Jail, some measurement methods must be

implemented. Circulation statistics would be one of the best

tools to measure effectiveness. It will be the responsibili-

ty of the book van librarian to maintain a rough record of

the types of books circulated. This can be done using the

simple tally sheet used by the library for its regular

circulation. it was decided that books will not be charged

out to individual inmates, but rather to the jail service.

Paperback books will not be controlled in any way. Paper-

backs will just be distributed upon demand.

After six months of service, the inmates will he surveyed

again. The same survey should be used, to determine whether

the needs of the population have changed. The six month

survey will be used by the librarian to make adjustments to

the core collection. After nine months of service, another

survey should be made. This can be a simple survey in which

inmates are asked to evaluate the service. The six month

survey, the nine month survey. and circulation statistics
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will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the service in

nesting the needs of the inmates.

Due to the nature of the population .e. one in a

constant state of change', it will be very imp cant for the

librarian to be aware of special needs and of dissatisfaction

within the population with regard to the service. The

librarian, the Director of the 7cadley Library, and the

reference librarian will meet quarterly to discuss the

general level of service and any problems. After one year,

these people, along with the waro..n of the jail and the Jail

Project Coordinator, will meet to evaluate the service and

plan future service.
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Appendix

mamma= WORKS FOR CORE COLLECTION

Bartlett's Familiar Quotations

Black's Law Dictionary

Guineas Book of World Records

Occupational Outlook Handbook

Random House Encyclopedia

Secret'ry'a Handbook

U.S. Government Organisation Manual

Webster's Third Unabridged Dictionary

What Color Is Your Parachute? (job hunting materials)

World Almanac

World Book Encyclopedia

Sources Library Development Branch, Virginia State Library
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EXTENDING LIBRARY SERVICES TO EXTENDED CAMPUS PROGRAMS

Barbara L. Emmer
Librarian
Dubois Campus
The Pennsylvania State Univer.ity

Distance and dispersion have been the bane of rural Ameri-

cans seeking educational and cultural opportunities.

The scope and the interest in their rural information needs

have been neglected Litil recently, when the 1980 census

documented the demographic shift into rural areas. Socio-

logical examination has shown that rural adults are continu-

ing their education as a means of dealing with impacting

technology, changing employment patterns, and fulfillment

of personal and professional goals. Often this post-secondary

education is sought within the rural community environs

through off-campus courses.

In an effort to provide education which is convenient

in terms of time and location, institutis of higher learning

bold programs at sites away from the main campus. These

programa comprise what is someLimes called distance education

with off-campus, or extended campus courses. The students

are referred to as external or extension students.

Characteristically, they differ from on-campus students.

heir average age is 33-35, most are employed full-time,

a d they tend to be highly motivated. They are generally

in classes that parallel those on campus, but their environment

is different. Classes are held at night, once or twice

a week, in a classroom that might be in a community college,
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a high school, or even it a library. The instructor is

available for consultation only on class days and otherwise

might be a long distance call away. In rural communities.

library resources lacy be few aad may be in more than one

loca4ion, such as in the public library and in the community

college library." (Johnson, p. 77.) In addition, the ex-

ternal stuJent may be further disadvantaged by an isolation

from his classroom peers. Given his full-time work schedule

and the geographic distribution of his fellow .assmates, he

may have limited opportunities to communicate academical-

ly with others. This notion of singularity may be further

influenced by the gap of 5-20 years that an off-campus stu-

dent has experienced since his high school graduation from

formal studies. He may feel insecure and inadequate with his

present learning/study strategies.

The external student paying the same tuition as the on-

campus student necessarily has the same expectations of

q'iality education, proficient instructors, and relevant

resources. The focus of this article is to examine off-

campus library services relative to Lhe issue of relevant

resources. What is the responsibility of the educational

institution for providing library support services? What are

the necessary conditions for adequate services apropos of

standard management practices? What kinds of services are

being provided as off-campus library programs?
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As early as 1931 The American Library Association
acknowledged the handicap that off-campus students
suffered from the lack of book material. At that
time the ALA surveyed institutions that offered
extension classes. In moat cases the local librar-
ies were expected to serve the needs of those
students. ALA found that few institutions accepted
the responsibility for service to their own stu-
dents and recommended at that time that the col-
leges and universities inform the local public
libraries of their extension activities and send
books from the university to their local librar-
ies. (Forrest, p. 12.)

The ALA did not distinguish urban from rural off-campus

library seivices. Today as in the past, urban extension

students have available to them many places to get informa-

tion, such as commercial bookstores, academic libraries of

other institutions located in the city, special libraries,

and a broad range of government and social agencies. Clear-

ly, when the home institution refuses supportive library

measures to the external student, those located in rural

areas experience greater impediments to securing needed

information.

By addressing this charge of accountability to the uni-

versity and its library, the ALA philosophically recognized

th6 unreasonable duality expected of the public library.

Today, we better understand why one library type cannot

substitute for another. "Public, university, college, -

school, and special libraries may generally adhere to the

same group of basic principles of collection development,

but the specific objectives of these types of libraries are

not identical. The libraries operate in different environ-

ments, serve different groups of people, and often collect

different types of materials." (Bonk, p. 25.)
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The 1967 ALA guidelines reiterated the responsibility of

the colleges and universities toward off-campus students by

calling for: regular and adequate funding of library pro-

grams; the provision of services by a professional librarian;

journal materials, indexes, reference materials, and col-

lateral reading. (American Library Association, pp. SO-53.)

Besides changing the title fr.m "Guidelines for Library

Services to Extension Students" to "Guidelines for Extended

Cates Library Services," the new 1982 revision expanded the

scope of library services and offered a broader concept of

inclusion in programs.

ALA recognizes the following six components of a library

program as necessary conditions for adequate services;

1) Planning- -the library should identify the information

needs of students and faculty in extended campus

programs, and arrange to meet these needs.

2) Financesthe library should provide continued fi-

nancial support for addressing the needs of the

extended campus cormunity.

3) Personnel--qualified library personnel should be

employed to plan, implement and evaluate library

programs addressing the neeis of extended campus

students and faculty.

4) Facilities--the library should provide facilities and

equipment sufficient in size, number, and scope to

attain the ol. ectives of the extended campus program.
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5) -Resourcesaccess to library materials in sufficient

number, scope, and format (print and non-print)

should be provided.

6) Services- -those offered to students and faculty in

extended campus programs should be designed to meet

etfecti% ly a wide range of different informational

and bibliographic needs.

Each of these six elements is substantiated with recommended

actions, qualifiers, or measures through which implementation

should be approached.

The guidelines serve as a franewmk without placing pre-

scriptive limitation or normative restrictions on their

enactment. They allow for flexibility and diversity appro-

priate to the defined needs of var-ing instructional

programs. As Gerard S. McCabe stated at the 1982 Off-Campus

Library Services Conference, "These 'guidelines' are quite

specific on the scope of services. Carefully thought out,

their obvious intent is to advocate provision of fully ade-

quate services. The implication is clear, library service

for extension or continuing education students should be

equal in quality to the service on the home campus." (Mc-

Cabe, p. 15.)

If no program is in place to serve the needs of the ex-

ternal students, a proposal is the first step in initiating

one. Mary Ann Walker and Marjo Maxwell, both participants at

the previously cited conference, offer some practical sug-

gestions to follow. I suggest them to you in summary form

as the best advice on how to start that can be found in the
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current literature. Talking to library colleagues--local,

area, and statewide--is a way of getting valuable informa-

tion, of learning firsthand from the philosophies and ex-

periences of others. Read the archival literature about

the institution; mission statements and other statements

in college catalogs, newspapers, and other printed matter

that details the institution's philosophy of service will

help formulate your basic ssumptions. Look for specifics

about the of f- campus pr ,gram, such as number of studf-)tt.

total credit enrollment, differential tuition, other appiica-

ble stueent services, etc. Carefully study the course de-

scriptions in the college catalog and any available course

syllabi with particular attention to library oriented as-

signments. Consult with the off-campus teaching faculty,

discussing specifics of the course offerings. When writing

the proposal give examples of specific courses and sugges-

tions of library support for these courses. Survey the

local library resources by on-site visits, noting collection

strengths and weaknesses as the affec+ off-campus students'

needs. Explore the options. Consider several levels of

library support in terms of range of funding requirements,

personnel requirements, and complexity of services. Know the

ramifications of each level of service. Finally, present the

proposal in detail with an accompanying budget that

includes: staffing requirements and costs, travel allow-

ances, equipment considerations and costs, postage, materi-

als costs. telephone expenses, and computer costs for data-

base searching. Pecognize that the proposal can be impls-
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merited in phases and adopt suitable time lines for various

phases. (Walker, pp. 27-33.)

One of the most basic ways to integrate library support

into off-campus programs is to provide resources at the

site. As tbe "Guidelines' suggest, a professional librarian

is charged with the responsibility If developing and main-

taining this out -of -house collection. Webster University, in

St. Louis, offers local, national, and international educa-

tional programs employing this delivery system of service.

For each area of concentration available in the
program, a core collection of books is developed
and updated by the faculty in the discipline,
members of the University administration, and the
University librarian. In developing the collec-
tions, attempts are made to include materials which
would not likely be available in the local area and
to avoid duplicating available resources. These
books are place) at the site for the duration of
the program and circulate to students and faculty.
(Luebbert, p. 61.)

Access to these fully cataloged materials is through a card

catalog representing the complete and current collection as

it temporarily exists. In addition to books, the Webster

collection houses 16mm films mid a select grouping of jour-

nals from each discipline area.

The approach just pre tented can work even if there is no

library at the off-campus Site. off-campus sites which have

a library can facilitate the task of housing main campus

resources for external students. Webster University, for

example, provides services in both settings. Some of the

Webster sites are located at military installations where

established base libraries operate. University library

materials are accepted into the military collection and the
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bass librarian assumes custody for the designated loan per-

iod. The process of loaning materials may be simplified

and the program enhanced by the availability of a profession-

al in this kind of service structure.

Since Webster University deliberately attempts to avoid

duplication of local resources, there is en assumption that

students may have to visit local libraries for some basic

tools. he members of a community, they usually are not

Charged for borrowing privileges/ however, if users' fees are

charged, the university assumes the costs for students.

(Luebbert, p. 61.)

Sometimes non-academic considerations, such as spatial

limitations, inconvenient access, security liability, and

circulation management, prohibit establishing depository

collections at off-campus sites. Then, alternative locatioss

must be sought.

Public libraries in the distance education communities may

agree to temporarily house the university collection. Formal

or informal agreements may be reached by the participating

head librarians of the public and academic libraries after a

comprehensive discussion of the level of service to be pro-

vided. The discussion may include many topics. How many

items will be placed? Will the reserve items be on a cir-

culating or non-circulating status? What is the course of

action for overdue materials? Who assumes financial respon-

sibility for missing resources? What Is the term of univer-

sity loan? What are the provisions for initial delivery and

subsequent return of the university collection?
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Once the initial collaboration is achieved, the academic

librarian should make periodic visits to the public library,

usually coinciding with the end of a semester. This is an

opportune time for both librarians to evaluate the agreed

upon procedures, discuss problems, and seek improvements.

Relationships between the two institutions are strengthened

by such dialogue and interaction.

Laurentian University, in Canada, is one institution that

utilizes the public libraries for its depository

collections. In return, the University, for its part,

expresses its gratitude through honorariums in the form of

Woks or donations to local books funds. The size of each

hnnorari is determined by the amount of course-related

aet4.vity which has occurred in the given centre during the

year.* (Mount, p. 48.)

Some institutions of higher learning may prefer a

contract-like agreement with a public library. St. Joseph's

College of New York and Levittown Public Library, for ex-

ample, have engaged in a cooperative venture. St. Joseph's

College recognized that the Levittown Public Library had a

stwoug L7olection in the academic program areas offered at

its off-campus location. Furtherelre, the public library was

geographically close to this site. A propitious arrangement

could satisfy the "Guidelines" and provide needed services to

the off-campus students. An agreement was signed in January,

1981.

The provisions of the agreement specified that

St. Joseph's College would initially expend approximately
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$2,500 for books and journal subscriptions relating to the

college's health program. Books, property of the college,

would be integrated into the public library's collection,

after being ordered and processed by the public library at

college expense. As a continuing commitment, St. Joseph's

would purchase materials annually, contributing to collection

enrichment. St. Joseph's students from Nassau County who

have direct access cards would be entitled to borrowing

privileges, an orientation, and reference services. An

external students, they would find the course-related mater-

ials they needed for their eduction. The agreement also

calls for a year-to-year term with automatic renewal. Dis-

solution of the agreement is possible if one of the parties

notifies the other in writing within 60 days of the renewal

date. In this case, books would be removed to St. Joseph's

College; lc,urnala would be retained by the Levittown

Library. The library would not assume liability for missing

items. (Travis, p. 88.)

This particular examp:- of sharing resources may not be as

applicable to rural locations as to urban ones. One of the

reasons that St. Joseph's College was attracted to the Levit-

town Public Library was the strong resource collection in the

area of the academic program at Levittown. Given larger

collections emanating from larger budgets, public libraries

in urban areas have a greater propensity for attracting such

arrangements with colleges and universities than do rural

public libraries. In Pennsylvania, for instance, the per

capita financial suppor for rural public libraries averages
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about $3.25. Compare that with the average leer capita sup-

port of $7.35 for Pittsburgh public libraries and $8.15 for

Philadelphia public libraries. It is not surprising that

Pennsylvania rural public libraries with their average 14,400

items will not have the same kind of drawing power as the

urban center library. (United States Department of Agricul-

ture, p. 16.) But. no matter where a depository collection

exists or under what type of arrangement, the external stu-

dent should be made aware that this is only a small per-

centage of what is available to him as an affiliate of the

college or university. The academic library can provide

still sore resources.

Technology has given the means to display the entire

library collection to off-campus students. COM catalogs with

microfiche readers can be placed at the off-campus sites for

use by these students. Since the profile of extension stu-

dents showed that most graduated front high school 5-20 years

earlier, it is advisable to give some instruction both on

microfiche as a format and on the individual elements of

the citations. Preferably, this should be done by a librar-

ian, rather than an instructor.

In 1980, the College of the Siskiyous, in California,

embarked on an amplified version of providing such catalogs

to its off- campus students. Using Library Services and

Construction Act (LSCA) funds, the college, public, and

school libraries had their holdings records machine-converted

to produce a combined CoM catalog of all local and area

resources. It was estimated that 115,000 books and 6,000
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records and ta.es were identified in this project. Formerly,

none of Ow off - camas teaching sites in any of the seventeen

towns had any catalog of available resources. Now. I pool of

identified materials can be used. Funding for this project

also included a delivery system. Tte grant provided for the

purchase of a front wheel drive American station wagon that

braves the extreme ice and snow conditions and the mountain-

ous terrain to reach remote and rural sites. (Zinser, pp.-

155 -163.)

Many libraries have proceeded beyond COM catalogs to

produce on-line catalogs, employing computer technology. The

more sophisticated capabilities involve dial-up access-

through modems from remote terminals (i.e. ones not in the

library confines) such as from other campus locations, of-

fices, homes, or apartments.

Pennsylvania State University has such an on-line system

in operation. its name is LIAS, Library Information Access

System. With this user-friendly system, the students can

search the holdings records by author, title, subject, or

call number. LIAS contains information about the books,

serials, music scores, sound recordings, theses, government

documents, microforms, maps, and archives owned by the Uni-

versity Libraries. Users can access a specific Penn State

library or all of the University libraries simultaneously.

Students can search via the library terminals in-house, or

they can search via the direct-dial access, using remote

terminals end modems. Local telephone numbers are provided

at each campus location. Costs to users are only those for a
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local telephone toll or a long-distance charge, depending

upon the source location of the call.

:+udents at off - campus sites can have access to an entire

library or libraries holdings records if terminals and modems

are made available at the sites. If budgeting restrictions

prohibit such installations, the students should be informed

that direct-dial o:cesa potential does exist. They may own

the necessary hardware personally, or they may have it avail-

able at their work places, or through a public library.

If hardware is in place at the sites, another field base

activity is possibledatabase searching. Skilled librarian

can assist off - campus students in locating appropriate liter-

ature sources electronically. Some colleges and universities

also offer bibliographic instruction program to off-campus

studerzs which include computer searches. When the National

College of Education (Evanston, Illinois) was reviewing and

evaluating its curricu. ,. program planners upheld the im-

portance of the computer search.

First, they felt that adult students, usually
employed full-time, required assistance in gather-
ing info:mation about available literature, and
such students do not have free time available to
conduct lengthy manual searches for source mater-
ial. Second, program personnel felt that exposure
to computer searching makes the student more aware
of the existence and capability of such services.
In addition, computer searching was retained be-
cause th student need not go to the college campus
to receive a search. By using a portable computer
terminal and a te.lephone, searchers could take
the service to the students at virtually any field
location. (Weinstein, p. 142.)

Many off-campus programs that do not have database search-

ing on the premix s encourage the students to request on-line
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searches by providing toll-free numbers to the library.

Information retrieval is not precluded by time or distance.

California State University, Chico accepts database requests

via telephone, radio, U. S. Mail, delivery van, and in per-

son. At the 1982 Off-Campus Library Service Conferences,

Robert Cookingham reported, "Probably one out of one hundred

students on-campus request an on-line search in an average

year. The off - campus student's rate is one out of three."

(Cookingham, p. 47.)

In other ways, too, the available telephone number can

help the off-campus student feel less isolated from the

needed library services. This linkage is particularly im-

portant to the rural external student whose lack of mobility

may reinforce negative attitudes about the support services

offered to off-campus students. Gerard B. McCabe, of Clarion

University of Pennsylvania suggests that telephone communi-

cation is often neglected or deliberately overlooked because

of cost factors. "Why should fear of a high telephone bill

interfere wit% our basic obligation to provide good library

service? Recovery costs can be and should be built into a

sound continuing education p..ogram. Think of the psycho-

logical impact an implied refusal to offer assistance over a

te3(hone has on a student." (McCabe, p. 18.)

tterence services and interlibrary loans can be conducted

over the telephone for off-campus students. This method of

information transfer is the most expeditious for meeting

their immediate educational needs. Reference truly becomes

"ready reference " Borrowing interlibrary materials becomes
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an uncomplicated process. Telephone service, with reference

to interlibrary loans, promotes timeliness in document de-

livery. Requests are made directly to library personnel,

eliminating third party interventions such as the postal

service carriers, professors, and couriers. Hence, the turn-

around time in getting requested items to off-campus patrons

is minimized, maximizing the potential benefit to users.

Kirkwood Community College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, installed a

24-hour telephone answering process (TAP) to handle in-coming

interlibrary loan requests. Messages are recorded on tape

and then played back daily by the library staff. Materials

are sent out through the mail tc the designated addresses,

both residences or public libraries. Site coordinators

arrange fo: the return of ILL materials. (Jalicke, p. 41.)

Some institutions employ part-time faculty who live in the

vicinity of the off-campus sites. For these instructors, in

particular, the telephone access may be a valuable service

bridging the distance from library support. Instructors can

use telephone access "to request materials for use in pre-

paring for the class, in setting up a reserve list of books

and articles that can be readily available for the students

as they need them, and in the formation of a bibliography."

(Trullinger, p. 215.)

It is vitally important that the off-r7ampus faculty per-

ceive the positive role that libraries can play in the in-

structional programs. Operating independent of library

services and resources, faculty members may rely solely on

their own materials and on photo-duplicated copies, distrib-
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uting them for class use when assignments are given. Faculty

may alter off-campus assignments or lower the expectation

level to conform to the perception of resource deprivation.

Unknowingly, the faculty that choose to follow these strat-

egies may be compromising the values of the education pro-

vided.

Public relations with the faculty is a requisite component

of off-campus library programs. Librarians need to communi-

cate to the faculty that services are available to them and

to their students. Written communication is perhaps the best

introduction, for its 1) allows for an unobtrusive first

contact, 2) identifies the library's responsiveness to the

needs of off-campus instructors and students, 3) explains the

specific services of the program, and 4) invites future

personal communication. Too, the written format ensures that

all aspects of the intended message are present and that they

are uniformly stated to all off-campus faculty. Working

relationships can grow out of that initial letter. Telephone

accet;s, on-site visitations, correspondence, and library

newsletters are assertive ways of promoting and publicizing

the off-campus library program.

On-campus library programs provide bibliographic instruc-

tion activities, and likewise, the "Guidelines" recommend

instruction in bibliography and in the use of information

tools and equipment for external students. The literature on

bibliographic instruction at off-campus locations reveals

that a variety of approaches are being implemented. Budget

often determines the scope of bibliographic instruction, as
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it affects staffing requirements and travel considerations

Which are central to the issue of having librarians teach

on-site. The content and methodology of courses of biblio-

graphic instruction are outgrowths of known deficiencies,

usually learned from faculty observation, from student diag-

nostics or surveys, and from library experiences that reveal

lack of basic knowledge about library research tools and

library research methods.

Western Michigan University has a bibliographic instruc-

tion program utilizing computer-assisted instruction (CAI.)

The rationale for using CAI includes the followings

1) CAI can be programmed to present information
that can be approached at various levels or
depths. This is a significant feature that can
be used for varying the depth of explanation tor
complex reference services.

2) CAI presents information in a variety of for-
mate, an important characteristic for maintain-
ing student interest.

3) CAI is available at the convenience of the
student.

4) The microcomputer is an attractive technology,
the kind of technology students will need to use
in their careers and personal lives.

5) CAI is cost effective. In 1979 CAI could be
delivered for roughly 18 cents per student hour.

6) Dwindling library budgets indicate that a cost
effective instructional program such as the
microcomputer is needed as an alternative to
using personnel to provide individualized in-
struction.

7) A computer-based model of library instruction
could be replicated nationally.

8) The software package provides a competency-based
curriculum universally accepted by colleges and
universities. Key reference sources which are
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identified are ones comeonly held by college and
university libraries. (Donner, p. 68.)

Some bibliographic instruction programs, such as those

offered through Beret College recognize that instruction must

impart psychological and intellectual change. Called be-

havioral bibliographic instruction, the Beret program in-

cludes "cognitive skills to deal with the intellectual de-

mands of undergraduate research and coping skills to handle

the stress of working in a new environment. Discussion and

modeling provide information and motivation to resolve both

of these issues and encourage a change in library knowledge

and attitudes.' (weyhaupt, p. 186.)

Librarians can integrate bibliographic instruction into

specific courses, structuring it with reference to those

particular fields of knowledge. Frr example, education

majors enrolled in an off-campus course might receive a

lecture on basic education research tools such as dictio-

naries, encyclopedias, thesauri, directories, yearbooks,

bibliographies, and statistical sources. The Education Index

and Current Index to Journals in Education might be intro-

duced with the subject-oriented journals. ERIC and the

National Technical Information Service (ANTIS) might be ex-

plained as important sources of materials. The panoply of

what is taught depends. of course, largely on the nature of

the course, the level of the student, she materials on-hand

at the library and/or within the site collection, and the

consultation with the instructor. The planning of this

directed and specialized bibliographic instruction is con-
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tingent upon teamwork. The University of Maryland's Uni-

versity College uses this format for effective delivery of

bibliographic instruction, as well as for non-credit work-

shape, for a one-credit course entitled "Information Retriev-

al and Research Writing Skills," and for an independent study

course. (Brown, p. 173.)

Librarians who do not have adequate financial or staffing

provisions for on-site teaching can seek alternative methods

of instruction. Videotaping orientations and instruction is

one example. Videotapes may be in-house productions that

feature student-oriented instruction in a general or special-

ized research program. It is likely, however, that the

librarian who cannot accommodate off-campus students by on-

site teaching due to staffing restrictions will not have

sufficient time to plan, to script and to be filmed in such a

production.

Some librarians will find that commercially available

videotapes will suffice. The Royal Melbourne Institute of

Technology (RMIT) Advanced College owns a collection of the

commercial tapes. It is recommended that Australian off-

campus students view them while on-campus, or borrow them for

viewing at their convenience. (Haworth, p. 159.)

Resourceful librarians (pun intended) can make a distin-

guishable difference in the quality of an institution's

academic off-campus program. Admittedly, it is easier to

develop a comprehensive plan of service given ample financial

support. Financial support, however, is seldom ample. More

often librarians must search for additional funding from
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external sources. There is a directory, published in 1985,

that identifies sources of private monies for post-secondary

rural education programs, including librery activities.

Entitled Serving the Rural Adults Private Funding Resources

for Rural Adult Post-secondary Education, and written by the

Action Agenda project coordinator, Jacqueline D. Spears, the

booklet lists approximately ninety foundations which have

deronstrated a willingness to award grants for rural post-

secondary education activities. For an academic librarian

who want to start, to run, or to improve an off-campus lib-

rary program in a rural location, this book is literally a

treasure trove.
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INDEX TO RURAL LIBRARIES

Mary R. Focko
Reference Librarian
Lander College
Greenwood. South Carolina

Rural Libraries is indexed by author, title. and subject.

The index spans a six year time period (from 1980 to 1986),

with a total of thirteen issues in all. The author and

title indexes are arranged alphabetically, and include author's

name, title, pagination, volume number, issue number, and

year of publication.

The subject index is arranged by general subject headings

(in capital letters). Articles pertaining to a subject

heading are cited beneath it. The page numbers cited in

the subject index differ from those in the other indexes

In that the subject index cites only the pages relevant

to the subject, rather than all the pages in each article.

Furthermore, some of the subject headings are broken

into subheadiags. For example, "RURAL LIBRARY SERVICE"

is furtuer divided into "Administration," "Budgeting," "Child-

ren's Services," etc. Most of the articles in the subject

index are indexed under only one key word. General subject

headings, rather than specific ones, were chosen to allow

for future changes and additions to the index.
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RURAL LIBRARIES AND THE STATE LIBRARY AGENCIES

A SURVEY FROM THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP

(Partially funded by a grant from the H. W. Wilson Foundation)

John W. Head
Associate Professor
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Clarion, Pennsylvania

In the spring of 1983 the Center distributed a survey

to the fifty state library agencies, the District of Columbia,

and five posessions and territories of the United States.

The survey covered two topics of major interest for rural

libraries: education and technology. Earlier studies had

indicated that rural libraries were often lacking in profession-

ally educated staff and trained staff generally. Rural

libraries were also found to be limited in technology to

ersentially the level of the typewriter, the telephone,

and the photocopier.1

Another study had indicated that, after the local library

district, the state library agency was the most important

agency for rural librarians.2 Thus we thought it particularly

important to find out what state libraries were doing.

We asked state librarians about the*- own attitudes and

the activities of the state libraries. Igo also asked them

for their assessment of what was happening in relation to

br.h educat.on and technology in their rural libraries.

The first mailing of the survey was on Marsh 9, 1983.

A follow-up mailing was made on April 26, 1983 to those
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state libraries which had not yet responded. The return

date requested on the survey was May 30. 198:1. As stated

earlier, the survey tois sent to the fifty states and the

District of Columbia, and five possessions or territories

(American Samoa, Guam, the Marianas Islands, St. Thomas.

and Puerto Rico).

By the end of May 1983 forty-four replies were re-

ceived. while an additional four responses arrived during

the summer of 1983. Thus, a total of 48 responses were

received out of the 56 surveys distributed or nearly 86

percent.

We will deal first with the responses from the fifty

states. The District of Columbia responded that it did

not have any rural libraries. Of the fify states, forty-

three prcvided responses.

EDUCATION

Our first question on education asked if the state had

" ?Ian or program underway for upgrading the education

A' rural librarians." Twenty states responded that they

sad such a plan and five additional states said that they

had education planc' but not specifically for rural libraries.

Seventeen states indicated that they had neither a plan

or a program in place, while one state did not respond on

this question. Thus the tota of states with a plan or

program for (or including) rural library education was twenty-

five of the forty-two responding on this question or about

fifty-eight percent affirmative responses.

8
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Our second question asked for a brief comment on the

nature of such a plan if one existed.

Some typical replies follow: 1. The Alabama Public

Library Service sponsors continuing education for all public

librarians throughout the state. Many of these are planned

for the specific needs of librarians in small rural libraries.

We strive to improve the technical skills in library science,

Akins in management, and skills in representing the library

in the community." 2. We have employed a consultant to

write a state plan." 3. "Programs in this area are funded

and administered through the Indiana Cooperative Library

Services Authority (INCOLSA). They include: a processing

center, information retrieval and training, microcomputer

application and training, participation in OCLC database,

automated circulation clusters (in development stage--ready

to implement next year).*

Our next question asked whether the educational effort

attempted to cover "training in the use of modern communications

and information systems." Sixteen responses were affirmative,

whiAo two states gave qualified affirmative answers. Thirteen

responded that they did not and twelve did not respond.

"Yes" and qualified "yes" answers thus totalled eighteen

of the thirty-one responding or fifty-eight percent.

Our fourth question asked if there were any agencies

other than the state library and library schools (covered

separately in the fifth question) which provided training

directed toward rural librarians. Sixteen states responded

that there was some such agency and an additional three
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states gave a qualified affirmative response. Only nineteen

of the thirty-six responding states gave affirmative or

qualified affirmative responses for a percentage of approximately

fitty-two.

The fifth question dealt with colleges and universities,

including library schools, offering programs aimed especially

toward rural librarians. Nineteen states responded with

a "yes," fourteen wita a "no," and five gave affirmative

but qualified responses. Five states did not respond to

this question. Of the thirty-eight respondin/, twenty-four

responded with a "yes" or qualified "yes," placing affirmative

responses at about sixty three percent.

The final entry on the education part of the questionnaire

simply provided an opportunity for comments. Here is a

representative sample of those commentss 1. "we have a

very challenging time providing training to our rural librar-

ians. Through the LSCA grant process, the two regional

coordinators (located in Reno and Las Vegas) provide some

training activities, usually of a workshop nature to rural

library employees." 2. "Occasionally LSCA demonstration

projects in a rural area will include training for staff

as one objective." 3. "I would be interested in knowing

of any workshops or institutes being offered in this area."

4. "The State of Hawaii runs a state-wide, state funded

public library system. All librarians are treated alike

and given equal training opportunities. Funds are provided

to bring employees in to Honolulu for training and funds

are sometimes provided to bring trainers to rural areas."

10.
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5. "Nothing specifically for rural libraries." 6. "There

is a very active Continuing Education Committee advising

the state library agency on development of activities and

programs for personnel in all types and Giusti of libraries.

We are trying to acquire self-instructional materials, both

print and AV, that can be used by personnel who are geo-

graphically isolated. Library systems in Minnesota are

strong. We have seven consolidated multi-county public

library systems, six federated public library systems, and

seven multi-type systems. All are very much involved in

providing educational opportunities for personnel in their

branch and member libraries.

TECHNOLOGY

It is obvious that the use of modern technology presents

a major opportunity for relatively isolated rural libraries

to greatly improve their information services. At the same

time rural libraries may be prevented from using such tech-

nology. They may lack sufficient staff or the required

financial resources to exploit the technology available.

Even if they have enough staff and enough funds they may

not have staff with sufficient expertise. And, assuming

they had all of these resources, they might find that they

do not have enough sophisticated users so that the new services

would be requested very often. Educating the community

to the capabilities and value of the new information technology

could prove to be a major problem even if high quality services

could be offered.
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As with our section on education, our first question

on technology asked whether the 'Late library has "a plan

or program underway for increasing the use of modern technology

by rural librarians." We defined such technology as including

"computers, telecommunications, the bibliographic utilities,

interactive search systems, etc." Responses on this question

included twenty-five "yes" responses and one qualified "yes."

There were fourteen no responses and three non-responses

on this question. 7irmative responses (including

one qualified) thus t. -wenty-six on the forty states

responding on this quest, sixty-five percent affir-

mative). This is slightly ater than the affirmative

response rate for an educational plan or program (which

was about sixty percent).

The next question also paralleled the education portion

of the survey; it asked if there were any other agencies

besides the state library "promoting the use of technology

by rural libraries." However, in this case, we did not

exclude library schools from "other agencies." Fourteen

states responded that there were other agencies: nineteen

responded that there were none; ten states did not respond

to this question. Affirmative responses came from only

approximately forty-two percent of the states responding

on this question, while the parallel question for education

produced approximately a forty-four percent response even

though it excluded library schools.

Next we sought to identify rural libraries or library

systems making "substantial use of modern technology."
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Twenty-five state libraries indicated that they were aware

of the existence of such uses. Eleven indicated that they

knew of no such rural libraries, and seven did not respond.

Of those responding nearly seventy percent were aware of

some rural libraries making substantial use of modern technology.

The first part of the faith question dealt with the impor-

tance of technology, while the eecond part asked ror an

opinion on the danger of obsolesence for rural libraries

should they not adopt available technology. The answers

to the first part of the question were analyzed by dividing

the responses into three categories (plus non-response).

Here is a summary of the responses in tablular form:

Importance of Technology to Rural Libraries

RESPONSE Low Medium High No response

NUMBER 6 10 20 7

Despite the problems of moving rural libraries into the

use of high technology only six states gave this a low priority.

On the portion of the question dealing with the danger

of obsolescence, thirty-one states responded, with seventeen

seeing this as a clear or at least substantial danger.

Fourteen states did not see this as a danger; twelve states

did not respond on this issue.

We got some of our most interesting comments on the impor-

tance of technology and the dangers of not adopting it quickly.

Following is a sample of the responses: 1. "Automation



is a tool to help libraries meet their goals. Some rural

libraries have limited goals and will not see the need for

automation. Limited goals does not necessarily mean ob-

solescence.' 2. "As needed and as available. Not yet and

often dee by a larger library to help meet rural needs may

be all that's needed." 3. °I think modern technolog)

be very helpful in rural libraries for cataloging and possibly

for circulation. Unfortunately, most systems are still

too costly for rural libraries at this point."

Next we will comment briefly on the responses from the

territories. Three of the five territories mailed survey

forms responded. Of these one reported a general plan for

education, one indicated that a plan for territory-wide

automation was under consideration, and one commented, "Modern

technology doesn't exist here." Allthreerespondingterritories

indicated major problems with lack of funds topping the

list. Of course, this response was not unique to the ter-

ritories.

CONCLUSION

As one might expect, we found great diversity in the

responses from the state library agencies. Some states

appear to be strongly committed to upgrading rural libraries

through education or technology or both. Other states reported

that not such was being done in one or both of these areas.

The need to upgrade rural librarians' education seems clear

both from previous studies and from the conventional wisdom

of the profession. The best means and adequate reSOUrCeS

14
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for doing this are respectively not clear and absent. The

state library agencies do not have the staff or funds (at

least in most states) to bring about rapid and dramatic

change in the educational levels of rural librarians.

Technology presents even more of a puzzle. The potential

benefits seem great, but technology is expensive and it

requires trained staff to use it properly. There is also

the question of *Which technology?" Microcomputers, remote

databases (DIALOG, etc.), the bibliographic utilities (OCLC,

etc.), and more recently CD-ROM applications are all pos-

sibilities. Setter packaged turn-key) automation systems

for small libraries are also becoming available.

The choice depends on what we want the small or medium

sited rural library to be. Do we want primarily a popular

reading collection? If this is what we want then our main

concern might he automated acquisitions or perhaps not even

automated acquisitions but just high speeu ordering (available

with *stall vendor supplied units which transmit orders over

telephone lines). We might also try to expedite interlibrary

loan within local systems as a back-up to our individual

collections, possibly with something as simple as a system-wide,

main entry, union card catalog.

Do we want our small libraries to move much more toward

being information service agencies? If we do, then we may

want stonger reference collections and access to CD-ROM

and online databases. Of course, this will require more

education and training.

If any one conclusion seems to stand out is that no one
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agency or group of persons has both the clear responsibility

and the required resources to move rural libraries on either

the problem of lack of adequate training or the problem

of how to move these libraries into the late twentieth century

in terms of technology. It is, or course, comforting to

know that some state library agencies are working both vigorously

and intelligently on these concerns as well as on other

fronts.

r. A
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NOTES

1. "The National Rural Library Reference Survey,°
23 (Spring 1984) 316-321.

2. "flow Rural Librarians Fight Professional Isolation:
A Survey," Public Libraries, 22 (Fall 1983) 86-89.
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MATERIALS Gili..OTS FOR CALIFORNIA'S RURAL LIBRARIES

John Amend
Library Consultant
California State Library
Sacramento, California

California's most isolated library outlets, serving sparse

populations far from an urban center, have twice received

grants from the California State Library for materials up-

grading. The purpose of the Library Services and Construction

Act (LSCA) grants was to help libraries in sparsely populated

areas to provide fresh, up-to-date non-fiction materials.

Much of California's visibility to the nation and the

world is focused on the huge I .astal metropolitan areas

of the state. Less visible a e the expanses of deserts

and mountains where population remains sparse and communities

are isolated by many miles of often difficult geography.

It would be hard for many Americans to even visualize a

county library system where service outlets are a hundred

or more miles from the headquarters library, and that head-

quarters itself might be located in a county seat of not

sore than a few thousand people.

Adding to the geographic isolation problems of many of

California's rural counties in recent years have been in-

creasingly serious financial woes. While infect many California

public libraries have had serious financial crises over

the past few years, the rural counties, for a variety of

reasons, have especially severe funding problems. Counties
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with small population bases are increasingly burdened by

"state - mandated" costs in the welfare and justice courts

areas. Many libraries in these counties struggle to keep

their doors open; interlibrary loan and even walk-in reference

and readers' aid services are at titles curtailed. These

conditions often prevent the staff from competing for LSCA

dollars through the regular proposal and application process.

LSCA was by-passing some of the very target group it was

designed to help. As a result, $741,000 in LSCA funds were

granted over a three year period to rural libraries. While

the grant was to be used for non-fiction, the choice of

format, and whether for adults, children, or some of both,

was left entirely to the local recipient library.

Although we certainly know a rural library when we see

one, defining it for the purposes of the grant and making

the available money come out right was more difficult.

For one thing, library service areas in California tend

to cover large areas, because of the well-developed county

library system in the state, and there are no official population

figures by outlet within each library service jurisdiction.

We also had to find a way to limit the grants so as to be

large enough to make a local (outlet) impact. We wanted

to reach the truly isolated outlets, including the tiny

libraries tucked away in the Sierra Nevada, many miles from

their own headquazters library in the county seat. And

we needed verifiable, uniform measurements for eligibility.

For the purposes of meeting the above requirements, we

listed those counties in California not designated as within

20
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a federal Metropolitan Statistical Area (NSA). As it happened

this list defined exactly the target we wanted. Using the

NSA designation excluded some fairly rural county libraries

which receive other state and federal grants because of

their larger headquarters operation. It allowed us to con-

centrate the funds to libraries whose headquarters were

not in an NSA. Having defined the libraries by the non-MSA

designation, the grants were offered to eligible libraries

according to the following scale.

POPULATION OF LIBRARY SERVICE AREA

Under 5,000

5,000 to 15,000

15,000 to 25,000

25,000 to 50,000

50,000 to 100,000

Over 100,000

GRANT

$ 1,000

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

Libraries which received these grants for non-fiction

were able to concentrate the funds on direct and visible

enhancement of service. The grants were extremely popular

with librarians, who were given complete discretion in the

aelaction, placement, and movement of the materials except

for a requirement for An "equitable distribution... to all

outlets." A single simplified LSCA report form was required.

Because we wanted to assure that local jurisdictions

did not supplan.. in any way their local appropriations with

the LSCA grant, we tied eligibility for the second year's
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LSCA materials grant to a state aid program (called the

Public Library Fund) which already requires a local maintenance

of effort, and from which we already had built-in data.

The grants were also a good local public relations tool.

whenever the librarian chose to make them so. They raised

the local visibility of the library and emphasised locally

the importance that the state places upon the availability

of up-to -data library materials in isolated areas. In fact

an official in one county reportedly complained, "Why is

the state sending us books when our roads are full of potholes?"

Following is a list of recipients of the grants:

LIBRARY MATERIALS GRANTS TO CALIFORNIA PUBLIC LIBRARIES
IN SPARCE POPULATION AREAS

Library Services and Construction Act

1985/86 and 1986/87

LIBRARY POPULATION TOTAL AWARD

Alpine County Library 1,180 2,000

Amador County Library 22,700 20,000

Calaveras County Library 26,300 25,000

Colusa County Library 14,550 10,000

Del Norte County Library 19,450 20,000

Glenn County

Orland Free Library 11,155 10,000

Willows Public Library 11.725 10,000

Humboldt County

Eureka-Humboldt County Library 112,100 50,000

22
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LIBRARY POPULATION TOTAL AWARD

Imperial County

Imperial County Library 38,060 30,000

El Centro Public Library 27,300 30,000

Brawley Public Library 17,650 20,000

Calexico Public Library 16,950 20,000

Imperial Public Library 3,870 2,000

Inyo Cour$y Library 18,250 20,000

Kings County Library 83,500 40,000

Lake County Library 47,000 30,000

*Lassen County Library 23,850 10,000

Madera Count/ Library 75,300 40,000

Mendocino County Library 72,700 40,000

Merced County Library 157,900 50,000

*Modoc County Library 9,600 5,000

Mono County Library 9,150 10,000

Nevada County Library 66,300 40,000

Pi%vas County Library 22,040 20,000
(Includes Sierra County)

San Benito County

San Benito County Library 28,340 30,000

San Juan Bautista City Library 1,410 2,000

San Luis Obispo County

San Luis Obispo County Library 170,950 50,000

Paso Robles Public Library 12,650 10,000

Siskiyou County Library 42,050 30,000

*Tehaaa County Library 42,700 15,000
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LIBRARY POPULATION TOTAL AWARD

Trinity CoJnty Library 13,300 10,000

Tuolumne County Library 52,500 40,000

TOTAL $741,000

Not eligible for second year of grant.
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THE REALITIES OF COLLECTION BUILDING IN THE RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARY

Carol Goodger-Hill
Uziiversity of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario

Rural libraries of my experience, both in the West (Montana)

and the East (Massachusetts) have a number of common concerns.

Whether they serve ranchers or hill town farmers, rural

libraries all deal with the same basic problems. They lack

an adequate tax base for the type of service they are trying

to give, and moat of them are supervised by people who look

for more than financial reward. To say that many rural

librariars work because they enjoy performing a communa_y

service may sound trite, but those who make a living wage

are scarce indeed.

As a federation or a regional librarian I ran many worksnops

in basic library skills. We tried to deal with the pressing

problems of rural library service and the difficulty of

maintaining an adequate collection. Inevitably we talked

a great deal about weeding. There was a lot of interest

but there was also a wariness on their part that took me

a while to understand.

We could agree in principle on the reasons to weed:

the need for space, the need for an attractive collection

that would draw patrons; the need to establish public trust

in the reliability and timeliness of the collection--above

all the need to know the collection, a necessity that only

daily caretaking can keep sharp. To weed our collections,

25
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book by book, Shelf by shelf is to learn its strengths and

weaknesses. The great difference however, was that they

did not give weeding the same importance that I did. They

did not always see it as part of the ongoing process of

collection building.

Each workshop I fielded their objections. Most often

they pleaded time. With only 10 or 15, or 20 hours paid

time each week to keep the library together, how could they

weed? They inevitably complained about the lack of an adequate

book budget. There was no way they could replace many of

the books they needed to throw out. Wasn't it better to

have something outdated on a subject thtn nothing at all?

They also pleaded about the value of the books. Most librarians

know that old books are not necessarily valuable books,

but that information has not always spread into the community.

They also pointed out that many of their books had been

presented by local supporters and to discard the gift might

entail discarding the support. No library can afford to

do that.

How indeed does a rural librarian with comoiteents to

preschoolers, the local school and to alult patrons find

the time among his/her few paid hours of service to weed?

The rural librarian is the director of a major community

service, a social as well as a business position. He/she

is the reference librarian, ry often the secretary of

the library board, the acquisALAons librarian, .e local

book reviewer and circulation clerk, and unfortunately,

too often the library janitor.
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The distressing thing is trying to deal with weeding

in the rural library is that the real reason for skirting

the issue is rarely acknowledged. We both know, that if

the basic concepts of weeding were applied to most rural

collections using guidelines such as the number of times

a book has circulated in the past five years, its age, its

condition, its relevance to present concerns: if we used

the CREW handbook or followed the guidelines so clearly

laid down by ALA, we would probably discard 75% of the col-

lection. Years of underfunding inevitably drain all the

real good from any collection. We both know that such a

solution is not acceptable. The community simply would

not tolerate a librarian who discarded a major part of the

library collection which had been supported with tax dollars

for many years; a collection which had probably watched

generations of children grow up.

A rural library, in a more personal sense that a 1prger

library is in direct contact with its patrons. The patrons

and librarian know each other on a first name basis and

have since childhood. Many of the pat ons know how such

money is in the book budget and what books are being purchased.

If they disagree with a purchase--at $25.00 a shot, they

feel unhappy and many of them complain, not just to the

librarian, but to the board members, over the phone, over

a coffee, over the ' .ck fence.

Many rural librarians do not even buy the books for their

collections. They make suggestions, but buying is often

the prerogative of the board who feel that a day at the

27
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nearest bookstore or jobber is the "fun" part of being a

board member. They buy the titles on the list that vhey

can find and spend the rest of the money on titles that

are available. Rural communities are very tightly knit,

and the liaison librarian who brings advice from the federation

or regional office is essentially an outsider, with ideas

that are often foreign to the rural community.

Regional and federation administrators often complain

that the rural librarian is interested only in workshops

that deal with mending. Rural librarians sit patiently

and politely through workshops on administration, reference

and dealing with trustees, but it is the mending workshops

that bring out everyone in the local library community with

an enthusiastic gleam in their eye. There is a very pragmatic

reason for this. Mending lengthens the life of a book.

It is a thrifty way to proceed and in a rural community,

a thrifty librarian is a good one.

Rural librarians know that much of their collections

are outdated and unattractive. They know, if their trustees

do not, that books like pencils wear out and must be discarded.

They understand the difference between a classic and a best

seller, and which can be weeded after a few years with no

problem. Sometimes, we the advisors push them to do more.

Weed for shelf space, for attractiveness, we say--you can

always get a copy of any title you will need from the regional

headquarters. They believe us. Five years later--for all

librarians' memories are long--they send an interlibrary

loan for the title you have suggested they weed. They expect
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it from the headquarters library within the week. In the

course of time the book does arrive, but it is from a library

they have never heard of and it is due back in just a few

days because the mails are slow. Where, they ask, is the

headquarters copy? Well, of course, it was weeded too,

because weeding principles apply equally to headquarters

libraries who not only need the space but have an example

to set. At this point, the visiting librarian can lose

credibility, and weeding is abandoned.

Winning the trust of rural librarians so that you can

get them to make their much loved and undersupported libraries

conform to the guidelines of the eighties is a hard business.

They do not have the budget buy all the books their patrons

want, much less the ones you feel they should have. There

is no way they can replace their encyclopedia(s) every five

years, or buy many of the best sellers, or get a science

reference book that is up-to-date. However, given the right

motivation they will make a start. Rural librarians are

wonderful cooperators. Several of them can band together

with a wish list and decide which books on the list they

can each afford to buy so there will be valuable material

available in a district, if not in one library. One group

of 12 rural libraries in my experience compiled a union

list of serials for their area. Each library had a copy

of the list which they used to refer patrons. They kept

the list up-to-date.

Sometimes you can convice them that their lovely antique

set of famous thinkers should be shelved in Dewey order
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rather than in untouched solemnity along the tops of the

stacks. Rarely can you convince them to weed the set all

together, because the grandchildren of the donor still support

the library. However, those grandchildren can be asked

for an appropriate update of their ancestor's gift, and

they may be proud to give it.

It is harder to convince the rural librarian to discard

a long run of almanacs, Readers Digest novels, collections

of religion from the local church library, outdated travel

and medical books and long back runs of US News for which

there is no index. The rural librarian knows what is wrong

with keeping these collections but it is a matter of survival.

Where do you find the money to replace them with acceptable

material? How do you explain to your sceptical board that

all of this material is not worthwhile. A weeding workshop

to which board members are invited can work wonders. Bring

along a sample shelf of discards and treat them to a handsome

experience. They will quickly learn that good condition

isn't everything.

Another interesting point is the disposal of weeded material.

The majority of weeded books can not be sold from a table

in the library because interest in the type of book being

discarded is not high. Also if a book sells locally, it

will probably return in due course to the library. Weeded

books can not be taken to the dump unless the covers are

pulled off because some irate garbage picker will haul them

back, point out the library ownership and scream about waste

of taxpayer's money. They can be carried to another communities'
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dump (which is a dirty trick that works), recycled, if you

have a volunteer to do the necessary preparation, or put

carefully into the basement and left to the ravages of time

and mould. All of these solutions have obvious drawbacks,

but they all get rid of the material permanently.

Being a regional librarian in daily contact with the

life and problems of rural communities is a very rewarding

job. Success can come at the least expected moment and

make up for months of what seemed fruitless effort. However,

the professional librarian who goes out into rural communities,

in whatever capacity, must bring along a measure of common

sense and a tolerance for what can be accomplished, and

what can not. There are rural libraries that could be used

as examples of excellence, their collections are so up-to-date

and well cared for. It is no coincidence that these libraries

are usually found in affluent, fairly well educated and

involved communities. Most ru:al librarians are hard working

and thrifty keepers of their communities's books. They

work alone in the full glare of public opinion. The visiting

librarian must remember that a summer garden which takes

up a great deal of the rural librarian's time is just as

important and usu,,lly a whole lot more lucrative than the

library. It is just a matter of perspective.
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RURAL CAMPAIGN ON ILLITERACY'

THE REGION, THE TECHNICAL INSTITUTES AND THE LIBRARIES

Georgie Alevar
Coordinator. Adult Basic Education
Northeast Iowa Technical Institute
Calmar, Iowa

and

Mary Anne Smith
Administrator
Northeastern Iowa Regional Library System
Waterloo, Iowa

It is no secret that America is faced with a serious

national illiteracy problem. Statistics show that 23 m Ilion

American adults (about 1 in 5) cannot read or write well

enough to cope in everyday life. These people are functionally

illiterate, and the number of adult illiterates is growing,

by approximately 2 1/2 million per year.

For purposes of clarification. "functional illiteracy"

refers to the adult who cannot use basic reading, writing,

and computational skills in everyday life situations. Thus,

a functionally illiterate adult perhaps cannot'

- read street or highway signs

- use a phone book

- read a menu

- fill out a job application

- use a bus schedule

- make correct change for a twenty-dollar bill

The annual costs of illiteracy to each c, us are high.

Estimates vary, but one figure often cited is that the taxpayer
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pays five bill dollars annually for welfare and unemployment

compensation. Other costs affecting us all include those

for crime and prison, for unearned tax revenues, and for

lost productivity in business and in the mili:Ary.

Iowans for many years have rested confidently in their

belief that 99 percent of the state's population could read

and write competently. An estimate for a ten-county area

served by one particular Adult Basic Education (ABE) program

is that there are 10,000 functionally illiterate adults

within those boundaries.

Adults are not getting the help they need to learn the

basic skills which are necessary to participate fully in

American society. Only two to four percent of adult illiterates

enroll in any literacy program. There is a great need to

increase public awareness of the pervasive problem.

The Coordinators of Adult Basic Education at two voca-

tional-technical institutes and the Administrator of a regional

library system in Northeast Iowa decided to expand their

history of cooperative programming. They would use County

library meetings as a vehicle for educating librarians,

staff, and trustees i- the problems of illiteracy and in

roles that they can play in helping to fight those problems.

The Northeast Iowa Regional Library System, located in

Waterloo, is composed of 82 predominantly rural libraries

in 13 counties. The libraries range in size from cities

with a population of 106 to a population of 75,000. The

Region provides interlibrary loan and reference back-up

service, as well as one-on-one consulting, and continuing
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education opportunities in the form of seminars, workshops,

and roundtables.

The Hawkeye Institute of Technology, located in south

Waterloo on a 320-acre campus, strives to provide vocational-

technical training to prepare, retrain, or upgrade people

for employment in their chosen fields. A vital part of

the Institute is its downtown Success Center, which also

includes ABE, High School Completion, and an Independent

Learning Center.

Northeast Iowa Technical Institute (MITI) came into being

in the late 1960's, as did Hawkeye Institute. The Calmar

Campus lies in Northeast Iowa, about 25 miles south of the

Minnesota border. Early in 1970 the South Campus was formed

and is now located at Peosta, ten miles west of Dubuque.

Roth Campuses have continuing education programs which include

the ABE and the Adult Re-Entry Program, in addition to the

full curriculum of vocational and technical offerings.

There is also a Learning Center in downtown Dubuque.

The 23 counties of the regional library system overlap

the jurisdictions of both Ilawkeye Institute and NIT1. Ten

of those counties have Library Associations which meet regularly

in April and October.

It was the intent of the Coordinators and the Admihibtlator

to help library staff members and trustees realize that

their facilities were perfect non-threatening areas suitable

to be used as tutoring sites, that libraries can keep special

collections of materials available, and that librarians

and staff are perhaps the most likely persons to be aware

'5
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of potential tutors as well as of those who might need to

be tutored. In short, this was to be a consciousness- raising

effort.

It was decided that a 20-25 minute program would be ample

time to present the problem, state the case, and leave time

for questions and discussions. This would be done by the
4.

ABE Coordinators where possible, and by the Regional Adminis-

trator and/or Consultant as substitutes. They also decided

that visuals and graphics, as well as handouts, would be

most effective as a means of solidly imprinting the ideas

presented.

The cooperation of B. Dalton Booksellers was also sought.

It is well-known that the company is involved in a National

Literacy Initiative. A call to a local outlet yielded gracious

and generous help. B. Dalton provided several large posters,

bookmarks and pencils to distribute to those attending the

county library meetings. Should a 8. Dalton outlet be un-

available, there are a number of other companies which are

also involved in the literacy effort.

During the first round of visits in spring 1985, to county

meetings, the ABE Coordinators used a slide series prepared

by another community college. This five-minute presentation

stated tt problems of illiteracy in Iowa, explained the

tutor trai.ling process, and showed volunteer tutors assisting

three different students.

In July 1985 a second planning session was held with

the Regional Administrator, the Consultant, and two ABE

Coordinators. The MacNeil-Lehrer report had just aired
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a program on illiteracy which included segments on two Iowa

students and the ABE Coordinator from Bawkeye Institute

of Technology. This excellent videotape presented the individual

stories of Iowans who needed help in learning to read.

Personal testimony has a strong impact, so this videotape

was used as a follow-up motivator at the 1985 fall meetings.

For a few groups this was their first presentation since

they met only on an annual basis.

The trustees and librarians were all very r'ceptive to

the videotape, but the group in Clayton County was pa.ticularly

enthusiastic. One of the trustees had been a reading teacher

and another had taken Laubach Literacy training. Several

people asked questions and expressed a willingness to help.

The NITI Coordinator then decided that this was a good core

from which to plan a training session.

Eight volunteers turned out on a spring morning for the

workshop held at tbe Monona Public Library. The trainer

covered these topics: the problem of illiteracy in America.

the process of learning to read, and basic instructional

techniques. "'he ABE Coordinator discussed qualities needed

for a tutor, Vie tutor-student relationship, the requirements

for s tutor to follow, and materials available at NITI for

a poor reader. The tutors eagerly participated in the ac-

tivities, which included learning to read with a mock alphabet

and phonics set. The participants learned the principles

of reading instruction, some simple diagnostic techniques.

and reading interests. They prepared d sample lesson asing

case studies. By the end of the five hours, the potential
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tutors had received a basic training course in how to help

someone learn to read. The slogan for the day was "The

Only degree you need is a degree of caring." These volunteers

are now being matched with students who need help.

Future plans are to hold demonstration workshops in three

sites in the Region so that library staff can observe tutors

being trained and also watch a mock session where a tutor

will work with a poor reader. At these sessions there will

also be a demonstration collection of ABE materials, a read-

ing/buying list, and a displa; of promotional materials

used to recruit potential tutors and students. Hopefully

this will yield additional volunteers to help in the fight

against illiteracy.

Another conscioess-raising tool used was the submission

of articles to the region's newsletter, which is mailed

to 265 librarians and trustees. More articles ore being

prepared so that the topic will stay in front of the librarians

and trustees.

Illiteracy in this country didn't happen overnight, and

the problem will take time to solve. With this in mi,id

the Regional Administrator and ABE Coordinators know that

their efforts need to continue.

1)0
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LIBRARY CONTINUING EDUCATION NEEDS IN KANSAS: THE RURAL PERSPECTIVE

Nancy A. Starke
Program Director, Continuing Education/Extension
University of Missouri -- Columbia
Columbia. Missouri

In June of 1984, the Kansas Library Network Board approved

a plan submitted by the Continuing Education Task Force

which called for the development of a continuing education

plan for the librarians in the state of Kansas. The first

step in initiating this plan was to assess the continuing

education needs of the library population and discover,

in fact, if there was the desire for the institution of

a formalized plan among Kansas librarians (Starke, 1986).

The instrument developed and distributed during the fall

of 1985, the Kansas Library Continuing Education NeedsAssessment

Survey (KLCENAS) (Appendix A) was designed to address those

particular questions. Surveys were sent to each of the

227 rural public library directors in the state of Kansas.

For this study rural was defined as any library which served

a library taxing district population of 2500 or fewer persons.

Of those who received the survey, 168 responded, resulting

in a return rate of 73%. Personal on-site interviews were

also conducted by the researcher with the directors and

consultants of the seven Kansas Regional Library Systems

in order to obtain a "field-view" of current continuing

education practices.
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In this article, the following information will be discussed;

a) background for the study; b) methodology used in conducting

the needs assessment portion of the study; c) demograpnic

data; d) a summary of the needs assessment analysis; e)

conclusions based on the data anaiysis, and; f) implications

of the results of the study.

BACKGROUND

The state of Kansas has approximately 1300 people employed

in its 315 public libraries, of which only 135 reported

having Master of Library Scier.:e degrees, and only four

of those were located in a library taxing district of less

than 2500 persons (Gardiner, 1984). In an attempt to alleviate

and partially compensate for the lack of professionally

trained librarians, there exists within the framework of

the Kansas State Library the opportunity for contir-iing

education programs. These programs are offered to members

of the library community through the State Library and the

seven Kansas Regiellal Library Systems. .he regional systems

develop continuing education programs for their on system

member libraries on a yearly basis as well as make the programs

available to non-member libraries, those libraries which

do not contract services through the regional systems but

are located within the region's geographic boundaries.

Attendance at the programs is often voluntary, which often

accounts for the low participation. In 1984 51 workshops

were offered statewide (presented 105 times) with a total

attendance of 2,748, which included librarians, trustees,

and interested citizens (Gardiner, 1984).
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At the time of this study, there was neither an operative

statewide continuing education plan which would add continuity

to the programs currently being offered by the regional

systems, nor a recognition system which would compensate

participants for the completion of continuing education

offerings. The purpose of this study war to identify the

needs and examine the attitudes of rural public library

practioners in Kansas in regard to continuing library educa-

tion. Further examination was made of reasons for lack

of participation in existing continuing education activities

and what, if any, desire there might be for a statewide

rec.pgnition system for participating in library continuing

education.

METHODOLOGY

Descriptive survey research, because Lf it's ability

to obtain empirical knowledge of a current nature, is one

of the most widely used research mett.ods in librarianship

today. It is most often used to (a) identify information

stout incidents and recent developments, (b) identify charac-

teristics of a p'rticular target group or, (c) report norms

and conditions about generally known rules and status (Busha

& Harter, 1983). Because this study primarily examined

existing attitudes toward library continuing education among

rural public library practitioners, the descriptive survey

technique was employed.

The Kansan Library Continuing Education Needs Assessment

Survey, a descriptive, self-report survey, was distributed

among the rural

15.

public library practitioner population.
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The KLCENAS survey consisted of twc distinct parts: the

datasheet and the item inventory. The datasheet contained

demographic questions and questions about attitudes toward

continuing education, and questions concerning possible

constraints to participating in continuing education activities.

The item inventory consisted of six general sections,

each containing numerous items of possible interest for

continuing education programs. Each of these items was

scored using two response categories. The Skill Level column

gave each library practitioner the opportunity to respond

with their perceived skill or knowledge level for each item:

Bebeginner, IlaIntermediate Awidvanced. The Interest Level

involved a Likert scale upon which the practitioners responded

to the individual items with varying degrees of intensity

flelow. 5=high).

DEMOGRAPHICS

The demographic data contains information compiled from

the 168 usable KLCENAS surveys. The information reported

is concerned with the type of library, estimated size of

community, age and sex of rural public library practitioners

responding to the survey, additional income reported, current

estimated dalary, hours of library service per week, education,

number of years in librarianship, and number of continuing

education activities participated in within the past year.

Type of Library

Thera were three major types of libraries which participated

in the study. Township libraries cosq,rised approsimately

141 of the total response (24). Library practitioners who
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identified their library as being a county library comprised

only 4% (7) of the respondents. City libraries were the

predominately identified type of library with 120, or 71%

of the subjects responding to this category.

Estimated Size of Community

Because of the limitations of the study, only two categories

for estimated size of community were marked. Forty-three

subjects, approximately 25%, indicated that the library

population they served fell below the 500 population mark.

One hundred twenty-five, or approximately 75% of the rural

library practitioners indicated that they served a population

between 501 and 2500 persons.

1.422

One hundred sixty-five of the 168 total rural public

library practitioners responded to the age question. Of

those responding, 19 reported being under the age of 35.

This comprised only 12.4% of the rural library practitioner

population.

Eighteen subjects responded that they fell within the

36-40 age group (10.7%). In the 41-50 age category, 31

subjects responded, resulting in a 19% response rate. Over

one half, or 57.8 %, of the rural public library practitioners

reported being over 50 years of age. A significant percentage

of these, approximately 311), were bIyond 61 years of age.

Sex

Of the 168 subjects responding to the survey, 167 of

them were woman.
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Additional Income

Of those reporting income additional to their library

wages, 108 practitioners indicated income from their spouaesi

occupation, 24 reported another part-time job, three reported

a full-time additional income, and 16 indicated that they

had no income in addition to their library wages. Thirty-eight

rural public library practitioners responded that they had

other sources of income from Social Security benefits, teacher

retirement plans, or other types of retirement benefits.

Salary Reported

Of the 156 subjects responding to the question of current

salary. 32 reported a salary of less than $1,000, 33 reported

between $1,001 and $2,000, 32 reported a salary of between

$2,001 and $3,000, 30 reported a salary of between $3,001

and $5,000, and 29 practitioners reported a library salary

of between $5.001 and $10,000 a year.

Operating Hours Per Week

The rural public library practitioners responding to

the survey indicated a wide variety of operating hours per

week. The mean from all responses was 20.5 hours per week.

The mode, with 17 o: approximately 10% of the population

responding, woa 15 hours per week.

Education

Of those responding to the question of highest attained

edt.cation level, 61 or approximately 36% indicated that

they had had some college. Fifty-five, or approximately

35% reported having a high school degree only. The next

highest ca,egory reported was the bachelor's degree with
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28, or approximately 17% of the responding population.

Two practitioners reported having a Master of Library Science

degree, three reported other master's degrees, while two

respondents reported some type of post graduate education.

Six of the practitioners reported only some high school,

while 5 had had some sort of trade or vocational school

training.

Years Worked in Librarianship

The reported mean of number of years workood in librarianship

was 9.8 years. Years of service reported ranged from less

than one year to 45 years. Eighteen of the practitioners

indicated t/At they had worked for only one year or less.

The two next most reported number of years were three years

of service with 13 responses and 12 years with 12 responses.

Continuing Education Activities Within Past 12 Months

The reported mean of number of continuing education activities

taken within the past 12 months was 1.5. The number of

those who indicated they had participated in within one

to three cont inuing education activities was 54, or approximately

32% of the total respondents. Sixteen indicated that they

had participated in between five and eight continuing education

activities within the past 12 months. nighty-seven, of

521, of the total respondents indicated that they had par-

ticipated in no continuing education within the past 12

months.
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SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS

Interpretation of Needs

Fmsponses to the KLCENAS item inventory

Skill Level scales were tabulated and

deviations were calculated for each item.

of the possible i29 items available on

are displayed in Table 1. The entire

can be found in Appendix B.
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Table 1

Frequencies, Means. and Standard Deviations
for the Highest Selectud Interest Items

INTEREST ITEM FREO X fatt8EsT S.D.

Reading programa (summer) 154 3.63 1.50

Children's services 150 3.48 1.54

Interlibrary loaf (user service) 145 3.30 1.64

Managing the one-person library 133 3.26 1.91

Assessing 6 weeding collections 145 3.16 1.64

Storytelling 145 3.08 1.66

Book repair 149 3.07 1.52

General reference services 146 3.04 1.54

Young adult services 143 3.01 1.61

Cataloging/classifying print materials 142 3.01 1.65

Communicating effectively with others 134 2.98 1.83

Working with trustees and boards 139 2.96 1.76

Selection policy development 135 2.85 1.79

Record keeping and report writing 139 2.83 1.66

Public relations 131 2.77 1.81

Promotion and publicity 129 2.65 1.81

Budgeting and cost control 129 2.64 1.78

Planning 6 evaluating library services 132 2.64 1.74

Book preservation 130 2.58 1.76

Public 6 school library cooperation 120 2.58 1.95
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Analysis of Variance were then calculated between the

eleven highest selected Interest Items and their corresponding

Skill Levels to determine whether there were significant

differences between the interest *wens and the three skill

group means: beginner, intermediate, and advanced. Seven

comparisons were found to be significant beyond the net

alpha level of .05. The following topics were found to

be of more interest to these respondents marking the Advanced

category than those marking the Intermediate or Beginner

categories for the same items Children's Services. Patron

use of 1nterl'brary Loan, Summer Reading Programs, Book

Repair, Working with Trustees and Boards, Communicating

Effectively with Others, and Basic Budgeting Practices.

Interpretation of Attitudes

In analyzing the attitudes of the rural library practitioners

toward continuing education and constraints to participating

in continuing education, all categorical variables were

cross-tabulated w!th the depin.aent varable, KL.CEUAS item

33, "What is your current priority for continuing education?"

Chi-square was chosen as the appropriate analysis. To assure

that tabl.es with various dimensions and sample sizes would

be standardized in tlie analysis, the contingency coefficient

was chosen to modify the chi-square (Norusis, 1983).

Results indicated that a high percentage of subjects

had no specific constraints to participating in contirting

education activities. The majority further indicated that

lack of personal interest was not a dominant constraint,
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and that even though other areas in their personal or profes-

sional work might be more pressing, they did not indicate

that this was a maior consideration when contemplating continuing

education activities.

Of those who had a priority for continuing education,

the majority indicated that they would be more inclined

to participate if the activity were no more than a half-day

in length. preferably held in the morning hours, and no

more than a one-hour drive from their homes. The fall season

was indicated as the most favored time of year for continuing

education for those who had a medium or high priority for

continuing educe t ion, the combination of a demons tra t ion/hands-on

instructional format was preferred.

In examining the types of incentive or reward systems

which might encourage them to participate in continuing

education, the rural public library practitioners indicated

that salary increases, promotional opportunities, and job

competence recognition were favored. Possible outcomes

desired as a result of participating in continuing education

were promotional opportunities and job competence recognition.

A number of the rural library practitioners indicated that

their local institution or library board did not pay for

their travel expenses to attend workshops, but this did

not seem to have a negal.ive effect on their priority for

continuing education.

Several KLCENAS items were correlated using the Pearson

product-moment correlation. These comparisons were made

to determine whether any relationship existed between indicated
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prioritie :or continuing education and the desire for some

+hype of reward system for participatinn in continuing education

activities. As a result, it appears that as the years in

librarianship increase, the desire for any possible outcomes

or incentives for continuing education decreases.

When asked to state a preference for a type of continuing

education recognition system, the rural library practitioner.'

were evenly divided among the choices offered. Of those

with a medium to high priority for continuing education,

the favored recognition systems were for MLS or SA degree

programs, state certification of some sort, and CEU s (Continuing

Education Units) for salary increase.

It was found that those who responded with a mediur to

high priority for continuing education also responded with

either a possible to certain likelihood of pursuing continuing

education ac'ivities in the future. This highly correlated

item indicates that if tl priority for continuing education

is already high, it will quite possibly remain so.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY

On the has of the findings of this study, the following

conclusions were drawn:

I. The survey response rate from the rural public library

practitioners indicated an interest in the type

and content of continuing education programs being

offered. Even though the majc;ity of responses

indicated a desire for basic library-skill education,

interest was expressed in minor terms for more non-

traditional types of education such as automation
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and interpersonal communications. A general conclusion

can be drawn that the rural public library population

is interested in superior quality, relevant, continuing

education opportunities.

2. Overall, Kansas rural public library practitioners

had a medium to high priority for continuing education.

Of those who indicated a low priority for continuing

education, many anticipated retirement or simply

had no interest in furthering their library skills.

Of those who indicated a high priority for continuing

education, the likelihood of pursuing continuing

education in the future was also high. Conclusions

drawn from these results indicated that if continuing

education priorities are currently high, they will

quite possibly remain so in the future. It can

be further concluded that those with a priority

for continuing education could be induced into pursuing

future continuing education activities if those

activities were seen by the participants as relevant

to the immediate job and able to meet immediate

educational/informational needs.

3. The rural library practitioners indicated they had

no specific constraints to participating in continuing

education. A high percentage of the respondents

indicated that even though other areas of their

personal and/or professional work might be more

pressing, they still favored attending continuing

education activities. It is concluded, therefore,
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that because of the efforts made by the Kansas State
Library and the Kansas Regional Library System personnel

to meet the needs of the rural public library practi-

tioners with relevant and productive activities,
the rural librsry practitioners consider the continuing

education they are receiving to be productive and

worthwhile.

4. Even thougn the rural public library practitioners

indicated no specific constraints to participating

in continuing education activities, they did show

a definite preference for added incentives for continuing

education participation. A majority of the respondents

indicated that job competence recognition was favored

as both an incentive and an outcome of continuing

education participation, while salary increases

were favored as an incentive to participation.

The Regional Library 1ystem personnel favored some

kind of financial compensation such as travel/fee

reimbursements, salary increases, or bonuses to

come from the local library boards. A conclusion

drawn from these results is that if local library

boards were made more aware of the kinds of activities

in which their librarians are engaging and were

encouraged to support those activities eith both
f inancial compensat ion and public community recognition,

rural library personnel would take an even greater

interest in continuing education.
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5. Workshops were indicated to be the most favored

type of continuing education activity among the

rural library practitioners. It was found that,

of those favoring the workshop format, the half-day,

morning workshop was most preferred. The majority

of respondents indicated that they would be more

willing to participate in this type of activity

if the workshop were held within a one-hour driving

distance from their homes. The conclusion drawn

from these results is that, due to the size of each

of the seven Kansas Regional Library Systems, multiple

workshops should continue to be given in order to

reach as many of the rural practitioners as easily

and conveniently as possible. Regionalneedsaseessmemits

and on-site visitations should be on-going in order

to maintain an up-to-date record of what is needed

for each individual library and librarian, and attempts

should continue to design and present high quality

continuing education programs.

6. The rural public library practitioners indicated

that some sort of continuing education recognition

system was desired but were divided as to the most

favored type of system. Those with a higher priority

for continuing education were inclined to favor

credits which would accumulate toward a college

degree. An equal number favored credits for salary

increase,whilestillothersfavoredstatecertification

for the non-certified librarian. It is evident
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that some sort of recognition system on the statewide

level is desired by the rural public library practi-

tioners, and 'hat the majority are anxious to be

recognized for their bard work and dedication to

the library field.

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

The results of the study indicate a moderate to high

interest in continuing education among the rural public

library practitioners in Kansas. Because of the ground-work

that has already been laid by the Regional Library Systems,

many of the rural practitioners were already aware of the

existence of an educational structure within the state of

Kansas and have attempted to make use of the opportunities

made available to them.

The results of the Kansas Library Continuirg Education

Needs Assessment Survey indicated support for the prospect

of an organized statewide continuing education effort which

would add credibility to the profession as a whole and well-

deserved recognition for the non-certified rural library

practitioner in particular. The Kansas State Library, aided

in part by the findings of the KLCENAS project, has completed

the development of a statewide, non-credit (CELL), continuing

education program plan, and will begin actual implementation

September 1, 1986. The program is open to all library personnel

within .he state of Kansas and will be administered by the

Kansas State Library.
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Aependix A

KANSAS LIBRARY CONTINUING EDUCATION Nmrrs ASSESSMENT SURVEY

Please answer each question and/or item. If you &re
not familiar with a particular item or term and do not wish
to mark either the Skill or Interest ca limn, please check
the Does Not Apply column to the tar right. Also, please
feel free to make any appropriate comments you wish on the
survey sheets.

DEFINITIONS

Please use the following definitions when completing the
Item Imentory;

Skill Level

Beginner: one who is totally inexperienced or just becymming
familiar with the rudiments or practices of
a particular area.

Intermediate: one who has had some experience in a particular
area, but feels they have much more to
learn to achieve their level of competency.

Advanced: one who has achieved a certain level of competency
in 7. particular area, and is interested in
furthering "r specializing their knowledge
in more depth.

Interest Level

None: one has no personal interest in learning more about
-1 the partFular topic.

Low-medium: one has a minimal interest in learning more
about the toxiCit may not consider it worthwhiYe
as a personal professional endeavor.

Medium: one has sufficient interest in learning more about
the particular topic, and may consider it a possibility
for personal professional development.

Medium-High: one has aignifir.ant interest in learning more
about the particular topic, and would definitely
consider it z. possibility for personal professional
development.

High: one has an outstanding interest in learning more
about the particular topic, and definitely feels
it would aid in their personal professional development.
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KANSAS LIBRARY CONTINUING EDUCA"ION NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY
ITEM INVENTORY

Each question has three response columns: one to indicate
your skill level for the item in question, the second to
indicate your interest level in knowing more about the particular
item, and the third to indicate that you are unfamiliar
with the item or the terminology, therefore, not able to
inditmte either skill or interest level for that item.
Please mark BOTH columns for each item, or the DNA column.
The keys are displayed below:

SKILL LEVEL INTEREST LEVEL DOES NOT APPLY

B=Beginner
ImIntermedia's
A=Advanced

1'none DNA
2=low to medium
3=medium
4=medium to high
5=high

NOTE: Refer to the Definitions sheet if you need
above scales.

further
clarification of any of the

USER SERVICES
SKILL INTEREST DNA

General Reference B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Specialized reference
(area

B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Reference interviews B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Government Information d I a. 1 2 3 4 5

Interlibrary loan B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Storytelling B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Children's Services B I A I 2 3 4 5

Young Adult Services B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Services to:
school faculty/administration B I A 1 2 3 4 5

gifted students B I A 1 2 3 4 5

shut-ins B I A 1 2 3 4 5

institutions
(jails, nurs ig homes, etc)

local/state government

B I

B I

A

A

I

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

ethnic minorities B I A 1 2 4 4 5

business/industry B I A 1 2 3 4 5

researchers and genealogists B I A 1 2 3 4 5

farmers and ranchers B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Blind & physically handicapped B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Rotating books B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Mail-A-Book B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Conducting user surveys B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Teaching library use skills
(age group

B I A 1 2 3 4 5
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SKILL LEVEL INTEREST LEVEL DOES NOT APPLY

BuSeginner limnone DNA
IsnIntermediate 22m1ow to medium
Agandvanced 3.4medium

4=medium to high
5x=high

(USER SKILLS, cont.)
SKILL INTEREST DNA

Reading clinics and adult literacy B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Library clubs/reading clubs B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Reading programs (summer reading) B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Community resource files B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Archives and rare books B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Genealogy services B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Vertical file management B I A 1 2 3 4 5

** Any other items not listed
which would be of interest
to your

TECHNICAL SERVICES

B I A 1 2 3 4 5
B I A 1 2 3 4 5

SKILL INTEREST DNA

Cataloging and classification B I A I 2 3 4 5
(print)

Cataloging and classification B I A 1 2 3 4 5
(audiovisual)

Serials and periodicals B I A 1 2 3 4 5
(processing)

Audiovisual hardware:
selection and evaluation B I A 1 2 3 4 5
storage and retrieval B I A 1 2 3 4 5
maintenance B I A 1 2 3 4 5
equipment operation B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Audiovisual software:
selection and evaluation B I A 1 2 3 4 5
storage and retrieval B I A 1 2 3 4 5
maintenance B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Audiovisual software productions
audio tapes B I A 1 2 3 4 5
slides B I A 1 2 3 4 5
videotapes B I A 1 2 3 4 5
transparencies B I A 1 2 3 4 5
computer programs B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Book preservation B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Book repair B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Organization and use of maps B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Circulation procedures B I A 1 2 3 4 5
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SKILL LEVEL

BirBeginner
IimIntermediate
ArlAdvanced

INTER-MT LEVEL DOES NOT APPLY

limnone
2low to medium
3snmedium
4cmediun to high
50high

(TECHNICAL SERVICES, cont.)

Sources of
pre-printed catalog card services
book reviews
software reviews
" Any other items not listed

which would be of interest
to you:

MANAGEMENT SKILLS

Personnel management
Policy manuals
Collection development
Selection policies
Time management
Library program evaluation
Budgeting and cost control
Management systems

(management by objectives)
Public relations, promotions

and publicity
Contracting for services

(Regional Library Systems)
Architectural planning for libraries
Legislation relating to libraries
Archives, history and the management

of records
Assessing and weeding the library

collection
Planning and evaluation

of library services
Working with trustees and boards
Supervisory skills

(aids and volunteers)
Establishing a Friends of the

Library group
Analyzing community information

needs
Recruiting volunteers
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SKILL INTEREST DNA

B I A 1 2 3 4 5
8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
8 I A 1 2 3 4 5

8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
8 I A 1 2 3 4 5

SKILL TNTEREST DNA

8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
8 I A 1 2 3 4 5

01.

8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
B I A 1 2 3 4 5
8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
B I A 1 2 3 4 5
8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
B I A 1 2 3 4 5

B I A 1 2 3 4 5

8 I A 1 2 3 4 5

B I A 1 2 3 4 5
B I A 1 2 3 4 5
8 I A 1 2 3 4 5

B I A 1 2 3 4 5

B I A 1 2 3 4 5

B I A 1 2 3 4 5
B I A 1 2 3 4 5

8 I A 1 2 3 4 5

B I A 1 2 3 4 5

B I A 1 2 3 4 5



SKILL LEVEL

B=gBeginner
laIntermediate
AwAdvanced

INTEREST LEVEL DOES NOT APPLY

lonone DNA
2ellow to medium
3,niediuss
4'redium to high
5,4sigh

(MANAGEMENT SKILLS, cont.)
SKILL INTEREST DNA

Involving the news media
in library programs

B I A I 2 3 4 5

Training and library staff B1A 1 2 3 4 5
development Mil,11111.

Working effectively with groups B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Record keeping and report writing B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Managing the one-person public

library
B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Operating a combined school/public
library

B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Public and school library
cooperation

B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Administering audiovisual
services

B I A 1 2 3 4 5

Librarians in the political process B 1 A 1 2 3 4 5
Financing library services B 1 A 1 2 3 4 5
Writing grant proposals B I A 1 2 3 4 5 .,11.** Any other items not listed

which would be of interest
to your

B 1 A 1 2 3 4 5
B I A 1 2 3 4 5

AUTOMAT ION /COMPUTERS

Types of automated services B 1 A 1 2 3 4 5
Computers for the library user B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Network technology and design B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Interlibrary loan B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Automation for library administrations

word proceesin9 B 1 A 1 2 3 4 5
data bases B I A I 2 3 4 5
spreadsheets B I A I 2 3 4 5

Selection of management software B 1 A 1 2 3 4 5
Computer retrievals data bases B I A 1 2 3 4 .5" Any other items not listed

which would be of interest
to you:

B I A 1 2 3 4 5
13 I A 1 2 3 4 5
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SKILL LEVEL

PeBeginner
ImIntermediate
AmAdvanced

INTEREST LEVEL DOES NOT APPLY

1=none DNA
20low to medium
3mmedium
ammedium to high
5mhigh

INTERPERSONAL/SELF-DEVELOPMENIT (personal)

SKILL INTEREST

Time management 8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
Stress management B I A 1 Z 3 4 5
Group Oynamics B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Analy,is, evaluation

and decision-making
8 I A 1 2 3 4 5

Leadership skills 8 I A 1 :2 3 4 5
Adult learning styles B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Mental imagery and creativity 8 I A I 2 3 4 5
Questioning and interviewing skills 8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
Managing personnel relationships

effectively
B I A I 2 3 4 5

Communicating effectively with
others

I A 1 2 3 4 5

Speaking before groups 8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
Public Relations B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Teaching and demonstrating skills H I A 1 2 3 4 5
Managing the two - working - couple home 8 I A 1 2 3 4 5
Professional and technical writing B I A 1 2 3 4 5

** Any other items not listed
which dould be of interest
to you:

13 I A 1 2 3 4 5
B I A 1 2 3 4 5

FINANCIAL /BUDGETING

Analyzing budgets 13 I A 1 2 3 4 5

Basic budgeting practice 15 I A 1 2 3 4 5
Accounting and auditing practices B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Applying for grants B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Applying for state or federal

funding
B 1 A 1 2 3 4 5

Gathering statistics B I A 1 2 3 4 5
Software for money management B I A 1 2 3 4 5

** Any other items not lasted
which would be of interest
to you:

B I A 1 2 3 4 5
13 I A 1 2 3 4 5
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KANSAS LIBRARY CONTINUING EDUCATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY
DATASHEET

Please respond to the follow items by .NECKING the number
of the arswer which most ace' 1y appl'es to your

EXAMPLEt Semi If ) h 2( ) Female

I. In which Public Library Region is your library located?

1( ) NEKLS
2( ) SEKLS
3( ) NCKLS
4( ) CKLS

5( ) SCKLS
6( ) MIMS
7( ) SWKLS
8( ) Non-member (County- )

2. What is the type of library in which you work?

It ) Township 6( ) Regional Systems Library
2( ) County 7( ) Regional Public Library
3( ) City 8( ) Academic
4( ) District 9( ) Special
5( ) School

3. What is the estimated size of the community in which
your library is located?

1( ) 1-500
2( ) 501-2500
3( ) 2501-6000
4( ) 6001-15,000

5( ) 15,001-25,000
6( ) 25,001-50.000
7( ) 50,001 and up

4. Within which age group do you fall?

1( ) under 20
2( ) 20-25
3( ) 26-30

4( ) 31-35
5( ) 36-40
6( ) 41-50

5. Sex:

if ) male 2( ) Female

6. What is your current employment status?

if ) Full Time
(40 hours/week)

21 ) Part-time paid
(0 hours worked

7( ) 51-60
8( ) 61 and up

3( ) Pert-time volunteer
(0 hours

4( ) Full tImeV5TUTITeer

7. What, if any, other income do you have?

if ) spouse's occupation 4( ) none
2( ) part-time job 5( ) other
3( ) full-time job
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8. What is your current salary?

1( ) ss that $1,000 6( ) $10,
2( ) $1.001-2,000 7( ) $15,
3( ) $2,001-3,000 at ) $20,
4( ) $3,001-5,000 9( ) $25,
5( ) 55,001- 10,000 10( ) $50.

001 - 15,000
001-20,000
001-25,000
001-50,000
001 and up

9. How many hours is your library open per week?

10. What is your current educational status?
(Please check the highest level you have currently
attained.)

1( ) Ph.D. 6( ) Library Se i trice
2( ) M.L.S. hours (0)
3( ) Other Master's 7( ) Some college

8( ) Trade/Vocational school
4( ) Post etraduate 9( ) High school graduate
5( ) Ba,rhelors degree 10( ) Some high school

11. What is your current employment position?

1( ) Librarian
(all-purpose)

2( ) Administrator
3( ) Departmental

Supervisor
4( ) Circulation
5( ) Technical Services
6( ) Regional System Staff

12. Number of staff positions in your library:

1( ) full-time (0) (40 hours/week, paid and
volunteer)

2( ) part-time (0) (paid and volunteer)

13. Number of years you have worked in librarianship (full
and/or part-time):

7( ) Reference
8( ) Clerical
9( ) Business office support

10( ) Children's Service
11( ) Other

14. How many times have you participated in continuing
education activities in the last 12 months?

15. What is the main source for your current continuing
education? (Check all that apply)

1( ) Local 5( ) Region (multi-state)
2( ) Regional 6( ) National

(in-state) 7( ) none
3( ) State 9( ) other
4( ) Within your institution
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16. What organizations /institutions sponsored the continuing
education experiences that you had ii. the past 12 months?
(Check all that apply)

State Library
Regional Library
System
higher education
local institution/
library

5( ? professional association
6( ) local school district
7( ) business/industry
8( ) other
9( ) none

17. What, if any, are your constraints to participating
in continuing education? (Check all that apply)

personal cost 6( ) lack of appropriate
personnel programs
limitations 7( ) other areas are more
personal interests pressing
time 8( ) none
lack of program
availability information

other

18. Wnat length of time is best for you for continuing
education programs? (Please check only ONE)

1( ) half day 6( ) full day 11( ) none
2( ) Saturday only 7( ) weekends (2-day)
3( ) 3-day 8( ) week-long
4( ) weekly 9( ) semester long
5( ) summer school 10( ) bi-monthly

19. What distance would you travel for continuing education?

1( ) within one hour 3( ) more than three hours
2( ) within three hours 4( ) will not travel

20. What time of the year do you find most convenient for
continuirl education (Check all ',hat apply)

1( ) Spring 3( ) Summer 5( ) none
2( ) Fall 4( ) Winter

21. What time of day do you find most convenient for a
continuing education program? (Check only one)

1( ) mornings 3( ) afternoons 5( ) none
2( ) evenings 4( ) all day

4
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22. From which course formats do you learn the best? (Check
all that apply)

1( ) formal courses 6( ) reading articles
2( ) institutes it ) telenet
3( ) correspondence courses SC ) television courses
4( ) workshops 9( ) programmed instruct ion

5( ) on-the-job training 10( ) other

23. From which instruction format do you learn the best?
(Check all that apply)

it ) lecture 10( ) demonstration
2( ) video-tape II( ) audio-tape
3( ) hands-on 12( ) group discu1 ion
4( ) role-playing 13( ) slide/sound
5( ) lecture/audiovisual 14( ) reading/print
6( ) lecture demonstration 15( ) other
it ) demonstration/hands-on
S( ) lecture/demonstration/hands-on
9( ) role playing/group discussion

24. Does your institution offer any of the following incentives
for completing a continuing education activity? (Check
all that apply)

I( ) salary increase 5( ) System incentive grants
2( ) promotion 6( ) other

opportunities it ) none
3( ) jot competence recognition
4( ) travel/fees reimbursement

25. Does your Regional Library System offer any of
following incentives for completing a continuing education
activity? (Check all that apply)

It ) salary increase 5( ) System incentive grants
2( ) promotion 6( ) other

opportunities it ) none
3( ) job competence recognition
4( ) travel/fees reimbursement

26. Rate each of the following items according to their
individual importance to you as possible outcomes of
participating in continuing education activities.
(1 sm least importance. 5 ms greatest importance)t

(a) salary increase
(b) promotion opportunities
(c) job competence recognition
(d) travel/fees reimbursement
(e) other
(f) none
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27. If the following incentives were available to you on
the pretext of your attending continuing education
activities, how would you rate their individual importance?
(1 a least importance, S e greatest importance)s

(a) sisaary increase
(b) promotion opportunities
(c) job competence recognition
(d) travel /fees reimbursement
(e) other
(f) none

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

28. Does your institution currently have a written continuing
education policy?

it ) Yes 2( ) No 3( ) Don't know

29. Does your Regional Library System currently have a
written continuing education policy?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No 3( ) Don't know

30. Would Continuing Education Units (CEll's) be important
to you if their accumulation would result in some sort
of recognition system?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No 3( ) Don't know

31. if some statewide recognition could be given to continuing
education units to aid in hiring or Job preference
assignment practices, would you be more likely to engage
in continuing education activities?

It ) Yes 2( ) No 3( ) Don't know

32. What type of an overall statewide recognition system
would you suggest? (Please check only ONE)

1( ) credit toward MLS
2( ) credit toward Bachelor's
3( ) state certification
4( )CEU'sforjobadvancement/salaryincrease(in-house)
5( ) certificate of recognition for a specified

number of CEO's
6( ) CEU's for non-credit
7( ) other

33. What is your current priority for continuing education?

1( ) none
2( ) low

3( ) medium 5( ) don't know
4( ) high
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34. What is the likelihood of your pursuing any offered
continuing education opportunities?

l( ) none ) possibly 5( ) don't know
2( ) minimal 4( ) certainly

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS YOU WISH TO MAIM:
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APPENDIX )3

FREQUENCXEL MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
THE KLCENAS ITEM INTEREST INVENTORY

FUG X S.I.

USER SERVICES

General Reference 146 3.04 1.54
Specialized reference 66 1.14 1.66
Reference interviews 72 .97 1.40
Government Information 108 1.71 1.57
Interlibrary loan 145 3.29 1.64
Storytelling 145 3.08 1.66
Children's Services 150 3.48 1.54
Young Adult Services 143 3.01 1.61
Services to:

school faculty/administration 107 1.74 1.64
gifted students 105 1.74 1.68
Shut-ins 136 2.80 1.71
institutions

(jails, nursing homes, etc.)
local/state government

106

102

1.76

1.61

1.65

1.65
ethnic minorities 86 1.13 1.40
business/industry 83 2.20 1.45
researchers and genealogists 124 2.20 1.70
farmers and ranchers 126 2.26 1.66

Blind & physically handicapped 141 2.77 1.56
Rotating books 131 2.88 1.86
Mail-A-Book 101 1.69 1.73
Conducting user surveys 84 1.39 1.60
Teaching library use skills 103 1.79 1.77
Reading clinics and adult litrracy 75 1.23 1.63
Library clubs/reading clubs 93 1.61 1.71
Summer reading programs 154 3.63 1.50
Community resource files 110 2.08 1.76
Archives and rare books 91 1.41 1.66
Genealogy services 117 2.29 1.84
Vertical file management 117 2.19 1.79

TECHNICAL SERVICES

Cataloging and classification (print) 142 3.00 1.65
Cataloging and classification

(audiovisual)
76 1.19 1.59

Serials and periodical (processing) 104 1.76 1.69
Audiovisual hardware:

selection and evaluation 69 .99 1.39
storage and retrieval 65 .92 1.34
maintenance 67 .99 1.42
equipment operation 71 1.12 1.55
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FRED X S.D.

Audiovisual software:
selection and evaluation
storage and retrieval
maintenance

Audiovisual software productions

58
54
54

.87

.79

.80

1.42
1.37
1.39

audio tapes 48 .67 1.26
slides 46 .61 1.19
videotapes 41 .56 1.18
transparencies 45 .56 1.10
computer programs 47 .77 1.47

Book preservation 130 2.58 1.75
Hook repair 147 3.07 1.52
Organization and use of maps 105 1.61 1.55
Circulation procedures 130 2.56 1.75
Sources ofs

pre-printed catalog card services 105 1.72 1.68
book reviews 116 2.23 1.84
software reviews 55 .71 1.29

MANAGEMENT SKILLS

Personnel management 107 1.96 1.87
Policy manuals 123 2.32 1.73
Collection development 129 2.72 1.83
Selection policies 135 2.85 1.79
Time management 115 2.19 1.85
Library program evaluation 122 2.43 1.83
Budgeting and coat control 129 2.64 1.78
Management systems

(management by objectives)
92 1.51 1.67

Public relations, promotions
and publicity

129 2.65 1.81

Contracting for Regional Library services 95 1.76 1.87
Architectural planning for libraries 73 1.05 1.48
Legislation relating to libraries 113 1.98 1.78
Archives, history and management

of records
93 1.52 1.70

Assessing and weeding the library
collection

145 3.16 1.64

Planning and Rvaluation of library
services

132 2.64 1.74

Working with trustees and boards 139 2.96 1.76
Supervisory skills (aides and volunteers) III 2.21 1.90
Establishing a Friends of the Library

group
107 2.08 1.92

Analyzing community information needs 122 2.44 1.85
Recruiting volunteers 114 2.02 1.77
Involving the news media in library

programs
119 2.40 1.84

Training and library staff development 96 1.89 1.93
Working effectively with groups 123 2.51 1.88
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FR= X S.D.

Record keeping and report writing
Managing the one-person public library
Operating a cosbined school/public

libvry
Public and school library cooperation
Administering audiovisual services
Librarians in the political process
Financing library services
Writing grant proposals

139
133
53

120
72
76
112
96

2.83
3.26
.77

2.58
1.15
1.09
2.28
1.67

1.66
1.91
1.43

2.95
1.60
1.50
1.98
1.82

AUTOMATION/COMPUTERS

Types of automated services 46 .64 1.34
Computers for the library user 47 .79 1.47
Network technology and design 38 .53 1.19
Interlibrary loan 69 1.38 1.86
Automation for library administration:

word processing 42 .73 1.49
data bases 38 .64 1.42
spreadsheets 38 .63 1.39

Selection of management software 38 .59 1.34
Computer retrieval: data bases 32 .49 1.21

INTERPERSONAL/SELF-DEVELOPMENT (personal)

Time management 125 2.61 1.86
Stress manarement 120 2.29 1.82
Group dynamics 79 1.38 1.73
Analysis, evaluation and decision-making 114 2.16 1.82
Leadership skills 122 2.49 1.83
Adult learning styles 103 1.91 1.83
Mental imagery and creativity 111 2.19 1.91
Questioning and interviewing skills 99 1.78 1.81
Managing personnel relationships

effectively
110 2.22 1.93

Communicating effectively with others 134 2.98 1.83
Speaking before groups 127 2.51 1.86
Public Rela:ions 131 2.77 1.81
Teaching and demonstrating skills 114 2.16 1.82
Managing ..he two-working-couple home 103 1.86 1.88
Professional and technical writing 79 1.24 1.65

FINANCIAL/BUDGETING

Analyzing budgets 110 2.02 1.77
Basic budgeting practice 125 2.53 1.78
Accounting and auditing practices 100 2.53 1.81
Applying for grants 109 2.16 1.95
Applying for state or federal funding 112 2.31 1.95
Effective purchasing practices 118 2.48 1.88
Gathering statistics 105 1.69 1.69
Software for money mangement 44 .60 . 24
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The
Center
fcr the

Study of Rural
Librarianship

REFERENCE SERVICE IN RURAL
PUBLIC LIBRARIES

At Win A imbrication which details the state of the ad of reference service in rural
Ameriu. This study provide' a total profile of staffing, services and problems epidemic to
Bbntries Reeving co sties of under 25,000. Based on a national sample this report
is arranged nationally, regionally aril by she of service area REFERENCE SERVICE IN
RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES is a solid base of information in a rarely explored but rapidly
eirpantllag mmt of interest.

To purchase a copy of this enlightening new publication send $4.50 (postpaid) to The
Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship, F.futill of Library Science, Clarion State
College, Clarion, Pennsylvania 16214.

Name.

Address

Antolini enclosed.

Please make checks payable to "Special Projeets-CSC-.

r. .lot('



THE CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF

RURAL
LIBRARIANSHIP

presents

A New Publication DEVELOPING A MARKETING
PROGRAM FOR LIBRARIES

The Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship is committed to stimulating the denial:i-
ntent of rural library services. Recognizing the importance of the rise of the marketingmove-
ment in American public libraries, the Center is pleased to make available this guide of
marketing procedures. Developed for librarians who have enthusiasm but, perhaps, limited
experience, the work reviews in a readable, step bi step manner the comrlete sequence of
activities for effective program development. Dr. Grunenwald's work, with its dear examples
applicable to libraries. provides a solid base of information.

Please send copy(s) of Devdoping a Marketing Program for Libraries at $5.00 each.

(postpaid) to

Total enclosed:
(Make checks payable to the Clarion University of Pennsylvania Foundation (CUP)

COLLEGE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
CLARION UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLARION. PA 16214



THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY
OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP

COLLEGE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
CLARION UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLARION, PA 18214

The Mown% Bibliographies are available from the Center al a cost of $1.00 each

"Book/ and Theses Dating to NW. Linines. A Selected Survey"
2 "Reference Libraronship and the Small Library. A Selected Survey"
3 "Rural Library Service"
4 "Books and "Uncles Relating to t oinneuuty Develop/nem and Community Analysis"
3 "School-Pubbc Library Cooperation"

"Public Relations and the Public Library"
7 "Adnuntairation of the Small and Medium Steed Library-
8 "Library Networking and Interlibrary Cooperation"
9 "Books by Mail and Bookmobile Service"

10 "Technical Services..
I I "Fnends of the Library"
12 "Library Trustees.'
13 "Library See eves and Older Americans
14 "Library Volunteers

The COWr also publishes a serannual Journal RURAL LIBRARIES which is available for $3 00/isme
or 9/8.00iyear.

Please send the following material to

Bibbograplues No Is)

1, -Add like to subscribe to RURAL L11112AkItS ___paymem enclosed bill me

Please send the following back issues of RURAL LIBRARIES $300 each

Total enclosed.

Please add my name to your triage* list

(Make checks payable to the Clarion Unix erfy ill4iognsxlvanta (CUP) Foundation))



THE RURAL
BOOKMOBILE
Going Strong
After Eighty Years

The Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship is pleased to make available the proceedinp of the
"The Rural Bookmobile: Going Strong After Eighty Years," held in Columbus, Ohio. on hate 19.21. 195$
under the auspices of the State Library of Ohio. The conference focused on dimensions of bookmobile
service unique to the rural setting and included a diverse range of presentations by authorities on both
tura! America and bookmobiles. In lion to discussions of the current status of rural bookmobile see.
vice with its inherent problems. the proceedings also enumerate several alternatives to conventional
bookmobile service: also included is a special perspective of the bookmobile by a panel of bookmobile
manufacturers. This publication will be a useful resource for everyone with a commitment to rural library
service.
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CHALLENGES OF THE RURAL ENVIRONMENT;
IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Daryl R. Heasley
Associate Professor, Rural Sociology
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

and

Deborah A. Price
Masters Candidate, Rural Sociology
The Pennsylvania State University
Unive:vity Park, Pennsylvania

OVERVIEW

Rural libraries have been a vital and intrinsic element

in rural communities since the inception of the concept

of travelling libraries (rural) by Melvil Dewey, New York,

in the 1890s. Bistw'y supports that nothing he changed

in that regard as we have reviewed the current and historic

literature as basis for the paper. Other states soon followed

this innovative model (Fair. 13) and by 1909, in California,

county library systems produced one of the first unifying

elements in rural areas (Bumble, 3). Lisa De Gruyther's

article on the history and development of rural public libraries

provided us with an excellent overview of this aspect of

rural libraries up through 1976 (80, 513-323). Moreover,

the seminal work of Charles V. Galpin, a significant founding

father of the rural sociology discipline--our discipline--on

the influence of social forces upon farm life, was made

possible because of the support provided by the librarian

of Belleville, New York. The librarian provided roadway
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maps of the area, selected socio-demographic information

about the families of the area, and information about the

various social agencies operating in the vicinity (Humble,

1). We still turn to libraries for similar and expanded

sources of information for such studies.

PURPOSE

Early librarians had to ask "What is the purpose of a

rural library?" (Humble, 51). They found that rural people

were essentially interested in libraries as sources of amusement

and information (Fair, 59). We are prompted to ask "How

or have these early purposes changed ?" Your predecessors

had to determine their clientele. Who are the rural people?

What are their strengths, their limitations? (Fair, 61-77).

Once the socio-demographic characteristics of this population

are determined, "How does one select appropriate materials?"

(Humble, 61-69). How does a rural library capitalize on

its strengths while obtaining materials to help overcome

its weaknesses? (Fair, 79-105). How does one promote a

rural library in such manner as to gain additional support

from "friends of the library" while providing detractors

with answers that turn them into supporter? Then, as now,

libraries had both types of persons among their clienteles.

Currently, a petition started by Cumberland County property

owners has asked that voters in November, 1987, have the

chance to repeal the levy to assess monies for the libraries

won in Hay, 1987. If successful, library officials say

it would be disastrous for the county's seven member libraries.

8
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The libraries have asked for court intervention t4 set aside

the taxpayers' petition and keep the issue off the ballot

on a legal technicality (Centre Daily Times, September).

The outcome has been determined, but we have not heard the

results. Contrariwise, Rockland, Massachusetts, voters

Overrode the state's tax top imposed by Proposition 2 1/2

and added $1 million to double the spa.;e of the 1903 Carnegie

Library Building (Library Journal. 21).

What campaigns and strategies are appropriate for rural

libraries? (Fair, 106-137). Obviously, campaigns and strategies

for any purpose must be formulated against an appropriate

backdrop. Ours is a rural backdrop. Let us begin examining

the challenges of the rural environment by first looking

at some selected socio-demographic characteristics of the

rural population.

RURAL PEOPLE

Nationally--What Happened To the Movement of People

A significant event called "the population turnaround"

occurred in the late 1960s. It became most evident and

measurable in 1972. For the first time in more than 160

years, the population growth rate was higher in rural than

in urban areas, despite a decline in the national birth

rate (Beale). The reasons for that phenomenon are still

being debated by demographers. The population turnaround

in the 1960s did result in a rural population growth of

4.4 percent. Between 1970 and 1980, this growth rate had

climbed to 15.4 percent, with a rural population increase

of 8.4 million (Office of Rural Development).

9
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This growth, however, was not uniform across the United

States. Four factors seem to have influenced this unevenness

most. These were the growth of the extractive industries,

expansion of the resort industries, the relocation of persons

of retirement age, and/or the location of a four-year college

or university.

If these were the trends during the 60s and early 70s,

What are the current trends? Richter reports that nonmetro

growth has slowed considerably while metro growth increased:

thus, ending the urban to rural population turnaround.

He further notes, however, that amenities and recreational

..:haracteristics of nonmetro counties contrived to attract

migrants. He asserts that preferences for rural areas remain

as an important reason for moving. Murdock at al and Lichter

et al indicate that noneconomic factors have become increasingly

important mediators of age-specific migration and that nonmetro

population growth during the 1970s is largely in rural,

not urban areas. Furthermore, the USDA/ERS Study, Rural

Economic Dcielopment in the 198081 Preparing for the Future

stated "Rural population trends during the 1980s have returned

to the generalized declines of the 1950e and 1960s. Almost

half of all nonmetro counties (1,160) lost popu.ation during

1983-85. During 1985-86, rural areas experienced a net

out - migration of 632,000 people."

Nationally- -What Happened to the Composition of People

Population change in size and geographic distribution

is but one aspect for consideration by persons providing

10



services to rural areas. Another significant aspect is

the nature and structure of this population. Today, one

in every four Americans (or 57 million people) lives in

monsuftropolitan areas (Office of Rural Development). Twenty-

eight percent of the American population 18 years of ego

and under lives in rural areas (Stern) as does one-third

(11 million) of the nation's total elderly (Herbert Es Wilkin-

son). Rural persons continue to lag behind urban persons

in years of formal education. High dropout rates are higher

in rural areas. Finally, out-migration was heavy for high

school graduates and for persons with four or more years

of college in nonmetro areas.

Pennsylvania's Population

The overall population number remained relatively the

same for the 1970-80 decade at about 11.900,000 persons

for Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania has the largest rural population

in the nation (about 3,600,000). In addition, it has a

continually aging population. Those 65 years of age and

older increased by 2.1 percent between 1970 and 1980 (Census

Update, 1). Of particular impact to rural libraries is

the fact that Pennsylvania ranks fourth nationally in illiterticy

rates according to the State Secretary of Education, Thomas

Gilholl (The Daily Collegian, 6). While speaking at Penn

State he stated, *Literacy in Pennsylvania is far from what

it should be and programs throughout the state and [Penn

State) University are being inplemented to help this problems

11
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(Ibid). He should add and at Clarion University of Pennsyl-

vania. According to the 1980 Census, 61 percent of the

population is 25 years of age and over. more than two and

a hill million Pennsylvania residents (35 percent vs. 58

percent for the nation) 25 and over have not completed high

school and of that population, 52 percent (1,331,659) have

completed 8 years or less of formal education (Department

of Education). Furthermore, the istitute for the Study

of Adult Literacy, Penn State University, estimates that

about one-third of the population in Pennsylvania is functionally

illiterate (Askov). Vavrek (1980) reports that nearly one

and a quarter million rural residents in Pennsylvania were

served by fledgling or substandard libraries or were unnerved

by any library. Approximately another 93,000 were served

by libraries with service populations under 5,000 (565).

Certainly, these factors highlight the absolutely critical

role of rural libraries in trying to reconcile the need

for rural education with the level of current services.

WHAT HAS HAPPEN.0 TO RURAL COMMUNITIES?

Nationally

While growth and economic vitality were the dominant

rural themes in the 1970s, structural change and economic

dislocation have become the overriding rural issues in the

1980a. A "rural areas shift" from heavy dependence on natural

resource based industries to more reliance on manufacturing

and service industries (many are low-wage, low-skill Jobe)

left areas open to rapid shifts in production technology

12
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and reduced their competitive position nationally. Moreover,

in many rural communities, the problems caused by adverse

economic conditions are not new phenomena. Growth of non-

agricultural lobs never caught up with the increase in the

number of individuals displaced from agriculture or mining

in the post-war era. Even before the economic crisis of

the 1980s, poverty, unemployment, substandard housing and

unsanitary living conditions had become a way of life far

many rural residents. The USDA/ERS study entitled, "Rural

Economic Development in the 1980s: Preparing for the Future"

found that since 1979 the number of urban jobs was increased

by 13 percent vs 4 percent in rural areas High rural un-

employment is concentrated in, among other areas, the mining

and energy counties of Appalachia.

By comparison with urban residents, the gap in average

per capita income narrowed slightly in 1965#3, but it widened

during 1979-1984.

A greater number of people falling below the poverty

line live in rural areas than in the United States as a

whole (14 percent vs. 11 percent) and more are "the working

poor." In 1985, the rural poverty rate was 18.3 percent

vs 12.7 percent for metro areas. The metro rate has fallen

since the last recession, while the nonmetro rate has not

(USDA/ES). Furthermore, statistics gathered in 1979 placed

21 percent of all nonmetropolitan individuals over the age

of 65 below the poverty level. Only 13 percent of metropolitan

residents in that age group suffered a similar fate.
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The urbanrural gap pervades all aspects of a rural resident's

life. Across America, researchers have found higher infant

and maternal mortality rates in rural areas. In addition,

39 percent of all substandard housing can be found in these

parts of the country, which contain only 34 percent of the

nation's population. Rural elderly occupy a disproportionate

share of the nation's substandard housing. Ten percent

of all nommetro counties (242) are categorized by the federal

government as persistent poverty counties (Lawrence, 3).

Furthermore, public service demands do not remain static

once programs are established. Evolutionary changes in

national and regional economies, coupled with recent economic

shocks to select industries, pose many new service challenges

to governments. Three of those service challenges with

the greatest potential impact on communities will relate

to education, health care, and social services.

In a speech last year, Iowa State University Professor

Neil Earl said 'Rural education in this country is entering

an era of enormous opportunity in terms of educational needs

of individuals, both youth and adult.' He predicted that

"one of the most significant shifts in the demand for education

in rural areas over the next five years* would be to adult

education. We have pointed out earlier that Pennsylvania's

population lags the nation in years of formal education

and in median age--a very significant consideration for

rural libraries. Hall concluded that rural educators face

'a task of herculean proportions; reconciling unprecendented

demands for educational services and carrying out programs

14
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in en environment of diminished local capacity to support

established levels of educational service" (Lawrence, 7).

Pennsylvania Challenges

If one looks at the patterns of community growth and

decline during the 1970-80 decade, the western half and

the "hard coal" areas of the state had a decline of the

productive age cohorts (18-64 years of age) and an increase

in the 65 years of age and over cohorts. This was due to

declines in labor needs in heavy and energy industries.

In growth communities, demands for community services and

facilities, including library services, are unable to keep

pace with the consumer demands. Conversely, in growth deficit

communities, the challenge is the maintenance of the established

intrafrastructure in light of declining revenue sources.

Even in population growth-stable communities, consumer demands

are ever-changing in these regards in the direction of Amore,

not less, services and facilities. How do the rural libraries

meet these challenges from the rural environment? Let us

begin with a general overview of rural-urban differences

in library resources and services, add some "cases" from

across the country and from Pennsylvania, and end with a

series of questions and examples for implications for rural

libraries in light of the rural environment-generated challenges.

WHITHER THE LIBRARY IN RURAL COMMUNITIES',

Appropriately for the overview, we turn to a long-time

friend and colleague from this institutionDr. Bernard
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Vavrek. Vavrek (1983) states;

By whatever definition, the rural library has led
a closeted existence. Sixty-five percent of all public
libraries in the United States serve populations of
10,000 or fewer people (266).

Moreover, a recent study of public libraries in Illinois

indicated that rural libraries tend to have significantly

fewer books, loans, and expenditures. On a per capita basis,

however, they differed significantly from nonrural libraries

only in operating expenditures. For 306 rural libraries,

the mean operating expenditure per capita was $9.88, the

median, $8.86; for BO nonrural libraries, the figures were

$30.24 and $14.53 respectively (American Libraries, 323).

Vavrek (1983) continues that beyond geograOical isolation,

the major problem lies in the lack of academically prepared

librarians. In his sample, about 50 percent held baccalaureate

or masters degrees in library science. Rural libraries

average three full -time worker equivalents. Volunteers

comprise about 25 percent of this service force (267).

It is doubtful whether any other institution in our society

depends upon the untrained person as much as the rural public

library (286). In addition to the limitations set fourth

by Vavrek, Buckland and Hindle outlined several probleris

in library decision making. These are; (1) Director does

not have lateral decision making privileges, but must involve

others in the process such as paid and volunteer staffs,

advisory boards, local governments, and others in policy

and operational decisions; (2) logically ensuing from this

process, most decisions favor the users rather than the

16
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staff because of the differential proportions of "groups"

involved in the process; and (3) decisions are made for

a number of heterogeneous groups with conflicting interests

which further compound the problems of a rural library.

Moreover, all decisions stem from two quite difference concepts.

To wits quality (how good is the service?) and value (how

much good does it do?) (45). The "staffers" might be expected

to concentrate on the first concept while the clientele

concentrate on the latter concept or both concepts.

Despite all of the handicaps, adversities, and limitiatione,

rural libraries Eare3 in the spotlight according to Myren

(Library Journal, 20). He headlines, "A mushrooming concern

for rural library services mirrors swift and sweeping economic

change," (Mid). A part of this "concern" was generated

by the 1982 "Joint Congressional Hearing on the Changing

Information Needs of Rural America; The Role of Libraries

and Information Technology." Let us turn to some case examples

which help illustrate the concern for rural library services

vis-a-vis today's resources vs. needs.

SOME CURRENT EXAMPLES OF RURAL LIBRARIES MEETING THE NEED

If rural information needs are so great. what is being

done to meet those needs? National, state, and local programs,

While not documented as great in number, certainly are attempting

to meet the rural information demand. The following is

a summary of some selected programs, new and old. which

are helping supply information to rural titizens.

17
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National

On the national level, the Cooperative Extension Service

and National Agricultural Library have recently joined forces

to form the national USDA Rural Information Center (RIC).

RIC is designed to combine the resources of the largest

agricultural library in the free world with the subject

matter expertise of Extension's educational network which

crosses the nation.

The primary goal of RIC is to provide information to

local government officials who research, develop. support,

and implement rural development programs. Local officials

should be able to access RIC through a computer telephone

network linking county and state extension offices with

RIC's headquarters at the National Agricultural Library

in Beltsville, Maryland National full-scale operation

is scheduled for January, 1988.

RIC provider information in four main areas of rural

revitalizationt economics, services, leadership, and the

natural resources base in relation to quality of life.

RIC offers four different services to local governments.

RIC provides information and referral providing a hard copy

of information from one of several databases. Then, if

cited publications are needed, they can be obtained through

interlibrary loan from regional or local libraries. Subject

matter consultation is available from extension. An annotated

bibliography series is being published and a monitoring

and analysis service to track and describe future trends

in rural areas will be available (RIC, 1987).

10
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Inter-State

In the western states of Colorado, Utah, Montana, and

Wooing, a project called "The Intermountain Community Learning

and Information Services Project" (ICLIS) is being implemented

with support from the Western Rural Development Center and

the W. K. Kellogg Foundation. This project began in 1979

by assessing rural informational and educational needs in

the intermountain states. This study found that of the

rural residents surveyed: nearly one-third of them had to

leave their hometown to get needed information (in the West

this is often equated to a three-hour drive.). In addition,

more than 65 percent of the respondents participated in

some organised educational program during the past year

(which also means considerable travel) (Joint Congressional

Hearing, 13).

As a result of this assessment, the ICLIS project began

developing services in relation to the following mission

statements

To deliver educational and informational services
to rural residents through application of telecom-
munications and information technologies in the rural
public library" (1987 ICLIS Annual Report).

This project is striving to provide new information resources

and improve education and training opportunities for rural

residents.

State

In New York, the New York State Legislative Commission

on Rural Resources has established a rural information library
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and a newsletter entitled Rural Futures. If you are not

on the mailing list and want to be, you may want to contact

the editor. In addition, one of nine action strategies

outlined by the commission for improving human services

and community life calls for the development of three areas

of interest to rural libraries. They are:

1. Become a clearinghouse for information, research,

and technical assistance to rural local governments

including the development of inter - municipal cooperative

arrangements.

2. Provide comprehensive information for rural areas

on existing public and private rural development

programs.

3. Provide a competitive grants program to explore

tl*le concept of interactive instructional networking

through distance learning (Lawrence).

In Pennsylvania, the Center for Rural Pennsylvania has

plans to provide competitive grants for study in areas of

rural development. The grants are for studies on rural

people and communities, community services, educational

outreach, and rural values and social change. These represent

possible study areas for people with interests in rural

libraries. Pere as in the state system of higher educational

and land grant 1niversity system are eligible for these

grants. Representative Wright from this legislative district

was the prime sponsor of this iegislv,ion and the first

board meeting called by him is scheduled for November 19,

20
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1,17,inBarrieburg. Informationemmerningproposalguidelines

kill be forthcoming shortly thereafter.

Regional

The South Central Minnesota Interlibrary Eschew:. (SMILE)

serves a nine-county area in Minnesota. The function of

SMILE is to link the region's school, special, public, and

academic libraries with the broader information and library

sphere. In addition, SMILE works to develop local libraries,

identify andshare resources, and improve professional competence

of the area's rural library staff.

The SMILE system serves over 120 public, academic, school

and special libraries. These libraries have access to inter-

library loan and a regional reference service. According

to Barbara Sheldon Monie, Coordinator of SMILE, "The rural

resident has the needed resources of the region, state,

and often the nation at his or her fingertips within a few

days of the request."

In addition to providing information to rural residents,

SMILE provides a professional forum (and exchange of information)

through a monthly newsletter and discussion group. Technological

advances in providing information are manageable because

of the spirit of camaraderie shown by the people working

in the member libraries who work to make them part of a

larger whole - -SMILE (Joint Congressional Hearing, 28-31).



Local

Jason Hardman of Elsinore, Utah, took matters into his

own hands in his community. When only ten years old, Jason

started his own library in a unused room in the basement

of a building serving as a town hall. He got his library

started with some old books from the Elsinore Literacy Club

and donations of old books from community members. Even

a neighboring city library donated their duplicate books,

and within two months Jason had collected 4,000 books.

He was the only librarian, and he kept the library open

from 4 to 6 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Testifying at the Joint Congressional Hearing on the

Changing Information Needs of Rural America, Jason reviewed

his assessment of this snail rural town's library needs.

He stated, HI was not alone in needing a library. Other

people besides me needed information or recreational reading

or help in preparing school assignments. Everyone seemed

to want information about many subjects, it was just not

available in Elsinore" (Joint Congressional Hearing, 10-12).

Vavrek testified at the Joint Congressional Hearings

and was called in to consult with the National Ag Library

(RIC) initiative. He is a recognised expert on rural libraries. 3

Illiteracy Programs

With the increased naitonal focus on illiteracy rates

nationwide, a brief mention of two types of illiteracy programs

is appropriate here.
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Regional libraries are typically the recipients of literacy

grants in Kentucky, but recently a Development District

was awarded $15,000 to start a volunteer tutoring program.

The district undertook this initiative because it "sees

the literacy problem as critical to business and industrial

development" (News and Notes. 1).

Prisoner-run literacy programs are becoming popular since

Camp Hill State Prison near Harrisburg set up the first

program in 1981. Sirce then, Ohio, Maryland, Virginia,

and Louisiana have started programs, and Indiana and Wisconein

are considering such programs.

A guide book is being written by the inmates on Huntingdon

State Prison's Literacy Council. This guidebook will contain

information on organizational dynamics, selection and training

of tutors, student-tutor relationships, maintaining tutor

interest, selecting supplementary materials and teaching

survival skills.

It is estimated that between 40 and 60 percent of the

nation's inmates have problems reading. Studies show that

inmates W10 receive educational training are less likely

to become repeat offenders. The innate-run programs help

the tutors along with the students, according to prison

educations (Centre Daily Times, September).

WHERE TO FROM HERE?

It seems to us that rural librarians should take full

advantage of the current concern over illiteracy, poverty,

the growing gap between urban and rural areas in employment
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opportunities. provision of community facilities and services,

the increase in growth in rural elderly populations, lack

of rural leadership. and when possible, voter attitudes

favorable to expansion of library services rural areas

to mention a few. We have no magic solutions for accomplishing

this onerous task, but some of your colleagues do.

Ruckland and Hindle (57-58) suggests (1) decentralization

of main libraries through bookmobiles (Center for the Study

of Rural Librarianship), satellite uplinks/downlinks dishes

(De John), and rural schools (Hortin, Kurtz, and Hause);

and (2) Automation of existing systems to facilitate the

first suggestion. They caetion, however, that while automation

of the service system will reduce searching costs for materials,

it will increase queuinn or sequencing costs for locating

and delivering these materials. Decisions will have to

be made as to the *mix" of automation.

Welch (80) suggests the need to establish universal def-

initions for rural and rural library services. Once defined

guidelines or standards for rural library services need

to be developed, adopted, and used. Current minimal guidelines

are inadequate to assure quality services (599-617).

We suggest continuous strategies aimed at ma?..ing all

clientele aware of, interested in, supportive of. and users

of the existing services and wanting and willing to pay

for additional and appropriate services.

More specifically, we suggest that you look at your own

commanities and determine what challenges the rural environment

present to you. What has happened to your population -- increased,
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decreased, remained stable? What are the prospects for

such a scenario to continue or to change? What has happened

to the location of the population--remained in relatively

the same location or moved within your community service

area? Has the population age profile changed or remained

the same? If changed, how?

The Bradford County, Pennsylvania, library system undertock

a needs assessment in order to address these questions as

the basis for a long-range planning effort in order to try

and make the services as user-friendly as possible. In

Aaronsburg, Pennsylvania, an area of increasing age cohorts,

the community library is located in the sanctuary of a former

church and a museum of local history, including pictures

and artifacts, is located in the basement of the same building

in order to take advante of the legacy of a truly historic

borough. Since this is an area of local qnilters, the library

walls and ceilings also are adorned with their products

In order to reflect the flavor of the area. Volunteers

help staff the library and elusively staff the museum.

We think this is an appropriate way to link the past and

present with the future.

It the age profile has increased dramatically with the

senior citizen cohort, then perhaps instead of another book-

mobile, a van to take citizens from a different geographic

location each day to the "library" is in order. Older persons,

especially when younger family members move elsewhere for

economic reasons, need a social support system. Where better

to help foster such a support ay7tem than at the local library?
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While they are there, why not use them as foster grandparents

for school children? A spin-off on this idea was initiated

in Boalsburg. Pennsylvania, by a retired elementary school

teacher and other interested persons. They developed and

produced a History of Boalsburg. Second and third graders

in the local elementary school are taken on a field trip

to relive the history of the community. How many rural

communities are rich in history, but no one is saving it?

The community library in Hamburg, Pennsylvania (a 1903 Carnegie

potel) has let the local history lapse since the nation's

bicentennial in 1976. What a wonderful way to update it

using long-time residents. As volunteers they feel useful,

respected, and have a pool of friends. Their labors can

help the library function within budget.

We are sure you can think of all kinds of ways in which

rural libraries can meet the challenges of rural environ-

ments- -from people challenges to community challenges.

In fact, we would argue that the future of rural libraries,

and the critical role for them in rural communities are

limited only by the lack of creativity, vision, and leadership

abilities in people like you and us. Conversely, the large

amounts of these attributes available at this conference

will provide a continuing and solid base for library service

in the present, and for the future, as it has done in the

past. God speed you on this essential and enormous task.
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THE LIBRARY'S COLLECTION AND THE RURAL COMMUNITY:
SOME POSSIBILITIES

Carol LeClair
Northland Library Cooperative
Alpena, Michigan

Being "brand new" to the profession of librarianship.

as a graduate student in a library science program, I have

found myself approaching this topic more as a patron than

as a librarian. The majority of my experience has, often

times, been as a confused or uninformed student or citizen,

wandering the aisles of various public libraries, in search

of answers, entertainment, diversion, ideas, excitement,

direction, or just some peace and quiet and a place to read

and think. Underlying my wanderings was always the unexpressed

feeling that this place, housing all these books, must hold

the secrets to a happy, fulfilled, exciting life--if I could

just discover the secret code to break into its secrets!

Now as a hopeful librarian, I find myself anxious to provide

the services and programs I had hoped to find as a patron,

over my years of library wandering. I began the research

for this paper with several questions and purposes in mind:

what kinds of services can a library offer to adults to

help unlock the mysteries of books; how does a librarian

discover a patron's unexpressed needs and desires; how is

a connection made between the patron's needs and the library's

possibilities; is the situation of the rural public library

different than that of other public libraries?
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Through my research, I have 'met" many wonderful librar-

ians--people I shall probably never meet personally--but

I have been introduced to their ideas and thoughts through

their writings. As someone coming "late" to the field of

librarianship. I as grateful that these people took the

time to share their ideas, in writing, with the profession,

so that their insights are still available to searchers

such as myself. I have discovered that many programs and

services have come and gone in the libraries of this country,

over the past 136 years.1 It is gratifying to know that

these experiences have not been lost to librarians for the

years ahead. I only hope that my sharing of some of their

writings, in this paper, will do their thoughts and ideas

justice, and demonstrate the respect I have found for the

profession I am preparing to enter.

In searching tt,rough the literature of librarianship.

one discussion comes up again and again: who do we serve?

Is the primary job of the librarian in a public library

to serve those citizens who enter our facility and request

help, or do we have some responsibility to go beyond the

library's doors and advertise our services, promote our

possibilities, question citizens as to their needs, and

then design programming to assist them? In writing this

paper, I have chosen to take the latter stand. Having listened

to all the arguments of this many-sided debate, I have concluded,

as my personal philosophy of librarianship, that a public

library is just thatpublic. it is a tax-supported institution

within a particular community setting, and has the mandate
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to try to serve all of its citizens, by actively reaching

out to the community and presenting its wares. Therefore,

the programming and services ,Iiscussed in this paper, will

concern patron and nonpatron-- including those people who

cannot enter the library due to disability, lack of trans-

portation, personal fears, institutionalization, or incar-

ceration.

Considering the possibilities for programming and services,

the librarian can not merely charge ahead and "program.*

Instead, the constraints of money, time and qualified people

meet be considered. Especially in the rural library setting,

limited resources meat be balanced skillfully to achieve

effective adult services.

But, I believe there are two other aspects to consider,

over and above effective use of library resources. And,

unless these are considered and dealt with carefully and

effectively, and degree of programming will be unsuccessfuleven

with access to unlimited ibrary resources.

The library must find out what the citizens want, (and

cannot get within this community, at this time,) in the

nature of services and programming. And the citizens must

find out what the library can offer to them. You cannot

ask for something you do not know is possible; you cannot

program without consideration of needs--well, you can, but

then you complain because "nobody came."

Many librarians have been doing research into the specific

needs of rural communities and how to use community analysis

to determine these specific needs. Information Needs Assessment
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of Rural Grou for Libra Pr ram Develo t, by Daniel

Barron and Charles Curran, 2 is an excellent, step-by-step

community analysis program designed specifically for the

rural library. It is simple enough in its approach for

the small library to tackle, yet the results of the analysis

will get at the heart of this particular community's assets

and needs. Mr. Curran and Mr. Barron states

It is very possible that we do not know enough about
the individuals and groups in our service communities;
especially the nonusers, those individuals who never
present their needs to the existing library system's
circulation or reference desks, telephone, or bookmobile.
In order for us to provide for the information and
other library needs of people, we must first know
what those needs are. Perhaps we have relied too
heavily upon an osmotic form of needs assessment in
all our library communities; having lived in a town
for a number of years and being active socially, we
tend to believe that we just know what the community
needs are.

Librarians must develop close and empathetic rela-
tionships with the community....We must, however,
add to that another dimension, one that will help
us assess effectively the expressed needs of people
in our community as well as provide for those needs
which may not be as easily nr clearly articulated.
From this assessment, we can develop program alternatives
and select those which are most cost-effective and,
at the same tine, those which can add most significantly
to the quality of life for those who live in our com-
munity. The subsequent evaluations may also provide,
for ourselves, our service community, and our governing
bodies, evidence which shows our real and potential
effect as a human service institution. The taxpayer
and the tax allocator both require more effective
communications from us to understand what we are trying
to accomplish and that which we could accomplish given
the appropriate level of funding. Effective needs
assessment is one way that t) I may be done.J

Not all rural communities have le sere characteristics.

Studies point to nationwide trends, such as remoteness from

social services and agencies, inadequate educational facilities,

a higher number of people over 65, and so forth. But each
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community hoe specific assets, a specific population, and

specific needs. It is vital for the librarian to do an

analysis of this community to know best how to serve these

citizens effectivc,ly. In any community, the library should

never find itself Asplicating the efforts of other qualified

groups or agencies. This is especially true in the rural

community setting, where resources are more limited and

One characteristic of the rural setting that is mentioned

frequently in various studies, and is basically true of

all small communities, is the "personalness" of the community.

Being smaller in size and complexity. people know each other.

They talk to each other on the street, in the stores, at

meetings.

Geographic remoteness means a different way of obtaining
information. In rural areas, oral communication from
neighbors tends to be the primary source of information,
due not only to a shortage of organized information
services. but also to a lack of knowledge of their
existence and belief in their use. Isolation causes
alienation and suspicion, a mistrust, of informatim.
obtained from the "outside world." Rural peoples
tend to be ear-oriented.... They also tend to be
person-oriented rather than thingoriented, which calls
for individualization and personalization of materials
delivery. Even if information is available, it will
not be used unless it is presented in a way that takes
into account these characteristics.4

As librarians, we must go outside the library building

and talk to the citizens. They need to know who we are,

what the library is about, what resources it has available

for this community, what services and programs it can offer

to improve this commun'ty's quality of life--this citizen's

quality of life. The librarian should also talk to the
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other service providers within the community to discover

what they are doing currently, how the library can help

them, and how they can help the library. As was mentioned

earlier, duplication of efforts is not needed in a small

community with limited resources.

The person-to-person approach is the most effective means

of advertising library programs. Once the citizens know

What the possibilities are and the librarian knows what

the needs are, effective planning can begin for adult services

in this community. Citizens should be invited to serve

in an advisory capacity, during actual program planning,

as they will know best what delivery of service will be

accepted by their community. These citizens will also be

the most effective means of promoting the services to the

community. And it will be important to obtain their evaluation

of the success or failure of the individual program, with

recommendations for continued services.

Librarians Rose Vainstein and Margaret Mann have proposed

the following adapted diagram of quality public relations:

Determining Public Needs Courteous, Stimulation and
(Community Analysis) + Effective + Informing the

Services Consminity (Publicity)

Organizational Committment to Service
(Based on each Library's Goals, Objective and Priorities)5

I would like to suggest that the model prior to this

end result, for establishing quality adult services (courteous,

effective services) would be:
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Determining Public Needs Informing the Community
(Community Analysis) + Communit: of + Involvement

Library Possi- in Planning/
bilities Evaluation
(Person-to-Person)

Organizational Committment to Service
(Based on the Library's Goals, Objectives and Priorities)

Effective evaluation of programming and services can

serve as an effective means of continuing community analysis.

A need has been discerned, a program has been designed and

presented to address this need; what happened? Did the

program actually fit the need? Was the need misunderstood?

Has a "new" need surfaced as a result of this program?

Careful evaluation of what happened in and through this

program, by the library staff, the program presentors, and

the community representatives who participated in the needs

assessment and planning, can lead to the next step, the

next program.

Evaluation based purely on the number of participants

attending is faulty for many reasons. I would like to suggest

the following factors for consideration in the evaluation

process;

(1) Was this program offered to meet a researched, perceived

need, for this community?

(2) Did the library do sufficient outreach and public

relations to advertise and explain this program-- person-

to- person?
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(3) Was the material presented with full recognition

and respect for the adult learner and his/her particular

approaches to learning ?6

(4) Was the environment and tine frame humane?

(5) Did the presentor relate well to the participants?

(6) If only a small number attended, why? Lack of public

relations, bad date or time. not a real need in

the community, format not comfortable to citizen.

too long, too involved, too demanding? Lack of

numbers should be seen as a sign of problems with

planning, not a conclusion of failure.

Having considered the community analysis process and

the rural community setting, what programs and services

can the local public library offer to its citizens as pos-

sibilities? A search of the library literature soon discloses

the answer to this question to be as bottomless and possi-

bility-full as Strega Nona's pasta poti7 Therefore, for

the purposes of this paper, I should like to limit our con-

siderations to the area of reading' what programs and services

can the library offer its citizens in this use of its collection

and the development and enrichment of reading.8

Most citizens see the library as a building where books

are kept, where they can go to read. But, while this basic

aspect of libraries may be common knowledge in a community,

there may be such that the library professionals consider

to be common knowledge, that is, in fact not known by the

community. Some basic concerns and questions citizens may

have include' how to get a library card, what requirements
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there are for entering this institutional building that

looks like an extension of the formal schooling of their

past, what the hours are, what questions will be asked of

them when they enter that door, how to find a book they

would like, what kinds of books this building has, will

their needs seem silly or not "educated' enough to the library

professionals they have to "go through" to gain access to

the collection. We say that everybody knows you can get

best sellers and current magazin.3s at the local library--but

does every -ally realize this? Do most citizens even

know that rary buys paperback books now? Beyond

this, do the. 'bout talking books, books on records

or cassettes, la:, t books, low reading level materials?

Do they know that there is a service available called inter-

library loan? Do they know how this service works and what

it can do for them, personally? Do they know that their

privacy is protected within this building, that their requests

will be respected and not belittled or discussed with others?

The basic business that the library is about is lending

books. To do this effectively, I think the library professionals

must go outside of the library walls and "re-introduce"

this library's business to this community, in a nonthreatening

manner. As librarians we need to break down any barriers

that may exist between the local citizens and the library

building and the services available within its walls. The

natural place to begin is to explain what we have in our

collection and what we can get, if our citizens want it--either
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through direct purchase or inter-library loan, and how we

can deliver these materials to our citizensin the library

service to the homebound or institutionalized or remotely- located

citizens. When people begin to see that we care so much

about our collection that we'll even bring it to them, that

we'll come to their meetings and local gathering places

to promote what we have and invite them to come and see

us regularly, then the fears of making that first trip behind

those imposing doors may be overcome.

Dr. Phyllis Smith, a professor of education, made the

following observations in an education class designed to

promote reading at the secondary levels

A book is your opportunity to talk personally to this
author.

Why don't people read? Maybe because nothing has
ever turned them on about books.

We need to be able to respond to a book--to talk back
to the author - -to argue with him or her.

Books become our friends--I remember what I was doing
when I read it, where I was, who I was.

I must be a reader if I want to encourage others to
read. It will be my own enthusiasm with reading that
will reach others. We must encourage people to become
thinking readers. To encourage them to search out
isiiii-raisas on a topic--don't stick with one book,
one set of ideas. Emphasize that there are always
more than one idea on a subject. And remember that
it isn't how many book you get through, but what
books get through to you.7

I have been amazed and disappointed that in no library

science class, concerned with adult library services, has

the la of reading been discussed. When speaking of library

services for adults, all we talk about are information storage

and retrieval, reference questions and answers, selection
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policy, etc. But no one has ever shared the possibilities

and joys of all those books lining library walls. No one

has talked about how we, as librarians, can share those

beautiful resources with our citizens, in an enthusiastic

any.

All of the stunA.4s today of the illiteracy problems in

our society have brought out some interesting facts about

the basic 1.teracy of our society. A new word has been

coined: alittracy--for those people who can read but choose

not to read. Research with the elderly in literacy programs

has found: "...that elderly who learned to read in literacy

programs rarely read for pleasure because they have not

been presented with reading as an integral part of their

life at enjoyment."10

This study pointed to basic problems with our society's

attitude toward reading. It was brought out that, as a

whole, we do not place value on reading in our society.

Many parents become uneasy with the child who reads too

much. Rather, we emphasize play, spurts, and group activities.

A person who prefers to spend time alone with a book is

viewed as having some social maladjustment, in all age groups.

And television viewing is more accepted, in all age groups,

than is reading. Even literacy programs aim only for functional

literacy

They typically emphasize the sastery of basic survival,
functional, and job related skills. Rare'y do they
move the participant to the joys of reading the many
great works of literature available, or lead the par-
ticipant to read even current works which might stimulate
thought and discussion."
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Or pure enjoyment? If the library's core purpose is

books, shouldn't we, as library professionals, be about

drawing people to the joy of reading? And how can we do

this?

Joni Bodart suggests an excellent method for sharing

our enthusiasm about reading and books with our citizens:

Booktalking.

What is a booktalk? In the broadest terms, it's what
you say to convince someone to read a book. It's
what I was doing as far back as grade school and as
recently as yesterday when someone said, "Joni, you've
read a lot, tell me a good book to read." It's sharing
your enjoyment of a book with other people and convincing
them that they will enjoy the book, too. A booktalk
is not a book review or a book report or a book analysis.
It does not judge the book's merits; it assumes the
book is good and goes on from there. As a dramatic
art, booktalkinghas something in common with storytelling,
although in content it more nearly resembles an unfinished
murder mystery--it doesn't say "who dunnit," but it
makes you want to find out. A good booktalk reaches
out to the listeners and involves them so they become
not merely listeners but participants. It makes them
care enough about the people in the book to want to
read it and see what happens after the end of the
talk.

A good booktalk is enticina. It is a come-on. It
is entertaining. And it is fun, for both the listener
and the booktalker. However, a booktalk should not
be better than the book it's about. Overselling a
book merely means that your credibility will ce reduced
for future booktalks. If the first three chapters
are slow and the rest of it is great, say so. Don't
let your audience think it's gritet from page one--they
may not make it to Chapter Fourt"

Booktalking is commonly encouraged for adolescent audiences,

but what about adult audiences? Wouldn't thib be a very

professional and entertaining way to share our enthusiasm

about reading at a local meeting with adults? Brief and

to the point--the point being that their library ;,as these

interesting books just waiting for them. A bibliography
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of similar books could be handed out, cw pasted in the front

of the books. Books similar to the ones booktalked could

be brought to the presentation and checked out on the spot.

Just maybe the enthusiasm of the librarian and her/his desire

to surmount the stumbling blocks of hours and in-library

service will encourage some people to get in touch with

the library again. This technique would also work in nursing

homes, hospitals and the local county jail or detention

center. A deposit collection could be left there for these

potential patrons to use until the next visit. Maybe these

efforts would open up the world of books and recreational

reading to people who have lost touch with it.

The next step beyond the booktalk is reader guidance--a

service common to the early 1900's but little used or encouraged

today. Basically this involves being available to answer

patron's questions about *What can I sad ?" It includes

knowing authors and their works, being able to identify

the subjects and genres of various books, and helping a

person to find books that will be interesting to them.

Tears ago the readers advisor could be asked to work up

a reading plan for a patron with a particular interest in

a particular area. The patron and the librarian would discuss

what the patron was looking for, what they wanted to achieve

in their reading and the librarian would use his!her knowledge

and background with books and suggest selections to read,

over a period of time. Why couldn't the local librarian

offer to provide this service today, in the rural community?
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In this era of growing computerization and deperson-
alization of so many types of public service, the
librarian's cosmittment to providing each individual
with the materials and assistance especially suited
to that person's need or interest reflects a mode
to of service increasingly rare. It is this aspect
of library service, if adequately known and exploited
by the community, which say provide the impetus for
continuedlocalfinancialsupportinaperiodofdecreasing
revenues and escalating coats of all community services. IJ
Eleanor T. Smith feels that adult reader guidance should

be the most vital area of library service today, both inside

and outside the library.

Taking manned exhibits to community meetings is a
golden opportunity nearly always to meet and talk
with people who have never been inside the 14brary
in their lives. ...once people discover that librarians
are human beings, they have no hesitancey in going
into a library and asking for guidance.L4

She encourages informal but good presentations to adult

groups, with the librarian being available before and after

to talk with people socially.

... to achieve success (at reader guidance) librarians
must be convinced that it is an imporant library
service, they have to prepare themselves through reading
and training for it, and they must make aggressive
attempts to revive it. I feel that library directors
and other supervisors have a responsibility to make
sure that their staff read continuously and purposely
and that this can be accomplished both by example
and directive.'5

Regular meetings are planned for staff to share what

they have read, thereby bringing all the staff up-to-date

on some of the library's holdings. This method could work

well even in the rural library with perhaps only one professional

staff person working with paraprofessionals and volunteers.

By sharing what each is discovering and enjoying in their

reading, the reading resources of all the staff are increased.
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Maybe a monthly dinner or luncheon meetine: would be a good

place to informally discuss their "findings."

Mother enjoyable means of encouraging reading for pleasure

is storytelling. While primarily used with children. many

people are bycoming aware of tile value and need for storytelling

to adults, today. IndecL., it is a custom we have *lost"

as our society has grown more fact-paced and video-oriented.

Michael Burnham has been developing a successful storytelling

program with the elderly in the Cincinatti area.

He believes that the listener shapes reality far more
than the teller, and that one of the most important
tasks of the storyteller is to leave the listener
room to shape that reality.

Visualizing--a process of reconstructing the story
in scenes or "movies" in the mind--allows the storyteller
to step aside and illustrate the tale as it flows
past. Burnham hirts that visualizing may even ahve
a physiologilal 1 cation. To demonstrate the truth
of his theory, he asks his students to visualize the
White House. Th having been done, he says, "Now
tell me, how many :olumns are on the front of it?"

The first task usually makes students relax, tilt
their heads back a bit, and try to "see" the White
House. When directly questioned about details such
as the columns. Burnham states that people usually
pull forward, sometimes bringing their hands to their
chins or foreheads in the thinking stance captured
by Rodin years ago. This "I'm thinking" pose signals
an interruption in the communication fYgwing between
the storyteller and his or her listeners.10

Mr. Burnham has developed a rapport with the elderly

he visits regularly in the senior centers and nursing homes.

They have come to trust each other and many of the seniors

now share some of their cwn stories with the storyteller--de-

veloping an oral tradition of their history.

Storytelling, using books, is another valid means of

Sharing the joy of reading. Many remotely-located or homebound
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citizens could be reached by radio, with a weekly hour program

of reading favorite books. "New" resources of books on

cassettes and records should be introduced and explained

to the citizens,

Who thought they

to poor eyesight.

The traditional story-hour and the proven values of lap

reading to children can and should extend beyond the children.

The joys of storytelling and oral reading further extend

the joys of the written word and books to adults.

A program that goes beyond the oral presentation to reach

people's memories, is an exciting concept developed by two

library science students, called Bi-Folkal Productions,

Inc.

This program combines the hearing

with the seeing, touching, smelling,

things, to help the listener become

the reading. Their primary audience

as well as large print books for people

could not read to themselves anymore, due

of the written word

tasting of everyday

further involved in

was also the elderly

in nursing homes, but this type of program would be exciting

to any age group. An example of one of their programs,

called "Remembering Halloween," followsz

(They) presented a slide show of autumn scenes from
the area, and read fall poetrl. They dramatized the
tale "Thing At the Foot of the Bed," and then donned
sheets and rubber masks to conjure up memories of
childhood raids on dank October nights. McIntosh
applesauce was served no mrticipants could share
a taste associated with fall."

At the conclusion of their presentation, the "audience"

shared their own memories of past Halloween experiences.

Other programs have included "Rememb?ring County Fairs,"
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"Remembering Train Rides," Remembering 1924.° "Remembering

School Days," `Remembering the Depression," "Remembering

Farm Days.' "Remembering Fall," "Remembering Automobiles."

'Remembering Birthdays." "Remembering Summertime," and "Re-

membering the Some Front (W.W. II)." The participants,

visualizing the readings and experiencing the sensual images,

open up their in pasts and feelings.

Reminiscence is not an unhealthy preoccupation with
the past but is 'recognized as a natural healing or
adaptive process necessary for life review in which
unresolved conflicts and events of the past can be
re-examined andwagked through to some kind of conclusion
for each roam:m.1u

Reminiscence not only something the elderly do. it

is a valuable growth process at any age. Programs of this

nature, for adolescents and adults--maybe parents and their

teenagers--using themes applicable to their own life history,

would be excellent ways fox promoting personal sharing about

personal experiences of individual history and lire events.

Use of these techniques would be an excellent catalyst for

reacting to bookstalking back to the authoraharingpersor"1

insights and rememberancee.

Another method of "...bringing about effective encounters

between people and books...."19 is bibliotherapys "...using

the discussion of literature to stimulate the ability to

deal with life more readily or find ways to accept the un-

changeable."'"

There are Iiiany levels of bibliotherapy, from indepth

clinical programs involving the librarian with a psychologist

or therapist and the clients, to the librarian and a group
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of citizens who just want to explore their world through

books. The following four goals have been enumerated for

successful bibliotherapy programming

(1) To enrich and stimulate thP group members' reactions

ti' what lies about us in daily life;

(2) To help the individual participant gain new insights

into self;

(3) To heighten people's perceptions of their relationships

to the people around them;

(4) To enhance the individual's insights into the world

about him or her, awakening people to the reality

of the particular life situatiz,n and helping the

individual deal with what cannot be changed.21

Books have much to say to the reader. It is felt that

"...the book itself, and the reader's isolated reaction

to the written material, does not utilize the full potential

of either the literature or the patron."22

The Great Books Discussion groups of the 1960's and 1970's

were a form of bibliotherapys a group examination of what

this author is saying to us today about our life, about

our world. in 1980, a project was funded through the National

Endowment for the Humanities for several rural Vermont libraries.

This program encouraged citizens to read five books
chosen specifically to address a particular theme.
This particular project was not modeled on the Chicago
Great Books idea. It did n-c- encourage people to
read Plato or Dante or Shakess.eare. The books chosen
were modern novels written by prominent authors. several
of whom were from Vermont. How did the program work?
The librarians in these towns remarked to their patrons,
"We are going to read these books. Would you like
to join us?" The grant bought paperback editions
to give away. This program was loosely based on the
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RIF (Reading is Fundamental) program. Scholars from
nearby academic institutions in both New Hampshire
and Versant, met together and planned ways of presenting
this program in a curriculum mode. They went to rural
arean to hold discussion groups. These discussion
stoups were not very successful to begin with. At
first only four or five people came to the discussions.
After they discovered that the discussions concentrated
on literary themes, more people began to attend.
Attendance rose to 40 or 45. In one instance, an
entire town of 150 pimple attended the book disCussion
at the local library.4.1

Anotner successful project sponsored in Vermont involved
1 study of genre literature. Patrons read westerns
and learned to distinguish between good books and
rediocre books. They learned to judge books by evaluatino
the strength of the plot. They found that good books
did not just deal with tales of white horses and black
costumed moboys, Out that they communicated the values
of American life."

There are many possibilities for sharing the worlds found

in books. I believe it is important for the local library

to let its citizens know the opportunities for programming

that can be availAble through their library--to let its

citizens know about the books it houses. Especially within

the rural community, where opportunities for cultural activities

and adult enrichment are limited, programs that widen the

world of the reader could be welcomed. Programming does

not have to be elaborate costly--just people coming together

to share common interests and search for answers to common

questions; people coming together to talk personally to

the author, to argue with him/her, to get turned on by books.

As part of our community analysis, special groups within

our service area, and their special needs, would be discovered.

I would like to share some ideas for serving the reading

needs of three of these groups that would probably be present

in most communities, rural or otherwise: the adult who
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aging (and active. or homebound, or institutionalised),

the adult who is incarcerated in a local jail, and the adult

who is illiterate.

Perhaps the most important aspect of library servica

to all three of these groups would be the library's attitude

toward them and its committment to serving them. I think

it can be dangerous and shortsighted to make blanket statements

as to the needs of people in these three groups. As citizens.

these people are entitled to the same levels of library

service as any other citizen. And they are entitled to

be served as individuals with individual needs.

One asset the elderly and the incarcerated have to their

*benefit" is times time to read and think and reflect'.

Without access to the library's collection and programming

much of this time can turn to boredom and lonliness. It

is important that the library professicnals approach these

citizens with respect and a knowledge of their basic problems,

and a real knowledge of what services the library can offer

to them. For the aging this could include large print books,

books on records or cassettes, deposit collections, special

delivery of materials.

Because our society takes a negative view of aging,
the aged are often placed in positions of diminished
power irrespective of their actual abilities. The
world around then is changing rapidly, and the ideals
and values they have held throughout their lives are
challenged and changed. It is difficult enough for
those of us who are younger to adjust to change.
It is even more difficult when the physical effects
of aging and loss of family members and friends through
death have weakened the individual's psychological
support system. It is little wonder that depression
is a common problem among the aged. Depression in
the aged is recognized as a quite normal response
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to drastic changes in the individual's life, and there
is evidence that neither intelligence nor memory are
diminished by the aging process to the extent that
is commonly assumed. The aged need to know that they
can still make contributions to societyand society
as well needs this knowledge. To the extent that
the aged have learned to adapt to the changes in their
lives, they have much to teach those of us who are
still learning. They can and shoukk be information
gi.ers as well as information seekers.45

An interview with Dolores Hignite, a gerontological social

worker and activities director at a nursing home in a rural

Michigan town, enforces the fact that people are people

and their needs are basically simple and straight forward.

Mrs. Hignite shared that her residents would enjoy programming

that involved puppet shows or storytelling of interesting

stories, t..aving a book read to them during a visit, having

a deposit collection neared to their individual reading

interests, that was clearly labeled by subject, containing

large print books, and that who changed regularly (monthly).

She further suggested the possibility of having book reading

clubs, with the librarian bringing good books in the areas

of interest tG each clubs mystery, westerns, romance, sports.

Regular meetings could be scheduled, with a discussion of

What each member is reading. These club members would enjoy

presenting their ideas to other residents and to family

members, Why I like to read these types of books. When

I began reading these books. My favor ite book is ...because....

Mrs. Hignite further explained that since 1972 all nursing

homes in the United States must employ an activities director.

This person would be the best contact person for the local

librarian and would enjoy knowing that the local library
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was interested in the needs of their residents. Most activities

directors would appreciate having the librarian "train"

them in storytelling and book discussion skills, so that

the directon could continue programs regularly on their

own, with the re a i dents .26

The greatest constraint to truly outstanding library
service and programs for older Americans is not lack
of external materials but the lack of an internal
positiv understanding of and attitude toward older
people.2/

The above quote could be restated in relation to the

incarcerated adult, as well. The humanities collection

in the local public library is very important to a Person

trying to resolve her/his relationship with society. And

recent court decisions have mandated that these collections

and services bu made readily available to people in county

jails.28 In the rural community, the needs of the local

jails must be considered as part of service to its citizens.

Certainly a deposit collection and special methods of material's

delivery will have to be considered. At the very least,

the library should also advise the inmates of the programming

and services it offers to its citizens sad alt ow the incarcerated

citizen the opportunity to become involved.

A good example of the needs found in the local county

jail can be shown in a recent program in Clarion county.

The sheriff of the local county jail contacted the Education

Department of Clarion University and asked if any students

would be willing to meet with his prisoners and help them

with their reading needs. A queetic -'re was prepared

and given to e6i.r. inmate, to determine spec.fic needs to
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match with student abilities. Overwhelmingly, the inmates

wanted access to books, to ideas, to society. Sad that

the sheriff never considered contacting the local library;

sadder still that the local library did not consider contacting

the sheriff and inmates.29

As one librarian has noted: '...those in penal institutions

are twice disadvantaged: they are alienated from society

and from the education, recreational, and health facilities

of society."" And yet we expect these people to magically

rejoin society one day as effective citizens.

Moving on to the third special needs group, it is pretty

obvious what the adult who is illiterate needs in the way

of programming- -and it is also obvious that the public library

is the last place they would look for this help. If you

cannot read, why go to a building full of books? A building

that looks suspiciously like the school building you had

so much difficulty with years ago? But as more is learned

about how people learn to read, the obvious is becomins

obscure. Literacy is finally being seen as a process, not

a destination. As Goethe commented years ago: "People

do not know how long it takes to learn to read. I have

been at it all my life and I cannot yet say I have reached

the goal."

Beyond the role a local library may choose to play in

adult literacy education, the library has a basic role to

address in introducing the adult with reading problems to

the world .f books and literature. Where else is this person

ever going to discover the true joy of reading? Basic literacy
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classes are teaching students finctional literacy: how

to get a driver's license, how to fill out a form, how to

read the TV guide, how to write down directions or a phone

number. The library needs to seek out these beginning adult

readers and invite them in, help to make them feel comfortable

and welcome within the library's walls, and show them the

wonderful collection available to them as citizens. Special

materials should be available to them in the form of a good

high interest/low reading level collection. But they should

also be invited to participate in programming to become

familiar with literature. After all, we are all still learning

to read and all of the booktalking programs, the book discussion

programs, the storytelling programs have been about our

continued growth in literacy. Perhaps, if these "beginning

readers" realized that in many ways we are all beginning

readers, they would be able to let go of some of their very

real fears at being 'put down' by the adult community at

large, and would want to join us as we all pursue literacy.

How literate is literate? And if one attains that
blessed state, what can one expect to change in one's
life? The myths are pervasive and dangerous. They
limit our capacity to see all the possibilities and
tempt us to generalize. For these reasons we must
resist them, even at the expense of clever formulas
and prescriptions. Literacy seems to be less a destination
than a process. It is a way of seeing and thinking
supported by skills and affected by the learning and
social experiences and the self-esteem of one seeking
to attain it. J1

...most adult literacy programs and instructional
materials and practices ignore the fact that facility,
power, and range in reading and writing ability do
not spring like Athena from Zeus's head. Most adult
literacy programs and materials are based on the as-
sumption, either explicitly or implicitly stated,
that literacy can develop in a relatively short period
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of time. Literacy acquieiXion is a gradual, long-term
developmental process....J4

Having considered a wide variety of programming possibilities,

bow do we reach the citizens with these programs? Remoteness

and vast traveling distances being a giv..n in rural areas,

the first possibility that comes to mind is the librarian

traveling to meet the citizens, instead of the citizens

coming to the library. Programming can be offered in facilities

that are convenient to a large group of people, and programs

may have to be given in several locations to reach a wide

number of people. Etfective community analysis would help

the library discover where people and needs are centered.

Including local people in planning will also help in deciding

upon effective delivery systems.

Making the collection more accessible to a wider number

of citizens may mean changing library hours to fit better

with local work and free-time schedules. It will certainly

mean the consideration and use of deposit collections around

the service area, bookmobiles and books-by-mail possibilities.

In the rural community there may be no local movie theater,

no stage theater, no art museum, no historical museum, no

college or university. Citizens' contact with the world

may be limited to newspapers and magazines, and the limited

radio and television reception. Contact with ideas, art,

and the humanities may be limited to whatever the local

educational system or churches or civic organization can

offer through programming. And here sits the library, with

itscollectionofbooks. What can - -what should - -this institution
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do within this community? It can choose to hold fast to

the status quo--to house the collection and be reactive

in its servic* to patrons. Only those people who walk through

its doors and ask for specific items will be served.

I would like to suggest, from the vantage point of the

ideas and thoughts, dreams and programs of dedicated librarians,

past and present, that the library's role within the rural

community can and should be active and outgoing. It can

be alive with possibilities, making its collection and the

talents of its staff available to all the community's citizens.

But, first and foremost, it must take these possibilities

to the people, person-to-person, people-to-people, and introduce

what the library is all about. As Thomas Phelps of the

National Endowment for the Humanities states

Librarians hold "pride of place' as an institution
of the humanities. They house our books, records,
and thoughts. How can these materials be accessed?
As librarians, you should be concerned with facilitating
access to these materials. Our mission is to encourage
reading, discussion, and interpretation of humanistic
themes.

Your patrons want to participate in these programs,
but often they just don't know how to become involved.
Rural Libraries should be one of the primary access
points because they represent the only network in
America that is constant. They are the only facilities
in most small towns that offer the this type of cultural
activity. They provide more than just everyday infor-
mation. They provid thought-provoking information
and that is important.J3
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CONE LILTING TO kURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES:
A SURVEY OF SATE LIBRARY AGENCIES

Leah N. Griffith
Director
Cornelius Public Library
Cornelius. Oregon

"The state library agency shall make provision for consul-

tants sufficient in number and ability to stimulate all li-

braries to develop their full potential. "1 This broad statement

is one of the standards for state library agencies (SLAB) as

developed by the American Library Association (ALA). While

these standards charge SLAs to make provisions for consul-

tants, they do not dictate how this service is to be provided.

This allows SLAs much leeway in organizing their consultant

staffs. Further, the literature on the subject is limited

and does not provide information on how consultants work with

various sizes and types of libraries.

The Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship was particu-

larly interested in the relationship between SLA consultants

and rural public libraries. Based upon personal knowledge,

the Center was aware of one SLA with a consultant who specialized

in rural library development. In searc%ing the literature it

could not be ascertained if this was a unique position or one

of many throughout the nation. This study was developed to

determine if SLAs had "rural spetiailate and to explore the

relationship between the existence of a rural specialist and

other SLA consultant activity. In addition, during the

course of the study, general information on the activities of

SLA consultants would also be gathered.
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HISTORY OF CONSULTANT ACTIVITY

In 1926, a study by the ALA Committee on Library Extension

recommended that SLAG take the lead in library development.2

This was followed in 1937 with the first function of a SLA

listed as the development of statewide public libraryservice"2

by the ALA Library Extension Board. But not vntil the passage

of the 1956 federal Library Services Act (LSA) did development

and consultant functions become a major component of SLA activity.

LSA authorized appropriations of up to $7.5 million annually

to be used for the establishment or the improvement of public

'ibraries in communities of 10,000 population or less. The

8 .4 were to administer the funds in a planned manner to be

utilized for personnel, materials, communications, travel,

and equipment. While LSA did not provide funds for the

construction of library buildings, funds could be used for

the rental of space.4 This legislation had a profound effect

on the SLAB. Development offices were established or eriarged

and consultants were hired. Because LSA mandated that funds

had to be used in communities of under 10,000 population,

consultant work was concentrated on the small/rural public

library. This orientation was altered in 1964, however, when

the first Library Services and Construction Act (LBCA) was

signed into law by Congress.

LSCA differed from LSA in that population restrictions

were removed and funds for construction were allowed. BIAS

had to expand the scope of their development and consulting

activities to include the large city libraries and move away



from "...the exclusive concentration on rural problem* which

had caaraeterimed many of them..."

FAST RESEARCH ON THE ROLE OF THE SLR CONSULTANT

In 1965, Marie Ann Long. of the Library Research

Center, University of Illinois, published the pioneer study

on the activities and education of state library consultants,

The State Library Consultant at Work. One of the conclusions

of this study was that "...consultants are doing, not con-

sulting."6 The study revealed that consultants were actually

cataloging, weeding, and selecting books for the local library,

and in fact, weeding was the kind of help coniultants most

often provided.? The results of this study appear to reflect

the role of SLA development offices prior to the passage of

LSCA, when the concentratioi was on the small library and the

SLA consultant provided professional expertise to these

libraries, many with untrained staffs. Long's study recommended

that SLAB should alter the emphasis of the consultant's work

to advising and teaching, rather than actually doing.8

In 1967 a conference on the role of the SLA development

consultant was held as a follow-up to Long's study. Partici-

pants urged that SLA consultants place an emphasis on "coordi-

nation, planning, and cooperation among all libraries...°8

The role of the SLA consultant was all= discussed in relation

to the increasing number of regional and system consultants.

There has been little research conducted about the SLA

consultant today. In an examination of the literature, the
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consultant's role now appears to be one of an advisor, planner,

coordinator of cooperative efforts, and a facilitator.I0

THIS STUDY

This project was initiated to determine if SLAs had consul-

tants who specialized in rural public library development and

if so, how that activity relates to other SLA development

functions. A survey to be sent to the 50 SLA development

offices was lesigned. It was sent by name to the director of

the development office, based on data in the American Library

Directory. 11 If development personnel could not be determined

from the listing, the survey was addressed to the "Library

Development Director." A two part survey instrument was

developed. Part I was a four page, '8 question form to be

completed by the development office director. These questions

were of a general nature and concerned the activity of all

library consultants on the SLA staff, and general data on the

development office. Part II of the survey was to be completed

by a staff member who specialized in consulting to rural

public libraries, if someone was designated as such. This

section concentrated on the activities of the rural specialist.

The survey was mailed March 13, 1987 with a requested

reply date of April 10, 1987. A follow-up letter was sent

April 3, 1987. Twenty-three surveys were returned by April

10, 1987, with an additional 16 being returned by May 5,

1987.

Five broad inquires formed the basis for the individual

survey questions:
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1. ARE TOM eta CONGUINBSTS WHO SPECIAL= ni aeons=
TO RUM. PUBLIC LIBRARIES?

2. DO TES ammirms OF TERSE RURAL SPECIALISTS UMW
FRONTBEACTIVITIES WTI= aserwmincosumunwr STAFF?

3. lig TEM A CORRELATION BEM= THSScum OP A MAL
SPECIALIST AN4 SUN= OP RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES
IN A SIMS?

4. IS THERRACORRIGATICS BETIO= TEE sue OP A RURAL
SPECIALIST AND A HIGHER PERCENTAGE OF USICA FOS=
ORARTSOLTO RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES?

S. IS TWIN A CORRELATION RIMER TER SIMMS OF A RURAL
SPECIALIST AND A STATE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION GROUP FOR
RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES?

SURVEY =SUMS AND CONCLUSIONS

Each of the five broad inquires will be discussed individ-

ually, with general results and conclusions following.

Complete results of the survey are contained in Appendices I

and II.

I. ARA TRIMS SL111 CONSULTANTS WHO SPECIALIZE IN CONSULTING TO
RURAL PUBLIC LIHEARIBS?

Eighteen percent (7) of the SLAB responding indicated that

a member of the staff specialized in consulting to rural

public liararies. In only three instances, however, is this

specialisation recognized by a jcb title a: job description.

The number of consultants varied from one FTE in each of four

SLAB, 2.5 FTE in one SLA and three FTE in one. Those Mks

that provided information on when the pnsition of rural

specialist was created. indicated it was a fairly recent

development. Two of the positions were created in the mid

1970's, while two others had been created since 1985.
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Eleven of the respondents added regiments indicating that

consulting to individual public libraries was now a function

of regional systems or districts rather than the SLA and

consequently SLA consultants dealt more with these systems

than with individual public libraries. Some SLAB indicated

these intermediate agencies were a part of the SLA organisa-

tion. while others indicated they were in4ependent of the

SLA. The existence of these middle level consultants would

have an impact on the need for a rural specialist at the

SLA.

2. DO TEE ACTIVivIES TERSE RURAL SPECIALISTS DIFFER nom
TOE ACTIVITIES OP TEE OVERALL CCUSUITAET STAPP?

Rural specialists and general consultants tg!, similar

methods to consult with public libraries. Both use the tele-

phone and correspondence as their most frequent method of

consulting. Pied visits to libraries are also a frequent

occurrence for nth groups, though only 57% (4) of the rural

specialists indicated they did this "frequently". while 63%

(24) of the general consultants indicated this was "frcquent-

ly" a method of consulting. Working with those who actually

visit the state library agency was predominantly indicated as

an 'occasional" occurrence, although 43% (3) of the rural

specialists indicated this was a "seldom" event compared to

213 (S) of the general consultants. (See Table 1)
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Table 2
How often staff consult with public libraries by the

following methods

fidgiUMNLYIREDIMitirMairffina

Allconsultants/Ituralspecialists

1. Consulting .,y
telephone 36/7 2/0 0/0 0/0

2. Consulting by
Correspondence 27/6 10/1 0/0 0/0

3. Consulting with those
who visit the state library
agency 6/0 24/4 9/3 0/0

4. Consulting in the field
(visits to libraries) 24/4 14/, 0/0 0/0

When asked how often they performed various activities.

rural specialists and general consultants matched ir frequen-

cy in 9 of the 16 activities listed (see Table 2). The two

areas with the biggest differences were, consulting on LSCA

projects and advising on automation. Seventy-six percent

(29) of the general consultants indicated that LSCA consul-

ting was a "frequent' activity compared to only 29% (2) of

the rural specialists. Even combining the "frequent" and

"occasional" responses did not significantly change the level

of activity, as it increased the general consultants to 92*

(35) but the rural specialists only to 71% (5).

Advising on automation projects was the other area with

the greatest difference in level of activity. It was cited by

63% (24) of the general consultants as a "frequent" activity

while only 29% (2) of the rural specialists indicated that

this type of consulting was done "frequently".
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Rural specialists were also developing and presenting

continuing education programs less often than their general-

ist counterparts. Rural specialists however, were advising

on the formation of new libraries, technical services, meeting

with local governing authorities, and developing printed

aids, more than general consultants.

An area that illustrates the change in the role of all SLA

consultants since 1965 is that of actually weeding or selecting

materials for individual libraries. The majority of both the

generalists and rural specialists indicated that these activities

were never performed. This reveals a complete turnaround

from Long's 1965 study when weeding was found to be the

predominant activity of an SLA consultant.
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TAD10
Frequency of Activities

of al'. Consultants and Rural Specialists

All Consultants
FREQUENTLY Advising on legal

issues
Advising on buildings
Advising on cooperative

network development
Advising on collection
development

Consulting on LSCA
projects

Advising on automation
projects

Developing/presenting
continuing education
programs

FREQUENTLY/
OCCASION-
ALLY Advising on personnel

issues
Advising on reference

services
Advising on the forma-

tion of new libraries

OCCASION-
ALLY Advising on Public

Relations activities
Meeting with local
vwerning agencies

Deveoping printed aids

OCCASICNALLY/
MOON Advising on technical

services

Rural Specialists
Advising on legal

issues
Advising on buildings
Advising on cooperative

network developesnt
Advising on collection

development
Advisingon the formation

of new libraries

Advising on personnel
issues

Advising on reference
services

Advising on technical
services

Meeting with local
governing agencies

Developing printed aids
Developing/presenting

continuing education
programs

Advising on Public
Relations activities

Advising on automation
projects

Consulting on LSCA
projects

Actually weeding Actually weeding
individual library individual library
collections collections

Actually selecting Actually selecting
materials for individual materials for indi-
libraries vidual libraries
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S. IS TAU A COS CATION BMX= TOE EXISTENCE OW A RONAL
UMMILAUST IAD TEE NEMER OP MEAL PUMIC LIBRARIES IN Amum
Looking at Table 3, one can see there is very little

difference in the number of libraries in the various sized

communities, between those SLAs with a rural specialis and

those without such specialists. In fact, looking at the mean

,ercentage, those SLAG without a rural specialist actually

have more libraries in areas under 25,000 (84%) than those

with a rural specialist (80%). However, the mean is rather

misleading in "hie case as five of the seven SLAB with rural

specialists indicated that 90% or more of their libraries

were in areas of under 25,000 population. The other two SLAs

indicated that 41% and 84% of their Libraries were in areas

of under 25,000.

Table 3
Number of Libraries in Each State

Population over 100,000
25,000 to 99,999
10,000 to 24,999

2,500 to 9,999
under 2,500

Welber of Libraries
Mean Permutes, Mean Percentage
of all responses of those with

rural specialist
41 31

12% 171
17% 241
30% 33%
378 23%

4. IS THERE A CORBEL/WIGS BETWEEN THE EXISTENCE OF A RURAL
SPECIALIST AND A HIGBEE PARC:BUZAU OP L9CI FUNDS GIANTED TO
RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES?

SLAs without rural specialists use significantly more

of their LSCA funds for individual public library programs

(401) than those with rt.r.:1 specialists (21%). (see Table 4)
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Becuuse only four SLAB with rural specialists indicated

how much of their LSCA money went to libraries in communities

of less than 25.000, no definite conclusions can be made.

However. those four did indicate that, 41% of the funds went

to these smaller libraries compared wit* 24% for all the

respondents.

Table 4
how LSCA Funds Were Distributed in 1986

r calAll SLAB
responding

For Individual Public Library

SLAs with
specialists

programs 40% 21%
Used for State Wide Programs ;5% 46%
Support of the State Library

agency 9% 51
Support of the State Library* 141 22%
Other 2% 2%

?otr.l 100% 96% * *

*Many SLAs combined these two
items. The combined results
are; 22% 24%

**Responses did not always total 100

S. IS THERM A CORRELATION BETWEEN THE EXISTENCE OP A RURAL
SPECIALIST AND A STATE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION CONNIME OR
NNANANSLE FOR RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES?

Of all SLAB reporting, 17% (7) had a rural public library

organization while 29% (2) of those with a rural specialist

had such a group. The small n.imber of rural library organizations

makes it difficult to determine any correlation, although the

two SLAB with rural specialists and organizations did have

the smallest number of libraries in communities of under

25,000 (84% and 41% respectively). One would need to interview
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these two SLAB to determine if the existence of the rural

organization had any effect on the existence of the rural

specialist.

All seven respondents indicated some participation in

these groups (except one whose organization was no longer

active). Two SLAs used LSCA funds to co-sponsor workshops,

tour indicated that the consultant staff are members, two

participate in meetings and planning sessions, and one contributes

to the group's newsletter.

GENERAL RESULTS AMMI CONCLUSIONS

Thirty-eight of the 39 SLAB responding indicated they

provide consultant services to public libraries. The number

of consultants (FTE) ranged from 1 to 1S. with a Mean of

five.

Twenty-six percent (10) of all the SLAs responding indicated

they have a definition for rural in regards to public libraries

and in three of these it is a part of law or policy. These

definitions varied from "population under 2000", "population

under 25,000", to, 'all libraries are considered rural". The

mean was "population under 11,000". 50% (3) of the SLAs

with rural specialists had a definition, but in only one case

was this definition a part of law or policy.

Fifty-four percent (20) of the SLAs indicated they publish

materials of interest to rural public libraries. These

include training manuals, conference proceedings, survey

results, bibliographies, and directories. See Appendix IV

for a ealecte6 list of these printed aids.
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The number of libraries in various 4izes of con-

'unitise does t correlate with the amount of time con-

sultants work with hese libraries (see Table 5). Wile 16%

of the libraries are in communities of 25,000 or c genera!

consultants spend 36% of their time with these libraries. Even

rural specialists spend 11% of their time with these learner

libraries. Libraries in communities of 10,000 or fewer

comprise 67% of the total but only receive 35% of the time of

general consultants, but, 64% of the rural specialist's time.

Table 5
Staff Time Spent Consulting With Libraries

of Verious Sizes

Number of % of staff time consulting
libraries in in communities of the
communities following populations

BEAN ALL CONSULTANTS RURAL

Population over 25,000 16% 36% 11%
10,000 to 24,999 17% 25% 21%

Population under 10,000 67% 35% 64%

A higher percentage of thuse SLAB with rural specialist

provide some type of state funds (other than state aid) for

basic services than those without a rural specialist (see

Table 6).

Table 6
Availability of State Funds for Basic Services for

Rural Libraries (funds other than state aid)

All SLAB siAs with rural specialists

YES 26$ 43%
NO 74% 57$
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*There are a limited number of SLA consultants who specialize

in working with rural public libraries.

*Rural public library specialists are more likely to be

involved in the formation of new librari s, meeting with

local governing authorities, developing printed aids and

advising on technical services than their general consultant

counterparts.

*General consultants advise more on LSCA and automation

projects than rural specialists.

*The nature of consultant's work has changed from 'doing'

as seen in the 1 %5 Long study, to advising on more com

plicated and specialized issues such as legal questions,

automation, building, and cooperative/network development.

*A significant number of respondents (11) indicated by

added comments that local library systems or districts had

taken over the role of consulting to individual libraries.

As there was no question relating to this on the survey,

there may be other respondents with similar situations who

simply did not add a comment.

Future study is warranted to determine the effect of

library systems and districts on SLA consultant activity.
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APPENDIX

SURVEY RESULTS

PART I
STATE LIBRARY AGENCIES SERVICES TO

RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Q-1 Does the state library agency provide consultant
services to public libraries?

YES - 38
MO - 1

Q-2 What is the full time equivalent (ME) of the number
of library development consultants?

The number of consultants ranges from 1 to 18 with
the average number being 5. 29 SLAB have 6 or fewer and 20
SLAs have fewer than 4.

Q-3 What percentage of staff time in the past year would
you estimate that all the consultants in the development
office devoted to consulting with public 1::.braries in communities
of the following populations?

KEW

Population over 100,000 12
25,000 to 99,999 24
10,000 to 24,999 25 I
2,500 to 9,999 25 S

under 2,500 15

TOTAL 101 S*

*Responses did not always total 100

Please indicate how often staff consult with public
libraries by the following methods.

PRIOUENTLYOCCASIOMALLYSEUMMODLIMR
1. Consulting by

tel 36 2 0 0

2. Consulting by
Correspondence 27 10 0 0

3. Consulting with those
who visit the state library
agency 6 24 B 0
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PREIROSTLYOCCASIONALLTSRIZONSWORS
4. Consulting in the field

(visits to libraries', 24 14 0 0

5. *then;
Workshops 5 4
Teleconferencing - I
Cammittess 2 Flo -
Newsletter
Survey - 1 -
Meetings 3

"."

Special Programs 1 .1111,

0-5 Please indicate has often staff perform the following
activities.

niacanatriffOCCASIONALLYSEUXIMINEVZR
1. Actually weeding

individual library
collections

2. Actually selecting
materials for individual
libraries

3. Advising on collection
development (weeding.
selecting, etc.)

4. Advising on reference
services

S. Advising on technical
services

6. Advising an Public
Relations activities

7. Resting with local
governing agencies

8. Advising on the formation
of new libraries

9. Advising on cooperative/
network development

10. Advising on personnel
issues

11. Advising um legal issues
(state laws, censorship,
etc.)

0 7 11 20

3 12 23

16 12 9 1

13 15 9 1

11 14 12 1

10 18 9 1

8 24 6 1

13 15 7 2

21 10 7 0

lb 17 4 1

27 8 3 0
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FIONDMFFLYOCCASICESILLYSELDWIRVER
12. Advising on buildings

(nay or renovations)

13. Advising on automation
projects

14. Consulting on LSCA
projects

15. DevelopiNgfpreeenting
continuing education
programs

16. Developing printed aids
(manuals, guides, lists,
etc.)

17. Other
Trustees
Budgets
State Friends of
Libraries

Administer state aid
Literacy
Committees
Programming
Beading Club
Special veers needs
Grant management
Library evaluation
Children's/TA
Regional staff services

24

24

29

19

11

2
2

2

1

1
1

1

1

1

11

9

6

16

19

2

4

3

3

B

inor

1

1

0

0

moo

IMP

Is there staff who specialize In consulting to rural
public libraries?

YES - 7
NO - 29

Q-7 What is the full time equivalent (FTE) of this staff
person(s)7

The responses ranged from 1 to 3, with 4 SLAB having
1 FM 1 ALA with 2.5 PTE, 1 SLa with 3 FTE, and 1
ALA that did not respond.

Q-8 Is the staff position specified by a job description
or with a job title?

YES - 3
NO - 3
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0-9 When was this position created?

Mid 1970's - 2
Mid 1980' - 2

0-10 Does the state library agency have a definition for
rural in relation to rural public libraries?

YES - 10
u,.finitious given* population under 2,000 - 2

populatiom loader 5,000 - 2
population ender 10,000 - 2
population mfr 16,000 - 1
population ender 25,000 - 2
all libraries are

considered rural - 1
Is it formal (i.e. law or policy) - 3

or informal (practice) - 6
-26

0-11 How many public libraries in your state are located
in communities of the following populations?

Population over 100,000
25,000 to 99,999
10,000 to 24,999

TOM

273
887
1311

MAN

8.5
24.6
35.4

PERCENT OP
?MIMESES

4
12 S
17 0

2,500 to 9,999 2339 63.2 30 II

under 2,500 2729 75.6 37

TOTAL 753' 207.3 100 I

0-12 Has the state
guides, lists, etc. to
rural public libraries?

YES - 20
MO - 17

library agency published any manuals,
assist or be of interest to those in

See Appendix IV fax a selected list of publications

0-13 Does the state library agency have funds (other than
regular state aid) available for rural public libraries to be
used for basic services, such as books, salaries, and utilities.

YS8 - 10
SO - 29
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Commenter Omm &A has competitive rants specifically
for libraries serving populations of 15.000
or leas. Another mentioned matcbing grants
that are available to rural libraries.

0-14 Now was LSCA money distributed to libraries in your
state in 1986?

FERCENTOFALLIOSFOINSMS

For individual public library
programs 40

Used for state wide programs 35 I

Support of state library agency* 9

Support of the State Library* 14 1

Other 2 II

*Many SLAB combined Mese 2 items. The combined
percentage was 22 S.

Commenter Four SLAs responded that most grants were
to library systemn, not individua, libraries.

13-15 What percentage of your state's LSCA money in 1986
went co pub!ic libraries in communities of under 25,000
population?

2411

0-16 If LSCA money was awarded to public libraries in
communities of under 23,000 population, what percentage would
you estimate was spent on the following programs.

MEAN RAMIS

Construction 40 1 0 - 100

Cooperative efforts 9 $ 0 - 30

Automation 17 1 0 - 57

Services to minority
grouper 5 0 0 - 30

Co'lection Development 15 0 - 100

Otter 17 II 0 - 87
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Q-17 Does the state library association have a committee
or round table for rural public libraries?

1118 - 7
MO - 32

COMMUMAs Two 81.As mentioned the existence of a
group for small libraries, rather than
recta libraries.

Q-18 If you answered yes to question 17, does the state
library agency support this group in any of the following
ways?

Centribute to newsletters - 1
Cenduct joint workshop, - 3
Consultant staff are

members - 4
Consultant staff have

held office - 0
Assist Financially

(co-sponsored workshops
with SAM fund') - 2

Other
Go to meetings - 2

Do not support in any way - 0

General Comments

Eleven SLAs noted that library systems (county, mat/-
county, regional) provide most of the direct consulting to
individual libraries and the 81.8 development staff sock with
these systems rather than the individual librari--i in many
instances.

Consultants who specialize in automat= and con-
struction were cited by two MIAs.

4
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APPENDIX II

SURVEY RESULTS

PART II
STATE LIBRARY AGENCIES SERVICES TO

RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES
RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARY CONSULTANTS SURVEY

0-4 How lon have your specialized in consulting to rural
public libraries?

The mean is 4.7 years, but OkraiiMICS :wagon from 1
to 9 years.

What percentage of time in the past year would you
estimate you devote to consulting with public libraries in
communities of the following populations?

Mean

Population over 100,000 1 4
25,000 to 99,999 10
10,000 to 24,999 21 S
2,500 to 9,999 34

under 2,500 30

TOTAL 96 5*

Responses did not always total 100

Q-6 Please indicate how often you consult with public
libraries by the following methods.

FRIKAMMTL7C0CCASIONALIXHILDOM1505131
1. Consulting by

telephone 7 0 0 0

2. Consulting by
Correspondence 6 1 0 0

3. Consulting with those
who visit the state library
agency 0 4 3 0

4. consulting in the field
(visits to libraries) 4 3 0 0

5. Others Area Director meetings 1
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Q-7 Please indicate how often you perform the following
activities.

FRICIUDaTLY OCCASIONALLY SZILCIItiRVIIII

1. Actually weeding
individual library
collections

2. Actually selecting
materials for individual
libraries

3. Advising an collection
developnet (weeding,
=electing, etc.)

4. Advising oa reference
services

5. Advising on teChnical
services

6. Advising on Public
Relations activities

7. ION :Ling with local
governing agencies

B. Advising an the formation
of new libraries

9. Advising on cooperative/
network development

10. Advising on personnel
issues

11. Advising on legal issues
(state lawn, censorship.
etc.)

12. Advising an buildings
(new or renovations)

13. Advising on automation
projects

14. Consulting an LSCA
projects

15. Developing/presenting
continuing education
programs

0 2 2 3

0 2 4

4 2 1 0

3 4 0 0

3 4 0 0

2 S 0 0

3 4 0

5 1 1

4 2 1 0

4 0 0

2 0 1

5 1 1 0

2 3 2

2 3 2 0

3 3 0 1
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FRIOUSEFLYOCCOSIONALLTEXMONEENEI
16. Developing printed aids

Gals. guides. lists.
etc.) 3 4 0 0

17. Other
Trustees
Children's Fm 1

Library Evaluation 1
Friends
Budgets
Lead /behest:re 1

Teach classes by
distance education 1
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Alaska

Montana

Oregon

Virginia

West Virginia

APPIMIDIX III

STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
RURAL SPECIALISM

Audrey Kolb
Librarian/Coordinator
Alaska State Library
1215 Cowles Street
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Megan Fife
RuralInformationSpecialist(Kelloggrunded)
Montana State Library
1515 E Sixth
Helena, MT 59620

Mary Ginnane
Rural/Small Library Development Consultant
Oregon State Library
State Library Building
Salem, OR 97310

Patricia L. Harris, Assist. Dir. for Public
Library Development

Ida R. Patton, Public Library Consultant
Laura Cram, Public Library Consultant
Annette M. Millirem', Public Library

Consultant
Virginia State Library
11th St. at Capital Sq.
Richmond, VA 23219

Donna Calvert, Library Consultant
Shirley A. Smith, Library Consultant
West Virginia Library Commission
Cultural Center
Charleston, WV 25305
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Colorado

APPENDIX IV

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST

Education for directory Of small public
librariessa training manual.
benvergunivereity of Beaver. 1985.

Prepared for an Institute/Seminar held May
20-24, 1985.

Illinois Illinois Libraries. 68 (October, 1986).

Contains the texts of the papers of the
Libraries on the MOVE conference, held
June, 1986. Includes topics such as rural
librarydemmaopment,marketingrurallibraries,
and access to information in unserved rural
area a.

Massachusetts Bolt, Nancy 1'. 0 tion3 for small public
libraries In assac usetts. Massechu-
stry Association, 1985.

Michigan

A planning guide prepared for the Options
for Small Libraries Committee.

Library of Michigan. MichielsnRuralLibraries
Survey Nepori7-7Lansing, MI: The
Library. 1987.

Results of a Nov. 1985 survey on the status
of Michigan rural libraries

Oregon Ginnane, Mary. and Scheppke, Jim. Library
Districts in or ons a lannin
sourcebook. Sa am, s regon State
Library, 1986.

A guide to the issues surrounding the
formation of library districts in Oregon.

Texas Nichols, Margaret Irby. Selecting and
Using a Core Reference Collection.
Austin, TX: Texas StaTe Lcbrary,
1986.
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Utah Public Library Developments A Services
Checklist.

A basic services checklist to aid small
public libraries in beginning to
plan informally for improved services.

tither types of materials listed as printed aids of interest
to r tral public libraries included bibliographies, training
msnuass for trustees, and library directories.
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TEACHING LIBRARY STUDENTS ABOUT MOBILE LIBRARY SERVICES

Michael Charton
Extension Services Librarian
Walter Cecil Rawls Library
Courtland, Virginia

The purpose of this article is the discussion of bookmobiles

and other outreach services in library schools. First,

I will discuss personal experiences, then a survey will

be introduced. The purpose of the survey was to determine

the extent of bookmobile and outreach training in library

schools.

Because some of this is personal, the experiences mentioned

here will not be true in all cases. Hopefully, this article

will also be able to show that you can learn to deliver

quality bookmobile service without the benefit of background

in a library in a library science program.

Until accept he position of Extension Services Librarian

at the Walter Aawls Library, I had dealt with a bookmobile

only once. That was at the age of five in Brooklyn. NY,

where I received my first library card. After growing up

in Brooklyn and spending four years in Boston, MA (acquiring

my M.L.S.), I arrived in rural Virginia to accept a position

working with bookmobiles.

I was enrolled in Public Libraries class in library school;

however, the subject of bookmobiles never arose. (This

is interesting, since bookmobiles are an integral part of

7
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many public libraries). Our class visited a prison Library.

but we did not see a bookmobile.

This lack of information in class provided me with no

feelings about or experience with bookmobiles at a11. It

never occured to me that as a professional librarian, working

with bookmobiles would be desirable at all.

Practically speaking, how does one learn to work with a

bookmobile? In my case, the staff taught the day to day

workings, while the Director and Assistant Director gave me

the opportunity to go out and learn.

One learns by doing. I learned to drive the bookmobile

when my assistant threw me the keys one day and said "drive

it." Having never driven anything larger than a U-Haul

truck, I was scared, but overcame all tears and completed the

drive without trouble.

The staff took me out on runs, while I met the patrons and

listened a great deal. This was my version of reality orien-

tation.

I was curious to see if other library schools had some

sort of bookmobile and outreach training. Not having had

such training in bookmobiles myself, I wanted to see if

training was offered elsewhere.

The survey was sent to 50 library schools. Twenty-eight

responded (a 568 response rate). Geographically, five were

from the Northeast, nine from the Southeast, six from the

Midwest, four from the Southwest, and three from the West.

Six respondents are from major cities.

Six questions were asked in the survey. They are as followss

8
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1. Does your library science program offer a course in

Public Libraries?

2. What I of your graduates accept positions in Public

Libraries and how many of your graduates take positions

in extension work?

3. Do you offer any training in bookmobile/outreach

wosk? If not, would you consider offering it?

4. Do you have any student interest in Lookmobile/outreach

service at your institution?

5. Would you teach courses in extension work as part of

a continuing education program?

6. If you teach extension services, what do you cover?

The results showed thAt most schools, wnil they might

teach about some sort of out.each program. they do not necessarily

cover bookmobiles. Some schools do teach about bookmobiles.

In one case, a bookmobile manufacturer visited the school,

others offered training in collection development. Separate

courses on Extension Services are taught in some schools, but

in others. the topic is covered in different courses (Public

Libraries, Adult Services. etc.). Much of the emphasis in

the schools teaching Extension Services deals with various

programs. Programs covered might be Servire to the Elderly,

Disadvante.ged Populations, and Books by Mail. Few schools

keep statistics on how many students enter Extension work.

In many cases, there was lack of interest in Extension Services.

Some schools amid that the topic would be covered if a need

arose. Much of what the school covered depended on what

libraries in the region offered in the way of services. Of

9
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the 28 echools in the survey, 18 offer some sort of training

in Extension Services. Seventeen of the 28 schools indicated

at least some student interest in Extension work. Again,

this seemed ix, depend on the region.

The results seemed somewhat encouraging, because I was not

sure if any library schools dealt with the topic. Hopefully,

it is possible to have at least an introduction to bookmobile

service taught everywnere. Experience 4n many circumstances

instill a good teacher, and no classroom program can completely

duplicate hands on experience. Since there are also many

differences in how libraries run their bookmobiles, no school

can teach about all that is done with them. Hopefully, the

following suggestions will help library schools do a better

job preparing librarians to run a bookmobile.

1. Basic Relationshipst Teach students about the special

relationship between bookmobile workers and patrons. Bookmobile

librarians often see the same patrons on a regular basis (in

the case of the Rawls Library, once every two weeks). They

know what these patrons like, want, and need and the workers

get to know the patrons and their needs extremely well. The

workers provide a Reader's Advisory service for their patrons.

Reference interviewing is easier on the bookmobile, because

there is no reference desk to intimidate. The bookmobile

worker should serve these patrons well, because in many

cases, they will never set foot inside the main library. For

these people, the bookmobile is the libraryl

2. Collection Developments It is important to know what

patrons need and enjoy. By ,getting to know individuals, the

10
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bookmobile librarian meets the patrons expressed needs. In

the Rawls system, the bookmobile service uses the same core

collection as the central library, so that its patrons are

able to read the same books as their neighbors.

Some systems use a separate collection for the bookmobile

and this should be discussed in library training along with

the reasons why this is done.

3. Maintenance and Driving: At first glance, these

sound like items a professional librarian need not be concerned

with. Remember though, that the librarian may have to drive

the bookmobile and keep track

bookmobiles should discuss the

maintain a bookmobile.

While one cannot expect library schools to buy

bookmobile (after all, they aren't cheap), the

of maintenance. A session on

fundamentals of how to buy and

a practice

bookmobile

operator must be aware not only that the vehicle has oil, but

that the oil must occasionally be changed.

4. Staff Development: The professional librarian operating

a bookmobile has an excellent opportunity to impart techniques

to the bookmobile staff. For example, the staff taught me

the basics of bookmobile service and I was able to teach the

staff professional topics, such as conducting reference

interviews.

5. Professional Development: The library school session.

on bookmobiles should discuss the latest in professional

knowledge, such as conference topics, journal articles, new

technology and other new ideas. Classes should see samples

of bookmobile standards. In this way, graduates from an

11
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M.L.S. program will have some idea of what is going on with

bookmobiles.

Internships with area libraries using bookmobiles would be

beneficial. In this manner, the student could combine what

was learned in the class with the necessary on the job ex-

perience.

To conclude, I would like to state that the purpose was

not to attack the training in any library school. I was

curious to see if my experience was similar to those that

other librarians may have had.

Everything I learned about bookmobiles in the beginning was

on the job. (Later, by attending conferences, I saw what

colleagues were doing.) Pros the survey results, I hoped to

pinpoint what sort of training was out there.

Library schools base there training on what is in the

area. This is reasonable, but my argument isi if nothing is

mentioned about bookmobiles at all, students will have no way

of making a well grounded decision about working with them.

It is obvious that a full course on Extension Services may

not be feasible in many schools, but there should be at )east

a class session on it. Classroom training will not replace

the hands on experience, but an introduction would make it

much easier for the student, who will deal with these areas.

The difference from library to library is great enough, so

much of the learning must be done an the job. Better trained

professionals will also serve the staff and the patrons

better. The bookmobile and Extension Services should not be

12
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treated ae poor stepchildren, but ae integral parts of public

libraries.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank my colleagues,

who took the time to fill out the survey, and the staff of

the Rawls Library, who taught me what bookmobile service is

all about.

13
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RURAL LIBRARY STAFF: ISRAEL, A CASE STUDY

Carol Soffman-Pfeffer
Information Broker
Jerusalem, Israel

ISTIRODUCTION

If we could look into our crystal ball to see what staffing

needs in libraries would be in the future, we could prepare

ourselves accordingly. We would have the information for

curriculum planning suitable for the future needs and be

ready to meet the challenges of change. However, in lieu of

lack of a reliable crystal ball, we use research to study the

peat and the present in order to indicate trends and project

future needs.

The purpose of this study was to research the staffing of

rural libraries with the hopes of finding zyignificant and

meaningful data which could be useful in plalrong for the

future. The study used rural Israel as a case study. The

article includes (A) methodology f the study, (B) statement

of the problem with terminology dsfinitions for understanding

the r-text of the study, (C) an extensive literature survey

in order to emphasize the scope of the problem, (D) presentation

of data gathered on staffing of rural libraries in the United

Kingdom, the United States, and Israel, and (E) implications

of the analyzed data and conclusions.
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A. METOOPOLOOT

The methodology Chosen for this study included an extensive

literature search and the study and analysis of annual reports

of the public libraries in rural Israel under the auspices of

the Ministry of Education and Culture, Section for Libraries.

Although the literature search is international in its scGTe,

emphasis has been put on survey results from the United

Kingdom and the United States of America in spite of the two

sovereignties being such too large and more developed than

Israel for common denominator purposes. However, the author

has taken the liberty of emphasising those two countries as

leaders in the professional field of public library services.

The annual reports of the public libraries in Israel are in

the form of questionnaires supplied by the Section for Libraries

and completed returns signed by both eauh library's director

and the mayor or treasurer of the library's r-aponsible

authority. Of forty-three (43) possible rural libraries in

this category at the time of the annual reports in 1985,

thirty-eight (38) libraries replied to the questionnaire. In

the instances of inadequate or incomplete information on the

questionnaires, additional data was acquired thro,,gh examining

interviews and questionnaires conducted by the author through

three separmte surveys during the years 1982-1985s (a)

survey of regional libraries through the Organization of

Regional Councils in Israel, 1983, (b) survey of Regional

College Libraries in Israel for the Committee of Regional

Colleges, 1985, (c) survey of information needs in the Upper

Galilee of Israel, 1984. The reliability or the responses to

16
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the various questionnaires was further questioned and testad

with the professionals in the Section for Libraries who visit

the libraries regularly and are quite familiar with their

situations. Facts and figures for stating of rural library

services in the United Kingdom and the United States were

taken from professional literature surveyed, and comments are

a result of extensive personal observations, visits to rural

libraries and training centres in both countries.

B. STATEMENT Of PROBLEM AND TERMINOLOGY

The problem of staffing library and information services

in rural areas is bifolds how to obtain and how to train

staff. Further compounding the problem are the characteristics

of remoteness and isolation in populations of rural areas.

An additional problem is that of languages i.e., translation

between Hebrew and English and also between British English

and American English. For the purpose of understanding this

article, the following table intends to act as a guideline

!or staff qualification teams. Library and information are

meant to be understood as interchangeable.

TERM

Professionals

Librarian

Teacher Librarian

Paraprofessionals

Librarian

Assistant Librarian

TRAINING LEVEL

MA or MLS

Teacher qualification + MA or MLS

BA in Library Science

Non academic, two full years

17
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TERN TRAINING L!VEL

Asst. Teacher Librarian Non academic, two full years,

dual qualification (seminar)

Library Technician Non academic, two part-time years

Asst. Library Technician Non academic, one part-time year

It should be noted here that changes in qualifications occurred

in the United Kingdom, the United States, and Israel during

the last two decades. In all instances the changes created

an upgrading of training and ratings for qualifications.

Professional literature and belles letres are rich with

research results of characteristics of rural populations.

The author has chosen the following definitions as reference

for this study:

Malcolm J. Measly, in his study of rural accessibility in the

United Kingdom, states:

There is no ambiguous way of defining 'rural areas'. This
perceived extent will vary according whether attention is
directed to economic criteria (e.g., high dependence on
agriculture), social and demographic criteria (e.g., 'the
rural way of life' or low population density) or geographical
criteria (e.g., remoteness from urban centres).4

John Houlahan relates to the different definitions of the

word "rural' as perceived in the United States:

The U.S. Census Bureau limits rural to communities of
2,500. The Library Services & Construction Act (LSCA)
uses 10,0001 the Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship
uses 25,000; the National Rural Center, 50,000 and some
agencies use the non-metro 100,000 population as a cut off
point.'

The Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics classifies rural ass

a. Localities with a population of up to 2,000 (even if
not agricultural)...

IS
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b. Localities with a population of 2,000-10,000 not
included among urban localities (at pleas:It there are
not Jewish localities in this group).

Perhaps the most meaningful definition of rural is that of

Daniel Barron and Charles Curran within the context of rural

librarians:

As imprecise as the 'definition' may be, librarians in
rural service have little trouble observing that their
communities are more sparsely populated and spread over
larger land masses than those of their 4ounterparts in
urban service. ...rural librarians did not require a
definition: they lived one.4

Evaluation of information needs in order to plan for

library/;nformation services is essential. Therefore, this

study is based on results of recent research projects indicating

information needs of rural populations in the U.K., U.S.A.,

and Israel. :,lark and Unwin in their study of rural information

services in Lincolnshire (1977-1979) distinguish between

realized and latent information needs and identify fourteen

fields of information needs. here listed according to the

frequency of the need:

Transport, travel; entertainment, sport, recreation;
education; electricity, .gas, oil, telephone service;
health, medical matters; law, legal matters; jobs, un-
employment; social security, social services; taxes; rent,
rates; shopping, consumer advice; town and country planning;
housini; and pensions.'

Ching-chih Chen and Peter Hernon in their 1980 study of six

New England states, of which 58.9% of the pcnaation is in

rural areas, to determine information seeking patterns comment

that

...people find themselves in situations where thb, must
make a decision, answer a question, locate a fact, solve a
problem, or understand something. ...An information need
cannot be separated from the situation which created it
and the individual who perceived it.6
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This author's survey of information needs and sources of

supplying those needs in a specific rural population in

Israel. 1984, identifies two broad categories as general and

professional, the former including life problems and leisure

needs, and the latter including educational and work or

work-related needs.

Satisfaction of the expressed information rimeds indicated
that the population is print-oriented and that verbal fix
personal contact is only slightly secondary to print sources. '

The above definitions provide a common understanding for

the in-depth literature survey.

C. surf DEVELOPNERT - LITERATURE REVIEW

The role of staff in the provision of library/information

services is a central important issue. Information needs of

the community can be met only after identifying and analyzing

then and then accessing the appropriate information. Although

technological advances assist inperforming the above activities,

they do not replace the professional library/information

personnel. This literature review rela!a to obtaining

professional staff, formal training of professional staff,

continuing education, upward mobility and on-the-job training

(OJT), staffing for special services (Sri, schools, community

colleges, and CIP), and staff interaction and communication.

Obtaining Professional Staffs

Staff development in providing library and information

services is cited as problematic in the professional literature.

In rural eras the problem is multifold due to the characteristics

of rural areas and their populations. their isolation and

20
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remoteness. In reports within the United Kingdom during the

last decade the problems of obtaining professional staff are

related. The 1976 Department of Education and Science report

on The Staffing of Public Libraries8 states,

Because the present allocation of staff, both clerical and
professional, to the rural areas, operating almost exclusively
in mobiles or part-time branches, varies so considerably
for such a variety of partly assossible reasons, it is Rot
possible to determine any usable otandards of staffing.'

The Welsh study of 1978 points to the lack of adequately

trained staff an one of the three necessary factors in the

provision of the basic library information services. In the

Machynlieth study of this report, A. C. Jones. the Senior

Library Adviser, reports C4at

No qualified librarians are employed in the public library
service anywhere in the area coverPd by this survey.lv

In the section of the report on lic ary/information services

to Welsh industry, one of the recommendations is that each

local library should have one or sore senior staff members as

a liaison for industry and commerce.11 Maguire's report to

British Library in 1978 on the then situation of library

services to small communities, reiterates the problem of

inadequate staff and recommends that:

S. Further consideration should be given to the staffing
implication for library service provision to small com-
munities.14

The problem reappears in reports of divisional meetings of

the library professional organizations in efforts to alleviate

the lack of adequate professional staff.0

In the United States the lack of professional staff in

rural libraries certainly is no less felt. Bernard Vavrek,
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Director of the Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship,

Clarion, Pennsylvania. reports results of a national survey

of rural libraries indicating teat only nine percent of the

staff in libraries in communities of populations of 25,000

people or less are MS trained, and that communities of 2,500

populations or less are served by only two percent MLS trained

librarians.14

Obtaining library;information professional staff is in-

creasingly more problematic in developing and less developed

countries. Sisham Abbas reports in his survey of public

libraries in Saudia Arabia a lack of professional librarians.15

A. Z. Mwasha reiterates the point in reference to Tanzania.lb

In a paper delivered at the fourth Online Information Inter-

national Meeting in London 1980, Ryan Hoover states the situation

of obtaining professional library /information staf f in developing

countries with,

... there are of tea problems of inadequately trained informatics,
specialists....11

A. M. Woodward from the National Agricultural Documentation

Centre in Nairobi. Kenya summarizes the situation in developing

countries as,

%%ere are three main problem areas that currently face
:nformation systems in developing countries and will
grumbly do for some time to coma. They are: (a) lack of
professionally trained staff; these are necessary to
organise effective information systems and will be requiregl
to respond to the future change in information technology.".

Formal Training of Professional Staff:

Professional literature on the formal training of staff

for library/information services indicates the problems of

application in rural areas Houghton auld Norris report on
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the coat relationship of mobile versus static libraries in

the U.K.; in the section on rural areas they state that small

static libraries cannot justify support of professional

staff.19 However, in contrast, a joint statement by the

Library Association and the Institute of Information Scientists

on policy for information services for local governmcA

relates to the requirements of professional staffs

2.3 The staff responsible for the services must have at
least five years relevant post-qualification experience,
be sensitive to the often conflicting needs of officers
and elected members, and possess a high leiel of management
and communication skills....

2.3. The status of such staff and their salaries should
reflect the wide range and high levels of skill required.
The organisational problems to be overcome in coordinati'
all aspects of local authority's information work reqO
that these officers should have direct access to the Chime:
Executive and Chief Officers' team, especially where
comprehensive services to members are provided.4v

Blaise Cronin further indicates the blurring of distinctions

between information scientists and librarians. Cronin reports

a lack of mutual understanding between library practitioners

and library schools in training for meeting needs in the

field.21 This is ever more so felt in rural areas. Jonn

Houlahan, in a address at the American Library Association

COnference in 1983, supports Cronin's statement and emphasizes

the importance of prof ssional library/information training

by, for, and within the ural setting.22

Hanks and Selnidt suggest the end of the HLS programs and

the creation of combined undergraduate courses for functional

positions such as cataloguing and reference, with the cli-

ent-centered roles to be performed by people with higher
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dog.ees. 23 Bernard Vavrek proposes changes in professional

library science training in the United States.

Accreditation with a bachelor's degree with specialization
in library science would still be a considerable goal for
most individuals working in rural libraries, but it would
be a more realistic chalierge than the fifth-year program. 44

Formal training of professional library /information staff

generally is conducted in universities which most likely are

located in metropolitan areas. The Welsh report of 1978

identifies the problems of obtaining professional staff for

rural areas and indicates that training should take place at

the College of Librarianshin in Wales which is located in

metropolitan Cardiff.25

In developing and less developed countries Abbas reports

on professional undergraduate and MLS training and King Abdul

Asia University and also a diploma program in Imam Mohammed

ibn Saud Islamic University in Riyadh. 26 Ogunsheye reports

on a two-year poet high school training in Nigeria for "in-

formation counsellor librarian."27 Kaula reports on efforts

of UNESCO sponsored National Library System and Information

Service System (NATIS) in the education and training of

library/information professionals in developing and less

developed countries, once again indicating the problem of the

gap between the rural needs and the metropolitan training

provided.28

Formal training of professional staff in providing li-

brary/information services is one aspect of staff development.

Continuing education, upward mobility and on-the-job-training

are additional aspects.
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Continuing Education, Upward Mobility and On- the -Job Training:

Continuing education, upward nobility and on- the -job- training

(OJT) (or in-house training) have important roles regarding

staff development. Barbara Conroy defines staff development

and continuing education:

Staff development is a purposive effort intended to strengthen
the library's capability to fulfill its mission effectively
and efficiently by encouraging and providing for the
growth of its own human resources.

Continuing education.. .consists of those learningopportunities
utilized by individuals in fulfilling their need to learn
and grow following their preparatory education and work
experiences."'

Conroy futher expands that staff development focuses on

library services and the productivity and skill of library

personnel, whereas continuing education focuses on the learner

as an individual who lei,rne something related but apart from

the work setting." Elwin Olson, in a report on Improving

the Effectiveness of &A,71..ary and information Systems31 in the

U.K., applies staff development and continuing education with

the suggestion that staff development should be conducted on

all levels with complimentary and multi - disciplinary backgrounds

and interests including the capacity to function within the

social system.

Bescoe and Stone comment on adults and motivation, citing

Maslow's principles of self-actualization and hierarchy of

needs and Herzberg's pril,ciples of how to motivate employees.

They apply these principles to staff development in the

library situation and the quality of work life, maintaining

that continuing education offers the library staff the upward

mobility motivation necessary for self-actualization 32
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Continuing education concerns all aspects of the library/in-

formation profession. Provision of it in rural areas is as

necessary as in metropolitan areas but more difficult to

achieve. In the Department of Education and Science report

on Public Library Services in Mainly Rural Areas33 from 1974

the importance of staff training and continuing education is

evidenced in the report from Cornwall;

The participation by field staff in area and inter-area
study groups and working parties, though expensive in
terms of staff time and transport costs, is a valuable wgy
of introducing new ideas and fresh thinking into the service.39

The report further concludes and recommends that;

Short residential rourses and conterences, possibly sponsored
jointly by both counties Devon and Cornwall], are considead
to be a most satisfactory means of in-service training."

This is again expressed and expanded in the Department of

Education and Science report on Library Services in Rural

Areas, 197835 in the statement;

Part-time libraries in rural areas are normally run by
unqualified staff who must tnebitably be recruited locally.
They need to be encouregod to regard themselves as an
important part of the whole staff team, in the interests
both of their own morale and of the efficiency of the
service they will give. They must be able to look for
support to professional staff with responsibilities of the
area, and they need training relevant to their duties, nd
the opportunity to meet colleagues in other libraries.30

In the telephone survey of 448 rural libraries and 41

rural library directors in the state of Pennsylvania, Steven

Herb reports that "63%. . indicated a personal need for continuing

education....°37 The results of the survey show the three

most popular forms of continuing education, in order of their

preference, as workshops, programs at the district library,

and correspondence courses.38
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Barron and Curran in their study of rural information

needs in South Carolina, report that rural library workers,

in spite of Their possible lack of professional qualifications,

probably will continue to serve and therefore should have

continuing education programs to meet their needs.39 They

cite high motivation amongst these workers:

...practically all of those serving in rural libraries
wanted to do the best job they could and were siwerely
concerned for the communities in which they worked.4u

As a result of needs analysis following continuing education

for paraprofessionals offered at the Pikes Peak Community

College, Colorado Springs has designed an "Information/Library

Technician Curriculum" program for rural library staff per -

sonnel.41

The provision of suitable continuing education to the

library/information worker is varied in order to meet both

7.ne personal needs of the worker and also the institutional

needs of the library. Barbara Conroy presents methods and

techniques for continuing education and staff development.42

Mary Casteleyn offers theoretical and practical suggestions

for preparation and implementation of continuing education

for library personnel including examples for further training

for non-professionals in U.K. rural county library systems.43

Shirley Smith reports on a two week intensive continuing

education course in West Virginia for rural librarians offered

during the summer school break when accommodations ani teachers

at the unlver.ity are available.44 Smith writes that, "Many

librarians from rural areas welcome the chance to enjoy the

'big-city'."45 Stone, Sheahan, and Harrig propose a model of
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non-traditional form of continuing education as a result of

their study for the Continuing Library Education Network and

Exchange(CLENE). Themodel,Continuing/Likuramy/Information/Nedia

Education (CLIME), suggests criteria for continuing education

program development, presentation, measurement and reporting,

and provides a recognition system for individual home study.46

Library/information practitioners are aware of the benefits

of on-the-job-training :OJT). In rural areas it in sometimes

the only way of training library staff. However, OJT is

usually used in the induction of new employees to introduce

them to the where, who, when, and what of the new position.47

Mary Casteleyn suggests conducting orientation OJT of branch

librarians first in the central library and then in the

branch where they will expect to work." She also favors OJT

for the pre-library school students so that they can be

familiar with the various aspects of library work. Blaine

Cronin suggests that pre-course practical experience can help

weed out unsuitable candidates for formal study.49

Staffing for Specific Services%

Continuing education, upward nobility, on-the-job-training

and formal professional training are all part of the overall

programs of staff development. They are also evident and

necessary for specific types of library and information

service such ass professional information for local agencies

and institutions, school service, community colleges and

adult education, and community information.

Staffing for provision of professional information to

local agencies and institutions in rural areas not only
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includes library/information personnel but also those people

involved and working within the local agencies and institutions

themselves. To name a few of the possible professional

information seekers in the rural community are the county and

regional councils and their departments. industry and commerce,

and agricultural field stations. Often the training is

cooperative. Wilson and Streatfield, following their study

on information seeking behavior amongst U.K. social science

personnel in government authorities (project INISS), write,

As a result of our experience we have no doubt that ed=ation
in information seeking and communication is relevant to
those who work in local government. However, information
professionals who work in this area, either in particular
departments or in organizations servicing those in local
government, must learn that the context of information use
is of prime importance."

They confirm this opinion following two practitioner training

courses for social service personnel in Devon in October

1970, with,

A high level of cooperation was obtained from the County
Libraries Department, and from the Library at the College
of St. Mark and St. John, where the coorses were held.
Two of the course organisers had previous experience of
librarianshipand information work and a third had considerable
personal knowledge of the work general capacities of the
course participanta.51

In the field of agriculture training is necessary to assist

in the dissemination of information. Nwagha reports results

of a study of reference librarians serving agriculturists in

Nigeria'

...Agricultural research scientists using those Vizor/tries
manned by nonprofessional reference personnel were qmsciously
suppressing some of their demands for documents.'4

AGRIS (The International Information System for the Agricultural

Sciences and Technology) provides training programs, seminars
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and workshops for use of literature in agriculture throughout

the world, often in cooperation with other local agencies.53

Stephen Lawani reports the need for non-boo& oriented training

for librarians in order to provide information to the rural

agricultural communities in Tanzania: he suggest the use of

audiovisual materials.54

Staff training for provision to schools and educational

institutions receives attention in the professional literature.

In preparation for the reorganization of local government in

the United Kingdom the Department of Education and Science

comments on staffing of schoo1 libraries:

Commonly, however, in a small school the person with
day to day responsibility for the library will be the
teacher-librarian.

Ideally the person appointed should have a dual qualification
as both teacher and librarian, and opportunities for
acquiring both qualifications are increasing.

For practical and for personal reasons it is desirable
that full-time school librarians, especially if they are
by profession librarians rather than teachers, should feel
themselves to be members both of the staff of tin school
and of the team of librarians serving the school." 4/

Colin Ray cites the need for professionally trained staff for

school libraries complimented by clerical or support staff."

Frances Carroll identifie staffing as problematic in school

libraries in remote areas indicating a lack of professional

librarians available and remoteness from regional resource

centers.57 Organizational structures for staffing of school

libraries to include "head of resources" coordinating activities

between librarians and teachers is suggested.58 Ron Davis,

reporting from Australia. discusses library services in the

remote northern Territory where joint facilities and "community'
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librarians provide the foundation for total library/information

provisions

We attempt to break t.own the professional/nonprofessional
barriers - -at the same time recognising the unique skills
which each staff member brings to the group.59

Staffing for adult education and college libraries requires

professional and non-professional librarians." The American

Library Association Guidelines for Two -Year College Learning

Resource.: Centers calls for faculty status for the professional

staff of the library. 61 Lynn Dennison in a study of resource

organization in U. S. community colleges reports that,

In many cases, nonprint materials were serviced by moons
for whom training in librarianship was not required."

Rural libraries often are "one-man-band" operations and

cannot always support an array of professional and nonprofessional

staff. Hilary Rees suggests the teamwork approach for small

libraries, citing that the professional librarian usually

performs a variety of duties and that

There cannot be a strict division of professional and
non-professional duties.0

C. M. Turner reiterates this "...blurring of the distinc-

tions...."64

Another library/information service area requiring special

staff training is that of community information. Dorothy

Tutick comments,

Community information services should not be thought of as
'competitive' with traditional services or Is drawing the
librarian into the role of a social workei.6'

Development of non-professional staff as village contacts"

and training of professional and non-professional staff in

rural areas for comauniy information provision is covered by
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Eidleman in rural Maryland° and Barron and Curran in South

Carolina."

The American Library Association's 1985 revised "Guidelines

for Establishing fIommunity Information and Referral Service

in Public Libraries" suggest that,

The most important qualifications for staff working in the
Community Information and Referral Service are that they
have the ability to relate to people of various ages,
races, and cultural backgrounds and that they be knowledgeable
and versatile in the use of library and community resources. av

The consensus of opinion is that provision of community

information services needs to be a cooperative effort between

the multitude of agencies and institutions in the rural

community and the library/information personnel working

within the community.

Staffing for special services requires careful planning cn

the part of the libra //information community in the rural

area. Training of staff prior to induction and during employment

is vital in order to assure provision of services suitable to

needs of the community.

Staff Interaction and Communication'

Staff interaction and communication are the key areas in

provision of library /information services. B. C. Vickery states:

L and I services are intermediaries in one form of human
communicationdistinguishable on the one hand from
communications (conversation, letter) and on the other
hand from mass communications (newspaper, broadcast,
cinema, poster). Practitioners in our field must be aware
of--and design their services in the light of--tIle main
feature of the two adjacent fields-fa

Without clientele there is no need for the existence of

library and information services. Therefore, clear, direct

communications between those needing information and those
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providing it is the foundation of t s rationale for library/in-

formation services. Stoakley writes,

If we want to present a good image of our libraries and
indeed encourage their use to the full, then it is necessary
to give particular consideretion to the way staff relate
to those they seek to serve."

Richard Emery reports results of his study communication of

staff in lib arias indicatingi

that informal relationships and communication tend to cut
across departmental status barriers or formal lines la
division, thus providing a wider variety of staff links.... IA

He further finds tho;

Communications flourish and work most effec" tively in
libraries with flexible fovea of organisation,

Characteristics of rural pf.opulations show that they are

people and word-of-mouth oriented interns of their information

needs, expressed and non-expressed. Descriptions of rural

library /information provision show us small, isolated facilities

often linked with distant regional facilities. Therefore,

the person working in the small isolated facility is the

linking communicator between the rural resident and the

organizational provision of information needs. The rural

worker needs to be equipped with resources, human and material,

to be able to perform his or her job. Staff participation is

often one of the ways for equipping the isolated libraryji -

formation personnel and the way to keep communication lines

open so as to be aware of who needs what, where, and when;

and how to provide that need. This is expressed in S. G. Dutton's

definition of staff participation:

...an active cooperation between manager and subordinates
in the sooting up and pursuit of agreed job-related ob-
jectives. "
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Staff participation can be founded on open communication

between all staff members. Organizational development can

help staff members recognize the role of communication in

relation to their jobs,75 both in terms of providing services

to the community and in terms of being a staff member of the

library/information organization. Team librarianship,76 so

often cited in the professional literature on rural library/in-

formation provision, certainly can offer the foundation for

staff development through staff communication, especially

when implemented in the spirit of working as members of a team.

In the following section is a literature review of staff

development specific to Israel and its rural libraries.

Staff Development for Library/Information Provision

in Israel - Literature Review

Some scenic descriptions of libraries and librarianship in

Israel are helpful background to understanding the literature

survey on staff development in Israel.

Public libraries in Israel are predominantly collections

of reading materials for the general public. Shmuel Sever

writes about acvessibilityr

Since most libraries, including research libraries, are
open to whomever wishes to use the collection. and since
the country is very small, any book in any library is
usually Kqessible--all it takes is determination, time,
and money."

Several descriptive articles of kibbutz (rural cooperative

community) libraries appear in the professional journals of

librarianship in Hebrew. In order to appreciate the situation

of the newly created regional libraries, it is helpful to
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draw a general picture of the average kibbutz library in 1978

as reported in one of the journals by en anonymous authors

a. The general public-kibbutz libraries were established
many years ago and run by volunteer librarians with general
educations.

b. Those volunteer librarians had no knowledge in librar-
ianship.

c. The veteran librarians did not adjust to the sociological
changes which occurred within the kibbutz movement during
the past yearns

1. communications' explosions radio, cinema, and
television,
2. information explosion, with the multitude of
books and magazines published,
3. demographic changes in the kibbutz settlement.
4. diversity of professions and interests within the
kibbutz.

d. No research has been done on the kibbutz libraries in
spite of their rich collections of books and periodicals
and their exemplary high school libraries.

e. The ab,ve points have led to a waste of resources, as
evidenced by separate teachers' libraries, voluntggrs'
libraries and the like within the kibbutz settlement.as

The Library Committee of the Organization of Regional

Councils working in coordination w.th the Section for Libraries

and the staff of the Organization of Regional Councils,

surveyed all fifty-three regional councils in the country to

identify where regional libraries were lacking and in what

way the Committee could assist in their establishment or in

what way the Committee could assist in their operation.

Thirty-three regional libraries were identified in the 1981

survey. In 1983 the Library Committee reported a total of

forty-two regional libraries In operation. The unique feature

of the working committee was the support received by the

individual regional councils of their chief librarians to
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travel distances in order to participate in meetings with the

Library Comaittee and officers of other regional councils."

At the annual conference of librarians in 1983 the Library

Committee reports on the creation of a non-degree course for

community librarians, the publication of a new professional

periodical in Hebrew specifically for rural librarians, and

short technical workshops throughout the country on book

repairs and use of audio-visual aids in the regional Liei.r.ries.60

Staff development library/information personnel in Israel

is conducted in three differxit levels and by a variety of

institutions. The subject of professional training has been

under review since 1977.81 Three universities offer academic

library/information studies: all three grant the professional

diploma, one grants the nester Degree, and one grants the

Bachelor Degree. Until 1985 The Israeli Librarians and

Archivists Association (ASI) offered a non-academic course in

three stages for technical librarianship. ASI and the Library

Advisory Coencil of the Ministry of Education and Culture

have decided upon the upgrading of the ASI coursers with the

introduction of a new level librarianship course which is

non-academic but comparable with teachers' seminar studies.

In Snunith Shoham's study of Israeli public libraries she

reports on the increase of public librivies between 1962 - 197382

as well as an

...increase in the level of professional education of
librarians: the percentage of librarians with an academic
degree in library science doubled from 2.5 percent in
1968. However, the percentage of librarians with professional
training (mainly non-academic training) kncreased from
28.1 percent in 1962 to 67 percent in 1977.6.5
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The above figures are totals and do not differentiate between

metropolitan and non-metropolitan public libraries. Continuing

education courses are offered through the academic library

schools and the two professional organizations ISLIC and

ASI. COSTI provides short courses in training library/information

personnel in the use of scientific and technical information."

and AGRIS offers training courses in cooperation with ISLIC

and COSTI." Adler recommends a continuing education course

for library/information automation in Israel based on a

minimum of "...six meeting.: of four claearoom hours each.P86

Carl Keren proposes that the education and training of information

specialists should be included in the design of a national

information policy.87 In addition to formal professional

training and continuing education courses for staff development.

the reward system for promoting motivation of staff is reported

from the University of Haifa Library. Sever and Westcott

review motivation for performw,ce, stating:

The greatest resource of any library is a qualified,
motivated staff.'"

They cite the University of Haifa Library as an example where

'be use of rewards and reinforcement theory gave positive

results.89

Continuing education and professional training for staff

development in Israeli rural libraries is problematic.%

Since the formal librarianship courses are offered in the

major metropolitans. travel distances and costs are obstacles

to the rural librarian wishing to participate in courses and

to the rural libraries wishing to support the training of
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staff. In an unpublished report of the Library Committee of

the Organization of Regional Councils Shoham cites survey

results of a questionnaire to 47 regional library directors

at an annual conference in l984:

30% of the regional libraries hold continuing education
programs for branch librarians in the central library

509 of the regional libraries send branch librarians to
continuing education programs outside of the regional
councils' boundaries

In that sass report Shoham further cites that one-third of

staff in regional libraries is voluntary.91 Some attempts to

provide continuing education courses within she regional

councils' boundaries have been made, usually organized by the

various regional libraries in cooperation with the Section

for Libraries of the Ministry of Education and Culture.

Continuing education courses in general education are encouraged

by those regional libraries which are affiliated with regional

community colleges offering adulr education courses. The

problem of professional training is particularly critical in

the supply c' school librarians and in sAall village libraries,

where the potential work force is predominantly female.

married and with children, therefore making it even more

difficult to study outside of the area.92 Attempts to organize

formal librarianship courses in the rural regions themselves

met with high operating costs due to the small number of

students and the high cost of bringing lecturers to the

courses: therefore, the courses ceased to be offered in the

regional council boundaries. Staff development in the rural

areas is left to the ingenuity of the library directors
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themselves on how to motivate and train staff for meeting

library/information needs of their rural communities.

Library and information provision to schools is also

fragmented in Israel with no single official government

office being responsible either for the funding of the libraries

or for the staffing of them. Generally, they come into the

category of the Education Department of the Ministry of

Education and Culture, whereas the Section for Libraries of

the same Ministry is under the auspices of the Culture De-

partment. The Section for Libraries guides those school

libraries which are membeto of public library networks.

There appears to be a growth of school and college libraries

in Israel rural library networks, as is reported in the next

section on data.

D. DATA AND ANALYSIS

In this section the data and analysis of staff in rural

libraries in Israel, the United Kingdom, and the United States

is presented.

In 1985 the Section for Libraries of the Ministry of

Education a.d Culture in Israel recognized forty-three regional

libraries. Of those forty-three regional libraries, thirty -eight

completed annual reports for the Ministry. The thirty-eight

responding regional libraries served a total population of

231,950. Population sizes served ranged from a minimum of

700 people to a maximum of 30,400 people. The libraries

reported a total of 327 branches. However, not all of V:::

responding libraries reported on staff of their branches;

4
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this fact will be related to in the analysis of the data.

Seventeen of the responding thirty-eight regional libraries,

or 44.744, saintain their central library in a school or

regional community college. A combined total of four-hundred

staff members comprising 189 positions were cited in the 1985

annual reports. Branches reported accounted for a total of

239 staff members comprising 75 positions. It should be

noted that with the exception of three bookmobile drivers and

one binder, no other operations or maintenance staff were

reported by the responding regional libraries.

Of the total four-hundred library personnel reported,

thirty -eight directors were cited with training levels as follows,

LEVEL OF TRAINING 4 DIRECTORS

Professional Librarian 4
Paraprofessionals:

Librarian 2
Assistant Librarian 4
Assistant Teacher Librarian 4
Teacher 2
Library Technician 15
Assistant Library Technician 4

No training at all 3
38

Of the remaining 362 staff reported, levels of training and

numbers cited were as follows:

LEVEL OF TRAINING 4 STAFF

Professional Librarian 9
Paraprofessionalss

Librarian 13
Assistant Librarian 21
Assistant Teacher Librarian 2
Teacher 20
Library Technician 69
Assistant Library Technician 34

3t, training at all* 194
362

(*Includes three drivers of bookmobiles and one binder.)



In adjusting for branches staff reported non-director staff

training reported by the regional libraries in 1985 is as follows:

LEVEL OF TRAINING S STAFF

Professional Librarian 7

Paraprofessionalss
Librarian 7

Assistant Librarian 11

Assistant Teacher Librarian 4
Teacher 0
Library Technician 34
Assistant Library Technician 13

No training at all 47
123

(*Includes three dri bookmobiles, one binder, and four
secretaries.)

Branch staff and level 'n9 as reported by the regional

libraries shows that 239 sonnel were employed in 178

branches. Training levels are ..-en in the following tablet

LEVEL OF TRAINING 11 STAFF

Professional Librarian 0

Paraprofessionalss
Librarian 7

Assistant Librarian 9

Assistant Teacher Librarian 2

Teacher 16

Library Technician 35

Assistant Library Technician 21

No training at all 149
239

Reports on staff and training for public libraries in the

United Kingdom and the United States during :he same period

of time that the study was completed in Israel, show the

following results03

UNITED KINGDOM - English Counties

LEVEL OF TRAINING I STAFF

Professional Librarian 3311

Paraprofessionals 8857
12168
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'UNITED KINGDOM - Welsh Counties

LEVEL OF TRAINING B STAFF

Professional Librarian 269
Paraprofessions 835

1104

A study completed in the United States in 1982 by the National

Centex for Education fithtletiC8 cited staff training reports

from 7719 rural libraries.94 The results are as follows:

UNITED STATES (By numbers of population served)
Less than 9,999 population:

LEVEL OF TRAINING I STAFF

Professional Librarian 6955
Paraprofessionals* 3796

10751
(Including 741 plant operation and maintenance personnel)

Between 10,000-24,999 population;

LEVEL OF TRAINING * STAFF

Professional Librarian 5006
Paraprofessionals* 5974

10980

(*Including 648 plant operation and maintenance personnel)

Between 25,000-49,999 population:

LEVEL OF TRAINING I STAFF

Professionals Librarian 4383
Paraprofessionals* 7534

12417

(*Including 588 plant operation and maintenance personnel)

Total of all rural populations;

LEVEL OF TRAILUNG I STAFF

Professional Librarian 16844
Paraprofessionals* 17304

34148

(*Total 1977 plant operation and maintenance personnel)

Additional data on professional staff is found in The National
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Rural Library Reference Survey" in the U.S. where 106 libraries

report 901 personnel, 16 of which are professional librarians.95

MAYS'S OF DATA

The lack of trained librarians is cpytainly one of the
greatest problems for rural libraries./0

As the data presented above shows, there appear to be some

correlations between t.:e findings in the Israeli case study

and the information cited from the United Kingdom and the

United States. However, it is important to determine guidelines

of definitions pertaining to the results of the studies.

Considerable confusion and lack of clear guidelines of terminology

occurs within. "he professional literature, perhaps due to the

dynamics of curriculum changes, educational and cultural

differences 'nd changing standards. Whereas the author stated

initially in t'e'a article the definition of professi4nal

librarian to mean the training qualifications of a MLS or K.,

the analysis of the gathered data recognises that the British

and American reports cited in the section on data regarded a

BA in library science as professional status. In addition,

the American report regards the Israeli paraprofessional

librarian, the assistant librarian and assistant teacher

librarian as professional staff.

In analysing the data we find that professional staff in

relation to total staff is as follows: English Counties

report 27.21% of total staff as profession: Welsh Counties

report 24.36% of total staff as professional, with an average

of 26.97% in the United Kingdom. The United States reports
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49.33% of total staff as professional- After adjusting the

number of staff reported in the Israel case study in order to

consider the regional libraries without their branches (161

total staff), the Israel case study shows 24.22% of staff as

icofeaaional. This indicates a close correlation between the

figures in Israel and the figures from the United Kingdom.

If however, we adapt our datinition of professional librarian

within Israel and consider the Israel Library Technician (ASI

B) to be a professional librarian, then the Israel case study

would show 54.66% of staff as professional; this would correlate

closely with the figures from the United States.

The question of interpretation is essential in analyzing

the data. The argument for including the Israel Library

Technician (ASI B) with no additional academic degree as

profeseic:al librarians seems reasonable when understanding

the history of training for librarianship in Israel. This

author has considered the combined training of a first degree

(BA) plus the Library Technician (ASI 13) as equivalent of

professional training as interpreted in the results from the

United Kingdom and the United States. However, in recognizing

the curriculum requirements for paraprofessional librarianship

in the United States and the United Kingdom, it is clear that

the counterpart of the Israel Library Technician course has

not been in practice in either of the two countries for at

least twenty-five years. Therefore, comparative analysis of

data presented in this article maintains the figure of 24.22,

professional staff in the rural libraries surveyed in Israel.
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However, it should be noted that, as reported in the

literature survey of this article, comparable courses to the

Israel Library Technician course are conducted in rural

U.S. and U.K. for paraprofessional library/information staff

as part of continuing education.

Professional librarians with MIS or MA training account

for 1.77% in the United States survey of rural libraries

and 3.25% of the surveyed regional libraries in Israel.

Exact figures for the United Kingdom were not available.

It is interesting to note the correlation between highest

degree earned and type of regiolal library in Israel. As

stated previously, almost half of .he regional library networks

in Israel maintain their central library in an institution of

education. Further detailed analysis of staff training in

rural libraries in Israel shows that 77% of all ML$ or MA

qualified professional staff cited in the 1985 annual reports

work in regional libraries which maintain their central

library in either a school, or a regional community college.

The remaiing 231 of MS or MA qualified professional staff

are employed in the same regional library network with one-third

of them in a branch school library.

In the literature survey of this article the characteristic

of isolation in rural populations was stated. Professional

literature related to the one-man-band syndrome regarding the

isolated rural librarian. The Israeli case study supports

this finding with 1.22 staff per library location. We also

find that more than 50% of all staff is part time.
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NO training accounted for 49.25% of all rural library

staff in th4 1985 survey. When eliminating the branches'

staff, the percentage of none trained personnel decreases to

31.06%. Therefore, it appears that branches have a higher

number of untrained staff in rural Israel.

Additional analysis of the information on rural library

staff in Israel includes a comparison of staff of three

regional libraries which are similar in population sizes and

types. The three libraries have between 24-30 branches, and

none maintain bookmobiles. All three maintain their central

library in secondary schools or community colleges. Interesting

information is available regarding staff in the three rural

networks. rifteea percent of total staff work in the central

libraries of the two networks located in secondary schools,

and 27% of total staff work in the central library of a

college. One-third of all staff smployhd in two of the

networks are professional by standards of definition for

comparative studies, and 12% of all staff employed in one

network is professional. Highest degree earned shows that

3.7% of all staff eeployed in the three networks has achieved

tne MIA or M qualifications in library science; this figure

is slightly higher than the mean average for all the Israeli

rural libraries surveyed. An average of 38.47% have no

formal training. Listed in the below table are details of

level of staff training in the three regional library networkst
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LEM. OP TRAINING
Professional Librarian (NLS/NA)
Paraprofessionals:

A

OP TOTAL STAPP
IN LIBRARY NETWORK

a
2.2 7.4

Librarian 11.1 2.2 3.7
Assistant Librarian 26.7 5.6
Assistant Teacher Librarian 2.2
Teacher 16.7 2.2
Library Technician 27.7 37.8 12.9
Assistant Library Technician 2.8 6.7 16.7

So training at all 41.7 20.0 53.7

The three l'lraries report an average of 1.6 staff per library

location, awl more than half of all staff work part time.

Conclusions and implications of the data gathered and

analyzed in this study are presented in the following section.

X. mrucAriona AND CONCLUSIONS

The data gathered and analyzi ' implies that the situation

of obtaining and training staff fc rural library and information

services in the United Kingdom, the United States. and Israel

is similar. Problems of recruiting professionally trained

personnel in rural areas exist, as do problems of training

professional staff.

It appears that rural library centers endeavor to find

local solutions for staff development through regional training

programs. Most rural areas cannot support formal acadeaic

programs for professional training of staff. Recruiting,

developing and maintaining academic curriculum with appropriate

teaching staff and support resource collections has proven to

be too costly for most rural authorities to provide. Sending

local staff to formal programs outside of the rural area has

proven to be impractical and also expensive as indicated in
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the professional literature. Therefore, many rural library

and information centers have erperisented with developing

locally designed and administrated paraprofessional courses

to meet training needs for the centers. As the local market

has become satisfied, and since needc are always changing,

these local courses have had to change accordingly. In

recent years the trend appears to be toward provision of

local and regional continuing education courses instead of

formal /agree awarding qualification courses. In sense instances

the continuing education courses enable participants to

accumulate credits toward qualifications for advancements.

This study indicates that there geese to be a correlation

between level of staff training and the type of rural library

in which staff is employed/ higher qualified staff is reported

in the central libraries of rural networks and in library of

schools and colleges rather than in branches of the rural

library networks. This might be due to a greater need for

professionally trained staff in the educational institutions

or perhaps a greater awareness of benefits of professional

skills. This does not mean, however, that there is no need

for higher qualified staff in all service points. This study

suggests that some library populations might be information

deprived due to lack of professionally trained staff. The

scenario could be whereby the professional skills of the

librarian in charge the local clientele could be denied its

inherent right to know.
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in addition, it appears that branch libraries are under-

staffed with part time personnel who often have little or

no training for their jobs. Certainly the one-man-band

service point is vulnerable to its librarian's physical

and emotional condition. Professional literature reports

on attempts to solve the problems of professionally staffing

branches by having roving teams of professional librarians

and also use of mobile caravan libraries instead of permanent

branches. In some cases, lack of properly trained staff

has led to replacing static branch services with bookmobile

service.

The dilemma of how to provide professional staff for

rural library and information services has neither a singular

nor simple formula. Whereas the desire and trend has been

to upgrade professional qualifications in the U.K., and

U.S., and Israel, the facts reveal conflict between theory

and reality. An additional factor affecting this dilemma

is technology. Technological progress has influenced the

information seeking behavior of both patrons and staff and

therefore has influenced the training of library personnel.

It can be assumed that technological advances will continue

to be of influence in the provision of library and information

services.

Some significant questions arise regarding provision

of library and information services in rural areass

I. What are the information needs of rural populations?

In what way(s) can they be met? What is the rural

library's role in meeting those needs?
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2. Does technology affect the provision of library

and information services today, and in what ways?

HOW might it affect services in the next three to

five years?

3. Does cooperation affect provision of services, and

in what ways?

The above questions require serious consideration when attempting

to staff library and information centers. The first set

of questions is of primary importance prior to obtaining

and training staff. Perhaps there is a nee- for interdis-

ciplinary and stratified training. The second set of questions

requires innovative thinking, objectivity, and practicality

in answering them. Whereas the paperless society might

be too extreme, perhaps technology can expedite the provision

of some services. Does technological progress suggest a

need for technical personnel? The third set of questions

is interrelated with the first two sets of questions. After

determining the rural population's information needs and

What the library's role in meeting those needs is, the question

of cooperative ventures with other organizations and libraries

within and outside of the rural area cAn be considered.

Does technological progress suggest that cooperation between

service points might be effective enough to aid the erne

user directly? Could the rural library bi the linking agency

in the coordination and provision of information? Wuuld

this suggest an interdisciplinary approach when recruiting

and training staff? The following scenarios are not science

fictions
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Alice Mitrand, a newcomer to Matlock travail...on, is preparing
for external matriculation exams. She wants the full
text of Macbeth in both English and French plus explanatory
material in French. Alice visits the public library
in Mati:.ck where she borrows the play in English and
reads the French translation frog a microcomputer.

Mr. Jones wants to know What possible markets exist for
the wool of his herd of sheep. He telephones his local
public library with his request. Library staff instructs
Mr. Jones to turn on his television to channel 22 where
he can find a list of the current markets and today's
prices for wool.

This study attempts to shed new light on the situation

of staffing rural library and information centers. The

data indicates a nevi for local training programs which

can satisfy staffing needs of library and information services

within the rural area. It is of utmost importance that

the approach to staff development in the rural area be inter-

disciplinary so as to enable the widest possible scope of

candidates and to provide the widest possible scope of informa-

tion services. It appears that technical assistants might

be able to provide some services otherwise provided by pro-

fessional staff. To that end perhaps the library/information

education community should be designing appropriate curriculum

for A level graduates and also fo. other professionals wishing

to make a career change. The trend of continuing education

courses provided by local authorities should be encouraged;

an emphasis should be made to award credits which would

be acceptable and recognized nationally. cooperative efforts

between the academic Schools of Library and Information

Science and regional colleges and colleges of further education

could result in a standardization of both technicians' courses

and continuing educaiton courses. The essential issue is
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that the paraprofessional courses be offered within the

rural area so as to enable broad participation. Qualifying

with a MS or MA would continue to be conducted in the urban

centers, but perhaps cooperative efforts between the various

authorities could make it less tedious for rural librarians

and information personnel wishing to earn their qualifications

gradually. Intensive summer courses, correspondence courses,

and open university studies are some of the ways of enabling

staff to gain professional qualifications.

Alison Shute, county librarian of De?on, relates to the

role of public libraries' services in rural areas and change.

The tools of change are different, so too is the tempo,
but the most important ingredient is the hues p factor--staff
who are willing to walk the road of thange.7

Rural library staff must have the options in order to walk

that road. It is in the responsibility of library and informa-

tion educators, planners, and fundero to provide viable

options.
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"PLEASE - NO SALES PERSON" OR
SURVEY OF AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS IN RURAL LIBRAM114.

Aileen A. Smart
Children's Librarian
Huntingdon Valley Library

PURPOSE

My perceptions of rural libraries haw changed recently,

because of completing the Master of Science in Library Science

degree program at Clarion University. Clarion itself is a

rural community. The Rural Center and discussion about rural

libraries, their services, and one or two visits to email

librarieshavegiven me an increased awareness of rural libraries.

In looking through the literature of the rural libraries

of the United States, I have found nothing about audiovisual

materials in rural libraries. My background includes medium

and large public libraries. I was assistant department

head in the audiovisual department of a district library

serving the county and ,hirty-two other libraries just outside

a major city. I found it impossible to believe that nothing

has been written or surveyed about audiovisual materials

in small and rural libraries. One or two articles referred

to specific libraries and their own audiovisual services

but no articles on rural libraries in general and audiovisual

materials. I looked back ten years because there have been

many changes in the audiovisual field and further back than

ten years would not be pertinent.
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That is he' this survey came about. The survey is to

determine what kinds of audiovisual materials are owned

by rural and small libraries. Also in the survey are questions

On funding, borrowng, and fees.

SURVEY

A total of 268 surveys were sent out in early November

1987. The libraries were randomly selected from the The

American Library Directory 38th Edition. The thirty-ninth

edition was used in order to update names and addresses

of the selected libraries. The only criteria for the selected

libraries were that they were public libraries serving popula-

tions of 25,000 or fewer. This .s in accordance with the

Center for Rural Librarianship's definition of rural and

small libraries. By the second week of December 1987, 151

surveys were returned (56% return). Of those returned one

hundred forty-four were usable (54% usable).

1,41,4********** ************* **deli ********** *sok*

KEY TO INTERPRETATION OP STATISTICS

51/144 rl fifty-one responses of one hundred forty-four

AVG. average

H .1 highest numeric response in range

H - median numeric response in range

L *, lowest numeric response in range

(3111 no answer) .1 thirty-one percent of the one hundred

forty-four responses answered with all taros,

none. or did not reply at all to the question
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The following is a presentation of the statistics attained

by the survey. Each question will be presented in the manner

in which it was presented in the survey followed by comments

on the results.

010201R1.8 AMA ROGIPMMUT

What type of audiovisual materials are owned by your

library? (please indicate by nt. her of titles owned)

(319 no answer)

videocassettes AVG. H

51/144 VHS 74 650 59 1

6/144 BETA 83 240 38 1

82/14 audiocassettes 142 1000 100 1

18/144 16 mm films 20 133 5 1

13/144 slides 422 1672 200 7

70/144 records 469 2999 272 1

Two of the respondents indicated that although they have

Beta videocassettes they are not planning to purchase anymore.

One of the respondents has an equal number of VHS and Seta.

Slides could have been divided into two parts to indicate

sets of slide and ind±vidual slides.

What kinds of equipment does your library own? Please

indicate how many are owned by your library.

(271 no answer) AVG. 8 M I

39/144 video cassette recorder (VCR) 1.2 3 1 1

35/144 television moniL" 1.03 2 1 1

71/144 audiocassette recorder 1.8 6 1 1
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85/144 16mm sound projector 1.2 6 1 1

42/144 slide projector 1.2 3 1 /

68/144 record player 1.2 3 1 1

Video cassette recorder could also have been divided

into two parts, recorder/players and players.

Raciums

Does your library have viewing facilities available?

(11 no answer)

Yes 511 No 481

they had viewing facilities reported

popular answers were a meeting room

142/144 (circle one)

Those responding that

many types. The most

and the children's room. Those with no facilities replied

with a wide range of answers. Three that replied no facilities

said that there were no funds for facilities. Nine others

that plan expansion of their existing building or facilities

are adding a meeting room or room which could be used as

an audiovisual viewing facility. Three referred to the

purchase of equipment to be purchased as viewing facilities.

Can patrons of your library use the available facilities?

(291 no answer)

Yes 581 No 131101/144 (circle one)

Of the thirteen percent of the "no" responses, one librarian

reported that the answer would be "yes" only if the librarian

went along to operate the equipment.
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Where does your library store audiovisual materials and

equipment? (Examples Under or at a counter/desk)

Where? Everywhere! In an office or workroom, on a shelf

at the circulation desk, in bins on the floor, in the basement,

on the regular shelves with the books. closets, carts, technical

processing area and boxes were among the answers. Try a

cabinet in the batbroomt Wherever they are stored precautions

for the care of the different types of audiovisual materials

and equipment should be taken into consideration.

ONNIENIXO COLLECTION AND EOUIPNENT

How are the audiovisual materials in your library paid

for? (check all that apply)

116/144 (19% no answer)

purchased through library funds 688

donation 448

special grant or funding 318

Comments to this question are given under the next question

because they are closely related.

How is the audiovisual equipment in your library paid

for? (check all that apply)

121/144 (161 no answer)

purchased through library funds 62%

donation 49%

special grant or funding 37%
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For both materials and equipment. library funds are the

primary source of funds, then "donation" and "special grant

Or funding." Friends of the Library are friendly with audio-

visual materials and equipment. Several libraries note

that their Friends groups have donated funds as well as

equipment such as a television and a videocassette recorder.

Does your library own all of the audiovisual materials?

(check one)

126/144 (12% no answer)

yes

no, only partia'ly

none at all

54%

22%

12%

Many of the 22 percent partially owning their audiovisual

materials participate in rotating collections. One has

a 16mm projector on permanent loan.

Does your library borrow audiovisual materials from other

sources?

138/144 (511 no answer)

(circle one) yea 78% No 178

No comments.

Where does your library borrow from?

(check all that apply)

131/144 (9% no answer)

other libraries

district 53%
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local

special

13%

8%

other State Library 34%

'District" includes Regional and System libraries. State

Libraries are a major source of audiovisual materials.

State Library was not a choice on the survey: however, with

the overwhelming response, it is obvious it should Nave

been a choice. Other responses included a retail outlet,

a church, and a commercially provided free film service.

Does your lib -ary participate in a collection rotation

program?

134/144 (7% no answer)

(circle one) Yes 35% No 58%

One library asked what a collection rotation program

was. It is a collection or resource which is divided among

several libraries and according to a schedule each library

exchanges one part of the collection for another. Actual

rotation and maintenance of the collection is usually monitored

by a central library. Several participating in rotating

collections have collections which rotate every two months.

One library not participating in a rotating collection reports

their state is considering this.

If yes to the above question, with whom?

48/144 (67% no answer)

Two-thirds of the respondents participate in rotating

collections with district, system, 07 regional libraries.
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Second to this are state libraries. The majority of the

collections are video collections. Some general comments

by the respondents include one state video cooperative that

is to end in 1988. Another state library film center is

in "limbo' because of budget cuts. One library will begin

participating in a rotating collection in 1988.

How are the audiovisual materials transported to your

library? (check all that apply)

121/144 (16% no answer)

U.S. Postal Service 42%

Professional Delivery System (Example: United Parcel

Service) 15%

Private vehicle 10%

Interlibrary delivery 40

There was a little confusion in a few of the responses

as to what was meant by professional delivery system. United

Parcel Service is a commercial delivery system. Others

along the same principle include Purolator Courier and Federal

Empress.

It appears the United States Post Offi.e gets just about

as much wear as interlibrary delivery systems. A truly

unique response for transporting materials and equipment

was a plane.
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=common
Does your library circulate audioview! materials and

equipment tot (circle all that apply)

125/144 (13% no answer)

a) staff only b) individual patrons c) patrons who

belong to an organisation d) other (please desrribe)

videocassettee PEXCEISTAGES

VHS a 19 b 54 c 23 d 8

Beta a 5 b 8 c b d 3

audiocassettes a 17 b 65 c 24 d 5

16mm films a 13 b 29 c 31 d

elides a 4 b 10 c 11 d 3

records a 17 b 67 c 24 d 4

other filmstrips a 1.4 b 3 c 4 d .7

Vat a 6 b 8 c 7 d 1.4

tv monitor a 6b6c6d1.4
audiocass. rec. a 13 t 24 c 12 d 1.4

16mm sound proj. a 13 b 24 c 30 d 2

slide projector a 7 b 16 c 21 d 1.4

record player a 14 b 12 c 14 d 1.4

other a

Some of the answers given under options of "(1' were schools

and nursing tomes. It is important to be careful of any

possible copyricht infringement when deciding to whom certain

items will be circulated. I expected videos to be lent

mainly to individual patron, however. many circulate video
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to schools. nursing homes, and service groups. Just a caution

and reminder to take the copyright law into consideration

when devt.loping the circulation policy of audiovisual items.

What materials and equipment are restricted to use only

in the library?

70/144

videocassettes

(check all that apply)

(49 no answer)

VHS 3%

Seta 0%

audiocassettes 1.4%

16mm films 8%

slides 3%

records

other

1.4%

8mm films, microfilms, computer prograe .7%

videocassette recorder (VCR)

television monitor

audiocassette recorder

16mm sound projector

slide projector

record player

other

22%

24%

27%

26%

13%

38%

typewriter, opaque projector, 8mm projector .7%

computer, filmstrip projector, stencil machine .7%

microfilm reader, microfiche reader .7%
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The majority of items restricted to use in the library

are equipment. A very few responded that restricted items

could be borrowed only if the librarian went along to operate

the equipment.

FUNDING

Does your library include audiovisual materials in its

budget as a separate line item?

131/144 (9% no answer)

(circle one) Yes 30% No 61%

Several of the respondents answering "no" indicated that

they will have a separate line item in 1987, some in 1988.

One librarian pointed out that tlie library did not have

an audiovisual line item, but does have a non-print line

item.

Audiovisual budget (or approximate amount spent on average)

in 1986?

70/144

$ 1,185.64 avg.

H 6200 M 800 L 14.79

The most popular audiovisual budget replies were seven

responses for $100, seven responses for $200, six responses

for $1000, and six responses fat $2,000.

Overall library budget in 1996? $ 56,792.39 avg.

122/144 H 309046 M 33618 L 600

Responses were almost evenly distributed over the range

of budgets.
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If your library charges a circulation fee for the une

of audiovisual materials and equipment or an overdue

fee for late return, please indicate how much is

charged.

On the following two pages are responoes to this queeticn.

The range of replies was very interesting. Several libraries

commented that the foes they charge are the same as the

fees clw:god on books. Many libraries do not charge any

foes.
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CIRCULATION ME CVERDUE FEE

vi4so cassettes $ 1.00 6.0* video cassettes S 1.00 17.01
$ 2.00 4.04 $ 2.00 06.01

postage 1.41 $ 3.00 06.01
$ 0.50 0.7% $ 5.00 04.01

deposit $ 0.50 03.0%
$10.03 0.7% 4 0.05 03.0%
$ 5.00 0.71 $ 0.10 01.4%

$ 2.50 00.74
$ 1.50 00.711
$ 0.25 00.71
$ 0.20 00.7%

audiocassettes $ 0.05 0.7% audiocassettes $ 0.05 21.0%
$ 0.10 04.00
S 0.02 03.0%
$ 1.00 02.0%
$ 0.03 01.41
0.50 00.7%

$ 0.20 00.7%
$ 0.04 00.71

16mm films 16mm films $ 1.00 02.01
postage 2.0$ $ 5.00 03.01

$ 5.00 .7% S 0.05 01.41
$ 2.00 .74 $ 2.50 00.71
$ 1.05 .7% $ 2.00 00.7%

deposit $ 0.10 00.71
$20.00 t $1.00 per day .71 $ 0.02 00.7%

slides NO CHARGE slide $ 0.05 02.01
$ 0.10 01.4%
$ 1.00 00.7%

records $ 0.05 1.4% records S 0.05 23.0%
$ 0.10 04.0,
$ 0.02 04.01
$ 1.00 02.0%
$ 0.50 00.7%
$ 0.08 00.7%
$ 0.04 00.7%
$ 0.03 00.7%
5 0.01 00.7%

VCR $ 5.00 2.0% VCR S 5.00 01.4%
$ 3.00 .7% $ 3.00 01.4%
$ 2.00 .7% $10.00 00.71

$ 1.00 00.7%
TV $ 5.00 1.4% TV 5.00 00.71
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CISCULPTION FEE

1.4%
.7%

4.0%
3.01
1.4%
1.40

OVERDUE PEE

player
$ 1.00
$ 0.05
S 5.00
$ 0.10

$ 5.00
S 1.00
hour

1.41
1.4%
0.711
0.7%

4.0%
1.4%
0.7%

audiocie.sette player
E 5.00
S 1.00

16mm projector $ 5.00
$ 1.00
$ 3.00
$ 2.50

audiocassette

16mm projector

$ 1.00 per

deposit
$ 5.00 .71

$20.00 + $1.00 per day .7%

slide projector $ 5.00 1.40 slide projector$ 5.00 2.0%
$ 3.00 1.4% $ 1.00 1.4%

record player $ 5.00 .7% record player S 1.00 0.7%
$ 3.00 .7%

Smm projector $ 1.00 0.7%

One library said they charged a circulation fee on videos

for the first year only in order to raise funds for the

video collection. A few libraries charge users the postage

it takes to ship items between libraries.

Comments and remarks from the libraries participating

in the survey were welcomed. "Please - no sales person"

was among these. I promise I won't send any sales people.

Several libraries apologized for being small and having

very limited collection and budgets. That is specifically

why this survey was done. Even though limited the audiovisuals

are there and are being used by the libraries and their

patrons. A couple libraries described the donations of

Friends groups and memorials which have been of audiovisual

materials and equipment or funds for audiovisuals. Donations

include records, computer and programs, cassette tapes.
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and sound booth. The comments also described the decisions

that have been and will be made about audiovisuals.

One library is involved in a union list of filmstrips.

The union list is of children's filmstrips available with

the region to the libraries in order to dc children's program

ming. They are in the midst of creating a union list of

nonfiction videos that would be available through iuterlibrary

loan.

One library indicated that they have decided definitely

not to go into compact disc because their library feels

that digital audiotape will be the format winner.

SINIONSTIONS AND CONCLUSION

Small and rural libraries are in a state of flux. Changes

and decisions are being made all over the United States.

Many libraries are building. expanding and even moving their

facilities. Audovisuals are in the small and rural libraries;

however, with limited funds th,, decisions are being carefully

contemplated. One library suggested that the survey should

have focused its attention more on compact discs and videotapes.

The emphasis for videotape because it is an "morning" format.

Currently, however. libraries are in various places on

the spectrum. Several libraries are not buying audiovisuals

in order to improve their monograph collections. Purchases

and development will continue in the future.

Many are just beginning collections. One indication

of this is the libraries which are creating a separate line
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item for audiovisuals in their budget for 1987 and one in

1988.

For libraries just beginning their audiovisual collections.

there are several articles in the prof-asional literature

which may help. Videotape is an area which is frequently

covered. Other formats are usually discussed under their

names such as records and slides.

A good overall article on videotape is Ray Serabin's

'Video in Public Lit:aeries' A Guide for the Perplexed.wl

He discusses many of the importahL things to consider previous

to beginning a collection of videotapes. Serabin's argument

for video is that "it is the public library's unique role...to

acquire market products based not on commercially generated

demands, but on the full spectrum of community information

needs.°2 Serabin quotes a statistic that says forty percent

of U.S. households own a videocassette recorder and that

videocassette recorder penetration in the market is projected

to be 68.9 percent by I990. Serabin': guide discusses many

topics which need to be considered before videotapes are

purchased. He suggests researching your own community to

discover if there is a need for videotapes and gives recom-

mendations about a video col iect ion selection policy. Serabin's

discussion describes feature videocassettes. non-theatrical

videocassettes, and aildran's videocassettes and gives

definitions and usage for each type. A source list is included

showing where to find video reviews video wholesalers and

video retailers.
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Within another five years audiovisual materials in rural

libraries should be surveyed again in order to see the trends

and changes. Some of the changes I recommend for future

surveys are already included in the body of this text.

Another survey might be modified to includes

Circulation of audiovisual materials and equipment
two year local and borrowed comparison
Include the term non-print
Books on tape
Compact discs (audio CD)
Specifics on rotating col.lections (for examples
What format(s), how many italic and how long on loan)
Waiting period for materials and equipment (for
examples walk-ins (same day) or reserved in advance
(how long?)
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IUDIOVIISUAL MATERIALS SURVEY

This survey is to determine w""at kinds of audiovisual
materiels are owned and used by small and rural libraries
serving populations of 25,000 or fewar. Also, to discover
What materials are borrowed or interlibrary loaned from
Aber sources.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

1. What type of audiovisual materials are owned by
your library? (please indicate by number of
titles owned)

videocassettes
VHS
SETA

audiocassettes
16mm films
slides
records
other

,IgliaNNONffpg

.11.1100

2. What kinds of equipment does your library own?
Please indicata how many are 'caned by your
library.

video cassette re- rder (VCR)
television monito.
audiocassette recorder
16mm sound projector
slide projector
record player
other

FACILITIES

3. Does your library have viewing facilities available?

(circle one) Yee No

3(e) If Yes, please describ,r what type.
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3(b) If No, are any kind of facilities planned for
the near future? Please describe.

4. Can patrons of your library use the avaf labia facilities?

(circle one) Yea No

5. Where does your library store audiovisual materials
and equipment? (Examples under or at a count-
er/desk)

OBTAINING COLLECTION AND EQUIPMENT

G. How are the audiovisual materials in your library
paid for? (check all that apply)

purchased through library funds
donation
special grant or funding
other

7. How is the audiovisual equipment in your library
paid for? (check all that apply)

purchased through library funds
donation
special. grant or funding
other

8. Does your library own all of the audiovisual materials?
(check one)

yes
no, only partially
none at all

9. Does your library borrow audiovisual materials from
other sources?

(circle one) Yes No

10. Where does your library borrow from? (check all
that apply)
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other libraries
district
local
special

other

11. Does your library participate in a collection rotation
program?

(circle one) Yes No

12. If yes to the above question, with whom?

13. How are the audiovisual materials transported to
your library? (check all that apply)

U.S. Postal Service
Professional Delivery System

(Examples United Parcel Service)
Private vehicle
Interlibrary delivery
other

CIRCULATION

14. Does your library circulate audiovisual materials
and equipment to (circle all that apply)

a) staff only b) individual patrons c) patrons
who belong to organization 6: other (please describe)

videocassettes
VHS a b c d
BETA a b c d

audiocassettes a b c d
16mm films a b c d
slides a b c d

records a b c d
other a b c d

a b c dVCR
tv monitor a b c

:audiocass. rec a b c
16mm sound prof. a b c d
slide projector a b c d

record player s b c d
other a b c d
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15. What materials and equipment are restricted to use
only in the library? (Cheek all that apply)

videocassettes
VHS
SETA

audiocassettes
16m films
Widen
records
other

video cassette recorder (VCR)
television monitor
audiocassette recorder
16mm sound projector
slide projector
record player
other

MIIIIMMI=M1111W.4
MINIM

1 Fil
..=1!11

FORDING

16. Does your library include audiovisual materials
in its budget as a separate line item?

(circle one) Yee No

17. Audiovisual budget (or approximate amount spent
on average) in 1986? $

IS. Overall library budget in 1986? $

19. If your library charges a circulation fee for the
use of audiovisual materials and equipment
or an overdue fee for late return please indicate
how much is charged.

videocassettee
audiocassettes
16mm films
slides
records
other

video cassette recorder
television monitor
audiocassette player
16mm sound projector
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elide projector
recorder projector
other

circulation overdue
fee (8) fee (5)

Thank you for your time and aaaistance1111

oleos* add any remarks about the survey or audiovisual materials

and equipeent here.
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1. Serabin, Ray. "Videotape in Public Libraries.
A Guide for the Perplexed.' Library Journal 112, 9 (May
15, 1987)1 29-33.

2. Ibid, p. 29.
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The
Center
for the

Study of Rural
Librarianship

REFERENCE SERVICE IN RURAL
PUBLIC LIBRARIES

At WV! A prdification which details the state of the ant of reference service in noel
Asada). This windy provides a total profile of staffing, orrice, and pl.m endemic to
librnriee communities of under 25,000. Baled on a niira awn* this report
is arranged , regionally and by dse of per ee area. REFEREKE SERVICE L'4
RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES is a solid ban of Inknanathso in a witty explored bit rapidly
*gentling area of intim!.

To parthise a gory of ibis
Center for the Shay of Rural Lid
College, Clarion, Penosylesnis 16214,

testing new pubikation send 54.50 (postpaid) to The
School of library Science, Clarion State

Name

Address

Arsenal enclosed:

Maw make cheeks payable to "Sporial Projects-CSC".
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THE CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF

RURAL
LIBRARIANSHIP

presents

A New Publication

--1=65111=11113RHIMTal="--

DEVELOPING A MARKETING
PROGRAM FOR LIBRARIES

The Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship is committed to stimulating the develosi-
ment of rural library services. Recognizing the importance of the rise of the marketing move -
meat In American public libraries. the Center is pleased to make available this guide of
marketing procedures. Developed for librarians who have enthusiasm but, perhaps. limited
eVeriCTICe. the work reviews in a readable. step by step manner the complete sequence of
activities for effective program development. De. Grunenwald's work. with its clear examples
applicable to Wraries. provides a solid base of information.

Please send copy(s) of Developing a Marketing Program for Libraries at SS.00 each.

(postpaid) to

Total enclosed.
(Make checks payable to the Clarion University of Pennsylvania Foundation (CUP)

COLLEGE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
CLARION UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLARION, PA 16214
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-Tr

) COLLEGE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
CLARION UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLARION, PA 10214

THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY
OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP

The followina Bibbagnaplues ate available from the Center al a cost of SI 00 thth.

1 -Books and Theses Relating to Plebe Libraries. A
2 'Reference Lerananskip and the Small Library: A
3 -Rural Library Service-
4 "Beaks and Andes Relating to Cominimay Dere Uprisen,
5 -School-Pubic Library Cooperation-
8 -Public Relations and the Public Librars-
7 -Administration of the Small and Medium Sized Leer
8 "Library Networking and Interienry Cooperation
9 -Books by Mail and Bookmobrie Service-

10 -Technical Sensors"
I I -Friends of the Library-
12 -Library Trustees"
13 "Library Seri we* and Older Americans.'
14 -Library olunteers-

Selected Starer.'
Sewed Surrey"

and Community Analyse"

*17-

The Center also publishes a semi annual mime! RURAL LIBRARIES which is available for S3 Massie
or 58 011tyear.

Please send the hemstrs maternal to

Behographies No (s)

I would lee to subscribe to RURAL LIBRARIES ___pymeni enclosed ate

Please send she following back awes of RURAL LIBRARIES $300 each

Total enclosed

Please add my name to your nwrabna ksi

(Make checks payable so the Clarion University of Pennsylvania (CUP) fosindanon)
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THE RURAL
BOOKMOBILE
Going Strong
Alter Eighty Years

The Caster for the SO* of Aural Librarianship is pleased to make avanable the preceedings of the
"Tice Rural Boolonoisile Going Soon After Eighty Veers," held in Columbus. Ohio. on )me 1321, 111$
under the auspices of the State Lbw, of Ohio. The conference focused on emsensions of bookmobile
service wipe to the rend settleg end included a diverse range of presentations by authrwities on both
rwal America and kaolunobiles. hs addition to discussions of the current souls of rural bookmobile see
vice with its inherent problems. tee proceedings also onworece *veal altematives to conventional
bookmobile service: also included is a special perspective of the bookmobile by a panel of bookmobile
manufacterers. This publication win be a useful resource for everyone with a commitment of rural librar
service.

Mew .01..4 t "The Rural Bookmobile: Going Strong After Eighty Years" at S9 Si
Eck

Wooed) la

1 oat rrwlowil
(Mahe w Won t rwervm of Penwhanis Fawskive (CM.

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP
College of Library Science

Clarice Liolversity of Pennsylvania
C14114011. Pennsylvania 11214
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A Ov4ekag Manual kr Smaff Pt is Llivanias by William D. Campbell is a unique
publication now .vailable through the Center for the Study of Rural Librarianship and the
Small Library Developnwnt Center. The author probes many facets of small public libraries,
and the manual adeptly addresses the needs of both inexperienced and experienced library
budgeters. Topics range from a discussion of maim steps in preparing a library budget to
a disclosure of a 1echniou for measuring the efficiency or productivity of library functions.
This manual will be a key aid to administrators and librarians serving small and rural public
libraries.

William D. Campbell is a Professor of Accountancy at the College of Business Administra-
tion at Clarion University of Pennsylvania.

Ream send copyist of A Budgeting Manual for Small Masa Libraries at
$6.95 each.

(postpaid) to__

Total enclosed:
(Make c .ecks payabfe ID the Clarion Unlverfaly of Pennsylvono Foundation)

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP
The Small Library Development Center

College of Library Science
Clarion University of Pennsylvania

Clarion. Pennsylvania 16214
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OUTPUTM: Version 2.0
0171191711 is a simple-cooperate menu-driven iniaocomputer ptomain. Because die

dons can be updated rerdady the program neva becomes obsokte. AD data can be eltha
printed out or stared.

The paw inehides a floppy disk and docontastation. OUTPUTM an be run on the
IBM PC sad compadble soloocomputer.

C.apabilitics
OUTPUTM Is designed to meet the needs OA types and skies of librories from atoll.

Mai Made" us large Aron systems. It an ham* data for a rim* Wary or liCCOM-
ssodatt Are libnuy 'yams or district litituries with as many as 50 mamba Maria each
for a toed of 250 libraries. Data con be curmaisted for one you only or con be Atom!
for a usszhnum of 10 yeas.

OUTPUTM perfonns the statistical calculations for you; all you need to do is Input
the raw data. OUTPUTM can overage or total the data enteral for a single Mary or for

libaries in the Muria or system.

What Are Output Measures?
Output measures one indkators of

library output. They record the thin ew
and quosnity of service furnished by
sped& Ubnwia. Some atondord output
maws include Omission per capita.
moron ationdonco, and number of
settees= transactions.

by do we attempt to quantity these
scalces? Output measures ore withal for
a mamba of reasons. Tbcy can to used by
local ilinwies to track promote over thee.
They out be used to compare your local
Wary with notional womdards. A report
Etta library's activities can be swat to sap -
pat requests for funding at both the local
and the state !cods.

OUPUTM performs the following
empoottionsi

1. Circuistion per capita
2. In-lbsory use of =wish
5. Lamy visits per copies
4. Program setendonce per capita
5. *dame ounsactiorta per capita
6. left:ram completion rate
7. Tide, subject author, GS num
8. Browsers' BO rate
9. Pzphoration % of pop:amino

10. Turnover are
11. Requests oiled in 7, 14, 30 days,

or bars

Canoe Ltiavenity ol Prosartromia ism opal opportunity tedocalona3 ineettution.

OUTPUTMt Version 2.0
Order Form

To =dye the OUTPUTM disk and documentation send $99.00 to the address listed
below. Make checks payable to CUP Foundation.

Disk Slav:

Submit eaten to
Center for the Study of RUM Littorhoseldp

Clarion thrlocesify of Pennaininia. College of library tome
Owitio, PA 16214

The Caner few she Study of hand libeirtraohlp le the oaf, ikoorif dinsibroor for 011TIVTIO
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RURAL LIBRARIES, a publication of the Center for the Study of

Rural Librarianship, College of Library Science, Clarion

University of Pennsylvania, Clarion, PA 16214, serves as a

forum for the reporting of investigation, activities, and

research related to rural library service. Manuscripts

should be addr,?psed to Ms. Rebekah Sheller, Editor; cor-

respondence relating to subscriptions should be directed to

Subscription Manager.

We welcome letters in response to our article?

Subscription rates are 63.00 per issrial please make checks

payable to Clarion University Foundation.

Center for the Study of

Coordimtor

Editor, RURAL LIBRARIES

4torial Committee

Edit :Jai Assittant

Subscription Manager

Rural Librarianship

Dr. Bernard Vavrek

Ms. Rebekah Sheller

Dr. ihmad Gamaluddin

Mr. Thomas nipple

Mr. Michael Jaugstetter

Ms. Mary Lou Pratt

Na. Nancy Harriger

Ms. Jackie Schmitt
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THE CHANGING DIMENSIONS OF RURAL AMERICA:
SO WHAT?

Daryl E. Heap ley, PhD.
Director, Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development
Department of Agricultural Emeramice and Rural Sociology
The Pennerylvania State University

I will attempt to lay out ems of the changing dimensions of rural America
and the trends-demcgraphic, economic, and selected others-as Been l others

and myself I will provide primarily national, Northeast regional, and
Pennsylvania perspectives. I will lay out some policy options and finally
suggest an approach for determining the situation in your came and how to
implement a plan of action.

This first part is largely statistical, but rather than coagentrating an the
statistics, per se, I urge you to think about these dimensions and trends as
they apply to sour situation. Your service area is unique yet must interim
with state, regional, articzug, and international dimendons and treads. How

can you do this?

The last part of the paper-which Dr. Vavrek didn't ask fir, but, I'm awe,
had an idea I coulda r resist the temptation-I hope will help you p4 these
cllmensions and trends into a useful lbws and can build upon the backdrcp
provided hy Representative Wright's keynote address and feed into the
manaining segments of the conference. Rem this perspective, leCa begin.

I believe everyone would agree that rural America has weathered a series
of economic and social crises in the last 20 years. This, in spite of the Aid
that just a few short years ago, as introduced by Beaulieu (1988) in his book

3111tIlieLB2igkifiSTifik_S
The overall /zenith of rural America was believed to be

signs of a m*r resurgence. Population growth was touching nearly
segments of the rural landscape (Beale, 1985; Brown, 1984; lighter at
al., 1985). The manufacturing, agricukwe, mining, and anergrbased
semis were expanding and adding strength to the economize of many
mid communities (Beale and ikguitt, 1986 Martinez, 1985; Palm,
1988). Commonly used indices of well -being (such as per capita income
and persons in poverty) were beginning to provide evidence that the
welfare of rural dtizena was slowly improving (Henry, et at, 1988;
Swanson and Skees, 1987; Winter, 1988). Surely, rural America bad
finally arrived.
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But, the decade of the 1980e brought havoc to the rural
countryside. A combinatka of hiternaticand and domestic fiuces caused
serious financial stews for many farm operators Manua* Research
Service, 1985; AM; 18). While the Midwestern farm belt initially
ammarded much of the attention, it subsequently became all too dear
that the "finer crisis" was more than a Midwest phenomenal, but a
nationwide dilenuna. Several reports put us on notice that
farm-dep.:ardant 03111011111iliCS were capesienang severe fiscal stress as
a 00/110p.16100 of the troubled farm economy. Unflatimatety, strains
atm were being evidenced by rural localities baying little dependence
lotariculhue (Hits and Ulbrich, 1988; Lawson, 1996; Mueller, 1988;

(at al., 1987; Reeder, 1987; U.S. Senate, 1986). Such streeees
were being prenatal, in large part, by a retrenchment rr
discontinuation in the activities of their manufacturing industries

al., 1988; Matinee, 1988; Wfildnson. 1986). Thus by the
it became all too evident that the aids enveloped many

enters of rural society Wend agriculture.

In many respects, the econcenic and soda'. hardships that have
made their presence felt across rural areas of the U.S. in recent years
have frayed rural devidopmen issues to be placed on the privity list
of items being debated at the federal and state levels.
Let us examine these hens in more detail, beginning nationally and

worldng our way to Penzaylvania.

NakilltplallatlifiNSDISLAikMMIMIL9ffteite
A aignificant event called "the population turnaround" occurred in the late

1960s. It became mcet evident and meanuable in 1972. For the finit time in
more than 160 years, the population growth rate was higher in rural areas
then, in urban areas, despite a declim in the national birth rate (Beale). The
reams fir that phenomenon are still being debated by demographers. The
population turnaround in the 1960s did result in a rural population growth of
4.4 percent. Between 1970 and 1993, this climbed to 15A percent, with a rural
population increase of 8.4 million (Office ofRural Development).

This growth, however, was not uniform across the United States. Fair
&dors seem to have influenced this ur . venness most. These were the growth
of the extractive industries, expansion of the resort industries, the relocation
of perms of retirement age, end/or the location of a four-year college or
university.

If these were the trends during the 60s and 7111, what are the current
trends? Richter reports that non-metro growth has slowed considerably while
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Paled Haneened?
&Riming in the 1960-70 period, the Northeast region's neametropolitan

areas eiveriensed larger net nitration rates than that reverted In its
inetropriihm places. Thus the region led the nation in the dramatic population

reversals by at least one full decade (cL Brown and Wardwell, 19* Luba and
Elleabr, 197t Hawley and Marie, 198% So franko and William, 19801 This
pattern of differential populatlan increments with the nonmetropolitan areas

gusvisql mom rapidly, and to same degree at the avenge of the mica's
metropolitan areas, continued into the 1070e and first half of the 1980s (Strait
and LEdoff, 198% Lancet), 1986). This nonmetro growth is unique to the
Northeast region in the 80a as it was in the 6.

The 14ketheast generally had a higher proportion of older persons in 1980;
however, it was clearly not the region with the largest inane= in Mali
population for the decade of the 70s. A further evaluation was that chango
in the number of elderly varied by their type of :wide= (Crawand at al.,
1987).

Pannednis dleCethateke, OM and pnewentog ahem% 167049611, propardoes of
OS and olds% UMW Masan and tieribmat, North Contra, Elsa" wad Wad mime Itnimleed
Orden
Prpolann.chense
ainesneene Total WI Napalmed Nrualiral Bonet Wad

Told Iladtad Mks
(S) (%) 60 (Si 40

Pawns 15 end eider, 1945 113 12.3 114 US 9.9

analin WOO 37.9 173 173 41.1 123

Ibbeepeilinn wends

Pen= 16 and War, 1910 167 123 103 10.4 93
Oman 1070410 281 15.3 193 453 1163

Paptiallpneten rinenneero neenencie

Penang 16 and rider, 1164 12.8 18.4 13.7 223 9.8

Ms" 192045 91.4 364 17.8 WA

ASeurel naninsina counlier

Parsee 45 and cider, NM 149 14.9 17.1 112 103

Clung% 19703, 73 43 4A DJ 33.5

&soon hem B. et. 01..
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reinumoband industries to more reliance as manufacturing and
services industries, much 0' it in low-wage, low-skill jobs. This
industrial restructuring has left rural areas open to rapid shifts in
production tedrnologies, which appear to have reduced their competitive
position in the naticeud and international economy. At the same thew,
the rurai economy has become more closely tied with national and
slaked economies, making it more sensitive to changes in mean
econanic larehless cycles, and global competition. These events,
combined with longstanding wealmemes in the rural econmny, have
led to significant preblems stone areas, raising questions about the
ability of rural areas to advt

In the 1980a, downturns in several industdes important to rural
areas (agricultwe, mining and energy, and manufacturing) mindded,
turning what would normally be local or regional problems into a
widespread =al decline cif national proportions.

glitrE_RnaLleitgeneJLABLillik jinsinghEammt, Rural
employment growth since 1979 (the peak of the last business cyde) has
ban slower than urban employment growth: 4 vs. 14 percent. Sow
growth is ceocentrated in the natural resources and goods-weft:brig
industries. Counties depending an mining and enemy extractionactually saw their total employment decline * 9.5 peecent, while
agriculture counties showed virtually no growth and manufachning
counties grew by ordy 2.7 Fervent.

Stress in the rural economy is indicated by high unemployment
rate. More than 1,000 rural counties had annual unemployment ratesof 9 percent or higher in 1988. lilgh unemPlayment rates areconcentrated in the nuumfacturing counties of the South and East, andthe mining and energy counties of Appalachia, the Gulf Coast, and
scattered areas of the Northwest. Though lower in agriculture! areas,
=employment rates, for technical reasons, are not a good measure of
econcsnic stress fir these areas.

kititemfeadasticenaegiesilly
Here I turn to Luioff at at (1986) far this dimension of rural =erica. The

regire's share of total U.& employment &dined from 30 percent in 1962 to 23
percent in 1978 Shnilariy, the regimes share of national manufacturing
employment fell from about 34 percent in 1962 to 25 percent in 1978 °Puller,
1982). While the region has snot been characterized by a dominant agricultural
and other extractive industry labor component, jobs in these mess dedined
during this period, with growing ckpendencies on non-farm sources for economic
support (d Deavers and Brown, 1984; Report of The Northeast Rural
Deesiojenent Program Steering Conunittee, 1984; Schmidt at at, 1985). The

1 7 C
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than ha the United States as a whale (14 penaent vs. 11 percent) and more are

"the working Roe In 1985, the rural poverty rate was 183 percent va 12.7
percent liar metro areas. The metre rate baa fidkn since the hat reossaloo
while the nonmeho rate has not (USDA/ES). Furthermore. stadia** gathered

in 1979 placed 21 percent of all nonmetropolitan individuals over the ego of 65

below the poverty level. Only 13 percent of metropolitan residents in that age
group sabred a similar fate.

Characteristics of the nonmetro poor differ Sun those of the
metro poor. Nonmehro poor are more likely to be elderly, white, and
reside in the South. Work effort is much in poor nonmetm
&mines than among other population pram s = two-thirds of poor
nonmetal) bandies had at least one water and a fourth had two or
more workers. As a result, the structure and perthrmance of rural
labor markets have an important bearing on rural poverty (Brown,
19871%

The urban-rural gap pervades all aspects of a rural residential life. Across

America, mean:hers have found higher infant and maternal mortality rates in

rural areas. In addition, M percent of all substandard housing can be bend
in these pats if the country, which contain only 34 patent of the nation's
population. Rural elderly occupy a dispropationate share of the nation%
substandard housing. Ten percent of all normastre comities (242) are

categorize' d by the federal government as persistent poverty counties (ILemarce,

3).

Munnetra residents continue to lag behind metro resithents is
education. The gap kr high school completion has persisted at about
10 percentage points since 1960, and the gap kw college completion has
widened since then. The metroblanmetre pp in education for
minorities is even wider. Low educational attainment and high
illitersey and school dropout rates are especially common in the South.
Lew spending ke public schooling in the South suggista that little
progress is being made in reducing the region's educational
disadvantage (Brown, 1987b, 5).

Significant changes have occurred in the structure of rural communities, in

the size and viability of farms, in patterns of land ownership and in the
demands and priorities for uses of our natural resources. Rapid growth of the

neigh= population and commitant shifts in the amebas if those involved in
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aaonagriadtmally related empkwinent in our rural canna unitim have pretreated
new social, easomic, and political per. With increased growth COMO
increased demands Gar existing and in scene cases, new services. Chen the
ihaancial comdrainte under which Jimmy Paankflvania Localities operate, it
would be imprudent to try to provide aU seroires In demand. Since different
areas receive different flows of migrants and have varied sociodemognaphic and
economic structures, needs will also differ. Not unaapectedly, these thine were
reflected ha eignifIcant alterations to Pennsylvania's extant industrial and
occupation pleas.

If one looks at the patterns of canunamity gmwth and decline during the
197010 decarkk the western half and the "bard afar antes of the state had a
(Udine of the Inductive age wheels (18-64 years of age) mad an increase in the
66 yens of age and over cathode. While the U.S. employment grew 7.9 want
horn 198985, Penneyhauxia suffered a net loss in jobs. This was due to
dedhres in labor needs in heavy and energy industries. In growth
anenumithet, demands for community services and Arclittiss, including Rimy
services, we unable to keep pace with the nansumer demands. Conversely, in
growth deficit communities, the challenge is the maintenance of the established
infrastructure in right of declining revenue sourcea Even in population
growth-atable communities, conanner demands are ever-changag in these
regards in the direction of more, not leas, services and ihdlities. Jones (88)
stated that in Pittsburgh health cars Omepilago) is the largest eraPkWer with
Univenritiee ranking second. A startling tumarwnd from the steal image of
a few skirt years age. In Delaware, Maryland, South Dakota, and California
credit card processing is the limiest growing industry (Prove), 88).
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The benefits of an education spill over into other
geographic regiono. fardee and urban areas warn better ebb to
cephni the benefits el morn erbeatims, probably because their labor
market. we more diverse. Higher education levels in mall. aord-utban
camdke dd not had to inmessed employment growth,

While education bad a positive dad an INIPIIMIlat growth la
slab and kegs urban areas in the mud", this resell roust be
Interpeded with cern Raphyammet growth is only part of summed
masomde growth. The quality of jobs gained, hs terms of wage rates,
Job sercurny, and so fie* should also be figured into 316111111 to public
speeding on echo& Neither do the remits iamb, that onsoding sem
on schools pernabas an insmoted rate of somkgetest growth. More
coding wit inquove Joh growth lf and only if some money swift in
better shoots, a Usher level of educational altainsnent, and a higher
quality of human capital to enhance a state% economic littraCtiMeell
Craw Penne, 34

TeendsaiiiMax
Lees catch our breath and sununarize treads, some mi:lidt from the

inegoing, but logical, meaniagig, and patterning across noel America, the
Northenot Region, and Ilismaylvania. Greatest changes wan to occur an a
threw to five/ear pattern and are impadkeg mei areas gichnsidt, Mit The
stamande usupetitivemeas of rural we is dirobbhing. Rural communities are
dependent epos too :reels of income. Agriculture is decoupled Sun rural
ilk ?wu percent .4sr papolatim: lives as arms and only one in five
American workers is aligned with agriculture. Service demands on loml
goverment. and cornet mitt' cornizations are greeting while attendant
resouram are dhniniehing. Rural &mike and committee are having
Madly adjustim to the impact of pollikal. trzonoade, and soda deals; on
ruled Ilk The quality and diversity of the natural moms base is critiad to
revitandng rural communiiies. Skilled and Winded parsons in ocenammity
leadership Me is crucial to assuring rural America will survive at an
amesphige level of living (BRA Plagram Man, 88).

Theme aspects are Eggdieant ibr the rural Northeast and Pennsylvania

when one cow increashag linelgn ownership takeover of business and
industry, our increasingly agng population, !bee center of political dominance
is moving south and wed as the population numbers shift in those directions,
the need to balance labor shortages and surpluses, and that small businesses
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Center, National Agricultural Library; (5) Review and twilit communication
strategies to accurately prcdect your aervicee crucial to an %firmed, &skated,

and sidled %Immunity letakonthis and (6) Use the first five ear% to devehao

Prormin strategies-

As stated at the outset, I have outlined some changing dienensioos and

trends in rural America, laid out ibur policy options-which can be adapted and

applied to a service area vs. a nation if you do se Schmidt wawa, and
provided an approach to and strateer for implementing quality library service

to your area. As a colleague and I concluded in our paper presented at the 50

Yaws of Library Service at Clarion University of Penneylvania: We are sure
you can think of all kinds of ways in which rural libraries can meet the
challenges of rural environments-from people chalianges-parrision of
leadership-to community challenges. In fact, we would argue that the future
of rural lies and the critical role for them in rural communities despite
changing or nonchangbig dimensions and trends in rural areas are limited cab+

by the lack ri creativity, vision, and leadership abilities in pet* like you and
us. Conversely, be large 111110111118 of these attributes available at this

coaxes= will provide a coutbming and solid base for library service In the
present, and fir the fubns, as it has &me in the past. God tweed you on thb
essential and enormous task (Heasley and Price, 16).
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RURAL INFORMATION =MS

Dave Fowler
County Extension Director
Comendive &tension Service
Clarion, Pena

Rural bfbrination Needs as seen, through the eyes of a rural county atren#
that is an interesting challenge. I am going to approach it by looking at eight

onal initiatives targeted firr ertansion program emphasis, through the 1990e
on into the 21st century.

One might say these am national issues, not something that will affint
rural areas like aarif...1 County. These eight, however, have mane firm the
gram roots and have come to the National attendee. Sean the peOple we help.

I woukl like to look at five of these National blues, and interpret' them into
regulate I received for information from people in aarion Countr.

First, ht us look at these national initiatives. The list, is
1. Alternative Agriodture Opportunities
2. Building Human Capital
S. Competitiveuess and Profitability of American Agriculture
4. Conservation and Management of Natural Resources
5. Water Quality
O. Family and Romanic Well Being
7. Improving Nutrition, That, and Health
& Revitalizing Rural America.

It has been my experience that you must define the audience Wow you
can talk about r .eeting needs. We will definitely get a different set of nook
for each audience we target for iniumaticm.

For mum*, the needs are not the same iv the &II time production of
agriculture as they we fir the part-time agriculture reducer, or non-nuident
land ownani, or resident ham Dwane, or elderly or law intomne. I healer* thra
these are at least the groups we find seeking infinmation, and are targets kr
many of au: programs. There are also needs that mos all of these catarrhs,
without regard to =math:0, place of residence, or age.
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Let at look at the needs of each of these groups and then acme of the
needs COMOMII to all.

FULL TIME AGRICULTURAL PRCSIUCERS
If we tan* AA time agricultural ptvduoers for inibnnational needs, we

find mom &finites. They leak fbr infismation that will keep them cm the
cutting edge of competttivenesm moos production at a lower oast. This inchtdee
=Rural methods that hunks new varieties thrtilization and total nutrient
management, peat control, and training in pesticide application and safety.

The pesticide application and meaty training are mandated by law and
evey user of reetricted pestiddes must keep their permit =rent.

Financial management and marketing information is needed by all and
requested by few. However, most farms do keep accurate recctth using imbue
mond keeping tool& These tools vary from computers to a shoe box that
contains income and avenge receipt&

New =Shads of equiproent and labor saving teclmology are always of
interest and used in various innovative ways.

What's nee I integrated pest management, genetic analysis, and planning

tw fkrm animals as well as agricultural plants and nutrient raanagement to
nmne only a few.

PARTTRYZ PRODICERS

Although most full-time producers also look for alternate opportsmities fixr
prat, I find a peat number of people in our area looking for ways to produce
income lion small acres.. Some, in this group, look for a way to use land
they own or can rent.

What new farm enterprises, they ask, on I get involved in, to make use
of left over labor and land. They may live on the small acreage or even live
is Pittahurgh and burnt in land here, thou look for ways to use the land.
Alternative agriculrnral opportunities are of groat interest to these people.

Answers are always difficult because no two have the same expectationa,
bum/ledge, or resources to utilize. There are no easy dollars to be made, and
there are no recipe solutions to use for what they have.
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There are certain eaterwises that come along Sun time to time that have
pat potential. Sheq) and hogs are always papier, but by the time mem=
gels geared up and starts, the over supply lowers the price and the profits are
gone.

mom= HOME OWNERS
Pb * who are resident home OWIlere in nual areas are eonmata. '11y

uatally live on small lots of lees than 2 aces. They are employed sornewhem
in the area and their needs fir infbnnation we mot% the same.

Care and upkeep of their home and property an importing. Interpreting
this; it mums lawn care, home vegetaNe and fruit production, and all the pest
sat disease that come with these activities.

This year could be the year of the gypsy moth and termite.

The identification and treatment help for these are always limier to
reemenend than they are to do, and more importantly, to pay fir in LOAN
CREEL

This neck it has been helping interpret Boil test reports, controlling gall
aphids an spruce, and grubs in lawns.

NON-MIIEINT LAND OWNERS
In Clarks County we are getting more art more of these people who live

hr cater areas, but own acreage in Clarion County.

These requests cane in two question& What can I do with my land to
keep it nig bow much can I rent it fir, and how can I make money from it?

The answen are sonewhat the same as the resident home owners, at least
when it tames to wanting to know how they can use the land.

I do not know of anything that are be planted, Wt alone, haneeted, and
mit pocketed. If and when this happen, I will be in it, unintunately, so will
six zillion other people.

NATIONAL INMATIVES THAT TOUCH ALL AUMENCES
Last, I would like to briefly mention the needs that cross all

segments of our population regardless of where they live or bow reach they
make in mral Clarion County.
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One is water quality and the other b ladking human capital.

In Oarkm County, we are eminently gearing up to fill a gap in the
educetkm of write. quality. The educating is by helping people interpret their
water tat remit& Helping then understand what their eltemathme are and
what treatment will cost is a gap in the intimation lbw.

Buildbg human capital is hadership devekyment. The task can be
interpreted as helping develop the hemendous hurecua potential we have. We
see this potential in all the volunteers we mat with in our 4-H programa
Helping people develop their skills is probably the w moot important thing
that those of us in the inthrmal educational bugling* can do. Benefits vrr7h be
unmeasrable.

Thank you for your time.
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THE RURAL INFORMATION CENTER;
INFORMATION N8 FOR LOCAL RURAL OFFICIALS

Patr icia La Caine John
Coordinator
Rural Information Carter

Although rural America of the 197( experienced SODIMMiC growth and

vitality, in the 1980s it faced rising unemplo yment, slow job growth, declining
pepulatista and increasing poverty. Beginning in the 19608 the winter/
&voidance of the rural economic base shifted from one of natr.Tal necarcee
and agricultrue to manufactruing inul services. The national carat crsais of the
1913fts resulted because of a combination of factors -the decline in liarmland
values, the increase in agricultural competition, the economic decline in the
rural -based mining, timber, and petrels= Wineries, and the slow recovery

after the econcerdc downturn experienced from '979 to 1982.

Onneequently the U. S. Deparbnent of Agriculture (USDA) shifted its lbws
in rural policy to include not only the economic well-being of the Sumer hut the
accaomic, social, and technical new of the entire rural community. USDA
officials recognized that the economic health of all elements of rural society
mutt be considered in rural policy and that USDA mutt function as a par
with state and local governments to mast the changing economic needs of rural
America.

At the same time rural leaders and offickde appointed by the President to
the National Council of Rural Devebpment to advise the Secretary cl
Agriculture on rural development policy were voicing strong =cans about the
=pretence of the capability of rural leaders to be able to access the most
current and accurate inremation at will. The council recommended that USDA
establish an far:nation BMW to pinvkle this function.

Conseguently USDA designated its newest information center, the Rural
Inkrmation Center, with the reepansiltit, to rovide infirmake and newel
services to local govenunent officials working to maintain the vitality of
Awakes rural areas. RIC's targeted audience is the public responsibil-

fty--bcal, state, and natienaL
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and an the possible application of the Federal Farmland Protection Act. In
addition, they requested names of community gum= and organizations whidi
dealt with this type of issue an that they could contact them Sr guidance. The
RIC staff provided names of organizations for the citizens to contact, a copy of
the Mac Substance Control Ad of 1976, and with help ikon a congresakmal
informal= office, a c of the Pkderal Farmland Protection Ad which was
buried in the Agriculture and Food Act of 198L

The second awed of the request invoked identifYing the various concepts

compriaing the on-lhae search (totter and the appropriate databases to mem
in the search. In addition to searching several specialized subject databases

fame the DIALOG service, we also accessed the LOGIN, or Local Government

Inanimation Network database, which ordains text records of 150 to 600 wads
each. LOGIN monis contain information an problems encountered b4 acid

governments in such areas as canon* development, hawing, finandal
management, and services. The records can include case studies, the names
and phone numbers of key contact people, and training and resource materials.

The RIC staff was able to provide on-line sultect seandies on the basic
request troops whidi included hazardous tack waste substances, toxic
indneation, bide disposal guidelines and mutations, health and

enviewmental impact, and community and dtbsei participation. RIC supplies
awe grebes of similar situations (countered by other umununities and key
contact organizations. To Laing this request NI dads, a RIC techacal
infonnation specialist eubsequently prepared a reference brief on Usk waste
incineration as a insult of and oubsequent similar requests. By fair the lament

number of requests received by 110 fall into the second cateiony of =us-those
community officials, leschre, and organizations preparing grant proposals,

reports, shifts and planning ckeumants dealing with kcal govanment services
and economic development programs.

Requests for help with local government services almost allows have the
same bottom line-funding. Local governments need to know the source of
funds, if they qualify for the funds, and her they can get the fl inda MC has

received so many funding questions that a RIC subject specialist compiled a list

of the top 100 federal funding programs avails)* to rural arms.
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help. Their children had left the county, their spouses had died, they could
barely see, but by golly they weren't going to use this transportation service.

There Is a difference between needs and wants. A family may want to
know something but may not necessarily need it On the other hand, a hay
may need information but not want it. To me this seems to be a major barrier
in providing information. In many ways Identifying needs may be the easy
part while making the delivery, reaching the people who need informatien, and

helping them use information are the head parts. Perhaps, first we need to
examine the existing values and determine ways goals can be reach within the
values or work to change the values.

Ai, stated earlier Scanzoni and Arnetes study a distinguishing factor

betwi-vri urban and rural families was educational levels. Rural areas have
lower levels of education than do urban areas and this facia* plays a large role
in distinguishing between rural and urban families. I find bright children
leaving rung communities while poor and elderly stay, consequently, a poor
base exists for economic development. In Clarion County 363% of the people
over the age at 25 have not graduated from high schoal. (Riverview

Intermediate Unit, 1988) This raises the question of how capable is this part
of the population to even read information that is to be presented. This low
value the education may also imply a low value for wanting information.

Rural poor often need all kinds of information. In our federally funded
Expanded Food and Nutrition Program our nutrition advisor is working with
a family that does not have indoor plumbing. The only toilet is located in one
of the bedrooms. There is no bathroom or shower. Drinking water is obtained

from local springs and receives no treatment for bacteria contamination. This

water sits around in gallon jars until it is used. Information on sanitation is

needed. Because rural areas luck zoning, no one will determine that this haw
is unfit for renting.

The mother of this family is one of thirteen children. Her father died of
Huntinguon's Disease. This is an inherited disease where children have a
fifty-fifty chance of inheriting the gene which carries the disease. She has
inherited the gene and will eventually lose control of the nerves, requiring that

she be confined to a whedehair. She and her husband have two lovely
children. They live on public Resistance. The hey has either a psychological
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or physical condition where he is unable to control his bowel movements.
There are tremendous needs for health as well as nutritional infarmation for
this family. (The boy's bowel problem may be related to fiber intake.)
However, moral and ethical issues also are involved in the health information.

Quality education is a must if rural communities are to break the cycle of
poverty. This nett family has two parents, both of when were in special
education in high whorl. They live on public assistance and the odds jobs that
dad gets around town. The baby was identified by the doctor, neighbors, and
the grandparents as a child that was starving and consequengy was removed
from the home by Children and Youth Services. The extensitm office was called
because of our federally funded Expanded Foods and Nutritim Education
Program as well as our information on Family Strengths dealing with
parenting. The case worker from C dz Y Services indicated that the situation
was not intentional, but rather Ignorance on the part of the parents. This
couple had lived with the mother's parents until three months earlier.

In the course of our visits to the home we saw: garbage piled outside the
hailer, food from breakfast and lunch left uncovered on the table in late
afternoon, fly strips (which had been supplied by the nutrition advisor) covered
with flies and numerous flies swarming around the baby which had coughed up
and neither parent made a move to clean up the mess. The mother was able
to read directions but seems tumble to know how to follow directions in mixing
the baby's formula. When asked what the baby was eating for supper, the
mother responded proudly that she was crumbling chocolate cake and mixing
it with the baby's formula.

Meanwhile, the child 18 month old had not learned to speak any words
and was still using a baby bottle. (One of the hig problems with preschool
children is the loss of teeth from babies being put to bed with milk in their
bottles.) The trailer had no bright colors for stin:ulation, the beds had no
sheets, In all the times we visited the parents rarely spoke to the children.
The mother would leave at 11:00 p.m. in search of more exciting activities often
taking the children with her. There were no set times for feeding, bedtime,
etc. Information was needed on all aspects of parenting and child
development. The parent's own needs took priority over any needs of the
children. This total lack of regard concerning raising children is frightening.
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RURAL INFORMATION NEEDS
AS SEEN BY:

Paul Weaver
Member, Board of Directors
Pennsylvania Economic

Development Financing Authority

Ad lai Stevenson, a number of years back was giving a talk in an
auditorium. He was walking along with a friend, and he wasn't too well
prepared. He turned to the friend and said, "I can hardly wait to bear what
I have to say." I am in that situation also. I have heard a lot this morning
about indusnial devehipment. It is a very crucial thing of interest to me.
About a month ago, I was at home eating dinner, a rare occasion. My wife and
I were talking. I said, "Bernie Veen* has asked me to be at the rural
leadership meeting at the I luliday Inn. I think it has to do with libraries. I
can't imagine why be would want me there My wife, being a city girl, said
"I don't know anyone more rural than you over And that is true.

Two miles south of here on mute 68 is the WORM' family farm. I was
raised in this county, in the thirties, on the family farm. There were seven
children. It was a way of life. We didn't have electricity until 1948. That
might explain the the of the family. In these days, that's all we knew. We
fanned. We would go to Clarion. That was a rare treat to LJ to Clarion on
a Saturday-maybe once a month. We wuuld go to church ewny Sunday. That
is what we knew, in that em, in that time.

I would like to go back-back to the eighteen hundreds. I would like to tell
you a little bit about the history of this area. Clarion County, Northwestern

Pennsylvania, helped find the crucible of this United States. Naturally, the
crucible was Pittsburgh. We writ non ore; we malt luisibm; we tent limestone;
we stmt coal by the Clarion River to the Allegheny River to Pittsburgh. This
area was very prevalent ira those days, That's what made this country and this
urn pew-the lumber, coal, limestone, ana so on.

In 1900, that's what we still did. In 1900, we had 2200 farms in Clarion
County-2200 family films. We bad limestone mines and coal mines and glass
factories. I have to tell you the truth, in 1960 we still had that. The farms
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started to decrease. We still had the glass factories, and we still had the brick
factories, the clay, and 93 OIL I think the reason the farms started to decrease
is many parents worked hard to educate their kids, and the kids went away to
school. They found out there was an awful easier way to make a living than
farming.

The area has changed. In recent years our manufacturing sources are
drying up. The glass industry-we use to ha. 3 four glass factories in Clarice
County. We have one right now. The coal business was the haddiene of our
economy of the 70s. We had probably about 30 coal mining firms in Clarion
County in that em. We are down to about five. C and K was the largest
producer of coal in the 70s-up to 6 rainier tons a year We're down to 2 1.12
million tons.

So we have been hard hit in those areas. You may say, `well, why hasn't
something 1:ten done to bring more industry in? Well, you have to look at the
history of our area. I remember Interstate 80 when it opened hem in 196&
To one of our county conunissioners, I was commenting about what a nice thing
it was. He said, "Well, you know people don't seem to understand it. We're
taking a swath right through the heartland of Clarion County, 360 feat wide.
[Dolt at all the farmland we are losing. Particularly, all the tax base we're
losing." Little did he realize that the tax base would be greatly increased and
enhanced by the five interchanges that were put along the interstate. You
can't condemn the gentleman fur that. That's the way he thought.

Advancement has come slow to the rural area. Sometimes, as you grow
older, you're a little inure conservative. The interstate system had helped our
area a lot,

One of the other things that has helped our area and kept our economy
kind of solid is the Clarion University. Back in 1957, we pmbably had about
600 students here. We now have 6,000 students. As a matter of fact, its the
higgeat payroll in Clarion County. It's somewhere mound $25 million. So not
only the payroll but the expertise of these people, like Professor Vavrek, help
our community. It's a real plus for us. We are mighty glad to have them. We
are very fortunate to have them.

As far as looking at industrial development from a government standpoint,
it wasn't until 1980 that the goverrimmt, the county conirnislioners, decided
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that we needed to do something a little mare positive. And in that year, they
established an industrial development authority. They hired a dr 1,4tor and ire
been moving forward ever since.

'he MEDD that I'm here to speak todiky is that I'm a member of PEDFA
Board of Directors. Its newly firmed financing plan ibr the industrial
development of Pennsylvania. I have packets out on the counter if you would
like to take one, you're welcome to it. What it does Is kind of replaces the IR,
Industrial Revenue Bond and Mortgage pmgram, that has beers in effect for
many years. As a matter of fact, Pennsylvania has beer one of the benefactors
of that. Because of recent tax changes, that's no longer a feasible pingram.

Governor Casey, David Wright said, has established this program to finance
industry throughout the Conunonwealth. One of the other things the Governor
has done, that David (Wright said, is Pennveet, which is a wry important thing
for rural Pennsylvania, because sewage, water are real problems in Western
Pennsylvania. I think that we have the tools to do things. We have been a
hula slow in moving forward, but I think we are going to have to go out and
recruit industry. We can do that. We now have the tools to don that.
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THE ROM OF TIM NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY

Joseph IL Howard, Director
United States Department of Agriculture
National Agricultural Library
Beltsville, Maryland

Today, I would like to take a few minutes to speak to you about the
National Agricultural Llinuryabout its scope, its responsibilities, its programs,
etc., as well as some of our exciting new premeds that are underway. Some of
these new teclmologies already have had or will have an impact on ali of our
Murex

There are three national libraries: The National Agricultural Library fir
agricultural information, containing almost 2 million volumes, the National
Litrarty of Medicine (NLM) fur medical information containing 1.7 million

volumes, and the Library of Congress (LC) containing 20.1 million volumes
covering all other subjects. We have quite different programs, report to
different boa-es, and cooperation among the three is carried out informally.

The National Agricultural Library services as the Nation's chief agricultural
library information resource and service. It facilitates access to and utilization
of needed information in any medium by agricultural researchers, regulator.
ee -eters, and extension personnel; those employed in agriculture; those living

el areas and communities; consumers of agricultural products; and the
at large insofar as they need agricultural information.

NAL serves as the library of the United States Department of Agriculture
(T. A), as well as the national Unary for the United States for agricultural
information. Our chief constituents, other than USDA, are the Libraries of
land-grant universities throughout the 50 states who have strong agricultural
programs The libraries work closely together and NAL does assume some
coordinating responsibilities, but our relationships are completely voluntary.

In addition, we serve anyone else in the nation and indeed the rest of the
world who has a need for information. Except for USDA personnel, we serve
all others, generally speaking, as a library of last resort, i.e., NAL provides
intimation to patrons who have been unable to find that information in their
own state or country. For instance, if a farmer in Texas needs information ca
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rice fanning, we encourage him to use his local binary first. If the information
is not available locally, then the local library seeks the information from cam
libraries in the state or region. If not available there, then NAL will try to
provide it.

Our collection of almost 2 million volumes represents materials from all
countries and all langirige& Approximately 40 percent are in a foreign
language. Our acquisitions budget for fiscal year 1988 is 81,595,200 and in
addition to our ongoing periodical and serial subscriptions, we pun:base
approximately 15,000 titles every year. We also get agricultural materials by
transfer from the library of Congress as a result of the copyright law, as well
as through LC's extensive erchange program.

Through gifts and exchanges of USDA publications with agricultural
institutions throughout the world, we receive approximately 27,000 titles
annually. As you can see this is a very important source of material for us.

Ona of our most important products is our machine-readable habliognqrhic
data base called AGRICOIA. The data base includes 2,400,000 entries.
Appmximately 10 percent are cataloging records and 90 percent inikaing
records. These records are all produced following national standards, The
AGRICOIA data base is available for purchase at a reasonable cost. It is
available in several mew

1. Machinereadable tape.
2. The U.S. portion is sent to FAO and becomes part of AGRTS.
3. Paper form in the Tlibilogreohv of Aericulture published by Oryx

Press.

4. On-line via DIALOG, Brts, and DIMDI. OCLC has the cataloging
portion on-line.

5. CD-ROM by both Silver Platter and OCLC.
In the past, NAL has been cataloging and indexing in many languages

from many countries. We firmly bel'.eve in AGMS and its principle of
cooperation among nations whereby each country catalogs and indexes its own
publications. lb this end, NAL has adopted a plan whereby the highest
priority will be placed on U.S. publications. We will be systematically reducing
oUr "Wane of foreign titleci already irsdexed elsewhere.
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Having one of the world's greatest collections of aficultuml intimation,
we feel that it is our responsibility to make it available for use throughout the
U.S., as well as the rest of the world through interlibrary loan wnich, in our
case, consists mainly of providing photocopies. Unfortunately, we are unable
to provide this service at no cost. We must charge on a at reimbursable
basis. In 1987, we provided 21,896 interlibrary ken requests. We participate
in the OCLC interlibrary loan system which allows requests be received

electronically. Our turn-around time for -nest requests is 24 hours.

NAL has two programs going that will help the U.S. concerning cooperation

in cataloging:

One program commix state agricultural publications. Agricultural

publications published in the 50 states by state edensien and experiment
stations are an unportant source of agricultural information. The acquisitions,

cataloging, and indexing of these has not been annprebensive. NAL, with the
help of some of the libraries in the land-grant institutions, are making a
concerted effort to implement a national plan to assure comprehensive coverage
of these materials and the subsequent entry into the AGRICOLA data base.

The other program is cooperative cataloging. NAL has established a
network of libraries to participate in a cooperative cataloging project of
agriculture monographs using OCLC as the host bibliographic utility. The goal

is to catalog coopmtively monographic titles following national standards so
that all other institutions can make use of standard records without having to
do their own oats aging.

What I have discussed so far can fit into traditional library services and it
is important that we not lose sight of the fact that all of us have a lot more
to do before we reach our goal. However, I think it is important for us to
think of the future and what technology will do to change our librarieb and
service to those needing information.

NAL is currently engaging in the development, demonstration, and esti),
application of a number of advanced information technologies. An example III
a 12-inch laser disc. In addition, it has the text of 12 other books. It will hold

approximately 800,000,000 bytes of information and approximately 200,000

Pages of text. An example is our laser II disc which has 13 books on it.
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Another technology that is equally exciting is the 5-I/2 inch CD-ROM which
will hold appmximately 500,000,000 bytes of information or approximately
125,000 pages of text. One is able to search under any term one needs as long
as necessmy and not have to pay the telecommunications charges as we at
NAL do now.

The laser disc technology has been shown to be very effective for instruction
and training. NAL, working with the University of Maryland (University
College, Center for Instructional Design and Evaluation), has designed and
produced a system using a computer coupled with laser videodisc to provide
instruction in the searching of the AGRICOLA data base. It incorporates text,
graphics, moving pictures, animation, and sound. It is a stand-alone system,
fur one-on-one use, or it can be used to assist an instructor with a group. Such
instructional systems have been demonstrated in some situations to result in
student test scores higher than from typical classromn instruction. The
advantage is in the direct user interaction with and control of the system, and
in the visual interest and clarity of motion and still pictures and graphics.
Instruction for iamiliarixatime for the beginner and for the mini is all
eluded.

Extension Service, together with several land-grant universities, has
established an interactive video extension network which merges the
microcomputer and videodisc technologies.

NAL% Special Collections has recently completed a 12 -inch optical laser disc
containing 34,000 pictures from the USDA Forest Service Historical Photograph
Collection. The collection contains photographic documentation on the
westward movement in Americafanners. foresters, miners, cowboys, Indians,
scientists, and many others. Work on this photo prqiect was accomplished in
partnership with the Non-Print Media Branch of the University of Maryland

The disc contains over 34,000 still photos spanning 69 general subject
chapters. Also, a computer-based, menu-drive, word searchable data base
register for the laser disc (on several higli-density 5-1/4 inch floppy disks) is
part of the package.

The stair at the National Agricultural Library are also creating small-scale
microasnputer systems to mimic advisory work done by human experts, in this
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case suidect specialists and raibrence IThrarians. These systems guide users to
annepriate references-books, articles, laws, etc.-or in some instances, to the
answers to specific questions. Expert advisory systems free the professional
staff fir more complex tasks.

In the "advisor" mode, they allow the user to make selections had on a
seriea of questioni; according to the selections made, the user is directed to
appropriate information sources. Linkage to external on-line and CD-ROM
databases is also possible.

NAL and over 40 la- libraries have entered into a cooperative
prafect to test a new meths 'ring full-text and images in digital format
fir publication on CD-ROM L Nancy L Eaton, Director of Libraries,
Univerty of Vermont, is the prat.

Much of the U.S. and world Ature of agriculturil research and
application remains difficult to access because of the cost of in-depth indexing
and/or abstracting by humans. Much of that same literature is suliect to
eventual disappearance because of the disintegration of the acidic paper on
which it appears.

The scanning equipment has been installed at the National Agricultural
Library, where scanning of selected agricultural collections is taking place. The
micrecomputenUD-ROM workstations, search software, and collections on
CD-ROM &ea of the selected agricultural information will be field tested by
participating land-grant libraries.

The National Agricultural Library is developing an electronic bulletin board
system (BBS) to provide a convenient, economical tool for electnmically

communicating information about the NAL, its products and services, and for
exchanging agricultural information resources among agricultural libraries,

information centers, and other users on a national level.

The BBS is open to all those with an interest in agricultaue. It is available
24 hours per day, 7 days a week. 'lb reach NAL's BBS callers need a computer

terminal computer, a modem, and communications software. The telephone
number is (301) 344-8510. The caller's communications software should be eat

at 300, 1200, or 2400 baud, full duplex, mi parity, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bit.
The computer software used for NAL's Bulletin Board is called Remote

Bulletin Board System for Personal Computers (RBBS-PC). IIRBSPC is
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menu -driven and runs on IBM perwonal computers and compattlies. It is
clistributed by the Capital PC Users Group as shareware which means that it
can be passed along at no charge if it is not altered.

The Bulletin Board supporta three balk types of ozmnunication:

Bulletins - Contain information about Remy hours, policies, aervi...as,

contads, and other referemze materials of general interest such as
lista of available publications, calendar of events, training workshops,
etc.

MesaagnaCcalerences - Allow participants to exchange Illeiliftee
either publicly or privately without coming together in time or space.
Conferencing (not currently in operation) enables caller to pin mess
to different special interest group discussions.
File Transfer - Used for e3cchanging programs and text files. By
"downloading" or "uploading" files callers can share public domain
programs and information products.

For Ill:caries, bulletin board tedmology provides a way of increasing services
to library users, improving commnunications among Illonnians,, and &pending
public access to the Illwary beyond traditional boundaries. NAL hopes to take
fill advantage of this technology to deliver information to its users.

Another important push concerns information center& Robyn Frank is here
to day to tell you about this initiative.

We are aradous to tell you about the Woo/fling (even if slowly) Rural
Informatico) Center. While its beginnings are hampered by a small budget, we
are optimistic about its future. My colleague Pat John is here to tell you about
this important center.
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INFORMATION CEN'rERS AT NAL

Ro C. Frank, Head
Infiamatkin Centers Branch
National Agricultural Library

Infonnatkrn Centers first appeared at the National Agricultural Library
(NAL) in 1971 when the Fa d and Nutrition Service of USDA fired funds
to NAL to establish the Food and Nutrition Information Center. To date, there
are 12 specialized information centers designed to focus on areas of great
Interest to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Congress, and the public.

Current centers Oxus on agricultural trade and marketing alternative
fanning systems (low-input agriculture, organic farming, alternative crop*
animal welfare fihruses an six species of animals used in licenedical research);
aquaculture; biotechnolov; critical agricultural materials (new crops or new
uses for old crops that can produce vital industrial materials such as oils, paper
and rubber where the U.S. currently depends on import* family; fiber and
textiles; food and nutrition, food irradiation; horticulturg and rural
development.

The 1982 Assessment of the Nationnl Aericultunil Ifihrtwv--rund Revert tq
ibtAggrgign cited the need for NAL to provide in-depth coverage of specific
topics such as that done by the Food and Nutrition Information Center.
Information centers build on what NAL already does as well as provide
enhanced services to current clientele and develop new service relationships
with the rmblic and private sectors.

Factors affecting the determination of sul4ects covered by information
centers include: (1) Congressional mandate (i.e. FNIC; Aquack Aura; Animal

Welfare); (2) priorities within USDA (i.e. Agricultural Trade and Marketing
Blotechnoloe; (3) availability of subject expertise on the NAL staff (La Fiber
and Textiles; Food Irradiation; and (4) financial support and Interest by
business and professional organizations u. agriculture and related fields

(Le. horticulture). Several of the centers were established by more than one of
the above factors.
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A distinc. tive characteristic 4 an in.ormatioa center is that it takes a
proactive approach to identifying and develoning cave:naive external

relationshiP8 and establishing dissesiziation networks.
Information Center staff are respoosible for seven maim activities: (1)

Relisenee; (2) Cellectinn development; (3) Publications; (4) Coordinatkm; (5)
Outset* (6 nination; and, eft New technology. Reference work includes

saneesing specific quest:lam performing literature or other database seambes,
and referring persons to other organizations or individuals. Each Centex has
a taftet for acquiring books and other reesiogrephic materials for ANAL
collection and the AGRICOLA database. Center staff are resnons"e for
producieg bibliographies, special TtfertSICO briefs, and other information
products focusing on their area of expertise. A few centers have established
thdr own series (ie. AquatopicK FNIC Pathfinders, etc). Communication and
coordination within USDA told with other public and private orgrinizaticros is
a bigh prior' ity for each Center.

Outreach activities are prized by exhibits, speeches and
demonstrations related to the Center. DiSSenll netwoits are established
through the public and private sector. For example, FNIC has several different

ilimeminatioa systems including state representatives of the American School
Fond Service Association, State nutrition educators for the Supplemental
Feeding PrOgreM for Women, Infanta, and Children (WIC), State Coorainabns
or the Nutrition Education end 'Wallin% Program, alai state school nurse
'igloos.

Whenever possilAe, Center staff explore the utilizaticei of new information

technolog in providing information in their subject are Two prototype expert
advisory systerns have been developed on aquaculture and hunt= nutrition.
Selected arpmcniture materiels will be the first to be put onto CD-ROM in
NAL% text digitizing preiect. All =tors are expected to be active participants

NAL% new electronic bulletin board. In addition, FNIC serves as a net:coal
demonstration center for fora I and nutrition microcomputer software-

Information centers are staffed by teamical information specialists or
Waive with appropriUte subject matter biekground. For an FNIC is
staffed by Regiltered Dietitians who have a Masters .iegree in either natrition
or publk health. Center staff need to be creative individuals who can identifY
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be invalved. Mutt resulted in a joint cooperative effort that diginguishes RIC 

hem other information centers. 
It was quickly agreed that RIC would not have an 800 "hotline." Instead 

local officials would be &sleeted to their local extension office to gain access to 
RIC. Local 

RIC. 

extension wou/d work ckwely with the State Extension office before 

contacting Thus, RIC would be closely tied into the Extension network. 
Under RIC, NAL would be responsible for the staffing daily operation, 

collection devekermait, and publications of the Center. Extension would 

provithr the research linkages, extension networ, and techniad expertise. 

Funding and stalling for RIC in FY 1987 and 1988 were jointly previthrd 

try Extensiou and NAL. A proposal for funding RIC is included in the FY 1989 

budget Once the funding is no approved, Extension will longer remade 
additional orionearY support directly to RIC but they will' eantimg to be 

Involved in planning policy, and coordination activities. 
In addition to working closely with 

other 
&tension. RIC has initiated sevinal 

rev partnerships. NAL has begun working with the Center for Rural 

Librarianship of Clarion University or Phongovooia. One example of this new 

relationship is that NAL is cosponsoring this conference. 
intent 

L is also providing 
nt opportunities for Clarion graduate library gudenta. 

Another inert..:ant NAL initiative invtavee working with the Rural library 
Services Committee, Small and Medium Sized Libraries Section> Palle Library 
Associaticm, American bleary Association. Pat John, RIC Coordinator, will be 

giving a presentation cm RIC at thar annual meeting in July. Several 

meetings have been held with various representatives of this organization to 

explore ways in which RIC should tie into the public library network. It has 
been suggested that the state librarians be the primary initial contact- NAL 

looks forwent to serving as a hackie resource for rural libraries on issues such 
as rural economic development. 

Historically there have been turf problems between Extension and libraries 
at all levelsafederal, state, and local on providing information to the public 

Unforttuunely, many, of the issues reflect a basic misunderstanding of the yoke 

each institution plays. 
In actuality librarians and extension persormel have special! expertise that 

canpliments one another. While librarians are experts at being able to identify 
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and provide publiahed information regarding; of format, extensher personnel
have the expertise to take that hdbrmation n2d apply its findings in solving
specific probiesna Both of these organisation p to utilize their networks
at the local, state, and finally national levels.

Training is needed for both librarians and anonsion pommel to
commtudcate the need for cooperative relationships especially in rand areas.
There are a few success stories such as the bdermountain Community Ding
and Information Services prefect fielded by the W. K Kellogg Foundation. The
Rural Library Services Committee is interested in working with NAL on
writing a grant proposal for developing a training preplan that would aster
more widespread cooperation.

Four more detailed information on RIC, I will turn the program over to Pat
RIC Coordinator.
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THE RURAL 11WORMATION CENTER

Patricia La Cail le John
Coordinator
Rural Infcrnnation Center

In April 1987 Congress proposed in House Resolution 2026 that USDA
establish a National Rural Assistance Information Clearinghouse at the
National Agricultural library. The purpose of the clearinghouse maga be to
maintain a funding inventory of federal, state, local government and private
assistance programs and services available to rural areas and to provide this
information on request to kcal officials and leaders. The clearinghouse would
serve as a mechanism for officials and leaders of small rural communities to
have rapid and direct access to current information on funding programs to
help them stimulate depressed economies. The service would link local officials
with the appropriate federal pruram of funding source and eliminate the often
difficult and time consuming effort required to track down this infirmation.
The clearinghouse would Locus on programs,, including, but not limited to, job
training, education, health care, economic development assistance, and
emotkmal and financial counseling.

In May 1937, the month following this congressional proposal, USDA
Deputy Secretary Peter Myers testified before the Conservation Credit and
Rural Development Subcommittee of the House Agriculture Committee on the
subject of rural development. He reemphasized USDA's commitment to rebuild
rural America and outlined USDA's new rural development policy in a six -point
rural regeneration initiative. The six-point plan emphasized information and
areas of endeavor in which the accessibility and delivery of current information
is essential--education, technical assistance, and research-and, equally

important, close coordination, the one factor necessary to insure the success of
the entire plan.

Deputy Secretary Myers informed Congress that, as the third-point in
USDA's rural initiative plan, USDA was establishing an information

clearinghouse at the National Agricultural Library. The concept of RIC
broadened as more USDA officials and agencies became involved in the
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planning process. Within two months the idea, which had originally started
out as an inventory clearinghouse of funding program information, was
envisioned as a full-fledged information center.

RIC% mission and goals have be evolving for a year since Deputy
Secretary Myers first proposed RIC's implementation to Congress last Any and
officially inaugurated RIC with two inquiry teleplume calls from local officials

in Missouri and Georgia on September 3, 1987.

RICa role has steadily evolved as more parties, namely NAL and Eadension,
became involved in the planning process. The idea of combining the Extension
Service's nationwide technical subject expertise and educational network with
NAL's national informational network in the RIC prqject resulted in an
invaluable and natural merger. Of equal importance was the declaim to locate
RIC at NAL. RIC is the twelfth specialized information centet to be developed
at Our library in sixteen years. NAL's experience and information corpertise
are also invaluable to the success of the preject In addition, NAL, with its two
million volumes, has the largest agricultural collection in the free world.

Both agencies are working together closely for one goal: to meet rural
informatics) requirements by placing the best information available in the hands
of public officials and community leaders responsible for implementing rural
development pret,Trams. The accomplishment of this goal by the RIC staff will
play an important role in assisting local officials to make the best informed
decisions on rural issues impacting their communities.

RIC% role will continue to evolve due to its special audience and joint
agency sponsorship. RIC is unique among NAL's twelve information centers
for four reasons:

First, Congress suggested the establishment of RIC to meet a pressing
national economic and social Cri:13.

Second, the RIC concept quickly generated wide support and interest
throughout USDA, Cooperative &tension, and other federal and state agencies.

Third, RIC is the first USDA information center to originate as a joint
agency preeect. The success of RIC depends on continued close cooperation
between the Extension and NAL networks. This pn6ect will serve as a
prototype of what can be acromplished through such a focused effort RIC has
served to education both NAL and Extension participants about each other.
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Fourth, RIC is unique firm the other NAL information centers in that its
targeted end-users are local officials and citizens-not scientists and federal
officials. The thrust, of its information is economic development rather than
production agriculture.

The local govermnent official is able to access RIC through Extension's
network Of county and state offices. RIC staff responds by sending the
requested information to the Retension agent for further analysis,

intepretation, and consultation with the requesting local official. RIC staff find
it motivating to be serving a grass roots audience and knowing that the results
of their effirts will help rural communities provide essential government
services and develop valuable economic programs.

RIC provides an information and referral service to its users. The Center
serves as a mechaniten to accumulate and disseminate infiemation regarding
economic and social policies, community or:manic revitalization, alternative
income opportunities, community and public services, local leadership
development and training, human capital development, meintenance of the
quality of life, and other vital issues impacting noel America.

Although this is indeed a tall order, RIC staff can draw upon NAL% large
collection of books, journals, instructional materials, computer software, and
audiovisual materials. An even greater resource for RIC users is the center's
access to over 300 specialized online sullied databases. RIC uses the services
of several online vendors to respond to the varied questions received. RIC has
utilized over 60 unique databases in providing information and contact referrals
to these inquiries. The databases cover subjects eaneeg from 'al
bills to envineunental issues to health care and rural educational issues, to
mention a few. RIC can respond with pertinent it Formation on, nearly any
inquiry from one or more of these databases.

RIC uses several online vendor services providing access to over 300
specialized subject databases. The DIALOG service provides RIC with access
to specialized subject databases. Tice DIALOG service provides RIC with accest

to nearly 300 different subject databases containing over 20 million records.
An appropriate DIALOG Me can be identified for nearly every request RIC
receives. DIALOG files contain bibliographic citations to all types of
international literature and audiovisuals. In addition, it also contains ides with
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case studies, abztracts, and MI-tests of doonnents. The RIC staff provides the
more amtpreheasive tort record Warmed= whenever possible.

Another useful online database service is LOGIN, or Local Government
Who:ration Network, maintained by Control Data Corporation. LOGIN
contains teat records of 50 to 500 words each on problems encoemtered by local
governments in such areas as warm* development, housing, financial
management, raid services LOGIN records include case studies and provide
the name and phone numbers of key contact individuals or organizations,
information in training courses, and resource materials, and the status of
researd] prqierta. In addition, LOGIN provides a unique service in that its
users an input questions to the system and see if another user responds with
information on similar experiences to aid them in resolving their inquhy.

The NAB Clearinghouse Database, maintained by the National Alliance of
Business in Washington is a similar service to LOGIN. NAB records contain
information on programs and ruyources on public/private partnerships in
economic development, job training, smoker dislocation, community eamonic
rineliganart, and related areas. The NAB file contains records with bib-
liographic citations and summaries of policy reports and publications in oddities]
to pergram and project profiles, program models, and key individual and
organizatien contacts and services.

RIC also utilizes the federal databea FAPRS, or the Federal Assistance
Fromm. Retrieval System. The General Services Administration in
Washington maintains this system; if provides online access to more than 1,000
Federal Assistance loans, grant& and technical assistance programs. FAFRS
is a full-test database which allow the searcher to ..efine and narrow the search
to the who, what, and vhere of each funding program, such as who is eligible
(state or local government) what type of assistance (grants or loans) what
program **Ohre (such as to provide low-incmne individuals with self-help
housing efforts in rural areas); what Federal agency :a the source of funding
what is the application procedure; and who is the program contact.

The cost of creating and maintaining such a vast array of these highly
technical databases is =pensive. Some of the DIALOG files cost 1000.00 per
bow access time. So far we have not had to use this group, but RIC uses
several databases which 4 re -than lile6.00 per hour to Ma TherefOre.
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online searchers receive specialized training to sharpen searching skills and
speed. In addition, a seemlier first works out the strategy manually before
going online and incurring charges. Due to the expense of some of the
DIM= files, the vendor paivilca the user with an online capability to use a
desigrated low cost fde to test the search strategy in several subjedrrelated
databases to select the best ones before executing the actual search.

Online searchers are also faced with the problem that all online vendor
services utilize a different command language. This requires that the staff be
familiar with several different vendor searching modes. This problem affects
a searcher in even as simple a procedure as exiting a database. All of us have
experienced the frustration of trying to end our search and having a
momentary mental lapse by not remembering the correct exit command, and
then keying every logoff sequence which comes to mind-"QUIT," LOGOFF,'
"FXIT," "BYE," "GOOD-BY," etc.,-before accidentally inputing the correct one.

One of our current plans is to add a gateway software system and network
all RIC computers. This gateway system will fun Lion as a front-end

tramlator, vendors' databases. A proiect to include the design of cunt/mired
input screens to replace our present paper request form is currently underway
the staff will use the screens to log-in online each telephone or mail request.
RIC will be able to build a valuable database for analyzing and idenhfying
trends and preparing statistical reports on who is submitting requests, fran
where, and asking what. Such data will be available for trend analysis and be
invaluable to Extension and RIC for planning purposes.

Six states participated in a test pilot project conducted (mm January
through April of this year-Georgia, Iowa, Illinois, Miss New Mexico, and
Vermont. Once each pilot state selected its RIC State Coordinator, the
coordinators spent a few days at the center to receive a general orientation in
RIC activities and services.

Two general trends have emerged from the pilot. First, the State
Coordinators decided to monitor the questions and activity personally by either

funneling the questions through themselves or designating a network with
access points directly accessing RIC. Second, RIC staff soon discovered that it
took the state coordinators about two months to t the pilot network set up
in their individual states. Therefore, RIC expects to see only about ime or two
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months of pilot data in addition to four months of pre-pslot data beim:
proceeding with the national implementation stage in the next few weeks.

An analysis of RIC rnuests and users since its implementation last fall so
it has revealed the expected data Four broad sidiect areas comprise the
USDA rural revitalization initiative: ...mom* viability; local govenunent

services; quality of life and natural resources and leadership and community
change. So far 85-.90% of all questions RIC is receiving deal with local
government services and economic development prognuna While approximately
65% deal strictly with economic development, most of those on local government
services are also (-COMMie in nature-questioas on government or private
fielding sources and lower cost alternatives to essential government services.

Presently 50% of RI'.; users we either county, state, or Federal Extension
with an additional 20% comprising state and ibderal officials' and community
ea:manic development organizations. Although RIC has not been nationally
pas noted to '. ate, 42 states and the District of Columbia have already
discovered and requested RIC services. RIC services were not promoted
extensively since it started operating on a limited basis in September to allow
time to implement the center and hire and train staff Thererme, RIC's
principle users are the District, the six pilot states, and the nearby states of
Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Nov York who have been more likely
to hear about RIC services from local .ewsletters and users.

During this start-up phase the RIC staff has been able to prepare numerous
publications and order off-line subject print-outs generated from the varied
requests received; RIC staff have prepared over 50 such products available to
users upon request.

Future RIC plans include enhancing the NAL collection in rural
informatkm areas, adding online records of these new items to NAL s online
database, AGRICOLA; and establishing a network of RIC State Rural Library
Coordinators similar to the RIC Extension Coordinator network. NAL pans to
ask each state library to designate a staff member as the coordinator to work
with the RIC Extension Coordinates- by providing resource materials identified

by RIC in its response to requests.

As USDA's first jmntiy sponsored information center, RIC is already serving

as a federal example that a close working interagency relaticership can
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sueressfidly combine the valuable informathm and human miou&-e networks of

NAL and the Extension Service. The USDA staff working on national

implementation are very enthusiastic about RIC% potential role in providing

inktmation to aid nual leaders and local, state, and federal officials responsible

for implementing rural development programs.
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OCLC AND RURAL LIBRARY SERVICE

Clarence R. Walters
Program Director
State and Public Libraries
Online Computer Library Center
Dublin, Ohio

According to the printed program, I have been given the charge to talk
about the role of OCI4C as it relates to technology and the rural American. As
a perm with an especially modest technical background I find the topic, put
m those terms, to be somewhat intimidating. Aside from the intimidation, I
am not sure it adequately describes what I would really like to cover during
our session today. So, with Bernard's indulgence, I would like to restate the
topic in another, perhaps more direct (and for me, a more simplified) way. This
restatement is as follows: "How OCLC Can Assist Rural Libraries in Meeting
the Infirmation Needs frf Rural Americans." This change is made to reflect the
fiat that I will be talking more about library service and service enhancenmits
than I will about terhnolagyconsiderably more. Just as the telephone, the
typewriter, the copy rrachine, and the mianfihn reader are tools which enhance
service and productivity, the computer is another tool to be used in the same
way the same purpose. If I leave you with anything today, it will be the
thought that the primary cement of libraries should be library service and how
to best provide that service. Technology would he v. ,wed as a tool only to be
used if it makes a kb easier, better, less costly, or ideally, all three.

Before going on. I thought it might be helpful to say just a few words about
my background, only because it may have some relevaace to the topic at hand.
I am a prufesaimad librarian with a degree in library science from the
University of Michgan. During my career, which began about 1960, I have
worked in two state libr- agencies, in Michigan and Connecticut. and in two
county libraries, the Wayne County Federated Library System in leradrivm and
the Contra Costa County Library System in California. Early on in my career
I worked at the Detroit Public Library. The two county library systems were
interesting bocaus: they both had service areas which included the full range
of types of communities, including highly urban, industrial blue-collar,
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upper-income white-collar, and rural agricultural areas. While working at the
t!o state libraries, I spent my time working with all areas of the state, again
encompassing the same types of communities noted in the county systems. The
ran the gamut from the densely populated industrial urban area to the isolated
farm community.

During this time I learned one of those basic rules of hbrarianship which
I have kept firmly in mind. All people, no matter what their economic
condition, their geographic location, their career m profession, their educational
level or their cultural background, have a need for informatirm and library
service. There is nothing inherent in a person's living place which makes him
any less in need of infarmatke.

Wozidng at the state level provides a good vantage point to gain a fuller
understanding not only of the coosistency in the need for geed library and
infixmation services, but also the recognition of the widely disparate library
service available to the people of the United States. Unfortunately, those areas

of greatest need are after those areas with the keret amount of service. This

can be equally true in large city neighborhoods and in rural communities. In

many instances, this is a condition caused by insufficient funds to finance
adequate library service. One way, but not the only way, to alleviate this
eonditice is to make appropriate use of techndogy. OCLC can help in this
poem

I thought it might be helpful to begin by providing an overview of OCLC,
imiudinf; some historical background, structure, and an overview of services.
I will then relate this to rural libraries and how rural libraries can better meet
the needs of their users with the assistance of OCLC services. Because I think

it is easier to deal with questions at the time the issue comes up, feel free to
interrupt are at any point.

OCLC began We as the Ohio College Library Center in 1967 when
Frederick Kilgour, the founder, and a secretary occupied a single roam on the
third floor of the Ohio State University Libnuy. It began because a gro,q) of
Ohio college presidents were concerned about the continuously growing volume

of publications received and the same number of staff to handle them. More

and more items were being added to the libraries with the same amount of
cataloging output. This was causing serious and growing backlogs in technical
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service departments. The backlogs were causing public service problesns for the
libraries. Fred leigour proposed that the Ohio colleges band together to do
their cataloging electronically with the machine-readable tapes being issued by
the Library of Congress. The objective of the college presidents who initiated
OCLC was to increase the availability of academic library resumes throughout
Ohio while slowing the rate of increase of library expenditures. In the
beginning OCLC was an intro-state network composed of 54 Ohio academic
libraries.

Since 1967, OCLC has grown to become al international network with
over 6,000 member libraries, of all sizes and types, world-wide. Throughout the

twenty years since it began, OCLC has adhered closely to its original objectives.
It may be useful at this point to read with you the statement of purpose

from the OCLC Amended Articles of Incorporation adopted in 1981:

The purpose or purposes for which this corporation is formed are
to establish, maintain, and operate a computerized library network and
to promote the evolution of library use, of libraries themselves, and of
librarianship, and to provide processes and products for the benefit of
library users and libraries, including such objectives as increasing
availability of library resources to individual library patrons and
reducing the rate of rise of library per-unit costs all for the
fundamental purpose of furthering ease of access to and use of the ever
expanding body of worldwide scientific, literary, and educational
knowledge and information.

I would stress the final two lines of the statement which give as the
fundamental purpose the furtherance of ease of access to and use of the
expanding body of knowledge and information. This is another of those basic
statements which should be considered as a basic toiet of librarianship.

Now, just a few words about the le al, financial, and organizational
structure of OCI,C. OCLC is a non-profit membership org-anization. In its
early, formative years it received a number of grants to get off the ground.
Although it still receives grants for various special activities, including research
projects, its primary source of operating funds now cranes from fees for the
products and services provided to member libraries. It should be noted that in
order to not only pay for day-to-day operations, but also to finance the cost of
expanded services, new products, research and development proiects, and
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purchase new and replacement equipment OCIC's revenues must exceed its
ire.

Governance of OCLC is vested in a sixteen member Board of Tnatees.
The composition of the board is an interesting mix of interests and
hackgrounds. live members are elected by the board from the pirkssions of
business, law, government, or furnace. Three others are elected by the board
from the blirary profs >n Six members are elected to the board by the OCLC
User's Council. The president of OCLC is a member of the board and Fred
Ifillgour, the founder, is a permanent board member.

The User's Council, noted earlier, is a sixty member advisory body which
represents member library interest to OCLC management and the board.
Delegates to the council are elected by OCLC ngional networks. The number
of delegates from each network is based on a formula related' to the revenues
received from networks for member-library OCLC services. Aside from electing
six members to the board of trustees, the Users' Council acts as an advisory
body to the OCLC management and staff. The council meets quarterly.

Them are two ways that libraries can became users of OCLC services. The
two categories are called participants and non-partiripants. Participants agree
to do all their current cataloging online or by tape-loading, and am designated
as general members. General members participate in the governance of OCLC

by having voting rights in electing members to the OCLC Users' Council.
Such members am eligible for election to the Users' Council and to the Board
of Trustees. The second category, non-participants, may use one or more OCLC

services or sub-systems, receive OCLC products and gain somas to the Online
Union Catalog; however, they are not subject to the requirement of full
cataloging like general members. These libraries do not participate in the
governance of the organization and prices to them may vary from those of
participants.

As noted earlier, there are over 6,000 active participating blmuies
worldwide. Directly and indirectly, including participating and
non-participating libraries, °CIL serves almost 8,000 institutions. To give you

some idea of the distribution of full membership, there are currently over 1,200
academic libraries, over 720 public libraries, 510 federal libraries, and over 430
corporate libraries ns members of OCI.C.
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As noted earlier, there are at present about 18 million records in the OLUC.
It grows at a rate of approximately 35,000 records every week. Of this
number, about 24,000 are added by member librariea The rest am selected by
OCLC flan the Library of Congress, the National Library of Mediae , the
*Kish Library and other record somas&

That completes a rather quick and obviously, much too laid an overview
of the structure and organisation of OCLC, with a abort look at sane OCLC
service' and products. It may be more help id for our purposes here to lams
mme directly on those service; particularly relevant to small libraries. This
will include discussion of the following

- Cataloging Services

biter-library In=
Participation Options

- Cluster
- Processing Center

The Group Access Capability Program

CD-ROM Technology

CAT CD-450

Search CD4.50

Rea le= Sarin' g CD-450

Glillibiling

The OCLC Cataloging subsystem provides the labliographic information
necessary to many library mutines. The user of the online system retrieves
bibliogrephic information from the OLUC by typing simple swath commands
at a terminal keyboard. The records we displayed on a terminal screen and
can be used as they appear or can be edited to fit in with local cataloging rules
and inactices without altering the OLU2 perasanently. Libraries enter new
bibliographic records by typing the rucessary informatice on a blank work form
displayed on a terminal screen.

The 'wean will produce catalog cards anteing, kally. They can be
customized to meet the individual library's local specifications and are
presorted at OCLC to save the library this time locally. Currently, OCLC

Produces almost Ihnmmfflimmlasniar.k.
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libraries get together to share the cost of an OCLC terminal and to do their
cataloging as a joint cooperative egret This is she an approach used hugely
by smell libraries of all types.

It aba.dd be noted that the duster group (Okra is one which can be used
by combinations of different types of libraries. It is not unusual to have a
public library and a special library or a school library or all three types
grouping together in a duster arcmgement. The Gump Mess Capability
Program is a way tbr Binaries to become L.olved in the resotace-sharing
awed pogroms oared by OCLC without hennaing cataloging members. I
will be talidng about this pry in more detail in a few momenta I will
only mentkm fir now that It is a way that a lazy number of public libraries
of all alms have been connected to the benefits of the OCLC 2g1t2pljaka
Calnigg.

Unfortunately, I cannot give you any specific statistic; on the number of
public libraries reached by OCLC in these different ways. I have asked our
marketing analysis staff to conduct a census or sumey to determine the number

ef public libraries reached in this way. I are hoping this will be done goosed's*
duchsg the upcoming year. For the moment, I will have to rely on tome
examples which may give you some idea of the magnitude of this kind of WIC
penetration of public libraries.

OCLC has an aftibdeiELSAMBIALILEutil which assists OS in
a number of ways Jacketing advising on the needs of public libraries and acting

as a Balm with the public library creemunity. The committee is canposed of
ten people who represent libraries of various sizes throughout the country,
ranging from the Detroit Public Library to that of York Nebraska, population
7,800. Three members of the ACPL provisk good crumples of the ways that
small rural binaries can be served by OCLC.

Two members of the committee represent public binary eysteme, one in
want central Illinois and the other in upstate New York. Both Ilyatems serve
as processing centers for public Iltwariee in their regions. This service includes
providing OCLC cataloging services to members as Well as catalog cards
produced by OCLC. Combined, these two systems pmvide these services to
over six*, public libraries, the maturity of which are small rural libraries, many
of them serving agricultural conommities.
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The third member offers an even more Wilting example of how OCLC can
reach the small rural community. The }Wimp Memorial Library in Yor4-.,
Nebraska serves a population of 7,800 people in what is basically a rural,
agricultural area. The library is a full OCLC member, but, it also serves as
a promising renter to provide OCLC services to 13 small libraries in the
region. The funds to perform this function are provided by the Nebraska
Library Conunissicsi in recognition not only of the benefit to the libraries in
this region, but also in the value of being able to capture the bililicgraplik
holcfings in the Nebraska database for resource sharing purposes,.

These are only three examples of processes used extensively around the
country, and they touch over 73 libraries, most of them small, rural libraries.
Even without a census, it is safe to say that OCLC is reaching a far larger
number of pub& libraries than the 700+ direct public library merhbership.

Just one more note on this subject- Several weeks ago I asked the
marketing analysis staff to use the American Library Directory data tapes we
recently purchased from Bower to do a run of public libraries serving a
population of under 10,000 and indicated in the report to be receiving OCLC
services, It should be noted that the question did not ask whether they were
OCLC members, but whether the Id :wary made use of computerized services.
The run showed that 419 public libraries serving population of under 10,000
people reported that they received computer services through OCLC. The staff
than checked that list against our member files and determined that 337 were
OCLC members. Although these statistics only scratch the surface of the
question of the numbers of public libraries served by OCLC, they do give some
sense of the number of small public libraries which have a direct member
relationship.

Beyond the numbers, what difference can OCLC make to the small rural
library and the people it serves? Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of any
small library, whether it is a small rural library or a sinall branch in a large
city, is the limitation on the number of 1-mums readily available in the
library. Population size affects financial support, which affects almost all other
facts of the library operation, including collection size and type, staff and
building This aetomatically translates into smaller collections and fewer
resources immediately available. The difficulty of this situation is lessened in

-
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a large city by the access to the eellectiona of other branches and the central
bleary; however, even the large city lthrary often needs to go outside its system
to meet the needs of some patrons. The small rural library is more isolated,
and the options of other resources are not as readily apparent The OCLC
system can act as the window for the mall rural library to the resources
available not only in the state, but salsa nationally and internationally.

In discussing the benefits to the people of York, Nebraska, Stan Schultz,
the director, pointed cut that libraries with access to the OCLC database allti
the interlibrary loan system have a better chance to 13-et timely alternate
information needed by their users. He explained that most agricultural

information originates as goverment or corporate data colledion, and that
dissemination to users typically depends on extension services, farm journals,
and displays at agricultural expos. He said that access to the OCLC database
can offer a milkier supplement to these resources and is especially vital when
these other sources cannot supply. He gives as an example a farmer looking
for information an alternate crops who went to the York Library with an
AGRICOLA printout of citations relating to raising edible snarls. None of the
monographs or journals cited were held by Nebraska, Iowa, or Kansas sources,
but using OCLC he was able to locate and obtain materials to satisfy the user's
needs.

This window to the wider world el information and library resources is
perhaps the single greatest benefit of OCLC to the small rural library. As

noted above, thk library and information needs of rura; Americans are as
diverse as those of people living in urban and suburban America. Although it
is true that most requests for information and materials will be filled within
the state, access to the OCLC Online Union Catalog will mean that most of the
requests not filled in the state will be found in other parts of the country.
During a recent trip to North Dakota, I visited with the librarian of a small
rural library who told me of the amazement and pleasure of a library patron
when his interlibrary loan request was filled by a library in the Napa Valley
of California.

This support of resource sharing through the interlibrary loan subsystem
has become a major function of OCI.C. What was once viewed to be merely an
offshoot of the cataloging system has become an important element of OCLC
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library support services. This system's enactiveness and use has been eseanded
siintantially by the initiation of the Cheap ACCISIN Capability program. It has
carried the OCLC resource sharing benefits to many more Manias, including
many moan, rural agricultural libraries

MiLitafiaaccetaSenakItY_Eamm
Through the Group Access Capability Program process, OCLC has made

It peavible for states or regional groupings of libraries to build online union
catakgs including the holdings of Co= and non-CCLO blaviries, available to
all &varies whether OCLC members or not This program allows for the
addition of records from of databases to the OCLC library -monk; Char the
specified group, whether a state m an intra- or inter-date regional peeping.
Ounce started, the database continues to grow as additional' member catalog
remota are added, and as other records are tape-loadad into the database.

AL this point, the most extensive and notable uses of the Group Access
CP.-Ability Program are the state database programs in California and North
Carolina.

In California, A Group Moses Capalility statewide database program has
been created to include all public binaries in the state. The GAO database was
crest d by combining OCLC public libraries' records with tape-loads of public
binary users of RLIN and WLN cataloging, as well as records of those receiving
commercial cataloging service final Autographic' 8, Baker and l'aylor, and
BRO-IIART. These records are nixie accestele to all binaries designated as
participants in the GAC program. Non-OCLC member Ilinaries have access
only to the records of other participating California public binaries. OCLC

member binaries have access to the =pieta OLUC. They can also serve as
points to transmit requests over the OCLC iLL sub-system for non-OCLC
libraries in the GAC.

The other major example of the statewide database program is in North
Carolina where the North Carolina State Library initiated the state database
pro +d abort two years ago. Although the process is simliar to California's, a
major difference is that North Carolina has not limited participation in its CAC
to public binaries. It has decided to encourage participation to all types of
binaries. Currently, the North Carolira GAC database includes over 8 million
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Another beneficial augmentation of the GAC is the leading is of state or

rural units lists of aerials, which then puts them together in a single
location with the other union list materials.

Although selective members of the GAC (non-OCLC catalogirgr membem)

do not have =OS to the full 0= fir ILL or catakging proposes, a process
COO be established to funnel zequesta which amnot he met within the GAC
region to OCLC members who then pass than on thactigh the ILL subaystem

on behalf of the requesting hlwary.

BiStfigaardnaltlinilialliSORlliellitatiligilikilike
During the past several years, OCLC has been involved in the *Wowed

of new preclude and services which are of particular relevance and interest to

small libraries, several of which are of particular interest to tural sgricultund
lilwaries. These developments are a recognition on the part of OCI.0 of the

need to keep abreast of technological developments and ways this new

technology can assist libraries and Briny patrons.

Several specific products making use of the new CD-ROM technology have

been developed or are curie-lily under development. These imlude:

- CAT CD-450 (a cataloging product)

Search CD-450 (a reference tool)

- Resource Blearing CD-450 (a resource sharing tool)

All of these products rqwesent OCLCs Art to combine the beet katures of

this new technology with those of fie 2oliggilnignSageg.
CAT CD-450 has been ckir.soped to provide libraries with a major portion

of their cataloging on a compact .."se. This is done t estracting the most used

records from the OLUC and patting them on a CD. The major Mums
between this CD cataloging tool a d others is that far those hens not available

an CD the user can obtain the recoils online. It also provides kr a mechanism

to continue to add records to the OLUC to assure the continued giuwth and

vitality of the OLLC.

Search CD-450 is a reference tool which combines various retinae
databases in specific subject fields with bibliographic records of sham reelects

in the 0141.M. These are combined into packages of reference resources.
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Although not pd.-oarily geared to loving =nen rural lthrortes, the OCLC
system has become a substr athd support mechanism hr these Mamie' in
ansistiog them to better meet the burry and infOnoatlen needs of meal
Americans.
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Parham the Ord statement presented in this surrey sets the tone br the
ealize doily. Parenthetically, napoockuts IMO usually asked to gnawer on a
as of options tram "den* egret?' to "strengly &wee "Sty library Is
heal Out thr coramrarity activities," vrier the Sig deterrent to which
indivkhade were to respond While 51% (179) of three answering indicated
some bun of egmement, apprednuddy 49% (171) vere elder near& or
es cemed dingreemeed. This issue may not be alerting in that most small
libraries shnply do not have the ihcilities available to trendium their dbrarke

into community centers, even thou& aome of them have the nob' meeting place

in the town. We have ancentered this in other surveys, br mouenle, as an
eslianatica of why the frequency of athdt oriental Forums is sometimes
dinnel. However, the author believes that them is a collateral tact to this
athydad inelegant); il makes other Able at trandluming the public litany
into the conornmit0 lamed= center particularly troublesome. This can be
den by the convey% second statement '74y library works closely with other
commudir organizations to provide a prepam of reasational se cos.' While
47111, (18e) indicated some thrm of agreement, at best 53% (174) were either
nerdral or diesgreed. Clearly, there are again IMMO= to explain this, and
Ernftatiers d epee, staff, and money are smog them. In the graph below,
responses to the first survey statement are coropmed with that of the second.
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Corruntmity Activities and
Community Organizations
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In a more positive regard, abnost Unman:Ms of those surveyed indicated
that their library ".-sespond; to community needs with spedalized swim
provided inside the library blinding." The most freinrently end activities were

stery hours 6* children, Rena prognans, and providing meeting rooms. The
situation was a little diffiaent, however, when individuals wens leaked to magi

to "- specialised services provided outside of the library." In this instance,
approodmately 51% (164) were in amt as to the appropristeness of this
role, but an almost equal number of respondents 40% (158) either were neutral

or disagreed. The favorite edema! services were book delivery to naming
homes, pm grams fie community peeps, and providing materials to schools and

daycare centers.

Figure 2 graphically provides a picture of the responses relating to rgerviceb

outside of the bleary.

Specialized Services
Outside of the Library

IF fps 1

Additional positive results occurred in relation to the statement: "My library
assists elementary and secondary students in meeting educational oltectives

established during formal cowries of study? To this role, 94% (346) of the
respondents agreed. On person erriphasisid her or his position 1 stating,

And howl" There was almost , the same overwhelming approval in relation to
-I 83 :7'.
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be to ask librely users about their comminity inkinandon ceder. In a cannot
study of nual likely usage in Pennsylvmsla, very preliminery data morel a
bighlevel of unravel of °vend! services by Mow clients bet aily a nuke&
reliance on the library's re ene-ze caner tion Air eurreed infiesudion, Bededkus
mem to be in reeler demand than, Sir maniple, inbrinstion dealing with
ccemnunity ordinances or the dechdons of best gmaining enemata The
Pennsylvania Mucky will be used as the heels fix a nationid investkptims being
supported by the U. S. Department of Mention in 1.98W89. Figure shims
the respondents attitude' toward the tole etatement, "My Maw is a source of
cumuli, information on community emenhations."

Back to our role-playing, however. "My Remy promotes its mfirenci
swims (within the bleary) to aid users in locating needed information." lb
this statement, 03% (344) of the respondents agreed. "My library promotes
kdephone reference services to aid USE= in locating needed kdbanatisse Over
tinse.fieuthe (M) of those surveyed either strongly amend ar agreed to this

stakenent. Affecthy the rapine to this last tole statement axe eS Wet
two Wore first, awe libraries continue to be without telephone meal** (our
latest data lugged approximatab, six percent) and, second. "A limited staff does
not allow us ', encourage telephone vervice: This latter conunent was a quote
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Bestsellers-21% (78), videocassettes- 17% (63), and books on tape-9% (34), were
the most popularly available formats,. Pifty-seven percent of those participating
in this study indicated th dt they also promote the use of their highly demanded
material.

UBRARY PLANNING

Unfortunately, results fin this section of the survey suggest that the
responding librarians are only modestly involved in planning for library

services. Indeed, these data show little improvement in a pattern that has
been observed by the author over the last six years. Only 22% (81) of those
surveyed indicated that a community analysis had been condoled by or (or the
library over the last five years. kigure 4 illustrates a comparison of those
respondents conducting community analysis in relation to the availability of
multi-year plans.

Community Analysis and
Multi-Year Plan

101 se
Choices

MN Satin twigs It

The leading reasons given for the lack of an analysis were insufficient time,
not enough staff and not enough money. Parenthetically, the possible

responses were "yes," "no," or "to some extent' The author interpreted "to
some Went," which was irdrwered by 32% (119), to be a qualified "no." On the
issue of whether oi not the library had a multi-year plan, only 23% (88)
answered affirrnativdy-37% (138) responded with to some extent." While the
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leading reasons for the absence of a plan were "that it was in process," lack
of t: ae," and lack of money," five percent (19) of the revondents commented
that the "trustees were not interested." The nod questir4 dealt with the
utilization of output measures. Only 25% (88) of those participating in the
survey indicated using output measures an their Wanes-34% (120) answered
"to some ascent." An agenda of answers was given explaining the manse., but
the major category, 13% (48), was lack of familiaritytlack of awareness. While

Bert much of a case can be made based on 48 respondents, it is the author's
belief that 1/di:Mainly may be the single most mitigating factor for the lack of
implementation of output measures in rural libraries. It does little good for she
AIJ/PLA to publish a revised edition eS Output Measure when the original
concept continues to be in its seminal stages of application, and not only in
small binaries.

SOCIOECONOMIC DATA

In a continuing effort to gather normative data about rural librarians and
the communities in which they live, the survey included a variety of general
questions. Initially, it was thought that it might be an interesting exercise to
ask the respondents to classify the geographical area in which they live, even
though they were identified by the surveyor's as rural. While 70% (253) agreed
that they were rural, 19% (69) identified themselves as suburbanites, mid 7%
(28) said they lived in urban areas. Because of the interest in numl
revitalization, the survey isastrument included a question regarding the
community's three most important industries. Of the 161 individuals

identifying the industry of primary importance, 26% (96) indicated fanning,
tourism was next at seven percent (25), and at four percent (15) was metal in-
dustries. While students of rural America are cognizant of the shift freer'

agriculture to a variety of other economic conditions, small town USA has not
entirely escaped its roots. Following the previous question was oh? in which
the respondents were to label community preblems. Not surprisingly, 80%
(167; indicated unemployment, etc., as the major difficulty. Meaty percent

identified rapid population growth as the greatest challenge. And only
25% (83) thought that their problems would be solved in the near future.

The final questions were directed at the blirarians. One question concerned
involvement in library associations. Forty-me percent (151) of those answering
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indicated membership in the American Library Association, but 80% (7d4)
belong to their state organizations. In relation to the ages of the respondents,
ngure 5 depicts those reporting.

Age of Respondents
Plweentwo

Ifire 0

30-39 40-4 8049 10-69 BW

AIM

Although one may not always be convinced that the public library is the
CCMimunity's library, the librarian certairiy is. The typical rural librarian has
lived in her or his community for an average of 17 years, although the range
in the survey was from ene month to 64 years. Further, she or he has been
employed in the library for an average of over ten years. The range In this
latter response was also one month to 64 years. And what about current
salary? While 13% (42) ram $30,000 or more, over F.6% (181) earn between
$5,000 and $19,000. Thirty-nine percent (125) have a salary fran $5,000 to
$14,000. The library proftrg,sktn should reflect on the fact, that for a family of
four, $14,000 is at the poverty level. Figure 6 graphically shows the salary
levels reported by the respondents.
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ID

Annual Salary

ta

6-9 19-411 91-19 99-19 294/9 AO-34 3$-W1 MS

Thousands

CONCLUSIONS

The question now remains, what are the aspects of this
study. It fa somewhat obligatory to remind the reader that surveys seem to
beget surveys as zpposed to fmalinng issues. Resulting, however, is an
alfirmatker that conceptually and pragmatically role-setting is a siggdficant
amstruct of Malay services. Along with the BanningDsggi and fhgEll

for P lie Librata langendiling_fig_hatkeLitEtuiegi

is part of a powerful trio. But the distressing factor is, notwithstanding these
publication% librarians in small and medium sized institutions are simply not
planning for future bleary services. The mitigating, but not complete answer,
is that staff members are too busy delivering services. How much is to be
expecttd of the one-person library manager? 'These aro not irrelevant
concerns. But there appears to be a consistent lack of planning-of both short
and long duration-among blrarians in communities of 25,000 or fewer pesple,
which represents most of the public libraries in the United States. These
circumstances have been observed in other studies emanating from Clarion and
not restricted to small communities. For example, in surveys of "book-
=billets," in both urban and rural settings, there was an equal dearth of
planning.
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But how much planning k; sufficient? The author does not have an
approyelately convindng answer. The alternative k relatively dear. Without

planning, local surveying, etc, the public Maw becomes an retteedon of the
anti views rather than those of the conununity's Mirada are
hazinating in many respects, but few other public ins operate with
such a modest kedbedc level. Them is another practical concern assocksted

with the lack of pbmning-public librarian may be taking m too maw roka
Because of tk. high la of commitment, three is an inhentat tendency to want
to meet more and MOM Teepandb"ties. It may not be dear in scam Ikaarke,

example, that literacy prograrns are not possible without ocenpuenishig

other library services, or at least managed by using a marketivg 'Kovach to
target specific audiences over a limited period of time.

The final question brumes me, then, of how is plarming listinieded. It is,
of course, a remonsibility at all traders of binary eihniniatratfalL But naked
library associations, and particularly those at the state del could have a
prebend effect by makift planning and its collateral aspects, as a sustaining

goaL One of the weaknesses; of American librarianship is that we Bbl to plan
over a calculated period of time. It dna not be surprising that 'symptoms
of the same isdidencies are seen throughout the countryside.
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COOPERATION BETWEEN LIBRARIES AND =TENSION

Tim Lynch
Library Systems Division Coordinator
Nebraska Library Commission
Lincoln, Nebraska

It's a real treat to be invited back to a place where you are supposed to
have gathered all this information so I really appreciate being here. AsMike

mentioned, I have been around several places. I always find a little bit of
inspiration in some of the presidential candidates and I would like to know
bow many people here know that there is another Republican running for

office of the President by the name of Ben Fernandez?
Ben Fernandez was born in a boxcar. It's an inspiring story of going from

being born in a boxcar-a converted boxcar-in Kansas City, Kansas and

working with his seven brothers and sisters the fields, the sugar beet and
tomato fields of Michigan and Indiana and is now running for President of the

United States. I think that is an inspiration-certainly an inspiration for all
librarians.

People ask me why I live in Missouri and Kansas-or have lived in the
midwest in Kansas and Nebraska. They ask me how can you do that? Well,
I'm going to try this out on you because (and I've gotten bad response on this
before so "boos* would be okay) I live in Nebraska. I live in Nebraska because

it allows me to live a bicoastal lifestyle.
In Nebraska we have a concept of economic development that I found

really very interesting. It was on the editorial page of the Lincoln Star
Journal and I think this says it all about what we think about econamk
development in Nebraska, in order to prosper it has been suggested that

Nebraska end its traditional dependence on an agricultural sconsmw." ICS

rather sad that there's a lack of vision on the part of many people who are

involved in economic development and also that there is a lark of vision for

librarians dealing with the same topic.
Perhaps this is where we need to start in terms of getting libraries and

librarians involved. There is a visioning exercise where we are to envision our

library five years down the road: so we have 1993. Guess what the InAjor

184.E
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councilthe actual government of the county extension in Barton COW*,
K MOIL Also, the chairman of the board of the Central Kansas Library
System, Pat Hydrkk (in Mitchell County) has been appointed or bad been
elected to the economic development =amines of that particular county
extension. If you think there's not any cooperative of because of that
you're wrong. These are strong people. There's going to be something
happening in terms of what the library's participation with the cooperative
extension.

However, that kind of involvement relies so much on the leadership
capabilities of the librarian. And that is sometimes where we are falling
down. It goes along with how the librarian sees herself (I will use "honer
because of my past experience in Kansas, out of 70 librarians in ow library
system we had one male directorthe rest were all female, so I will use the
"she) in the community is certainly very important in the types of
programming we that we (as a system) are trying to gat across and to deliver
to ow system members. The leadership is what was missing. We have some
librarians who have a natural leadership ability. They feel very condbriable
gdng out and being members of their community. They understarul where
they fit into the whole scheme of things. We have Miter people who don't see
themselves that way and have sat back. In fitct, their library is the reading
room. They do children's story hours and that's where they find themselves.

I think it was crucialthe develops:mat of leadership programs that tax
to the Central Kansas Library System. We in turn then provided library
service to the rural patron. We did that by providing some support services
to the actual libraries. They in turn would extend Liu* service area to cover
those people who aren't being served by libraries. That's a very simplified
version of actually what happened.

At the same time, we had a probl4m. Someone had actually lost their
Aunt. We put together meetings throughout the system devised to ask, *What

can we do as a library system to help?"
It was determined that there was a real need for information along several

different lines. Information needed to be easily accessible, copied, and unfit!.
It couldn't be anything that had a lot of writing in it because people weren't
going to take the time to use it. Using the suggestions we got from these
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meetings, we developed The RuxeLResoung Manuel. The manual is available
from the Central Kansas Library System. I will leave it out L. you to look
at, if you'd like. It Is meant to be used by farmers; by people who are in
trouble; and by people who are working with farmers in trouble. The
extomakm people were certainly involved in that The book is now, I believe,
in every extension agency and public library in our service area, which is 17
counties. The manual is not meant to be a "How to Become a Better
Farmer." It was meant more to deal with problems of people who were going
through transition.

There are several chapters. There's one in mental healthstress. We
found stress to be a very large problem In the rural areas. How to deal with
stresslegal assistance, &modal assistaneo, credit, the financial forms,
legislative informatics% resources in terms of where to go -from here, and
inibrmation and referral type services are in here. It's been a really
interesting book. This gave us some cre&bility which was very important
in working with the community. The extension people saw this and all of a
sudden we had something to offer them.

As part of our response to the rural crisis we put together a collection of
books, the Rural Issues Collection, that was developed through the interlibrary

loan development project or the grant from the state library. Again, it was
not on how to be a better farmer or how to grow better crops. We wanted to
help people in transition and to offer acme different solutions. We built up
the collection in terms of sustainable agriculture just because that information
was not being delivered by the land-grant universities in Kansas. Extension
was focussing on better wheat. However, we thought that there might be
people who were interested in other things such as mental healthstress,
changing jobs, the whole career spectrum of information needed if they're going
of the farm.

The idea of developing this collection was that the materials would be
available for any of our 70 libraries because of the interlibrary loan
development grant process. They were actually available throughout the state
for loan.

The collection wasn't being used. We developed the collection and it was
sitting there not being used! Wonderful! This is great! We were thinking,
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"How are we going to get this across?" And one of the things we came up
with was we needed to deal with the extension people.

Problem number one: who's going to listen to us? Even thoozh we have
credildlity, who's going to listen to us? So we by extension. What we
determined was we had better luck dealing with the home economists or the
human ecology side of extension than we did dealing with the extension
agent. We felt that part of the problem, although there's probably no scientific
proof fer it, was that it is because usually the estenskin agent is male. That
is a truism. The librarian has been traditionally female and mostly we're
thought of as being "fluff,"

There always has been some sort of relationship between extension and the
libraries, like 4-H groups come into the library (that's a traditional one that
goes back a long way) and reading clubs (those have been- oozy popular in
Nebraska where extension set up reading clubs and through the home
economists section of extension). All than types of things were female. The
hard data was considered male and the mtensimes perception of us was that
we had nothing to offer them.

We had reached the point of exchanging newsletters with extension. We
thought that was a good thing, where they would send us their newsletters
and we would send ours to them, until we received a plume call from one of
the extension agents saying, "Why are you sending this to meT' Well, we then
changed the name on the envelope and the newsletter now goes to the home
economists, the human ecologist person and we are cooperating with her. I
really do think the traditional male role in rural America and the female role
in rural America certainly is an implication of how much cooperation there's
actually going to be between =tonsil= and the library.

Another thing we started doing in Kansas was to go right to the top. We
started with KSU and the extension people at the university, developing
relationships with them. We brought in, for instance, Virginia Motley, who
is involved in human ecology and teaches at KSU, to do one of our system
assemblies. We would be in constant contact with the extension people there.
We brought David Darling in, who is the community economic development
specialist for the state of Kansas as a part of extension at KSU, to do an
assembly.
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When I met David Darling at a meeting the first thing he mid to me was,
'Do you get all our publications? We want to make sure that all our
extension publications are in your library." That's 70 different outletsthat's
70 examples of some sort of corporation with extension! I found that to be
rather exciting. We've cultivated these relationships on that level bypassing
seine of the abstades that we might see in the local areas. But we can do
that as 'systems" people and I believe that individual 'Orreries can also do
that. The more the library sees itself as a member of the community it sees
other agencies in the community as a resource. Extension is a resource for

the library, as well as the library being a resource for the extension. If the
librarian can see that or if the library community can understand that than
all sorts of cooperative programs will start evolving.

The Central Kansas horny System started meeting with the human
ecologists and the home economists sometime throughout the year. We asked

in the meetings, "What can we do for your And then we told them what we
had done In terms of our rural issues collection, the Rural maw,
availability, access to Knowledge Index through the system, and access to
Agricola online searching. They said 'Well, we're giving a talk." They were
giving a program on job-seeking and home-based businesses. We said "Oh,

what a neat ideal We have some thirst) that you might like to have." We

had this rural issues collection sitting there not being used. We developed
sultect bibliographies according to the needs of their program. We put
together this bibliography on home-based business from ter collection.

The assistant director, Don Reynolds, than went to the program. I would

recommend this ideato have the local librarian go and actually give a brief
book talk at the end of the program. The librarian has the books with her
from the collection so people can see what it Is.

Our collection of rural materials I think is interesting. We were very
much involved in going to all sorts of conferences and gleaned all sorts of
information from different places. I think there's something to be said for
thisjust by our going out of the library, going to meetings that are not library

sponsored, we're finding out all sorts of different information.
The Institute for Public Policy, which is located in Lawrence, Kansas, at

KU, sponsors programs on economic development throughout the year. The
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Bret thing they'll ask you is, "As a librarian what are you doing hexer Pee*
are shocked that you would somehow be in a meeting which is dealing with

policy ftw the state and economic development. You fed like you have to
ing your existence far being there. The answer is immediately on the tip
of your tongue, "Because we are community leaders." Soon they begin to think

of you as community leader& You are invited back and you start being
involved in actually determining what's happening in your local community or

in the state.
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THE INTERMOUNTAIN commuNrri LEARNING INFORMATION SERVICES
PROJECD A PARTICIPANT'S VIEW

Bill Vasey
ICLIS Learning and Information Specialist
Carbon County Public Library
Rawlins, Wyoming

The Intermountain Community Learning Information Service Project In
ICLIS, is a Kellogg Foundation funded project that links the Land Grant
Univers:cies of Wyoming, Utah, Colorado and Montana, the University
Libraries, the respective State Libraries and eight rural public library, two
in each state, together to provide information and adult education for the rural
population.

This linkage is done through existing or new technology.

The Wyoming ICLIS mission is:
To develop and demonstrate improved ways to provide

educational and informational services and resources to people in rural

areas through local public libraries.

Wyoming OLductives
I. To deliver new educational and informational services to rural

communities to meet needs identified by local residents;
2. To design, develop or acquire and deliver educational and

infbrmational programming to rural communities;

3. To train and educate residents in the applications of infcemational
technologies;

4. To strengthen the support base among public and private sectors to
support rural service development;

5. To increase private sector activity to support education and economic
opportunity in rural areas.
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Wyoming Methods of Implementation
1. Continuous assessment of rural needs for education, training and

information services.
2. Ut'llzation of computer-assisted intbrmation services, teleconferencing

and traditional information delivery systems.
3. Applied use of educational technologies for state and multistate

services to rural learners.
4. The use of properly equipped and staffed model facilities to enhance

the formal and informal education of rural residents by assisting
with informational needs, providing educational and cultural
communications and implenumting information systems networking.

8. Training personnel in use of technologies, services, and marketing.
3. Cooperate in multistate communications network tied to compatible

technologies in community libraries.

PROFILE OF A LEARNING AND INFORMATION SPECIALIST
1. Must know the community and the key players in that community.

(The title on the door is not always the person that you need to see).
2. Must be at .e to listen and match needs with revources

non-threatening to be other Agencies turf.
3. ADAPTIVEvery flexible with both time and ideas.
4. SELF/STARTERMake things happen, a catalyst in the community.
5. EMPATHETICNeeds of a community run a full range. Nothing is

too unimportant,
8. STRAIGHT-FORWARDIf a thing cannot be done, let the patron

know.

7. INNOVATOR- -Link and match programs, people and agencies.
8. RISK- TAKER- -Don't believe every time that this has been tried and

didn't work. Examine the project and try again.
0. MAVERICKSometimes one has to jump right in and take chances.

Do it and beg forgiveness. Do nothing that would be detrimental to
the library or the patron.
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CONCLUSION
ICLIS provides services that libraries bAve historically provided. Libraries

have always provided information and education to the self-directed learner
and the ICUS prttiect is designed to use existing technology to expand these
services.
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THE RIMAL
BOOKMOBILE
Going Strong
Alter Eighty Years

The Canter for the Study of Rural Librariornhip b pleased to mans ennoble the proceedings of the
"The Rural Bookmobile: Going Strang After Eight'. ream" held in Columbus, Ohio. on Jane 19-2I, HMS
ender the auspices of the State Lliwary of Ohio. The coeference focused on Imendeng of bookmobile
ferrite unities to the rural setting end included a diverse range of presentation by isidraritles on both
mei America and bookmobiles. in iodation to discussions of die current staussof rural boolimot.310 see+
vice with its inherent problems, the proceedings she enumerate several alternatives to meow:dotal
bookmobile service; also hiduded is a specid perspective of the bookmobile by a penal el bookmobile
menefecturws. This publication era be a useful neseance for everyone with a commitment to rural library
service.

Misr ievid- cop,ist a "The Rural bookmobile: Going Strong After Eighty Years" at 99.91
k

(POSIPOth

Tom] rncknrJ
ISlakt ir,ahk. the ( larton I 11641W Oi Peen, hams Famdation (CLP).

CENTZR FOR THE STUDY OF RURAL LILRARIAPISHIP
College of Library Science

Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Clarion, Pennsylvania 102141
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The
Center
for the

Study of Rural
Librarianship

REFERENCE SERVICE IN RURAL
PUBLIC LIBRARIES

At Int!! A pubSeatigo wbich donde the state of the art of refinance invite in rural
America. This dusty provides a total prof& of stalliat, maim and pr endemic to
Ilwarlee semis communkies of under 23.000. Baled es a mwd somple tbis es.t
is arranged natketudly, reglawally and hy axe of eamice cowl. REFT.RERCE SERV= IR
RURAL PUBLIC LAURIE:31s a solid bar of bsformation in a rasscy explored but rapidly
expanding area of intend.

To maim a copy of this eatightening new publication send $4.50 (postpaid) to The
Center for the Study of Rural ianrhit, School of Library Seknoe, Cation State
College, Clarion, Panneylmnia 16214.

Name

Add es

Amount endowed:

lime make obedue payable to -Special Projects-CSC".



A ifootvegog itomml nor *De Poi* lAmolos by %Mem D. C:ampbel is a unique
pubhcation now aviWable through the Center for the Study of Rural librivianship end the
Small library Development CeMer. The author probes many facets of sr aN public libraries,
and the manual adeptly ackkesses the needs ci both inexperienced and experienced library
budgeters. Topics neve from a discussioc of major steps M preparing a nwery budget to
a disclosure of a technique for measuring the efficiency or pnaluetholly of teary functions.
This manual will be a key ad to administrators and Wartime tuning small and neat public
libraries.

Mem D. Canpbell itlar.olassordAtmotutiancysithe Wage of Business
bon at at Clarion tkiiversity of Pennsylvania.

Please send camas) of A aktiOlogog Memo/ for Smog Pubis tibronfoo at
$8.95 each.

(postpaid) to

Total enclosed:
Make chocks payable to the Clarion University of Pennsylvania Foundation)

a
CENTER not THE STUDY OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP

The Sall Library Development Center
College of Library Science

Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Clarion, Pennsylvania 16214
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THE CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF

RURAL
LIBRARIANSHIP

presents

A New Publication

-4114131ffeamuswrminne--.

DEVELOPING A MARKETING
PROGRAM FOR LIBRARIES

The Caner for the Seedy of Rural Librarianship is committed to stimulating the develoti-
mos of rural library 'mica. Reassmiiing the importance of the rise of the marketins move.
meat in American public libraries, the Center is pleased to snake available this guide of
marketing procedures. Developed for librarians who have enthusiasm, but, perhaps. Ii .ited
expaiame, the work reviews in a readable, step by step manner the complete sequence of
activities for effective program deveksenent. Dr. Grunenwald's work, with its clear rumples
applicable to libraries, provides a solid base of information.

Please send cowls) of Developing a Marketing Program fu Libraries at S$.00 cash.

(postpaid) to

Total enclosed:
(Make checks payable to the Clarion University of Pennsylvania Foundation (CUP)

COLLEGE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
CLARION UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLARION. PA 16214
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THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY
OF RURAL LIBRARIANSHIP

COLLEGE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
CLARION UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

CLARION, PA 101114

The Wowing Bibbogroplues are wadable from the Center it cos GI $1.00 each.

I 'looks and Theses Relating 10 Public Libraries: A Seamed Sarver
2 "Relives= Deafens hip and the Small Library: A Sebum! Same
3 -Rural Ltbasy 5novics"
4 "Books mid Arrades Rains to Commune, Development and Commonly Analysts"
3 "SchooIPorblic Library Cooperation"
6 "Public Relanons and the Public Library"
7 "Administration ci he Small and Medium Steed Library"
8 "Library tfenierlung and Interlibrary Cooperation"
9 "Books by Mad and Boolinvoinie Service"

10 "Technical Services"
11 "Fnends el the Library"
12 **Library Tnonees"
13 "Library Services and Older Americans"
14 "Library 1, ediniteers"

The Center also publishes a serninannual mama! RURAL LIBRARIES inch ft avadabb kr 11.00,3isse
etr 116 00/year.

Please send the foihnialt mmenal

Bibliographies. No isi

I veered lilie to subscribe to RURAL LIBRARIES. --psyment endosed ens

Phase send she loacionag back won of RURAL LIBRARIES $300 each:

Total enclosed.

Please add my name se yew' ahatAn lot

(Make cheeks payable us die Osman University of Psonmelvania Foondation)
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